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Answers to Con-espondents, &,c.—Pages 2, 13, 22,

32, 43, 52, 63, 72, 82, 92, 102, 115, 122, 132, 142,

153, 162, 172,183, 192,202,213,223,239, 246 255.

Architecture.— Kobertson's Improvements in

Architecture, page 67 ; Progress in Architecture,

117; Striking Arches, 165, 215; Shop Front Ar-
chitecture, 230.

JBit/Zii/mgr.—Masonry, pages 3, 19, 28; New Du-
ties on Timber, 5;. Mortar, 49, 156, 162; Returned
Shop Eronts, 59; Brickwork Bonds, 66; Slab
Huts, 77; Artificial Stone, 97: Koof Coveriugs,
98; Moving Houses, 107; Coverings of Theatres
ia the Olden Time, 122 ; Ancient versus Modern
Chimney-pots, 137 ; Groined Arches, 197.

Chrmioti/pist.—Pages 8, 20, 30, 40, 46, 60, 79,

90, 100, 109, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 169, 180,

190, 200, 209, 220, 230, 240, 250.

Costume.—Shoes, pages 45, 65, 135.

Correspondence.—Candlesticks of the Twelfth
Century, page 'l8 ; Antique Lamps, 25 ; Alge-
braical? Solution, 25 ; Sensitive Paper, 65 ; An-
cient Drinking Cups, 105 ; Architectural Exhi-
bitions, 136 ; Improved Scribing Gauge, 205.

Drawing.—Perspective, page 196, 205 ; Light
and Shade, 23 6.

J)ecoration.— Gilding as applied in Decora-
tion, page 7 ; Imitation of Damask for Walls, 27

;

Imitation Morocco Leather for Walls, 64 ; Interior

Decoration, 80; Walker's Method of Decorating
Articles of Earthenware or China, 85 ; Decora-
tions in Tempera, 86 ; Chinese Ornament, 88

;

Ornaments for Oaken Doors, 108; Cologne Ca-
thedral, 182; Baptismal Eonts, 193, 225; on Or-
naments, 219; Selection of Ornaments for Eur-
niture, 238; Lecture on Ornamental Art, 254.

Editorial Articles.—French and English Arti-
sans, page 1 ; Eailway Sleepers, 2 ; The London
Art-Union, 11; The School of Design, 22 ; Bri-
tish Art, 31; Kural Architecture, 41; The Rights
of Labour, 51; Mr. Vernon's Gift to the Nation,

61 ;,Art Expositions, 71 ; Ugliness and Mon
strosity in Art, 81; Appreciation in Art, 91;

The Duty on Bricks, 91; Enthusiasm and Dis-

cretion, 101; Lowell, 111; Government School

of Design, 121; The Exhibition at the London!
Mechanics' Institution, 121; Copyright of De-
signs, 122; Protection from Fire, 131; The New-
castle School of Design, 141 ; Exhibition of Mr.
Mulready's Pictures at the Society of Arts, 151;

The London Art-Union, and the Board of Trade,

161; Influence of Intellectual Progress, 171; The
Steam Engine and Civilisation, 172; Architec-

tixral Incongruities, 181; Mr. Vernon's Pictures,:

19 1 ; Working Men's Associations, 1 92 ; Artistic!

Ambition, 201 ; Government School of DesignJ

202 ; The Public Health BUI, 211 ; The Eegent-
street Quadrant, 212; The National Gallery, 212;'

Projecting Shop Fronts, 213; Habitations ofj

the Poor, No. I., 221 ; A Hint to Picture Dealers,

!

222; Exhibition for Minor Works of Art, 222;
|

Simplicity, 223; Habitations of the Poor, No. II., I

231; The Sculptors' and Ornamental Stone Car-

1

vers' Society, 232 ; Comitry Caleb Quotem's, 233; \

A Word with our Eeaders, 241 ; Papier Mache
Manufacture in Birmingham, 241,

Illustrated Glossary, ^c.—^Letter I>, pages 4, 14,

24, 34, 44, 54, 64, 74, 84 ; Letter IE,, pages 84, 95,;

104, 114, 124, 134, 144, 154, 164; Letter 'E, pages,

174, 184, 195, 204, 214, 224, 234, 245, 251.

Mechanical Arts.— On the Use of Ivory for|

Turning, pages 16, 36 ; Manufacture of Shell i

Cameos, 38 ; Locomotive Boilers, 47, 58 ; Pottery

and Porcelain, 50 ; Carving, 52 ; Manufacture of i

Blacklead Pencils, 78 ; Jenning's Patent Joiats,

&c., 103 ; Pier and Chimney Glass Frames, 158 ;

Arts of Ancient Egypt, 202 ; Chinese Carving,

224; English Ornamental Iron Work, 252.

Miscellaneous Articles.—Perpetual Motion, page

20; Workmen Abroad and at Home, 21 ; Wright's

Oven, 35 ; Busse's Terresin Sleepers, 42 ; Dr.

Faraday's Lectures, 43 ; Chinese Junk, 55 ;
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INDEX.

Method of Detecting Adulteration in Oils, 57 ;

The Daguerreotype, 63, 73, 119 ; The Eeligion
of Beauty, 68 ; Mr. Burchetts' Lecture on Free-
hand Drawing, 76 ; Distribution of Prizes at the
Society of Arts, 78 ; Jenning's Patent Joints,

103 ; Anti-inflammable Substances, 108 ; Chlo-
rine Gas as a Disinfectant, 118 ; The Rights of
Labour and Belief, 123 ; Vauxhall Gardens, 125

;

Isometrical Perspective, 121 ; Nottingham
School of Design, 136 ; Art in the Middle
Ages and its Progress Downward, 138 ;

Marble Quarries of Carravia, 149 ; Cornish
Steam-Engines, 147 ; Bridge across the Danube,
144; Cremorne Gardens, 145; Society of Arts'
Prize List, 175; The Green Vaults at Dresden,
173; The Indian Rubber Tree, 189; The Con-
way Tubular Bridge, 188; Iodine, 182; Her
Majesty's Theatre, 193; Baptismal Ponts, 193;
Ancient Babylon, 207 ; The High Level Bridge,
228; The Smoke Nuisance, 226; The Sector,

237; Arabesques, 247 ; Combination of Coloured
Woods in Furniture, 248; Doors, 248; Arts and
Trades, 249.

Paragraphs.—National Economic Gas Burner,
page 2 ; The New Duties on Timber, 5 ; Free
Exhibition of British Manufactures, 10 ; Trac-
tion, 33 ; Macadamised Roads, 37 ; Angles, 37 ;

The Electric Telegraph, 45 ; Patents, 67; Iron
Ore, 251 ; Portland Prison, 254.

Painting,— To preserve Woodwork, page 3 ;

Theory of Painting, 5 ; New Water Colour
Society, 7 ; Medieval Painting of Roofs and
Ceilings, 10 ; Glass Painting, 13 ; Enamel,
Ancient and Modern, 17 ; The Free Exhibition
of Modern Art, 22 ; Exhibition of the Royal
Academy, 23 ; Imitation of Damask for Walls,
27; Enamel, 29, 152, 168; Vermilion, 29, 152, 1^8;
Perspective, 34 ; Old Water Colour Society, 39 ;

Factitious Dragon's Blood, 44 ; Oil Colour Cakes,
46 ; Flexible Paint for Canvas, 47 ; Painter's
Cream, 56 ; Colossal Portrait, 58 ; Laws of Art,
60 ; Colouring of Gothic Decorations, 66 ; Adul-
teration of Carmine, 66 ; Megylph, 66 ; Touches
of Light, 67 ; John of Fiesole, 70 ; Representa-
tion in Art, 70 ; Black Pigment, 79 ; Fish Oil
Paints, 89 ; On the Materials employed in House-
painting, 99 ; Tranquilising Effect of Pictures,
107 ; Green Bronze Liquids, 113; To Bronze with
Oil Colour, 115 ; A New Mineral Useful in the
Arts, 119; Notes upon Glass Painting, 133; Lapis
Lazuli, 135, 145 ; Modern French Artists, 153 ;

The Vernon Gallery, 179 ; Injurious Effects of
Black Paint, 189 ; Glass Painting in Birming-
ham, 210 ; Encaustic Painting, 215 j British
Museum Print Room, 253.

i?eyze!6-s.—Barritt's Analysis of Gothic Orna-
ments, page 25 ; Hay's Laws of Harmonious
Colouring, 33 ; An Essay on the Roman De-
narius, 63 ; Hours for the Working Classes, 106;
Instructions in Drawing, 166 ; Cholera Investi-
gated, 255.

Receipts,—To Transfer Engravings to Plaster
Casts, page 6 ; To GUd or Silver Leather, 8;
Test for Nitric Acid, 22; To Dissolve Indian
Rubber, 22 ; To Crystallise Glass Windows, 29

;

Tracing Paper, 29 ; To Remove Grease Spots
from Drawings, 30 ; To Dye Horn, 32 ; To
Restore Burned Steel, 32 ; Marking Ink, 33

;

Metallic Sand, 39 ; Crucibles, 40; Gilded Thread,
41 ; Zincing, 42 ; Cement for joining Broken
Marble, 44 ; Speculum Metal, 44 ; to Etch Ala-
baster, 45 ; Glass Grinder's Cement, 50

;

Painter's Cream, 56 ; Burnishing Gilded Picture
Frames, 59 ; Amalgam, 59 ; Anastatic Painting,

62 ; To Destroy the Elasticity of Indian Rubber,
66 ; Electro-Bronzing, 75 ; German Silver, 79 ;

Composition for Plasterer's Work, 82 ; Congreve
or Lucifer Matches, 83 ; To Lay Sheet Lead,
84 ; To Clean Articles of Gold, 85 ; To Remove
Iron Moulds from Marble, 86 ; To take Ink
Stains out of Mahogany, 88 ; To separate the
Metallic Portion from either GqM or Silver Lace,
89 ; To Produce NieUa-Metallic Ornaments, 89 ;

To Polish Varnish, 90 ; Water Gilding
upon Silver, 90 ; to Colour Paperhangings by
means of Nitrate of Silver, 92 ; To Soften Ivory,

93; To Stain Musical Instruments formed of

Wood, 96; To take a Plaster of Paris Cast from
a Person's Face, 97; Stencilling, 98; To make
Invisible Gold Ink, 102; Japanning, 103; Artist's

Mill Board, 105; To Clean and. Restore Cane-
bottomed Chairs, &c., 110; Lacquering, 112;
To take Plaster Casts of Foliage, 115; Oil of

Brick, 116; Solder for Gold, 116; To make
Crayons for Drawing on Glass, 117; To Make
Works in Tortoiseshells, 118; To Erase Crayon
Marks, 120; Gutta Percha a Fixture for Draw-
ings, 129; Asphalte, 133; Copying Maps, Plans,

&c., 150; To Fix Pencil and Chalk Drawings,
149 ; To Stain Ivory Yellow, 147 ; Marbling
Paper and Book Edges, 142 ; Malleable Iron
Castings, 160; To Smoothen and Polish Ivory,

159; Etching upon Glass, 157; Oil for Chrono-
meters, 170 ; To Imitate Amboyna Wood by
Painting, 180; Steel, 174; To take Stains out of

Statuary Marble, 197; Brass Letters on Glass,

218; Method of Welding Iron, Steel, and Sheet
Iron, 235.
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dF«nc$ antr (BmliB^ ^ttisans.

OMING
events cast their shadows before—the ad-

vice given by the Provisional Government
of France to the artisans of that country

should not remain unnoticed andunprofitedby
by the working men of England.

A deputation of the employes in various
offices waited on the Provisional Government,
to beg that an appeal should be made to the
patriotism of employers not to employ fo-

reigners, that the foreigners in the public
administrations should be dismissed, that bu-
reaux de placement should be immediately
abolished, and that they should be authorised
to found a society. M. Marrast replied :

—

" 'The Government cannot interfere in private
affairs ; every citizen is, in particular, free to

have near him those who merit his confidence.
The principles of the Republic did not apply
merely to such a territory ; they embrace the
alliance of nations, like the fraternity of
citizens of the same country. One of these
principles is liberty, and you would injure it

by obliging a citizen to choose the men who
are to surround him^ in one place rather than
another. The Provisional Government, there-
fore, can only express wishes, and hope that

masters will obey sentiments of patriotism. Any
direct intervention of the Government is not
possible. By the simplefact of the proclamation
of the Republic you are authorised to constitute

a society which should be charged to receive, to

recommend, and to place citizens; by this simple
measure you would have no need of the interven-
tion of the Government to abolish the bureaux de
placement, for it is evident that applications
would be made to you inpreference. Constitute,

therefore, an association, ivhich shall both protect
your interests and afford easy means of obtaining
information as to the persons whom it is desired
to employ.'

"

For nearly thirty years, England, besides her

extensive importation of foreign goods, has

beeit nearly overran by foreign artisans, who

have entered her workshops—divided her

wealth—and eaten the bread supplied at her

hands, while many a starving Englishman, able

and willing to work, has rotted in a jail, or

drawn his expiring breath in an union work-

house—

That last sad home, where Mis'ry, loath to gaze,

Reflecting, wav'ring, but by hunger spelled,

Turns her sad footsteps, enters, and th' final phase
Of life creeps on, untU by Death she's felled.

It is a sad picture to reflect upon, but it is in

our power to prevent its repetition, even if we

cannot obliterate it from our remembrance ;

—

the advice of the Provisional Government of
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France is, we believe, open to all the world—

•

let the artisans of England adopt it; they have

now a precedent.

Before we conclude, we beg to offer to the

notice of our readers the following extract from

Michelet's " History of the French Revolu-

tion"—leaving them to form their own con-

clusions :

—

"The mixture of two kinds of men [English
and French] so dissimilar in our public works
is a great injustice, inasmuch as the excessive
and confined specialty of the Englishman [his
inferiority as a man] tells in his favour as a
superiority.

" It is as absurd as cruel to place a French-
man under the orders of a foreigner who knows
little or nothing of our language, and to whom
he can neither explain himself nor complain.

" It is immoral to place a, sober man under
the direction of a thing brutalised by gin.

Several of them are never free from intoxica-
tion.
" But impious, thrice impious, is it to behold

a Frenchman in France under the rod of an
Englishman—-the son of the Grand Army
under a serf whose father made nothing but.

calico, or something still more trivial."
" The German is a formula, the Englishman

a tool. But we can say to the Frenchman,
' Thou; art still a man !'

"

i^ailbag Sleepers.

Wooden sleepers for railways, it is well known,

possess many disadvantages—they become

quickly rotten, and at the best can never sus-

tain for any great length of time much friction

and heavy loads, without either' being split,

crushed, or contracted, each of these circum-

stances: presenting' great danger to railway

passengers from the increased liability to acci-

dents. We hail, therefore, with gratification,

an invention of Mr. Frederic Busse's, which,

if it fulfil the description given of it, must,

when brought into practical use, prove in_

valuable.

The principle of the invention consists in-

inclosing a frame of perfectly dry, well-

seasoned wood, air-tight, in a substance which

is not affected by the influences of wet and

air, and which Mr. Busse denominates "ter-

resin." The result of this proceeding is—as

established by practical experience on the

Leipsic and Dresden, and the Dresden and

Silesia lines—that the wood will not be des-

troyed at all, or at leasts will last considerably

nger than usual.

The inventor has taken out no patent ; but

has, with great liberality, dedicated his plan to

the service of the public—at the same time

hoping that boards of directors and engineers

employing it, will grant him or his asignees,

Messrs. Johnson, Cammell and Co., Shefiield,

threepence for each laid sleeper. We are

afraid, however, that Mr. Busse will meet but

with very few in England who will so far re-

cognise the validity of a moranicenseas to be

inclined to pay him aught but moral three-

pences. Meanwhile we may remark that

specimens of the sleepers are to be seen at the

offices of the above-named firm ; at the

"Cyclops"' Steel Works, Sheffield; and at 19,

Great George-street, Westminster, London.

Co ®i3trespontettt0, $cu

"An Amateur^—Employ saltpetre.

"J.S."—SeeNo.\1,rol.L

^' Leo."— We will attend to your suggestion

shortly ;
—thanks for the extract.

"C.L.Jones."—Inquire at the office of the

Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi.

" P. P. P."—Such a one-sided view of the

matter would be inadmissible to our columns.

"A Subscriber."—Parian marble—not Sienna.

" F. E."—We shall at all times be glad to re-

ceive the contributions mentioiied in your 7iote.

The one sent is now in the engraver's hands and
shall be inserted next week.

Received.—" G. M. A.;" "Tyro;'' " Begio-
montanus ;" " R. C."

" Timon."—If you use your eyes you willfind
them all in their proper places,—as to the arrang-

ment it is as easy for reference as any other.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of hivention, 8fc., to be addressed to " tlie Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywelt-

street, Strand, London.

NattotsiAl Economic Gas Burner.—We beg
to direct the attention of our readers to a very
simple and efficacious gas-burner invented by
Paul and Co., of 12, Leather-lane, Holborn, and'

bearing the above title. Having had one in
use for some time at our office, we c an bear
testimony to its utility and economy ; and con-
sider that we are conferring a favour upon such
of our readers as employ gas by directing their

attention to it. For engravers, artists, &c., it

must prove invaluable, as, besides producing a
light nearly equal to that of S.^, it is perfectly

shadowless.
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J5lasonrg»

Wali-ing.—In stone walling tlie bedding joints

lare usually horizontal, and this should always,

indeed, be so when the top of the wall is termi-

;iiated horizontally. In building bridges, and
in the masonry of fence walls upon inclined

surfaces, the bedding joints may follow the

general direction of the work. The footings

of stone walls should be constructed with
stones as large as may be, squared and of

equal thickness in the same course, and care

ishould be had to place the broadest bed down-
wards. The vertical joints of an upper course

are never to be allowed to fall over those below,
:that is, they must be made as it is called to

hreaJc joint. If the walls of the superstructure

be thin, the stones composing the foundation
jimay be disposed so that their length may reach
across each course from one side of the wall to

the other. When the walls are thick, and there

'is difficulty in procuring stones long enough to

reach across the foundations, every second
stone in the course may be a whole stone in

breadth, and each interval may consist of two
istones of equal breadth, that is, placing header
and stretcher alternatelj'. If those stones

cannot conveniently be had, from one side of

the wall lay aheader and stretcher alternately,

and from the other side another series of

stones in the same manner, so that the length
of each header may be two-thirds, and the
breadth of each stretcher one-third of the

breadth of the wall, and so that the back of
each header may come in contact with the back
of an opposite stretcher, and the side of that

header may come in contact with the side of
the header adjoining the said stretcher. In
foundations of some breadth, for which stones
cannot be procured of a length equal to two-
thirds the breadth of'the foundation, the works
should be built so that the upright joints of
any course may fall on the middle of the length
of the stones in the course below, and so that

the back of each stone in any course may fall

on the solid of a stone or stones in the lower
course. The foundation should consist of
several courses, each decreasing in breadth as

they rise by sets off on each side of three or
four inches in ordinary cases. The number of

courses is necessarily regulated by the weight
of the wall and by the size of the stones
whereof these foundations or- footings are
composed. A wall which consists of unhewn
stone is called a rubble wall, whether or not
mortar is used. This species of work is of two
kinds, coursed and uncoursed. In the former,
the stones are gauged and dressed by the ham-
mer, and thrown into different heaps, each
containing stones of the same thickness. The
masonry is then laid in horizontal courses, but
not always confined to the same thickness.
The uncoursed rubble wall is formed by laying
the stones in the wall as they come to hand,
without gauging or sorting, being prepared
only by knocking off the sharp angles
with the thick end of the scabbling ham-
mer. Walls are most commonly built with
an ashlar facing, and backed with brick

or rubble work. In London, where stone
is dear, the backing is generally of brick-work

;

which does not occur in the north and other
parts, where stone is cheap and common.
Wails faced with ashlar and backed with brick
or uncoursed rubble are liable to become con-
vex on the outside from the greater number of
joints, and, consequently, from the greater
quantity of mortar placed in each joint, as the
shrinking of the mortar will be in proportion
to the quantity ; and therefore such a wall is

inferior to one wherein the facing and backing
are of the same kind, and built with equal
care, even supposing both sides to be of un-
coursed rubble, than which there is no worse
description of walling. Where a wall consists

of an ashlar facing outside, and the inside is

coursed rubble, the courses at the back should
be as high as possible, and the beds should con-
tain very little mortar. In Scotland, where
there is abundance of stone, and where the
ashlar faces are exceedingly well executed,
they generally back with uncoursed rubble

;

in the north of England, where they are not
quite so particular with their ashlar facings,

they are much more particular in coursing the
backings. Course rubble and brick backings
admit of an easy introduction of bond timber.
In good masonry, however, wooden bonds
should not be continued in length ; and they
often weaken the masonry when used in great
quantity, making the wall liable to bend where
they are inserted. Indeed, it is better to intro-

duce only such small pieces, and with the
fibres of the wood perpendicular to the face of

|

the wall, as are required for the fastenings of,

battens and dressings. In ashlar facing, thej

stones usually rise from twenty-eight to thirty

inches in length, twelve inches in height, andj
eight or nine inches in thickness. Although
the upper and lower beds of an ashlar, as well

as the vertical joints, should be at right angles
to the face of the stone, and the face, bed, and
vertical joints at right angles to the beds in

ashlar facing ;
yet, when the stones run nearly

of the same thickness, it is of some advantage,
in respect of bond, that the back of the stone
be inclined to the face, and that all the backs
thus inclined should run in the same direction

;

because a small degree of lap is thus obtained
in the setting of the next course ; whereas, if

the backs are parallel to the front, no lap can
take place when the stones run of an equal
depth in the thickness of the wall. It is, more
over, advantageous to select the stones so that

a thicker one and a thinner one may follow

each other alternately. The disposition of
the stones in the next superior^ course should
follow the same order as in the inferior course,

and every vertical joint should fall as nearly

as possible in the middle of the stone below.

[To be continued.]

To Preserve Woodwork.—Boiled oil and
finely-powdered charcoal ; mix to the consis-

tence of a paint, and give the wood two or

three coats with this composition. Well
adapted for water-spouts, casks, &c.
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ait Jllustrateti ©rlossars of Cecfinical

Ecrms uMti in ^rciiitwtural anti

Interior Bworation, ^c.

[Continued from page 221, Vol. II.]

Demosthenes, Lanthorn of (in architec-

ture), a building in Athens, vulgarly and erro-

neously called by this name from a false tradi-

tion, that the celebrated orator, Demosthenes,
was accustomed to retire thither in order to ex-

ercise himselfwithout interruption in the art of
declamation. Its real name is, however, the

Choragic Monument of Lysicrates. It is

placed upon a raised surbase, built of large

freestones, to which the ascent is by four steps.

Above this surbase rises a circular building,
composed of six Corinthian columns, theinter-
columniations being filled up by a partition.

formed by pieces of marble; above the
columns is placed a cupola, in the middle of
which is raised a flower, the leaves spreading
three different ways, and, no doubt, the tripod
was placed upon this which Lysicrates re-

ceived when he was choragus. The columns
project more than half their diameter from the
marble facing which forms the partition be-
tween them. The bases are Attic, the capitals

beautifully composed and wrought with ex-
treme elegance, differing in many particulars

of detail from any other known ancient speci-
men. The slabs of marble which occupy the
intercolumniations are plain, with the excep-
tion of a tripod in relief, which ornaments the
upper part. The architrave, divided into three
faciffi, bears a Greek inscription in three lines

to the following purport :
" Lysicrates Ky-

kyna, the son of Lysitheides, was choragus
The tribe of Akamantis obtained the victory
in the chorus of boys. Theon was the per
former on the flute. Lysides, an Athenian,
was the teacher of the chorus.

_ Eveenetus
Archon." The frieze of this exquisite mona
ment of Attic taste is enriched with bassi re-

lievi, beautifully sculptured. They represent
the adventures of Bacchus with the Tyrrhe-
nian pirates.

Device (in heraldry), a name common to all

figures, ciphers, characters, rebuses, mottoes,
&c., which by these allusions to the names of
persons or families, denote their qualities, no-
bility, or the like. Device, in another sense,
is of a much older standing than heraldry

itself, being that which gave the first rise to

armories; thus, the Eagle was the device of

the Roman empire, S.P.Q.R. was the ;device

of the Roman people, and still continues to be
what they call the escutcheon of the city of

Rome.

[To be continuedi]
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Ol^otrespontiatce.

Method of Hanging Doors.

Sir,—In page 220 of your second volume,
" C. J. M." wishes to know how he can hang a

door with common hinges, the door having a

ten-inch cap on the top edge. I have here ex-

plained the matter in as concise and practical

a manner as possible ; wishing it maybe of ser-

vice to your readers, you will, I hope, do me
the favour to insert it in your valuable publica-

tion.

J. Whitaker.
StoeJcport, April 12th, 1848.

Construction:—First lay down the cap full

size, then mark upon it the position of the door

and hinge, as in the following sketch ; then

take the distance c d and set it from p to a
;

then with the centre c of the hinge, pin, and
adius c A, describe the arc a t. The inside

a P

u/

joint ought to be made as at b,—if made
at H it would be liable to be broken off.

•The dotted lines show another method :—
With the radius c d describe the circle g f e

;

make d e and d f each equal to one-eighth of

the circumference of the whole circle ; then
from c draw lines through e j f a ;—if the cap
be then cut as shown in the drawing, the door
will open square.

The New Duties on Timber.—By the
Act 9 and 10 Vic, chap. 23, it is enacted
that "from and after the 6th April, 1848, all

timber or wood not being deals, battens,
boards, staves, handspikes, oars, lathwood, or
otherwise dressed (except hewn), and net
being timber or wood otherwise charged
with duty, be charged for the load of 50 cubic
feet the sum of 15s. ; and deals, battens,
boards, or other timber, or wood, sawn, or
split, and not otherwise charged with duty,
for the load of 50 cubic feet, £1."

^^t ^i)eorj) of latntmg;
DEDUCED FROM THE "DISCOURSES" OF SIR

JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

[Continued from page 232, Vol. II.]

Thus, though to the principal group a second

or third be added, and a second and third mass
of light, care must be taken that these subordi

nate actions and lights, neither each in par-

ticular, nor all together, come into any degree

of competition with the principal : they should

merely make a part of that whole which would
be imperfect without them. To every kind pf

painting this rule may be applied. Even in

portraits, the grace, and, we may add, the like-

ness, consists more in taking the general air,

than in observing the exact similitude of every

feature.

Thus, figures must have a ground whereon
to stand : They must be clothed ; there must
be a back-ground; there must be light and
shadow ; but none of these ought to appear to

have taken up any part of the artist's attention.

They should be so managed as not even ro

catch that of the spectator. We know well

enough, when we analyse a piece, the diffi-

culty and the subtlety with which an artist ad-

justs the back-ground, drapery, and masses of

light; we know that a considerable part of the

grace and effect of his picture depends upon
them ; but this art is so much concealed, even
to a judicious eye, that no remains of any of

these subordinate parts occur to the memory
when the picture is not present.

The great end of the art is to strike the ima-

gination. The painter, therefore, is to make
no ostentation of the means by which this is

done ; the spectator is only to feel the result

in his bosom. An inferior artist is unwilling

that any part of his industry should be lost

upon the spectator. He takes as much pains

to discover, as the greater artist does to con-

ceal, the marks of his subordinate assiduity.

In works of the lower kind, everything appears

studied and encumbered; it is all boastful art

and open affectation. The ignorant often

part from such pictures with wonder in their

mouths and indifference in their hearts.

But it is not enough in invention that the

artist should restrain and keep under all the

inferior parts of his subject; he must some-
times deviate from vulgar and strict historical

truth, in pursuing the grandeur of his design.

How much the great style exacts from its

proffessors to conceive and represent their

subjects in a poetical manner, not confined to

mere matter of fact, may be seen in the Car-

toons of Raffaelle. In all the pictures in which
that painter has represented the apostles, he
has drawn them with great nobleness; he has
given them as much dignity as the human
figure is capable of receiving

;
yet we are ex-

pressly told in sqripture they had no such re-

spectable appearence ; and of St. Paul in parti-

cular, we are told by himself that his bodily

presence was mean. Alexander is said to

have been of a low stature ; a painter ought
not so to represent him. Agesilaus was low.
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lame, and of a mean appearance : none of these
defects ought to appear in a piece of which he
is the hero. In conformity to custom, I call

this part of the art History-Painting : it ought
|to be called Poetical, as in reality it is.

I All this is not falsifying any fact ; it is taking
'an allowed poetical licence. A painter of
portraits retains the individual likeness ; a
painter of history shows the man by showing
his actions. A painter must compensate the
natural deficiencies of his art. He cannot,
like the poet or historian, expatiate, and im-
press the mind with great veneration for the
character of the hei'o or saint he represents,
though he lets us know, at the same time,
that the saint was deformed, or the hero lame.
The painter has no other means of giving an

idea of the dignity of the mind, but by that ex-
ternal appearance which grandeur of thought
does generally, though not always, impress on
the countenance ; and by that correspondence of
figure to sentiment and situation, which all

men wish, but cannot command. The painter
:who may in this one particular attain with ease
iWhat others desire in vain, ought to give all

jthat he possibly can, since there are so many
circumstances of true greatness that he cannot
'give at all. He cannot make his hero talk
like a great man ; he must make him look like
one. For which reason, he ought to be well
studied in the analysis of those circumstances
which constitute dignity of appearance in real
life.

As in invention, so likewise in expression, care
roust be taken not to rim into particularities.

Those expressions .alone should be given to the
figures which their respective situation gene-
rally produce. Nor is this enough; each per-
son should also have that expression which
|men of his rank generally exhibit. The joy or
jthe grief of a character of dignity is not to be
.expressed in the same manner as a similar
[passion in a vulgar face. Upon this principle,
iBernini, perhaps, maybe subject to censure.

I

This sculptor, in many respects admirable, has
given a very mean expression to his statue of

! David, who is represented as just going to
jthrow the stone from the sling ; and in order
.to give it the expression of energy, he has
made him biting his under-lip. This expression
is far from being general, and still further
jfram being dignified. He might have seen it

lin an instance or two, and he mistook accident

I

for generality.

With respect to colouring, though it may
'appear at first a part of painting merely me-
^chanical, yet it still has its rules, and those
grounded upon that presiding principle which
jregulates both the great and the little in the
study of a painter. By this, the first effect
of the picture is produced ; and as this is per-
formed, the spectator, as he walks the gallery,
will stop, or pass along. To give a general
air of grandeur at first view, all trifling, or
artful play of little lights, or an attention to a
variety of tints, is to be avoided; a quietness
and simplicity must reign over the whole
work ; to which a breadth of uniform and
simple colour will very much contribute.
Grandeur .of effect is produced by two different
ways, which seem entirely opposed to each

other. One is, by reducing colours to little

more than chiaro-oscuro, which was often the
practice of the Bolognian schools ; and the
other, by making colours very distinct and
forcible, such as we see in those of Rome and
Florence

; but still, the presiding principle of
both_ those manners is simplicity. Certainly,
nothing can be more simple than monotony

;

and the distinct blue, red, and yellow colours
which are seen in the draperies of the Roman!
and Florentine schools, though they have not'
that kind of harmony which is produced by a'

variety of broken and transparent colours,!
have that effect of grandeur which was in-!

tended. Periaps these distinct colours strike;

the mind more forcibly, from there not being'
any_.great union between them; as martial
music, which is intended to rouse the
nobler passions, has its effect from the suddenj
and strongly marked transitions from one!
note to another, which that style of music
requires; whilst in that which is intended toj

move the softer passions, the notes imper-
ceptibly melt into one another.
In the same manner as the historical painter

never enters into the detail of colours, so neither
does he debase his conceptions with minute
attention to the discriminations of drapery.
It is the inferior style that marks the variety
of stuffs. With him, the clothing is neither
woollen, nor linen, silk, satin, ,nor velvet ; it is

drapery ; it is nothing more. The art of dis-

posing the foldings of drapery makes a very
considerable part -of the painters study. To
make it merely natural is a mechanical ope
ration, to which neither genius nor taste is re
quired ; whereas, it requirs the nicest judg-
ment to dispose the drapery, so that the folds

have an easy communication and gracefully
follow each other, with such natual negligence
as to look like the effect of chance, and at the
same time show the figure under it to the ut
most advantage.
Carlo Maratti was of opinion, that the dis

position of drapery was a more difficult art

than even that of drawing the human figure
;

that a student might be more easily taught the
latter than the former; as the rules of drapery,,

he said, could not be so well ascertained as

those for delineating a correct form. This,

perhaps, is a proof how willingly we favour our
own peculiar excellence. Carlo Maratti is

said to have valued himself particulai-ly upon
his skill in this part of his art; yet in him the
disposition appears so ostentatiously artificial,

that he is inferior to Raffaelle even in that
which gave him his best claim to repvitation.

[To be continued.

To Transper Engravings to Plaster
Casts.—Cover the plate with ink, and polish
its surface in the usual way ; then put a wall of
paper round it, and when completed, pour in

!j

some finely-powdered plaster of Paris mixedj,
in water

;
jerk the plate repeatedly, to allowji

the air hubbies to fly upwards, and let it stand
'

one hour, then take the cast off the plate, and
a very perfect impression will be the result.
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iGoNsiDERABLE appreheiisions had been enter-

tained that the exhibition of the "new" society

this year would evince something of a falling

off. Some two or three of the best members
had gone over to the "old" society, and it was
feared that they would leave a gap not easy to

be supplied. Fortunately those fears have not
been realised, and the " new" society comes
forward with an exhibition even above the

usual level.

: For this happy result the society is greatly

indebted to two artists, A young gentleman
named Vacher, who only commenced his pub-
lic career last season, and then was not re-

markably conspicuous, has this year produced
a large drawing, or rather combination of draw-
ings, which is the object of general admiration.

The three compartments of his work represent

Venice under the three different influences of

morning, noon, and evening, and the various

effects under these influences are produced
with wonderful truth and delicacy. The as-

semblage of gay multitudes and gaudy vessels

about and upon the smooth waters admits of

the most brilliant combinations of colour; but
tile artist has not produced gaiety at the

expense of good taste, and the propriety of tone
is among the best qualities of the work. His
sky is exquisitely finished, the blending tints

of the morning view being especially beautiful,

"while the minute details of the work are exe-
cuted with the greatest care, and with as much
distinctness as is consistent with a regard to

the general effect.

The other artist to whom the society is

especially indebted is Miss Sarah Setchell,

who, after having achieved a great success

some years ago by her well-known " Moment-
ous Question," seemed to have retired from
public observation. Her draiving this year,

has reference to the song " And ye shall walk
m silk attire," and represents the vain endea-
vour of an old maid to induce a heart-stricken
young damsel to change her love, is quite in

t-he style of her previous work, being remark-
able for simplicity of composition, exquisite

propriety of tone, and the intensest expression
in the principal figure, who, moreover, has a
strong resemblance to her predecessor. In
one respect this drawing is superior to the
" Momentous Question," a fault in which was
a disproportion between the two principal
figures.

The permanent leading artists of the society
have not, as a whole, equalled their former
productions. Mr. Wehnert has certainly not
done anything to be compared with his fine,

earnest " Captive," though his drawing of
"Murillo's Slave at Work" is an effective com-
position, with brilliant and well balanced co-
louring. In a pretty, graceful group of a pea-
sant boy carrying a young girl on his shoulders,
this artist departs from his usual class of sub-
jects. Mr. Haghe,. who adheres to the plan of
producing by water those effects which are
usually confined to the other vehicle, and who
has done so much in imitation of Rubens, has

given several large drawings remarkable for
depth and for skilLin the distribution of colours,
but they are not equal to some of his earlier
and very brilliant productions. The " Capu-
chin Monks," which depends for its effect on
the peculiar light of a lantern on a mass of:

warm browns, is a highly finished work, and'
catches the eye in a moment, but perhaps this'

is somewhat of a trick of art. Mr. Henry 1

Warren remains exactly the same as ever.'

His "Return from Mecca" is distinguished byj
the largeness of an insufficiently filled surface,!

high finish of detail, great delicacy of colour-

i

ing, and general feebleness. Mr. Absolon, an
excellent delineator of old peasant life, with'
its gaieties and picturesque amusements, is this

year a bountiful contributor. Mr.Aaron Penley, I

less striking than usual in the landscape depart-!
ment, has wandered fi-om his course to give in'

a couple of pictures the story of a convict,

'

which he tells somewhat in Mr. Wehnert's
manner, with a certain feeling for expression.'

A tendency to paint figures rather than land-
scapes is a feature in the leading members of
the " new" society, which distinguishes them
from the older institution. Miss F. Corbaux,
applying the miniature style to ideal figures,

produces two pretty drawings of Leah and
Rachel. Mr. Edward Corbould has several
works highl)^ finished, but not free from
feebleness and formality ; and several pleasing
peasant groups are given by Mr, A. Taylor,
who comes out with some effect in the absence
of Mr. Topham. Among the landscape paint-
ers perhaps the most remarkable, after Mr.
Vacher, are Messrs. M'Kewan and Bennett,
both of whom paint in a bold, vigorous manner,
which lifts them above the level of ordinary
convention. The former seems especially to

have taken Mr. David Coxe, of the other
society, for his model, the affinity being most
conspicuous in the skies. The pre-eminence in
the flower department is still occupied by Mrs.
Margetts.

It is a great thing to say of this exhibition,
that there is scarcely a single work which is

absolutely bad, and that even the inferior

drawings are scarcely below a respectable me
diocrity.

©filtimg a.3 ^ppltetr in Beroration.

We extract the following account of this pro-

cess from Mr. D. R. Hay's excellent work on!

internal decoration :—
I

" Very fine ochre is ground in linseed oil to

an impalpable paste, and then I'educed to a thin!

consistency by the addition of more oil, and
placed in a warm temperature for about twelvej

months, in order to render it viscid, and im-l

part to it the property of retaining a degree of
tenacity for several hours after it is dry. This!

is called oil gold size, and with it all the parts
|

intended to be gilded are painted, and will bei

ready to receive the gold leaf in from twelve to

eighteen hours thereafter. * * * *

Gold leaf, from its extreme thinness, is very
difficult to handle, and its proper treatment is

the result of much practice and great care on
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the part of the workman. It is received from
the manufacturer in leaves of about three

inches square, which are placed between the

leaves of small books, generally, if not always,

made from old printed paper, each of which
contains twenty-five leaves, and is technically

called by painters and gilders a 'book of gold.'

But the gold-beater always calculates by the

thousand leaves. The leaves of these small
books are rubbed with red chalk, to prevent
the leaves of gold from adhering to; them.
The tools by which leaf gold is applied by the
decorator are a cushion, a knife, a tip, some
cotton wool, and a dusting-brush. The cushion
is a small thin board, the upper side of which
is covered first with fine cloth, and next with
thick leather, with the rough side outwards

;

one half of the surface of the cushion is sur-

rounded with a screen of parchment about
three inches high, and on the under side of
the board are fixed two pieces of leather, one
to secure the thumb of the workman's left

hand, upon which, while in use, it rests, and
the other tb receive the knife. The knife itself

is about six inches long, quite straight and
having a smooth but not very sharp edge. The
tip is a thin layer of camel-hair, the ends of
which are fixed between two cards of about
three inches long, leaving about two inches of
the hair free ; and a dry painting-brush, called

a ' sash-tool,' answers the purpose of a duster.
The decorator opens a book, and allows the
leaves of the gold to fall from between those of
the paper, one by one upon the screened half
of the cushion, to the number of about ten or
twelve, less or more, according to the work to

be done, but never more than the full

number contained in one book. He then
takes the cushion upon the thumb of his
left hand, the tip between the same thumb
and forefinger, and the knife in his right hand

;

upon the point of the latter he lifts a leaf of
gold from the screened end of the cushion and
flattens it on the other end by blowing gently
upon it. He then cuts it with the gold knife
into such pieces as the work requires, takes the
tip between the forefinger and thumb of his
right hand, placing the knife between those of
the left, and with the former he lifts the pieces
of gold leaf from the cushion and lays them
upon the parts which have been painted with
the gold size. The hair of the tip is made
slightly tenacious by being drawn through the
hair of the head, and thus it easily lifts the
gold-leaf from the cushion. This is called ' oil

gilding,' in contradistinction to burnished and
'matt gilding,' and is the only kind practised
by the house-painter. It is washable, and when
properly done, will last for upwards of a cen-
tury."

To Gild or Silver Leather.—Finely-pow-
dered resin, and dust it over the surface of the
leather, then lay on the leaf, and apply (hot)
the letters or impression you wish to transfer

;

lastly, dust off the loose metal with a cloth.
The cloths used for this purpose become, in
time, very valuable, and are often sold to the
refiners for from twenty to thirty shillings.

C$e (Etwnotgpist.

A subscription has been originated by the
Sacred Harmonic Society for the purpose of
erecting a monument to the late eminent
musical composer. Dr. Mendelssohn Bartholdy
—it has already reached the sum of £370.
The private view of the exhibition of the New
Society of Painters in Water Colours took
place on the 15th inst. The Second Artists'
Amateur Dramatic performance, in aid of the
Artists' General Benevolent Institution, is an-
nounced to take place on the 27th inst., at the
St. James's Theatre. The Conway tube,
weighing 1,300 tons, was raised fourteen feet

on the 8th instant. Only ten men were em
ployed in the operation. The rising was at the
rate of twelve feet per hour. The Royal
Institution is announced to be opened on the

5th of May next. The committee-rooms in

the new House of Commons, says the Builder,
are, perhaps, in their present state, scarcely

open to criticism ; but we may as well, while
tney are incomplete, suggest that, in finishing

them, attention should be paid to rendering
them well adapted for the auditory which they
will often contain. At present, with bare, hard
walls, the reverberation of sound in them often
renders the loudest and clearest speakers in-

audible. Mr. Ashbury, the eminent rail-

way-carriage builder, of Manchester, has just

patented a wheel, so cleverly constructed, that
should the tire break in a dozen points, it would
be impossible for any portion of it to fly from
the wheel. Were the tire altogether removed,
the wheel would still remain perfectly sound.
By the use, therefore, of this invention, danger
arising from a broken wheel or tire, is impos-
sible. The second annual dinner of the
Dealers in the Fine Arts Provident Institution

took place on Thursday evening, the 13th in-

stant, at the Freemasons' Tavern. Mr. M.
Wilson, M.P., presided on the occasion, and
about 100 gentlemen, interested in the objects

of the institution, were present. The institu-

tion was founded about five years ago, for the
purpose of affording aid, temporary or perma-
nent as required to dealers in works of art, and
their assistants, being members, and to their

widows and children when left destitute. Mr.
Henry Graves, Mr. William Smith, and Mr.
Lambe, the honorary secretary, are among the
most active promoters of the charity, which
during the past year has added £200 and up-
wards to its funded property. Subscriptions to

the amount of £250 have been announced by
the honorary secretary. A " Copying Tele-

graph" has been invented by Mr. F. C. Bake-
well, whereby words, traced from the original,

are legibly copied on paper by an instrument
that has no connection with the one to which
the transmitted message is applied, excepting
by the voltaic battery. The letters traced on
the paper appear of a pale colour, on a dark
ground, formed by numerous lines drawn close

together. The communications thus traced,

we understand, may be transmitted at the rate

of five hundred letters of the alphabet per
minute of ordinary writing; and. were short-
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hand symbols employed the rapidity of trans-

niission would be quadrupled. When this

rtieans of correspondence is in operation,
instead of dropping a letter into the post-

Ice box and waiting days for an answer,
we may apply it to the Copying Telegraph,
have it copied at the distant town in a minute
or less, and receive a reply in our correspon-
dent's handwriting almost as soon as the ink is

dry with which it was penned. There are

various means, too, for preserving the secresy
of correspondence, the most curious of which
is, that the writing may be rendered nearly in-

visible in all parts but the direction, until its

delivery to the person for whom it is designed.
Arrangements are in progress for raising,

hy subscription, a monument to the late Mr.
John Walter, of the Times, "tO' do honour to

his memory ; to stimulate others to a similar

career of enlightened enterprise; and to ori-

ginate an act of public respect and gratitude
to the press of our country."

—

:
—At the

Oovernment School of Design, Somerset
House, Mr. R. W. Billings delivered a lecture,

on the 14th instant, on the subject of Gothic
tracery. The annual meeting of the sub-
scribers to the Art Union of London, to re-

ceive the report, and distribute the amount
subscribed, was held in Drury-lane Theatre,
on Tuesday, the 25th instant; H. R. H, the
Duke of Cambridge in the chair. M. Mon-
talari, who has just arrived from Mexico, has
brought with him to London a large collection

xA wax figures representing the citizens and
wild Indians of the <;ountry in their correct
costume—the figures are beautifully executed,
and reflect great credit upon their modeller.

At the Diorama, a private view of a new
picture of Mount JEtna, painted by M. Diosse,
pupil of M. Daguerre, is now open for the
season. It is designed to show the various
effects of lights and shades by which dioramic
views are distinguished. The Bologne and
Amiens Railway is now open ; and thus is

entirely achieved one vast highway between
the metropoli of Great Britain and of France
—broken alone by the water communication
between Bologne and Folkestone, which is

now, however, efficiently performed by the su-
perior steam-packets of the South Eastern
Railway Company. -No fewer than four
hundred and fifty painters have competed for
the symbolical figure of the French Republic
demanded by the Provisional Government.
The sketches were sent in on the 10th instant;
but as the sculptors and engravers had a little

more time given for the preparation of the
modelled figure and the medal by which they
are to commemorate the same subject respec-
tively, the public exhibition of the painters'
sketches was. delayed that the whole maybe
exhibited together at the close of the present
month. At a council of the Royal Academy,
held on the 31st of March, the following were
admitted students, namely :—H. Wallis, J. H.
S. Mann, H. Smithers, M. P. Jackson, J. U.
Bouvier, R. T. Holmes, J. Clifton, G. Moult-
mg, H. Hughes, A. W. Cooper, W. M. Egley,
F. Smallfield, W. H. Fuge, A. T. Allom, R. C.
Dudley, W. Boutcher, O. Hansard, W. Roe,
G. R. Clark, G. P. Boyce, F. Butler. The

following were admitted to study from the
living model, namely:—E. Eagles, G. Smith,
E. Hughes, H. Gray, C. Corapton, E. J. Phy-
sick. It is announced that a new class is

about to be created in the National Institute of
Paris, to be called the class of Aris. et Metiers
(useful arts and trades)—and to form a division
of the Academy of Moral and Political Sci-
ences.-—The throne newly erected in Canter-
bury Cathedral stands on the south side of the
choir, at an angle formed by the upper tran-
sept. The design was by Mr. Austen and his

sons, and the carving was executed partly byi
English workmen and partly by men from!
Belgium and Cologne. The throne is

{

most beautifully enriched, and it may!
be noticed that it bears a general resemblance!
to many of the shrines in Italy, particulai'ly to

one at Verona. The total height is nearly!

40 ft., the width at the base about 8 ft., andthe|
cost of its erection about £1,200. Opposite to!

the throne, a pulpit of stone has been placed
;

this is not a verj"^ favourable specimen of art,
|

but still is superior to the oak box it super-!

seded. A numerously attended meeting of
gentlemen, chiefly artists, was held on Wed-
nesday evening, the 19th instant, at the Insti-'

tute of the Fine Arts to consider the propriety;

of adopting a petition for presentation to Par-
liament, praying that no interference be per-
mitted with Mr. Barry's design for completing
the Palace at Westminster. Mr. Illidge, who
presided, explained that a commissioa had
been appointed with a view to make reductions
in the expense of the new palace,—and he
believed it was proposeid to cut down the
height of the Victoria Tower from 220 feet, as

originally planned, to 120. The petition,

which was adopted, set forth that the work in

question is one of great national importance,
and of great influence upon the arts of the
country as a specimen of the taste and talent

of the age ; and the petitioners think that, no
mistaken economy of time or money should be
allowed to interfere with the genius of the
architect, especially with reference to the Vic-'

toria Tower. The department of the Applied
Sciences of King's College, London, reopens
on Tuesday,the2ndof May next. We have
lately inspected several copies on a reduced
scale of Danneker's " Ariadne" at Mr. Ten-*
nant's in the Strand, a^^d must bear testimony:
to their great fidelity to the original and their!

perfect execution. It has been siiggested to

us thatgutta percha might be very advantage-!
ously employed for lithographic printing rol-:

lers.^ With reference to a rumour respecting,

Cleopatra's needle, to which we gave insertion
|

in our last, the Alhenceum remarks as follows :—

!

" Once more there is a talk of bringing over,

Cleopatra's Needle :—this, like the Nelson'
Pillar, being one of the periodical topics of the,

press which, as we have already said, supply'

the place of remarkable Vegetables among the;

resources of the penny-a-liner. It might seem!
a work of supererogation to import ruined'

columns; but the view, taken by the more
hopeful is, we believe, that it is easier to bring'

from Egypt a monument already covered with'

hieroglyphics than to make any further attempt!

at sculpturing our own. Meantime, the news-

1
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paper reporter in changing his object has not
changed his manner of treatment. Putting a

column for a cucumber, he falls naturally. into

the old formula—and proceeds at once to give

its measurement. 'It has been described,'

says the paragraph doing duty to-da,y, ' as

seventy feet in height, 190 tons weight, seven
feet square at the base, andothe whole richly

adorned with hieroglyphics upwards of an inch
in depth. The pedestal is nine feet square,
and seven in height.'—It would be easier now
to obtain credit, with the lovers of newspaper
marvels, to a paragraph which should describe
an esculent of the same dimensions than to

one which should venture to announce the
completion, of the Kelson mohiiment. There
are limits to the daring, if not to the ingenuity,
of even th^e penny-a-liner."

It is to be observed, says Mr. Blackburne,
that in the open timber roof, the applications
appear in many cases, in some necessarily,

perhaps, from their construction, mainly, on
the principal timbers and mouldings : in others,

the colours are introduced on every member.
The roof of Aldenham is a very interesting and
elaborate example of the latter kind. That of
Impington, St. Mary's, Cambridgeshire, is of

the former, and shows a simple arrangement of

two columns, separated by a waving line, the
fillets being white, on the faces of the tie beams,
very affective. The cornice also, which has
an imitative battlement, produced; by the in-

troduction at equal distances simply of spaces
of red colour, bordered by narrow white edges
or fillets, intended to indicate the crenelled
portions, or the naked wood of its fascia, is

equally so. '
;

In the ceiled and in the groined roof, whether
of wood or stone, the panels and spaces be-
tween the ribs received generally the principal

decoration: the arched ribs in the one case,

and moulded framework inclosing the panels
in the other, being more or less ornamented
in colour and gilding to' accord. In some of
the ceiled roofs, the panneled appearance was
given solely by paintmg. This is exemplified
both in the nave and transept ceilings in

the Abbey Church at St. Alban's, and is a

peculiarity apparent in some of the earliest

examples, namely, those of the transept and the
apse of choir at Peterborough. In the tran-
sept at St. Alban's, the ribs or framework are
imitated by lines of dark brown and white
colour, with yellow flowers as bosses at the
intersections of the squares, separating the
whole ceiling into two bays corresponding
with the number of the main arches of the
structure, each of these bays being subdivided
into spaces or pannels alternately painted; with
the Holy Name, and angels supporting • the
emblazoned shields of benefactors. The
panneling of the nave ceiling is produced in
like manner by lines of red, brown, and white
with a kind of purple flowei-, as a boss, the

square of the panels being cuspated or en
riched with imitative tracery in red colour, and
in the centre the monogram Jj^p in white, on
a ground of dark brown. In the corresponding
ceilings of Peterborough a similar practice is

apparent.
Where the ceiling is not thus imitative, but

of the more general description, decorations
On the mouldings of the framework are, in

many cases, very profusely introduced, as in

that of the Deanery at Worcester. In others,

however, even under a full enrichment of the
panels, the mouldings frequently appear deco
rated to a lesser extent, and are occasionally
found altogether devoid of coloured ornament.
Both in the richer one of the choir, and the
more simply decorated ceiling of the nave, at

Great Malvern, ' the mouldings inclosing the
panels, judging from their present appearance,
seem never to have been painted, and the same
peculiarity is exhibited in St. Michael's Church,
Coventry. In the ' groined > roof, the rib

mouldings usually show the more enriched
character. The ribs of the groining in the
choir at St. Alban's are covered with colour,

daipered with minute ornaments in gold, &c.,
on the ogees and hollows, the beads being
white, banded alternatly red and green; and
there are, besides, many other examples, in
which similar ornaments are introduced to an
equal extent.

Free Exhibition of British Manufac
TUREs AT THE SociETY OF Arts.—Charmed
by the sweet and genial influence of beauty in

almost endless variety of form, colour and
arrangement,' thousands of the inhabitants of
the metropolis, its suburbs, and the provinces,
now eagerly wend their Avay to the house of
the Society of Arts, at present consecrated to

the improvement and advancement of English
art; manufactures,- and commerce, ' attracted
thither by the secondannual exposition of the
products of native talent, invention, ingenuity,
and industry. Many thanks to the illustrious

president, the vice-president, and council of

this most valuable institution for their patriotic

and praiseworthy labours in converting the
great room of their establishment (of which
the magnificent pictures by Barry are the prin-
ciple adornment) into a shrine of imperishable
beauty and loveliness* and dedicating it to the
pure, the right, the good and the beautiful; to

which every admirer of those principles, every
lover of his country and philanthropist ought,
without delay, (and by frequent visits), to do
continual homage, and not only that, but by
making every exertion in his power to induce
all others within the sphere of his influence to

follow so laudable an example. The nation
owes a deep and lasting debt of gratitude to

the members, friends, and indefatigable secre-

taries of this admirable association, for their

zealous endeavours to promote the onward
progress, prosperity, and welfare of all classes

of the cornmunity.

* " A thing of beauty is a joy for ever,

Its loveliness increases, 'twill never lose its power."—Keats.
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HE
general meeting of the Art Union of Lon-

don, which took place on the 25th ult.,

although well attended, " the house heing

crowded in every part," and exhibiting all

those outward signs of prosperity, which do

not always, however, afford a reliable token of

success—^has not tended to gladden the hearts

of the patrons of the institution.

We present a resumi of the report read to

the subscribers, which will better explain the

present position of the society than all we
could write on the subject:

—

The total amount subscribed up to the pre-
sent meeting is £12,857 5s.—being jg5,000 less

than last year's amount. This falling off is at-

tributed to various concurring causes—the pre-
vailing distress of the country among the rest

;

but the council are inclined to attril)ute it,

mainly, to the circumstance of the interference

of the Board of Trade, which has thrown
several difficulties, of no very pleasurable
nature, in their way; and no doubt exerted
considerable influence on the public mind to

the prejudice of the society.

Passing from this subject, to which we will

advert on a future occasion, we now come to

the business of the meeting. We extract from

the report :

—

Two hundred and seventy-three works of

art were selected by the prizeholders of last

year, and, with the exception of two from
Westminster Hall, which could not be re-

moved, were exhibited in the Suffolk-street

Gallery, by the kind permission of the Society

of British Artists. The collection was open
for a month—a part of the time during the

evening—and was visited by an immense num-
ber of persons.
The exhibition included the finished picture

by Mr. H. C. Selous, from his prize cartoon,
" Queen Philippa interceding for the lives of

the burgesses of Calais." In pursuance of the

original intention to engrave the selected work,
this picture has been put into the hands of Mr
H. Robinson, to be executed in the mixed
style. It is proposed to distribute impressions

from this plate as prizes in future years.

Since the date of the last report the prints

and outlines due to the subscribers of 1845,

and to the subscribers of 1847, have been de
livered ; so that, at this time, there are no
prints in arrear beyond those of the current

year.

The council will not shut their eyes to the

fact, that the prints last sent out have not been
wholly satisfactory. It must be remembered that

they are, in this respect, in the hands of the

engravers. It is due to themselves to state, as

regards the engravings for 1847, that the pro-

priety of refusing to distribute the impressions

trom the plates when finished, was seriously

discussed by the council ; but it was thought

that such a course would be scarcely consistent

with their duty as trustees.

In respect of the engraving for 1845,_ the

council considered that when they had obtained

one of the best pictures of one of our most
esteemed artists, and had placed it in thehands
of an engraver of the highest reputation in

England, giving him his own terms and his own
time, that they had taken all the ineans in

their power to ensure a perfectly satisfactory

result. The engraving for the current year,
" The Prisoner of Gisors," by Mr. F. Bacon,

after Mr. Wehnert, is at press, and will be

ready for distribution in the autumn.
_
Very

considerable progress has been made in the

preparation of the illustrated edition of " L'Al-

legro" and "II Penseioso,"also due to the

subscribers of this year, and which promises to

be a very satisfactory production. Some of

the illustrations already completed may be

safely pronounced equal to any similar works

ever produced. " Sabrina," engraved by Mr.

Lightfoot, after Mr. Frost, A.R.A., is nearly

completed. It is proposed to appropriate this

plate to the subscribers for the next year, who
will also receive a series of etchings or wood-
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engravings, not yet decided on. Mr. W. Fin-

den is proceeding with " The Crucifixion," after

Hilton.

For some ensuing year the council have com-
missioned the execution of several plates on
steel, as an experiment to test the advantage of

such a course, instead of electrotyping one
copper-plate,—the particular print to which
each subscriber will be entitled, to be decided
by lot. The number of plates required would,
of course, depend on the number of sub-

scribers enrolled. The following .pictures are

already in hand :

—

"The Burial of Harold," by Mr. F. R.
Pickersgill, A.R.A. (which received the first

premium in 1847 from the Royal Commis-
sioners of Fine Arts), to be engraved by Mr.
Bacon :

" Richard Coeur de Lion pardoning God-
frey de Bourdon," by Mr. John Cross (which
also received a premium from the commis-
sioners)., to be engraved in line by Mr. Shen-
tqn

:

"The Irish Piper," by Mr. F. Goodall, to be
engraved by Mr. Edward Goodall.

With a view to the encouragement of litho-

graphy, the council have commissioned Mr. H.
Maguire to execute a drawing on stone after a
picture by Mr. John Tenniel, "St. Cecilia,"

which has been obtained for that purpose.

The expediency for extending encourage-
ment to mezzotinto engraving has occupied the

attention of the council on several occasions,

and but for the unnecessary interruption to

which they have been subjected, they would
have been prepared to take some steps in

respect of it.

The statue by Mr. Calder Marshall, A.R.A.,
"The Dancing Girl reposing," to the model of

which the society's premium was awarded, has
been executed in marble, and is now at the

Royal Academy for exhibition. A reduced
copy of it has been made by Mr. Cheverton
for the purpose of reproducing it in statuary

porcelain. Fifty casts of it in this material
will be allotted to-day.

The statuettes of "Innocence," executed in

porcelain, and. appropriated last year, are in

course of delivery to the prizeholders.

The casts from the " First Whisper of Love"
have been distributed.

The bronzes allotted at the same time, " Iris

Ascending," are nearly all in the hands of
their owners.

For the current year it is proposed to pro-
duce in bronze a bust of her Majesty Queen
Victoria, in commemoration of the grant of

the charter. The opinion of his Royal High-
ness Prince Albert being taken, the bust by
Chantrey, deposited in Windsor Castle, was
adopted as the best, and a cast having been
obtained for the society, with her Majesty's
gracious permission, it was reduced, and will

be executed in bronze forthwith. Thirty of

these busts will form part of the distribution

to-day.

The council observe with gratification the

impulse which has been given to this branch
of art by the operations of the society, as well

as the increased connection between art and
manufactures now becoming everywhere appa-
rent. The shop windows of the metropolis

give striking evidence of the endeavour to con-
nect them, if not in all cases of a successful

result.

The desire of the council to produce a fine

work in cast iron has been frustrated up to this

time by delay, attributed to misfortune, on
the part of the sculptor who was commissioned
to make a reduced copy of the selected figure,

"Thalia," in the gallery of antiquities at the

British Museum. The model, which was
said to be ready at the date of the last report

has but just now come into their hands, not-

withstanding repeated efforts on their part to

obtain it earlier. It will be forthwith tranS'

mitted to the founders, and the casts will be
forwarded to the prizeholders as speedily as

possible.

A similar delay has occurred in respect of

the " Wren" and " Flaxman" medals, dis-

tributed in 1846 and 1847. Unable to obtain

the satisfactory completion of these medals,

they have been compelled to take them from
the artist to whom they had been confided,

and to place them in other hands. The council

regret that those subscribers to whom these

medals, and the statuettes in iron, are due,

should be kept from the possession of them

:

it must be seen, however, that in this, as in

other branches of art already alluded to, they

are wholly at the mercy of the artists employed.
Tn cases where the mind and hand of the man
himself are needed, to calculate exactly the

time of completion, without the certainty of

health and earnest co-operation on the part of

the artist, is impossible. The council have at

heart only the interest of art. It is only by
their love of the fine arts, and their desire to

advance them in this empire, that they have
been led for so many years, and under consi-

derable difficulties, to devote their earnest exer
tions in carrying out the objects of the

society. It is not too much to expect, then,

that they should find amongst artists, per
sonally so much interested] in the extension

of a love of art, the warmest sympathy and the

most earnest co-operation. This co-operation

the council seek anxiously, but, unfortunatly,

do not always find.

The Wren medal has been intrusted for

completion to Mr. Benjamin Wyon, and is

being proceeded with. With the view of

lessening the cause of complaint on the part

of the prizeholders, to whom this, or the Flax
man medal, is due, it is arranged that they

shall be allowed to take the Chanti-ey or Rey-

nolds' medal in lieu, should the desire to do so.

A die for a medal, commemorative of Ho
garth, is in rapid course of execution by Mr,
Leonard Wyon (son of Mr. Wyon of the Mint).

Thirty impressions of this in silver will be
allotted to-day.

We conclude with a broad statement of tine

receipts and disbursements :

—
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Amount of subscriptions .£12,857 5

Set apart for purchase of pictures,

busts, statuettes, models, and
lithographs £6,090

CostofengravingSj&c.joftheyear 3,899 1 8

Expenses andreserve of 2| per ct. 2,868 3 4

jgl2,857 5

The sum of £5,335, set apart, according to

the foregoing statement, for the purchase of

works of art by the prizeholders themselves,

will be thus allotted :

—

15 works of. .£10 each.. ..£150
21 15 315
18 20 360
18 25 450
14 30 420
14 40 560
10 50 500
8 60 480
6 70 420
6 80 480
4 .— 100 400
2 150 300
1 200 200
1 300 300

To these are to be added—
30 bronzes of "The Queen,"
50 statuettes of " The Dancing Girl,"

30 medals commemorative of " Hogarth,''and
300 lithographs of " St. Cecilia;"—making in

li^the whole 547 works of art.

The total sum appropriated to the purchase
and production of works of art, including the

cost of the engraving and illustrated book is

£9,989.

Co €:om.si)ontettt0, ^c.

Notice.—Owing to the great demand for the

bade numbers of the Decorator's Assistant,
several of the early numbers are out of print

;

but we hope that it will not influence or prevent

the other numbers being taken, as those numbers
which have been sold out are now reprinting.

Those subscribers requiring their sets made up will

do well to give immediate orders to their booksel-

lers, as the stock is becoming very scarce.

Metropolitan Decorations.—It is our in-

tention shortly to give an Illustrated Description

of the Decorations at the various Theatres, Sfc,

showing the Style of Ornament and the manner
in which it is introduced.

Vol. II. is now ready in beautifully embossed
scarlet cloth, gilt and lettered, uniform with
Vol. /., price 5s., to be had by order of all book-
sellers. Part 12 is ready, price 7d.

" Tyro."—Ornamental design, unlike architec-

ture, cannot be reduced to any fixed number of
styles. There are, it is true, some peculiar des-

criptions of ornament, such as the ^'' Alhambra,"
" Louis XIV.," " Arabesque," 8(c. ; but these

are only singular instances amongst thousands
that are phenomenons. As to what styles may be

legitimately combined in designing, we cannot
pretend to distinguish—it is a subject on which

the practical man and the critic often disagree,

and it is hard to say whether the critic always

maintains the best position. With regard to the

rules for distinguishing the various styles we
should hardly know hotv—for the most part—to

set about them ; we might as well strive to give

rules for distinguishing the forms produced in the

kaleidiscope.
" B. C."—A line is one-twelfth part of an

inch.
" C. C. C."— You must really wait awhile.

We are anxious to please our subscribers asfar as

in us lies; but we must be allowed to suit our (mn
convenience a

QUERIES.

1. Required—the method of preparing the

paper called " Grecian," used in Grecian or

Persian painting.

2. Given two sides and the line bisecting the

including angle of a triangle, to determine the

other two sides.

3. Required—the best receipt for marking ink

for linen.

4. Required—the proper oils for painting on

silk (such as banners, <^c.), and the description of

size employed for laying silver upon the same.

Glass Painting.— The reviving taste for

mediaeval art is rapidly evidencing its growth.

A correspondent of the Athenceum in'remarking

upon this, observes that it is no wonder, there-

fore, that glass-painting should of late years

have been cultivated with considerable assi-

duity and success. After being at one time

supposed to be entirely lost, the processes

requisite for it have either been recovered or

re-invented. Its proper character as decora-

tion is now far better understood than when it

was attempted to produce pictures with it (as

in St, George's Chapel, Windsor), and when
the muUions and tracery of windows were
actually cut out in order to fill in the whole
aperture with a gaudy transparency. That
that mistake we have since corrected by re^

verting to genuine models ; but have perhaps

fallen into another—though far less glaring

—in choosing them too indiscriminately and
following them too servilely—copying defects

of bad drawing and bad general design—^faults

sanctified in the eyes of a mere archaeologist,

but faults only in those of an artist or of a

man of unprejudiced taste. The real capa-

bilities of the art have not been sufiiciently

consulted : those who have applied themselves

to it resting content with striving to come up
to what are considered the best specimens,

without aiming at aught further. The very

desirable "something further" may, however,

now be anticipated, by architects themselves

taking up a branch of art that required to be

treated with far more regard to architectural

than to pictorial effect. I have just seen some
windows executed by Mr. E. B. Lamb, for a

small private chapel erected by him in Scot-

land, that appear to me a great improvement
upon the orthodox—that is, the archseologically

orthodox—system of bad drawing and careless

composition.
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an Illusttateti (ffilossarB of Ktt^nml

Cerms ttsrt in ^rcfiitectural antj

Interior decoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 4,]

Drawing Machine, an instrument of this

nature, of an ingenious construction, has lately

been patented under the title "of an improved
machine for tracing or engraving from solid

bodies or subjects in relief," by Mr. S. Stokes,
carpenter, of Monkwell-street. For the fol-

lowing engraving and details of this invention,
we have to acknowledge ourselves indebted to

our excellent contemporary, the Patent Jour-
nal. Fig. 1 represents the apparatus in per-
spective, and as adapted for tracing or engrav-
ing on a plate the outline of any group or
figure, which would be of a reduced size from
the original. The framework here shown is

made of wood, the base consisting of six pieces
of timber of about five inches by three, scant-
ling, bolted together in the form represented
at a a, and having four pieces hbhh mortised
into a a, and meeting in a point at c; it has
also two pieces <?£? similarly secured; these

as light as possible consistent with the requisite
strength ; at the apex of the cones o o are two
centres, which support a double coned piece p,
one end of which carries an universal joint g,
by which it is attached to a sliding rod r, and the
other end is loaded to a balance weight ; the rod
r, to which the tracing blade sis fitted, passes up
the centre of the hollow projection bar i, bear-
ing in four angular rollers, the peripheries of
which run in grooves formed in the sides of
the rod r ; thus it is free to be readily with-
drawn or compressed without liability of vi-

bration. The whole of this apparatus is moved
with the sliding poppet up and down the trian-

gular upright, by means of a cord or chain
fixed to the top thereof, being wound round a
barrel actuated by a winch and endless screw
t, similar to that usual for adjusting instruments
of this description. The apparatus used for

etching on the plate, and which is attached to

the opposite end of the projection-bar i, is re-

presented in plan at fig. 2 ; it consists of a
system of levers, so arranged that the etching
point will always be projected in a straight line

from the end of the bar ; i represents the end
of the projection-bar, which at that end is

solid, and loaded to counterbalance the weight
of the other ; a plane u is fixed at right angles
to the bar i, and is stayed by the stretcher v;

Fig. 1.

are connected at the top by a transverse e to
the cap /; from e is elevated a drawing-board
g, firmly secured in a vertical position, against
which is placed the plate of metal or other
material on which the subject is to be trans-
ferred. From the cap/ is supported an arm
\h, which carries, by means of an universal
joint, the hollow projection bar i, so that it

will be free to move in any direction on that
centre. This projection bar is formed hollow
in order to render it light and stiff, the rigidity
being still further increased by means of the
wire stays fc k ; a triangular bar I is secured in
a vertical position on the base or framework a,
and is further stayed by two struts from behind

;

this is fitted with a poppet m, so adjusted as to
slide freely up and down on the triangular bar
/; the poppet m is furnished with two centres,
by which it carries an apparatus consisting of
two cones o o placed together on the same base
and attached to the trunk u ; the whole of this
is hollow and made.of tin plate, so as to render it

one end of a lever jv, is furnished with a roller

ei, which traverses the plane u; the other car
ries the tracing point x; this lever is jointed to

Kg. 2.

another lever y, which moves on a fulcrum z

fixed to the bar i ; a boss a^, having two pro-

jecting arms or levers b^ c^ is pivoted between
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two centres attached to the side of the bar i;

the long lever 61, is weighted, and the
_
short

one c\ has a cord or chain attached, which is

divided and carried to the fulcrum 2; and the

roller ; the force exerted by the weighted lever

will tend to draw the point ei, closer to the ful-

crum z, and so project the tracing point, which
will, by this combination of levers, always be

constrained to move in a direct line with the

centre of the bar i, and, as represented by the

dotted line ic z; the force with which it is pro-

jected will be according to the weight on the

arm b^ ; when it is required to remove the tracing

point X, from the surface of the plate, this is

effected by means of an eccentric gi, which
bears upon the lever p,—this being turned by a

pulley placed on the same spindle, and having
an endless cord or band passing over it, secured

to the opposite end of the projection-bar,

where it turns over a similar pulley. Thus it

is brought immediately under the command of

the operator, without his leaving the position

where he works the instrument.

Dag or Tacke (in military architecture), a
description of pistol having a stock but slight-

ly inclining from the straight line of the bar-

rel, first employed during the reign of Edward

Fig. 1.

VI., and continuing, with some slight altera-

tions during those of Henry VTI., VIII., Queen
Mary, and James I. Fig. 1 represents a por-
tion of a dag of the reign of Edward VI.

;

Fig. 2.

fig. 2, one of the reign of Elizabeth.

Decimal Scale, scales of this kind are used
by draftsmen, to regulate the dimensions of
their drawings ; they are generally of the de-
nomination of quarter inch, in which every
quarter of an inch is divided into ten parts, or
of half inch, &c. so divided. A pair of pro-
portional compasses may be used for the same
purpose, and will always be found more accu-
rate and expeditious.

Depressed Arch, is when an arch sinks or
falls in from its original position. The accom-
panying engraving is taken fron Avington
Church, Berkshire, erected 1150; there is also
a very remarkable one in Elkstone Church,

Gloucestershire, about the same date ; they
were evidently not originally built in the form

now in, but a settlement of the work probably
soon after their erection, brought them to their

present irregular shape.

[To be continued.]

Modern Art in Italy.—Mariotti, in his

new work, "Italy, Past and Present," gives

thefoUowingviewof the state of art in Italy:

—

Painting and sculpture never boasted of greater

activity in Italy than they display at the pre-

sent day. Never were schools of design better

endowed than the Italian academies in every
town and province ; never greater encourage-
ment held out to rising talent. The very ma-
terials and implements of his calling are freely

supplied to the beginner by those liberal insti-

tutions. The wonders of taste, both of Pagan
and Christian civilisation, are within his reach.

From the marbles to the naked figures, and
from this again to the classic works of the

great masters, he is made to toil and to plod.

Loud ecstatic contemplation begets idolatrous

veneration. The youth at the academy have
no eyes or taste of their own. They exhaust
their energies in mere copies. They grow old,

soul and body, in the endless drudgery of

their complicate training. They acquire cor-

rect ideas of design, consummate skill as

colourists ; but they lose all power of creation.
* * * * Atlast the "work" is produced.

The exhibition-rooms are crowded to suffoca-

tion. Critics and amateurs in rapture. Town
and country are proud of the achievement of

their valoroso concittadino. What is it? Why,
a Madonna after Correggio, or a Venus after

Titian ; a Sacra Famiglia after Rubens, or a

Sybil after Domenichino,—alw;ays something
after somebody. They are original pictures,

nevertheless. See, the Madonna holds her
divine infant on the right knee, not on the left.

The Venus is in a supine, not a recumbent
attitude. These trifles, it is grevious to say,

too often constitute originality at an Italian

academy. The copyist—unheard-of daring !

—

aims at modification and improvement ! Re-
production, with slight variations, is dignified

into invention.
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<©n tf)e Wiu of ibotj) for Cutning.

[We have already presented some account of

ivory in these pages ; but the following, ex-
tracted from the late Mr. C. HoltzapfFel's
elaborate work on "Turning and Mechanical
Manipulation" contains so much additional
information that we think it will prove accept-
able to our readers in an unabridged form.]

Ivory, the tusk or weapon of defence of the
male elephant, and of which each animal has
two, is placed by the chemists intermediately
between bone and horn, and its mechanical
character corroborate the position. It is ge-
nerally considered that the male elephant
alone possesses tusks, commercially known as
elephants' teeth, but this appears questionable,
as by many the female is reported to have
tusks likewise, but of smaller size, and some
consider the latter produce the small solid
tusks called "ball ivory," used for making
billiard balls.

Ivory has less gelatine than bone; but as
it leaves the animal in a state fit for use, with-
out the necessity for removing any of its compo-
nent parts for its pui-ification ; its elasticity and
strength are not impaired by such abstraction.
Ivory is not therefore so brittle as bone,
neither does it splinter so much when broken,
but its greater ultimate share of animal matter
leaves it more sensible to change of form and
size.

_ mm^h' (

The shape of the tusk is highly favourable to
its use ; as it is in general solid for fully half
its length, and of circular or elliptical section,
it is entirely free from the vessels or pores
often met with in bone, and although distinctly
fibrous, it cannot be torn up in filaments like
horn, nor divided into thin flexible leaves as
for miniatures, otherwise than by the saw.

Its substance appears very dense, and without
visible pores, as if beautifullj'' cemented by
oil or wax ; and notwithstanding that it

possesses so large a share of lime, it admits of
being worked with exquisite smoothness, and is

altogether devoid of the harsh meagre cha-
racter of bone. It is in all respects the most
suitable material for ornamental turning, as it

is capable of receiving the most delicate lines
and cutting, and the most slender proportions.
The general supply of ivory is obtained

from the two present varieties of the animal,
the Asiatic and the African; they are considered
by physiologists to be distinct species, and to
be unlike the extinct animal from which the
Russians are said to obtain their supply of
this substance ; which although described as
fossil ivory, does not appear to have undergone
the conversion commonly implied by the first

part of the name, but to be as suitable to

ordinary use as the ivory recently procured
from the living species. The mammoth teeth
are but rarely exposed for sale in this country,
I only learn of two, the one weighed 186lb.,

was 10 feet long, of fine quality, and except the
point which was cracked, was cut into keys for

piano-fortes ; the other also was large, but
very much cracked and useless ; the sub-

stance of the ivory between the cracks appears
of the ordinary character, although the inter-

stices are filled with a dry powder resembling
chalk. Both teeth were solid unto within six
inches of the root.

The hippopotamus or river-horse supplies the
ivory used by the dentists, which is imported
from the East Indies and Africa ; the animal, in
addition to twenty grinders, has twelve front
teeth, the whole of which agree in the sub
stance of the ivory, but not in their size or
arrangement. The six in the upper jaw are
small and placed perpendicularly ; in the lower
jaw of the hippopotamus, the two in the
centre are long, horizontal, and straight, the
two next are similar but shorter; but the two
external semi-circular teeth are those so highly
prized by the dentists on account of their supe-
rior size, and which are those usually referred
to when the "sea-horse" or hippopotamus
tooth is spoken of, although the animal is

in reality an inhabitant of rivers and marshy
places.

The circular teeth are covered on their
outer surfaces with a thick coat of enamel,
which entirely resists steel tools, and will even
strike fire with that metal; it is usually re-
moved upon the grindstone in order to arrive
at the beautiful ivory within, which owing to
the peculiarity of its section, is better adapted
for the construction of artificial teeth than the
purposes of turning ; the other teeth are
tolerably circular, and fit for the lathe.

The ivory of the hippopotamus is much
harder than that of the elephant, and upwards
of double the value ; in colour it is of a purer
white, with a slight blue cast, and almost free
from grain. The parts rejected by the den
tists are used for small carved and turned
works.

In texture it seems almost intermediate be-
tween the proper ivory and the pearl shell ; as
when it is turned very thin, it has a slightly

curdled, mottled, or damasked appearence,
which is very beautiful ; the general substance
is quite transparent, but appearently in-

terpersed with groups of opaque fibres, like

some of the minerals of the chatoyant kind.
The teeth of the walrus, sometimes called

the sea-cow, which hang perpendicularly from
the upper jaw, are also used by the dentist;
the outer part, or the true ivory, nearly re-

sembles the above, but the oval centre has
more the character of coarse bone ; it is bi'own,
and appears quite distinct. The long straight^

tusk of the sea-unicorn or narwal, which are
spirally twisted, also yield ivory ; but they are
generally preserved as curiosities. These two
are principally obtained from the Hudson's
Bay Company.
The masticating teeth of some of the large

animals are occasionally used as ivory ; those
of the spermaceti whale are of a flattened oval
section, and resemble ivory in substance ; but
they are dark-coloured towards the centre, and
surrounded by an oral band of white ivory

:

like that of the aquatic varieties generally,
they are not much used.

The grinders of the elephant, &c., are occa-
sionallj' worked ; but their triple structure of]

plates of the hard enamel, the softer ivory, and
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the still softer cement, which do not unite in a

perfect manner, render them uneven in texture.

Owing to the hardness of the plates of enamel,
they are generally worked by the tools of the

lapidary; they are but little used, and when
divided into thin plates they are disposed to

separate, from change of atmosphere, the union
of their respective parts being somewhat im-
perfect. They are made into small ornaments,
Knife-handles, boxes, &c., which are occasion-

ally imported.
The tusk of the elephant, however, is of far

more importance than all these other kinds of

ivory, and appears to have been extensively

used by the Greeks and Romans. Amongst the

former, Phidias was famous for his statues,

thrones, and other works of embellishment,
made in ivory combined with gold, an art de-

scribed as the Toreutic. In reference to the
construction of ivory statues, Monsieur Quatre-
mere de Quincy, in his great work on ancient
sculpture, advances some curious speculations

of their being formed upon centres or cores

of wood, covered with plates of ivory ; and
also that that the ancients were enabled to pro-
cure larger elephants' teeth, or that they pos-
sessed the means of softening and flattening out
those of ordinary size, from which to obtain the
pieces presumed to have been thus employed.
These questionable suppositions, however,

particularly the latter, scarcely seemed
called for, as solid blocks of ivory of the sizes

commonly met with, would appear to be suffi-

cient for the construction of colossal figures.

It is much to be regretted that none of these
statues have descended to our times.

One of the constituent parts of ivory being
animal matter, we should naturally expect it

to be less durable than the inorganic materials,

in which many fine specimens of ancient art

still exist in great comparative perfection. At
the present day, Mr. Benjamin Cheverton
copies various works sculptured in marble, &c,
upon a reduced scale in ivory, by means ofme-
chanism perfected by himself. His miniature
busts possess a degree of faithfulness and per-
fection that leave nothing to be desired. Ivory
appears not to suffer very rapid decay, in the
lengthened deposition in the frozen earth of

Siberia, nor when immersed in water ; but
various specimens in the British Museum,
apparently less favourably situated, and in

contact with the air, exhibit the effect of time,

the ivory being decomposed and divided into
flakes and pieces which exhibit its lamellar
structure in a very satisfactory manner.
(North Gallery, Room II., Wall case 2.)

Africa is considered to produce ivory in

much greater abundance than Asia, and
generally of far better quality. The finest

transparent ivory is principally collected
along the western coast of Africa, within ten
degrees north and south of the equator. On
this coast the ivory is considered to become
more and more inferior in quality and more
broken, (apparently from hostile encounters,)
with the increase of latitude : that from Moga-
dor being perhaps the worst.
The best white ivory is, for the most part,

the produce of the eastern coast of Africa
generally, and until recently was imported

almost exclusively from Bombay ; of late
years this has been partially collected along
the coast; and on the Island of Madagascar;
very inferior ivory is, however, sometimes re-
ceived from these localities, and only a small
quantity is now obtained from the Cape of
Good Hope. The Asiatic teeth shipped from
Calcutta, Madras, and part of those from
Bombay, are the produce of India generally

;

they are called Asiatic, East Indian, Siam,
Singapore, and Ceylon teeth, &c. The last two
are described as ivory of a fine grain, with a
" pearly blush" appearance, and seldom large.

It appears that many of the better teeth,

and the superior parts of others, are selected
by the natives of India for their own con-
sumption, and for exportation to China, as
numerous hollow pieces, and other portions of
teeth, (the ends of which are generally
covered with wax to protect them from
the air,) are imported along with the entire
teeth ; and this selection seems confirmed, as

the ivory obtained from Madagascar direct

contains generally a larger portion of superior
teeth.

Elephants' teeth differ considerably in their

size, weight, and appearance. The outsides
of the African teeth run though all the trans-
parent tints of light and deep orange, hazel,

and brown, and sorae are almost black.
Those from Asia are similar, although
generally lighter, and frequently of a kind of

opaque fawn, or stone-colour ; they have
seldom the transparent character of the African
teeth ; and they commonly abound in cracks of
inconsiderable depth from which the others
are comparatively free.

Soctftg Of ^rts.

April 12.—Sir J. P. Boileau, in the chair.—Mr.
D. VVyatt read a paper " On the Art of Ena-
mel, Ancient and Modern." After a descrip-

tion of the composition of pui'e enamel and of
the nature of the pigments usually employed to

colour it, Mr. Wyatt proceeded to enumerate
the six leading varieties which had been
adopted at various periods in the history of the

art to unite the vitreous paste with its metallic

base, endeavouring as far as possible to des-

cribe each genius in the language of some
contemporary authority. The first, or Byzan-
tine process—which obtained throughout the

Eastern Empire from probably the time of

Justinian down to about the year 1300—was il-

lustrated from the particulars furnished by
Theophilus, the celebrated artist-monk of the

eleventh or twelfth century; and its chief pe-

culiarity appeared to have been the formation
of casements, or cavities, for the reception of

the enamel by means of gold filigree. The
second, or early Limoges style—which was so

much practised in that city from probably the

eleventh century until the frightful siege and
massacre by the Black Prince—was described

from a compari?on of the notices of Mr. Albert
Way with those of MM. Petit, Dussieux, Pot.
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tier, and the Abbe Texier ; and would seem to

have substituted for the filigree compartments
of the Byzantine mode excisions formed in the
thick copperplate by the graver. The third,

or early Italian mode—practised for probably
some fifty years before the days of Ugolino
Veri, the artist who executed the celebrated
shrine in Orvieto Cathedral, in the year 1338,
and carried by subsequent goldsmiths and
enamellers down to the end of the sixteenth
century—was detailed from descriptions given
by Vasari, and Benvenuto Cellini, about the
middle of that century. It appears to have
Iheld a midway position between the ancient

I"
champ leve" or incised and the painted

j enamels afterwards produced; consisting in

j

engraving silver after the manner of medallic

I

relief, and then floating over it with variously

I

coloured transparent pastes. Benvenuto was said
to have, if not invented, at least been the first to

describe the improvement that took place about
the beginning of the sixteenth century in the art,

which constituted what Mr. Wyatt called jew-
ellers' enamel. It consisted in using as a
vehicle with the glass-powder employed to

cover small gold or silver objects in the round
or in the highest relief, water in which pips
of pears had been steeped. This held the
paste in its place until vitrification took place,

and was yet so delicate a cement as in no de-
gree to interfere with the perfect purity of the
enamel. The fifth, or " late Limoges" variety
was described as having sprung at once, fully

armed from the brain of that Jupiter of ena-
mel workers, Leonard Limousin, under the
auspices of Francis the First; and differed

from its predecessors chiefly in entirely cover-
ing the surface of the metal with an opaque
paste, and then painting on that with transpa-
rent colours, regaining the effect of a trans-

lucent ground by applying silver leaf in par-
ticular situations, fastening it with a glass of
colourless enamel, and then tinting over it.

These peculiarities, as well as the "peinture
grisdtre" and touching with gold, were illus-

trated from the manuscripts published by M.
Maurice Ardent, of Limoges. This style

appears to have dwindled into nonentity under
the hands of the Nouailhers, a family who
lived (they can scarcely be said to have
flourished) during the latter part of the seven-
teenth century. In connection with the detail

of the sixth and last process, the miniature
style, honourable allusion was made to the
labours of Sir Theodore de Mayerne and his

connection with Petitot, the principal and best
known of this school of art. The improve-
ments effected in this style would seem to

have been a great enrichment of the palette

by the addition of new pigments, the power of
multiplying the number of firings, and gra-
duating the succession of tints, their hardness
and fusibility by the addition of fluxes, &c.
Unhappily, the mystery which many selfish

artists have thrown over their modes of pro-
cedure renders them exceedingly difficult to

analyse or describe. Mr. Wyatt then gave a
rapid sketch of the history of the art ; and
concluded by expressing an earnest hope that

we may ere long adopt and fully carry out the
old practice of the middle ages.

QtQut^povLiitnct.

CandlesticJcs of the Twelfth Century.

Sir,—Various allusions in old writers show
that the use of candles, such as we now under-
stand by that name, is of considerable anti-
quity. They are exhibited in Anglo-Saxon
illuminations at least as far back as ^he tenth
century. At an earlier period, the Anglo-
Saxon word " candel" had probably a more
general signification, and meant anything used
to give light. There are some words used by
the Anglo-Saxon writers which would lead us
to conclude that the earlier candlesticks were
made of wood, probably little more than a
stick, tapering at the upper end to a point, and

this would explain the origin of the older form
of candlesticks, in which, instead of being
placed in a socket, the candle was fixed on a
long spike. It is difficult to say at what period
the candlesticks with sockets first came into

use. The oldest examples known are of the

time of Edward the Third; but the spiked
candlesticks continued to be used, particularly

in churches, long after this period. They are

still used in Catholic countries. The annexed
cut represents a candlestick in the collection of

Colonel Bourgeoir du Catelet. It is made of

copper enamelled.

Your obedient servant,

Jpril 20th, 1848. F. E.
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i^asonrg.

[Continued from page 3.]

In every course of ashlar facing in which the

backing is brick or rubble, bond, or, as they are

called in the country, through stones should be

introduced, their number being proportioned to

the length of the course ; every one of which

stones, if a superior course, should fall in the

middle between every two like stones in the

course below. And this disposition should be

strictly attended to in all long courses. Some
masons, in carrying up their work, to show that

they have introduced a sufficient number of

bond stonesinto their work, choose their bond
stones of greater length than the thickness of

the wall, and knock or cut off their ends after-

wards. But this is a bad practice, as the wall

is liable to be shaken by the force used in re-

ducing, by chiselling or otherwise cutting away
the projecting part, and sometimes with the

chance even of splitting the bond stone itself.

In piers, where the jambs are coursed with

ashlar in front, every alternate jamb stone

should go through the wall, with its bed per-

fectly level. If the jamb stones are of one
entire height, as is often the case when archi-

traves are wrought upon them, and also upon
the lintel crowning them, of the stones at the

ends of the courses of the pier which are to

adjoin the architrave jamb, every alternate

stone should be a bond stone ; and if the piers

be very narrow between the apertures, no other

bond stones will be necessary in such short

courses. When the piers are wide, the number
of bond stones is to be proportioned to the

space. Bond stones, too, must be particularly

attended to in long courses above and below
windows. They should have their sides paral-

lel, and of course perpendicular to each other,

and their horizontal dimension in the face of

the work should never be less than the vertical

one. The vertical joints, after receding about
three-quarters of an inch from the face of the

work with a close joint, should widen gradually
to the back, so as to form hollow wedge-like
figures for the reception of mortar and packing.
The adjoining stones should have their beds
and vertical joints filled with oil-putty^ from
the face to about three-quarters of an inch in-

wards, and the remaining part of the beds
with well-prepared mortar. Putty cement is

very durable, and will remain prominent when
many stones are in a state of dilapidation,

through the action of the atmosphere upon
them. The use of the oil-putty is at first dis-

agreeable, from the oil spreading over the sur-

face of the contiguous stones ; but after a time
this unpleasant look disappears, and the work
seems as though of one piece. All the stones
of an ashlar facing ought to be laid on their
natural beds. From inattention to this circum-
stance, the stones often flush at the joints; and,
indeed, such a position of the lamina much
sooner admits the destructive action of the air

to take place. Where walls or insulated pil-

lars of very small dimensions are to be carried
up, every stone should be carefully bedded

level, and be without concavity in the middle.

If the beds should be concave, as soon as the
superimposed weight comes to be borne by the

pier or pillar, the joints will in all probability

begin to flush ; and it is moreover better, if it

be possible, to make every course in the

masonry of such a pier or pillar in one stone.

When large columns are obtained in a single

block, their effect, from that circumstance
alone, is very striking ; but as this is not very
often to be accomplished, the next point is to

have as few and asi small joints as possible
;

and the different stones, moreover, ought to be
selected with the view, as much as possible, of
concealing the joints, by having the blocks as

much of the same colours as possible. It will

immediately, of course, occur to the reader,

that vertical joints in columns are inadmissible.

[To be continued.]

Multiplying Drawings by Means of
Lithography.—The art of lithography fur-

nishes the artist with an opportunity of multi-

plying his drawings without the assistance of

the engraver. The design is drawn in pencil

on the stone and then sprinkled with powdered
black-lead, which is spread over all the surface

by means of a badger's hair brush. It is then
touched over with a brush and ink, or with the

printing crayon, and thus the depth of tone or

colour required may easily be obtained. The
printing crayon enables the artist to obtain the

most correct and finished drawings, but it is

especially in conjunction with the pencil that

its use is so valuable. Coloured lithographic

stones have added a great charm to the designs

in which they have been employed. The first

idea of using them is due to M, JuUien, as by
his fine plates of figures, they form part of a

style of drawing with two crayons ; but the

credit of perfectionating them is due to M
Lemerciei. By diminishing the strength of

the varnish, and increasing the tone of the

printing crayon—by printing on several stones

or on one stone of two shades of colour, and
powdering some parts with prepared colours,

very remarkable results are obtained. To M.
Lemercier we are indebted for several impor-
tant improvements in the chromo-lithographic
art. The fine stained glass at the church at

Dreux, which is so well known, shows what
may be done by the process of M. Lemercier

;

who, while diminishing the number of the

stones employed, produces a regularity of tone

and colour until now unattainable. The exe-

cution is very simple. A grained stone is rub-

bed with a tablette or cake of lithographic

crayon, so as to cover it entirely ; the colour

thus obtained is softened down by means of a

hard brush ; it is still further removed with a

piece of flannel, and then the design is exe-

cuted by means of the printing crayons, the

ink, and the graver; thus several tones or

depths of colour may be obtained on one
stone.

—

From a Report of a Commission of the

Paris Society of Arts,

New Use for Guttapercha.—Guttapercha
is now employed for making constables' staffs.
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lerpetual i^aot(on»

Bv perpetual motion is meant the preserving

for an indefinite period of time of one original

impulse imparted to an^ system of machinery.

By a perpetual motion is not understood the

keeping in motion any machine by the help of

powers already existing as perpetual; this

would be easy enough. The rise and fall of

the tides might easily be turned to account in

this way, and a machine properly constructed

for this p urpose would move for ever, or at

least as long as tides lasted, or till it got out of

repair, or its parts came by degrees to decay.

The same may be said of machines set in mo-
tion and kept going by changes of temperature

resulting from the diurnal revolution of the

globe, or of machines moved by electro-mag-

netic forces, and so on. With these, there-

fore, we have nothing to do.

It is the impossibity of a perpetual motion
per se we shall attempt to prove.

In all machines of the kind alluded to above,

two antagonist powers so to say, exist—the

original motion and the friction. These two
are constantly in operation while the machine
is in motion, and cease together. If the mo-
tion has no power of increasing itself by as

much as it loses by friction, that friction must
in the end annihilate it.

Now, in all mechanical problems as found in

the numerous works on the subject, the resul-

tant or resolution or product whatever of any
force or forces is never greater than that which
produced it, but always equal to it.

If a body is made to move from one place to

another, and by proper arrangements is urged
back to where it started from, its motion is not
increased unless additional force has been
given it during the circuit. If a body by any
force is projected upwards, when it falls again

to the plane it started from, it has only changed
its direction, it has gained no power. If abody
falls through a given space, and is permitted to

rise again without striking, as in the pendulum,
it does not rise higher than before. From these

and similar examples we conclude, it is unrea-
sonable ever to expect motion will propagate
itself, and increase under any circumstances.

Now, motion gived to a machine is limited,

of course, as to quantity, but the friction is

unlimited, except by the quantity of motion, or

in other words, friction continues constantly

diminishing the amount of the impulse, and
with untiring and imceasing energy becomes
itself nothing only when it has stopped every
moment.

Seeing then this is the law, the incontro-

vertible law of nature, the only hope left to the
enthusiast is to annihilate friction itself; this

will lead to a few observations on the nature
of this troublesome enemy to motion. It may
be said to be of three kinds ; that of the atmos-
phere ; that arising from irregularity of sur-

faces rubbing against each other; and that of
adhesion of two surfaces so that it requires a
small but certain force to separate them. The
removal of the first is to remove the cause or

exhaust the atmosphere ; but the exhaustion
must be perfect, ^nd as far as we know or can
hope a ijerfect vacuum is unattainable. The
second kind is only to be got rid of by polish
ing the surfaces that rub against each other,
but the polish must not leave the slightest irre-

gularity ; it must be a perfect polish, and who
can prove this has ever been attained? The
third, is of course impossible, because, if you
destroy adhesion, jrou destroy that without
which no solid or fluid can exist.

Salter Livesay.

^%z (E^ronotgpist.

Mr. Warrington has just completed a me-
morial window in St. James's Church, Bury
St. Edmund's, and three windows in the
church at Caversham, near Reading, He has
a triplet also ready for fixing in St. Martin's
Church, Hereford ; and some windows in

hand for St. Lawrence's Church, Reading
It is in anticipation by the dean and chapter to

fill with stained glass the great west windows
of Norwich Cathedral. A new process tor

burning bricks is said to have been invented
by a Mr. Wm. Swain, of Westonbury, Pem-
bridge, by means of which a saving of more
than half the usual quantity of fuel will be
effected. The invention is to be patented.—-
On Tuesday the 18th ult. the first train passed
through the Conway tubular bridge, con
sisting of an engine and tender, and one
carriage crowded with people. Mr. R. Ste-

phenson, in person, with his assistant, Mr. E.
Clark, were on the engine, with several other
gentlemen. Although an accurate instrument,
provided for the purpose, was used, not the
slightest vibration or deflection was perceived

;

the train passing and repassing several times.

A train of ballast-waggons, of 106 tons weight,
was afterwards run through, and though the
wind blew a hurricane outside, no symptom of

any motion could be registered within.——The
very great falling off in the glass cutting trade

has been ascribed, first to the terrible railway
losses among the upper classes two years ago :

followed up by the commercial panic, and
tremendous losses occasioned by the excessive

importation of foreign corn. Rich cut glass

is an article of luxury, and when the means of

the consumers of luxuries are crippled they
must cease to purchase. A soiree of the

Stamford Mechanics' Institute, which has
been established a little more than twelve
months, lately took place at the Banqueting
Room, Stamford Hotel. R. Newcomb, Esq.,

the proprietor of the Stamford Mercury, in the

chair. At the last meeting of the Paris

Academy of Sciences, M. Chapuis announced
to the assembly that he had discovered a

"perpetual motion," in consormity with the

laws and powers of nature, having for

motive rowers the principal of universal

gravitation with that of electro-magnet-

f
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C^e Sci&ool oC Besifln.

ESIGN
IS evidently not on its last legs in

this country, as some people have had the

hardihood to declare—the school at Somerset

House is getting on better than ever. The

students, it is said, now amount to the number

of 440—which is by far a greater number than

ever before attended since the opening of

the school in 1837.

A yet more promising circumstance, says a

contemporary—as marking emphatically that

the school is gradually adapting itself to that

which was the real object of its institution—is,

that the above number is composed of a larger

proportion than at any former time of young

men practically engaged in manufactures.

The differences of opinion as to the propriety

of here teaching design—which has always

seemed to us a question of means and of rela-

tion—have for the present issued in the esta-

blishment of such a class ; to whom Mr, Dyce

has been for some time suc'cessfully lecturing.

It is proposed, we understand, to associate with

him a second master ; who will lecture on the

History of Art in reference to Ornament, while

Mr. Dyck will confine his lectures to the Prin-

ciples of Ornamental Art. Mr. Redgrave's

class has also, we are informed, been found a

valuable addition to the teaching at this insti-

tution. Lord Morpeth, we may add, has pro-

cured for the service of the school the loan of

the flower-pieces from the Gallery at Hampton

Court:—and application has been made, which

it is hoped may be succeswful, for the use of

plants from the grounds and conservatories at

Kew, which, we are certain, would form an

inestimable boon to the greatest proportion of

the students. Notwithstanding the many

botanical gardens which have lately been

thrown open for the public use, the young be-

ginner has^ still several very serious obstacles

thrown in his way. Of course it cannot be

expected that he, had he even the whole do-

mains of Flora spread out before him, could

avail himself of that means of gathering in-

formation were he still destitute of a knowledge

of the elements of the science of botany >

whereas, by having the specimens shown and

explained to him individually, in the school-

room, by a competent master, the science would

be soon and easily mastered, and we should in

time to come, perhaps, be relieved of the pain-

ful necessity of viewing a species of (/rafting^

which, however well it may look in nature,

seems to us, somehovv or the other, very ridicu-

lous on the side of a tea-pot or the edge of a

butter-boat.

SSEorltmen MxasCti an^ at i^ome.

We extract the following from the Builder :
—

It is announced in respect of the " Drawing-
rooms" about to be held, that " Her Majesty

I

the Queen, ever desirous of giving encourage-

ment to the trade and industry of the United
Kingdom, and particularly so at this time of

commercial depression, would wish to see them
in dresses of British Manufacture." This

should lead us to doubt the truth of a state-

ment recently forwarded to us, to the effect;

that much of the furniture required for the]

new apartments at Buckingham Palace is being

made abroad! The men in the employ of

Mr. Thomas Cubitt have resolved, at a general

meeting, " that, under existing circumstances,

it is desirable to raise a fund, to be called
' Cubitt's Workmen's Philantrophic Fund,' to

assist those men who formerly worked in the

establishment, but are now out of work."

Mr. Cubitt was requested to act as treasurer,

and Mr. Dines was appointed secretary. Re-
presentatives of the various trades have been

elected to form a committee, and a code of

rules agreed on. The subscription is to be

made for four Saturdays ; and on the first of

them £91 were raised thus :—Men, including

clerks and foremen, £39 9s. Hi.; Mr. Cubitt,

£50 per cent, on the sum raised by the men,

£19 15s. ; Mr. Cuihill, £6 per cent., £2 ; Mrs.

Cubitt, £5 ; and Mr. J. A. Warre and friends,

£25, £27 were distributed to eighty-two appli-

cants. We hope to see this example followed.
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Co Olorrespon^ent^, ^c»

Notice.—Reissue of the Decorator's Assis-
tant.—Preparations are now being made for
publishing a Reissue of this Workfrom No. 1 of
Vol. I. All the Numbers that are out of Print
will he Reprinted, after being subjected to a care-
ful Revision. As this will afford an excellent op-
portimity for new Subscribers about to taJce in
the Work, either in Parts or Numbers, our
Readers are earnestly requested to introduce it to

*he notice af their Friends.— We will endeavour
(o have No. 1 ready for Republication against the
^rst week in June next.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

'^ Bruntsfield."— You may make glaziers' putty
by mixing common whititiy ivith Unseed oil until it

acquires the consistence of thick paste.— With
regard to the plaster casts, you will find some re-

ceipts iti ourfirst and second volumes—we do not
fancy virgin wax as it gets cracked so soon.—For
diminishing or enlarging drawings, Sfc, employ
the '"^pantograph."—We will give a rule for draw-
ing the Ionic volute shortly.

^ C.N. C'—Address a note to Mr. Weale,
Holborn, and he will, ?io doubt, furnish you with
the names of several.

QUERIES.
5. Required—the method of making sensitive

paper.

6. Required—the best ground for the green
bronze, and also the bestfor that of a rose-tinted

or copper colour.

Test for Nitric Acid.—M. Berthemot,
from Berzelius's An. Rep., states, a few drops
of the suspected liquid are placed in a drachm
of concentrated sulphuric acid : after stirring,

a small piece of brucine is introduced, which,
if nitric acid is present (but not otherwise),

dissolves and produces a red colour that

changes to yellow : l-10,0()0th part may be
thus detected.

Ventilation of Emigrant Ships.-—Bad
ventilation in emigrant passage-ships, kills

thousands. It has been suggested that if

means were provided for cooking the food
under deck, and their use made imperative,
the fire would necessarily change the air, and
prove a most powerful disinfecting agent.

To Dissolve Indian Rubber.—A corres-
pondent asks how this can be effected. The
usual and cheapest solvents of Indian-rubber
are napthaor turpentine, and these will keep it

in solution so long as they are not exposed to

the air ; but, of course, being spirits, on
exposure in small quantities, the spirit leaves

the Indian-rubber. These solutions are used
to cement hose and pipes of leather, &c. If
Indian-rubber be literally melted in an oven,
at about 210 or 220 degrees of heat, it will not
return to a solid state.

HYDE-PARK-COKNER.

The first glance at this gallery will assuredly
disappoint the visitor ; a feeling which must
arise from the entire absence of due arrange-
ment according to the usually prescribed
method of picture-hanging, and still more from
the imperfect light by which the works are
seen. The latter defect ought to be remedied
before another season.
Of Mr. Lauder's seven or eight contributions

to this gallery we prefer " The Tomb of Shaks-
peai-e," a work of an exceedingly interesting
character, skilfully executed, in which the
figure of Sir Walter Scott is happily intro-

duced.
E. J. Niemann's " Sunset," and " A Study"

of a landscape with an evening effect, are

works which will add considerably to his repu-
tation. They are painted with great power
and feeling.

H. K. Browne in his " Little Paul" has
caught the spirit of Dickens's beautiful but
overdrawn conception. He is sitting in the
window listening to the deep murmurs of the
ever-rolling sea. The picture is one which
must attract admiration from evei'y lover of
the pure and exquisite in art.

A. Corbould is a name we do not recognise
that he is no tyro in the art is fully seen in

No. 73, "Trespassers," representing the garden
in front of an old mansion, into which a horse
and a pony have strayed. We have rarely

seen animals better drawn, or painted with
more brilliancy.

The few works sent in by Mr. Wingfield
make us desirous to see more. No. 74, " Scene
in Bushy-park," is an elegant Watteauish com
position, replete with cheerfulness and life.

F. Maddox Brown's " Wyckliffe Reading the

First Translation of the Bible into English" is

an extraordinary performance, which should
place the artist in the foremost ranks of his

competitors.

Of the several good landscapes by Mr. Percy
we prefer No. 321 , "A Mill and Lock on the

Thames." It is a large performance, executed
with great breadth and powerful colouring,

which latter quality would be improved by
more delicacy in the middle distance. The
trees also require more distinct markings and
occasional breaks in the masses. No sunshine
could ever penetrate such dense foliage.

We have not space to particularise the draw-
ings or the sculptures, but neither possess

sufficient importance (though some of the for-

mer are creditable productions) to require a

detailed notice. In taking leave of the society

for the present we must declare our cordial

wishes for its success. It has begun well—so

well that we fully expect another year will see

a large accession of contributors whom appre-

hensions of the result have hitherto kept back
It requires no deep spirit of prophecy to pre-

dict this, if its members prove themselves as

wise as they are energetic, persevering, and, in

most cases, accomplished in the art they pro

fess.
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3eif)iliition of t^e i^ogal ^catimB'.

The Academy maintains this year the advance

made in 1847. The beneficial effect of the pub-

Jic competition in Westminster Hall continues

distinctly observable in the direction it has

given both to the selection of subjects and

their mode of treatment, and among the most

striking examples in this respect is a picture by
Cope, " Cardinal Wolsey arriving to die at

Lieicester," vyhich, both from its order in thp

catalogue and its intrinsic merit, is one of the

first to command attention. The utter feeble-

ness of the fallen man under a mortal sickness,

wholly unattended by mere physical pain, and

which has banished all his ambition, while

those qualities of personal kindness which

rendered his ambition successful still remaiuj

is profoundly given, and the concentration o^

real sympathy from the abbot and every actor

in the scene—not one of whom is thinking of

an attitude—communicates itself irresistibly

to the spectator. This picture has been painted
for Prince Albert. Uwins has only a single

picture, but it is one of his best—"The Vintage
in the Claret Vineyards on the banks of the
Gironde;" and the peculiar skill of the artist

in conveying, from an all-pervading purity of

feeling, dignity and refinement to simple and
actual peasants, is strikingly observable. This
picture is said to have been purchased by Mr.
Vernon with the view of its forming part of his

bequest to the nation. " St. John the Baptist

reproving Herod," by J. R. Herbert, is one
which will command universal study and ad-
miration. The words " It is not lawful for

thee to have thy brother's wife," fall not only
upon the ears, but into the soul of the King.
The truth is stifled and feared, but it is re-

ceived ; while in Herodias the animal passion,

too big for words, tells at once of its final

mastery over the awakened conscience of her
husband. Above this picture, and from the
wonderful sharpness with which it attracts the

attention to the representation of material ob-
jects, in striking contrast to it, is one of a
colossar kind, "Chivalry," by Maclise. "A
Sketch of my Father," by Edwin Landseer, an
embodiment of a ripe old age in which every-
thing is subdued but kindness and faith which
have gained once more all the strength of

childhood, will have a personal interest for

ever lover of art. " Italian Peasants Prisoners
with Banditti" is faultless in its expression of
the individual emotions of the actors, and a
dramatic interest is cleverly imparted to the
spectator by the appearance of soldiers in the
background, of whom both captors and cap-
tives are wholly ignorant. "The Butt," by
Mulready, will have a constant crowd round
it, and will never be forgotten. A lad is shoot-
ing cherries into, or rather at, the anxiously-
extended mouth of a butcher-boy, whose
cheeks are already smeared with unsuccessful

attempts ; and so perfect is the drawing, that
you expect to see the cherry fly off" from the
boy's thumb while looking at it, and almost
feel disposed to wait to see if this time it will

reach its destination. " Country Cousins," by
Redgrave, is cinother picture which will form
part of the collection given by Mr. Vernon to

the nation, and here again we have one of the
most successful examples of the artist's pecu
liar style. This subject is less painful than
many of Redgrave's productions; but the con
trast of timid worth with the dead narrowness
of worldly assumption is still severely given.

Edwin Landseer shines in his familiar manner
in " Alexander and Diogenes." The cynical
terrier in his tub conveys his moral eff'ectively,

and the bull-dog Alexander and his whole
courtier tribe of hounds and spaniels evidently
recognise the greatness of the philosopher.

"Aaron," by Etty, shows a singular eff"ect of

colours. The jewels on the breastplate sparkle

each with its own peculiar light. Two pictures

by Leslie, "Lady Jane Grey," and "The
Shell," are truthful and pleasing, and there is

originality and boldness in the " Doubtful
Document," by Lear.

In the middle room one of the most attractive

pictures is " Euphrosyne," by Frost. The
flesh tints are slightly deficient in warmth, but
for attitude, grace, and contrast of colour, it

commands high admiration. " A Summer
Morning," a landscape, by Lee, with cattle, by
Cooper, proves a most happy combination for

the reputation of each artist. Here also is a
touching picture by Edwin Landseer, "A Ran
dom Shot," a hind dying on a snow-covered
hill, with her calf beside her. The track of|

the animal's bloody steps, and the effect of

sunlight on the snow, possess a magical reality.}

In the west room a piece of original humour
of the most genuine kind will be found in the

"Artist's Portfolio," by P. Williams. ''The
Contest of Beauty for the Girdle of Florimel"
is a graceful composition by F. R. Pickersgill.
" Queen Elizabeth discovers she is no longer

young," by Egg, and " Catherine appealing to

Henry VIII., by H, N. O'Neil, are both pic-

tures of a class now deservedly appreciated.

"The Evening Gun," by Danby, gives the

true sublimity of repose ; and, finally, in the
" Eve of the Deluge," by Linnell, v/ehave one
of the most magnificent effects of a fordbpding
sunset ever painted. It is palpably the last

evening of a condemned v/orld.

Turner this year is absent, and it need hardly
be said that the loss is felt. Stanfield has five

pictures, the chief of which, " Amalfi ' will

become universally popular. Lee, Withering-

ton, and Creswick have also been industrious

contributors, and Roberts has three subjects of

great interest. Portraits are numerous, but,

unfortunately, few of them possess much
interest.

The great charm of the exhibition, on the

whole, is the remarkable number of leading

productions which it presents to us from artists

scarcely beyond the commencement of their

career. It will be impossible for any one to

come away from the present collection without

an established confidence in the steady growth
and permanent elevation of British art.
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[Continued from page 14,]

Dactilioglyph, the inscription of the name
of the artist on a sculptured gem or cameo.

Dactylos, the shortest measure among the
Greeks, being the fourth part of a palm.

Dague-a-Roelle, a description of dagger of

the reign of Henry VI.

Daguerreotype, a species of photogenic
drawing, in which the impressions are taken,
by means of the camera obscura, on plates
of silvered copper, invented by M. Daguerre.
The metallic plate is exposed, in a well-closed
box, to the action of the vapour of iodine, by
which means it becomes covered with an ex-
tremely thin layer of ioduret of silver. The
plate thus prepared is placed in the dark cham-
ber of the camera* obscura, in such a position
that the image of the object to be represented
is perfectly clear and distinct upon it. In a
short time the plate is withdrawn, and is now
exposed at an angle of 45 degrees to the action
of the vapour of mercury, at 60 degrees Reau-
mur, and finally plunged into a solution of
hyposulphate of soda. The picture is then
complete.

^
Day or Bay (in architecture), one of the

lights or compartments between mullion and
mullion in the great windows of the Gothic
style.

Decameter, a French measure of length
equal to ten metres.

Demi-hague or Hackbut, a sort of pistol.

The accompanying engraving represents the

butt-end of one of the reign of Queen Eliza-
beth.

Deals or Deal Boards, a thin sort of fir
planks, formed by sawing the trunk of a tree
into longitudinal divisions of greater or less
thickness. They are imported from Dantzic,
and many other parts of the Baltic, and from
North America. The Russian standard deal
is 12 ft. long, 11 in. wide, and li in, thick; the
Christian standard deal is 11 ft. long, 9 in. wide,
and IJ in. thick; at Dram the length is 10ft.
and the thickness 1^ in.

Detached (in painting), is said of figures
when they stand free and disengaged from
each other.

Diagonal, anything in an angular direction,
a right line as a 6 drawn across an equilateral

figure from one angle to another, is by some
called the diameter, by others the diametral,

but generally the diagonal of the figure.

Dog, a sort of iron hook or bar, with a sharp
fang at one end, so formed as to be easily

^

driven into a piece of timber, to drag it by
means of a rope, out of the water or ship-
board.

DooKs, in Scotland, flat pieces of fwood in-
serted in walls, called in England wooden
bricks.

Dragon, a descriptien of pistol employed in

the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

Drayton's Process for Silvering Glass,

a piece of pure virgin silver is dissolved in

nitric acid, forming nitrate of silver (lunar

caustic),—to this is added the sub carbonate of

ammonia, spirit of wine, and distilled water

;

the glass, having been previously well cleaned,

is laid flat in a horizontal position, the above
solution, to which is added a few drops of the

oil of cassia and cloves, is then taken, and,

after being well shaken, poured on the glass.

Precipitation of the silver from the solution in

which it was held suspended immediately com-
mences. A quarter of an hour is generally
sufficient to silver a glass, and at the expiration

of that time the remaining solution is poured
off, and a coating of varnish applied to protect

it from injury.

[To be eontinued.]
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Antique Lamp.

Sir,—The accompanying drawing represents a
lamp of the 15th or 16th century, in the collec-

tion of M. Dugue, of Paris. Similar lamps of

the same classic form, which appears to nave
been derived, through a succession of ages, from
the Romans, are still used in some parts of

France. The branch with notches serves to
raise the hinder part of the lamp as the oil

diminishes, so as to throw it forward to the
wick; the one end of the horizontal beam or
rod was generally inserted into the side of a
kind of wooden candlestick.

F.E.

Method of Dividing a Line into two Parts, so
that the Square of one Part may be double the
Square of the other.

Sir,—In No. 9 of the Decorator's Assistant
you gave a method of dividing a line into two
parts, so that the square of one part may be
double the square of the other ;—I forward you
a solution of the same algebraically worked.

I am, Sir,

Yours, obediently,

Regiomontanus.
Manchester, April l^th, 1848.
Let X and y be the required parts of the line

a; then
x^y = a{\)

and a!2 = 2 2/2

.'. X = ^ 2 y2

Substituting this value of x in (1), we have

f'Tyi + y = a

V 2 ^2 = o y
2 3(2 = a2_ 2 a y + ^2

y2 4- 2 a 3? = a2

y2 + 2 fit «/ + a2 = 2 a2

y -f a= 4- / 2 a'-J = + a 'Ti

J/
— + a /2—

«

and (1) X = a — y.

i^ebieto*

An Analysis of Gothic Ornaments, illustrated

by a Series of Designsfor the Decoration of

Churches and their Precincts.—By B. Bar-
ret. London : Published by the Author,

21, Pulford-street, Thames Bank ; also of

the Publisher of the Decorator's Assis-

tant, 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

Now that the Gothic style of architecture

has become so popular in England, such works

as the one under notice are of especial impor-

tance both to the architect and decorator. But
Mr. Barrett's production claims further praise

at our hands, and a more general patronage at

those of our readers,
_

Its merits are not

merely professional, but in an artistic point of

view they appeal to all who are capable of

appreciating beauty and intrinsic worth ;—this

is high praise, but we are fully assured it is no
more than just. The annexed illustration of

a finial in the perpendicular style is an excel-

lent specimen of the contents of the work, and
we earnestly hope that Mr. Barret will meet
with every encouragement in his praisworthy

attempt to lay before the public spirited graphic

delineations of all that is interesting and useful

in Gothic decoration.

Brick Columns, &c.—The proper way to carry

up columns in cement is to cut one course

round, and then to gauge no more cement and
sand than will lay the same. Occasional bond
stones should always be introduced the whole
circumference of the column or size of the

pillar. The scaffolding should be kept clear of

the column.
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iilanufacture o( Inaim Ink.

The best of this manufacture has a shining
black fractm-e ; its body is finely compact, and
[homogeneous when rubbed with water. When
jdry on the paper it will not yield to the action

I

of water
;
yet it will give way at once to that

j

action, when it has been used and dried on
imarble or ivory, which proves that the alumed
Ipaper forms a strong combination with the ink.

Nothing is positively known of the method
'of preparing it except what_ Duhalde has told

ius in his "History of China." The receipt
which he has given as taken from a Chinese
book is as follows :

—

The makers of this ink take some of the
plants Hohiang and Kansang, the cloves of

Tchu-yiatsao-ko, and the juice of ginger;
these are to be clai-ified, and then evaporated
to a thick consistency ; ten ounces of this

electuary is then mixed with four ounces of

size made from asses'-skin parchment ; this

mixture is then incorporated with ten ounces
of smoke-black, and then the whole is wrought
into a fine paste which is put into moulds

;

these are covered up in the ashes, where they
remain a longer or shorter time, according to

the season.

P. Dnhalde, being aware thar all the plants
mentioned in this process, except the ginger,
are unknown to our botanists, saw at once that
his receipt would be useless, unless he could
give some means of substituting, for the
Chinese plants, those of our own country which
are most analogous to them. He therefore, on
this subject, made diligent inquiries, the result

of which he has published ; we learn from the

author, that the pods called tchu-yia-lsao-Jco

are produced by a bush or shrub, and re-

semble those of the carob bean, except that
they are smaller and nearly round. The
Chinese plants inclose cells filled with a pulpy
substance of a pungent and unpleasant flavour.

Ho-hiang is, according to the Chinese dic-

tionary, an aromatic medicinal plant, to which
are attributed the same qualities, as belong to

the sow /^o,• another plant from which is ex-
tracted a balm similar to liquid storax.

Finally, the Kan-sung is a plant used in the

composition of perfumes, and is pleasing to the
taste.

The processes used in the arts, are always
difficult to describe

;
yet, even though we

should be in possession of the plants employed
by the Chinese, it may be doubted whether we
should quite succeed in imitating their ink on
the first attempt.
Their pods, which resemble the carob, ap-

pear to me to belong to the mimosa. The
harshness of their scent is a sufficient indica-

tion that they contain much of the astringent

principle : how is it, then, that their decoction
does not precipitate gelatine? have not these
vegetable juices need of a new clarifying pro-
cess?

P. Duhalde speaks of the alkaline properties
of the ink; how then shall we reconcile that

wiih the gallic acid contained in juices of the
astringent plants? There must, therefore, be

some omission, for the alkaline principle could
not exist, or at least no one has yet, by any
known means, been able to saturate the acid

contained in the vegetable decoction ; and it

may be added, that this Chinese ink may be
dissolved in vinegar, without forming any pre-
cipitate.

However imperfect this description maybe,
it nevertheless points out the way to us, by in-

forming us that the Chinese do not use any
pure size in the manufacture of their ink, but
that they add spme vegetable juices, which
give the ink greater brilliancy, and fix it more
firmly on paper.

In fact, if fine lamp-black be intimately com
bined with pure gelatine, it produces an ink of
a fine black tint ; but in its fracture it will not
be glossy, neither will it be indelible on paper,

like the good Chinese ink, with the disadvan-
tage of being affected by the. frost in winter.

Here then we have obtained two important
points—namely, that it is indispensable that

the ink shall be fluid in winter as well as sum-
mer

; ,and also that it shall resist being waslied
off the paper. The first of these qualities can
be easily obtained. For the purpose of making
such an alteration in the gelatine as will insure

its fluidity to equal that of gum, it only re-

quires that the ebullition should be cari'ied on
to an elevated temperature, but as the caloric

would in this action form an ammoniacal soap,

v/hich attracts the moisture of the atmosphere,
it would be preferable to employ a process, by
which the starch or gelatine may be changed
into a gummy and saccharine substance.

This method consists in boiling this starchy
matter in watei*, acidulated by sulphuric acid,

and afterwards saturating the acid with chalk.

To render the ink insoluble on paper, it is

requisite to mix with the animal size some
juices of astringent vegetables, so carefully

combined as not to occasion any precipitate.

The infusion of nut-galls into a solution of

gelatine, will cause an abundant precipitation,

which will unite in a resinous, elastic, and
brilliant mass. This compound, which is in-

soluble in water, can be dissolved in ammonia
(hartshorn), and in a greater quantity of

gelatine. The ammoniacal solution of this

precipitate is very brown, but transparent;

and when dry it will not dissolve in water.

The resinous matter dissolved in gelatine, is

still soluble in water after it has been dried,

but it dissolves much slower than pure gela-

tine. It is therefore, to the action of the

tannin principle on the animal gluten, that we
must ascribe the fixedness of Indian ink

upon paper.

The size prepared from parchment made of

asses' skin is considered the best, though it is

not evident at first sight on what account it

should have the preference so decidedly; and
I must state, that having tried, by way of ex-

periment, to convert asses' skin into size, by
passing it through lime, I have only at last

succeeded in dissolving it, by steeping it for

several days in lime water.

The Chinese attribute to this animal gluten

some peculiar medicinal qualities, and it rnay

be that this idea influences them in preparing

it with particular care. I have seen some of
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*his size which was very transparent, but I have
not been able to procure a portion, to compare
it with that made from offal of oxen, &c.
The best size is that sort which, when

steeped in water, only swells without dis-

solving ; this species is very rarely found for

sale, but in place of it, the Flanders size is the

next best.

After having steeped this substance for

several hours in water, about three times

its weight, which has been acidulated by a

tenth part of sulphuric acid ; that part of the

water is to be drawn off which contains the

portion of size which is too soluble, and this

must be replaced by an equal quantity of

water, slightly acidulated. The size is then
to be boiled for an hour or two, and the ebul-

lition brings it to such a condition, that it will

not when cold return to a state of jelly.

The acid should then be saturated with
powdered chalk, with which it is combined by
a little at a time, until the resistance of paper
shows that the saturation is sufficient. The
mixture is then filtered through paper, and
it passes quite transparent.

About one quarter of this size is then to be
taken away, and upon it should be thrown a

solution of the concentrated essence of nut-
galls : the gelatine then precipitates, and be-
the elastic resin-like substance already men-
tioned ; this matter is then to be washed in

warm water, and dissolved in clarified size

;

it is again filtered, and it is allowed to draw
near to the proper state, for the purpose of
incorporating it with the lamp-black, that too

much time may not be lost, in waiting until

the paste has acquired the proper consistence
requisite for its being moulded.
The astringent principle contained in vege-

table juices will not form a gelatine precipitate,

when the acid contained in it bas been saturated.

Nut-galls, or any other vegetable containing
much of the astringent principle, may then be
boiled with magnesia, or lime ; and then mixed
with the filtered decoction of the size, there will

not be any precipitation ; and the size thus pre-
pared will be so much less soluble when dry, in

proportion to the quantity it may contain of
the astringent matter.

It is only by cautiovisly proceeding, that
we can ascertain the most just proportion of
the astringent matter which ought to be com-
bined with the size.

By whatever mode the excipient is pre-
pared for being mixed with the black pigment,
it must be equally well clarified, by washing
it in plenty of water, until it leaves no sedi-

ment ; whenever this takes place, there is

nothing more required than to concentrate its

substance to the proper degree of consistency,
by evaporation.

It is alsoby proceeding cautiously, that we
can ascertain the relative proportions of black
and size, since that size may be more or less

strong : but we shall succeed in this object
without difficulty, by making the two fol-

lowing trials :

—

With a pencil apply a light wash of ink
upon a slab of porcelain, and with a pen put
some writing on paper ; if the ink on the porce-
lain shines, this is a proof that it has sufficient

size in it; and if, after it is dry on the paper,
it cannot be washed off by water, it is clear
that there is not too much size in the composi-
tion.

The Chinese use wooden moulds to form
their ink paste, but these moulds may be made
very well of potter's clay, baked ; and when
they have not been half vitrified by the fire,

they will adhere to the tongue, in this state

they absorb a portion of the moisture in the
paste, and this facilitates the discharge of the
moulded ink, in a short time after having been
compressed in the mould; the sticks of ink
are afterwards covered up in the ashes to pre-
vent their becoming split in the drying ; and
the moulds maj' be dried in the sun, or on a
stove ; and if the pores of the latter, after a
long service, should cease to absorb the
humidity, they should be boiled in a wash of
caustic lye, and then dried has usual, or ex-

posed to a red heat.
The quality of the lamp-black has a great

influence upon the quality of the ink. The
black of which the "Imperial Ink" is made,
consists of extremely light lamp-black, in the

preparation of which great care is taken. For
this purpose, a metal stove may be eraplo3red

;

into this stove, a lamp with many burners
must be placed, and surmounted with a large
plate of iron; the opening of the stove should
be so arranged as to allow the combustion of

the lamp to produce as much smoke as pos
sible ; and for this purpose, various oils and
fatty substances are tried, to ascertain which
will best suit this purpose.

In China, the finest lamp-black is prepared
from the oil of girgelin, which is the oil of

sesame.
M. Proust, in the analysis which he made of

some Chinese ink, of the finest quality, found
two per cent, of camphor in it. This sub
stance is also pointed out in a receipt, to be
found in the Chinese Encyclopedia. From
this information, 1 mixed a little camphor in

the ink which I made, and I soon found the

good of this addition. When the ink in which
it was mixed, was in a state of paste strong
enough to be moulded, I have pressed it

with the fingers slightly touched with oil, and
it did not adhere in the slighest degree; in

this state it took perfectly the impression ot

the seal, and this facility of moulding I attri-

bute entirely to the camphor.

Imitation of Damask for Walls.—Tho-
roughly paint the plaster in four or five coats,

then impress the outline of the pattern upon it

by means of a pounce ; cover this over with a

thick substance composed of oil, mastic var-

nish, bees-wax, sugar of lead, umber or other

coloui-ing pigments, and white lead ; then
throw against the wall with some force, and
while the above substance remains wet, fine pit

or sea sand, prepared by drying and sifting.

When this has become quite dry, which will be

in the course of a few days, brush off carefully

all the loose sand, leaving only what adheres
to the pattern. When this has been done paint

the whole over with a coat of flatted paint of.

the same colour as the ground work.
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Haasonrg*

[Concluded from page 19.]

Columns.—The stones for an intended co-

lumn being procured, and the order in which
they are to be placed upon one another having
been determined, we must correctly ascertain

the exact diameter for the two ends of each of

them. To effect this, draw an elevation of

the column proposed to its full size, divide it

by lines parallel to the base into as many
heights as the column is intended to contain

stones, taking care that none of the heights ex-

ceed the lengths the stones will produce ; the

working of the stones to the diameters thus

obtained then becomes easy. The ends of

each stone must first be wrought so as to form
exactly true and parallel planes. The two
beds of stone, being thus formed, find their

centres, and describe a circle on each of them
;

divide these circles into the same number of

equal parts, which may, for example, amount
to six or eight; draw lines across each end
of the stone, so that they will pass through the

centre and through the opposite divisions of the

same end. The extremities of these lines are to

regulate the progress of the chisel along the

surface of the stone ; and therefore, when
those of one end have been drawn, those of

the other must be made in the same plane, or

opposite to them respectively. The cylindrical

part of the stones must be wrought with the

assistance of a straight edge ; but for the swell

of a column, a diminishing rule, that is, one
made concave to the line of the column, must
be employed. This diminishing rule will also

serve to plumb the stones in setting them. If

it be made the whole length of the column, the
heights into which the elevation of the column
is divided should be marked upon it, so that it

may be applied to give each stone its proper
curvature. But as the use of a very long di-

minishing rule is inconvenient when the stones

are in many and short lengths, rules or rods
may be employed corresponding in length to

the different heights.

Stairs.—Nothing to perplex will occur in

carrying up stairs which are supported by a

wall at both ends, because the inner ends
of the steps may either terminate in a solid

newel, or be tailed into a wall surrounding an
open newel. Where elegance is not required,

and where the newel does not exceed 2 feet

6 inches, the ends of the steps may be con-
veniently supported by a solid pillar; but
when the newel is thicker, a thin wall sur-

rounding the newel would be cheaper. In
stairs to basement stories, where geometrical
stairs are used above, the steps next to the
newel are generally supported upon a dwarf
wall. In geometrical stairs, the outer end of

each step is fixed in the wall, and one of the
edges of every step supported by the edge of

the step below, and formed with joggled joints,

so that no step can descend in the inclined
direction of the plane nor in a vertical direc-

tion ; the sally of every joint forms an exterior
obtuse angle on the lower part of the upper

step called a back rebate, and that on the upper
part of the lower step of course an interior one,
and the joint formed of these sallies] is

a joggle, which may be level from the face_ of
the risers to about one inch within the joint.

Thus the plane of the tread of each step is

continued one inch within the surface of each
riser; the lower part of the joint is a narrow
surface, perpendicular to the inclined direc-

tion or soffit of the stair at the end next to the
newel. With most sorts of stone, the thickness
of every step at the thinnest place need not ex-
ceed 2 inches for steps of 4 feet in length

;

that is, measuring from the interior angle of
every step perpendicular to the rake. The
thickness of steps at the interior angle should
be proportioned to their length ; but allowing
that the thickness of the steps at each of the
interior angles is sufficient at 2 inches, then
will the thickness of them at the interior

angles be half the number of inches that the
length of the steps is in feet; for instance,

a step 5 feet long would be 2^ inches at that

place. The stone platforms of geometrical
stairs that is, the landings, half paces, and quar-
ter paces, are consti'uctedof one or more stones,

as they can be procured of sufficient size.

When the platform consists of two or more
stones, the first of them is laid on the last step

that is set, and one end tailed in and wedged
into the wall; the next stone is joggled or
rebated into the one just set, and the end also

fixed into the wall, as that and the preceding
steps also are ; and every stone in succession,

till the platform is completed. When another-

f5ight of steps is required, the last or upper
most platform becomes the spring stone for the
first step of it, whose joint is to be joggled, as

well as that of each succeeding step, similarly

to those of the first flight. The principle upon
which stone geometrical staiis are constructed
is, that every body must be supported by three

points placed out of a straight line ; and there-

fore, that if two edges of a body in different

directions be secured to another body, the two
bodies will be immoveable in respect to each
other. This last case occurs in the geometrical
staircase, one end of each stair stone being
tailed into the wall so as to be incapable of

tilting, and another edge resting either on the

ground itself, or on the edge of the preceding
stair stone or platform as the case may be.

The stones which form a platform are generally

of the same thickness as those forming the

steps.

On the Scientific Operations of Stone Cutting.

—The operations by which the forms of stones

are determined, so as to combine them properly

in the various parts of an edifice, are founded
on strictly geometrical principles, and require

the greatest care and exactness in execution.

It is only by a thorough knowledge of the

nature of these operations that the master
mason is able to cut and carve the parts

which, when joined together, compose the

graceful arch, the light tracery of the Gothic
vault, or the graceful and magnificent dome.
In what follows we propose to confine ourselves,

first, to the leading operations necessary to set

out the simple arch or vault, and the groins

formed by it ; second, to the forms produced
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by vaults with plain and curved surfaces inter-

secting : third, and lastly, to dome vaulting :

giving such examples as will so initiate the

student that he may, we trust, have little, if

any, diflB.culty in resolving aay case that may
occur.

—

Givilt.

2Snamel.

[Continued from page ] 13, Vol. II.] •

Red.—We have no metallic oxide capable of
giving directly a fused red ; that is to say, we
have no metallic calces which, entering into

fusion and combining, under the form of

transparent glass, with fluxes or glass, give
directly a red colour. To obtain this colour,

it must be compounded different ways, as fol-

lows :—Take two parts, or two parts and a
half (you may, however, take only one part)

of sulphate of iron and of sulphate of alu-

mine, fuse them together in their water of crys-

tallisation, and take care to mix them well

together. Continue to heat them to complete
dryness ; then increase the fire so as to bring
the mixture to a red heat. The last operation
must be performed in a reverberating furnace.
Keep the mixture red until it has everywhere
assumed a beautiful red colour, which you may
ascertain by taking out a little of it from time
to time, and suffering it to cool in ;the air.

You may then see whether the matter is suffi-

ciently red : to judge of this it must be left to

cool, because while hot it appears black.
,
The

red oxides of iron give a red colour; but this

colour is exceedingly fugitive ; for as soon as

the oxide of iron enters into fusion, the portion
of oxygen, which gives it its red colour, leaves
it, and it becomes black, yellow, or greenish.
To preserve, therefore, the red colour of this

oxide in the fire, it must be prevented from
vitrifying and abandoning its oxygen. I have
tried (says M. Clouet) a variety of different
substances to give it this fixity, but none of
them succeeded except alum. The doses of
alum and sulphate of iron may be varied. The
more alum you add the paler will be the colour.
Three parts of alum to one of sulphate of iron

five a colour which approaches a flesh colour,
t is alum also which gives this colour the pro-

perty of becoming fixed at a very strong heat.
This colour may be employed on raw enamel;
it has much more fixity than the purple, but
riot so much as the blue of cobalt. It may be
washed to carry off the superfluous saline mat-
ter, but if may be employed also' without edul-
coration

; in that state it is even more fixed
ai*id more beautiful. It does not require much
flux

; the flux which appeared to me to be best
suited to it is composed of alum, minium,
marine salt, and enamel salt. This flux must
be compounded in such a manner as to render
it sufficiently fusible for its objects: from two
0r three parts of it are mixed with the colour.
In general three parts of flux are used for one
of colour; but this dose may and ought to be
varied according to the nature of the colour
and the shade of it required. Red calx of
irj>n alone, when it enters into fusion with
glass, gives a colour which seems to be black,-

but if the colour be diluted with a sufficient

quantity of glass, it at last becomes of a trans-
parent yellow. Thus the colour really pro-
duced by calx of iron combined with glass is a
yellow colour, but which being accumulated
becomes so dark, that it appears black. In the
process above given for making the red colour,
oxide of iron does not fuse; and this is the
essential point ; for if this colour is carried in
the fire to vitrification, it becomes black or
yellowish, and disappears if the coat be thin,
and the oxide of iron present be only in a
small quantity.

[To be continued;]

Vermillion.—Vermillion is manufactured in
England, Holland, and other parts of Europe,
but the finest quality is manufactured in China,
which, however is often adulterated before it

reaches the hands of the painter. Field says
of this colour—" It is true that vermillions
have obtained the double disrepute of fading
in a strong light, and of becoming black or

dark by time or impure air ; but colours, like

characters, suffer contamination and disrepute
from bad association ; it has happened, accord-
ingly, that Vermillion which has been rendered
lakey or crimson by mixture with lake or car-

mine, has faded in the light, and that when it

has been toned to the scarlet hue by red or

orange lead, it has afterwards become blacken-
ed in impure air, &c. Hence the ill-fame ofj

Vermillion both with authors and artists."
—

'

Real Chinese Vermillion is a permanent and aj

beautiful colour—it is an impalpable powder,!
possessing great density and opacity when!
mixed as a paint, but from the ease with whichi
it is adulterated, and the consequent difficulty!

of obtaining it pure in this country, it isrequi-j

site to commission it direct from China in oi-deri

to insure its being genuine;—it costs in China!
about 4s. lOd. per lb. Its price in this country;

varies from 3s. to 6s. per lb.

—

Practice of\

House-painting.

Statistics of the New Houses of Parlia-
ment.—The original estimate made for the;

new Houses of Parliament amounted to thej

sum of £707,1 Oi ; the sum actually paid up to

February, 1848, amounted to £808,864; fori

embanking and other extras, £378,097.

To Crystallise Glass Windows to Ren-
der THEM Semi-Opaque.—Make a hot satu-!

rated solution of Epsom salts, or, stillbetter, of|

sal ammoniac. Wet the glass window with
this solution, laid on equally with a paint

brush. The moisture will almost instantly be
evaporated, and the salt be depositedin a very
beautiful radiated form. This deposition will

admit the light, yet cannot be seen through;

and for rendering windows semi-opaque is

infinitely to be preferred to paint, paste, ori

other materials employed for this purpose.
i

Recipe for making Tracing Paper.—Thej
editor of the Mechanics' Magazine gives the!

following recipe for producing a tracing paper!

"that leaves nothing to be desired." Mix six!

parts (by weight) of spirits of turpentine, one!

of rosin, and one of boiled nut oil, and lay on|

with a brush or sponge.
i
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Ci)p arjDronotgpist*

Silver medals of the value of 500f. each, have
been awarded by the Paris Society of Arts to

M. B. Everard and M. Poitevin, and a gold

medal of the value of 2,000f, to M. N, St. Vic-
toi-, for improvements in photography. Two
silver medals of the value of 250f. each, three

of 500f. each, and a gold medal of the value of

l,000f. have been also awarded to various com-
petitors for improvements in photography.
We have been much gratified, says the Critic,

by the inspection of some specimens of stained

glass by Mr, E. B. Lamb, intended for the win-
dows of a private chapel in Scotland, designed
and erected by him. Having given his atten-

tion very successfully to a branch of ornamen-
tation now considered almost indispensable for

the Gothic style, Mr. Lamb possesses, as an
able practical architect, a great advantage over
those who are either architects onl)^—and
must, therefore, trust to the taste and intelli-

gence of others for embellishment of the kind
in their buildings—or else are glass-painters

only, and therefore do not sufficiently under-
stand how to make their work contribute to

general architectural effect. The windows al-

luded to are unusually tastefully composed
designs, and though rich in brilliant hues are

free from anything like gaudiness. The
colours are so artistically arranged as to display

themselves with peculiar breadth, and mutually
elieve each other—a very important point

in this species of art, which is seldom, suffi-

ciently attended to, and sometimes wholly dis-

regarded. The Electric Telegraph Company
is said to be involved in great pecuniary em-
barrasments, in consequence of the non-success

of the speculation. The exhibition of the

Old Water-Colour Society was opened to the

public on the 1st instant. The number of

pictures now exhibiting in the metropolis

amounts to 3,723. A new stone and marble
hand-saw has been patented by Mr.
Hutchinson, the patentee of the mode
of indurating building materials, lately

noticed in the Decorator's Assistant.
The frame is mounted on a pair of grooved
rails, regulated laterally by screws, while the

frame itself can be adjusted vertically, and,

being balanced by a bob-weight and pulley,

can be moved backwards and forwards by hand
more easily and smoothly, and with greater

effect, by a boy of ten years of age, it is al-

leged, than the usual hand-saw can by the

most powerful and experienced workman.
Several saws ran be worked and several slabs

cut in parallel lines with the same frame, and
the work is not so liable to be injured by vibra-

tion as with the more expensive steam saw.

Provision is also made for the supply and regu-

lation of water and sand, and the machine is

covered by a portable shed. M. Versepuy,
has communicated to the Paris Academy of

Sciences a notice of a method patented by
him, of manufacturing white lead in closed

vessels, whence it is extracted and mixed with

waterl It cannot, consequently, be diffused in

dust through the atmosphere of the work-

shops; the workmen neither touches nor
breathes it; the only contact which occurs,
with some precautions, is to put it in and take
it out of the stove, and thus many of the
dangerous consequences resulting from the
present mode of making white lead are avoided—;—A very powerful, self-acting, sloting ma-
chine, for fashioning, polishing, and perfecting
the cranks and cross-heads of the largest
marine steam-engines, from the rough block
out of the forge, is in course of erection for

Messrs. Fultorv and Neilson, of Lancefield
Forge, near Glasgow. The single casting
which forms the base of this machine weighs
twenty-eight tons, and took four months to

mould. It was executed by Messrs. John
Goldie and Co., of Hayfield Foundry. Two
hundred men and six horses were required to

move it ; and fears were entertained that one
of the bridges by which it crossed the Clyde
would not be strong enough for the burden.

Ellerman's Process for Removing the
Refuse of Large Towns, &c.—Some time

since, in noticing Mr. Ellerman's admirable
pamphlet on " Sanitary Reform," we expressed

our intention of returning at some future time

to the subject matter of the treatise, a promise
which we now hasten with pleasure to fulfil.

Mr. Ellerman's process consists in the follow-

ing arrangements, which are both simple and
effective :—Each house is to be furnished with
a pipe, of common material, communicating
from the water-closets, sinks, &c., to a large

trunk-pipe, formed of very thick glass (which
experience has proved to be the best for the

purpose, from its non-liability to oxidation, and
the ease with which it may be cleaned), placed

at some distance beneath the roadway, and with

a gradual slope or inclination towards an im-
mense reservoir, situated at the junction of

cross-roads, &c. The filthy of the houses is all

emptied by means of the pipes into this reser-

voir, where it remains until carted away in the

night-time ; it being pumped up into covered

carts by means of an atmospheric apparatus.

Previously to this, however, it is submitted to

a process (Ellerman's deodorising) which re-

moves all its noxious qualities, while at the

same time it does not injure in the least its

value as a manure. Altogether we may des

cribe Mr. Ellerman's process to be the most
simple, efficacious, economical, and profitable

one that has hitherto been brought before the

notice of the public, and our earnest desire is

to see it universally adopted;

To Remove Grease Spots from Drawings
—If a little magnesia (it will be well to try

both the calcined and the carbonate) is pow
dered over the grease spot, with a piece of

clean thin blotting paper laid agam on that,

and a common laundry iron moderately passed

a few times over it, the grease is often readily

removed. If it does not come out at once, or

if there is a very lai-ge spot, it will be well to

shake off the magnesia which cakes with the

heat, sprinkle a fresh quantity over it, nad
pursue the same plan.
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AST, very fast, is art

progressing : — The

number of paintings

now exhibiting in the

metropolis amounts, as

we stated in our last,*

to 3,723. Taken as a sign of the times, this fact

speaks volumes for the industry and perseverance

ofour English artists ; and when we come to con-

sider that the average merit of the works is far

beyond mediocrity, it also speaks well for the

rising talent of the age, and affords a convincing

proof that genius, like vegetation, is capable of

springing up on almost any soil so long as

a genial atmosphere is present to encourage its

growth.

For our own part we are inclined to the

opinion that art—notwithstanding all that may

be said to the contrary—was never in a more

prosperous condition in this country than it is

at the present moment. Although the nation

is plunged in political contention and distress.

* See " Chronotypist."

art flags not in its onward progress; and

indeed, taking all circumstances into con-

sideration, it would be surprising if it did. The

English artist is surrounded in his native land

by sufficient materials to guide and cultivate

his taste, without having recourse to the trea-

sures of other lands ; and he has now better in-

stitutions than formerly in which to place his

works and bring them prominently before the

eyes of the public. The literatm-e of the fine

arts has also of late years increased in extent

by the addition of the works of Muller,

Eastlake, and a host of others, a bare list of

whom would be sufficient to fill the whole of

our columns, whose labours have placed before

him all that is valuable for his purpose in

ancient and modern history; besides this,j

recent discoverie.s of fresh antiquities, com-j

prising many celebrated works of art, all tend:

to swell the number of his models—to place a

bridle upon his imagination, and to lead him,
j

like some faithful guide, through those domains
|

which it is necessary that he should traverse

ere he can expect to reach the summit of his,

profession.

While on the subject of art and artists, we

may as well mention a project which we have

had long in consideration, and which we think

would, if carried into practice, prove an ines-

timable boon to the artistic world generally

;

this is the publication, under patronage of the

proper authorities, of a " Painter's Encyclo-

paedia, " in which all the pictures representing

a particular subject should be so placed as to

afford a ready means of reference and com-

parison. To render our meaning the more

clear, we will suppose the word " Landscape"

to be illustrated by specimens of the works of

II Dosso, Bernassano da Milano, Matthias

Cock, II Muttano, John Bol, George Haef-

naghel, P. Franceschi, Martin de Vos, Ag.

Caracci, Annibale Caracci, F. d'Angeli, Paul

Brill, Matthew Brill, P. P. Gobbo, II Viola, R.

Saveri, J. Mompre, A. Tassi, Rubens, C. Po-

lembourg, J. Brueghel, Moses, B. Briemburg^

J. Asselyn, G. B. Mola, Salvator Rosa, Claude

Lovraine, N. Poussin, G. Poussin, and all the

modern painters of note. Lithography has

now so far advanced as an art, that the plates

might be printed in colours, so as to afford

perfect fac-similes of the originals.
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" By the adoption of this plan, young artists

would have afforded to them an excellent

means of instruction, which at present it is

utterly out of their power to attain.

[The initial letter at the head of this article
is taken from a Church Service Book in the
British Museum.—Harl. MS., 2,801.]

STo (JTou-espontientg, ^c.

Adveetisemen'is.—All yldvertisementsfor the
Wrapper of our next Monthly Part must be sent

'to our office 0^1 or before the ord of June, in order
'to insure insertion.

Cases for Vols. I. aiid II. are now ready,
price \s. 3d. each; or the Publisher will under-
.take fo get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

I

Part XIII. is now ready, stitched in a neat
wrapper, price 7d.

i

" /. F."— We shall be hanpy to receive any of
the receipts, ^c, mentioned in your letter.

I

" Jacqne."— To lay down a course of study
that shall qtialify a manfor any particular pro-
fession is all times a difficult task; but ive will

endeavour to comply with your request so far as

to state that a civil engineer should be practically

conversant with geometry, algebra, mathematics,
mechanics, natural and experimental philosophy,
geology, mensuration, topography, and also pos-

sess a hioioledge of architecture, building,

steam navigation, and chemistry—lie should be-

sides be possessed of a liberal education, and a
mind disposed to reflect and contemplate on all

things by which he is surrounded—for there is

nothing in ivhich he may not be interested at some
period or the other of his professional career.—
Thanks for your good wishes and kind recom-
mendatio7i of our work.

^' Regiomontamis."— You invariably address
your letters to a Mr. " W. Biggs"—there is no
such person at our office, nor i7i any way con-

nected with the Decorator's Assistant. We
wish we coidd impress it on the minds of our cor-

respondents that letters requiring answer in this

publication should be addressed to no other 2yerson

than the Editor.

" The Godolphin Arabian." By M. Sue,
Translated by Henry D. Miles, ivith a Preface
hy F. B. Thompson.—A beautiful tale excellently

translaied, and published in a very cheap form by
Mr. Dipple, of Holywell-street. It is, besides,

capitally illustrated.

Communications, Booksfor Revieiv, Specimens
of Invention, Sfc, to be addressed to "the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.'^

QUERIES.
7. Required—the manner in tvhiefi that appen-

dage to the lathe called the " oval chuck" is made
in its simplest form ; and also how the cement is

made such as turners use in fixing their work to

theface chuck, so that it adheres without screws
or otherfastening.

8. Required—a method of setting off any dis-

tance from the periphery of a circle, which shall

be equal to the circumference of a smaller circle ;

—for instance, on the periphery of the circle a c

(loft, diameter) it is required, from the point c to

setoff a distance that shall be equal to a circle of
5ft . 6 in. diameter.

Erratum.— The second query, page 13, ante,

should read thus:—" Given, two sides of a tri-

angle, and the line bisecting the included angle, to

find the other side."

To Dye Horn.—Horn is easily dyed by
boiling it in infusions of various coloured in-

gredients, as we see in the horn lanterns made
in China. In Europe it is chiefly coloured of
a rich red-brown, to imitate tortoiseshell, for

combs and inlaid-Avork. The usual mode of
effecting this is to mix together pearl-ash,
quicklime, and litharge, with a sufficient quan-
tity of water and a little pounded dragon's
blood, any boil them together for half-an-hour.
The compound is then to be applied hot on the
parts that are required to be coloured, and is to;

remain on the surface till the colour has^

struck : on those parts where a deeper tinge is

required, the composition is to be applied a
second time. The process is nearly the samej
as that employed for giving a brown or black
colour to white hair, and depends on the com-
bination of the sulphur, (which is an essential

ingredient in albumen,) with the lead dissolved^

in the alkali, and thus introduced into the
substance of the horn.

—

Aikin's Diet. I

To Restore Burned Steel.—When cast-j

steel has been spoiled by overheating, it may be:

partially recovered by four or five reheatings
and qirenchings in water, each can-ied to an;

extent a little less and less than the first excess,

and lastly, the steel must have a good ham-|
mering at the ordinary red heat. Some go so'

far as to prefer for cutting tools the steel thus

I'ecovered, but this seems a most questionable!

policy, although the change wrought by thisj

treatment is really remarkable; as the frag-

j

ment broken off from the bar in the spoiled:

state, and other from the same bar after partj

restoration and hardening, will exhibit the!

extreme characters of coarse and fine. Thej
hammering I suspect to be the principle requi-1

site, and in superior tools it should be con-j

tinned until the work is nearly cold, to produce
j

the maximum amount of condensation beforej

hardening; but no hammering will restore the;

loss of tenacity consequent upon the over-i

heating, or even the too frequent ieating, of
steel, without excess.

—

Haltxapffel. !
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The Laws of Harmonious Colouring, Sfc. By
D. R. Hay. London : W. Blackwood and
Sons. [6th Edit.]

It would, indeed, be gilding refined gold or

painting the lily, to strive to award to Mr. Hay
any higher meed of praise than he has already

received at the hands of our contemporaries
and the general public :—as an artist he is well

known, and as an author even more so. He
has up to the present time published seven dis-

tinct works, connected in some way or the

other with the art of decorative painting, each
of which has run through many editions—

a

fact which speaks—and we mean it not as a

pun, contemptible as it would be—volumes for

the sterling qualities of the writer's brain. The
book now before us is exactly the one for the

practical man—it is full of information on
every subject that could possibly be of interest

to the house-painter ; take for example the fol-

lowing on the application of colour in interior

decoration :

—

"The style of colouring must depend en-

tirely on the use of the apartment. In a draw-
ing-room, vivacity, gaiety, and light cheerful-

ness should characterise the colouring. This
is produced by the introduction of tints of

brilliant colours, with a considerable degree of

contrast and gilding ; but the lightest colours

and strongest contrast should be upon the fur-

niture, the effect of which will derive additional

value and brilliancy from the walls being kept
in due subordination, although, at the same
time, partaking of the general liveliness.—The
characteristic colouring of a dining-room
should be warm, rich, and substantial ; but
where contrasts are introduced, they should not
be vivid. This style of colouring will be found
to correspond best with the massive description

of the furniture ;—gilding, unless in very small
quantities for the sake of relief, or to carry off

the effect of picture-frames, should be avoided.
—Breakfast parlours ought to be painted in a
medial style between that of a drawing-room
and dining-room.—The most appropriate style

of colouring for libraries is rich and grave, and
no higher colouring should be employed than
is necessary to give the effect of grandeur, and
unite the painting with the richness produced
by the bookbinder's art. This can scarcely be
done by neutral hues ; but care should be taken
not to disturb the quietness which oixght to

characterise the colouring of all apartments of
this description by any masses of vivid colour.
—In bedrooms, a light, cleanly, and cheerful
style of colouring is the most appropriate. A
greater degree of contrast maybe here ad-
mitted between the room and its furniture than
in any other apartment, as the bed and window
curtains form a sufficient mass to balance a tint

of equal intensity upon the walls. There may,
also, for the same reason, be admitted gayer
and brighter colours upon the carpet.—Stair-

cases, lobbies, and vestibules, should all be
rather of a cool tone, and the style of the
colour should be simple and free of contrast.

The effect to be produced is that of architec^

tural grandeur, which owes its beauty more to

the effect of light and shadow than to any ar-

rangement of colours
;
yet they ought not to

be so entirely free from colour as the exterior
of a mansion, but should be in colouring whatj
they are in use—a link between exterior sim-
plicity and interior richness. Staircases and
lobbies being made cool in tone, and simple in

the style of their colouring, will much improve
the effect of the apartments which enter fromi
them.—It will be observed, that in the forego-]

ing observations I have taken notice only of

j

such apartments as are to be found in the town
or country residences of gentlemen of modern

|

{^moderate'] ioxiwne ; and although the general!
principles I have endeavoiu'ed to elucidate are
equally applicable to the palace and the cot-

tage, yet in the higher class of edifices, we find

grand staircases, corridors, saloons, &c., requir-j

ing in every individual case a peculiar mode of
treatment for which it is impossible to lay down
any general rules."

Markhiy Ink.

Sir,—There is a question asked in the No. 52
of the Decorator respecting mai'king ink, in

reply to which I have sent the following :—
-,

Dissolve 1 drm. of nitrate of silver in | oz. of
water. Add to the solution as much liquid am-
monia as will redissolve the precipitated oxide,

with sap-green to colour it, and gum-water suffi-

cient to make the whole quantity amount to one
ounce. Traces written with this liquid should
be first heated before the fire, to expel the ex-
cess of ammonia, and then exposed in the rays
of the Sim to blacken. For this liquid, linen
I'equires no previous preparation. 2nd. Imbue!
the linen first with a solution of carbonate" of
soda, dry the spot, and write upon it with a
solution of the nitrate of silver thickened with
gum, and tinted with sap-green.

I remain, Sir,

Yours obediently,

London, May Mh, 1848. J. F,

[The following receipt, by Prof. Soubeii'an, is

given in the Pharmaceutical Times. " Nitrate
of silver, eight grammes: nitrate of copper,
three grammes ; carbonate of soda, four
grammes ; liquor of ammonia, one hundred
grammes. Dissolve, and keep in a well corked
bottle. This ink requires no mordaunt."

—

Editor.]

Traction.—One hundred pounds force of
draught, or traction, at four miles per hour,

draw 15,000lbs. on a canal; 11,000 onarailway,
and 1,400 on a turnpike. At ten miles, 2^500

lbs. on a canal ; 11,000 on a railway, and 1,400

on a turnpike. A horse v/hose traction is 83|
lbs. will, in eight hours, at three miles an hour,

draw 240 tons on a canal ; 92 on a railway,

and twelve on a turnpike : or, in two hours,

at six miles, will draw 30 tons on a canal ; 48'

on a railway, and- six on a turnpike.
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an $llu!3tratetr ajflossarg of Ccci^nical

Cerms usetj in architectural anK

Interior Becoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 24.]

..Dart, a small description of arrow, thrown

by hand ; or through a tube by means of air.

See Bolt, " A^yTpendix" prox.

Decarbonisation (in metallurgy), an
operation performed upon cast iron to convert
it into steel or soft iron. The articles to be
decarbonised are packed in finely-powdered
haematite, or native oxide of iron, to which
iron filings are often added, and exposed for

some time to a strong red heat, by which the
excess of cai'bon is abstracted or burned out.

The process somewhat resembles annealing
or cementation.

Decked (in heraldry), a term applied to birds
when their feathers are trimmed at the edges
with a small line of another colour.

Details (of a plan), drawings or delinea-
tions for the use of workmen, otherwise called
working drawings.—In the fine arts, the parts
of a work as distinguished from the whole
mass.

Distemper (in painting), a word derived
from the French Z)^fejn^re, meaning a prepara-
tion of opaque colours ground in water, and
fixed by the admixture of size, paste, or gum.
Colouring plaster work in distemper differs

from fresco-painting, inasmuch as the latter is

applied while the plaster is quite wet, and is

thereby incorporated with it, whilst the former
is applied whilst the plaster is quite dry, and
lasts only so long as the animal or vegetable
substance which binds it withstands the action
of the atmosphere, and this is seldom more
than two years, unless when the surface of the
plaster has been rendered impervious to at-
sorption by one or two coats of paint.

—

D. R.
Hay.

Delft-Ware is a kind of pottery covered
with an enamel or white glazing, which gives
it the appearance and neatness of porcelain.
Some kinds of this enamelled pottery differ

much from others, either in sustaining sudden
heat without breaking, or in the beauty and
regularity of their forms, of their enamel, and
of the painting with which they are ornamented.
In general, the fine and beautiful enamelled
ware, which approaches the nearest to porce-
ain in external appearances, is that which least
resists a brisk fire. Again, those which sustain

a sudden heat are coarse, and resemble com-
mon pottery. This kind of ware has its name
from Delft, in Holland, Avhere it is made in
large quantities.

Dragon's Blood, a brittle dark red-coloured
resin, imported from the East Indies, the pro-
duct of pterocarpus draco and draccena draco.
It is insoluble in water, but soluble, in a great
measure, in alcohol. The solution imparts a
beautiful red stain to hot marble. It dissolves
in oils.

Drawing Slate, chalk of a grayish-black
colour employed in crayon drawing.

Drill, an instrument employed for pene-
trating various substances, by an action pecu-
liar to itself, a represents the steel-bow ; b the

common cane-bow ; c drill and stock ; d mus-
ical instrument maker's drill and stock. See
also a description of Moseley's Archimedian
drill stock, page 37, vol. i.

Ductility, that property or texture of bodies
which renders it practicable to draw them out
in length, while their thickness is diminished
without any actual fracture of their parts.

This term is almost exclusively applied to

metals.

[To be continued.]

Perspective.—A landscape in perspective
should not include more than an angle of sixty
degrees, or one-sixth of the horizon. All lines

perpendicular to the picture or perspective
plane, vanish in the point of sight, and the
size of objects is therefore inversely as their

distance.
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5l2ari3f)t's OTellular ^late ©ben,
14, GREAT CHARLOTTE STREET,

BLACKFRIARS ROAD.

The first in Great Britain for the Manufacture

and Sale of Bread hdked hy Hot Water

Circulation.

It has been justly observed, that even at the

present day we are practically unacquainted
!with one-half of the qualities and appliances
'of that mighty wonder-worker, steam; its uses
[multiply so fast upon us, that we might well

imagine with the Irishman, that somebody had
cut off the end.
The invention now under notice promises

fair to produce a complete revolution
in our culinary operations, and to aid

materially in the improvement of manufac-
tures, answering all the purposes of steam,
and in many instances, where high tem-
peratures are required, far surpassing it.

The apparatus is supplied by an hydraulic

pump attached, a few strokes of which previous

to commencing the labours of the day, suffices

to keep it in working order. A valve and
cistern is placed at the highest point, regulated

by a lever and weight, for the escape of

water and air, to relieve any variations of

pressure. A thermometer also is introduced
by means of a bent tube ; the bulb containing

the mercury is inserted horizontally into the

body of the oven, the precise temperature of
which is at all times denoted by a scale of
Fahrenheit accompanying, the perpendicular
part of the tube on the exterior of the front

wall. We also noticed a huge filter and
several minor arrangements, which appeared
to us to render it a piece of perfect machinery.

Fig. 2 shows the entrance to the oven, which
it will be perceived closely resembles that of

the one in common use, underneath this is the
proofing or drying-room, where the articles are

deposited upon racks either before or after they
have been submitted to the baking process.

On paying a visit to the establishment a few

The oven is formed of Brown and Co.'s

Patent Metallic Cellular Plates, through which
heat is conveyed in proportion to the require-

ments of the articles ; thus a temperature of

400 or even 500 degrees is acquired and
maintained for any length of time with perfect

uniformity, thereby rendering it suitable to the

varied purposes of the baker and confectioner,

witli the additional very important advantage,
not possessed by any other oven, of incurring
no loss of time in cleansing or re-heating.

Fig. 1 represents a longitudinal view of

jthe oven, the floor and crown of which is

jformed of peculiarly constructed metallic

plates, two inches in thickness, having 600 feet

jof cells, three-quarter inches in diameter,
'running through them. A boiler is placed
'about ten feet below, where water is heated
|and ascends through the flow pipes, displacing
that in the cells, thus keeping up a rapid cir-

culation until the required temperature is

obtained ; the draft is then shut off by a
'damper. A very slow combustion, with an
!occasional piece of coke only, just to keep the
jwater moving, is all that is required for the
:preservation of a solid heat, and to enable the
jbaker to continue his operations without inter-

jmission.

days since, we were struck Avith the applica-
bility of the system to the short-time move-

PROOEJNG OR DRYING. BOOM.

Fig.- 2.
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ment, now so popular with the journeymen
bakers; we were informed the patent oven
will bake in a superior manner in twelve hours
as much as can be done in twenty-four, upon
the old principle. By the introduction, there-
fore, of this admirable system, night-work
may be abolished, and that neglected and
injured class of men rescued from their
degraded and servile condition.

The above is in constant operation, and cei'-

tainly deserves the attention of all persons
interested in baking, whether for trade or
domestic purposes, as well for its utility and
economy as for its cleanliness and the dispatch
with which it performs its necessary duties

;

and judging from the specimens of bread, bis-
cuits, &c., exhibited for sale in the window, we
must pronounce it a most perfect system.

#n tlje msc of Ihnxn for mmxim,

[Concluded from page 17.]

The choice of ivory in the tooth is admitted
by the most experienced to be very micertain

;

of
_
course, for the purpose of turning, a

solid cone Avould be the most economical
figure, but as that form is not met with,
we must be satisfied with the nearest
approach that we can find to it, and
select the tooth as nearly straight, solid, and
round as possible, provided the other prog-
nostics are equally favourable.

The African ivory, when in the most per-
fect condition, should appear when recently
cutof a mellow, warm, transparent tint, almost
as if soaked in oil, and with very little ap-
pearance of grain or fibre; it is then called
transparent or green ivory, from association
with green timber ; the oil dries up consider-
ably by exposure, and leaves the material of a
delicate, and generally permanent tint, a few
shades darker than writing paper.

The Asiatic is of a more opaque dead white
character, apparently ffom containing less oil,
and on being opened it more resembles the
ultimate character of the African, but it is the
more disposed of the two to become discoloured
or yellow. The African ivory is generally
closer in texture, harder under the tools, and
polishes better than the Asiatic, and its
compactness also prevents it from so readily
absorbing oil, or the colouring matter of stains
when intentionally applied.

Preparation of Ivor]/, <§-c.—On account of the
great value of ivory, it requires considerable
judgment in its preparation, from the three
circumstances of the form of the tusk ; first, its
being curved in the direction of its length;
secondly, hollow for about half that extent,
and gradually taper from the solid state to a thin
feather edge at the root; and thirdly, elliptical
or irregular in section. These three peculiarities
give rise; to as many separate considerations
in cutting up the tooth with the requisite eco-
nomy, as the only waste should be that
arising from the passage of the thin blade of
the saw

: even the outside strips of the rind,

called spills, are employed for the handles of
penknives, and many other little objects;
the scraps are burned in retorts for the manu-
facture of ivory black, for making ink for
copper plate printers, and other uses; and the
clean sawdust and shavings are used for
making jell3\

Those amateurs,, who may be desirous to
produce either one large specimen of ivory!
work, or several pieces forming a set, as of
chessmen, &c., endeavour if possible to make
the whole of the work from one tooth; as'
although the colour of ivory may be considered!
as yellowish white, and therefore, like writing
paper, pretty much alike, such is not the case,!
and it is often extremely difficult, or almost^
impossible, to match pieces from two different'
teeth, so that the colour, transparency, and'
fibre, shall exactly agree. I

Ivory requires a siniilar drying, or seasoning' 1

to that recommended' for wood; as when the
pieces cut out of the tooth are too suddenly^
exposed to the hot dry air, they crack and
warp after the same manner, and the risk is

the greater the larger the pieces; and on this
account ornaments turned out of ivory or wood,!
especially those composed of nr.any parts, should
not be placed upon those chimney-pieces which,
from their size, are so close to the fire as to
become heated thereby in any sensible degree.
Notwithstanding the difference between the
component parts of wood and ivory, and that
the latter does not absorb water in any mate-
rial degree, it is subject to the changes of size
dnd figure experienced by the woods, and in
one respect it exceeds them, as ivory alters in
length as well as width, whereas from the
former change wood is comparatively freeJ
The change, however, is very much less in the'
direction of the length than the width ; this is

particularly experienced in billiard balls, which
soon exhibit a difference in the two diameters,'
if the air of the apartment in which they are
used, differ materially from that in which the
ivory had been previously kept. The balls
are usually roughly turned to the circle for some
months before they are used, to allow the
material to become thoroughly dry before'
being turned truly spherical ; and in some of
the clubs they even take the precaution of
keeping the rough balls in their own billiard-'

room for a period, to expose them to the iden-I
tical atmosphere in which they will be used.!
Ivory agrees likewise with wood, in shrinking
unequally upon the radius and tangent when
cut out of quartei-ings ; on this account, bil-'

liard balls are always made out of teeth only
so much larger than them, as the thickness of
the coat or bark, and which sized teeth procure
an advanced price. I

It may be asked, what means there are of
bleeching ivory which has become discoloured,!
I regret to add that I am unacquainted with!
any of value. It is recommended in various'
popular works to scrub the ivory with Trent'
sand and water, and similar gritty materials;'
but these would only produce a sensible effec .

by the removal of the external surface of th
material, which would be fatal to objects del



cately carved, or those worked with the cutting

instruments applied to the lathe.

Perhaps it may be truly advanced that ivory

suffers the least change of colour when it is ex-
posed to the light, and closely covered with a

glass shade. It assumes its most nearly white
condition when the oil with which it is natu-
jrally combined is recently evaporated ; and
it is the custom in some thin work, as the keys
jof piano-fortes, &c., to hasten this period, by
placing them for a few hours in an oven
jheated in a very moderate degree, although
jthe more immediate object is to cause the

pieces to shrink before they are glued upon
[the wooden bodies of the keys. Some persons
boil the transparent ivory in pearl-ash and
jwater to whiten it; this appear to act by the

superficial extraction of the oily matter as in

jbone, although it is very much better not to re-

sort to the practice, which is only employed
to render that ivory which is partly opaque
^and partly transparent, of more uniform ap-

pearance.

It is imagined by some that ivory may be
softened so as to admit of being moulded like

ihorn or tjrtoiseshell, its different analysis

contradicts this expectation ; in thick pieces it

jsuffers no change in boiling water, although
jthin shavings give off their jelly, which sub-
,stance is occasionally prepared from them;
truly the caustic alkali will act upon ivory
[as well as upon most animal substances, yet
jit only does so by decomposing it; ivory, ex-
posed to the alkalies, first becomes unctuous or
or saponaceous on its outer surface, then soft

if in thin plates, and it may be ultimately
dissolved provided the alkali be concentrated

;

but it cannot in either case be made to resume
its first condition.

Ivory is not in all cases used in solid pieces,

to which the foregoing remarks principally
apply ; but it is frequently cut into thin leaves
and glued upon fabrics of wood, for the manu-
factor of sinall ornamental boxes, and works
of various kinds, after the manner of the
veneers of wood, or the plates of tortoiseshell

;

it is also used in buhl v^^orks, combined with
ebony, &c.

Such thin plates are usually cut out of the
solid block, with a fine feather edge veneer
saw, parallel with the axis of the tooth ; but
the mode introduced in Russia for cutting
veneers spirally from a cylindrical block of
wood, with a knife of equal length, (as if the
veneer were uncoiled like a piece of silk or
cloth from a roller,) has been latterly ap-
plied to the preparation of ivoi-y into similar

veneers, converting the cylinder of ivory into
one ribbon, probably by the action of a reci-

procating sav7. Monsieur H. Pape, of Paris,

piano-forte manufacturer, has taken out
patents for this method of cutting ivory spirally
into sheets. A specimen, 17 in. by 38 in., and
about one-thirtieth of an inch thick, glued
upon a board, may be seen at the Polytechnic
Exhibition in Regent Street, and M. Pape
advertises to supply sheets as lai-ge as 30 by
150 in. He has veneered a pianoforte en-
tirely with ivorj

.

The ivory thus divided must be necessarily
very thin to be sufficiently pliant ; and as ivory
is admitted to be more transparent than
writingpaper of the equal thickness, this in-
troduction promises to be of more use for the
artists in water colours than for veneering, as
from their tranparency such thin leaves are
apt to_ show the colours of the wood or glue

;

on this account the ivory for veneering should
not be extremely thin ; and the woods and
glue should be selected of very light
colours.

,_ White-fish glue, or '^Diamond ce)ne7it," as it

is sometimes called, which is very often used
for ivory-work, both in attaching ivory to ivory,
and_ ivory to wood, is made of isinglass,
(which is prepared from the sound or swimming
bladder of the sturgeon,) dissolved in diluted
spirits of wine, or more usually in common
gin. The two are mixed in a bottle corked
an_d_ gently simmered in a vessel containing
boiling water; in about an hour the isinglass
will be dissolved and ready for use ; when cold,
it should be an opaque, milk-white, hard jelly;
it is remelted by immersion in warm water,
but the cork should be at the time loosened;
it may be found necessary, after a time, to add
a little spirit to replace that lost by evaporation.
When the isinglass is dissolved in water
alone, it soon decomposes,

Factitous ivory, and also factitious tortoise-
shell, have been prepared in France in thin
plates of veneers. I have procured some
pieces about a foot square, of the so called
ivory ; it looks exactly like a dull opaque cement,
the tortoiseshell like a piece of stained horn

;

neither of them at all approach the beauty of
the true substances.

Macadamised Road.—Stones for roads are
broken to six ounces, but rounded pebbles do
not imbed. Ten inches depth of well-con-
solidated materials are sufficient, whatever the
substratum, and better soft than hard or rocky.
Five tons of sized stones over a morass last as
long as seven on a hard bottom.

—

M'Adam.

Angles.—Seven or eight degrees is the
greatest angle for carriages, fifteen degrees for
beasts of burden ; and thirty-five degrees can-
not be ascended by a man without steps, and
even with steps fourty-four degrees is very
difficult.

—

Saussure.

Redgrave's trial fresco of " Catherine Doug-
las barring the door with her arm," has been'
made the subject of a paper-hanging for

rooms.
j

At Seacombe, a No. 1 pilot boat, built of

gutta percha, has been shipped. It it 17^ feet

long, and though nearly filled with water, and
having four men on its gunwale, kept iis buo-
ancy. It weighs 190lbs., and sustains a
pressure of 15 cwt. It not only answers the

purpose of a pilot boat, but is also convertible
into a life boat.

j
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Efie iHanufacture of Sf)fU O^ameos.*

IThe ancients formed cameos by engraving
figures, in low relief on different kinds of sili-

Jcious stones, generally selecting for their pur-
poseltliose which had layers of different colours,

'so that the figures, or the different parts of the

same figures, were of divers colours. Such
icameos are now made in Southern Europe, and
also in France, where this art has lately been
attempted to be revived; but the hardness of

the materials requires so much labour to be

j

employed in the fabrication that the cameo dur
(the name given to this imitation in France) is

too expensive to come into general use. Many
attempts have been made here, and in other

parts, to introduce substitutes for the ancient

cameos, such as different kinds of porcelain

and glass. Their great inferiority has, however,
caused them to be neglected, and the best and
now most usual substitutes are the shells of

molluscous animals; several kinds of these

animals affordthenecessary varieties of colour,

and are at the same time sufficiently soft to be
worked on with ease, and hard enough to resist

wear, and to last for a long period of time. It

was formerly the custom, especially in Holland,
to use for this purpose the pearly nautilus, and
several kinds of turbines or wreath shells,

which have an opaque white external coat over
an internal pearly one. These have now
almost entirely gone out of fashion, and are

rarely to be met with, except in the cabinets

of the curious ; but they must have been much
esteemed formerly, for Seba and Rumphius
figure many specimens which were contained
in their collections. The shells now used are

those of the Flesh-eating Univalve {Gastero-

poda ptejiohranchiata zoophaga) which are pecu-
liar for being all formed of three layers of

calcareous matter, each layer being composed
of three perpendicular laminae, placed side by
side ; the laminae composing the central layer

being placed at right angles with one of the
inner and outer ones ; the inner and outer
being placed longitudinally with regard to the
axis of the line of the shells, while the inner
laminae are placed across the axis, and con-
centrically with the edge of the mouth
of the cone of the shell. This structure,

as proved in the paper before referred to,

gives great strength to the shell, and thus

affords more protection to the animal ; it

also furnishes the cameo-cutter with the means
of giving a particular surface to his work ; for

a good workman always carefully puts his

work on the shell in such a manner that the
direction of the lamina of the central coat is

longitudinal to the axis of his figure. In
cameos the central layer forms the body of the
bas relief, the inner lamina being the ground,
and the outer one the third or superficial colour
which is sometimes used to give a varied ap-
pearance to the surface of the figures. The
cameo-cutter selects for his purpose, first, the
shells of this kind which have the three coats

or layers composed of different colours, as

these afford him the means of relieving his

work ; and, secondly, those which have the

three layers strongly adherent together; for

if they separate, his labour would be lost.

The kinds now employed, and which experi-

ence has taught them are best for their pur-
pose, are—the bull's mouth, Cassis rufum—
which has a red inner coat, or what is called,

a sardonyx ground ; the black helmet. Cassis

Madayascariensis, which has a blackish inner

coat, or what is called, an onyx ground ; the

horned helmet. Cassis cornutum, with a yellow

ground; the queen conch, Strombus gigas, with

a pink ground. The bull's mouth and the

black helmet are the best shells ; as the horned
helmet is apt to separate from the ground, or
" double," as the French workmen call it; and
the last, or queen conch, has the two colours

seldom distinctly marked from each other, and
the pink of the ground colour easily flies by
exposure to the light. The red colour of the

bull's mouth only extends a slight distance in

the mouth of the shell, becoming paler as it

proceeds backwards, as may be observed by
the pale side which is generally to be observed
in each red-grounded cameo. The dark colour

extends further in the black and yellow kind
;

hence the bull's mouth affords only a single

cameo large enough to make brooches, and
several small pieces for shirt studs ; and the

black helmet yields on an average about five

brooches, and several pieces for studs ; and the

queen conch only one good piece. The manu-
factiu-e of shell cameos has been carried on in

Rome for upwards of forty years; it was confined

to Italy until the last twenty years, at which pe-

riod an Italian commenced the making of them
in Paris. Little progress was, however, made
until the last ten or twelve years ; but, at the

present time, a much greater number are made
in Paris than in Italy. About 300 persons

are now employed in Paris in this branch
of trade, earning wages which vary from_ three

to twentj'-five francs per day, according to

their talent and skill. Thirty years ago, very

few cameos were made from any but black

helmet, and the number of shells then used
amounted to about 300 annually, nearly the

whole of which were sent from England, being

all that were then imported. At that period,

the average price of each shell in Rome was
thirty shillings. Not more than a hundred of

the bull's mouth, sufficiently thick for the pur-

pose of cutting, could be annually obtained,

and their average price in Rome was ten shil-

lings. To show the rapid increase of this

trade, the number used in France last year was
nearly as follows :

—

Aver. Price. s. d. Value.

Bull's Mouth ... 80,000 2 francs, nearly 1 8 ...^6,400

Black Helmets... 8,000 6 „ „ 5 ... 1,920

Horned Helmets 500 3 „ „ 2 6... 60
Queen Conch ... 12,000 ij „ „ 1 2j... 725

* From the Tranactions of the Society of Arts for 1846-7.
(See also page 177, vol. 1.)

100,500 shells. Sterling, ^^9,105

Of the bull's mouth half are received from the

island of Bourbon, to which they are brought
from Madagascar; and the other half are the

produce of the island of Ceylon, part of which
are received from the English dealers, and
some, via Calcutta, are imported direct to
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Havre ; hence, though originaUy from Ceylon,

they are called by the French cameo-cutters,

"Calcutta shells;" no shell of the kind is,

however, found in the fresh water rivers of

that city. The black helmets are supplied

entirely from England, being the produce of

Jamaica, Nassau, and New Providence. They
are not found in Madagascar, though natu-

ralists have for a long period called them the

Madagascar helmet, by which name they are

known to the cutters. The average value of

the larger cameos made in Paris will be about

five francs each, making, in the whole, a sum
of £32,000 sterling ; and the small cameos may
amount to £8,000 ; forming a total of about

£40,000 for the last year. In England not

more than six persons are employed in this

trade. Nearly half of tlie cameos made in

France are sent to England ; many of them are

mounted as brooches in Birmingham, and ex-

ported to America and the British Colonies.

This trade has materially increased since the

reduction of the import duty on cameos, which
jWas, until lately, twenty per cent on the value,

and is now only five per cent.

Metallic Sand.—This sand is produced by
grinding copper slag by means of powerful ma-
chinery, and consists of iron, zinc, arsenic, and
silica, the iron predominating ; the slag is pro-

cured in abundance in Swansea. In chemical
'analysis, it is very similar to the pozzolano, and
in point of durability is found to be equal to

the latter. With blue lias lime, which is used
'for hydraulic works, the metallic sand readily

] enters into combination; and these having
ibeen used together for external works, exposed
to all the changes of the atmosphere, have

! proved the indurating qualities of the metallic

sand, after an experience of eight years.

Specimens were laid on the table :—1st, brick-

1 work of a fresh-water tank, which had been
erected six years, was removed by a pickaxe,

I

the bricks yielding to the strokes of the axe, but
ithe cement remaining solid ; 2nd, imitations of

j

marble executed by a painter on the face of

stuccoed work, formed of metallic cement, in

conjunction with common chalk, lime, and

I

putty, and afterwards polished ; 3rd, a speci-

jmen of fresco painting also executed on a face

! similar to the above; 4th, a vase, the figures

on which retain their original sharpness,

although it has been exposed to the atmos-
phere for many years.

—

Dyer.

Botany.—The Horticultural Society's garden
at Tui-riham-green, five miles from London,
containing fifty acres, may now be viewed by;

parties free of expense bj' a member's order.
These may be obtained also of the Messrs.
Loddiges, of the London Arboretum, Hackney,
and of the Editor of the Gardener's Gazette, at

the office of that paper, Charles-street, Covent-
garden. Respectable persons desirous of
visiting these most delightful grounds may
apply to the above through a post-paid letter

enclosing a stamped envelope, and an order of
admittance will be returned them at the earliest

convenience 01 those gentlemen. '

In noticing a collection comprehending 346
productions, the majority of them the works of

tried men, it is most unsatisfactory that we can-
not record advance. The exceptions to the

general tameness are few.

The President, Mr. Copley Fielding, is con-
spicuous in " Mont Blanc from Sallenche, after

a sketch by G. S. Nicholson, Esq." (No. 162).

The subject is one possessing all the ele-

ments of a grand combination—the majestic

mountain whose summit is covered with eternal

snow, forming a valuable apex_ to the whole.
The lowness given to the horizon, while it

confers altitude on the main feature, make
Mr. Fielding's merit the greater in having
expressed between it and the foreground so

much of space and distance. This is aided by
the variations in the colour ; the foreground
being one of great richness, and the lofty trees

coming in at the left-hand corner combining
with those scattered about on the right in most
useful directions of line and mass.

" Storm on the Coast of Mull, with a view
of Ben-More in the distance; taken from near
the Isle of StafFa" (120), is one of those grand
effects which Mr. Fielding knows so well how
to produce, where wind and water are at

strife.

The few and small drawings which Mr. Cat-
termole offers, only increase our desire for

something of more import from his pencil

There is always a charm in what he does. If

he be not a delineator of actualities, he is a poet.

He has the suggestive faculty strong within
him ; and this it is that has often carried his

generalisations into vagueness. His works
this year, however, would seem to indicate

that he has now hit the happy medium. In
the " Refectory—Grace" (259) he is s-ufficiently

definite ; and has attributed to the vai'ious

personages assembled in the interior the due
variety of action and gradation, sentiment and
and feeling—as expressed in the forms of head
and hand and limb and drapery. The proper
minutiae are all given with full attention to the

requirements ,of the scene. As regards the
expression appropriate to the ceremonj' in

progress, this picture is a high manifestation
of what Mr. Cattermole can do if he puts him-
self out. It is also very rich in colour and in
masterly handling.
Mr. Alfred Fripp's principal drawing here

is a " Pilgrim at Clonmacnoise approaching the

Altar-site" (193) ; and awell-intentioned design
it is,—but not carried out in detail with due
'attention to nature and to taste. There is

careful v/brking, but the care is of execu-
tion and detail. The picture is careful

in the minute elaboration of heads and
hands and feet—but not in the sense of
truth ill good average form, or in the local

colour or shadows of the flesh.

Mr. De Wint has two oblong vie,w of Not-
tingham (28)—broad and simple and daylight-

looking in its effect—and Lincoln (147)—the
cathedral and city being seen in the distance.

Mr. Topham, has sent two drawings- One
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(88) is an illustration of Lover's ballad of
' Rory O'More'^" Arrah, Kathleen, my dar-

lint, you've teazed me enough." In many
respects this is an advance on the artist's

former works. In "Near Capel Giirig, North
Wales" (100)—where peasants with a calf are

crossing a bridge—Mr. Topham displays his

powers as a painter of external nature to great

advantage.

—

Athenceum.

Ete ffi^tonotspist.

It is intended to have the spire of Salisbury

cathedral church newly pointed in the course

of the ensuing summer. We are told that a

period of nineteen years has elapsed since any
similar repairs were made.—•—A rich mine of

black lead has been opened in Jeffrey, N.H.,
United States, at the foot of the Monadnock
mountain. It brings about seventy-five dollars

per ton. The mine was purchased for the sum
of fifty dollars.—-Mr. Bryson has proposed a

coinposition for lubricating machinery, consist-

ing of oil, sulphur, and vulcanised caoutchouc,

which he considers to possess properties supe-

rior to any now in use. I'he Dover Refuge
Harbour has been commenced.——jThe greatest

number of letters or signs which have yet been
conveyed by telegraph in the United -States is

stated to have been 25,000 in 1 h. 30 m., being

at the rate of 277 and a fraction per minute,

while in England Mr. Bain has accomplished

1,000 per minute, A scheme has just been

put forth relating to aerial navigation, which
has one merit—that it is a complete novelty,

and can be compared in no respects to its pre-

decessors of any kind. The proposed machine
is to be composed of a stout horizontal frame

formed of faggots of bamboo, containing within

itself a long silk balloon tapering to a point at

each end. On each side of the frame are two
pairs of boxe^, made of sheet iron, supplied

with moveable lids, which are connected with

the main rodg of four wings. The wings are to

be formed of long and narrow silk planes or

feathers, one to be circular in form, twenty

feet in diameter, and so connected with the

frame by joints and springs, as to make the up-
ward movement in an oblique direction, while

in the downward action the whole under surface

will be exposed to the resistance of the air.

Onthe under Surface of the whale-like balloon

is to be a car twenty-five feet long; and at one

extremity a conic shield is to guard the balloon

from injury ; while at the other a rudder or

tail, twenty-seven feet long, is to direct its

flight. It will be asked, what is the moving
power? The answer will be heard with sur-

prise : the successive explosions of a mixture
of gas and air in the boxes at the root of the

•wings, by which means they will be made to

flap about twelve times a minute ! The bal-

loon, says the inventor, is not to be depended
upon for its assistance ; it is a mere reservoir

for gas. The explosion is to be effected in the

four boxes by the electric spark. The inventor

calcijates.on thus attaining a power eqiial to

eighty horses J The weight is placed at

2,000lbs. The velocity he prudently declines
to conjecture. "Judging from the analogy of
our model aeronauts" [the birds] " we may ex
pect a rate of progress almost unknown on
earth.'' An American has invented a process
by which glass is made to perfectly resemble
and answer all purposes of marble, and that,

too, at fifty per cent, less than the cost of the
real marble. Alternate, plates of zinc and
cast iron have been discovered, by Dr. Ailam,
of Maynooth, to constitute a cheap and effective

galvanic battery. The difference is at £40 to

£2,000. This battery is three times as power
ful as any other now in operation. The
issue of orders for . the admission of the public
to view the state appartments in Windsor
Castle is resumed.

Crucibles.—In the manufacture of various
kinds of pottery employed, in the chemical
laboratory, and especially in regard to cruci

bles, many difficulties occur ; and many requi
sites are necessary which cannot be united in

the same vessel. To the late Mr. Wedgwood
w;e are indebted for vast improvement in this as

well as in other branches of the art. Crucibles
composed of one part of pure clay mixed with
about three parts of coarse and pure sand,

slowly dried and annealed, resist a very higji

temperature without fusion, and generally re

tain metallic substances ; but where the metals
are suffered to oxidise, there are few which do
not act upon any earthern vessel, and some
cause its rapid fusion, as the oxide of lead, bis

muth, &c. Where saline fluxes are used, the

best crucibles will always suffer, but platinum
may often be employed in these cases, and the

chemist is thus enabled to combat many diffi-

culties which were nearly insurmountable be-

fore that metal was thus applied. Whenever
siliceous and aluminous earths are blended, as

in the mixture of clay and sand, the compound
softens, and the, vessel loses it shape when
exposed to a long-continued white heat, and
this is the case with the Hessian crucibles

The most refractory of all vessels are those

made entirely of clay—coarsely powdered
burned clay being used as a substitute for the

sand. Such a compound resists the action of

saline fluxes longer than any other, and is

therefore used for the pots in glass furnaces.

A Hessian crucible lined with pure clay is ren-

dered more retentive ; and a thin china cup
or other dense porcelain, resists the action of

saline matters in fusion for a considerable time

Plumbago is a very good material for crucibles

and applicable to many purposes; when mixed
with clay it fo?ms a very difficultly-fusible

compound, and is protected from the action of

the air at high temperature : it is well calcu-

lated for small table furnaces. Wrought iron,

and the best cast iron crucibles, are used for

the fusion of several metallic substances which
melt at a bright red heat. The latter are used
in the Mint for the fusion of silver ; the geld is

melted in black lead or plumbago pots. —
Brande\s "Manual of Chemistry,"
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liitral ^rcijitecture.

HE
ornamental taste of the age is not con-

fined to the metropolis alone — in our

suburban rambles we often, now-a-days,

come across some very pretty specimens of

rural architecture ; but while we feel inclined

to praise the meritorious spirit to which they

owe their oi-igin, we cannot, at the same time,

shut our eyes to many defects which such

! edifices most glaringly exhibit. It is not our

]

intention on the present occasion to compose

an elaborate list of grievances, and to bring to

light minute errors which it would require a

microscopal eye to discover; our object is

to instruct rather than to censure, and, where

possible, to correct I'ather than to condemn.

It seems to be the prevailing taste of the archi-

tects of the present day to concentrate even to

the point of absurdity; and, accordingly, we
find Lilliputian residences, comparatively

speaking, adorned with all the sombre

massiveness and heavy gi'andeur of the

castellated edifice;—thus, the plan of a

mansion designed to cover a hundred

square yards of ground is unthinkingly adopted

with regard to one designed to cover, perhaps,

scarcely as many feet. This exposes a sad

want of judgment. Such buildings can

never look well to the eye, nor pleasing to the

imagination of the spectator; but, like some
dwarf attired in the garments of a giant, only

produce a ridiculous effect. These remarks

we believe to be just, and we doubt not but

•hat few will be found opposed to our opinion.

An edifice constructed faithfully according to

the pure and simple principle of any style of

architecture is always to be commended; but

when we find a six-roomed house constructed

as a castle, with battlements and turrets, it

positively becomes too bad to let pass un-

noticed.

Again, with regard to the chimney-pots, we
cannot at all see what there is to be ashamed of

in them, and why they should be uniformly!

converted into such odd-looking unmeaning!

masses. Everybody is aware that they are very'

useful if not necessary appendages to a house,'

unless the inmate chooses to be smoked out,—

i

then why are they constructed as turrets? It

certainly seems more odd to see smoke issuing

from a sort of dwarf sentry-box, than a

genuine old English chimney-pot, which has so:

long presided over our fireside.
{

Another objection which we have to urge is

one against the preposterous manner in which'

hall-doors are often placed—soroetimes at an

immense distance above the level of the foot-

path. The reason for this we know not, ex-

cept it is for the saving of a slight expense in

digging the foundation deeper, and which is by

no means adequate to the inconvenience thus

created.

One more stricture and we have done :—It

is no uncommon circumstance to see houses

erected in the Elizabethan style, furnished

with railings ornamented either with the

acanthus or gothic foliage ; such patchwork as

this is abominable in the extreme—it is not

variety but contrast, and that not of the best

description. The fact is that such matters as

this generally escape the notice of the archi-

tect, and the error is only left to be detected by

the critic.

Hoping that these few desultory remarks

may meet with some degree of attention, and

that our advice may be instrumental in creat-

ing something like congruity, we for the pre

sent, lay down our pen.

Gilded Thread.—" Gold thread" is merely
a thread of yellow silk covered with a very thin

flatted wire of gold, by means of a properly-

arranged revolving wheel.
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^usse'gi Etxxmn ^leepet^.

Having lately noticed this invention, we now

proceed to present an account of it in Mr]

Busse's own words :

—

"My sleepers are manufactured by hand,
just on the spot where they are wanted. They
are easy to make, are cheap and solid, and
promise a duration for a period of time not to

be calculated ; supposing only thirty years, it

greatly exceeds that of wooden sleepers. I

have cast sleepers, according to my invention,
8 ft. long, 14 in. broad at the base, at an out-
lay amounting to less than 1 Prussian dollar
(3s.) the piece. The yet good pieces out
of the old worn sleepers may advantageously
be cut for frame top pieces. The me-
thod after which I build and compose
the said sleepers is as follows :— T take
two pieces of wood, dried to the highest
degree by artificial heat in a stove. Imme-
diately after drying, I dip those pieces in a
boiling compound of lOlbs. of brimstone and
lOOlbs. of coal tar, to which I add SOlbs. of
very fine powder of caustic lime. This done,
I scratch or take off with a knife the super-
fluous compound, leaving only a thin coating
on the wood. The pieces of wood thus pre-
pared are now brought anywhere along the
line of the railway where coarse gravel is to be
found, it may be taken out of the soil or from
a river. The latter is to be preferred, con-
taining less earthy matter. The gravel mixed
with fine or coarse sand or small stones—the
latter till to an inch diameter—ought to be dried
or rather heated before used. The wooden
frame is_ placed, the top side to the bottom,
in a conical iron or wooden mould—the latter

material is to be preferred—which is to be
filled up with the compound which I call
' terresin,'_ and which is prepared as follows :

—

I take an iron vessel, large enough to hold a
quantity of terresin, sufficient to cast three
sleepers : I melt lOlbs. of brimstone, add 75lbs.
of stiff coal-tar, and mix it by stirring with it

lOOlbs. of fine powder of well dried, fresh-
burnt, caustic lime, which is slaked in the air

or with a little water. Where powdered chalk
or plaster are cheaper, these materials may be
used as well. The exact quantity of lime,
chalk, or plaster for a given quantity of brim-
stone and eoal-tar is dependent upon the
quality of the said materials, and the choice of
the right proportion must be left to the
best judgment of the manager. In case
the tar should not be of good quality, a
little resin and grease may be added. To
this

_
compound add, always stirring and

turning the mass over a gentle fire, 10 to

12 cubic feet of that before mentioned dried and
heated gravel, and fill or rather ram the thick
hot compound into the moulds in which the
frames are placed. The moulds must before-
hand be well coated with clay, and afterwards
sifted over with fine ash, to prevent the com-
pound adhering to the mould. Before the
compound is cooled it is advisable to pierce

one or two holes through the top part of the
sleepers, vertically to the bottom, with an iron
bar. By these means the sleepers and rails

may be levelled or balanced as accurately as
possible, by pressing dry sand into the holes,

which will leave the sleepers spreading under
the bottom part. The sleeper being completely
cooled, it is taken out by overturning the
mould. The top pieces, where the rail or
chair is to be screwed (which is by far the
better process) or nailed down, must be left free

from the compound, and are only coated with
the thin hot compound, without the gravel,

which may be repeated after having fastened
the chair, to secure the top pieces against the
influence of air and water.

" By this contrivance we get a very cheap
sleeper, as hard as stone, and extremely heavy
—4001bs.—without losing the elasticity which
is wanted to a certain degree, and allows,

what is a matter of importance, that the rails

or chairs are situated directly on wood. Here
I feel obliged to remark that we have found it

in Germany a good practice to support the
sleepers only on the two extremities, leaving the
gravel or sand loosely underneath the middle
part, an experience undoubtedly made like-

wise in England. It is a matter of importance
that any kind of wood may be emploj'ed, and
that the construction of the frame and the

size of the sleepers may be altered according
to circumstances. The sleepers may be made
much wider with a proportionate small increase

of expense. The thin terresin, without gravel,

can be used with great advantage to cover the

wooden sleepers already laying, which after

that preparation will last longer. In case of

using the terresin for this purpose, I expect
a commission of £1 for every 1,000 pieces thus

covered, and if it is employed for covering
roofs, bridges, viaducts, houses, pavements,
floors, &c. 2d. for the square yard. For those

different imrposes it is advisable to add about
3 to 10 per cent, of animal grease, tallow, train

oil &c. For floors, pavement, &c. the same
compound is used as for sleepers, without any
grease.

" Regarding the resistance against pressure

it is to be observed that sleepers on the Leipsic

and Dresden Railway have undergone, without

the least alteration, the pressure of the heaviest

trains, with 20-ton locomotives. Their firmness

and compactness is beyond all doubt, and
their cohesion so great, that it was only with

great difficulty that a sleeper of this kind could

be broken up with iron chisels and hammers.
" I should be extremely pleased if Boards

of directors and engineers would give the in-

vention a fair chance, by trying 200 or 300
sleepers."

Zincing.—Copper- and brass vessels may be
covered with a firmly adherent layer of pure
zinc, by boiling them in contact with a solution

of chloride of zinc—pure zinc turnings being
at the same time present in considerable excess

The same object may be obtained by means of

zinc and a solution of sal ammoniac or caustic

pottassa.
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Advertisements.—All Advertisementsfor the

Wrapper of our next Monthly Part must he sent

to our office on or before the 3rd of June, in order

to insure insertion.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. 3d. each; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

Part XIII. is now ready, stitched in a neat

wrapper, price Id.

"Marcus."—Apply to the Secretary of the

Decorative Art Society.

' E. 0."—We are very much obliged for the

extract—it shall be made use of. We shall al-

ways be happy to hearfrom you.

' An hiquirer."— West, optician, West
Strand.

"Claude Lorraine."— We endeavour to be as

punctual as we can in replying to our correspon-

dents ; but they increase so fast that we cannot

answer than all the same iveeJc in which they

arrive. The Decorator's Assistant always
goes to press on the Monday, so as to be ready for
publication on the Wednesday, which ivill suffi-

ciently explain the reason why we cannot answer
letters received on the Tuesday in the current

week's number.

Received.—" A Painter," "Morton," " F.L.''
A Subscriber," " T. B."

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8(c., to be addressed to "'the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London."

i^osal 3Ett0titution.

DR. FARADAY'S LECTURES.

Dr. Faraday commenced his annual course of
lectures on the 6th instant, to a numerous and
fashionable audience. The subject for the
present year is " On the Allied Phenomena of
the Chemical and Electrical Forces," wherein
he will pursue the investigation into the connec-
tion of all the physical forces which he entered
on last year. The lecture on Saturday was
devoted to preliminary explantion and illus-

trations of chemical force, in which was shown
the distinction between the actions of particles

of the same substances on each other, which
constitutes mechanical force, and the mutual
actions of the particles of different substances,
wherein the science of chemistry depends.
While making this distinction. Dr. Faraday
pointed out the close assimilation of the two
forces, and how intimately their phenomena are
connected. Mechanical force produces mole-
cular action, and the aggregation of particles

—

of two drops of water on a rose-leaf, for

example—is the result of chemical action ; the

same in kind, though different in degree, as
decomposition and combustion. Numerous
experiments were performed, with Dr. Fara-
day's usual skill in manipulation, to exemplify
different kinds of chemical action, beginning
with the feeblest, and proceeding to the most
energetic. The contraction of the volume of
given quantities of spirits of wine and water,
when mixed, was shown, by putting the two
fluids into a glass vessel so constructed that
they were kept separate until inverted, and
when the mixture took place, the vessel, which
was previously quite full, exhibited an empty
space. The decomposition of zether by nitric

acid, resulting in the evolution of an in-
flammable gas, was contrasted with the
opposite effect of producing a solid white
substance, by mingling together ammo-
niacal gas and muriatic acid gas and by
the solidification of limpid solutions of
muriate of lime and carbonate of potass.

Dr. Faraday particularly impressed on his

auditors that the results of chemical actions

are not mixtures, but that they form com-
pounds distinct from, and often possess proper-
ties directly opposite to those of the combined
substances. Notwithstanding these changes,
however, and the apparent annihilation of the
component parts by the process of chemical
action, one of the most important facts which
chemistry^teaches is, that matter is indestructi-

ble. Lavoiser, by employing the balance in

chemical investigations, was enabled to prove
that, even during combustion, there is no par-
ticle of the original matter destroyed, nor is it

even changed. The products of combustion
are found to weigh exactly the same as the com-
bustible and the gas with which it unites during
the process, and the original elements may be
reproduced unchanged. As an easy illustra-

tion' of the apparent destrviction of a substance

by chemical combination, and its subsequent
restoration. Dr. Faraday adduced the combin-
ation of iodine with zinc. A small quantit}' of

iodine was heated in a glass flask, when the

beautiful violet-coloured vapour peculiar to

that substance was copiously emitted. A little

zinc and spirit of wine were then added, and,

after the combination, all the properties of the

iodine seemed to be lost, and was heated with
out the emisson of the least vapour. The ad-

dition of sulphuric acid, however, liberated the

iodine, and then its violet-coloured vapour
again filled the flask. Thus, as Dr. Faraday
observed, the particles of iodine which had
been floating unperceived on the water
since the creation of the world, after

having been extracted from the sea-weed

by the chemist, and placed on the lec-

ture table, were again lost to sense in com-
bination with zinc, and were once more
restored by chemical agency. As there is no
destruction nor creation of matter by chemical

action, so also there is no destruction nor
creation of power, though some philosphers

still cling to the notion that the excitement of

electricity forms an exception to this law of

nature. The consideration of the development
of electricity in the voltaic battery, by chemi-

cal force, was, however, reserved for the next
lecture.
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an illustrate"b ^logsarg of Cecfinical

Cerms useH in arci)itectutal anti

Inttxiot decoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 34.]

Druidical Ornaments, these were orna-
ments worn by the Druids, or priests of the

ancient Britons, symbolical of their mystic
rites.

Decoration, Styles of, we here append
specimens of such styles of ornament as have
become established by long usuage :

—

1. Alhamhra.

2. French.

3. Elizabethan,

4, Gothic.

"We will conclude these specimens next
week.

[To be continued.]

Factitious Dragon's Blood. — Shell-lac'

4lbs. ; melt, remove from the fire, and add
Canada balsam, 5 oz., and coarsely powdered
gum benzoin, 2oz. ; when well mixed, stir in

red Sander's wood and Venetian red (both in

fine powder), of each lib. ; blend well toge-

ther, and form into sticks. The above pre-

paration may be distinguished from genuine
dragon's blood by its partial solubility in

alcohol. It makes, however, a very fine-

coloured powder, but for varnishes is better

without the Venetian red.

Cement for Joining Broken Marble.—
Melt yellow resin, or equal parts of yellow
resin and bees'-wax ; then stir in half as much
finely-powdered plaster of Paris. Applj' hot,

previously warming the pieces.

Speculum Metal.—Copper, 64 parts
;
pure

tin, 29 ditto. Melt the metals separately imder
a little black flux ; incorporate thoroughly by
stirring with a wooden spatula, then run the

metal into the moulds, so that the face of the

intended mirror may be downwards ; cool

slowly.
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Siloes.

It is diflicult to determine the period at which
[shoes were first worn; the earliest notice of

ithein occurs in Genesis, c, 14, ?;. 23, ^' I will not

jtake from a thread, even to £i\skoe-latchet" (B.C.

|1913) ; and in Exodus, c. 3, v. 5, ''Put thy

shoes from off thy feet" (B.C. 1490). Shoes ap-

{pear to have heen made hy the Egyptians at a

I

very early date (as discovered in mummies,
:&c.) of papyrus linen, &c. The shoes, or san-
|dals of the ancient Romans, were originally of
.rude, untanned leather, the favourite colour
[being red. The shoes most worn by the Ro-
imans were the " calceus" (fig. 1), which covered
jthe whole foot, something like our present

j

shoes, and the " solea" or slipper (fig. 2), which
covered only the sole of the foot, and was fas-

tened above with leathern thongs. The mili-

tary shoe (fig. 3) was termed the " caliga," and
to the circumstance of Caius Csesar wearing

j

these when a child—being born in a camp and

I

reared amongst the soldiers --is owing his sur-

name of Caligula. At this date, about A.D.
40, the shoes of the wealthier classes were
beautifully enriched with precious stones, the
patricians wearing ivory crescents on the instep
:to distinguish them from the lower ranks of
the people. The actors at this time had a thick
soled boot invented denominated " coi/jMrm?<s"

!or "buskin" (fig. 4).

I

From the time of William the Conqueror to

the twelfth century, the shoes were much after
'the form of fig. 5. The effigy of King John
•represents him as Avearing black boots, ap-
jproaching the pointed form, and golden spurs,
jtied with coloured ribands (fig. 6). On the
effigy of Henry III., in Westminster Abbey,
jthe boots are very beautiful, being embroidered
|in squares, each of which contains a lion or a
leopard (fig. 7). The hose of noblemen in the

fourteenth century were richly ornamented in

gold and various coloured silks (fig. 8). A
very fine specimen of the embroidery worn on
the shoes is seen on the monument of Edward
III. (died 1377) in Westminster Abbey (fig. 9),

and on those of his William of Hatfield, seen
on his effigy in York Cathedral (fig. 10).

W. T. R.

[To be continued.]

The Electric Telegraph.—Electricity is

traceable to the electron of the Greeks ; and
some four-and-twenty centuries ago, the roving
old bachelor Thales, whilst strolling along the
sea- shore, may have picked up a piece of
amber, and from it produced the first electric

power ; though it is hard to associate the philo-

sopher with a spark. Nevertheless, the glass

tube and silk handkerchief phenomena
belong to the moderns. Franklin identi-

fied lightning with electricity about a hun-
dred years since ; but the adaption of this

mysterious power—the writing on the line—to

the conveniences of every-day life, belongs to

our own century, nay, almost to the present
decade.—London Anecdotes, Vol. J., The Elec-

tric Telegraph.

To Etch Alabaster.—Cover erery part of
the surface of the model or cast, except the

i

portion to be etched, with a mixture of one!
part of white wax dissolved in four parts of|

oil of turpentine, thickened with finely pow-|
dered white lead. When this coating has set;

immerse the article in pure water, and allow it

to remain from twenty to fifty hours, according;
to the effect intended to be produced. Then!
take it out, remove the superfluous water, washj
off the varnish with oil of turpentine, andi
carefully brush the etched parts over with pow-
dered gypsum.
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[Continued from page 107, Vol. II.]

71. Brunswich Black.

Foreign asphaltum, forty-five pounds ; drying
oil, six gallons ; litharge, six pounds. Boil for

two hours; then add dark gum amber (fused),

eight pounds; hot linseed oil, two gallons.

Boil for two hours longer, or till a little of the
mass when cooled may be rolled into pills,

then withdraw the heat, and afterwards thin
down with twenty-five gallons of oil of tur-

pentine. [Used for iron-work, &c.]

72. Italian Varnish.

Canada balsam and clear white resin, of each
SIX ounces; oil of turpentine, one quart,

dissolve, [Used for prints, &c.]

73. Lacquers.

a. Seed-lac, three ounces ; tumeric, one
ounce ; dragon's blood, a quarter of an ounce

;

alcohol, one pint. Digest for a week, frequently
shaking,—decant and filter. [Deep gold
coloured.]

i. Ground tumeric, one pound
;
gamboge,

one ounce and a half; gum sandarach, three
pounds and a half; shell-lac, three quarters of
a pound ; all in powder ; rectified spirit of
wine, two gallons. Dissolve, strain, and add
one pint of turpentine varnish. [Gold co-
loured.]

c. Spanish annotto, three pounds ; dragon's
blood, one pound

;
gum sandarach, three

pounds and a quarter ; rectified spirit, two
gallons; turpentine varnish, one quart. Dis-
solve and mix as the last. [Red coloured.]

d. Gamboge, cut small, one ounce ; Cape
aloes, ditto, three ounces

;
pale shell-lac, one

pound ; rectified spirit, two gallons. Dissolve
and mix as b. [Pale brass coloured.]

e. Seed-lac, dragon's blood, annotto, and
gambbge, of each a quarter of a pound ; saf-

fron, one ounce; rectified spirit of wine, five

quarts. Dissolve and mix as h.

[Lacquers are used upon polished metals and
wood to impart the appearance of gold. As
they are wanted of different depths and shades
of colour, it is best to keep a concentrated
solution of each colouring ingredient ready, so
that it may at any time be added to produce
any desired tint.]

74. Superior Green Transparent Varnish.

The beautiful transparent green varnish em-
ployed to give a fine glittering colour to gilt, or
other decorated woi'ks, may be prepared as
follows :—Grind a small quantity of Chinese
blue with about double the quantity of finely-
powdered chromate of potash, and a sufficient

quantity of copal varnish thinned with tur-
pentine. The mixture requires the most
elaborate grinding, or incorporating, otherwise
it will not be transparent, and therefore useless
for the purpose to which it is intended. The
tone" of the colour may be varied by an

alteration in the proportion of the ingredients.

A preponderance of chromate of potash causes
a yellowish shade in the green, as might have
been expected, and vice versa with the blue
under the same circumstances. This coloured
varnish will produce a very striking effect in
japanned goods, paper-hangings, &c., and can
be made at a very cheap rate.

[To be continued.]

^f)e Oli^ronotgpist

In Pai-is, a report made by the Director of
the National Museums has revealed thej
existence in the Louvre of a number ofi

concealed repositories filled with objects of art,

of various kinds, thrown together in waste
confusion. A commission has been appointed'
to examine these treasures.—A Commission of|

Reform, composed of artists, has been likewise
instituted in the same capital to examine into
the constitution and condition of the School
of Fine Arts there and those of the Academy!
at Rome, and to propose measures for theiri

improvement.——Mr. George Petrie has re-
cently specified a patent for an apparatus
that shall enable the telegraphist, or any|
public person who employs the telegraph,
situated at any station, in a line of telegraphs,
or system of telegraphs, to operate upon any
distant part or parts of the general telegraphic
apparatus, so as to connect, into one long cir-

cuit, any number of consecutive circuits or
branch circuits, so as to divide any circuit, or
circuits, into any number of smaller circuits

;

also, so as to cut off* from, and introduce into,

any of the main, or branch circuits, any
number of conversing telegraphs, recording
telegraphs, alarums, or any other kind of tele-

graphic apparatus, in order that intelligence
may be transmitted privately from one place
to any other place or places ; and, in order
that the intelligence may be signalised, or re-

corded, at the distant place or places, or
signalised at some places, and recorded at

others, as may be required ; also, in order
that different kinds of intelligence may be
transmitted from any place to any other place
or places, or to all places simultaneously,
throughout the whole system of main lines and,
branches. This invention, it appears, canbc:
advantageously applied either to Morse's,
Davy's, or Bain's telegraphic apparatus.

Oil Colour Cakes.—Grind the colours
with oil of turpentine, in which has been dis-

solved, in the cold, about one-sixth of its

weight of powdered mastic ; let them dry, then
place the stone over a slow charcoal fire, so as
to soften the colour, and add of a warm solu-
tion of spermaceti in half of its weight of|

poppy oil, q. s. to make the mass into a proper
paste ; remove the heat, work till it begins to
harden, then form the mass into pieces and
mould them into cakes, which are employed by
artists, rubbed down with poppy, nut, or lin-

seed oil, and turpentine as required.
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Hocomottbe 13oiltxs*

Locomotive boilers consist of three portions

—

the barrel containing the tubes, the fire box,

and the smoke box ; of which the barrel, smoke
box, and external fire box are always of iron,

but the internal fire box is generally made of

copper, though sometimes also it is made of

iron. The tubes are sometimes of iron but
generally of brass fixed in by ferules. The
whole of the iron plates of a locomotive boiler

which are subjected to the pressure of steam,

should be Lowmoor or Bowling plates of the

best quality ; and the copper should be cross

grained, rather than rich or soft, and be per-

fectly free from irregularities of structure and
lamination. The thickness of the plates com-
posing the barrel of the boiler varies generally

from five-sixteenths to three-eighths of an inch,

and the plates should run in the direction of
the circumference, so that the fibres of the
iron may be in the direction of the strain.

The diameter of the barrel commonly varies

from 3ft. to 3ft. 6in. ; the diameter of the rivets

should be from eleven-sixteenths to three-

fourths of an inch, and the pitch of the rivets

or distance between their centres should be
from seventeen-eighths to two inches. The
thickness of the plates composing the external
fire box is in general three-eighths of an inch
if the fire box is circular, and from three-

eighths to'one-half inch if the fire box is square

;

and the thickness of the internal fire box is in

most cases seven-sixteenths if copper, and
from three-eighths to seven-sixteenths ofan inch
if of iron. Circular internal fire boxes, if

made of iron, should be welded rather than
rivetted, as the rivet heads are liable to be
burnt away by the action of the fire; and
when the fire boxes are square each side should
consist of a single plate, turned over at the
edges with a radius of three inches, for the
introduction of the rivets. The space be-
tween the external and internal fire boxes
forms a water space, which must be stayed
every four and a half or five inches by means
of copper or iron stay bolts, screwed through
the outer fire box into the metal of the inner
fire box, and securely rivetted within it : iron

staybolts are as durable as copper, and their

superior tenacity gives them an advantage.
The tube plates are generally made from five-

eighths to three-fourths of an inch thick, but
seven-eighths of an inch thick appears to be
preferable, as when the plate is thick the holes
will not be so liable to change their figure

during the process of feruling the tubes ; the
distance between the tubes should never be
made less than three-fourths of an inch, and
the holes should be slightly tapered so as to

enable the tubes to hold the tube plates
together. The ferules are for the most part
made of steel at the fire box end, and of
wrought iron at the smoke box end, though
ferules of malleable cast-iron have in some
cases been used with advantage ; malleable
cast-iron ferules are almost as easily expanded
when hammered cold upon a mandril, as the
common wrought-iron ones are at a working

heat.
_
Spring-steel, rolled with a feather edge,

tofacilitate its conversion into ferules, is sup-
plied by some of the steel-makers of SheflSeld,
and it appears expedient to make use of steel
thus prepared when steel ferules are employed.
The roof of the internal fire box, whether flat

as in Stephenson's engines, or dome-shaped as
in Bury's, requires to be stiffened with cross
stay-bars but the bars require to be stronger and
more numerous when applied to a flat surface.
The_ ends of these stay-bars rest above the
vertical sides of the fire box ; and to the stay
bars thus extending across the crown, the
crown is attached at intervals by means of
stay-bolts. There are projecting bosses upon
the stay-bars encircling the bolts at every
point where a bolt goes through, but in the
other parts they are kept clear of the fire-

box crown so as to permit the access of water
to the iron ; and, with the view of facilitating

the ascent of the steam, the bottom of each
stay-bar should be sharpened away in those
parts where it does not touch the boiler. The
internal and external fire boxes are joined
together by a n shaped iron, and round the
fire door they are connected by means of a
copper ring one and a quarter inch thick,

and two inches broad—the inner fire box being
dished sufficiently outwards at that point, and
the outer fire box sufficiently inwards, to ena-
ble a circle of rivets three-fourths of an inch
in diameter passing through the copper ring
and the two thicknesses of iron, to make a
water-tight joint. To find the proper length of
bar requisite for the formation of a hoop of any
given diameter, add the thickness of the bar
to the required diameter, and the corres-
ponding circumference in a table of circum-
ferences of circles is the length of the bar
If the iron be bent edgewise the breadth
ofthe bar must be added to the diameter, for
it is the thickness of the bar measured radially
that is to be taken into consideration. In the
tires of railway wheels, which have a flange on
one edge, it is necessary to add not only the
thickness of the tire, but also two-thirds of the
depth of the flange

;
generally, however, the

tire bars are sent from the forge so curved that
the plain edge of the tire is concave, and the
flange edge convex, while the side which is af-

terwards to be bent into contact with the cylin-

drical surface of the wheel is a plane. In this

case the addition of the diameter of two-
thirds of the depth of the flange is unne-
cessar)'^, for the curving the flange edge has
the effect of increasing the real length of the
bar. When the tire is thus curved, it is only
necessary to add the thickness of the hoop to

the diameter, and then to find the circum-
ference from a table ; or the same result will

be obtained by multiplying the diameter thus
increased by the thickness of the hoop by
3.1416.

[To be concluded in our next.]

Flexible Paint for Canvas.—Cut one
pound and a half of yellow soap into slices, and
dissolve it in one gallon of boiling water, and
while hot mix with one cwt. and a quarter of
the oil paint required.
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Becoratibe ^xt Sociefg.

April 12th.—Mr. Partridge read a paper on
" The forms of Heraldic Shields." He intro-

duced the subject by observing that heraldry
inaj'' be appropriately applied to many other
purposes in private life than decorating car-

riages, plate, and buttons, as from its peculiar

significance and interesting picturesque effects,

it might with advantage become an integral

portion of every important embellishment.
Heraldic sheilds, lie said, should have relation

to the style of architecture or decorations with
which they are associated ; but, nevertheless,

i
they possess individual and periodic characters

j

in form, which must frequently be borne in

I

mind. The earliest form of shields, it was

I

said, is circular, and which subsequently gave
i iplace to the oval. Both shapes were adopted

I

by the Greeks, and consequently heraldic

j

blazonings maybe appropriately applied, he

I

: thought, within the Acanthus scroll-work and
!

I
wreaths peculiar to the ornaments of their era.

I

jlnstances supporting this statement were

j

j

adduced, such as Medusa's, Jupiter's thunder-
Nbolt, &c. Various forms of shields were used
by the Romans, and several were described.

I The Saxons carried the primitive circular

shield, having a boss or spike in the centre ; but
an elongated shape, called the " kite" shield,

became prevalent in the Norman period of our
history. Reference was made to the Bayeaux
tapestry. Shields, during the Crusades were
reduced in length, and assumed the form now
called "Heater," and sometimes "Gothic;"

and this change afterwards gave place to various
other shapes, and more particularly to the
tilting shield, having scalloped edges, and a
peculiar notch or opening to receive a strap
fastening. Both of the last named shields may
be seen placed alternately on the panelling in

i Henry VII. 's chapel. During the Tudor and
Elizabethan periods the gothic shape was more

or less strictly adhered to in the practice of

heraldic mountings; but a fanciful bordering
or back-ground was added, partaking of the

characteristic expression of those times in all

matters of ornament. An oval shield, it was
said, was usually met with in Italian palaces,

and is mounted on a ground-work exhibiting a

border of over and under-lapping enrichment,
peculiar to that style of embellishment. Mo-
dern instances, on the gates to the Royal
Exchange, and in the University Club-house,

were described as properly characteristic ; but
the heraldry displayed upon the ceilings of the

ambulatories in the Royal Exchange were
alluded to as not being expressed with proper
heraldic gusto, nor upon appropriate shields,

for they, at least, should have had relation to

the characteristic form of the arabesque em-
bellishments with which they are associated

The manner of introducing shields upon cor-

nices in lofty apartments was noticed, and the

mode of placing two shields obliquely to the

face of the wall was pointed out as forming an
effective enrichment—a variety being obtain-

able by adopting badges, crests, or coronets

;

offer other vehicles for variety in such decora-
tions. Some explanations were given respect-

ing the heraldic embellishments of the Houses
of Parliament. It was remarked that the

royal badges, such as the red or white rose,

&c., ought to be used bj'^ private families only,

as expressive of a period when particular

honours were obtained by the ancestors of

those adopting them. Mr. Partridge con-
cluded with some observations on the absurd
way in which crests are occasionally intrO'

duced upon furniture, such as chairs, &c. In
the course of a discussion by the members, it

was contended that, for the Houses of Parlia-

ment, it would have been more coi-rect and
pituresque to have varied the shields, in accord-
ance with the period in which the cognisance
had been respectively adopted.

Platina Wire.—Dr. WoUaston obtained
very fine wire, for the object-glasses of his

telescopes, for observing the relative planes of

the stars, by inserting platina wire in a cylin-

der of silver, wire-drawing the whole, and then
melting the silver coating. Now, silver wire
may be drawn to the three-hundredth of an
inch diameter ; so that if the platina wire
was originally one-tenth of the thickness of

the silver, it then became only the three-

thousandth part of an inch. Dr. Wollaston
procured some only an eighteen-thousandth,
which did not intercept the smallest star.

Platina wire has, in some instances, superseded
hair, wigs being made of it. It is calculated

that a piece of platina the size of the tip

of a man's finger could be drawn across

Europe.

Bronze for Ornamental Work to be
Gilded.—1. Copper, 82 parts; zinc, 18 parts;
tin, 3 parts ; lead, 2 parts. 2. Copper, 83 parts

;

zinc, 17 parts ; tin, 1 part ; lead, one-half
part.
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[Continued from page 60, Vol. II.]

Terras, or Dutch Mortar.—No nation in

Europe has had so much occasion for water-

cement as the Dutch, and the substance called

terras, or trass, was first used by them. This

substance which is also called wakke, is a

species of basaltes, which has proved exten-

sively used in forming mounds, and various

aquatic works, in the Low Countries. This
celebrated terras mortar is made by covering a
previously prepared mass of quicklime, of

about a foot thick (and sprinkled with water),

with an equal quantity of powdered terras.

The whole is then left at rest two or three days

;

after which, what is wanted is taken each day,

and beat up for use.

One measure of quicklime, and two of

slacked, in powder, with one of terras, the

whole well beaten to the consistence of paste,

with as small a portion of water as can be made
sufficient, forms the terras mortar commonly
used in England. A cheaper kind is made by
mixing two parts of -slacked lime, and one of
terras, with three of coarse sand.

Pebble mortar is used when cavities occur in

walls, between the unequal projections of un-
hewn stone : it was much used by the Romans,
and is yet of great utility, where large quanti-
ties of mortar are required. For this purpose,
take one part of terras, or of puzzolana, two
of coarse sand, two of fine sand, eight of small
pebbles, screened and washed, and four of
slacked lime. Mix the whole together. The
lime termed argillacious, from its containing a
portion of clay, is preferred for this purpose.

It is only under water, or with the exclusion
[of air, that terras mortar acquires its usual de-
gree of hardness ; for, when exposed to the
action of the atmosphere, it will not become as

hard as common mortar.

Though the experiments of Morveau have
proved that common compact basalt will, when

j

previously burnt, make nearly as good a water-
cement as the cellular species (the terras of the
Dutch), yet it has rarely been used for that
purpose. This mineral abounds in Great Bri-
tain, and the expense of its importation might
be saved to the country. Calton-liill, in the
vicinity of Edinburgh, and near the port of
Leith, is almost one entire mass of basalt.

The cendre de Tournay is used in the Low
Countries ; this article is procured from the
lime-kilns bordering the Scheldt : the lime of
this district contains a considerable portion of
clay mixed with iron ; and the pit-coal, with
which it is burnt, contains a large quantity of
an argillacious schist impregnated with iron.
After the lime is taken out of the kilns, there
remains the cendree, about one-fourth of which
consists of burnt lime-dust, and three-fourths
of coal-ashes. This material is sprinkled with
water, to slack the lime, and well mixed to-
gether, and put into a proper vessel, and
covered over with wet earth. In this state it is

kept for a considerable time, and, when taken
out, and strongly beaten up for half-an-hour
with an iron pestle, in a wooden mortar or
trough, it is reduced to a soft pasty consistence;
it is then spread out in a shady place several
days, and the operation of beating repeated

;

the oftener this is done, the better, except it

should become unmanageable from being too
much dried. In a few minutes, this cement,
when applied to brick or stone, adheres so
firmly, that water may be immediately poured
over it ; and if kept dry twenty-four hours, it

will receive no injury even from the most
violent action of a flowing stream.

In London, a blue mortar of cinders and
lime is used for covering some parts of build-
ings much exposed to the weather ; and if this

were prepared with the same labour and atten-
tion, it might be expected to possess, in a great
degree, the valuable properties of the cendree
mortar of the Scheldt.

Common mortar of ashes is made by mixing
together two bushels of newly slacked lime,
and three bushels of wood ashes, which when
cold is well beaten ; in which state it is usually
kept for a considerable time, and, if beaten two
or three times previous to using it, will be
found to be improved by keeping. In resisting

the effects of alternate moisture and dryness,
this mixture is superior to terras mortar, but
not nearly equal to it under water.

Mr. Smeaton has ascertained, by a course of
experiments, that the scales (the grey oxide of
iron) that fly off" under the forge hammer from
red-hot iron, pulverised and sifted, and mixed
with lime, form a valuable cement, equal to

that of puzzolana. In pursuing these experi-
ments, roasted iron ore produced an efficacious

water-cement, by using a greater proportion of
it than either terras or puzzolana. Equal
quantities of iron scales and argillaceous lime,
with half the quantity of each of these of sand,
produced a cement in every respect equal to

terras mortar. If pure carbonate of lime be
used, equal parts of each of the ingredients
ought to be incorporated.

About forty years ago, M. Loriat believed he
had discovered the true process of making the
celebrated cement of the Romans. His sup-
posed discovery is merely the adding of the
powder of dry burnt lime to common mortar,
of a consistence rather thinner than usual.!

The lime powder, when of a right proportion,

and well worked together, sets without crack-
ing, acquires the consistence of plaster of

of Paris, and is as dry in two days as common
plaster is in several months. The proportion
of quicklime powder in the Loriat mortar
varies as the other materials vary in quality

;

one-sixth of the other materials is frequently
too little, and one-fourth not too much; expe-
rience alone can determine. As a water
cement it is of inferior utility, and very little

better than common mortar dried before the
admission of water upon it.

Brick or tile powder, and forge scales, are
added, to improve this composition, as in the
following receipt:—Take of bricks, in fine

powder, one measure, of fine river sand two
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mesures, old slacked lime to make a mortar in

the usual manner, and, lastly, add one measure
of dry powder of quicklime. About the time
of M. Loriat's discovery, Mr. George Semple
published a treatise on building, in Ireland, in

which a similar mode of preparing a fwater

cement was given, as follows :
" Get your lime

brought to you hot from the kiln, and imme-
diately pound or grind it with a wooden maul,
on a smooth large stone, or a dry boarded floor,

till you make it as fine as flour ; then, without
loss of time, sift it through a hair or wire sieve;

and to a quantity of a hod of your setting mor-
tar (which on this account should be poorer
than ordinary),,put in two or three shovelfull of

this fine flour of lime, and let two men, for ex-
pedition's sake, beat them together with such
beaters as plasterers make use of, and then use
it immediately."

Plaster of Paris, with a proportion of one-
tenth of rust of iron, makes a water cement,
which sets almost instantly, and is of great
hardness, and if boiled potatoes be incorpo-
rated with mortar of lime and sand, or with
mortar containing burnt clay, these composi-
tions will be much improved.

,

M. Vicat has, by numerous experiments)
found that calcarious stones, slightly or imper-
fectly calcined, will produce a Roman cement;
and in the 83i'd volume of "Annales de
Chimie," it is stated that, powdered chalk,

heated from six to thirty minutes on a red-hot;

iron plate, acquires the property of setting in

water, when slacked stiff" like plaster of Paris.

Yet the result of, these experiments seems only
to have established the generally received
opinion that no Roman or hydraulic cement of

a sufficient hardness can
,
be obtained from

purely calcarious stones.

[To be continued.]

^otterg an^ porcelain.

The best kind of pottery, called in this country
"Staffordshire ware," is made of an artificial

mixture of alumina and silica ; the former ob-

tained, in the form of a fine clay, from Devon-
shire chiefly; and the latter, consisting of

chert or flint, which is heated red-hot, quenched
in water, and then reduced to a powder. Each
material, carefully powdered and sifted, is dif-

fused through water, mixed by measure, and
brought to a due consistency by evaporation.

It is then highly plastic, and formed upon the

potter's wheel and lathe, into various circular

vessels, or moulded into other forms, which,
after having been dried in a warm room, are

enclosed in baked clay cases resembling band-
boxes, and called seggars ; these are i-anged in

the kiln so as nearly to fill it, leaving only
space enough for the fuel ; here the ware is

kept red-hot for a considerable time, and thus

brought to the state of biscuit. This is after-

wards glazed, which is done by dipping the bis-

cuit ware into a tub containing a mixture of

about 60 parts of litharge, 10 of play, and 20
of ground flint, diffused in water to a creamy

consistence, and when taken out, enough ad-
heres to the piece to give an uniform glazing
when again heated. The pieces are then again;
packed up in the seggar«, with small bits of;

pottery interposed between- each, and fired in:

a kiln as before. ' The glazing mixture fuses at
a very moderate heat, and gives an uniform!
glossy coating, \yhich finishes the process when
it is intended for common white ware.
The patterns upon ordinary porcelain, which

are chiefly in blue, in consequence of the fa-
cility of applying cobalt, are generally first

printed off" upon paper, which is applied to the
pla;te ox other article while in the state of bis-
cuit; the colour adheres permanently to the
surface when heat is properly applied.
The manufacture of porcelain is a most re-

fined branch of art; the materials are selected
with the greatest caution, it being necessary
that the compound should ; remain perfectly
white after exposure to heat. ; It is also re-
quired that it should endure a very high tem-
perature without fusing, and at the same time
acquire a semi-vitreous texture and a peculiar
degree of translucency and toughness. These
qualities are united in some of the oriental
porcelain or "China," and in some of the old
Dresden, but they, are rarely found coexistant
in that' of modern European manufacture.
Some of the' French arid English porcelain,
especially that made at Sevres, and'at Worces
ter, is extremely white and duly translucent,
but it is more apt to crack by sudden changes
of temperature—more brittle, and consequently
requires to be formed into thicker and heavier
vessels—and more fusible than the finest porce-
lains of Japan and China.
The colours employed in painting porcelain

are the same metallic oxides used for colouring
glass, and in all the more delicate patterns they
ar«laid on with a camel hair pencil, and gene-
rally previously mixed.with a little oil of spike
—lavender, or of turpentine. Where several
colours are used they often require various
temperatures for their perfection—in which
case those that bear the highest heat are first

applied, and subsequently those which are
brought out at lower temperatures. ' This art

of painting on porcelain or in enamel is of the

most delicate description—much experience
and skill are required in it, and with every care

there are frequent failures, hence it is attended
with considerable expense. The gilding of

porcelain is generally performed by applying
finely-divided gold, mixed up with gum-water
and borax; upon the application of heat the

gumburns off', and the borax vitrifying upon
the'sucface, causes the gold firmly to adhere;
—it is afterwards burnished.

Glass Grinders' Cement.—Melt pitchand
add thereto, one-fourth of its weight each of

finely-powdered wood-ashes and hard tallow.

This is for coarse work whilst grinding; but a

composition for that of a lighter description is

employed consisting of 4lbs. of black resin, to

which is added lib. each of bees'-wax and
whiting, previously heated ' red hot and still

warm ; or shell-lac melted and applied to the

pieces previously warmed.
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C|e 5^igi)ts fit Eaiour.

N
entering upon a subject which has already

engaged the attention of the learned, the great,

and the wise, we must confess that we expe-

rience a degree of diffidence which would en-

tirely prevent our launching fresh notions upon

the tm-bulent sea of contention, did not the

exigencies of the times imperatively demand

the thoughts of the multitude to be atten-

tively directed towards one great and neces-

sary object, namely, the amelioration of the

-present condition of the working man, which

as universally allowed to have reached the

lowest point to which it can possibly attain,

unless we rest contented with having the work-

houses the only places in which the mechanic

can find active employment.

The theory of labour is extremely simple,

and may be explained in a few words, thus :

—

One man, who is the representative of capital,

agrees with another, who is the representative

oflabour, to exchange his money for the other's

produce. This is simply a system of exchange

analagous to the buying and selling of mer-

chandise, and, being so, of course it is liable

to the same fluctuations in value from various

causes, as is a bale of goods or a barrel of oil.

But while we admit labour to be a system of

exchange, obnoxious to the same effects from

the state of the market as a quantity of goods,

we by no means enter into the views of matter-

of-fact political economists, who treat a man as

they would a machine, and expect him either

to regale or starve, according as the amount of

demand or supply of his commodity prepon-

derates. We consider that in this case, at

least, some fixity should be observed, so that

the living image of God may be saved from

the horrors of starvation or the workhouse.

To effect this, something more is required than

legislative influence has hitherto afforded : it

's advisable, we will readily admit, to keep

Capital from being an absentee from the land,

by giving him the greatest possible degree of

protection ; but is it justice, we would ask, to

let Labour—and he, too, is a man— suffer un-

noticed, and almost uncared for in the land of

his birth ?—Who is it that populates this coun-

try ?—not Capital, surely ; who is it that

renders its treasures available ? not Capital '

who is it that makes the goods that produce

wealth?—not Capital ; then who is it that does

these things? one would think that Labour did

not—for Labour starves by the road-side and

dies in a ditch !

Louis Blanc, with whose ideas we do not

wholly agree, is certainly right in his general

conclusion, which amounts to this, "thatre-

numerative labour can and ought to result

from all well-constituted social institutions,

and that where it does not, we may rest

assured that nefarious and underhand prac-

tices are at work." This is a principle founded

upon the tenets of justice and reason; but how

far it has been hitherto carried out in this

country it needs not our efforts to show.

The fact is that the government attaches so

much importance to the protection of the

interests of wealth, that it forgets entirely the

interests of labour, which is, after all, the bond

fide capital of the nation—seeing that without

labour all the wealth would be useless. Every

workman among us represents in his own per-

son a certain amount of real value, which he

pits against a certain amount of the contents

of the capitalist's ^oc/!.ei—and who is to decidej

which is the buyer, and which the seller?

The workman has as much right to say that he

buys his master's money, as the master has to

say that he buys the workman's labour. Yet

government proceeding entirely upon the

hypothesis that Capital is the purchaser of

Labour, awards all its protection to the former,

while it leaves the latter at the mercy of th

... .1,.
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winds, and the uncertain justice of his em-

ployei*.

Such a state of things as this cries aloud for

reform—not merely as a politic measure, but

in obedience to the dictates of common sense

and common honesty.

Co (Eorre.spont(ettt0, ^c.

Notice.—Next week we intend commencing an
Illustrated Description of the Decorations at the
various Places of Public Amusement, showing
the Style of the Design and manner of treating
it. We shall be happy to receive Communications
from any of our Subscribers relating to the
subject.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price \s. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

Part XIII. is now ready, stitched in a neat
wrapper, price 7d,

' Q."

—

There are, we believe, several boohs
published on the subject ;

—

apply to Mr. Weale,
architectural bookseller, Holborn, who will, no
doubt, supply you with the desired information.
With regard to your second interrogation, we
will insert an article on the subject shortly.

^An Artisan."—Provincial papers are filed at
several coffee-houses : try Bishop's, 20, Berwick-
street, Soho—we believe most of them are taken
in there.

' J. Nicholls."—Address a note to some archi-
tectural bookseller. We have searched through the

advertisements of several files of professional
periodicals, but cannot discover the required infor-
mation. If you can give us a hint as to the pro-
bable date of the publication of the book, we may
succeed better.

'J. H. Thomas."— Your design is in our
engraver's hands ;

—we shall always be happy to

receive similarfavours.
Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, ^c, to be addressed to "the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
sfreet, Strand, London,"

_
To Discharge Impure Air.—There is a very

simple plan by which we may get entirely rid
of the deleterious and destructive products of
animal effluvia and carbonic acid gas, &c., and
emanations. A pipe, having a funnel mouth,
and imbedded in the wall, near the ceiling,

should eventually be carried into a chimney
where a constant fire is maintained, as that of
the kitchen

; but as chimnies sometimes smoke,
or have an imperfect "draught," it will be
necessary to carry the pipe to the summit of
the chimney, lest otherwise smoke enter the
pipe. The pipe being constantly heated by
the high temperature of the chimney it tra-

verses, will certainly discharge all the impure
air lingering in contact with the ceiling; and
the rush of air entering the funnel is remark-
a,bly evident by bringing near the orifice a
lighted candle.

—

Dr. John Murray.

Garbing.

Carving differs hut very little from ' sculpture
except in the material on which it is employed
—the one being executed on wood th'e other on
stone. It is a very ancient art, and it was fre-

quently employed to represent the figures of
gods and heroes, even at a very early period.

We extract the following account of its history

and practice from one of Mr. C. Knight's
excellent " Guides to Trade :"

—

The use of carving, as a means of producing
representations of fruit, flowers, and other
ornamental subjects, has been continued from
very early ages to our own time. The choirs

of cathedrals, the ancient mansions of some of
our nobility, and many other places, afford

evidence of the extent to which carving was
carried in by-gone days. There was an emi-
nent carver named Gibbons, wlio, in the reigns
of Charles the Second and James the Second,
executed many specimens of carving which
still remain as proofs of his ability : some of
these specimens are at Windsor Castle.

The great pitch of excellence to which the
art of painting arrived in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and the number of
pictures which were produced at that period,

must have giren a great impetus to the
business of the carver ; for nearly all the
frames made for those pictures were carved
previously to being gilt. The elaborate

richness of the old frames, which are now
being imitated by the composition-ornament
maker, shows that the art had attained con-
siderable perfection.

At a later period, the frames were made ofj

broad deep mouldings, which had carved
leaves, trelliswork, &c., laid upon them in

different parts. This gradually led the way to

the introduction of composition ornaments,
which have now, to a large extent, supers

seded the use of carved ornaments. But still,

for very large frames, the latter are much used
both on account of their superior lightness and
boldness, and because the ornaments can be
made to any style and form which the pur-
chaser may require ; whereas composition
ornaments must depend for their patterns upon
the moulds which the ornament maker may
happen to possess.

A professional carver ought to possess some
taste for drawing or modelling, or both. The
ease and elegance of the folage and flowers

which the carver has to imitate, cannot be
pi'oduced by one who does not possess a

natural taste for drawing, and, we may add,

some knowledge of botany ; since it very
frequently happens that the fruit, flowers, and
foliage, upon fancy woi'k generally, whether it

be the lace veil of a lady, or the ornaments of

a looking-glass, are but poor imitations of

nature. It excites regret to see good work-
manship thrown away, as it often is, upon bad
design, which a little knowledge of botany
might convert into a tasteful production,

simply by making it natural. A carpenter can
make his mouldings and his sashes, and a
joiner can make his frames, without requiring
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any particular exercise of taste, because he has
a rule, a square, and compasses to guide him in

every part of his work. But a carver can derive

but little assistance from such guides; for if his

taste cannot tell him how to make a leaf of

foliage appear light and easy, all the rules and
compasses in the world would not be sufficient

for that purpose. * * * •

When a piece of carved ornament is to be
afterwards gilt, a soft and cheap wood, such as

American pine, is generally employed ; but
when the veins of the wood are intended to be
seen, without either paint or gold, such wood as

box, oak, pear-tree, maple, lime-tree, &c., is

employed, according to the purposes to which
the ornament is to be applied.

The soft wood, then, which is used by the

carver for ornaments afterwards to be gilt, is

sawed out of planks of various thicknesses,

according to circumstances, and pieces are

glued one upon another at these parts which
are to be most raised or prominent. This is

an easier plan than that of cutting the orna-
ment out of a solid block of wood equally thick
in every part.

The carver is, in most cases, furnished
with a pattern of the ornament which he is

required to imitate, which is drawn upon
paper. When he has selected a plank of the
proper thickness, he lays the drawing down on
the plank, having previously cut out the paper
to the exact outline of the drawing. He then
marks this outline on the wood, according to the
drawing ; and any holes which are to be cut
entirely through the wood, are marked in the
same manner. He then, with a bow-saw, which
is particularly adapted for sawing in curved
directions, cuts out the plank according to the
pencil marks, and also cuts the holes. This
gives him the requisite outline, and he has
next to fill up details.

For this purpose, he screws the piece of
wood (or glues it, if thin) down to his bench,
by means of a screw which passes from
beneath through the bench and into the lower
surface of the wood ; by which means the wood
is held firm, without making screw or nail
holes in the upper surface, which is to be
carved.
Having now sketched the details of his orna-

ment on the piece of wood, he proceeds to cut
the wood into the proper form by means of
very sharp tools, the greater part of which are
gouges of various sizes and shapes. A gouge
is a sort of chisel, with one surface round and
the other hollow ; and a tool of this form is

much more useful to the carver than a flat

chisel, since the sharp corners of the latter
would be apt to dig into the parts of the wood
which are not required to be cut. A carver
has seldom to produce a perfectly-flat surface,
so that gouges are used for almost every kind
of ornament; they are, therefore, made of
different widths and different degrees of
curvature of surface. Some of them are bent
at the end, in order to work out the details
of the deep parts of an ornament, which could
not be effected by a straight tool. The whole
of these tools must be very sharp, or the carver
would make but little progress at his work.
The sharpening is performed by rubbing the

edge obliquely on a soft stone moistened with
sweet oil, and requires some care to avoid
altering the shape of the edge.
When a piece of ornament is carved, and

the proper effect produced on a front view, it

is necessary to chamfer or undercut the edges,
to give an appearance of lightness. To effect

this, the ornament is held in the left hand, and
the wood is cut away in the proper places by
the tool held in the right hand.
The foregoing details apply to pieces of

ornament, such as those which were placed on
the corners of glass frames a few years ago.
But, when a frame is carved nearly all over,
a somewhat different process is necessary.
The joiner must precede the carver, and malie
the groundwork on which the latter is to be
employed; he must, in fact, make the frame.
This is a part of the carving trade which,

as may be judged from our preceding remarks,
has undergone much fluctuation. In the
early part of the last century, such frames
were very common ; in the latter part of the
same century, and the beginning of the pre-
sent, they were comparatively rare ; while at

the present day, their use has again revived.
In preparing such frames as these, and

before the carver commences his work, the
joiner, in putting the frame together, must
regulate the thickness of the wood at dif-

ferent parts, by the nature of the ornaments
which are to be situated at those parts; in

order that the carver may have to cut away as
little as possible of the wood.
Much tact is necessary in regulating the

motion of the carving tools with reference to

the direction of the grain of the wood : a piece
of wood would be presently split, were it not
for precaution in this matter. No written
description will sufiice to show how to attain

success in^this particular, since, like the details

of carving generally, personal inspection and
personal instruction will alone give a clear
idea on such matters.
Notwithstanding the extent to which com-

position ornaments are used on frames, the
lightness and durability of carved frames, and
the facility with which any required pattern
may be produced, will probably always pre
vent them from getting quite into disuse.

The chair-carver, and those who carve for

cabinet-makers, &c., are seldom the same as

those who serve the gilder. They have to

use harder wood and sharper tools, and have
to finish up their work more neatly, because
any roughness in ornaments that are to be
gilt may be easily removed by the processes
which the gilder afterwards employs ; but no
such process is employed by the cabinet-

maker on his ornaments; so that they must be
made smoother in the first instance. All
carvers, however, are accustomed to use bent
files and rasps to smooth the surface of their

ornaments after the cutting has been per-
formed.

A Difficult Subject.—It is a remarkable
fact that the greatest painters have failed in

pourtraying his Satanic majesty. Rapheel,
Guido, and West were all deficient in the
figure of Satan.
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an Jllustratetj d^lo^Mx^ of ^eci^nical

^etms ustn in architectural anti

Interior Bccoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 44.]

Decoration, Styles of. [Concluded from
our last.]

5. Arabesque.

6, Grecian,

7. Basso Relievo (Italian).

8. Integlio.

There are other styles used occasionally,

such as the Egyptian, Turkish, Chinese, &c.,

but those given are in general use ; a specimen
of the last-mentioned appears in the front

page.

Discharge (in carpentry), a post trimmed
up under a beam, or part of a building which is

weak or overcharged by weight.

Draging (in joinery), a depression or lower"
ing of a door, so as to make it rub on the floor

—occasioned by the loosening of the hinges,
or the settling of the building.

Dutch Clinkers (in bricklaying), a peculiar

description of bricks, about 6in. in length, by
Sin. in breadth, employed for paving yards and
stables. They are extremely hard, and of a
brimstone colour. When laid herring-bone
ways they have a very pretty effect.

Drag (in masonry), a thin plate of steel

indented on the edge, like the teeth of a saw,

used in soft stone which has no grit for

finishing the surface. A piece of a joiner's

handsaw makes a good drag.

Drift (in masonry), the horizontal force of

an arch, by which it endeavours to overset the

piers.

Derby (in plastering), seefloat.

Die (in plastering), is when plaster loses its

strength.

Dots (in plastering), patches of plaster put
on to regulate the floating rule in making
skreeds and bays.

Draw (in smithing), the act of lengthening
a bar of iron by hammering ; also wire reduced
from any size to a smaller is said to be drawn

[To be continued.]

Speed on Railways.—A speed of 53 miles
in 50 minutes, with a train of 50 tons weight,
was lately attained by one of the new class

eight-feet driving-wheel engines, "The Em^
peror," on the Great Western. The greater

part of the run between the fourth mile-post
from Paddington and Reading was made at the

rate of nearly seventy miles an hour, and
several miles were gone in forty-nine seconds
per mile. This speed is said to be the greatest

ever maintained with a train, whether on broad
gauge or narrow.
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IN THE EAST INDIA DOCKS AT BLACKWALL.

The arrival lof this vessel in England affords

much matter for contemplation to the philos-

opher and the political economist as well as to

the man of science : it speaks, as it were, of a

time yet to come in which even the semi-mys-
tical inhabitants of the celestial empire will be
awakened from their apathy and induced to

tread in the path of commerce across the

ocean's broad highway. If any person had
been bold enough three j'ears since to have pre-

dicted that we should have had within the

walls of the East India Docks a Chinese junk,
with her crew and rigging, the predicter would
have been everywhere scouted as a visionary

j

aught but the home trade, by Capt. Kellett,

the present commander, and three other gen-
tlemen, for the purpose of bringing her to

England, Various sti'atagems had to be put
into practice in order to avoid suspicion being
aroused as to her destination ; but these in a

great measure proved fruitless, and it was only
by repeated administrations of bribes that
Captain Kellett—to whose skill, perseverance,
and courage, all tried in no ordinary manner,
we owe the present interesting exhibition

—

succeeded in putting fairly out to sea with a
crew consisting of thirty natives and twelve
English seamen, with the officers.

The Keying carries three masts. The main-
mast is 95ft. in length, and is made of one
large piece of teak, 10ft. in circumference at
the bottom ; but not perfectly straight. This
which we should consider a defect, is, by the

Fig. 2.

and yet here is one, open to our inspection, after
having passed over, in a voyage of nearly
seventeen months' duration, from China to

England, a course equal in length to the entire
circuit of the globe.
The Keying—so named in compliment to

the Chinese commisioner at Canton—is built
entirely of teak, and is supposed to have seen
nearly a century's service. It was purchased,
after much opposition on the part of the
Chinese, who entertain a decided aversion
against allowing their vessels to be used for

Chinese, esteemed as a beauty, it being sup
posed by them that the bend adds to the
strength, and is conclusive evidence of the
goodness of the spar. This mast is hooped
round in consequence of being cracked, while
undergoing the process of hardening. The
mode adopted for this purpose by the Chinese
is to bury the timber for a considerable time in

marshy ground—and teak, after being thus
treated, is said to become as hard as iron.
The sails are formed of closely woven mat-

ting—a substance much lighter than canvas?
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holds the wind far better, and rarely splits,

because it never shakes in the wind. The
mainsail of the Keying weighs 9 tons, and
covers a surface of 1,100 yards.

The rudder is, perhaps, the most singular
part of the vessel. It is made of iron-wood
and teak, bound with iron, and its weight is

from 72 to 8 tons. It is perforated with rhom-
boidal holes, and in deep water is 12 feet below
the bottom of the vessel. The great elevation
of the stern enables the rudder to be elevated
or depressed according to the depth of water;
and by this means the draught may be made
to vary from 12 to 24 feet. When the rudder
is raised up, as must be the case in shallow
water, the vessel is steered by a short tiller on
the second poop. When let down to its

greatest depth, it requires occasionally the
strength of 15 men to work the large tiller,

and even then the aid of a luff tackle pur-
chase and the best patent blocks, otherv/ise it

would require thirty men. Instead of braces
and pintles, two immense ropes, made of bam-
boo and grass, pass under the bottom and
come over the bov/s on the upper deck, where
they are fastened ; these serve to confine the
rudder to the stern.

_
The vessel is strikingly rude it its construc-

tion : the whole of the work is of the roughest
kind ; the sides of the timbers are not squared,
but left just as they grew. No artificial means
has been resorted to for any bends ; wherever
a branch has been found with the natural
requisite curvature, it has been employed
without further adaption. The Chinese allege,

in explanation, that fine work is ridiculous
where it is not necessary ; that it is absurd to
make the boards of the hold very level and
smooth,, when only goods or ballast is to be put
there ; and that the timbers on the sides or
the deck, if it be a war junk, are quite good
enough to be shot at, without bestowing any
pains upon them.
The appearance of the deck strongly re-

minds one of the prints and pictures of the large
early English men-of-war, such as the Great
Harry, with its lofty forecastle and aftcastle.

Her immense poop has three galleries rising
one above the other ; and her bow, which is

square and without bowsprit is also of great
height. The stern is elaborately painted with
birds, &c., of real and imaginary forms.
Coming from the bow to the afterpart of the
vessel, we find a series of water-tight com-
partments, such as we have adopted in our
steam-vessels. On the bows are placed tw^o

large eyes : a similar ornament was used by
by most of the ancients, and is supposed to

denote vigilance and activity. The Chinese,
however give a different explanation of it, and
say, " Have eye, can see ; can see, can savey :

no have eye, no can see ; no can see, no
savey."
The saloon is entered beneath a sort of sky-

light, the sides of which are filled with pre-

pared oyster-shells, commonly used in China,
instead of glass, which is too costly for general
purposes. This saloon is 32 feet long, 28 broad,
and 15^ in height. The sides and ceiling

are covered with a lively pattern paper. Upon
the former are hung whole-length portraits by

Chinese " Sir Joshuas," alternating with tablets
inscribed with moral precepts in Chinese cha-
racters. From the ceiling hang lanterns of
various forms and sizes, made of horn, glass,
silk, and paper ; the frames carved and richly
gilt ; and the transparent panes embroidered or
painted with landscapes, flowers, or animals,
existing or imaginary. Among the paintings
on the walls, too, are flowers, fruit, insects,
birds, and monkeys, dogs and cats ; all,

as well as the other ornaments of the ship,
painted by a good-natured native of Can-
ton, named Sam-Sing, whj is on board,
and who left his country and his family,
to accompany the Keying wherever she goes,
as her painter in ordinary. Right and left of
the saloon ladder are two curious portraits of
the Emperor, well worth inspection.
Our artist has given two specimens of the

internal decorations of the junk. Fig. 1 (see
front page) represents a piece of elaborately
carved work placed over the entrance to the
saloon. In the original it is gorgeously co-
loured and gilded. Fig. 2 is a selection from
the paper-hangings on the walls inside the
saloon. In the original the ground is of a
somewhat dingy yellow colour, the leaves of
the foliage being painted green and the stems
blue, although on the ceiling we observed that
the latter were painted red.

In conclusion, we recommend our readers,
gentle and simple, to go and see a wonder
which has never been seen before, at least, not
in England.*

Free Exhibitions, in or near the Metro-
polis, Now Open.—British Museum, Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays ; East India Com-
pany's Museum, Saturdays ; Missionary
Museum, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays;
Geological Museum, Craig's-court, Charing-
ci'oss, daily; Soane's Museum, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, Tuesdays and Fridays; United Service
Museum, Scotland-yard, daily, by member's
order ; Society of Arts, daily, by member's
order; Dulwich Gallery, every day except
Friday, orders to be had of the London print-
sellers ; National Gallery, all the week, except
Fridays and Saturdays ; Woolwich Dockyard
and Arsenal, ditto ; Deptford, ditto ; Mintj
daily, by application to the deputy master.

Painter's Cream.—Take six ounces of pale
nut oil, one ounce of mastic—dissolve and
add a quarter of an ounce of sugar of lead,

previously ground in the least possible quan-
tity of oil ; then add water gradually until it

acquires the consistence of cream, working it

well all the time. Used by painters to cover
their work when they are obliged to leave it

some time. It may be washed off with a
sponge and water.

* Captain Kellett having very kindly granted us permis-
sion to take drawings of the various ornaments, &c., in the
junk, we will seize the opportunity and present our readers
with several engravings of a novel and useful description
with regard to the interior decorations of the Chinese.—In
our next we shall give an engraving of the side of the
entrance to the saloon, which is of pierced carved work.
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Mttfioti [ot Betecfing alteration

in

To M. Heidenreich, pharmacien of Strasburgh,
it was some years since proposed to decide,
whether the adulteration of different oils could
be ascertained by definite chemical tests.

It then became an object of research with him
to find out some method of proceeding which
would enable those who are not au fait at

chemical experiments to detect these adul-
terations, by furnishing some accurate charac-
teristic test which might be employed without
much trouble, or requiring nicety of manipu-
lation ; and he therefore directed his attention

to the three following series of experiments :

—

1. By observing the peculiar odour evolved
by each oil wlien gently heated.
For this purpose he suggested that a few drops

only of the oil under examination be exposed
for some moments, in a small porcelain basin,

to the flame of a spirit-lamp. The odour
which is evolved immediately suggests that of
the plant or animal from which it has been
obtained ; and this charactei-istic is valuable if

observed in conjunction with the genuine oil,

and furnishes accurate indications of the
presence of linseed and train oils in any
mixture.

2. By the action of concentrated sulphuric
acid on oils.

By mixing a small quantity of concentrated
sulphuric acid with some oil, (in the pro-
portion of about 1 to 2 parts of the former to

100 parts of oil,) very intense action imme-
diately ensues, the temperature increases, and
the mixture becomes coloured. A plate of
white glass being laid over a sheet of white
paper, if we place on the former from 10 to 15
drops of oil, and then add thereto one small
drop of sulphuric acid of 66°=1'632, sp. gr., a
colour will soon be produced without stirring,

differing according to the oil employed.
In the case of rape oil, there will gradually
form, at a certain distance from the drop of
sulphuric acid, a greenisTi blue ring ; whilst
towards the centre, where the action is more
violent, light yellow brown streaks may be
observed.
The expressed oil of black mustard seed

likewise assumes a tinge of bluish green ; but
the quantity of oil must, in this case, be
increased to 25 or 30 drops. In train oil,

obtained from the whale or stockfish, a very
peculiar motion occurs, commencing at the
centre and extending to the outside, whilst a
red colour is observed, which grows more and
more vivid, until after ten or fifteen minutes,
when the margin assumes a violet tinge, which,
in the course of about two hours, becomes
uniform throughout the mixture.

Olive oil instantly assumes a pale yellow
colour, which afterwards becomes yellowish
green. In poppy oil, and that obtained from
sweet almonds, the colour approaches to that
of the greenfinch, and afterwards becomes of
a dead yellow hue. In linseed oil a drop of
acid produces a beautiful dark brownish red

web, which is gradually converted into a
brownish black. Tallow oil (called by the trade
"oleic acid") is rendered brown. If, instead of
alloyving the sulphuric acid to act on the oil

undisturbed, both fluids be stirred up with a
glass rod after adding the drop of sulphuric
acid, the phenomena mentioned appear ia
different order. Rape oil then assumes a
uniform brown colour, without a tinge of red

;

and if, instead of one drop of acid, five or six
are added, and mixed with oil, the whole mass
becomes of a dead brown red colour, not very
intense, remaining green only on the edges.
By doubling or tripling the expressed oil of

black mustard seed, the quantity tested gives
rise to similar action, with the exception that
the colour is somewhat less bright. Train oil

instantly assumes, when stirred, a lively brown
red colour, which finally passes into dark
brown and violet, without a hue of green. If
mixed with five or six drops of acid, the colour
is much more intense, and the violet colour
sooner appears. Seal oil assumes a yellowish
gray colour. If, however, thirty drops of oil

are taken instead of ten, a colour slightly
approaching to green blue also appears, so
that one drop more changes into gray. On
the addition of five or six drops of acid, it

receives a lively orange yellow tint. The oils

from the olive, poppy and sweet almonds, all

assume a yellow colour, more or less dingy
or gray; and, by the addition of more acid,
the action is rendered far more violent.

If linseed oil is stirred with the rod, as
before mentioned, a'.brownish black lump forms,
and, by adding five or six drops of acid, the
whole forms a resinous, black, and persistent
mass. It is true that the other oils likewise!

become plastic by the addition of greater or|

smaller quantity of acid ; none, however, to a
similar degree,- and with a colour so black as
linseed oil. The oil obtained from tallowj

assumes a dark dirty' brown colour, which does
not vary in tint by the addition of more acid.'

In trade it seldom occurs that a better oil is

mixed with an inferior. Oil of almonds, olives,^

and codfish oil, will, therefore, never be used
adulterating rape oil, but probably train, or
perhaps linseed oil, and sometimes poppy oil.

If we are led, therefore, by the odour to

infer an adulteration—for in stance, by train oil,'

which occurs the most frequently—it is only
necessary to place from ten to fifteen drops of

rape oil, the purity of which is undoubted,!
together with as much train oil, and an equal}

quantity of the oil whose purity is suspected,!

and to add to each of them a small drop of^

sulphuric acid. From the colour produced an
inference may be drawn as to the purity of the

oil, and by the difference of tinges from the

vivid red of the train oil, and the bluish green
of the rape oil, the extent of adulteration may
be ascertained. In this manner have been
detected adulterations made with half thej

quantity of an inferior oil ; and the areometer;

bore further testimony to the precision of my!
observations.
In undertaking an experiment, the com-

mencement of the re-action must be accurately
observed, with the several oils placed beside;

each other ; for the colours, after a quarter of



an hour has elapsed, are less distinct, and the

mixture should, for the purpose of attaining to

greater certainty in the first experiment, be
left undisturbed; in a second stin-ed with the

glass rod. It is likewise necessary to avoid em-
ploying more than one drop of acid to ten drops
of oil, since otherwise the re-action which en-

sues is too violent. If the presence of linseed oil

be suspected in train oil, this will be discovered
if the mass is left undisturbed, by a rather
intense brownish red colour ; if disturbed, by a

brownish black colour. The intensity of the
latter is increased by the increased addition
of acid, and also the consistence of the
moisture.

The adulteration by poppy oil, is seldom
met with in commercial rape oil, because it is

commonly much dearer than the latter ; but
when it is done the colour produced is of a
very slight bluish green, approaching some-
what to yellow, but sufficiently distinct to

admit of an inference being drawn, as to the

adulteration, with perfect certainty. In such
cases, the specific gravity of both oils must be
received as the sole criterion for identifying

them.
It has been reported that tallow oil has

several times been mixed at Paris with rape-
seed oil : besides the brownish colour produced
by sulphuric acid, the tallowy smell, the brown
colour, the acid re-action, and last, although
not least, its density, which is less than any
other of the fixed oils, are such decisive

characteristics that we must be blind indeed if

we do not instantly discover this fraud.

Gout.—This term is generally explained a
drain, and Ray gives it as a Somersetshire
word, "gowts, canales, cloacse, seu teiitince suh-

terranece."—"English Words;" 1674, p. 67.

It is still retained in use in Lincolnshire, not
merely in that sense, but also applied to a
sliding door at the extremity of a drain, by
means of which the water is retained in the
drain in a dry season, and let off in a time of
flood. " Goutes, sinks, vaults : Bristol in emi-
nent for these goutes or subterraneous vaults,

by reason of which they draw all things on
sledges, for fear the shaking of cart wheels
should loosen these arches."—" Rennet's MS.
Glossary." Kennet also informs us that a
" wide ditch or water-course that empties it-

self into the sea, is called in Romney Marsh a
gut.'^ These terms are doubtlessly connected
with each other, and with the word as it occurs
in the Prompt. Parv., " Gote or water
schetelys, aquagium." Dugdale, in his " His-
tory of Imbanking," 1662, p. 243, mentions
" the erecting of two new gotes at Skirbek and
Laugare, for draj^ning the waters out of South
Holland and the fens."

—

Journal of the Archceo-
logical Association.

Colossal Portrait.—Pliny informs us that
in his days portrait painting was carried to such
extravagance, that Nero ordered himself to be
painted under the figure of a colossus upon
canvas a, hundred and twenty feet in height.
This painting when finished was placed in the
royal gardens, where it was eventually de-
stroyed by lightning.

Hocomotibe ?Soilers.

[Concluded from page 47.]

The upper portion of the external fire box is

usually formed into a steam chest, which is

sometimes dome-shaped, sometimes semi-

circular, and sometimes of a pyramidical form,

and from this steam chest the steam is con-

ducted away by an internal pipe to the

cylinders ; but in other cases an independent
steam chest is set upon the barrel of the boiler,

consisting of a plate iron cylinder, 20 inches
in diameter, 2 feet high, and three-eighths of

an inch thick, with a domed-shaped top, and
with the seam welded and the edge turned
over to form a flange of attachment to the

boiler. The pyramidical dome, of the form
employed in Stephenson's locomotives, presents

a considerable extent of flat surface to the

pressure of the steam, and this flat surface

requires to be very strongly stayed' with angle

irons and tension rods ; whereas the semi-

globular dome of the kind employed in

Bury's engines require no staying whatever.
The man-hole, or entrance into the boiler,

consists of a circular or oval aperture, of about
15 in. diameter, placed in Bury's locomotive
at the apex of the dome, and in Stephenson's
upon the front of the boiler, a few inches below
the level of the rounded part ; and the _ cover

of the man-hole in Bury's engine contains the

safety-valve seats. In whatever situation this

man-hole is placed, the surfaces of the rin

encircling the hole, and of the internal part of

the door or cover, should be accurately fitted

together by scraping or grinding, so that they
need only the interposition of a little red lead

to make them quite tight when screwed toge

ther. Lead or canvas joints, if of any con-

siderable thickness, will not long withstand the

action of high-pressure steam ; and the whole
of the joints about a locomotive should be
such tliat they require nothing more than a

little paint or putty or a ring of wire-gauze
smeared with white or red lead to make them
perfectly tight.—There must be a mud-hole
opposite the edge of each water space, if the

fire box be square, to enable the boiler to be
easily cleaned out, and these holes are most
conveniently closed by screwed plugs made
slightly taper. A cock for emptying the boiler is

usually fixed at the bottom of the fire box, and
it should be so placed as to be accessible when
the engine is at work, in order that the engine

driver may blow off" some water if necessary,

but it must not be in such a position as to

send the water blown off" among the machinery,
as it might carry sand or grit into the bearings,

to their manifest injury. To save the steam
which is formed when the engine is stationary,

a pipe is usually fitted to the boiler, which on
a cock being turned conducts the steam into

the water in the tender, whereby the feed
water is heated, and less fuel subsequently
required. This method of disposing of the
surplus steam may be adopted when the loco-

motive is descending inclines, or on any occa-
sion where more steam is produced than the
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engine can consume. The fire-bars in loco-

motives have always been a source of trouble,

as from the intensity of the heat in the furnace
they become so hot as to throw off a scale,

and bend under the weight of the feul. The
best alleviation of these evils lies in making
the bars deep and thin ; 4 inches deep by
five-eighths of an inch thick on the upper side,

and three-eighths of an inch on the under side,

are found in practice to be good dimensions.
In some locomotives a frame carrying a number
of fire-bars is made so that it may be dropped
suddenly by loosening a catch, but it is found
that any such mechanism can rarely be long
kept in working order, as the molten clinker

by running down between the frame and the
boiler will generally glue the frame into its

place.

—

Bourne on the Steam Engine.

3^eturnetr Si^op=:J^t;onts.

The very common practice in all large towns
of omitting or of removing the outer walls

throughout the ground-floor storey on two or

more of the sides of corner houses, to admit of

returned shop fronts, is so fraught with
danger, as to make it matter of wonder to all

who know upon what a thread such buildings
hang, that casualties from this cause are not of

more frequent'occurrence. Commonly a door-
way is made upon a canted or diagonal line

cutting off the corner where two fronts inter-

sect, and leaving the quoin or outer angle of
the building above to overhang a void; whilst
the support given to the brestsummers placed
under the walls of the upper storeys is generally
either slight fir storey-posts, or even slighter

iron columns, and which supports are not un-
frequently placed over openings in the walls
below, and almost always over timber in some
form or other, in situations and under cir-

cumstances most liable to induce decay.
Plastering and joiners fittings cover up the
parts upon the soundness of which so much
is made to depend, and consequently
danger will hardly appear unless accident
develop it in such manner as to attract at-

tention in time to avert it, until the wretched
fabric falls upon the heads of the in-dwellers,

and of those persons who may be otherwise
within reach of the ruin.

Connected in some degree with the practice
of removing outer or front walls at the street

level, and substituting mere posts as stilts to

the walls above, is that of cutting away
chimney-breasts from side and party walls for

the same purpose of fitting the ground-floor
storey of a house for a shop, and, as commonly
performed, it is both destructive and danger-
ous. The overhanging upper parts of the
breast and the super-imposed chimney-shaft
are too commonly left dependent upon inade-
quate or otherwise improper supports, and
almost invariably the wall from which the
breast projects, and which it overhangs, is

pulled over to one side, and so as to render the
early condemnation of the wall imperative,
whilst it is always to be considered in a greater
or less degree dangerous.

Tn the Metropolitan district the operation of
the Metropolitan Buildings' Act has stopped
the practice of cutting away chimney-breasts;
without proper precautions, and to some ex-
tent the stilting of buildings upon posts is

checked but it is not stayed ; the operations
to that effect upon corner buildings being almost
free from controul.

Another modern practice which brings with
it a hitherto almost unchecked source of
danger is the use of bearing beams and
girders of cast-iron. Accidents from this

source are of frequent occurrence, and as the
practice extends itself daily, the danger is, of
couse, increasing. Used in brestsummers to

carry walls, and in storey-posts, cast-iron is a
dangerous ingredient in the structure of a
building in the event of fire, because of its lia-

bility to break when dashed with water, as
well as to soften and even to fuse when acted
upon b}'^ intense heat; but cast iron is less

dangerous, nevertheless, in. brestsummers and
storey-posts, which are not generally exposed
to concussive action, than in beams and
girders to carry floors upon which movement
takes place.

—

Professor Hosh'vng.

Burnishing Gilded Picture Frames.—

j

There is a particular state or degree of dryness!
known only by experience, in which thej

moulding is in a fit state ioxhurnislnng. A|
large share of the elegance which a gilded pic-]

ture frame presents is due to the judicious
admixture of burnish and matt (or dead) gold

;

and the gilder determines what members of
[

the moulding shall be burnished. The bur-
nishers used by the gilder are either of flint or

agate, generally the former;—the steel bur-|

nishers employed by the jeweller would not doj

for the gilder. It frequently excites surprise

that the burnisher can be rubbed briskly over
the gold without injuring it, or rubbing it off".;

The reason seems to be, that the whiting andj
gold size under the gold, form a yielding foun-
dation into which the gold is pressed morci
firmly by the burnisher, and that the bril-l

liancy attained is derived from the levelling of|

the little asperities in the gold, and the gold
size beneath it. If gold were laid on wood, or

even on whiting, it would not receive a bur-

nish.

Portrait of George Stephenson, Esq.,

C.E.—We have inspected a portrait of the

celebrated George Stephenson, at the Messrs.

Graves's, Pall Mall, and have much pleasure

in recording our testimony as to its faithful-

ness and beauty of execution. The portrait is

a full-length one, and represents Mr. Stephen-
son standing on" Chat Moss." It was painted,

we understand, by Mr. John Lucas for Mr.
Robert Stephenson.
Amalgam.—1. Electrical—Meltli drachms of

zinc, and add 4 drachms of mercury; afterwards

pound up with a little tallow.—2. Amalgam for
Silvering Glass Globes.—Melt 1 part of tin, 1 of

lead, 1 of bismuth, and 2 of mercury. When
nearly cold, pour into the globe, and turn it

about.—3. Amalgam of Gold.—Heat until it

fumes, 2 ounces of mercury, then add 1 ounce
of gold, (or silver). Used for water gilding
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We are happy to state, says the Cork Examiner,
that government has resolved to make a yearly
grant of £350 to the school of design about to

be established in Cork The Border Adver-
tiser says :—" We are glad to observe that the
operations which, during winter, had been sus-

pended, are again resumed, in restoring par-
tially the dilapidated parts of Jedburgh Abbey,
one of the most entire specimens in the king-
dom; It has become a reality, says the
Western Canadian, that people and parcels are
conveyed by the " wires".—at least over the
Niagara river. The engineer writes to a friend
in this city that his iron basket is constantly
plying 200 feet in the air between the American
and Canadian shores. A statue is, we hear,
to be erected to the memory of the late Mr.
Listen, the eminent surgeon.——An interesting

question has lately been mooted as to whether
electricity is ponderable. Among the mul-
titude of Fine-Art exhibitions which just now
divide the attention and confuse the sense of
the sight-seer, one is particularly deserving of
notice for the excellence of its intention. For
the purpose of increasing the funds devoted to

the establishment of soup kitchens in the
poorer districts of the metropolis, M. Soy er
has opened at the Cosmorama Rooms in

Regent-street, an exhibition of the paintings
of his deceased wife—who, as Miss Emma

I Jones, was a contributor to the Exhibitions of
the British Institution—under the title of The
Philanthropic Gallery. The pictures are 136
in number—and their range and variety of
subject render them a very remarkable collec-

tion as the work of a single hand. The
cata,logue, written by M. Soyer himself,
exhibits a portrait of the deceased artist,

engraved after a picture by herself in the
collection,—and is interspersed with lively

anecdotes. M. Soyer's plan is at once a
graceful tribute to his deceased wife and a
generous effort for the living poor—and as
both deserving of honourable mention and
public patronage. Mr. Taylor, of Bow-road,
the winner of the Art-Union Society's £300
prize, has, we hear, selected, from the Octagon
Room of the Royal Academy, the picture
entitled " Blowing'Bubbles—the Past and the
Present," by Mr; G. Harvey, of Edinburgh;

—

We hear, too, that Mr. Lough has sold his
statue of Ariel (not exhibited at the Academy)
to the Duke of Sutherland. The journey-
men masons of Newport, have "unanimously
resolved that no master-builder in the town
shall be allowed to contract for any other than
mason's work." We must confess that we
cannot see the drift of this. If any of our
Newport readers will enlighten us on the sub-
ject, we shall feel obliged. The Sheffield
Iris states upon authority that the celebrated
gardens and mansion of Alton Towers will be
opened from the 1st of June till the end of
October, on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Tickets
to be had of Mr. Orrell, Shrewsbury Arms
Hotel, Farley. In an official document pre-
sented to Parliament, and lately printed, it is

stated that the quantities of British glass ex-
ported in the year ending the 5th of January
last, were as follows :—Flint glass, 17,858 cwt

;

window glass, 29,804 cwt.; plate glass, 41,879
superficial feet: common glass bottles, 227,
844.

Laws of Art.—The laws of art are nothing
else than the conditions under which alone the
sensibility of the soul can be excited to agree
able emotions by external forms ; they deter-
mine the artistic form according to the
demands of sensibility, and have their founda-
tion, therefore, in the constitution of th
sensitive faculity. The artistic form must, in
the first place, in order to excite a connected
emotion in the sensitive faculty, possess a
general conformity to laws, which is mani-
fested in the observance of mathematical
relations or organic forms of life ; without this

regularity, it ceases, to be artistic form. But
this conformity to law is not in itself capable
of expressing an internal life ; it is only a con-
dition of representation, the boundary of the
artistic forms which range to and fro within,
modifjring, but on the whole preserving, this

conformity. Whilst this regularity is the first

requisite in the artistic form generall}', beauty
is a more immediate predicate of the artistic

{

form in reference to sensation. We call those
forms beautiful which cause the soul to feel in

a manner that is grateful, truly salutary, and
altogether conformable to its nature, which, as
it were, produce in it vibrations that are in

accordance with its inmost structure. As the
soul naturally strives after the salutary emo-
tion in its sensitive life, so the beautiful is

certainly a principle of art, without, however,
being even in itself an object of representa-
tion, artistic idea in the above sense, as the
latter is always an absolutely particular idea
and sensation. On the contrary, beauty car-

ried to the highest point, even stands in direct

hostility against every endeavour to produce
something particular. The sublime and the
graceful may be regarded as opposite

points in the chain of sensations which is

denoted by the beautiful ; the former demands
from the soul an energy of feeling wound up
to the limits of her power, the latter draws
her of itself, without any exaltation of her
force, into a circle of agreeable sensations. It

lies in the notion of a work of art as an inti-

mate combination of an artistic idea with
external forms, that it must have a unity to

which everything in the work many be referred

and by which the different parts whether suc-

cessively or simultaneously existing, may be so

held together, that the one, as it were, demands
the other and makes it necessary. The work
must be one and a whole.

—

Miiller.

A Hint to Typefounders.—We wish our
typefounders would make asterisks of two
sizes in every fount : one, from which to refer,

as large as the capitals, the other the usual

size. Frequently one looks from a foot-note to

find the asterisk in a long close column, but it

is like looking for a needle in a bundle of hay, I

Liverpool Mercm'y.
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ARE as angels' visits

proverbially are, the

are pretty nearly ri-

valled in their scarcity

by donations of pro-

perty made during the

lifetime of the owners
;

and for this reason we

think that, with regard to the latter, when

they are made, a greater degree of eagerness

to receive, and thankfulness for, the gifts

should be exhibited than we have observed

evinced respecting Mr. Vernon's munificent

present to the country of his extensive and

valuable collection of the works of British

artists. But we entertain a shrewd doubt as to

whether this singular indifference arises from

eal apathy on the part of the people, or from

the fact that they are, generally speaking,

ignorant of the gift altogether.—Lord Mon-

TEAGLE seems to hold the first opinion when

we find him declaring that the public are

generally very indifferent to the favours be

stowed on them, and that they (the favours)

are apt to be soon forgotten. To this view we

cannot readily subscribe, while we know it for

a fact that the names of many of the real

benefactors of the people are still treasured

and preserved as almost household remem-

brances in the breasts of the multitude. Take,

for instance, the Birkbecks, the Bridge-

waters, the Howards, the Frys, and the

CouTTs's, individuals who have contributed

towards the happiness and prosperity of the

nation by fostering education, promoting im-

provement, and dispensing charity with an

earnest zeal and holy purpose—take them, we

say, and mention them to the hard-working

mechanic who has experienced the fruits of

their exertions or their bounty, and you will

soon discover whether gratitude, deep and fer-

vent, has yet departed from the heart of the

Englishman.

The fact is that delay, which has ever proved

itself the bane of this country, has hitherto

prevented our having a proper place in which

to exhibit the splendid gift to the multitude

;

and even now the presenter, almost in his own

defence, we may say, is forced to convert his

own house into a public gallery. To allow of

such a course as this savours strongly of mean-

ness on the part of our government, particu-

larly after all that has been done by Mr.

Vernon to do away with any inconvenience

that might attach itself to the receival of hisl

pictures by the nation. Few persons would

i

have acted, under similar circumstances,

as this gentleman has done. To use the words

of Sir Robert Peel, who bore testimony not

only to the munificence of the gift but also to

the delicacy with which it was made

—

"Apprehending that several of his [Mr.

Vernon's] pictures might not be thought

worthy of a place in the National Gallery, he

had allowed the trustees to make their choice

from the whole collection, at the same time

submitting his own opinion as to those which

he considered most desirable to appropriate to

the public."

This is kindness and modesty to the letter,

and fully proves to the world that Mr. Vernon

is a man of sincere purpose and unaffected

generosity, while at the same time it serves

still further to excite our grief and indignation

at the almost cruel treatment, which, indeed it

must be to a man of his feelings, to which he

has been subjected by those whom one might

have naturally expected to have known and

acted better.
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Anastatic printing.

The philosophy of anastatic printing rests on
a few known properties of the articles em-
ployed. Thus, water attracts water, and oil,

oil—though each mutually repels the other. Me-
tals are much more easily melted with oil than
with water, but they will he readily moistened
with a weak solution of gum; and, finally,

this property of their becoming wet by water
is greatly increased by phosphatic acid. To
these properties of oil, water, and the metals
may be_ added, as one of the principles of
anastatic printing, the readiness with which
part of the ink of any newly printed book or
engraving can be transferred bj pressure to
any smooth surface beneath. If, for example,
a corner of a newspaper be fixed on a white
sheet of paper, and then pressed or rubbed
with an agate burnisher, or any other hard
and smooth substance, the letters will dis-
tinctly appear, reversed, on the paper. This
effect is known to bookbinders; and our
readers may have seen, especially in the case
of books bound soon after publication, pages
disfigured by the "setting off," or transfer of
the ink of the opposite page. Such being the
properties of the matters concerned in anas-
tatic printing, the process is simple. The
printed paper, whether letter-press or engrav-
ing, is first moistened with dilute nitric acid,
and then pressed with considerable force by a
roller, on a perfectly clean surface of zinc.
By this means every part of the sheet of paper
is brought into contact with the plate of zinc.
The acid

_
with which the unprinted part of

the paper is saturated, etches the metal, and the
printed portion sets off on it in the manner
already described, so that the zinc surface pre-
sents a complete reverse copy of the work.
The principles before specified are now
brought into operation. The zinc plate, thus
prepared, is washed with a solution of gum in
weak phosphatic acid. This liquid is attracted
by the etched surface, which it freely wets,
while it is repelled by the oil of the ink in
which the writing or drawing on the plate is

traced. A leathern roller, covered with ink,
is then passed over the plate, when a con-
verse effect ensues. The repulsion between
the oily ink and the watery surface over which
the roller passes, prevents any soiling of the
unfigured parts of the zinc plate, while the
attraction between oil and oil causes the ink to
be_ distributed over the printed portions. In
this condition the anastatic plate is complete,
and impressions are pulled from it by the or-
dinary lithographic process. When it is

required to copy old engravings, &c., which
do not set off their ink on pressure, the page
or print is soaked in a solution, first of potass
and then of tartaric acid. This produces a
perfect diffusion of minute crystals of bi-
tartrate of potass (through the texture of the
unprinted part of the paper. As this salt
resists oil, the ink-roller may now be passed
over the surface without transferring any of
jts contents except to the printed parts. The

tartrate is washed out of the paper and the
operation proceeded with as before, commenc-
ing by the moistening with nitric acid.

iivebiebj*

An Essay on the Roman Denarius and English

Silver Penny, 8^c. By William Till.—
London : Puhlished by the Author.

A curious and valuable little contribution to
archaeological lore, well worthy the perusal of
every one who takes an interest in such mat-
ters as that on which it treats. Mr. Till
seems to have employed considerable research
in the prepai-ation of his pamphlet, and an
agreeable style of writing serves to shake the
mustiness off of his subject so effectually as
actually to impart a new charm to antiquity.

We have not room for a long extract, so
that we must content ourselves with stating, on
the authority of Mr. Till, to whose work we
refer the reader for further particulars, that
the penny is a coin of vast antiquity, and that
its familiar copper shape is a comparatively
modem alteration of the silver form in which
it was known to our forefathers. Mr Till
shows the silver penny to have been derived
from the Greek drachma of ^Egina (an island
in the Saronic bay, twenty miles from the
Pirseeus, and now sometimes called Eyina),
which has been traced to a date 600 years
years antecedent to the Christian sra. The
drachma was afterwards coined not only in
Greece, but in Sicily, Syria, and Persia. The
same coin under the name of denarius, was
struck by the high consular families during
the Roman republic and by the emperors.
Mr. Till is of opinion that it must have been a
denarius of Tiberius to which Christ drew the
attention of the Jews when answering their
question as to the lawfulness of paying tribute.

From Rome the denarius was transferred to

Saxon England in A.D. 750, being there
coined by the Kings of Kent, Mercia, and the
other departments of the heptarchy. Under'
the name of penny, and comparatively rudely!
executed, it was kept up by the Saxon, Danish,!
and Norman dynasties, in succession, andl
was the chief coin in circulation down to the|

reign of John. David I. was the first king of
Scotland who is known to have issued the
penny. In this kingdom it continued to be
coined till the reign of James IV. In the
course of its existence from the Roman times
to the present, the penny has been gradually
reduced much in bulk. In the days of the
Republic it weighed from 2 dwt. 10 grains, to

2 dwt. 13 grains. In the reign of the Emperor
Trajan, it weighed barely 2 dwt. 2 grains. The
later emperors reduced it nearly one-half;
and the earliest Saxon specimens weigh less

than Idwt. The penny of Edward IV. was
15 grains ; that of Henry VIIT., 10 grains ; and
that of William IV., only 7 grains.
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The Daguerreotype process consists in exposing
a plate of copper coated with pure silver, and
previously covered with the vapour of iodine,
in a camera obscura, by which means a faith-

ful copy is produced, on a reduced scale, of
any object which the operator desires to repre-
sent. The plates employed are sold of various
sizes by philosophical instl-ument makers, and
great care should be taken to examine them
well previous to purchasing, as any defects
upon their surface, however minute, must
inevitably spoil the effect of the picture pro-
duced. The silvery surface 'of the plate in-

tended for use is, according to Dr. Ure (Sup.
to Diet. p. 65), polished and cleaned by fric-

tion with cotton fleece imbued with olive oil,

and previously dusted over with very finely-

ground dry pumice-stone out of a muslin
bag. " The hand of the operator should
be moved round in circles of various dimen-
sions. The plates should be laid upon a
sheet of paper solidly supported. The pumice
must be ground to an impalpable powder upon
a p(n-phyry slab with water, and then dried. The
surface is next to be rubbed with a ' dossil' of
cotton, slightly moistened with nitric acid,

diluted with sixteen parts of water, by apply-
ing the tuft to the mouth of the phial of acid
and inverting it for a moment. Two or three
such dossils should be used in succession.
The plate is lastly to be sprinkled with pumice
powder or Venetian tripoli, and rubbed clean
with cotton. The next step is to heat the plate
by placing it in a wire frame," which is of the
shape of the plate, generally oblong, with arms
extending from three of its sides in order to

secure it properly, " with the silvery surface
uppermost, over a spirit lamp, meanwhile
moving it so as to act equally on every part of
the plate. In about five nainutes a whitish
coating will indicate that this operation is

completed. The plate must now be laid on a
flat metal or marble slab to cool it quickly.
The white surface is to be brightened by rub-
bing it with cotton and pumice powder. It

must be once more rubbed with the cotton im-
bued with acid and afterwards dried by friction

with cotton and pumice—avoiding to touch
the plate with the fingers, or with the part of
the cotton held in them, or to breathe upon
the plate, since spots would thereby be pro-
duced. After cleaning with cotton alone, the
plate is ready for the next operation"—which is

that of ^, iodising. This process is effected by
placing a small quantity of the chloride of
iodine in a trough, and then hanging the plate
over it, with the polished surface downwards,
so that it may receive the vapour which imme-
diately begins to ascends from the iodine. In
a short time the plate becomes completely
coated with the vapour, which may be known
by observing that it possesses a yellow tinge,
which quickly changes into a golden colour.
The troughs employed for this purpose have a
screen of fine gauze |interposed between the
iodine and the plate. As this effect of the
iodine is extremely transient, it is not safe to

expose the plate at this stage to any strong
light ; and, therefore, it is best to examine it

by the light of a candle placed at some
distance. If a purple colour be produced by
inattention to the above injunction, the plate
must be repolished and the whole process re-

peated. The plate may now be said to possess
all the sensitiveness necessary for ordinary
pin-poses, but for that of taking portraits a
much greater degree is required. This is

obtained by again exposing the plate to
the action of bromine. The plate being
hung

_
over a trough, as before, in which a

quantity ot bromine has been placed, receives
the vapour, and a red colour becomes imparted
to its surface. In examination, the before-
mentioned rule respecting the light must also
be followed exactly. The plate is now ready
for the camera, previous to transfei-ring to

which it is placed along with the board
placed at its back during the exposure to the
iodine and bromine, in a frame made for the
purpose. During the introduction into the
camera the light must not be suffered to strike

upon the surface of the plate ; on which
account the camera obscura may be lighted
briefly with a small wax taper.

[To be continued.]

Re-Issue of the Decorator's Assistant
On Saturday, July 1st, will be ready. No. 1 of

the Decorator's Assistant, with which will be
presented, gratis, an Original Design for a
Panel. The Numbers will be continued weekly.
We are induced to re-publish in consequence of
the great demand for the early Numbers, the
First Volume being nearly out of print. As this

will afford an excellent opportunity for New Sub-
seribers about to take in the Work, either in
Parts or Numbers, our Readers are earnestly re-

quested to introduce it to the notice of their

Friends.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price \s. 3d. each; or the Piddisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.
" B. B."— Z/ie Decorator's Assistant caw

now be had complete in two volujnes. The num
bers now publishing form a portion of the third.

" A Reader."—Forward the MS. and we will

decide.
" F. G."—We cannot undertake to supply

information privately.
" F. B. M."—We are unacquainted with the

ingredients for making a colourless ink to turn

black after use. We know that an invention of
the sort was announced a few years back, but we
heard no more of it.

^^ Memnon."—The London Mechanic s Insti-

tution, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to '^ the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London."
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tn Jllustrateti OBflossarB of Cecfinical

Cerms mtti in Architectural ant«

interior Becoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 54.]

Damascus Steel.—The excellence of Da-
mascus steel, and its superiority over most
kinds employed in the manufacture of weapons,
have long become proverbial. Notwithstand-
ing all the research and inquiries of scientific
men, the oriental process for manufacturing
this material still remains a mystery into
which it is impossible to penetrate far. In
France, however, there is a process carried on
by means of which steel is produced of a very
similar quality to the original ; it consists of
scooping out with a graving tool the faces of a
piece of stuiF, composed of thin plates of dif-

ferent kinds of steel. These hollows are, by
a subsequent operation filled up and brought
to a level with the external faces, upon which
they afterwards form tress-like figures. By
adopting this system an important advantage
is gained over the oriental method, as figures,
devices, &c., may be readily produced on the
surface of the metal thus prepared.

Deck (in ship-building), a kind of flat'floor-
ing extending from the stem to the stern of
any vessel. The number of decks in a ship
are generally regulated by its size.

Divisional Lines (in heraldry), lines mark-
ing the division of a coat of arms into dis-
tinct and separate portions. These are four-
teen in number, namely:

—

1. Engrailed.

2. Invected.

3. Wavy,
4. Embattled.
5. Nebule.
6. Ragule.
7. Indented.

8, Rayonne.
9. Dovetail.

10. Dancette.
11. Angled.
12. Bevelled.
13. Escartelle.

14. Nowy.

Delf (from the Saxon delfau to delve or dig),

a quarry, or coal mine.

Deficient Hyperbola fin geometi-y), a
curve having only one asymptote and two
hyperbolic legs running out infinitely towards
the side of the asymptote, but contrary ways.

Diamond (in glaziering), an instrument
employed by glaziers, &c., for cutting
glass. It acts by scratching the glass

which is extended to a fracture by force.

There are two sorts of diamonds, that

used for looking-glasses, &c., being set in

an iron ferule, two inches in length and a
quarter of an inch in diameter. The rest of

the cavity of the ferule is filled with melted
lead, which keeps the diamond secure in its

place. The glazier's diamond has a handle of

box, &c., of about five inches in length, fitted

into the ferule. When used the diamond is

drawn steadily and smartly along the glass,

guided by a rule.

LTo be continued.]

Imitation Morocco Leather for Walls,
&c., maybe produced by laying upon a thickly
painted wall a coat of thick tenacious paint,
and giving it the peculiar eflfect of the sur-
face of morocco, by means of a toothed instru-
ment made either of ivory or steel, and finish-

ing it with another coat of paint and of var-
nish.

—

Ifav.
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Curious Steeple of Chesterfield Church,

Derbyshire.

Sir,—Chesterfield Church is a spacious and
handsome building, but more particularly re-

markable for the appearance of its spire, which
rises to the height of 230 feet, and is so singu-

lary twisted and distorted, that it seems to lean

in whatever direction it may be approached.

T

The church is said to have been dedicated in

the year 1232, and is built in the form of a cross.

In the chancel is the burial place of the ancient
family of the Foljambs ; two large altar-

tombs, and several inscriptions to the memory
of its members are still remaining.

Yours, &c.,

London, May 7th, 1848. W. T. R.

Sensitive Paper.

Sir,—I reference to a query on this subject
which has appeared in the Decorator's Assis-
tant, I beg to state that " sensitive paper" is

formed by cutting horn into extremely thin
slips, which curls up on the application of the
slightest heat, such as that of the human
hand,l&c.

Your humble servant,

John Atkinson.

Chatham, May 24th, 1S48.

Stoes.

[Continued from page 45.]

In the reign of Henry VI. long tight hose
were woi-n with boots or galorhes coming up
to the middle of the thigh : and short boots or

buskins, or shoes with high fronts and backs
that turned over each way, all of them long'

toed, (some in the extremity of the fashion
being fastened to the knee by a chain) and
these were called " Poulaines" (figs. 11, 12, 13)
Paradin says, " When men became tii*ed of
these pointed shoes, they adopted in their

stead others, denominated ' duck-bills,' having
a bill or beak before of four or five fingers in

length." Edward IV.in the fifth year ofhis reign,

issued a proclamation that the beaks or pykes

of shoes and boots should not be more than
two inches in length, any shoemaker or cob-
bler making them longer, forfeiting twenty
shillings, to be paid, one noble to the king,
another to the cordwainers of London, and
the third to the chamber of London. This
had the effect of widening the shoes and to
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such a degree that " they wove slippers so very-

broad in front as to exceed the measure of a
good foot" (fig. 14). In the reign of Henry
VIII. shoes slashed in various patterns and
buskins of velvet and satin, with very broad
round toes, were much worn (for these and
and other boots of this time seefiigs. 15, 16, 17,

18, and 19) ; but these increased so much in

size, in this and the next two reigns, that

Mary, by a proclamation, prohibited tliem

from being worn wider than six inches.

About the latter end of the sixteenth century,

roses and oi-naments were worn on the shoes,

which though of small size at first, went on
increasing until the reign of Charles I. when
they became so large as to cover the shoes
almost from sight. To protect these from
dirt, patiiqffles or slippers were much worn
(fig. 20). About the close of this century the

shoes were completely covered with slashes as

seen in (fig. 20J.

W. T. R,

[To be concluded.]

[Errata.—In the article on "Shoes," page
45, a7ite, 1st column, 9th line from top, a
comma should have been inserted between the
words "papyrus" and "linen;" and again,

2nd column, 2nd line from bottom of article,

instead of " and those of his William of Hat-
field," &c., read "and those of his son, Wil-
liam of Hatfield," &c.]

Colouring of Gothic Decorations.—In
thefcolouring of Gothic decorations the positive

colours were invariably used in their fullest

intensity, and with the richest and most har-
monious effects. Sometimes they were used
sparingly, at others profusely ; the structure

glowing from floor to ceiling with red, blue,

and gold. The painted glass in the windows
gave the key-note to the general harmony, and
its power and brilliancy required that the

walls, ceiling, and floors should either be stud-

ded or entirely covered over with the most
vivid colours. This necessity, doubtless sug-

gested the introduction of those ornamental
tiles, so many specimens of which have been
from time to time discovered in ancient Gothic
churches, and the manufacture of which is

now carried on so extensively in England. In
the colouring of the ornamental decorations,

care was always taken that prominence should
be given to the chief points and features of

the edifice, the receding and minor portions

being painted in subdued tints, or in a less

obtrusive manner.

—

Leith.

Adulteration of Carmine.—This valuable

pigment is frequently adulterated with starch,

which may be detected by placing a portion of

the suspected mass in water of ammonia.
_
If

adulterated, the pure carmine dissolves, leaving

the starchy matter, as well as most other

sophisticating substances. Such debased car-

mine is apt to spoil with damp.

?Sricfeb)oti& 33ont(s.

In brickwork there are two kinds of hond, one
in which a row of bricks laid lengthways in

the length of the wall is crossed by another
row laid with their breadth in the said length,

and thus proceeding to work up the courses in

alternate rows, which is called "English
bond." The courses in which the length of

the bricks are disposed in the length of the
wall are called " stretching courses," and the

bricks themselves are called " stretchers."

The courses in which the length of the bricks

run in the thickness of the wall are called

"heading courses," and the bricks thus dis-

posed are called "headers." The other kind
of brickwork is the placing of header and
stretcher alternately in the same course ; this

disposition of the bricks is called " Flemish
bond." Tliis latter mode, though esteemed the

most beautiful, is attended with great incon-
veniences in the execution, and in most cases

is incapable of uniting the parts of a wall with
the same degree of firmness as the English
bond. * * * It may be proper to observe,
in general, thatwhatever advantages are gained
by any disposition of placing the bricks in

Flemish bond in any particular dii-ection is

lost in another; thus, if an advantage is

gained in tying a wall together in its thickness,

it is lost in the longitudinal bond, and the con-
trary. In order to remedy this inconvenience
in thick walls, some place the bricks in the
core at an angle of forty-five degrees, and
parallel to each other throughout the length of
each course, so as to cross each other at right

angles in the succeeding course ; but even
tlie advantages obtained by this disposition are

not satisfactory, for though those bricks in the
middle of the core have sufficient bond, yet
where they join to the bricks on the sides of

the wall, they form triangular interstices, and
therefore, the sides must be very imperfectly
tied to the core.

—

Peter Nicholson.

Megylph.—The following has been lately

recommended in the pages of a contemporary :

To each pint of cold-drawn linseed oil, purified

by exposure to sunlight for a few months, add
one ounce of powdered sugar of lead; place

the jar in a sand-bath, and boil over a clear

fire, stirring imtil the sugar of lead is dissolved.

Two parts of this boiled oil to three of mastic
varnish produces meglyph that works well and
does not separate, although it will not dry
quite so rapidly as some that is prepared by
the colour makers, yet quite sufficiently so for

the safety of any work. It is a great improve-
ment to put it into collapsible tubes as soon as

made.
To Destroy the Elasticity of Indian

Rubber.—The elasticity of Indian rubber is

destroyed by cutting it into long slips, passing
it through cold water, and then winding up
tightly on reels, in which state it mUst be
left for about three weeks. This is the method
employed by the manufacturers of Indian
rubber fabrics.
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i^ofiertson^s Improbementsi in arcf)t^

tecture.*

The improvements herein specified have for

their object the amending the present system of

rectilinear construction in architecture, by the

adoption of a true system of curvilinear forma-
tion, as the patentee decribes it, which system
admits of various gradations of projection, and
is perfectly analogous in simplicity to the

simplicity of rectilinear formation. His
principle is founded on the known properties

jof the circle, and not only is it intended to

llay down simple and defined rules for the

I proportions of the various members, but also

ifor all lateral developments and projections.

jThe data upon which he sets out, and which
jhaving resolved itself into a geometrical figure,

the patentee designates the primary capital, is

that of a circular figure, having its base and
summit an horizontal plane, and the side or

circumferential boundary forming an arc, one
limb springing from the base, and the other

uniting to a circle which bounds the plane of

the summit, and which is less the diameter of

the base, in the proportion 70'71 to 100. The
greater circle being given, the first inner or

reduced circle is found by constructing a
square within the larger circle, the angles
touching the arc, and then describing a circle

within that square, its sides forming tangents
to the circle vvhen produced. This system of

defined diminution is to be proceded with in

forming the various figures constituting the
capitals, bases, &c., and also in cupolas,
pediments, &c. The system is also to be made
available in fixing the distances of columns
when intercolumniated. The pi-inciple is as

follows:—Commencing at the base of a pillar

by describing a circle, whose diameter shall

be 100 ; within this circle is produced another,

Avhose diameter is 70*71 ; then produce the
directional diameters, which run horizontally

and vertically through the centre of the circles
;

afterwards draw the diagonal diameters, which
will be produced through the centre also,

foi-ming angles of 45 degrees, with the
directional and diagonal diameters. From
the upper faces of the ends of the two arcs,

which spring from the horizontal diameter
(where they are intersected by the diagonals),

concave and convex curves are produced,
having a greater radius, and which join

another circle placed above the one described,
whose diameter is equal to the inner one of
the basement. Within this upper circle art

inner one is produced, being in the same
proportion as to diminution ; and this method
can be carried on until the figure terminates
in a point. This is the system to be adopted
in cupolar formations. The patentee pro-
poses making the architraves (as he terms
them), connecting the columns curved, that
they may appear lighter to the eye than if

made straight ; at the same time it is more in

keeping with the system here adduced, which
has for its fundamental principles a continuous
formation ofcurves of variable radii. The system
extends to the construction of roofs of various
pitches, provided they spring square from the
walls. The formation of the building having
been completed, with its bases, shafts, and
capitals, having entablatures engrafted thereon,
the cores of the shafts forming the curtain of
the wall are next filled in, leaving the neces-
sary rectangular space for windows, doors, &c.
Its further applicability for the harmonisation
of architectural and ornamental formation,
is illustrated in the outlines of urns and vases.
Following the same system of construction as
applied to bases, capitals, &c., the various
undulations are given to the profile of an urn
or vase, which becomes one continuous and
systematically decreasing curve forming the
body, stem, and foot of the vase.
One uniform principle of curvilinear
formation constitutes the foundation of the
column, the cupola, and the urn, and it is to

produce these advantages that the patentee
has devoted much time, he concludes by
stating he is unable to go further into the
detail, being obliged to close his speci-
fication.

* Patent dated November 9th, 1847; enrolled, May 9th,

1848. We are indebted for the above to the Patent
Journal,

Patents.—I observed a statement in some
newspapers, a few days ago, that within the I

last three years 2,405 patents have been granted,
for which £304,000 was paid. As patents are

obtained free in this country, perhaps some ofi

your correspondents would give an explanation
regarding the above large sum. You will find

it a system of plundering, carried on, disgrace-

ful to the Government, and most oppressive in

every way to those who wish to bring forward
improvements.—In the United States of

America a citizen obtains a patent for all the
states for thirty dollars, including all the ex-
penses of correspondence to and from the
patent office. In this country, if you wish a
patent for England, Scotland, and Ireland, it

will cost nearly four thousand dollars I although
the Government gives it fi-ee. The taxes we
pay are understood to be fjr the benefit of the

country; we ought to know for whose benefit

the above large sum is paid, and for what
object.

—

Correspondent of " Douglas Jerrold's

Newspaper."
Touches of Light.—A correspondent of

the Art Union gives the following as " an easy

method of preserving sharp touches of light

amidst half tint or shadow in pencil draw-
ings :"—" The outline being made, the leaves,

blades of grass, streaks in water, &c., as re-

quired, are to be touched in with a hair pencil

and moderately strong gum-water, and when
dry pencil shading is to be carried across those

touche-!. The drawing completed is passed
through a vessel of hot water, when the gum
immediately dissolves, leaving the lights per-
fectly well 'defined. This is an application,

slightly varied, of a plan long ago recom-
mended, and, T believe, long since given up,

for producing similar touches of light in water-
colour drawings, but has not, I think, been
hitherto made use of in pencil drawings."
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^flt iteli0(on of 53eaufg.

The devout mind is a lover of Nature. Where
there is beauty it feels at home. It has not
then to shut the windows of the senses, and
take refuge from the world within its own
thoughts, to find eternal life. Beauty never
limits us, never degrades us. We are free

spirits when with Nature. The outward
scenery of our life, when we feel it to be beau-
tiful, is always commensurate with the gran-
deur of our inward ideal aspirations ; it

reflects encouragingly the heart's highest,

brightest dreams ; it does not contradict the

soul's convictions of a higher life ; it tells us
that we are safe in believing the thought,

which to us seems noblest. If we have no
sense of beauty, the world is nothing more
than a place to keep us in. But when the

skies and woods reveal their loveliness, then
Nature seems a glorious picture, of which our
own inmost soul is the painter, and our own
loves and longings the subject. It is the apt

accompaniment to the silent song of the be-

holder's heart.

The greatest blessing which could be be-
stowed on the weary multitude, would be to

give them the sense of beauty ; to open their

eyes for them, and let them see how richly we
are here surrounded, what a glorious temple
we inhabit, how every part of it is eloquent
of God. The love of Nature grows with the

with the growth of the soul. Religion makes
man sensible to beauty ; and beauty in its

turn disposes to religion. Beauty is the i-eve-

lation of the soul to the senses. In all this

outward beauty,— these soft swells and curves

of the landscape, which seem to be the' earth's

smile;—this inexhaustible variety of form and
colours and motion, not promiscuous, but
woven together in as natural a harmony as

the thoughts in a poem ; this mysterious

hieroglyphic of the flowers; this running
alphabet of tangled vine and bending grass

studded with golden paints ; this all-embrac-

ing perspective of distance rounding altoge-

ther into one rainbow-coloured sphere, so

perfect that the senses and the soul roam
abroad over it unsated, feeling the presence
and perfection of the whole in each path

;

this perfect accord of sights, sounds, motions,

and fragrance, all tuned to one harmony, out of

which run melodies inexhaustible of everj"-

mood and measure;—in all this, man first feels

that God is without him, as well as within him,
that Nature, too, is holy ; and can he bear to

find himself the sole exception ?

Does not the season, then, does not Nature,
does not the spontaneous impulse of an open
heart, which has held such sublime worship
through its senses, more than justify an at-

tempt to show how the religious sentiments
may be nourished by a cultivation of the sense

of duty ?

This should be a part of our religious edu-
cation. The heart pines and sickens, or grows
hard and contracted and unbelieving, when it

cannot have beauty. The love of nature ends
in the love of God. It is impossible to feel

beauty, and not feel there is a spirit there.

The sensualist, the materialist, the worshipper
of chance, is cheated of his doubts, the mo-
ment this mystery overtakes him in his walks
This surrounding presence of beautiful nature
keeps the soul buoyed up for ever into its ele-

ment of freedom, where its action is cheerful,

healthful, and unwearied; where duty be
comes lovely, and the call to worship, either

by prayer or self-sacrifice, is music to it. He,
in whom this sense in open, is put, as it were,

in a magnetic communication with a life like

his own, which flows in around him, go where
he may. In nature we forget our loveliness.

In nature we feel the same Spirit, who made it

and prevades it, holding us up also. Through
the open sense of beauty, all we see preaches
and prophecies to us. Without it, when no
such sensibility exists, how hard a task is

faith ! how hard to feel that God is here ! how
unlovely looks religion ! As without the air,

the body could not breathe ;;so without beauty,
the heart and religious nature seem to want an
element to live in. Beauty is the moral atmo-
sphere. The close, unseemly school-house, in

which our infancy was cramped,—of how much
natural faith did it not rob us ! In how un-
lovely a garb did we first see Knowledge and
Virtue. How uninteresting seemed Truth,

how unfriendly looked Instruction ; with what
mean associations were the names of God and
Wisdom connected in our memory ! What a

violation of Nature's peace seemed Duty

!

what an intrusion 'upon the mind's rights !

What rebellion has been nurtured within us by
the ugly confinements to which artificial life

and education have accustomed us ! How in-

sensible and cold it has made us to the ex-

pressive feature" of God's works, always around
us, always inviting us to high, refreshing con-
verse ?

I hold, then, that without a cultivation of

the sense of beauty, chiefly to be drunkenfrom
the open fountains of nature and art, there can
be no healthy and sound moral development.

The man so educated lacks something most
essential. He is one-sided, not of a piece

with nature; and, however correct, however
much master of himself, he will be uninterest-

ing, unencouraging, and uninviting. To the

student of ancient history, the warm-hearted,
graceful Greek, all alive to nature, who made
beauty almost his religion, is a more refreshing

object, than the cold, formal Jew. And here

around us, resist it as we may, our hearts are

always drawn towards the open, graceful

children of impulse, in preference to the stiff",

insensible patterns of virtue. The latter may
be very unexceptionable, but at the same time

very unreal. The former, though purposeless

and careless they play through life, yet have
trusted themselves to Nature, and been
ravished by her beauty, and Nature will not let

them become very bad.

Consider a few of the practical effects upon
the whole character of a growing love of

beauty in the young mind.
It disposes to order. It gives birth in the

mind to an instinct of pi'opriety. It suggests

imperceptibly, it inclines gently, but irresisti-

bly, to the fit action, to the word in season.
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The beauty which we see and feel plants its

seeds in us.—Gazing with delight on nature,

our will interceptibly becomes attuned to the

same harmony. The sense of beauty is

attended with a certain reverence; we dare

not mar what looks so perfect. This sense,

too, has a something like conscience contained

in it ; we feel bound to do and be ourselves

something worthy of the beauty we are per-

mitted to admire. This feeling, while it makes
alive and quickens, yet is eminently conversa-

tive, in the best sense. He,§whohas|it, is always

interested on the side of order, and of all

dear and hallowed associations. He, who
wants it, is as destructive as a Goth. The
presence of beauty, like that of nature, as soon

as we feel it at all, overcomes us with respect,

and a certain sensitive dread of all violence,

mischief, or discord. The beautiful ideal

piece of architecture bears no mark of wan-
ton pen-knife. The handsome school-room

makes the children neat. The instinct of

obedience, of conciliation, of decorum, rever-

ence and harmony, flows into the soul with

beaut}'. The calm spirit of the landscape takes

possession of the humble, yet soul-exalted

admirer. Its harmony compels the jangling

chords within himself into smoother undula-
tions. Therefore " walk out," like Isaac "at
even-tide to meditate," and let Nature with

her divine stillness, take possession of thee.

She shall give thee back to thyself better,

more spiritual, more sensible of thy relation-

ship with all things, and that in wronging any,

thou but woundest thyself.

I

Another grace of character, which the

'sense of beauty gives the mind, is freedom

—

jthe freedom of fond obedience, not of loose

desire. The man, whose ej'es and soul are

open to the beauty there is around him, sees

everywhere encouragement. To him the

touch of nature's hand is warm and genial.

The air does not seem to pinch him, as it does

most narrow-minded ones, who can see no
good in anything but gain ; to whose utili-

tarian vision most that is natural looks hostile.

He is not conti-acted into himself by cautious

fear and suspicion, afraid to let his words flow

freely, or his face relax in confidence, or his

limbs move gracefully, or his actions come out
whole and hearty. He trusts Nature, for he
has kissed her loveliness ; he knows that she

smiles encouragement to him. Now think

I

what it is that makes virtue so much shunned.
Partly, our depravity, if j'ou please. But
partly, also, her numerous ungraceful speci-

mens. For it is the instinctive expectation of

all minds, that what is excellent shall also be
beautiful, lovely, natural, and free. Most of

jthe piety, we see about us, is more or less the
product of restraint and fear. In stands there

1
in spectral contrast with nature. Approve it

we may ; but we cannot love it. It does not
bear the divine stamp, it chills, nor converts.
The love of nature make in lis an ideal of
moral beauty, of an elevation of character
which shall look free and lovely, something that
shall take its place naturally and as a matter
of course in the centre of nature, as the life of
Jesus did.

j

Again, the love of beauty awakens higher

aspirations in us. He, who has felt the beauty
of a summer like this, has drunk in an infinite

restlessness, a yearning to be perfect, and by
obedience free. He can never more rest con-
tented with what he his. And here is the

place to attempt some account of the true

significance of beauty, and of what is its office

to the soul.

Beauty always suggests the thought of the

perfect. The smallest beautiful object is as

infinite as the whole world of stars above. So
we feel it. Evei-ything beautiful is emble-
matic of something spiritual. Itself limited,

its meanings and suggestions are infinite. In
it we seem to see all in one. Each beautiful

thing, each dew-drop, each leaf, each true

work of painter's, poet's, or musician's art

seems an epitome of the creation. Is it not
God revealed through the senses? Is not

every beautiful thing a divine hint thrown out

tons? Does not the soul begin to dream of

its own boundless capabilities, when it has
|

felt beauty? Does not immortality, for the
j

first time, cease to be a name, a doctrine, and
j

become a present experience ? When the
j

leaves fall in autumn, they turn golden as they

drop. The cold winds tell us of coming win-
ter and death ; but they tell it in music. All

is significant of decay; but the deep, still,'

harmonious beauty surpasses all felt m summer
or spring before. We look on it, and feel that

it cannot die. The Eternal speaks to us from
the midst of decay. We feel a melancholy

;

but it is a sweet, religious melancholy, lifting

us in imagination above death—since above
the grave of the summer so much real beauty
lingers.

The beautiful, then, is the spiritual aspect of

nature. By cherishing a delicate sensibility to

it, we make nature preach a constant lesson of

faith ; we find all around an illustration of

the life of the spirit. We surround ourselves

with a constant cheerful exhortation to duty.

We'render duty lovely and inviting. We find

the soul's deep inexpressible thoughts written

around us in the skies, the far blue hills, and
swelling waters.

But then to this desirable result one stern

condition must be observed. If the sense of

beauty disposes to purity of heart ; so equally

purity of heart is all that can keep the sense

of beauty open. All influences work mutually.
" One hand must wash the other," said the

poet. The world is loveliest to him, who looki

out on it through pure eyes.

Sweet is the pleasure,

Itself cannot spoil

!

Is not true leisure,^

One with true toil ?

Thou that wouldst taste it,

Still do thy best

;

Use it, not waste it,

Else 't is no rest.

Wouldst behold beauty
Near thee ? all round?

Only hath Duty
1

Such a sight found.
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Rest is not quitting,

The busy career
;

Rest is the iitting

Of self to its sphere.

'T is the brook's motion,

Clear without strife,

Fleeing to ocean
After its life.

Deeper devotion,

Nowhere hath knelt

;

Fuller emotion,
Heart never felt.

'T is loving and serving,

The Highest and Best

!

'T is Onward! unswerving,
And that is true rest.

John of Fiesole.—Among the painters who
where mystics, and who where thence confi-

dently believed to woi-k under a higher inspira-

tion, John of Fiesole, who died at Rome in

1455, is the most celebrated. He, the most
creative artist of his time, belonged to the Domi-
nician order. Ingenious at once and holy, and
withal animated with the most glowing love
for his brethi-en, he so walked in all his ways
that he received the appellation of the "an-
gelic." When he was called to Rome to paint
the Papal Chapel, he lived at the Roman court,

as he had formerly done at his monastery, with
the same abstemiousness, and in the exercise

of the like penitential works. As at last the

attention of Pope Nicholas V. was drawn to

this circumstance, and he perceived that the

artist never intermitted the fasts of his order,

the Pontiff said to him one day, " I wish you
to-day to eat meat, for otherwise your body
will be worn down by your great labours."

John intrepidly replied, " Most Holy Father,

my superiors have never commanded me this."

Well," said the Pope, " I commanded it to

you, and dispense you from your rule ; for I

am the superior of all superiors." He never
painted the Crucifixion without shedding
abundance of tears; and the pictures of the
Blessed Virgin and the sign of the Cross he
executed always in a kneeling posture. The
virtues and examples which he depicted, he
strove to stamp upon his soul : so his repre-
sentations were again a reflection of what he
inwardly beheld in himself. No wonder if, after

having painted on one occasion the Annun-
ciation of the Blessed Virgin with consummate
art, and beauty, and singular grace, Michael
Angelo declared it was humanly impossible to

portray so gracious an image of the Virgin,
unless the painter had beheld the original. In
that amenity and lovable tenderness which is

the peculiar characteristic of all his creations,

the reflection of a higher beauty cannot be
mistaken. Of many of the other elder painters,

whether Italians or Germans, who worked in

the same spirit as Angelico di Fiesole, we may
believe that their productions, which bear
clearly the character of visions, were wrought
out under the inspiration of higher beauty.

—

Gbrres.

^Representation in girt-

Those arts which represent by the or-

ganic natural forms derived from life,

are essentially imitative, and depend on
the artistic study of nature, as only
the actual, organic, natural form stands in

that necessary and intimate connexion with
spiritual life, possesses that universal signifi-

cance from wliich Art takes its rise. But the
artist is capable of attaining a conception of
the organic form which shall stand above
individual experience and find therein the
fundamental form of the most exalted ideas.

—

Now these arts are distinguished from one
another in this, that the one, sculpture or the
plastic art, places bodily before us the organic
forms themselves (only that the difference of
material often makes change of form necessary,
in order to attain a similar impression)—and
that the other, design or the graphic art, merely
produces by means of light and shade the
appearance of bodies on a surface, inasmuch as
the eye only perceives corporeal forms by
means of light and shade.—Colour, so far as

regards possibility, can indeed be combined
with both arts, but in sculpture, it operates
with so much the less advantage the more it tries

to approach nature; hecause, in this endeavour
to represent the body completely, the want of
life only strikes us the more disagreeably. On
the other hand, it enters quite naturally into
combination with design, which, in itself,

represents more imperfectly, and does not
represent bodies, but merely the effects

of light upon them, to which colour itself

belongs, and elevates design to the art of

painting. Colour in its nature, effects, and
laws has a great resemblance to sound.—The
relation of sculpture and painting, as regards
their capabilities and destination, is already
hereby defined in its main features. The
plastic art represents the organic form in its

highest perfection, and justly holds by its apex,
the form of man. It must always represent
completely and roundly, and leave nothing
undefined ; a certain restrictedness in its sub-
jects, but, on the other hand, great clearness
belongs to its character. Painting which imme-
diately represents light (in whose wonders it

rightly shows its greatness) and in exchange
is satisfied with the appearance thereby
produced in the corporeal form, is capable of
drawing much more into its sphere and making
all nature a representation of ideas; it is more
suggestive but does not designate so distinctly.

The plastic art is in its nature more directed
to the quiescent, the fixed

;
painting more to

the transient ; the latter can also, in that it

combines far and near, admit of more move-
ment than the former. Sculpture is, therefore,

better adapted for the representation of
character (ethos), painting for expression (ta

patke). Sculpture is always bound to a strict

I'egularity, to a simple law of beauty : painting
may venture on a greater apparent disturbance
in detail, because it has richer means of again
neutralising it in the whole.

—

MilUer,
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have already noticed in terms of warm com-

mendation the second annual exhibition of

select specimens of British Art Manufactures

at the Society of Arts : we have now to an-

nounce that it was closed on the 3rd ultimo by

an evening promenade, under the patronage

of twenty ladies of the very highest distinc-

tion, and attended by three hundred visiters

of the first rank and standing.

The exposition has been eminently success-

ful—more than seventy thousand persons from

all parts of the country having flocked to the

hall in the AdelphL during the brief space of

time it remained open.

A National Exposition in Trafalgar-square

on a more extensive scale would attract

visiters in a tenfold proportion, and the rent

which manufacturers would pay for the use of

the use of the space necessary for the display

of their goods would more than cover the ex-

penses, even if the admission were entirely

gratuitous. Such a project is worthy the com-

bined efforts of the Society of Arts, the various

Schools of Design, and the Government,

(through the medium of the Board of Trade)

in its favour. They would, we are well assured,

be nobly supported by the country, and the

" Temple of British Industry"—as it might be

appropriately denominated—would equal, if

not surpass, anything of the kind which this

world has ever witnessed.

We look upon the establishment of such an

exposition, if carried out, as forming an im-

portant part of the exertions now making in

favour of national education : specimens of

art of beautiful conception and correct execu-

tion cannot be contemplated without elevating

and improving the mind. The exhibition of^

the Society of Arts afforded plentiful proof of

the display of the true and beautiful : no onej

could avoid feeling a personal interest in the
^

continued prosperity and advancement of

those who produced such triumphs of inge-,

nuity, taste, and intelligence, as were dis-,

played. A more perfect National Exposition
^

of the products of British industry would
j

surely lead to the display of high and noble
j

feelings with greater intensity and a wider i

extent; and it is for this reason chiefly that we,

so strenuously urge the project. We value:

taste, we esteem industry, and we love every i

form in which intelligence embodies ideality ;
I

—but above all we estimate the influence of|

artistic beauty in developing notions of moral

loveliness and the influence of the triumphs

of Britain's industrial prowess in strengthen-

ing every interest in the prosperity of the

British nation. The long night of dark-

ness in which nations fought for vain sha-

dows and derived their dreams of glory

from violence and bloodshed has gone

down the sky ;
" the day sprung from on
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high has visited us," and taught us that

"glory to God in the highest" is blended

and identified with peace on earth and good

will towards men ! Commerce must bind

together the nations which war dissociated, and

Trade unite the races which blood and selfish

jealousy dissevered. The soothing influences

of art, superadded to the usefulness of manu-

factured products, will give force and efficacy

to those lessons of civilisation which it is the

proud destiny of Britain to preach to the

whole human race. In this career we see no

goal fixed to our country's march of progress,

prosperity, greatness, and happiness : her

benefits to humanity will be co-extensive with

the wants of mankind, and her high reward

will be a recognised supremacy in intelligence

more glorious than the sway of the proudest

empire that ever existed.

Co ©oae.sponKents^ ^c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. Zd. each ; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

" H. C."—The frontispiece you write about
was never published, as it tuas found to involve a
larger outlay than the liinited circulation of this

work would return to us. The ordinary title

pageforms No. 26.
'

" Wm. Bristow."— You must surely labour

wider a mistake in addressing us—we have no
connection with Mr. Henderson ; very probably
your letter was mis-directed.

"J. B." and " Regiomontanus.''—The ques-

tions are inadmissible—we must not get too far

out of our line.

" A Joiner^s Apprentice."—The measuring
line or chain of the ancient Jews, was 48 yards

1 ft., 11 "Oi hi., in length ; the reed or " canneh"
was 3 yards, 1 ft., 11*328 in. ; thefathom was 2
yards, 1ft., 3'552 in. ; the cubit was 1ft., 9"888

in. ; the span was 10*944 i?i, ; and the hand-
breadth or span 3*648 in. The Grecian foot was
as near as possible 13 in, of our measure, while

that of the Romans was about 1ft., 11*6 in.—
With regard to your second question we should
certainly not adopt the course which you seem
inclined to pursue ; you have your legal remedy,
andfor what reason would you take the law in

your own hands ?

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to " the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London,"

[Continued from page 63.]

The following remarks by G. S. Cundell, Esq.,

which originally appeared in the Philosophical

Magazine, " On a combination of lenses for

photographic camera obscura,'' are equally

applicable to the camera employed for Da-

guerreotypic purposes :—To render the instru-

ment available the principal object is to obtain!

what is called " a flat field," or a picture which
shall be in focus throughout, in the margin as]

well as in the centre; but along with a flat

and focal field, it is necessary to obtain a vivid

and well-defined picture, with sufficient light

to act enei'getically : and this last condition is

especially required when living figures are to

form any part of the picture. It has been
shown by Dr. Wollaston that a lense of the

meniscus figure [convex on one side and con-

cave on the other, thus ) ], under certain con-

ditions, will give a picture which, although not
absolutely flat, is much more so than can be ob-

tained bj'^ any other means ; and had he con
templated the adaptation of the instrument to

photography, he would probably have made a

small addition to it, similar to that about to

be described. All that his instrument [Dr.

Wollaston was the inventor of the camera
obscura] requires to make it a very perfect

one, is a higher intensity of light ; and, without!

impairing its other properties, it will be found
that that may be very efficiently given by
the following arrangement. Instead of using

a single lense, as thus :

—

( t

with the concave side towards the radiant ob-

ject, represented by the obelisk in the above
example, let a second and similar lense be

placed before it, with the convex side outwards,

and at a distance equal to one third of its focus,

thus

—

( )

That such a combination will be, in a great

degree, free from the aberration caused by the

oblique rays coming from the extreme parts of

the picture, will be evident to all acquainted

with optical science. It is scarcely necessary

to point out that the second lens will also

increase the intensity of the light. This plan

might perhaps be iiuproved by filling

the space between the lenses with a blue

coloured medium, of the same refraction

as the glass—the focus would be shortened and
the photographic power increased; and the

photographic rays associated with the red and
yellow end of the spectrum, being absorbed,

would cease to interfere with the unity of the

focus.

For taking portraits the sitter should be

placed in an easy natural position,
_
in a

chair which has an iron rod, with a ring at

the end, affixed to the back of the chair, to

be raised or lowered at pleasure, for support-

ing the head. Portraits are taken with great

rapidity in the open air : from five to twenty

seconds being usually sufficient, with a good

liens, and a clear sky. The direct rays of the
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sun must be carefully avoided, and it is

often desirable to place the sitter under a
kind of canopy, or roof of stuff, or glass,

which should be blue, that colour intercepting

fewer of the chemical rays than any other.

One side of the model should be rather

more illuminated than the other ; in-

deed the position, attitude, arrangement of

the dress, all require attention, with a view to

artistical effect. If the portrait is taken in a

room, the sitter should be placed in front of a

door or window, through which there is a

strong and uninterrupted light; the time of

sitting must of course be extended : a minute
to a minute and a half will generally be
required. The perfect ilhimination of the

model maj' be assisted by mirrors, or white
linen cloths arranged so as to reflect the light

when it is most needed. A short focus lens is

best for portraits, as it operates more quickly,

but care must be taken to keep the whole of

that part of the person appearing in the plate

as much in the same plane as possible, other-

wise any pi'ojecting part, as a hand or leg, will

be represented greatly out of proportion. The
position of the camera must be determined by
circumstances

;
generally, it should be placed

nearly on a level with the face, as the most
important point of view. With respect to back-
grounds, some persons use painted scenes, lepre-

senting tein-aces, balconies, gardens, &c. ; but
they are seldom so correctly managed as to

appear well in focus, and certainly rather take
off the attention from the main figure. A
background of an even colour is prefen-ed by
many, and may be dark or light according to

taste, and the dress or complexion of the

model. In the former case, a drab or slate

colour suits well; in the latter, an old blanket
answers better than anything else. A table

with books, vases of flowers, &c., may be
arranged by the side of the sitter, if care be
taken that they come nicely in the focus. Too
much white in the dress should be carefully

avoided.
With regard to views, the points from which

buildings or views can be taken with the best

advantage, vary so greatly, that the operator
must be left pretty much to his own discretion

in choosing a position. As a general rule

in taking a building, monuments, &c., it is

advisable to place the camera at a distance of

about twice its greatest dimensions, and, if

practicable, at about one-third its height.

If the whole of the building or buildings

be not in the same plane, select the most
important portion to be most clearly

defined, or take several views, in each
of which certain points are brought out more
distinctly. If an old and new building are to

be introduced in the same picture, which
should,, if possible, be avoided, a black screen
or handkerchief, or some other opaque body,
should be placed over the lens for a moment
or two, so as to cut off the rays of light reflected

from the brighter portions of the object, the

position of which may be previously observed
on the ground glass. The same precaution
should be taken when the sky is very blue, or

strongly illuminated by the sun. The best

time for taking views, is undoubtedly the

earlier part of the day, though good pictures
are often taken in the afternoon. The time
required to obtain a good impression, varies
so much according to the lens, the weather, the
hour, &c., that no certain rules can be given
on the subject,—experience will prove the
best guide.

Engravings, drawings, &c., may be copied
very beautifully with a little care ; the whole
of the model being in the same plane, there is

little difficulty in producing a good effect

The object to be copied must be placed in a
good light, taking care to have every part
equally illuminated. To secure sharpness, the
model is placed in the open daylight, in which
case a proof may generally be procured in

about fifteen seconds ; in the full sunshine,

the impression is made almost instantaneously,

Machinery, statuary, and articles of vertu
require to be arranged in suitable positions, so

that the light may fall upon the object most
effectively. The light may be reflected from
mirrors, white linen, &c.

[To be continued.]

Useful Invention in Clocks.—An in

vention has just been made in clocks which
will indicate the day of the week, the

month, the day of the month, and the

year, thus—" Monday, May 22, 1848 ;"

and at twelve o'clock at night, the clock will

alter the indications all at once, and exhibit
" Tuesday, May 23, 1848," and so on, day by
day, for hundreds of years. All the attention

required is to keep the clock in motion, by
winding it up regularly as usual. Whether
the month has thirty or thirt3'-one days, or,

as in February, twenty-eight, and in leap year
twenty-nine days, the indications will be found
to be always correct. This newly-invented
piece of machinery is at present contained in

a small box, which may be attached to any
ordinary clock ; or it may be constructed so as

to be placed behind the face or dial of a clock,

and make the above indications through an
aperture in the face or dial as above described.

The invention is that of an individual in' an
humble walk of life. We have seen it, and
can bear testimony to the accuracy with which
all the operations and changes are effected.

—

Leeds Mercury.
Secrets of Ventilation.—Let the air

enter the house freely by a large aperture,

like a common window, and capable of regu-

lation in the same way. Let it enter a stove

room, and be there completely warmed, and
let it pass freely through the whole house,

and enter all the apartments either at the

doors or by express channels. Take off the

used air by the chimney and an open fire

;

or for crowds, provide larger and express

openings—there is no more to be done.

Houses that we have seen ventilated in this

simple, unpretending, unmysterious manner,
are the best ventilated we have ever entered.

It is too often the fate of the mysterious

little pipes, funnels, tubes, and valves by
which ventilation is frequently symbolised,

rather to indicate ventilation than to effect

it.

—

Illustrations of the Theory of Ventilation.
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an Jllustratcti OSlossarB of Cecfinical

Cftms usetr in Ercfjitectural anti

Snterioc IBecoratton, ^c.

[Continued from page 64,]

Drawing, the art of delineating any ma-

terialor immaterial object, contra-distinguislied
from painting by being executed wilh dry sub-

Fig. 3.

stances, such as pencils, chalks, crayons, &c.
Fig. 1 represents a drawing in outline. Fig. 2
represents the same shaded. Fig. 3 is an en-
graved specimen of the broad or " Persian"
style jf drawing.

[To be continued.]

Fig. 2.

Gold.—The following are the principal

localities in which gold is worked or found:

—

It occurs in small quantities in the Wicklow
mountains in Ireland, at Leadhills in Scotland,,

and in some parts of Wales. In France, there
is a true gold mine, that of Gaudette, in the

valley of Oysans. It yields native gold in a vein
of quartz. It was worked, before the revolution,,

by Louis XVIII. then Comte de Provence^
The vein being too poor, the working
was abandoned. The auriferous rivers are

very numerous. We may mention the Ariege,.

the Gondu, the Ceze, the Rhone, near Geneva
the Rhine, near Strasbourg, the Salat, the

Garonne, near Toulouse, and the Herrault,

near Montpellier. Piedmont contains gold
mines, which are worked at the present day
with profit. At Macugnaga, at the foot of

Mount Rosa, veins of auriferous sulphuret of

iron are worked with great activity. In
Germany, Salzbourgfunishes gold. Hungary
and Transylvania possess very important gold
mines. The gold mines of Siberia are also

very important. The gold is accompanied
by the same minerals as are found in the auri-

ferous deposits of the new world. Asia
contains many gold mines. Afi'ica possesses
numerous and important auriferous deposits.

America furnished, in modern times, the
largest amount of gold. North America pro-
duces little, and only in South Carolina;
Southern America, and especially Brazil,

Choco, and Chili, are most productive portions.

It is also found in Virginia. Mexico, Peru,
and Columbia furnish gold, but that of Mexico
is principally drawn from the silver mines.

—

Mining Journal.
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Ei\e OTiitncse §\mt, " meging-*'

The above engraving is a view of one of the

sides of the entrance to the saloon of the

Chinese junk, " Keying " (foi- particulars, see

No. 56). We are glad to hear of the great

patronage bestowed upon this Eastern cu-
riosity, and hope the indefatigable proprietors
will reap a commensurate reward. For those
of our readers who wish to study Chinese
ornament and decoration, an excellent oppor-
tunity is now afforded.

(Kotrespotttience.

Sir,—In No 54, Query 8, a correspondent
wishes to know how to cut the circumference
of a large circle, a portion equal in length to the
circumference of a smaller circle. I enclose the
following solution, which I believe will stand
good in all cases. I have stated it in as short
a way as possible, but I think it will be quite
clear to any one.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. Whitaker.
George's-road, Heaton Norris, June 1st, 1848.

Construction :—Let the circle a b c d beany
size ; set the radius of the smaller circle from
D to L ; then, with the same radius d l, describe
tlie semicircle D E F ; then erect the perpen-
dicular K E, join F E, and produce it to c ; then
shall the perimeter of the arc d g be equal to

the arc d e of the smaller circle ; or the arc

D G shall equal one quarter of the circumfer-

ence of the whole circle d e f m. The other

example is constructed similar, but its diam-
eter D K is but one half of d b—consequently,

the semicircle d c b would just reach round the

circle d h k «, and the interceptedlarc d i is

equal to d h, and d h is one-quarter of d h k
71, SO also is D I equal to one-buarter of d c b.

In the first case d l shall equal the circum-
ference of D E F M.

Electro-Bronzing. — Metals may be
bronzed electro-chemically in a water solution
composed of 500 parts of carbonate of potash,
20 of chloride of 'copper, 40 of sulphate of tin,

and 250 of azotate ot ammonia. For a brass
deposit, zinc is substituted for tin.
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MR. BURCHETT'S LECTURE ON FREE-
HAND DRAV/ING.

On the 26th ult., Mr. Bvirchett, the master,
delivered a lecture on free-hand drawing to a
large auditory. After a brief introduction,
in which he stated that the object of the
Government in founding Schools of Design was
not to support seminaries for builders' clerks,

nor inaugural institutions for the Royal
Academy, but to foster the study ci ornamental
art, and to aid the studies of designers, Mr.
Burchett proceeded ^s follows :

—

" Geometry being the basis of all form, and
a practical acquaintance with at least its rudi-

ments being indispensably necessary to the

designer, this branch of science is the intro-

ductory study to the class of form. In con-
junction with geometry is perspective, neces-
sary in various measures, to the designer of

chintzes, to the decorative painter, and to

ornamentalists of every species. Next in order
follow the studies of free-hand drawing, and at

this division of his labours is the future course

of the student's abilities naturally determined.
Ifthe productions of the loom are to be enriched
and adorned with the labours of his pencil,

by the special study of floral and vegetable
productions of his own and other countries, he
must seek to perfect his knowledge, and to

accumulate stores of appropriate ideas, both of

form and colour, by which to add artistic

value to thej productions of mechanical in-

dustry.
" If the student, on the other hand, devote

his attention to design requiring a knowledge
of the human form, to him the studies of the

figure class both in drawing and painting,

based upon a systematic and thorough know-
ledge of anatomy, including the studj'- of

drapery, present all their attractions. While
the class for the study of modelling furnishes

to students so prepared, that manipulative
power and special education which is requisite

to enable them to embody their own imagina-
tions, and become original designers. Beyond
this, the special study of ornament and the

practice of applied design complete the course

of studies; and by nothing short of this can
the objects of the Government be achieved,

with nothing less than this can the student's

education be complete."
Mr. Burchett then explained the nature of

those geometrical elements of form, which are

the root of all forms of grace and beauty,

the circle, the ellipse, and the vai'ieties of the

sections ot the cone, together with all the

variations v>fhich result from the combination
of portions of the same and varying curves in

the same or different directions. He reminded
the students, at the same time, that in drawing
the designs for decorations many forms will

not appear on paper the same as when actually

executed and fixed in peculiar positions. All

the circumstances of different angles of vision,

from which alone these productions will be
visible, and the height from the eye at which

they are placed, must be taken into considera-
tion in the composition of the designs. For
instance, a frieze, decorated with scroll orna-
ments perfectly true in their curves, would, if

seen from below at an acute angle of vision,

appear compressed by the superincumbent
weight. The noble piece of frieze from the

forum of Ti'ajan affords an example of the

care with which the ancients guarded against

this apparent change in their compositions.

In this instance the curves are compressed
vertically, because, the ornament being seen
from beldw, the angle of vision would modify
the abruptness of the curve, and produce an
agreeable form.

" It is evident (proceeded the lecturer) that
the training of the eye to understand and appre
ciate the regularity of curves as produced by
geometrical means, whether simple or complex,
is the readiest way for preparing the student

to enter upon the study and practice of curved
lines formed by the hand alone. My ex-

perience in this school has given me frequent
opportunities of observing this ; for while

young students, who for the first time attempt
to describe curves of a simple character, have
been involved for a short time in perplexing
confusion, and have produced anything rather

than curves, I have frequently found that young
men in the practice of mechanical avocations

(such as carpenters, &c.) which have fami-
liarised them with regular forms, have at once
felt, and very soon succeeded in reproducing,

the same lines. But you must not, therefore,

for a moment, regai'd the study ofgeometrically

formed curves as other than the means to an
end; for it is with that wonderful production
of the Omnipotent Creator's power^the hand
—which in his physical organisation places him
far above the inferior animal, and which, when!
directed by the cultivated mind, shew, that he:

is made in the image of God, that we have
most to do.

"Without the powers of the hand, capable

as they are of a most wonderful development,
what an imperfect being must man have been

!

How manjf a glorious emanation of the divinity

in m,an—the mind—which has been transmitted

through ages for the instruction and delight of

mankmd, must have sunk into dust with the

teeming brain which gave it birth ! What an
untranslatable language must thought have
remained! Without the wonderful and per^

feet mechanism of the hand, man must have
been the most miserable of beings, condemned
to lead a life of unsatisfied longings and
unfulfilled desires. Let us for a moment survey
some of its productions. The temples of the

Pagan and the Christian worlds, from the

pyramids of Egypt to the glorious productions
of medieval art and science in our own land,

arise to our view ; while every age discovers

long buried trophies of its skill, in barren sands
and mountain ravines ; and by its aid we are

enabled to mark the flight of time, the dread
enemy of its choicest productions.

" Of Vvfhat cultivation, indeed, is the human
hand not capable 1 Avhat precision, what
amount of excellence are we not justified in

expecting from the careful development of

its powei's? Curved geometrical lines are
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produced generally by mechanical means,
and consequently encumbered with a con-

siderable amount of scaffolding. To the

educated hand, however, these preliminary

foundation-lines are, in connexion with orna-

mental art, unnecessary; guided by a refined

perception of beauty, its lines undulate in ex-

quisite variety, combining and modifying
circles, ellipses, or scrolls, in never-ending
change; adapting them readily to every con-

ceivable necessity of form and space, and
presenting combinations that would almost

defy the most patient geometrical analysis, and
certainly all mathematical invention.
" The education of the hand to _the_ attain-

ment of beauty and precision of line is, then,

one of the important objects of the studies of

the class of free-hand drawing.
"I have already observed that a refined

appreciation of the beautiful is necessary to

enable the student to produce beautiful forms.

A slight departure from our more immediate
subject will therefore be advisable, in order

that we may inquire as briefly as possible into

the nature of beauty ; and I shall confine

myself to its relations with the subjects which
form the principal materials of study in the

class of free-hand drawing, with the view of

furnishing you with a few salient points, which
I must leave to your study and observation
to connect with one another.

'' The mind of man, ever eager to investigate,

and anxious to define the causes of the emo-
tions he experiences, has endeavoured for two
thousand years to define the producing causes

and constituent qualities of beauty. Socrates

appears to have erected the standard of fitness,

and instanced, we are told, his own nasal organ
as a beautiful one, on account of its capacity for

smelling. David Hume and others assert that

beauty is no quality in things themselves, but
exists solely in the mind that contemplates
them, and that each man is an arbiter elegmi-

tiarum to himself, without any right to inter-

fere in the opinions of others. Hogarth alone,

in that part of his analysis of beauty which
treats of the waving line, has placed before
us beauty, as we must view it, abstractedly
from fitness or expression, and merely as pro-

duced by the combination of lines and curves.

That it has often been supposed to be produced
by many and various causes, and that because
the contemplation of beauty gives pleasure,

therefore objects which produce pleasing
emotions have been falsely called beautiful, is

evident upon a cursory examination of many
works written on the subject."

[To be concluded in our next.]

A patent has been obtained for an improved
mode of making rough plate glass, the cost of
which is considerably diminished by this new
method, as the molten glass is transferred
directly from the melting pot to the table,

without using a cistern or heating it a second
time, and the plates are annealed in the same
manner as crown of sheet glass, v/ithout em-
ploying the usual costly furnaces.

A Banible About Hastings, St. Leonard's, and

their Neighbouroood. By Alex. Caux.

Hastings: John Moor, Royal Pelhatn

Arcade.

Hastings and St. Leonard's present but few
attractions for the superficial observer, but for
those who love to dip deep below the surface
and admire the varied beauties which art and
nature suggest, they afford many points of
more than transitory interest, such for instance
as the Battle Abbey at Crowhurst, Galley Hillj

at Bopeep, and the castle of Hurtsmoncieux. I

Mr. Crux, in the pretty little work now before!
us, has evidently bestowed much pains andj
attention to the history of its subjects : itisj

clear, concise, and lively. The following!
remarks are characterised by much goodj
sense :

—

"There is a great want, in the immediate;
neighbourhood [of Hastings], of a class ofj

houses known as cottages orn^e, or villas. I

Whoever maybe induced to build such tene-i
ments, will have the satisfaction of seeing thatj

it is not a speculation, in the oi'dinary sense ofi

the word, but merely a safe and lucrative in-

j

vestment of capital. There exists a demand, I

only waiting for the supply. It will be neces-
sary for the architect to have this ' special
observance,' that he must not 'o'erstep the
modesty of nature,' by usurping the rules of

good taste. In the midst of lovely valleys,

where all is pleasing to the eye and dazzling
to the view, we do not want any of those pert,

staring, impudent-looking retreats, that come
forward so boldly in all our metropolitan vil-

lages. Oh ! it offends me to the soul, to look
upon a range of Alpha and Omega Villas, full

of cunning devices, abounding in sphynxes
and obelisks, enormous porticos, and large
brass plates, dedicated to the Joneses, Browns,
and Smiths. ' Pray you, avoid it altogether,'

and rather remain in static quo for ever, than
allow, for one moment, such aberrations and
emanations to exist, all being out of 'the buil-

der's brain.'
"

We may remark that the little tome is

admirably got up, and is a fair specimen of
the progress which the provincials are daily

making in the art of typography.

Slab Huts.—Slab huts are built of wood
split into broad pieces like boards, and about
two inches thick ; a frame is made, and the

slabs are nailed to a wall plate at the top, and
either let into the ground or fastened to a

sleeper laid on the surface; such houses are

quickly made, cheap, and comfortable. The
covering is either thatch, paling, or shingles

;

even slates are sometimes used, but these last

are liable to the objection of being too hot.

—

Wilkinson's "South Australia."
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Societj) of ^rt0.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES FOR THE
YEAR 1848.

On Monday, the 29th ult, the annual distribu-

tion of prizes for 1848, took place at the
Society's rooms, John-street Adelphi. In
consequence ot the decease of H. R. H. the
Princess Sophia, Prince Albert could not
attend as chairman, and his place was supplied
by the Marquis of Northampton. A complete
list of the subjects selected by Ihe society for

competition will be found in page 167, vol. i.,

of the Decorator's Assistant. Mr. Scott
Russell, the secretary, read a short address, and
then, proceeded to announce the prizes and
names of the recipients, to whom the chairman
delivered the awards. On the reception of
each award, Mr. Russell read from the report
of the commitee, their observations on the
work obtaining it, and describing its merits in

point of beauty or utility.

The pi'incipal successful candidates, and the
prizes bestowed, were:— Isis medals to Aid.
Copeland, M.P., for the combination of fine

art with manufacture exhibited in porcelain
and china ; to Messrs. Minton and Co., for the
novelties in fine art produced in their various
exhibited manufactures. The silver medal
and sums of £20, £5, and £2 respectively to

Mr. T. Seddon, jun., for the best drawings of
an original design for an ornamental carved
sideboard ; to Mr. S. Bendixen, for the best
monochrome drawing for a circular compiirt-

ment ; to Mr. W. Smith, for the best model of
a bracket to support a figm-e two feet high ; to

Mr. B. Farmer, for the best cartoon of an
arrangement of the white lily for a decorative
purpose. The silver medal alone to Mr. Bats-
ford, for his specimen of hand carving of the
hawk and butcher-bird ; to Messrs. CoUmann
and Davis, for the ornament and workmanship
of their marqueterie table ; to Mr. J. A. Hat-
field, for his bronze chasing of the figure of

Dorothea and other works ; to Mr. F. Hunt,
for his reduced model of the Laocoon ; to Mr.
Magnus, for his application of enamel
colours to slate ; to Messrs. Minton and Co.,

for the best specimen of turquoise blue on
china, not affected by acids; to Mr. Pratt, for

producing a fine work of very large size in

pottery; to Messrs. H. B. and J. Richardson,
for the beauty and purity of their glass, and
for the merit of their works in engraved glass.

—Prizes of £15, £10, £5, £3, and £2 respec-
tively : to Mr. T. C. Hyne, for his design for

a labourer's cottage ; to Mr S. J. Nicholl, for

the plan and arrangements of a labourer's cot-

tage; to Mr. J. Colson, for his design for an
intermediate railway station ; to Mr. C. B.
Allen, for the merit of the designs on the
panels of a pair of folding doors ; to Mr. L.
W. CoUmann, for his design of an ornamental
carved sideboard. The Tsis medal and £3 3s. :

to Mr. Milton, for his improved drill for

miners. The Isis silver medal : to Mr. Heley,
for his flexible floating cylinder for the preser-
vation of life from shipwreck ; to Mr. Woods,

for his chess-board for the blind. The hon
testimonial : to Mr. Jennings, for his improved
water tap; to Mr. Cracknel!, for his improved
wrench. A prize of £2 : to Master Bursill, for

his improved soldering iron,—At the conclu-

sion of the ceremony a vote of thanks to the

chairman was proposed by Mr. Bancroft, the

American minister, and seconded by Sir John
Boileau. The assembly then broke up.

(©n tj^e Mmufattuxt af ^Utt^^tdCa

pencils.

The best black lead pencils of this country are
formed of slender parallelepipeds, cut out by a
saw from sound pieces of plumbago, which
have been previously calcined in close vessels

at a bright red heat. These parallelopipeds are

generally enclosed in cases made of cedar
wood, though of late years they are also used
alone in peculiar pencil-cases, under the name
of "ever-pointed pencils," provided with an
iron wire and screw to protrude a minute point
of the plumbago beyond the tubular metallic

case, in proportion as it is wanted. Pure clay,

or clay containing the smallest portion of cal-

careous or siliceous matter is the substance
which is employed to give aggregation and
solidity not only to plumbago dust, but also

to all sorts of coloured powders. The plum
bago is reduced to a fine powder in an iron

mortar, and then put into a crucible, and cal
cined at a he-at approaching to whiteness. The
action of the fire gives it a brilliancy and soft-

ness which it would not otherwise possess, and
prevents it from being aff'ected by the clay,

which it is apt to be in its natural state. The
less clay is mixed with the plumbago, and the
less the mixture is calcined, the softer are the
pencils made of it ; the more clay is used the
harder are the pencils. The process is as fol

lows :—the materials having been carefully

sifted, a little of the clay is mixed with the
plumbago, and the mixture is trituiated with
water into a perfectly uniform paste. A portion
of this paste is then tested by calcination. If on
cutting theindurated mass particlesof plumbago
appear, the whole must be further levigated,

The remainder of the clay is now introduced,
and the paste is ground with a muUer upon a

porphyry slab until it becomes quite homo-
geneous and of the consistence of thin dough.
It is now made into a ball, put upon a support,

and placed under a bell glass inverted in a

basin of water, so as to be exposed merely to

the moist air. Small grooves are made in a

smooth board, similar to the pencil parallelo-

piped, but a little longer and wider, to allow

for the contraction of volume. The wood is

boiled in grease to prevent the paste from
sticking to it. The above described paste

being pressed witli a spatula into these grooves,

another boai-d, also boiled in grease, is laid

over them very closely, and secured by means
of screw clamps. As the atmospheric air can
get access only to the ends of the grooves, the

ends of the pencil i)ieces become dry first, and
by their contraction in volume get loose in the
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grooves, allowing the air to insinuate further,

and to dry the remainder of the paste in suc-

cession. Vfhen the whole piece is dried, it

becomes loose, and might be turned out of the

grooves. But before this is done, the mould is

put into an oven moderately heated in order

to render the pencil pieces still drier. The
mould is now taken out and emptied upon a

table covered with cloth. The greater part of

the pieces are found to be entire, and only a

few are broken if proper care has been taken.

They are all, however, perfectly straight, which
is a matter of the first importance. In order

to give solidity to these pencils, they are set

upright in a crucible until it becomes filled with

them, and then surrounded with charcoal pow-
der, fine sand, or sifted wood-ashes. The
crucible, after having a luted cover applied to

to it, is put into a furnace, and exposed to a

degree of heat regulated by the pyrometer of

Wedgewood—which degree is proportional to

the intended hardness of the pencils. When
they have been thus baked, the crucible is

removed from the fire and allowed to cool with
the pencils in it.—Should the pencils be in-

tended for drawing architectural plans, or for

very fine lines, they are immersed in melted
wax or suet nearly boiling hot before they are
put into the cedar cases. They acquire by this

means a certain degree of softness, are less

apt to be abraded by use, and preserve their

points much better. When the pencils are
intended to draw ornamental subjects, with
much shading, they are not dipped as above.

—

Dr. Ure.

German Silver.—1. Common :—

•

parts.

Copper . . . . . • S

Nickel 2
Zinc 3J

134
This compound forms the commonest that can
be made with any regard to the quality of the

article produced. It might do for wire for

common purposes. If the quantity of the
nickel be reduced much below this, the alloy

will be little better than pale brass, and will

tarnish quickly.—2. Good .-—
parts.

Copper - . . . . . 8

Nickel 3
Zinc .

.

3§
This is a very beautiful compound. It has the
appearance of silver a little below standard

;

by some persons it is even preferred to the
more expensive compound. We strongly
recommend manufacturers not to use a metal
inferior to this.

—

From a pamphlet by Messrs.
Topping.

Black Pigment.—A fine lamp-black is ob-
tained by the combustion of a thick torch
of coal gas, supplied with a quantity of air

adequate to burn only its hydrogen. In this

case, the whole of its carbon is deposited in the
form of a very fine black powder of extreme
lightness. This black is used in making the
better qualities of printer's ink.

Cf)e Olj^ronotgptst.

A very handsome silver vase, intended for

presentation to the Bishop of Manchester,
from the scholars of King Edward's School,

1

is now on view at the manufacturers', Messrs.
]

Edwards and Ball, High-street, Birmingham.!
The vase was designed by Mr. T. Clark, headj
master of the Society of Arts and Government
School of Design, and is a very fine specimen
of that gentleman's talents as a designer. It

is Roman in character, and is very highly
ornamented. On the edge is the egg and
tongue moulding, and on either side are groups
of figures, emblematical of Truth directing the
Sciences, and Genius guiding the Arts. The
handles are formed of intertwined winged ser-j

pents. The vase stands on a triangular pedes-
tal, decorated on each side by very finely 1

chased wreaths of bay leaves, executed in

frosted silver, and supported by a winged lion,
j

a griffin, and a winged sphinx, also frosted.;

These figures are remarkable for the delicacy,

'

and yet the force of their modelling. Everj'

detail, though they are only about four inches!

high, is given with distinctness, while the|

effect of the whole, especially of the

sphinx, is very striking. The figures rest!

upon a broad, massive base, ornamented
by a rich border of the bay leaf. The
whole is raised upon a step of about an
inch in depth. The design is original ^in cha-
racter, and displays'great taste ; the workman-,
ship is excellent, and reflects credit upon
Messrs. Edwards and Ball. The height of the

piece is I about twenty-four inches ; its weight
is 23.0 ounces ; and it cost £200. The foun-

dation stone of the temple for Dr. Jephson's
statue has been laid in the gardens at Lea-
mington, as has also that of the pillar to com-,
memorate the visit of her Majesty and consort

at Ramsey, in the Isle of Man. We learn

from the Manchester Examiner that the navi-

gation of the River Amazon has at length

been attempted with success by a steam-boat
of light draught. 'The Government School
of Design, at Somerset House, is, we hear, now
constantly well attended ; and understand that

the continuance of able and diligent students

is to be encouraged by the distribution of

prizes for their best productions, and by giving

to them a preference in filling up vacancies of

masterships in the provincial schools. Govern-
ment is manifesting a vigilant interest in the

efficient agency for this nationally important

Institution. The President and Vice-Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade have recently be-

come Chairmen of the Committee of Manage-
ment, and sanction by signature all its pro-:

ceedings. The Committee holds its meetings

at the Board of Trade; and consists, as now
arranged, of the following members:—The
Right Hon. Henry Labouchere, president,

—

Earl Granville, vice-president,—G. R. Porter,

Esq., and Sir Denis Le Marchant, secretaries,

—Stafford H. Northcote, Esq., law assistant,

—J. G. Shaw Lefevre, Esq., Sir R. West-|

macott, Ambrose Poynter, Esq., and G. Rich-

mond, Esq.—The Senate of the_University of
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London have lent to the school, for the deli-

very of class lectures, one of their spacious

rooms in the huilding ; and Mr. Redgrave and
Mr. Townshend are about'to commence a series

of lectures on Botany and Anatomy.—Mr.
Redgrave has been appointed by the Commitee
at the Board of Trade to cooperate with Mr.
Dyce in carrying out the objects of the class of

Applied Design,—including flower-painting

and the treatment of plants and foliage in orna-
mentation ; and arrangements are in progress
for the commencement of courses of lectures

on the History and Principles of Art in rela-

tion to ornament. Mr. Jackson, of

Leicester, has registered an ingenious table

for finding the day of the week or month at

sight from the year 1840 to 1900. It is very
useful in many cases. Mr. Woodington
has completed his model for one of the com-
partments of the base of the Nelson column in

Trafalgar-square. The incident the artist has

chosen for representation is one that occurred

at the battle of the Nile, where Nelson, being
wounded in the forehead by a musket ball and
carried down into the cock-pit, declined the

immediate care of the surgeon, directing that

officer to attend to the rest of the wounded,
and to take him in his turn. The suggestion

thrown out by us a few weeks back (see page
1, ante), has, we see, been in some measure
adopted by the stone-masons of London who
have issued an address (agreed to at a public

meeting of the body) to the trades of Metro-
polis and the country generally. The address

embodies two principles, namely, that of the

people's charter, and the protection of labour.

The first is too well known to need repitition
;

with regard to the second, after stating that

they have long seen the necessity for a power-
ful and cordial organisation among the trades

of this country, and particularly those of

London ; the projectors submit the following

propositions, as the basis of a union, which they

really believe is best calculated to ensure the

undivided support and co-operation of the

trades of London, and the country generally,

and which they feel certain can alone better

their condition. They therefore propose that

great "Metropolitan Trades Political and
Social Union" should be formed upon the prin-

ciples above stated. With regard to the pro-

tection of labour, it is proposed that a " Board
of Labour" should be formed, consisting of the

most practical and intelligent members—dele-

gates from the different branches of the pro-

posed union, part of whom the projectors

would recommend should have seats in the

Legislature, whose duties it should be to watch
over the interests of the trades, to make the

necessary arrangements with the Government
for a new organisation of labour, by self-sup-

porting home colonies, and other industrial

establishments. At Crosby Hall, on the 8th

instant, the Right Hon. W..E. Gladstone pre-

sided as chairman at the anniversary meeting
of the subscribers and friends to the Spital-

fields School of Design. The report of the

local committee represented the state and pro-

gress of the school to be highly satisfactory

—

and mentioned several instances of pupils

being engaged by the silk manufacturers as

draughtsmen and designers. Prizes, of books
and money, were distributed to the students
for drawings and paintings which were exhibi-
ted, and the chairman and many of the prin-
cipal manufacturers and merchants of the dis-
trict addressed the assemblage. A subscrip-
tion has been proposed and active measures
taken for its furtherance, for the purpose of
placing a full-length portrait of Mr. Vernon'
amongst his pictures when finally deposited inj

the New National Gallery. "We would, how-
ever, suggest a marble statue instead, as beingj
more conspicuous, and more likely to excite
the attention of visiters.

Jntertot; decoration.

With regard to interior decorations certain
principles may be laid down, which, if recog-
nised and applied, would make our dwellings
much more cheerful and comfortable, whichj
might make them comparatively beautiful, notj

only without any additional cost, but wouldl
make the keep of them more economical, byj

rendering them, to an equal degree, indepen-|
dent of the caprices of fashion. It is thej

absence of correct principles which causes'

decoration and furniture to be out of fashion,;

tiresome, palling to the eye, and subject to'

constant change! whereas, what is realljM

beautiful, being based on everlasting principles,

is subject to no change. We think the greater|

part of the painting of a house might be aj

work to last for life, ' with benefit even to the
journeymen painters, and infinite satisfaction

to the house inhabitant. A truly melancholy
suspension of comfort is the work of paintin^

a house. Your whole little world so turned
upside down that it hardly rights itself ])efore

the work has to be done again. What a comfort
it would be to undergo the penance only once
in a life, instead of every seven years ! It i

seems to us quite a mistake, though a very
common and popular one, to imagine that

beauty is necessarily costly in its production.

Nothing could be cheaper in material and
manufacture than the earthenware pots of the

ancient Etrurians—yet they have perfect and
everlasting beauty in their forms. The prefer-

ence of one colour to another, within a very
wide range of colours, is not at all a thing of

greater or lesser cost. So far from beauty
being costly, it would more often happen that

in a giveii number of existing specimens of

decoration, the greater beauty and harmony
would be obtained at a smaller cost of labour
and material than what are expended to pro-

duce ugliness and confuson. Take at random
a dozen patterns of paper-hangings, of various

colours and devices, and in the majority of

them we believe it could be shown that their

cost of production might be materially

lessened, whilst their beauty would be greatly

enhanced.
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GLINESS
and Monstrosity are not identical, but

may be regarded as step-brothers. Crea-

tion has called them both forth—the one from

Nature, the other from Art. Between the two

there exists the same barrier that divides the

spiritual from the material world : ugliness

partakes, in some measure, of system, but

monstrosity is wholly of fancy; we can, at

least, appreciate the one, but the other is in-

comprehensible.

Rembrandt is generally noted for the ex-

cessive ugliness of his portraits, yet none can

accuse him of being an unfaithful delineator
;

the grand secret of this was, that he knew

where to stop : one step either above or below

a certain limit renders the portrait of a human

being either that of an angel or a demon—thus

beauty may be extended to spiritualism and

ugliness to monstrosity.

However distorted the countenances of par-

ticular individuals may appear to the observer,

there is invariably present some redeeming

expression of intellect, which makes up for

their disadvantageous appearance, in the same

manner that a gleam of sunlight falling upon

a rugged and barren rock imparts to it some-

thing more than any material qualification

could present to the eye. It is in the proper

observance of this that some of our best

painters have so eminently succeeded, and it

is likewise, in the want of such observance

tljat so many have failed. By pourtraying

ugliness without its accompanying animation,

we create monstrosity—a thing without indi-

vidual character, loathsome alike to our sight

and understanding.

There is no living creature on earth, in-

stinctive or reasoning, which may not be repre-

sented, with perfect good taste, in such a

manner as to harmonise with our best ideas of

moral beauty. Art should never be regarded

as a mere delineator of substance ; she has

still a higher and more noble aim, namely,

that of embodying the spirit—of imitating the

work of God in all save actual animation.

It is well known that Raffaelle could no

more have drawn the portrait of a living man

of ordinary beauty, than Rembkandt could

have drawn that of an archangel—the one was

a painter of imagination, the other a painter

of Nature ; but even Rembrandt did not go so

far as Salvator Rosa, with regard to ugliness,

for the latter presented us with moral ugliness

as well as physical deformity—yet even he did

not create monsters. We can look upon his

bandits and recognise in them human beings,

notwithstanding all the gloominess (which as

he made it, is infinitely more terrible than ac-

tual darkness) of the surrounding scenery and

those awful effects of light and shade, in the

production of which he stood and still stands

unrivalled.

In the National Gallery, there is a small

painting on panel, by John Van Eyck, of a

Flemish man and wife, which affords an excel-

lent study to the young artist. The features

of both man and woman are excessively ugly,

added to which the imperfective perspective,

the grotesque style of painting, and the sin-

gular costume of the period to which it belongs,

all conspire to a singular tout ensemble of ugli-

ness
;
yet monstrosity nowhere exhibits itself

in these portraits. The countenances of both

figures represented bear expression, and -we

feel that we are looking at the representations

of human beings merely disguised in the con-

ventuality of Art.

These facts and statements all contribute to
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the -establishment of two incontrovertible

points, namely, that the human form can never

by any possible natural circumstance become

monstrous, and that physical ugliness inter-

feres not with characteristic expression in the

human countenance.

[Our initial letter this week is derived from
the same source as that in No. 54, namely, the
Harleian MSS. in the British Museum, which
afford a capital idea of the state of decorative
art during the middle ages.]

We have this week presented our readers with

an example of Gothic tracery from Henry the

Seventh's Chapel, Westminster Abbey. To

descant upon its beauty in proportion and

detail would be superfluous, we will, therefore,

content ourselves with remarking that in our

next we shall give the necessary dimensions of,

and rules for drawing the several portions.

Co (Kortesjiontfents, ^t.

Errata.—In our leading article last weelc
{seep. 71), 2nd col., Ith line from top, dele a
double of three words ; and in same col., 24:th

line from bottom, instead of "pletitiful proof
of the display of," Sj-c, read ''afforded plentiful

proof of the effects of the display of," 8fc. Also
in Mr. Whittaker's letter, p. 75, 2nd line from
top, instead of " hotv to cut the circumference,"
Sfc, read " how to cut from the circumference,"
S(c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. 3d. each; or the Publisher will under-
talce to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*** Any of our readers having complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us
by lending, or sending copies of them.

" E. C."'— TVe know of no preparation for
colouring which will not peel off under the
intense rays of the sun, unless well varnished.
Common size will prevent lime-wash from rubbing

off, and than a mixture of the two nothing could
be better adapted for the interior of stables, 8fc.

We have not seen any small work published on
the subject of cements and colours, but the second
edition of a large one by Gen. Pasley has, ive

believe, been lately published by Weale, of Hol-
born, on the first subject, while on the second we
know of none better than Hay's " Laws of
Harmonious Colouring," published by Black, of
Edinburgh and London.

" R. S. M'Kenny."—If you are discontented
you have your remedy.

Communications, Booksfor Revieiv, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to ''the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street. Strand, London.''—We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us with local information
con7iected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, 8fc. .

Parliamentary Grants.—The Miscella-
neous Estimates for the year ending March 31,

1849, have been laid befoie Parliament. No. 1

comprehends " Public Works iand Buildings,"
to which it is proposed to appropriate a sum of

£483,976, against £589,253, in 1847-48; of

this sum, £120,923 Avill be appropriated to

public buildings and Royal Palaces, £30,000
to the enlargement and improvement of
Buckingham Palace, £8410 to the palm-house
at Kew, £4234 to the expenses of the tem-
porary Houses of Parliament, £120,000 to those
of the new Houses of Parliament, £21,300 to

the Insolvent Debtors' Court, £4050 to courts

of law in the Isle of Man, £12,792 to Holy-
head harbour, £131,000 to harbours of refuge,

£23,167 to public buildings, &c., in Ireland,

and £8100 to Kingstown harbour. No. 4
includes the sums applied to the encourage-
ment and promotion of education, science, and
art, the estimate of which for the current year
amounts to £397,520, against £351,243 in 1847,

and £325,908 in 1846. Of this sum £125,000
is to be appropriated to public education in

Great Britain, £120,000 to the same purpose in
Ireland, £10,000 to Schools of Design, £4178
to the University of London, £7480 to the

Universities in Scotland, £6600 to the Irish

Academies, £3442 to the Belfast Academical
Institution, £99,249 to the British Museum,
£1500 to the National Gallery, £10,788 to

the Museum of Practical Geology and
Geological Survey, £5627 so scientific works
and experiments, and £2000 to the comple
tion of the Nelson Monument.

Composition for Plasterers' Work.—The
composition used by the plasterer is a ground-
work of lime and hair, on which, for the

finish, a coating of finer material is laid. The
sorts of it are various ; as, for instance, white

lime and hair mortar on bare walls ; the same
on laths as for partitions and plain ceilings

;

for renewing the insides of walls, roughcasting
on laths

;
plastering on brickwork with finish-

ing mortar, in imitation of stone work, and the

like upon laths. For cornices and the decora-

tions of mouldings, the material is plaster of

Paris, one which facilitates the giving by casts

the required form and finish; to the superior

parts of his work. The plasterer uses it also

for mixing with lime and haii*, when the work
is required to dry and set hard in a short time
For inside work, the lime and hair, or coarse

stuff, is prepared, like common mortar, with
sand ; but in the mixing, hair of the bullock,

obtained from the tanners' yards, is added to it,

and worked in with the rake, so as to distribute

it over the mass as equally as possible.

—

Gwilt.
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EXHIBITION OF MR. MULREADY'S
PICTURES.

Want of space lias hitherto prevented our

noticing the intention of the Society of Arts to

collect and exhibit as many as possible of the

paintings of that distinguished academician,
Mr. Mulready, as the commencement of a

series of such exhibitions of the works of

different British artists to take place annually.

We will now, however, endeavour to make up
for the omission.

'It is proposed, says the Society's pro-

spectus, to collect once a-year (the month of

June is suggested), and exhibit in. the Society's

Great Room as many as possible of the paint-

ings of some one eminent living artist, and
to couple with the collection of pictures

an exhibition of all the engravings from
them. Perhaps it may be possible to add
some of the drawings and studies of the

artist, so that, we shall thus concentrate in

one spot annually the completest exhibi-

tion of the powers of one of our great

painters. Such an exhibition would afford a
useful lesson to ourselves, and teach both
foreigners and ourselves duly to value the pre-

sent state of British art. * * * * There are

many advantages in exhibiting the works of an
artist during his lifetime, rather than after his

death. Obviously, the collection through his

aid might be more completely made. The
works exhibited are thus stamped with the

artist's own guarantee for their genuineness.
Moreover, it seems to me mare useful to

honour a great man in his lifetime, when he
can value it, rather than when he is gone, and
cannot value it at all. * * * * The prin-

cipal object, then, of this exhibition is to

amass a fund, for the purpose of forming the
nucleus of a gallery of the best works of

British artists ; to be thus enabled to give to

the artist whose works are exhibited a com-
mission for a picture without dictation as to

subject or size—to give him a commission in

such a mode, and in such terms, as shall be
calculated to obtain from him a picture which
he would feel a pride in showing to his country-
men as his best work, on which he would rest his

fame, and which he would offer to posterity as

the best specimen of his genius and ability.

An incidental advantage in this course will be
that we shall be thus enabled to test whether
works of art cannot be procured better by
giving direct commissions to artists who have
established their fame, than by an open com-
petition, which addi-esses itself to everybody,
and nobody in particular. When this picture
is painted, it is proposed to present it to the
National Gallery, assuming that the building
is capable of receiving such a collection. In
any case the pictures will become the property
of the nation. * * » * It is proposed
that the charges for admission should be on a
graduated scale, so as to enable all classes to

become voluntary contributors, and thus share
the merit of founding a National Gallery of

British Artists. But in order to give an op-

portunity to those parties who may be willing
to promote this object more directly, it is pro-
posed to receive special subscriptions of £1
and upwards per annum. The name of each
subscriber will be registered as one of the
donors of the picture ; each subscriber will

receive an original etching of the picture,
painted for that particular year, and a free ad-
mission to the annual exhibition."
The plan we have no. hesitation in declaring

to be sound in principle, and patriotic in its

direction. Few, comparatively speaking, of
the British public are acquainted, even in the
remotest degree, with the merits of our native
artists, and at the present time, when Mr.
Vernon's munificent gift has paved the road,
as it were, it reflects great credit on the Society
of Arts as a body, to have been the first to

have used the thoroughfare thu.s newly created
—they could not have chosen a better path.

So much of the project, now let us turn to

the first gem of its development.
Mr. Mulready, the artist chosen for the first

exhibition, is well-known to connoisieurs by
his valuable contributions to that art of which
he is so distinguished a practitioner. Mr.
Mulready's style is evidently founded on that

of the Dutch School, at the period when
Ostade reigned super-eminent as a delineator

of Nature; but no pupil could have sue-

ceeded better in rendering himself a mas-
ter ; ndeed, he is by many competent
judges esteemed as being even superior

his prototype. He has improved by practice,

and the lapse of years has not destroyed but
mellowed his vigour.

_
_

.

The pictures of Mr. Mulready, now exhibit-

ing at the Society of Arts, include nearly all

his best performances from the year 1805 to

1847—a period of forty-two years ! Truly
such a sight as this is calculated to produce
something more than a mere evanescent feel-

ing in the breast of the observer :—the proofs

of nearly half a century's devotion to art-^a

long life-time spent in contributing to the

pleasure and improvement of his fellow men,
should surely entitle Mr. Mulready to a crown
of laurels, preserved fresh and verdant by a
nation's patronage and sympathy.

CONGREVE, OR LuCIFER MaTCHES. Bcr-

zelins gives the following as the best compo
sition for these matches:

—

Powdered chlorate of pottassa

Powdered brimstone .

.

Sugar
Gum arable

Cinnabar • • • . •

•

parts.

30
10
8
5
1

54

The sugar, gum, and salt are first rubbed toge-

ther into a paste with a sufficiency of water

;

the sulphur is then added, and the whole being

thoroughly beaten together, small brimstone

matches are dipped in, so as to retain a thin

coat of the mixture upon their sulphuretted

points; they should be quite dry before _ they

are used. These matches inflame by friction

against any rough surface.
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an Blustratetr ^lossarj) of ^ecfinical

Cerms u^ta in Ercf)itectural antj

- interior Becoratton, ^c.

[Continued from page 74.]

Diamond Pavement, a pavement having the

stones laid diagonally.

Early English Style of Architecture,
the general style employed in England during

the 13th century. The accompanying speci-

men is a representation of a capital from the

nave of Romsey Abbey Church, Hants ; built

A. D. 1220.

Early Norman Style of Architecture.
the style employed in England from the mid-

act of cutting out a representation of the

form of any object on a surface of hard stone,

metal, or wood. The art, in this, its most ex-

tensive signification, dates from the highest

antiquity—the engraved tables of the Jewish
law, the sculptered gems set in the breastplate

of their high priest, the cylinders of agate

engraved with arrow-head characters that

have been fsund in the ruins of Babylon, and
the hieroglyphics sculptured on the temples

and obelisks of Upper Egypt, are examples
which it is only necessary to name in order to

prove the assertion.
,
But engraving, at the

present day, is far more extended in its opera-

tions, being employed for the purpose of copy-
ing drawings, &c., and afterwards transferring

impressions of them to paper. The various

methods of engraving are too numerous toi

be mentioned in this place, so that we shall

reserve a full account of them for a series of

articles to be shortly presented to our readers.

[To be continued.]

die of the 11th to about the beginning of the

12th century. The accompanying specimen is

from Westminster Hall.

Engraving.—This term is derived from the

German word Griiben or Graben, which means
to dig or to mine. The essential idea of it,

therefore, is a hollow formed by the applica-

tion of a cutting tool. All solid substances

are capable of being engraved, but when the

word is used as a term of fine art, it means the

How TO LAY Sheet LEAo.-^The method
most commonly adopted in laying sheet lead

for terraces or flats, is to place it on a sur-

face as even as possible, either of boarding

or plastering. If boards are employed, they

should be sufficiently thick to prevent warping
or twisting, which, if it occur soon, causes the

lead to crack or to become unsightly. As
sheets of lead are not more than about 6 feet

in width, when the area to be covered with

them is large, joints become necessary, which
are contrived in various ways to prevent the

wet from penetrating. To do this, the best

method is that of forming rolls, which are

pieces of wood 2 inches square extending in the

direction of the joint, planed and rounded on
their upper side. These being fastened under
the joints of the lead between the edges of the

two sheets which meet together, one is dressed

up over the roll on the inside, and the other

over both of them on the outside, whereby all

entry of the water is prevented. No fastening

is required other than the adherence of the

lead by close hammering together and down
on the flat : indeed, any fastening would be

injurious, as by it the lead would not have free

play in its expansion and contraction from

heat and cold. If rolls are not employed,

which from their projection are in some cases

found inconvenient, seams are substituted for

them ; but they are by no means equal to the

roll either for neatness or security. They are

formed by merely bending up the two edges of

the lead, and then over one aiiother, and then

dressing them down close to the flat through-

out their length. Though some solder the

joints, it is a bad practice, and no good
plumber will do it, for the same reason as

that just given in respect of fastening in flats.

A leaden flat, as well as a gutter, should be

laid with a fall to keep it dry. A quarter of

an inch in a foot is sufficient inclination for

lead, if the sheets be 20 feet long, so that in

this case they will be 5 inches at one end higher

than at the other. This giving a current, as it

is called, is usually provided for by the car-

penter previous to laying the lead.

—

Gwilt.
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BmQn for a IBolpfjin dTmial.
(GOTHIC.)

BY JAMES H. THOMAS.

[We again beg to direct the attention of our
readers to the excellent series of designs for

Gothic ornaments, drawn by Mr. Barret.
To stone-masons, carvers, and indeed all pro-
fessions connected with ornamental art, thej'

will prove invaluable,]

M. Babinet's Atmidoscope.—At a late sit-

ting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, M.
Babinet exhibited an atmidoscope, constructed
by M. Lerebours, which indicates the degree
of dryness of the atmosphere, its temperature,
its agitation, and the quantity of evaporation
which takes place in any given localitj^. Like
Leslie's instrument, it is a reservoir of porous
clay, filled with water, the consumption of

which is noted by the sinking of the level of

the water in a bent tube connected with the
reservoir. M. Babinet compared his at-

midoscope with Leslie's instrument, and
pointed out several applications of its use to

sanitary puposes, as well as in meteorology,
agriculture, and natural philosophy, and as a
requisite to the builder in the choice of resi-

dences. This instrument has the advantage
over the ordinary hygrometer that it is in-

fluenced by the agitation of the air, and
registers the total effect produced from the
moment it is set in action.

titU^ ot @artf)eitli)are or ©^ina*

[Patent dated Nov, 20th, 1847; enrolled, May 20tb, 1848.]

This specification relates to the decoration
of various articles manufactured of earthen-
ware or china, and the object of the patentee
is to give such articles the appearance of
marble or granite. The materials employed
by the patentee are the ordinary slop clays or

colours, as usually employed. The process is

as follows :—A bat, slice, or slab of the <5rdinary

clay of which such articles are usually made,
is taken in a soft state ; the size of the bat or

slab being in proportion to the article to be
manufactured ; a portion of the slop clays or

colours are now sprinkled, poured, or other-

wise placed and distributed over the surface of
the bat or slab of clay ; it is then moulded
into the requisite shape to form the article.

The clay may be pressed also and formed and
shaped by means of blocks, or stamps of

wood, or other material. Also in the manu
facture of tiles, quarries, and other similar

articles ; although the patentee is aware that

such articles have hitherto been made with
slop clays or colours, he does not, therefore,

claim that manufacture simply, but he does
when in combination with afterwards bringing
the article in process of manufacture to a

level surface, or by pressing and forming the

clay by blocks or stamps. The patentee pre-

fers the use of oil or other oleaginous fluids,

to the employment of water, for the pur-
pose of mixing with the slop clays or colours

in the above processes of manufacture, as pro
ducing finer surfaces ; and also he prefers the

use of oil or other oleaginous fluids in the prO'

cess of stamping, or pressing, or moulding to

be applied to the block or stamp. Although
the slop clays or colours will dry gradually
and sufficiently at the ordinary temperature of

the atmosphere, yet they may be with advan-
tage dried by artificial heat, to facilitate the

manufacture, such heat being applied to the
surface. The patentee claims as follows :—

•

First, the application of slop clays or colours

for the purpose of decorating articles of

earthenware or china, made of soft clay

Secondly, the application of slop clay

or colours with stiff" clay, for

of tiles, quarries, and various
cles, and pressing the same,
construction and use of blocks or stamps for

stamping and shaping articles made from
slop clays or colours. Fourthly, the employ-
ment of oil or other oleaginous substance
in lieu of water in combination with slop

clays or colours, for decorating articles of
earthenware or china, and in stamping and
shaping such articles. Fifthly, the applica-

tion of heat to dry the articles, made as above,
applied to the surface only.

—

Patent Journal.

the making
other arti-

Thirdly, the

To Clean Articles of Gold.—Dissolve
sal ammonia along with American potash, and
boil the article in the liquid.
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Btcomttht ^xt ^otkt^-

At a recent meeting of this society, a paper
"On Decorations in Tempera" was read by
Mr. Dwyer, V.P. The evils resulting from
the present partial system of education in the
arts, were alluded to as being generally evi-

dent in the professional practice of our artists,

and it was contended that more ample and
varied means for study should be made acces-
sible to all who require to understand the sub-
ject. He desired to have a general system of
education in arts, as in literature, for all who
require to understand the variety of means by
which to best attain a given end. A know-
ledge of different materials must, he said, in-
crease the powers of expression ; for by
simply extending an acquaintance Avith the
materials, facilities for correct and forcible

expression must occur, and the artist of
general acquirements would ordinarily adopt
that method which is the most suitable for his

purpose.
The manner of applying colours in the

arts has varied much in the different epochs
of history, and it is not difficult to trace
therefore those distinctive qualities in which
may be recognised relative fitness of pur-
pose. Mr, Dwyer described the method
of coloui'ing "in tempera," and the va-
rious vehicles or media used for rendering
the coloui-s adhesive and permanent. Some
useful details respecting the practical manage-
ment of the colours wei-e mentioned, and the
treatment of them in application with gums,
&c., to produce certain glazed effects, was ex-
plained. Among the advantages assumed for

painting in tempera, that of readily and econo-
mically producing upon a large surface an even
colour and texture, was especially adverted to,

and its application, as seen in the form of
paper-hangings, was said to equal in effect

that of any other medium whatever. The
scenery of theatres (always painted in tem-
pera), it was observed, illustrated the power
and richness of effects obtainable, as well as
the rapid facility with which decorations,
of a refined and picturesque character might
be produced for domestic interiors. It was
contended that the opportunities for intro-
ducing artistic refinem.ent through such simple
and economical additions to our ordinary wall
decorations, ought not to be any longer over-
looked, as vignettes, landscapes, &c., can be
produced easily, quickly, cheaply, and well,
in this mannei'. He did not wish to have
coarseness mistaken for boldness, but to re-

cognise that spirit which evinces the vitality

of art, by imparting to decorations in tempera
the fire and soul-inspiring vigour of the best
and time-honoured frescoes of Ital}'. He
remarked that the artist's labour might ad-
vantageously ba employed on walls in com-
bination with borders and enrichments printed
upon paper, and that elevated and important
results would thus ensue from displacing much
of the insipidity in the general aspect of paper-
hangings. It was mentioned that with the
present available resources arising from the

Schools of Design, our house decorators might
safely venture upon undertakings which would
be readily appreciated by the public. He,
i-eferred to the now well-known decorations of
Pompeii, as illustrating in a modified degree
the proper starting point ; and to the Vatican,
and works in Italian palaces, for specimens
for emulation of a loftier range. A greater
amount of attention to the importance of
colour upon our walls, it was said, was cer-
tainly necessary when we find the tame mis-
taken for the chaste, and artistic energies are
being as it were dried up, through the pre-
valent use of tints (stimulative in the name
only), such as lemon, salmon, sage-greep, &c.
It was further observed that painting in tem-
pera being absorbent of light, admits with
great freedom the broad style of treatment
which is essential to the decorations of the
walls in large rooms, and the necessity for

greater breadth and force in the designs for

such purposes was strongly urged. Stencil-
ling, although despised by many, owing to the
imperfect manner in which it has usually been
applied in this country, was described as a
very useful medium, and, it was said, that

effects in borders, after the manner of Tes-
serae, would, if judiciously wrought, be duly
appreciated. The reader wished it to be
imderstbod that he regulated his suggestions
with equal regard to economy as to the ad-
vance of artistic achievements. He regretted
the decorative painters have rarely the oppor-
tunity of seeing walls in tempera executed by
men of superior attainments,—as he felt assured
that, if they saw the exceptions to their cus-

tomary practice which artists, such as Stan
field, Danson, and others, had produced upon
the walls of a few private mansions, their

mental powers of appreciation woirld induce
them to exercise that description of art

Watteau had, he said, last imparted to this

manner of painting a popularity in this coun
try; but there was little in those works beyond
the ability of many ornamental painters of the

present day. The absurdity of painting in oil

and varnishing the walls, and often the
ceilings, in small rooms, was meiitioned in con
trast to the light and agreeable result of
colouring in tempera, while the general ab
sence of gloss permits perspective and other
details to be properly represented at any angle
to the surface ; and, with reference to dura-

bility, that it is quite possible to produce works
of enduring brilliancj'', as illustrated by
Egyptian antiquities in the British Museum,
and the series of cartoons for a freize by A,

Montegna, now at Hampton Court. It was
remarked, respecting the latter examples, that
the manner of laying on the colours in washes
showed that care was taken to prevent the
peeling off which a careless method gives rise

to.

To Remove "Iron Moulds" from Marsle.
—Mix equal quantities of spirit of vitriol and
lemon-juice, shake it well; wet the spots with
the mixture, and in a few minutes rub with
soft linen until they are completely effaced.
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(gobei'mnent School oi Bt&iQn.

MR. BURCHETT'S LECTURE ON FREE-
HAND DRAWING.
[Concluded from page 77-1

" Many endeavours have been made to esta-

blish some universal standard of beauty, by
those who have sought to erect a material one.

The female form has thus been chosen. Yet
though we of course admit that the female
form in its perfection, is exquisitely beautiful,

consideration would prove that it is possessed
of certain qualities which exist in a greater

or less degree in all organic forms ; and accord-
ing as it possesses more or less of these forms,

is it more or less beautiful. Some theorists

erroneously define beauty as being simply that

which is pleasing, overlooking the fact, that

things are not beautiful because they please,

jbut please because they are beautiful. Beauty
Ibas also been said to consist in fitness; but
jon such a view it would appear that it is the

lexcellencCj completeness, or perfection of the

'object which excites our admiration, and not
any presence of the quality of the beautiful.

[The principle of association has also been the

j source of much error, for objects which we love

1 wind themselves so closely round our hearts,

jthat our admiration too easily induces us to

confound the causes of our emotions, and to

assert that to be beautiful which is pleasing to

us individually.

I

" Apart, however, from all such ideas, let us
I examine some of the forms of the animal and
I
vegetable kingdoms, which all agree in pro-
jnouncing beautiful. Let us select woman, the

I

Arab horse, the greyhound, and a leaf. Now
if we find that all these instances possess
jcertain qualities in common, and that when
any of these qualities are absent, the sense of
[beauty is either diminished or destroyed, are

Iwe not justified in concluding that these com-
!mon qualities are the source of our pleasing
emotions? and if further we find, that by
regulating our artistic productions by the
ame laws, we are enabled to produce other
forms similarly pleasing, have we not dis-

covered the source of what we agree to call

beauty of form, analysed its nature, and
applied its laws to our own use ?

" In the admission and appreciation, how-
ever, of this standard of beauty in form (to

which point alone our attention must be
directed), is involved the question of percep-
tion, sensibility, and its cultivation. In other
words, beauty is both objective and subjective.
We know that, in the physical nature of man,
the various senses vai-y in every possible
degree, from absolute abnegation to the most
exquisite degree of perfection ; and that
by cultivation, their perfectness may be
almost indefinitely increased. And we can-
not doubt that the mental aesthetic sensibility,
which Vie call taste, with which every man "is

more or less endowed, is capable of being in-
creased in intensity and perfection to a very
surprising extent. The correct predication of

beauty will therefore depend upon the com-
petence of the observer. As the short-sighted
man cannot say that the beauties of landscape
which lie beyond his powers of vision do not
exist except in the imagination of those who
are blest with better eyesight, so neither can
it be truly said that beauty exists only in
mind, and that every individual ought to
acquiesce in his own sentiments regarding it,

without pretending to regulate those of others.
" As exemplifying the powers of perception

acquired by habit and education, the cele-
brated Baron Dupan remarks, that the copper-
smith, the tinsmith, and the cooper, dis-
tinguish with great facility whether surfaces
are cylindrical or conical, but are not so cap-
able of judging of other forms. The turner
and the potter can tell at a glance whether any
surface is a surface of revolution, or flattened
or elongated in any part. The architect will
judge easily of the varied forms of cylinders
and cones, as well as of surfaces of revolu-
tion. And so on in all branches of art and
mechanical action.

" From an examination of the various lines
of beauty producable from different geometric
forms, we find, that to produce that aggregate

|

quality of line which we agree to call beautiful,
j

variety, continuity, contrast, gradation, and!
symmetry, are absolutely necessary, and thatj

without these qualities, no high degree of:

beauty of line can exist. Let us then apply these,
principles to the instances of beauty in form!
which we before instanced.
" In that normal form of female beauty, the]

Medicean Venus, we find the qualities in
question combined in a pre-eminent degree.
Its contour exhibits exquisitely i;arie(Z elliptical

curves of unbroken continuity, melting into
each other by subtle and refined gradation,
the various parts contrasting with each other
most harmoniously, and in perfect symmetry.
If we substitute for the gi-aduated curves of the
Venus, parts more strongly pronounced,
curves abutting upon each other sharply,
and with little gradation, or broken lines and
angles of attenuation, or the unvaried and
unsymmetrical forms of obesity, we shall find
that we have exchanged gratification for

aversion, and elegance for vulgarity.
"So also in animals like the horse and grey-

hound, in proportion as their contour pos-
sesses the qualities before enumerated, we
concur in calling them beautiful, apart from
any idea of use or fitness. Though the race-
horse possesses in a transcendent degree one
quality of his species—fleetness—no one would
prefer his bony and tendonous form, all whale-
bone and whip -cord, to the flowing and
elliptical lines of the Arab ; or deem that the
Arab would suffer in comparison with the
Flemish dray-horse, because the latter pos-
sessed double the strength of the former.
Such also is the case in the beautiful forms of
the vegetable world. These views are also

confirmed by the high authority of Father
Andre, who defines beauty to be "variety
reduced to unity, by symmetry and harmony."
The same principles are maintained in the
philosophic works of Hutcheson, Cronzas,
Mendelssohn, St. Augustine, and others, who
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have only re-asserted and amplified the doc-
trine first enunciated by Aristotle himself.

"Let me now add a few words on the sub-
ject of ^race, which may with propriety be
said to be beauty in motion. Thus says
Milton of Eve:—

' Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye,

In every gesture, dignity and love.'

Grandeur, again, less important to the orna-
mentist than beauty and grace, is produced by
an increase of the scale to which the lines of
a beautiiul object are drawn, with a consequent
diminution of the number of parts ; con-
trast being restrained by simplicity, and variety
by severity. The grandeur of the Venus of
Milo, as compared with the beauty of the
Medicean, owes its origin to these caxises.

The works of the early masters of Christian
art afford many striking instances of this

quality; for by the noble simplicity of their

draperies, they have often, notwithstanding
much imperfection and conventional pecu-
liarity of drawing, presented us with figures
which the greatest of their successors have
never surpassed in solemnity and grandeur.'"
_Mr. Burchett then went on to impress upon

his audience the extreme importance of those
elementary studies, which to the young pupil
often appear most purposeless and useless, and
which he generally finds least attractive and
agreeable, urging them to trust to the unani-
mous opinion of those who know by experience
the vast importance of a power of drawing
with perfect freedom and power of hand. In
enforcing this point, he showed the manner in

which the various properties of the chief geo-
metrical curves are all employed with more or
less fidelity in every beautiful form, illustrating

his words with numerous diagrams. Then ad-
vancing to the point of study when lines are
connected so as to produce definite form, he
said :

—

" It will be found that the contrasting the
opposite sides of forms conduces to their
beauty in a greater degree than a mere oppo-
sition. It may be necessary also to define
that contrast is modified opposition, while oppo-
sition is taken to mean mere absolute reversed
repetition ; and upon examination it appears
that what we call contrast is the distinctive
mark of vitality and animated natm-e, and
opposition of inanimate forms and absolute
fixity. The two halves of the human body
are, indeed, exact repetitions, but they are so
only when in a state of perfect quiescence

;

the moment vitality asserts itself in motion,
opposition gives place to contrast. In the
vegetable, where vitality is manifested not in
mobility but in development, we find the law
of contrast substituted invariably for that of
bare opposition. In the works of architecture
and other similar works of man, opposition on
the other hand, bears sway almost unlimited

;

in classical architecture the principle of con-
trast being even less frequently called in than
in the more highly decorated and varied forms
of mediseval art. The geometrical form of
oi-nament also prevails in the former; in the
latter the forms of the vegetable kingdom are
the frequent types on which the artist has
modelled his compositions."

After various illustrations of the truth of
these positions, drawn from the structure of

the acanthus, the olive, the oak, the thistle, the

vine, and the convolvulus, and the works of

antique sculpture and Italian painting, Mr.
Burchett concluded by an earnest exhortation

to the students of the school to follow up the

advantages they derived from the institution

by a zealous co-operation on their own part,

not only by a diligent attendance upon the ac-

tual instructions of the masters, but by a per-

petual cultivation of their sense of beauty
during every hour they live, assuring them
that each day would then reveal to them new
sources of pleasure and delight, ever)'- object

which surrounded them would possess a charm,
and they would become cosmopolites of the

animate and inanimate worlds.

—

The Rambler,

Chinese Ornament. — Chinese ornament
partakes somewhat of the nature of the Mores-
can, or arabesque, without its grotesqueness,

and in some measure, of that of the Alhambra
without any of that gorgeous massivecess by
which the latter style is distinguished. From
their exceedingly limited knowledge of per-

spective, the Chinese painters excel more in

decoration than in any other branch of deli-

neative art, as they are celebrated for their

fidelity of execution as copyists of natural

forms on flat grounds. Of light and shade
they know absolutely nothing more than that

the former cannot penetrate opaque bodies, or,

in other words, that stone, metal, or wood is not

transparent. The designs of the Chinese are

usually very pretty and graceful, and, in a very

great degree, make up, by their pleasing

effect, for the lack of creative genius which
they exhibit. The knowledge of geometry
evidenced by the works of Chinese designers

is trulj'^ surprising, considering the compara-
tively poor resources which they possess in

their own country for obtaining it. If the

reader will just take the trouble to refer to the

piece of Chinese ornament engraved by us

last week [see page 75, ante'], he will readily

perceive that nothing but a most intimate

knowledge of the science could possibly pro-

duce such a design—there is a gracefulness

and accuracy about it which would rival the

productions of the Italians of the 16th, and the

English"of the 16th and 17th centuries, to whose
styles it bears some analogy.

Wood Blocks for Flooring, &c.—It seems
very surprising to us that wood-blocks are not

more generally laid down for flooring on ground
stories, at least, than the common deal board'

ing usually employed. We are not sure that

the expense would be very alarming, but we
are certain that in durability and comfort they
would stand unrivalled. Common elm logs

laid down, with the grain perpendicular, on a
good concrete foundation would last for ages.

To TAKE Ink Stains out of Mahogany.—
Put a few drops of nitric acid in about a tea-

spoonful of water, touch the spot with a fea-

ther dipped in the mixture, and on the ink
disappearing, rub it over immediately with a

rag wetted in cold water, or a white mark will

remain which it will not be easy to efface.
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OT^mese laints.

The peculiar beauty of Chinese drawings is

owing' not to the particular nature of the co-

louring substances employed, but merely to

their being mixed with glue or size instead of

gum-water, as is the common practice in

Europe. With regard to the preparation, two
things must be observed : firstly, tha* the

beauty depends, in a very great measure, upon
the fineness of the particles of the colouring

substance—a Chinese painter employs a man
for three or four days to grind a small quan-
tity of Vermillion in a porcelain mortar, and it

is from this that they derive their fine reds;

secondly, it must be taken into consideration

that most mineral colours are prepared with

acids, alkalies, or other salts, and that a small

superabundance of those saline substances

generally remains with them, which sooner or

later produces considerable alteration in their

brilliancy, and often entirely changes their

colour. In order to obviate this inconvenience,

the paint after having been livigated must be
repeatedly washed in distilled or very clean

Water. To effect this properly, put half an
ounce of the paint in a half-pint glass phial,

and fill it nearly to the top with water, shake
it well and let it stand awhile, so that the

coloured powder may settle at the bottom;
then pour off the water by inclining the phial

gently, so as not to disturb the sediment ; fill

it again, and so on for five or six times, after

which the colour being gently dried must be
re-ground, when it is fit for use. The glue or

size to be mixed with the paints is extracted

from parchment in the following manner :

—

Take about four ounces of clean parchment,
cut it into shreds, and put it to soak in a quart
of clean water for about twelve hours—then
boil the whole on a gentle fire, and carefully

skim off the scum that rises to the top. The
vessel must remain always uncovered, and the

liquor must be stirred occasionally. After
boiling about an hour, take off the pot from
the fire, and strain the liquor while hot through
a coarse sieve. The liquor must be again put
over the fire in' a clean pot and gently boiled
until half evaporated; the remainder is then
spread very thinly upon panes of glass, which
being kept in a warm place for a day or two,
the size will dry and become very hard. When
it is required for use, put a small quantity of it

into a cupfull of lukewarm water, and dip the
hair pencil in it. The properties of this glue,
which render it much superior to gum-water,
are the following :—It does not deaden, nor
otherwise alter the colours with which it is

mixed ; it does not crack like gum ; and it

becomes so soon hard as not only to defend the
colours from being affected by smoke and other
vapours, but even to allow of the surface of
the drawing being cleaned by means of a wet
sponge.

To Separate the Metallic Portion from
EITHER Gold or Silver Lace.—Immerse the
lace for a short time in nitric acid.

Fish Oil Paints.—Prep, dissolve white
vitrol and litharge, of each 141bs. in vinegar
32 galls. ; add whale, seal, or cod oil, one ton;
and boil to dryness, continually stirring during
the ebullition. The next day decant the clear
portion, add boiled linseed oil, 12 galls, ; oil of
turpentine, 3 galls., and mix v/ell together.
The sediment left is well agitated with half its

quantity of lime-water, used for some inferior
paints, under the name of " Prepared Residue
Oil." This oil isused for various common
purposes as a substitute for linseed oil, of which
the following paints are examples :—1. {green)—a. Lime-water, 6 galls. ; whiting and road-
dust, of each 1 cwt. ; blue-black, 30lbs. ; yel-
low ochre, 281bs. ; wet blue (previously ground
in prepared residue oil), 20lbs.

;
grind well

together. For use, thin with equal parts of
prepared residue oil and linseed oil. Pale.

—

b.

Yellow ochre and wet blue, of each 1 cwt.

;

road dust, 1^ cwt. ; blue black, lOlbs. ; lime-
water, 6 galls.

;
prepared fish oil, 4 galls.

;
pre-

pared residue and linseed oil, of each, 74 galls.

Bright green. 2. (Lead colour)—Whiting,
1 cwt. ; blue-black, 71bs. ; white-lead (ground
in oil), 28lbs. ; road-dust, 56lb3. ; lime water, 5
galls.; preparedresidue oil, 2^ galls. 3.{Red-
dish-hrown)—lime-water, 8 galls. ; Spanish-
brown, 1 cwt. ; road-dust, 2 cwt,

;
prepared

fish, prepared residue, and linseed oils, of
each, 4 galls.- 4. {Yellow)—substitute yel
low ochre for Spanish-brown in the last re
ceipt,——5. {Black)—substitute lamp or blue
black for Spanish-brown in No, 3. 6. {Stone-
colour)—lime-water, 4 galls,; whiting, 1 cwt,;
white-lead, (ground in oil), 28lbs. ; road-dust,
56lbs.

;
prepared fish, linseed and prepared

residue oils, of each, 3 galls,——7. {Choco
late)—Nos. 3 and 5 mixed together so as to

form a chocolate colour. Remarks.—All the
above paints require a little " driers." They
are well fitted by their cheapness, hardness,
and durability, for common out-door work.

—

Cooley^s Encyclopcedia of Practical Receipts.

To Produce Niello-Metallic Ornaments.
—{^German method],—Cover the object to be
ornamented with an etching ground, similar to

to that employed by copper-plate engravers

;

draw the ornament with a needle, and etch it

by means of a corrosive acid : then carefully
remove the etching ground with the proper
dissolving fluids (such as oil of turpentine,

aether, &c,), and afterwards wash the object
quite clean and set for a moment with a weak
acid. Place it now in a galvano-plastic appa-
ratus and leave it until it becomes galvano-
plastically covered, that is, all the etched lines

filled up. When all the lines and cavities are

completely filled up in this way and the deposit
in them is equally high as, or yet higher than,
the plain surface, the object must be taken out of
the galvano-plastic apparatus, and the metallic
layer, which has been raised by the operation,
ground or planed off until brought to the same
level with the metal of the object, leaving
the etched lines, or cavities, full. Of course
the metal of the object to be ornamented and
:}he metallic deposit must be different. The
effect produced is extremely pretty, and the
means cheap and simple.
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Cf)e (K^ronotBpist

Mr. Bain, the celebrated electro-telegraphist,

who has just returned from America, has ad-

dressed a letter to a contemporary stating that

Mr. Bakewell's "copying telegraph," [see

Chronotypist, page 8 ante] is not of that gen-
tleman's invention. "The 'Copying Tele-

graph,' says Mr. Bain, was invented by me in

1842, and patented in England in the year fol-

lowing. Patents were also obtained for the

invention in Scotland, France, and Belgium.
The English patent is now the property of the

Electric Telegraph Company, who purchased
it from me. The foreign patents are still in

my own hands. The specification of my
English patent is deposited at the Inrolment
Office, in Chancery-lane, where it is accessible

to all inquirers. The 'Copying Telegraph'
is capable of transmitting the /ac-smiZe of any
communication in writing or printing, or of

any other figure, including a profile of the
' human face divine,' so that the physiognomy
of a runaway could be sent to all the outports

of the kingdom in two or three minutes. This
telegraph has not yet been put in pi-actice,

from the circumstance of its requiring greater

accuracy in the machinery, and more perfect

insulation of the wire, than has yet been
attainable for great distances; but these difii-

culties are not insurmountable, and daily pro-

gress is making towards the necessary perfec-

tion in this department of the yet infant

science of electric communication." The
following is a practical corroboration of the

axiom which declares that "Knowledge is

Power:"—In the course of the pacification

conference of Sir Harry Smith with the

Kafl[irs at King William's Town, a voltaic bat-

tery was fired on the opposite slope about a

quarter of a mile distant. Here the waggon
had.been placed at 300 yards' distance from
the battery, communicating in the usual man-
ner by means of wires. The object of his

Excellency was to convey to the Kaffir mind
an idea of sudden and irresistible power. Ac-
cordingl}% on a given signal from him—the

waving of a small flag—the discharge instantly

took place. The explosion shattered the car-

riage of the waggon,—canting up the body of

the vehicle, so that it remained fixed by one
end on the ground, at an angle of 45 degrees.

The action was so sudden as scarcely to afford

time to his Excellency to direct the attention

of the Kaffirs to the experiment—but in those

who were looking towards the spot and saw the

power ex.ercised on a distant object, the sur-

prise manifested was amusing. " There," ex-

claimed his Excellency, " is a lesson to you
not to meddle with waggons ;—as you now see

the power I possess, should you do so, to punish
you." The Paris Society for the encourage-
ment of arts and manufactures have offered a
prize of 1,500 francs for the discovery and
practical working of new quarries of litho-

graphic stone in France. The Port Philip
Herald gives the following scale of wages now
obtainable in New South Vfales :

—" Mechanics
—watchmakers, £2 10s. per week; beam-men,

£2 10s. ; carpenters and joiners, 6s. and 7si.

per day; bricklayers, 7s. and 8s. ; stone-
masons, 7s. and 8s. ; stonecutters, 7s. and 8s.

;

plasterers, 6s. and 7s. ; bricklayers' labourers,

5s. ; blacksmiths, 7s. and 8s.
;

painters and
glaziers, 6s. and 7s. ; cabinet-makers, 6s. and
7s. ; sawyers, £2 2s. per week. The prices of
provisions are very low, most articles of food
being, in fact, "dirt cheap." Baron Von
Ruthven is said to have invented a compressed
air locomotive, which will be entirely free from
all drawbacks. The aspect of the timber
trade this year is very discouraging. 'It may
be convenient to some of our readers, says the
AthencBum, to be informed that a portion of

the rooms commonly shown to the public in

Windsor Castle are for the present closed, in

consequence of the works there going on.

The remainder are open to visitors as usual.

A committee of literateurs has just

been formed at Paris for the purpose of

pointing out such works on the subject
of Fine Art as are deserving of minis-
terial encouragement. Westminster is at

length about to be cleared of its "rookery,"
in order to form a new street, to be called

Victoria-street, extending from the Broad
Sanctuary to Vauxhall-Bridge-road. A
small railway carriage, says the Stamford Mer-
cury, worked by hand, capable of carrying a
dozen persons, has been brought for use oti the
Lincoln and Nottingham line. In a lecture

at the Manchester Mechanics' Institute, Mr
F. Warren said : "The first cotton cloth was
made in Derby in 1773 by Messrs. Meed and
Strutt, and it was then prohibited by law from
being sold in the market." "The Hants
Telegraph states that the cost of the new steam
basin at Portsmouth was £242,000—the basin
only! The day after to-morrow [we publish
on Wednesday] is that appointed for the dis

tribution of the prizes of the Irish National
Art Union. According to the Suffolk Chron-
icle, a two-storied brick house, at Ipswich, has
been moved, entire and uninjured, a distance

of 70 feet. The building was moved by me-
chanical means, along greased timber at the

rate of about a foot in five minutes.

To Polish Varnish.—Take two ounces of

tripoli powdered, put into an earthern pot or

basin with water to cover it ; then take a piece

of fine dannel, folded four times, lay it over a

piece of ooi-k, and after wetting it with the

tripoli and water, proceed to polish your var-

nish. You will know when the process is done
by wiping a part of the work with a sponge,

and observe whether there is a fair even gloss,

then take a bit of mutton suet and fine flour

and clean oft the work.

Water Gilding upon Silver.—Take cop-
per flakes on which pour strong vinegar ; add
alum and salt in equal quantities ; set them
on a fire, and when the vinegar is" boiled to

one-fourth part of its original quantity, throw
into it the metal you intend to gild and ic will

assume a copper colour ; continue boiling it,

and it will change to a fine gold colour.
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Appreciation in Art.

PPRECIATION
is generally the result of matured judg-

ment, and is always the basis upon which

opinion—whatever may be its tendency—is

formed. This being the case, our appreciation

of a work of ai't, or of any other object, as-

sumes an important character, it being neither

more nor less than a verdict delivered by a

jury composed of taste, sympathy, and reason

—three intellectual elements invariably

brought into action by ordinary operations of

the mind. But besides these mere attributes,

of which every one is in some degree possessed,

we require some artificial assistance to make
them work in unison, and to preserve one

element from preponderating over another, and

this assistance can only be obtained by educa-

tion, study, and experience—respectively the

chart, compass, and rudder of our efforts
;

thus, education exposes to us the beaten tract,

study informs us in what direction it leads,

while experience enables us to steer our way
safely through those narrow straits and dan-

gerous breakers by which the Temple of Art

is surrounded.

Of course, in the above recapitulation, we
have avoided mentioning prejudice, as al-

though, let whatever will be said to the con-

trary, it forms an unavoidable component of

opinion, it is not usually looked upon as such.

Nevertheless, so important an agent should

not be wholly passed over unnoticed. How-
ever much enthusiasm may warm into rapture

at the idea of fair and impartial judgment, it

must be obvious to every one who has had

experience of mankind, that strict impartiality

is a moral impossibility, that our very nature

operates against it, and that the person who

could resist such influence acting directly upon

his most susceptible feelings must be some-

thing more than a Diogenes, in fact

—

A thing of clay—yet so imbued'
With adamantine power,

As to resist when Nature wooed,
And fight her from his tower !

But, to our thinking, partiality bears two

distinct characters—one description being pro-

duced b}' over sympathy, and the other by a

politic desire to misjudge. With regard to the

first, we are all v*-ell aware that the prestige of

a great name, unison of subject, or method of

execution, with our own individual ideas of,

beauty, and various other concurring causes,

all tend to render us partial in our judgment,

while, with regard to the second, it would be

unnecessary to explain farther than by stating

that disinterestedness is in these days so rare

a commodity, that one must think and ponder

well on the character of a man ere he receives

his opinion witli confidence on matters relat-j

ing to art.

Kfjt Butj? on ^r!c]fe0.

Unjust and oppressive taxes,' by a strange

anomal3^ are generally those that survive the

longest. Looking back over a long course of

years, it is truly astounding to call to mind the

manner in which our home trade has suffered

and our immense natural resources been

wasted by the restrictive policy of the govern-

j

ment. And it has not been manufacturers'

only that have suffered, but also the labourer,

the man of genius, and thousands of others,

upon whose labours a clog is placed by the

enormous duties levied upon certain articles

produced in this country. Let us take bricks

as an example of this. Towards the latter end

of the last century, when warfare was abroad

in Europe and on the American continent, a

tax of two shillings and sixpence per thou-

sand was levied upon these articles as a tem-
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porary measure intended to relieve the

exigencies of the State, but like the income

tax and several others which we could easily

adduce, mere promises were soon forgotten,

and besides extending the tax to a permanent

one, Government thought fit to increase it

gradually in amount, until, at the present time,

we suffer under a burthen as cruel as it is im-

politic—a duty of five shillings and tenpence

per thousand ! Truly there is much for us to

lament in this, operating, as it obviously does,

most disastriously against our best interests,

and but too often inducing the jjoor man, who

has succeeded in saving sufiicient money to

build a house in his own country, to forego his

intention and emigrate to some other clime

where he can mould his own bricks in safety,

secure from the lynx eye of the exciseman.

Besides, this tax operates in another manner

against the very spirit of the age in which we

live, preventing us, as it does, from casting

those materials of which we form our houses,

into any shape we think proper, and compell-

ing us still to adhere to the tasteless oblong

bricks of our ancestors, or, as a remedy, to have

recourse to stone, an article which but very

few can find the means to purchase.

Surely such a state of things as this should

not be allowed to continue, and the best exer-

tions of our reformers should, most decidedly,

be immediately directed towards the allevia-

tion of the suiFerings of their prototypes—the

bricks.

^0 <S!oiTe0.pon"ijent0, ^c»

No. 1 of tlie Decorator's Assistant is

Re-Issued this "Week.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. od. each; or the Publisher tvill under-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*jjc.* ^iiy of our readers Jiaving complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, ivill greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

"John Leech.''—3Ir. Couch's process for pre-
paring the '^ Sto)ie Embalnmig Liquid" is, we
believe, a secret known only to himself; therefore,

we cannot supply you with the desired informa-
tion. All the numbers of the Decorator's
Assistant are not in print, but will be re-issued

iveekly, commencing ivith this week. Your friends
by ordering the numbers of their bookseller can
now have them regularly • supplied. Cases for
binding Vols. I. and II. may be had in the same
manner, 2^ri<^s Is. 3d. each. llie coloured
designs will be continued at intervals, but there

is so much difftcidty attending their piroduction,

that ice cannot, after trial, fulfil our promise of
bringing them out monthly, for tvhich we must
throw ourselves upon the kind indulgence of our
readers. We are extremely obliged to you for
your friendly exertions on our behalf.

" 3Iemnon."— JVe cannot say exactly, but we
think about five shillings—at any rate, it cannot
be much more.

'' L. M."—Partington's.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, SfC, to be addressed to ''the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holyivell-

street. Strand, London.''—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
In^itutions, thefine arts, science, ^c.

London Stone.—A correspondent of the
AthencBum has directed attention to a long
forgotten memento of " old London :" on the
bank of the Thames, he remarks, near Staines,

at the very extremity of the County of Mid-
dlesex, close to Shire ditch, which divides that
county from Bucks, stands " London Stone"

—

marking the western boundary of the city of
London on the River Thames. The stone
itself is very small, and appears to have been
placed on tlie pedestal where it now stands
in 1781, by Sir Watkin Lewis, Knight, Lord
Mayor. On the north side of the pedestal is

this inscription

—

THE ANCIENT STONE ABOVE
THIS INSCRIPTION IS RAISED
UPON THIS PEDESTAL EXACTLY

OVER THE SPOT WHERE IT

FORMERLY STOOD, INSCRIBED

—

"god PRESERVE YE CITE if OF LONDON,
A.D. 1285."

To Colour Paper-hangings by Means of
Nitrate of Silver.—M. Lerocque proposes
to produce coloured designs upon paper by
the following process:—Take of pure nitric

acid (sp. gr. 1'50), 2 parts, and of distilled

water, 1 part. Place the mixture in a porce-
lain capsule, and heat it ; throw in from
50 to 60 grains of silver, and continue to

apply heat until the action of the acid on
the metal has ceased. By exposure to the
vapour of this mixture 700 or 800 sheets of
paper may be coloured by the above quantity.
In this operation but a very small loss of
silver will be found, for the residue can be
formed into nitrate of silver and sold ; or, if

calcined at a red heat in a crucible, with car-

bonate of soda, the metallic silver may be ob'

taiaed and employed for a new operation. In
order to obtain good designs it is necessary to
operate in a place v/ell lighted and out of cur
rents of air.



ancient IRoman Hit-

Rome acquired her art tlirougli conquest ; she

imitated the buildings of countries subjected

by her arms, and transported statues, pictures,

and works of gold and silver, to adorn her
capital. The produce of Athens, Delphi, and
Elis, filled Rome with the rarest productions
of the iine arts. The increasing power, when
Julius Caesar and Augustus held supreme
sway, was auspicious to the general interests

of Fine Art; the emperors made great efforts

to increase the splendour and magnificence of

Rome, and their policy extended a similar

course throughout the empire, considering that

it tended to fix authority, give general security,

and contribute to the happiness of the people.

jThis example wasixniversally followed by their

isubjects, who had spirit to conceive and wealth
to accomplish the noblest undertakings. The
iOpulent senators of Rome and the provinces
esteemed it an honour, and almost an obliga-

jtion, to adorn the splendour of their age and
country; the influence of fashion very fre-

quently supplying the want of taste or gene-
rosity. It was within a period of 300 years
that the luxurious adornment of Rome took
place. The sculptors were universally Greeks,
and though wealth and honour drew men of

^talent to Rome, and somewhat revived Grecian
excellence, the creative spirit, the spark of

[vitality, infusing life and soul, originality and
[thought into their productions, could not be
recalled. In the best age of Roman art the

demand was chiefly for statues of personal
Irepresentation, in which a vitiated taste often

[required the embellishment of colour, by the

I admixture of coloured marbles or bronze.
The same departure from simplicity pervaded
their architecture. The most extensive and
'magnificent structures were erected, but in

^heavier proportions than the elegant Greek.
Every member in the cornice of temple or

public edifice became encumbered with a pro-
Ifusion of ornament, and an imposing heavi-
ness of enrichment was the result. The in-

terior of their buildings was decorated by
jsculpture and painting, and manufacturing
[design entered freely into their general do-
mestic service.

[

The splendid and colossal edifices which
adorned their cities, temples, palaces, and baths,
[were crojvded with works of art. Trajan's
'Basilica was most magnificent; its forum,
jtemple, and approaches, crowded 12 acres

;

the hall, 540 by 168 feet, would have contained
our St.* Paul's ; and its column was enriched
|by sculpture descriptive of the Roman vic-

tories over the Dacians. The Theatre of Mar-
ocellus was arranged in three tiers of columes,
jthe lower of marble, the next of vitrified

glass and the upper of gilded wood : it con-
tained 3,000 statues in bronze. The palace of
Diocletian at Spati-o was very celebrated; his

baths accomodated 18,000 persons at one time.
Those of Caracalla covered thirteen acres.

These baths were a sort of vast club, in which
every exercise of body or mind might be
taken, every delight ot the senses indulged,

and the whole people met there. Garden
were raised about 30 feet above the genera
level, adorned with pavilions, and a grea
central building having an immense hall

obelisks and fountains, fragrant shrubs, flowers,

and the finest statues. During the first 300
years of the Christian tera seven of these
baths were erected, well calculated to indulge
that love of luxury which rapidly corrupted
the Roman manners under the emperors,
gratifying the constant love of excitement in

novelty and splendour, v/hich then gave popu-
larity to the government. The number and
beauty of their villas were amasing ; built on
the model of the Persian palaces, their

interior decorations were full of choice designs,

chiefly executed in fresco, and by artists of
eminence. The luxurious description given
of the furnishing of these villas, their richly

wrought plate, &c., convey certain intimation
of the encouragement given to manufacturing
design. Hadrian's villa, at Tivoli, enclosed
by a wall ten miles in circuit, contained the
most magnificient embellishments. Pliny's

villa and that ofLucuUus were very celebrated;

each had a garden of great splendour.

We must not overlook Palmyra, built by
Dionysius, whose magnificent ruins, replete

with elegant design, attracted the traveller's

attention. Balbec, not less celebrated, boasts

of the well-known Temple of the Sun

—

" whose lonely columns stand sublime,
Flinging their shadows from on high,

—

Like dials which the wizard Time
Had raised to count his ages by."

Everything appertaining to this enterprising
nation of conquerors was upon a mighty
scale. They lived constantly in public,

assuming an excess of vast magnificence in

their habits, public exhibitions, and triumphal
processions ; and 1 may also add, in their arts

and manufactures. They held tribute all the
civilised world, and have left monuments of
their greatness at the utmost confines of their

empire,

—

Crabh.

Weight of a Superficial Foot of Cast
Iron from i to 2\ Inches in Thickness.—
|in., 91b. 6oz. ; fin., 14lb. loz.

;
Jin., 18lb.

12oz, ; fin., 23lb. 7oz.
;

^in., 28lb. 2oz. ; fin.

321b. 13oz. ; lin., 371b. Soz. ; l|in., 421b. 3oz.

l|in., 461b., 14oz. ; Ifin., 511b. 9oz. ; IJin.

56lb. 4oz. ; Ifin., 60lb. 15oz. ; Ifin., 651b. lOoz.

l|in., 701b; 5oz. ; 2in., 751b. ; 2iin., 79lb. 31 oz.

2|in., 841b. 6oz. ; 2fin., 89lb. loz. ; 2|in., 93lb

12oz.

Weight of a Superficial Foot of Lead
from 1-16TH OF AN InCH TO OnE InCH IN

Thickness..—l-16in., 3ilb. ; l-12in., 5lb.
;

1-lOin., 61b. ; l-8in., 7^1b. ; l-6in., lOlb.
;

l-5in., 121b; l-4in., 14|lb. ; l-3in., 19ilb.
;
^in.,

29ilb.; fin., 44|lb.; lin., 571b.

To Soften Ivory.—Slice half a pound of

mandrake and put it into a quart of the best

vinegar, into which immerse your ivory ; let it

stand in a warm place for 48 hours, and you
will then be enabled to bend the ivory into any
required form.
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2F-

SCALE OF FEET

The above engraving shows the method of

striking the tracery given in No. 59. To repre-
sent the form of the window it is first neces-
sary to ascertain the breadth required ; the

engraving is drawn to the breadth of four feet,

which having marked, draw a horizontal line

and lay off 20ft. 6in. inclusive. From the ex-
treme point on either side place the leg of the
compass and strike the external line of the
window; then divide the extreme width into

10 equal parts, one of which will give the
icentre of the principal ogee moulding as

jdotted (marked 4). Divide the space from 4
to the centre line into two equal parts (marked

1

1

and 3) then from the point 1 at a strike the
{dotted line at B (it is necessary that the dotted
jline should be first struck, as it gives a facility

ifor measuring the mouldings on each side and
produces a greater accuracy than could be

I
otherwise obtained) ; then place the leg of the

j

compass at the top point a, strike the reverse

'curve B, terminating it at the centre line, the

shape of the ogee will then be obtained; then
take a third on the base between the parts

marked 2 and 4, from the point, as at e, strike

the dotted line e, from the point c, strike the
dotted line d to meet the lower arc.

A lengthened description of the other por-
tions is unnecessary, as the diagrams of the
various portions show ; after determining the
width of the moulding of the top window at a,

form the dotted triangular lines ; ibr the inner
shape of window take half of each on the dotted
line, and strike the semicircles or arcs re-

quired.
The length of radius necessary to produce

the exterior line of window prevents the use
of the compass, but to enable it to be struck
with precision we here give an illustration of

an improved trammel, the sketch having been
forwarded by a correspondent under the signa-

ture " C. B. W." The description for making
and using it is as follows :

—

a the beam or shaft

made of mahogany or other suitable wood to

any length, b b b three metal slides with screw
on the top of each to fix it when placed in the
required position, c an adjusting screw, work-
ing through the slide, d d d three steel points,
the point at the screw end acting as a centre
a pencil or pen as required.

_X

olf
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Un illustratrli ©lossats of Ceciinical

C'enns useti in ^rci)itectural ana

interior Becoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 84.]

Ear (in painting, drawing, and sculpture),

that part of the organ of hearing which stands
prominent. The human ear is perhaps the most
difficult part of the whole figure to draw well,

and to affix in its proper situation. Much of

the character and expression of the head
depends upon it, particularly as concerns
beauty or deformity. jElian, in depicting the

beauty of Aspasia, describes her ears as small

and well-shaped ; and Martial places large ears

among marks of deformity. Agostino
Caracci considers the ear as the most difficult

to represent of the whole hum^n form. He
therefore modelled one in relief much larger
than nature as a study, which he drew from in

every position. It was from this model that
were made those casts well known in the con-
tinental academies as the Orecchiomie d'

ino.

Eaves (in architecture), the edges of the

roof which overhang the house.

Egg and Reel, an ornament used in archi-

( in in n)
tecture.

' Echinus (in architecture), a moulding or
ornament in the shape of a chesnut, used in
the ancient Doric entablature and capital. Its

form is eminently beautiful, and of infinite

superiority to the ovolo or quarter round of the!

Roman Doric. The above engravings repre-
sent the ovolo and quarter round enriched with
the egg and tongue ornament.

Encaustic Painting.—Painting in encaustic
is executed with the operation of fire. An-
cient authors often mention this species of
painting, which, if it had been described
simply by the word encaustic, which signifies

executed hy fire, might be supposed to have
been a species of enamel painting, but the ex-
pressions encausto pvngere, pictura encaustica,

ceris pingere, picturam inurere, by Pliny and
other ancient writers, show that another
species of painting is meant. We have but
few ancient pictures of this description, and,
therefore, the precise manner adopted by the
ancients is not completely developed, though
many moderns have closely investigated the
subject, and described their processes. This
species of painting appears to have been pi'ac'

tised in the 4th and 5th centuries. Count
Caylus, and M. Bachelier, a painter, were the
first of modern times who made experiments in

this branch of art, about the year 1749.
Pliny, in a passage relating to encaustic paint-

ing, distinguishes three species; 1. that in

which the artists used a style, and painted on
ivory or polished wood (ceslro in chore), for

which purpose they drew the outlines on a

piece of the aforesaid wood or ivory, previously
imhued with some colour ; the point of the
style or stigma served for this operation, and
the broad end to scrape oW the small filaments
that arose from the outlines : and they con-
tinued forming outlines with the point till

they were finished. 2.| The next manner
appears to have been one in which the wax,
previously impregnated with colour, was spread
over the surface of the picture with the style,

and the colours thus prepared were formed
into small cylinders for use. By the side of

the painter was a brasier for keeping the styles

continually hot, with the points of which they
laid on the colours when the outlines were
finished, and spi'ead them smooth with the
broad end ; and thus they proceeded till the
picture was finished. 3. The third manner of

painting was with a pencil, in wax liquefied by
fire. By this method the coloui's acquired a
considerable hardness, and could not be
damaged, either by the heat of the sun or the
effects of sea water. In this manner ships
were painted, with emblems aad other pictures,

and therefore obtained the name of ship

painting. Few, of late years, have made
more experiments in this mode of painting
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than an English lady, Mrs. Hooker, who, for

her very successful exertions in this branch
of the polite arts, was presented with a gold
pallette by the Society for the Encouragement
of Arts, &c. Her account is printed in the
10th volume of the Society's Transactions, for

1792, when she was Miss Emma Jane Green-
land. This subject has also been deeply in-

vestigated by the Chevalier Lorgna, in a small
but valuable tract, called Un Discorso sulla

Cera Punka. As the thing chiefly regarded
in encaustic painting was the securing of

permanence and durability, by the application

of fire, the word encaustic has been applied,
in a very general sense, to other processes, in

which both the material and the mode of
applying the heat are entirely different from
the ancient materials and modes. The word
has been used, mot only of wax-painting on
wood, stone, and ivory, but also for painting
on earthen vessels, of works in metal, where
gold and silver were inlaid, melted, or laid on,

and of everything which was gilt or silvered

by fire ; which was called gold or silver en-

caustic. The moderns have also used the
term for painting on porcelain, and work in

enamel; and in the same way it was given to

the painting on glass of the middle ages, such
as is now seen in the windows of some Gothic
churches. It is evident, that all these have
nothing to do with the wax-painting of the
ancients. Professor Reinagle has a painting
of Cleopatra executed in encaustic, which is

valued at two thousand pounds.

—

Partington''

s

Cycle.

[To be continued.]

To Stain Musical Instruments Formed
OF Wood.—1. A fine crimson stain: Take lib.

of ground Brazil wood and boil in three quarts

of water for one hour ; strain, and add goz. of

cochineal, boil it again gently for half an hour
and it will be fit for use. [Should more of the

scarlet tint be required, boil ^oz. of saffron

in one quart of water, and brush it over the

work previously to applying the red stain.

Observe, the work must be very clean, and of

nir-wood or good sycamore without blemish.

When varnished it will bear a very rich ap-

pearance.]—2. A purple stain: Take lib. of

chip logwood, soak in 3 quarts of water, boil

well for an hour, and then add 4oz of pearlash

and 2oz of indigo powdered.—3. Afine hlaclc:

In general, when black is i-equired for musical
instruments, it is produced by japanning—the

work being well prepared by size and lamp-
black ; take some black japan and lay on two
coats, after which varnish and polish.—4. A
fine blue : Take lib. of oil of vitriol in a clean

glass bottle, into which put 4oz. of indigo, and
proceed as directed for No. 3.—5. Afine green :

Take 3 pints of the strongest vinegar, to

which put 4oz. of the best verdigris powdered,
goz. of sap-green, and ^oz. of indigo.—6. A
bright yellow : There is no occasion whatever
to stain the wood, as a very small bit of aloes

put into the varnish will make it of a good
colour, and produces the desired effect.

aiorre0pon"oence.

Sir.—I forward you an algebraical solution to

the question asked by Mr. J. Whitaker, in

Vol. II., page 200, which may be of service

to some of your readers, if you think proper to

insert it in your valuable publication.

I am your obedient servant,

Robert Hatch.

Stockport, June 18th, 1848.

The given line to be divided is 10.

Let X = the side of the
[greater square,

and 10

—

X = the side of the
[lesser square,

.'. per question 2 (10

—

x)2 = x^ or bv squar-

2 a;2—40 X -f 200 = x^
'

[ing,

Transposing x"^— 40 a; = — 200
Squaring (20)2 = 400

Adding {x — 20)2 =. -f 200

Extracting a; — 20 = + 14-1421356

Transposing X = 6^85 78644 =
[the side of the

[greater square.
.-. \Q — x= 4-1421356 the

[side of theles-

[ser square.

Mineral Wealth of South Australia.—
The whole colony is a mass of mineral wealth-
copper, lead, zinc, and, silver are known, and
there is little doubt that quicksilver, gold, and
precious stones abound. Quicksilver has been
found in small quantities, the opal and garnet
are found, and thei-e is every reason to infer

the presence of gold. Copper and lead are
the only mines worked at present. The Burra
Burra mine is the wonder of the world ; it ex-
ceeds the celebrated Pargo mines in the ratio

of a million to one. The ore is seventy-five

per cent, of metal, a pure oxide, requiring no
flux to smelt it ; a common blacksmith's forge

producing sufficient heat to run the metal.
The lode is seventeen feet wide, of vast ex-
tent, and is quarried out like stone, in immense
masses. Ten weeks working have sufficed to

produce £1,700 value of ore. It is impossible
to exaggei'ate when speaking of the minerals

of this country. Iron is quite as plentiful as

copper. In one district it is collected on the
surface, and so pure, that the fracture of the
ore resembles that of cast-iron. Copper is

likewise frequently found cropping out of the
ground in large rock-like masses ; silver is

obtained in considerable quantities ; and the
existence of tin is something more than sus-

pected.

To Make a Cement of a Mahogany
Colour.—Take 2oz. of bees' wax, and Joz. of
resin, melt them together, then add ^oz. of
Indian red and a small quantity of yellow
ochre to bring the whole to the desired colour.

Preserve in a pipkin for use.
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i^ogal Institution*

May 26.—The Duke of Northumberland,
President, in the chair.—Mr. Faraday read a

paper " Oni two recent Inventions of Arti-

ficial Stone," in which he explained the pro-

cess adopted and the object aimed at, first in

Mr. Ransome's and afterwards in Mr. Buclc-

well's invention. Mr. Ransome's manufacture
having been already noticed in thisjournal, vol.

ii., p. 116, needs to be but briefly adverted to

now. Broken flints are dissolved in a solution of

caustic alkali at a temperature of 300 degrees

Fahr. When this solution is sufficiently eva-

porated, siliceous sand, or the flint grit of

roads, and a little clay are worked with it, till

the whole is of the consistence of putty. It is

finally pressed in moulds, dried, fired for 48
hours, and then slowly cooled. The impres-
sion produced is very sharp; the stone re-

sembles white sandstone, and is said to resist

all atmospheric changes, and even acids.

I

Philosophically considered, this artificial stone
is a mass of sand cemented together by glass.

jThe glass, at first containing excess of alkali,

is diffused in a fluid state throughout the

particles of flint and alumina. These particles

absorb the superabundant alkali when the
[stone is fired, and the resulting vitreous

j

cement resembles, in hardness and resisting

power, the portion of glass which, in the
common manufacture of the hardest kinds of
that substance, is found in immediate contact
iwith the sides of the pots. To show the un-
stable nature of ordinary glass, Mr. Faraday
[exhibited green bottles in which diluted sul-

phuric acid had been kept. In the glass of

1 these bottles the lime had been separated from
jthe silica by the sulphuric acid, andtheinsides

i

were in consequence studded with multitudes
of regular-formed cones of sulphate of lime.

]Mr. Faraday then entered on Mr. Buckwell's
Imanufactvire. As the artificial stone invented
by Mr. Ransome is chiefly applicable for orna-
mental purposes, so Mr. Buckv/ell's invention,
termed by him artificial granite, appears ex-
clusively designed to supply the place of
blocks brought from the quarry for large

!
works, whether walls of houses or of acque-
ducts, sewers, &c. Mr. Buckwell uses the

1 following simple process:—Fragments of a
suitable stone (Portland stone for example)
are gauged and sorted into sizes. These are
cleaned and cai'efully mixed on a board with
cement in the proportion of 5 parts of large
fragments, 2 of smaller ones, 1 of cement,
and a portion of water,—biit the water is in

no greater quantity than will bring it to the
dampness of fresh deal saw-dust. This being
done, the materials are put into a strong
mould to the depth of about Liinch at a time

;

they are then driven together hy percussion,
more materials are now put in, these in turn
hammered together till the water has escaped
by holes pierced for that purpose in the moulds,
—and this process is continued till the block or
pipe has attained the required magnitude. It

is then taken out of the mould, and now found
i

to be so hard as to ring when struck, and in

ten days is fit for service. It is affirmed to

harden under the influence of moisture, to

bear, when moulded in the form of girders, a

greater transverse pressure than any rock ex-

cept slate, and to be only one-sixth of the cost

of brick-work. It will be noticed that this

process is characterized by the use of frag-

ments, by the small quantity of cement em-
ployed (not one-fourth of the proportion used
in common grouting), and by water, instead

of fire, being made the means of bringing
the fragments into close union. Mr. Faraday
then noticed two scientific principles on which
the success of Mr. Buckwell's process greatly

depends:—1. The use of water in effecting the

approximation of the particles and the exclusion

of air. It had been ascertained by Dr. Wol-
laston (Bakerian Lecture, 1828), that in order

to bring the particles of platina into close

contact, it was best to bring them together in

water. When a freshly made road is watered
to make the materials bind together, the same
principle assists in the result. Having filled

a measured glass with sand, Mr. Faraday
showed that v.'hen the glass was first filled

with water and then the sand added
_
with

agitation, it occupied less space than it did

when dry,—2. The effect of percussion in

hringing particles together. Mr. Faraday
noticed, that simple pressure v.'ill not displace

intersticial air or water, but that a blow will.

Water contained in a small cylinder of wire-

gauze was shown remaining in the open net-

work when subjected to the pressure of a

column of the same fluid, though it freely ran
through the meshes when the cylinder was
gently struck. On the same principle the

moistened sand on the sea shore gives way and
leaves a footmark under the impact of the

limb which strikes it.—In conclusion Mr.
Faraday noticed the remarkable fact that the

sedementary matter in sewers, Src, does riot

accumulate on Mr. Buckwell's artificial granite

as it does in glazed pipes.

To TAKE A Plaster of Paris Cast from
A Person's Face.—The person must lie on hisj

back, and his hair be tied behind, then put a

conical piece of paper, open at each end to

allow of breathing, into each nostril. The
face is to be lightly oiled over, and the plasterj

being properly prepared, it is to be poured overj

the face (taking particular care that the eyesj

are shut) until it is a quarter of an inch thick.

In a few minutes the plaster may be removed.

In this a mould is to be formed, from which a

second cast is to be taken that will furnish

casts exactly like the original.

The Organ in York Minster.—There
are in this magnificent organ (unquestionably

the largest in the world) ,80 stops and 8,000

pipes. The great manual contains 4,818 pipes

;

the swelling organ, 1,586; the choir organ,

1,399; and the pedal organ, 200 pipes. It has
eight elbows, eight couplers, eight composition
pedals, and eight wind trunk valves. The
compass, including the pedal organ, is seven
octaves from CCCC (32 feet) to C in alt.

—

Novella's ^''Musical 2'imes."
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Hoof-QIoberingsJ

Tiles and slates are the materials most com-
monly used for covering the roofs of build-
ings ; and they are, upon the whole, the best
adapted for the purpose when economy is to be
regarded, and when a sufficient pitch or slope
can be obtained to render them effectual by
the ordinary mode of applying them.
Whether tiles or slates are the better in any
case, will depend upon the quality of the article

obtainable,—well-formed and well-burned
tiles being preferable to soft and rough-faced,
or to thin and brittle slates ;—whilst in some
places the one kind of material, and in some
places the^other will be found to be the' cheaper,
according to the circumstances of the locality.

Tiles for the purpose of covering roofs are
made of diff"erent forms, and are susceptible
thereby of different modes of arrangement
in use ; and slate is, in like manner, applied
in more than one form and more than one
manner : but when tiling and slating are
spoken of v/ithout any term of qualification,

plain -tiling, and slating with slates brought to

the shape of a plain tile, and applied as plain
tiles are applied in roof-covering, are under-
stood.

As between these two familiar kinds of
roof-covering, tiling with tiles of the best
quality is preferable to slating in one par-
ticular only, and that is, that the material con-
ducts or transmits heat less freely than sjate

does ; and consequently, other things being
the same, a plain tiled house is warmer in
winter and cooler in summer than a slated
house, whilst slates are obtainable of so much
larger size than tiles can be conveniently
made, and require thereby fewer joints in the
same space to be covered ; and, at the same
time, so much thinner, that thej'^ allow of the
lap without tilting as tiles tilt, and so lie closer,

course upon course, than tiles can be made to

lie ; and, as a material, slate is less absorbent
of water than tile material, and may threfore
be laid flatter ; and because of the more com-
pact bedding of slate upon slate than tiles can
be laid, slating will admit of a flatter pitch
than tiling.

The principle upon which tiles and slates
are laid to cover roofs is the same, however.
Whether tiles or slates, they are laid side by
side, but not lapping over, nor, indeed, touch-
ing one another sidewise ; and so in along
straight row, to the extent of any side or face
of a roof.

Jn the case of the lowest or eaves-course,
the slates first laid, are not of the whole length
of the slates employed, for a reason to be ex-
plained, though it be tolerably obvious ; that
is to say, the second course of slates must
cover down to their lowest edge, or drip, the
slates of the course first laid, to prevent the
water from passing through between their sides
or edges, and this process is called doubling

;

* From a paper read by Professor IJosliins at King's
College, London.

but to prevent the doubling of the eaves-
course from tilting up the drips of the slates

of the next course above, the first slates laid

should be no longer than the gauge and bond
united of the work to be executed. The
eaves-course being laid and doubled, the
second course is laid above it, to cover and
break joint with that below, and so on, course
after course, to the ridge or other termination
of the side or face of the roof, when the im-
perfect breaking off of the tiling or slating is

rendered harmless by a ridge or saddle-tile or

by lead laid over a ridge-roll and extending
down on both sides to produce the same
effect.

But the placing of slates, side by side, in

courses, the coiu-se above curing the defect in

the course below, by covering the open side

joints which they all exhiliit, requires to

be regulated carefully, so that ever}'' side

joint shall certainly have a slate below
as well as a slate above it, and not onlj'' to the

extent of the drip of the slate above, but so

much further up as to provide against the

effect of driving rain and snow as well as to

cover and protect the pin or nail, as the case

may be, by which the tile or slate is hung up
or otherwise kept in its place upon the roof.

Take slates, of the size known in the London
market as Duchesses. These are considered
to run 2 feet long each, and when they are of

such length in every part, they maybe laid

with a IO5 inch gauge, that is to say, 10^ inches
of every course may be left imcovered by the

course next above it, by which means there
would be a bonding tail of 3 inches, in about
the middle of which length the nail holes
ought to fall, leaving in such case, however a

true bond or overlap upwards of not more
than 1| inch. But if the length of the

slates be, as it commonly is, less than 2 feet,

by 1 or even 2 inches, a 10^ inch is more than
they will bear, so that the arrangement of

slates ought to be always determined by the

bond or overlap upwards, and not by the
gauge, whilst with tiles Avhich are of certain

length, it is indifferent whether gauge or bond
is specified. The doubling eaves course, that

is to say, the first course laid, ought to be in

length equal to the gauge and the bond, and
consequently always more than half the length

of a slate.

Stencilling, — Stencilling is performed
either upon papered or plastered walls in the
following manner:—a sheet of thin brass or

vellum is first taken and perforated with the
required pattern ; and in doing this it should
be observed that in cutting or punching out
circles, squares, &c., small bands must be left

to join the various portions, otherwise, the
pieces will tumble out. The sheet is then laid

flat against the wall, and your colour, which
must be mixed with size, being handy, it is

brushed evenly over the pattern, when the
colour penetrating the interstices, attaches
itself to the wall. Patterns of two or more
colours are produced by employing different

stencil-sheets.
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White lead, besides forming a white oil paint
in itself, when diluted with oil, is employed as

the basis of all paints possessing a light colour.

It is simply a carbonate of lead, and is pre-
pared in various manners ; but that called the
Dutch process is most generally adopted by the
manufacturei'. In this process, according to

Professor Brande, lead in vai'ious forms is

subjected to the action of acetic acid, which
gradually corrodes the surface of the metal,

upon which a crust of subacetate is succes-
sively formed and converted into carbonate.
This carbonate is then collected, and being
washed and ground up to a thin paste with
water, is finally submitted to grinding with
linseed oil—lOOlbs. of the carbonate, or white
lead, being formed into a proper consistence
with eight pounds of oil. White lead is some-
times very much adulterated, being mixed
either with chalk or sulphate of baryta. When
mixed v/ith chalk, the adulteration may be
detected by the comparative weight of the real

and artificial material, and when the presence
of barytes is suspected, the plan is generally
adopted of proving the solubility of the whole
mass in dilute nitric acid, when, if such be the
lease, the sulphate of barytes will remain undis-
I solved. When employed as a paint, the white
lis reduced to a convenient consistence with
jlinseed oil and oil of turpentine.

j

Litharge, or protoxide of lead, is formed by
exposing the grey powder which gradually
collects upon the surface of melted lead, to the
jfurther action of heat and aii, until it acquires
an uniform yellov/ colour. It is employed by
ipainters as a " drier" for first coats and rough
outside work.
Sugar of lead, or acetate of lead, is prepared

by gi'adually sprinkling oxide oflead into strong
vinegar or pyroligneous acid, contained in a
copper boiler, heated and rendered negative-
electric by having a large flat piece of lead
soldered within it, constant stirring being em-
ployed until the acid is saturated, when the

whole is allowed to settle till cold. This is also

employed as a "drier."
Red lead and orange lead, according to Hay,

are other oxides of lead produced from
lithai'ge, and are converted into paint by
being mixed with linseed oil and reduced to a
smooth paste by the painter.

Chrome yellow is produced by adding a fil-

tered solution of nitrate or acetate of lead to a
like solution of neutral chromate of potash
and collecting the precipitate, washing it well,

and drying it out of the reach of sulphuretted
vapours. This substance is the beautiful pig-
ment employed by painters. Four shades ai-e

usually met with in the shops, namely, pale
yellow, or straw colour; yellow; full yellow

;

and orange. The former are made by adding
a little alum or sulphuric acid to the solution
of the chromate before mixing it with the
solution of lead ; the latter by the addition of
a little subacetate of lead. The darker colour

appears to arise from a little dichromate being
thrown down intimately mixed with the
neutral chromate, and the paler shades from a
slight excess of acid. Mr. Cooley states that
in some samples of pale chrome yellow, ana-
lysed by him, he found a liltle alumina, and, in
one instance, a little sulphate of lead.

[To be continued.]

Furniture Woods of New Zealand.—We
learn from the New Zealand Journal that the
furniture woods of New Zealand are daily
becoming more widely appreciated.—Like
all new articles in the market the furniture
woods of New Zealand met with much opposi-
tion in their introduction into this country,
and it is solely owing to the perseverance of
Mr. Levein, and the countenance shown to

him by the New Zealand Company, that they
have become so favourably known. Now
almost any price might be obtained for really
fine specimens. Some two or three years ago,
a specimen of totara and inau was shown by
the Editor of this paper to a cabinet maker of
celebrity. He was struck by the beauty of the
wood, but dogmatically pronounced that it

would not retain its colour. This is the
general impression with regard to new woods
from most countries, and it is generally true

;

but experience has now shown that not only
do the New Zealand woods retain their colour,
but that they increase in richness with age,
like the finer specimens of mahogany and
other woods in ordinary use. The cabinet-
maker of whom we have just spoken would
give a high price for the article could he now
obtain it. We trust that this wide appreciation
of the furniture woods of New Zealand will

make the colonists alert as to a highly valuable
export, and anxious to preserve what must
eventually become of great importance to the
colony, instead of indiscriminately destroying
the magnificent forest trees which supply a
material of so great value. They must resort
to the same method as was practised by Mr,
Levein himself when in the colony, viz., to

select with great care only the most valuable
specimens of wood, and to export it in the log,

not in the slab. It is the latter practice, toge-

ther with the want of care in the selection,

which has led to disappointment in the
woods which have been thus carelessly ex-
ported from the colony. Many specimens are

now lying in the docks which cannot find a
purchaser, and no wonder, for they are not
worth half the amount of freight for bringing
them from New Zealand. This alone has
been a serious injury to the reputation of the
woods. It does not follow that because wood
comes from the colony it must be of fine

quality ; there is as much inferior timber there

as elsewhere. We should have mentioned that

Mr. Levein has opened an establishment for

the sale of cabinet work from New Zealand
woods, at the west-end of London, in Davies-
street, Grosvenor-square, in the immediate
vicinity of Mivart's Hotel.
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Cije (Kfironotgpist.

It is stated that the expense of the great

trigonometrical survey now in progress will be

rather under ]0d. an acre—including the ex-

pense of engraving_ the maps on copper-plates

on a scale of six inches to a mile.—-It has

been resolved at a public meeting in Birming-

ham to establish a model lodging-house for the

poor there. A scheme on an extensive scale

for providing dwellings for the working classes

of Edinbm-gh is in contemplation. It is said

that about £20,000 will be invested in the un-

dertaking. A considerable number of oper-

ative masons of Glasgow have struck on their

employers attempting to reduce their wages

about 10 per cent. An invention promising

important results in the speedy annihilation of

fires in buildings has been introduced to the

parish authorities of St. Pancras, but as ijts use

is not at present legal, measures have been

adopted to obtain a revision of the act of par-

liament which operates against its employ-

ment. The fire annihilator, as it is called, is a

small machine of about the size of a common
pail, containing several iron encaisments, and
in the middle 71bs. of nitre, carbon, and
gypsum, in the proportions of 6, 2, and 2, and
also 1 quart of water ; at a touch of the finger

on a small piston charged with a small quan-

tity of chlorate of potash and sugar, the com-
pound is in a moment converted into steam to

an amount so enormous, that it equals the

quantity produced by a five-horse steam-

boiler, and is equivalent to a brigade fire-

engine. The whole machine can be made for

£], of which the combustible spent is worth

only Is. 2d. Its mode Qjf extinguishing a fire

appears to be by the steam emitted in a dense

column on the lower part of the flame, or on

the ignited combustibles, cutting off instantly

the supply of oxygen, and the momentary
vacuum being followed by a rush of cold air.

The proportion of heat is thus reduced below
the flame temperature, and if the quantity of

heat be not very intense, scarce a spark will

escape being smothered. Experiments to the

extent of the debris of several tar-barrels

sprinkled with turpentine have been made
with good effect—a flame thirty feet high being
put out, as if by magic. A further test will

soon determine its powers, for the result of

which we will watch with great interest.

We learn from a New York paper that Mr. D.
Isham, a machinist of Hartford, Connecticut,

Ihas invented a process by means of which a

I

ton of iron can be converted into steel of the

jbest quality in twenty minutes, in place of

from six to ten days as formerly. The Exhi-
bition of Paintings at Knightsbridge was
opened^ to the public gratuitously on Monday,
the 26th ultimo, and will remain open for a

month. The Vernon Gallery, No. 50, Pall

Mall, is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays, by
tickets obtainable on Mondays and Wednes-
days, at the National Gallery. The number of

persons assembled to obtain them is usually

very great, and they are all disposed of in

stantly on opening the door at 10 o'clock a.m.

iSrittsf) institution.

The annual exhibition of paintings by the old

masters has recently been opened at the above
institution. To expend criticism upon works
which have been before the world for centuries

would be entirely useless, so that we shall

content ourselves merely with a few remarks
upon the ensemble which the society has this

year produced. In the first place we have a
great deal more of variety than heretofore

—

diligence and taste have been alike freely

expended in the task of collection and arrange-

ment, and the result is that we have a perfect

chronology of art in all its stages, from the

time of Giotto down to that of the latest mas-
ters of our school. The term perfect must not,

however, be understood as implying that the

best works of each master are selected for

exhibition, as such is not the case, but that the

series is" complete, so far as it is necessary for

the purpose of comparison.
That such an exhibition as this is of the

highest importance to the art student, no one
can for a single moment doubt, as it places

within his reach, in his own land, the same
facilities for study for which he is often forced

to seek abroad on the continent.

Among the most celebrated artists repre-

sented in the present exhibition, we may men-
tion Giotto, John Fouquet de Tours, Giovanni
da Fiesole, Fra Filippo Lippi, Francisco
Ubertini, Lorenzo da Credi, Lucas Ci'anach,

Raffaelle, Michael Angelo, Hemlinck,
Giovanni Bellini, Van Eyck, Vasari, Quintin

Matsys, Zwoll, Piero della Francesca,

Verrochio, and Dominico Campagnola.

Watches.—At a recent meeting of the

Society of Antiquaries, Mr. Morgan, M.P.
read a paper on watches. It was full of in-

formation regarding the original construction

and gradual improvement in what are still

called in Germany pocket clocks. Nurem-
burg was, as far as can now be ascertained,

the place of their invention ; and several

of the specimens shown by Mr. Morgan, in

his own collection and in that of the Clock-

makers' Company (which were all upon the

table), were what are known by the name of

"Nuremburg eggs." The claim of Nurem-
burg reaches as far back as 1479,—whereas
no other part of Europe can produce any
evidence earlier than 1494, when a notice of

|

these watches occurs in a sonnet by Gaspari
Visconti. The spring, as a substitute for

weights, was the great improvement which]
led to the manufacture of pocket-clocks ori

watches,—and this was not employed until

i

near the latter end of the fifteenthj

century. Matters afterwards remained sta-

tionary for about 150 years, when the minute-
hand was introduced by Quayne ; and finally

Facio inserted jewels, to facilitate the action

of the wheels, and about the year 1700.
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asntf^um^m mti Bmxetion,

HE young artist,

but too often sur-

rounded by appa-

rently insurmount-

able difficulties, na-

turally seizes upon

opportunities which

appear best suited

to his purpose, ra-

ther than wait until time and experience

shall, in some measure, have qualified him

for making a judicious selection, with re-

gard to his present capabilities and future

prospects; but this principle is erroneous,

nay, injurious. Enthusiasm, though a good

leader, is, at the best, but a sorry tutor,

and though it may succeed in arriving

at the wished-for goal, it generally car-

ries in its track evident marks of haste,

inattention, and carelessness. Art is essen-

tially the product of deep and earnest study,

and not of mere superficial observation

;

therefore, we can never hope to attain its

highest pinnacle unless we first, by our own
labours, well pave the road that is to lead to it.

Like the traveller that wends his way across

the Arabian Desert, the young artist is ac-

quainted with a certain prescribed route

which others have traversed before him, but,

still, he has to carefully avoid, by his own

prudence and forethought, the fatal blast of

those scorching winds, which otherwise, com-

ing unawares, would utterly exterminate him.

With regard to such accidental but looked-for

occurrences, he must be well prepared by

knowledge, perseverance, and skill; he must

have learned that to bend is not necessarily to

be conquered, but to be saved.

At the outset of his career, of course, he

cannot be expected to entertain other than the

brightest hopes as to his future success ; and

to a certain 'extent, this is commendable,

but he should never allow his mind to be

so far carried away by glittering prospects

as to induce him to mistake the too fer-

vent aspirations of his own brain for reali-

ties, and, fostering his error, indulge in rhap-

sody when practice is required. Such vagaries

lead merely to instability of purpose, inaction,

and ultimate disappointment ; and the person

who gives himself wholly up to day dreaming,

like the opium eater, who at first first charmed

by those delicious reveries which the perni

ious drug occasions, finds after considerable

time has elapsed, that he has entirely lost that

natural impulse which is the real charac

teristic of the man of genius, and that his only

resource consists in the artificial and by no

means adequate assistance with which his

early folly so unfortunately made him at

quainted.

The poet has stated that " discretion is thfc

better part of valour," and although this

avowal was made in a satirical vein, yet the

truth of the axiom may be as successfully

tested in the arena of our daily existence as

upon the field of battle. Discretion should

ever be present in our minds and the regulator

of our actions—without it we become mere

creatures of impulse and fancj^-, in fact no

better than brute animals devoid of their

natural instinctive faculties. But many, too

apt to entertain false views of genius, declare

that to be exhibited in perfection, it should be

entirely untrammelled by laborious operations

of the mind. This is a mistake : true genius

never yet denied itself the opportunity of

profiting by experience and advice,—other-

wise the world would have long since been

tired of it and its productions.

Daily do we see men of consummate ability,

artists whose labours, properly directed, would
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probably create for them riches and fame—so

bolstered up by egotistic feeling and over-

weening pride, that they assign to themselves

a higher standing than they are entitled to

take. They forget that, after all, Nature is

their superior, and that what they in

their paintings represent in an abortive

manner—the effect of their self-sufficient

course of reasoning—she represents in the eye

of man in a more graceful form ; and that

mere conventuality of style, or, with some,

downright obscurity of delineation, can never,

obtain for them a niche in the Temple of

Fame,

Let us hope that the rising generation of

Artists will lay these facts well to heart ; and
that, at any rate, they never will allow

their enthusiasm to get the better of their

judgment.

The number of persons, happily, is daily in-

creasing who entertain a full appreciation of

the delight derivable from the fine and deco-

rative arts. It is with much pleasure that we
chronicle the increase and success of insti-

tutions for the encouragement of the orna-

mental arts, the cultivation, contemplation,

and love of the beautiful in connection with

our manufactures, and the moral and social

improvement, refinement of taste, and mental

enjoyment of the masses. The numerous

provincial expositions recently closed and

those still remaining open have this season

been decidedly successful. In our opinion the

" ornamental" maybe considered as so impor-

tant a feature in connection with human
existence and happiness as to render these pro-

gressive attempts at its wider extension worthy

the approbation and patronage of all classes

of the community. The Creator of all

THINGS would not have made his own works so

lovely—would not have adorned all Nature,

animate and inanimate, with so much beauty

had He not intended that man should take

ample draughts of pleasure from all that tends

to charm his refined senses during his brief

sojourn here below. On the other hand, on

what is not innocent and pure He has so laid

His seal of condemnation that the distinction

between right and wrong cannot be mistaken'

That man, therefore, should imitate, and, as

far as he can, create beauty, is alike to be

expected, approved, and fostered, for to as-

sume a poetical metaphor—what comes by
instinct comes from God.

Eo ©octesijoutrents, .&c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price \s. 3d. each; or the Puhlislier ivill under-
take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*** ^tiy of our readers haimig complete
Alphabets of an 07'namental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us
by lending, or sending copies of them.

^^ J. F."—We are much obligedfor the article

sent, which ive will carefully peruse and insert

next weeJc. We always anstuer the itiquiries of
our correspondents as soon as possible after re-

ceiving their letters. The one you refer to we
^rst received under the signature of "/. B.,"
and we replied, as you will own, on reflection,

very justly, that it was inadmissible to our
columns— relating as it did to a medical subject

We have, however, since received the same query
tmder the signature " A. B- C." With regard to

the designs, see answer 'Jo
^^ John Leech," last

week.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Liventions, SfC, to be addressed to ''the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''—We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, 8fc.

To Make Invisible Gold Ink,—Put as
much gold in as small a quantity of nitric acid
as Avill dissolve it, and when this is done dilute

with two or three times the quantity of dis-

tilled water. Next dissolve, in a separate
vessel, fine pewter in nitric acid, and when
well impregnated, add an equal quantity of

distilled water. Write your characters with
the first solution, and let the paper written

on, &c., dry in the shade. To make them
appeal-, draw a hair pencil or sponge dipped in

the same solution over the paper.

Kumptolite.—The court-yard ©f the Ad-
miralty, Whitehall, has been covered with a
paving of Indian rubber. It is laid down in

pieces about twelve inches square and one-in
thickness. The quadrangle at Buckingham
Palace formed by the erection of the new
wing will also be covered with this material,
which itsprojectors have named "Kumpto-
lite." Its chief recommendation is, that it

deadens all sound, rendering the passage of a
vehicle or horse perfectly noiseless.

—

Morning
Herald.
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gcnntngs's ^Safent gfoints, 512Eatn':=

CLOSETS, SHOP-SHUTTER SHOES AND
FASTENERS, AND HERMETIC COCKS.

A FEW days since we paid a visit to the estab-

lishment of that prolific inventor, Mr. George
Jennings, of No. 29, Gi'eat Charlotte-street,

Blackfriars-road, in order to inspect some of

those useful novelties which he, from time to

time, introduces to the notice of the public,

and were certainly gi-atified beyond measure
at their ingenuity, simplicity, and adapta-
bility to all the purposes to which they are

intended to be applied. The old-fashioned
method of fastening shop-shutters with iron

bars has long been voted a clumsy and by no
means efficient expedient, but it is now, we
are happy to say, entirely superseded by the

patent shutter-shoes and fasteners of Mr. Jen-
nings. Neatness, durability, and protection are

obtained in a greater degree than by any other
means, while the comparative cheapness of
these elegant articles must surely obtain for

them, in a short space of time, almost uni-

versal patronage. The water-closets being
entirely divested of all cumbersome apparatus,
are most decidedly the best and most econo-
mical of any that we have heretofore seen.

They are without pan or valve, and perfectly

air-tight and innoxious. Of the joints we can
only speak in terms of imqualified approba-
tion. They entirely supersede the former pro-

cess of plumbing, and ensure perfect security

from leakage, &c. ' Moreovei", they may at

any time be removed without involving any
necessity for cutting the connected piping, as

the latter is merely united by means of a
screw which may be either fastened or unfas-

tened with the greatest ease. The hermetic
cocks are perfect marvels of ingenuity. In
external appearance they do not vary in the
slightest respect from those in common use

;

internally, however, there is a most essential

difference. Inside the external metal casing
of the cock is a lining or tube of vulcanised
Indian-rubber, one end of which is secured
by flanges. Lying above and directly across
this elastic tube, is a cylindrical V-shaped
wedge of metal, prevented from turning by
two projecting ribs, which slide up and down
in grooves on each side of the cock. The
upper part of this wedge is formed into two
inclined planes or horns, on opposite sides of

the cylindrical part thereof. Within a cap-
piece there is a corresponding pair of inclined
planes attached to and turned by the handle.
When the cock is open, the projections of the
upper pair of inclined planes fit into the
hollows of the lower pair, but on turning the
handle the upper pair are carried round, and
force down the lower ones to the extent of the
projections of each, which causes the wedge to

press upon the elastic tube and squeeze it

together, thereby effectually closing the pas-
sage through it. There are two neutral points
on the summits of the upper and lower pro-
jections which are perpendicular to each other
when the cock is shut, and prevent it flying

open by any internal pressure ; but on turning

the handle, the wedge piece is drawn up, the
elastic tube restored to its cylindrical form,
and a free way afforded for gas or fluids—the
passage through being the full and unob-
structed size of the tube. In conclusion, we
intreat all our readers residing in or near the
metropolis, and who feel interested in such
matters as we have been at pains to describe,
to pay a visit to Mr. Jennings's establishment,
where they will find practical proof that we do
not flatter when we designate him an exceed-
ingly useful member of society, and one who
has done much, and promises to do still more,
towards obviating many difficulties and incon-
veniences, which, however grievous, are not
deemed worth the notice of more pretensions,
though decidedly not more ingenious inven-
tors. In our eyes, an invention tending
in the least degree to increase our comfort,
assumes as much importance as one to increase
our wealth : we may manage without the
latter, but the former is indispensable.

Japanning.—First provide yourself with a
small muUer and stone to grind any colour
that you may require ; secondlj^, provide your
self with white hard varnish, brown var-
nish, tm-pentine varnish, japan gold size,

and spirit of turpentine, which you may keep
in separate bottles until required ; thirdly,

provide yourself with flake white, red lead,
Vermillion, lake, Prussian blue. King's and,
patent yellow, orpiment, spruce and brown,
ochre, mineral green, verditer, burnt umber,
and lamp-black. Observe that all woodwork,
must be prepared with size and some coarser
material mixed with it, in order to fill up and
harden the grain of the wood—such, indeed,
as may best suit the colour intended to be laid
on,—which must be rubbed smooth with glass-
paper when dry ; but in case of accident it is

seldom necessary to re-size the damaged places
unless they are considerable. With the fore-
going colours you may match always any one in
use for japanning—always observing to grind
your colour smooth in spirit of turpentine,
add a small quantity of turpentine and spirit

varnish, and lay it carefully on with a camel-
hair brush, then varnish with brown or white
spirit varnish according -to colour. For a
hlach, mix up a little good size and lamp-black,
and it will bear a good gloss without varnish-
ing over. To imitate hlack rosewood, a black
ground must be given to the wood, after which
take some finely livigated red lead, mixed up
as before directed, and lay on with a flat, stiff

brush in imitation of the streaks in the wood
;

after which take a small quantity of lake,

ground fine, and mix it with brown spirit var-
nish, carefully observing not to have more
colour in it than will just tinge the varnish

;

but should it happen on trial to be still too red,

you may easily assist it with a little umber
ground very fine, with which pass over the
whole of the work intended to imitate black
rosewood, and it will have, the desired effect.

We have seen work done by a good japanner,
according to the foregoing rule, which, when
varnished and polished, was scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from the real wood.
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Urt lllustrateti OErlossarj} of Cecfinical

Serins iisetr in arci)itectural anli

Jnterioc IBecoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 96.]

Easel (in painting), a frame used to support

a picture while it is being painted. They are of

various forms and sizes, according to the size

of the picture and the habits of the painter.

Egyptian Architecture.—The charac-

teristics or elementary principles of Egyptian
architecture are walls of great thickness, roofs

generally of a single block of stone, which
reached from wall to wall, a multitude of

columns of various forms, proportions, and
ornaments ; seldom with bases, and when with

that addition, they are mostly simple plinths.

The capitals vary considerably, as may be seen

in the works of Denon, Dr. Pococke, Belzoni,

-^

and other travellers. In some instances they
are ornamented with foliage, in others they
resemble a vase, and again in others a bell

reversed. In Egyptian architecture there is

no frieze, nor, correctly speaking, any cornice

or architrave, and their substitutes may be
called by either name, for something resem
bling them may be traced in the epistylia,

or beams of stone which reach from column to

column. Another characteristic of Egyptian
architecture is a peculiar narrowness of in

tercolumniation, being often not more than
three feet and a half in width. The absence
of arches, which are supplied by epistylia or

stone beams, or lintels, is also another and
peculiar characteristic of this original and
singular style. Dr. Pococke thinks that the
ancient Egyptians were not ignorant of the

construction of the arch, but does not give

satisfactory proofs of the cause of his con-
viction. And the president De Goguet, in

his learned dissertation on the origin of laws,

arts, and sciences, assumes from their not
using it that they did not understand it. The
proofs which he gives of this ignorance might
with as great propriety be adduced of their

contempt of this mechanical means of covering
apertures. The nearest approach to the

principle is to be seen in the entrance of the

great pyramid at Memphis ; of which an
engraving is given in that work. Belzoni
agrees in opinion of their knowledge of the

arch, and found specimens at Thebes and at

Gournon, under the rocks which separate that

place from the valley Babel el Malook.
However conjectural the origin of the
Egyptian style may be, thus far at least is

certain, that it is the fountain whence all suc-

ceeding people have drawn their most copious
di'aughts, and is deserving of minute investiga-

tion. This style bears all the marks of fresh-

ness of invention drawn from native materials

and national symbols. It is in the country of

its origin that those colossal wonders, those

architectural monsters, the pyramids, are

situate. It is needless to dwell upon along
description of these structures. They have
been the theme of literati and travellers for

centuries, and bear authentic testimony to the

truth of history.

[To be continued.]

" The Mother's Blessing, and Young
Nurse's Constant Friend."—London : F. L.
Smith, 2, Princes-street, Westminster.—;An
interesting little pamphlet containing a detailed

description of Dr. John Davies's remedy for

those serious evils with which mothers are

often afflicted when suckling infants, namely,
sore nipples, excoriations, eruptions, &c.
Everyone who has committed matrimony ought
to provide this tract for the perusal of his wife.

The] preparation recommended we can safely

denominate the best for the purpose that has
ever been brought before the notice of the

public. The " Mother's Blessing" is also re-

commended for inflamed eyelids, scurfy heads,
irritation of piles, &c.
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Ancient Drinking Cups and Brain Cap.

Sir,—The annexed drawings (figs. 1. and 2)
represent two ancient drinking-cups in the

Museum at Boulogne, which the authorities

of that place were anciently accustomed to use

when they received the visits of distinguished

persons. Fig. 1 has the arms of the town, a

Fig. 2.

swan, and three pellets on it. Fig. 2 is of the
fashion of the 14th century.
A curious relic of antiquity (fig. 3) may also

be seen in a case at the same place. It is

formed of
_
a few stout bars of iron crossing

each other in a peculiar manner, and which are
fixed together by a number of iron studs.
Your readers will, in all probability, take some
length of tinie to guess the use to which this
uncouth looking article was applied; but, dis-
similar as it is in form to the helmets of our

Life Guards, it appears to have been worn by
the ancients for a similar purpose, namely, to

Fig. 3.

defend the head from the blows of an enemy;
and if we imagine this iron Brain Cap (as it is

termed) surmounting the head of a warrior,

we may readily conceive that it would afford

no slight obstacle to the blow of an antagonist's

sword.
Yours, &c.,

London, June 30th, 1848. W. T. R.

Artists' Mill-Board.— It is a fact that

many artists cannot afford to pay the high
price charged by artists' colourmen for pre-

pared mill-boa.rd, and they, therefore, purchase
the rough mill-board at a wholesale stationer's

and prepare it themselves. The mill-board

commonly sold by stationers is made from old

tarry ropes, consequently there are to be ob-

served on the surfaces a great number of black
spots, which the artists remove by sizing with
thin glue and water, and subsequently spread-
ing a coat of white-lead over it. At first the

mill-board so prepared will look very well,

but in about six months the whole picture will

be destroyed by the reappearance of the black
spots, which this time cannot be got rid of
without rubbing out the drawing. The best plan
to be adopted to prevent this evil is to size the

board with thin glue as usual, and when dry
to brush it^ over with a solution of one ounce
of shell-lac in eight ounces of wood naphtha

;

let this dry and then lay on the white-lead.

On mill-board prepared in this manner no
spots will ever come out. This process can
also.be applied with advantage in " renovating
pictures." The artist before retouching
should apply a film of the above varnish, when
the spots will disappear.

The Packet Ship.—The packet ship is a
curious triumph of modern times. We are
domiciliated upon the ocean. I hear the
notes of a piano, the lowing of a cow, the
cackle of hens, indeed all the noises of abarn-
yai-d ! We have fresh meat and milk, warm
bread, &c. Sea travelling, however, is

capable of being yet more improved upon
Warm baths might be introduced, and stoves
to destroy the effluvia of bilge-water. Cabins
might be so constructed as to admit the air

through a small side window to each. The
berths, sofas, and dinner tables, with their
seats, might be hammock-swung.

—

Fay.
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Ut\iit\Xi*

Somes for the Working Classes ; or, Hints to

those about to Select House Property either

for Investment or Occupation. By Francis
Cross, Surveyoi*.—Islington : /. K. Star-

ling, Upper-stveet.

This is a well-timed little pamphlet devoted
to an important subject. In his preface the

author remarks that his object has been to lay

before the members of different Building
Societies, in a clear and concise form, a col-

lection of remarks for their guidance in the

selection of house property—and in it he has
eminently succeeded.
Mr. Cross's instructions to the purchasers of

houses are of the most valuable description

;

there is something beyond mere technicality in

the following passage—there is sound friendly

advice :

—

Speaking of a certain class, alas, too many,
he observes that, " The old maxim holds good,
' fools build, wise men buy.' They, therefore,

buy a house of the extreme value, which has
been built by some speculative builder for

immediate sale ; it is let for a series of years,

until, as it were, it has purchased itself. Then
and then is the time, it ought to become the

home without expenses—the shelter for old

age—and asylum for those to whom the cares

and troubles of this world are lessened, and
themselves the happy owners of premises
adapted either for trade or private occupation

;

instead of this, however, sundry serious repairs

show themselves as wanted—cracks in plaster-

ing without apparent cause. Inconveniences
begin now to strike the owner of the property,

and he becomes dissatisfied ;—now, if not be-

fore, the woodwork has shrunk, the rooms are

filled with di-aughts ; the chimneys smoke, the

walls are so thin that on a winter's night it

makes one miserable to hear the wind whistle ;

the floors are so weak, and the vibration so

great, that you are almost afraid to let the
children run about for fear of the ceiling under-
neath. The joints of the floor boards are so

wide apart, through their shi-inking, that the

space between the floor and the ceiling be-
comes the receptacle for dust, dirt, pins,

needles, and halfpence ; and, may be, worse
than all the preceding evils, the drains, when
the weather is warm, in a state to produce
fever,

" He becomes convinced that, had he seen
that house built, be could have prevented
many of the giievances, and that to have real

comfort, that house must be constructed accor-

dingly.
" The smaller the dwelling the more simple

should be its form, and the greatest considera-
tion should be given to the relative position

of the doors and chimneys; and in small
rooms this should never be lost sight of, or the

poor dwelling becomes a wretched habi-
tation."

With Vegard to the receptacles for water in

dwelling houses, Mr. Cross gives some useful
information:—"The supply of water to a

.dwelling-house forms at once an important item
of comfort and cleanliness; and this generally
depends upon (at least in London) a quantity
supplied twice in a week, when the turncocks
are busy. It is therefore requisite, when
the main is on, that the cisterns or reservoirs

to the house should be filled.
" The materials of which the cistern is com-

posed, and the situation in which it is placed,
form important considerations, as often the
impurity of the water may be entirely owing
to one of these points having been neglected

;

and, whatever inconvenience it may be, the
occupier must patiently wait the next supply,
before any remedy can be applied.

" Most small houses have but one cistern,

and upon this only has the house to depend
for a constant supply ; and this cistern often
situate in the kitchen, which frequently serves
as sitting-room for one familj'', and as cook-
shop and wash-house for the house, it will

not surely require one to arise from the dead,
to say the water will be lukewarm and unfit to

drink. Again, sometimes we find it just out-
side in the yard, like a water-butt with its

mouth open to catch the rain that falls. This
has not so many objections as the preceding,
had it a proper covering to prevent stray

bricks, pieces of mortar, dust, rubbish, and
insects, forming a conglomeration of sand at

the bottom. In selecting a place outside the
premises, great attention should be given to a
shaded corner; for the cooler the situation, the
more pleasant, pure, and refreshing will be the
water. The cistern should be of easy access,

both for the periodical cleansing and conve-
nience in the performance of the necessary
repairs.

"The supply is often regulated by a ball-

cock. It sometimes becomes necessary to see

that the same is acting properly.
" The materials generally employed for cis-

terns are deal, lined with lead or zinc ; stone,

or slate. Lead cisterns were the most used in

the good old houses erected a century ago, and
certainly has proved its durability ; while zinc

is of but modern introduction, and, without it

is of the very best description, we should be
sorry to run the risk of exposing it to the wea-
ther during frost; the only recommendation
being cheapness. In the first instance, it is so;

but then old zinc is worth nothing, while in

changing the old lead for new, whether in

the lining of cisterns or gutters, a liberal

allowance is made by the builder. Stone is

cumbersome, and but little used ; slate is a
very successful modern introduction, and has
been found durable, not at all affected by the
weathei", if properly made, and is more cleanly
than any other material.

"Those persons whose residences are situated

beside some mountain stream, cannot sufii-

ciently appreciate both its pui-ity and cheap-
ness, and, more than all, its constant supply';

forming a wide contrast to the monopoly that

exists in our large towns. Take London, for

instance, with its different water companies;
one of which imposes an annual tax that

nearly, if not quite, exceeds the original capital,

yielding a per centage surely unknown even
to the clutch-alls of Houndsditch; inj fact it
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seems as though they considered it would be

most unfair to supply an abundance of pure

and wholesome water, at a small fraction of

cost of the present stinted and miserable

supply."
This little work ought to be in the hands of

every one who is about to erect a house, and
is particularly useful to such as have not had
the advantage of a professional education.

It is clearly written, and devoid of technicali-

ties.

Moving Houses.—In the " Chronotypist," a

week or two back [see page 90, antel we spoke

of a house having been removed from its

original foundation; we now present a state-

ment of the details of the operation, on the

authority of the Suffolk Chronicle. It appears

the removal was performed upon a two storey

brick-built house, measuring 26 feet by 18,

at Messrs. Ransome and May's, Orwell

Foundry, Ipswich. The edifice was moved to

a distance of 70 feet, and raised 21 feet,

without sustaining the slightest crack in the

walls or ceiling, or even in the papering of the

rooms. The removal was accomplished under
the direction and superintendence of Mr.
Worby, the manager of the works. A series

of holes, six inches square, was first made
through the brickwork, close to the ground, at

intervals of three feet all round the house.

Through these holes were inserted cantalevers,

or pieces of timber about four feet long, and
the earth inside and out, having been cleared

away, the ends were made to rest on blocks of

wood; so that during the removal of the

foundation, the superstructure would rest

entirely on them. The next operation was to

Iremove the foundation, and to lay in its place

jlong pieces of timber, 11 inches square ; these

i.had a coat of mortctr laid on as a bed for the

jbrickwork, and were then lifted up to the walls,

forming a kind of frame-work, on which, the

cantalevers and blocks being removed, the

house stood as firmly as it did on its original

ifoundation. The building was then raised to

the required height, one side being elevated at

a tim.e, and a number of longitudinal timbers

of great strength laid underneath, and con-

jtinued along the ground as far as the new
ifoundation. As a precautionary measure, the

sides of the house were bound in by means of

I
stout planks ruli up at the angles, and fastened

!together with iron rods. The whole of this

preliminary work occupied some time to com-
plete, the workmen only turning to it when
they had nothing else to engage them. The
Jtimbers, along which the house was to slide,

ihaving been well greased, three bottle-jack

!
screws were brought to bear upon one end of

j

jthe framework, and the process of locomotion
I commenced. The rate of travelling v/as about
jjone foot in five minutes, but as a long delay
occurred each time the screws were refixed

and got into play, not more than 25 feet could

be accomplished in a day. The house is now
[standing on its second foundation, none the

worse for the experiment to which it has been
subjected.

Tranquilising Effect of Pictures.—
Every good picture, by which I mean every
picture that has something good in it, is not^

mere surface and colour; it has a countenance,'
like the countenance of a friend or lover, of
which extent certain expressions are revealed
only to certain eyes at certain moments.
These are the associations of long acquaint-
ance; accidental gleams of lamp or sunshine
have lighted up the shadowy nooks, and
startled the eye with revelations of hidden
beauty and meaning; or, in hours of lassitude
and sorrow, hours when the " fretful stir un-
profitable" of this painful actual world, has
hung heavy on the spirit, the light breaking
from behind the trees of far-off distance,

stretching away, and leading the fancy after it,

till it melts into Elysium, or rural groups,
revels of satyrs, or clouds, or face of pure-
eyed virgin or serene saint, has arrested the^

troubled course of thought and stamped a
consecration on certain pictures which it

would be a pleasure to see commemorated, but
which no accidental visiter can enter into.

|

" I cannot express to you," said a distinguished^
statesman of the present day, as we stood in

the midst of his beautiful pictures, "I cannot
express to you my feelings of tranquility, of

restoration, with which, in an interval of

harassing oflScial business, I look round me
here." And while he spoke in the slow quiet

tone of a weary man, he turned his eyes on a
forest scene of Ruysdaal, and gazed on it for a

minute or two in silence—a silence which I

was careful not to break—as if its cool dewy
verdure, its deep seclusion, its transparent
waters stealing through the glade, had sent;

refreshment into his very soul.

—

Mrs.. Jame-
son's Companion to Picture Galleries of
London.

Loud Bacon's Definition of Art.—Art is

usually considered as a thing very diff"erent

from Nature ; and artificial things from natural

ones: whence arises another more grievous
error, that Art is supposed a different principle'

built upon Nature, and of such povver as to be!

able either to perfect what Nature had begun,
\

to rectify and amend her when disordered, or,

to free her when confined—though not utterly i

to divert or transmute her, but the truth is,'

artificial things do not differ from natural ones

in nature or form, but only in the efficient :

j

man has no power over nature beside what he
has in motion—in virtue wherof he can apply

j

natural bodies or to remove them from one ano-i

ther. Where such application or joining of,

active things to passive ones is practicable, I

there may be men do anything—where it is

not nothing. Gold we sometimes see purified^

by the chemist's fire, and sometimes find- it'

perfectly pure in the sands—Natui-e, herself,:

having done the business : so in the rainbow;

is sometimes formed on high in the water of a,

cloud, and sometiines here below by a sprink-

ling of water. Nature, therefore, governs all

things ; under this subordination of the course

of Nature, the latitude or evagation of Nature
and art, or man superadded to her other works.—De Augmen. Scient., lib. ii.
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^nti^Inflammafile ^utistancfs.

M. Gay-Lussac some years ago stated that if

papei- be dipped in a solution of phosphate of
ammonia and dried, the inflammability of such
paper is destroyed.
We were induced by this observation in the

winter of 1836 to prosecute this subject ; and
at that period, calico, wood, and paper were
kept immersed in various saline solutions for
[days together, in order to ascertain the com-
iparative energy of such solutions in destroying
inflammabilitj-. As the object of these ex-
jperiments was altogether practical, those
jsaline solutions only were tried which could be
obtained at a sufficiently low rate for general
use. Accordingly, for the phosphate of am-
monia proposed by M. Gay-Lussac, the muriate
was substituted ; and this was found to have
the greatest effect in destroying the inflam-
mable property of wood, calico, or paper.
Wood should remain a week or ten days im-
mersed in a saturated solution of it; for

calico and linen twenty minutes; and for

paper two or three lidurs at furthest is suffi-

cient. If either of these be dried after such
immersion, and then put into the flame of a
candle they turn black, but do not take fire,

and on being removed from the candle they
do net continue to keep alight like tinder,
ignited as it were, but without flame.
But as neither the muriate of tin nor the

muriate of ammonia is sufficiently cheap for
extensive use, we are now to examine the
fixed alkalies, in reference to the property
under consideration.
The subcarbonate of potass, or soda, seems

sufficiently efficacious, though not to an equal
degree with the salts first mentioned. There
is little or no difference in the efficacy of
either of these alkalies. They both prevent
inflammability; but neither of them prevents
ignition, if we may so speak, that is to say,
when paper or linen is prepared by them and
held in the flame of a candle and then removed,
no flame is communicated, but the ignited
part or spark continues to spread slowly until
the whole of the material is consumed. And
this it does, whether the substance be held in
one direction or another ; though of course
the ignited margin extends most quickly when
it is held in such a position that it can rise

upwards. It is to be observed that whether
calico, linen, or paper, be soaked twenty-four
hours or a week, in solutions of the alkaline sub-
carbonates, makes a little or no difference in

reference to this power ofignition. It is hence
obvious, that the muriates of tin and ammonia
are more decidedly anti-inflammables than
the subcarbonates of potass or soda ; but
it seems not improbable that these latter may
retain their powers longer.
As there is little or no difference in the

power of these alkalies, and as the latter is

now very considerably cheaper than the
former, we give it the decided preference.
For practical purposes, the subcarbonate of

oda will, except in very particular cases, be
found sufficiently anti-inflammable

sudden destruction of property which had been
prepared by its solution could take place. Fire
falling on one of the leaves of a book in a
library so prepared, could scarcely be able to

extend itself even through the book on which
it fell ; and certainly could not communicate
to other volumes: and whether a child's dress,

or the scenes of a theatre so prepared were
set on fire, there would be little difficulty in

extinguishing it. Although, therefore, the
muriate of ammonia is a more complete anti

inflammable, its great expense compared to

subcarbonate of soda is a formidable objection

to its general use. Papers saturated with it

might sometimes be used,instead of parchment,
whei'e it was the wish to give the greatest

degree of security to the documents or produc-
tions.

In reference to wood, muriate of ammonia
seems to have no advantage over the subcar
bonate of soda. When wood, although cut
in the thinnest form, is prepared by the sola
tion of this alkali, the ignited part will not ex-
tend, as we have observed is the case with
paper or linen under the same circumstances
The subcarbonate of soda then is what we re-

commend for the preparation of all articles

composed of wood.
But it is fair to consider the grand objection

to preparing wood by immersion in the saline

solutions (for muriate of ammonia is equally

liable to this objection with subcarbonate of

soda. The objection alluded to is, that all

these saline impregnations are completely
removed by immersion in water, or perhaps
still more quickly by immersion in solution of

soap and water. This was the case equally

with muriate of tin, and some other solutions

that were tried.

The objection then, just mentioned, will

apply to wood that may necessarily be exposed
to the rain, or which may require cleaning by
soap and water. This is the case with the

deck of a ship and the floors of dwelling
houses, as at present constructed.

But such seem the principal, or the only
exceptions to the general advantage to be
derived from the adoption of anti-inflammable
wood. A great part of the wood used in

building is placed between the floors, or on the

sides of houses, which are usually painted.

In either of these cases wood prepared by sub-
carbonate of soda will retain its anti-inflam-

mable properties unimpared.
Of course the preceding remarks, though

applicable to all structures of wood, or partially

of wood, are more particularly so to all offices

and premises in which, from the trade pur-
sued, or the number of documents kept in

paper, the risk of fire is increased. And not
only are they applicable to public and private
buildings, but also to ships, and particularly

to steam-boats.

—

P/iil. Trans.

Ornaments for Oaken Doors.—Our ances-
tors used to give a very pretty and harmonious
effect to their oaken doors by employing plates
of sheet iron, cut into various devices, and
simply secured by nails. These plates may

for no I be either painted black or rubbed bright.
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We {Salishury Herald) understand it is in-

tended to erect batteries at the Weymouth har-
bour, and also on the Nothe ; the necessary
surveys have already been made. " The
correspondence," says the AthencBum, "that
passed between the Trustees of the National
Gallery and the Lords of the Treasury res-

pecting the gift made by Mr. Vernon to the
British nation has just been printed, pursuant
to an order of the House of Lords. There is

not much in it that is new. The selection of
the pictures was made by Lord Monteagle and
Sir Robert Peel : and an application and
plans ' for enlarged accommodation for the
public pictures and an improved Sculpture
Gallei-y at the Royal Academy' were laid, it

appears, before the Lords of the Treasury in

the summer of last year;—but their lordships

signified to the trustees, in their reply, 'that
they do not feel themselves justified in

authorising so large an expenditure as would
be required for the' proposed alterations of the
National Gallery without the previous sanction
of Parliament.' Their lordships go on to say,
' they will be prepared to take into considera-
tion, before the time arrives for submitting to

I

Parliament the estimates for the ensuing

I

year, a matured plan for aflording such ad-
jditional accommodation as may be required for

the Natiooal Gallery, and, in connection with
that object, for improving the Sculpture

j Gallery of the Royal Academy.' This was

I

written on the 20th of August, 1847; and now
;We are past the longest day in the middle of
jlS48 without hearing a word about ' a matured
plan' or findmg a penny in the estimates for

j

making good empty promises to too easy

j

trustees." A correspondent of the Dar-
• lington Times recommends a vigorous system
jof operations to effect some amelioration in
jthe condition of the mining population of the
north of England; mechanics' institutes,

jliterary societies, and the like having not been
sufficientlj'^ extended into the hearts of col-
lieries to produce, as yet, much change.'
Lord Ingestre has written to the Morning
Post to express his sense of the responsibility
incurred by ministers in not having Captain
Warner's inventions "throughly sifted and
examined, instead of allowing themselves to

be deceived by others, instigated either by
self-interest or vulgar prejudice." We think
Lord Ingestre had better let well alone, else
most likely the stink, if raised a second time,
will be effectually deodorised. We leain
with pleasure that it is the intention of Father
Mathew to finish the beautiful church on
Charlotte

_
Quay, Cork, as soon as possible.

The erection of that building was, at one time,
the dearest object of Father Mathew's ; but,
like many other cherished objects, it was
sacrificed for the pi-omotion of that glorious
work, which has given to this country an
undying reputation, and to himself a world-
wide fame. The testimonial to John Bright,
Esq., M.P. is now ready to be presented. It

consists of a library and bookcase, which were
on view at the Public Hall, Bailie-street,

Rochdale, on the 16th, I7th, and 19th ult., to
the subscribers and friends. The bookcase is

of oak, and has been made at Chester. On
the doors are beautifully carved the initials of
Cobden, Villiers, and Bright, besides many
devices upon various subjects, such as ships
laden with grain, emblems of plenty, &c.
Letters from Alexandria state that Ibrahim
Pacha intended gradually abolishing the manu-
facture of cotton-cloths in Egypt, and had dis-
charged the chief superintendent of his cotton-
mills. "The committee for superintending
the arrangements connected with the visit of
the British Associations," says the Swaiisea
Herald, "heLye made an appeal to the public
of Wales for additional pecuniary means of
securing for the Association not only a
proper but a hospitable reception." The
present season has been more than commonly
abundant in sales of old pictures—chiefly of
the Dutch school. Prince Albert has sent
a contribution of £25 towards the erection of
the monument of Mrs,. Siddons, in West-
minster Abbey. A grand fancy and full

dress ball is announced to take place on Friday,
the 7th instant, at the Theatre Royal, Drury-
lane, the proceeds of which are to be devoted
to the advancement of the Spitalfields School
of Design. The entertainment will take place
under the immediate patronage of the
Queen, H.R.H. the Duchess of Cambridge,
H.R.H. the Duchess of Gloucester, H.R.H.
the Duchess of Kent. And above eighty-three
of the wives of the principal nobility and
gentrj'^, including the Duchesses of Norfolk,
Somerset, Richmond, Grafton, Beaufort, Bed-
ford, Marlborough, Montrose, Northumberland,
Leinster, Sutherland; Marchionesses of Down-
shire, Ely, Londonderry, Ailesbury, Clanri-
carde, Westminster, Kildare ; Lady G. Cod-
rington ; Countesses of Chesterfield, Jersey,
Eglinton, Kinnoull, Dartmouth, Tankerville,
Hardwicke, Malmesbury, Sefton, Clanwilliam,
Kenmai-e, Craven, Wilton, Grey, BrownloAr,
Morley, Eldon, Howe, Litchfield, Granville;
Lady C. Egerton and M. Alford ; Viscount
esses Sydney, Palmerston, Dungannon, Beres-
ford, Combermere, Canning, Mahon ; Lady
Ashley: Viscountesses Jocelyn and Seaham

;

Ladies Mary Stanley, L. Moncreiffe, S. Choi-
mondely, C. Sandford, D. Duncombe, A. G,
Hallyburton, M. Hill, A. Paget, Ernest Bruce,
Robert Grosvenor, . Willoughby de Eresbj^,

Southampton, Carrington, Rokeby, Wharn-
clifFe, Feversham, Cowley, Stanley, Strathe-
den ; the Hon. Mesdames Cadogan, Heath-
cote, and Ferguson ; Ladies Foulis, Dymoke,
Cla}' ; the Lady Mayoress, the Baroness de
Rothschild, Mrs. Sherifi Cubitt, Mrs. Sherift

Hill, and Mrs. Matheison.—Committee of Ma-
nagement : Visct. Cranley, Hon. H. Fitzroy,
M.P., Lieut. Col. Malcolm, S. De Hornsey,
Esq., G, E. H. Vernon, Mr. Garner. The
audience part 'of the theatre, including the
private boxes, will be separated from the ball

room. It is stated that the majority of the
ladies will be attired in silk of Spitalfields
manufacture.——The British Museum esti-

mate for parliamentary grants this year, pro-
vides for the following purchases, &c., relating
to the fine arts :—Drawings from, the collection
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of the Baron Verstoelk de Soelen, £566 IGs.
;

purchase of a collection of etchings and
engravings from Messrs. Smith, £4,200 ; esti-

mate for the expense to be incurred for con-

tinuance of excavations in Assyria, and for

the transport of antiquities to England, £500.

By the liberality of the council ot the

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Societ}', the teachers and pupils of all schools,

without distinction—including those of the

various parochial unions, are admitted free on
stated days in each week, an example worthy
of imitation elsewhere. In the recent Whit-
sun week, the gross number that availed

themselves of this treat amounted to 13,215.

The hall and permanent gallery of the

Royal Manchester Institution, containing

casts, bronzes, paintings,, and statuary, and
other works of art, is now open to the indus-

trious classes] at a charge of twopence each
for admission. 1. F. Marsh, Esq., has
munificently presented that now valuable

institution, Warrington Museum and Library,

with 800 volumes of books in various depart-
ments of literature. We learn from the

Builde?- that the City of London is about to be
excluded from the Great Metropolitan Survey,
and the space it should occupy on the map is

to be represented by 24 square feet of blank
paper. The dock-works (New North) at

Liverpool, in course of construction for several

years, are drawing to a close. The docks are

to be opened the end of July or beginning of

August. -A Mrs. Mathewman has left about
£30,000 for the purpose of building and endow-
ing churches in Leeds, of which place she was
a native. The Chester Courant says :

" It is

rumoured that, as stfon as the works in Holy-
head Harbour are completed, the Admiralty
intend that port to be the station for the West
Indian mail steamers, as being the most cen-

tral in the kingdom, instead of Southampton.
We learn from the Hants Independant that

the bottom of an ancient vessel supposed to

have been under water for many centuries,

was latel)!^ dug out of the mud, off the Ame-
rican Wharf, Chapel, and landed at Cross
House Hard, where it was to remain a week,
and then be broken up. It is supposed to be
of Danish build, is about 66 feet long by the
keel, very sharp, with a great rake at the bow,
all close timber, and the outside plank from
three to four inches thick. There are no signs

of any iron-work found about her. It appears
that she had but one mast, which stood in the

middle ; her timbers and planks are perfectly

sound. The last number of the Bombay
Times states that some of the Nimroud: mar-
bles have been despatched to England from
thence on board the Jumna.

To Clean and Restore the Elasticity
OF Cane Chair Bottoms, Couches, &c.—
Turn up the chair bottom, &c., and with hot
water and a sponge wash the cane-work well,'so

that it may become completely soaked ; should
it be very dirty you must add soap ; let it

dry in the open air, if possible, or in a
place where there is a thorough draught, and
it will become as tight and firm as when new,
providing that it has not been broken.

We learn with sincere regret the demise, which
took place last month, of James Watt, Esq.,
the last surviving son of the illustrious im-
pi-over of the steam-engine. His name will

long be remembered in association with that
of the late Mr. Boulton ; as they were for

nearly half a century successfully engaged in

carrying out those inventions and improve-
ments by which the genius of his father was
immortalised. The deceased gentleman was
born on the 5th of February, 1769, and was,
therefore, in his 80th year. Inheriting a large
share of the powerful intellect of his dis-

tinguished father, to the extension of whose
fame he had for the last thirty years shown
the most zealous and truly filial devotion, he
united to great sagacity and a masculine under
standing the varied acquirements and literary

tastes of a well-cultivated mind. For the
last eight years of his life, he had com-
paratively retired from active business, and
had devoted much time and attention to the

improvement of his extensive estates in the
counties of Radnor and Brecon, where his

tenantry will have to lament the loss of a
kind, energetic, and liberal landlord.

Government School of Design.—On the
23rd ultimo Mr. Redgrave delivered to the
scholars of the Government School of Design
the second of a course of lectures on Artistic

Botany, in the spacious apartment in Somerset
House formerly the Council-room of the Royal
Academy. He first treated of the advantages
of the study of plants and flowers as supplying
a knowledge of the natural sources and true

types of ornament ; and especially of its value!

}

in correcting the tendency of the student toil

reproduce only the antique conventionalities of
1

1

Art—noticing the great propensity of manu-|i
facturers to perpetuate a merely mechanical
treatment of ornament. He adverted to the

diligent study of ornament by the celebrated

masters of the middle ages ; and to the m an-

ner in which the designers of the arabesques
of the Vatican made use of natural objects,

with due attention to the seasons and to their

poetical suggestions. Upon this the lecturer

largely descanted ; illustrating the associative

influence of the plants and flowers of our
native land on our sentiments and affections,

and hence their peculiar fitness as materials of

ornament. He adduced many instances of

beautiful allusions to the well-known wild

flowers of our hedgerows and meadows by our

great descriptive poets ; and exhorted the

students to peruse their works, with the view of

enriching their faculties of illustration, refining

their sentiments, and developing a national

style of ornament. In proceeding with these

remarkfi, introductory to a more minute expo-
sition of the structure of plants, he directed

attention to the three principal classes of the

vegetable kingdom—indicating their_ essential

differences of structui-e and growth, in regard

to stems, leafage, and efflorescence.
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ilobjell.

UST now when an

awful monotony has

taken the place of

a frightful disturb-

ance, in this coun-

try, it may not be

uninteresting to

take a trip across

the Atlantic and

see how Brother

Jonathan is getting

on amid his pine-

wood forests, and maple sugar estates.

Everybody has, of course, heard of Lowell

—that romantic workshop, where young ladies

go for a season to work hard and earn money

as willingly and joyfully as our boarding school

misses betake themselves to the seaside to

bathe, and study conchology ; and every one,

no doubt, entertains his own individual notion

of the place ; thus, some might suppose it a

seminary for females on a large scale, while

others would have an indistinct idea of an

amazonian colony ; but such thoughts as these

can hardly give us a conception of the wonders

and curiosities of Lowell. In the first place it

is a city of remarkable growth: thirty-six

years since the traveller would have encoun-

tered on the spot where it now stands nought

but a solitary wilderness, now it possesses the

greatest number of cotton factories in the

United States. The origin and progress of

this prosperity is thus described by a recent

writer :

—

The war between Great Britain and the

United States, depriving the latter of the

necessary manufactures, induced two specu-

lators to erect a small cotton factory at Lowell,

where the water-power given by the falls of

the Merrimack and Concord rivers might be

readily made use of. After changing hands

once or twice, this factory was purchased by a

company in 1826—one of the firms formed on

the principle of limited partnership. The

success of this factory in the new hands was so

marked, that it led to the formation of other

associations on the same principle and for the

same purposee. Mr. Buckingham, who visited

Lowell in 1841, writes, there "are now ten

companies or corporations, with a capital of

about 10,000,000 dollars, occupying or working

thirty mills, giving employment to more than

10,000 operatives, of whom 7,000 are females,

and paying out 150,000 dollars a month in

wages, for the manufacture of more tljan

8,000,000 dollars' worth of goods in the year.

There are upwards of 52,000,000 yards of cot-

ton cloth worked here in the year, 14,000,000

yards of which are dyed and printed, and

about 18,000,000lbs. of cotton are used for this

purpose, besides a large quantity of wool."

This represents Lowell seven years ago. Since

then, her manufactures have very largely in-

creased, particularly during the year 1847.

The mills at Lowell are worked by water-

power. It is produced by a canal, completed

in 1823, which is a mile and a half long, sixty

feet wide, and eight feet deep. A portion of

the water of the Merrimack river is forced

through this canal by a dam at the head of

Pawtucket Falls, and is distributed in various

directions by channels branching oiF from the

main canal, and discharging into the Merri-

mack and Concord rivers. The entire fall is

thirty feet, and the volume of water which the

canal is capable of carrying is estimated at

1,250 feet per second, furnishing fifty mill

powers of twenty-five cubic feet per second.

Mr. Buckingham says, " This water power is

held to be of sufficient force to carry 286,000

spindles with all the necessary machinery
;

but as there are only as yet 150,000 spindles

employed in 4,800 looms, there is yet power

sufficient for 136,000 spindles more, or enough

to turn ten large mills more than the present

number, making forty in all, before the pre-

sent water-power shall be exhausted, or it may

be necessary to have recourse to steam." In

1848 these anticipations of 1841 have been

realised ; and as the water-power of Lowell is

now fully employed, a new cotton-city to be

called Lawrence, situated on the Merrimack,

about eight miles above Lowell, is now being

built ; and the intention is to make it the

metropolis of the cotton manufactures—the

Manchester of America.
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Eacpermflt*

Lacquering is a process by whicli a glossy,

golden appearance is given to various metallic

articles by means of a more or less pale yellow-

varnisb. Its object is cbiefly to prevent such'

goods from becoming oxidated or tarnished by
exposure to the atmosphere or immersion in:

water. If made well, lacquer is exceedingly;

durable ; and if laid on and burned with,

attention and care, it adds much to the beauty
of the brass or other metal to which it is ap-'

plied

The art of lacquering, like all others of a;

similar character, requiring practical know-
ledge to insure facility of manipulation and
complete success as a result, consists in.anum-

\

ber of minute operations not easy to describe ,

in writing; but the following remarks and
rgcipts will, we trust, assist, if not perfect,

thoSe who may wish to attain an intimate ac-

quaintance with the process.

To Prepare Brass-work, Sfc.—As tbe object

of lacquering is not to impart a brilliancy, but
to preserve one alreadj"- obtained, it will be
evident that the brighter the surface of the

article intended to be operated upon is, the

better. Some goods are turned in the lathe

and then polished, and sometimes, as is the

case with philosophical instruments, &c., bur-

nished also, which latter process renders them
sufficiently bright. Other goods, as, for exam-
ple, those having chased surfaces, which,
therefore, cannot be turned with a cutting

tool, are held against a " scratch brush"—
formed of wire, which is fixed to the lathe like

a chuck, and made to revolve rapidly. This
removes all asperities, and renders the siu'face

fit to receive the lacquer. A third and more
common process consists in, after the surface

is rendered by other means as clean as possi-

ble, putting the goods into " pickle,'' i. e., into

aqua fortis diluted with water, and there suf-

fered to remain for several hours. The acid
eats away the surface of the articles to a cer-

tain distance, leaving a perfectly bright appear-
ance. The goods are then put into bran, and
shaken about until dry, when they are cleaned
and made ready for use.
To Be-lacquer old Brass-work.—First boil

a strong lye of wood-ashes, which you may
strengthen with soap lees; put in your brass-
work, and the lacquer will immediately come
off, then have ready a pickle of aqua-fortis
and water, strong enough to take off the dirt,

dip in the article, and wash it immediately
after in clean water, dry it well and lacquer
it. ^

Laying on the Lacquer.—This h performed
in two ways, called respectively cold and hot

lacquering. By the first process, the brush,
which should be a common camel hair one,
similar to those used for laying on varnish, is

dipped in the lacquer and rubbed carefully

* Under the heading "Varnishes," we lately gave some
receipts for lacquers, but as this article contains much
valuable additional information we have thought proper to
insert it entire.

—

Ed.

and evenly over the work, which is then
placed in an oven or on a hot stove, and ex-
posed to the heat for a hiinute or two, by.

which time the lacquer will become set and
the work be finished. By the second method,
the article is first heated to about the tempera-
ture of a flat iron as used by laundresses, and
the lacquer quickly brushed over it before it

cools. Thef work may aftetwaaeds be subjected,

to heat as above ; but this is often dispensed
with. However, if the article be very small

it will requii'e this, as most of the heat will

have been lost during the time required for

laying on the lacquer. , The greatest difiiculty

attending this process is, to kftow exactly

the degree of ^ heat required, and this know-
ledge can only be obtained by experience, as

the mixtures often vary gi'eatly in their pro-

portions. ,

'

'
:7

1. Lacquer for iSruss.

Amber or copal, ground on porphyry, 2dz, ;

dragon's blood, 40grs. ; watei*y extract of red

sandal wood, 30grs. ; oriental saffron, 36grs.

;

pounded-glaSs, 4oz', ; very pure alcohol, 40oz.

To apply this lacquer to articles of brass : ex-

pose them to a gentle heat, and dip them into

the lacquer. Two or three coats may be

applied in this manner if necessary. This
lacquer is durable and has a beautiful colour

The articles may be cleaned with water and a

bit of dry rag.

2. Lacquerfor Philosophical Instrunients-

This lacquer changes or modifies the colour
of those bodies to which it is applied. Gum
guttse, foz. ;

gum sandarach, 2oz.
; gum

elemi, 2oz. ; dragon's blood, of the best

quality,, loz. ; seed lac, loz. ; terra meritag,

|oz, ; oriental saffron, 2grs.
;
pounded glass,

3oz.
;

pure alcohol, 20oz. The tincture of

saffron and of terra meritae is first obtained by
infusing them in alcohol for twenty-four hours,

or exposing them to the heat of the sun in

summer. The tincture must be strained

through a piece of clean linen cloth, and
afterwards subjected to pressure. This tinc-

ture is poured over the dragon's blood, gunfi

elemi, seed-lac, and gum gutt«, all poimded
and mixed with the glass. The lacjjuer is then
applied according to the directions before

given. It may be applied with great advan-

tage to philosopical instruments, and its use

might be extended to coat many of those

moulded ornaments with which furniture is

often decorated. If the dragon's blood be of

the finest quality it may give
_
too high a

colour ; in this case the proportion may be
lessened, and this remark applies equally to

the other colouring matters. It is with a

similar kind of lacquer to the above that the

artists of Geneva give a, golden-orange colou)*

to the small nails employed to ornament watch
cases, but they keep the process entirely

secret. . A beautiful bright colour might b6
easily communicated to this mixture, but they
prefer the orange colour produced by certain

compositions, the preparation of which -has no
relation to that of lacquer, which has been
successfully imitated with saline mixtures in

which orpiment is a princi{ial ingredient. The
nails, are heated before they are immersed in
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the lacquer, and they are then spread out on
sheets of dry paper.

3.. Gold Coloured Lacquerfor Brass-work,
Watch-cases, Watch-keys, Sj-c.,

Seed-lac, 6oz. ; amber, 2oz.
;
guna gutts, 2oz.;

extractofredsandalwobd, in water, 24grs. ; dra-

gon's blood, 60grs. ; oriental saffron, 36grs.

;

pounded glass, 4oz. ; pure alcohol, 36oz. Grind
the amber, seed-lac, gum. guttse, and dragon's

blood on a piece of porphyry, then mix them
with the pounded glass, and add the saffron,

after forming with it an infusion of the alco-

hol and an extract of the sandal wood. The
preparation must then be completed as before.

The metal articles which are destined to be
covered with this lacquer are heated, and,

where they will admit of it, immersed in

packets. The tints of the lacquer may be
varied by altering the proportions of the

colouring substances.

4. Lacquer of a less drying quality.

Seed -lac, 4oz. ; sandarach or mastic, 4oz.

;

dragon's blood, Joz. ; terra meritse, 36grs.
;
gum

guttae, 36grs.
;
pounded glass, 5oz. ; clear turpen-

tine, 2oz.; spirit of turpentine, 32oz. Extract, by
infusion, the tinctures of the colouring sub-

stances, and then add the resinous ingredients

according to the directions given for compound-
ing mastic varnish [see page 127, vol. i]. Lac-
quers of this kind are called "changing," be-

cause, when applied to metals, such as copper,
brass, or hammered tin, or to wooden boxes
and other furniture, they communicate to them
a more agreeable colour. Besides, by their

contact with the common metals, in conse-

quence of peculiar intrinsic qualities, or cer-

tain conventual laws, a much greater value
becomes attached to the articles. It is by
means of these " changing" varnishes that the

artists are enable to communicate to their

leaves of silver and copper those shining
colours observed in foils. This product of

industry becomes a source of prosperity to the
manufacturers of buttons and work formed
with foil, which, besides, in the hands of the
jeweller, contributes with so much success to

produce the rays of light which double the
lustre and sparkling quality of precious
stones. It is to lacquer of this kind that we
are indebted for the manufacture of gilt lea-

ther, which has, however, lately become
superseded by papier mache. In theatres, it is

by the effect of a foreign tint, obtained from
the colouring part of saffron, that the scales of

silver disseminated in confection dliyacinthe

reflect a beautiful gold colour. The colour

transmitted by different colouring substances
require tone suited to the object for which they
are destined. The artist has it in his own
power to vary them at pleasure by the addition

of annatto to the mixture of dragon's blood,

saffron, &c., or some alteration in the propor-
tions of the colouring ingredients ; it is, there-

fore, impossible to give limited formulae.

5. Lacquerfor various tintt.

Mix separately 4oz. of gum guttae in 32oz.

of spirit of turpentine; andloz. of annatto

and 4oz. of dragon's blood, also in separate

doses of turpentine. These infusions may be
easily made in the sun. After fifteen day's
exposui'e pour a certain quantity of the liquors
into a flask, and by varying the doses different

shades of colour will be obtained. They may
be employed also for changing alcholic lac-

quers, but in tliis case the use of saffron, as

well as that of red sandal wood, which does
not succeed with essence, will give the tone
necessary for imitating with other tinctures
the colour of gold.

J.F.

Mr. Fillans' Statue of Sir James Shaw.
—This colossal statue in marble is worthy of
notice on several accounts. First, as it is a work
of considerable merit and very great labour.

It is of colossal proportions, being eight feet in

height. Sir James is habited in the mantle of
his mayoralty, and the rest of the dress—though
indicating the costume of the period—is so

managed as to permit ofthat freedom of attitude

and contour so necessary to the grace and
dignity of art. The pose of the figure is firm

and judicious, and there is a freedom and bold-
ness in the whole conception which give an air

of much dignity to the statue. The artist has
been so far fortunate that Sir James had a fine

figure, and while the likeness is well preserved,
it is at the same time agreeable as a work of art.

The face is expressive, and the whole animated
and peculiarly natural, being perfectly free from
any taint of mannerism or affectation. It is

pleasing to see such a statue, not only on its own
account, but as a mark of the appreciation of a

man most useful and respected in his sphere.

The erecting such a monument in the birthplace

of an individual, who alike distinguished him-
self by his success in life and his benevolence,
is an admirable application of art, and more
likely to kindle beneficial impressions than in

the midst of a crowded city, like the metropolis.

If every distinguished man was thus to be made
the means of adorning his native ploce, it would
both disseminate a love of thearts and multiply

wholesome incentives to exertion. Mr. Fillans'

studio contains also some characteristic and
interesting busts of modern northern worthies,

amongst which we observed those of Mother-

well, Kennedy, Professor Wilson, and Cunning-
ham : and one or two groups that bespeak con-

siderable powers of conception and execution

—Douglas Jerrold's Newspaper.

Green Bronze Liquids.—Take one quart

of strong vinegar, half an ounce of mineral

green, half an ounce of raw umber, half an

ounce of sal ammoniac, half an ounce of gum
arable, two ounces of French berries, half an

ounce of copperas, and about three ounces of

green oats, if these can be procured, although

if they cannot, the preparation will succeed

perfectly well without them. Dissolve the

whole in a strong earthern vessel, adding the

berries and the oats, over a gentle fire ; bring

the compound t6 boil, then allow it to cool,

and filter it through a flannel bag, when the

bronze will be fit for use.
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It illustratetf (ffiflossarg at ^tt^nml
Cerm0 usrt in arci^itectural anti

Interior decoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 104.]

Electro Painting, a new process recently
invented by Dr. F. Branson of Sheffield. Its

object is to engrave in copper the very touches
of an artist's brush, so as to produce a fac-
simile of the drawing. The modus operandi is

as follows :—Obtain a perfectly smooth, un-
burnished metal plate (German silver answers
capitally for the purpose) the exact size of
the intended drawing, and on this, by means of
an ordinary painting brush, draw whatever
is to be represented with a pigment composed
of two parts of tallow and one of wax, mixed
together in a melted state, blackened with the

finest lampblack, and previous to using, rub
bed down with turpentine, by the aid of a
palette knife, to the consistency of oil paint.

The paint will flow readily from the brush, and
from raised touches on the smooth plate—the
touches intended to print the darkest being
raised the highest. " Various methods of
working," says the inventor, "will suggest
themselves to artists. A leather pad is very
useful in producing broad flat tints, and good
effects may also be obtained by using a leather
stump. Even the palette knife may occa-
sionally lend its aid. The artist can judge
of the effect of the print from the colour of
the drawing; the tints of the one corres-
ponding very closely with the tints of the
other. The highest lights are obtained either
by leaving the German silver plate bare or by
wiping out portions of the paint. When the'

drawing is finished, the finest French bronze
powder (the same as that used for printing
gold letters) must be freely dusted over its

surface with a large soft camel's hair brush,
care being afterwards taken to brush away all

the bronze which does not adhere to the
drawing. A drawing with a metallic surface
is thus obtained; on which an electrotype
copper plate, a perfect cast of the original
drawing and of sufficient thickness to bear the
pressure of printing, may be readily de-
posited." The inventor proposes that the
term ''Electro-painting" be given to this

process. The electrotype plate when taken
off" the drawing must be carefully washed with
turpentine to remove any bronze or paint
which may adhere to it, the edges must be
cut square, and the back of the plate filed

smooth :—and it is then ready for the printer.
The prints thus produced have all the richness
and depth of etching, and at the same time
distinctly show the touch of thej artist's

brush." This process is extremely simple, the
cost of the materials trifling, and the only skill

required is that necessary for painting in oil

or water colour. The artist has the power
of making alterations in his design if neces-
sary ; the finest touches may be given, the
finest lines can be executed and any depth of

tint produced ; and the drawing has the great
advantage of not being reversed in the print.

Elevation (in architecture), the height of

a building above the ground. The word eleva-

tion technically means the geometrical repre»
sentation of an edifice measured vertically to

the horizon, without regard to projections.

Entablature (in architecture), the hori
zontal part of an order that is supported by the
column, and consists of the cornice, frieze, and

architrave, which differ in all the orders. (See
order, capital, column, cornice, architrave,

frieze.)

Etruscan Art. The Etruscan style of artis

that which prevailed in that school from its

foundation down to a certain epoch, which the
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Latins distinguished by the word Tuscanicus.

This style, according to Strabo, resembled the

Egyptian, or rather the early Greek style.

Quintilian calls it dry, and Cicero hard.

Equestrian Statue (in sculpture), the

statue of a man on horseback. Pliny, in the

beginning of the thirty-fourth book of his

Natural History, attributes the invention of

equestrian statues to the Greeks, and if their

success in single and isolated figures was equal

to those in their alti rilievi of the metopes of

the Parthenon, they must have surpassed all

succeeding ages. The Greekl erected eques-
trian statues, says Pliny, in honour of those

who obtained the prizes at their public games,
in the horse races, or with chariots. The
Romans adopted equestrian statues in their

commemorative statues very early.

[To be continued.]

Master Carpenters' Society.—The anni-
versary dinner of the Master Carpenters'
Society was held on the 28th ult. at Blackwall

;

Mr. H. Biers, president, in the chair. Mr.
Stephens, in proposing the health of the
chairman, took occasion to animadvert upon
the present defective state of the Metropolitan
Buildings' Bill, which he declared to be most
unsatisfactory and discreditable. He said they
all knew that a Commitee was selected by
Lord Morpeth in October last, but up to this

period (the end of June) they were, as

regarded
_
the Metropolitan Buildings Bill,

precisely in the same state that they were in
this time last year.

To Bronze with Oil Colour.—First give
the work a coat of white or red lead, ground in

oil, and when this is perfectly dry, apply
another coat consisting of the colours before
named ground in oil and mixed with a small
quantity of japan varnish ; this is to be suf-

fered to dry until it becomes tackey, when a
bronze powder is to be applied to it.

Co (ttorrespontrents, -&c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,

price Is. 3«?. each; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, Qd. extra.

*** Any of our readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description suitr

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

"J. Atkins."— You may make razor pastes

in different ways : the snuff of a candle mixed
with grease ; diamond dust mixed with chalky or

red ochre ; emery mixed with ^spermaceti oint-

ment ; andjewellers' rouge, suet, and black-lead,

are varieties.

^'Leonard."— We will not forget your re-

quest.

" W. Tyler."— You will much oblige us by

informing us of the exact date of the al-

phabet.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-

street. Strand, London,''—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, thefine arts, science, S{c.

To TAKE Plaster Casts of Foliage.—Mr.
Deeble recomends the following process:—Lay
the leaf as soon as convenient after gathering,

upon fine grained moist sand, in a perfectly

natural position—having that surface upper-

most which is to form the cast, banking it up
with sand in order that it may be perfectly

supported. Then by means of a broad camel
hair brush covered over with a thin coating of

wax and Burgundy pitch rendered fluid by
heat, carefully brush it over. The leaf must
now be removed from the sand and dipped in

cold water, when the wax becomes hard and
sufficiently tough to allow of the leaf being

ripped off without altering its form. This

being done the wax mould is to be placed on

moist sand and banked up as the leaf itself

was. It must then be covered with plaster of

Paris, made thin, care being taken that the

plaster is accurately forced into all the inter-

stices by means of a camel hair brush. As
soon as the plaster is set, the warmth thus

produced will soften the wax, which, in conse-

quence of the moisture is prevented from
adhering thereto ; and with a little dexterity

it may be rolled up and parted completely

from the cast without sustaining the least

injury. Casts thus obtained are very perfect,

have a high relief, and are excellent models
either for the draughtsman or the moulder of

architectural ornaments.
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S^cbieto.

Sanitary Bamblings : heing Sketches and Illus-

trations of Bethnal Green—a Type of the

Condition of the Metropolis and other large

Toivns. By Hectoti Gavin, M. D., &c.,

London : John Churchill, Princes-stveet,

Soho.

For twenty years or. more people have talked

a great deal about Sanitary Reform—have
pointed with admiration to splendid terraces

and squares, the houses in which would put
many royal palaces to shame, that is, were
bricks and mortar capable of blushing—and
have asked triumphantly if those were not

signs of improvement. " Certainly not," has

invariably been our reply ;
" these fine man-

sions which you point out to us bear as much
relation to the advancement of the poor man
in the scale of civilised existence as the estab-

lishment of a new bank would bear to his

future prosperity. The fact is that . these

splendid buildings are not for the poor but the

rich
—'the pigs,' reason the purse-proud ones,

' can very well continue to wallow in the filth

to which they have always been accus-

tomed.' "

Of late we have seen many public meetings
convened for the avowed purpose of endea-
vouring to improve the homes of the working
classes, and of building them excellent habita-

tions in lieu of their former wretched hovels
;

and sometimes a large sum of money is ex-

pended in comparatively magnificent erections,

which are to be let out to poor persons at

exactly double and, in some cases, treble the

amount which they could possibly afford to pay.

Many benevolent-hearted but mistaken indi-

viduals would, no doubt, be surprised to learn

that there are thousands in the metropolis

alone, who had they not the opportunity of

hiring apartments—wretched and loathsome
though they be—at a rental of from nine-

pence to one shilling per week would be com-
pelled to become inmates of the parish work-
house ! Long personal experience has enabled
us to put forth with a sorrowful confidence this

fact, and we cannot help lamenting that a
movement founded upon a good principle

should be led in a wrong direction by want of
actual knowledge and sober forethought.*
The work now before us, which has elicited

the foregoing remarks is an heart-rending
portraiture of the physical debasement of the

greater part of the labouring population of Lon-
don, located in a quarter which has long been
noted as the abode of misery, destitution, and
crime—whence hundreds are annually drafted
to the pauper's grave, thewoi-khouse, the prison,

and the hulks,
Of one particular portion of this locality,

denominated, it must be confessed very aptly,
" the Botany Bay of Bethnal Green," Dr.
Gavin remarks that, " The houses are situated

* In Westminster and St. Giles's it is no unusual thing for

four individuals to club three-pence each together per week
in order to pay the rent of an apartment in which they all

reside.

eighteen inches below the level of the roadwajj
and are, therefore, very damp.
" The drainage is most imperfect, and un-

worthy of the name. There are dust-heaps and
garbage collections near most of the houses,
and reeking dung-heaps close by the windows.
One stand-tap supplies every three or four
houses. This row is the most abominable
state of dirt and filth that can well be ima-
gined. The path is most unequal, full of
puddles of mud and filch, and nearly impass-
able. The centre gutter or surface drain i&

full and most filthy. The miserable yards in

front of these houses are abominably filthy
;

the privies are full and offensive. The yards
themselves are covered with open surface
drains and shallow pools, full of offensive and
foetid slimy mud. All kinds of slops and
garbage are strewn on the surface. The houses
are very wretched."

The houses are very wretched, truly?
Imagine within this place a rising generation,
youth of both sexes, Avho know not even the
virtue of cleanliness, let alone that of morality,
and ask thien -whether our magnificent edl
fices which strike the foreigner with wonder
and admiration have not contributed to the
physical advancement of the masses !

Another little picture, however, and we have
done

—

" Hepworth-placie, Fountain-alley, 43.—This
court is in a most disgraceful and disgusting
condition. It is below the level of the alley

which leads to it ; therd is no drainage what
ever. The foetid fluid which ever covers its

surface (receiving the soakage of the dust-heaps
in the centre, and disolving the vegetable and
animal refuse lying about), whenever the rain
falls, pours itself into the houses on the
northern side and inundates them."

In conclusion we earnestly recommend Dr.
Gavin's work to all who would be better
acquainted with the actual condition of the
metropolis. It is true that the descriptions

are almost revolting, but were they not so

they would not be truthful :—the vapour
which rose above the dark waters of the Styx
could hardly have been more deleterious, phy-
sically and morally, than the polluted atmos
phere of Bethnal Green.

Oil of Brick.—This peculiar oil, eniployed

by lapidaries as a vehicle to hold the diamond
dust which they use for polishing precious

stones, is prepared by immersing a portion of

red hot porous brick in olive oil. The vessel

in which both are contained is immediately
covered over with a still or alembic head, and
fire being placed beneath, the oil is distilled.

When thus treated, it possesses very peculiar

and valuable properties. It is extremely
limpid, almost like water, is colourless, and
does not dry up readily, nor clog when drying
—nor is it fat and greasy like the fixed oils.

SoLDEit FOR Gold.—Pure gold, 12 dwts.

;

silver, 2dwts. ; copper, 4dwts. ; fuse toge-

ther.
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Kos^,tiEnstitutton,

June 9.—Admiral Sir E. Codrington, V.P., in

the chair.—Mr. J. Fergusson " On Progress
in Architecture."—Mr. Fergusson commenced
by defining the fine art architecture as the
art of building ornamentally, or of ela-

borating beauty out of the corresponding use-
ful art of building—which all the countries of

Europe anterior to the Reformation in the 16th

century, and in all other countries down to
'the present hour, was accomplished by a
[gradual, steady perseverance towards a well-

defined aim :'—though in modern Europe the
art had degenerated, instead of this, into

mere correct Copying of the details of Greek:
or Gothic or some other style of extinct

exotic or art ; and as a consequence of this that
ail other nations, however inferior they might
be in all other matters, had been able to elabo-
rate for themselves an appropriate and beauti-
ful style of architecture perfectly suited to their

wants and purposes ; while in modern Europe
alone men gave up all hope of inventing any-
thing new. He proceeded to illustrate what
he conceived to be the process by which
architecture had been invented and perfected
by other nations, by showing that it was the
identical process by which we invented or
perfected any of the sciences or arts which have
been successfully cultivated in this country ;

—

dwelling more particularly on ship-building as
the most distinct series and parallel instance.

He proceeded to show how, by following the
same process during one thousand years men
had elaborated the perfect mediaeval cathedral
—such as Cologne—out of the Roman basilica

;

and from a series of plans of English abbey-
churches showed by what gradual bit-by-bit

improvement this had been effected. He
referred to a diagram to show how a concealed
arch of construction in a Roman portico had
grown, by a like process, into the universally
arched architrave of Christian architecture

;

and then taking a series of windows, from the
plain round-headed window of the Norman
period, showed how that was gradually elabo-
rated into such a splendid work of art as the
celebrated nine-light window at the east end
of Carlisle Cathedral. Lastly, taking a series

of views from Indian architecture arranged
chronologically, he showed how out of a very
rude original a perfect style of art had been
produced by a people infinitely inferior to

ourselves in every respect. Mr. Fergusson
then taking an ordinary design for a Pro-
testant church attempted to show how he
conceived a perfect model of the kind might
be produced b;^ gradually altering and im-
proving the_ original through a series of suc-
cessive erections, rejecting whatever was found
in an earlier one to be either useless or hurtful,
and in approving of anything that was either
appropriate or beautiful,—always bearing in
mind that the object in building the church
was to erect the best possible edifice for the
performance of the Protestant form of worship
which should accommodate the greatest num-

ber of people at the least possible expense and at
the same time he the most beautiful and most
expressive of the sacred- purposes for which it

was erected. To show that the faculty of
invention is not dead in us, Mr. Fergusson
adduced the instance of the sister art.of civil
engineering; and from the examples of the
London bridges showed that within the last
hundred years we had progressed from the
very clumsy structure of Westminster Bridge
to the perfect one of new London Bridge :—and
he contended that if we cultivated architecture'
with the same earnestness and in the same
manner in which we had cultivated the art of
bridge building, we might as easily surpass;
the mediaeval cathedral ias we had sur-
passed their contemporary the old London
Bridge.

The Watch Dial in the Quadrangle in
Somerset House.—To many of our metro-
politan readers the following extract, from Mr.
Weld's "History of the Royal Society,"
recently published, may be interesting, par-
ticularly as it tends to settle, authoritatively,
what has long been a moot subject :

—"During
the first months of my residence in Somerset
House, I was considerably surprised by in-
variably seeing the visiters cross the quadran-
gle in a straight line, and planting themselves
within a convenient distance of the opposite
wall, gaze eagerly upwards, pointing always
to one spot which presents no architectural
decoration, and, in fact, only foi'ms part of the
plain wall. Utterly unable to solve this

riddle, I applied to an older resident for an
explanation. He smiled at my query, and
asked had I never heard of the watch. On
my answering in the negative, he told me the
following traditionary story. When the wall,
to which I have alluded, was being built, a
workman had the misfortune to fall from the
scaffolding, and was arrested in his descent by
his watch-chain catching some portion of it.

Thus wonderfully preserved, his gratitude led
him (he must have been a Milesian) to insert
his watch in the face of the wall as a memento
of his escape. So runs the story ; how
traditionary in its origin, may be judged by
the fact, that the watch-face was placed in its

present situation, some years ago, by the
Royal Society, as a meridian mark for a
portable transit instrument in one of the
windows of the ante-room." Mr. Weld adds,
in a note, that Captain Smyth informed him
that he assisted in mounting this instrument,
and perfectly recollected seeing the watch-face
placed against the opposite wall.

To Make Crayons for Drawing on Glass.
—Melt together equal quantities of asphaltum
and yellow wax; add lamp-black, and pour
the mixture into moulds for crayons. The
glass should be well wiped with leather, and in

drawing be careful not to soil the glass with
the fingers. In trimming these crayons, if the
edge be bevelled, like scissors, the point may
easily be rendered very fine.
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Otfllortne ©as as a BmnUttmt or

Mr. F. L. Smith, of No. 2, Princes-street,
Westminster, has lately submitted to us for

inspection a very ingenious apparatus for

creating and liberating chlorine gas in suffi-

cient abundance to entirely disinfect apart-
ments pervaded by an unwholesome atmos-
phere arising from various causes. It is, at

once, simple, effective, and economical, and,
besides, portable enough to allow of its

employment in all cases. Fig. 1 is a repre-
sentation of the exterior of the apparatus,
and fig. 2 a vertical section of the same. The
apparatus is divided into three portions, two

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

of which serve as receptacles for the chemical
ingredients to be hereafter described. It is

formed of unglazed stoneware and is moulded
in a very pretty pattern. In the first portion
(a) is placed three ounces of black oxide of
manganese mixed with eight ounces of common
salt, dried ; the centre part (b) is made with an
interior shallow ring, to hold five ounces by
weight of sulphuric acid, mixed with four fluid
ounces of water. The acid is slowly combined
with the manganese and salt by means of a
few threads of common cotton wick that
should be moistened in water, and then im-
mersed in the acid so as to hang over the side
of the interior ring or trough, the lower ends
of the threads reaching beyond the bottom of
the ring, by this arrangement they act as
syphons by their capillary attraction, and a
supply of chlorine gas is kept continuously and
eflfectually generated.
Of the great value of chlorine gas as a dis-

infectant we can have no doubt.
Dr. A. T. Thompson, in his " London Dis-

pensatory," page 740, says;—"But the most
important use of chlorine is in its gaseous form,
as a fumigation for neutralising putrid mias-
mata, and correcting the infectious atmos-
phere of hospital wards and rooms in which
have been cases of contagious fevers;" and
several other eminent chemists have borne
equal testimony to its wondrous efficacy.

It maybe interesting to many of our readers,
especially such as take an interest in chemistry,
to briefly describe the chemical decomposition

that occurs in the before-mentioned pro
cess :—
One equivalent of sulphuric acid expels a

portion of the oxygen of the protoxide of
manganese, and uniting with the protoxide,
forms a proto-sulphate of manganese. The
disengaged oxygen of the manganese unites
with the sodium, forming soda, which, com-
bining with the sulphuric acid, forms sulphate
of soda, and the chlorine of the decomposed
chloride of sodium is evolved.
The sulphuric acid and lalack oxide of manga-

nese may be had at a cost of threepence per
pound each, and the gas may be generated at an
expense of one penny for twenty-four hours.

How TO Make Works in Tortoiseshell,
—The treatment of tortoiseshell is essentially

the same as that of horn, but on account of its

very much greater expense, it is economised
as far as possible. Before the shells are
worked they are often dipped in boiling water to

temper them ; three or four minutes commonly
Suffices, but they require a longer period when
they are either thicker or more brittle than
usual : excess of boiling spoils the colours of
the shells, renders them darker, and covers the
outside with an opaque white film. Others
flatten and temper the shells with hot irons,

such as are used by laundresses ; the shell is

continually dipped in cold water to prevent its

being scorched; but as a general rule, the less

tortoiseshell is subjected to heat, or to being
pulled about, the better, as from its apparent
" wa7it of grain," or fibre, it becomes in con-
sequence very brittle. Many of the works in

tortoiseshell are made, partly by cutting them
out of the shell, and partly by joining or ad-
hesion, called by the French souder. Thus in
the "Manuel du Tourneur," the artist is

directed to form the ring of tortoiseshell for

the rebate of a box, by cutting out a long
narrow slip of the shell ; the ends are then to
be filed, with a clean rough file, to thin feather
edges to the extent of three-quarters of an
inch of their length, the one on the upper and
the other on the lower surface, to constitute
the lap or joint; the slip is dipped into boiling
water, and when softened it is bent into an
oval form with the intended joints on the flat

side; the ends are held in firm and accurate
contact with the finger and thumb, and the
piece is dipped into cold water to make it

E2=
retain the form. A pair of tongs is required,
such as those in fig. 1., with flat ends measuring
about one inch wide and three or four long,

and that spring open when left to themselves,
but fit perfectly close and even when com-
pressed : these are made warm.

—

Holtzapffel.
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C^e Baguctrcotspe.

[Continued from page 73.]

The tints of the picture produced in the

camera are fixed and enlivened by the applica-

tion of chloride of gold. According to Dr. Ure
" A small grate being fixed by a clamp to the

edge of a table, the plate is laid upon it with

the image uppermost, and overspread evenly

with solution of chloride of gold, by means of

a fine broad camel hair brush, without letting

any drop over the edge. A spirit lamp is now
i?rought under the plate, and moved to and

fro till a number of small steam bubbles

appear upon the image. The spirit lamp must
be immediately withdrawn. The remainder of

the chloride solution must be poured back into

the phial, to be used on another occasion. It

is lastly to be washed and examined. This

operation has been repeated three or four times

with the happiest effect, of giving fixity and
force to the picture. It may then be wiped
with cotton without injury.

Coloured Daguerreotype portraits, views

3., possessing a beautiful and natural

appearance are produced in various ways, but

the utmost care and attention are required in

order to insure success. The simplest process

consists in employing " dry colours ground to

a fine powder and mixed with a fine camel
hair pencil, taking up very little colour at a

time, and will adhere to the plate by breathing

over it; the picture must be well set. The
best colours for this purpose are carmine, rouge,
chrome j^ellow, and ultramarine, by combining
which any tint may be obtained."

—

Willat's

Practical Hints on the Daguerreotype. Mr.
Claudet effects the same end by mixing the

colour with spii'it of wine, and applying it

thinly to the plate. Mr. Page, of Yale Col-

lege, has, however, thrown out some very ex-

cellent suggestions with regard to this subject,

which we give entire :

—

" As copper assumes various colours, accord-
ing to the depth of oxidation upon its surface,

it follows, that if a thicker coating than the first

mentioned can be put upon the plate, without
impairing the impression, various colours may
be obtained during the fixation. It is impos-
sible for me to give any definite rules concern-
ing this last process ; but I will state, in a
general way, that my best results were obtained
|by giving the plate such a coating of copper as

I

to change the tone of the picture, that is, give
jit a coppery colour, and then heating it over a
spirit lamp until it assumes the colour desired.
I have now an exposed picture treated in
this way at the same time with the two
above mentioned, and it remains unchanged.
It is of a beautiful green colour, and the im-
pression has not suffered in the least by the
oxidation, Should this process be perfected,
so as to render it generally available, it will

be greatly superior to the present inartistical

mode of stippling dry colours upon the im-
pression; for the colour here is due to the
surface of the picture itself. For pure land-

scapes, it has a pleasing effect, and by adopting i

some of the recent inventions for stopping out
the deposit of copper, the green colour may
be had wherever desired. In some pictures,]
a curious variety of colours is obtained, owing
to the varying thickness of the deposit of
copper, which is governed by the thickness of
the deposit of mercuiy forming the picture.
In one instance, a clear and beautiful ruby
colour was produced, limited in a well defined
manner, to the drapery, while all Jother parts
were green."

[To be continued.]

Social Importance of the Working
Class.—The three elements of the resources of

|

the great commonwealth are labour, intelli-j

gence, and capital—the last is gathered and
administered by the wealthy ; the second
is contributed by the gifted and studious: but
that first great contribution of endless toil is

supplied by the working classes. There are
they in your fields and your mines, your
factories and your ships, your warehouses and
your v,'orkshops, giving an amount of manual
and physical effort which no nature, no
patience, but that of men bred to labour,
could sustain. Hardly lefes consumers than
producers, they form that great elastic

power in the community which endures pri-

vation and adjusts demand and supply.
Amidst scarcity and high prices, their un-
avoidable privations diminish consumption

;

and amidst plenty and cheapness, their in-

creased enjoyments restore the remuneration
of capital and the profits of trade. In
national policy their judgment, once enlighten-
ed would have immense force and equal value
—their voice, raised in favour of religion, peace,
rational liberty, and just government, would
be irresistible. These multitudes, once en-
lightened and virtuous, would render the social

fabric immovably secure and peaceful.— Wells's

Crosby Hall Lecture.

A New Mineral Useful in the . Arts
We learn that Mr. Blake, of Akron, Qhio
(U.S), has discovered a mineral, in the neig"

bourhood of the latter place, which promises
to be of great value. He has visited Washing
ton, and obtained a patent for it. "When
first-dug up, it is of the consistence of tallow,

and gradually hardens in a few days, so as to

resemble slate, and finally it becomes as hard
as rock. It is of the colour of indigo. It is im
pervious both to water and fire, and admits of

the finest polish. When reduced to powder,
and mixed up with linseed-oil, it has the ap-

pearance of black paint, and may be spread
over wood, canvas, &c. Roofs have been
guarded by it against fire; and as it does not
absorb the rain, it protects the rafters from
decay. It consists of about one-half of silica,

one-fourth of alumina, with less proportions of
mafinesia, black oxide of iron, sulphate of
iron, lime, and carbon."

—

Sheffield Iris.
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The Railway Chronicle says :
—" Mr. Brunei is

reported to have determined, after a survey of

the ruins, on the re-construction in timber of

the late bridge of the Usk, which was destroyed

by fire. Appliances will, however, be adopted

to obviate the inflamrtiability of the material."

Australasia, with a population of 280,000

souls, is stated to ' be consuming more British

manufactures than America did in 1774 with a

population o£. 2,000,000. -Building societies

are on the increase, the number registered up
to the 24th of June was 1,455. It has been
decided in the Court of Queen's "^Bench that

bricks employed for the purpose of erecting

bridges
,
passing over newly made drains,

parapet walls, and other small,erections for the

public safety are to be exempt from duty.-

A telegraph has been erected at the Portobello

station, Edinburgh, for the purpose of announc-
ing the arrival of trains. It consists of a tall

pillar up which a ball ascends slow.ly, and
begins to fall ten minutes before the trains

from Edinburgh are due so that it may reach
the base by their arrival.——The entire length

of the telegraphic line betvveen Newhaven and
Toronto, in Upper Canada, is 900 miles.

Complaints are begining to be made respecting

the gradual encroachment on the rights of

footway in nearly all parts of the kingdom.
The Bank of England is about to undergo

considerable improvement, ornamental and
defensive. The bill which was about to be
introduced ffor rating Mechanics' Institutions

has been abandoned and withdrawn.' The
members' of the Builders Benovolent Institu-

tion will partake of their anniversary dinner

on the 19th instant, -A surveyor lately

brought an action against ' one of the provi-

sional directors of a railway for the sum of

£3,321, odd, being at the rate of ten guineas
per diem, tor survejang expenses, and reco-

vered £500. Mr. Jeffrey, the inventor of

the " marine glue," has been very badly re-

quited by Government for his services—they
iiaving oilly offered him a low price for every
ton. of the material used. It is stated that

several very important improvements are

about to be effected in the neighbourhood of
Holborn-hill. Railway calls are much on
the decrease this year. -'— Mr. Ternouth
has completed another of the alto relievos

intended to decorate, the base of the Nelson
Monument, the subject being the battle of

Copenhagen. An agreement has been en-

tered into with the Board of Ordnance for an
entire survey of the country, and if the wea-
ther continues clear, the survey will be com-
pleted in about six months at a cost of

£19,945 for the block plan—the cost being only
one-tenth more thati that of the civil engineers'

tender, while the work done will be more than
double. The cost of the survey will be entirely

defrayed out of the rates. The ateliers

nationaux, or national workshops, in France,
have been dissolved.

Pearl Glass.
—

"Within the last few days we
have inspected, at the papier mdcM works of
our townsman, Mr. Lane, in Great Hampton-
street, Birmingham, several very striking and
elaborate specimens of what he denominates
''Patent Pearl Glass," executed in combina-
tion with his patent method of gem painting
on glass, which ai'e intended to be forwarded
to Buckingham Palace for the inspection of her
Majesty and her royal consort. In an article

which appeared in the jfiTeraZcZ of the 12th of
December last, giving an account of a visit to
the establishment of Mr. Lane, we endea-
voured to descrihe some of the results which
had then been obtained by both those pro
cesses, but they have since been carried to a
much higher degree of perfection—particulax'ly

that of gem painting. In the one first named
a number of novel and brilliant effects are pro-
duced by the execution of landscapes and
architectural subjects in inlaid pearl of^ various
hues and colours attached to plate glass. To
understand these effects it is necessary that
they should be seen. Some of them, indeed,
are more brilliant and successful—especially
in representing sunlight, or moonlight—than
could be obtained by any other means.
In many instances, however, there is

want of attention to local colour, and
the general effect is too glaring to please
an educated and artistic eye. The pervading
tone of the majority of subjects requires to be
subdued and chastened, and when this is at-

tained, and the very great resources of the
material employed under skilful adaptation
shall have been more fully developed, the
result will be to attract and gratify the most
fastidious eye. As we have already intimated,
Mr, Lane is successfully labouring to improve
the process. The "gem paifiting," as it is

termed, is effected by the combination of
various and different coloured substances,

under plate glass, and generally on a black
velvet ground. In this manner representa-
tions of gems, flowers; fruit, and other ob-
jects are produced, the brilliance of colour,
novelty of arrangement, and richness of effect

being veiry surprising; so much so, as to make
any adequate desciription of it appear over
charged. The articles which we were invited

to inspect were produced by a combination of
both the methods spoken of, and are highly
beautiful as well as costly in appearance.
They consist of two panels for a cabinet or

cheffionere, and the tops for two boudoir tables.

They are most creditable to Mr. Lane's taste,

skill, and perseverance in the improvement of
his patent processes, and have elicited the ap-
probation of the numerous parties who have
been invited to inspect i\iQm..—Midland Coun-
ties' Herald,

To Erase Crayon Marks,—This is much
more difficult than to erase those of the black-

lead pencil—Indian-rubber smearing instead
of cleaning, A piece of the crumb of bread
is the best material to ei'ase crayon marks

;

water will occasionally clean a paper thus
marked, though rarely with certainty.
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©obernmpnt Scf)ool of IBcsign-

deficiency of space for the business of the

school is under the consideration of Govern-

ment—with the view of remedying this serious

disadvantage.

ONSIDERABLE improvement has lately

been effected by the committee of management

of this school in filling up a vacuity by the

appointment of Mr. R. N. Wornum, author of

" The Epochs of Art," to the office of Lec-

turer on the History of Art in Relation to

Ornament. His position, it is stated, will be

independent of the masters:—"An arrange-

ment," says ihe Athen<sum, "that need not be

disadvantageous to cooperation and unity of

purpose." His course is to consist of ten

lectures, one to be delivered every month

—

commencing on the reopening of the school in

October.

j

Some minor circumstances are also worthy of

note. We learn that the class of form super-

intended by Mr. Townsend has been rendered

complete by restoring to it the section of

Figure Drawing from the Antique, which, as

a temporary arrangement, had hitherto been

included in the Class of Colour.

Prizes are announced for the best specimens

of the productions of the students—the exhi-

bition of subjects and distribution of the

prizes to take place at the close of the school

before Christmas.

It is reported than the long complained of

Cf)e (!5xf)(tiition at t!)e Hon^on

jHfct)anics' institution.

It surely does not require a messenger

from the grave to inform us of the ex-

tension of feeling in favour of the progress

of the Fine Arts in this country when we

find our very mechanics— men more used

to the work-bench and the anvil than the

studio or the easel—pursuing as a branch of

education the art of Drawing and Design.

When we see such tokens as these of national

sympathy and attention, the natural enthu-

siasm with which we regard the cultivation

of the pure and beautiful soars even above the

common-place observation of every-day life,

and expands with a warm glow of admiration

into a feeling somewhat akin to rapture,

albeit, we are not ordinarily given to forget

the character which we are expected by our

readers to maintain, namely, that of fair and

impartial critics.

About this time last year, as near as we can

remember, we received a polite note from Mr.

Joseph Ash, the promoter of the drawing

classes at the London Mechanics' Insti-

tution, Southampton-buildings, requesting

our attendance to inspect the various speci-

mens of ornamental drawing executed by the

members. Unavoidable circumstances, how-

ever, did not permit us then to avail ourselves

of the opportunity.

This year, the exhibition is on a larger

scale, and comprehends many new features

chiefly introduced by the assiduity of the

above-named gentleman, such as the produc-

tions of the classes for drawing and modelling

from life.

The general appearance of the whole exhi-

bition is of a high order of merit, and indi-

vidual instances of talent and genius are by no

means wanting to impress upon the mind of

the observer the fact that all our great painters

and designers are not Royal Academicians

—

however much the latter may plume themselves

with the gilded feathers of royal patronage.
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Such an Institution (or rather 'part of an

institution) as the one now under notice is not

merely valuable to the parties immediately

concerned, but to society at large, and if that

society do but foster it now in its infancy, its

rapid growth we may safely predict will ulti-

mately advance both the fame and resources

of the "British Empire in extending abroad

along with the products of native industry

those of a native genius.

"BORROWING A SUGGESTION."
In a case lately tried in the Court of Exche-

quer*, it was decided that ornamental' goods

being registered under the act gave to the

proprietor not only the copyright of the actual

design, but also that of the style in which it

was executed! If this eccentric precedent is

to be carried out, people must be on their

guard against even receiving a suggestion from

a registered pattern. Of course, we have no

right to suspect that the twelve individuals

who formed the jury on this occasion, and who
delivered so sapient a verdict, knew anything

at all about the matter, or were in the remotest

degree acquainted with any rules which might

have assisted them in judging where originality

ended and imitation commenced; but, certainly,

that seems to us a palpably unjust decision

which would prevent a man's receiving a

suggestion" from a previous work of art.

We suppose that were Michael Angelo, and

Sir Christopher Wren contemporaries, and

living in these days, we should have the

former bringing an action against the latter

—

and gaining his cause, toor—for receiving a

" suggesiion" from St. Peter's at Rome ; or

Hero of Alexandria prosecuting, under similar

circumstances, James Watt of Greenock, for

the latter's availing himself of the principle of

the eolipile in the construction of his steam
engines

!

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY words and THEIR MEANING MAY BE REA-
DILY DECYPHERED BY THE RECIPIENT OF THY
COMMUNICATION.

"/. S."— We hardly Unow Jiow to advise you.
You say you have a little influence, hut we think

that unless you can count upon a certainty of em-
ployment resulting from it, you had better remain
at homefor awhile, until things take a changefor
the better, which circumstance we will he among
thefirst to announce.

^' MeriJiyVi"— Gwilt's Encyclopcedia of Archi-
tectur-e.

" L, M. S."—We cannot sayijust at present.

QUERIES.
Required—A receiptfor making the blade paint

used for marking the letters on marble monu-
ments, ^c.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, S^c, to be addressed to '^the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''— We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at 3fechanics^

Institutions, thefine arts, science, Sfc,

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. Zd. each ; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*** Any of our readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, ivill greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 15 is now ready, price 7d.

Sums Voted by the Committee Of' Sup-
ply^ July 7th.—British Museum, £20,000 ; on
account of Public Buildings, £30,000 ; works
at Buckingham Palatfe, £10,000; expenses
connected with the New, Houses of Parlia-
ment, £15,000; School of Design, £3,000;
Royal Dublin Society, £3,000 ; Geological
Survey of Ireland, £6,000; Steam CommUni-
cation to India, £12,500. Total : 99,5Q0,

* Holdsworth versus M'Alpine.

Coverings of Theatres in the Olden
Time.—The following memorandum occurs in

Pepy's DiaiT, bearing reference to old Drury
Lane Theatre, buildedon the site of the present

one—" Before the play was done, it fell such a

storm of hayle that we, in the middle of the

pit were fain to rise, and all the house in a dis-

order." This passage may be explained by
stating that in the time of that celebrated

autobiogra|)her the plays being chiefly per-

formed during the middle of the day, any other

light than that of the sun was thought unne-
cessary, so that the pit lajr either open to the

weather (as in ruder times) or was glazed in

;

and it is easy to conceive that a storm of hail

would, easily penetrate through sky-lights com-
posed of the thin glass of Mr. Pepy's period

(reign of Charles II.). " The middle of the

pit," immediately, under the sky-light, was
necessarily most exposed. Lord Braybrooke,
in a note on this subject, remarks that, " the

Blackfriar's Theatre was entirely roofed over,

and had a pit instead of a mere enclosed yard,

whilst the stage portion alone of the public

play houses were protected from the wea-
ther." ;

:•; . '
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m)t l^tgi^ts Of !La!)our antr ^tlUt

fThe following remarks by M. Thiers, ex-

tracted from a speech delivered in the National

Assembly, are characterised by so much good
sense and sound argument, bearing directly

upon the moot question of the day, that we
cannot refrain from giving them a place in our

coklmns.^ED.]

" I think we should do all we caii for the

people, keeping in view at the same time what
is possible, but I do not think we should pro-

mise them what is impossible. _
To promise

that which is impossible is to deceive them, for

which they will afterwards take vengeance
by insurrection. Let the right to relief be
proclaimed. I see no great danger in this;

for, with charitable institutions well adminis-

tered, more loyally developed, and better

endowed than those which exist, this promise
may to a certain extent be realised. Besides,

society does its duty in succouring old age,

in tending sickness, and assuaging the infirmi-

ties which render labour impossible. But to

proclaim the right to employment is not to

make an absolute engagement to furnish at all

times and at all seasons occupation to those

have it not. If we can possibly fulfil this

engagement I will not oppose its being entered

into ; but is there one whom I address who
will assert that it can be fulfilled? I have
reflected a great deal upon.what is now called
' the organisation of labour' (a new name for

an. old thing), and I have deplored the impru-
dsnce with which questions have been raised

that .are incapable of. solution. It is indis-

pensably necessary that in the assembly we
should have a calm and deliberate discussion

on this subject, with all the principal chiefs

and supporters of this sect, in which all res-

pect shall be shown to men and opinions; for

we must ascertain if any one possesses the

secret of remedying all the miseries of the

people. If anyone possesses such secret he
must impart it; but if no one possesses it,

then by none must such a promise b^ made
—for to promise and not to perform in such a

c^se is to ensure the effusion of blood. Of
this the horrible scenes we have lately wit-

nessed are the unanswerable proof. Doubtless
an able government can, by legislation, by
good finanical measures, contribute to favour
production, and increase employment; but in

the richest and most industrious countries can
any one prevent the industrial crises which
arise from over production, and which are
followed by a suspension of labour? Can any
one in these cases, which happen too fre-

quently, assure emploj^ment to the opera-
tives? Would not to promise it be to renew
the recent and unhappy experiment of the
ateliers nationaux. The draining the marshes
and agricultural colonies have been proposed
as a means of furnishing employment at
thBse crises for the unoccupied. But
this would be a sorry resource to offer to the
unemployed ouvriers. How could you offer to
weavers or engineers to go into a distant pro-

vince to dig the earth. Their removal, their

inability, their inexperience, would render this

resource more cruel than misery. I do not,

however, renounce, I confess,' the possibility of
proposing some means, which, to a certain
point, may satisfy the double condition of
occupying the unemployed in periods of indus-
trial crisis, and of furnishing them with
various employments befitting their several
callings. Without becoming a manufacturer
or an agriculturist, the state manufactures
linen, cloth, shoes, and arms, for the troops ; it

builds walls of fortresses, carriages for artillery,

and steam-engines. Now, in creating these es-
lishments, the principle of which should be to
work, little in times of industrial prosperity,
and much in times of distress, it would not be
impossible to provide for times of suspension
of labour. I have thought much and laboured
much, on a system which would tend to re-

serve the works which the state must perform
for such times as throw many operatives out of

employ ; but this system, which would require
a corresponding financial system, would be
diificult to establish, and very costly, and the
state would, as usual, do its work well,, but at

great cost. I .am, howevei*, of opinion that a
trial of this kind should be made ; for it would
be well thus to reserve the works of the
government to offer to the operatives when
private establishments could not find them
occupation. As, however, we cannot make any
certain promises, I think we may express the
earnest desire of the state, and guard our-
selves against any positive engagement. To
make any positive engagement as to the right

of employment is an imprudence, a false prin-

ciple ; in brief, to speak plainly, a lie thrown
in the face of the people."

Art-Union of London and the Board of
Trade.—On Wednesday, the 12th instant, a
deputation of gentlemen, representing various
bodies of metropolitan artists, had an inter-

view with the Right Hon. H Laboucliere, at
the oflSce of thb Board of Trade, to present
a memorial agreed upon at a general meeting
of artists in May last, deploring the intention
of depriving the prizeholders of the right of
selecting the prizes, and praying the Board of
Trade to withdraw any interference in this

respect with the Art-Union of London, and to

permit it to carry out its objects according to

its original and vital principle. The deputa^

tion consisted of the following gentlemen:

—

Mr. C. Lushington, M.P. ; Mr. J. Jackson,
M.P. ; Sir W. C. RosB (Royal Academy) ; Mr.
J. H. Illidge, Mr. G. R. Ward, and Mr. F.

Gush (Institute of Fine Arts) ; Mr. J. Fahey
(New Water Colour Society) ; Mr. G. Fripp
(Old Water Colour) Society; and Mr. E. T.
Niemann (Free Exhibition). The Society of
British Artist had previously sent a deputation
for tlie same purpose. The memorial was
signed by more than 300 artists, inclilding

half the members and associates of the Royal
Academy. Mr. Labouchere said it was a very
weighty docimient, deserving the most serious

consideration of the Board, and should cer-

tainly receive it.
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En Jllustratetr (ffiflossarB of Ceciintcal

Cerms Msetr in Ercfjitectural antj

interior Becoration, ^c»

[cWtinued from page 114.]

Elgin Marbles, (in the archaiology of

architecture and sculpture), a series of

ancient sculptured marbles, named after

Thomas Earl of Elgin, by whom they were
rescued from the barbarous hands-of the Turks,

brought to England, and finally sold to the

British Government, who have deposited them
in the British Museum for the use of the

public.

These miracles of ancient art belonged
originally to the temple of Minerva Par
thenon, and to some other edifices on the
Acropolis at Athens. Their ancient history is

well known; they were imagined and
directed by Phidias, and executed in parts
by his chisel, were for more than seven hun
dred years the admiration of the ancient
world ; and have been regarded by all com
petent judges as inimitable for their perfection
in art. During the period of Lord Elgin's
embassy to the Porte, some eminent artists in
England recommended the object of this

collection as one of the highest importance
to the fine arts. It was proposed as such to

the English government who declined the
undertaking, which appearing of doubtful
issue, his lordship engaged in the pursuit en-
tirely at his own risk and expense.
Lord Elgin, in pursuit ot this patriotic

scheme, took six of the first artists from Rome,
and employed them several years upon the
undertaking, and continued his establishment
at Athens for sixteen years, and succeeded,
by unconquerable exertion and perseverance,
in achieving what powerful and favoured
sovereigns had, in successive ages, attempted

in vain ; what Canova would have been con-
tented to have come to London alone to have

en.*
It is to be considered among the difficulties

of Lord Elgin's undertaking that he had to

remove the enormous and ponderous pieces of
marble a distance of nearly five miles from
Athens to Pierseeus, the port of maritime
Athens, in a country without roads, without
machinery, and without any other resources
than manual exertion. He had to convey
them to England, to bring them from the out
ports to London, and to keep them there at a
considerable expense. His lordship had also

the misfortune to lose a valuable vessel of his

own employed in the service, that was wrecked
off" Cerigo, while having on board a number of

these marbles, which he afterwards recovered
with infinite labour, perseverance, and cost

Besides these, it is well known that no opera-

tions can be conducted in Turkey without
the distribution of presents; which are always
proportioned to the rank of the parties, and
the eagerness or difficulty of the pursuit.

And that, while Lord Elgin negotiated as

ambassador with the officers of the empire at

Constantinople (the city of Athens being the

jointure of the Sultan's mother), his artists

had to purchase the good will of the persons
in authoritj on the spot, on every occurrence,

wherever any assistance was required.

Embellish, Embellismehnt. (From embeUir,

Fr.) In all the arts. Ornaments, adventitious

beauty, decoration.—This word, though ap-
plicable to all the arts, is more particularly

used in architecture, which is embellished by
sculpture, painting, and other ornaments, to

make it more beautiful. Embellishments are

more extensive than ornaments, and if used
profusely, or with bad taste, will mar the

finest composition. The embellishments of

exterior architecture are its sculptures and
carvings, and of interior architecture pictures,

statues, and bassi rilievi, furniture, mirrors,

gilding, &c.

Emplecton (in ancient architecture), a
mode of construction of walls used by the

Greeks, and so named by their ancient archi

tects and by Vetruvius. The front stones of

this manner of building were wrought, and
the interior left rough and filled in with stones

of various sizes or rubble. The implection

of the Romans was an inferior kind of

masonry to that of the Greeks, for they
mostly omitted the diatonoi or bond stones,

which the Greeks never did.

Seats in the Parks.^—By order of the

Woods and Forest upwards of 200 chairs have
been placed in Hyde Park, and a propotionate
number in St. James's Park, for the public
accomodation.

* See Canova's letter to Lord Elgin of the lOth November,
1815, often reprinted ; and which has already produced the

most beneficial effects upon the fine arts of the country.
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^9u6lfc ^musments.

VAUXHALL GARDENS.
This delightful place of rational recreation is

now open, and affords a pleasing ensemble of

taste, harmony, and general amusement. The

fittings up are on an unprecedently magni-

fient scBtle.

We select as a specimen of these a pretty

little bit a la Watteau, taken from the end of

one of the boxes on the left hand side of the

orchestra. The ornamental portion is painted
in a purple tint, and the flowers, &c., in their

natural colour—the ground being white encom-
passed by a broad blue line. The sides and
roof of the box are coloured with a delicate

pink tint, and altogether have a very pleasing
effect.

The walls of the supper room in the prince's

gallery are divided off with pilasters and
ornamented with landscapes, round which is

tastefully placed an ornamental border. The
appearance by night is of a gorgeous descrip-

tion, it being the room where the elite of the

visitants regale themselves between the various
amusements.

We should like to see other portions of the
gardens more liberally decorated. The boxes
on the right side of the orchestra being of a

very plain description, having merely a plain

tint washed over them. We think that the

public would appreciate the change; and we
hope ere long lo see the royal property one of

the most decorative as well as one of the
most pleasant places of public amnsement in

the metropolis.

Present Sanitary Condition of West-

minster.—\^From a Correspondent],— 1 have

lately had an opportunity of inspecting several

of the habitations of the poorer classes in this

densely packed locality, and I may well de-

scribe what I saw as loathsome and horrible in

the extreme. The houses are mostly old apd
rotten, and the passages are not covered with

boards but with dirt, which in wet weather

becomes quite as sloppy as the mud in the

streets. The yards which are extremely cir-

cumscribed, are generally filled up by a privy,

a water-but, and a dust-bin—the two former

being in close proximity. Curiosity urged me
to glance into one of these privies, but one of

the most revolting stenches that ever saluted

my, or any other person's, olfactory organ,

instantaeously compelled me to retreat in dis-

gust, but not, however, before I saw a mass of

human exuviae floating within a foot of the

seat! This pestinential closet, too, be it

remembered, was situated within four feet of

the window of an apartment in which dwelt a

labourer, his wife, and five children, while

underneath this very window was an unoccu-

pied cellar which had not been cleaned out

for years, and which was chock full of decayed

vegetable matter, filth, and garbage of every

description. The apartments in this edifice

were most miserable : the walls were broken

and the ceilings continually falling in. I learned

from a lodger, as I was departing, that there

resided in this habitation (if such it could be

called) no less than thirty individuals, of whom
twenty-one were young children—the eldest

scarcely above eleven years of age.
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Isometncal ^erspectibe.

A new process for drawing in perspective,

lunder this title, has been introduced by Pro-
'fessor Parish of Cambridge. It is preferable

to the common perspective on many accounts,
especially for the exhibition of machinery.
It is both easy and simple in its principles. It

is effected by the help of a common drawing-
jtable, and two rulers ; so that there is no dif-

ficulty in giving an almost perfectly correct

irepresentation of any object adaptgd to this

Iperspective, .to which the artist has^ access, if

he has a very simple knowledge of its prin-

ciples and a little practice.

It is unnecessary to describe the accom-
panying drawing-table any further than by
observing that it; ought to be sp contrived as to

keep the paper steady on v/hich the drawing is

to be made.

There should be a ruler in the form of the
letter T, to slide on one side of the drawing
table. The rulers should be kept, by small
prominences on the under side, from being in
immediate contact with the paper, to prevent
its blotting the fresh drawn lines as it slides
over them ; and a second ruler, by means of a
groove near one end on its underside, should
be made to slide on the first. The grooveshould
be wider than the breadth of the first ruler,
and so_ fitted that the second may at pleasure
be put into either of the two positions repre-
sented in the engraving, so as to contain with
the former ruler, in either position, an angle of
sixty degrees. The groove should be of such
a size that, when its shoulder a is in contact
with and resting against the edges of the first

ruler, the edges of the second ruler should
coincide \vith e. When the shoulders h c rest
against the edges of the first ruler, the edge
of the Second should lie along a e, the other
side of the equilateral triangle. The second
ruler should have a little foot at Jc, for the
same purpose as the prominences on the first

ruler ; and both of them should have their
edges divided into inches and tenths, or eighths
of tenths.

It would be convenient if the second ruler
had also another groove, r s, so formed that
when the shoulders r and s are in contact with
the edges of the first ruler the second should
be at right angles to it. For representing
circles in their proper positions, Professor
Parish made use of the inner edge of rims cut

out from cards into isometrical ellipses, as

represented in the figure; of these he had a
series of different sizes, corresponding to his

wheels.
The Professor states that " by this apparatus

we may represent the straight lines which lie

in the three principal directions, all on the
same scale. The right angles contained by
such lines ai'e always represented either by
angles of sixty degrees, or the supplement of

sixty degrees : and this, though it might look
like an objection, will be understood on the
first sight of a di-awing on these principles by
any person who has ever looked at a picture

;

for he cannot for a moment have a doubt that

the angle represented is a right angle, on in-

spection. ,

And we may observe further that an angle
of sixty degrees is the easiest to draw of any
angle in nature., It may instantly be found
by any .person who has a pair of compasses,
and understands the first proposition in Euclid..

The representation, also, of circles and wheels,
and of the manner in which they act on one
another, is very simple and intelligible.- The
principles of this perspective, which, from the

peculiar circumstance of its exhibiting" the
lines in the three .principal dimensions on the
same scale, which the Professor denominates
'isometrical," will be vuiderstood from the
following detail :—Suppose a cube to be the
object represented, the eye placed in the dia-

gonal of the cube produced, the paper on which
the drawing is to be made to be perpendicular
to that diagonal, between the eye and the object,

at a due pi-opoi'tional distance from each,
according to the scale required. Let the
distance of the eye, and consequently that of;

the paper, be indifinitely increased, so that the
size of the object may be inconsiderable in

respect of it. It is manifest that all the lines

di-awn from any points of the object to th-e,

eye may be considered as perpendicular tp the|

picture, which becomes, therefore, a species ofi

orthographic projection ; and the proje«tiou will

have for its outline an equi-angular and equi-
lateral hexagon, with two vertical sides, and
an angle at the top and bottom. The other
three lines will be radii drawn from, the centre
to the lowest angle, and to the two alternate
angles ; and all these lines and sides will be
equal to each other both in the object

and representation ; and if any other lines

parallel to any of the three radii should exist

in the object, and be represented in the
picture, their representations will bear to one
another, and to the rest of the sides of the

cube, the same proportion which the lines

represented bear to one another in the object.

If any one of them, therefore, be so taken
as to bear any required proportion to its object,

as in the representation of rhodels, the others
also will bear the same proportion to their

objects ; that is, the lines parallel to the three
radii will be reduced to a scale

By the use of the simple apparatus already,
described, the representation of these lines in

the objects may be drawn on the pictiire, and
measured to a scale with the utmost facility:

the point at the extremity being first found ori

assumed. The position of any point in thej
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picture may be easily found by measuring its

thyee distances; namely, first its perpendicular

distance from the regulating horizontal plane

(that is, the horizontal plane passing through

the regulating point); secondly, the perpen-
dicular distance of that point where the perpen-
dicular meets the dexter line; and, thirdly, of

the point, where that perpendicular meets the

dexter line from the regulating point; an^
then taking those distances reduced to the

scale, first along the. dexter line, secondly
along the sinister line, and thirdly along the

ver.tical line, in the picture. These three may
be called the dexter distance of the point, its

sinister distance, and its altitude. And it is

manifest they need not be taken in this order,

but in any other that may be more convenient
to the artist, there being six ways in which
this operation may be performed.

If any point in the same isometrical plane

with the point required to be found be already

represented in the picture, that point may be
assumed as a.new regulating point. If it is in

the same isonietrical line with the point, it is

found by taking; only one distance. And this

List simple operation will be found in practice

all that is necessary for thq determination of

most of the points required. Thusi any paral-

lelopiped, or any .frame-work or other object

with rafters, or lines lying in isometrical direc-

tions, may be most ea9ily and accurately ex-
hibited on any scale required. But if it be
necessary to, represent lines in other directions,

they will not be on the same scale, but may be
exhibited,, if straight lines, by finding the

extremities as :above, and drawing the line

froni one to the other; or sometimes more
readily in practice by the help of an ellipse, as

hereafter described.
If a curved line be required, several points

may be found, each being sufficient to, guide
the artist to that degree of exactness which is

lequired.

The method of exhibiting the representations
of any machines or objects the lines of which
lie asthey generally do, in the isometrical
direction, that is, parallel to the three directions

of the lines of the cube, has been already
shown ; and likewise the mode of representing
any other straight lines by finding their ex-
tremities, or curved lines by finding a number
of points. But in representing machines and
models, there are not only isometrical lines,

but also many wheels working into each other
to be represented. These, for the most part,

lie in the isometrical planes. And it is for-

tunate that the picture of a ch'cle in any one
of these planes is always an ellipse of the same
form, whether the plane be horizontal, dexter,
or sinister

;
yet they are easily distinguished

from each other by the position in which they
are placed on their axle, which is an isomet-
rical line, always coinciding with the minor
axis of the ellipse.

The fact above alluded to will be obvious
from conside;ring the figure of a cube with a
circle insci-ibed in each of its planes, and con-
sidering the circles as wheels on an axle. The
two other lines, (or spokes of the wheel) in

the ellipse, which are di-awn respectively
through the opposite points of contact of the

cu-cle with the circumscribing figure, are isomet-
rical lines also ; for the points of contact bisect
the sides of the circumscribing parallelogram,

and therefore the^ lines are parallel to the other
sides. They likewise give the' true diameter
of the wheels, reduced to the scale required.
The ellipse itself may be drawn by an

elliptic compass, as that instrument may be
properly set, if the major and minor axes are
known. If it be intended to represent a wheel
on an axle, care must be taken to make' the
minor axis lie along that axle. In the absence
of the instrument, it may be drawn from the
concentric ellipses annexed, which may be
placed under the paper, in the position above

described, and seen through it if the paper be
not too thick ; and in this method the smaller
concentric circles of the wheel may be
described at the same time, as they may be
seen through the picture ; or, if they should
not be exactly of the right size, it would be
easy to describe them by hand, between the
two nearest concentric ellipses ; and thus also

the height of the cogs of a wheel in the dif-

ferent parts of it may be exhibited, longer and
narrower towards the extremities of the major,
and shorter and wider at the extremities of

the minor axis. Their width may be deter-

mined from the divisions of the ellipse. In
most cases, this may be done with sufficient

accuracy from the cicumference of the ellipse

being divided into eight equal divisions of the

circle, by the two axes and two isometrical

diameters, each of which parts may he sub-
divided by the skill of the artist; and not
only the face of the wheel in front m^y be
thus exhibited, but the parts of the back circles

also which are in sight may be exhibited

by pushing back the system of concentric

ellipses on the minor axis, or axle, through a

distance representing the breadth of the wheel,

and then tracing both the exterior and interior

circles of the wheels, and of the socket on
which it is fixed, as fcir as they are visible.

Care should be taken to represent the top

of the teeth, or cogs, by isometrical lines,

parallel to the axle, in a face-wheel, or tending
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to a proper point in the axle in a bevil-wheel

And nearly in the same way may the floats of

a water-wheel be correctly represented. If a

series of concentric ellipses, such as have been
described, be not at hand, it will still be easy
for an artist to draw the ellipses with sufficient

accuracy for most purposes, by drawing,
through the proper point in the axle, the
major and minor axes, and two isometrical
diameters, thus marking eight points in the
circumference to guide him.

If in any case it should become necessary to

represent a cirle which does not lie in an isomet-
rical plane, we may observe that the major axis

will be the same in whatever plane it lies ; and
it will be the picture of that diameter which is

the intersection of the circle with the plane,

parallel to the picture,passing through its centre

;

and the major axis will bear to the minor axis

the proportion ofradius to the sine ofthe inclina-

tion of the line of sight to the plane of the circle.

The representation of every other line parallel

and equal to any diameter of the circle may be
exhibited by drawing it equal and parallel to

the corresponding diameter in the ellipse.
,

To describe a cylinder lying in an isometrical

direction, the circles at its extremitie should be
represented by the proper isometrical ellipse,

and two lines touching both should be drawn
;

and in a similar way a cone, or frustum of a
cone, may be described. A globe is represent-
ed by a circle whose radius is the semi-major
axis of the ellipse representing a great circle.

It would not be difficult to devise rules for the
representation of many other foi-ms which might
occur in objects to be represented. But the
above cases are sufficient to include almost
everything which occurs in the representation
of models, of machines, of philosophical instru-

ments, and indeed of almost any regular pro-
duction of art. Buidings may be exhibited by
this perspective as correctly, in point of mea-
surement, as byplans and elevations, under the
advantage of having the full effect of a picture.

Abridge, or any circular or Gothic arch, con-
sisting of portions of circles lying in isometrical

planes may be repi-esented by portions of
isometrical ellipses, which will easily be adapted
anddrawn,upon the principles already explained
by which wheels are exhibited on their axles.

The centres of these circles must be found, with
which the centres of the ellipses must be made
to coincide, their minor axes lying along the
lines drawn from those centres perpendicular
to the planes of the circles.

The shaft of a pillar consists of a frustum of a
cone and a cylinder united ; or perhaps of a cy-

linder alone, or a congeries of cylinders : and we
have already shown the method of exhibiting
these, as well as their bases. And on the
same principles the position and size of the
volutes and ornaments of the capital may be
found, and such guiding points as will make it

easy to trace their forms. Thus the different

courts and edifices of a cathedral, a college, or

a palace, may be correctly depicted; and
even the rooms, and internal structure, though
less in the form of a picture, may be exhibited
in such a way as to enable an architect, or his

employer, to contemplate their situation, their

ornaments, funiture, or any other circumstance

belonging to their appearance ; and to mark
down exactly what he would have done, in
such a way as could hardly be misunderstood
by an attentive agent, though at a diaitance.

In the instances which have been given, most
of the lines are isometrical: but the art is

applicable to many cases where there are few
or none such. It may be necessary, in many
Af them, to draw isometrical lines, or isome-
^ical ellipses, by way of a guide, to determine
the position of certain lines and points, to

enable the artist to describe with accuracy
what he has in view : and there is scarcely any
form so anomalous as to preclude the artist

from taking advantage of these methods of
ascertaining such lines or points in it as will

give him much assistance in representing
it with precision. If the intention be merely
to make a picture, the guiding lines may be
obliterated as soon as they have served the
purpose designed, or they may be retained, in
some cases, and their lengths or diameters
noted down in figures, if it be wished to give
ready information. And often, if the artist

wishes to provide materials to enable him, at
his leisure, to give accurate descriptions,
or exact drawings, the rudest exhibition of such
lines may completely serve his purpose, pro
vided he notes down on the spot such measure-
ments with accuracy, however unexact the
lines may be on which they are recorded. In
many cases it may be expedient to take liberties

with this perspective, or with the picture,

which will make it suit the purpose designed.
And this will produce no confusion, provided
those liberties are explained : for instance, it

may be often expedient to make the scale in
the vertical direction considerably larger than
in the horizontal. It may in some cases be ne
cessary to represent on paper what is hid in

nature, and what has been said on the internal
structure of buildings is an instance of this

fact. We shall proceed to give some examples
of these observations.

To give such a representation of an Etruscan

vase as would enable an artist to model it exactly
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would be exceedingly easy. Let a vertical line

be drawn to, Vepresent the axis of the vase, and
let points be taken in that axis, corresponding

to the centres of the principal circles of the

vase, through which the horizontal isometrical

lines may be drawn, representing the radii of

those circles, by the help of which the isome-

trical ellipses representing them are easily

drawn. These will become a complete guide

to the artist. He may assist himself by look-

ing at the object along the line of sight, and
then, if he has any skill in drawing,_ he will

find no difficulty in tracing the outline from
one of these to the other, with a sufficient

degree of correctness. If he be unskilled in

the art, of course he must be at the trouble^ of

finding a large number of ellipses to guide him.

And, in a similar manner, any solid, formed
by the revolution of a plane figure round one
of its sides, may be represented.

The laying down the timbers of a ship, or

making a picture of one, may be adduced as

another example. Let a vertical isometrical

plaen be conceived to pass through its keel, and
to be intersected by the perpendicular planes

passing through the ribs, and by planes parallel

to the decks. The isometrical lines which are

the intersections of these may be measured in

the ship, and represented, with their proper
measures noted down, in the picture, which will

afford the means of representing the ribs; and
laying them down in their proper places. If

this should be designed for the purpose of con-
structing a ship from a given model, it might be
sufficient to represent the ribs only on one side;

those on the other side being the exact counter-

parts. If the purpose should be to make use of

these lines for a drawing, they need be marked
but very faintly, and the artist will have little

jdifficultjr, when guided by them, to fill up the
[representation by hand.

—

The British Cyclo-

p<sdia.

GuTTA Percha a Fixture for Drawings?
&c.—M. Vogel states that gutta percha dis"

solved in sulphuret of carbon in all propor-
tions, and without the aid of heat, when
placed on the surface of any object, the car-

buret of sulphur evaporating with great
rapidity, leaves a thin layer of gutta percha,
which acts as a preservative against the influ-

ence of water and air. From this he is led to

infer that the solution offers a great advantage
for fixing in the paper, pencil, chalk, or char-
coal drawings in such a .manner that it is im-
possible to injure them by friction.

, Artists' Incentives. — Without a public
voice, knowingly guided and directed, there is

nothing which can raise a true ambition in the
artist ; nothing which can exalt the genius of
the workman, or make him emulous of after
fame and of the approbation of his country
and of posterity ; for with these he naturally, as
a freeman, must take part ; in these he has a
passiopate concern and interest, raised in him
by the same genius of liberty, the same laws
of goverment, by which his property, and the
reward of his pains and industry, are secured
to him and to his generation after him.

—

Loi-d
Shaftesbury.

©oberninent g)djool of IBesign.

On Friday the 16th instant Mr. Townsend
delivered a lecture to the students " On the

Chief Markings of the Antique in reference to

their Anatomical causes." The "Antique,"
he remarked, is not alone the guide to con-

siderations of taste and of true beauty, but, if

anatomically considered, will confer a know-
ledge of the essential divisions of the muscular
and bony framework. The grand object of

students of Ornamental Design is to acquire

the power of rapid composition of the figure,

so as to execute with facility and truth the

various attitudes and groupings required in their

special department of Art. To accomplish

this, the most beautifully finished copies of

ancient statues will afford very insufficient

means, if unaccompanied by an intimate

knowledge of the anatomical relations of

parts of the structure of the joints and the

balance of the figures in movement. The
student must be able, even without the model,

to make sufficiently faithful approximation to

the truth, so as to find no difficulty in original

composition and rapid execution. Nature
is the unerring guide to study,-y-and if ob-

served with analytic method, will lead to a

ready estimation and adoption of all the

varied phases of animal forms. Our ideas of
" the antique" are the result of coratemplating

certain eminent examples which, saved amid
the ravages of barbaric wars and other ac

cidents of time, have given to our age a cleat'

evidence of the culminating powers of Greek
art. But the same fortune which furnished to

us these wonderful developments of human
art and skill has also left us the more incipient

efforts—and it is by a comparison of the pro

ducts of different nations, and of the same
countries at different periods, that we are

enabled to see the steps of study through

which the practice of the ancients gradua:lly

advanced to the climax. The treasures of the

British Museum show us that, whilst in Egyp
tian art the elements of beauty early made a

manifestation, there was little 'progress,—

while in the after attempts of the Greeks they

advanced far towards perfection. But it was
many centuries before the great lera arrived

;

and then we recognise an evident connexion

between the works of the sculptor and the

painter and the concurrent science of their

time. In the times of Daedalus the markings

were few, though full of meaning; and it was
not until the age of Phidias that tendons and
veins were first expressed by Leontius. It

was Phidias himself who carried to the highest

development the essential distinctions of parts

and the particular indication of ftiuscle, bone,

and tendon. Though imitation of structure

was afterwards carried further, his was the

first perfect imion of science with sentiment.

It was the peculiar education of the Greeks,

as well as their special aptitude for Art, that

led to these results. Careful observation, the

love of perfectionating, and the application of

inductive reasoning, led them to the true

philosophy of Art. Their artists were the
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constant companions of the philosophers and

poets ; and receiving among the academic

groTes the teachings of their first sages, they

were familiar with the theory and practical

application of the sciences. The wounded
warrior, the sacrificial victim, and the gym-
nastic exercises of the atheletes gave them a

continual practical demonstration of anatomy.

What peculiarly strikes the unlearned observer

in looking at the finest ancient statues, is the

regularity of occurrence and almost geo-

metrical accuracy of the various demarcations

of the body and limbs,-^which, whilst they

consort with his general idea of the human
frame, present many deviations from the

correspondent markings of an ordinary model.

This combination of markings was the result

of endeavours to derive from observation the

essential condition of structure with regard to

the fullest development of health and vigour

of intellect and will. By following a similar

method of study we shall duly comprehend
the works of the ancients—and the power of

originating will thus find the surest assistance.

Observing that all these lines and markings

were founded on the strictest consideration of

the structure—not as witnessedm every model,

but as ascertained by a comparison of the best

portions of the best figures—the lecturer pro-

ceeded to notice seriatim the masses of the

figure as given in the antique ; demonstrating

on Houdon's figure of the muscles, on a

coloured anatomical statue, and by various

plates and diagrams, the bony and muscular

forms and divisions ' on which such ap-

pearances were dependent. He also drew
attention to the importance of recognising

with care, and marking with accuracy, the

distinction of the tendonous from the fleshy

portions of the same muscle ; and pointed out

various arrangements connected with the

movements of the body at the hips and in

the loins;—referring for further illustration

and examination to special examples.

Conversion of the Diamond into Coke.

—At a late meeting of the Royal Institution,

Mr. Faraday gave a lecture on the above sub-

ject, in which he adverted to the researches

of M. Jacquelain, who last year succeeded in

converting the diamand into a substance pos-

sessing the appearance, physical character, and
electrical properties of coke, by attaching a

piece of hard gas retort carbon to the positive

wire of Bunsen's battery of 100 elements, then

placing on it a small piece of diamond, and,

after arming the negative wire with a cone of

the same carbon, by dexterous manipulation

eveloping the diamond with electrical flame,

when, after a short interval, the diamond
underwent a sort of ebullition, became disin-

tegrated, softened, and was actual coke.

Engineering Prizes : University College.

—Ist year, prize and 1st certificate, G. B.

Smith. 2nd year, prize and 1st certificate, S.

S. Blackmore. Surveyinxj.—Prize and 1st

certificste, J. Young. Mechanical principles of

Engineering.—?nzQ and 1st certificate A.

Warren,

i^rte (KfironotBpist

The Grand Fancy Ball in aid of the funds of

the Spitalfields School of Design took place on
Thursday, the 13th instant, and was attended
by a most numerous and brilliant assemblage.
The receipts amounted to £2,900, and the ex-

penditure to about £1,600, leaving a balance
for the school of £1,300. The ancient

castle of Newcastle is in a rapid process of

restoration by the local Society of Antiquaries.

The new church of St. Peter's, Rock
Ferry, has been closed in consequence of the

instability of the roof. A singular and
ridiculous protestation against electric tele-

graphs made by the German farmers, states that

the electric wires when passing through lands
are injurious to life and property, and perni-

cious to the crops. "A good street," says the

Morning Herald, " from Islington to Black-
friars-bridge is of all things the most wanted
An act of parliament for making such a street

was passedseuera years ago. £200,000 or £300,000
have already been spent, or, for all purposes
throivn away, in purchasing property and_ pul
ling down houses; but the whole business

sticks fast." An electric telegraph has been
established in Jersey. We learn from the

Hants Telegraph that thirteen diff"erent forms
of screw propelling have been tested by the

Minx steamer : the result was that Woodcroft's

screw propelled the Minx at nine knots an
hour, and when at its greatest velocity the

engines performed about three evolutions per

minute more than with any of the other

screws. We read in Douglas Jerrold's News-
paper that the number of goods waggons
belonging to the North Western Railway ex-

ceeds 11,500, and if these carriages be sup-

posed to be worth £50 ^ach, they_ represent a

capital of nearly £600,000. It is stated that

if stone-masons would be contented with the

same profit upon gravestones that they obtain

upon other descriptions of work, they would
be more extensively adopted. The exhibi-

tion of the Royal Academy closes on Saturday,

the 22nd inst, and the exhibitors are requested

to send for their works on Wednesday, the

26th, or Thursday, the 27th. The Liverpool

council intend to apply to the Treasury for

permission to raise £25,000 for the purpose of

erecting more baths and washhouses. The
Boston Chronotype of the 24th ult. states that

the wires on the Morse's Philadelphia line of

telegraph, in New York, have been placed

across the Hudson—being sunk in the bottom

of the river. They were operated for the first

time on the 22nd of June and worked well.

Architectural Prizes: University Col-
lege, London.—The following is a list of the

students who have received prizes in architec-

ture. As a Fine Art, 2nd year, 1st prize : J.

Norton ; 2nd prize, J. G. Hall ; as a Science,

1st prize, C. Poland ; 2nd prize, J. G. Hall.

Fine Arts, 1st year, 1st prize: E. W. Tarn;

2nd prize, T. Hill. Science, 1st year, Ist

prize : T. Hill ; 2nd prize, E. W. T-arn.
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protection from jFirf.

r

MONG
the many engrossing subjects whicli oc-

cupy the public mind, that of protection

from fire forms one of the most interesting

—

as while the slightest danger does exist, every-

one, be he high or low, equally shares the risk

either of a horrible maiming or an av/ful

death.

In comparing the number of fires and pro-

perty lost in London, and in the old country

towns, though of equal extent, we find both

the frequence and loss far gi-eater in the

capital than in the country ; th ough in the

capital there is an abundant supply of water

and engines, and in the country usually a

want of both. These facts lead to the con-

clusion that the old buildings are safer than the

new, and this conclusion may be strengthened

by more extended observations. Compare the

yearly number of fires and property destroyed

in Paris, where the new buildings bear but a

small proportion to the old, with the same in

[London, and the result will be fearfully against

ourselves. The provincial cities of France, of

the Netherlands, and of Germany, all tend to

prove the greater security of the ancient

buildings. Almost all the ancient edifices are

in stone, their outer and inner walls are of

great thickness, their stories are formed by

arches, their floors are flagged, and in some

instances the roofs themselves are vaults of

masonry. In buildings so constructed fire

found no fuel. The old edifices of a later

age preserve in parts the ancient manner,

while in others they approach to the new.

Their walls and partitions are still massy, the

lower stories still vaulted, but the upper

floors and the roofs are constructed of tim-

ber. But then the wood was oak, which

to its durability adds this precious quality,

that in fire it smoulders rather than flames.

Now, with this contrast our modern buildings.

Even if of stone, their walls are rarely a half

—generally not more than a third—of the

thickness of the old. If of brick, the common

material, the outer walls are thinner still, and

the partitions of lath and plaster. The

floors are of timber, the roofs of timber, the

walls pierced with windows cased with tim-

ber, and this timber, the pine, the most

inflammable of all the woods used in build-

ing. From the old, every inflammable ma-

terial was excluded; in the new, the four

walls are filled with that which is the aptest to

catch fire, the readiest to spread it, and the

soonest to be consumed.

Another cause of those destructive fires

has been charged to ihe new method of heat-

ing by flues, which have come lately into

use, and in almost all instances have been

added to buildings not originally fitted for them,

nor has experience yet discovered those guards

against this danger, nor that skill in their

management, which time and habit only can

teach. Flues wind within walls, through

and under floors, unseen throughout their

course. They cannot, therefore, be watched

and kept under control like chimney fires.

In their common form they are fed by one

stove, whence runs one connected tunnel of

pipes. The pipes, again, are in general of

iron, which itself heats rapidly, imparts it

readily to surrounding objects, and the heat

may be secretly, unknown to all, accumulating

during many days, until flames burst forth in

twenty places at once, and then follows im_

mediate, inevitable, and total destruction.

Ere we conclude, we must draw attention to a

method of warming the air of buildings, and

preserving it at an even temperature indepen-

dent of artificial heat. This method was well

known to the ancient architects, and applied

by'fhem to several classes of edifices, though
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now overlooked, perhaps unknown, certainly

not practised. It was accomplished by simple

means. The building was so constructed that

the heat accumulated during summer could not

be lowered by the winter's cold under a certain

temperature, according to the climate.

Buildings constructed on this design have

their walls commonly of from four to six feet

thick. The windows are few and narrow, and

they always face the south-east, south, or south-

west. The northern aspects present blank

walls, chimneys are excluded, and but one door

allowed to one chamber, and the more spaci-

ous it is, the more equal will the heat be

within. Thus in St. Peter's, at Rome (the

largest covered temple in Europe), though not

built upon this plan, the air has never been

known to vary beyond four degs.—namely, from

60 to 64 F. This is in the climate of Rome.

In our own, the temperature in chambers con-

structed as above may range from 44 to 55 degs.;

that is, nearly a mean between the average

heat of April and of Maj%

In England there are still some ancient

buildings upon this plan, and in France many

more. The ancient Castle of Carrickfurgus

offers an example. No chimneys, stoves, nor

flues are found within the ancient walls
;
yet

the temperature of the hall varies little

throughout the year, being agreeably warm in

winter as in summer.

This simple plan of warming the air in

buildings by the solar rays alone, without

artificial heat, though not fitted for dwellings,

is perfectly adapted to all edifices built for

conservation, as archives, libraries, museums,

arsenals, and the like. In a word, to all where

fire is most to be dreaded. The winter's cold

may yet farther be excluded, and the summer's

heat preserved, by double casements, placed

at the end of autumn, and kept close shut

untill the return of spring as it is practised

universally in Russia.

Co (n:orTe.6i3Ott1rent0, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY words and THEIR, MEANING MAY BE REA-
DILY DECYPHERED BY THE RECIPIENT OF THY
COMMUNICATION.

" Gas"—Our correspondentpays us aflattering

compliment for which we are truly obliged, and
hope that our succeeding efforts will not tend to
deteriorate his good opinion. Fluoric acid is

made by placing pure Derbyshire spar {which
may be obtained at any chemist's) in a retort of
lead or silver, with a receiver of the same metal
adapted, and then pouring on it its weight of sul-

phuric acid, by which means, a7id the application

of a moderate heat, the fluoric acid will be dis-

engaged. This acid, readily combines with water—for ivhich purpose it is necessary that the
receiver should previously be half filled with that

fluid. "If" says Dr. lire, "the receiver he
cooled with ice, a7id no water put in it, then the

condensed acid is an intensely hot liquid, first
procured by M. Gay Lussac." It has the appear-
ance of sulphuric acid, but is much more volatile,

and sends off white fumes when exposed to the

air. Its specific gravity is only 1'0609. It must
be examined with great caution, for ivhen applied
to the skin it instantly disorganises it, and pro-

duces very painful wounds. A retort is a kind of
bottle, employed in distillations requiring a high
degree of heat, and has a long neck, so bent that
it makes with the belly of the retort an angle of
about sixty degrees. The receiver is a chemical
vessel adapted to ihe neck of the retort. Both of
these may he obtained of nearly all chemist's,

We shall at all times be happy to hear from
" Gas," and hope that he will exert his influence

in extending our sale among his friends and ac
quaintances.

" J. H. N." {Leamington).— Yours is thefirst
letter we have received upon the subject, hut your
suggestion will be complied ivith. The series of
articles 07i architecture are only deferred in conse-

quence of serious indisposition of the professional
gentleman by whom the drawings have been
hitherto made, but they will he resumed shortly

" W. R." — Mr. Barrett's work on Gothic
ornament is published at the office of the Deco-
rator's Assistant, in monthly parts at \s., or on
Indian paper 6d. extra It is issued in monthly
parts, each containingfour steel engravings.

Mr. Ci-ux's enclosure has been received, for
which we are very much obliged, and will he
happy at any time to return the favour.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, S^c, to he addressed to "the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London,''—We shall at all times
he extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us ivith local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, Sfc.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready
price \s. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*** ^ny of our readers having complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 15 is now ready, price 7d.
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^otts upon (!llasg ^aintittfl.

For the following valuable memoranda, we
must acknowledge ourselves indebted to a
splendid volume on Ancient Glass Paintings,
by an "Amateur," lately published by Mr.
Parker of Oxford :

—

"There are three distinct systems of glass-

painting, which, for convenience sake, may be

I

termed the mosaic method, the enamel method,
and the mosaie enamel method. Of these the

most simple is the mosaic method. Under this

I

system, glass paintings are composed of white
'glass if they are meant to be white, or onlv

I

coloured with yellow, brown and black, or else

jthey are composed of different pieces of white
^and coloured glass, arranged like a mosaic, in

lease they are intended 1o display a greater

I

variety of colours. The pieces of white glass

are cut to correspond with such parts of the

I

design as stxe white, or white and yellow—and
the coloured pieces with those parts of the
design which are otherwise coloured. The
glass painter in the mosaic style uses but two
pigments—a stain which produces a yellow tint,

'and a brown enamel called enamel brown. The
imain outlines of the design are formed, when
the painting is finished, by the leads vihich

surround and keep the various pieces of glass

together; and the subordinate outlines and all

the shadows, as well as all the brown and black
parts, are executed by means of the enamel
brown—with tuhich colour alone a work done
according to the mosaic system can be said to

hepainted. The yellow stain is merely used as

a colour. It therefore appears that under the
mosaic method each colour of the design, eX'
cept yellow, brown, and black, must be repre-
sented by a separate piece of glass. A limited
number of colours may, however, be exhibited
on the same piece of glass by the following
processes :—Part of a piece of blue glass
may be changed to green by means of the
yellow stain. The coloured surface of coated
glass may be destroyed by attrition, or the
application of fluoric acid, and the white glass

beneath it exposed to view. This may, of
course, be wholly or in part stained yellow like

any other white glass. Two shades of yellow
may also be produced on the same piece of
glass by staining some parts twice over. But
unless he adopt one or other of the above-men-
tioned processes, the glass-painter under the
mosaic system cannot have more than
one_ colour on the same piece of glass. A
{variety of tint or depth may often be observed
|in the same piece of coloured glass, arising
[from sonie accident in its manufacture. Of
jthis a skilful glass-painter will always avail
himself, to correct as much as possible the
stiffness of colouring necessarily belonging to
this system of glass-painting."

Of course it is not necessary to repeat the
author's description of enamel painting, as we
have already given, or rather are in process of
giving, one.

" The mosaic enamel metliod consists in a
combination of mosaic and enamel painting

—

white and coloured glass, as well as every
variety of enamel colour and stain, being
employed in it. The practical course of pro-
ceeding under each of these three methods is

nearly alike. A cartoon of the design is made,
upon which are also marked the shapes and
sizes of the various pieces of glass. The glass
is cut to these forms and is afterwards painted,
and burned, i. e., heated to redness in a fur-
nace of Jciln, which fixes the enamel colours,
and causes the stains to operate. The number
of burnings to which the glass is subjected
varies according to circumstances. It is

general, sufficient to burn glass painted with
only one enamel colour once or twice—the
selfsame operation sufficing also to give effect

to the stain, if any is used. Where several
enamel colours are employed, it is necessary to
burn the glass more frequently—each colour,
in general, requiring to be fixed by a separate
burning. It only then remains to lead the glass
together and to put it up in its place.

[To be concluded in our next.]

AsPHALTE.—Mr. James Wylson, of^Glasgow,
writing in a professional contemporary, with
regard to Apshalte, remarks that, " It is known
that much of the material used is nothing but
coal tar ; and as there are variations in quality,

from that which softens with in-door warmth
until casks and table feet make deep impres
sions in it, or under the influence of the sum-
mer sun becomes adhesive underfoot to the
toiling pedestrian, to that other extreme which
comes off in black dust, ready for conversion,
by moisture, into a dirty mud, it appears to

me that the cause of these opposing conditions
lies in the under or overboiling of the afore-

said coal tar. We know that in preparing tar

for use as a protective coating to woodwork,
&c., it takes some three or four hours boiling
to "pitch" it; and that if it is too much
boiled it loses its elastic quality, and becomes
crusted and perfectly effete. Here appears
the risk in regard to the so called " Asphalte

;"

what with the mixture with the other ingre-
dients, the partial emptying of the boilers, and
the cooling of the residue in them at the com-
pletion of one job, and the re-heating, or
making up, of the same at the commencement
of another, the due amount of boiling seems
liable not to be attended to. The blocks of
" Asphalte" which are prepared at manu-
factories, for the purpose of paving, are,

generally, too much impoverished : in the

first place, a black varnish is obtained from
the tar, which is used by boiler makers and
others ; and the tar is then subjected to a
process of distillation in order to separate the
spirit or naptha ; the residue is then boiled up
again with an admixture of ground chalk, and
formed into blocks, and this, as far as I am
aware, completes its preparation as an article

of commerce. It appears, therefore, that in

using the tar in its natural state, as it comes
from the gas-works, a less economical, but a
much better article is employed, more liable to

soften, but less liable to crumble away."
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^n lUustratetr (Slossarg of 'Ettf^nml

Cerms usetj in Ercfiitfctural an^

Interior Bworatton, ^c.

[Continued from page 124.]

Embattled (in heraldry), when the outline
of any ordinary is notched after the manner

expressed in the accompanying illustration,

representing the battlements of a wall or
castle. 4

. Emblems (in all the arts), correctly speaking
emblems are inlaid work, enamel, &c. ; but in

its modern and more extensive application.

the word is used for any occult representation,
allusiTe pictures, or sculptures, and the like.

Emblems and attributes belong to art, allegory
to poetry.

Engrailed, or Ingrailed (in heraldy), is

when a thing is represented with its edges

ragged or notched circularly, as if broke by
something falling on it.

Encarpus (in ancient architecture), festoons

of fruit or flowers in friezes or capitals.

Endorse (in heraldry) an ordinary, contain-

ing the eighth part of a pale.

[To be continued.]

Children and Pictures,— To gaze at

pictures is the first amusement of childhood.
Before the untutored tongue can lisp the
rising thought, the dimpled finger is pointed to

the gaudy colours • arranged expressly to

attract infantine attention. Pictures are par-
ticularly useful in the instruction of youth,
from the lively impression which they convey
to the imagination, and more lively and per-
manent than any that can be communicated by
speech. The parents and masters of families

would do well to hang in the apartments
allotted to their children, representations of

graceful forms, and of noble actions. Then,
instead of bare walls, or unmeaning patterns
of form, their rooms would be hung round
with thoughts. I was astonished on one occa-
sion by the knowledge of the New Testament
evinced by a little girl, who could scarcely
speak, till I found that engravings from
the cartoons of Raffaelle had adorned her
nurserj', and that by incessantly questioning
the nurse, she had made out the subjects of

each. All caricatures, all distortions, or dis-

proportions of body should be avoided. The
eye should be educated to admire that which
is physically correct, as well as the mind to

appreciate that which is morallj' beautiful—to

love the purest spirits animating the most ad-
mirable forms—the noblest actions performed
by the noblest creatures. If to infancy and
youth this art is valuable, it is well worth the
occupation of manhood, and the appreciation
of mature intellect; and in age, when the
pleasures and amusements of youth have
become insipid, or unattainable amidst infir-

mities and debility, the failing eye may yet
turn with pleasure to those delineated forms
which recal to the mind ideas and objects

half efi'aced from the memory by the lapse of

years.

—

Si?- J. Page.



In the latter part of the reign of Charles I-

and during that of Charles II., Spanish lea-

ther boots were principally worn, with very

large tops, ruffled with lace or lawn. These

were frequently very tastily ornamented and

tied at the sides (figs. 21 and 22). Charles I. in

the early part of his reign, wore shoes with large

roses (fig. 23) ; hut towards its close, the roses

were dispensed with, and large wide strings

substituted (fig. 24). The ladies in the reign

of Charles II. wore high heels to their shoes

(fig. 25), which they seem to have adopted from

the Venetian " Ciappines," or "Choppines.''

Something of the kind is at present worn by

the lower classes in Italy (fig. 26). Buckles

succeeded large ribands on shoes about 1680,

although they had been used to fasten the

I

strap which passed over the instep much earlier

!(fig. 27). The heels of the shoes at this period

were often coloured red, &c., the buckles gra-

j
dually-increasing in size (fig. 28), till the reign

of George III. Long boots, also with coloured

j
heels, were besides much in vogue at this time,

j

Hessian boots were introduced about 1787,

.and soon afterwards short boots were also

worn. Having thus noticed the principal

variations in the forms of shoes in England to

the end of the eighteenth century, we con-

clude, as everybody must be well acquainted

with the boots and shoes of our own sera.

W. T. R,

Lapis-Lazuli.—The Petersburgh Academy
of Sciences has published the following par-

ticulars relative to lapis-lazuli and mica.:

—

" Both these minerals are found in the vicinity

of Lake Baikal, especially in the river Hindi-

anka, and in all the rivers which fall from

Mount Khamardaban. Mineralogists have

not, however, yet succeeded in finding the flow

of the lapis-lazuli, nowithstanding the minute

researches which have been made in divers

points of these localties. Mr. Moor, the

mineralogist, who spent two summer on the

banks of the Hindianka, succeeded only in dis

covering the flow of glaucolithe, or calcareous

blue spath,—and every attempt since made to

ascertain the place of the formation of the

lapis-lazuli has been unsuccessful. The natives

aflSrm that this precious stone is met with after

the heavy rains have washed down the pebbles

found in the beds of the rivers. With regard to

mica, it is found in great abundance in the

neighbourhood of Hindianka, even with the

ground, in the form of not very thick flakes,

lying upon a bed of soft clay, as if it had been
deposited upon it. The inhabitants frequently

resort so these places to carry off the mica—
which they put into their window-frames in

place of glass."
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iH^ottingtam Scfiool of Mm^rx.

At the fifth annual meeting of the friends and
subscribers of this institution on the 16th ult.

the mayor, J. Heard Esq., read the report,

which said that the school had been enlarged
in its dimensions, and a separate apartment
thus obtained devoted to a print and book
room, which addition had been attended by
the most gratifying results. Another depart-
ment rendered available by the alteration of
the premises was appropriated to modelling,
several students having been anxious to pursue
this branch of art. The female classes were
stated to have got on very prosperously, and
the students worked with the most praiseworthy
assiduity. During the year £20 were bestowed
in prizes for the best productions in each de-
partment. The committee had been earnestly
desired to establish a class for mechanical
drawing—classes for simple geometry having
for some time previously existed, and it was
proposed to form immediately a class for the
study of machinery; a proposition which it

will be remembered we made some time ago
as one worthy of general adoption. After the
report was read Mr. Wilson addressed the
meeting and stated that he had derived much
pleasure from an inspecption of the specimens
that adorned the walls—particularly the
flowers. He recommended the scholars, how-
ever, to study nature more. He observed
that many of the drawings were from garden
flowers—all of which were more or less un-
natural. Even the most beautiful roses were
more or less monsti-osities—as indeed all

double flowers were. He advised the ladies,
therefore, occasionally to draw from natural

—

that was, from wild flowers : and they would
find them well worth their attention. With
respect to the higher branches of art—he
thought the specimens exhibited would in-
stantly commend themselves to the notice of
a]l._ When they looked at that fine centaur
(pointing to one opposite to him) and then to
the copy which had been taken of it (by Mr.
M'CuUum) they could not fail to be struck
with the spirit and accuracy of the latter.

He had never seen a centaur, and probably
never should

; but they could at any rate bear
testimony to the skill with which the ancient
conceptions had been embodied by the
students. He considered that this proved not
only the aptitude[and industry of the pupils but
the talent and assiduity of the masters.
The following were the principal works ex-

hibited on this occasion :

—

In the ladies' class

—

Miss Lewis, an original oil painting (flowers)
and ornamental designs ; Miss Adcock, a chalk
drawing of the figure; Miss Leighton, a
painting of flowers (original) ; Miss Coleman,
a landscape in oil ; Miss Cripps, ditto ; Miss
Sutton, a copy (in oil) of Redgrave's " Decayed
Gentleman's Daughter;" Miss Bridges, a
chalk drawing of figure ; Miss M. A. Cripps,
water colour landscapes; Mrs. Enfield, oil

landscapes ; and Miss Bennett, a water colour
View of Peter Gate.

In the other classes the following deserved
commendation :

—

W. Foster, drawings in chalk, figure and
ornamental; W. Hind ditto ditto, figure;
Orange, geometrical drawings ; A. M'Callum,
large charcoal drawing and original paintings
in oil; S. D. Walker, Sepia architectural
drawings; L. Pott, a chalk drawing and
drawing from nature ; H. Redgate, geometri-
cal drawing; B. Heald, original designs;
Betteny, an oil composition; Garland, an
enlarged outline; Butler, an elementary
drawing; Seymour, a chalk drawing ; Oscroft,
an elementary drawing ; G Meakin, an original
design and oil painting; Wilkie, an outline
from cast ; Moir, ditto ; Fox, a drawing from
nature

; _
Hammond, a chalk drawing ; Hac-

kett, ditto ; Forman, a chalk drawing

;

Maycock, an original architectural design in
oil ; Turton, a composition in oil ; Yates, a
copy of cast in oil ; Cooper, ditto ; T. Herbert,
a Sepia, architectural drawing; T. Moore, a
composition in oil; Birkin, a geometrical
draycing ; C. Bolton, a chalk drawing ; Heazle,
copies of cast in Sepia ; and Cramp, a chalk
drawing.

CIott;e.S})ontratce.

On Architectural Exhibitions.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—If not their actual intention, the desire
of getting up an Exhibition that should con-
sist of Architectural Drawings has been inti-

mated by some connected with the Society of
Architectural Draughtsmen. I much approve
of the scheme itself, but feel doubtful whether
it would not meet with as much opposition as

encoragement from those, whom it might be
considered would be the most interested in its

formation, namely, Architects, unless, indeed,
it emanated from themselves. Were it brought
forward by other parties than themselves, it

would, in some degree, throw reproach upon
the profession for their inactivity and the not

very meritorious patience with which they en-
dure the slight put upon them at the annual
exhibitions of the Royal Academy, who appa-l

renty select a few architectural drawings for tha

convenience of filling up the spaces alloted for

the encouragement of the sister art to paint-

ing. Instead, therefore, of opposition to an!

establishment of a National Exhibition of|

Architectural Drawings, the Royal Academy
would be much disposed to encourage it, as

it would by this means be enabled to relieve

itself of that portion of the exhibition which
must be considered as a burthen. There would
certainly be no jealousy on its part towards a
new Architectural Exhibition any more than
towards the Water Colour Institutions ; neither
would there on the part of the originators of
this movement appear the slightest semblance
of opposition to the Academy, it being but
reasonable that they should endeavour to help
themselves, as the opportunity of gaining
public applause in Trafalgar-square, is of the

most limited nature, admitting only such draw-
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ings as are pictorial and highly embellished.

No plans, no drawings of detail, and but few

sections, find a resting-place on the walls of the

academy. The room, in fact, . devoted to this

branch of art is an useless appendage, seldom
visited with interest either by the professional

or student from its want of completeness, or

by the casual visitor from his or her attention

being so engrossed with the paintings and
sculpture.

The comments of the press as each succeed-

ing year appears, brings complaints and brief

descriptions, so that it would seem that the ap-

peal to the public on behalf of architecture will

eventually die a natural death. But supposing

that an exhibition be devoted to architecture

alone, then alone would this fine art be spoken
of, talked, noticed, or written about.

The question as to whether such an Exhibi-

tion would be suflniciently attractive as to be
worth engaging in as a mere speculation may
be readily disposed of; for with those who be-

come concerned in its formation, pecuniary
profit would form, I trust, the last consider-

tion, and the immediate regeneration of archi-

tecture and the establishment of permanent
advantages to this art their prime mover.
When the Institute of Architects was first

formed, it was thought that one of its first

objects would be an annual exhibition devoted
to their own art. Hardly could they have
overlooked such a step, or if they had—they
have received hints enough to rouse their dor-

mant faculties and engage their serious con-
sideration—the object being two-fold: 1st, as one
likely to benefit architecture ; 2nd, to promote
a taste for it among the public. A growing
taste there certainly has been diffusing itself

more and more every day, but no thanks to

the house of the architects of Great Britain,

or to any exertions on their part, either to im-
plant it in the first instance, or foster it after-

wards. No doubt but that some members of
the profession individually entertain a sincere
love for their art, but the same cannot be said
of them as a body, or else, like Viola, it

" Neyer tells its love"

to the public, or does anything that openly
betrays its secret, and, perhaps, deeply hidden
affection. All the more desirable is it, then,
that some other body shonld do what the Insti-

tute, if left alone, will never attempt; nor is it

the less desirable, because it might have the
effect of rousing the Institute itself. I shall be
happy to receive the communications of any
such gentlemen as may be willing to enlist in

this cause, and hope to receive the support
of your useful publication in the attempt.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant.

George John Rhodes.
2, Lower-road, Islington.

[Our correspondent's letter contains a cor-

rect avowal of facts and a sound suggestion,

which could not have been possibly better

timed. We shall be happy, as far as lies in our

flower, to render every assistance which such a
audable attempt so eminently deserves, and
undertake not only to record progress, but also

to inser.t such communications from profes-

sional men as bear upon the subject—being
fully convinced that no effort to ameliorate or

destroy an evil can be successfully made with-

the assistance and earnest cooperation of that

class upon whom it most directly bears.

—

Ed.]

Improvements in the Botanic Garden,
Chelsea.—'This is, perhaps, one of the oldest

gardens in Englana, and it gives us much
pleasure to learn that the Society of Apothe-j
caries has given up all intention of removing it

from its present site. It was founded nearly!

200 years ago, and has been kept up at consi-j

derable annual expense for the benefit of the]

various medical schools and hospitals in the

metropolis. The society has now come to the

determination of making it still more useful by
improving and adapting it to the present state

of botanical science. On paying the garden a

visit a few days ago, we found that numerous
instructive additions had been made to the col-

lections during the past year. The plants in

the houses were clean and healthy ; the young
ones, in particular, are becoming extremely in

teresting. The improvements about to be com
menced in this garden are of the following

description :—The hardy plants are to be re-ar

ranged upon the grouping system, numbering
is to be done away with, and each plant is to

have its name affixed to it. This will, without
doubt, prove a great boon to medical students,

who have often little time to consult printed

lists ; besides, it will bring more readily under
their notice many of those fine medicinal plants

which this garden contains. A new range of

span-roofed hothouses and greenhouses are to be
built in the centre of the garden, and these are

planned so as to have the fine old marble statue

of Sir Hans Sloane in the centre of the range.

A new entrance will be made in Swan-walk, at

the east end of the range of houses, and a pond
for water plants is to be formed at the bottom
of the garden, in connection with the Thames,
and which will be filled at every flood tide.—
Gardener s Chronicle.

Ancient versus Modern Chimney Pots.—

I

may remark that the principle of the common
old-fashioned chimney-pot and cap appears to

me to be fully as philosophical as that of any of

the tortuous contrivances of the present day,

by which smoke is endeavoured to be wheedled
into a rebellion against natural laws. The cap
is usually put on for the mere purpose oflength-

ening the funnel, or, perhaps, as a finish to it

:

the more subtle consideration that the course

of the ascending column will be accelerated by
the current created in the cylindrical space pre-

served between them by the stubs, forming no
part of the argument. That, however, we may
consider of minor importance, if benefit be
derived from the practice ; only, it is remark-
able that, in practice, we find many things

done on philosophical principles for a_ long
while before the fact of their being so is de
tected. In many cases these principles have
been set out with by the inventor, and after-

wards get completely overlooked, and allowed
to lie dormant, like the symbolism and geo
metry of the middle-age architects. — /.

Wylson.
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The dismemberment of the Ptoman empire
obscured the arts ; and in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries we find the church its only-

patron. During the middle ages Gothic archi-

tecture was extensively adopted ; its singular
and beautiful ornaments are exceedingly
interesting, and frequently display very con-
siderable talent in the principles of design.
The Jesuits studied the arts, especially archi-

tecture, and have produced some of the finest

perspective effects in the world; their noviciate,

extending to thirty years, gave ample time and
leisure for deep research, and they are con-
sidered to have produced greater benefits and
greater evils than any other ecclesiastical

body.
Early in the fifteenth century, immense

eftorts were made to restore classical archi-

tecture and ornamental embellishments, and
consequently all the extensive ramifications of
manufacturing design. Art quickly became
the idol of the people, and there appeared
some of the greatest names that ever graced
the annals of art; powerful princes were
patrons, and the utmost encouragement was
afforded by the illustrious merchant family of
Medici, the Pope's Leo- X., Julius II. and
Clement VII. Architecture, painting, and
general decorative art, pressed forward with
amazing success; all the minor discoveries
had been gradually developed, and art reached
its most distinguished eminence before the
close of the fifteenth century. The splendid
talents of Leonardo da Vinci distanced all

former excellence ; naturally possessing the
very highest attributes of genius, and favoured
by education and circumstances, he became as

great in sculpture as in painting. The mu-
sician, poet, and man of science, his genius
kept unceasingly creating, but his perseverance
failed before completion. The Battle of the
Standard, a cartoon for decorating the great
council chamber at Florence, is one of the
noblest inventions of art, full of felicity and
picturesque energy; it displays each attitude
of body, and active passion of mind, with pro-
found skill ; the horses are treated with sur-

passing vigour ; and it stood alone in art, until

Rubens imagined from this text, his magni-
ficient equestrian groups of the Battles of the
Amazons. Contempoi-aneous was Michael
Angelo, the Prince of art ; one of those mighty
geniuses, who but at distant intervals are
found upon the earth. He sublimely conceived,
attempted and succeeded in uniting magni-
ficence of plan with wonderful execution and
endless variety ; his style was broad, his line

uniformly grand ; whatever he touched re-

ceived the impress of his genius, and he ren-
dered character and beauty subservient to the
highest attributes of design. He showed to

what sublime purpose decorative painting
could be applied, by his adornment of the
Sistine Chapel; there depicting sacred history
with all the wonders of art. In the "Last

Judgment," every attitude, and the master
trait of every passion which sways the human
heart, was called to his assistance. The depth
of thought and power of meditation he ex-
pressed in the prophets and sybils of the
chapel of Sixtus. His sculpture appears to

have a vitality about it, and his powers as an
architect were exhibited in the skilful adjust-
ment of the vast number of jarring parts in
St. Peter's, and combining them in one magni-
ficient whole.

Rafiaelle was the mild and delightful painter
of nature : his works in the Vatican, &c.,
prove him to have entertained the same
thoughts as Michael Angelo upon applying
the highest quality of art to decorative pur-
poses ; their ornamental portions, arabesques,
borders, and numerous addenda, will be found,
however beautiful in themselves, to be sub-
servient to the great principles of design,

—

liarmmiy and repose being essential to the ulti-

mate effect of the whole work. To these
eminent characters, who practised decorative
painting in its highest walk, others, second
only to such mighty names, lent their best

assistance to adorn the palaces and villas of

Italy, where they produced v/orks of infinite

beauty; galleries and apartments in which the
richest architectural arrangements were em-
bellished with skilful dispositions of colouring,

beautiful arabesques and gilding; fine dis-

tinctive effects were produced through dif-

ferent combinations and proportions, harmony
and rich solidity of magnificence, only to be
obtained by a thorough knowledge and
skilful adaption of the sound, unerring rules

of art.

Design, resulting from the full appreciation of

fine art, was lavishly used during the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, upon every kind of

manufacture. The terra cotta of Faenza, of

exquisite design and great variety. The
Limoges enamel upon copper, forming cups,

plates, tazzas, and various ornaments, were
often painted by artists like Parmegianp.
Richly coloured marbles were freely used in

unity with beautiful mosaics, for interior em-
bellishment. The dress of the period was
rich in the extreme, in fashion, colours and
material. The missals and psalters of the

church were illuminated ;—medalling carefully

practised; engraving on steel, chrystal, and
precious stones, in intaglio, and inlaying with

gold and silver, upon the sumptuous designs

for armour and offensive weapons, cups, vases,

chalices, and sculptured plate, were eagerly

sought. The superb setting of jewels, inter-

mixed with enamelling, became a passion ;

and the liberality and demand for large and
small goldsmith's works; produced a great

body of the finest manufacturing^ artists,

medallers, and engravers, celebrated in an agej

rich in every species of excellence depending
upon the arts. Benvenuto Cellini was of mostj

distingushed eminence, of elegant person, I

great vivacity ; bold and full of intelligence,

he lived amongst the most noble princes and
dignified ecclesiastics of that turbulent age

;

sometimes soldier, musician, engraver, sculp-

tor, or medallist; he produced coins for the

mint, both at Rome and Florence, so fine as
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to be preserved as medals ; he was ennobled
;

and dying at Florence, in 1570, was buried

with great funeral pomp. He had lived in

intimacy with Michael Angelo, Titian, and all

the great painters, sculptors, and architects of

Italy ; courted and esteemed by princes ; these

illustrious men were supported in great splen-

dour, and held in the highest estimation.

Such being the treatment of artists by a

Charles V, or Francis I., the celebrated eccle-

siastics of the period, and the minor States of

Italy, can we wonder at the success of art

ulider encouragements so flattering, or be
surprised that our Harry VIII. was unable
to prevail upon these great artists to visit

him?

Louis the XIV. was a magnificient patron

of the arts, and also first instituted an academy
in France, for the purpose of teaching art

upon systematic principles, subdividing the

instruction under the heads of drawing after

the antique and after the living model, anatomy,
painting, perspective, the laws of taste,

colouring and composition. The plan of edu-
cation previously pursued was that of appren-
ticeship, where the youth gradually learned
the craft, assisted his master, and set up for

himself; and in this manner the noblest artists

had been produced. Notwithstanding the

advantages which an academy presents in

providing able teachers, and collecting the

great examples of art, without the study of

which the strongest intellect may be deviously

employed. Academies have never succeeded
in sustaining a period of declining art : few
are taught to much purpose, unless in a great

measure their own teachers; and we find that

art sunk rapidly after the time of Francis the

First.

It continued thus depreciated for nearly two
centuries ; and although many of the castle

palaces of Germany, were erected during that
time, and command attention from their mas-
sive and often impressive grandeur, there is

not that purity of style which will stand the
test of time. Contemporaneous in England,
the Elizabethan w^as paramount, and in the
next age, a debased use of the style of Louis
XIV. was the favourite. Beauties may be
found in both; each [is extremely picturesque,
and when chosen with due regard to fitness of
purpose, may be tolerated by the lover of fine

art, and most assuredly will please the painter.
The Italians, naturally a refined people, and
accustomed to fine sculpture and painting in
their churches, first returned to the right path

;

France and Germany have followed, and
England has now the opportunity.

—

Crabb.

ittement for m^mti anlJ O^i^ma.

Common .glue is well known to be soluble in
water, and that after any length of time has
elapsed since its first application; those
articles, therefore, which are glued together
are only such. as are ordinarily to be kept dry,
lest the moisture to which they may be exposed

should dissolve the glue which unites their

various joints, and they, consequently , fall to

pieces. The only preventative of this ef-

fect has hitherto consisted in laying on a
coat of varnish in order to keep off the wet,
There are very many cases in i which glue
would be used were it not for this solubility,

such, for example, as vessels to hold hot or
cold water, furniture for sea use, where it may
be exposed to a damp atmosphere, show-boards
for houses, external shutters and doors, and
numerous other pieces of workmanship. It
is somewhat surprising, therefore, that no
attempt should have been made in this coun-
try to bring into general use the famed " Cheese
glue" which is employed on the Continent in
most ofthe before-mentionedeaseswith complete
success. It is known, indeed, as a cement for

joining china, glass, and, we believe, is the
same as Vaucouvier's cement which is sold at

a very high price for that purpose. It is cer
tain, at least, that such articles may be joined
together with it, so as to have a neat joint, and
to resist the ungenial degrees of temperature
to which they are generally exposed, as well as

the action of water, acid &c. From this latter

property it may also be useful for joining
broken galvanic troughs, &c. Applied to wood
it is extremely tenacious and equally resisting,

The following is the receipt:

—

Take some fresh cheese, made with rich,

creamy milk (Cheshire cheese will do)
;
pound

it and wash it in warm water, imtll all the solu
ble parts are carried off by the water ; this lat-

ter process may be performed in a sieve or linen
cloth, through which the cheese must be after-

wards passed, in order to get rid of the water
When quite drained it crumbles like stale bread,
and is then dried upon unsized paper, in which
state it will keep fresh a very long time, u^,

This material, which is caseum mixed with
a small proportion of butter, is not soluble
in water except by the addition of quick-
lime, but by pounding this with the mix-
ture it becomes transformed into a very
viscous sort of cheese which can be diluted

with water to the consistency required for!

the work. It dries quickly, and when dry!

it cannot again be dissolved, therefore no more'
should be prepared at any one time than can,

be immediately used. This is one of the,

reasons why it has hitherto been so little used.!

The trouble and difficulty would be greatly di-

minished by keeping in a well closed vessel

some powdered quicklime to mix with the

caseum at the time of pounding. It would be
still better to soften the caseum in hot water,

and, for expidition's sake, the two substances

should be kept in a close vessel, being pre-

viously mixed dry and reduced to a fine powder.
It is applied in the same manner as common
glue:

The above receipt was known to the ancients,

even, it is supposed, in the time of the Greeks

;

and during the flourishing age of the Italian

School of painting it was commonly employed
to join together the various parts of panel
boards.

J. F.
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Sije arf)i;onotBpist

On the 18th instant the Royal South London
Floricultural Society held its fourth miscel-

laneous show at the Royal Surrey Zoological

Gardens, when a most splendid collection of

fuschias, carnations, picotees^ roses, antirrhi-

nums, &c., were exhibited. Tiie gardens were
thronged and everything passed oiF as well as

could be desired. 30,000 persons visited

Derby on the recent anniversary of the

Arboretum. The Birmingham Botanic
Garden is open to the working classes on
Mondays, on payment of one penny each per-

son. On Monday, the 10th Inst., there were
admitted 2,900 persons. The painting

recently bequeathed to the Grantham Philo-

sophical Institution by the late Charles Cope
Earle Welby, Esq., was painted by Francesco

Albano, born at Bologna in 1578, It was the

practice of this painter to take for his models
his wife and family of boys, who were very

beautiful, and to whom he was greatly attached

;

and it is not improbable that the " lo" in the

painting is a picture of the former, and the

cupids of the latter. The first anniversary

dinner of the Builders' Benevolent Institution

took place on the 19th instant. The company
were numerous, and nothing could exceed
the delight and harmony experienced by those

who partook of the good cheer. Lord R.

Grosvenor took the chair, and was supported

by several eminent professional gentlemen.

The donations received up to the present time

were stated to amount to £1,000. A whole-

sale reduction in the price of copper is said to

have taken place at Birmingham. -A cargo

of gun-stocks have been shipped to England
from New York. The Tower of London is

about to be put into a state of defence. The
bust of Luther has at length been admitted

into the Bavarian Walhalia at Munich. A
marble statue of Chateaubriaud is to be placed

in the Academie Fran^aise. The Colonial

papers state that the silver and lead mines in

South Australia are yielding abundantly a

constant supply of precious ore. A public

museum and library at Wai-rington is in course

of establishment. It has been stated that,

allowing 21in. for each member in the House
of Commons now erecting, . the number of

sittings on the ground floor would be 318. In
the present house the allowance is only 19in.,

and the number of sittings 229. The number
of sittings in the galleries of the new house will

be 130. In the galleries of the present house
the number is somewhat larger, namely 154.

The whole number of sittings in the new house
will be 448—the number in the present being
only 380. On the 19th instant, the first

weekly return of the Westminster Working
Man's Institute, Pare-street., Westminster,
was made. 70 members have joined, at one
halfpenny per week. The reading-room is

furnished with the daily papers, and instruction

is given to adults in writing and arithmetic.

The Statue of the Republic, which was
used for the/^ie de la Concorde in the Champ-
de-Mars, and which, as a work of art, did not

meet with much favour in the opinion of con-
noisseurs, has been removed. At Ghent, the
sculptors, painters, and other artists, are stated

to have their studios crowded with their pro-
ductions, which no one will purchase at any
price. We learn that the mad scheme of
employing locomotives on common roads is

about to be revived once more by its original

projector. Sir John Anderson ;—^the bubble will

"live its day" and then burst, A large

manufacturing firm in Birmingham has dis-

charged all its English hands and put on
Frenchmen. The Newcastle School of

Design has been abolished—we shall have
something more to say upon the matter next
week. The repairs, &c,, of Drury Lane
Theatre, made by M, Jullien during his lessee-

ship, are said to have cost £2,000,——Some
very pretty extempore decorations were got
up by Mr. Gye, on the occasion of Her
Majesty's late visit to the Royal Italian Opera

:

the royal box being reiiioved to the centre of

the house, and the hangings, &c., beautifully

i

arranged. The National Gallery owes nearly
j

all its treasures to private munificence. A!
new Polytechnic Institution is spoken of.

j

The streets of London, during the last eighteen]

years, have increased on the average at the ratei

of a mile a month. It is stated that the newj
House of Commons will positively be readyj
for the occupation of members in the nexti

session. The last portion of the old House,!
called the Speaker's House, the adjoining
Committee-rooms, and those forming the

centre of the cloister, have just been removed.
The entrance hall to the new house, and the
Western window to Westminsta,r Hall, have
attained their elevation, and are rapidly ap-
proaching to completion. Orders, it is said,

have been issued for the removal, forthwith, of

all the temporary erections at the east entrance
to Westminster Hall. The Rev. Mr. Pepper,
of Albany, N. Y., has invented a compoundj
of clay, called Argillo, which resembles,' in

structure and appearance, the richest, varie-

gated agate. It is to be used for door knobs,

pavement, table tops, and other ornamental
articles. It surpasses in brilliancy any known
variety of marble, and is equally cheap. One
million of dollars have been offered for the

entire patent, Her Majesty has given

directions that the State apartments at Wind-
sor Castle be thrown open on Mondays in ad-

dition to those days already granted.

Feast of Lanterns in China.—A cele-

brated feast held on the fifteenth day of the

first month, and thus denominated from the

immense nuinber of lanterns hung out of the

houses, and in the streets, the number of which
has heen reported even to exceed two hundred
millions. On this great occasion lanterns of all

prices are exhibited, some of which have been
estimated at the value of two thousand crowns.

Several of their mandarins retrench somewhat
daily out of the expenses of their dress, equi-

page, table, &c,, to appear the more showy and
magnificent in this favourite embellishment.

They are adorned with gilding, painting, japan-

ning, sculpture, &c.
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Ei)e iacbjcastle Sc1)ool of Beisign.

I RAVITATION
and good sense incline ordinary men to

ierra firma and reasonable actions — with

'ministers, however, the case is far dif-

ferent : mud seems to be their element,

iand paltriness the climax of their efforts.

With them nearly everything is performed in

opposition to justice and common honesty. In

order to make up for deficiencies in the

revenue, poor Usefulness is assailed, and his

income cut down, while pampered, pensioned

! Idleness is allowed still to stalk and strut

i"in robes of purple and fine linen," wrung

from the product of the ceaseless toil and

^labour of many a broken dejected spirit aod

1 hungry belly ; wrung with a remorseless

hand from the orphan's meal, and the widov/'s

jscanty pittance.

These remarks have been called forth by a

recent contemptible act on the part of go-

vernment in abolishing the Newcastle School

of Design, which absorbed the enormous sum
of one hundred and fifty pounds per annum!
Yes ! £150 per annum — less than one-

twentieth part of the pension paid to the heir

of General Schomberg, who fought for Wil-

liam III. at the Boyne, more than a century

and a half since—less than is paid to the

illegitimate offspring of our late King—less

than is paid to a groom in waiting—less by

one-fiftieth than the sum allowed for Prince

Albert's dog kennels—less than the sum paid

for the education of one Royal baby—a little

more than the pensions paid to Her Majesty's

drawing, writing, and singing masters—less

than the sum paid to Alfred Cops, keeper

of the lions in the Tower—less by one-half

than the salary allowed to the deputy house-

keeper of the House of Commons—less by one

half than the pension awarded to Madlle.

Augusta Emma d'Este—and more by one

hundred pounds than the expense incurred for

the education of the second son of the late

King of the Musquito Indians ! !

!

Here we pause to take breath;—but a whole

number of our magazine would scarcely con-

tain all the facts that we could readily bring

forward in support of the consistency of our

preliminary remarks.

It was Napoleon, we believe, who held it as

a maxim that "the sciences which honour the

human understanding—the arts which embel-

lish life and transmit great actions to pos-

terity, ought . to be specially patronise^

by an independent government." Despot and

hypocrite as he was, Buonaparte evidently

understood the science of legislation better

than either Lord John Russell or the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer ; he understood the

grand secret of winning love by making con-

cessions—of gaining respect and admiration as

much by clear-headed enactments in the

council as by prowess in the field.

The idea of abolishing an educational estab-

lishment merely because it is required to effect

a saving of a paltry £150 per annum, would

almost seem improbable as emanating from the

ministry of a country, whose progress both in

wealth and civilisation, depends entirely upon

the dissemination of knowledge among its

industrial classes, were we not, alas, but too

well acquainted with the character of the men
who at present occupy the highest offices in

the State : weakness, indecision, and ignor-

ance are their sole recommendations—and the

most glaring acts of injustice, form, what in

these days is called (God save the mark!)
legislation !
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Eo (EoxxmponatntSf $^t*

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
thy wokds and their meaning may be rea-
dily decyphered by the recipient of thy
communication.

' L,"— You tvill see that ive have given an
article on isometrical perspective in our last—the
others are now in hand, and we are merely delay-
ing them in order to render them more'^perfect.
We woidd he particularly obliged to you if you
tuill particularise the " barren" portion of our
work, as your letter does not do so. We must
confess that ive are not sufficiently versed in
astronomy as to he able to inform you respecting
the time of the sun's rising and setting at Port
Philip and Sydney, and even if we were, as it

must vary daily, we should scarcely he able to

devote a page of our periodical to such matter.
You had better try andborrow or buy the " Nau-
tical Almanac," the price of which is Qs. We
are obliged to you for i7itroducing our ivorJc to

yourfriends.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to "the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''—We shall at all times
he extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutio7is, thefine arts, science, Sfc.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. Zd. each; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2$. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*^* Any of our readers having complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, luill greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 15 is novo ready, price ^d.

MmUin^ ^aper attti ?Soofe:=el(ses.

The first thing required is a wooden trough,

made of inch deal, about one inch and three-
fourths in depth, and half an inch in length
and breadth larger than the sheets of paper
that are to be marbled. This proportion
between the size of the trough and paper
should always be observed, to prevent waste of
colour ; of coure troughs of various sizes will

be required, where paper of various sizes is to

be marbled. The trough must be water-tight,
and the edges of the sides of it must be sloped
or bevelled off on the outside, to prevent any
drops of colour which may fall on them, from
running into the trough and sullying its con-
tents.

K skimmer or cleating stick must be pro-
vided for each trough : this is a piece of wood
two inches and a half wide, half an inch thick.

and as long as the trough it belongs to

inside : the use of this will be explained here-
after.

A stone and muller of marble, or some other
hard stone, the size according to the quantity
of colour required to be ground. Also, a flex-

ible knife for gathering the colour together,
A dozen or two of small glazed pipkins to

hold colours in. The pots being furnished
with
Brushes made as follows :—Take a round

stick about as thick as your finger, and cut a
notch all round one end of it, next, take some
bristles, four or five inches long, and place
them evenly round the stick, at the notched
end, letling them project one inch and three-

fourths beyond the wood ; fasten the bristles to

the stick by several turns of stout thread ; cut!

away the ragged bristles, and tie Kp the brush
firmly with fine cord. •

The use of the notch round the end of the
j

handle is to make the bristles spread out,

when firmly tied up, so that when used, the

colour may be scattered about more abun-
dantly.

Bods for drying the paper on when marbled
are better than lines ; they should be round,
at least the upper side should, and about an
inch and a quarter in breadth and thickness.

12 rods lift, long will hang 31 quires of demy,
or 44 quires of foolscap.

Colours : of these the following asssortment :,

Bed Vermillion, droplake, rose-pink, Venetian
red, red ochre.

—

Blue : Indigo blue, Prussian

blue, verditer. Orange : Orange-lead, orange^

orpiment. Black : Ivory, blue-black. Yellow]

Dutch pink, yellow ochre, king's yellow, En-
glish pink.
With respect to grinding your colours, ob-

serve the finer the colours are ground the better

and the cheaper will your work be. First, your
colours should be finely pounded, then mixed
with water to the consistence of paste, and put
in a colour pot with the knife. From the pot
the colour must be taken out a little at a time
and levigated very fine with pure vt-ater.

Compound colours are made by mixing the

colours mentioned in the foregoing paragraph
in certain proportions. The following may be
particularised :—To make red colour, mix three

parts of rose-pink, with one of vermillion. A
finer red : four parts of rose-pink, two parts of

vermillion, and one part of droplake ; for very

fine work use droplake alone, but use it spar-

ingly, for it is a dear article. Yellow: Two
parts of Dutch pink, and_ one part each of

king's yellow and English pink. Green : made
by mixing blue and yellow. Dark blue : In-

digo ; which may be made lighter by the addi-

tion of verditer. Orange brown : two parts of

Venetian red, and one part of orange lead.

Fine orange : put some yellow ochre in a ladle

over a fire, and keep it there till it assumes a
dark red colour. Take of this red ochre (finely

pounded) and of Venetian red equal quantities,

and add a little orange-orpiment or rose-pink,

mix altogether. Umber colour : equal quantities

of Venetian red, orange-lead, and ivory-black
;

this can be lightened with
_
orange-lead, or

darkened with ivory-black. Cinnamon colour :

Venetian red with a little Prussian blue. All
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other colours which may be wanted can be
made by mixing together those already de-
scribed, in a manner that will be dictated b}'^

experience.

In addition to the articles already mentioned
obtain the following : a bottle of ox-gall, a

bottle of good oil of turpentine, and some pure
water.

Supposing j'ou to be provided with the

materials for marbling, the next thing is to

show you Ijow to set about the operation. In

the first place, the trough, already described,

must be filled (at least to the eighth of an inch

of the top) with a solution of gum tragacanth,

which is to be prepared as follows :—gum of a
pale white, semi-transparent appearance, (gum
of a pure white or of a brownish colour is

often bad) is to be soaked; in water for at least

forty-eight hours, in the proportion of half a

pound to a gallon and a half ; this should make
a gum water as thick as that used in miniature
painting. Pass this solution through a hair

sieve or linen cloth, and pour it into the trough.

In all cases when the trough is to be used, the

solution should be stirred with a few quills, and
the surface of it cleared from film, &c., by the

skimmer previously described.

Colours intetided to represent veins, are made
by adding a small quantity of gall to the

various colours, and stirring each well up with a
brush,in order that they may be properly mixed.
Previous to use, these mixtures of colour and
gall are to be thinned with water to the con-

sistence of cream, and are to be well stirred

up.

Coloursfor viaMng spots like lace-u'ork.—Take
some dark blue, or other colour, add some gall

to it, and about as much, or a little less, oil

of turpentine ; stir all well together, and dilute

with water.

Your trough being prepared, and your
colours all at hand, it will now be proper
to try if the latter are in a proper state. To
do this, throw on the solution, by shaking the

various colour brushes over it, some spots

of colour. If the spots spread out lai-ger

than a crov\n piece in size, the colours have
too much gall: if the spots, after spreading
out a little, contract again, there is too little

gall in them. In the one case more colour

must be added, in the other, more gall.

If the colours are in good order, and paper
is to be marbled, the whole surface of the

solution in the trough must be covered by
colours, in spots, streaks, or curls, accord-
ing to the pattern required, and laid on
according to directions which will be given
presently. jThe paper should be previously
prepared for receiving the colours, by dipping
it overnight in water, and laying the sheets on
each other with a weight over them. The
sheet of paper must be held by two coi'ners,

and laid in the most gentle and even manner
on the solution covered with the colours, and
there softly pressed with the hand that it may
bear everywhere on the solution ; after which
it must be raised and taken off with the

same care, and then hung to dry over the

rods.

The following directions will serve to show
how the various patterns are made :—1. Throw
on red till the solution is nearly covered, then
some yellow, black, and green. You may add
if you please a little purple with plenty of

gall and water in it
;

you may twist the
colours into any shape you choose by means of

a quill. 2. Throw on red, yellow, black, and
green, as before ; but for a last colour, add
some of the bark blue mixed with turpentine.
—3. Throw on red, yellow, black, and green,

in the proportion that you choose ; then with
a quill draw lines through the colours ; after

which, throw on a greater of less quantity of

blue, green, pink, or purple, much diluted, and
containing plenty of gall and turpentine.—4.

Throw on very fine red for veins ; then plenty

of the turpentine blue. If yonr clours are

good this produces a handsome pattern in a
short time.—5. Throw on some dark blue
mixed with turpentine, and take this up with a
paper previously stained of a yellow, light

blue, red, pink, or green colour. To obtain

a good green for this purpose, boil French
berries in water, add a little spirit or liquid

blue, and carefully brush over the paper (which
must be good and well si.'zed) with this mix
ture.

A few general and recapitulary observations

may not be useless here. Let your materials

be of the best quality. Grind your colours

finely, and keep them clean. When your
colours become too thick for use, add fresh

ground colour with water and a little gall to

them, and stir them up well. Be particular in

getting good turpentine. When the solution of

gum gets dirtied throw it away and make a

fresh one.

The neatest and most convenient method of

marbling the edges of books is to dip one
volume at a time, doing the ends first, and
throwing back the boards to do the fore edge :

observing to hold the book tight with both
hands and not to dip deeper than the surface,

to prevent the solution from spoiling the book
It is the safest way, probably, to tie the book
between boards before dipping. For the sake

of convenience and economy, when only a few
books are to be marbled, a sniall trough should

be used.

Marbled paper is glazed by a machine
similar to that with which cottons are glazed, a

sight of which may easily be obtained at any
calenderers. But a machine of this kind would
only be required by such |as might marble very

largely. Book-edges are polished by the agate

burnisher, and so might small pieces of paper be

polished, which were required for any parti-

cular purpose. Good common pressing, or at

most hot-pressing, might serve instead of

glazing. For any fancy work it would have a

fine effect to varnish the marble paper after it

had been put to its destined purpose and had
become dry. Paste, and all moisture, it is well

known, chase all the glaze away. The appli-

cation of a coat of varnish subsequent to the

application of paste would double the beauty

of the best marble paper made, and much
improve the common kind, at a trifling

expense-
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Cerms useti in Ercj^ttectural antr

Inttxm IBecoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 134.]

Embattled Fret Moulding, a moulding

used in Saxon architecture.

Enriched Triangular Moulding, a mould-

ing used in Saxon architecture.

Escutcheon (in heraldry), signifies the

shield or field upon which the distinctive

bearing of a coat-of-arms are inscribed (see

Coat-of-Arms). In architecture the term is

applied to various ornamental slabs, &c.,

either of stone, wood, or iron, used for various

decorative purposes. Our engraving repre-

sents one of these employed for a door-

ring.

Eye of the Ionic Volute (in architecture).

that portion of the volute marked
engraving.

[To be continued.]

the

We are glad to learn that the magnificent
works of this suspension bridge are progressing

in the most satisfactory manner, under the
sole direction of Mr. T, Clark. The difiiculties

attending the construction of a permanent
bridge across the Danube have hitherto been
generally considered insurmountable. One of

the greatest difficulties the engineer has had to

contend with has been the construction of the

coffer-dams in this deep andrapid river,which at

Pesth runs six to seven English miles an hour.
|

The depth of water at its lowest state is twenty
|

feet. At the same time the river is liable to I

serious overflowings. The continual flue-

1

tuations of such a river was not the only dif-

ficulty the engineer has had to contend with,!

for in the winter the river is generally frozen'

over several feet thick, and which, whenl
broken up by a sudden thaw, is carried onwards

:

with an inconceivable force, sometimes forming'

whole fields of ice, an English mile in length,;

of great width and immense thickness, and
icebergs, some as high as eleven feet. To

i

resist this tremendous violence, the coffer-dams, \

with proportionable ice-breakers, were con-

structed at an immense cost,
_
and they have

nobly done their work. The dimensions of the

bridge are as follows, viz. :—distance between
points of suspension, 665 feet; two side

openings, each 297 feet ; width of platform, 42

feet, to be supported by cast iron beams, in

one piece; height of platform above low|

water, 50 feet. The suspension piers, or towers,

'

are 150 feet in height from the foundations, of

solid masonry, being faced with granite to thei

level of the roadway. The stone is brought
from the granite quarries of Mauthausen, in

the neighbourhood of Lintz, and distant from;

Pesth about 300 English miles. Many of the]

stones weigh from ten to twelve tons. The
\

coffer-dam for the second suspension tower,

which had been the most difficult to accomplish,

has just been completed, and when cleared

there will be a clear depth of 60 feet. The
piles which have been necessary-to construct

this dam were all in one length, horn 75 to 80

feet long, and 15 inches square, while of these

piles nearly 2,000 have been required ; and

some extraordinary fine specimens of oak

measured 110 feet. The oak came from the

forest of Salvonia. The total length of the bridge,

with approaches, will be about 600 yards, and

will produce from its peculiar situation amidst

some of the finest buildings in Europe, a

most imposing effect. This will be the first

permanent bridge with stone piers built be-

tween Ratisbonne and the Black Sea since the

time of Trajan, A.D. 103, when a bridge was

built across the Danube at the Eixen Thor, or

Iron-gate, situate on the confines of Hungary
and Servia, and where travellers performed

quarantine before entering the Austrian^ do-

minions. The foundations of the above bridge

are still in existence, and are pointed out to

the traveller, as well as the remains of a road

hewn out of the solid rock, and which, con-

structed in part of timber, overhangs the

river.



©ottic Ctacerj).

AucH Mouldings of Window on an

iKCii Scale.

blAGKAM SHOWING THE MeTHOD OF SxKTKING THE

Church (given in No. bi)

Tracery op Window from Northfleet

i^otes upon <IIIass ^atntins.

[Concluded from page 133.]

I

" The mosaic system of glass painting is ad-

mirablv adapted to the nature ot the matenal

uL however, unsuited for mere picturesque

effect owing o the nature of its colouring,

whTch beini produced by broad pieces of gla s

whose tfnts cSn scarcely be varied either in the

1 Shts or shadows (the latter being represented

I bfmeans of the enamel brown), ™parts to

liworks executed in this style the flat and haid

Tou-h brilliant, character ofan ancient oil

iSiL. The revival of art m the sixteenth

ISS^ and the extraordinary effors then

iSieved in oil-painting, by which the haid

land dry illumination of the middle ages

was transformed into a beautiful picture glow-

G S the varied tints of Nature, and ex-

m-lssTi" to the eye, by a nice gradation of

iGourn^, the rektive position .of near and

idS obiects, seem to have excited the ambi-

UoTof thi gl^ss-painters.. .Not conten wit^i

'carrying mosaic glass-paintmg to jh^ highest

I luitch ot- perfection it has hitherto attained, and

Sh borrowing the excellent drawing and

i

composSon ot^ the oil and fresco painters,

'

ifhS strove to render their own art more com-

TDlefely an imitation of Nature, and to produce

'in a transparent material the atmospheric and

landpicturLque effects so successfully exhibi^^^^^^

'bv the reflective surfaces of oil and Iresco

'nlintin-s. The facility of applymg colour to

|la?s with the brush, at the pleasure of the

artist, afforded by the ^^J^lZ'S^
enamel colours, '^^^^t^J^Xh extensive em- j'

teenthcentmT soonled h^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^.^ ^^^^!

seded the use "^ /« P^^'^^ fl^'^'els thou|h'
works. The introduction oj ^t;^™!

^' \^ %^
it certainly occasioned a giea^extensio

the scale of colour in glas. ,ef"l^-^^tings lost^

without its disadvantages, ihe V^^ j ^^
transparency/ what they gamea i

/
tint; and in P^opovtion as their pi«^

^

Sjitt "rAc'tn .0 the V«se„t ay I

-Farlv Enelish painted windows are in

,eS^f^st ei^^^^^^

'"^r^ste'neailv xclS^^^^

To Sre and the white ones to patterns.

Eotha"e usually surrounded with a wide

^1 AhZZr returning along the bottom

Sf.S '""it; tL co^ed windows a,,

f „!- ,v.no5<if-!! of the most viviu, inieiihe,

S gemS ?ints.
'
Their tone of colouring
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is deep, harmonious, and rich, but not gay-
they exclude more light than perhaps any
other painted windows, and their gen'eral effect

is extremely solemn and impressive. Some
windows of this description, from the smallness
and number of the pieces of glass thej^ con-
tain, present at a distance only a rich and con-
fused assemblage of various colours ; their

design being as little defined as that of a
Turkey carpet to which they have often been
likened. The white windows have a remark-
ably brilliant and silvery, though cold ap-
pearance, owing to the greenish blue tint of
the glass. Their effect is grand and imposing,
especially when the window is of considerable
magnitude. There are three principle classes
of coloured windows in this style, which for

the sake of convenient reference may be
termed, Medallion windou's, Figure and conopy
windotus, and Jesse windows.

" One of its most distinctive features of the
second style is the natural form of its foliaged
ornaments: in these the leaves of the ivy,

maple, oak, and other trees and plants may
be easily recognised. These more exact imi-

tations of Nature were rather sparingly used
at the commencement of the style, and did
not, at least in white patterns, wholly super-
sede the older and more conventional forms
until the end of the reign of Edward I., or

a little after. It is principally in works exe-
cuted between 1280 and the end of the reign
of Edward I., that the test of style afforded
by the presence of the naturally formed leaf

is most valuable ; for they bear in general so

close a resemblance in other respects to the
later early English glass paintings, that with-
out this mark it would be difficult in many
cases satisfactorily to distinguish them from
each other. This resemblance principally arises

from the early decorated glass paintings being-

composed of glass of the same texture as the
later early English glass paintings. Hence
the general appearance of early decorated
coloured windows, though extremely rich is

by no means gay; and that of white windows
is grey and cold. The grandeur of each sort

is enhanced by the great width sometimes
given to the lower lights of early decorated
windows. Towards the end of the reign of
Edward I., and afterwards, many other points
of difference between the two styles are ob-
servable ; amongst which should be particularly

noticed the employment of the yellow stain,

which seems to have been introduced soon
after the commencement of the fourteenth
century. The colour thus produced is in

general easily distinguishable by its lemon-
like tint, from the more intense and golden
pot-metal yellows, to which it affords an agree-
able contrast. In many instances, however,
especially during the latter part of the reign
of Edward the III., the stain yellow is almost
as deep as the pot-metal yellow. Its facility

of application soon brought it into general use.

By its means the former coldness of white
pattei-n windows was speedily corrected, and
artists soon discovered in the richness and
power of the stain an efficient svibstitute for
many of the pot-metal colours. Thus a
broader and less mosaic style of colouring was

gradually introduced, white and yellow glass
entering more largely into the composition of
coloured designs. The presence of so much
yellow had also the effect of imparting to the
later decorated glass paintings a gay and lively
appearance.
The substitution of ornaments of a peculiarly

flat delicate, and conventional character, for
the more decided and naturally-shaped leaves,
of which so much of the detail of decorated
glass paintings is composed, constitutes a strik-

ing feature of the perpendicular style, though
one which was by no means fully developed
until the fifteenth century. The increasing
use of the yellow stain, and of white glass,

in lieu of pot-metal colours, and the gradual
adoption of a less mosaic and broader style of
colouring, may be traced throughout the
interval between 1380 and 1400; but the pre-
dominance of white and yellow stained glass
over the other colours is perhaps more strik-

ingly manifested after the beginning of the
fifteenth century. The stipple method of
shading, which so materially increased the
pictorial resources of the art of glass painting,
appears to have been introduced about the
commencement of the fifteenth century. It is

true that glass paintings did not display the
full powers of stipple shading until upwards of
a hundred years afterwards, but it was imme-
diately discovered tbut this system of shading
afforded remarkable facilities for imparting a
higldy finished appearance to glass paintings.
The introduction of stipple shading may also

be regarded as having sensibly affected the
colouring of glass paintings; for the ancient
artists appear to have soon perceived that mo-
saic arrangements of stiffand powerful colours
were unfavourable to a display of the more
minute gradations oflight and shade in pictorial

compositions ; and that the very shadows them-
selves tended to correct the coldness of white
glass and to increase the richness of the lighter!

kinds of coloured glass. These considerations!
may serve to account both for the introduction
of large masses of white glass relieved with!
the yellow stain into the richest picture win-
dows even of the commencement of the fifteenth

century ; a practice which involved the' gene-
ral adoption of a broader style of colouring;
and also for the diminished intensity of tint

in the different kinds of white and coloured
glass, asivell as the greater harmony, liveliness,!

and gaiety of their hues, and evenness of colour,

!

in proportion as the style advanced, and the
new principle of colouring was carried out.

|

The taste for broad and soft colouring, and
delicacy of execution, manifested in perpen-
dicular picture windows naturally, or rather

necessarily, extended itself to perpendicular
pattern windows also, which display these
qualities in as remarkable a manner as the
former class of windows. Owing to these cir-

cumstances, perpendicular glass paintings in

general, when contrasted with 'decorated glass

paintings, are apt to appear paler, and less

rich in colour ; in their general effect,

however', they are more brilliant, softer, more
silvery and delicate; and vvhat they seem to

lose in power they gain in refinement. The
earlier perpendicular picture glass paintings
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are more bright and sparkling than the later

examples, in which the powers of stipple

shading are more perfectly developed ; but the

deeper shadows, which detract in a certain

degree from the lustre of the glass paintings
of the sixteenth century, sensibly add to their

warmth and richness; and besides render
them less flat in appearance and more effective

and distinct when seen from a distance.

Fifty 3'ears, namely, from the beginning of
the sixteenth century, until the introduction
of the "mosaic enamel mode" of glass paint-
ing ; about the middle of the sixteenth century.
For a short time, therefore, the Perpendicular
and Cinque Cento styles were concurrent.
And if it were not for the peculiar character
of the Cinque Cento ornamental details, it

would be a matter of considerable difficulty

to distinguish the perpendicular glass paintings
of the first thirty years of the sixteenth cen-

tm-y, from the contemporaneous Cinque Cento
glass paintings. These examples of the two
styles, especially those of the early part of the

sixteenth century, often bear a considerable
resemblance to each other, not only in their

general arrangements, but sometimes even in

the drawing of the figures : there may also

be remarked in these paintings the same
gradual change from comparative poverty to

richness of colour ; and from hardness and
flatness to softness and roundness of effect.

The Cinque Cento style reached its perfection

between the years 1525 and 1535, a period
which may be termed the golden age of glass

painting. During this time. Cinque Cento
glass paintings display in general the most
gorgeous effects of colour, and the greatest

contrasts of light and shade that have hitherto

been attained in painted glass without sacri-

ficing the transpareney of the material, whilst

they often possess at the same time considerable
merit both in their drawing and composition.
Cinque Cento glass paintings executed soon
after 1535, begin to lose their transparency
and brilliancy, and to become black and opaque
in their deeper shadows, an evil which
increased as the style advanced, and was
doubtless occasioned by the anxiety of the
artists to give greater force and effect to their

pictures, by imitating the deep shadows of
oil paintings. In point of richness of colour,

design, and composition, the latest Cinqae
Cento glass paintings are, however, not inferior

to the earlier specimens.

Thus we see the causes of decline rapidly
doing their work, until we reach the period of
the almost obliteration of the art,—constituting
what is called the fifth style, or Intermediate
between its decadence and (may we hope? its

revival in) our own time. This style seems to
have consisted chiefly in using painting on
glass with enamel colour as a substitute almost
entirely for coloured glass.

To Stain Ivory Yellow.—Put a quarter of
a pound of alum in a pint of water, boil the
ivory in the solution, then boil it in a de-
coction of turmeric.

©ornisf) 5team Engines-

In order to give an idea of one of these enor-
mous machines, we quote an account of one at

the Consolidated Mines, constructed by a Cor-
nish engineer, Mr. Davey, and pumping
dij-ectly from a depth to the adit of 1,600 feet

;

the weight of the pumping apparatus being 507
tonslqr. : the cost £5,236. It burned 2,859
bushels only, or 120 tons of coal in thirty days,

;

and made in that time 269,200 lifts of 8-75 feet

in the shaft, pumping up the 1,600 feet, 331 gal-

lons each lift, discharging them at the adit,

and delivering forty-five gallons more to the
surface at each stroke : to effect which a weight
of more than three hundred tons is set in motion
and balanced, except the weight of the column
of water in the shaft, which last weighs 38 tons
3 cwt. The main pump-rod is 290 fathoms, or

1,740 feet long ; formed for 390 feet, of two 12-

inch squares of Riga balk timber, each piece
from 50 to 70 feet long, and afterwards of

15-inches, decreasing to 14? and 12 in descending
the mine ; the whole is in height more than
one-third of a mile perpendicular, connected
by iron straps, and kept in a proper place by
forty guides fixed to the sides of the shaft.

Here is a Cyclopcean engine, almost without
parallel in the history of machinery. The
steam pressure on the piston is 80 tons, di-

minishing to 18 at the end of the stroke ; and the
leverage of the main beam balancing the
friction, or resistance of the engine, the above
steam pressuae overcomes the resistance in the

pit, and elevates the load of 38 tons every lift.

In Cornwall, nearly thirty years ago, there

were engines of between 1,000 and 1,100 horse
power. Even to an eye pi-actised in machinery
of magnitude, the first sight of one of these
engines, and a due examination of the enormous
power it wields, without noise, as was observed
by a London engineer, "with none of the

noise and clash of a steam at the London
water-works, and so easy to be managed, that

a child of ten years of age may stop or set it

working," is truly surprising. Elsewhere
the ingenuity of the steam-engine may be con-
templated, but the full development of its power
is as yet to be seen only in Cornwall. Still

further to evince the truth of this remark, we
may add that a counter is kept locked, attached
to each engine, which returns the work it per-

forms monthly ; and the coals being measured
from what have been consumed in that time,'

the result is published in what are called,
" duty papers." In one case, at the Consoli-

dated Mines,there is an engine of Mr. Taylor's, i

with an 85-inch cylinder, having a load of
11'46 on the piston, a length of stroke in the,

cj'linder of 10"33, and of 7'75 in the pump,'
lifting 73,160,000 lbs. a foot high, with the con-j

sumption of a bushel of coals. Some of the

cylinders are 90 inches. Austen's Fowey
Consols is a celebrated engine for duty,

|

having an SO-inch cylinder; 10"97 load on the
piston, and the length of stroke in the pump
9-25, lifting 87,065,000 lbs. a foot high, by the
consumption of one bushel of coals. "This,"
says Mr. Wickstead, "is a most splendid
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engine, and does greater duty than any other

engine in Cornwall. The construction of the

valves and other parts of the engine is so per-

fect, that, though its load was equal to about
51,000 lbs., the hand gear might be worked by
a boy of ten years of age, as far as strength was
required. I worked it with perfect ease;

whereas, although a load upon one of our
engines of 36 inches cylinder is only about
12,000 lbs., it requires not only a strong but
also a weighty man to work it. 1 was very much
struck with the ease with which the engine in

question appeared to work; there was scarcely

any noise, the greatest was that of the steam
in its passage through the expansion valve.

To one who had been used to the noise of one
of the pumping engines in London it appeared
remarkable."
The greatest quantity of water discharged

from any of the Cornish mines per minute, in

1837, was from the United Mines in the month
of March, 1634'49 imperial gallons; and from
the Consolidated Mines 1657*18 per minute.
Sir C. Lemon ascertained, by the duty paper,
that the whole quantity of water pumped out
of the earth by 60 Cornish engines in 1837
reached the amazing aggregate of just

37,000,000 tons! The enormous quantity of
43,500 hogsheads has been pumped up in 24
hours at one mine, Huel Abraham, from 1,440
feet of depth.

Misuse of the Terms Statuary, Sculptor,
AND Carver— If we look at the derivation
of these terms, and the manner in which they
are now applied, we cannot but be astonished
at the departure from their original meaning,
showing how necessary it is that the sense of
words should be attended to. A statuary
(from statuarius) was anciently understood to

be a designer and maker of statues, and a
statue to be a figure or bust, &c., either

standing free of any back-ground, or in bold
relief. But we scarcely find it used in this

sense now; statuaries disclaim it, and masons
use it to signify a worker in statuary marble.
The next term, sculptor, has taken the place
statuary should occupy. Our statuaries think
it presumptuous for an ornamental sculptor to

use the term at all; they call him a carver;
whereas sculpture (from sculptura) is a general
term, including all kinds of figure and orna-
mental work, cut in hard substances in relief.

This appears to be the true sense, although it

formerly had a wider meaning, and included
engraving, &c. The term carver (from carptor)

ought to be entirely rejected, as unsuitable for

any kind of sculptoi", and, in accordance with
its original meaning, let it be applied to a
cutter of meat. How, then, it may be asked,
shall we distinguish the various kinds of
sculptors?—by some suitable adjunct, if any
particular branch be followed, or without any,
when all branches are included, as portrait
sculptor, architectural sculptor, ornamental
sculptor, and sculptor, let the statuary call

himself a statuary, and shame the usurper.
We should then have terms somewhat more
definite and suitable than we have at present.— Correspondent of the " Builder."

Harmony of Colours.—To understand the!

just harmony of colours, in the decoration ofi

the different parts of our edifices, is an essen-[

tial art to the painter. Colours that do not
harmonise in the least, are mal-associated
daily ; and to modify these incongruities the fol-j

lowing ascertained facts will be useful. In the^

decorations of the interiors of theatres, where as

much light as possible is wanted, light colours
ought to prevail ; blue or crimson should never'
be used ; white ought to prevail in the fronts ;:

and a rose colour should never be used for

the backs of the boxes, because that coloiu'i

gives a green tint to the complexions of the
audience. A light green, on the contrary, is:

the best colour to use, this making the com-!
plexion more rosy than it really is. To the;

interior of houses, similar observations also

apply. All reds, orange-tints, and violets,!

are extremely disadvantageous to the com-j
plexion ; dark colours are difficult to light up.'

Among the light colours, the best are yellow,!

or light green, or light blue; all these being'

favourable, not only to the woods used for:

furniture, but also to the complexion of
females. After these, whites, whitish tints,'

and greys, are not disadvantageous. Those,
colours that produce moderate contrasts arei

best for use. Thus, for opposition to very light

tints sky-blue is very becoming, because it;

a,pproaches the neai'est to the colour which has
for supplement an orange tint, which is the;

foundation of the tint of the opposee. Yellow:
and orange-tinted red are becoming to black
on account of their brilliant contrast; and|

again the supplementary colours of these two,!

viz., violet and bluish green, are also becoming,
because they harmonise with blackness. Rose-
coloured things should never be put in absolute

contact where one is of superior value to the
other, because the former is sure to lose by
the comparison ; but they should be separated

by white. Pale green is exceedingly becoming
to white, because it makes it appear warmer,
but it is unfavourable to red because it in-

creases its intensity. Violet should never be
used with white except of a very deep tint, so

as to make a strong contrast. A violet colour

will make white look green and a yellow
orange.

School of Design, Somerset House.-^
On Friday, in last week, Mr. C. J. Richardson
delivered a lecture to the students and their

friends on perspective, and, although it was a
bad night, had a fair audience. First alluding
to optics and the nature of vision in rela-

tion to perspective, he exhibited the horizonto-

rium and some curious examples of Catoptric
projection; then illustrated isometrical pro-j

jection,—then perspective projection ; the
first as exhibiting real form, the latter appa-
rent form. He then gave a general description'

of linear perspective, explaining the station

point, horizontal line, vanishing point, &c.,
and for interior perspective illustrated the
subject by sketching the room we were
in, A lai-ge number of drawings were exhi-
bited.
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Ci)e iHarfile dluarries of (S-axxaxa.

The Magra safely crossed in the ferry boat

—

the passage is not by an.v means agareeable,
when the current is swollen and strong—we
arrived at Carrara, within a few hours. In
good time next morning, we got some ponies,

and went out to see the marble quarries.

They are four or five great glens, running up
into a range of lofty hills, until they can run
no longer, and are stopped by being abruptly
strangled by nature. The quarries, or " caves,"

as they call them there, are so many openings,

high up in the hills, on either side of these

passes, where they blast and excavate for mar-
ble ; which may turn out good or bad ; may
make a man's fortune very quickly, or ruin

him by the great expense of working what is

worth nothing. Some of these caves were
opened by the ancient Romans, and remain as

they left them to this hour. Many others are

being worked at this moment; others are to

be begun to-morrow, next week, next month

;

others are unbought, unthought of; and
marble enough for more ages than have
passed since the place was resorted to, lies hid-

den everywhere : patiently awaiting its time
of discovei-y. As you toil and clamber up
one of these steep gorges (having left your
pony soddening his girths in water, a mile or

two lower down) you hear, every now and
then, echoing among the hills, in a low tone,

more silent than the previous silence, a melan-
choly warning bugle,—a signal to the miners
to withdraw. Then, there is a thundering and
echoing from hill to hill, and perhaps a splash-
ing up great fragments of rock into the air

;

and on you toil again until some bugle sounds,
in a new direction, and you stop directly, lest

you should come within range of the new ex-
plosion. There were numbers of men, work-
ing high up in these hills—on the sides

—

clearing away, and sending down the broken
masses of stone and earth, to make way for
the blocks of marble that had been discovered.
As these came rolling down from unseen hands
into the narrow valley, I could not help think-
ing of the deep glen (just the same sort of
glen) where the Roc left Sinbad the Sailor

;

and where the merchants from the heights
above, flung down great pieces of meat for the
diamonds to stick to. There were no eagles
hear, to darken the sun in their swoop, and
pounce upon them ; but it was as wild and
fierce as if there had been hundreds. But
the road down, the road down which the mar-
ble comes, however immense the blocks ! The
genius of the country, and the spirit of its in-
stitutions, pave that road : repair it, watch it,

keep it going! Conceive a channel of water
running over a rocky bed, beset with great
heaps of stone of all shapes and sizes, winding
down the middle of the valley; and that being
the road—because it was the road five hundred
years ago! Imagine the clumsy carts of
tive hundred years ago, being used to this hour,
and drawn as they use to be, five hundred
years ago, by oxen, whose ancestors were worn

to death five hundred years ago, as their un-
happy descendants are now, in twelve months,
by the suffering and agony of this cruel work

!.

Two pair, four pair, ten pair, twenty pair, to
one block, according to its size; down it must!
come, this way. In their struggling from!
stone to stone, with their enormous loads
behind them, they die frequently upon the
spot ; and not they alone ; for their passionate
drivers, sometimes tumbling down in their

j

energy, are crushed to death beneath the
wheels. JBut it was good five hundred years:
ago, and it must be good now ; and a railroad!
down one of these steeps (the easiest thing in!

the world) would be flat blasphemj^ When
we stood aside, to see one of these cars drawn
by only a pair of oxen (for it had but one
small block of marble on coming down), I
hailed, in my heart, the man who sat upon the
heavy yoke, to keep it on the neck of the poor
beasts—and who faced backward, not before
him—as the very devil of true despotism. He
had a great rod in his hand, with an iron point

;

and when they could plough and force their
way thi-ough the lose bed of the torrent no
longer, and came to a stop, he poked it into
their bodies, beat it on their heads, screwed it

round and round in their nostrils, got them on
a yard or two in the madness of intense pain ;

repeated all these persuasions, with increased
intensity of purpose, when they stopped again ;

got them on, once more ; forced and goaded
them to an abrupter point of the descent ; and
when their writhing and smarting,and the weight
behind them, bore them plunging down the
precipice in a cloud of scattered water, whirled
his rod above his head, and gave a great
whoop and halloo, as if he had achieved some-
thing, and had no idea that they might shake
him off, and blindly smash his brains upon the
road, in the noon-tide of his triumph.

—

Diclcen's " Ficturesfrom Italy."

To Fix Pencil and Chalk Drawings.—For
pencil drawings a thin solution of isinglass

answers the purpose. It should be allowed to

run over the drawing, or be very carefully ap-
plied with a soft camel's-hair pencil. For
chalk drawings, make a thin solution of size,

put it in a flat dish, pas's the drawing from one
side to the other under the liquid, taking care
that the liquid comes in contact with every part
of it. The friction of a camel's-hair pencil
would injure the drawing. When it is com-
pletely wetted, fasten it to the edge of a table

or to a string, by means of two or three pins
until dry. Crayon or charcoal drawings would
be spoiled by this process, and for fixing them
the paper should be washed over with a solu-

tion of size in the first instance. When quite
dry, the surface is in a good state for making
the drawing—after which it should be inverted
and held horizontally over steam. The steam
melts the size, which absorbs the charcoal or
crayon, and when it has again become dry the
drawing is fixed. This process may be re-
peated several times during the progress of
a drawing, the effect being increased each
time.
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A Parliamentary paper shows that the total

number of letters patent for inventions granted

in the United Kingdom in 1847 amounted to

740, against 761 in 1846, and the total fees

received thereon to £32,977, against £34,103 in

the preceding year. A. reduction of wages
has taken place in some of the iron-work

districts. The Midland Counties Company
have fitted up a lecture and reading-room at

Rugby station. Upwards of 150 of the

employes of the different companies have
become subscribers. In France £12,000 has

been voted for the encouragement and aid of

the fine arts and literature. Tlie Sheffield

Master Builders' School of Architecture was
opened on the l7th instant.—-From what we
can glean from the passing occurrences of the

day, trade seems likely to be soon restored to

its wonted briskness : many new works have
been projected lately. There are employed
on the canals in the State of New York, more
than 30,000 men, 7,000 boys, and 4,000 women,

all more than 41,000 persons,-—The " ill

wind" blowing " good," says the AtheiKBum,

is exemplified in a recent case amongst our

artists. A robbery which took place some
time since at the house of Mr. Egg, the author

of " Queen Eli:^abeth Discovering that she is no
Longer Young," now exhibiting, has furnished

the paintei- with a subject for a forthcoming

picture. He is, we learn engaged on the

representation of the revelation of the robbery

the morning after its perpetration. The sub-

ject is new and promising. The Bath
Journal mention that a portrait of the famous
Admiral Blake has been purchased by sub-

scription, and is about to be presented to the

municipality of his native town, Bridgewater.

The medal, upon which Mr. Wyon has

been for some time engaged, commemorative
of the services of the army from the year

1793 to 1814, has on the obverse one of those

tasteful resemblances of Majesty which that

artist always succeeds in obtaining : while on
the reverse the Queen, in graceful and dignified

action, is crowning with laurel the British

army personified in a kneeling figure of the

Duke of Wellington—with the inscription,
" To the British Army 1793 to 1814." The
combination of the two figures is vei-y success-

ful—the draperies are well cast. The relief,

which is low, contributes to give much re-

finement ; and the general execution is suc-

cessful. We learn from the Athenceum that

the first of the new coins of the decimal kind,

in conformity with the plan of the present

Master of the Mintj is just now completed.

It is a two-shilling piece—bearing a profile of

the Queen on the obverse, which resembles
in the character and costume that on the new
crown. The distribution of details on the

reverse, after the true Gothic disposition of

the Pugin school, is less successful—and can
be regai-ded only as a recurrence to mediaeval

conceit. The design will not, we think, be popu-
lar with Englishmen,—London, which extends
its intellectual if not its topographical identity

from Bethnal Green to Turnham Green (ten
miles), from Kentish Town to Brixton (seven
miles), whose houses are said to number up-
wards of 200,000, and to occupy twenty square
miles of ground, has a population of not less

than 2,000,000 of souls. Its leviathan body is

composed of nearly 10,000 streets, lanes, alleys,

squares, places, terraces, &c. Its rental is at

least £7,000,000 a year. It has 537 churches,
207 dissenting places of worship, upwards of
5,000 public-houses, and 16 theatres. The
report that the Parisian mob had taken pos-!

session of the Jardin des Plantesand destroyed]
its contents has turned out to be incorrect.!

The exhibition of Mr. Mulready's pictures

at the Society of Arts has turned out a!

failure ;—we shall have something to saj' on'

the matter next week, The foundation
stone of the monument to the memory of

General Washington was laid at Washington
{

on the 4th ult. The state and prospects of|

the fine arts in Paris are represented as being;

in the most deplorable condition—while at]

the same time, the cannon-ball has succeeded!
in destroying much that was beautiful and:
valuable. The Palace of the Louvre, it is

reported, is about to be finished, A very
good though incomplete specimen of a canoe,]

says the Perthshire Courier, was recently]

taken out of the bed of the Tay, at Sleepless

Island.
1

Copying Maps, Plans, &c,—The method
which we generally adopt for this purpose,
where the colour of the ink does not signify,

is as follows :—Take a sheet of carbonic paper
(that employed for "Manifold Writers"), but
with only one side blackened. Lay this with
the black side downwards on the paper to

which it is required to transfer the maps, &c.,

then placing the original drawing with the

blank side downwards on this, go over all the

lines, &c., using a moderate pressure, with a

metallic point fixed in a handle. The sheets

lying thus

—

Drawing, with the subject upwards.

Carbonic paper, with the blackened
side undermost.

A Copying paper.

and the pressure being exerted on the drawing,
the subject will be transferred, by means of i

the carbonic paper, to a,—This is a very

simple and inexpensive operation, as the'

carbonic paper will suffice for at least two or]

three dozen tracings. The carbonic paper!

may be made as follows :—Take three parts of
j

lampblack and one of olive oil, mix, and rubj

the compound evenly over a sheet of paper,]

afterwards rubbing it with a cloth until it is

capable of being placed on a sheet of paper,

and spread evenly with the hand without
transferring any black mark. For common
purposes soot and yellow soap, mixed are some-
times employed; and we ourselves, have used
them on many occasions. Of course the num-
ber of copies may be increased by increasing

the number of sheets of carbonic and copying!

paper and placing them in the same order asi

above.
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tures at ti^e Societi? ci Etts.

ITTER
were the feelings that rose within our

breast when we learned that the first practical

attempt to implant native genius upon its own

soil, in this country, had turned out a failure

—

a failure sad and disheartening to all true

j lovers of the pure and beautiful in art, aad>

•consequently, of an increased enlightenment

j

diffused among all classes of the community.

]

Many of our readers will probably remember

a circumstance which took place but a very few

lyears back, when a distinguished artist, named

[Haydon, took into his own hands the prero-

Igative of God, and despatched his soul, as a

witness against his fellow mortals, to the

heavenly tribunal. But this man also left

behind him a record of the inhumanity of his

fellow beings, in which occurs a passage

stating that he exhibited a picture in the

Egyptian Hall, in a room contiguous to that in

which General Tom Thumb was going through

his entertaining performances : the conse-

quence was, that while crowds flocked from all

quarters, paying down their admission money

as readily as a Chinaman would sacrifice his

last meal before the shrine of his idol, in order

to inspect the juvenile monstrosity—poor

Haydon was forgotten, and left to ruminate

over an empty purse with whatever degree of

complacency he could command on such an

occasion.

The same scene has recently been enacted.

and with scarcely less disastrous effects—the

locale and the man have only been changed

—

the mind of the'public still remains the same as

it did when it consigned Barry to starvation

and Haydon to a suicide's grave. Mulready,

the picture moralist, whose works have pleased

us in infancy, and inparted many a useful lesson

to us in our more mature years, has been

shunned, despised, and forgotten—yet let there

be but placed before the coquettish eye of that

public that has been so often praised for its

discriminating abilities and good taste ( ! ), a

man-monkey or a sea-dog, and it immediately

becomes the god of its idolatry—the multum in

parvo of its ideas of the pure and beautiful.

Qrummh

[Continued from page 29.]

Yellow.—Though yellow may be obtained

in a direct manner, compound yellows are pre-

ferred because they are more certain in effect,

and more easily applied, than the yellow which
may be directly obtained from silver. The com-
pound yellows are obtained in consequence of

the same principles as the red colour of iron.

For this purpose we employ metallic oxydes,

the vitrification of which must be prevented by
mixing with them other substances, such as re-

fractory earths or metallic oxydes difficult to be

fused. The metallic calces which form the

basis of the yellow colours are generally those

of lead ; as minium, the white calx of lead, or

litharge, the white calx of antimony, called

diaphoretic antimony ; that called " crocus me
tallorum" is also employed. This regulus pul

verized, and mixed with white oxyde, gives

likewise a yellow. The following are the dif

ferent compositions used : one part of the

white oxyde of antimony, one part of the white

oxyde of lead (or two or three), these doses

are exceedingly variable ; one part of alum, and
one of salammoniac. When these matters have

been all pulverised and mixed well together,

they are put in a vessel over a fire sufficient to

sublimate and decompose the salammoniac;
and when the matter has assumed a yellow

colour, the operation is finished. The calces of

lead mixed in a small quantity either with silex

or alumine, also with the pure calx of tin, ex-

ceedingly white, gives likewise yellows. One
part of the oxyde of lead is added to two, three,

or four of the other substances abovementioned.

In these different compositions for yellow you
may use also oxyde of iron, either pure or that

kind which has been prepared with alum and
vitriol of iron : you will then obtain different

shades of yellow. From what has been said,

you may vary these compositions of yellow as

much as you please. Yellows require so little

flux that one or two parts, in general, to one of

the colour are sufficient. Saline fluxes are

improper for them, and especially those which
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contain nitre. They must be used with fluxes

composed of enamel sand, oxyde of lead, and
borax, without marine salt. A yellow may be
obtained also directly from silver. All these

mixtures may be varied, and you may try others.

For this purpose youmay use sulphate of silver,

or any oxyde of that metal mixed with alumine
or silex, or even with both, in equal quantities.

The whole must be gently heated until the
yellow colour appears, and the matter is to be
employed with the fluxes pointed out for yellow.
Yellow of silver, like purple, cannot endure a
strong heat ; a nitric solution of silver may be
precipitated by the ammoniacal phosphate of
soda, and you will obtain a yellow precipitate

which may be used to paint in that colour
with flaxes, which ought then to be a little

harder. Besides the methods abovementioned,
the best manner of employing the oxyde of sil-

ver is, in my opinion, to employ it pure : in that
case you do not paint but stain. In will be
sufficient then to lay a light coating on the place
which you wish to stain yellow, and to heat the
article gently to give it the colour. You must
not employ too strong a heat : the degree will

easily be found by practice. When the article

has been sufficiently heated, you take it from
the fire, aud separate the coating of oxyde,
which will be found reduced to a regulus.
You will then observe the place which it occu-
pied tinged of a beautiful yellow colour without
thickness. It is chiefly on transparent glass
that this process succeeds best. Very fine silver

filings produce the same effect : but what seemed
to succeed best in this case was sulphate of silver

well ground up with a little water, that it may
be extended very smooth. From what has been
said, it may readily be seen that this yellow
must not be employed like other colours ; that it

must not be applied till the rest have been fused

;

for, as it is exceedingly fusible and ready to

change, it would be injured by the other
colours; and as the coating of silver, which is

reduced, must be removed, the fluxes would
fix it, and prevent the possibility of its being
afterwards separated. Working on glass is not
attended with this inconvenience, because the
silver yellow is applied on the opposite side to
that on which the other colours are laid.

Green.—Green is obtained directly from the
oxyde of copper. All the oxydes of copper are
good ; they require little flux, which even must
not be too fusible : one part or two of the flux
will be sufiicient for one oxyde. This colour
agrees with all the fluxes, the saline as well as
the metallic, which tends to vary a little the
shades, A mixture of yellow and blue is also

used to produce greens. Those who paint
figures or portraits employ glass eompoped in

this manner ; but those who paint glazed ves-
sels, either earthenware or porcelain, employ
in general copper green. Independently of the
beautiful green colour produced by oxydated
copper, it produces also a very beautiful red
colour. This beautiful red colour, produced
by copper, is exceeding fugitive. The oxyde
of copper gives red only when it contains very
little oxygen, and approaches near to the state

of a regulus. Notwithstanding the difiiculty of
employing this oxj'^de for a red colour, a method
has been found to stain transparent glass with

different shades of a very beautiful red colour
by means of calx of copper. The process is as

follows : you do not employ the calx of copper
pure, but add to it calx of iron, which, for that
purpose, must not be too much calcined

;
you

add also a very small quantity of calx of copper
to the mass of glass which you are desirous of
tinging. The glass at first must have only a
very slight tinge of green, inclining to yellow.
When the glass has that colour you make it pass
to red, and even a very dark red, by mixing
with it red tartar in powder, or even tallow.

You must mix this matter well in the glass, and
it will assume a very dark red colour. The
glass swells up very much by this addition.

Before it is worked it must be suffered to settle,

and become comj;)act ; but as soon as it has fully

assumed the colour, it must be immediately
worked, for the colour does not remain long,

and even often disappears while working ; but
it may be restored by heating the glass at the

flame of a lamp. It is difficult to make this

colour well, but when it succeeds it is very beau-
tiful, and has a great deal of splendour. By
employing the calx of copper alone for the pro-
cesses abovementioned, you will obtain, when
you succeed well, a red similar to the most beau-
tiful carmine. The calx of iron changes the

red into vermilion, according to the quantity
added. If we had certain processes for the

making this colour, we should obtain all the

shades of red from pure red to orange, by using,

in different proportions, the oxyde of copper
and that of iron. The calx of copper fuses argil

more easily than silex : the case is the same
with calx of iron. If you fuse two or three parts

of argil with one of the oxyde of copper, and if

the heat be sufficient, you will obtain a very
opaque enamel, and of vermilion red colour

The oxyde of copper passes from red to green,

through yellow, so that the enamel of copper,

which becomes red at a strong heat, may be
yellow Avith a weaker heat. The same effect

may be produced by deoxydating copper in

different degrees : this will be effected accord
ing as the heat is more or less violent. The
above composition might, I think, be employed
to give a vermilion red colour to porcelain

The heat of the porcelain furnace ought to be of

sufficient strength to produce the proper effect

The calx of iron fused also with argil, in the

same proportions as the calx of copper, gives

a very beautiful black. These proportions may,
however, be varied.

[To be continued.]

Value of Iron.—Bar iron worth £1 stei'

ling, is worth when worked into horseshoes,

£2 lOs. ; tableknives, £36 ; needles, £71

;

penknife blades, £657; polished buckles and
buttons, £897 ; balance springs of watches,

£50,000. Cast iron worth. £1 sterling is worth
when converted into ordinary machinery £4

;

larger ornamental work £45 ; buckles and
Berlin work £600 ; neck-chains &c., £1,386;
shirt buttons, £5,896. Thirty-one pounds of

Shropshire iron has been made into wire up-

wards of 111 miles in length, and so fine was
the fabric, that a part of it was humorously
converted, in lieu of the usual horsehair, into

a barrister's wig!
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Write legibly and sensibly, so that both

thy words and their meaning may be rea-

dily decyphered by the recipient of thy
communication.

" Thomas Hop1dns."—If you address a note

to Mr. Weale, architectural hooJcseller, Holhorn,

London, stating the description of work you re-

quire, that gentleman will forward you a list of

several, from which you can make your choice.

*** We shall be happy to hear from " F. E.,"
" Blucher," and '

^ Lignarium"— theformer would
much oblige by informing us whether he intends

to resume the Antiquarian Specimens shortly—
he will add to the favour byforwarding (in confi-

dence) his name and address.

' H."—Address a note to Mr. Gibbs at our

office.

'A. S."—Anything of the sort will always

prove acceptable to us.

" Mr. T. A. B**r'^ is thanked, we will send a
private Jiote.

QUERIES.
Required^The method ofpreparing and colour-

ing sheep-skin rugs, usedfor door-mats, carriages
^

8fc. A. Mills.

Two school-rooms, conducted on the British
system, have lately been erected (one above the

other)for boys and girls ; the committee now wish
to make the girls' school into two, so that one part
may be usedfor infants. Can any of your corres-

pondents inform me of the cheapest and best

moveable partition that can be used ? Would a
sailcloth partition be suitable ? I have heard that
it deadens the sound, and the cost is small.

Rochester. ' A. B,

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, Sfc, to be addressed to 'Hhe Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''— We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutio7is, thefine arts, science, ^-c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*** A}iy of our readers having complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us
by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 15 is now ready, price 7d.

Modern French Artists.—A collection of
modern French pictures is being exhibited at

No. 106, New Bond-street, and will doubtless

be visited by every one interested in the arts.

The proprietor, Mr. Arrowsmith, has brought

over this selection from Paris, on account, we
believe, of the complete 'stop put bjr the late

political circumstances to any 'dealing in articles

of taste in that disturbed capital. The princi-

pal exhibitors are Decamps, Isabey, Muller,

Hoguet, Troyon, Diaz, and Dupre ; and there

are some very exquisite specimens of these

masters, all of whom have achieved a deserved

celebrity. Decamps is well known here, frpra

engravings from his paintings of children, being

very apt in the expression of childhood in all its

varieties. He has a large picture here of an

Arab school breaking up, which is charmingly

characteristic. Isabey, hitherto known prin-

cipally as a marine painter, has an admirable

picture of the " Marriage of Henry IV.
"

It is a work of great merit. Muller has a very

fine picture, admirably painted, and full of

genuine pathos and character, delineating that

passage in " Don Juan " (Canto IV.), where

the harper for a brief interval recals the wander-

ing senses of Haidee. It is a noble specimen

of the modern French historical school, and
proves how completely they have abandoned

the frigidity of the sham classical, which so long

kept them from that direct study of nature, that

now has done so much to place them in the first

rank of draughtsmen. Nor will the English

spectator be less struck with the rapid:progress

made by their artists in landscape. They have

evidently diligently studied the English and

Dutch schools, and have learnt to appreciate

and represent those out-door effects of atmos-

phere and scenery which have lent so great a

charm to these schools. Two landscapes by
Hoguet almost entitle him to rank as the French

Callcott, and Dupre has much that reminds

one of Ruysdael and Linnell, though it is not

a first-rate specimen of him that is here exhi-

bited. Diaz is a remarkably versatile painter,

and is certainly very spirited in his style. We,
however, prefer Troyon, probably because he

seems to us more nearly to approach to the

freshness and nature of the English school.

There are specimens of other masters that we
have not space further to notice, but earnestly

recommend every one to visit this collection,

which is not only very creditable to the state

of French art, but offers an easy opportunity

of studying it, not often placed within the

reach of the English coniwhsem:—Douglas
Jeirold.

Value of Mineral Property.—Mineral
property on the hills, which, when the Mon-
mouthshire Canal and its tramroads were con-

structed, was only worth 5s. an acre surface

rent, soon increased in value to £1,500 an

acre, or more, underground. The area of the

Monmouthshire coal-field exceeds 89,000 acres,

and the various seams of coal that can be pro-

fitably worked are said to average 50 feet, which

produce a gross yield per acre of nearly

73,000 tons. The tatal quantity now worked
annually is estimated at about 2,200,000 tons

;

at which rate there is sufficient supply left for

the next 1,500 years. The net
_

quantity

available for export has been estimated at

about 3,000,000,000 tons ! Great Britain now
annually consumes from all her coUeries about

21 million tons.

—

Cliffe's Book of South Wales.
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Enriched Losenge, or Enriched Frette

Moulding, a moulding used in Saxon architec-
ture.

Enriched Quatrefoil Moulding, a mould.

used in Saxon architecture.

_
Entasis (in architecture), the slightly curved

line that forms the outline of the shaft of a
column, which is so beautifully graceful in the
Grecian Dorics as to be just suspected and
scarcely sensible. Were these profiles conical,
they would appear hollow in their outlines and
fragile; and when too gibbous or swoln like

the Tuscan and some bad examples of the
Romans and modern Italians, like a bursting
barrel, that had lost all its hoops but the top
and bottom, or, as Sir Henry Woton observes
" as if they were sick of some tympany or
dropsy." This contraction or comely dimu-
nition is to be found in all the best Greek
examples, although many draughtsmen have
represented them as being straight from the
apoplyge to the colarino.

EpiscENiuM or Episcenos (in ancient archi-
tecture), the upper part of the scene in ancien
theatres. As the scene had sometimes three
tiers of orders, the episcenium was formed of
the upper order, with sometimes an attic or
some other similar finish.

Epitaph (in architecture and sculpture), an
inscription engraved on a tomb, mausoleum,
sarcojihagus, cenotaph, or other funereal monu-
ment intended to preserve the memory of the
deceased, and to inform posterity of those
actions which embellished their lives.

Erect (in architecture), to raise an edifice,
to build, to place perpendicular to the horizon.

ExpsTRA (in ancient architecture), a
machine or engine of timber, wherewith such
things as are acted within or behind the stage
in the ancient theatres were shown to the
spectators. Also a bridge thrust out of a
turret by pulleys on to the walls of a town, by
which the besiegers entered. The dramatic stage

of the ancients never represented the interior
of a building, but always an open space

;,

and when the action required that they should
exhibit to the spectators or the actors what
was passing inside of a house or palace, it v/as
performed by the machine called exostra or
eJckyklema.

[To be continued.]

Saving of Fuel in Gas-works.—At the last

meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts,
Mr. W. Kemp stated that he had made a valua-
ble discovery in economising fuel at Galashiels
gas-works. Where coal-tar is burned, it has an
injurious effect on the furnace bars and retorts,

the greatest annoyance arising from the rapid
clinkering up of the furnace bars, to remove
which the firemen had frequently to throw
water into the furnace, which caused the rapid
destruction of the bars. To prevent this, the
idea occurred to Mr. Kemp of using the ex-
hausted tan-bark of the tan-works, which had
the desired effect. The force-pump for injecting

the tar into the furnace was next thrown aside,

as it was found that the dry bark absorbed tar

equal to its production at the works. His me-
thod is as follows :—The bark is dried, and
mixed with the coke of the gas-coal, bulk for

bulk ; a pailful of tar is thrown upon it, not
quite so much as it will absorb, and it is then
turned over. The mixture burns with a fine

clear flame, attended with less smoke than
formerly ; the furnace bars, by remaining
unclinkered, admit the oxygen freely for the
combustion of the fuel. Where tan-bark
cannot be had, peat moss, loose and dry, makes
a good substitute. Mr. Kemp stated that in

one year £126 was saved in furnace coal.

—

Pharmaceutical Times.

The Old Cloisters at Westminster.—
The removal of the lath and plaster rubbish
which has long encumbered the old cloister on
the east side of Westminster Hall, has let in

the light on their great and manifold beauties.

The minute and elegant sculptured decorations

which are carried web-like over the whole
surface, make the so-called excess of decoratiop

on the new parts appear positive plainness by
comparison. The little chapel offers many
points deserving of study. In the course of the

operations, some of the old Norman work
forming the side of the hall has become exposed

;

it shows two semi-circular headed windows,
with a hatched string course underneath. The
object of the clearance is to effect the com-
munication between the new Houses and
Westminster Hall.

The Art Union.—The following is a state-

ment of the number of works of art selected by
the prize-holders of last year from each exhibi-

tion, and the amount paid :—39 from the Royal
Academy, £2, 188 ; 32 from the Society of British

Artists, £1,109 ; 24 from the Free Exhibition,

£650; 17 from the New Water-Colour Society,

£550 ; 15 from the Old Water-Colour Society,

£377 3s. ; and 11 from the British Institution,

£415. Total, 138 works=£5,289 3s.
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:-^ill .:.~>xU>^:x' public ^musementg.

CREMORNE GARDENS.

We this week present our readers with an en-
graving of a pretty piece of ornament from
that excellent place of entertainment, Cremorne
Gardens. Of course all our metropolitan
readers must be acquainted with the nature of

the varied amusements there presented, so that

it would be unnecessary for us to speak in the

laudatory terms of that which has already
received its full meed of public approbation ;

but to our professional subscribers, we would
offer a suggestion to avail themselves of the
opportunity now afforded to inspect those

beautiful decorations for which Cremorne Gar-
dens is so justly celebrated.
Unquestionably the most prominent feature

in the Gardens is the Banquetting-room, the

decorations of which are of the most superb
description, and when seen by night convey to

the mind of the spectator the idea of some
scene of fairy enchantment, raised up by
magic on the sward—which feeling is still

further increased by the delightful harmony of

an excellent band.
The above illustration represents one of the

panels on the side of this room, the same
description of ornament being used for all

the other panels ; the only difference consisting
in the substitution of fruit and a variety of
flower-grouping at the base or on the top of
the ornament. The ornament is painted in deli-

cate tints, composed chiefly of green, brown,
and grey. The ground is of a stone colour
enclosed in a frame consisting of a broad red

line, with a green one on either side—also by
a fine red line terminating with a neat corner
of the same colour.

The room is lighted up by four chandeliers in

the Louis Quartois style. The portions of the

ceiling from which they hang are ornamented
with bosses executed in the same style, the

intervening spaces being ornamented with

cupids, &c,, emblematic of the entertainments
given in the room.
Of the gardens themselves, v/e can only

speak in unqualified praise;—they are beauti-

fully laid out, and the numerous objects of

vertu, statues, casts, &c., plenteously strewn
about impart to the whole place a classic and
tasteful appearance. Among the most con-

spicuous objects of this nature we may mention
" Apollo Belvedere," " Nymphs at the Bath,"
and a variety of vases in ivhich flowers are

planted. The paths are well arranged, and
afford an agreeable promenade.
The novelty produced at the Gardens this

season is unexampled. The " Aquatic Tour-
nament on the Thames," has a grand appear
ance, and can only be correctly judged of by
a personal inspection. Every alternate week
is devoted to the Tournament, the intervening

time being occupied by the aeronautic exhi-

bitions. On a late visit we were happy at

perceiving a numerous and highly respect
able audience collected together, and we hope
that the libei'al-minded proprietors will always
receive a full share of the public patronage.
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iMortar,

[Continued from page 50.]

The Greek and Roman arcliitects gave the
name of Maltha to a calcarious cement used
as stucco, and this and the term Mastic are
given to various compositions. The mixture
of milk with sand and lime, is said to have
constituted the maltha of the Greeks ; and we
learn from Pliny that Roman maltha was made
by mixing fresh burnt lime, slacked with wine,
and beat in a mortar, with hog's lard and figs.

This composition possesses great tenacity, and
acquires the hardness of granite. A second
kind was made of powder of slacked lime,

with bullock's blood and powdered scales of
the grey oxide of iron. Previous to the ap-
plication of the maltha, the surface of the wall
or ceiling was smeared over with oil, to make
the composition adhere.
The inhabitants of Tunis, and other places

in Africa, use a species of maltha, which has
gained great celebrity. The process of pre-

paring it is, according to Dr. Shaw's account, as

follows :—To one measure of sand, two of

wood ashes, and three of sifted lime powder,
are mixed, with a sprinkling of water. After
the mixture has been subjected to the operation
of beating, a little oil is added ; the beating
is then resumed, and continued for three or

four days, during which the proper degree of

softness is preserved by alternately adding small
quantities of water and oil. In a short time
after its application in the usual way, it acquires
the hardness of stone.

In a mausoleum of some of the Tartar
princes, the spaces between the bricks are

about an inch broad, and filled with a cement
which appears to have been applied in a
liquid state, and it has acquired such a solid

consistence, that it is easier to break the well
burnt bidcks than to separate the cement,
which is of a grey colour, and appears to have
been a mixture of unslacked lime, pulverized
charcoal, and pounded sand-stone.

Parker's Roman cement, as a facing to brick
and other walls, is a composition forming an
artificial stone, and, being water-proof, excel-
lently adapted to this purpose ; if the wall be
previously wetted, it will adhere firmly. Arch
stones, cornices, and ornamental parts of build-
ings, may also be conveniently made of this

material. An account of it is given in vol.

xxvi. second series of the " Repertory of Arts."
This valuable composition has been long

known, and was first brought into public
notice under the name of Parker's Patent
Cement, sold by Messrs. Ch. Wyatt, and Co.
Bankside, London, at 5s. 6d. per bushel; it

is now sold at about 3s. per bushel by various
dealers. This material is mixed with an equal
quantity of sharp grit-sand, freed from
impurities, and when beaten up with a due
proportion of water, forms a handsome and
durable covering for the outside of buildings.
If the sand should have been previously mois-
tened, the cement must be immediately used,
and in no case mixed up beforehand. To give
a proper finishing to this kind of work, a

mixture of five ounces of sulphate of iron to

a gallon of water, is mixed with as much
lime and cement as will produce the con-
sistence and the colour required, for a wash
to be applied to the surface of the work.
Sometimes the colour is modified by vitriolic

acid, and when the face of the work is mads
to imitate bonded masonry, the intersecting
spaces are tinted with umber. It is generally
calculated, that one bushel of cement, pro-
perly applied, will form a superficial covering
of nearly four square yards. In performing
this work, which is called Floating, laborious,

unceasing, and quick action will be required,
as the composition sets almost instan-
taneousi}'.

Carbonate of lime, calcined at a heat not
exceeding that at which cast-iron softens, and
cooled without access of atmospheric air or
or moisture, acquires the propertj' of quickly
hardening under water ; and, mixed with
silicious sand and water, forms an artificial

puzzolana or Roman cement, and for this

discovei'y a patent was granted to Mr. James
Frost on the 3rd of April, 1823. The process
is described in the 44th vol. of the Repertory
of Arts and Manufactures. A patent was
also granted to Edgar Dobbs, Southwark, for a
variety of compositions to form a water-proof
cement, mortar, or stucco, which in a diluted
state are also applicable as durable colouring
washes for buildings. These compositions con-
sist of carbonate of lime, burnt as for common
plaster, and mixed up with water, clay, loam,
mud, shale, road-dust, soil, cheap metallic

oxydes, ores, sand, or any earthy substance
which may be sujected to the heat above
specified. The whole of these ingredients are
then to be reduced to fine powder, mixed with
water, and left in proper vessels till it has sub-
sided. The water is then to be poured off, and
the plaster materials formed into square pieces

and dried ; after which they are subjected to

the heat of a lime-kiln or stove, and, lastly,

mixed with the lime and water for the intended
purposes.
One hundred parts of quicklime, five of

white, or other coloured claj', and two of yellow
ochre, forms a cement, which is tenacious, and
remains unchangeable when exposed to the

weather. The lime must first be slacked with
a small proportion of water, more of which
must afterwards be mixed till of the consistence

of cream. White clay is at the same time
mixed with water to a similar consistence, and
after having remained some time separate,

the two solutions are carefully mixed together.

During its continuance in the tub for twenty-
four hours, this mixture is frequentlj'^ stirred

;

and after that period a portion of yellow ochre
is incorporated with it, to give it a pleasant
colour. Walls covered with this cement, have
remained exposed to south-west winds, and
rains for two years, without injury.

A composition, said to be equal to the

Roman cement, is made, by dissolving three

pounds and a half of sulphate of iron, and
mixing it with a bushel of lime, and half a

bushel of fine gravel sand, previously made
into motar.

[To be continued.]
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<Ktci)mg itpon ©lass.

In the middle of tlie sixteenth century, when
g^lasses manufactured in the Venetian states

enjoyed the highest reputation throughout Eu-
rope, it was common to find those ornamented
by engravings executed with the diamond.
More than an hundred years had elapsed from
that period, when Henry Schwanhard, a pupil

of Lehmann, was incited by the accidental cir-

cumstance of the corrosion of his spectacle

glass, to a method of etching on glass by
means of some powerful acid liquor. His
manner of preparing this liquor was kept
secret by him ; and as no fluid, save fluoric

acid, with which we are acquainted, has the

property of acting upon the surface of glass,

while the discovery of this powerful menstruum
was not brought before the world prior to the

publication of Scheele's experiments in 1771,
it is much to be regretted that the secret oif

Schwanhard was suffered to go with him to the

grave.
The method pursued by this artist in the

application of his discovery was different to

that which is practised at present. That is,

to coat, over the entire surface of the glass

with varnish, and, through this coating, to

trace out the intended figures, leaving the
glass exposed to the action of the acid only
in those parts which are to be occupied by the
figures. Schwanhard, on contrary, first traced
the figures, and having filled the outline on the
glass with varnish, applied his corrosive fluid to

the remainder of the surface. By this means
the figures were left in relief, and with their

original polish, the effect ofwhich was pleasing,

and totally dissimilar to the appearance of
engravings with the diamond, which latter

circumstance it probably was that incited the
artist to the adoption of his peculiar method,
since his productions would, by that means, be
more readily distinguished from the works
of others.

The varnish employed by artists for defend-
ing, where it is requisite, the surface of the
glass from the corroding power of the acid, is

usually either a solution of isinglass in water,
or common turpentine varnish mixed with a
small proportion of white lead.

By the aid of a very few implements, the
art of etching on glass may be rendered a
pleasing occupation for amateurs. Good crown-
glass is the m.ost proper description to be
chosen for this purpose. Having selected a
square pane of the proper size, this should be
first heated by immersion in a sand-bath, then
rubbed over with, purified bees' wax, the tem-
perature of the glass being such as to cause
the wax to melt completely and uniformly over
its surface ; the pane thus covered, must
then be set aside to cool ; and, it is im-
portant to observe, that every part of its face
must be protected by this coating of wax

;

which, however, need not be thick, and indeed
should not be applied in sufficient quantity to

render the glass opaque.
A paper having the design boldly drawn

upon it, may then be attached to the unwaxed

underside of the glass ; and this drawing will

greatly assist the artist in performing the
next process, that of tracing the design through
the wax. The best kind of tool for executing
-this operation is a carpenter's brad-awl, which
as it is flattened at the end in one direction,

and rounded in another, may, according to the
position wherein it is held, be easily made to

trace lines having the requisite and different

degrees of fineness. The point of a pen-knife
or any similar implement, may be used as a
substitute for the brad-awl, and with almost
equal efficacy. In tracing these lines, the
artist must be mindful that his instrument lays
bare the surface of the glass throughout the
whole extent of the strokes.

A shallow evaporating basin of "Wedgwood
ware must next be employed. Its size should
be such as will include within its area every
part of the design ; and it must at the same
time be sufficiently small to be completely
covered when the pane of glass is made to

rest upon its edge. Some coarsely powdered
flour spar must then be placed in the basin,

the two substances must be well mixed together

together with a quantity of strong sulphuric

acid, sufficient to form with it a thin paste, when
by stirring them. The quantity of flour spar

must of course be regulated by the size of the

etching ; and it may be a sufficient guide on
that head to recommend that two ounces of the

coarse powder be used when the basin is capa-
ble of containing a pint ; these basins are pro-

curable from any respectable dealer in earthen-

ware.
As soon as the acid and flour spar are pro-

pei'ly incorporated together, the pane of glass

should be placed upon the basin : with the

waxed side downwards, and a moderate degree
of heat must be applied to the bottom of the

basin : somewhere between 130 and 140
degrees of Fahrenheit's scale will be found
most eligible. Peihapsthe best means of pro-

viding a steady heat for this purpose is offered

by the sand-bath, which was used for heating
the glass before applying the wax. On this

subsequent occasion, however, the temperature
must never be sufficiently high to melt the

wax, which in that case would run over the

glass and wholly destroy the effect of the

etching.

Very soon after this application of heat,

fumes of fluoric acid will arise copiously from
the basin, and attack the unprotected portions

of the glass. When the basin and its contents

are once thoroughly warmed, the heat of the

sand - bath may be advantageously dimi-

nished.
After the glass has been thus exposed during

half an hour, it may he removed from the

basin ; and first being rinsed iri water, for the

purpose of diluting or washing away the

fluoric acid, the wax may be scraped off with

a common table-knife ; the design will then be
found perfectly etched upon the surface of the

glass.

A metallic basin will answer perfectly for

generating the fluoric acid; but it will be
altogether improper to use any glazed vessels

for the purpose, as the vitreous coating of such
would be entirely destroyed.
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In performing this process, it_ is necessary

to use some caution ; as fluoric acid, if brought

into contact with the skin, will quickly dis-

organise it and produce wounds which may be

painful and troublesome ; a very little careful-

ness will, however, suffice for preventing any
[accident of this nature.

When it is required thus to engrave other

than plain surfaces, another arrangement must
be provided : the glass must be exposed to the

fumes of fluoric acid in some deep vessel;

without, however, being suffered to come in

contact with the pasty compound whence the

acid fumes arise, and the whole should be
covered over, to confine and retain those fumes,

so that they may fully act upon the glass.

American Railways.—When Americans
boast, as they are very ready to do, of their

thousands of miles of railways. Englishmen
who are startled at the prodigious amount,
should remember that these roads are single

lines, and that in the value of the material,

and in the skill and labour expended upon
them, they differ as widely from what is seen in

England, and called a railway here as Rome
built of brick differed from Rome built of
marble. The carriages used upon them are also
very dissimilar to ours ; they are much longer,
and are entered by a door at ether end, so that
one can walk right through them, and stand
upon the little platform outside. The pas-
sengers, about fifty in each car, sit two and
two, on rows of vis-a-vis sofas or stuflfed chairs,

ranged right and left of a passage which
runs down the centre. In cold weather
a portion of the seats is removed to make room
for a stove ; in warm weather there is ample
ventilation by means of Venetian slides. It is

hardly safe to keep the windows open, for, the
furnace of the locomotive being fed with wood,
a shower of sparks constantly issues from the
chimney, and these finding their way, red hot,

into the cars, occasion at once great pain to the
eyes and serious damage to the clothes, which
are often riddled with the holes they burn.
At night this stream of sparks which the
engine vomits forth have a very singular effect.

In the distance one would almost suppose it to
be a rocket in its course ; and when nearer

—

and one can hear its throbing, panting, groan-
ing—it does not require a very lively fancy to
make it out to be the fable realised of a fierce

dragon, beathless with its flight, and breathing
forth flames of fury. It is no uncommon
thing for the locom"otives, with their showers
of embers, to kindle the forest through, which
they pass ; and I have seen not only trees of
gigantic mould leafless and dead, standing like
bleached skeletons, from whose bones the flesh
had been licked off" by the tongue of flame,
but whole acres of ground—nay, a whole hill-

side—bear and blackened, and strewed over
with the charred trunks of pines and other forest
trees, which have yielded to the fire, and lay
heaped together as they fell, looking in the
distance like huge black snakes stretching
themselves in the sun, whose light was bril-
liantly reflected from the charcoal all around.—English Presbyterian Messenger.

lier anl( (B^fiimneg (Stlass dFrames.

The first plate glass made in England was of
the kind called " Vauxhall plates," which
were distinguished by having the edge bevelled
or sloped off all round. They were used for

pier glasses, before chimney glasses came into

general use. And were generally framed in

narrow oak or walnut-wood frames, more or less

decorated. In process of time, the glass was
made in the form in which we now see it,—

j

chimney glasses became fashionable,—and]
gradual changes were made in the style ofi

frames. I

During the latter half of the last century*'

the frames for looking-glasses, were generally!

speaking more architectural and defined in their
j

character than they have since been. It was
usual to have a cornice at the top, with a fiieze

just below it, on which was represented, in^

relief, some allegorical subject,—such as aj

Bacchanalian procession, Szct The upright'

sides of the frame consisted of a flat. ground,'
in front of which was a column or pillar,;

generally of the Corinthian order, terminated
with capitals and bases of the same order;
square blocks or plinths supported the bases of
the columns ; while the capital supported the;

cornice.

At a later period, the ornaments on the^

frieze were superceded by a horizontal column, i

of the same order as the side columns. This
was certainly, in an architectural point of view,!

a very immeaning alteration, and was made'
still more so by ornaments placed at regular

distances along the columns ; while capitals

and bases were altogether abolished, the cor-!

nice being supported by square blocks at the

upper corners of the frame. lu short, the

frames could not now be said to possess any
architectural character, "but were subject to

every freak of taste.
i

The next decided change was, to dispense
with the cornice of the glass-frame altogether,'

—making the top and sides just alike. The
two upper corners consisted of blocks, on which
pateras or flowers were placed ; and the columnsj
abutted against the blocks. But in time a^

farther change was made, by removing the

blocks altogether from the upper corners, and
supplying their places with a carved ornament,!
consisting of leaves of foliage, &c., which;
covered the ends of the columns ; while a'

smaller ornament rested on the bottom!
blocks, and covered the lower ends of the
columns.

Within a few years a farther departure has
been made from the old style, by dispensing
with columns altogether. The top and sides

of the frame were made of equal width, and
consisted of a flat ground, bounded at each
edge by a hollow or some other small mould-
ing ; and on the corners of the frame were
placed carved or composition ornaments,
which however tasteful and elegant they might
be, had seldom much pretension to a definite

or architectural character. Sometimes a por-
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tion of the ornament resembled the end of a

shepherd's crook, the staff of which ran up the

side of the frame
;
generally speaking, however,

the ornaments resembled different kinds of

foliage, and the taste of the carver was called

into requisition to make the ornaments appear
as if they formed a necessary part of the flat

ground on which they were laid ; an effect

which was by no means attained in many
cases.

This style of frame has continued in use

until our own day for glasses of a moderate
size ; but another change has taken place

within a comparatively recent period, in the

pattern for glasses of a large size. This new
style is, indeed, "modern antique." A
fashion has spruug up, by which all the old

carved frames of the ages of Charles the

Second, Queen Anne, and especially Louis

the Fourteenth, have become greatly in favour.

So much has this been the case, that dealers

have gone to the Continent, for the purpose of

buying all the old carved frames, and pieces

of frames, that they could meet with,—the
necessary qualification being old age. These
were easily sold in England, and when the

supply slackened,—the demand still continuing,

—the carvers and the composition ornament
makers set about imitating the antique pro-

ductions which were now too scarce to supply
the market. Where no fixed standard of

taste is adopted, fashion soon veers round, and
almost as soon becomes general over the coun-
try. Such is the case with these modern
antique frames ; for they are almost the

only kind now employed for large glasses.

With respect to the rationality of any of the
styles of glass frames which we have described,

our decision must depend entirely on the cir-

cumstance, whether an architectural character
ought to be looked for in these frames. Those
who think that such ought to be the case, will

[have reason to regret the gradual progress of
change within the last half century. Those,
on the other hand, who think there is no suf-

ficient ground for adopting an architectural
style in frames, are justified in thinking that
the present taste is the most elegant that has
yet appeared in these matters. Certain it is,

'that the frames now made are richly and ela-

ijborately ornamented, representations of fruit

and , flowers being frequently interspersed
among various species of foliage.

The above details relate chiefly to chimney
glasses, that is, such as are placed on the
mantle-piece. But they will apply also, in

great measiu-e, to pier-glasses, which are long
narrow glasses placed in the piers between
windows. The general character of these
frames is, that they are made narrower in the
moulding than the frames for chimney glasses,
on account of the limited space devoted to
their reception. But the style or pattern has
undergone nearly as many changes by the
caprice of fashion as the chimney-glasses.
An addition to the pier-glass has become

prevalent within a few years ; we mean, the
consol table. This very elegant article of
jfurniture is a table, generally with a marble
or scagliold top, carved and gilt legs, marble
lor polished wood plinth on which the legs

rest, and looking-glass back. The pier-glass
is rested on this table, and as it frequently
reaches to the ceiling, there is a brilliant

assemblage of glass, gold, &c., from the ceiling
to the floor.

To Smoothen A^fD Polish Ivory.—'Some
painters use a large scratcher, others an instru-
ment with a blade three or four inches long
and of a triangular shape. To either of these
the use of a razor is preferable— to benefit
completely by it, be sure that it has not the
slightest notch on its edge, and observe that it

is not too sharp. Open it so that the back part
of the blade touches the handle, and in that
position use it to scrape the ivory from angle
to angle. When the whole is thus smoothened
begin again froni the contrary angles, in order
that no traces of the saw may remain upon
the side required to be painted. Haring pro-
vided some putty powder, pulverised and
passed through a silk sieve, place the ivory in

the middle of the bottom of a bandbox, hold-
ing it firmly in one hand, while with the other

take a small bit of paper and rub the pounce
on the side of the ivory which has been
polished—being always careful to do it with a

circular movement. If the ivory be now of a]

dead white, and has lost the lustre given to it;

by the razor, take it out of the box, holding it;

so that the fingers do not touch the surface

i

and brush off lightly with a painting brush]

any grits that may have adhered to it. For;

this purpose take one of the largest hair'

pencils. It may be serviceable to remove in

the same way any specks or dust while paint-

ing. Never suffer the fingers to touch ''the

ivory ; hold it always at the extremities, for

the colour will not settle in a place touched by
the hands. If, however, such an accident
happens, have recourse to the pumice powdei-j

and with a paper stump, rather pointed, gently

rub the place affected. But to avoid as much
as possible a recurrence of such accidents,,

when at work, take a sheet of paper to rest the;

hand upon, and when there is occasion to use

body colour, have a piece of wood or paste-

1

board made for the same purpose, in such a|

way as not to touch the miniature, for in con-j

sequence of the gum which is in the colours,
|

the heat of the hand might cause the paper to,

adhere to the painting.

Sutton Church, Shropshire. — This is'

one of the most minute ecclesiastical buildings'

England can boast of, being only twelve paces'

long by ten broad. Its fixtures correspond
J

with its Lillipution size. There is an iron box'

let into the wall to keep the church documents
in. On the head of the pulpit is carved in

quaint old letters

—

"Richard Atkins, School Master, 1582,"

indicating that more than two centuries and a
half ago the building had been used as a
school. It is certainly a strange place for a
church, as there are but about three tenements
in the whole parish; yet service is regularly

performed here, so as to enable the worthy
rector to claim his title. His flock varies from
one to seven.

—

The Coracle Voyage.
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The Board of Trade have signified their inten-

tion to the London Art Union of withdrawing
the proposed regulations as to the selection of

prizes hy a committee.——The once-talked of

Caxton memorial seems to have died an unna-
tural death, it is now no longer heard of.

[The trustees of the National Gallery have come
to the determination of cleaning pXit the lower
rooms of that edifice in order to make room
for a portion of Mr. Vernon's pictures.

The suspension hridge at Perth lately tumhled
in. The Isle of Portland Government works
are stated to he in rapid progj-ess. An
atmospheric break, acting directly on the
wheels of railway carriages, has been invented
by Mr. S. C. Lister, of Bradford. —The first

stone of the University Hall, St. Pancras, was
laid on the 20th ult. An exhibition of

architectural designs for the Spitalfield's model
lodging houses, is now taking place at Willis's

Rooms, it will close in a few days.—-On the

1st inst., the house at the north, end of Castle-

street and Upper St. Martin 's-lane were demol-
ished, in order to widen that thoroughfai-e.

A new street is also about to be formed,
passing through the Seven - dials, Mon-
mouth-street, to the end of Tottenham-
court-road, and another from the south of
Upper St. Martin 's-lane, through the parish of
St. Paul, Covent-gardeh, into the Strand ; and
a third through Newport-market into Soho-
square and Oxford-street. " A Correspon-
dent," says Douglas Jerrold's Newspaper, " hias

called our attention to the fact that His Serene
Higness Prince Louis of Oettidgen Waller-
stein, who has got a quantity of pictures to

dispose of, is now exhibiting them, fcr sale, at

Kensington 'Palace; * His Royal Highness
Prince Albert,' says the Catalogue, 'having
induced the owner of the collection to send' it

England, in order .that it may be viewed by the
British public, and to give the covmtry an
opportunity of obtaining it.'

" We have had
lately placed in our hands the prospectus of a
newcompanybearing the title of the Suburban
Village Association.- Its objects are stated to

consist in the establishment and building of
villages suitable for the residence of clerks,

artisans, and persons of limited income, near
railway stations, within a short distance of the
metropolis, including in the tenancy, railway
conveyance to and from the metropolis daily

;

and in enabling the industrial classes to obtain
an advantageous investment for their savings.

The Chester Courdnt says of the late false

intelligence from Ireland :
" If no more pre-

caution is to be exercised in the management
of the electric telegraph, the most scientific

invention of modern days will come to be
regarded as a public nuisance; a»d the light-

ning intelligencer will be branded as 'the
great liar of the north.' " At the sale.of the
Pembroke coins which took place recently, a
penny of OfFa, King of Mercia, sold for ten
guineas, whilst a penny of Cynethryth, his
queen produced £31; a gold solidus ofVigmund,
Archbishop, of York, a. d. 851, weighing 67

grains, brought £59 ; a ryal or half-sovereign
of Henry VII., so rare that the present coin
is believed to be the second or third known,
sold for 100 guineas. The New York Sun
states that from April 2 to June 2 the daily
average of immigrants was 955.——The Gates-
head Observer remarks :

" The Glasgow Citizen,

probably because it had heard that the Chinese
junk. Keying, was to sail from the Thames for
the Mersey, says that it ' may be shortly ex-
pected in the Forth.' We have, for the same
reason, been looking for it in the Tyne." [We
can state confidently that Livei-pool is to be
the next destination of the junk.

—

Ed. D. A.]
-The manufacturers of the Government

postage stamps have denied that there is any-
thing poisonous in the gum applied to them, a
Mr. Harris, an innkeeper in the Blackfriars-

road, having, as it was stated, been seriously
injured in health by applying his tongue to a
number of stamps. The New York Tribune'
states that a locomotive saw-mill has been
attached to an engine on the Camden and
Amboy Railroad, to run between the several i

depots for the purpose of sawing wood for the'

locomotives. The town of Tralee was lighted
with'gas, on the 21st ult., for the first time, as

stated by a local journal, "since the crea-
tion."

Malleable Iron Castings.—The malleable
iron castings are made from the rich Cumberland
iron, and are at first as brittle as glass or hard-
ened steel; they are enclosed in iron boxes of
suitable size, and. surrounded with pounded|
ironstone, or some of the metallic oxides, as|

the scales from the iron forge, or with common'
lime, and various other absorbents of carbon,!

together or separate. The cases, which are!

sometimes as large as barrels, are luted, rolled

into the ovens or furnaces, and submitted to at

good heat for about five days, and are then'
allowed to cool very gradually within the fur-

naces. Th« time and other circumstances deter-i

mine the depth of the effect; thin pieces become,'
malleable entirely through, they are then!

readily bent, and may be slightly forged; cast-j

ii'on nails and tacks thus treated admit of being
clenched ; thicker pieces retain a central portion

I

of ci-st-iron, but in a softened state, and not
brittle, as at first ; on sawing them through, the

skin or coat of soft iron is perfectly distinct from
the remainder.

—

Holtzapffel. [The rationale of
the process is, that the cast-iron is deprived of
its carbon.]

I

Admission at the Royal Academy.—At
a Council held on the 18th inst. at the Royal'
Academy, the following gentlemen were
admitted probationers:—W. O. Williams, ¥•.

W. Moody. R. B. Mcartineau, E. W. Senior,
F. J. Scott, J. Stirling, W. Underhill, E. Hagg,
F. J. Wyburd, B. Smith, F. H. Hurst, E. G.
Papworth, C. Summers, J. Skiirry, J. Robin-
son, C. N. Williams, F. G. Skiddows. F. F.
Thorjne, E. E. Scott, H. S. Legg, E. M. Barry,
G. Payne, and W. F. Gomm.
The Sussex ArchjEological Society will

meet at Lewes on the 10th inst., when a large

attendance is expected. The Bishop of Chi-

chester will preside.
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OWEVER
great may be the estimation in which we hold

the influence of a constitutional authority

when exercised to prevent abuse, and insure

fair dealing betwixt man and his fellow, we

by no means uphold that Jack-in-office spirit

which but too often leads our government to

acts of interference where its interposition is

neither just nor necessary. An instance of this

mischevious meddling has lately been brought

prominently before the notice of the public

in the case of the Art-Union of London and

the Board of Trade. Not content with the

exercise of a mere nominal power over an

institution, of the mode of conduction of which

;no complaint has ever yet been made, " My
Lords" chose some time back to take upon

themselves the office of censors, and claimed

a right to change the character of the society,

and to have the following alterations made in

its constitution :—First, that all the works of

art should be selected by a committee ; secondlj',

the abandonment of the annual distribution

of engravings and to substitute others : and

thirdly, to reserve ten per cent, for a fund for

defraying the expenses of a public exhibition.

The council of the London Art-Union, how-

ever, declared these alterations to be im-

practicable, and, accordingly, for a long time,

the Board of Trade cogitated upon the subject

and have now, at last, come to the decision

that in consequence of its being their opinion

that one of the great advantages which they

anticipated from the previous selection of

the prizes by a committee which would have

the power of giving orders to artists, or of

purchasing their works before the opening of

the Exhibitions, was that the prizeholders

would have a better collection open to them to

chose from than is at present afforded by the

Exhibitions to which they are confined, it is

best that in cases where the right of selection

is vested in the prizeholder himself and not

in a committee, he shall be allowed to exercise

that right freely without b'eing restricted to

purchasing from any particular Exhibitions,

and that a year shall be given him in which to

make his choice, so as to enable him to give

a commission in case he does not meet with a

work to suit his taste. They do not, however,

propose that he should have right to select a

portrait or portrait-bust; but, with this ex-

ception, they would leave him free to purchase

an J'
work of a living artist, subject to such

regulations as may appear to be desirable, and

it is their intention to put themselves in com-

munication with the Council of the Art-Union

of London upon the subject of the regulations

that should be adopted.

Here the matter rests for the present, but we

cannot for the life of us make out why it was

originally disturbed. What in the name of;

common sense, has a Board of Trade to do

witli an Art-Union? We presume we shall|

next have a committee of privilege, or some-

thing of the kind, dictating to the Great

Western Railway the hours at which they

shall start their trains. A Board of Trade, if

there be any meaning in the words, must cer-

tainly be a tribunal instituted to watch over,

and supervise the fluctuations of trade and

the proceedings of traders. Now, surely, the

painting and selection of pictures, the distri-

bution of engravings to subscribers who have

paid for them, and the general routine of

business common to a society incorporated for

the purpose of promoting art and a taste for

art, by means of a picture lottery, and a

distribution of high-class engravings—surely,

we say, the proceedings of such an association

as this cannot be regarded as coming within

the category of commercial operations. That

the Art Union may have faults, we do not

deny. But it has many redeeming and excellent

qualities. It has become the purchaser of many
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high-class pictures; it has distributed them

amongst the middle and lower classes of the

people ; and it has, as an incidental advantage,

scattered over the walls of many a humble

parlour, engravings of a class which otherwise

would never have been hung there. It is

therefore with 'feelings of annoyance and re-

gret that we see a parcel of red-tapists attempt

to fetter, a useful and rising institution. It has,

however, repelled the brunt of the assault, and

we heartily hope that it may succeed in teach-

ing the Downing-street gentry not to meddle

with things which concern them little, and of

which the chance is that they know less.

Co arorresponljents, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BEA-
DILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENT OF THY
COMMUNICATION,

" A. B." (Leeds).—No. 3, as well as all the

early numbers out ofprint, is being reprinted.

" S. S."—Next week.

" L. M. S. P."—An article is in prepara-
tion.

Erratum.—In our list of the gentlemen ad-
mitted at the Royal Academy, in our last timn-
ber, p. 160, for the " 18th instant," read the
" \8th ultimo."

Communications, Boolcsfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, S(c., to be addressed to 'Hhe Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street. Strand, London.''—We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local infoi'mation
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, 8fc.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price \s. ^d. each ; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra,

*^* Any of our readers having complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us
by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 16 is now ready, price Id.

The British Archaeological Association
Congress commenced at Worcester on Mon-
day, the 34th, and will terminate on Saturday.
Tuesday was appropriated mainly to the
cathedral. On Wednesday (to-day) there will
be an excursion to Sudeley Castle and on
Thursday to Malvern, Pershore, and Ever-
sham.

iHorfar,

[Continued from page 156.]

Artificial -jjuzzolana is made by heating
of slacked lime one part, to three parts of
clay, and keeping of a red heat several hours
After "i^hich, cover the top of the kiln with sand
or earth, and, when cool, pack up close in casks
for use. A composition, consisting of lime-stone,

road-dust, sand, or similar substance, with pow-
der of burnt bones; these ingredients powdered
are to be heated in an oven, and when hot to

be mixed with one fourth part ' of tar, pitch

or rosin, and used to form a facing for houses.
Cement for mouldings, is made of powdered

whiting two pounds, glue one pound, with half
a pint of oil. This mixture is first thoroughly
incorporated in a metal vessel, by means of
heat, and well beat together on a stone with
whiting, till it has acquired the necessary con
sistence and toughness. It is kept under
moist cloths till used. Proper mould." are

used for casting ornaments of this composition,
which when dry are fixed on the surfaces to

be ornamented, by glue or white-lead.

A delicate cement is made for small work,
by heating a pint of milk to the boiling point
and adding vinegar till the curds separate

;

then straining off the whey, which is carefully

beaten up with the whites of four or five eggs,

gradually adding the whey ; when the whole
is well mixed, sifted quicklime is stirred in,

till the consistence is that of a thick paste. It

is used to supply deficiences in small works,
and to fasten pieces broken ofi", which it joins

firmly together. It resists the action of fire

and water. The prepared liquid may be kept,

if closely corked up, but the lime must only be
added when wanted.
Half a pound of bees'-wax, sliced, meltedwith

a quarter of a pound of rosin, powdered, and
an ounce of chalk and of brick dust, both in fine

powder, added, the whole boiled up together
and well mixed, forms a valuable cement for

filling up holes either in stone or marble, and
for veneering marble for inlaying, and mosaic
work. The cement must be used hot, and the

work it is applied to must be warmed.
The cold cement for the same purposes is

reckoned a secret among workmen; it is made
by grating with a bread grater, a pound of old

dry Cheeshire cheese, which must remain
for fourteen hours in a quart of milk, stir-

ring it frequently; a pound of unslacked

lime in powder must then be added, and the

whole well beat up,. Finally, add the_ whites

of twenty or thirty eggs beat up with any
colouring matter desired, and let the whole be
exceedingly well mixed and beat up
together.

Mr. Beavan's Mortar.—This mortar, or

building cement, is composed of marble, flint,

chalk, lime, and water ; and when dry is

capable of a high polish. The proportions are

one part of pulverized marble ; one part of

pulverized flint; and one part of chalk—mixed
together, and sifted through a very fine sieve :

to this is to be added one part of lime which
has been slacked three months, and sufficient
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water to make the whole into a thin paste; in this

state it is to be spread over a coarse ground,
as thin as possible, and made smooth on the

surface ; it may be polished, when dr}', by
Venetian talc. If buildings are to be covered
with this composition, a preparatory rough
ground should be first used, consisting of

river-sand and lime.

Derbyshire Spar Cement, is made with

about eight parts of resin and one of bees'-wax
melted together, with a small quantity of

plaster of Paris; if small dificiencies occur

in the article to which it is applied, a littie

more of the plaster of Paris may be added,
and, when the mixture is nearly cold, it must
be well kneaded together. When used, this

cement must be dissolved by heating the por-

tions of spar to be fastened together. A mixture
of melted sulphur and some of the spar,

powdered, is sometimes used for this purpose.

Steam Cement, is not only useful for different

parts of hydraulic and steam engines but for

broken stones, and the joint of square water-

troughs. Linseed oil boiled, litharge, and red
and white lead, constitute this cement, which
is mixed to a proper consistence, and applied

on each side of a piece of flannel, previously

shaped to the joint of iron or other substance,

and put between the pieces previous to their

being screwed or hammered together, or

"brought home,'' as the workmen term it: by
this means a close and durable joint is made.
Care must be taken not to leave the mixture
too thin with oil ; and as the white lead does

I

not dry so soon as the red, more of the latter

ought to be used. Workmen do not always
produce a good joint on the first attempt, but
i^epeatedly loosen and fasten the parts of the
work till they at last accomplish their purpose.
When the fittings will not admit the thick-

ness of flannel, linen, or even paper, or thin

pasteboard may be substituted.

This cement answers well for joining broken
stones of the largest kind ; and stone joints

never leak or want future repairs : if the stone
be thick, not more than an inch next to the water
need be filled with cement; the rest may be
done with common mortar. Two ounces of

sal ammoniac, one ounce of flowers of sulphur,

and sixteen ounces of cast iron filings or

borings; mix them in a mortar, and keep the

powder dry. When this cement is wanted,
take one part of the above, to twenty parts of

clean iron filings or borings, and mix inti-

mately, and beat to a powder in a mortar.
When mixed to a proper consistence with
water, apply with wooden or iron spatula.

This is the cement used in the filling up and
clasping the joinings of Southwark cast-iion

bridge. The chemical action of these materials,
on one another, causes the whole to unite in a
hard and homogeneous mass.
The roofs and floors of houses in Venice are

covered with a cement, the composition of
which is unknown in England; it resists the
action of the weather, and preserves itself

from injury for a long time. It is believed to

be compounded 'of plaster of Paris, sulphur,
resiii, pitch, and spirit of turpentine or wax
mixed hot.

Walls and floors are sometimes made of

mortar; as also the roofs of houses. For
plain country habitations, the floors may be
made of two-thirds of lime, and one of coal

ashes well sifted ; with a small quantity of

loam, or clay ; mix the whole together with
water, and temper well, and make into a heap

;

which after remaining a week or ten days, temper
over again, beatingit till it be of a proper tenacity

and consistence. The ground being made
level, lay the composition about two inches
and a half or three inches thick, making it

smooth with a trowel ; if this work be done in

warm weather, it will dry sooner, which will be
an advantage ; and if a superior floor be wanted
for better apartments, cover this first layer with
another made of the lime of ragstones, well
tempered with whites of eggs, and laid on
about half an inch thick, before the first floor

be too dry. When the whole is throughly dried,

and rubbed with a little oil, it will be as smooth
as polished marble.

The most interesting place connected with
the machinery of the Bank is the weighing-of
fice, which was established a few years ago. In
consepuence of a late proclamation concerning
the gold circulation, it became very desirable to

obtain the most minute accuracy, as coins of

doubtful weight were plentifully offered. Many
complaints were made that sovereigns which
had been issued from one oflace were refused at

another; and though these assertions were not
perhaps always founded on truth, yet it is in-

disputable that the evil accasionally occurred
Every effort was made by the directors to

remedy this, some millions of sovereigns being
weighed separately, and the light coins divided

from those which were full weight. Fortunately
the governor for the time being, before whom
the complaints principally came, had devoted
his thoughts to scientific pursuits, and he at once
turned his attention to discover the causes

which operated to prevent the attainment of a

just weight. In this he was successful ; and the

result of his inquiry was a machine remarkable
for an almost elegant simplicity. About eighty

or one hundred light and heavy sovereigns are

placed indiscriminately in a round tube ; as they
descend on the machinery beneath, those which
are light receive a slight touch, and this moves
them into their proper receptacle, while those

which are the legitimate weight pass into their

appointed place. The light coins are then de-

faced by the sovereign-cutting machine, observ-

able alike for its accuracy and rapidity. By
this 200 may defaced in one minute, and by the

weighing machinery 35,000 may be weighed in

one day.

—

Francis's Hist, of Banlc of England.

Electro Telegraphic,—The charge for

the transmission of messages has been reduced :—" Between the hours of half-past five o'clock

p.m. and seven p.m. a uniform maximum rate

of 5s., will be charged for messages under
twenty words ; 2s. Gd. extra will be charged for

every additional words or fractions of twenty
words. Orders for carriages, horses, beds and
other messages for the accomodation of travel-

lers, 2s. Qd. each."
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[Continued from page 154.]

Engine-Turning, a method of producing
ornamental surfaces on various articles, by a
combination of different curved and straight
lines of a geometrical construction, which are
produced on the articles by means of a species
of lathe called a "rose engine." This engine
was first used by the Swiss in ornamenting the
dials and cases of their watches, and has also
been extensively used for that "purpose in
Clerkenwell, in London, where it has been
carrisd to a very great extent, both in the
watch and in the snuff-box manufacliu-e, and
has been for many years past used in the
printing trade as a mode of preventing the for-

gery of bank-notes, bonds, and other valuable
documents. Engine-turning was first intro-

duced for the purpose of producing govern-
ment stamps, in conjunction with the method
of printing in one or more colours by one
plate, by the late Sir William Congreve, and
has been carried to a great state of perfection
by Mr. Charles Whiiing, printer, Beaufort
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House, Strand. The accompanying specimens
represent some of the various lines or curves
used in this species of engine-turning. These
specimens are produced by the combination of
various motions which are given to the plate
on the lathe, or rose engine, whilst the cutting-
tool is held by a slide-rest or mechanical stand
capable of various adjustments, which together
or separately produce the effect desired. The
portions cut out of the plate or block are those
which are represented by the white parts of
the p^atterns, and the face of the plate which is

left receives the printing ink, and is therefore
a black ground. This is called letter-press or
surface printing, in contradistinction to copper-

plate printing, where the lines which are cut
by the engine receive the ink and print black,
while the surface is wiped clean and is there-
fore left in a white state on the paper. But
both white as well as black lines may be pro-
duced so as to print at one impression, whether
it is for the letter-press or copper-plate, as may
be seen by referring to the accompanying pat-

terns, where some of the lines are white on a
black ground, while the other lines are black
upon a white ground; both of these effects

being produced by surface printing, pr letter-

press, and at one impression.

[To be continued.]

Round Tower in the Isle of Man.—It

is near Peel Castle. " In the midst of green-
sward, which now has overspread nearly the
whole of the ai-ea within the walls, and forms
a short, sweet pasturage, is a pyramidal
mound of turf, of a rectangular form, facing
the four cardinal points, and measuring about
seventy yards along each side. The angles
have well nigh disappeared, and it presents
but the rude outlines of its ancient proportion.
It seems to have been an old Danish fort,

thrown up, probably, about the beginning of
the eleventh century. Close to this mound,
perched on the highest point of the island,

rises the Round Tower, with its antique
masonry almost wholly of the old red sandstone,
regularly laid in courses of long and thin

stones, with the wide jointing filled in with
coarse shell-mortar of extreme hardness. It

is in every respect similar to those of Ireland,

so admirably described by Mr. Petrie; and its

position, a little to the north of the ruined
church, seems to tally remarkably with the
viev/ which he has taken of the double purport
of these buildings, as belfries, and as deeps
or places of strength for the protection of
sacred utensils, books, relics, and other valu-
ables, and into which, in cases of sudden
attack, the ecclesiastics, to whom they be
longed, might retire for security. There is a
little door facing the east at the lower part of
the tower, 6 feet 9 inches above the ground, to

which access seems to have been gained by a
ladder : four small square-headed apertures

near the top face the cardinal points, and one
other is seen lower down On the north-west or

seaward side."*—From " The Isle of Man and
its History," by the Rev. J. G. Cumming,
J. Van Voorst.

The inauguration of the fine fountain on
fhe Place Sulpice, at Paris, took"place lately.

The monument represents Bossuet, F6nelon,
Flechier, and Massillon, the size of life, and
in their episcopal robes seated in meditation.

The water is poured from four urns into the
first basin,—from which it overflows into a
second and third. Four lions hold shields

bearing the arms of the city of Paris.. The
work is by M. Visconti.

ft. in.

* Circumference of the tower near the base 44
Internal diameter at the door 5

Height of the tower, about 50



METHOD OF STRIKING A SEMI-ELIPTICAL ARCH WITHOUT EMPLOYING THE COMPASS.

The above diagram represents tlie plan'

adopted by Rennie in drawing the arches of

the New London Bridge. It is first necessary

to draw the springing line, a h, and then to

determine the height of the arch, at the same
time setting off the same distance below from

jwhich to carry the radius lines at the point b.

Ascertain the required width, and divide it

into 18 equal parts (or more, if necessary,—as

the greater the number, the more certainty

exists of acquiring accuracy) ; then from the

point e carry the radius lines through each of

the divisions to the boundary line c d, and
divide the end into nine equal parts from the

centre point, marked 1. Carry the lines to the

side marked 1, and so on to 9;—the inter-

sections of these line.s produce the required

arc.

WoLLATON Hall.—Wollaton is about three
miles from Nottingham,—and was built by
John Thorpe the architect of Holland House,
for one of the Willoughby family in the reign

of Queen Elizabeth. It is altogether of stone.

The elevation of the exterior is fine ; and though
the ornamentation (as people now affect to

call it) is a good deal in the crinkum-crankum
style, I always find my heart warm when I

see it, for the treatment is certainly pic-

turesque, and all the beauties which Sir Joshua
pointed out in Vanbrugh's buildings may
certainly be found in every part of it. Some
disfigurement has taken place in the facade

by the removal of a pair of noble steps,

otherwise the exterior is much as Thorpe built

it. I wish I could say the same for the in-

terior, which is greatly disappointing—the

furniture and pannelling scarcely a century
old, and the pictures of the worst Wardour-
street description.

—

Correspondeiit of the
" AthencBum." * -av -
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Instructions in Drawing, for the use of Elemen-

tary Schools. By Butler Williams.

C.E.,F.G.S., &c. London : Parker, West

Strand.

The Author of this volume, in his "in-

structions," proceeds upon the hypothesis

that the reader is unacquainted with the modus

operandi of the simplest rules of drawing, and

by this means he has been enabled to produce

a work of the most valuable description

—

being, in fact, a guide through every successive

stage towards perfection entered upon by the

learner. The utmost minuteness and clearness

of detail form the characteristics of this work,

while the arrangement of its subjects equally

conduces towards the end of the author, namely

that of imparting information in such a manner

that the student may be led on pleasantly over

a road, which it has hitherto been found a

labour of difficulty to traverse.

The first chapter, which extends over twelve

octavo pages, is wholly occupied with " Direc-

tions and general arrangments for the con_

ducting of the Drawing Classes"—from which

we make the following extract, describing the

mode of using drawing materials :

—

" When drawing, the bodj^ is straight, lean-
ing slightly forward, butut a sufficient distance
from the desk to admit of free movements of
the right arm in any dii'ection : the left hand,
when paper is used, rests on the left side of the
paper to Keep it steady : both shoulders are of
the same height.

" The chalk-holder is held between the two
first fingers and thumb, not too stiffly, yet so as
not to move between the fingers. The point of
the chalk-holder may be from 1 to IJ inch from
the end of the thumb.

_

" The two first fingers and thumb are each a
little bent ; the other fingers are turned slightly
inwards, but not so tight as to cause the least
constraint. The hand is supported on the fourth
finger, so as to press very lightly with the chalk
on the slate or paper.

" In drawing lines horizontal, or nearly so,

the fingers are stretched out nearly straight :

the chalk-hoder is held slanting back, and the
horizontal motion is performed chiefly by the
wrist, the fingers assisting slightly. In draw-
ing lines vertical, or nearly so, the fingers are
straightened to extend the chalk-holder up-
wards, and bent to bring it downwards ; the line
is in this case formed by the fingers and thumb
only. Oblique lines and curves of every
description are drawn by the assistance of the
fingers and the wrist together, the fingers being

more or less bent according as the direction of
the _line to be drawn is more or less nearly
vertical.

" In general, the most convenient position
for the hand in drawing any line is at right
angles, or nearly so, to the direction of the line
to be drawn.
" In drawing long lines on the slate, the arm,

hand, and Wrist, may, when sufficient skill

has been attained, be moved at the same time
for short lines, the movement is confined to
the hand and fingei's. Lines drawn on paper
are drawn in short lengths by the movement
of the hand and fingers only."

The " Principles of Perspective" contained

in this work ' will be found of the utmost

service to the learner. We, however, pass

over these, and as affording a capital specimen

of the author's style, extract a few passages

relating to shaded drawings :

—

" OF DRAWING THE OUTLINE.

"The outline is to be drawn in the first in-

stance lightly with prepared charcoal, of which
all trace can, when required, be removed by
rubbing the paper with chamois leather or any
soft substance. Trusting to this power of effac-

ing the charcoal outline, some learners are
inclined to draw it too hastily, not bestowing
sufficient care in producing neat and precise
lines : the teacher should guard against the
habit, and request the pupils always to have the
charcoal properly pointed.

" When a correct outline has been drawn
with this material, and examined by the teacher,

it is to ba partly effaced, so as to leave faint

marks just distinct enough to guide the eye and
hand in re-drawing the same outline with
precision in crayon. This forms the next step :

the crayon used is No. 1. It is to be firmly
grasped in the holder and cut to a fine point.
Crayons are cut or pointed in a manner different

from that followed for lead pencils, the crayon
being held with its point resting on the first

finger of the left hand, and cut backwards from
the point towards the hand.

" EiTors made in the crayon outline are
effaced with the crumb of stale bread pressed
between the fingers into a convenient shapeJ
If the paper should, by the too frequent use of^

the bread, become greasy, so that the crayon
cannot be made to mark, the greasiness may
be removed by using Indian rubber, care being
taken not to let the Indian' rubber touch any
part of the crayon intended to be retained.

Warming the paper at the fire will also remove
this defect to some extent. The use of bread,
however, always unfits in a greater or less

degree the surface ofthe paper for the reception
of shade ; the pupil must not therefore acquire a
habit of trusting to this as a means of correcting
errors ; and the use of the prepared charcoal in

first tracing the outline, should make it rarely
necessary to have recourse to" subsequent cor-

rections when it is drawn in with the crayon.

" HATCHINGS.
" The broad and general effect of the draw-

ing is to be produced solely by means of
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the proper stumps ; such an effect in fact

as would give to the drawing the appearance

of being finished, if viewed from a distance of

about two or three feet. However, in order to

give greater decision, brilliancy, and character

;

as also to produce a higher finish in the drawing,

whereby it may be rendered more pleasing for

close inspection ; but especially for the most
important end of training the hand to precision,

hatchings are to be next applied. Hatclung is

a term employed to signify parallel, straight or

curved lines, used for producing shades either

in drawings or engravings. If skilfully dis-

posed they are pleasing to the eye as mere
shades ; but their great use is the power they

afford of making everything appear, without

the aid of colour, of its individual nature and
quality. Any one, in examining a well exe-

cuted line engraving, will find that the effect of

different substances is represented, and that he
is enabled to distinguish flesh, wood, stone,

water, metals, stuffs, or any other material, by
the particular expression produced by variously

disposed plain or cross hatchings. This power
is not required, however, for the elementary
course of drawing set forth in this Work, the

models which are to be copied being all made
of wood, covered with a coat of white paint,

presenting therefore a uniform and regular

texture. Nevertheless, if hatchings be applied

as we recommend, each drawing, independently
of its presenting greater precision, brilliancy,

and finish, will thereby have served as a special

means of exercising the hand by the delineation

of a great number of regular, straight or curved
lines. The pupils will thus, with every new
model, be induced almost unconsciously, but
certainly with interest, to repeat time after

time an exercise of great importance, because it

is only by an infinite number of trials that the

skill can be acquired, which combines freedom
and steadiness in the drawing of straight or

curved lines.

' STRENGTH AND GENERAL DIRECTION OF

HATCHINGS.

" With hatching no universal rule can be
given as to the proper direction and amount of

strength of the lines. Generally, it will be
preferable to draw them in directions parallel

either to the sides of the surface shaded, or

coinciding with the directon ofjthe plane in

which that surface is situated. The hatchings,
for example, would be made vertical on the
representation of vertical fsurfaces ; horizontal

on the representation of horizontal surfaces
;

and inclined on the representation of inclined
surfaces. When a curved surface is to be
represented, the hatchings should be curvili-

near, partaking of the general curve of the
form to be delineated. In such cases two or

more sets of hatchings may be made to cross

each other with a pleasing effect. When
hatchings are thus crossed, they should not
meet at right angles, but always more or less

oblique, so that the intersections of two sets of
hatchings would produce diamond or lozenge-
shaped openings. The pupils should be cau-
tioned against making the hatchings too dark.
Their strength should be proportioned to the

depth of shade beneath, and they should be so

drawn as to be undistinguishable when the

drawing is viewed from a distance of about two
or three feet. The crayons should be cut to a

very fine point for the purpose; crayon. No. 1,

being used for all light shades, and crayon, N. 2,

for the dark shades only.

"drawings to be generally SHADED FROM

TOP TO BOTTOM.

" When it can conveniently be done, it is de-

sirable to shade the drawing from top to bottom,

in order to avoid rubbing or defacing any of the

work previously done ; but this cannot always

be adhered to, as it is difiicult to judge of the

effect of isolated p'arts of surfaces until the mass
of shade belonging to an entire surface is laid

on. Another reason, which also causes a de-

parture from the process of shading regularly

from top to bottom, is, that the darkest shade

should in general be produced first, the others

being laid on in succession according to the

diminution of their intensity. By this means
abetter gradation can be preserved by learners,

and too heavy shades are avoided. If, on the

contrary, the drawing is commenced with the

lightest shade, it is more difficult to make it of

such a tone, that by a gradual increase in the

depth the last or deepest shadow shall not be

much too dark."

Here we conclude, earnestly recommending

Mr. Williams's work, as an efficient and

trustworthy mentor.

French Railways.—I have no hesitation in

declaring that their second-class carriages are

as comfortable as our first. We found ourselves

seated on cushions covered with soft leather

and stuffed either with wool or horse-hair. No
easy chair could be more delectable ; there

was padding behind us, above the shoulder,

and in the panel at the window. They are

six feet across from back to front, and five feet

eight inches high, holding, without incon-

venience, five persons on each side ; let a man's

legs be ever so long, he can stretch them out

before him in these carriages, the fare by which

to Amiens (thirty miles distant) is 2s lid each.

Our portmanteau, weighing eighty-four pounds,

and two hat cases, were charged at twopence.

In three stations out of four,
_
generally

speaking, we found women officiating as the

ticket dispensers. They are placed at a glass

window in the partition of the \yaitin (salle

a I'attente) well secured with wirework, in

which a small hole is reserved for the female

clerk's fingers, to deliver the traveller his

ticket and such as he may be receiving for his

piece of rcvonty.—The "Parson, Fen, and Pen-

cil."

The American Southern Telegraph Com
pany, whose line extends from New York
through Philadelphia and Baltimore, to Wash-
ington, a distance of about 250 miles, have de-

clared their first annual dividend ol six per

cent.
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dlrnamel.

[Concluded from page 152.]

Blue.—Blue is obtained from the oxyde of

cobalt. It is the most fixed of all colours,

and becomes equally beautiful with a weak as

with a strong heat. The blue produced by
cobalt is more beautiful the purer it is, and
the more it is oxydated. Arsenic does not
hurt it. The saline fluxes which contain
nitre are those best to suited to it

;
you add a

little also when you employ that flux which
contains a little calcined borax, or glass of

borax, though you maj'^ employ it also with that

flux alone. But the flux which, according to

my experiments, gives to cobalt-blue the
greatest splendour and beauty is that composed
of white glass (which contains no metallic

calx), of borax, nitre, and diaphoretic antimony
well washed. When this glass is made for the

purpose ofbeing employed as a flux for blue, you
may add less of the white oxyde of antimony

:

a sixth of the whole will be sufiicient.

Violet.—Black calx of manganese, employed
with white fluxes, gives a very beautiful

violet. By varying the fluxes the shade of
the colour may also be varied. It is very
fixed as long as it retains its oxygen. The
oxyde of manganese may produce different

colours ; but for that purpose it will be neces-
sary that we should be able to fix its oxygen
in it in different proportions. How to effect

this has, perhaps, never yet been discovered.
These are all the colours obtained from metals.
From this it is evident that something still re-
mains to be discovered. We do not know
what miight be pi'oduced by the oxydes of
platina wire, tungsten, molybdena, and nickle :

all these oxydes are still to be tried ; each of
them must produce a colour, and perhaps red,
which is obtained neither directly nor with
facility from any of the metallic substances
foi-merly known and hitherto employed.
Having laid before the English artists the

result of M, Clouet's Researches, as they were
presented to the French National Institute, of
which he was an associate, I shall add a few
general observations taken from those of our
own countrymen, who have made the subject
of enamelling their study and employment.
The most beautiful and expensive colour known
in this branch of the art is an exquisitely fine,
rich, and purplish tinge, given by the salts and
oxydes of gold, especially the purple precipi-
tate formed by tin in one form or other, and
the nitro-muriate of gold, and also by fulmi-
nating gold. This fine colour, however, re-
quires much skill in the artist to be fully
brought out. Other and commoner reds are
given by the oxydes of iron, but this requires
the mixture of alumine, or some other sub-
stance refractory in the fire ; otherwise what
would, under proper circumstances, be a full
red will degenerate into a black.

^
Yellow is either given by the oxyde of

silver alone, or by the oxydes of lead and
antimony, with similar mixtures to those re-
quired with iron. The silver is as tender a
colour as gold, and as readily injured or lost

in a high heat. Green is given by the oxyde
of copper, or it may also be produced by a mix-
ture of yellow colours. Blue is given by cobalt,

and this seems the most certain of all enamel
colours, and as easy to be managed. Black is!

produced by a mixture of cobalt and manganese. I

" The reader," says Mr. Aikin, in his Chymical
Dictionary, "may conceive how much thej

difficulties of this nice art are increased, when!
tlie object is not merely to lay a uniform'
coloured glazing on a metallic surface, but
also to paint that surface with figures and
other designs that require extreme delicacy of
outline, accuracy of shading, and selection of
colouring. The enamel painter has to work:
not Avith actual colours, but with mixtures
which he knows, from experience, will produce;
certain colours after the operation of the fire,

and to the common skill of the painter in the '

arrangement of his pallet and the choice of

his colours; the enameller has to add an in-

finite quantity of practical knowledge of the

chymical operation of one metallic oxyde on
another, the fusibility of his materials, and
the utmost degree of heat at which they will

attain not only the accuracy of the figures

which he has given, but the precise shade of

colour which he intends to lay on. Painting
in enamel requires a succession of firings;'

first of the ground which is to receive the

design, and which itself requires two firings,'

and then of the different parts of the design:

itself. The ground is laid on in the same^
general way as the common watch face,

enamelling already described. The colours'

are the different metallic oxydes melted with

some or other vitrescent mixture, and ground
to extreme fineness. These are worked up
with an essential oil, that of spike is prefferred,i

and next to it the oil of lavender, to the pro-'

per consistence of oil colours, and are laid on
with a very fine hair brush. The essential

oil should be very pure, and by the use of this,

rather than any fixed oil, is probably that the'

whole may evaporate completely in a moderate'
heat, and leave no carbonaceous matter in con-}

tact with the colour when red hot, which might|
affect its degree of oxydation, and thence thej

shade of colour which it is intended to pro-,

duce. As the colour of some of the vitrified

|

metallic oxydes, such as that of gold, will!

stand only at a moderate heat, while others'

will bear and even require a higher temperature'

to be properly' fixed, it forms a greater part;

of the technical skill of the artist to applyj

different colours in their proper order; fixing;

first those shades which are produced by the!

colours that will endure the highest degree of
heat. The outline of the design is first;

traced on the enamel ground, and burnt in;|

after which the parts are filled up gradually}

with repeated burnings to the last and finest!

touches of the tenderest enamel."
Those who paint on enamel, on earthenware,!

porcelain, &c., must regulate the fusibility ofj

the colours by the most tender ot those em-
ployed, as, for example, the purple. When the

degree which is best suited to purple has been
found, the other less fusible colours may be so

regulated (by additions of flux), when it is

necessary to fuse all the colours at the same
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time, and at the same degree of beat. You
may paint also in enamel without flux ; but

all the colours do not equally stand the heat

which must be employed. If the enamel,
however, on which you paint be very fusible,

they may all penetrate it. This manner of

painting gives no thickness of colour ; on the

contrary, the colours sink into the enamel at

the places where the tints are strongest. To
make them penetrate and give them lustre, a

pretty strong fire will be necessary so soften

the enamel and bring it to a state of fusion.

This method cannot be practised but on
enamel composed with sand, which is called

an enamel sand, as already mentioned. It

may be readilj'' seen, also, that the colours

and enamel capable of enduring the greatest

heat will be the most solid, and the least liable

to be changed by the air.

The following method of filling up engraving
on silver with a durable black enamel is prac-

tised in Persia and India.

They take half an ounce of silver, two
ounces and a half of copper, three ounces and
a half of lead, twelve ounces of sulphur, two
ounces and a half of sal ammoniac. The
metals are melted together and poured into a

crucible, which has been before filled with
pulverised sulphur, made into a paste bj'

means of water ; the crucible is then imme-
diately covered that the sulphur may not take

fire, and this regulus is calcined over a smelt-

ing fire until the superfluous sulphur be burned
away. This regulus_is then coarsely pounded,
and with a solution of sal-ammoniac, formed
into a paste, which is rubbed into the engraving
on silver plate. The silver is then wiped
clean, and suffered to become so hot under the

muffle, that the substance rubbed into the

strokes of the engraving melts and adheres to

the metal. The silver is afterwards wetted
with the solution of sal-ammoniac, and again
placed under the muffle till it becomes red
hot. The engraved surface may then be
smoothed and polised without any danger of
the black substance, which is an artificial kind
of silver ore, either dropping out or decaying.
In this manner is all the silver plate brought
from Russia ornamented with black engraved
figures.

The foregoing detailed account of the

mechanical process of enamelling is extracted
and condensed from several of the best practi-

cal works, particularly from the long and elabo-
rate article thereon, in Martin's " Circle of the
Mechanical Arts," 4to. London, 1815.

Anecdote of Apelles.—When Megabizus,
a Persian general, one day was conducted to
the studio of Apelles, he began talking about
light and shade, and other things peculiar to
the painter's art. Apelles bore with him for
some time, but at last took him up and said to
him, " Sir, my pupils there, who are grinding
colours, gazed at you when you entered,
admiring your splendid dress and the gold that
glitters on it, so long as you held your tongue

;

but now I cannot answer that they will not
smileat you, nay even laugh, to" hear you dis-

coursing on a subject so much out of your
sphere.

"

It is stated that amidst all the impediments
of the Revolution, the restoration of the
Cathedral of Notre Dame has been caiTied on
with great activity, and the masonry is suf-
ficiently advanced to admit of the commence-
ment of the decorations. The Minister has re-
cently given orders to sculptors and decorators
to the amount of 107,753f. He has likewise
appropriated 53,150f. to the statuary of the
porch : ordei'ing the restoration of a bas-
relief, and statues of Christ and his twelve
Apostles to be executed by young artists who
have been distinguished by their productions
at the schools or at the Exhibition. The
Literary Gazette states that the Danish artists
in Rome have agreed to produce each a work
of art for the benefit of the widows and
children of Danish soldiers who have fallen
in battle. The well-known sculptor, Terichan,
has communicated this ; and there is some
idea of having an exhibition of these works in
London, and a sort of Art-Union plan for dis-
posing of them. A collection of theatrical
portraits, originally foi'ming part of the
gallery of the late Mr. T. Harris, for many
years lessee of Covent Garden Theatre, and a
quantity of theatrical property of the late
inimitable pantomimist, Joe Grimaldi, were
recently sold by auction at Mi-. Robins's rooms,
Covent Garden. The novelty of the sale
attracted many persons.——A gas meter of
immense size has just been cast and completed
at the iron-works of Messrs. Glover in Charles-
street, Drury-Lane—which is about to be
erected in Covent Garden Theatre for the
measurement of the gas supplied to that
establishment by the Chartered Gas Company
It is what is called a dry gas meter,—no
water being employed, as in the common
meters ; and is the invention of Mr, Defries,
of the Hampstead-road, by whom it has been
patented. This species of meter is exceedingly
accurate in its measurement, and is likely to

become universal. The specimen now to be
seen at Messrs. Glover's contains two chambers
the upper one holds the machinery—the
lower is divided into six compartments by
three moveable diaphragms and three fixed par-

titions. The gas enters at the inlet pipe,

whence it passes to the bottom of the meter
and fills each compartment in succession. A
continuous supply is kept up by the action on
the moveable diaphragms, which act upon the
indicating machineiy by means of a very
simple and ingenious contrivance, that registers

the consumption of gas with unerring accuracy
on a plate of six dials, and indexes from units

to millions. The meter is capable of measur-
ing 6,000 cubic feet of gas per hour, and isto

measure the supply of 1,500 burners. It weighs
two tons ; is 16 feet in circumferenc and 8 in

height. The shape is a sexagon, with Gothic
devices and ornaments. Swindlers are said

to be travelling about with small pai"cels of

genuine Greek and Roman coins, mostly of the

common types, among which they introduce
a few forged specimens of the rarest and most
valuable kinds. The entire lots are offered for
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sale to collectors, who are deceived in conse-

quence of the genuineness of the common
coins, and pay high prices for medals which
they might have obtained for a trifle. The
sale of the effects of the Duke of Buckingham,
at Stowe, commenced on Tuesday,' the 15th

instant, and wiil extend over a period of thirty-

seven days. The public view commenced on
the 3rd -instant. The catalogue (price 15s.)

admits a party of four. Without it there is

no admission. " We lately" says the

Arbroath Guide, " visited the scene of the huge
works at Craig Pool, on the river Southesk,

about a mile and a-half from Brechen, under
the able superintendence of Mr. John Beck,
contractor. The object aimed at is the re-

moval from the river, at the foot of Craig
Pool, of an island of about three hundred feet

in length, hundred feet wide, and about three

feet deep. The entire mass is, we understand,

|81,000 cubic feet. It appears that this island

kvas formed some years since by the directions

jof Lady Caernegie, of Kinnaird—she having
[fancied that it would add greatly to the pic-

ituresque effect of the beautiful scenery at

[the Craig Pool, at which spot the water is

;

twenty-five feet deep. Some years since the

I

East Mill Company, who have engaged Mr.
!
Beck to undertake this job, made a new lade,

jat a cost of several thousand pounds. This
liade joins the river at about 150 yards above

I

the top of the Craig Pool, and the heavy floods

jfrom the mountains, year after year, increased
the size of the island to an enormous extent,

jby washing loose gravel down the river and
lodging against it, thereby causingthe water
at the tail of the lade to be kept almost dead, and
thus decreasing the fall to a great extent. The
East Mill Company endeavoured to -prevail on
iLady Caernegie to allow the island to be re-

Imoved ; but it would appear that to this pi'oposal

her ladyship was unwilling to agree. Oh her

I

decease, leave was obtained. Mr. Beck had difii-

iculties of an extraordinary character to contend
[against, caused by the late heavy rains. By
great and increased exertions, and making the
;men labour day and night, he has been enabled
to accomplish the work, which was commenced
on the 8th of June, and was finished a few
days ago. The scenery at the pool is truly
splendid." Telegraphic wires have lately

been applied to a novel purpose. The New
Orleans Delia gives an account of a victim of
a gambling-house in that city, who, getting
into a rage at his bad luck, knocked over the
table, and discovered divers wires, by means
of which intelligence was conveyed by a con-
federate to the player, in order to enable him
to plunder his victim more effectually.

Several beautiful caverns, says the Liverpool
Albion, one of which is described as resembling
" a gotliic temple whose roof and walls seem a
conglomeration of stalactites and petrefactions
in all shapes, forms and figures, and there spark-
ling like diamonds or glittering like rubies,"
have been discovered at Kepshead, Ulverstone
Sand.' The Boston Chronotype states that a
daguerreotype artist, named Jacquay, has pur-
chased a flat boat at Pittsburgh, and fitted up a
daguerreotype gallery on board. He intends
to float with the current. It is stated that

the persevering exertions of the Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland for the preservation
of the Collegiate Church of the Holy Trinity,
at Edinburgh, founded by Queen Mary of
Gueldres, are likely now to be crowned with
success. The church had been already sold to

the North British Railway Company,and designs
furnished for a new one, wh«n the magistrates,
the patrons of the church, were persuaded to
alter their plans. The materials have been
bought back from the railwaj company; and
it is resolved to rebuild the ancient edifice on
a commanding site on the Calton Hill. This
task has been committed to Mr. Bryce ; and,
under his care, every stone of the venerable
edifice has been marked and numbered so as to

admit of its removal and restoration to its

original position in the transplanted church.

Meanwhile, the old church has a very singular
and somewhat grotesque look, being numbered
all over like a phrenological cranium ! Ifj

this remoyal be successfully effected, it will

surpass the famed feats of the American house-

lifters. The 21st instant is appointed as the
day delegates from the various Mechanics Insti-

tutes throughout the country, are to meet at the
Arboretum at Derby, in order to come to some
arrangement with regard to an Amalgamation
of interest of the respective Institutions.

Oil for Chronometers.—The best olive oil

in its recent state, possesses that peculiar fla-

vour which adapts it for the table, and which
appears to arise principally from the quantity
of mucilage and water which subsides, and
which renders such oil not only cheaper but
better qualified for yielding a greater pro-

portion of pure oil than that which is recently

expressed from the fruit. Two or three gallons

skimmed from the surface of a large jar, that

•has rested for twelve months or upwards,
is preferable to any succeeding portion from
the same jar, and may be considered the

cream of the oil. Having procured good oil in

the first instance, put about one gallon into a

cast-iron vessel capable of holding twice the

quantity; place it over a slow clear fire,

keeping a thermometer suspended in it, and
when the temperature rises to 92 degs., check
the heat, never allowing it to exceed 230 degs.,

nor descend below 212 degs. for one hour, by
which time the whole of the water and acetic

acid will be evaporated. The oil is then

exposed to a temperature of 30 degs. to 36

degs. for two or three days (consequently

winter is preferable for the preparation, as

avoiding the trouble and expense of producing
artificial cold). By the operation, a consider-

able portion is congealed, and while in this

state, pour the whole on a muslin filter, and
allow the fluid portion to run through; the

solid, when redissolved, may be used for com-
mon purposes. Lastly, the fluid portion must
be filtered once or more through newly-pre-
pared animal charcoal, grossly powdered, or

rather broken, and placed on biblious paper in

a wire frame, within a funnel, by which means
rancidity (if any be present) is entirely_ re-

movedi and the oil is rendered perfectly bright

and colourless. J. F-
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infiuencp of Intellectual ^rostess.

HE
experiment of popular education may, ev6n

now, in this early stage of its development,

be said to have eftected a grand object. But

very few years have elapsed since men shook

their heads with an incredulous smile whenever

the idea of improving the working classes was

propounded to them; and one invariable

argument formed their fortified stronghold

against entreaty, faithful representations of

facts, and even conviction's self. This argu-

ment ran somewhat as follows :
—" By educating

the working classes we shall only sow the seeds

of discontent. When labourers begin to read

Aristotle they will grow tired of the plough

and think about equality. This will lead them

to open rebellion against lawful and necessary

authority, and it is ten chances to one that we

ultimately degenerate into a savage state of

existence, because every man will then arrogate

to himself the privileges of a lord—thus realis-

ing the fable of the Hands and Feet quar-

relling with the Belly."

How far such dicta as this can hold good

when applied to the ordeal of dispassionate

reason and practical proof, every reflective

man who has watched the tide of public affairs

for the last dozen years must be best capable

of judging for himself. By the exercise of a

moderate degree of acumen, he will have been

enabled to perceive that the red-hot democratic

principles, which under the name of radicalism

prevailed among the poorer classes of the

community some five-and-twenty years since,

have gradually diminished in intensity, and
that in their place, have arisen new and more
feasible, not to say more noble, feelings, with

regard to political and social reform. The
rough and ungenerous spirit which actuated

hatred to persons, has markedly subsided-into

calm contemplation of proposed remedies for

public and private grievances; in fact,

education has appeared as a permanent light

to guide men from the dangerous tracts into

which the treacherous ignus fatus, ignorance,

had heretofore succeeded in leading them.

"By education," says Lord Brougham,
" men become easy to lead, but difficult to

drive ; tractable to govern, but impossible to

enslave," The moment enlightenment enters

a man's heart, superstition, bigotry, and cruelty

leave it at once and for ever—the quartette can

never reside in the same habitation, but require

different atmospheres : education pants for

moral goodness—the others, darkness, dirt,

and crime.

To educate a servant is to add to his physical

resources a directing power, capable of increas-

ing their utility—to create, in fact, a new being,

who knows how to economise his labour, and

who is always ready to receive suggestions

that may lead to important results, in the

extension of that peculiar branch of manu-

facture in which he is engaged, or in the value

of its products.

The many inventions, of the utmost im-

portance, that have been made by working men,

who, luckily for societj'-, have succeeded, by

their own exertions, in casting off the trammels

of ignorance, fully corroborate this statement,

and it is with feelings of no common gratifica-

tion that we daily see rising around us a new

generation, whose enlightenment and youthful

ingenuity promise well to extend the interests

of their country in time to come, when we.
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and those who still fear degeneracy as the

effect of increased civilisation—who anticipate

democracy from knowledge and laziness from

information—shall be no more.

C^e Steam Q^nqm anti (Kibiligation.

Abuse it as we will, as the desecrator of the

sanctuary of antiquity, and as the rude

destroyer of Nature's most lovely productions,

the genius of Steam can still afford to laugh

at our philosophy and set our reasoning at

nought. He can point with his finger over the

surface of the earth, and prove that he is

truly the herald of civilisation. Wherever

Steam has been there prosperity has followed,

trade increased, and education advanced.

Through his instrumentality, within the last

quarter century/ liow many trades have there

not sprung into existence ofwhose purpose even

our plodding forefathers knew nothing ! A
century ago and the Ipam 'employed one man
—the spinning jenny lias increased, indirectly,

the number twentyfold; half a century ago

men rode in stage coaches, plying betwixt the

principal towns, and capable of conveying

some twenty passengers each journey, and

giving employment to a driver, guard, and,

mayhap, some dozen or two other individuals .

—how stands the case now ? A well appointed

long line of railway requires, at least, some two

Or three hundred individuals, from the humble
stoker to the clerk in the booking-office ; and
this, taking one line with another, is a mode-
rate average.

How could education have advanced without

Steam? How could the countless thousands

of periodicals that annually issue from the

press, and are diffused among the poorer

classes of the community, diffusing the prin-

ciples of morality, wisdom, and philosophy,

among our artisans, be disseminated, scarcely

before the ink of the manuscript in which

they were originally written is dry in the

printer's hands, v?ithout the aid of leviathan

machinery, impelled by a still more leviathan

power.

Few who gaze on the limpid substance,

water, as it meanders on its course through

mead, valley, town, and city, would scarcely

be inclined to suppose it capaible of producing

so many permanent blessings to the human
family. Few, even, who gaze on the vapourous

substance, produced by its ebullition on their

own fireplace, would suppose it to be so strong,

so mighty in its power;—yet here we have

this self-same vapour, not merely driving

machines of brass and iron, but also, in

directly swaying the minds of thousands. The
rich and the poor come alike under '; its

influence, and no one can conscientiously lay

his hand upon his heart, and say that he is not

indebted to Steam for some article necessary

to his well-being, which he would not willingly

be without.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE
READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENT OF THY
COMMUNICATION.

" BlucJier" (OxfordJ.— Yoicr communication
appears in another page. We shall be happy to

receive the terms, S(c. Any contributions which
you may feel diiposed to favour us with will be

gladly received.

" Felix" (Leamington.)—Paper, like the speci-

men sent, is marbled by means of stencil plates,

cut to each tint, and laid on in succession. A
good soft brush is best to lay on the colour.

QUERIES.
Required—A receipt for dipping Brass-work,

or, as it is termed by the trade, the " Dead DipJ"
Un Ouvrier.

The " Politician."— T/iis is the title of a new
periodical, published by Mr. S. Y. Collins, of
Holywell-street, Strand. Its name sufficiently

indicates the nature of its contents, which consist

of well written and selected articles. It is tt

work which ought to he extensively patronised
by the Industrial Classes.

Commtmications, Boohsfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, Sfc, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''—We shall at all times

he extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us luiih local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, Sj-c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,

price Is.^d. each; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. eachj if ffiltor

marbled, 6d. extra.

*5S* lAny of our readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

abiefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 16 is now ready, price 7d.
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C$e "©tew Vmlts** at Bustren»

From an excellent series of articles which

appear occasionally in a northern contempo-

rary, we make the following extract relating

to the above curious place, called in the Ger-

man dialect the " Grun& Gewolhe :
—

"The collection consists of magnificent and
precious objects of art pertahiing to the royal fa-

mily, and arranged in a series of vaulted apart-

ments on the ground floor of the palace of the

sovereign. Why they are called Green Vaults
is not explained, though they probably derive

this name from the walls having at one time
been coloured green. At present they are

lighted with windows, well stanchioned, and
kept in the nicest order ; the place resembles a

jeweller's shop, disposed with glass-cases,

shelves, brackets, and 'tables, bearing a pro-
fusion of little articles in gold, ivory, pearl,

bronze, enamel,, horn, wood, &c. A most
obliging person, who speaks German, French,
and English, conducts the party slowly through
the rooms, and politely gives the history of

the more interesting articles ; while from
secret peep-holes, and with the aid of mirrors,

an attendant unknown to the visitors, keeps a
strict watch on their movements—a precaution
not unnecessai-y, for not long since a ' lady'

endeavoured to carry off in her reticule a
unique and valuable curiosity from one of the
tables, and- suffered the humiliation of detec-
tion. The origin of the collection dates as far

back as the first elector of Saxony, a contem-
porary of Charles V., from which time each
reigning prince added to it the presents he
received, and the most magnificent articles he
could purchase. The most assiduous and
enlightened of those royal collectors was
Augustus TI.,surnamed the Strong (1694-1733),
who became king of Poland. This was
evidently the great man of Saxon history,

for he is heard of everywhere. His strength
seems to have far exceeded that of ordinary
mortals. At Munich, a stone of about a

couple of hundredweight is shown in the
arcade of the old palace ; and this he is said

to have thrown to a height marked on the wall
above. Augustus enriched the collection with
works of the illustrious Dinglinger in gold
and enamel, the specimens of which excel any-
thing that can be imagined in point of artistic

talent. The first room or cabinet is that

devoted to bronzes, of which there are 110
groups, statuettes, and figures, xjrincipally

after the antique. No 48, 'A Little Dog
Scratching Itself,' by Peter Vischer of Nurem-
berg, is much admired. So likewise is No. 113,
'Charles II, of England as St. George killing

the Dragon ;' it is a small equestrian statue,

sculptured from a block of iron by G, Leygebe
of Nuremberg, weighs sixty-seven pounds,
and required five years in the execution. The
second cabinet is devoted to works in ivory, of
which there are nearly 500 specimens. Many
of these were collected by Augustus I., who
appears to have gone about Europ* employing

ivory-turners and cutters in executing cups,
chalices, boxes, figures, and other articles, in
the highest style of art. One could linger
tor hours over some of the objects in thi$

interesting cabinet—such as the ' Saviour after
his Resurrection surrounded by Holy Women,'
probably a production of the tenth or eleventh
century; 'Mary and the Infant Jesus sur-
rounded by Angels;' ' A Crucifixion ;' 'The
Judgment of Solomon;' 'The Sacrifice of
Abraham ;' and 'The Descent of Lucifer, and
Demons, dragging with them the Souls of
the Wicked.' This last group, which consists
of eighty-five figures, is a work of an Italian
artist, the idea being suggested by the ' Last
Judgment' of Michael Angelo; and like all

the others, it required years to finish. The
third cabinet contains mosaics, enamels, and
works in amber, mother- of-pearls, corals, &c.

;

The fourth is a collection of gold and silver

plate, in the form of superb dinner-services,
baptismal basins, chalices, &c. ; one article is

a rich and curious mirror of burnished silver,

in the style of the middle ages, before the art

of silvering glass was knov/n. The fifth

cabinet is chiefly occupied with precious stones;
not mere jewels, but articles such as vases,
busts, statuettes, flagons and other things
formed of agate, jasper, chaloedonj-, onyx,
lapis-lazpli, rock-crystal, &e. Three golden
bocaux (bottles or jugs with a narrow neck),
enriched with cameos, are considered very
fine; one of them is embellished with 176
cameos, among which is the masque of Jupiter
in chalcedony. The sixth cabinet contains
rough pearls and diamonds ; the seventh is

devoted chiefly to sculptures on wood ; and in

the eight or last is a large collection of regalia,

arms, chains, decorations, and bijouteries of

all sorts used on state occasions.

"The quantity of emeralds, rubies, diamond
rings, solitaires, and other brilliants, flashing
in all directions on the eye in ihe last-men
tioned apartment, affords a striking idea of

human vanit}', as well as of the extravagance
to which fancies unrestrained by the obligation

of labour maybe carried. And yet, on quitting

the Green Vault, we feel that everything is not
a useless toy, which may in any respect tend
to improve the arts and refine the general
tastes of mankind. During four centuries,

the monarchs of Saxony have spent probably
two millions of money in rendering the capital

attractive in the matter of pictures and other

objects on which the highest artistic talent has
been exercised, or on which a high conven-
tional value is put. In one sense this may be
called a waste of money; but by making
Dresden a resort of travellers from all parts

of the world, not to speak of the cultivation

of local aspirations, the sum might have been,

much worse spent ; and after all, estimated at

two millions, it is only equal to four years' ex-

penditure on intoxicating liquors by one of the:

large cities of Britain."

The Mint Commission is actively engaged in

making the necessary inquiries into the con

stitution and abuses of that establishment.
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an illustrated (Sltussarg o( ^ectnical

Ktxm» mzti in ^xtfiittttuxal antr

interior Bfcoration, ^c.

[Continued from page l64.]

Fabric (in architecture), a building ; an
edifice. A fabric is generally understood to

mean a building of large dimensions and ex-

tent ; as a cathedral, a royal palace, a college,

and such like structures.

FAfADE (in architecture), the front view or

elevation of a building, that is taken in by the

eye at one view. Thus a square insulated

building has properly four facades, but the word
is mostly restricted to the principal front, par-

ticularly when it terminates the prospect of an
avenue. Upon the distribution and disposition

of the fa9ades of buildings, good sense and
utility must be first consulted ; then propriety

and consistency, and always character.

Face (in painting and sculpture), that

part of the human figure which forms the front

or intellectual part of the head; the coun-

tenance or visage. In architecture, a plain

member or band. On a proper delineation of

the face depends all the intellectual expression

of a figure, and the artist must study this por-

tion of the wonderfuU human fabric, which

Milton appropriately calls_ the " human face

divine, " with the utmost assiduity and attention.

FiNiAL (in architecture), the knot or bunch

of foliage or flower that forms the upper ex-

FiNiAL FROM Wells Church, Norfolk.

tremities or finishing point or pinnacles in
Gothic architecture. Sometimes used for the
pinnacle itself.

Fillet (in architecture), a little plain

member, used to seperate ornaments and

mouldings, named from its place, either fillet,

annulet, listel, band, &c., marked a in the en-
graving.

Form (in all the arts), the external ap-
pearance of bodies; the essential, specifical
modification of the matter, which gives it its

peculiar manner of existence. Form in art,

as well as in nature, is the quality that dis-

tinguishes one object from another. In
painting the word form is specially applied to

the human form. In architecture it relates
to the proportions of buildings ; and beauty of
form in that art is as essential as either in
painting and sculpture. ;

Novel Use of Coke.—Coke has long been
known to possess in an eminent degree that
essential quality of the diamond, namely ex
treme hardness, by which it is enabled to cut

glass truly and , perfectly. When this fact was
stated before the British Association at WorceS'
ter one gentleman, an extensive glass manu-
facturer, stated that the knowledge of this

fact would be the means of saving, in his

establishment alone, a sum of£400 per annum
To glaziers generally this discovery must prove
of great service.

Steel Pens.—Who does not remember the
time when a steel pen cost as much as a dozeti

quills ? Who is ignorant of the marvellous
reduction that has taken place in the market
value of these tiny bits of steel? Sixpence a
piece, sixpence a dozen, sixpence a gross,

thus have they come down in value • All this

could not have been done but for the appli-

cation of machinery. Men's hands employed
in cutting, and pressing, and shaping the pens,

would never have permitted this cheapening to

have gone to such an extent. And yet there

are actually more employed in the raanufac
ture than were employed when machinery was
less used. The machinery, in fact, has created

a demand which requires large numbers both
of machines and of men to supply. Some of

the steel-pen manufactories of Birmingham
are very large establishments, containing

ranges of highly finished machines, and giving

employment to large numbers of workman.
One of these manufacturers, in his advertise-

ment, states his yearly produce at millions of

dozens ; and there is no reason to doubt that

it does reach that extraordinary pitch.

—

The
Land we Live in.

Steel.—Steel is formed by surrounding bars

of wrought iron with charcoal, placed in fire-

brick troughs, from which air is excluded, and
keeping the iron bars and charcoal in contact,

and at a full red heat for several days—at the

end of which time the iron bars are found to be
converted into steel.
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<ttortespont(ence»

stone Font in Abury Church.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—I forward a drawing of an ancient fon

in Abury Church, which may, i^erhaps, find

room in your work. Mr. Britton, in his

"Beauties of England and Wales," gives the

following account of it:

—

" This font is an ancient and curious example
ofchurch ornament. It is of a circular form, and
is elevated on a basement of stone. Round its

upper, compartment it is enriched with a scroll

nearly resembling that which is frequently
used in Grecian Architecture ; and beneath it

is a range of intersecting circular arches
resting upon twenty-two pillars, the bases of
which are fixed upon a fillet surrounding the
font."

Wishing every success to your periodical,
I remain yours, faithfully,

Blucher.
Oxford, August \Uh, 1848.

OBITUARY.
It is with much concern, says the Daily News,

that we announce the decease of Mr. George
Stephenson, the celebrated engineer. He died
at his establishment in Derbyshire on the 12th
instant, aged 67. Few men have obtained or
deserved a higher reputation. He rose from
the humblest life from the elasticity of his
native talent overcoming the obstacles of nar-
row circumstances and even confined educa-
tion. No one could come in contact with him
without being struck by his superiority and
originality of mind. In his profession he Avas
as happy and ingenious in his discoveries as
generous in imparting the benefit of them to
the world. In the history of railroad enterprise
and movement the name of George Stephenson
will live.

The annual prize list of the Society of Arts

having been just issued, we hasten to lay

before our readers such portions of it as relate

to the Fine Arts, Manufactures, Mechanics, and

Chemistry.

Section of Fine Arts and Manufactures.

A Gold Medal, offered by H.R.H. Prince
Albert, for the best Cement for Uniting Glass,
particular attention being made to perfectly
cementing Glass Pipes or Glass Roofing. It

must be clearly understood that this Prize will

not be awarded unless a Cement should be pro-
duced which will bear the strongest tests and
trials.

Prize of Fifty Guineas, offered by T. Twin-
ing, Jun., Esq., for the best Series of Experi-
mental Researches on and Specimens of the

Application of Slag or other allied products
to New Purposes, useful or ornamental.

1. Students' Class.

Prizes (in Money or Books) for the encou"
ragement of studies, for Decorative Design,
open to competitors of either sex under twenty-
one years of age. The object of these prizes

is to promote that careful mode of early study,

which the Society considers essential to suc-

cess and most conducive to the interest of Art
and Manufactures.
For the best original Studies from Nature

(either Cartoons or Models), size of life, unless
otherwise expressed, of the following :—

1. Of a group of Hands and Feet with cha-
racteristic action.

2. Of a group of Hands and Feet with cha-
racteristic action, engraved in line, quarter

3.' Of a Head of a Child.

4. Of a Head of a Child, engraved in line,

quarter size.

5. Of a Draped Figure from Nature, two feet

high.
6. For the Head of a Camel, Lion, or Bear,

7. Of an Owl,—of a Swan,—of an Eagle, or

Vulture, front view, (not less than half size)

8. Of the Hop, and the Bindweed or Con-
volvulus Major, and the Red-berried Bryony.

9. For the best group of Oak and Ivy Leaves,
arranged together ornamentally.

10. For the best studies of Twelve British

Wild Plants in their natural growth.

11. For the best drawing of an Ornamental
Arrangement of the Honeysuckle and Passion
Flower.

12. For the best drawing of the Human Skele-

ton, quarter size.

The successful Candidates in this Class will

be called upon to attend and give specimens
of their competency before the Committee.

2. Designers' Class.

Prizes for Drawings. Open to Competitors
of either sex and all ages.

1. For the best Chalk or Monochrome Draw-
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ing, being an original Composition, of Children
half life size, for a semi-circular compartment^
The Silver Medal and Five Pounds.

2. For the best Chalk or Monochrome Draw-
ing, being an original composition, of figures

.half life size, to fill a spandrel of an equi-

lateral Arch of two centres.. The Silver
Medal and Five Pounds.

3. For the best Cartoon, being an original
composition, of a group of the Rose, Shamrock,
and Thistle, arranged ornamentally. A Silver
Medal and Three Pounds.

4. For the best Cartoon of an arrangement
of the Hop as a paper hanging. Silver Medal
and Two Pounds.

5. For the best Drawings of a series of
British Wild Flowers, to be treated for
printing on China, as ornaments. The Silver
Medal and Five Pounds.

6. For the best original Design for a Stained
Glass Window, to suit a room or passage in the
Italian style of architecture. The Silver
Medal and Ten Pounds.

7. For the best ornamental Design, suitable
for Printing on a Dinner Plate. The Silver
Medal and Three Pounds.

8. For the'best original Design and Working
Drawings for a Chandelier, to be executed in

Metals, Glass, and China, combined; scale,

quarter full size. The Silver Medal and Ten
Pounds.

9. A Design for an Encaustic Tile, pattern
in the Italian style. The Silver Medal and
Three Pounds.

10. For the best design, taken from Bi'itish

Flowers, for a Shawl Pattern, to be woven in
colours. The Silver Medal and Five Pomid^

11. A,Design and Working Drawings for a
Pendant Hall Lamp, for Gas. The Silver
Medal and Five Pounds.

12. For a new Design of a Glass Decanter
and a Wine Glass, not cut. The Silver Medal
and Five Pounds.

13. For a new Design for a- Tea Tray to be
executed in Papier Mache. The Silver Medal
and Five Pounds.

14. For the Best Coloured Design, in Tem-
pera, for a Brussels Carpet, for a Dining-
room. The silver Medal and Three Pounds.

15. For the best Coloured Design, in Tem-
pera, for a Brussels Carpet for a Drawing-room.
The Silver Medal and Thrfee Pounds.

16. For the best Design for a Silk Damask
in three colours. The Silver Medal and Three
Pounds.

17. For- the best Design to be stamped on
Utrecht or Furniture Velvet. The Silver Medal.

18. For the best Design for a large Garden
Vase. The Silver Medal.

19. For the most elegant Design for a Vase
in red Earthenware, to be ornamented with
Designs taken from English History or Litera-
ture, in the manner of Etruscan Vases. A
Gold Medal

20. For the best Ornamental Design for an
Open-Work Pannel, in Cast or Wrought Iron,
and suitable for an- Entrance, Gate. The Sil-

ver Medal.
'

Prizes for Models.

21. For the best Working Model of an i

original Design for a Silver Goblet, suitable to
be awarded, as a Prize value One Hundred
Pounds, in conformity with the Bequest of tha
late Dr. George Swiney. The decorations
to be emblematic- of Justide. The" large Gold
Medal or Twentj^-five Pounds.

22. For a Model of a Table Lamp Pillar.
The Silver Medal and Five Pounds.

23. For the Model of a Salad Bowl. The
Silver Medal and Three Pounds.

24. For a Model of a Tea-Urn or Table Tea-
Kettle, with Working Drawings lull size.

The Silver Medal and Ten Pounds.
25. For a Model of a Table Candlestick, to

be Executed in Metal by dies. The Silver
Medal and Five Pounds.

26. For a Model of an Ornamental Case
for a Chimney-Piece Clock, A Gold Medal
or Twenty Pounds.

The successful Candidates in this Class will
be called upon to attend and give specimens
of their competency before the Committee.

All Designs, &c., competing in Classes l;

and 2, must be sent in on or before the first

Monday in January, 1849.

3. Artizans' Class,

1, For the best Specimens of Wood Carving,,

the production of an Artizan (male or female)
who is not a wood carver by profession. Two
Silver Medals.
Note—The object of this Prize is to en-

courage wood-carving (which is a home occu-
pation) as a means of employment subsidiary
to other occupations.

2, For the best executed Gi'oup of Roses,;

painted on Glass or China. The Silver Medal.,

3, For the best nude Figure of a Boy
painted on China, The Silver Medal.

4, For the best ' Specimen of Chasing of

the Human Figure in Brass, produced within
the preceding six months, Tne Gold Medal;
—for the second best Specimen, the Silver

Medal,
5, For the best Specimen of Chasing of the

Human Figure in Silver, The Gold Medal;

—

for the second best Specimen, the Silver

Medal.
6, For the best and most elaborate Specimen

of Silk Weaving, The Silver Medal.
7, For the best Specimen of Die-Cutting of

the Human Figure for Stamping Metals for

Ornamental purposes. The Dies to be pro-
duced. The Gold Medal.

The successful Candidates in this Class will

be called upon to give an actual specimen of

their competency before the Committee.

4. MAJSroPACTURERS' ClASS.

Medals of Gold or Silver, and Honorary
Testimonials will be given to Manufacturers
and others, who shall exhibit at the Society's

House in the year 1849, fine and original

specimens of the following British Manufac
tures recently executed, to be sent in on o^

before the first Monday or Tuesday in

February.

A Gilt Frame of the best Gqld, eoloar.
Shawl Weaving.
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Printing: for Shawls.
Calico Pi'inting.

Carpet Weaving.
Ribbon and Silk Weaving.
Chintz Printing.

Paper Hangings.
Iron and Brass Castiing, applied to orna-

mental purposes.
Metal Figure Casting.

The most beautiful novelty ia Earthenware,
Marble, and Slate.

Fine Art in Translucent China Screens.
Printing and Colouring on China.
Ornamental Cutlery,

Largest Specimen of perfect Electrotype
Figures.

Best Specimen of Crimson on China.
Best Work of Art applied to Paper Hanging.
The most beautiful Novelties in Papier

Mache.

All Specimens, &c., competing in Classes 3
and 4, must be sent in on or before the first

Monday and Tuesday in February.
The Society deem it necessary to state that

its Rewards are not limited to the subjects
specified, but that Rewards will be given to

other meritorious works in all branches of Art.

ArCHITECTDRAL DESIGlil, &c.

For the best Design for a Labourer's Cottage
in the country. The Large Gold Medal or
Thirty One Pounds Ten Shillings.

The Drawings to comprise a general Plan,
Elevation, and Section, drawn to a scale of
three-eighths of an inch to the foot, together
with the requisite Working Drawings to a
larger scale, and a General Specification of the
internal finishing and fittings proposed.
The Design must provide a Living Room, a

Scullery, and three Bedrooms.-
Presuming that in Structures of this des-

cription, where the outlay must necessarily be
very limited, both with a view to economy of
material, and likewise to external eiFects, it

will be considered desirable that the Cottages
should be erected in pairs, the wall between
them containing the Flues ; in .such cases,

the Details of one only will be required.

It is necessary that consideration should be
given, firstly, to the most convenient arrange-
ment of the parts ; secondly, to the best means
of ventilation, drainage, supply of water,

cleanliness and economical heating : and lastly,

to combine therewith the most pleasing and
picturesque eiFect attainable with reference to

the limited outlay. The cost of a Double
Cottage erected in Middlesex, when completed
with the requisite Landlords Fixtures, must
not exceed ^200.'

All Designs in competition for the above
Design must be sent in on or before the first

Monday in January, 1849.

Notice to Candidates.—The performances
competing for the premiums offered in Classes
1 and 2, rnust be delivered in without any ex-
ternal intimation of their respective authors:
but the candidates are required to affix on the
front of each of their performances and on the
case containing them some motto or device, and
the same motto or device is to be inscribed on

the outside of a paper sealed up, containing
within the name and residence of the candidate,
on the outside the sex and age of each. As only
such letters as bear the mottoes of the success-
ful competitors will be opened. Candidates not
receiving notification of their performances
having been rewarded are requested to apply
for their various communications witliin four-
teen days after the 1st of June, to prevent loss
of or injury to the same. Copies of the Designs
or Models rewarded in Class 2 must be deposited
and left in the Society's Museum; but the
Copyright will remain with the Artist, pro-
vided that the work is executed for sale, and
published, and that a manufactured specimen
is exhibited at the Society's Exhibition of
Decorative Manufactures in the year following.
In case the work shall not be so executed and
exhibited, the Society reserve to themselves the
right of causing the same to be executed on
such terms as they may think expedient.

Notice to Exhibitors of Manufactures,
&c.—1. All Works intended for the Annual
Exhibition in 1849, at the Society of Arts, must
be punctually sent there on or before the first

Monday or Tuesday in February.—2. They must
be addressed to the Secretary, and accompanied
with a note, describing them as they are meant
to be inserted in the Catalogue, with a state

ment of the retail price, if for sale, which will be
kept by the Secretary. The description in the
Catalogue is subject to the approbation of the
Council. Each article must be marked with
the Name of the Exhibitor, and the Number
(if there be more than one) to which it refers

in his List : particular accuracy is requested in

this respect.

In the Section of Chemistry.

1. For any material improvement in the
manufacture of Crown Glass, with special

reference to the transparency and durability

of surface. A Gold Medal.
2. For Flint Glass free from Veins, as dense

and transparent as the best now in use, and
quite fit for the purposes of Opticians. A Gold
Medal.

3. For the best Account of the Causes of the
Defects in Flint Glass, with the means which
have been employed to remedy the same,
accompanied by suggestions for the improve-
ment of the manufacture. A Gold Medal.

4. For the best set of Experiments on any
white Metallic Alloy that can be usefully

applied to the Arts, or hard enough for use in

reflecting Telescopes, and casting it free from
microscopic faults. Samples of the Alloy
and of the Metals of which it is made to be
produced to the Society. The properties of

the Alloy particularly requiring notice are,

fusibility, non-liability to tarnish when exposed
to damp air, or to be acted on by ordinary fluids,

the tenacity, the cohesive force, the compact-
ness or porosity, the colour, and the degree of

polish of which it is susceptible. A Gold Medal.
5. For the discovery of a Substance capable

of receiving the Calotype or Talbotype Image.
It should be absorbent and Chemically Neuti:al

to the Action of Nitrate of Silver, Acetic and
Gallic Acids and the Iodide of Potassium. It
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should be at least as transparent as paper (or

more so, if possible), even in texture and free

from a granulated surface. A Gold Medal.
6. For the best method of Dyeing Woollen

Yarn in the Hank, so as to stand the process of

Milling. A Gold Medal.
7. For an arrangement by which Electric

Telegraphs would be protected from the in-

fluence of Atmospheric Electricity, Sea Water,
&c., and rendered capable of being worked
during the most powerful Aurora Borealis. A
Gold Medal.

8. For a method of Refining Vegetable Oils,

by a quick and cheap process, so as to render
them fit for burning in lamps, and for lubricat-

ing machinery. A sample of not less than five

gallons to be forwarded to the Society. A Gold
Medal

9. For the Discovery of a Glaze for Earthen-
ware and China, equal to the glazes ordinarily

used by manufacturers, but produced without
the use of lead. A Gold Medal.
10. For the best series ofSpecimens of Opaque

Enamels, suited to Artistic or Manufacturing
purposes, A Gold Medal,

11. For the best series of Specimens of Trans-
parent Enamels, suited to Artistic or Manufac-
tm-ing purposes. A Gold Medal,

Claims for Premiums in this Section must be
accompanied with full Descriptions, Certifi-

cates, and Samples, and should be delivered to

the Secretary, at the Society's House, on or

before the second Monday in Januar}'^, 1849.

In the Section of Mechanics,

1

.

For the Plan of a Roof, composed of Wood
andiron. Circular or Octagonal, to cover the
largest Area, without Pillars, with details, speci-
fication, and estimates, and the cubic quantities
of timber, with the weight of wrought and cast
iron employed. The Gold Medallion, the Acton
Premium.

2. For the Design of the arrangements for

the Interior of a Building to accommodate the
largest audience with the most perfect arrange-
ment for hearing. A Gold Medal.

3. For the best Essaj' on the means by which
the Roofs and Walls of large Buildings may be
constructed so as to prevent Echoes or Sounds
that would interfere with the voice of a speaker,
also pointing out the position in which the
speaker should be placed so as to be heard by
the largest number of persons. The Silver
Medal.

4. For the best Design for a Conservatory, to
be executed in Carpentery, combining firmness
and strength of construction with lightness and
elegance of form. The structure to be suitable

6. For the best Collection of Diagrams (with
explanations) to illustrate the action of the
forces on a Crank or Cranks turned from a
horizontal direct, action Steam Cylinder or
Cylinders, the effect of varions proportions of
Connecting-rods, and degrees of expansion of
steairi being shown. A Gold Medal.

7. For the best Design for a Wrought Iron
Piston for Steam-Cylinders of large Diameter.
The Silver Medal.

8. For the best Paper on the Causes o^
Oscillation in Railway Locomotives at high
velocities ; and on the principles and expedients
by which that source of danger may be re
moved. A Gold Medal.

9. For the most simple and efficient Field.

Gate. The Silver Medal,
Communications sent in for competition in

this Section should be delivered at the Society's
House not later than the second Monday in
January.
The Society expressly reserves power, in all

cases, of giving such part only ofany premium
as the communication or performance shall

be adjudged to deserve, or of withholding the
whole. The candidates, however, are assured
that the Society will judge liberally of their

claims.

All Communications must be written on
foolscap paper on one side only, with an inch
margin, and, together with all Drawings and
Models offered in competition for the above
Prizes, must be delivered to the Secretary at

the Society's House, John-street, Adelphi,
postage and carriage free, at the respective
days appointed.

The Newly-discovered Lead Mine at Win-
STER.—In the range of hills that divides Crook
from Winster, and in that part of it called the

Stool (or Steeyal, as it is termed), there has
been recently worked a vein of lead ore which
promises, we understand, to be very rich—con
taining, from an experiment to which part of it

has been subjected, as much as ninety per cent
of the pure mineral. The fir?t indication of
this unthought-of treasure was discovered a few
years ago by some labourers employed on the
road that winds over the pass connecting the

before-mentioned vallies. It was found within
a few feet of the surface ; and, indeed, the

operations hitherto have been very superficial,

having been carried on by only two country
workmen, who had not been previously em-
ployed on any mining work whatever. Yet
although they have only been employed a few|

weeks in the task, the ore they have already I

extracted amounts, we beleive, to more thaui
for the Gardens of a Botanical or Horticultural twenty tons. The attempts to explore the vein!
Society, and adapted to the present improved
state of the glass manufacture. A Gold
Medal.

5. For the best Design for a Water-Meter
to measure and register the quantity of water
supplied to Private Houses, Breweries, or
Manufactories, so that the consumer may pay
for (the quantity taken at per 1,000 gallons,
without using a cistern. The Design must not
be too costly to prevent its general application,
and it must not be liable to be deranged or
tampered with. A Gold Medal.

have as yet only been made in a field belong-
ing to Mr. Stephen EUeray, with the assistance!

of two or three adjoining landowners, and of
course its extent in depth or horizontally has
not been ascertained or only very partially.
Ore, however, of the richest kind continues
to turn up in both directions. Although ap-
pearances warrant the conclusion that an ex-
tensive and valuable lead mine has been dis-

covered, yet such opinion cannot be expected
to carry much weight unless sanctioned by a
competent scienti fie person.
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The Vernon Gallery.—For a nath'e of

this country no exhibition can have a greater

charm than the collection of pictures in Pall

Mall, formed by Mr. Vernon. While it is a
monument of British art, it is also a monument
of individual'munificence perhaps unparalleled.

After devoting a large fortune to the encourage-
ment of art among his countrymen, Mr. Ver-
non considers that the British nation is the
most legitimate possessor of the productions

of British artists, and presents his splendid

collection to the trustees of the National
Gallery. At present the pictures are exhibited

in Mr. Vernon's private residence, so that not
only the taste with which the collection is

formed, but also that with which it is arranged,
are displayed to the public. The dining-room,
the two drawing-rooins, a boudoir, and the

staircase, are all richly decorated with pictures.

The collection is confined to British artists,

but is at the same time made in a truly catholic

spirit. Mr. Vei-non has not confined himself

to any class of painting ; but, while he lias

selected those earlier works to which time has
given a stamp, he has shown zeal and discern-

ment in the patronage of rising talent. Works
by Reynolds and Gainsborough will be found
with those of the exhibitors of the latest years.

The great aim has been to select specimens
from all the British painters of eminence.
Wilkie, Landseer, Hilton, Calcott, Turner,
Etty, T. S. Cooper, Stanfield, Leslie, Jones,

Bird, Stoddard, Mulreadj^, Eastlake, Maclise,

Linnell, Ward, &:c., all have a place, so that

the collection is really an historical record of

British painting from the time of Reynolds to

the present day. In the selection of the par-
ticular works that are to stand forth as specmens
of their several artists, Mi*. Vernon has shown
admirable discernment. He has brought toge-

ther what may be considered a collection of

types. " There are the most excellent speci-

men's of Landseer's animal painting, the richest

specimens of flesh-colouring by Etty; Turner,
both in the time when he was as distinct as

Canaletti and when he was in a misty state of
" Turnerism;" exquisite tableaux de genre, by
Mulready ; Stanfield's most striking water-
pieces ; Calcott's landscapes, remarkable for

their sober tone and colour ; Linnell's dis-

tinguished by pow^er and effect ; Cooper's " Cuy-
pish cows;" the most characteristic creations

by Leslie ; the Hogarthian productions of Ward.
Many of the pictures have long made the

fortunes of the printsellers, and are familiar
through the medium of engraving to ever}' well
furnished house. To name a few of the works
would be injudicious. There is nothing in the
collection without its value as a representation
of a class of art, and the classes are such that
every eminent artist is included. The only
useful enumeration would be a reprint of the
very excellent catalogue which is distributed
in the rooms. It may be mentioned that the
whole of thegallery is to be engraved in the
line manner by the most eminent British en-
gravers.

The Tubular BaiDaEs.—^We have had an
opportunity of inspecting the stupendous iron
tubes which are in course of construction a

short distance from the Menai Suspension
Bridge, for the purpose of forming a passage
for the trains of the Holyhe'ad Railway across
the strait. Immense piers of granite are
being erected on each side of the strait, and a
massive pier of the same material is rising in
the middle of the stream. On these solid

masses of masonry the vast hollow metallic
ways will rest, forming a line continuous with
the railway. The most cursory inspection of
the tubes will at once convince the spectator
of their prodigious strength, and show them
to be capable of sustaining a far greater weight
than any that is likely to pass across .them.
They are not either cylindrical or elliptical, as
many have supposed, hnt rectangular,—their
form being what is not uncommonly called an
oblong square, about 30 feet high and 15 feet
wide. They are constructed of thick plates of
iron, firmly riveted together, and strengthened
by girders at the top and bottom. The chief
element of strength, however, is in the bed or
base of the work, which is composed of plates
of iron set edgewise, so as Vo form cells ; the
under and upper surfaces being firmly riveted
to the intermediate perpendicular plates,

—

the whole, with the walls of the tube and its

covering, firmly girded and hound together
with the utmost skill and ingenuity, forming a
compact piece of workmanship, the strength
of which is beyond conception. These enor-
mous tubes are built on stages erected over
the stream. The spectator wonders, when con-
templating them, how fabrics of such stu-
pendous weight, amounting to many thousands
of tons, are to be removed and lifted into the
position which they are destined to occupy.
They will be floated to the piers on pontoons,
and lifted to their final resting-place by
hydraulic pressure.

—

Liverpool Albion.

Anecdote of Holbein.—A nobleman having
called on Holbein while he was engaged in

drawing a figure from life, was told that he could
not see him, but must call another day. Fool
ishly taking this answer as an affront, he very
rudely rushed up stairs to the painter's studio
Hearing a noise, Holbein opened his door, and
feeling enraged at his lordship's assumption
and intrusion, he pushed him backwards from
the top of the stairs to the bottom. However,
reflecting immediately on what he had done,
he repaired to the king. The nobleman, who
pretended to be very much hurt, was there soon
after him, and, having stated his complaint,
would be satisfied with nothing less than the
artist's life ; upon which the king firmly replied,

"My lord, you have not now to do with Holbein,
but with me; whatever punishment you may
contrive by way of revenge against him, shall

assuredly be inflicted upon jrourself. Remem
ber^ pray, my lord, that I can, whenever I

please, make seven lords of seven ploughmen,
but I cannot make one Holbein of even seven
lords."

Coal.—With regard to the South Wales
Coal field, it is stated that the annual quantity
raised amounts to 4,350,000 tons; and at this

rate, and supposing the coal to exist only over
100 square miles, there is sufiicient for 1,400
years to come.
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Cj^e OISronQtBjptst.

A very singular picture by Lucas Cranach,
representing the Judgment of Soloman, is in

the possession of Mr. Tiffin, the printseller, in

the Strand. It is simple and earnest in its

treatment—remarkable principally to the

artist for skilful manipulation and as an
authority for costume. It is rare to meet with

coloui'ed examples of the dresses of the various

classes—which makes this valuable. On
reference to this artist's " Leben und Werke,"

I

by Heller, we find that the picture is well

[known. It was sold by auction on the 4th of

May, 1818, at Dresden.-;—Mr. Waghorn,

j

whose long and active services in the cause of

steam communication with India are so well

understood by the public, has received a

:-ecognition of the same from the East India
Company in the fomn of an annuity of £100.
The Boston Cronoti/pe states that an engineer

of St. Louis has applied to the city council

for leave to run a locomotive omnibus on the

Broadway. The fares now charged by the

Caledonian Railway Company, for first class

conveyance on their line between Edinburgh
and Glasgow, are stated to be only one penny
per mile.—We learn also that the Dover Com-
pany have reduced their fares considerably.

-The effects at Stowe are said to have cost

the Buckingham family £250,000, but they are

not expected to realise above 100,000. The
Roman Catholics propose to build a magnificent

cathedral at York. Measures are on foot,

we learn, to restore the church at Stowe—the
finest and most ancient specimen of Saxon
architecture in the kiiigdoni. A splendid

new Roman Catholic Cathedral has been
opened at Salford—the expense incurred in its

erection is set down at nearly £18,000. The
Railway Chro?iicle states that earthenware

mile-post heads, for marking distances on

Railways, are now coming into general use.

-The original estimate for the building of

the New Houses of Parliament was £700,000.

They have already cost £1,002,110, and before

they are completed they will have cost

£2,000,000.- The Board of Admiralty states,

with regard to Mr. Jeffrey's "marine glue,"

the sum required by that gentleman for his

invention (£30,000) is preposterous, and can-

not be acceded to. The commissioners ap-

pointed to report upon the merits of the pro-

posed decimal coinage, will, it is stated, publish

their reports in about five weeks. The
committee "appointed by the Town Council

of the Borough of Leicester to take the neces-

sary steps for the formation and construction

of a public cemetery," have offered a premium
of £105 for the best design. "It has been
computed," says a professional contemporary,"
that the poor rate all over the kingdom might
be reduced to more than one half by a general
enclosure of inland wastes." Some degree of

cooperation is to be expected between the Lon-
don Government School of Design and the vari-

ous Mechanics' Institutes throughout the coun-
try. The " Fire Annihilator' mentioned by

us a few weeks back, has been brought to the
test, and found in no ways wanting in efficiency
for its intended purposes. The honour of
Knighthood has been offered to Mr. Vernon,
and declined—we doubt not with silent con-
tempt. The last Parliamentary vote of
Supply contains the following items:—Ex-
penses of the Railway Commission, £10,670;
Inspectors of Factories, £12 514 12s ; Board
of public works (Ireland) £31,000 ; Works in
the Isle of Man, £4,050, The Exhibition
of the British Institution will close on the
2nd proximo.

To Imitate Ambotna Wood by Painting.
—Amboyna wood is particularly used for
piano forte cases. Its peculiarity is that it

consists of a close intermixture of minute
knots, small veins, and interlacing fibres,

exactly as in the root of the olive, or the root
of the maple tree ; its colour is precisely that
of mahogany. To paint in imitation of this

wood, first paint the article over with a coat
of ochre, then with a coat of red orange, made
of two parts of chrome yellow and one part of
red ochre, mixed in the usual manner of oil

paint, with linseed oil and turpentine, and a
little driers. When dry rub it down well with
pumice stone and water till the surface is quite

smooth. Prepare an over colour by mixing
together in a plate, with a little beer, burned
sienna and Vandyke brown (both ground in

water) ; the quantity of each may be accord-
ing to judgment and taste, about two-thirds of
the sienna to one-third of the Vandyke brown
will do well. Rub a lump of soap over the
article to be grained, paint it with the water-
colour, lay on with a rather hard painting
brush, rubbing it about till every part is well
covered ; and see that there are no specks of
the ground visible through the over colour.

Then take a piece of rough sponge or a hand-
ful of pieces of coarse rags ; after rubbing off

a little for the lights, roll them over and over
on every part so as to break up the water
colour into knots, specks, and irregularities.

Put a few light specks, as in maple wood, and
soften off well with a badger hair brush. Put
no over grain. Varnish with two coats, slightly

rubbing down the first with pumice stone and
water, before applying the second coat. Note
—This wood is not of a sufficiently decided
and distinct character for large articles, such
as counters, doors, &c., but is well adapted for

picture frames and cabinetwork, besides which
it is one that an}^ amateur can readily execute
for himself.

The New Church of South Hackney.—
This splendid new Ecclesiastical edifice forms
one of the most important sti'uctures raised

within the present century.—The decorations,

executed under the direction of Mr. White,
are on a magnificent scale, and the pleasing

ensemble of the whole, reflects the greatest

credit on the talent, taste and workmanship of

that celebrated ornamentalist—whose efforts,

in the present instance, are a credit to himself,

and to the sacred edifice whose beauty they

tend so eminently to enhance.
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^vci)itectural Incongruities,

SHORT time since,* we touched cursorily upon

a few errors in construction, no doubt accident-

ally produced—and as accidentally observed.

We are no sticklers for mathematical precision,

nor upholders of quibbling in any shape,—yet

there are some peculiar cases of excessive

latitudinarism, which we cannot allow to pass

without comment—we would fain hope correc-

tion,—standing, as they do, in the broad field

of architecture as scarecrows to afFrighten good

taste and refined judgment.

Were architecture regarded as the mere

assortment and disposition of bricks, mortar,

and stone into a convenient position, instead

of as being that sublime science which, when

properly applied, is capable of imparting liveli-

ness, grace, and beauty to the insensate sod, we

should not feel surprised at digressions from

harmonious arrangement, which we might

attribute to ignorance ;—unhappily, however,

we have no other alternative than to set down

various monstrosities which just now occur to

our mind, as the results of mere caprice—

a

fantastic fancy engrafted upon presumption.

Is it not ridiculous, we would inquire of any

person capable of drawing a distinction betwixt

right and wrong, to perceive men daily erecting.

* See page 41, ante.

at an enormous expense, edifices whose onlj'

merit conbists in their i«applicability to the

ordinary purposes of a human habitation?

'Tis true, they look very like good houses

—

have handsome and novel exteriors, with bold

and finely proportioned fa9ades—and are

conveniently and conspicuously situated. Allj

these things, doubtless, tell well with an in-

tended purchaser—they serve the eye, and

serve out the pocket. But besides mere eye.

service, a man should look for more substan-j

tial qualifications in the edifice consecrated to|

his domestic purposes. Durability, convenience,
|

cleanliness, and health are among the results'

which he should inquire of himself whetheri

his intended abode is capable of producing or'

maintaining. The mere circumstance of pretti-:

ness—too often confounded with pettiness—

j

can never secure any of these ; nor was \i\

in former ages—the style of whose architecturei

is daily being perpetuated on reduced andj

ridiculous scales—the principle, as it seems toj

be supposed, to sacrifice, by means of any of

the resorts now adopted, utility to display.'

The Gothic, the Tudor, and the Elizabethan

styles seem to be, at present, principallyi

marked out, as the shields beneath which archi-|

tectural pretenders retreat for shelter from well-l

merited odium—striving to persuade people;

that their application is in all cases warranted.

—What, we would ask, would these gentlemen

think of an Ionic pig-stye, or a Tuscan

theatre?

But it would be useless to declaim further.

Pretension with a certain class is the order of

the day, and dimension the exception, not the

rule, of architecture.

Paper Portraits and Pictures.—One
Elizabeth Pyberg, who lived at the Hague in

1699, cut in paper not only towns, as Loo and
Hounslerdyke, but faces to an extreme likeness.

Mr, Ellys assures she did William and Queen
Mary better than any limner he had ever seen,

and refused 1,000 guilders for the pieces, which

were so curious that he could not believe the

Queen's drapery not to be point till he had
most exquisitely inquired into it.

—

PhilospMcal

Transactions. No. 286, p. 1,418.

Ingenious Contrivance.—At the works at

Ystalyfera, where authracite is employed for

fusing iron, the heated gasses escaping at the

top of the furnace are collected and employed
to heat the boiler of a steam-engine,—and by
this means is saved the entire amount of the

ordinary fuel. ,.; ,j,^[,^.
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The results of scientific inquiry are eminently
calculated to benefit the human race, in our
arts and manufactures. Among the discoveries
of our own age, that of the singular and valu-
able substance iodine occupies an important
place.

M, Courtois, a manufacturer of saltpetre,

near Paris, had frequent occasion to notice the
corrosion of his metallic vessels in the pre-
paration of carbonate of soda from the ashes
of seia-weeds; and he found that the cotrosion
was more powerful as the liquor became more
concentrated. About the year 1812 he suc-
ceeded in obtaining, by means of sulphuric
acid, a rich violet-coloured vapour from the
solution of sea-weeds. This experiment he
showed to a chemist of the name of Clement
Desormes, who condensed the vapour, and
thus obtained the solid body called iodine,
from a Greek word signifing violet-coloured.

In August 1813, Sir Humphry Davy was in

Paris, and hearing of this new substance, he
endeavoured to obtain some. M. Ampere, a
distinguished French philosopher, procured a
small quantity of the iodine, which he folded
up carefully in paper and put in his pocket,
in order to give it a short time afterwards to

his friend Davy. When however he was
about to present it to Davy, he found that it

had entirely disappeared, the heat of his body
having converted it into vapour. He procured
however another small supply of this remark-
able substance, and this he placed safely in

Davy's hands. The latter acute chemist then
subjected the specimen to various tests by
which the nature of substances is determined;
and the result of his investigation was, that he
found iodine must be included among the
simple elementary bodies, i. e. those bodies
which the chemist is not able to resolve into

simpler parts. .

Iodine is a soft, solid body, of a bluish-black
colour, with a metallic lustre ; its appearance
is that of crystalline scales; it is, bulk for

bulk, about 4^ times heavier than water; its

smell is strong and disagreeable ; its taste is

acrid and hot, and continues for a long time in

the mouth ; and it is poisonous, except when
\en in very small quantities. Iodine also

destroys vegetable colours, and corrodes a
reat number of substances. If it be kept in

a corked bottle, the cork, after a time, becomes
rotten and useless, and the iodine soon dis-

appears. The hand or other part of the skin
receives, by contact with it, a deep yellow
stain, which however disappears in a short
time.

Iodine is scarcely soluble in water, but
spirit dissolves it in large quantities. It

unites with mercury, and forms a beautiful
scarlet powder, which, together with some
other compounds of iodine,isused as a pigment
by the artist, the dyer, and calico-printer.
The compound of iodine and mercury is known
to artists under the absurd name of " Essence
of Vermilion." Vermilion is a compound

of sulphur and mercury, and has nothing
whatever to do with iodine.

Iodine unites with starch with great facility,

and forms it into a deep blue compound. If

a liquid contain only l-450,000th part of its

weight of iodine, the liquid becomes decidedly
blue by the addition of a few' drops of a watery
solution of starch.

Iodine exists in sea-water, and in many
mineral springs ; but the great source whence
it is derived is the various species of fiici,

which constitute the principal sea-weeds upon
our coasts. As the soap manufacturers use

a large quantity of soda obtained from kelp, it

occurred to Dr. Ure that the residuum of the

soap-boilers offered a ready source for iodine,

and this we believe, has long been one_ of the

means for obtaining it by the following pro-

cess :

—

When a solution of kelp has been prepared,

and all the crystalline salts separated from it, a

brown liquid remains, which is the residuum
above alluded to. This is heated to about 225"

of Fahrenheit, then poured into a stone-ware

vessel, and dilute sulphrie acid added. When
cold, the liquor is filtered through a wollen

cloth, and black oxide of manganese is added.

The mixture is then put into a still made of

stone-ware, to which a glass head is attached.

A tube from this head passes into two tureen-

shaped vessels, which are kept cool by cold

water on the outside. Heat is applied to the

still, and violet vapours of iodine are soon

seen in the glass head ; these vapours pass

through the tube into the vessels, and condense
into solid iodine : this is again purified by re

distillation, and then the process is complete.

Cologne €atf)etrral.

A correspondent of the Athencewni thus gra-

phically describes the preparations made for

the Cologne Festival which was appointed to

take place on the 14th ultimo. The remarks
refer to the splendid cathedral which has been
for some time past undergoing a thorough
repair :

—

" Workmen swarm like ants inside and out-

side the building. The stroke of the mallet and
trowel, which has sounded for the last few

years like the reanimated pulse of the building,

is quickened to a feverish speed : and Zwirner,

the architect, allows himself so little rest,

either to body or mind, that his pulse must
be pretty much in the same condition. Yet
with all this activity, there remains so much to

be done, and so little tirtie to do it in, that to a

mere looker-on the work seems more than

human hands can accomplish. It is not only

that the temporary roof has to be finished

above and the pavement laid below, but the

light of Heaven still pours in on each side

through a wide gap between wall and roof; and
the greater part of the grand north and south

transept windows—especially of the latter—

with all their splendid tracery, still lie scattered

in the workshops. The King of Bavaria's new
painted windows—which were received here
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the other day with the roar of cannon and
strewing of the streets,—are only halfway up :

and' even when all these essentials shall have
been completed, the clearing away of . the
accumulations of materials and rubbish inside

and out will be itself a hurculean task.

Meanwhile, as a first and necessary precaution,

the entrance of all visiters, excepting to the
choir, &c., is strictly forbidden. No garb but
that of the ouvrier finds admission to the chief

centres of activity ; and, though a kind excep-
tion was made in our favour, yet what with
splashes of dirty water from the roof, stray shots

of hot lead from the window, and stone dust
everywhere, we soon felt that our clothes were
very much out of place there whatever might
be ourselves.

" In point of internal decoration, the King
of Bavaria's present is by far the costliest and
most important acquisition that the Cathedral
has yet received. It consists of the glass for

the three whole windows and two half ones of

the south aisle ; and from what was already
up, I am inclined to think these altogether the

most remarkable things that modern German
art has yet acomplished. It is not only for

the purity and brilliancy of the colours—in

which respect they may be placed in comparison
with the finest ancient specimens, including the
beautiful ones the in choir and north aisle of

this Cathedral itself; but, setting aside all con-
sideration of their value as painted glass, they
are of the first excellence as works of Art.

They stand on their own independent merits
;

for, except in the sterling and imperishable
beauty of their materials, they in no way affect

to imitate the old artists. They have no assumed
stiffness either in manner or design; but are

exquisite pictures, with every accessory of

beauty of expression, correctness of drawing
and charm of aerial perspective, conveyed in

all the glory of coloured glass. A little burst

of genuine enthusiasm at the beauty of a half

erected window before which the workmen
were suspended, and in which one half of the
subject of the Entombment with the two
figures of the Evangelists John and Luke be-
neath it were seen, procured us the withdrawal
of the curtains from before the whole and half-

window already placed. The final uncovering
of these windows is to be one of the great mo-
ments of the approaching /e<e. The chief sub-
jects of the three whole windows are, the Adora-
tion of the Three Kings,^the Entombment and
the Ascension. That now disclosed to our eyes
was the Adoration. Below it are the four

Prophets—figures of the utmost grandeur

;

and, above, the tracery of the window is filled

up with stars, crosses and other emblems of

unrivalled brilliancy of colour. The Munich
glass painters have every gradation ^of the
palette, from the three primary colours to the
most tender neutral tints, completely at their

disposal. Their yelloivs especially show their

superiority—we have nothing better than a

dirty orange at Westminster. Here the
magnificent brocaded robe of th.e kneeling
king is like the gold of a cool but gorgeous
orient sky. The Virgin's blue and red are

splendid. The green tunic of the Moorish
king is unrivalled in intensity : while the

figures behind retreat from the eye as much in'

colour as in size,—and Jerusalem stands oni

the horizon in rainbow. Turner-like hues of
airy distance. The chief attractions of the half-
window are, the heads of the Empress Helena,;
Barbarossa, Charlemagne, and Henry the
Fifth—all, as you know, connected with the
history of the Three Kings of Cologne. All
these are of the highest beauty of conception
and colour. The King of Bavaria may well
boast that his Munich glass painters are the first

in the world. I doubt whether, as artists in any
line, the Munich school ever appeared to
geater advantage than it does here. The
artists chiefly concerned in these windows have
been Professor Hess and Herr Ainmiiller.

" It had been expected that on this coming
occasion the whole partition wall behind the
organ, between the chancel and choir, would,
with the organ itself, have been removed, and
the whole grand length of the centre thrown
open. But it appears that, temporary as it is

—if a wall that has stood for three hundred years
can be so called—it is still too essential, just
at that vital junction, to the safety of the
building to be removed ; and Zwirner begs his
friends, if they wish him to sleep quietly in
his bed, to abstain from urging his removal of
a stone of it. This, therefore must continue a
great eyesore to impatient spectators—though
it will be coloured over of the same hue with
the rest; but meanwhile the wooden partitions
of the aisles on each side of it were rapidly
tearing down before our eyes."

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE
READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENTOF TH Y
COMMUNICATION.

"A Friend."— We are very husy just at pre-

sent ; hut there will he plenty of time to think of
your project yet.

"Lionel."—Turps.

"An Apprentice."— We cannot discover

remember the date—hut probably 1841.

Communications, Boolcsfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fc., to he addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-

street. Strand, London.''—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Listitutions, thefine arts, science, 8(c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,

price Is. %d. each; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*^* Any of our readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornameiital description suit

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Fart 16 is now ready, price 7d.
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[Continued from page 1 64.]

Facility (in all the arts), readiness, perform-
ing with little labour. A painter born with an
aptitude or genius for his art draws his out-

lines and distributes his colours with lightness,

freedom, and dexterity, the very converse of
labour and heaviness. Rubens had tiiis

quality to perfection, and it is the pinnacle of
art and the perfection of study. The student
however must not confound mere rapidity and
a dashing sketchiness with this high quality

of the practical part of the arts. An architect
is said to have a facility of composition when his

knowledge of his art is such that he can com-
pose, arrange, and distribute the apartments of

an edifice with readiness and skill, with judg-
ment and propriety, according to the cha-
racter and requisites of his design.

Faience (in painting), a sort of fine pottery
or earthenware glazed with a fine varnish, and
paintedin various designs : named from Faence
or Faventia, where the art of manufactm-ing
was revived after having been forgotten by its

original inventors the Egyptians, who made a
similar kind of pottery covered with a green
or blue enamel, of which many examples are to

be found in the cabinet of the curious.

Fan Light, an ornamental compartment
situated over a doorway and serving in most

cases the double purpose of lighting and venti-
lating the passage.

Feeble (in all the arts), weak, imbecile.
A picture may be feeble in colour, drawing,
character, or expression, and a statue in all

but colouring, when timidity or want of know-
ledge guides the hand rather than that boldness,

which is the result of experience, knowledge,
and practice ; it is the debility of caution, the

opposite of boldness; and the antipodes of

bravura. Feebleness of execution, if the

artist be young, may be conquered, feebleness
of conception never.

Flank (in architecture), the side of a temple
or building.

Flemish School (in painting), one of the
grand divisions in the classification ofpainters,
named from Flanders, the country of their birth

or practice. Rubens was the principal master

of this school, which, to brilliancy of colour
and the magic of chiaroscuro, added a great
knowledge of design, grandeur of composition,
and, in portraits, a striking air of nature, with
a noble expression. Yet, on the whole, it only
produced a sort of individual or natural
beauty, partaking neither of the elevation of
sentiment or ideality of the antique, nor ofj

the Italian mode of representing nature.

Femur, the plane space between the cavi-

/i rvt

n
M

ties of a ti-iglyph, marked a in the engraving;
the word signifies a thigh.

Font (in architecture and sculpture), a
vessel of marble or stone, in which the water
for Christian baptism is contained, in the

church or baptistery. Great Britain can boast of

many very extraordinary fonts highly interest-

ing to the ecclesiastical antiquary. That of

Bridekirk in Cumberland, is allowed to be of

Danish origin ; and that which was recently

removed, in the spirit of modern improvement,
from the church of St. Peter in the East, Ox-
ford, exhibited proofs of an antiquity nearly as

early. The font of St. Mary's church, Lin-

coln, dated ISiO, is handsome and of good pro

portions, as is the elaborately sculptured one
in Winchester Cathedral. The above engrav-

ing represents a font, in the decorated style, in

Finchingfield Church, Essex.

[To be continued.]
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GOTHIC ALPHABET OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY.

Tapistry.—Tapistry is a curious kind of
manufacture, serving to adorn chambers,
apartments, theatres, &c., by hanging from the
walls or ceilings.—The invention of tapistry

seems to have come from the Levant, and
what adds to the plausiblity of this conjecture
is the circumstance of the woi'kmen formerly
employed in its manufacture being denomi-
nated in the French language Sarazins or
Sarazinois.— It is presumed, also, that the
English and Flemish, who were the first that

excelled in tapistry, might have brought the

art with them from the East during the period
of the Crusades. But be this as it may, it is

certain that those two nations, particularly the

English, were the first that set on foot this

noble and rich manufacture in Europe, and
which, during a long succession of ages, formed
one of the chief materials employed in the
decoration of palaces, basilica, churches, &c.
And, hence, if they cannot claim the honour
of being the inventors they have, at least, the
credit of being the restorers of so curious and
admirable an art as imparts an appearance of
life to wools and silks, in no respect, when well
executed, nferior to the paintings of the best
masters. It was not until a comparatively
late period that the French adopted tapistry

for interior decorations. The first regular
manufactory was established in the Faubourg
St Michael, at Paris, in the year 1607, during
the reign of Henry IV. ; but at the decease of

that prince a stop was put to the works ; and
it was not until the accession to the throne of

Louis XIV. that the trade was revived—when?
by the assiduity and ingenuity of M. Colbert)

the " Go6e/m Establishment," arose, and gave
to the world proofs of what may be effected

by the wholesome influence of discriminat-

ing and well directed taste and liberal patro-

Ingenuity of the Muscatavians.—Some of

the men are very intelligent, and work in gold,

silver, and iron, with tools and ajjparatus of the

most primitive description. The bellows are

made of deer-skins, with two pieces of bamboo
at the mouth, which is opened and closed with
the finger and thumb asit is moved up or pressed
down, one being iji each hand, and the nozles

being introduced into a piece of brickwork on
the ground, communicating by two holes with
a charcoal fire. The blacksmith sits on his

haunches, and for an anvil generally has a pig
of ballast. With these rough implements they
make even pintles and gudgeons for large ves-

sels, hinges for doors, slave shackles, and
chains. The workers in gold use a blow-pipe,

and draw the wire through a bit of lead bored
with holes, gradually diminishing in size ; and
I have seen some very handsome ornaments
made by them. These clever and industrious

people are all in the condition of slavery; and
their wives and daughters maybe seen on occa-
sions strung together with heavy chains, sup-
ported by an iron ring round the throat, and
digging the ground with hoes.

—

Lieut. Barnard,
E.N.
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QSxtxac^ from IPaper^ Meatf Moxt
fjie ^xitinf) fesoctation

AT SWANSEA AND WORCESTER.

^ VfATER PRESSURE ENGINES.

On this subject a paper was read by Mr. J.

Glynn, F.R.S. It showed that the first inven-
tion of the water-presstire engine,like manyother
mechanical contrivances, appear to belong to

Germany, and most probably had its origin in

Hungary. 'The pressure engine acts by the
power of a defeceiiding column of water upon
the piston^ of a cylinder, to give motion to

pumps for' raising water to a different level,

or for producing a reciprocating motion for

other pui'poses. In mountainous districts, so

often containing great mineral wealth, water-
falls were found of a much greater height than
could be practically brought to bear on water-
wheels, and the stream was often too small in
quantity to produce the desired effect upon a
water-wheel within the ordinary limits of
diameter. In such situations the pressure
engine was well adapted to give great mechani-
cal effect from a fall of water in working
pumps and machinery for draining mines.

GUTTA PEKCHA—SUBMARINE TELEGRAPH.

We extract thfe following" from the Jthe-
ncBwn

:

—
'' Mr. Whishaw read a paper giving an expla-

nation of the various Applications of Gutta
Percha; numerous specimens of which, in the
shape of thread, cord, tubular staves, driving
bands, constables' staves, sticks, whips, ink-
stands, medallions, shields, water buckets,
stereotype plates, and almost every other des-
cription of article, both useful and ornamental,
were present. The paper, after stating that
gutta percha was the concrete juice of a
large tree of the same name, abounding in

Borneo, &c., obtained by tapping the tree
periodically by the Malays, stated that its

introduction into this country was purely
accidental ; Dr. Montgomery having trans-
mitted the first sample of it to the Society
of Arts in 1843, at which time he (Mr. Whi-
shaw) was secretary to that society. The first

articles of use made of gutta percha in this

country were laid before the Society of Arts
in 1844, and consisted of a lathe-band, a short
length of pipe, and a bottle-case, which he had
made himself by hand, having caused the
concrete substance to become sufficiently

plastic by immersing it in hot water. He also
produced casts from medals, which attracted
considerable attention at the time, and surgical
instruments were soon after made of this new
material. It was also adapted to commercial
uses ; and from the period mentioned to

July Hth in the present year between 600 and
700 tons had been imported for the Gutta
Percha Company. From 20 to 60 tons were
now regularly imported every month. Con-
trary to the general opinion that gutta percha
is a simple, hydrogenous substance, Mr.
Crane (chemist to thej Gutta Percha Cpin-

pany) found it in its ordinary state to con-
sist of at least two distinct materials, besides a
notable proportion of sulphur—viz., 1. A white
matter, gutta percha in its pure state ; 2. A
substance of a dark brown colour. Various
experiments were made to ascertain its strength
when mixed with other matters, and also as to

what pigments would mix with it without render-
ing it brittle or deteriorating its qualities.

From these it appeared that the only pigment
that could altogether be relied on to be used
with gutta percha were orange lead, rose pink,
red lead, vermilion, Dutch pink, yellow ochre,
and oi-ange chrome. Under, the 'influence of
heat and pressure, gutta pereha would spread
to a certain extent, and more so if mixed with
foreign matters. All the niixtures composed
of gutta percha and other substances which
had been subjected to experiment, except that
containing plumbago, were found to increase
its power of conducting heatj but in its pure
state gutta percha was an excellent non-con-
ductor of electricity. The best composition
for increasing the pliability of gutta percha
was that formed in conjunction with caoutchouc
tar, and next in order that of its own tar ; and
the best material at present known lor mould-
ing and embodying was obtained by mixing
gutta percha with its own tar and lamp-black.
In describing the process of manufacturing
gutta percha, the author observed, that rude
blocks of the material were first cut into slices,

by means of a cutting machine formed of a
circular iron plate of about 5 feet in diameter,
in which there are three radical slots furnished
with as many knives or blades. The blocks
are placed in an inclined shoot, so as to pre-
sent one end to the operation of the cutters.

The slices are then placed in a wooden tank,
containing hot water, in which they are left to

soak until found in a plastic state. They are
afterwards passed through a mincing cylinder,
similar to that used in paper mills for the con-
version of rags into pulp, and then thoi'oughly
cleansed in cold water tanks; the water, in

cases of impure gutta percha, being mixed
with a solution of common soda or cloride of
lime. It is next put into a masticating machine,
such as is used in the manufacture of caout-
chouc, and then pressed through rollers

;

thus being converted into sheets of various
width and thickness. When necessary, the
sheets are again masticated, and again passed
through rollers. These sheets are subsequently
cut into boards by vertical knives, placed at

the further end of the table, along which the
sheets are carried by a cloth or web to another
roller, round which they pass, and are cut into

the required widths. The bands or straps are
then removed, and coiled up ready for use.

Driving bands for machinery are thus made,
and shoe soles and heels are stamped out of
similar sheets of gutta percha. In making
tubes or pipes, either of gutta percha or any
of its compounds, a mass of guttapercha, after

being thoroughly masticated, is placed In a
metal cylinder furnished with a similar piston,

by which it is pressed down into an air box,
kept hot with steam, which has at its lower
end a number of perforations, through which
the plastic material is forced into a cup, whence
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it passes out, round a core, into the desired

tubular form, and thence through a gauge to

the required size, and into a receiver of cold

water, being drawn to the other end of a long

trough by a cord passing round a pulley at the

far end of the trough, and returning to the per-

son in attendance on the machine,who gradually

draws the pipe away from the air machine.
Thus tubes of considerable length and dia-

meter are made to a very great extent, and are

used for the conveyance of water and other

liquids, and are now under test for the con-

veyance of gas. The paper next explained

the variety of articles already made of gutta

percha, which were of three classes—1. Useful

;

2. Ornamental ; and 3. Useful and Ornamental
combined. Various articles were then exhi-

bited, including two very hansome shields, and
a splendid Communion Dish and Service.—Mr.
"Whishaw next exhibited the Telakouphanon or

Speaking Trumpet; and in doing so, said that

speaking tubes of gutta percha were quite new
as was also the means of calling attention by
them of the person at a distance, which was
accomplished by the insertion of a whistle,

which being blown, sounded at the other end
quite shrilly. Attention having been thus
obtained, you remove the whistle, and by
simply whispering, the voice would be conveyed
quite audibly for a distance of at least three

quarters of a mile, and a conversation kept.

It must be obvious how useful these telegraphs

must become in large manufactories ; and
indeed in private houses they might quite

supersede the use of bells, as they were so very
cheap, and by branch pipes could be conveyed
to different rooms :—and, indeed, if there
wSre no electric telegraphs, they might, by a

person stationed at the end of each tube of

three quarters of a mile or a mile, be made
most speediljr to convey intelligence for any
distance. In private houses the whistle need
not be used, but a more musical sound could be
produced. He then amused the auditors by
causing the end of the tube, which was of the
length of 100 feet, to be inserted into the
mouth-piece of a flute held in a person's hand,
regulated the notes, and placing his own mouth
to the other end of the tube, " God save the

Queen" was played at a distance of a 100 feet

from the person giving the flute breath. Turning
to the Bishop of St. David's, he said that, in the

event of a clergyman having three livings, he
might, by the aid of three of these tulies,

preach the same sermon in three different

churches at the same time.—Mr. Whishaw also

exhibited the gutta percha submarine rope or
telegraph ; which consisted of a tube perfo-
rated with a series of small tubes, for the con-
veyance of telegraphic wire, and which, for

the purpose of preventing its being acted upon
by sea water or marine insects, was banded or
braded round by a small rope, and its being
perfectly air-tight would render it quite imper-
vious to the atmosphere."

WORCESTER CATHEDRALS,

Mr. Ashpitel, F.S.A., in a lecture on this

subject, said of the first cathedral, little more
was known than that it was dedicated to St.

Peter, and was under the government of

secular canons until the time of Oswald, the

eighteenth bishop, who erected (before 972,

when he was translated to York) what would
probably noW be termed " an opposition shop,"
contiguous to the original cathedral church,
which he dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and
attatched to it a monaster)' of Benedictine
monks. In 1014 he died, and was buried in

his cathedral church of Worcester (which he
held in commendam), and where, on receiving
canonisation, his ashes were afterwards en-
shrined. Ha,rdicanute, in consequence of some
fancied ill-treatment he had received from the

Worcesterians, burnt their city to the ground,
and with it Sir Oswald's church and monas-
tery. It is mentioned by William of Malmes-
bury that Bishop Wulstan wept over the de-
molition of the structure, when his own was
sufficiently advanced to receive the monks.

ladies' head-dresses.

Mr. Planche then read, a paper on head-
dress. In the fifteenth century, the female
coiffure was made to take the form of_ two
horns, a fashion which excited the indigna
tion and mirth of contemporary novelists

and satirists. This horned head-dress ap-

peared in no pictorial monuments older than

the reign of Henry IV. Upon the review of

the authorities, he found from 1272 to 1301,

the ugly gorget—the cornuted coif, and the

various modes of naturally or artificially in

creasing the bulk of the head—the appearance
of these same head-dresses when covered by
the veil—the increasing extravagance of the

bosses and gorgets of the reign of Edward II.,

the horned or eared head-dresses of both males
and females at the latter period, and the square'

bracket or gibbet head-dresses which were
likewise in fashion during the foiu'teenth cen-

tury. Then came the almost modern head-
dress of the reign of Edward III., when a

better taste had banished for a while the mon-
strosities complained of. Next appeared the,

heart shaped head-dress in the reign of Heniy'
IV., then the portentous and truly horned'

head-dress of the time of Henry V.; and last,|

but certainly not least, the mitres, and steeples,

and horns of the fifteenth century, which werej

the subject of Lydgate's well-known ballad on
the forked head dresses, „;;_ ;

A correspondent of the Athenaum, who is

on the Committee of the Caxton Memorial in

reply to the question on the subject states,

that, like many other things, the proposal for

this monument has been paralysed by the dis-

turbed occurrences of the last twelve months.

Immediately after the collection of subscrip-^

tions had begun, the City election came on;j

and the printers and publishers there wouldj

not hear of Caxton—only of Lord Johnj

Russel, &c. Then followed the panic—which^
made subscriptions still more difficult to get.

Then the troubled state of politics, abroad, _ in^

Ireland, and at home—which made them im-
possible. Undei these circumstances, the pro-

moters of the testimonial thought it best toj

wait for calmer times before any decision shouldi

be come to. No further subscriptions have been
obtained since the last a,dvertisement of them.
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tUfft OIonluaB €^«l)ular ^Sritige.

The idea of a tubular bridge is one of those
original conceptions which are the birth, notof
an individual's life, but of an sera. It is one of
those truly unique and rare productions-ra new
and valuable fact.

From what we have been able to gather, it

appears that Mr. Robert Stephenson at first

conceived the idea that a tubular bridge of the
circular form would be the strongest ; but being
unable, in consequence of numerous profes-
sional avocations, to undertake personally to

carry out the requisite experiments, he com-
mitted this important task to the able hands of
Mr. Fairbairn of Manchester, under his own
immediate inspection. Much credit is due to

this distinguished mechanist for the experi-
ments which he instituted with a view to ascer-
taining the proper principles on which to com-
pose such a structure, particularly with respect
to the two grand conditions of strength and
lightness. Having so far satisfied himself on
these points, he constructed a model tube on
a large scale, containing nearly all the features
of the proposed bridge. The form of a circular
tube was found defective in many respects, and
the idea of constructing the bridge of that
form was soon abandoned. Tubes were also

constructed of elliptical and rectangular forms,
with various results. Eventually a square tube
was decided upon ; and the investigations were
now continued, to evolve the principles upon
which this form might be rendered of sufficient

strength to resist vertical and lateral violence.
At first Mr. Fairbairn conceived that the
strongest form would be one in which the top
and bottom of the tube consisted of a series of
pipes arranged in a hollow compartment, co-
vered above and below by iion plates rivetted
together, and having a parallel direction to the
long axis of the tube. By this means great
rigidity would be communicated to the top, to

resist the immense compression it would ne-
cessarily endure; and the bottom would be
equally strong, to resist the tension which it

would be subject to. And this form would
probably have been adopted, but for several
serious practical difficulties which presented
themselves to its construction, and to its repair,
if accidentally damaged.
The model tube, the form of which was to be

adopted in the large scale, was finally.iormed
of a square shape, with longitudinal cellular
compartments, also square at the top and
bottom. The scale was exactly one-sixth of
the bridge across one of the spans of the Menai
Straits; it was also one-sixth of the depth, one-
sixth of the width, and, as nearlyas possible,
one-sixth of the thickness of the iron plates.
Thus it was SO feet long, 4 feet 6 inches deep,
2 feet 8 inches wide, and rested on two supports,
the distance between which was 75 feet^ The
entire weight of this large model was between
4 and 5 tons. It was now subjected to the
severe experiments which were to test its

strength. The weight was attached to its centre,
and increased ton by ton, the deflection being
carefully noted, together with the entire weight

of the load. After three experiments, in whichj
various defects were discovered, the conclusion'
arrived at of the extreme point of resistance of
the model tube placed it at about 56 tons ; ini

other words, its breaking weight was 56'3 tons. I

This result proved highly satisfactory, and!
exhibits in a remarkable manner the extra-!
ordinary resistance offered by a tube of this
construction to a load more than eleven times
its own weight.

|

In the early part of 1847 the Conway Tube;
Bridge was commenced. The site of the bridge
was not, however, convenient for the purpose
of constructing the tube; and advantage was
consequently taken of a less precipitous part of
the river's bank, about a hundred yards from;
the permanent position of the bridge. There,'
upon a piece of level ground, projecting some'
distance into the river, workshops and a steam-!
engine were erected, and an immense platform
constructed on piles driven into the ground,

j

and partly into the bed of the river, and form-;
ing a temporary pier. At high water, the tide

was nearly level with the bottom of the tube.
Altogether, about twelve months were occupied!
in the construction of the tube

j

The tube was at length completed ; and now,
remained the Herculean undertaking of dragg-j
ing it to its position, and lifting it up to its pro-:

per elevation. On Monday, Mai'ch 6, 1848,;

the great experiment was made. The tube had
been made to rest upon two temporary stone!

piers, by the removal of some of the piles sup-!

porting the platform on which it was built.'

Six immense pontoons, 100 feet long, and of
proportionable breadth and height, were then!

hauled up to the platform, and floated, three

|

at each end of the tube underneath it: thieyt

were properly lashed together, and secured.
High tide served a little after eleven in the
forenoon; all things were therefore got ready
to take full advantage of this circumstance.

j

As the tide rose higher and higher, the great
pontoons rose too, until they touched the bot-|

tom of the tube. The favourable moment hav-
ing arrived, the pumps were set to work, and'
the pontoons emptied of a large volume of
water purposely introduced into them. As this!

water discharged, they rose higher and higher,
I

until at length, the immense mass floated clear!

off the platform. It was still some distance!

from its resting-place ; but the sides being pro-]

perly shoved up, the whole structure—was set,

in motion by means of strong hawsers worked
by capstans, and attached to different places.!

It was guided in its slow career by chains con-j

nected with buoys placed at intervals in its!

route. At length it was dragged to its proper!
position : and resting under the receding influ-!

ence of the tide upon two stone beds prepared
for its reception on each side, it now appeared
as a great unwieldy box crossing the river.

This operation was the work of a few hours,!
and was conducted with the most complete'
success.

Having accompanied the tube thus far on its

progress, we may now pause to detail a few
particulars as to its consti-uction. The tube is

formed of wrought-iron plates from 4 to 8 feet
long, and 2 feet wide. The thickness of those
plates which enter into the formation of the
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sides is toward the extremities diminished to

five-eighths of an inch. These plates are

rivetted firmly together to T-angle iron I'ihs on
both sides of the joints. The beautiful regu-
larity of the rivets gives the tube somewhat the

character of a regular ornament. The ceiling

of the tube is comnosed of eight cellular tubes,

each of which is about 20 inches in width, and
21 high; these cells are likewise formed of

wrought-iron plates, which are three-quarters

of an inch thick in the middle, and half an inch
towards the ends of the tube. The joints of

these plates are strengthened like the others.

The floor of the tube contains six cellular tubes,

about 27 inches in width, and 21 high, formed
as above, with the addition of a covering plate

ofiron over every joint on the under-side of the

tube. The sides are united to the ceiling and
floor by double angle irons within and without.

The entire length of this great tunnel of iron is

412 feet; it is 14 feet in extreme width; it is

also a little higher in the- middle than at each
end, being 22 feet 3 inches high at the ends,

end 25 feet in the middle ; this, |however, in-

cludes the diameter of the cells top and bottom.
Each end of the tube, were it rests upon the

masonry, is strengthened by cast-iron frames to

the extent of about 8 feet of the floor. The
entire weight of this stupendous piece of iron-

work is about 1,300 tons !

It appears that the task of elevating this vast

fabric was intrusted to Messrs. Easton and
Amos. At each pier, resting upon massive
bearing-girders of cast-iron, solidly imbedded
in the masonry, was placed a large hj'draulic

ram. This machine consisted of a cylinders
feet in diameter to the outside, with a cylin-

drical cavity of about a foot and a half in dia-

meter, so that the actual thickness of this

powerful cylinder was niiie inches of solid iron

all round I In it was the " ram," a cylindrical

I

mass of solid iron 18 inches or so in diameter,

30 that it did not fit the cylinder quite accu-
jrately, but left a vacuity for the passage of

I

water to the bottom. Attached to the top of
' this ram is a transvei'se piece of metal called

ja " cross-head," 2 square feet thick, with two
! square apertures, through which the great

j

chains which are to lift the mass are passed and
[secured. The chains consisted of flat bars of

i
wrought-iron about 6 feet in length, IJ inch

! thick, and 7 inches wide. Each ram lifted two

i

chains composed of nine links, containing eight

bars in the upper links, but four only in the

'lower. The stroke oi the ram was 6 feet^-that
is, it lifted the tube 6 feet in its full range.

]

In the recess where the fellow-tube is to be
placed, a steam-engine of peculiar construction
!was erected, to whose obedient toilings the

;
mighty work of raising the tube at each end

:
was committed. These steam-engines were on
the high-pressure principle, the cylinder being

I

placed horizontally, and the piston-rod runn-
ing completely through the cylinder at both

: ends, where it was connected with fly-wheels
'and the plungers of the force-pumps. The

I

length of the stroke was 16 inches. At the
summit of the cylinder of the hydraulic press
was a small tube, the internal cavity of which
was only three-eighths of an inch diameter.
This tube was connected with the force-pumps.

All things being now ready, the ^reat opera-
tion commenced. The steam-engines acting
simultaneously, and with equal velocity and'
power at each pier, the mighty structure began
to rise majestically, but with great slowness,'

into the air. At every rise of 6 feet the engines
were stopped, and the chains readjusted to the
head of the ram, and the top links removed.
By a succession of such rises, the tube finally 1

reached the desired elevation of about 24 feet.

It was then allowed to take its permanent
position on the massive masonry prepared for

it; and the Tubular Bridge lay across the river,'

a monument of the combined skill of British

engineers of the nineteenth century. I

Its sustaining power still remained to be tes-

ted. Carriages, heavily laden to the amount,
of may hundred tons, were placed in its centre,

and allowed to remain there for two or three

days; but the deflection did not, we believe,.j

exceed an inch and a half, and disappeared on
the removal of the weight, thus demonstrating
its resistance and its elasticity. Since then, it

has been constantly worked.

—

Abridged from
" Chamber's' Journal."

Cf)e intJia i^utifier 'Exu.

The caoutchouc tree grows, in general, to the
height of 40 or 50 feet without branches, then
baanching, runs up 15 feet higher. The leaf is

about six inches long, thin, and shaped like

that of a peach tree. The trees show their

working by the number of knots, or bunches,
made by tapping ; and a singular fact is, that,

like a cow, when most tapped, they give most
milk or sap.

The time of operating is early day, before

sunrise. The blacks are first sent through the

forest, armed with a quantity of soft clay, and
a small pickaxe. On coming to one of the

trees, a portion of the soft clay is formed into

a cup and stuck to the trunk. The black then
striking his pick over the cup, the sap oozes
out slowly, a tree giving daily about a gill. The
tapper continues in this way, tapping perhaps
50 trees, when he returns, and with a jar,

passing over the same ground, empties his cups.

So by seven o'clock the blacks come in with
their jars, ready for working.
The sap at this stage resembles milk in ap-

pearance, and somewhat in taste. It is also

frequently drank with pefect safety. If left

standing now, it will curdle like milk, dis-

engaging a watery substance like whey.
Shoemakers now arrange themselves to form

the gum. Seated in the shade, with a large

pan of milk on one side, and on the other a

flagon, in which is burned a nut peculiar to

this country, emitting a dense smoke, the

operator having his last, or form, held by a long
stick or handle, previously besmeared with
soft clay (in order to slip off the shoe when
finished) holds it over the pan, and pouring on
the milk until it is covered, sets the coating in

the smoke,[then giving it a second coat, repeats

the smoking ; and so on with a third and fourth,

until the shoe is of the required thickness,

averaging from six to twelve coats. When fin-
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ished, the shoes on the forms are placed in the

sun the remainder of the day to drip. Next
day, if required, they may be figured, being so

soft that any impression will be indelibly

received. The natives are very dexterous in

this work. With a quill and a sharp-pointed
stick they will produce finely lined leaves and
flowers, such as you may have seen on the
shoes, in an incredibly short space of t;me.
After remaining on the forms two or three days,

the shoes are cut open on the top, allowing the

last to slip out. They are then tied together
and slung on poles, ready for the market.
There, pedlars and Jews trade for them with
the country people; and in lots of a thousand
or moYf- they are again sold to the merchants,
who have them stuffed with straw, and packed
in boxes to export, in which state they are

received in the United States and in England.
In the same manner, any shape may be manvi-
factured. Thus toys are made over clay forms.
After drying, the clay is broken and extracted.

Bottles, &c., in the same way. According as

the gum grows older, ii- becomes darker in

colour and inore fough. The number of caout-
chouc trees in the province is countless. In
some parts whole forests of them' exist. From
Mexico and the East Indies, there appears to

be no importation into the United States. The
reason I suppose must be the want of <hat

prolificness found in them here (the Brazils).

The caoutchouc tree may be worked all the

year ; but generally in the wet seasons they

have rest, owing to the flooded state of the
woods ; and the milk being watery, requires

more to manufacture the same article than in

the dry season.

CJje <Si^ronotj)pigt.

Mr. Harrison has invented a new self register-

ing thermonaeter, which, by the contraction and
expansion of the copper and iron of which it

is formed, under different degrees of temper-
ature, registers the different degrees of heat
and cold upon a sheet of paper stretched on a
constantly revoH'ing cylinder. Mr. R.
Roberts has discovered a new mechanical
power—suggested to him by a dial movement
in an American clock—consisting of a steel

stock shaft, on which are fitted two brass discs

in such a way as to be kept steady. One of

the discs has eleven teeth rounded at the top

and bottom in its circumference, and placed on
the body of the shaft.. The other disc, which
is rather the larger, is in the eccentric position

of the shaft, with its face to that of the toothed

disc. The plain disc has four studs rivetted

into it at equal distances from the other, and
at such distances as to admit of their being

brought successively, by the revolution of the

eccentric, to the bottom of the hollows in the

toothed discs.—The following movements may
be effected by this machine :—namely, if the

shaft be held stationary and the discs be made
to revolve upon it, one of the discs will make
12 revolutions whilst the other only makes
11. Again, if the toothed disc be held whilst

the shaft be made to revolve 12 times, the plain

The Patent Domestic Telegraph.—Since
our notice of the application of the principle

of the electric telegraph to domestic purpose^

by Mr, Reid, of Birmingham, he has maddi'

same improvements, and extended the use of

the instrument in hotels, taverns, tea-gardens,

coffee and chop-houses, public companies,
and private houses, and even in mines. The
alteration is confined to the dial-plate, on which
the specific questions and demands are dis-

posed of in due order.

disc will revolve, in the same direction, on©
revolution only : and if the plain disc be held
the toothed disc will perform one revolution in
the contrary for 11 revolutions of th? shaft.

It will be evident that almost any other number
of revolutions may be produced by employing
a smaller number of studs, not fewer than
three, which will not divide the number o
teetn in that disc. The restoration of Glou-
cester Cathedral has now commenced, and is

progressing well. •' Din:ging and washing
for gold," says the New IlwJc Tribune, "has
been prosecuted in certain portions of Virginia,
North Carolina, and Georgia, through several
years past, with varied success. Some have
grown suddenly rich by it ; others have realised
mcderate gains or held their own ; some have
impoverished themselves." Prince Albert
will lay the foundation stone of the New
Docks at Grimsbys in October. -M'Crea,
the plaintiff in a case recently decided by the
Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Knight Bruce, had ex-
hibited ., pattern in damask to the defendant,
Holdsvvorth (both of Halifax), and the latter

copiec' it, in ignorance of the fact that it had
been protected by registration, and proceeded
to manufacture from it. An injunction having
been granted, the defendant appeared and
pleaded "ignorance," which the Vice Chan-
cellor told him could not be listened to, as he
knew perfectly that it was another man's de-
sign. The defendant also pleaded a right to

manufacture, though not to sell—an odd sort

of discovery, the judge remarked. Defend-
dant's counsel thereupon undertook to destroy
the pattern papers, stamped cards, &c., and to

pay all costs, the injunction stjll continuing in

force in case of any breach, to which the .

|

newly discovered "right to manufacture"!]
might in future lead. An important inven-i

I

tion, lately made by an individual at Birken-
head has been purchased, it is said, by Messrs.
Brett and Little, for their telegraph. It con-
sists of a sponge saturated with some salt, in

the cells, instead of acid, condensing the

vapour of the atmosphere, and continuing, it is

said, for an almost indefinite time in unimpaired
action. From New York to New Orleans
a continuous line of telegraph is now almost
completed, and, even with the few gaps not

yet filled up, intelligence can be conveyed
from the one extremity to the other—a length

little short of 2,000 miles—within a few hours.

The experiment of crossing the Hudson,
from Jersey to New York, by telegraph wires,

encased with gutta percha, and laid on the bed
of the river, has been completelj' successful.
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Mt. Vrnxan^s ^((tuies.

HE
Fates and Her Majesty's Government seem to

have conspired against both Mr. Vernon and

his pictures—honour is denied to the one, and

a resting place to the others.

A week or two back we announced that the

lower rooms of the National Gallery in Tra-

falgar Square were being cleared out for the

purpose of containing the Vernon Collection.

The project has, however, turned out a failure

—the accommodation being as insufficient as

the industry displayed in looking after it ; there

fore, we may expect a still longer waste of

time, and, still further, positive injury inflicted

on a private individual, whose liberality, by a

strange anomaly, seems to have brought upon

the donor nothing but punishment.

However, as a little set oiF against the

charge of positive direlection of duty, Govern-

ment can claim some indulgence on account

of the numberless projects for a new National

Gallery which are daily being poured in, thick

and fast.

The last suggestion is one of Mr. Penne-

thorne's—the architect to the trustees of the

National Gallery—who, as we learn from a

contemporary, proposes erecting a plain, tem-

porary building in one of the parks—a build-

ing that will not he required to last more than

ten or twelve years ; and the application to

parliament for an annual grant of £15,000 or

£20,000, to accumulate during these ten or

twelve years, by which means a fund may be

formed for the erection of a National Gallery.

The site recommended is Cleveland-row,

—

" the leases of a number of houses in which

will expire about the year 1860, when the

ground will become the property of the

We will reserve this project for future con-

sideration.

Since writing the above we have met with

the following strange statement in the Athe-

nceum ; to whom it has been forwarded by a

correspondent:—" 'Are you aware,' says the

writer, ' of the extraordinary proficiency &c-

quired by the authority of the National Gallery

in giving away the tickets for Mr. Vernon's

Collection? The public is informed that

tickets are to be had at the Gallery on given

mornings: a humble member of the public

presents himself on Wednesday, the 30th of

August, at ten o'clock precisely (that being

the time of opening)—gets in immediately,

with numerous others,—and finds that all the

300 tickets are already given away ! Is not

this dexterity? Of course everything is fair

;

but how does the gentleman manage to give

away with any discrimination so many tickets

in TWO MINUTES ?
'—We have heard, " adds the

Editor, " many complaints of the manner in

which this distribution has been managed ; but

have heard, likewise, occasional explanations

suggesting a principle of the irregularity to

which we scarcely like to take exception. Still,

the public, and each individual as a part of it,

has aright to insist upon the terms announced
;

and we hope that now, when the first pressure

for admission is past, it may be found easy to

make the distribution of this privilege in such

a manner as shall avoid any cause of further

complaint."

We hope so too ; and will also forego taking

exception for the present ; but let these gen-

tlemen remember

" There's a chiel amang ye takin' notes,

An', faith, he'll prent it
!"
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W!^oxtm M(n*& Associations.

We regard with no small degree of pleasure

the strenuous efforts which the working men
of this country are making in order to perform

that injunction of God and Nature, which

commands us, when desirous of effecting an

object, "to help ourselves."—^Combination

among the humbler classes for the purpose of

self-improvement is daily on the increase, and

nothing can exhibit in a more striking light the

tendency of popular opinion and the supremacy

which mind is fast gaining over matter. We
extract the following paragraph from a pro-

fessional contemporary:—

'A number of operative sculptors and orna-

mental stone carvers have formed a society

for the mutal advantage of its members, afford-

ing opportunities for study and improvement,

which individually they could not obtain.

They propose to establish a library imme-

diately connected with the arts, form a collec-

tion of drawings and models, and obtain the

delivery of lectures upon subjects bearing upon

the pursuit. Mr. John Smith, of 37, Dart-

mouth-street, Westminster, is the secretary,

and will give any information which may be

required."

This is as it should be !—Let us see more of

this spirit displayed among the working classes,

and we'll warrant that books will serve a

better end than either pikes or guns. Tyrants

or oppressors may stand fire, but knowledge

is their sure exterminator.

Queen Anne's Farthings.—This coinage
is the subject of a fable almost universally
believed throughout the empire. It is sup-
posed there never were more struck than three,

the die breaking at the third, and consequently
that a Queen Anne farthing is, from extreme
rarity, the most valuable coin in existence.

How this notion should have been impressed
at first, and since become so prevalent, is

incomprehensible. In reality, there were seven
coinages of farthings in Anne's reign, and the
numbers of each were by no means small,

though only one was designed for general cir-

culation. Specimens of all these may be seen
in the British Museum, and a collector in Lon-
don possesses from fifteen to twenty of that
designed for circulation. On one, dated 1713,
there is a figure of Peace in her car, with the
inscription " Pax Missa Per Orbem " —
Peace sent throughout the world—no doubt
a boast meant by her majesty's unpopular

ministry to brazen out the ignominy which
they incurred by the settlement of affairs at

Utrecht, In consequence of the prevailing
belief, it often happens that a poor peasant in

some remote part of the country, who has
chanced to obtain a Queen Anne farthing, sets

off with it to London, in the hope of making
his fortune by_ selling it. Even from Ireland
journies of this kind are sometimes under-
taken : on one occasion, a man and his wife
travelled thence to London with a Queen
Anne farthing. It is needless to say that these
poor people are invariably disappointed, the
ordinary farthing of this sovereign being only
worth about seven shillings to a collector. Mr,
Till, the medallist, mentions in his work on the
Roman Denarius, which we noticed a short
time since, that he has only heard one origin

assigned to the superstition. Many years since,

a lady of Yorkshire, having lost a Queen Anne
farthing, which, for some particular reason,
had a great value in her eyes, advertised for it,

offering a considerable reward for its recovery.
The vulgar readily transmuted the sentimental
into an absolute value, and, as usual, soon con-
ceived a reason in fact for what was nothing
but a fallacy of their own understandings.

Co ©oiTespontJents, ^c»

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY words and THEIR MEANING MAY BE
READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENTOF THY
COMMUNICATION.

" A Young Architect."—ThanJcs for the enclo-

sure :
—we shall, at all times, be extremely happy

to receive any contributions with which you may
feel inclined to favour us.

" A Mechanic in Search of a better Land."—
Peruse the Emigration HandbooJts, published by
Mr. CraddocJc of Holywell-street.

" /. T."—If you are a Gothic Carver, you can
apply to Mr. Barrett {if by letter, post-paid), at

the office of The Decorator's Assistant, w'
is just now in want of two or three ivorTtmen of
that description.

Communications, Boohsfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, S^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, 8fc,

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,

price Is. 3(?. each ; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*^* Any of our readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description suits

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige u-

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 16 is now ready, price 7d.
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iaapitsmal dFontg*

The sanctity rightly and reasonably attached
to the consecrated instrument of a Holy Sacra-
ment caused the careful preservation of Fonts
unchanged by centuries of rebuilding and
alteration. Thus we cannot doubt that a con-
siderable number of Fonts now exist in England
•wherein the Saxon infant received the waters
of salvation from the hand of that ancient priest

whose bones, for aught we know, may moulder
under the pavement of a church reconstructed
on its original foundations six centuries after

his death. Most frequently, however, the rude
and unshapely Font of this sera was replaced in

later times by one of costly sculpture and pro-
fuse religious decoration ; and thus we cannot
find a very great number of examples of decid-
edly earlier date than the Norman ^ra, when
Fonts were made so elaborately beautiful and
so quaintly curious that they well deserved the
respect and value which they ever after re-

ceived as works of art and memorials of bygone
devotion, as well as from their hallowed use in

the service of the Church. Thus Norman Fonts
are now common, while earlier specimens are
but seldom found. Whether the former, many
of which were certainly extremely plain, were
always retained in rebuilding or improving an
ancient church, we cannot tell; though we may
fairly infer that such was generally the case.

Probably the preservation or removal of early
Fonts was a custom more or less prevalent at

different times and in diiferent places, accord-
ing to the facilities for procuring stone, or other
local circumstances. The Decorated age, with
all its costly and numerous buildings, pro-
duced comparatively few Fonts ; at least the
Fonts of this style are the least common, while,
perhaps, churches are most frequent.

In respect of execution. Perpendicular Fonts
are unquestionably the best. It is a curious
fact, that Decorated Fonts are often the worst
and coarsest specimens of sculpture and detail.

Norman Fonts are the most elaborate; but the
designs are often as outlandish and extravagant
as the carving is bad. Early English Fonts are
generally well cut; but they are of such un-
usual occurrence that it is difficult to assert as

a prevailing principle their superior accuracy,
though we believe they generally excelled in

this respect. Transition-Norman Fonts are
frequently very handsome ; and they often ex-
hibit the toothed-moulding, as at Tickencote,
Rutland, Norton, Derbyshire, Twyford, Lei-
cestershire, and Barrow, in the same county.
This ornament scarcely occurs in specimens of
the pure Early English style, where it might
be most expected. It is found, however, at St.

Giles', Oxford.
The earliest Fonts are circular, either rude

cylindrical stones, resembling a portion of a
column, from which perhaps they were some-
times made, and placed without any interme-
diate support upon the ground ; or worked in

the shape of a clumsy vase or tub, as at Little

Billing, Northampton, and West Putford ; or

mounted on a stem, as Chalk, Kent ; sometimes
quite plain, but more usually having a few
broad and coarse annular base-mouldings. An

interesting example occurs at Scartho, Lincoln'
shire, where the tower is Saxon. It is shaped
like a hand -basin, and is placed on an irregu-
lar heptagonal plinth. Unhappily it is filled

up with bricks and rubbish, and a small
wooden pillar used for Baptism.

In considering the shape of Fonts, we must
bear in mind the difficulty which the ancient
builders experienced in raising and conveying
large blocks of stone. We may reasonably sup-
pose that the ready ingenuity which their works
always exhibit in adapting material to construe
tive necessity, exercised considerable influence
in this respect also. A rude piece of rock,
forming naturally an irregular polygon, might
become too small by being reduced to a square
or an octagon ; and if this had been procured
with some labour and delay, it was better to
humour its perverse tendencies, and to let it

retain its original form with little alteration,

than to spoil or reject it.

The position of Fonts varies considerably.
The principle however always observable is to

place them near a western entrance. A very
common site for Early English or Decorated
Fonts is on the west side of the nearest nave
pier to the left as you enter by the south porch.
Sometimes, where there is no north door, the
Font is placed against the north wall, as at
Oakington and Long Stanton, Cambridgeshire;
but this not very common. Still more rarely
is the Font placed in the centre of the church,
as at Castle Rising. The usual position of late

Fonts is a little to the east of the belfry arch,

between two nave piers. The typical signifi'

cation of proximity to a doorway, entrance into

the Church by Baptism, is well known. If a
Font is found anywhere eastward of the centre
of the nave, it is almost sure to have been
moved from its original place. At Milton near
Cambridge it is against the chancel arch, and
appears long to have occupied that unusual
position.

HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE.
Her Majesty's Theatre, the decorations at

which were completed towards the latter end
of the month of February, 1846, affords, per-
haps, the best specimen of art applied to orna-
mental purposes of which England can boast.

The number of artists employed exceeded
twenty, and included such men as Stanfield,

Telbin, Absolom, and Marshall, the whole
being placed under the direction of Mr. John-
son, the architect.

To endeavour to describe every object which
is so happily displayed would be vain ; but a

rapid survey comprising brief descriptions of

the principal ornaments may not be uninterest-

ing to our provincial readers.

First, then, above the proscenium comes the

royal arms, not in the old shop-sign style, but
in that of ancient heraldic blazonry, and on
each side are the most beautiful floral designs,

on a dark ground, making the whole harmonise.
Higher still, and receiving the full effulgence

of light from a splendid chandelier, is the
" Aurora" of Guido. Then, framed in a rich.
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but chaste, border, comes on the ceiling the
copy of the "Elements" of Albano, terminat-
ing towards the gallery arch in a broad shelving
band of the most beautifid arabesques, leading
the eye to imagine pictorial wonders beyond.
Descending to the pit, we behold on the lowest
tier the celebrated dancing figures of Pompeii,
of which illuminated designs were purposely
brought from Naples—the intervening figures
and arabesques are due to Raffaeile and his
scholars; each detail has its authenticated
original. In the second tier are the celebrated
Sports of children" of Giulio Romano,

separated by medallions by Carracci and other
painters of imperishable fame. On the third
tier the figures of the Muses appear in their
discs of gold, creating the most peculiar and
fascinating effect. Then each tier gets lighter
and lighter in design, arabesques filling up the
framework ; but these, no less than other parts
of the decoration, show the inventive genius of
the great Raflfaelle, who in these designs revels
unfettered in exquisite caprice and marvellous
phantasy. To introduce life into their works
was the object of the great artists of Italy
in_ that bygone age of glorious memory.
Michael Angelo, when he had terminated his
wonderful " Moses," struck the marble, in a
passion, that blow of which the mark still

remains, exclaiming, in a voice of thunder,
"Park!" (Speak.) Raffaeile, who sought all

his models in antique art, when he adopted
the arabesques, likewise felt that want of life,

attributable to the Arabs, to whose fervid ima-
ginations they are due, being forbidden by their
religion to reproduce the likeness of anything
living. He at once introduced the new element
—an element of real difficulty, and here we
behold the result—a liveliness and variety of
design beyond all imagining : the pattern,
when beheld at the proper distance, appears
to move and perform circular evolutions, the
branches and flowers to be carried away in the
train of the sportive animals depicted with
such living truth. One of the circumstances
which most contributes to the harmony of
effect produced is, that no merely mechanical
hand was employed ; even the minutest details
having been executed by real artists. As to
ourselves, a circumstance which has given us
the greatest relief is, that there is no trace in
the decoration of Her Majesty's Theatre of the
style Louis Quinze, with its pretty affectation,

its pretty migniardise and gilded rococo,
with which we have been surfeited, adnauseum,
and cured for ever, like pastrycook boys are
by a few days' unlimited indulgence in cakes
and comfits. Louis Quinze was taken to his

grave by post-horses, at full gallop. We care
not if his style follows him at railroad pace,
and is buried for ever—with his Majesty
at St. Denis, or the Roi Dagobert at Rheinis.
In the creation of the sensual and immoral
epoch of the Regency and of Pompadour,
there is nothing in this style of decoration
that elevates the mind, and although it may be
employed in the boudoir of a modern petite

maitresse, or in a small sociable theatre of true
elegance and fashion, it is totally unfit for a
noble edifice like her Majesty's Theatre. To
feel the beauty of this edifice and its claims io

public approbation, it is but necessary to com
pare its interior with that of all the palaces
which have been built or ornamented at so
great an expense in England since the reign
of George IV. We have no doubt works
worthy of the country are about to be produced,
but nothing of public access has as yet appeared,
unless it be the encaustic perpetration at the
Royal Exchange, which, like the aspect of the
whole edifice, transports us back, not to Eng-
land's glorious age of Gresham, but to that
when we were the " Toto orbe divisos Bri-
tannos." The common sense, as well as the
good taste of copying faultless models, and of
employing so many meritorious artists, is pal-

pable. It took the great Annibale Carracci
twenty years to paint the frescoes of the Far-
nese Gallery, and he died of a broken heart
because he considered the Cardinal Farnese's
reward so inadequate a guerdon for his labour.

By copying these beautiful models of the most
celebrated painters that ever lived, we have
the work of a century reproduced, as it were,
by magic.

ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.

We present our readers with an engraving of
the Royal Box, got up hastily by Mr. Gye, on
the occasion of an unexpected visit paid by
Her Majesty, and which was noticed by us a

few weeks back. The arrangement of the

drapery, which was, indeed, the principal fea-

ture, was chastely splendid—and the effect of

the whole was superb in the extreme.
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False-roof (in arcliitecture), that part which
Is placed between the upper rooms and the ex-

ternal covering of an edifice.

Feather-edged (in carpentry, &c), boards

thicker on one edge than on the other are said

to he feather-edged.

Fellies, pieces of wood joined together in

order to form the circle of a wheel.
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Figure (in all the arts), a representation of

any solid body.

Fascia (in architecture), a vertical member
of considerable height, but with a small pro-

jection, used in architraves, pedestals, &c.

Flemish Bricks, bricks of a yellowish

colour. Their length is 6^ in ; breadth, 2^ in

;

and thickness, Ig in.

Flutes (in architecture), channels or furrows
cut perpendicularly in the shafts of columns.
Fluting the shafts of columns is a practice

never omitted in any great and finished Grecian
work ; it therefore seems probable, that it had
some relation to the original type, perhaps the
furrowed trunk might have suggested the idea.

It is, however, a beautiful ornament, which is

applied with equal happiness to break the other-

wise heavy mass of a Doric shaft, or to obviate
an inconsistent plainness in the other orders.

The following illustrations represent the

methods of drawing the flutes of the Doric,

Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite orders.

To draw the flutes of the Doric Column. On
A B, Fig. ], the diameter of the cokimn, des-

cribe a semicircle, and divide the semicircle

into ten equal parts (as the doi-ic column
usually contains twenty flutes, which are in

general made shallow, and without fillets)

;

through every two of the divisions draw lines

E 1, E 2, E 3, e 4, to e 10, between anj' two
divisions (as 3 and 4) describe two arcs whose
vertex is c : on e with aradius e c, describe the
quadrant g, h, i, k, l, m, cutting the lines e a,

E 1, E 2, E 3, E 4, &c., in the points,"G, h, i, k,

L, M, which are the centres for the flutes ; but if

the flutes are wanted deeper, you may make
the distance 5 d, half the breadth of a flute

;

and proceed as shewn on the other quadrant,

and from a, h, c, &c., draw perpendiculars to

the bottom of the column.

Fig. 2. The Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite

orders, have in general twenty-four flutes with

a fillet between each (the fillet one third of a

flute) ; in order to have that number, and
preserve the just proportion of a flute to a fillet,

observe the following rule : divide the semi-

circumference. Fig. 3, into twelve equal parts,

at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c., to 12, divide any division

into eight equal parts, as that between 5 and 6,

then talce three of these parts, and on 1, 2,. 3,

&c. to 12, as centres ; describe arcs which are

nearly semicircular as in the engraving, and
then draw them to the column. Fig. 4.

i

[To be continued.]
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§ 1. HISTORY OF PERSPECTIVE.

The question has often been discussed, whe-
ther the ancients really knew and observed the

rules of perspective, in the practice of the

arts ; that they knew it, none can deny.
Euclid has left a distinct treatise on it, and
Vitruvius tells us that Agathavchus, the dis-

ciple of iEschylus, was the first who wrote
upon this subject; and that subsequently the
principles of the art were more clearly eluci-

dated by his followers, Democritus and Anax-
agoras. Of the nature of their descriptions

we are in total ignorance, but what Euclid, so

distinguished as a mathematician, has written
on the subject, shows us evidently that they
had not made great progress in it; and the
remains that have come down to us of the
works of the ancient painters, &c., are not
calculated to make us think that they thought
proper to conform the little that was known.
That the Arabians were not ignorant of per-
spective, appears from the optical writings of

Al Hazen. who flourished about 1100; his work
is cited by Roger Bacon, who himself treated
the subject very accurately, if we consider the

age in which he wrote. M. Fiorillo, in his
" Kliene Schriften,'' (8vo. 1803,) has traced the
history of perspective amongst the ancients,
and since its revival amongst the moderns.
Johannes T'zetzes, in the twelfth century,
speaks of perspective as though he were well
acquainted with its importance in painting : and
the Greek painters, who were employed by the
Venetians and Florentines in the thirteenth
century, seem to have brought some knowledge
of its principles with them, for the disciples of
Giotto are commended for observing perspec-
tive more regularly than any of their pre-

decessors in the art had done, and they lived in

the beginning of the fourteenth. Danti, in his

work " Sopra la prima regola del Vignola,"
p. 82, says that Pedro del Borgo was the first

who published the true rules of perspective, and
that he left in manuscript three books on the
science, which he adds, were copied in great
part by Daniel Barbaro. Pedro is said to

have died in 1443. In 1440, Bartolemeo Bra-
mantino, of Milan, published his book, " Re-
gole di Prospettiva, e misure delle Antichita
di Lombardia." Balthazar Peruzzi, of Sienna,
who had studied diligently the writings of
Borgo, discovered the points of distance to

which every line that makes an angle of forty-

five degrees with the ground line is drawn.
Soon after, Guido Ubaldi discovered that all

the lines parallel to each other, if they be
inclined to the ground line, converge to some
point in the horizontal line, and that a line

drawn from the eye parallel to them will also
pass through this point. Ubaldi's work on
perspective was printed at Pesaro in 1600, and
may be said to contain the first principles of
the method afterwards established by Dr.
Brook Taylor.

§ 2. DEFINITIONS OF PERSPECTIVE.
Perspective is that branch of optics which

teaches how to represent objects on a plane

surface, in the manner wherein they appear
under the peculiarities arising from distance
or height. This is a science of the first im-
portance to a painter

;
yet, at the same time^

he is not to be too strictly confined to its rules,

but to endeavour to render them subservient to
his own purposes. Nothing, indeed, should
be permitted to tie up his hands or cramp his
genius; on the contrary, he should be left fully

at liberty to express his idea with one stroke
of his pencil; and as Fresnoy advises, "let
the compasses be rather in his eyes than in his
hands ;" in that way let him measure distinctly

every object by comparison—the principal
talent which he should own. If he is well
acquainted with the principles of his art, he
will not stop at the dry rules of geometry,
while his fancy is sketching all the chief parts
of his picture ; but proceed with the whole,
and when the design is arranged, then correct
all those portions which require it by the law s of

|

perspective.

But while, on the one hand, we are anxious
to guard the student against dwelling too much
on the more mechanical parts of his interesting
art, we must, on the other, strive to impress
on his mind that a thorough knowledge and
an undeviating attention to this important
branch of it is not only eligible but indis-

pensible. The study of it should, indeed, go
hand in hand with that of anatomy, as not less

fundamental and necessary.
The contour of an object drawn upon paper

or canvas represents nothing more than such
an intersection of the visual rays sent from
the extremities of it to the eye as would arise

on a glass put in the place of the paper or can-
v£is. Now, the situation of an object at the
other side of a glass being given, the delinea-
tion of it in the glass itself depends entirely

on the situation of the eye on this side of the
glass ; in other words, on the rules of perspec-
tive.

We will illustrate this by a familiar instance.
Suppose a spectator to be looking at a prospect
without doors, from within through a glass

window :—he will perceive not only the vast

extent which even so small an aperture will

admit to be seen by his eye, but also the shape,
size, and situation of every object, upon the
glass. If the objects are near the window, the

spaces they occupy on the glass will be pro-
portionably larger than when they are at a
greater distance; if they are parallel to the

window, then their shapes upon the glass

will be parallel likewise ; if they are oblique,

then their shapes will be oblique, and
so on. And he will always perceive that,

as he alters the situation of his eye, the situa-

tion of the objects upon the window will be
altered also : if he raises his eye ever so high,

the objects will seem to keep pace with it and
rise higher upon the window, and the contrary
if he places it ever so low. And thus, in every
situation of the eye, the objects upon the
window will appear to rise higher or lower;
and, consequently, the depth of the whole
prospect will be proportionably greater or less

as the eye is elevated or depressed, and the

horizon will in every situation of the eye be
upon a level with it; that is, the horizontal
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line, or that imaginary line which parts the

earth and sky, will seem to be raised as far

above the ground upon which the spectator

stands, as his eye is removed from the same
place. Now, suppose the person atlthe window
looks through an upright pane of glass at any
object beyond it, and keeping his head steady,

draws the figure of the object upon the glass

with a black lead pencil, as if the point of the

pencil touched the object itself; he would then
have a true representation of the object in

perspective as it appears to his eye.

In order to this, two things are necessary :

—

first, that the glass be laid over with strong

gum-water, which when dry will be fit for

drawing upon, and will retain the traces of

the pencil ; and secondly, that the spectator

looks through a small hole in a thin plate of

metal, fixed about a foot from the glass, be-
tween it and his eye, and that he keeps his

eye close to the hole; otherwise he might
perhaps shift the position of his head, and con-
sequently make a false delineation of the

object.

Having traced out the figure of the object

he may go over it again with pen and ink

;

and when that is dry, put a sheet of paper
upon it, and trace it thereon with a pencil

:

then taking away the paper and laying it on
a table, he may finish the picture by giving it

the colours, lights, and shades, as he sees them
in the object itself, of which he will then have
a true resemblance.

[To be continued.]

(ffifroinetr ^xtf^ts.

Groins are formed by the intersections of the
surfaces of two or more vaults, or continued
arches, crossing each other.

Groined arches may be either constructed
of brick or stone, and they are sometimes
formed of wood, and lathed over for plaster.

When they are constructed of brick or stone,

the arch stones or bricks require to be sup-
ported upon wooden frames, boarded ovei", so

as to form a convex surface, to fit that surface
the groined vault is required to have, in order
to sustain the whole during the time ot building.
This construction is called a centre, and it is

removed when the work is finished. The
framing of the centre consists of equidistant
ribs, fixed in parallel planes, perpendicular to

the axis of each vault; so that, when the
under sides of the boards are laid on the upper
edges of the ribs, and fixed, the upper sides

of the boards will form the surface required to

build upon.

i

In the construction of the centering for

groins, one portion of the centre must be com-
pletely formed to the surface of the principal

j
vault without any regard to the cross-arches,
|S0 that the upper sides of the boards may form
a complete cylindi'ical or other surface. The
iribs of the cross-vaults are then set at the same
equal distances as that now described ; and
parts of ribs are fixed on the top of the boarding
of the principal vault at the same distances,

and boarded in, so as to intersect it, and
form the entire surface of the groin required.

Groins constructed of wood, in place of
brick or stone, and lathed under the ribs, and
the lath covered with plaster, are called plaster-

groins.

Plaster-groins are always constructed with
diagonal ribs intersecting each other; then
other ribs are fixed perpendicular to each
axis, in vertical planes, at equal distances,

with short portions of ribs iipon the diagonal
ribs ; so that, when lathed over, the laths may
be equally stiff to sustain the plaster.

When the axis and the surface of a semi-
cylinder cuts those of another of greater dia-

meter, the hollow surface of thv ''r cylinder,

as terminated by the greater cylii^ "^ called

a Welsh groin.

Welsh groins are constructed either of brick,

stone, or wood. If constructed of brick or
stone, they require to have centres, which are
formed in the same manner as those for other
groins ; and if constructed of wood, lath, and
plaster, the ribs must be formed to the sur-

faces.

In the construction of groins and vaults, the
ribs that are shorter than the whole width are
termed jack-ribs.

Cellars are frequently groined with brick

or stone, and sometimes all the rooms of the

basement-storey of a building, in order to

render the superstructure proof against fire.

The surface of brick or stone, on which the

lowest course of arch-stones or of bricks, is

placed, is called the springing of the arch or

vault. It is evident that the more weight
there is put on the side-walls which sustain

arches, the more they will be able to sustain

the pressure of the arches; therefore the

higher a wall is, the greater the weight should be
on each of the side-walls : and for this reason,

in upper storeys, where the walls are high, and
not much weight over them, groins are often

constructed of wood, instead of brick or stone,

as not being liable to thrust out the walls, or

bulge them by the lateral pressure of the

arches. The upper storeys of buildings are

therefore never groined with stone or brick

unless when the walls are sufficiently thick to

sustain the lateral pressure of the arches.

The ceilings of old Gothic cathedrals were
generally constructed with groined arches of

stone, which were obliged to be supported by
strong buttresses, at the springing points in

the arches ; and, in a few instances, the same
method has been adopted recently.

To Take Stains out of Statuary Marble.
—A correspondent of the Builderrecommends
the use of American potash, employed by
making a thin paste of it and laying it on with

a brush. He is not certain, however, that this

will serve for oil stains.

The British Museum closed on Thursday, the

31st ult.,for the purpose of cleansing, &c., and
will be re-opened to the public on Friday the

8th inst. From that period to the 30th ofApril

next, the Museum will close at four p.m.,

instead of seven.
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ancient American Mm.
A correspondent of the Buffalo Express, writ-

ing under the date of June the 14th, from
Ontonagon, Lake Superior, saj's: — "Mr.
Knapp, of the Vulcan Mining Company, has
lately made some very singular discoveries

here in working one of the veins, which he
lately found. He worked into an old cave
which has been excavated centeries ago.

This led them to look for other works of the

same sort, and they have found a number of

sinks in the earth which they have traced a
long distance. By digging into these sinks,

they find them to have been made by the hand
of man. It appears that the ancient miners
went on a different principle from what they
do at the present time. The greatest depth
yet found in these holes is thirty feet—after

getting down to a certain depth, they drifted

along the vein, making an open cut. These
cuts have been filled nearly to a level by the

accumulation of soil, and we find trees of the

largest growth standing in this gutter ; and
also find that trees of a very large growth
have grown up and died, and decayed many
years since ; in the same places there are now
standing trees of over three hundred years
growth. Last week they dug down into a new
place, and about twelve feet below the surface
found a mass of copper that will weigh from
eight to ten tons. This mass was buried in

ashes, and it appears they could not handle it,

and had no means of cutting it, and probably
built fire to melt or separate the rock from it,

which might be done by heating, and then
dashing on cold water. This piece of copper
is as pure and clean as a new cent, the upper
surface has been pounded clear and smooth.
It appears that this mass of copper was taken
from the bottom of a shaft, at the depth of
thirty feet. In sinking this shaft from where
the mass now lies, they followed the course of
the vein, which pitches considerably ; this

enabled them to raise it as far as the hole came
up with a slant. At the bottom of the shaft
they fonnd skids ot black oak, from eight to

twelve inches in diameter—these sticks were
charred through, as if burnt ; they found large
wedges in the same situation. In this shaft
they found a miner's gad and a narrow
chisel made of copper. I do not know whether
these copper tools were tempered or not, but
their make displays good workmanship. They
have taken out more than a ton of cobble-
stones, which have been used as mallets.
These stones were nearly round, with a score
cut across the centre, and look as if this score
was cut for the purpose of putting a withe
round for a handle. The Chippewa Indians
all say that this work was never done by
Indians. This discovery will lead to a new
method of finding veins in this country, and
maj' be of great benefit to some. I suppose
they will keep finding new wonders for some
time yet, as it is but a short time since they
first found the old mine. There is copper here
in abundance, and I think people will begin to
dig it in a few years. Mr. Knapp has found
considerable silver during the past winter."

In a paper " On a Low Pressure Atmospheric
Railway," read before the British Association
by Mr. W. P. Struve, after having described
the pui'pose of railway transit, from that of

Vallance in 1824 to the present extensive ex-
periment on the South Devon Railway, the
writer pointed out the great difficulty which ex-
isted of communicating the interior motion of
the piston in the tube to the train outside : that
in order to do this, it became necessary to have
a slit or opening along its whole length which
is closed by an elastic valve, rendered tight and
impervious to air by a composition of fatty

matter placed in the groove in which the valve
falls. The difficulties, however, which had to

be contended with on account of the leakage
along the valve and piston were very great.

He went on to state :—The plan by which I

propose to obviate these difficulties is, to make
a covered viaduct of the railway for the purpose
of passing the train through. The sides to be
constructed of masonr)', and the top of timber
or any other materials that may be found
equally convenient. The piston to be a shield
fixed on wheels made to fit the covered way

;

but allowing a sufficient space round its outer
edge, so that it maj' pass along without touch-
ing the interior surface of the passage. As the
rarefaction required to urge the train through
would be very little, not much importance need
be attached to the leakage : a covered way of 9
feet square, equivalent to 81 superficial feet at

a pressure of six tenths of a pound to the inch,

would amovmt to 3 tons, crfour times the pres-

sure which was obtained on the Croydon Rail-

way. The train of carriages would thus pass
through a covered way ; which may be lighted
through glass. As valves in the shield may
at any time be opened, so as to diminish or
remove the pressure, the train may be slack-

ened or stopped at any point. The advantages
of this plan appear to be increased speed, safety

and economy; also the resistance of the air in

front of the train will be diminished, and no
stoppages can be occasioned by a snow drift

or frost. The system also possesses all the
advantages claimed by the promoters of the

other mode of atmospheric traction. I propose
to exhaust the tube by means of two large cham-
bers constructed like gasometers moving up
and down in water by means of a steam-engine,

which need not be stopped as the regulation of

the speed and the stoppage of the trains would
be effected by opening the valves in the shield,

or the doorways at the stations. Each station

would be provided with a loop line so as not to

destroy the continuity of the covered way, and
the trains would then run into open sheds at

each station for the purpose of receiving and
taking out the passengers. The cost of the

covered way and apparatus for exhausting will,

in ordinarj' cases, not exceed £7,000 per mile ;

which is not more than the usual cost of loco-

motive engines, and the extra weight of rails

required for their support, nor more than the

cost of the present atmospheric railway. A
working model 20 feet long was exhibited, and
the subject generally excited much interest.
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artificers' SMorfe.

No. V.

MASONS' WORK.
To masonry belong all sorts of stone-work

;

and the measure made use of is a foot, either

:
superficial or solid. Walls, columns, blocks

of stone or marble, &c., are measured by the

Icubic foot; and pavements, slabs, chimney'
pieces, &c., by the superficial or square foot.

I

Cubic or solid measure is used for the materials,

and square measure for the workmanship. In

the solid measure, the true length, breadth,

and thickness are taken, and multiplied con-
itinually together. In the superficial, there

iTOust be taken the length and breadth of every
jpart of the projection, which is seen without
the general upright face of the building.

I Ex.—In a chimney-piece, suppose the

Length of the mantle and slab, each 4 ft. 6 in.

Breadth of both together 3 2

Length of each jamb 4 4
Breadth of both together 1 9
Required the superficial content. Ans, 21

feet 10 inch.

Removal of Smoke, &c., from Towns.—

I

beg to submit, for the approval of the public, a

proposition to remove all smoke, noxious gases,

and effluvia, from any city, town, or village.

This I conceive can be effected by underground
tunnels, of sufficient capacity to pass off" all

the smoke, &c., from manufactories, ware-
houses, and dwellings. For a large, densely
populated district such as Manchester, in

which there are many manufactories, produc-
ing much smoke, about eight main tunnels
should be constructed, of materials sufficiently

air and water tight to prevent the escape of
the gasea or the eruption of water. Into these
larger tunnels smaller ones should be intro-

duced ; and into these, still smaller ones, from
each individual establishment. The main tun-
nels, it is proposed, shall terminate at a distance
from the centre of the town, in any convenient
locality where the operation of absorbing their

contents can be best carried on. This absorp-
tion can be effected by the application of simple
machinery, set in operation by a small outlay
of power, combined with an adequate supply
of water at the extremity of the tunnel. The
effect of this will be to remove from every fire-

place connected with the tunnel, all smoke and
gas; and this will be so regulated by dampers
(to be used at the will of the owners) as to

create more or less draught, to suit individual
conveniences. The expense of this plan would
probably not be more than half the amount
now charged to occupiers of dwelling houses,
&c., for water ; and the cost would be no more
for owners of property than fourpence or five-

pence in the pound per annum on their rental,
and oqe penny in the pound to occupiers.
Owners would be greatly benefited by this
work, as I consider property is injured to

double that amount yearly ; and occupiers' ex-
penses for chimney sweeping must be one
penny in the pound at present, which would be

no longer necessary, and those charges would
pay ten per cent on the outlay and yearly ex-
penses.— Thos. Weatherhy, in the ^^ Manchester
Guardian.^'

Injurious Effects of Black Paint.—
The following is abridged from a paper on this

subject by Mr L. Thompson, published in the
Transactions of the Society of Arts. " There
is nothing," he observes, "which will prove the
injurious eff"ects of black paint, more than by
observing the black streaks of a ship after haV'
ing been in a tropical climate for any length of
time. It will be found that the wood roundi
the fastenings is in a state of decay, while the]

white work is as sound as ever : the planks that
are painted black will be found split in all

directions, while the frequent necessity of
caulking a ship in that situation, likewise adds
to the common destruction ; and I am fully

persuaded, that a piece of wood painted white
will be preserved from perishing as long again,

if exposed to the weather, as a similar piece
painted black, especially in a tropical climate.

I have heard many men of considerable expe-
rience say, that black is good for nothing on
wood, as it possesses no body to exclude the

weather. This is, indeed, partly the case ; but
a far greater evil than this attends the use of

black paint, which ought entirely to exclude
its use on any work out of doors, namely, its

property of absorbing heat. * * « *

Wood having a black surface, w.'U imbibe con-
siderably more heat in the same temperature of
climate, than if that surface was white : from
which circumstance we may easily conclude,
that the pores of wood of any nature will have
a tendency to expand, and rend in all direc-

tions, when exposed under such circumstances.
The water, of course, being admitted, causes a
gradual and progressive decay, which must be
imperceptibly increasing from every change of

weather. Two circumstances, which have
fallen under my own immediate notice, deserve
mention. The first was the state of H.M.
Sloop Ringdove, condemned bj'^ survey at

Halifax, Nova Scotia, in the year 1828. This
brig has been on the West India station for

many years. On her being found defective,

and a survey called, the report was to the effect

that the wood round all the fastenings was to-

tally decayed in the wake of the black, while
that in the wake of the white was as sound as

ever. The next instance relates to H.M. Ship
Excellent, of ninety-eight guns (formerly the

Boyne). The ship is moored east and west,

by bow and stern moorings ; consequently, the

starboard side is always exposed to the effects

of the sun, both in summer and winter. In this

situation her sides were painted in the usual

manner of a ship of war ; namely, black and
white, of which by far the greater part is black

;

this latter portion on the starboard side I found
it impossible to keep tight ; for as often as one
leak was apparently stopped, another broke out,

and thus baffled the skill of all interested. In
the meantime, the side not exposed to the rays

of the sun remained perfectly sound. I then
suggested to Mr.Kennaway (the master caulker

of her Majesty's dockyard at Portsmouth), who
had previously given the subject consideration.
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the advantage likely, to be derived from altering

the colour of the ship's side from black to white.

Captain Hastings having approved of the al-

teration, the ship was painted a light drab col-

om* where it was black before, upon which the
leaks ceased, and she has now continued per-
fectly tight for more than twelve months ; and,
indeed, I can confidently state, that the ship
will last as long again in her present situation,

as she had begun to shrink and split to an as-
tonishing extent when the outside surface was
black, which has entirely ceased since the col-

our has been altered."

Ei)e (H^tonotBpist

The School of Design at Somerset House closed
for the autumn vacation on the 1 5th of August,
—and will re -open on the 2nd of October.
The Class of Form will be conducted as here-
tofore by Mr. Townsend as its Head Master,
with the aid of four Masters—two of whom
are new appointments, which the extent of the
class has rendered necessary. The superin-
tendence of the Class of Colour has been
relinquished by Mr. Horsley, and Mr. Red-
grave has been appointed in his place, with
the assistance of one Master. The Class of
Ornamental Design, superintended during the
last session by Mr. Dyce, who has also lately

retired from the School, will be conducted,
with the aid of one Master, by Mr. Herbert.
At the close of the present vacation, rewards
to the amount of about £150, will be distri-

buted to the students for their best produc-
tions during the last year:—and one of a com-
plete course of lectures on the History and
Principles of Ornamental Art, commencing
with Egypt, will be delivered by Mr. Wornum
every fortnight throughout the forthcoming
session. A gutta percha tube, for the
purpose of supplying water, has been, fastened
from the base to the gallery of the London
Monument :—its length is 190 ft ; its diameter,
Sin ; and its thickness, I in. The whole of
the representatives in the National Assembly
(numbering 900) are about to have their por-
traits taken by the Daguerreotype process.'

Mr. Waller has recently proved that dates on
monumental brasses form no authority for
costume.' The Foreign Office of England, it

is stated, consists of five separate private
dwelling houses in such a ruinous state that
the documents of the department had lately
to be removed a floor lower because their
weight hazarded the stability of the building.

'In the case of the Weston-Super-Mare
Railway Company versus Dredge, it appears
that the defendant, the contractor, had agreed
to construct a bridge to connect Birnbeck with
Weston, for the sum of £10,000 by the 1st of
May, 1848. Prior to that time, however, a
storm arose, and swept away the uncompleted
fabric. Several witnesses were examined, who
declared that the work performed was bad, and
the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiffs.
Damage £1,400, A subscription has been
started at Chelmsford to erect a monument to

the memory of the late Chief Justice Tindal.
The public will not be admitted to view

the New House of Lords during the recess,
as the presence of visiters would impede
the progress of the works. An additional
room for exhibition, at Hampton Court Palace,
has lately been opened to the public. It is

situated at the end, and is a continuation of the
great hall, formerly used as a chapel. The
walls are hung with tapestry of a similar cha-
racter to that which is so greatly admired in the
large hall, although, perhaps, not quite of so
brilliant a character and appearance; there
are also several chairs and seats of needlework,
of exquisite workmanship, and painted glass
windows of considerable variety and beauty.

Philip IV. of Spain; Charles I. of England;
Louis XIV. of France.—Philip IV. is one of
those potentates who was more fortunate in his

painters then his biographers, and whose face
is, therefore, better known than his history.

His pale Flemish complexion, fair hair, heavy
lip, and sleepy grey eyes, his long curled mous-
tachios, dark dress, and collar of the Golden
Fleece, have been made familiar to all the
world by the pencils of Rubens and Velasquez.
Charles I., with his melancholy brow, pointed
beard, and jewelled star, as painted by Van-
dyck, is not better known to the frequenters of
galleries ; nor the pompous benign countenance
of Louis XIV., shining forth from a wilderness
of wig amongst the silken braveries which
delighted Mignard or Rignaud, or on bis

prancing pied charger, like a holiday soldier as

he was, in the foreground of some pageant
battle by Vandermeulen. Fond as were these

sovereigns of perpetuating themselves on can-
vass, they have not been so frequently or so

variously portrayed as their Spanish contem-
porary. Armed and mounted on his sprightly

An dalusian, glittering in crimson an d gold gala,

clad in black velvet for the council, or in russet

and buff for the boar-hunt, under all these
different aspects did Philip submit himself to

the quick eye and cunning hand of Velasquez.
And not content with multiplications of his

own likeness in these ordinary attitudes and
employments, he caused the same great aitist

to paint him at prayers,

" To take him in the purging of his soul,"

as he knelt amongst the embroidered cushions
of his oratory. In all these various portrait,

we find the same cold phlegmatic expression s

which gives his face the appearance of a mask;
and agrees so well with the pen and ink sketches
of contemporary writers, who celebrate his

talents for dead silence and marble immobility.—Stirling's Annals of the Artists of Spain,

Stowe.—Another Palace.—The rumour
that Stowe will be bought for the Crown
gains strength. The inspector of palaces has
made a minute examination of the mansion.

The India papers notice the discovery in the

Deccan of a bed of lithographic limestone fif-

teen or twenty miles broad, and of great length,

which is considered likely to furnish a valuable
means of facilitating the instruction of the

natives.
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OUTH
indulges in anticipations—old age in reminis-

cences; the one looks forward, and the other

backward : the young long for the future—the

old regret the rapid flight of the past. This is

established by an ordonance of Nature, and is

correct in its application to the human mind,

which never esteems gratification so highly as

when it is far distant or has departed for ever.

Young artists ai-e, generally, always anxious

to pursue the path of glory ; but, like the

traveller who journeys along a pleasant vale

bespangled with flowers, looking so lively and

so fresh beneath the rays of the noonday sun,

and who only succeeds in arriving at his

destination when the black clouds of night

have confounded the hue of the myrtle and the

rose, feel disappointment when they find that

the road was pleasanter than the edifice it led

to—that the toil was sweeter than the reward.

Indulged to a moderate extent, ambition

proves itself the best assistant to the man who

has an active duty to perform. Livelier and

more energetic than hope, it never allows a

single doubt to interfere with the fancied cer-

tainty of its prospects, and beholds nought but

success ;—but it has, also, its attendant evils.

Coursing the veins and inundating the soul

with the exuberance of its happy agony,

ambition, if unrestricted, rapidly leads to mad-

ness ;—it soars too high and leaves reason in

the distance.

It is related that men are sometimes afflicted

by a peculiar sensation, which produces

involuntary motions in the limbs,—and which

is denomineted the " St. Vitus's Dance ;" of

a somewhat similar nature to this is ambition.

It is a spell which lodges in our minds without

passing the ordeal of our judgment—as a per-

son attracted by the singular beauty of a

serpent, may place the viper in his breast,

unconscious of evil existing beneath a fas-

cinating garb.

It is not our intention, by these remarks, to

dissuade the young artist from cultivating the

utmost possible zeal for his profession—zeal is

a passport of industry, but ambition, too often,

finding itself unqualified for the task it imposes

upon itself, instead of seeking other and more

congenial employment, degenerates to lazi-

ness ; and thus it is that we so often hear a

personage, attired in a thread-bare coat, deno-

minated an ambitious man.

(Sobernment School of BmQn.

We find the following announcement in the

Athenceum :
—

The Committee of Management of the

Government School of Design have made the

following arrangement of the staff of instructors

for re-opening the School on the 2nd of Octo-

ber, Class of Ornamental Design—Head

master, Mr. Herbert ; master, Mr. Burchett.

Class of Colour, including flower Painting

—

Head master, Mr. Redgrave; master, Mr.

Denby. Class of Form, including modelling

—

Head master, Mr. Townsend; masters

—

Geometrical and Architectural Drawing, Per-

spective, Shading, &c., Mr. Richardson and

Ml". Burchett ; Freehand Outline Drawing, Mr.

Herman and Mr. W. Deverell. The Commit-

tee have engaged a suite of spacious apartments

opposite Somerset House for the female school,

and the rooms which it has hitherto occupied
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in Somerset House are appropriated to the

Elementary Class of the male school :—an

arrangement that secures the advantage of

carrying on separately the instruction of this

numerous class, and provides in the upper

rooms more adequate space for the advanced

students.

^0 (Eorrespontjentg, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE
READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENTOF THY
COMMUNICATION.

"A. B.'" CShrewsburyJ.—We cannot under-
take to pay for any contributions—besides, we
are ourselves acquainted with the secret.

I
"/. L." (BradfordJ.— JVe are getting on

with the reprints as fast as possible. " Plaster
pap" is plaster considerably diluted with mois-
ture.

j

"Busby" (Cheltenham).—Our correspondent
must be aware that several of the ancient alpha-
bets possess no corresponding small letters. His
seco7id suggestion shall be attended to.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to ''the Editor

qf the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''— JVe shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, ^c.

I

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-

.
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, 6d. extra.

I

*** Any of our readers having complete
iAlphabets of an ornamental description suits

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige u-
by lending, orseiiding copies of them.

Part 16 is now ready, price Id.

Novel Application of Glass.—We hear
that a glass manufacturing firm at Birmingham
are now engaged in the manufacture of a pair
of glass doors, the framework of which is, of
course, wood. On either side are two pilasters
composed of crystal glass, fluted with gold.
The lower panels are of silvered glass, each
ornamented by a centre star, richly cut. The
upper panel is of the large dimensions of four
feet by two and a half, and is of plate glass,
with an etched border. The upper portion of
the doorway is inlaid with richly cut glass, and
the entablature is composed of crystal and plain
glass. The whole is surmounted by a large
shell, and on either hand are vases with flowers,
&c. The dimensions of the work are seven-
teen feet by ten.

^rts Of ancient ©gjjpt-

GLASS AND PORCELAIN.
The art of fabricating glass is of high antl
quity ; and it was probably known in Egypt
as early as in any other country, and perhaps
earlier. Beads of glass, generally coloured
blue, probably with copper, are found on many
mummies, and we have sometimes seen larger
and more irregular pieces that have been taken
out of mummj'-boxes. Other ornaments of a
coarse kind are also found made of glass. It

has been conjectured, and, as we think, with
great probability, that the ornaments placed in
the ears of the crocodiles, which Herodotus
calls " stone pendants, made by fusion or
melting," were of glass. It may be well to

remark that the strict examination of M. G.
St. Hilaire confirms Herodotus even in so

minute a matter as the piercing of the croco-
dile's ears. He found the anterior part of the
covering of the ear on a mummy crocodile
pierced as if for the purpose of putting a pen-
dant in it.

A kind of ancient porcelain is found in

great quantities in Egypt. Sometimes it is

covered with a species of enamel or varnish.
It was used for making a variety of small
figures, such as we may see represented in

Denon's ninety-sixth plate, most of which are
probably representations of some form of
deity. There is one, which is a rare specimen,
being a figure of the ichneumon or mangouste,
in what Denon calls touchstone. It was the
only representation that he met with in Egypt
of this sacred animal. He purchased it in the
island of Elephantine, where Jie found a
woman wearing it suspended from her neck
We find the beetle also made of porcelain of
all colours, of touchstone, cornelian, jasper,

pot-stone, verde antico, and even baked clay.

Bonaparte had a jasper scarabseus in his col-

lection, with hieroglyphics on the under side

Denon says that this scarabseus had evidently
been worked with the wheel. It is somewhat
singular that the under sides of the scarabaei
almost always differ one from another in the
ornaments upon them.
The art of baking clay and fixing the varnish

sti'ongly upon it, must be considered as an
ancient Egyptian art ; vessels of this descrip-

tion, with their colours in high perfection,

were found in the great tomb that Belzoni
opened at Thebes.
A curious black substance has been found

in some mummies of the more costly kind,
which has often been incorrectly taken for a
kind of stone : it is shaped something like a
finger, only it is flat, but still rounded at the
ends and sides ; the length is from three to six
inches, and the breadth half an inch or more.
Sometimes two are united, and present an
appearance like the index and second finger
of the hand stretched out close to one another.
Professor John observes that this substance is;

either obsidian or glass, and that it appears to

be glass from its having a less degree of hard-
ness than obsidian, and being more fusible.

He considers it to be true glass coloured with
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iron. On the exterior it is of a dull appear-

ance, and in parts is gilded. .

As we find so many of the arts represented
on the ancient paintings of Egypt, Ave might
expect to find glass-making among them.
Rosellini's plates (M.C. Hi), certainly appear
to represent men blowing glass, but we would
not positively assert this explanation to be
correct. Still the antiquity of glass-making
in Egypt is proved decisively by the evidence
already adduced, and it wants no confirma-
tion.

Pliny informs us (xxxvi. 26) that some sailors

having landed on the shore of Phoenicia, at

the mouth of the Belus, and wishing to cook
their provisions, placed some masses of salt

(of which their cargo consisted) under their

pots to support them, there being no stones on
the coast. The heat formed the salt and the

sand of the shore into a transparent liquid

mass and thus gave origin to the substance
called glass (vitrum). But though this lact

may be considered a truth, so far as to indicate

the general received opinion of the high an-
tiquity of the Phoenician glass-houses, it is

unsupported by the kind of evidence which
determines the high antiquity of the art in

Egypt—the specimens which have come down
to our own day.

It seems not unlikely that Egypt was the

parent country of the art, whence it was dif-

fused among the Phoenicians, Greeks, and
Romans. During the latter part of the

Roman republic, and under the early emperors,
the wealthy Romans made great use of glass

in a variety of forms as an article of luxury.

A great part of it was imported from Egypt
and Phoenicia, and the art itself was also

transplanted into Italy. From Italy it is pro-
bable that the the Romans carried it into Spain
and Gaul, for the art of glass-making was
known in these countries in Pliny's time ; and
thus the remote parts of Europe received from
the banks of the Nile the principles of a branch
of industry which, revived and perfected in

modern times, has contributed perhaps as much
as any other to the comfort of life and the

progress of science. M. Boudet has collected a

great number of passages, principally from the

Latin writers, which show that glass was very

extensively used by the Romans, and that the

art of the Egyptians and Phoenicians had
succeeded in giving it a variety of forms that

ministered to convenience or luxury. Drink-
ing-glasses, burning-glasses, mirrors, and arti-

ficial gems, were all made of glass, long before

the time of Pliny. Glass was also let into the

roof of the bathing chambers at Rome, in order

to light the rooms—a use which is still made
of it at the present day in Egypt. Coloured
glass was also used to ornament the walls and
pavements of the houses of the rich. The art

of glass-making still exists in Egypt, but its

products are limited to clumsy bottles, pieces of

of glass slightly rounded for setting in the

ceiling of baths, a kind of jug or decanter
which serves for a lamp, and other similar

coarse articles.

An enormous qviantity of broken pottery is

found about the sites of old Egyptian towns.

It would argue no great skill in the ancient in-

habitants of this country merely to show that

they could bake vessels of cla)*—an art not
unknown even to some tribes of the North
American Indians, who yet appear to have no
great taste for manufacturing. But it is the form
of such objects of domestic use that deserves
our particular attention, as we hold it to be im-
possible that a nation can be low in the scale

of social refinement, where the forms of their

furniture and utensils are such as have ob-
viously been designed with the view of giving
pleasure to the eye. In the tombs, particularly,

and also on the sculptured monuments, we
find ample proof that the Egyptians knew how
give a beautiful form to a common water
pitcher, as well as to more elaborate articles of

luxury.

The First Steamboat.—The first steam-

boat that made regular voyages in Europe,

was the Comet, a small vessel containing an
engine of only three-horse power, the property

of Henry Bell, of Helensbui-gh. It was set

afloat on the Clyde in 1812, four years after

Fulton had launched a similar vessel on the

Hudson in North America, and 24 years sub-

sequent to the experiments of Taylor and
Miller on Dalswinton Lake. We append the

original advertisement:—"Steam, passage-

boat, the Comet, between Glasgow, Gree-

nock, and Helensbm-gh, for passengers only.

—

The subscriber having, at much expense, fitted

up a handsome vessel to ply upon the river

Clyde, between Glasgow and Greenock,—to
sail by the power of wind, air, and steam—he in-

tends that the vessel shall leave the Broomielaw
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, about

mid-day, or at such hour thereafter as may
answer the state of the tide ; and to leave

Greenock on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, in the morning, to suit the tide.—The
elegance, comfort, and speed of this vessel,

require only to be proved, to meet the appro-

bation of the public, and the proprietor is

determined to do everything in his power to

merit public encouragement.—The terms are,

for the present, fixed at 4s. for the best cabin,

and 3s. the second—but beyond these rates,

nothing is to be allowed to servants or any
other person employed about the vessel.—The
subscriber continues his establishment at

Helensburgh Baths, the same as for years past,

and a vessel will be in readiness to convey
passengers in the Comet from Gi-eenock to

Helensburgh.—Passengers by the Comet will

receive information of the hours of sail-

ing, by applying at Mr. Houston's Office,

Broomielaw; or Mr. Thomas Blackney's, East

Quay Head, Greenock. Henry Bell.—Helens-

burgh Baths, 5th August, 1812."

The Brussels Exfosition of the Fine
Arts for 1848.—A coi-respondent of the Atke-

naum, who states himself to be "the first

English writer who called attention to the

modern school of art in Belgium," states

that the exhibition this year is somewhat above
the average order of merit, although not ex-

actly perfect; but he also expresses sanguine
hopes for the future.
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In Jllustratetr (^lossarp of Ceciinical

Cwms useti in ilrcfjitectural antj

interior Bjcoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 195.]

Fascia, we gave a description of this member
last week, but without any illustration ; this

we here supply. The fascia consists in that

I
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arorrespontnencf.

Improved Scribing Gauge.

TO THE EDITOR.

SiK,—I beg to forward you a drawing of an
improved scribing gauge, and hope that you
will deem it worthy a place in your valuable

publication, a a are two perpendicular shafts,

terminating with a base, and fixed to the plate

G. B is the head of the thumb-screw ; e, the end
less screw used for adjusting the point d—which

point can also be made to rise or fall as neces-
sity requires, c is another thumb-screw used
for the purpose of fixing the body of the points

on to a square head. This portion can be
taken off at pleasure for cleaning, &c. The
small diagram exhibits the side view. It

is a thumb-screw for fixing the apparatus, and
holding the points to the shaft. The whole
can be moved either up or down, according to

the altitude required. When used in scribing, it

is necessary to place, if possible, both the

object and the gauge on a flat surface, and to

move the gauge round the point d—marking
the depth or thickness required.

I am, Sir,

Yours, respectfully,

C. B. W.
Pimlico, September 9th, 1848.

A general meeting of the Builders' Benevolent
Institution was held on the 5th instant, Avhen
the aflfairs of the society were represented to

be in a most promising condition. A reduc-
tion of wages and a lessening of the number
of labourers has taken place at Woolwich
Dockyard and Government Factory. Holy-
rood Church is to be restored. The Great
Western Docks at Plymouth are in rapid pro-

gress.

^ergpcctibe.

[Continued from page 197']

To every person who possesses a general

knowledge of the principles of optics, this must
be self-evident : for, as vision is occasioned by
pencils of rays coming in straight lines to the

eye from every point of the visible object, it is

plain that, by joining the points in the trans-

parent plane through which all those pencils

respectively pass, an exact representation

must be formed of the object as it appears to

the eye in that particular position and at that de-

termined distance : and were pictures of things

to be always first drawn on transparentplanes^

this simple operation, with the principle on
which it is founded, would comprise the whole
theory and practice of perspective. As this;

however, is far from being the case, rules must
be deduced from the sciences of optics and
geometry for drawing representations of visi-

ble objects on opaque planes ; and the applica-

tion of these rules constitutes what is properly

called the art of perspective.

The following definition of the principal

features in this art will, we hope, prove useful

to the student. Projection delineates objects

in piano by means of right lines called rays;

supposed to be drawn from every angle of the

subject, to particular points. When the objects

are angular, these rays necessarily form pyra-
mids, having the plane or superfices whence
they proceed for their basis ; but when drawn
from or to circular objects they form a cone.

Ichnography, or ichnographic projection, is

described by right lines parallel among them-
selves and perpendicular to the horizon

from every angle of every object, on ; a
plane parallel to the horizon : the points

where the perpendicular lines or rays cut

that plane being joined by right lines

The figure projected on the horizontal plane

is likewise called the plan or seat of that

object on the ground plane. The points are

the sites, or seats, of the angles of the object

The lines are the seats of the sides. By this

we are to understand how the basis of figures

represented as superstructures stand or are

supported ; and we are further enabled to

judge of, indeed, to measure, their several parts

and their areas.

Orthography represents the vertical position

and appearance of an object; and hence or-

thograpic projection is called the elevation

When we see the front of a house represented,

we give it that term—when the side, we deno-

minate it the profile. If we suppose a house,

or other object, to be divided by a plane pass-

ing perpendicularly through it in a line at

right angles with the point, we call it the

lateral section; but if the plane pass in a

direction parallel with the front, it is termed a

longitudinal section. If the plane passes in

neither of the former directions (not, however,
deviating from the vertical), it is said to be an
oblique section.

These afford us the means of laying down
plans, of showing the parts, and the manner in

which the interiors of edifices are arranged,
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consequently are indispensable to the architect

or surveyor, and indeed should be understood
by every individual connected any way vrith de-
signing or building. Nor should the following
be neglected;—namely, Scenography, which
shows us how to direct the visual rays to every
point or part of a picture ; and Stereography,
which enables us to represent solids on a plane,
from geometrical projection ; whence their
several dimensions, viz., length, breadth, and
thickness, may all be represented and correctly
understood at sight. We conclude our readers
to have acquired some knowledge of geometry
before they commence on this or any other of
the abstract sciences founded thereon.
An original object is that which becomes

the subject of the picture, and is the parent
of the design. Original planes or lines are the
surfaces of the objects to be drawn ; or they are
any lines of those surfaces ; or, they are the
surfaces on which those objects stand. Per-
spective plane is the picture itself, which is

supposed to be a transparent plane, through
which we view the objects represented thereon.
Vanishing planes are those points which are
marked upon the picture by supposing lines

to be drawn from the spectator's eye parallel

to any original lines, and produced until they
touch the picture. Ground plane is the surface
of the earth or plane of the horizon, on which
the picture is imagined to stand. The ground
line is that formed by the intersection of the
picture in the ground plane. The horizontal
line is the vanishing point of the horizontal
plane, and is produced in the same manner as
any other vanishing line, i.e., by passing a
plane through the eye parallel to the horizontal
plane. The point of sight is the fixed point
from which the spectator views the perspective
plane. Vanishing points are the points marked
down in the picture by supposing lines to be
drawn from the spectator's eye parallel to any
original lines, and produced until they touch
the picture. The centre of a picture is that
point on the perspective plane where a line

drawn from the eye perpendicular to the pic-

ture would cut it ; consequently it is that part
of the picture which is nearest to the eye of
the spectator.
The distance of the picture is that from the eye

to the centre of the picture. The distance of a
vanishing point is the distance from the eye of
the spectator to that point where the converging
lines meet, and after gradually diminishing all

the objects which come within their direction
and proportion, are reduced so as, in fact, to ter-

minate in nothing. All parallel lines have the
same vanishing points ; that is to say, all such
as are, in building, parallel to each other,

when not represented precisely opposite to,

and parallel with, the eye, will appear to con-
verge towards some remote point, i.e., their

vanishing point. Circles, when retiring in

such manner, are represented by ellipses, pro-
portioned to their distances : their dimensions
in perspective are ascertained by enclosing
them, or the nearest of them, where a regular
succession is to be portrayed within a square,
which being divided into any number of equal
parts or chequers, will exhibit all the propor-
tions of those more remote.

A bird's-eye view is supposed to be taken
from some elevated spot which commands a
prospect nearly resembling the plane or ich-
nography of the places seen. Thus the view
from a high tower, or from a mountain, whence
the altitudes of the various objects on the
plane below appear much diminished, gives
nearly the same representation as is offered to
a bird flying over them—and hence the term
Some idea of this may be obtained by standing
on any height, and observing how low those
objects which are near thereto will appear
when compared with those more distant

;

taking however the perspective diminution of
the latter into consideration.

When a painter has formed a scene in his
mind, and supposed, as is customary, that the
principal figures of this scene lie close, or

almost close, to the back of his canvass, he is,

in the next place, to fix on some point on this

side of the canvass from which he would choose
his piece should be seen. But in choosing
this point, which is called the point of sight,

regard should be had to its situation to the
right or left of the middle of the canvass ; but,

above all things, to its distance and height
with respect to the lower edge of the canvass

;

which edge is called the base line, and is pa-
rallel with the horizontal line which passes
through the eye. For by assuming the point
of sight, and consequently the horizontal line,

too low, the planes upon which the figures

stand will appear a great deal too shallow ; as

by assuming it too high, they will appear too

steep, so as to render the piece far less light

and airy than it ought to be. In like manner, if

the point of sight is taken at too great a distance
from the canvass, the figures will not admit of
degradation enough to be seen with suflScient

distinctness: and if taken too near it, the de-
gradation will be too quick and precipitate to

have an agreeable effect. Thus, then, it is

evident that no small attention is requisite in

the choice of this point.

When a picture is to be placed on high, the
point of sight should be assumed low, and
vice-versa : in order that the horizontal line of
the picture may be, as near as possible, in the
same horizontal plane with that of the specta-
tor ; for this disposition has a surprising effect.

When a picture is to be placed very high, as,

amongstmany others, that of the Purification,by

Paolo Veronese, it will be proper to assume the

point of sight so low that it may lie quite under
the picture, no part of whose ground is in that

case to be visible; for, were the point of sight

to be taken above the picture, the horizontal

ground of it would appear sloping to the eye,

and both figures and buildings as ready to

tumble head-foremost. It is true, indeed,
that there is seldom a necessity for such extra-

ordinary exactness ; and that, unless in some
particular cases, the point of sight had better

be high rather than low : as a reason for which
we may observe, that as we are more accus-
tomed to behold people on the same plane
with ourselves than either higher or lower, the

figures of a piece must strike us most when
standing on a plane nearly level with that on
which we ourselves stand. To this it may be
added, that by placing the eye low, and greatly
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shortening the plane, the heels of the back
figures will seem to bear against the heads of

the foremost, so as to render the distance

between them far less perceptible than it would
otherwise be.

The point of sight being fixed according to

to the situation in which the picture is to be
placed, the point of distance is next to be
determined. In doing this, a painter should
carefully attend to three things :—first, that

the spectator may be able to take in, at one
glance the whole and every part of the composi-
tion ; secondly, that he may see it distinctly

;

and thirdly, that the degradation of the figures

and other object of the picture be sufficiently

sensible.
[To be continued.]

ancient 3Sa6slon.

Nineveh was one of the most extensive and
celebrated of ancient cities. A description of

Babylon may probably give us the most perfect

idea of the gigantic grandeur of their under-
takings, Babylon was situated upon the banks
of the river Euphrates, in an immense plain of

fat rich soil, intersected by long straight canals,

bordered by lofty poplar or lime treees. Its

area was about 60 miles, and an exact square,

enclosed by walls every way prodigious, 350
feet in height, and 87 feet in thickness, built of

brick, cemented by bitumen, a glutinous slime
arising out of the earth, binding far stronger
than lime, and even growing harder than the
bricks or stone. Exterior, and lined, was a
vast ditch, and the earth dug in forming it com-
posed the bricks. On every side of this square
were 25 gates, 100 in all, of solid brass ; with
towers 10 feet above the wall. From each gate
in this great square went 25 streets in straight

lines, being 50 streets, each 15 miles long and
150 feet broad, crossing from gate to gate at

right angles, cutting the city into 676 squares

;

around these squares were built the houses,
detached, and three or four stoi'ies high—their

fronts richly decorated. The hollow square
was as gardens, or open space, not building;
thus, half the area of the city formed pleasure
grounds; the river ran through the city bor-
dered by quays and a wall, having brazen
gates to each street, and steps to the water

;

and a kind of tunnelling covered the river
for three miles : the plan of erecting this singu-
lar structure is on record, and deserves our
attention. The snow melting on the mountains
of Armenia caused, in summer, the Euphrates
to overflow the country, much as the Nile does
Egypt ; to preserve the city, an immense lake
was dug, and canals connecting it with the
Tigris ; when this was ready, the course of the
river was turned into it, and subsequently the
lake remained as a reservoir to supply the
canals, which, intersecting the immense plains,
fertilised the country all the year. The bottom
of the river was sandy, and to secure for the
arches a firm foundation, large stones were
bound together -by chains and melted lead; the
'immense structure was then erected, and the

j

channel throughout the city lined with brick.
At either end of this bridge was a palace, con-

nected by a tunnel, built under the bed of the
river. Near the old palace stood the Temple of
Belus, and to the new one was attached the
hanging gardens. The latter surrounded by
three concentric walls, seven miles in circum-
ference; considerable space existed between
each wall, and they were adorned by an infinite

variety of sculpture and ornament,—one re-

presented Semiramis on horseback, throwing
her javelin at a leopard, and her husband,
Ninus, piercing a lion. These works of art

must have been in relievo, and a knowledge of
their existence is highly interesting. The
hanging gardens of all these mighty structures
became the most celebrated; they contained a
square of 400 feet each way, and were carried
up in a succession of decreasing arched ter-

races to a level with the city walls ; stairs ten
feet wide led from terrace to terrace, flat stones
were laid upon the arches, then rushes, floated

in bitumen, and two rows of brick covered by
thick sheets of lead, upon which lay the mould
of the garden, so deep that the greatest trees

might take root; groves, plants, and flowers,

adorned the gardens, and an engine was con-
trived to raise water for its use ; in the spaces
between the supporting arches were spacious
apartments commanding magnificent prospects.
The Temple of Belus was a prodigious tower,
used for woi'ship and for astronomical purposes,
for which the people were tamed. The riches
of the temple are described as immense, con-
sisting of statues, tables, censers, cups, and
various sacred vessels, mostly of pure gold, and
richly wrought. Of the extent and magnifi-
cence of these cities there can be no doubt, and
it is equally certain that a people so powerful
and luxurious would as far as possible embel-
lish their manufactures with elaborate work-
manship ; slight traces remain to guide our
inquiries, but from the unvarying habits of the
Eastern nations, we may persume the many
beautiful fabrics of India have descended from
them ; rich carpets and woven shawls of elabo-
rate design remain a staple commodity of
Persia. Their silver and arms are skilfully

worked and elaborately inlaid in intricate and
often exceedingly elegant patterns. The exist-

ing archit,ectural edifices and interior decora-
tions of India are full of peculiar beauty, and
deserve our attentive consideration : the design
is made to produce effects not known elsewhere,

and we must regret the deficiency of popular
acquaintance with their detail and ornamental
disposition.

—

Crdbb.

A printing machine has been invented
by Colonel Hoe, of New York, which, it is

stated, is capable of printing 12,000 newspapers
an hour with the same amount of labour that

has hitherto been required to print one-sixth

of that number. Her Majesty has contri-

buted £350 to the fund for completing the

Cathedral at Cologne.
Marble Capitals.—A number of Corinthian

capitals (both of columns and pilasters), sculp-

tured in marble, have been sent to England to

find a purchaser, and could be had cheapl}'^.

They were originally made, if we are rightly

informed, for the mausoleum of Marshal Vau-
ban, but were not used.
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A FLAT rectangular board is first to be provided,

of anjr convenient size, asfiom 18 to 30 inches

long-, and from 16 to 24 inches broad. It may
be made of fir, pknetree, or mahogany ; its

face must be planed smooth and flat, and the

sides and. ends as nearly as possible at right

angles to each other—the bottom of the board

and the left side should be made perfectly so
;

and this corner should be marked, so that the

stock of the square may be always applied to

the bottom and left hand side of the board. To
prevent the board from casting, it is usual to

pannel it on the back or on the sides.

A T square must also be provided, such that

by means of a thumb-screw fixed in the stock,

it may be made to answer either the purposes

of a common square, or bevel,—the one-half

of the stock being movable about the screw,

and the other fixed at rightangles to the blade.

The blade ought to be somewhat flexible, and
equal in length to the length of the board.

Besides these, there will be required a case

of mathematical instruments; in the selection

of which, it should be observed, that the bow
compass is moi'e frequently defective than any
of the other instruments. After using any of

the ink feet, they should be dried; and if they

do not draw properly, they ought to be sharp-

ened and brought to an equal length in the

blade, by grinding on a hone.
The coloui-3 most useful are, Indian ink,

gambouge, Prussian blue, vermilion, and lake.

With these, all colours necessary for drawing
machinery or buildings may be made ; so that,

instead of purchasing a box of colours, we
would advise that those for whom this book is

intended should procure these cakes separately,

—the gambouge may be bought from an apothe-

cary—a penny-worth will serve a lifetime.

In choosing the rest, they should be rubbed
against the teeth, and those which feel smoth-
est are of the best quality.

Hair pencils will also be necessary, made of

camel's hair, and of various sizes. They ought
to tapper gradually to a point when wet in the

mouth, and should, after being pressed against

the finger, spring back.
Black-lead pencils will also be necessary.

They ought not to be very soft, nor so hard
that their traces cannot be easily erased by the

Indian rubber. In choosing paper, that which
will best suit this kind of drawing is thick, and
has a hard^sh feel, not very smooth on the sur-

face, yet free from knots.

The paper on which the drawing is to be
made, must be chosen of a good quality and
convenient size. It is then to be wet with a
sponge and clean water, on the opposite side

from that on which the drawing is to be made.
When the paper absorbs the water, which may
be seen by the wetted side becoming dim, as its

surface is viewed slantwise against the light.

It is to be laid on the drawing board with the
wetted side next the board. About half an
inch must be turned up on a straight edge all

round the paper, and then fastened on the
board. This is done because the paper when
wet is enlarged, and the edges being fixed on

the board act as stretchers when the paper con-
tracts by drying. To prevent the paper from
contracting before the paste has been suiRcient-j

ly fastened by drying, the paper is usually wetl
on the upper surface, to within half au inch of
the paste mark. When the paper is thoroughly
dried, it will be found to lie firmly and equally
on the board, and is then fit for use. I

If the drawing is to be made from a copy,!
we ought first to consider what scale it is to be}

drawn to. If it is to be equal in size to, or
larger than the copy ; and a scale should be;

made accordingly, by which the dimensions of;

the several parts of the drawing are to be regu-
lated. The diagonal scale, a simple and beau-i
tiful contrivance, will be here found of great
use for the more minute divisions ; and when-!
ever the drawing is to be made to a scale ofl
inch, 2 inch, | inch to the foot, a scale should
be drawn of 20 or 30 equal parts ; the last of
which should be subdivided into 12, and a
diagonal scale formed on the same principles

as the common one, but with eight parallels

and 12 diagonals, to express inches and eighths
of an inch. For making such scales to any!
proportion, the line L on the sector will be
found very convenient.

I

Great care should be taken in the penciling,!

that an accurate outline be drawn, for on this

much of the value of the picture will depend.'
The pencil marks should be distinct, yet not
heavy, and the use of the rubber should be
avoided as much as possible, as its frequent
application ruffles the surface of the paper.l

The methods already given for constructing
geometrical figures will be here found applica-

ble, and the use of the T square, parallel ruler,!

&c., will suggest themselves whenever they|

require to be employed.
j

The drawing thus made of any machine orj

building is called a plan. Plans are of three-

kinds—a ground plan, or bird's-eye view, an'

elevation or front view, and a perspective plan.'

When a view is taken of the teeth of a wheel-i
with the circumference towards the eye, the

teeth appear to be nearer as they are removed
from the middle point of the circumference
opposite the eye, and it may not be out of place'

here to give the method of representing them
on paper :—If a b be the circumference of a
wheel as viewed by the eye, and it is required'

to represent the teeth as they appear on it.
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this way at one time, consequently we can only

represent the half of the teeth. On a b describe

as to be sufficientlj' fluid to flow easily out of

the pen, and at the same time have a sufficient

body of colour. While drawing the ink lines,

I

the measurement should all be repeated, so as to

! correct any error that may have slipped during
'the penciling. The screw in the drawing pen
will regulate the breadth of the strokes ; which
should not be alike heavy ; those strokes being
the heaviest which bound the dark part of the

shades. Should any line chance to be wrong
drawn with the ink, it may be taking out by
means of a sponge and water, which could not
be done if common writing ink were employed.

In preparing for colouring it is to be observed,

that a hair pencil is to be fixed at each end of

a small piece of wood, made in the form of a

common pencil, one of which is to be used with
colour, and the other with water only. If the

colour is to be laid on, so as to represent a flat

surface, it ought to be spread on equally, and
there is here no use for the water brush ; but if

it is to represent a curved surface, then the

colour is to be laid on the part intended to be
shaded, and softened towards the light by wash-
ing with the water brush. In all cases it should
be borne in mind, that the colour ought to be
laid on very thin, otherwise it will be more
difficult to manage, and will never make so

fine a drawing.
In colours even of the best quality, we some-

times meet with gritty particles, which it is

desirable to avoid. Instead of rubbing the
colour on a plate with a little water, as is usual,

it will be better to wet the colour, and rub it

on the point of the forefinger, letting the dis-

solved part drop off" the finger on to the plate.

In using the Indian ink it will be found
advantageous to mix it with a little blue and
a small quantity of lake, which rendei's it much
more easily wrought with, and this is the more
desirable as it is the most frequentlyused of all

the other colours in Mechanical Drawing, the
shades being all made with this colour.

The depth and extent of the shades will

depend on various circumstances—on the figure
of the object to be shaded, the position of the
eye of the observer, and the direction in which
the light comes, &c. The position of the eye
will vary the proportionate size of any object
in a picture when drawn in perspective. Thus,
if a perspective view of a steam-engine is given,
the eye being supposed to be placed opposite
the end nearest the nozzles, an inch of the
nozzle rod will appear much larger than an inch
of the pump rod which feeds the cistern ; but if

the eye is supposed to be placed opposite the
iother end of the engine, the reverse will be the
case. But in drawing elevations and ground
jplans of machinery, every part of the machine
is drawn to the proper scale—an inch or foot in
^one part of the machine, being just the same
size as an inch or foot in any other part of the
machine. So that by measuring the dimensions
of any part of the drawing, and then applying
the compass to the scale, we determine the real
size of the part so measured. "Whereas, if the
view were given in perspective, we would be
obliged to make allowance for the effect of
distance, &c. &c.

The light is always supposed to fall on the
picture at an angle of forty-five degrees, from
which it follows, that the shade of any object,

[

which is intended to rise from the plane of the
picture, or appear prominent, will just be equal!
in length to the prominence of the object.
The shades, therefore, should be as exactly

measured as any other part of the drawing, and
care should be taken that they all fall in the
proper direction, as the light is supposed to
come from one point only.

It is frequently of great use for the mechanic
to take a hasty copy of a drawing, and manyi
methods have been given for this purpose—by|
machines, tracing, &c. We give the following!
as easy, accurate; and convenient.

jMix equal parts of turpentine and drying oil,'

and with a rag lay it on a sheet of good silk pa-
per, allowing the paper to lie by for two or three
days to dry, and when it is so it will be fit for
use. To use it, lay it on the drawing to be
copied, and the prepared paper being nearly
transparent, the lines of the drawing will be
seen through it, and may be easily traced with
a black lead pencil. The lines on the oiled
paper will be quite distinct when it is laid on
white paper. Thus, if the mechanic has little

time to spare, he may take a copy and lay it

past to be recopied at his leisure.

Care and perseverance are the chief requi-
sites for attaining perfection in this species ofj

drawing. Every mechanic should know some-
thing of it so that he may the better understand
how to execute plans that may he submitted to
him, or make intelligible to others any inven-
tion he himself may make.

Mr. John Martin, says the Athenceum, lately
invited some of the professors and lovers
of art to see a large landscape which he has
just executed in fresco in his house at Chel-
sea

; when we had an opportunity of renew-
ing our acquaintance with some of the pictures
that have ranked amongst this painter's most
successful efforts. Among them were the
" Nineveh," "The Deluge," and some of his
larger compositions in oil colours from the " Pa-
radise Lost." Many of these appear to be im-
proved by the removal of varnish, which tended
much to their obscuration. Some, however-,
yetretain a highly enamel-like surface, restrict-
ing the spectator too frequently to a single
point of observation—and that not always an
advantageous one for perspective truth. This
fault cannot be charged on the fresco landscape-
scene, which is picturesquely inserted by Mr.
Martin in a space at the end of the garden of his
house, appearing through a frame-work or vista
formed by its hall and passage. The space or
depth thus picturesquely prolonged is an effect
of decoration often employed by the Italian
noble in the cort'de of his palace :—facing
whose portone is visually seen some pei-spective
landscape with architectural enrichment. Mr.
Martin has evinced much facility in the manage-
ment ot a material so little pliant to the
requirements of light and feathery foliage

—

and which has, in consequence, been so little

employed in its representation.
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O D E R N
progress has

hitherto been

but inade-

quatelyback-

ed bj' the ex-

ertions of

those whose

b u n d en

duty it is to

put their

shoulders en-

ergetically to the wheel by whose means

public and social improvement is propelled

towards its final destination—perfection. The

Act of Parliament relating to the better

preservation of the public health, which now

lies before us, certainly owes little to the

"many"—whose utmost ideas of cleanliness

seem to go no further than a pail of water and

a lump of soap—who can see no harm in dirty

streets—and conceive that manure may as well

undergo the necessary process of putrifaction

by the road-side and in private .dwelling

houses, as on the spot where its application

tends to fertilise the soil, and where its noxious

effluvia would be lost in space ere it could

possibly reach the nostrils of a human being.

As our space is limited, we must not indulge

in discussion ; but at once proceed to our task,

which consists in laying before our readers

such portions of the act as may prove interest-

ing or useful to our professional readers.

In the first place, we find a clause relating to

that prolific subject of contention, main sewers

and drains, by which it is enacted that the

management of all public sewers shall hereafter

be vested in local boards ; and that with respect

to private sewers, the power is also given to

purchase the same, where it may be deemed
advisable. The power of altering or repairing

sewers is also vested in the local board ; and

also the right of carrying them through

private property—after due notice has been

given. It is furthermore enacted that existing

sewers may be discontinued, provided no

private right be interfered with, and that in

such case an equivalent sewer must be pro-

vided. With regard to cleansing, &c., the

power reposed in the hands of the local boards

is quite arbitrary, so long as a nuisance is not

created. The penalties incurred by persons

making sewers to communicate with those of

the board, or constructing vaults or cellars

under any street, without written consent, are

£5, and £2 a day for continuing the offence
;

and the work may be destroyed and the cost

charged to the offender.

House drains, privies, &c., likewise come in

for a clause, which enacts that no house, in

future, shall be built or rebuilt without suffi-

cient drainage ; and where no main exists, it is

provided that a cesspool be constructed to

carry off the drainage to such a distance from

the edifice as the local board may decide upon

—under a penalty not exceeding £50. This

measure also extends to existing houses—the

drainage of which is, in future, to be more

carefully looked after than heretofore. This

clause also provides for the regulation of the

supply of water to small places, by the digging

of wells, &c. A penalty of £20 is fixed for

building a house without an efficient water-

closet—besides a further one of £2 during the

time of default. The following must be care

fully noted :
—"Before the building or rebuild-

of any hous^ fourteen days notice must be

given to the local board, and proper plans and

sections, showing water-closets, drains, privies,

&c., must he lodged, and the approval of the

board obtained. If the local board do not

decide in fourteen days after notice, the building

may be proceeded with ; but a breach of law

is punishable by a penalty of £50, and by the

pulling down of the erection and charging the

cost to the offender." Drains and water-closets

are to be kept in proper order by the owner or

occupier of the premises, under a penalty of

10s. for every day a nuisance complained

ofj and of which due notice has been given,

shall be allowed to continue.

Skipping over several clauses which are

foreign to our purpose, we arrive at an import-

ant one, which prohibits the employment of

cellars for human habitations, unless their

admeasurement be as follows: seven feet high,

and have three feet of their height above the

level of the street
;
provided also that there be
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^n area in front of two feet six inches in

width, and the whole height from six inches

below the level of the floor of the cellar to the

level of the street ; and in any case there must

be a sufficient drain laid at least one foot helow

the floor of the cellar, along with a proper

fire-place, water-closet or privy, and ash pit.

The window must be nine feet clear of the

frame, and made to open, and if there be a

back cellar, the window must be four feet clear

of the frame. Steps for access may be con-

structed so as not to obstruct the window.

Any cellar or vault in which a person passes

the night is a dwelling under this act. The act

not to be in force as to cellars till one year

after its passing, nor till six months after its

application to any district.

With regard to the laying out of streets, the

following is enacted :

—

Before laying out any new street a month's

notice must be given to the local board, with

the level and width of the street, which shallbe

fixed by the local hoard. All persons con-

travening this clause are liable to a fine of £20

a day, and to have alterations made in their

property to bring it into conformity with the

act, and the cost charged upon them. But if

the notice he not replied to in one month, par-

ties may proceed to lay out the street, and should

they feel themselves aggrieved by^he proceed-

ings of the local board they may appeal to the

general board.

It will be ohserved by the reader that we have

this week inserted a paragraph in our ^'chro-

notypist," which notices the removal of the

Regent-street Quadrant. A burlesque poet

somewhat happily, in a single distich, hits off"

what, we have no doubt, was the prime cause of

this desecration, by ohserving that

" Diff'rent men have diff'rent opinions

:

Some likes happles, some likes hinguns;"

but surely, in a case like this, where one of

the most splendid architectural features, and

one of the most useful ornaments of the

metropolis is allowed to be carted away, and its

materials sold to chop up for railway work, at

the dictation of some two or three score of

hairhrained shopkeepers, who desire novelty,

and, like the boy in the story-hook—one

Simple Simon by name—are' never contented

till they look at the wind inside the bellows,

it is a pity that some opposition has not been

brought forward hy the public.

To prove the inconsistency of their present

proceeding, we need only remark, that the next

gleam of sunshine that straggles through the

dark clouds of a wintry sky, we shall have

verandahs pulled down in front of every one of

the shops of these sapient Quadrantites—much
to the personal annoyance of her Majesty's liege

subjects, who happen to be but a leeth above

the ordinary stature, and decidedly inferior,

with respect to appearance, to the handsome

structure now pulling down to make way for

canvas, wooden poles, and iron rods.

W^z iaational ffiallerg*

In another page we have given the Report of

the Select Committee appointe d to look after

the works of art which have become public pro-

perty, in which it is stated that no site could

possibly he better adapted for a National Gal-

lery than the present one overlooking Tra-

falgar-square. This opinion exactly coincides

with our own, so far as situation is concerned
;

but here we would wish to have a more ex-

plicit understanding as to what are to be

the points of superiority of the New Gallery

over the old.

We have not yet inspected Mr. Barry's

design, and are, therefore, incapable of pass-

ing an opinion as to its merits or defects

;

but from what we have been enabled to

gather relative to the subject, we have one

or two observations to make which we would

desire to see taken into consideration.

The present National Gallery, it is well

known, is only spoiled by one feature

namely, the excessive lowness, and preten-

tious littleness of its fafade ; otherwise it

possesses air the essential qualities of a per-

fect piece of architecture. Another storey,

we will be bold enough to declare, would

have been the means of setting aside all

objections on the score of ugliness ; there-

fore, we would respectfully urge one point

—
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on tlie consideration of the authorities who

will now have to judge of the designs, and

that is, above all things to pay attention to

proportion.

We hear that Mr. Barry's design is

of the same style of architecture as the

New Houses of Parliament. Here we must

put in a protest. For an edifice intended

to contain works of art, this style is to our

thinking, singularly inappropriate. The classic

gracefulness of the earlier orders of architec-

ture must always appeal successfully to true

taste in such matters as these, and mere extrin-

sic ornament can never bear away the palm

from the classic purity of those styles which

the ancients employed in the erection of edifices

consecrated to the purposes of the fine arts and

learning.

projecting Si)op jFront0»

A CASE was lately tried in which a shopkeeper

residing in Holborn was summoned for erecting

a shop-front, extending beyond the distance

allowed by the 57th Geo. III., sec 72. As the

decision is of some importance, we present our

readers with a few of the details :

—

Mr. Parry, for the Commissioner of Pave-

ments, stated the facts, and called Mr. Robert

Southgate, the surveyor of pavements, who

stated that one end of the shop front extended

]1J inches beyond the house, and the other

end was 13J inches. It was a new front, and he

had given notice to Mr. Deane to alter it, but

the notice had not been attended to.—By Mr.

Bodkin, on behalf of Mr. Deane : He gave

notice that the front projected too far before

it was finished. The old front had extended

the same distance. In fact, the new one

occupied exactly the same position. It was not

thepractice of the commisioners to interfere with

old fronts ^whicli exceeded the width allowed

bylaw, as it would put many tradespeople to

inconvenience ; but when a new front was

erected, they gave notice to have it so con-

structed as not to infringe upon the foot pave-

ment. The old front at Mr. Deane's, might

have existed for more than twenty years. It

was originally a gunmaker's shop, and witness

remembered the old front as long as he could

recollect anything in the parish.—Mr. Henry,

on hearing this, said that, as the commisioners

admitted that the front had existed for years in

the same position as the new front complained

of, the present one being, in fact, equivalent

to a repair of the old one, he did not think

they had any right to require Mr. Deane to

remove it j he therefore dismissed the case.

Mr. Parry wished to know whether he could

appeal against this decision, but was informed

by Mr. Henry that there was no appeal.

Co Olortespontietttg, ^c»

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE

READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENTOF THY
COMMUNICATION.

" A Constant Reader.
''—We very much doubt

the truth of your signature ; refer to our last

number.

"M. T." (Liverpool).—We can make no

promise.

" Archi."—The article will be acceptable.

"A Friend."—Any information respecting

Mechanics' Institutes, likely to prove interesting

to our readers, will be thankfully received and
readily inserted by us.

" W. H. 1. **."

—

A series of articles have

already appeared on Fresco painting, written by

Mr. F. B. Thompson.

" L."—Peruse Dr. Brooke Taylor''s work.

Received.—" /. H."—An Apprentice."— ^'An
Oppressed Mechanic,'^ and " Fido."

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fC., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-

street, Strand, London.''— We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, thefine arts, science, Sfc,

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,

price Is. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*** Any of our readers having^ complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description suits

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige u-

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 16 is now ready, price 7d.
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Cetms uscti in ^rcj^tteftutal antr

Interior Bworation, ^c,

[Continued from page 204.]

Frets, (in architecture) sometimes called

Guillochi, have characters which are purely
Grecian on the part of fret but may be termed
Gothic on the part of Guillochi. The beauty

and principle of the fret lies in an equality of
ground and fillets meeting at various angles.

The accurate form cannot be obtained without
laying down a geometrical rule (see engraving).

liiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiinnimniniiiniuiiiiiuuiniiininiiniiaiiiDiinv

iiiiaaMBaHWiwHBHaBHiimBi'
IIIIIIIIIHIIinilMlilllillllllHIUWIIIIIIIIIIUIIHIinBIUIBIIIIV
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IBBBaBIIIIHBHBBBBIIUHBBBBgiBIIII'f
IBIIIIflllllllllllllllllllUBIIIIIBIIIIIHIIIUUniniBliniBIIIIIBHDf

MiiiiBBaHBBHinDaBaagBaHiiiiiBBHiii
iiiMHiliiliiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii

Take the width required and divide it in a cer-

tain number of divisions, according to the pro-
posed pattern, by drawing on every alternate

square the pattern will be produced. The
Guillochi is more generally applied to circular

forms and are drawn on different principles as

GUILLOCHI.

the annexed diagram will show, designs of
bosses or cups may be used in the centre. We
will give some illustrations at a future time.

Discovery of a Roman Villa.—The Hon,
R. C. Neville has been enabled lately, through
the permission of Mr. Samuel Jonas, of Ick-
leton, to have a field in his possession explored.
It is situated within sight of the Roman en-
campment and Templi Umbra (as called by
Stukeley), and about a quarter of a mile from
the Chesterford station, by the road side leading
to Ickleton. The men in the employ of the hon.
gentleman, and under his personal directions,
commenced their labours about ten days since

;

and have succeeded in discovering the remains
of a large Roman building, supposed a villa,

having already exposed to view five rooms or
compartments.

CROSS FROM GABLE BRANDON CHURCH,

NORFOLK.

Transmutation of Metals.—Although the

days of the alchemists are gone, the alembic of
nature is still in operation, and changes in the

material of which this globe is composed are
continually going on

;
perhaps, in many instan-

ces, unobserved. We are led to these remarks
from a specimen we saw lately of an umquhile
cast-iron pipe, that had been used in this

neighbourhood for carrying gas, and had been
laid some years in a peat soil. The cast-iron

was completely changed into black-lead or
plumbago. It stained paper the same as a
pencil. Its specific gravity had been reduced
from the common gravity of cast metal, say
7*7 to 2'06. The original thickness of the pipe

we have no means of ascertaining, but we should
think it a good deal increased. Whether the

carburetted hydrogen alone can produce such
changes, or if it is a combination of that and
the peculiar soil, we cannot tell ; but as we
believe the pipes in many places here have given

way, those connected with the gas manage-
ment should look into the matter, and see if

something could not be applied to the pipes be
fore they are put down, to prevent the constant

loss and trouble attending this natural source
of decay.

—

North of Scotland Gazette.

New Syphon.—We understand that a scien-

tific gentleman of this town intends to bring

before the savans, in August, an improved
syphon, which will go far to remedy the com-
paratively useless ancient instrument which
would transfer water merely. This invention,

we understand, will lift water—for instance,

from a canal into a water-cart. — Swansea
Herald.
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Striding arcf)ei5.

In No. 67, page 165, ante, we gave an explan-

ation of the mode adopted for striking an

elliptic arch without the aid of the compass

;

we now give the same with regard to a seg-

mental arch. The principle of drawing it is

somewhat similar to the ellipse. Divide the

base into eighteen equal parts, then find the

centre for striking the radii by throwing the

end diagonal lines down till they intersect each
other ; from the centre carry a line through
each division as directed for the ellipse ; divide

the end into nine equal parts ; from 1 carry the

line to the centre marked 1, from 2 to 2, and
so on to 9, the intersection of which will pro-

duce the required arc.

iSncaustic fainting.

The art of painting in encaustic is a manner of

painting which is executed with the operation
of fire. Ancient authors often make mention
of this Species of painting, and which, if it had
been described simply by the word encaustic,

which signifies executed by fire, might be sup-
posed to have been a species of enamel paint-

ing. But the expressions encausto pingere,

pictvra encaustica, ceris pingere, picturam
inurere, by Pliny, and other ancient writers,

makes it clear another species of painting is

thereby meant. We have no ancient pictures

of this description, and therefore the precise

manner adopted by the ancients is not com-
pletely developed, though many moderns have
closely investigated the subject, and described
their processes. At what time, and by whom
this species of painting was first invented, is

not determined by antiquaries, although it ap-

pears to have been practised in the fourth and
fifth centuries. Count Caylus, and M. Bache-
lier, a painter, were the first of modern times
who made experiments in this branch of art,

about the year 1749. Some years after this,

Count Caylus presented to the Academy of

Painting at Paris, his ideas and experiments on
the subject of the ancient manner of painting
in encaustic. In 1754, the Count had a head of

Minerva painted by Mons. Vien, after the pro-
cess described by himself, and presented it to

the Academy of Sciences in 1755. This suc-

cess induced Mons. Bachelier to recommence
his experiments, in which he succeeded better

than formerly; but his manner of painting
in encaustic differed from the ancients, as

described by Pliny, and therefore he was un
successful, inasmuch as he did not discover the
real ancientmanner ; after this he made some
other experiments on the same subject, differ-

ing from the process as described by Caylus
and others.

Pliny, in a passage relating to encaustic
painting, distinguishes three species :—1st, that
in which they used a style, and painted on

ivory or polished wood (cesfro in epore) ; for

which purpose they drew the outlines on a

piece of the aforesaid wood or ivory, previously

soaked or imbued with some certain colour;

the point of the style or stigma served for this

operation, and the broad end to scrape off the

small filaments that arose from the outlines,

and they continued forming outlines with the

point till they were finished. 2nd. The next
manner appears to have been, where the wax
previously impregnated with colour, was spread
over the surface of the picture with the style,

and the colours thus prepared were formed in-

to small cylinders for use. By the side of the

painter was a brasier for keeping the styles

continually hot, with the points of which they
laid on the colours when the outlines were
finished, and spread them smooth with the

broad end, and thus they proceeded till the

picture was finished. 3rd. The manner was
by painting with a pencil in wax liquified by
fire : by this method the colours contained
a considerable hardness, and could not be
damaged either by the heat of the sun, or the
deleterious effects of the sea water. It was
thus that they painted their ships with emblems
and other pictures, and therefore it obtained
the name of ship painting. The last process

was to smooth and polish the picture ;—thus far

the ancients.

Few of late years have made more experi-

ments in this mode of painting than the inge-

nious Mrs. Hooker of Rottingdean, in the

county of Sussex, who has, in this instance,

united practice with theory ; and for her very
successful exertions in this branch of the polite

arts, was presented with a gold palette by the

Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c., of

London. Her account is printed in the 10th

volume of the Society's Transactions for the

year 1792, when Miss Emma Jane Greenland
Her first communication with specimens of this

mode of painting was made in the year 1786,

one of which is preserved in the society's rooms
at the Adelphi, and is worth the attention of

the artist. This honourable testimony of the
society's approbation|did not occasion any re-
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laxation in this indefatigable lady's endeavours
to'attain excellence, and she therefore, in the

year 1807, made a farther communication to

the Society of the result of no less than fifty

experiments per day, during more than four
months ; and to theory Mrs. Hooker has
added much practical knowledge, having
painted several pictures successfully. The
following account combines the results of this

lady's two communications to the society,

which, in honour to her extraordinary merits
and exertions in this curious branch of the fine

arts, should be called the Hookerian mode of
encaustic painting.

Method of preparing and applying a com-
position for painting, in imitation of the
ancient Grecian manner, as practised by Mrs.
Hooker.
Put into a glazed earthen vessel four ounces

and a half of gum arable, and eight ounces or

half a pint (wine measure) of cold spring
water : when the gum is dissolved, stir in

seven ounces of gum mastich which has been
washed, dried, picked, and beaten fine. Set
the earthen vessel containing the gum, water,
and gum mastich over a slow fire, continually
stirring and beating them hard with a spoon,
in order to dissolve the gum mastich : when
sufficiently boiled it will no longer appear
transparent, but will become opaque and stiff

like a paste. As soon as this is the case, and
the gum, water, and mastich are quite boiling,

without taking them off the fire, add five

ounces of white wax, broken into small pieces,

stirring and beating the diffgrent ingredients
together till the wax is perfectly melted and
has boiled ; then take the composition off the
fire, as boiling it longer than necessary would
harden the wax, and prevent it mixing so well
afterwards with water. When the composition is

taken ofi" the fire, and in the glazed earthen
vessel, it should be beaten hard, and whilst
hot (but not boiling) mix with it by degrees a
pint (wine measure) or sixteen ounces more of
cold spring water ; then strain the composition
as some dirt will boil out of the gum mastich.

.

and put it into bottles. The composition, if

properly made, should belike a cream, and the
colours, when mixed with it, as smooth as with
oil. The method of using it is to mix with the
composition, upon an earthen palette, such
colours in powder as are used in painting with
oil, and such a quantity of the composition to
be mixed with the colours as to render them of
the usual consistency of oil colours, then
paint with fair water.

The colours, when mixed with the composi-
tion, may be laid on either thick or thin, as

best suits your subject, on which account this

composition is very advantageous where any
particular transparency -of colouring is

required ; but, in most cases, it answers best if

the colours are laid on thick, as they require
the same use of the brush as if painting with
body colours, and the same brushes as used in
oil painting. The colours, if grown dry when
mixed with the composition, may be used by
putting a little water over them ; but it is less

trouble to put some water when the colours
are observed to be growing dry. In painting
with this composition the colours blend with- I

out difficulty when wet, and even when dry the
tints may easily be united by means of a brush
and a very small quantity of water. When
the painting is finished, put some white wax
into a glazed earthen vessel over a slow fire,

and when melted, but not boiling, with a hard
brush, cover the painting with the wax, and
when cold take a moderately hot iron, such as
is used for ironing linen, and so cold as not to

hiss if touched with anything wet, and draw it

lightly over the wax. The painting will appear
as if under a cloud till the wax and whatever
substance the picture is painted upon are per-
fectly cold ; but if when so the painting should
not appear sufficiently clear, it may be held
before the fire at such a distance as to melt the
wax slowly ; or the wax may be melted by
holding a hot poker at such a distance as to
melt it gently, especially over such parts of the
picture as should not appear sufficiently trans-

parent or brilliant: for the oftener heat is

applied to the picture the greater will be the
transparency and brilliancy of colouring, but
the contrary effect would be produced if too
sudden or too great a degree of heat is applied
or for too long a time, as it will draw the wax
too much to the surface, and may likewise
crack the paint. Should the coat of wax put
over the painting when finished appear in any
part uneven, it may be remedied by drawing a

moderately hot iron over it again as before-

mentioned, or even by scraping the wax with a

knife ; and should the wax, by too great or

too long an application of heat, form into

bubbles at particular places, by applying a

poker heated, or even a tobacco-pipe made
hot, the bubbles will subside ; or such defects

may be removed by drawing anything hard
over the wax, which will close any small cavi-
ties. When the picture is cold, rub it with a
fine linen cloth. Paintings may be executed
in this manner upon wood (having first pieces
of wood let in behind, across the grain of the
wood to prevent its warping), canvas, card, or
plaster of Paris. The plaster of Paris requires
no other preparation than mixing some fine

plaster of Paris in powder with cold water the
thickness of a cream ; then put it on a looking-
glass, having first made a frame of bees'-wax on
the glass, the form and thickness of which
you wish the plaster of Paris to be, and when
dry take it off, and there will be a very smooth}
surface to paint upon. Wood and canvas arej

best covered with some grey tint mixed with
the same composition of gum arabic, gum|
mastich, and wax, and of the same sort of
colours as before- mentioned, before the de-|

sign is begun, in order to cover the grain of
the wood or the threads of the canvas.i

Painting also may be done in the same
manner with only gum water and gum mastich,
prepared the same way as the mastich and!
wax ; but instead of putting seven ounces of
mastich, and, when boiling, adding five ounces
of wax, mix, twelve ounces of gum mastich
with the gum water, prepared as mentioned
in the first part of this receipt : before it is put!

on the fire, and when sufficiently boiled and
beaten, and is a little cold, stir in by degrees
twelve ounces, or three quarters of a pint

(wine measure) of cold spring water, and
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afterwards strain it. It would be equally
practicable to paint with wax alone, dissolved

in gum water in the following manner. Take
twelve ounces, or three quarters of a pint

(wine measure) of cold spring water, and
four ounces and a half of gum arabic, put
them into a glazed earthen vessel, and when
the gum is dissolved, add eight ounces of white
wax. Put the earthen vessel, with the gum
water and wax, upon a slow fire, and stir

them till the wax is dissolved and has boiled

a few minutes; then take them off the fire,

and throw them into a basin, as by remaining
in the hot earthen vessel the wax would become
rather hard; beat the gum water and wax till

quite cold. As there is but a small proportion
of water in comparison to the quantity of gum
and wax, it would be necessary, in mixing
this composition with the colours, to put also

some fair water. Should the composition be
so made as to occasion the ingredients to

separate in the bottle, it will become equally
serviceable if shaken before used to mix the

colours.

Another very serviceable quality in the
vehicle for painting was discovered by Mrs.
Hooker, which was, that the composition which
had remained in a bottle since the j'ear 1792,
in which time it had grown dry and become
as solid a substance as wax, returned to a
creamlike consistence, and became again in as

proper a state to mix with colours as when it

was first made, by putting a little cold water
upon it, and suffering it to remain on it a short
time. "I also lately found," says this inge-
nious ladj-, " some of the mixture composed
of only gum arabic water and gum mastich, of
which I sent a specimen to the Society of Arts
in 1792; it was become dry, and had much the
appearance and consistency of horn. I found
on letting some cold water remain over it, that
itbecame as fit for painting with as when the
composition was first prepared."

J. Chr. Werner of Newstadt, in Germany,
found the following process very effectual in
making wax soluble in water. For each pound
of white wax he takes twenty-four ounces of
potash, which he dissolves in two pints of
water, warming it gently. In this ley he boils

the wax, cut into little bits, for half an hour;
at the end of this time he takes it from the
fire and lets it cool. The wax fixes itself at

the surface of the liquor in the form of a white
saponaceous matter, which being triturated

with water, produces a sort of emulsion which
he called wax milk, or encaustic wax, and may
be applied to pictures, furniture, or leather,

after having well cleaned them : in an hour
after the application, the article should be
rubbed with a piece of woollen cloth, which will
cause the pictures to have a better effect, and
the furniture to acquire a peculiar brightness.
Another advantage of this preparation of wax
is, that it can be mixed with all kinds of
colours, and consequently be applied in a
single operation. It is also useful to fix water
colours.

The following important observations are
translated from the Italian of the Chevalier
Lorgna, who has deeply investigated the sub-
ject, in a small but valuable tract called " Un

Discorso sulla Cera Puniea." The ancients
(says this author), according to Pliny, used
three species of painting, and in all three they
used fire ; so that to paint with encaustic, or
with a burning application (abbrucciamento), is

derived from a Greek word.
We have never thoroughly known the natnre of

the_ Punic wax, Avhich was anciently used, and
which, after all, was the essential ingredient of
the ancient painting in encaustic. The che-
valier praises the genius and industry of M.
Requeno and M. Bachelier, v?ho have also
treated this subject, but who have not fully
succeeded in finding out the true way of mak-
ing the said wax, then quotes the passage of
Pliny on the method of making it. Puniea fit
hoc modo, ^c., see Pliny's Nat. Hist. 1. 21. c.

14, and asserts, with many other writers, that
Pliny's nitre is not the nitre of the moderns,
properly so called, but it is the natron of the
ancients, viz., the native salt which is found
crystallised in Egypt and other hot countries,

in sands surrounding lakes of salt water; it

must not be mistaken for the natron of the new
nomenclature of our College of Physicians
which is the new name of the mineral alkali.

In the plains of Lower Egypt, which were
once covered by the sea in the environs of the

salt lakes of that country, at Tripoli, at Tunis,
as also in the adjacent parts of ancient Car-
thage, the natron, that same natron which under
the name of nitre, the Carthaginians, accord-
ing to Pliny, used in preparing their wax, is

to this day extracted, and hence it was called

Punic wax.
I began now (says Lorgna) successively to

try my experiments, first with three part of
wax and one of natron, and then with four of

wax, and so on till I used twenty parts of white
melted wax with one only of natron, with as

much water as was just sufficient to melt the

natron. I held the mixture in an iron vessel

over a slow fire, stirring it gently with a
wooden spatula, till the two substances
thickened by evaporation, and in closely

uniting the mass by degrees assumed the con-
sistence of butter, and the colour of milk.

I removed it then from the fire, and put it in

the shade to harden and to perfect itself in

the open air. This natron was extracted from
the ley of kali of Malta, evaporated till it was
dry ; it may also be extracted from the kali of

Spain, Sicily, Sardina, and from that of Tunis
and of Tripoli, which may be procured without

much difficulty. The wax being cooled it

liquefied in water, and a milky emulsion re-

sulted from it like that which could be made
with the best Venetian soap.

Pliny, in another place, c. 7. 1. 23, gives

further directions for the manner of using

caustic on paintings or walls ; but as it concerns

the antiquary more than the artist, I have
foreborne from making the quotation. It begins

at these words, Vt parietis siccato cera

Puniea, 8fc

As to making use of this wax in painting^ in

encaustic the chevalier says, that magnificient

and repeated experiments were made in the

apartments of the Count Giovanni Battista

Gasola, by the Italian painter Signor Antonio
Paccheri. He dissolved the Punic wax, when
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it was not yet so much hardened as tp require

to be igni resoluta, as expressed by Pliny, with

pure water lightly infused with gum arabic,

instead of sarcocolla, male incense, mentioned
by Pliny. He afterwards melted and mixed
his colours with this wax as liquefied as he
would have done with oil, and proceeded to

paint in the same manner ; nor were the colours

seen to run or alter in the least; and the mix-
ture was so flexible that the pencil ran

smoother with it than it have done with oil.

The painting being dry he used the caustic over
it and rubbed it with linen cloths, by which the

colours acquired a peculiar vivacity and
brightness which they had not before the
caustic and the rubbing had been effected.

Influence at t!)e dFt'ne arts on

(Eibilisation.

The great object which Ave live for, is to enjoy
the bounteous gifts of our Creator ; the grea
object of civilisation is to enable us to do so,

that we may die happy, convinced that we have
not existed in vain,—but that, by the cultiva-

tion of the intellect we had sublimed our spirit,

to irradiate the sphere we each revolved in.

To extract as much pleasure as we can from
existence, by regulating the sense through the
mind, and so depart Irom the lower animals
and approximate the higher powers, ought to

be, in my opinion, the result of civilisation
;

and, if I am right, then is art an integral portion
of the means by which a people is civilised. In
the wide and extended regions of nature un-
limited scope is afforded to the true artist, widely
to direct the intellectual energies of his fellows

;

and I pity the man who beyond the gaining of

a livelihood, sees in art no greater object to

exist for. Does not the landscape painter
promote civilisation when he fixes on our souls

for ever, the happy, happy, feelings a glorious

landscape has charmed forth? When, by his

soul-breathing imitation of the works of God,
that which would otherwise have been transi-

tory, is, by the magic of his pencil, recalled

again and again to refresh the wearied mind
with sweet remembrance of the purest and
holiest sensation of our existence—he is the
medium of communication from nature up to

nature's God ! Does not the painter of the home
and domestic subject promote civilisation, when
he makes the rustic hearth, with all its honest
joys, excite the envy of the rich, and preach
contentment to the happier poor? Does not
the great mind which grasps at historic art,

promote civilisation, when, by the positive reali-

sation of the deeds of man, he brings the past
to the present, to excite reflection to the future?
Does not the sculptor promote civilisation,

when, joined to the aim of the latter, by the
sublime purity of form, teeming of the pristine

beauty of the sons of man, he creates visions
of that time which may recur again, when
nobler souls breathed in more glorious frames ?

Come forward, ye who would deny to art this

power to instruct, and if the authors of the
gentle and pleasing idea touch not your heart
look at that canvas, and at that, where terror,

and horror, and wrath, and rage, in blasted and

angular forms, amid blackness and despair,
strikeiand paralize the sense as with a thunder-
bolt,—the awful page of mortal woe, disclosed
by Michael Angela, and by Hogarth,—and
acknowledge the power of mighty art. And if

you tremble at the visions of Titanic power,
conjured up by the Italian, where even the blest
seemed saddended, and their beauty scorched
by the reflection of gloomy suffering, turn to
the Englishman, and in the brightness of virtue
escape from the sadness of vice. And when
you trace the course of the Idle and Industri-
ous Apprentice, if you do not acknowledge the
overwhelming power of art to teach, you must
indeed be poor—no power exists to civilise you.
Or if the wise man who lives to learn, will turn
his eyes with me to were the heavenly power
of beauty reigns supreme, where holy thought
and love^inspire the pencil of him who, by the
suffrage of mankind, has gained the title of
Divine, where the tenderest perceptions are
stamped by the energy of goodness, and with
a hand as firm as that ofa giant, and in an out-
line animated by the soul of angel, Raphael
draws your heart insensibly to a holy fervour by
the beauty of form, and more nobly seeks to
improve mankind by love, than sway the mind
by terror—then surely, you must acknowledge
all that art can do, from all that art has done.
Is it no proof of the power of Art, that she can
humanize the half-brutal peasant ?—that the
Italian feels her influences, and impresses the
stranger on his soil, with involuntary respect

—

that he, the peasant, is alive to beauty, which
but half inspires that stranger's mind ; and
would it not be glorious to art, if we could
operate a charm on the sturdy ignorance of the
peasant of Great Britain, and elevate him in

the social chain by teaching him the beauty of
the scenes he lives in ; or by delineating the
character of a country's pride—her yeomanry,
make him most truly blest because his lot is

proved to be the happiest in the land—freed
from the misery of inaction, his honest toil

ensuring grateful rest, fitting him to fulfil his

duty to his family, his country, and his God.—Park.

Brass Letters on Glass.—Accqrding to the
specification of Mr. J. L. Lamenaude, who has
secured a patent for cements, for affixing brass
letters on panes of glass, the following are
his recipes :—First, 15 parts of copal varnish,

5 parts of drying oil, 3 of oil of turpentine, 2 of
essence of turpentine, 5 of animal glue, dis-

solved in a water bath, and 10 parts hydrate
of lime.—Second, 15 parts of sanadrach and
galipot resin varnish, 5 of drying oil, 5 of oil

and essence of turpentine mixed; these are
first mixed, and then 10 parts of Spanish white
and dry white lead are added.—Third, 15 parts

of copal varnish and gum lac mixed ; 5 parts of
drying oil, 3 parts of a solution of caoutchouc
or gutta percha, 7 parts of tar oil, and 10 parts
of Roman cement and plaster of Paris, in pow-
der, mixed.—Fourth, 15 parts of copal varnish
and colophane resin, 5 of oil and essence of

turpentine, 2 parts of isinglass in powder, 3
parts iron filings, or blacksmith's cinders,

ground and sifted, and 10 parts ofwashed earth,

ochre, or rotten-stone.
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<©n Ornament*

There has been much said and written upon
purity of style, and it may startle some to see

it asserted that this has only had one tendency,

and that has been to retard the progress of

ornamental design in this country. But many
of the kinds of ornament called styles being
themselves impure, in so far as they are desti-

tute of the first principles of beauty, a servile

adherence to them is not only a very question-

able kind of purity, but calculated to corrupt

the taste, while it retards originality of con-

ception.

If an ornamental designer were asked to

imitate another in the same profession, he
must either be conscious of his own inferiority,

or feel his reputation compromised by the

request. And the same may be said of any
other profession where conception or origin-

ality of design is required to constitute excel-

lence. If a poet imitates the works of another

poet he thereby acknowledges his own infer-

ioritj' : and so does the artist who copies the

work (either ancient or modern) of another
artist. But in neither case can the works
copied constitute or supersede the laws or first

principles of art. The greatest merit of all

works of art, either in poetrj', music, painting,

or sculpture, consists in their being unlike the

style of any that have preceded them ; for

there are no limits to the inventive powers of

genius ; and indeed it is only invention and
originality that prove the possession of that

divine gift. But the mode of proceeding in

regard to tuition in the ornamental arts has, in

this country, been of a very opposite character.

What has hitherto been understood by purity

of style is nothing more than servility of copy-
ing, and if we were to inquire very closely

into the origin of what are termed styles

of ornament, we should find their claims
to this distinction to rest on a foundation of a
very slight and unsatisfactory kind.
The most beautiful of the architectural class

of ornamental designs of antiquity have, of

course, been handed down to us fi-om the same
people, and the same sera that have also sup-
plied to us the most beautiful specimens of the
arts of sculpture and architecture. And, but
for the perishable nature of the materials,

there can be but little doubt but we might have
owed to the same period and people not only
the finest specimens of pictorial art, but those
of that kind of design peculiar to manufactures
and interior decoration.

!
I

"When we take this in connection with what

1

1
we know of the poetry, the music, and, above
all, the geometry of the same period, we can
scarcely help feeling convinced that some
fixed principles of taste and beauty were
known and acknowledged amongst that ex-
traordinary people at this period, of their
general refinement. And the more so, that
the progress of natural philosophy in succeed-
ing ages has proved that there are ruling prin-
ciples by which the sciences are in almost all

cases identified with one another ; and by
which again the arts are identified with the
sciences, and upon which they are reciprocaJly

dependent. Sir David Brewster observes,

"that the disposition to this species of ex-

change, and to introduce into the intellectual

community the principles of free intercourse,

is by no means general ; but we are confident
that art will not sufficiently develop her
powers, nor science attain her most command-
ing position, till the practical knowledge of the
one is taken in return for the sound deductions
of the other ;" and that " it is in the fine

arts, pricipally, and in the speculations with
which they are associated, that the controlling
power of scientific truth has not exercised its

legitimate influence. In discussing the prin-
ciples of painting, sculpture, architecture, and
landscape gardening, philosophers have re-

nounced science as a guide, and even as an
auxiliary; and a school has arisen whose
speculations will brook no restraint, and whose
decisions stand in opposition to the strongest
convictions of our senses."

A proper comprehension of art as a whole,
and as it is connected with science, is, there-
fore, essential to right practice ; and upon no
other foundation can a standard of just cri-

ticism be established. For that criticism

which judges an ornamental design by other
designs of the same description, without
reference to the natural and scientific princi-

ples which ought to regulate the artist in the
production of such works, concludes upon false

premises. Were the proper mode of estimating
works of decorative art adopted, those con-
tracted and prejudiced views which take pre-
cedents alone for guides, would soon give
place to a correct understanding and apprecia-
tion of what is truly beautiful.

The names of the kinds of ornament called
styles are numerous. We have the Grotesque,
the Arabesque, the Moorish or Moresque, the
Persian, the Turkish or Byzantine, the Hin-
dustanee the Chinese, the Pompeian, the
Elizabethan, the Louis Quatorze, &c., some of
which, no doubt, have what may be termed
national characteristics, and they may, so far,

whether good or bad, be admitted as styles,

because they belong not merely to periods but
to nations. Yet, in general, they are not
worthy of being held up as models of per
fection, far less are they worthy of being made
to supersede the necessity of studying the first

principles of linear and chromatic beauty in
our Schools of Design.
A style of ornament may legitimately be

named after its originator, such as the
" Watteau" style, which is probably of all com-
paratively modern styles the most original and
most graceful ; for, although it is grotesque,
and may not have been established upon any
known principles, yet it is the production of
the intuitive good taste of an original genius—Hay's '^ Essay on Ornamental Design."

Fine Arts in Norwich.—Amongst the
preparations for the forthcoming musical fes-

tival in Norwich is a collection of modem
works of art, nearly 400 in number, comprising
pictures by Turner, Eastlake, Maclise, Etty,
Bright, Danby, Pyne, Stanfield, and other good
artists. It is said that so fine a collection hsa
never been seen in Norwich before.
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EtP <E5rottotgpi0t.

The removal of the Regent's Quadrant Colon-
nade has commenced. The materials have
been sold by private contract, it is said, for

railway purposes. The cast-iron pillars, 145 in

number, realised £2,900. The total cost of this

alteration is estimated at £3,900, to be defrayed
by the sale of the old materials, and by a rate
on the inhabitants. The removal of the south
side is to be first proceeded with,—-Mrs Hul-
ton says the Liverpool Albion having become
the possessor of the drawing, by Prince de
Joinville, of the Ocean Monarch on fire, she is

getting it lithographed, and the proceeds of the
sale will be given for the benefit of the Sailors'

Home. The print will be a spirited tinted

lithograph, executed, by the Messrs. Maclure,
Macdonald, and Macgregor. From the inter-

est excited by the princely conduct of the

author of the above sketch, on the late melan-
choly occasion which it represents, and the

object for which the proceeds are to be devoted,

a very extensive sale may be calculated upon.
—The Sanitary Committe recommends all

cisterns to be dispensed with, and the water
to be left to issue free and flush from the main.
—A life size medallion of Miss Helen Faucit

has been executed in Edinburgh, by Mi-. Shak-
speare Wood. The countenance is boldly
chiselled, and an excellent resemblance. The
expression is that which well befits the passion-

ate representative of tragedy. The hair is

simply and massively disposed, and the pro-
duction altogether one that does great honour
to the young artist. In the week before last-

a public dinner was given in the cottage of

Burns, Ayr, to Mr. Fillans, sculptor, on the

occasion of his sojourn in the neighbourhood
after the "inauguration" of his statue of the
late Sir James Shaw, Bart., at the cross of
Kilmarnock, and the bust of Professor Wilson,
at Paisley.

Decorations of the Roval Yacht.—The
royal yacht is greatly improved in her internal

appearance since she was last at Woolich. The
entire deck has been painted to resemble oaken
wainscot, and the inside of the bulwarks is an
excellent imitation of American bird's-eye

maple ; the parts of the paddle-boxes next the
deck being of the same agreeable and neat pat-

tern. On the interior of each paddle-box a
royal crown has been richly carved and gilt,

together with a laurel branch and oak branch
on either side. The paddle-boxes are joined
across the deck by platforms about eight feet

high, with ample room for two persons to

promenade, affording a far more commanding
view than could be obtained from the deck.
A spacious seat covered with morocco leather,

and having richly-carved elbow-rests, is placed
against each of the paddle-boxes on the elevated
platform. On each of the stern ends of the

Eaddle-boxes very handsome recesses or alcoves
ave been fitted and lighted seawards with

plate glass, the front being made to rise and
fall similar to the moveable roofs of carriages,

to shade from the sun or protect from rain.

'The royal entrance to the cabins is near the
tiller, and lighted on all sides upon deck with
plate-glass windows, and it contains a table with
cushioned seats for resting upon, and well
adapted for shelter in unfavourable weather.
The principal cabin is beautifully fitted up, and
the seats are cushioned and covered with crim-
son morocco leather all round the stern side of
the vessel ; the fire-place near the rudder
handle is quite a gem, being formed of beauti-
fully clustered groups of flowers, highly col-

oured, and preserved by the finest enamel on a
delicate ground, and encased in solid and
brightly-polished brass mouldings, the chimney
of the fire-place having the appearance of a
handsome pillar supported on an appropriate!
base. The handle of the rudder passes through!
the principal cabin, and is covered completely!
round with carving, which gives it the appear-l

ance of a pilla;r supporting the deck. The chief
j

cabin is profusely lighted with plate-glass

|

windows, and on the side next the passage, thei

doors and windows are filled with ground glass.!

The dining-room is spacious, and contains on
j

the walls large maps on spring rollers. The
royal bed-room on the other side of the royal!

yacht is very retired, and with the dressing
closet, chastely fitted up. The posts of the
royal bed are beautifully carved, and the cor-,

ners of the roof have each the figure of a|

dolphin, richly gilt; the curtains are of a pure!
white ground with a subdued carmine-coloured

i

representation throughout the whole of a simple

'

yet elegant opening bud, with two or three
leaves attached. The fringes are of a warmer
crimson colour, and harmonise beautifully with
the other parts of the room. The moulding
of the ceiling throughout the principal rooms
and passages is formed of concave and convex
representations of a sea shell, the convex one
being gilt. The entire interior of the royal yacht
maybe justly termed a naval palace befitting

the Queen of the Ocean.
j

Westminiter Bridge.—The following
strange prophecy concerning Westminister

|

bridge, appeared in vol. xxxi. of the Gentle-

man's Magazine, published in 1761. Our rea-'

ders will judge for themselves as to how far

it has been verified :
—" Westminster-bridge

is, perhaps, the most majestic pile of the kind i

in all Europe, but, although it appears strong,'

yet on a critical examination, it is demonstra-j
bly feeble. It is top-heavy, and too narrow for;

its height: the piers are by no means propor-!

tioned to the weight they sustain, nor do they i

take sufficient hold of the bed of the river, but

'

stand loosely on the bottoms of the caissons

|

they are built in, and, what is still worse, the
j

bed of the river, between all the piers, continues
quite open and unguarded ; the consequence of
which must be that in case any one part of
the bed of the river under any of the salient

angles of the piers proves softer than the rest,

which may not be improbable, then that softer

part must in time give way ; and, though the
sinking may at present be imperceptible, even
by a plummet, yet the immense weight of the
superstructure, and the sandy footing of the

piers, will in time produce a very disagreeable

effect ; whence it is evident that building piers

in caissons is liable to great objections.
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OR the im-

provement of

our large

towns, and

even the sub-

urbs, much

has been

done, and is

still doing, in

the way of

widening
streets, pull-

ing down

crowded thoroughfares, and substituting

straight and regular lines of buildings, pos-

sessing a near approach to regularity in eleva-

tion and tastefulness of design ; still these

works have been the products of time ; and

while the middle and higher classes have been

deriving great benefits both in the erection of

more convenient houses, possessing every

modern comfort, and from trade being par-

tially diverged from particular localities into

every direction, leading to the formation of

whole streets of new shops, with handsome

fa9ades, all tending to show the progress of

public opinion and the growing taste for im

provement in building, what a striking dif-

ference do the habitations of the labouring

classes present ! In order to make room for

these new streets, which spring up with mar-

vellous rapidity, " like mushrooms in the

nigh.t," alleys, courts, and crowded thorough-

fares, containing accommodation for thousands

of the working classes, are destroyed—public

money first being employed, by authority of

Act of Parliament, in purchasing the . crazy

tenements at far more than their real value
j

and when the ground is cleared, instead of re-

erecting homes for a similar class of tenants,

where the industrious mechanic might reside

and carry on a small trade, large houses are

erected, with rentals that drive the small

tradesman and the working man to beat up

fresh ground, and accept equally scanty ac-

commodation at a greater cost than before the

philanthropist first visited the court. Though

Acts of Parliament have been applied for and

finally gained, and even come into operation,

still, but little, if any, advance has been made

in the dwelling of the mechanic.

The shopkeeper calls in workmen to put

large sheets of plate-glass in his shop-front, or

even, perhaps, to rebuild his business premises

—yet you find that that same tradesman never

dreams of building with his surplus profits

Oh,; no ! not he ; for he can buy cheaper—he

can take advantage of the times and the

depression of trade—he can lend money on

mortgage—he can dabble in Capel-court,

and a hundred other things, all more advan^

tageous i\i.&n building ; and when these people

do become possessed of house property, it is

useless to tell them of ventilation or stability

—

to such topics as these they turn a deaf ear,

satisfied that if the house possessed every possible

comfort that coidd be suggested, it would yield no

higher per centage. How fallacious, however,

is this notion ; and yet how difficult to per-

suade a person so, even when his daily expe-

rience proves liim in error ! For instance, take

the case of a builder who runs up six small

houses : he lets them, before they are well

finished, to tenants at a high rental, say £14 a

year, subject to 30s. gvound-rent; he does not

wait to see quarter-day, but sells these houses

for £700, telling the purchaser that they are

respectably tenanted, as cheap as dirt, and,

finally, that they pay more than 10 per cent.

Neither builder nor purchaser calculate the

purchase money by the labour and materials

employed in the erection, but by a calculation

as baseless, shifting, and uncertain as the sea-

sons, which is, "What per centage will the

purchase pay at the rents that the tenants may

be then paying or have engaged to pay?"

Now, we do not hesitate to say that these

houses (without assuming hardly any depre-

ciation of value) would not realise more than

five to six per cent. ; for it will be found, after

the first few quarters have passed, that the

purchaser must keep a jobbing carpenter

almost as a domestic servant, and that in a few

years, these houses, so nice to look at, will,

from faulty drainage, have rats and mice tra-

velling in all directions up the quartered parti-

tions, round the skirtings between the joists.
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and, through the timber not being sufficiently

seasoned at first, that vermin of every descrip-

tion will find their way into every room. We
can with equal truth aver that this very econo-

mical purchaser might not only have built

those identical houses with such materials as

would not only have obviated the necessity for

any but trifling repairs, but that those houses

would be respectably tenanted, and that, with-

out one farthing additional cost, he would

have benefitted six families, and provided

them with homes that would have increased

the self-respect of their inmates. It is the

purchase and encouragement of miserable

tenements that increases drunkards and

thieves, while the erection of homes possessing

a share of the comfort always carefully seen to

in the houses of the wealthy, would secure

order, decency, and cheerfulness around the

hearth of the British mechanic.

James Brooks.

E ^int to Wciuxt-BtaUx^,

We have, on more than one occasion, noticed

the tricks of the picture-dealing trade in our

pages; and being anxious to lay before our

readers such information on the subject as

may tend to put them on their guard against

the disreputable practices of certain indi.

viduals whose honesty is certainly comprised

in a smaller compass than their ingenuity, we
now add the following to our list. About a

fortnight since, a man called upon a print-

seller residing not a hundred miles from our

publishing office, and offered for sale an old

painting, evidently executed in water colours,

and bearing every mark of a genuine work of

art, somewhat the worse from age, &c., but most
carefully restored—the subject being a portrait

of Milton. Representing himself as being in

immediate want of money, the individual

offered the painting at a low figure, which the

other, however, declined giving; but, ulti-

mately, a bargain was struck, at a somewhat

reduced price, and the printseller bought the

picture under the impression that he had

secured a prize. A day or two elapsed, and

he hung it outside his door for sale, when
suddenly, a shower of rain coming on, and

several of the drops falling upon the picture.

he was considerably startled at perceiving

three longitudinal rows of white streaks appear

upon its surface. To inquire into the cause of

the phenomenon was but the -work of an
instant, when the reader may readily imagine

his surprise and chagrin upon discovering that

all the antiquity the picture possessed was
imparted by a thick layer of Spanish liquorice

!

—the so-called painting being nothing more
than a common print coloured, but so dis

guised beneath the saccharine coating as to

readily mislead even the practised eye of a

connoiseur. We understand that several of

these modern-antiques are now about.

©jj^ifiilton for Mimx WB^oxtB

at mt

A CORRESPONDENT of our's has this week

offered a suggestion (published in another

column) which we should vastly like to see

carried into effect. Every mechanical effort

springing from the ingenuity of man, must

always vary in the excellence of its execution

according to the skill, perseverance, and taste

of him whose hands may have fashioned it to

its present appearance.

Every man is not a Michael Angelo,—and

we do not think the less of St. Paul's Cathe-

dral because St. Peter's at Rome still exists
;

then, why should not the rude, but promising,

attempts of incipient genius find a place of

honour and reward?—why, to state the case

shortly, should we not have regularly-formed

institutions established professedly for the

patronage and encouragement of the younger

members of all crafts requiring the exertion of

intellect, judgment, and manual dexterity?

These are questions worthy of our deepest

consideration. The proposition which we set

forth is neither novel nor chimerical : the prac-

tice of past ages removes all doubt about the

first, and our daily experience amidst the

youthful of both sexes fully convinces us ofj

the truth of the second.

To place encouragement in the path of the

young is tantamount to erecting a signal light

upon some dangerous shoal. None but those

who have struggled upwards, unaided, from

obscurity to a prominent position in the esti

mation of their fellow-beings, can form a
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correct idea of the early siifFerings both of

heart and brain of the secret toiler for future

honour! None but these can estimate suffi-

ciently the agonising pain -which the rebuffs of

a callous world inflict upon the sensitive

minds of those who toil incessantly in the hope

of gaining its approbation, and upon whom
judicious encouragement would fall like

manna from heaven to cheer up their energies,

flagging under misfortune, and enervate them

to renewed struggles,—nay, even to implant

in their breasts a honourable ambition to per-

form successfully the difficult journey which

leads to perfection.

Upon a future occasion we will endeavour to

project a plan for the accomplishment of this

desideratum; in the meantime we shall be

open to receive suggestions from our readers,

aiid we hope they will not be backward in for-

warding any communications likely to assist

us in our attempt.

Simpltcttg.

Simplicity is that quality, which, in all the

arts, is opposed to exuberance or pretension.

We say that a work of art possesses a noble

simplicity when the effect produced by it is

the result of means neither numerous nor com-

plicated. We say also that a form is simply

beautiful when, as in the majority of antique

vases, it pleases by its agreeable contour

alone, without the assistance of any acces-

sories. With regard to an edifice similar

remarks apply. It is simply elegant when
there is no confused or contradictory diversity

I

of parts, and when the whole is harmonious

and graceful. Experience has abundantly

proved that simplicity, as distinguished from

meanness or boldness, is always conformable

to good taste. This quality may be evidenced

in all the different portions of a work, from the

general plan even to the execution of the

minutest details. The best works of art are

always the simplest in point of design. Their

projectors sought the principles of grandeur

and beauty not in a superfluous quantity of

parts, but in unity, in connection, in tout

ensemble. It is true that the great masters

have sometimes produced works the composi-

tion of which is extremely rich, but only when

the subject necessarily demanded such pro-

fusion. When Poussin painted the gathering

of manna by the Israelites in the Desert, he

could not limit himself to a small number of

figures. But often, in the finest specimens of

pictorial art, a single group, composed of four

or five figures, is found sufficient to tell an

interesting stoi-y, and to display the most con-

summate ability in the artist.

In order to attain this most desirable

quality, the artist should take care to propose

to himself one great aim, one principal j^oint

de vice, to which everything else should be

subordinate. The grand style presupposes

simplicity in all its parts :—in subject, in

forms, in attitudes, in composition, in ordon-

nance, in accessories, &c. It presupposes also

a great mind in him who practises—a high

taste in him who appreciates and applauds it.

€o ©ortespontfents, ^c*

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both

THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE

READILY DECYPEBED BY THE RECIPIENTOF THY
COMMUNICATION.

" Charles (BathJ."—We are much obliged, aiid

shall be glad of the assistance promised.

Mr. I. Thompson is thanked. Two proofs

shall be forwarded as soon as the engraving is

finished. We shall be glad t& hear from him

again, when convenient.

" H. S."—We are much obliged. The alphabet

forwarded appears in this number. The proofs

shall beforwarded with the tracing, as our corres-

pondent desires.

"31. W. D."—Thanhs for your favourable

opinion and the enclosure.

Other correspondents in onr next.

Communications, Boohsfor Review, Specimens

of Inventions, 8fc., to be addressed to "'the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-

street, Strand, London.''—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favour us with local informatioii^

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, thefine arts, science, Sfc,

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,

price Is. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*** Jny of our readers having^ complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description suits

ablefor decorative purposes, luill greatly oblige u-

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 18 is now ready, price Id.
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^n Illnstxm'ti (Slossarg of CecSnical

Etxm^ UMti in Etcliitectural mtt

interior Bttoxatm, ^c,

[Continued from page 214.]

Fan Tracery, a description of tracery used
in Gothic architecture, the contour of which

resemhles the form of a fan.

Flying Buttress (in Gothic architecture), a
buttress supporting an outwork, and archway,
or a corridor, where the masonry supported
springs from a wall on the opposite side.

FLYING BUTTRESS FROM THE SOUTH TRANSCEPT

OF SALISBURY CATHEDRAL.

^
Felt-grain, the mode of splitting or sawing

timber in a line passing across the centre or
heart of the_ tree ; it is opposed to the mode of
cutting, which following, as near as may be
the course of the annular rings, is called
quarter grain.

FiRE-pRooF Houses, vaulted or arched

buildings may be constructed entirely of stone

or brick, and consequently will be incombusti
ble ; but the necessary thickness of the walls

darkens the rooms ; and this mode of building
is also too expensive for dwelling-houses
Various methods have been adopted to attain

the intended purpose, and to obviate difficul-

ties ; cast iron instead of timber joists have
been used, and plates of iron for floors and
roofs.

Floor, the bottom of a room. Floors are

commonly made of wood, which ought to be
well seasoned, to prevent its springing: the

timber and the boards for this purpose must
therefore be rough planed, and put out to dry
twelve months previous to their being used
For ground-floors, flagstones or bricks are

frequently used, or a composition of burnt clay

and sharp sand, mixed up with bullock's

blood, which being well beaten together, and
spread out with a smooth surface, makes
beautiful and firm floor. But plaster of Paris

with other ingredients, finely sifted, makesfloors
nearly equal in appearance to marble ; and
marble is frequently used for the floors of halls

and splendid apartments.

Franking, a term used by the makers of
window-sashes, and applied to the mode of

forming the joint where the cross pieces of the

frame intersect each other.

Frieze-Panel, the upper panel of a door of
six panels.

Frieze-Rail, the rail next to the top rail of

a door of six panels.

Frigidarium, an apartment in the Roman
bath, supplied with cold water.

Funnel, the inside of the shaft of a chimney.

Furrings, are flat pieces of timber used by
carpenters to bring dislocated work to a regular
arrangement, by drawing the chief parts df it

to one regular surface.

Fusurole, a small member in form of
collar, with somewhat long beads under the
echinus, or quarter-round, of pillars of the

Doric, Ionic, and Composite orders.

Chinese Carving.—The means by which the

concentric balls which come from China can be
carved one within the other, have long been
matter of dispute. No join is to be discovered,

but a recent traveller states positively that each
ball is constructed of two pieces, the edges of
which are so finely scraped down, that the edge
of one hemisphere is made to overlap its coun-
terpart with the'greatest nicety. Thus one ball is

easily inclosed within another. The joinings

are then united by a peculiarly strong cement,
aided by the employment of steam and pres-

sure. He says that any one who wishes to make
the expensive trial will soon ascertain the fact

by applying a very powerful heat to one of these

balls, which will open at the joints in due
time.
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ARABIAN CHAPTERS, FROM GRANADA,

Fonts.—The shape of the interior, or aper-
ture, is almost always circular,- irrespectively of
the external form of the bowl. A very few
foliated bowls occur, as at Wellow, Somerset,
and Lenton, Nottinghamshire ; an idea perhaps
derived from the orifices of piscinae. No ex-
ample of an octagonal bcwl has come to our
knowledge, except those of Lanteglos, Corn-
wall, and Yate,',Gloucestershire. Square aper-
tures are not very uncommon in Norman Fonts.
For the diameter and depth of the bowl in
ancient Fonts no rule can be given : from one
and a half to two feet wide by about one foot
deep seem the average measuremants. One
of the largest bowls we have met with is at
Bradley, Lincolnshire, which is nearly a yard
across. It is, however, well known that ancient
Fonts were made large enough for the complete
immersion of infants. Exceptions to this all

but universal practice are very rare; one or
two instances are quoted in the Archasologia,
vol. xi. p. 123. At Horbling and Demhleby,
Lincolnshire, are extremely small and pro-
bably modern Fonts formed out of a stem or
shaft. The violation of the same principle,
arising from the imhappy custom of aspersion
now prevalent in the English Church, is one of
the commonest and worst faults of modern
usage. We have seen solid Fonts, in which
about a cup-full of water would lie ia a small
cavity at the top. The general use of white
basins and other paltry and irreverent expedi-
ents are too well known to need remark or com-
ment. Modern Fonts, until lately, when some
very fine imitations of ancient models have
been executed in stone, have generally been
either pots of Wedgewood ware placed upon
or under the Altar, or at least within the

Altar rails, or in the Chancel ; or they have
been meagre stone pedestals with a small
white marble basin on the top, or perhaps
Italian vases with all sorts of pagan devices
upon them. These and such practices are
fearful abuses both of common propriety and
rubrical ordinances. It is not our province to

speak of the corresponding depreciation of a
Holy Sacrament, which has ever been found to

accompany contempt for and neglect of the
visible instruments of its administration. We
would rather dwell lightly on the faults of a

most uncatholic and perverted spirit, which
turned out of tlie churches in hundreds their

beautiful ancient Fonts, and profanely con
verted them into water-troughs to catch the rain
from the roof, or supply the animals of the field

with drink. But at the same time we must
endeavour to amend the many abuses in this

respect which are yet to be lamented in our
own times. The number of desecrated Fonts
which has come to our knowledge in the course
of the present publication is a startling proof
how very far we are yet removed from a return
to those Catholic practices, which the bitterest

hatred and the strongest puritanical influence
could not abolish from the Church of the seven-

teenth century, but which we have lived to see
rendered obsolete by mere apathy and idle

content. But it may be hoped that interest in

the things themselves is ever intimately con-
nected in a right mind with interest in their
use ; and that we shall yet see the profanations
which exist in the Church vanish before the
revival of a neglected ritual and with it of a
more rigorous superintendence over ecclesias-
tical matters.

—

Paleys' Illustratmis of Bap-
tismal Fonts.
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A correspondent of the Ke7itish Mercury
makes the following important remarks :

—

A ? very simple question, if answered sci-

entifically, would at once suggest the only
proper method of going to work, to seek a

remedy for this abomination of modern times,

this foul stain on our boasted knowledge, in

conducting every process of manufacture on the
best and most approved principal. Now, what
is the cause of smoke? What his the cause of
smoke in a lamp or candle? Can any one, the
merest tyro in chemical science, doubt but it is

wholly and solely referable to "imperfect
combustion?" We have no smoke in a good
argand lamp, and we have no smoke from a
well trimmed candle, On the subject of the

combustion of coal, I know no better treatise,

than that by Charles Wye Williams, Esq. He
demonstrates in a very lucid manner, that the
product of coal in furnaces, the crude carbu-
retted (or coal) gas, can only be consumed
perfectly, without smoke, by admitting a due
proportion of atmospheric air ; but, as the
injudicious admission of air into furnaces would
affect the draught, cool the flues, and be other-
wise prejudicial, he shows that it can only be
admitted advantageously in small jets, and this

he effects by a very ingenious arrangement of
apparatus, which literally showers into the
great body of heated impure coal gas, coming
from the incandescent fuel in the furnace, many
hundreds of jets of pure air, so that immediate
mixture ensues, with perfect combustion of the
gas, and the total absence of smoke. Mersrs.
Dircks and Co., the well known furnace archi-
tects, of Moorgate Streets, City, have erected
upwards of 500 furnaces on this improved
principle, which was patented some years ago.
and gives rise to what are called argand
furnaces. Smoke being, as just stated, the
result of imperfect combustion, we find that
the purest coal gas, so pure that when collected
in a bell glass over water it is as pellucid as the
air we breathe, would if burnt from a wide tube
smoke intolerably, yet only screw on the same
tube an argand gas burner, and as we now
give the gas to the air in jets, thereby increas-
ing its surface and facilitating its admixture
with the oxygen of the atmosphere during com-
bustion, we obtain perfect, what in the first

instance was crude and imperfect, and as a
consequence have a clear, brilliant, smokeless
flame. What we do in this case, we must at-

tempt to effect in the combustton of the crude
coal gas on the larger scale of engine boiler and
other furnaces. But as in these we cannot col-

lect and control the hot gas, and reduce it to

jets, Mr. Williams in his practise found that it

answered every purpose of pefect combustion
if the air was presented to the gas in jets. Iti

thus reversing the operation, theory and prac-
tice agree, the chemist can burn a jet of oxygen
in an atmosphere of coal gas; or he can burn a
j et of coal gas in an atmosphere of oxygen, so
that each becomes to the other a supporter of
combustion, according to circumstances. In

j

short, it is a curious circumstance, which che~
I

mists can all well understand, that supposing
we lived and moved in an atmosphere of coal
gas, instead of one of oxygen and nitrogen, as
at present, our gas manufactories would have
to use not coal but manganese, or some other
product yelding oxygen. Imagine two gas-
ometers, one filled with coal gas, and having a
gas chandelier hung from the roof, inside, and
this connected by a flexible pipe, with the
second gasometer, filled with atmospheric air

or oxygen jit is evident that the air or gas
might be pressed from this second gasometer
through the flexible tube, down the tubes of the
chandelier, into the coal gas occupying the first

gasometer. If flame, or the electric spark,
were then immediately applied to the jets, on
the instant of their so issuing from the chande-
lier, combustion would proceed as at present

;

only apparently atmospheric air would seem to

be a combustible ! This is just what is taking
place in the argand furnaces; the air so to speak,
is showered into the volumes of coal gas, in

innumerable small jets, ensui'ing complete
admixture and rendering combustion so per-
fect, as entirely to avoid those dense clouds of

smoke, which disgrace the funnels of every
steam-boat on the river, and all the large works
in and about our otherwise favored town.

Si)effiel^ Scf)ool of IBestgn.

On the 7th inst. the annual meeting of the
Sheffield School was held. Lord Wharncliffe in

the chair, when a report was read, stating that

larger premises were being fitted up for the
school ; that candidates were at this time wait-
ing for admission : that some of the pupils had
been admitted to study in the botanical gardens:
that the council had the satisfaction of fre-

quently receiving the testimonies of many
manufacturers as to the increased intelligence

and artistical knowledge displayed by those
young men in their employment, who are re

ceiving instruction in the school ; and they
appealed not to the manufacturers alone, but
to all classes of the community for assistance.

The chairman made a very good adress.

After praising the works exhibited, he said—

I

am sure I need not enlarge on the immense
advantages obtained by giving to artisans of

the town the skill which the execution of such
works as we now witness display: but I think
it doubtful still whether the nature, benefits,

and objects of the school are fully appreciated
by those connected with it. I do not mean to

underrate at all—far from it—the value of such
acquirements as are exhibited in these works.
I have said that they are of great value. An
artisan who has the power of drawing correctly,

and who]^has access to such subjects of study
as this institution affords, has great advantages
over one who has not such opportunities. But
I think it desirable to remind all connected with
such establishments, that this is not the whole,
or the most important object to be achieved by
such institutions. Let us recollect the title of
them—that very title shews that they are not
merely academies for drawing or modelling,



but schools of "design." What is meant by
such a term ? It means a school which not
only gives the power of executing such works,
but of designing, inventing, and composing
such combinations of art, and producing such
original works as those exhibited in that room.
That is the great object intended, and it is to

that (on the part of the master and all con-
nected with the institution) that the attention

of the pupils must be directed ; for we cannot
go on for ever copying works : we must form
new combinations, and improve on the subjects

handed down to us, and multiply the many
sources of beauty which decorate the different

subjects of life. We may depend upon it that

what we should look at principally is not mere-
ly skill but the formation of taste, which is one
of the most difficult of all objects in connection
with the arts.

His lordship pointed out the necessity of

education the mind to perceive and appreciate
the beautiful. He said, it is to acquire such
efficiency as to enable the mind of the pupil to

extract the beauties, and combine them, and
present to the eye that which is agreeable, that

these institutions are established ; and if this

is obtained, immense advantages will be
acquired by the trade they are in connection
with; by the community among whom they are

to be found : and the country will think it wise
to give its funds to support such institutions.

I cannot see why this country should be behind
others in the possession of those acquirements
which it is the object of these schools to impart.
Above 100 years ago one of our greatest poets
exclaimed

—

" O, when shall Britain, conscious of her claim
Stand emulous of Greek or Komanfame?"

I think that instead of Greek and Roman fame,
we may say French and German fame. At
present we are unable to compete with them in

matters of art. Why should this be? We are
not behind them in emulation, or the exercise
of the understanding. Those who go abroad
will scarcely ever find themselves on a foreign
steamer or a railway but they meet with
English engineei's, and skill from England,
which is thought necessary to superintend their

establishments. Why, then, should there be
one department of industry, or I should rather
say one branch of the exercise of the under-
standing, in which we are behind other nations ?

Depend upon it there can be no sound reason
for it : it is a want of education in that particu-
lar branch of knowledge—it is a want of the
habit of mind for contemplating the beautiful;
and unless we can attain this point for all those
concerned in the operations of this country,
and enable them by their own knowledge and
habits to investigate different forms—until we
can give them that benefit we shall not be in a
position to vie with other countries.

Alderman Dunn, in urging the manufacturers
to assist the school, combated the absurd and
short-sighted objection made by some to the
school to this effect :

—"We are established in

business, we have capital, and can command
skilful artisans ; and these institutions, by rais-

ing up competition, take away part of the ad-

vantages of which we are in possession." Such
observations appeared pitiable in the extreme

;

so contrary to every honest and good feeling

of our nature, that they might be sure, without
resorting to anj- metaphysical argument, that

there was some hitch in the matter. Mr.
Dunn continued, I take it that with regard to

the prosperity of the district, they are so bound
together one to another, that the prosperity of

the meanest person to a certain extent affects

the position of the wealthiest individual, and
that persons in the working classes cannot be
educated, instructed, or raised in their class,

bixt every class above them is also raised in

proportion. " The moral welfare of a great|

part of our fellow townsmen is to considerable!

extent bound up with the prosperity of this in-

stitution. You cannot give a young man a love

and taste for art, but you raise his moral educa-
tion ; and therefore looking at both the money
and moral parts of the question, I feel that the

welfare and prosperity not only of the working
classes, but the masters and manufacturers of

Sheffield, is considerably involved in the suc-

cess of this institution, and in raising up a

higher appreciation of art than now exists."

Thanks being voted to Mr. Mitchell,_the head
master of the school, with many complimentary
remarks on his efficiency,

Mr. Mitchell, in his reply, very properly

pointed out that more time and study are re-

quired to make an artist than are usually given.;

He said,—With regard to the great superiority

of the English over the French and Germans,
your lordship remai'ked, our engineers and
mechanics are sent over all the world, and no
doubt such is the case, but the reason is, our

mechanics take time to learn and to become
proficient in their work—tliey labour under
skilful masters, with great assiduity and more
intelligence—therefore, they have more ex-

tended experience than continental manufac-
turers. On the contrary, the French

_
artists

labour as hard as the English mechanics. I

can speak to this fact, having myself been
educated three or four years in France. My
hours of study were from six in the morning
until eight or nine at night— 12, 13, or 14 hours

a day, and this not merely for days, or months,
but for years. This will account for the

superiority of France over England in this

department. The drawings now exhibited are

executed by pupils who come tired_ to the

school for an hour or two each evening, and
are worthy of admiration. The object of this

school is to bring up young men to be accom-

plished designers ; but an accomplished de-

signer is not—to use a common expression

—

made as a Birmingham button, but only by
assiduous study: he must be an intelligent

man, and conversant with history ; he must
give his whole time to the study of art if he

wish to be an accomplished artist or designer
;

and it is almost impossible to have an accom-
plished designer who devotes but six hours a

week to the study. How can you expect under
such circumstances to compete with Freiich

artists who labour twelve hours a day for years

before they offer to gain a single sixpence ?
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" Who would have thought it ?" asks the Gates-
head Observer. Yes ! who would have thought
it? Fifty—twenty—ten years ago—who would
have thought it ? Who would have dreamt
that, in the year of grace, 1848, a ponderous
engine, weighing we know not how many tons,

and drawing we know not how many passen-
gers, would shoot across the Tyne from Gates-
head to Newcastle, at an elevation of 130 feet
above the water ! The Scots, when firing can-
non balls along the same line, in their siege of
Newcastle, had no conception that a generation
would arise which would send a locomotive-
engine on that identical course ; nor had the
poet Darwin realised the stupendous feat of
the 10th, when, dimly descrying the glory of
the coming time, he wrote the prophetic dis-

tich

—

" Soon shall thy arm, unconquer'd Steam, afar

Drag the slow barge and drive the rapid car !"

It was well, therefore, amid the forest of flags

and banners that sprung up on the 10th in-

stant, in Newcastle and Gateshead, from the
railway-station and the townhall, and the
Observer office, and other points, on this side of
the Tyne, and along the high-level bridge, and
from the old castle of Newcastle, and the ship-
ing on the river, bearing the inscriptions of
"Hudson for ever," and" Stephenson," and
"Railways and Commerce," &c., &c., Src,

;

it was well, we say, that gome one (probably
our " oldest inhabitant") hoisted in Gates-
head, over the new "getting up stairs" station
of our borough, a flag which put the question
that must already have arisen in many minds

:

—" Who would have thought it?" Never was
such a day witnessed before on the banks of
the Tyne. The builders of the bridge, who
had completed the temporary structure which
was to serve its purposes till the perma-
nent erection was finished, had not thought
of opening it with eclat ; it was only in com-
pliance with the solicitations of friends that
they handelled it with a public ceremony;
and they were hardly prepared for the enthu-
siasm with which the partial accomplishment
of their gigantic work was hailed by the
people.^ The population of the two towns and
their vicinities turned ont en masse; and Dar-
lington poured a thousand or more of its in-
habitants into our streets, the railway having
transported them to the banks of the Tyne at
less than a farthing per mile ! . . . From
the train the view was as strange as it was
interesting and beautiful. Everywhere human
heads were visible. Streets were thronged

the old bridge was clustered from end to end
—the ships swarmed with gazers—church-
towers and spires had crowds of tenants

—

housetops were covered—the battlements of
the old castle were both manned and womaned
-j-the two towns, in short, were " turned in-
side_ out." . . . Onward went the train,
soaring aloft over applauding Newcastle —over
Dean-street, Pilgrim-street, and other well-
known thoroughfares, all paved with human

faces, upturned to catch the woudrous sight.
One common joy filled the population. The
richest and the poorest were alike infected;
and one old lady, hanging forward from the
window of her miserable attic, waved an un-
mistakeable flannel petticoat in the wind, as she
said to herself—(the words were plainly written
in her face)—" Who would have thought it?"

Cj^e National aBrallerg*

REPORT,

From the Select Committee of the Commons,
appointed "to consider of the best mode of

providing additional room for works of art

given to the public or purchased by means of

parliamentai-y grants."

" In considering the matter submitted to their

attention, your committee were naturally led
to turn their first thoughts to the valuable col-

lection of pictures just presented to the country
by Mr. Vernon. They have been gratified to

find that temporary accommodation can be at

once provided for them within the precincts of
the National Gallery itself, although the amount
of room, now but barely sufficient for this

single purpose, and the early prospect of greater
demands upon it, render it most desirable that
additional space should be provided as soon as

may be possible

"Your committee are unwilling to pass from
this topic without recording their sense of the
public spirit and considerate liberality which
have prompted this living bequest on the part
of Mr. Vernon, and they entertain no doubt
that the public gratitude will furnish the most
powerful incentive!for!eliciting further instances
of munificence similar in kind, as well as the
most honourable reward to him who has affbr

ded this noble example. To this end, however,
the means of adequate reception seem to be an
indispensable requisite.

"The likelihood, therefore, of fresh supplies
to the National Repository of Art, whether
derived from individual generosity, or by
gradual purchases from the public funds,ren-
ders it advisable that the best mode of dealing
with the National Gallery should be promptly
taken into consideration. Your committee
cannot but regard the present building to be not
only deficient in the requisite space, but, what-
ever may be the merit of particular portions or

details, to be also very much wanting in the
dignity and elevation due both to its purpose
and its site. They have not omitted to consider
the question, whether it would be expedient to

erect an entirely new building upon another
spot, and with this view thej'' gave their atten-
tion to the most obvious situations in the
metropolis ; but, after careful deliberation, they
unanimously concurred in the opinion, that
taking into account

—

"The commanding nature of the site occu-
pied by the present building, to which perhaps
it would be difficult to find a parallel in our
own or any other capital

:

" Its accessibility, and nearness to the chief

thoroughfares, and centres of business, which
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are fed by what has been described in a well-

known phrase as 'the fullest tide of human
existence:'

"The aids to economy, which, without sacri-

ficing the beauty of effect which a new front

and additional height may confer on the struc-

ture, would be furnished by the rare circum-

stance of only one ornamental front being ren-

dered necessary from the disposition of the

ground, and by the means which are at hand
for making use of the whole of the present

interior, due regard being paid to the con-

venience of the Royal Academy in procuring
suitable accommodation elsewhere :

" The space for enlargement, which, in the

process of time, and concurrently with the

exigencies of the collection, might be supplied

by occupying the uncovered ground now in the

occupation of public establishments, in the rear

of the present building,

—

"For all these combined reasons, without
presuming to indicate the precise period for the

commencement of such a work, the determina-
tion of which may be governed by other con-
siderations, your committee would recommend
that whenever it is undertaken, the enlarged
and improved National Gallery should be on
the same site as the present; and for the com-
pletion of such a work, which ought to be not
unworthy of the age, the country, and its own
destination, they would gladly see the most
eminent talent of the nation invited to complete
in designing an. appropriate and enduring mo-
nument.
" September 1, 184S."

The New Suspension-Bridge at Niagara
Falls.—It makes the head dizzy to look at it,

says the Albany Journal, and yet it is traversed
with as much security as any other bridge of

the same width. We were present while the

workmen were engaged in hanging the planks
over the fearful chasm. It looked like a work
of peril, but it was prosecuted with entire safety.

Not an accident has happened since the first

chord was carried across the river at the tail of
a kite. It is impossible to give the reader a
clear idea of the grandeur of the work. Ima-
gine a foot bridge 800 feet in length, hung in

the air, at the height of 230 feet, over a vast
body of water rushing through a narrow gorge
at the rate of 30 miles an hour. If you are be-
low it, it looks like a strip of paper suspended
by a cobweb. When the wind is strong, the
frail, gossamer looking structure waves to and
fro as if ready to start from its fastenings, and
it shakes from extremity to centre under the
firm tread of the pedestrian. We saw the first

person pass over it—Mr. EUet, the builder.
His courageous wife soon followed him, and
for two days hundreds, attracted by the novelty
of the thing, took the fearful journey. Strange
as it may seem, there were those who had no
hesitation to slide over the awful chasm in a
basket, upon a single wire cable, who could
not be induced to walk over the bridge. When
you find yourself suspended in the air, with
the roaring, rushing, boiling Niagara 250 feet
below you, if your heart don't flutter, you will
have nerve enough to swing over Vesuvius!

artificers' 5imotfe.

No. VI.

PLUMBERS' WORK.

Plumbers' work is rated at so much a pound,
or else by the hundred weight, of 112 pounds.
Sheet lead used in roofing, guttering, &c., is

from 7 to 121b. to the square foot. And a pipe
of an inch bore is commonly 13 to 14 lb. to the
yard in length.

Ex.—What cost the covering and guttering
a roof with lead, at 19s. the cwt, : the length
of the roof being 43 feet, and breadth or
girth over it 32 feet—the guttering 60 feet long,
and 2 feet wide, the former 9 lb., and the
latter 8 lb. to the square foot?—Ans. £113
3s. SJd.

Extinguishing Fires in Ships.—Flame or

combustion cannot go on where there is car-

bonic acid gas. This is one of the elementary
principles of chemistry. It may be shown in

various ways. A lighted taper thrust into a jar
of carbonic acid gas is instantaneously extin-

guished ; or, if we take the glass of a common
argand burner, and close the upper end of it bj''

a flat plate of glass, or even by a piece of card
or pasteboard, firmly, so completely as to pre-
vent any current of air through the tube, on
introducing for about an inch or so the flame
of a candle at the other extremity (the glass

of the argand burner being held upright), it

will shortly^ usually in the space of little more
than a minute, be extinguished, merely by the
accumulation of the carbonic acid gas pro-
duced by its own combustion. The produc-
tion of carbonic acid gas is completely at our
command, for on adding dilute sulphuric acid
to chalk, we can set at liberty, in the space of
two or three minutes, enormous volumes of the
so called fixed air. The cost of material for a
ship of 1,000 tons would not exceed, at the ut-

most £15 or £20 sterling. By means of tubes
proceeding from the upper deck, in connection
with a cistern containing the dilute sulphuric
acid, to the quarters below where there is most
likelihood of danger from fire, or moveable
hose (made of gutta percha), which can be
introduced into any part of the vessel,—the

oil of vitrol, previously diluted with water, can
be at once poured over the chalk (which is to

be thrown down in the place where the fire

rages), and immediately, the carbonic acid

being set at liberty, the fire is extinguished

for combustion cannot go on in an atmosphere
of carBonic acid gas. I have been much occu-

pied experimenting on this subject, and I

find that from five tons of chalk as much car-

bonic acid gas may be obtained as will be suffi-

cient to completely fill a vessel of 1,000 tons

burden. The expense of laying the tubes will

not exceed £30 or £40 ; and, once laid, there

is no further trouble or expense.

—

Dr. Reidin
the "Daily News."
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The model of a new system of telegraphic
communication was recently exhibited in

the Liverpool Underwriter's Rooms. The
apparatus, and the principle upon which the
system is based, are each extremely simple ; the
former consisting of gutta percha tubes con-
taining water, which water, when raised at

one end of the tube by pressure applied at the

opposite terminus, signifies various given
signals, according to its greater or lesser eleva-

tion. Practical experience would demonstrate,
we believe, however, that gutta percha is a
substance much too liable to contraction or
expansion from the state of the atmosphere

;

and the same objection applies equally to the
water inclosed therein. A new steam
frigate> of 1,400 tons burthen, named the

Vlademir, has lately been completed for the

Emperor of Russia, built by Mr. Mare, late

of the firm of Ditchburn and Mare, at Black-
all. She is fitted with engines of 500-horse

power, and is described as a fine specimen of

naval architecture : is replete in accommodation
both as regards the comfort of the ofiicers

and crew, and the means of warfare; and is

throughout finished in a style of first rate ex-

cellence. The ward-room is a splendid saloon,

the officers' berths being on either side. At
the midships is a buffet furnished with a splen-

did assortment of electro-plate, supplied by
the Russian Consul at Birmingham. The
officers' cabins are fitted-up in a superior style,

each cabin containing a sofa-bed, escritoire,

and chest of drawers, with water laid on.

The ports for admitting the light and air are

glazed with thick plate-glass windows, which,
by means of screws, can be opened to any ex-

tent, or completely and hermetically closed. The
captain's cabin is a splendid semicircular room,
affording every'accommodation. The furniture

is crimson cut velvet. On the deck there is a

pavilion or cabin for the Emperor, in which
are a good-sized cabin containing a sofa bed,
a dressing table, &c., and a small room for his

Majesty's attendant, immediately adjoining.

The furniture in this pavilion is of mahogany
and green morocco leather. The deck affords

spacious accommodation for fighting or naviga-
ting the vessel, and for six 48-pounders which
are to be placed on traversing carriages.

The most extraordinary journey that has yet
been made upon the Great Western Railway,
was performed on Saturday, August 26th, with
he Courier locomotive, from Didcotto Padding-
ton, with the 12 o'clock express train from
Exeter, consisting of six carriages containing
60 tons. The Courier is one of the eight-wheel
class of engines, with eight-feet driving wheels,
18 inch cylinders, and 24 inch stroke ; and the
only difference between her and the others of
the class, the extraordinary speed of which
have been frequently recorded, is, that her tubes
are three inches shorter, and her fire-box larger
by six square feet. It appears that the engine
started from Didcot at 39 minutes 17 seconds
past three, and reached Paddington at 28
minutes 13 seconds past four. The 53 miles

were performed in 49 minutes 13 seconds, or at
the average speed of 67 miles per hour. The
forty-seventh mile post was passed at 3.46,40^,
and the fourth mile post at 4.23.24§, so that
43 miles were performed in 36 minutes 44
seconds, or at an average speed of upwards
of seventy miles per hour! The train left
Swindon at 3.9.1, stopped at Didcot 5 minutes
35 seconds, and reached Paddington at 4.28.13.
The 77 miles were therefore gone over in 78
minutes 29 seconds, including the 5 minutes
35 seconds stoppage at Didcot.

S hop-Front Architecture.—Frequent as
are the opportunities, and great as seems to be
the solicitude, on the part of the occupiers of
shops to render them as striking and attractive

as possible in point of decoration, there is, in

reality, very little of either novelty or variety
of shop-front architecture ;—scarcely a dozen
different examples can be pointed out in the
metropolis of any particular merit for their de-
sign. This is certainly not owing to excess of
economy, as many are got up regardless of
expense. Nevertheless such is the case ; nori

is it at all to be wondered at when the gene-^
rality of tradesmen universally begrudge, if not^

their money, the requisite space for architec-j

tural design. So long as the greatest surface of
j

window is made a sine qua non, it is hopeless to

look for propriety of architectural character,

either as regards front of house, or architec-

tural decoration in shop front. The whole of
the lower part of the elevation becomes in

appearance a mere gap, without piers, or any
visible support to the mass above, which pro-
duces an effect as if the glass sustained the
whole weight. In some instances the door
jambs are not seen, and at the return of a
corner the window is continued without any
interruption of a suppoi't of any kind at the
angles. There is nothing susceptible of
decoration, except, the bretsummer or hori-

zontal lintel above the window, which, if

treated architecturally, like an entablature,

occasions another offensive solecism and palpa-
ble defect, there being nothing for its support
as before mentioned, but the mahogany or

metal bars between the several sheets of plate-

glass. Neither is the effect very much more
satisfactory where Grecian Doric columns or

pilasters are used, as at present, viz., one on
each side the door, and one at either extremity

of front, as in many cases the openings are many
according to the indication of the style, there

would necessarily be three or four other columns
between, as every tyro in architecture well

knows, agreeably with that order : the columns
were seldom more than a diameter-and-a-half

apart, and some times not so much. Of course

such a close intercolumniation, or any approxi-

mation to it, would be utterly impracticable in

a shop-front, but then why should a style be
employed merely for the purpose of being

mangled. Something might be attempted, if

only experimentally, and the successful

instances would be so much pure gain, were
they only as hints for something still better.

—

Builder.
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OTWITKSTANDING
whatever may be said to the contrary,

we, cannot possibly ^il to be struck with

the fact, that all the charitable attempts

hitherto bi'ought forward to improve the con-

dition of the working classes have begun at

the wrong end ; for they endeavour by the aid

of religious and moral instruction to attempt

the conversion from intemperate and vicious

habits to those of sobriety and industry,

while the root of the evil evidently still exists,

as it is undeniable that while the landlord

neglects his houses, the tenant will suffer in

his domestic comforts, condition, and enjoy-

ment—for nothing will increase or decrease

the happiness or sober industry of the

w»rking-man more than the state of his home.

We are satisfied that if parks, public prome-

nades, and public galleries of arts and sciences,

&c., are formed on the supposition that it is

consulting the health and comfort of the poor,

that it is all the more essential for the coun-

teracting causes of domestic misery to be

removed. Imagine the appearance of a man
with his family seeking enjoyment in the park

—see the glow of health they gain, and how
clean their attire, while, on the other hand,

take a man whose house, situated in the dark

atmosphere of a court or alley
; perhaps with a

dunghill of decomposed matter under his

nose, with his energies prostrated, careless of

the world and of himself. The one you can

easily, and, in nine cases out of ten, conclude

to be industrious—the other reckless, anssional

to every impulse, nearly, of moral gooi

The home of the first is cleanly and comfor' spirit

while that of the other is miserable and i to in-

contaminating the intellect while it denian of

the energies of the body. The Morning Bice his

in a recent able article on the importai, petty,

providing a better description of house ac some

dation for the labouring classes, says—" i food

the first step towards the improvement of ii

social condition of the poor. It is the onlye

thing that can lead the working-man to that

self respect, which is the preservative against

moral contagion. * Give a man a bible and a

calling,' said Robert Hall, thinking he had

named everything necessary to keep mankind

out of mischief, give him a home, too, we would

add; it is the want of a home that makes

thieves, drunkards, and vagabonds. The brick-

layer must precede the schoolmaster; let the

parent have but a comfortable home, and there

is but little fear either for himself or his

children. If there be order, decency, and

regularity in his little household, comfort and

happiness will also be there. Give the poor

man something to take a pride m ; let him feel

that while he respects himself-—he is respected by

others, and the gin-shop, and the tavern, will

lose its charms. We know of nothing better

that the philantropist can do than to bu

housesfor the poor,—nay, there is nothing better

that the capitalist can do, for no investment can

be more profitable, whether in town or country

Our labouring men are paying out of all pro-

portion to the real value of the tenements they

inhabit."

The general propriety of improved drainage

and increased ventilation has been universally

admitted— nearly all large streets have now

main sewers, while the crowded thoroughfares

of the poorer class of houses must wait till their

richer and more fortunate fellow-creatures have

been served ; so, in all late improvements, the

good has only, or in a degree out of all pro-

portion, been felt by the middle classes ; so, in

parishes where often the courts and alleys con-

tribute more than their moiety of taxes, all

ideas of improvement are neglected and sacri-

ficed to the leading thoroughfares. The pre-

sent government, it must be admitted, have at

last struck a decisive blow in favour of the
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[Continued from page 224.]

Framing, the principles of. The form of a
frame should be designed according to the
nature of the load it is to carry ; for it is clear
that the framing which would be best adapted
for supporting a load in the middle, would not
be equally fit to carry a load at any other point
of its length. In carpentry the load is usually
distributed over the whole length of the fram-
ing; but it is generally supported from point to
point by short beams or joists. We will first

consider the case where the load is collected to
one point of the length of the frame. And, in
order that the advantage of framing may be
more obvious, we will suppose its parts to be
cut out of a single beam, which in a solid mass
would have been too weak for the purpose.
Let fig. 1, be a piece of timber, and make the

m FJC.

saw-cuts in it which are shown by the dotted
lines, and in the same proportions, and remove
the triangular pieces E,F. Then raise the
pieces AE and AF till they form close joints at
£ and F, and insert a piece of hard wood at A,
cut so as to fit the ends. The piece of timber
will then form a frame or truss, as represented
in fig. 2, if a slight strap in the middle be added
to sustain the lower part B to the piece A. If
the depth of the frame at the middle be double
the depth of the beam, the strength of the frame
will be a little more than three times the
strength of the beam, and its firmness will be
very nearly eight times as great as that of the
beam. If the depth of the frame be made
three times the depth of the beam, as repre-

sented in fig. 2, it will be about six times as

strong as the beam, and about eighteen times
as firm or stiff: that is, it would bend only an
eighteenth part of what the beam would bend
by the same weight. When the depth of the

frame is increased in the middle to more than
three jtimes the depth of the beam, the truss

ceases to be equally strong in all its parts, and
has the greatest strength in the middle, but is

weak near to the joints at C and D.
To render the strength more equal, and to

obtain two points of support instead of one, the

piece A may be made longer, and joined, as in

fig. 3. But, in this case, if a greater weight
were to be supported at G than at H, there

would be a tendency to spring outwards at H,
and inwards at G. This may be effectually

prevented by inserting the short struts a, h, and
the iron straps shown in the figure.

Frames or trusses constructed in this man-
ner are exceedingly strong, and easily made,
and the learner will gain much instruction by
trying them in model. The abutments at C
and D are stronger than any that can be formed
by mortises and tenons, and a small part of the

wood being left whole at the angles C, D,
renders tenons unnecessary. The parts are

kept together at G and H by the straps. The
wood is abutted end to end, and therefore its

shrinkage cannot affect this truss.

Figure 4 shows two different modes of obtain-

ing the same kind of effect. In one of these a

short piece, G, is inserted, and connected to

the tie, B, by a strap. In the other, the con-
struction is the same as fig. 3, excepting that a

piece, HI, is notched on each side at the joint,

and the two pieces bolted together.

We have now to show why the strength of a

piece of timber is increased by forming it into

A truss ; and to have a clear conception of this
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subject is one of the most important in the

science of Carpentry.
Let ABC (fig 5,) be a truss, to support a

pressure to be applied at A ; the action of the
pressure will tend to spread the abutments B
and C apart; and the nearer we make the angle
BAC to a straight line, the greater pressure
will be exerted on the abutments B and C by
the same load at A. On the contary, if the

height be increased, as in fig. 6, the stress tend-
ing to spread the abutments will be less.

But when the height, AD, is very small, as

in fig. 5, the stress on the abutments is very
great, and the parts BA and AC must be also

much compressed, and likely to fail through
the excess of strain on them ; while there

is an immense strain, tending to thrust the
piece BC asunder in the direction of its length.

If AD were to be no deeper than the solid

beam, there is no framing nor disposition of

the parts that would render the piece stronger

than the solid beam, unless some stronger

matter than timber were to be employed. A
beam may be stiffened a little by tight wedging
on the upper side, but the increase of stiffness

is very small, and it does not retain it for more
than a few months in a place where the truss

is exposed to vibration, as in floors of houses.

Face-Mould ; a mould for drawing the

proper figure of a hand-rail on both sides of

the plank ; so that, when cut by a saw to the

required inclination, the two surfaces of the

rail-piece, when laid in the right position, will

be everywhere perpendicular to the plan.

[To be continued.]

Method of Welding Iron, Steel, and
Sheet-Iron.—In an earthen vessel melt borax,

and add to it 1-lOth of sal-ammoniac. When
these ingredients are properly fused and mixed,

pour them out upon an iron plate, and let them

cool. There is thus obtained a glassy matter,

to which is to be added an equal quantity of

quick lime. The iron or steel which are to be

soldered are first heated to redness ; then this

compound, first reduced to powder, is laid

upon them—the composition melts and runs

like sealing-wax ; the pieces are then replaced

in the fire, taking care to heat them at a tern-

perature far below that usually employed in

welding ; they are then withdrawn and ham-
mered, and the surfaces will be found to be

thus perfectly united. The author asserts that

this process, which may be applied to welding

sheet-iron tubes, never fails.—iiec. de la Soc.

Polytech.

A Winter Garden at Vauxhall.—It is

prosed to transform "Vauxhall into a winter

garden. It is said that the four long avenues

which form the large quadrangle at present,

are to be increased about 20 feet, that is, 10

feet on either side. The roof of this pathway

is to be raised a considerable height, and the

whole of it is to be inclosed by means of &

panorama of the overland route to India. This

is to commence with Marseilles, then are to

follow Malta, Alexandria, and all the principal

points in the journey. These walks will lead

directly to the Waterloo ground, which is to be

covered in and converted into a hippodrome,

where are to appear all the splendours of the

chariot race, and other performances. To the

right of the hippodrome there will be con-

structed a large conservatory, to forma very

agreeable promenade, and gas is to simulate

the sun.

It is calculated that within the next five

years there will be upwards of 10,000 miles of

railway open in Great Britain, which will give

permanent employment, at good wages, to up-

wards of 140,000 men.
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3LiuU antr 5^ ate.

[From Williams's "Instructions in

Drawing."]

Outline alone is not sufficient to complete
tlie representation of an object in high relief
or to give an idea of relative distances, so that
everything may appear in its proper place-
various dispositions of light and shade are
required to give the appearance of solidity,
and to vary the form of the object.

Certain Effects of Light and Shade
Observable in Nature.—In that branch of
the science of drawing which refers to the dis-
position_ of hght and shade, rules as precise
and universal as those explained for linear
perspective, cannot be pointed out as guides in
every case Nevertheless, as certain general
ettects of light and shade may be observed to
obtain generally in nature, thev will serve as
guides or rules to be rarely departed from,
although not capable of being applied with
that universahty and precision which charac-
terise optical effects in as far as they influence
the apparent magnitude of objects or direc-
tions of lines.

Aerial Perspective.—In contemplating an
extensive prospect, all may have noticed that,
an the objects and forms nearest to the ej^e
the most brilliant lights and the deepest
shadows are seen; that these lights and
shadows gradually diminish in intensity as the
distance from the eye is increased ; and that in
the most remote prats of the prospect, the
lights and shadows cease to be distinguishable
from each other, but appear to blend in a
common gray or bluish tint. This eifect, which
is sometimes called aerial perspective, is ob-
served m a greater or less degree in all cases

;

the following rule may therefore be founded
thereon, namely, that, in the representation of
lights and shades in the drawing, the lights
shall be made less brilliant, and the shadows
less intense, as the surfaces on which they
appear recede from the eye.

By a careful application of this rule, the ap-
pearance of solidity or roundness, and of rela-
tive distances, will be easily given to the
representation of objects previously drawn in
correct lineal perspective upon a flat surface.

By again referring to the observation of an
extensive prospect, a rule may likewise be
established to guide in the drawing in of the
outline.^ Not only is it found that the lights
and shades diminish in intensity as they recede
from the eye; but, as a necessary consequence,
the contrasts between surfaces become also
less prominent, and their outlines less distinct,
the more the distance is increased. From this
observed effect is deduced the following rule :

that in the drawing of the outline on the
paper, the lines shall be made fainter and finer
the farther they recede from the eye. A proper
harmony will thereby be preserved between
the^ shade of each surface, and the outline
which marks its boundary.

No Line Visible Independently of the

Adjoining Surfaces.—This reflection leads to

the consideration of an important effect in

shaded drawings, which is, that no line is to

appear in the finished drawing as a line singly,

independent of the tints or shades on the
adjoining surfaces. In nature, outlines are in

reality but the boundaries of surfaces, and do
not exist independently of those surfaces. If

we examine an object, the cube, for instance,

we see the lines which apparently separate

one face from the other, only because the dif-

ferent faces of the cube present to the eye
different shades or tints. There, were the

exact boundary of any one tint terminates, a
line seems to mark that boundary, but it does
not exist independently of the surface of which
it forms the limit : it merely constitutes a part

of, or a continuation of, that shade or tint

which belongs to the whole surface. The
teacher will illustrate this proposition by lay-

ing on the desk, or fixing on the black board, a

sheet of the tinted drawing-paper. The rec-

tangular outline of the sheet of paper is made
manifest by the contrast between the colour or

shade of the paper, and the colour or shade of

the desk or board on which it may be placed

;

nevertheless, the outline does not exist inde-

pendently of the remainder of the surface

which it terminates ; for, within the outline,

the paper is of the same tint or shade as at the

extreme edge, which differs in nowise from the

interior parts, and is only made manifest from
its contiguity to another contrasting tint or

shade. In order, therefore, to produce on a
drawing as cloae an imitation as possible of the

appearance of actual forms, no line should

appear singly and independently as a mere
line ; but wherever it is desired to mark the

boundary between two surfaces, that boundary
must be indicated as on the model or in

nature, by bringing the tint or shade of one
surface to meet, at a very precise common
boundary, the different tint or shade of the

adjoining surface : the outline or separation

between the two surfaces is thus made ap-

parent simply by that difference in their tints.

This required effect is always to be bora in

mind when drawing the outline, which should

be made sharp and precise, but never so dark
as to prevent its being blended with or lost

sight of in the shading, which is to be after

wards applied, and, inasmuch as the distant

shades are to be made fainter than the near

shades, the distant outlines are also to be them-
selves made fainter in the same proportion,

otherwise they could not be properly subdued
as required.

We have taken an opportunity of explaining

this at length, because it is a very prevailing

fault with learners to mark the outline too

strongly. They should therefore be convinced
by the above, or similar explanations, that such
a course is faulty. However, this being accom-
plished, some are liable to fall into the opposite

error of leaving the boundaries of the surfaces

indistinct, cloudy, and undefined, imagining
that, because their outline is not to appear as

consisting of mere lines, it is therefore to be
indistinct and ill defined. The pupils should

likewise be cautioned against this error.
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This very useful instrument consists of two

equ-al rulers, each six inches long, joined to-

gether by a brass folding joint. These rulers

are generally made of box-wood or ivory ; and
on the face of the instrument, several lines or

scales are engraven. Some of these lines or

scales proceed from the centre of the joint,

and are called sectorial lines, to distinguish

them from others which are drawn parallel to

the edge of the instrument, similar to those on

the common Gunter's scale.

The sectorial lines are drawn twice on the

same face of the instrument; that is to say,

each line is drawn on both legs. Those on

each face are,

A scale of equal parts, marked L,

A line of chords, marked C,

A line of secants, marked S,

A line of polygons, marked P, or Pol.

These sectorial lines are marked on one face of

the instrument] and on the other there are the

following:

A line of sines, marked S,

A line of tangents, marked T,

A line of tangents to a less radius marked t.

This last line is intended to supply the defect

of the former, and extends from about 45 to

75 degrees.
The lines of chords, sines, tangents, and

secants, but not the line of polygons, are

numbered from the centre, and are so disposed
as to form equal angles at the centre ; and
it follows from this, that at whatever distance

the sector is opened, the angles which the lines

form will always be respectively equal. The
distance, therefore, between 10 and 10, on the

two lines marked L, will be equal to the dis-

tance of 60 and 60 on the two lines of chords,

and also to 90 and 90 on the two lines of sines,

&c., at any particular opening of the sector.

Any extent measured with a pair of com-
passes, from the centre of the joint to any
division on the sectorial lines is called a lateral

distance ; and any extent taken from a point in

a line on the one leg, to the like point on the

similar line on the other leg, is called a trans-

verse or parallel distance.

With these remarks, we shall now proceed
to explain the use of the sector, in so far as

it is likely to be servieeabl e to mechanics.

USE OF THE LINE OF LINES.

This line, as was before observed, is marlied
L, and its uses are,

To divide a line into any number of equal
parts ; take the length of the line by the com-
passes, and placing one of the points on that
number in the line of lines which denotes the
number of parts into which the given line is

to be divided, open the sector till the other
point of the compasses touches the same di-

vision on the line of lines marked on the other
leg ; then, the sector being kept at the same
width, the distance from \ on the line L on
the one leg, to 1 on the line L on the other,

will give the length of one of the equal divi-

sions of the given line to be divided. Thu«,

to divide a given line into seven equal parts:

—take the length of the given line with the

compasses, and setting one point on 7, on the

the line L of one of the legs, move the other

leg out until the other point of the compasses
touch 7 on the line L of that leg ;

this maybe
called the transverse distance of 7 on the line

of lines. Now, keeping the sector at the same
opening, the transverse distance of one will be

the length of one of the 7 equal divisions of

the given line; the transverse distance of 2 wil

be two of these divisions, &c..

It will sometimes happen, that the line tobe
divided will be too long for the largest opening

of the sector ; and in this case we take the

half or third, or fourth of the line, as the case

may be ; then the transverse distance of 1 to 11

willbe ahalf, athird, or a fourth, of the required

equal part.

To divide a given line into any mimber of

parts that shall have a certain relation or pro-

portion to each other : take the length of the

whole line to be divided, and placng one point

of the compasses at that division on the line of

lines on one leg of the instrument which ex-

presses the sum of all the parts into which the

given line is to be divided, and open the sector

till the other point of the compasses is on the

corresponding division on the line of lines of

tlie other leg. This is evidently makingthe
sum of the parts into which the given line is to

be divided a transverse distance ; and when
this is done, the proportional parts will be

found by taking,with the same opening of the

sector, the transverse distances ofthe parts

required.—To divide a given line into three

parts, in the proportion of 2, 3, 4: the sum ofj

these is 9; make the given line a transverse

distance between 9 and 9 on the two lines ofi

lines; then the transverse distances of the

j

several numbers 2, 3, 4, will give the propor-

tional parts required.

To find a fourth proportional to three given

lines: take the lateral distance of the second,

and make it the transverse distance of the

first, then will the transverse distance of the

third be the lateral distance of the fourth;

then, let there be given 6:3:: 8,—make the

lateral distance of 3 the transverse distance of

6 ; then will the transverse distance of 8 be

the lateral distance of 4, the fourth proportional

required.

This sector will be found highly serviceable

ill drawing plans. For instance, if it is wished

to reduced the drawing of a steam engine from

a scale of IJ inches to the foot, to another of

5-8 to the fo'ot. Now, in IJ inches there are

12-8 parts ; so that the drawing willbe reduced

in the proportion of 12 to 5. Take the lateral

distance of 5, and keep the compasses at this

opening; then open the sector till the_ points

of the compasses mark the transverse distance

of 12 ; keep now the sector at this
_
opening,

and any measure taken on the drawing, to be

copied and laid off on the sector as a lateral

distance,—the transverse distance taken from
that point will give the corresponding measure
to be laid down in the new drawing.

If the length of the side of a triangle, of

which we have the drawing, is to be reckoned
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45 ; what are the lengths of the othertwo sides ?

Take the length of the side given, by the

compasses, and open the sector till the mea-
sure be the transverse distance of 45 to 45

;

then the lengths of the other sides being ap-

plied transversly, will give their numerical
lengths.

USE OF THE LINE OF CHORDS.

By means of the sector, we may dispense
with the protractor. Thus, to lay down an
angle of any number of degrees:—take the

radius of the circle on the compasses, and
open the sector till this becomes the transverse
distance of 60 on the line of chords ; then
take the transverse distance of the required
number of degrees, keeping the sector at the
same opening; and this transverse distance
being marked off on an arc of the circle whose
radius was taken, will be the required number
of degrees.
We will not enter farther on the use of the

sectoral lines, as what w^ have said will, we
hope, be found sufficient for the purposes of the

practical mechanic.

Practical Geometry at the London
Mechanics' Institution.—On Tuesday even-
ing in last week, after Mr. J. S. Hallersley had
delivered an introductory lecture on the science
of Practical Geometry, illustrating the same
by models and drawings, Mr. Joseph Ash was
elected hon. secretary, and Mr. H. Friend, the
retiring secretary, presented a testimonial from
the late class to the lecturer (in the shape of a
marble and bronze inkstand), with the thanks
of the class for the manner in which he had
taught them geometi-y. The speaker justly
asked what is a practical man without a
knowledge of geometry ? as long as he
remains ignorant of this science, he is under
the control of another in his own sphere of a
superior class. For what mechanical profession
is there that has not this science for its base ?

could the engineer construct his engine or his

railway, the architect his building, or the
mariner his ship, without this science ? Nor did
it stop here: it gave elegance to the mansion,
and strength to the fortress, and they were con-
vinced that geometry formed the principle base
of all mechanical arts, and would advise all so

situated to study it, not only by books, but
practically. It was afterwards proposed that
a geometrical library be established, and a
subscription was opened at once for the
purpose.

An Architect's Jaw.—Amongst a number
of very odd things, the property of the late

reverend ordinary of Newgate, Mr. Cotton,

sold a few days ago, was the asserted "lower
jaw of Peter of Cole-Church, the original archi-

tect of London-bridge." This bone was found
on removing the foundation of part of the old
bridge by a Mr. Knight, who superintended
the building of the new bridge under Rennie,
and the relic was christened by him without
any godfather to answer for the child. The
real value of the thing seems to have been well
understood, for the public would not " take his

jaw," and poor Peter fetched but five shillings

!

Selection of ©rnaments! for

dFutnitiite,

In this the Cabinet-maker is not, and ought
not, to be negligent of the beauties of vegetable
nature; indeed, in some instances, we find
works which abound with imitations of them,
and so admirably adapted to the purposes to

which they are applied, that they are viewed by
the artist, not as copies, but as original inven^
tions. The Greeks, who studied combinations
of form with the greatest care, adopted, as

prototypes for ornament, those ligneous plants
which best permitted an arrangement of grace-
ful lines, and which they could use as a medium
for connecting one part of the design with
another, or for leading the eye of the spectator
by the course most advantageous to the general
design. In carving these, they observed the
same principle of relief, and of light and shade,
that is so beautifully exemplified in their com-
positions where the human figure was em-
ployed.

Ill selecting ornament from vegetable nature,
the Greeks usually chose those where the stem
prevailed over the quantity of foliage : whereas,
in Roman decorations, the stem was made sub-
servient to its luxuriant burden. The Roman
examples of ornament show how capable their

artists were of using these means of decoration
most amply, though not always without seem-
ing to overcharge the object which they inten-
ded to ornament.
Our own country also affords some fine speci-

mens of a peculiar style of ornament, in the
carved work of those cathedrals and churches
which are usually said to be of pure Gothic, but,

with more propriety, of English Architecture.
In these we find the parts of plants, and chiefly

the leaves moulded into graceful forms to orna-
ment, connect, or terminate parts, as the
pleasure of the artist, or the nature of the
primitive form of the work rendered necessary.
The plants of the neighbouring woods furnished
the prototypes ; and from these the artist se-

lected parts and forms adapted to his purpose,
selecting those which could be combined with
effect, and yet not otherwise than as the natural
plants might have been trained to grasp and
ornament a solid mass formed to receive them.
In preference they seem to have chosen the

stem, leaves, and acorns of the British oak :

and, next in predominance, we find those ofthe
graceful vine ;—also the trefoil, and various
other plants, more or less adapted for their

objects. The cathedrals of Wesminster, York,
Litchfield, Winchester, &c. ; and the churches
of Southwell, Sefton &c., afford various speci-

mens, many of them carved in oak with singu-
lar spirit and beauty.
The introduction of animal forms, in furni-

ture, is common, and conformity with the
example of the Greeks, and in a few instances
it has been done by the old English carvers.
But, high as we esteem these authorities, and
beautiful as we acknowledge the forms of the

Dolphin, the Serpent, &c., to be, we hesitate in

admitting that such forms may be employed
with propriety in the design of furniture ; and
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still less are we inclined to allow that the hnman
figure should, in any state, from a part of such
designs. We ground our opinion on the fact,

that a living animal cannot be so employed,
neither are they adapted to such purposes ; and
imitative forms cease to be pleasing when we
cannot imagine them to exist iii the state they

are represented, Our opinion may be con-

sidered as formed on too refined a view of the

subject, but we only express it for the reader's

assistan,ce, in forming his opinions and practice,

and leave him to be guided by his own judg-
ment.

In speaking of these different styles of orna-

ment, we have already mentioned the principles

which ought to be kept in view in the additiou

of ornament; and we have only to repeat that,

in the use of natural forms, they should be such
as are not inconsistent with nature, modelled
bj' art. The fantastic and chimerical combi-
nations of the old German style of ornament
may be instanced as the very reverse of the

chaste and natural species which is now sought
after by people of good taste ; and we are

happy to observe that this corrupt German
style is now nearly obsolete even among up-
holsterer's carvers.

Whitworth's Street-sweeping Machine.
—The inventor, Mr. Whitworth in a " general
summary of the advantages xnachine-sweeping
possesses over hand-sweeping," thus contrasts

the two S3'stems:
—"By hand-sweeping, the

dirt has to be gathered together by one opera-
tion, and the carts loaded by another; the
machines load and sweep at one operation : in

hand-sweeping, the dirt gathered is liable to

be splashed over the street and over the pas-
sengers; by the machines, it is at once carried
away : heaps of dirt are sometimes left by
hand sweepers at the side of the roads, and
become a source of danger, as well as of
annoyance, to carriages and foot-passengers;
by machine-sweeping this evil is entirely ob-
viated : hand sweeping obliges the carts to

stand in the streets, while being loaded,
causing loss of time and obstruction of the
traffic; the machine loads as they sweep,
passing along at the rate of a common cart

:

the cleanliness of a town cannot be greatly
increased by hand-sweepers without great
increase of cost ; the economy of machine-
sweeping increases in proportion to the clean-
liness produced : hand-sweepers cannot easily

and cheaply be increased, according to the
exigencies of cleansing ; an extra number of
machines can be kept ready for emergencies,
with little trouble or cost : hand-cleansing has
but little tendency to improve and consolidate
the road ; machine sweeping tends powerfully
to remove ridges and improve the surface:
the continuance of hand-sweeping tends to

perpetuate a degraded and ill-paid class of
labourers, whom the introduction of the ma-
chine will elevate, or supersede by better paid
and better conducted men, who must be em-
ployed to

,
manage the machines. All these

advantages are obtained together with greatly-
increased cleanliness."

Co (KorreSjponWnts, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE
READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENT OF THY
COMMUNICATION.

"Inquirer."—Any person can send in works
for competition to the Society of Arts for their
next annual award of prizes. All designs
sent in must be original, i.e., the bona fide j:)?-o-

duction of the exhibitor. The model of Shaks-\
peare's house, we should say, woidd 7iot possess\

sitfficient novelty to claim admittance. Our cor-
respondetit mahes some excellent remarks in
simple language, which ive should like to see prac-
tically adopted. Referring to some ornamental
articles, of little value it is true, but executed with
good taste and in a workmanlike manner, he says,
" I believe that if there was a place for the exhi-
bitioti of any such simple luorks as I have men'
tioned to you, it would be the means of extending
a love of the' fine arts, and of increasiny the
number of those loho would attempt something
either useful or orriamental ; hut whose limited
means or capacities ivill not allow of their en-
gaging on a very large scale."

'

' Blucher ( Oxford)
.

'

'—Thanks for the terms,
ifc. We cannot agree with your strictures upon
the design you mention, and we think that you
will alter your opinion upon a little consideration.

'• Pencil CHullJ."— We are sorry that we can-
not at present affordyou the required information ;
but if we shoidd hear of anything likely to suit
within a week or two, we xill let you know under
the above signature. You will perceive that we
have complied with your request.

Communioations, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, S^c., to be addressed to ''tJie Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London.''— We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as tvill favour us with local information
con?iected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, thefine arts, science, Sfc.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are noiv ready,
price Is. ^d. each ; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them hound for 2s. each, if gilt or
marbled, Qd. extra.

*** Any of our readers having complete
Alphabets of an ornamental description suit-

able for decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us
by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 18 is now ready, price 7d.

Bradford Mechanics' Institute.— The
annual distribution of prizes was awarded on
Tuesday week in the Athenceum of the Insti-

tute; the Rev. Dr. Acworth, president, in

the chair; when a series of books were dis-

tributed as prizes to successful competitors in
drawing as well as other branches of ordinary
school eduation. The formation of classes for

the study of chemistry and natural philosophy
in general was resolved on.
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Mtxicm Ect.

At the epoch of the discovery ofAmerica hy the

Spaniard?, the Mexicans had already reached
a certain degree of civilization, and had prac-

tised several arts, including that of drawing.
On the landing of Cortez, the inhabitants of

various parts of the country apprized their

monarch ofwhat was going forward by making
a kind of paintings on cloth. Some relics of

this sort are extremely curious. They repre-

sent marches of the different armies, sacrifices

made to their gods of straggling Spaniards by
the enraged barbarians ; triumphal entries of

the combatants into various towns, &c. &c.
The Mexican paintings, however, which some

have extravagantly praised, are depreciated by
other writers, as uncouth delineations of com-
mon objects, or very coarse images of the hu-
man and other forms, destitute of gracefulness

and indeed of propriety. In the armoury of

the royal palace of Madi-id are exhibited seve-

ral suits of armour said to have belonged to

Montezuma ; and which are composed of thinly

lacquered copper-plates. Dr. Robertson ob-

serves of these that, in the opinion of competent
judges they are evidently Eastern. Clavigero,

on the other hand, maintains them to be actually

Mexican ; since, says he, we are absolutely

certain, from abundant testimony, that those

nations used such plates of copper in war, and
'that they covered their breasts, thighs, and

arms therewith as a protection against arrows :

whereas we do not know that such were ever

in use amongst the inhabitants of the Philip-

pine Islands, to which Dr. Robertson refers

them, or among any other people who had any

commerce with the Mexicans.
These people, proceeds Clavigero, could boast

of many inventions worthy of immortalizing

their name. Besides those of casting metals,

and mosaic works in feathers and shells, they

understood the art of making paper : together

with those of dyeing in indelible colours ; of

spinning and weaving the finest hair of rabbits

and hares ; making of a stone called itztli beau-

tiful looking-glasses set with gold ; the cutting

and polishing of gems ; breeding of the cochi-

neal, and making use of its colour
;
preparing

of cement for the pavements of their houses,

&c. Their potters were famous; and their

carpenters wrought several kinds of wood with

instruments made of copper.

It must, however, be admitted, that in the

copper-plates and wood-cuts which have been
published as representations of Mexican paint-

ings, every figure introduced, whether of men,
quadrupeds, or birds, is extremely rude and
ungainly. But although necessarily ranking

low as works of art, they rise into immense in-

terest and importance, when, as we before

observed, they are consideied as national

records.

Of their picture-writing some singular speci-

mens have been preserved ; the most valuable

of which have been published by Purchas in

sixty-six plates, divided into three parts.

The first contains the history of the Mexican
empire under its ten monarchs. The second

is a tribute-roll, representing what each
conquered town paid into the Royal Treasury,
The third is a code of their institutions, domes-!
tic, political, and military. Another specimen
of Mexican painting has been published in'

thirty-two plates by the Archbishop of Toledo ;

;

and some very curious examples have been!
recently brought over to this capital by Mr.i
Bullock of the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, whose
exhibition of ancient and modern Mexico
(the result of a spirited voyage to that country
for the purpose of collecting materials) is inter-
esting in a variety of ways, and highly deserv-
ing of a visit from every lover both of Nature

;

and Art.
j

All these paintings resemble each other!
strongly in style and character. They repre-
sent things rather than ideas ; exhibit images
to the eye, without arrangement or selection ; <

still they are worthy of consideration as exhi-;
biting an instance, by no means common, of
the efforts of a barbarian nation towards a very
high degree of refinement.

j

Cije aif)ronotBp(st.

The largest chain ever sent out of Birmingham
was manufactured by Messrs. Bailey, chain
manufacturers, of New-street, from whose
warehouse it was recently removed to the

wharf, consigned to a firm in Liverpool. It

was a link chain, and intended for the use of

an incline ; its length was 2,400 yards, or

rather more than one and one-third of a
mile, and its weight about 14 tons !

Another statue of the Duke of Wellington,
similar in appearance to that of King Wil-
liam IV., at London Bridge, is to be erected

in the Tower. It is to be placed midway
between the White Tower and the green,

fronting the noble flight of steps leading

from Traitor's Gate. The pedestal will occupy
a space of 144 square feet. The beautiful

collection of photographic portraits of the

nobility and genti'y who appeared in the his-

torical quadrilles at her Majesty's bal costume,

taken by the improved process employed by
Mr. Beard, jun., has received some important
additions recently. Nearly all the noble and
distinguished personages who appeared in

that novel and magnificent group have
honoured Mr. Beard with sitting m the cos-

tume worn by them on that occasion. Inde-

pendant of the personal interest attached to

the portraits, they bear an additional value as

records of the most accurate authorities that

could be obtained of English court costumes

of the various periods they represent. Many
striking portraits of the nobility, and of indivi-

duals celebrated in arts, science and literature,

are now to be seen in Mr. Beard's rooms.

The General Board of Health, under
the Public Health Act (11th and 12th Victoria,

chap. 63), has just been constituted. The
First Commissioner of Woods and Forests

(Lord Morpeth) is the president, and Lord
Ashley and Mr. Edwin Chadwick are the two

other members.
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a SBorti \xiitfi our i^fatjfrs.

ROFIT
and popu-

larity are

not in all

cases sy-

n o n y-

mous; and

it is a

common
aphorism

that those

who work

the hard-

est — we

will not say the best—do not always meet with

their just reward.

Nearly eighteen months since, struck with

the scantiness and dearness of industrial litera-

ture, and incited by a reasonable hope of at

least getting paid for our labour in the attempt,

we projected the present work, and flattering

tokens of its ultimate success greeted our first

appearance. Letters, advice, and commenda-

tion flowed in from almost every part of the

United Kingdom, and we were induced thereby

to lay the flattering unction to our soul, that

we should, at least, get paid the value of our

hire—that in serving others we might also serve

ourselves—and that an extensive circulation

would be the short-coming climax of our

efforts—efforts made in a honest spirit, and

with the earnest desire of benefitting a large

portion of our fellow-creatures. This, no

doubt, would have been the case, but hardly

had we launched our little venture, ere a great

national distress came upon us like a mighty

wave, almost prostrating hope itself. However,

we struggled manfully through the storm with-

out uttering a single word of complaint; but

we have not, as yet, succeeded in clearing the

lee shore of Misfortune, and although our

whole energies have been exerted strenuously

to combat with fate, still we are utterly unable

to gain the victory unless our appeal be re-

sponded to by our readers.

We have now lost, to state the case plainly,

several hundred pounds by the Decorator's

Assistant, and each succeeding week's sale

adds still further to our loss, but still we do

not despair, and intend to endeavour further

to keep our work afloat. In order to assist us

in the attempt, we shall be compelled to in-

crease the price of the Decorator's Assistant

at the commencement of the new volume, to

2d., feeling assured that our subscribers will

respond cheerfully to our demand. We also

intend to increase the number of original de-

signs; and, to follow up the early English al-

phabets, already commenced, we propose pub

lishing one weekly : also to commence illus-

trating the principles of perspective. Articles

on ornament, mensuration, carpentry, &c.,

will still be continued and improved. Trusting

that the bill of fare will prove acceptable, we

leave ourselves in the hands of our subscribers.

^apift JHacj&e MmuUttnxt in

Birmingham has of late years vastly pro

gressed in the quality and appearance of its

manufactured goods — particularly in those

formed of papier maclie. From an excellent

series of papers lately published in one of the

leading journals of that place. We extract the

following interesting particulars :

—

Perhaps there is no description of manufac-

ture so^ancient, or brought to so high perfection

in this town, as that of papier mache goods. It

has existed here for more than one hundred

years, and has during that time undergone

many transmutations ; first was presented the

common tray, then came the decorated hand,

then the work-box or the writing-desk, and a

last a variety of adaptation of this beautiful*-

were discovered, such as vases, screens, pic-

ture frames, and even furniture.

A peculiar advantage derivable from the use

o{papier macM is its power for receiving orna"

mentation. On its smooth and even surface

the most delicate artistic touches may be laid

whilst it also affords a good medium for the

display of the most vigourous and original

efforts of art. As a field for the exercise of

ornamental art the manufacture is unbounded,

and a judicious employment of the means

afforded to the manufacturer in this branch

would, we feel convinced, do much, very much.
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to reform the existing bad taste, and to create

a desire for better things in its room.

A review of the history of the trade teaches

us that to this point of ornament the attention

of manufacturers has been constantly directed,

and that all, from the mere japanner up to the

maker of the most costly article, have sought to

lay upon their varied productions ornament of

some kind or other. The quality of the orna-

ment was a matter hardly considered, but orna-

nament was indispensable. Unfortunately,

until within the last few years, such a thing as

design applied to manufactures was unheard

of, or if propounded was disregarded, and

consequently the ornamentation of most or

indeed all goods was barbarous in the extreme.

True there was a period when artists were

workmen, and when a Cellini or an Angelo,

nay, even a Raffaelle, did not hesitate to

work or to direct the workmen, not merely in

their own sublimer arts, but in what we may
justly call industrial art. Of these times,

which we are glad to see in the present efforts

of MaCLISE, of MULREADY, of RiCHARDSON,

and of Summerly, returning, we do not speak,

but of that darker age of art from the effect of

which we are but just recovering, when men
abandoned the true and the beautiful to seek

profit, and neglected the works of great men,

because they feared the expense of copying

their forms. These times were bad ones for

art. Everything was dull and leaden, or was

gorgeous and tawdry, and real ornament was

unknown. The evil day is, however, passing

away, and manufacturers, some of them im-

bued with a love for art for its own sake, and

others professing a love for art for their pro-

fit's sake, are steadily and surely progressing,

in the application of art to manufactures. We
sincerely trust that we are only on the verge of

on artistic revolution, and that ere long we
shall behold the consummation of our hopes in

the perfect working out of art principles in

decoration and in form. The good work is

going on, let manufacturers only take courage

and it will not fail.

We make these remarks as an introduction

to a notice of the works of Messrs. Jennens and

Bettridge, papier macM manufacturers, in

Constitution Hill, in this town, whose show
ooms and manufactory we visited last week.

and who have the merit of introducing into

the paper manufacture almost every article

beyond the common tray. The manufactory

is a very extensive one, and our readers will

understand our notice by a division of the

work into departments. In the first of these

divisions we shall place the newest kind of

manufacture, furniture ; and the others will

comprise a notice of vases, desks, work-boxes,

&c., trays, and panels, and the usual miscel-

laneous assortment of fancy articles.

In furniture, we had an opportunity of test-

ing the appearance of the paper chairs, as

compared with those made of wood, and also

of ascertaining, by comparison, the progress

made in design since the first introduction of

paper in furniture manufacture. That paper has

an advantage over wood, no one can be inclined

to doubt, but we were scarcely prepared to find

such manifest improvement in the design of

the paper furniture at present made, as com-

pared with that first produced. At first^

makers appeared to doubt the capability of

the material, and were consequently cautious

in their efforts ; but at the present time the

power of the material is so well developed

that no fear is entertained as to its capability,

and, therefore, no design is too difficult for

production. We were shown some chairs

which are in every respect equal both in

appearance and firmness to the old Buhl furni-

ture ; and others which are faithful copies from

richest specimens of old carved English oak.

In tables of various kinds considerable

taste has been exhibited, both as regards

shape and ornament. Much has been gained

in decoration by the introduction of pearl, as

an adjunct to the pencil, and by this means

many effects are acquired which could not be

otherwise produced. In one case, that of a

small round table, a group of shells and coral,

resting on sea-weed, is vei*y effectively repre

sented in pearl. The centre group is contained

within a delicately gilded ring, and the whole

is bordered by an arrangement of shells,

again in pearl. The pillar of the table is good

in design, the stem moulding being that of the

lotus leaf. The colour is rather gaudy, other

wise the general effect of the article is very

good. Other tables are ornamented by.various

scenes, copies of landscape and genre paintings.
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and classical subjects. Among the latter is a

very noticeable specimen, the subject of which

is the story of Europa. The figures are

spiritedly rendered, and the execution is cha-

racterised by the highest finish. We must

here advert to an omission which we feel

convinced Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge

will readily correct. In copying scenes from

the painted or engraved works of artists, the

name of the artist copied is omitted. Now
this should not be : there is no doubt that an

artist is benefited by having copies of his work

used in decoration, but in no case should this

appropriation be made without acknowledg-

ment. It would be no trouble to copy the

name of the artist as well as his work, and at

the same time the adoption of such a course

wouldmerely be an act of justice. To return

to our notice. A large centre table (which

was last year exhibited during the session of

the London Society of Arts) is rem.arkable

for the beauty of its ornam.ent, consisting of

a group of flowers, such as poppies, lillies,

roses, camellias, convolvoli, and honeysuckles,
nicely grouped, and painted with great breadth
and effect. Much taste is also displayed in

the borderings. Many views, which we re-

cognised as being from Prout, Shayer, Richard-
son, Watteau, Jan Both, and others, had a

pleasing effect when painted on tables ; and
we may justly admire ths feeling which dictates

the production of works of this description.

In screens landscapes and figure compositions
are effectively introduced, and the forms have
been much improved. The old cramped out-

line has given place to a graceful curve, while
the ornament has changed its character from
gaudiness to chasteness of eff'ect. Still there
are many features in the decorations of these

articles we would willingly see avoided ; and,

as we before remarked, much gold may be dis-

pensed with, and glaring colours may give

place to tints more subdued. There is, how-
ever, much to praise. Design has made a long
step forward, and decoration has gone with it.

The cases of which we complain are the excep-
tions to the rule. Two cheval screens are of a
high character : one containing a view of Salis-

bury Cathedral is remarkable for the clearness
of the drawing, and the management of the pic-
torial effect : the other, a view of the Hall of
Judgment, at the Alhambra, is a rich specimen
of colour. We do not recollect the artist from
whom it is copied, but the copy is evidently
faithful, and the colour is exquisitely managed.
The frame of the screen is a copy of the en-
trance-gate to the palace of the Alhambra, the
tracery in the original being represented in the
screen by perforations of a most elaborate
character. The drawing of the stand is cor-
rect, with the exception of the feet, which ap-
pear to be slightly too depressed. The colour

of the frame, though brilliant, is not sufficiently

subdued for our taste. The colours are crim
son and white, picked out with green and blue.

Scenes from David Roberts, R.A., Clarkson
Stanfield, R.A., and other artists, are also

nicely copied upon screens. A large folding

screen, nearly seven feet high, and of eight
leaves, is remarkable as a specimen of the size

of the articles which can be manufactured in

paper. A few cabinets and tea-poys are no-
ticeable as possessing good mouldings.
A pleasing branch of paper manufacture is

that of vases, and in this department we saw
many articles of great beauty. On the whole,
the forms of the vases are good, and the orna-
ment is, as we have always urged it should be
subdued. The principal ornaments for vases
were flowers, of which we saw many specimens
The whole of them were naturally and effect-

ively painted. One or two copies of Etruscan
vases were remarkably fine and correct, both
in form and colour. We may mention that

vases are made from four inches in height up to

forty inches.

In work-boxes, desks, inkstands, and tea-

caddies, great variety of form is apparent, and
in many cases there ia a good deal of vigorous

design. Still there is also a straining after

effect, which sometimes leads to a distortion of

form in the attempt to produce a novelty.

Many of the desks and work-boxes are orna-

mented in a very splendid style, and on the

whole there appears to have been considerable

effort at consistent design.

In panels for steamboats some very good spe-

cimens were shown us. One set, intended for

a New York liner, was worthy of notice, as

containing a good view of Warwick Castle, and
others of the capital at Washington, and of a

scene on the Mohawk River. There were also

some good original panel pictures by artists

employed in the establishment. A few of

Landseer's animal pictures were nicely given

in panel.
.- We must now draw our notice to a close, for

where, as in this manufacture, there are so

many articles which may be instanced, we may
go on to almost any extent. We will merely
observe generally that oiu* impressions as to

the shape and ornament of the minor branches
of manufacture, such as snuff-boxes, card-

cases, picture-frames, reading frames, lamp
pillars, &c., were, on the whole, that much has

been done to raise both manufacture and design

to a high point, yet that much still remains to

be effected. To two points especially we wish

to direct the attention not only of the firm

under notice, but also of all manufacturers of

paper goods, first to the harmony of colour,

and second to the importance of making
their workmen artists. Without the latter,

indeed, the former cannever be effected, for

the man who has no art-istic education, will

never be able to execute works of industrial

art. Our schools of designare admirably cal-

culated to effect the proposed object, and we
cannot too powerfully impress upon the

manufacturers the absolute necessity of sup-

porting these institutions, inasmuch as in

their welfare manufacturing interests are

vitally concerned.
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A DESIGN FOR A TERMINAL FOR A GROIN (eARLY ENGLISH).

The Spire of St. Mary's Church, Snet-
TisHAM, Norfolk.—A correspondent informs
us that the lofty stone spire of this church,
which, on account of its towering eminence',
is used by mariners as a sea mark, being 105
teetm height, and together with the church
reaching an altitude of 177 feet, has recently
undergone a careful restoration, and the upper
part to the extent of several feet, has been
entirely reset, and an iron cross and weather-
cock raised on its summit. Crosses have also
been added over the gables of each of the
spire windows. These designs were furnished

by Mr. H. L. S. Le Strange and the mason's
work has been executed by Mr. William Brown,
of Lynn. To raise the scaffolding Mr. Brown
availed himself of the openings formed by the
upper windows of the spire, which are about
30 feet below the summit, through these he
passed, at right angles, boards of such a length
as to leave the ends projecting—these were
secured at the centre and formed a cross : from
the projecting ends he carried a gallery round
with a hand rail—the whole forming a light

and secure stage, of simple materials, and at a
small expense.
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tn lllustratcti ^lossarj) of Cectnical

Cerms mt^ in arci^itectutal ant

Jnterior decoration, ^c.

[Continued from page 234.]

Figure, Proportions of the Human (in

painting and sculpture). The following are

the proportions of the ancients as they are

given by M. Audran, from the proportions of

the Apollo Pythius, in the garden of the

Vatican, at Rome, and the Venus Aphrodite,

belonging to the family of the Medicis : both of

which figures are supposed to stand upright,

Length of the Lower Extremities.

Apollo. Venus.

From the pubis to

small of the thigh,

above the patella, or

knee-pan
The small of the thigh to

the joint, or middle of

the knee
The joint of the knee to

the small of the leg,

above the ankle

The top to the bottom of

the ankle
The bottom of the ankle

to the bottom of the

heel

Hd. Pta. Min.

the

1 2

Hd. Pts. Min,

12 3

19 16

119 12
10 10

9 9

Length of the lower ex-

tremities • - ..339 336
Length of the head and
trunk 3 3 9 3 3 6

Total length of the figures 7 3 6 7 3

duly poised on both legs. The whole height

of the former is divided into 31^ parts, being 7

heads 3 parts and 6 minutes ; and the latter

into 31 parts, being 7 heads and 3 parts, as

follows :

—

Length of the Head, and Trunk of the Body.
Apollo. Venus.

Hd. Pts. Min, Hd. Pts. Min.

From the top of the head
to the bottom of the

chin 4 pts. or . •

The bottom of the chin
to the top of the stern-

um, or breast bone ...

The top of the sternum to

the pit of the stomach
The pit of the stomach to

the navel
The navel to the pubis.

.

Length of the head and
trunk of the body . •

10 10

17 13
3 10 3 6
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Apollo,
Hd. Pts. Min.

At the roots of the toes 17
Of the arm, over the
biceps muscle.. ..018

Of the arm, above the
elbow 16

Of the arm below the
elbow 1 10

At the wrist . . .-Oil
Of the hand, over the

first joint of the thumb 19
Of the hand, over the

roots of the fingers .017
Breadth over the shoul-

der blades
Length of both arms and

hands, each of Apollo's
being 3 hds. 2 pts. 11
min. and each of Venus
3 hds. 1 pts. 5 min. .

.

Breadth between the tips

of the middle fingers of
each hand, when the
arms are extended ho-
rizontally . . .. 8 3 10

Venus.
Hd. Pts.^Min.

1 7

1 9

1 5

1 7
10
18
16

12 114

7 1 10 6 2 10

Side View.

From the top of the head
to the shoulder • 1 1 8

The top of the shoulder
to the loins, above the
hip 13 3

The loins to the lower
part of the hip ..102

The hip to the side of the
knee 12

The side of the knee to
the bottom of the heel 2 5

Length of the figures . •

From the fore to the back
partof the skull

The wing of the nose to

the tip of the ear
The upper part of the
neck

The breast to the back,
over the nipple

The belly to the small of
the back

The belly, above the
navel, to the back of
the loins

The bottom of the belly
to the round of the hip

The fore part of the thigh
to the bottom of the
hip

The middle of the thigh
The thigh, above the
knee

The middle of the knee
The leg, above the knee
The leg, at the calf .

.

The leg, at the ankle .

.

The foot, at the thickest
part

3 6

1 8J

2

6

3 6

3 9

1 5i

2

116

1 1 7

1 2 1

1 11

2 11

7 3 6 7 3

3 4

16
1 11

10 6

3 7

1 2

10 5

3 7

3 6i

2 3
2 2
1 11

19
14
13

Apollo. Venus.
Hd. Pts. Min: Hd. Pts. Min

Length of the foot ..106 1 4J
The heel to the fore part

of the bend of the foot

The arm, over the biceps 2
Over the elbow • . ..016
Below the elbow.. ..015
At the wrist . . .-Oil
Below the joint of the

wrist 010 00 10
The hand, at the roots of

the fingers • • . . 5|
At the roots of the nails 3

2 2
1 9

6

1 7

11

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both
THY WORDS AND THEIR MEANING MAY BE
READILY DECYPERED BY THE RECIPIENT OF THY
COMMUNICATION.

"Brutus."—We have handed pour note to

our artist for his decision, and will be enabled to

give you an answer next week.

"A. Snell" has our best wishes.

" B. S."—Forward the drawing and we will

decide.

*»* Several letters have been received, the an-

swering of which we are reluctantly compelled to

postpone until next week.

Communications, Booksfor Review, Specimens
of Inventions, ^c, to be addressed to "the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17, Holywell-
street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favour us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics"
Institutions, thefine arts, science, ^c.

Cases for Vols. I. and II. are now ready,
price Is. Zd. each ; or the Publisher will wider-
take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*** Any of our readers having complete

Alphabets of an orna^nental description suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 18 is now ready, price 7d,

Oaks.—The following are said to be the lar-

gest British oaks which we have on record :

—

The Cowthorpe, in Yorkshire, which measured
48 feet in circumference at a yard from the
ground ; the Shrewsbury, 44 feet at the bottom

;

the Essex, 36 feet at the bottom, and known by
the name of "Fairtop;" and the Hatfield, 38
feet circumference and 120 feet high.

Better Late than Never.—The venerable
church of Lanfrynach, near Cowbridge, having
been to a considerable extent restored, was re-

opened^for divine worship (after a lapse of 150
years or more), on Sunday, the 27th ult.
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Arabesques, or moresques are a style of

ornament which are composed of a whim-
sical mixture of flowers, fruits, buildings,

and other objects; to which are joined, by
some artists, the figures of men, women,
animals, real and imaginary monsters, &c,

used in painting, sculpture, and architecture.

In pure ancient arabesques, such as are found
in the Alhambra, no animal representations

are used. Although the Arabians may have
been the restorers, or modern inventors of

this" species of decoration, yet it certainlyhad
its origin in very ancient times. Some writers

find its origin in those leaves and flowers with

which the Egyptians, and even the Greeks,

decorated their edifices, and which were used
as borders to many antique vases; but the

resemblance is too slight to stamp^much credit

on the conjecture. A more rational idea is,

that the arabesque ornaments were suggested to

the Greeks by the oriental tapestries, which
they much admired, on which were wrought
the most fantastical compositions of plants,

animals, &c., and which probably gave rise to

many of the fabulous animals, of poetry ; such
as centaurs, griffins, chimeras, &c. The Greeks
named these cloths Zodia, from the animals
they contained. It is not possible to_ say now
whether the Greeks first employed this species

of ornament in painting to decorate panels,

vases, &c., in the interior of their apartments

;

or in sculpture for the exterior : how far the

fact may direct us of the Temple of Apollo
Didymeeus, near to Miletus, in Ionia, erected

during the best time of Grecian art, which
had its frieze ornamented with griffins, and its

pilasters with ornaments similar to those

called arabesques, and which had genii spring-

ing from the foliage of the acanthus, is dif-

ficult to ascertain. This species of ornament
was not known in Rome till near the time of

Augustus, when, it is probable, they were
introduced from Alexandria; for Vitruvius,

who lived at this period, speaks of them with
the expression audacia Mgypt'iorum in pictura,

as novel introductions into Rome. The Romans
loved the arts, from the opportunities they
afforded them of displaying their riches, and
gratifying their love of splendour and magni-
ficence. This disposition introduced by degrees

a greater latitude in their composition, and
which became more and more costly in their

materials, and varied in their designs; such
as the most showy flowers, and beautiful

foliages, delicately and agreeably entwined, and
figures springing from the calices of the

flowers. The ornaments upon many antique
Greek vases, upon the walls of Herculaneum,
the ruins of the baths of Titus at Rome,
Hadrian's villa at Tivoli, the palace of Dioc-
letian, the edifices of Pompeii, and others,

are among the most elegant ancient examples
of this species of decoration. In spite of the

censures of Vitruvius and Pliny, arabesques
not only prevailed but increased in Rome down
to the very last edifices of the lower ages.

They have also been discovered in gothic

buildings, in glass, in musaicks, and in pavings.

in all varieties of exuberant, unrestrained

ornaments. The Arabians, in giving their

name to these works, in which they so much
excelled, carried the style to all the perfection

to which it was susceptible. Yet from the

restrictions of their religion, which prohibited

the introduction of men, women, and animals,

they are inferior, in variety and beauty to those

of the ancients. The arabesque of the Goths,
or, as it has been called, the arabotedescho,
was more exaggerated, but less elegant. A
novel mixture of Christian and Pagan subjects

rendered them, in many instances, complete
burlesques. These defects, and the consequent
discredit brought upon it, and upon the style of

architecture it was intended to embellish,

caused it to decline till the discovery of the

ruins of ancient art, which presented the

purest models, restored the taste of this wild

and romantic species of ornament, andof the

arts in general. Rafiaelle perceived, in the

style of the arabesque, a gaiety and freedom of

style that v/ould soften the arid stiiFmanner of

predecessors and cotemporaries : and therefore

employed it in the decoration of his grandest

works. No painter has since employed it with

such taste as RafFaelle,and the only good modern
aradesques are of this great artist's school.

One of his most admired compositions, in this

style, is the fine allegory of the seasons, with

an arabesque which represents the ages of life,

under the forms of Parcse. After the death of

RafFaelle, arabesque degenerated in Italy, both

in design and execution, till at last it changed
both its forms and proportions. To the light

and playful grottesque succeeded the gigant-

esque of decoration, of which Michael Angiolo,

in the Sistine chapel, has given the most im-

posing and grand models. After the dis-

coveries of Herculaneum, Pompeii, and of the

Villa Negroni, &c.,the imitation of the antique

began to spread the taste of the arabesque

again in Italy. Primaticcio, Rozzo, and other

Italian artists, brought by Francis I. into

France, introduced there a style of decoration

less approaching the arabesque than the gigan-

tic style of Michael Angiolo, as may be judged
from the sculptures in the chateau de Gaillon,

and in the paintings at Fontainbleau. This

taste prevailed in Italy at the time of Louis

XIV. supported by the Caracci and other

artists of celebrity. The French artists fol-

lowed the style, and Versailles shows their

talents. It prevailed from Le Brun to Mignard,

and governed all the ornamental ?tyle of the

seventeenth century. Audran executed some
arabesques in a good style, and with much
spirit and invention, in the castles of Seaux,

Meudon, and Chantilly. The arabesques of

Berin, of Gillott, and Vateau, which were
designed as patterns for the manufactory of

the Gobelins, of tapestry, &c., for the king]s

apartments, to which, as well as to the furni-

ture, they injudicionsly applied these orna
ments, did not obtain much praise, either for

invention or faithful imitation of approved
models. Arabesques, however beautiful, should

not be applied to small objects, or they lose

their character ; they should never be used in

places where gravity of style is required, or

regularity of design agreeable
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Boors*

A Door is the gate or entrance of a house,

or other building, or of an apartment in a

house. Doors are to be proportioned, and
adapted to the use for which they are in-

tended. In correspondence to the human
size, the door of a dwelling house is 7 to

8 feet in height, and 3 to 4 feet in breadth.

The entrance doors of churches and public

buldings should be wide, to allow a multitude

to pass without difficulty; and their height

should be in proportion. The outer entrance

of stately mansions ought also to be of en-

larged dimensions, averaging from 6 to 12 feet

in width, and of proportionate height ; the

inner entrance door may be from 4 to 6 feet in

width, and placed in the central part of the

building.

A door of the simplest kind, for out-houses,

is made of boards rebated together ; or

ploughed and tongued, and nailed upon across

piece called a ledge, from which it derives its

name of ledge-door. Doors intended when
closed to present an even surface, are called

Ijib-doors, or flush-doors, and give an uniform
appearnace to rooms, or save the expense of

corresponding doors. To combine durability

with beauty, in doors, they are constructed of

framed work enclosing pannels, which are

fitted into grooves in the edges of theframes,
which are joined together by mortise and
tenon. The three horizontal pieces mortised

into the upright side? of the door, are called

the top, the bottom, and the lock-rails ; and if

a fourth occur under the top-rail, it is called

the frieze-rail : the side pieces are denomina-
ted stiles ; the two intermediate pieces are

called meeting-stiles; and additional pieces

are called munnions. Framed doors are diver-

sified by the number and different kinds of

their pannels. The pannels of doors, when of

the same thickness as the frame-work, are

generally beaded ; in which case they are

fitted into the frame, and the whole smoothly
planed ; after which it is taken to pieces, and
the edges of the frame-work are worked with

the bead-plane, In doors with double margins
representing two folding doors, the broad mid-
dle still extends the whole length, and is in-

serted into the top and bottom rails by notches
in the latter fitted to forked ends of the double
middle stile. The baize door is covered with
that material, to keep the cold air out of

rooms. The batten door is almost exclusively

appropriated to the style of architecture called

Gothic: boards grooved and glued together,

form the ground on which stiles, rails, and
munnions made of battens are nailed, to give

the appearance of a framed door. If the bat-

tens be on one side, it is said to be singly, if on
both sides doubly Isattened. In these latter,

the stiles on each side are bolted together,

which gives great strength to the work. The
entrance gates of ancient British mansions
were of this construction.

Those doors which are double are either

folding doors, closing against each other,

covered with baize, to prevent access of cold

air; or they are double margin doors, formed
of two door-frames, with a strong middle piece

called the stafF-stile, finished with the appear-

ance of two inner stiles of folding doors.

The doors of the ancients were of stone,

marble, wood, brass, or iron, and sometimes, in

temples, of gold. They revolved on pivots,

and were raised a little above the ground.

The Roman doors opened inwards ; those of

the Greeks, outwards; the form of both was
narrower at the top than the bottom, in conse-

quence of which they shut themselves. In his

fourth hook, Vitruvius gives rules for the con-

struction of Attic, Ionic, and Doric doors.

ortimfimatiott of (Solouretr ^IBootrs

for ^Furniture.

Sometimes richness of effect is no further at-

tempted than is obtained by the natural beauty
of the wood which is employed; and when
this natural beauty is considerable, this simple

kind of furniture is most highly valued.

But wood, so fine in colour and figure, as

alone to give richness of effect to furniture, is

very rare, and still more frequently defective
;

hence, the more usual mode of combining dif-

ferent coloured woods, or of metals and shells

with woods, require some degree of attention

The prevailing combinations are formed by
coloured bands, lines, and ornaments of wood,
or by lines, beads, or ornaments of brass; the

brass being in many instances cut into beauti-

ful forms, and further embellished by engraved
lines on its surface.

The circumstances to be attended to in form-
ing these combinations, are, harmony of colour,

due proportion of the coloured parts to one
another, and relief by contrast.

Contrasts is produced by opposition in

colour, and it should not be more powerful
than is necessary to produce an agreeable dis

tinctness of figure. For example, the contrast

of bandings should not be too strong for the

body of the work to which the banding is

joined ; as, in that case, the beauty of the wood
would be partly lost, in consequence of the eye
being most attracted to the banding. Strength
of contrast is produced both by opposition of

colour, and opposition in the strength of the

natural figure of the woods.
Where a richly-figured ground is to be ex-

tended to a larger size by a border, contrast

may be gained by the joint effect of a differ

ence of colour and figure, but in this case we
prefer that the difference in colour should be
only in shade, and not of a different species

;

for instance, a darker or lighter variety of the
same wood with a stronger figure ; the separa-

ting lines should be of an opposite colour, but
so narrow as only to determine the boundary
between the border and the centre, about as

distinctly as the form of an object is deter-

mined by a line on paper.
As opposite colours produce contrast, some

explanation of a mode of knowing the colours,

which are directly opposed to each other, will

be of use to the artist.
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All the various colours in nature may be
produced by combining the three primitive

colours, red, yellow, and hlue : if a circle be
drawn, and divided into six equal triangular
parts by straight lines from the centre, and one
triangle be coloured yellow, the next to it

green, the third blue, the fourth purple, the
fifth red, and the sixth orange ; then, the
colours which are opposite one another in the
cricle, are most opposite in their nature ; as

orange is opposite to blue, purple to yellow,

and red to green.
If the three primitive colours be properly

chosen, it will be found that the yellow and
blue being mixed, they produce the green
between them ; the blue and red being mixed,
they produce the purple ; and the red and
yellow, being mixed, produce the orange ; and,
by varying the proportions in the mixtures, an
immense variety of tints may be produced.
Again, if any two colours which are opposite in

the circle be mixed, the result will be a brown
neutral tint ; thus, purple and yellow make
brown, red and green make brown, and orange
and blue make brown, and the neutral colour
brown combines with indifference with any of
the others,

I IThose colours which are opposite in the
circle produce contrast, and those which are

nearest to being side by side approach nearest
to harmony. Contrast, however, must always
be sparingly introduced, and in small lines or
bands, and when it ia properly managed, it

enlivens the appearance of the work, while a
little excess of contrast renders the effect

florid, and the excess pushed a small degree
further renders the object gaudy and vulgar.

The theory of the combination of colours
may also be illustrated by drawing an equila-

teral triangle, and from each of its angles
describe an arc of a circle, with a radius equal
to two-thirds of one of its sides ; by this

means the area of the triangle is divided into
seven parts ; and, if the centre be brown, and
the angular parts of the primitive colours, and
the other three of the compound colours, the
opposite colours in the triangle will be of op-
posite natures as in the circle before described.
The advantage of a clear idea of the rela-

tions of colours, is not only of use in the com-
bination of woods in cabinet-work, but also in

upholstery, and, indeed, in all works where the
object is to produce richness of effect by
colours.

Referring again to the circular diagram, the
agreement of our principles with the maxims
of painters may be easily shown ; for they
divide colours into two classes, v/arm and cold,
and one side of our circle has the warm colours
yellow, orange, and red, and the opposite the
cold colours, green, blue, and purple ; the
warmest colour is orange, and it is opposed to
the coldest or blue.

The maxim of Dufresnoy

—

" Forbid two hostile colours close to meet.
And win with middle tints their union sweet,"

may be attended to with much advantage, in
cases where it becomes desirable to use
coloured woods which have opposite colours

;

as the object may be attained by band lines, or

ornament between them, having the colours of
the middle tints in the circle between the
opposing colours.

We shall close our remarks on combination
of colours, with a few general maxims. Much
depends on the colour of the principle mass of
the piece of work, which we call the predomi-
nating colour. If this colour be rich, very
little variety of other colours should be added.
On the contrary, if the predominating colour
be light and delicate, it will bear to be en-
livened and supported by contrast, with fine!

lines or borders of an opposing colour; taking!
care that the mass of opposing colours be soj

small as not to produce opposition instead of
contrast; for contrast, skilfully managed, gives!
force and lustre to the ground, while opposition
destroys even its natural beauty.

^tts antr Ctatrcs,

The operatives of the Anglo-Saxons were
mostly in a servile state. The clergy and the
great had domestic servants, who were qualli-

fied to supply them with those articles of trade
and manufacture which were in common use.

Hence, in monasteries we find smiths, carpen-
ters, millers, illuminators, architects, agricultu-
rists, and fishermen. Smiths and carpenters
were the most numerous and important, as

ministering to the chief secular pursuits of the
time—war and agriculture.

The shoemaker's was a comprehensive trade,
united branches that now form distinct busi-

nesses, as appears from the following list ofi

articles he fabricated :—ankle leathers, shoes,
I

leather hose, bottles, bridle thongs, trappings,
flasks, boiling vessels, leather neck-pieces,
halters, wallets, and pouches.
The Salter, baker, cook, and fisherman were

common occupations. Besides the persons;
who made these trades their business, some ofi

the clergy sought to excel in mechanical arts.
I

Thus, a monk is described as well-skilled in

smith-craft. Dunstan, besides being compe-
tent to draw and paint the patterns for a lady's
robe, was also a smith, and worked on all the
metals. Among other labours of his industry,

he made two great bells for the church at

Abingdon. His friend Ethelwold, the bishop,

made two other bells for the same place, of a
smaller size, and a wheel, full of small bells,

much gilt, to be turned round for its music on
fast days. One of our Kings made a monk,
who was a skilful goldsmith, an abbot. It was
even enacted by law, that the clergy should
pursue these occupations, for Edgar, according
to Turner, says, " We command that every
priest, to increase nowledge, learn some handi-
craft." The invention of the musical scale, or

gamut, in 1022, by an Italian monk, tended to

diffuse a taste for music. Church music
greatly improved in consequence, and its in-

ventor, Guido Aretine, was sent for twice to

Rome to explain and teach it to the clergy of

that city. In the seventh century, Benedict,
the Abbot of Weremouth, procured men from
France, who not only glazed the windows
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of his church and monastery, but taught the
Anglo-Saxons the art of making glass for

windows, lamps, drinking vessels, and for other
uses. The arts of colouring and painting
glass were also known. The figures of Alfred,
and of his grandson, Athelstan, in the window
of the library of All-Souls, Oxford, were
probably painted not long after the age in
which these Princes flourished. Picture paint-
ing, too, was common for the embellishment of
churches. A picture of Christ, drawn by St.

Dunstan, with his picture prostrate at his feet,

and several inscriptions in his own hand-
writing, are still preserved in the Bodleian
Library.
The art of dying scarlet by the help of an

insect, was discovered about the year 1,000.
Weaving and embroidery were likewise prac-
tised. Edward the Elder, had his daughters
taught to exercise the needle and distalF. In-
deed spinning was the common occupation
of the Anglo-Saxon ladies. Alfred, in his will,

calls the female part of the family the " spindle-
side." So, too, Egbert, when entailing his es-

tates on his male descendants, to the exclusion
of females, says : "To the spear-side, and not
to the spindle-side." Of the skill and industry
of the ancient spinsters, we have an extraor-
dinary instance in the tapestry which is still

preserved in the Cathedral of Bayeux. This
curious relic of antiquity is a vast linen web
442 feet long, and two broad, on which is em-
broidered the histoi-y of the Conquest. It is

supposed to have been executed 1^ EnglJsh
women, iinder the direction of Matilaa, wife of

William I. Many of the figures are without
stockings, though none are without shoes,

which make it probable that shoes were more
generally used than stockings, in this period.

The common people for the most part, had no
stockings, nor any other covering on their legs;

and even the clergy celebrated mass with their

legs bare, till a law was made against the prac-
tice in the Council of Chalchuythe in 785.

Wooden shoes, which are now esteemed the
marks of the greatest indigence and misery,
were worn by the greatest princes in Europe in

the ninth and tenth centuries !

From the custom of kings making presents
of rich garments, vases, bracelet, and rings to

their witans and courtiers, and of great lords

doing the same to their knights, the trades for

making these must have had much employ-
ment. One of the Saxon trades seems to have
been the tavern, or public-house ; for a priest

is forbidden to drink at the "wine tuns." An
ale-house and ale-shop are also mentioned in

the laws.

The Anglo-Saxons, who were unacquainted
with the building arts, distroyed the magni-
ficent stuctures left by the Romans. Nor did
they much improve in the knowledge of
architecture for two centuries after their

arrival. During that period, masonry was
quite unknown and unpractised in this island

;

the walls of churches and even of cathedrals,
were built of wood. Towards the end of the
seventh century, masonry was restored, and
some other arts connected with it, introduced
by two ecclesiastics who had visited Rome.
These were the famous Wilfred, Bishop of

York ; and Benedict Biscop, founder of the
abbey of Weremouth. Wilfred was a great
architect and erected several structures at
York, Ripon, and Hexham, which were the
admiration of the age. Those singular struc-
tures, called round towers, of which specimens
are still to be seen at Ardmore, in Ireland, and
Abernethy, in Scotland, are supposed to have
been erected in the tenth century.
Such are the facts of history, and the

doctrine resulting from them is obvious. The
grand element of true civilization is the Gospel

;

but such are the difficulties which it has to

overcome, that many centuries are required of
expense and toil suffering and sorrow. Were
some twelve of the chief of these noble
Saxons now to arise and take a deliberate
survey of all that the woundrous island now
contains, what would be their wonder and
joy! Let the friends of man, in savage lands,
take heart and labour on !

€i)e orijronotgpist.

On Wednesday last the first portion of the
Vernon Collection was removed from the resi-

dence of its munificent donor to the apartments
in the basement story of the National Gallery
where it is to be temporarily lodged until other

and final arrangements can be made. Mr
Ward's picture of the "Council of horses,"

purchased by Mr. Vernon at the late Exhibi-
tion of the Royal Academy, has been added by
him to his public gift.—The National Gallery
will be re-opened to the public a fortnight

hence : when the two pictures by Taddeo Gaddi,
lately given to the National Gallery by Mr.
Coningham, will be seen in addition to the
modern collection. The great picture of the
Battle of Waterloo which Mr. Sidney Cooper
exhibited at Westminister Hall has found a
purchaser in Lancashire. The sum paid for it

is said to be one thousand guineas.—Mr. Frost's

picture of ' Euphrosyne,' lately exhibited at the
Royol Academy, has had the Fifty Pounds
Prize awarded to it by the Management of the

Liverpool Exhibition,—in which it is now
a conspicuous feature. — AthencBum. A
new heavy grade steam locomotive engine
has been successful in New York. The im-
provement of Mr. Sellers consist of an applica-'

tion of two small wheels in the hinder part of

the engine, which work horizontally, and take

hold of each side of an edge rail, set up on'

centre sleepers, between the two main rails.'

These wheels are worked by a pair of extra
cylinders, which are only used when on a
grade. When the engine reaches the foot of
a grade, the weight of the train is thrown off

from the frame of the engine, and it draws
entirely upon machinery connected with these
two small wheels, so that the heavier the train,

!

the greater the adhesion. So great is thej

adhesion, that a train can be forced up a
grade of 276 feet to the mile, while the regular!

driving-wheels are worked backwards audi

slipping on the rails, the train can be stopped
j

at any point in descending a grade and driven'

back.
I
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Interior Bccoration, ^c.

(Concluded from page 245.^

FoBM, Proportions op the Htiman.—
^Concluded from our last.) The method of en-

larging or contracting a copy of any object consists

in dividing the original into any number of equal

squares, and then dividing the paper upon which
the drawing is to be made into the same number
of equal squares, either greater or lesser than those

in the original, according as the drawing is to be

enlarged or contracted, and drawing the several

parts of the copy as they occur in the squares of

the original in the corresponding squares of the

paper.

—

{Seefigure given last week.)

Fountain, or jet d'eau. They are of various

kinds, viz., Arched, Bason, Covered, Cup, Marine,

Naval, Eustic, Satyrical, Statuary, Symbolical,

Pyramidal, Spouting, Spring, &c. It is a contri-

vance by which water is violently spouted up-
wards. They are founded either on the elasticity

of the air, or the pressure of the water. Foun-
tains or sources of rivers were held sacred among
the ancients, being a point of religion not to

muddy the water in bathing. The accompanying
drawing is from the Flower market, on the Quay
Desaix, and is called a Cup Fountain, having, be-
sides a bason, a cup supported by a pedestal, &c.,

having a jet of water spouting out of the centre

of it.

CTJP FOUNTAIN.

ORNAMENTAL FOUHTAIN.

FiSTUCA. An instrument of wood, anciently

used in driving piles. It was raised by puUies
fixed to the head of large beams, and having two
or more handles, was let fall directly on the piles.

Furniture. (In Building.) Door knobs, ex-

ternal brass-work of locks, window fastenings, &c
Foreshortening. (In painting.) The art of

representing figures and other objects, projections,

Sec, as they appear to the eye. This art, which,
in many instances, is so difficult, appears to have
been known to the Greeks, and Pliny speaks par.

ticularly as to its being successfully practiced by
Parrhasius and Pausius. Among the moderns,
Correggio must be allowed the palm for excellence

in foreshortening.

Flame. (In Sculpture.) An ornament repre-
senting the ligh-t which is emitted from fire ; used
to decorate funeral monuments, as representing
the unceratinty of human life. Wren has used it

on the top of his gigantic column called the Mo-
nument, as being commemorative of the great
conflagration of the city.

A vein of iron ore has been discovered on the

estate of Mr. John Shepherd, High Brow, Millom,
Ulverstone. Mining operations have been com-
menced with every prospect of success.
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5Snfilts5 (Ornamental iron SSaorfe.

The fabrication of iron and steel for useful and
ornamental purposes constitutes, witliout doubt,
one of the most important productions of British

industry. It is but very few years ago that any-
thing in the shape of Sheffield goods, or articles in

steel of other local manufacture, were to be seen
in France. The French cutlery was by no means
good ; and some of the French manufacturers ac-

counted for their inability to compete in that ar-

ticle by saying that the quality of water employed
in its process did not admit of its being so highly

wrought as in England ; added to other peculi-

arities, one of which, we think, must have been
the inattention paid to its cultivation until within
comparatively few years. If, however, we may
credit the following story—which partakes some-
what of the character of the celebrated " line" of
Apelles and Praxiteles—it must be confessed that
the French are now scarcely inferior to us in the
manufacture of the article of steel.

A few years ago a French cutler sent over to a
friend in England, a file of exquisite workmanship,
and so highly finished and tempered (as he thought)
as to defy the impression of any similar manufac-
ture of ours upon it. This French file was sub-
mitted to one of our principal men in the art, who
immediately took a file out of his own shop, and
filed the foreign steel in twain, requesting the
Frenchman's friend to return the pieces, together
with the English file with which the other had
been sundered. This was accordingly done; and
for a few days nothing more was heard of the af-

fair—the English cutler, meanwhile, enjoying his

supposed triumph. He soon afterwards, however,
received from the French manufacturer another
of his files, with a challenge to serve that in a si-

milar way with the first, sending at the same time
the English file in two parts, as had been done by
our countryman. The challenge was accepted;
and as speedily was this second effort of French in-
genuity doomed to the degradation of the first;

after which it was despatched to Paris, accom-
panied by its hard victor in the form of the En-
glish steel. This was conclusive—the Frenchman
owned he was out-manufactured, and he eventually
retired from the field of competition ; but not with-
out honour. Thus was our superiority tested and
established over a distinguished foreign competitor
in the art of making steel.

If the traveller perchance indulge in a tour of
the Palais Royal during a summer evening, when
the lamps are plentifully and brilliantly lit to daz-
zle forth the ample display of cutlery and fancy
articles in steel, in that former abode of royalty,
he is led to imagine that France must excel far be-
yond any other country in the perfection of those
articles. The profusion, the apparent beauty, and
height of polish, acted upon by the glaring body
of gas,—and the taste observed in the distribution
of the articles, in order that nothing shall be lost

by method,—all these would certainly lead one to

conclude Paris was the greatest mart in Europe
for the manufacture of steel cutlery and orna-
ments. Not so, however. Not many doors from
the Theatre du Palais Royal may be seen a fine

shop—lacking, perhaps, the taste in trifles which
the adjoining establishments display—stocked with

British cutlery and other manufactured articles.

It is only by close comparison that the difference

in the articles can be observed. This shop is the
centre of attraction to those who wish to make
any purchases in steel. It is, or rather was a few
years ago, established by an Englishman, who con
ducted it in person. Of course the articles are
dearer than those of the neighbouring rivals ; but
then the genuine material is found. Now, how
ever, the French have improved in steel and iron
manufacture—possibly from the example set by
British residents. Still they do not equal our own
goods ; and even to this day it is the most common
request of a Frenchman, when he learns any friend
is about to visit England, that he do not return
without bringing an English penknife. Notwith-
standing the unquestionable improvement made by
Continental manufacturers in steel and iron, yet
they lack the finish and substantiality visible in

articles of British production. Their table cutlery

is rough and clumsy, and generally most miserably
set in the handles ; and as to the steel fork, such
an article of use is seldom or never seen or used at

a French table—the forks being for the most part
of silver, or of some imitative metal. The knife

portion of the dinner service, therefore, contrasts

very poorly with the neat and frequently elegant

display of china plate to be found at a French en
tertainment.

We now come to the consideration of iron. In
every respect, both politically and commercially,
this may well be designated the " iron age." Our
forefathers would never have dreamed or believed
that in 1848 we should have converted more than
half the country into lines for travelling, by the
aid of metal, to all corners of the kingdom. The
steam power now employed in Great Britain, both
by land and sea, is capable of annihilating all the
rest of the world. We have iron now in all forms
and in all uses, from the leviathan steam-boat,
whose very hull even is composed of iron instead
of oak or other timber, down to the visiting or
pass-ticket. No mortal could have imagined only
twenty years ago that so many millions could have
been spent in iron, or that such a supply could
have been realised, as has been the case of late,

All the resources of this great country may be
said to have opened up through the conversion of
that metal to travelling purposes. It has concen
trated our commercial energies ; discovered new
markets for our various productions ; introduced
those formerly at too great a distance for personal

communication, consequent on the expense and
tediousness of travelling, to one another, who have
since, probably, changed and bettered their pros-

pects in life by mutual intercourse and an ex-
change of their commodities. It has annihilated

time and space, even, to a material extent, by
shortening distance, converting forty miles into

about seven, and twelve hours into about three-

speaking in the sense of our present mode of tran-

sit from distance to distance. Thus the most ma
terial benefits are derived from the present use of

iron, which is but in its infancy in all other na-
tions. All this is the result of British industry

and enterprise—those great principles which have
ever been, and, probably, will continue to be, the

cause of Britain's power and Britain's greatness.

But independent of the application of iron to

such purposes as those above-mentioned, we have
long been distinguished in the trade generally in
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the form of stoves, fire-irons, grates, and a variety

of articles too numerous to mention. These are

necessaries ; consequently they always command a

market ; and more so, especially in these days,

when building improvements are carried on to

such an extent. The ironmonger is one of the

tradesmen in the greatest demand ; the conse-
quence of which is, that the manufacturer must be
always moving. Colebrook-dale is one of the

most important ironworks in this country but the

variety of foundries is immense, and they are to

be found in almost every quarter of England, al-

though not of that magnitude which characterises

a few of the leading establishments. In France,

and on the Continent generally, the ironworks are

very inferior. Of late years, however, since the

vast traiSc in steam, British engineers and manu-
facturers of iron have taught the French a lesson

;

and, at the present day, France has to thank our

enterprising countrymen for the establishment of

foundries and manufacturies for reducing the me-
tal to its required form. With respect to iron for

machinery (for steam-boats more especially), a

vast quantity is sent over to England from Scot-

land. The various parts of the engine are made
in Scotland, and forwarded in pieces, after which
they are put together, and thus form the entire en-

gine. This is a very common practice.

The improvements made in the stove and chim-
ney-piece department are extraordinary. Such
things are even now comparatively rare in France,

as wood iSj for the most part, burned instead of

coal, which is consumed on the hearth, of red tiles,

generally. This barbarism, however, is gradually

declining, and in the houses of the higher classes

English comfort is studied and cultivated. French
grates are very rude affairs, and the fire-irons are

in keeping with them, being of very rough manu-
facture, and by no means strangers to a thick coat

of well-neglected rust. In Great Britain the

fashion for highly-polished steel ornaments to

grates and fenders has much increased, some of

which are most beautifully designed, and present

a very lively and dazzling appearance.

Iron has now been acted upon with such success

in various ways, that it can be made to assume any
form ; and in castings it presents not only proof of

its virtues, but of its agreeable appearance in its

varied shapes.

The durability of iron must necessarily render it

a cheap article in any form, and hence it might be
converted with economy to many purposes hitherto

unattempted. When we see that in these days it

is even made the choice material with which to

construct gentlemen's yachts, as well as other

branches of shipping, we may safely predict a long
reign of success in the iron trade. It is found to

be more buoyant than wood j and one advantage
especially is, that, unlike wood, it will not become
so saturated as to increase its weight and deaden
its effects. An iron vessel will last out three built

of wood, probably more; and in speed of sailing,

as well as in railway travelling, it has an infinite

advantage over the timber vessels.

Such is the perfection to which the working of

metal has reached in Great Britain, that it would
scarcely be surprising if we soon were furnished

with iron robes and articles of apparel. We have
already female attire manufactured of the most
beautiful texture out of glass, and we have seen

some dresses which could vie with the choicest silks

ever manufactured. However, we believe their
use as yet has been very limited. Why, then,
when we see the facility with which iron can be
managed, and the ductility which, through human
ingenuity, it is made to assume, should we not be
prepared for its being converted to still more ge
neral purposes? Mr. Brunei's ideas many years
ago, respecting the future perfection of railroads
were considered extravagant, and people laughed
at them as approaching the Quixotic ; neverthe-
less, what were then supposed to be mere visions,
are now partially realised, and before long we may
doubtless prepare for still greater wonders in that
department of metallic application. In this, as in
all matters of more commercial utility and dura-
bility. Great Britain stands far above any compe
tition of which the foreigner is capable. In little

refinements, beyond the fact of their being more
ornamental than useful, some of our continental
neighbours may possibly slightly excel us ; but in

the graud purposes of combination, where durabi
lity, skill, a nd real commercial value are concerned,
not only does British industry bear the palm, but
it proves likewise what it could accomplish if fa-

voured, like foreigners, with the substantial pa-
tronage of its own government and aristocracy

The day may yet arrive, and that soon, when the
state will be impressed with the necessity of ex-
tending to the British industrial classes those

advantages which France has accorded to her com
mercial branches. In this respect, at least, she is

well worthy of imitation.

The addition of engravings, says the Art Journal,
which has recently been made to our national col

lection, through Messrs. Smith of Lisle Street, is

one of great value and importance to the curious

in these matters ; the Print Room of the British

Museum may now boast of possessing a collection

of works far superior in number and quality to

any other throughout Europe. Messrs. Smith
have long been distinguished for their j udgment
and experience in the acquisition of this class of

artistic productions, and they have spared no ex-

pense in bringing together the best and rarest en-
gravings of the old masters : these have now
become national property, having been purchased

for the purpose by the trustees of the Museum. A
detailed account of this collection would far ex-

ceed the space we must allow ourselves ; we can

therefore do little more than enumerate some of

the principal engravings to be found in it. " The
Annunciation to the Shepherds," one of Rem-
brandt's finest etchings—two impressions of the
" Flight into Egypt," in the style of Elsheimer

;

— there are two other prints of this subject by
Rembrandt, one of which is in the style of Mez-
zotinto—the " Raising of Lazarus," a unique

print ; the figure seen running away in terror has

the head uncovered : a cap was afterwards placed

on it, as seen in subsequent impressions,—" Christ

brought before Pilate," this master's largest and
finest work ; the copy alluded to is taken on

thick Chinese paper, in a very early state ; there
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are only three others known, all of which are in

this country—"the Pancake Woman," a small

etching, exceedingly rare—three different impres-

sions of Rembrandt's portrait, etched by himself—

several of Abraham Francy, all of them remarka-

bly fine—a splendid print of the large portrait of

Coppenol, the writing master—^and one of the

advocate Tolling, the rarest of his works, which

realized more than £200 at Mr. Pole Carew's sale,

in 1835.
In the Italian School we have a small ptint of

a " Man drawing on his Clothes," by that great

master in the Art, Marc Antonio Eaimondi;
it is from a figure in Michael Angelo's celebrated

cartoon of Pisa, and is very rare in this state
;

also a large engraving by the same hand, the sub-

ject, "The* Martyrdom of St. Lawrence," after

Boccio Randinelli ; the impression is magnificent,

and is known as that with the two forks, Antomo
having effaced one of them afterwards. At the

ale of the Dubois collection at Paris, in 1845,

one of these prints, in a shattered condition, but

restored, realised more than 100 guineas.

The most interesting and important portion of

this acquisition, however, is a collection of be-

tween five and six hundred English and Foreign

portraits, many of them invaluable as being ex-

ceedingly scarce ; among these may be noticed the
" Portrait of Oliver Cromwell," engraved by Wil-

liam Faithorn, a unique proof before the additions

were made to the plate—the " Portrait of Margaret

Smith," considered Faithorn's cJief-d'ceuvre ; only

one other impression is known, which is framed
and hung up in one of the saloons of the Cabinet

d' lEstampes in the Bibliotheque Royale, at Paris

—a large number of portraits of our English sove-

reigns, including one of great rarity by Elstrache,

"James 1st and his Queen," walking together;

this print sold at Sir Mark Sykes's sale in 1824 for

£64.—some curious prints of the " Gunpowder-
plot conspirators," with representaions of their ex-

ecutions—a fine specimen of Blooteling's graver,

from the Sykes collection, the " Lord Chancellor

Shaftesbury,"—a rare print of " Thomas Duke of
Norfolk,"—satirical prints of Titus Gates," a cu-
rious print of the notorious " Jonathan Wild,"
and a variety of portraits of distinguished

foreigners.

By those who take an interest in this class of

works of Art, the additions now made to the print-

xoom of the Museum, will be highly esteemed ; we
confess not to be of the number, and think the

sum for which they were bought, (£4200, as we
understand) might, though little, perhaps, by com-
parison, have been more profitably expended on
some other productions less secluded from, and
more ^appreciated by, the public. We scarcely

see what useful object is to be gained by the col-

lecting together a mass of old prints whose chief

value perhaps lies in their being scarce, and which
can only be examined by privileged few, attracted

by curiosity to search the store-house of anti-

quarian engraving.

The Portland Prison is so far completed
ias to be capable of accommodating about 350 con-

victs for work on the Breakwater, whose immediate
arrival is now anticipated. The building already

forms a very prominent object in the island.

mental ^xt

On Friday evening, the 9th inst., Mr. Ralph N.
Wornum gave the first of a course of lectures on
the History, Principles and Practice of Ornamen-
tal Art, and sketched the manner in which he pro-
poses to divide his subject.

Omitting mention of the historical course, we
may say that in the Analytic course he proposes to

treat of the prinicples and objects of decoration,

giving an analysis of the various styles, and the
motive or sentiment by which each is characterised,

so as to present an sesthetical view of the subject.

After explaining the term aesthetic as expressing
sensuous perception of the beautiful, Mr. Wornum
gave an exposition of the importance of observing

fitness and wifZWy in ornamental designs; and il-

lustrated the motive causes of the three primary;
forms of ornament by examples of use, symbolism,
and embellishment, from Egyptian chairs, the
winged globe of the Egyptian temples, and the so-

called egg-and-tongue moulding of ancient

Greek architecture, which he proved to be derived
from the horse-chesnut. Other motives were ad-
verted to, and that of ostentation was shown to be

'

a constant indication of barbarism and decay of

taste, as instanced in the passion of the savage for!

mere glitter and finery, and that of the civilised

man for mere display of wealth. Every gaudy
elaboration of form and colour is not ornament.!
Forms of beauty are as strictly dependent on na-

]

tural laws as the forms of use, and above all it is

necessary to bear in mind the fitness of a design

to its destined use. The essential principles and
elementary laws of ornament are contrast, unity
produced by symmetry, balance, and proportion of

parts, repetition in series—horizontal, diagonal,

vertical, curvilinear, &c. Every beautiful form or

shape is composed of symmetrical parts: these

principles are illustrated in the kaleidoscope, in de-

coration of surfaces, diaper work, paper-hangiugs,
architectural mouldings. Ornamental forms are

rather suggested by, than imitated from, natural

objects. This constitutes the distinction between
an ornament and a picture. The painter imitates

natural forms, the ornamentist only applies them.
It is against reason to suppose there can be any
beauty in impossibilities and absurdities. The or-

namentist should be rational when he can. The
remarkable passage from Vitruvius was cited in

condemnation of the vicious taste of the style of

decoration known as the Pompeian or grotesque

style, falsely denominated the Arabesque.

The Practical Course will furnish a general

knowledge of every mechanical process and con-

dition of reproduction which it is necesary the

students should observe, in order to render their

designs capable of being executed by the manu-
facturer. As an example of the kind of practical

information he should supply in this course, Mr.
Wornum explained the process of manufacturing
paper-hangings by printing with blocks, and
pointed out the conditions to be observed by the

designer. In conclusion, the lecturer observed

that all ornamental manufactures have been most

popular and most successful in those periods when
the greatest efforts have been made to render them
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objects of taste; so that, taking a mere utilitarian

view, it is the interest of the manufacturer to cul-

tivate beauty of design to the utmost of his power;

but we must also regard the moral and social ad-
vantages of a universal diffusion of artistic taste.

The obj ect of this school is not to aggrandize, but

to disseminate art. Neither is it for the manufac-
turer only, but also for the consumer; for gratify-

ing and properly elevating the minds of the

family of the daily labourer. It is not, therefore,

the architectural decorator alone who fulfil its

great mission, but the designer of those articles of

use and comfort which our manufacturers send to

the remotest regions of the globe. " It rests with
you, then," said the lecturer to the students, " to

make this school a source from which all the sug-

gestions of the beautiful, and every benefit that

can result from its contemplation, may flow in an
ever-increasing stream, even to the utmost limits

of society."

Cholera Investigated. London: Gibhs,

;17, Holywell-street, Strand.

This is a very cleverly written treatise. The
Author's system of reasoning is both ingenious and
convincing, and we may safely augur for the result

of his labours an extensive circulation. At the
present time every one should have a copy in their
possession.

Co dorr^spontiettl*}, ^c.

" JE. W."— Yes loe can, fonvard your address
to our Office, enclosing a Postage Stamp, and
tve will communicate with you.

"F.N. G's," request shall be attended to.

" Brutus."—Much will depend upon the na-
ture of the erection—tohether it is of public
interest or not. If approved of by us, of course,
ice would readily give it insertion.

^'William Curphey."—Not at present, business
is still very bad in Londoji. You had better
apply to some Society House.

Communcation, Books for Review, Specimens
of Inventions, Sfc, to be addressed to "the Editor
of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell
street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial
readers as will favor us tvith local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics
Institutions, the fine arts, science, §•<?.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,
price \s. M. each; or the Publisher will under
taTie to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or
marbled, Qd. extra.

Part 18 is now ready, Price Id.

London : Printed and Published by W. Gibes, 17, Holywell Street, Strand.



O OUR READERS—

Once more do we lay aside

our editorial restraint, and in-

dulging in such levity as be-

comes our calling", introduce,

with a merry face, our third

bantling to the world—albeit

its rearing has not improved our finances, or tended in

the least to preserve the equanimity of our temper.

Nevertheless, now, as ever, we are willing to regard with

paternal pride those efforts of our pen which have caused

us many a hard struggle between our love of the objects

which they profess to cultivate, improve, and advance

;

and that feeling—it cannot, must not, be called of selfish-

ness—which a man naturally experiences when he per-

ceives his little stock of worldly wealth gradually dimi-

nishing before his eyes, and without a single hope of its

return.

The position of the proprietor of a periodical work is

one of peculiar delicacy, so far as regards his connection

with the reading public. Entirely unknown to the

patrons of his undertaking, who never once, perhaps, call to mind the existence of such

a being, he either sinks or rises in obscurity. If his work is successful, he has certainly

a consolation in its profit; but, on the contrary, when his utmost efforts have failed to

attain for it any thing like a circulation, and he is absolutely compelled to disappoint, in

some measure, the wishes or expectations of his readers, then is he immediately over-

whelmed with a thousand remonstrances (sometimes not couched in the most elegant or

refined language) from anonymous correspondents, who mayhap contribute individually

some tenth part of the fraction of a farthing towards the expenses of the publication,

especting the arrangement of which they suggest alterations in some cases entirely infea

sible were all the jewels of Golconda at hand to purchase the means, and in others requiring

the outlay of several pounds—the latter often being as great an impossibility as the other.

These words we beg of our readers to bear in mind, and the more especially as with

the commencement of the fourth volume, an alteration in the price of this miscellany,

namely, from \\d. to 2d. is to take place. For further information on this point, as

also upon the return which we intend making for the additional halfpenny, we must

refer to the leading article, in No. 75, p. 241.

Hoping that at the conclusion of our next volume our greeting may be " merry in

earnest," and that our success may impart to us a light heart and a well-plenished

pocket, again, in all friendliness, do we bid our readers farewell.

17, Holywell Street, Strand, London. October I8tk, 1848.
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Co ©ur iteati^rs.

HE completion of our

Fourth Volume aifords us

another opportunity of

addressing our Patrons, to

return them hearty thanks

for the support they have

lately vouchsafed us in

the labour we have im-

posed upon ourselves. On

the conclusion of the Third Volume we were com-

pelled to appeal to the liberality of our Sub-

scribers ; the heavy expenses to which we sub-

jected ourselves compelling us to increase our

price. The appeal, we are happy to say, was not

made in vain. The high encomiums we daily

receive assure us that we are pursuing the right

path in our endeavours to contribute toward the

better understanding, and, consequently, the true

appreciation of the social benefits which are

obtainable by the cultivation of the refinements of

the mind. We are certain our plan will be found

the means of accelerating the advancement to a

superior feeling for both Art and Artists, more

especially in its appreciation when applied to

Manufactures. Our exertions in the good cause,

we need scarcely assert, shall not flag; feeling

assured that the more we contribute towards the

advancement of (mr Art, the more certain and

secure will be our reward.

We keep constantly before us the fact that our

own humble efforts in addressing our Work to

those connected with the lower branches of Art

are inseparably associated with the success of the

higher branches. They cannot be cultivated apart

;

and when speaking of one, the other must be

included. For instance, a noble architectural

mansion requires the rich embellishments of

historic painting, decoration, and gilding; sculp-

ture in its halls; elegant furniture and costly

plate, more or less in good taste, as the owner is

influenced by liberality and fine feeling towards

Art; dress and ornaments partake of the splen-

dour, and thus we have an universal benefit

creating and extending itself to a variety of

minor employments.

If we could once enable the public mind to



understand the real beneficial purposes of Art, it

would soon be fostered : fewer discreditable public

edifices erected, and a desire for the universal

embellishment of interiors arise, with the capa-

bility of appreciating the ennobling and hu-

manising qualities associated with a love of the

Fine Arts. Architecture, Painting, and Sculpture

are all equally incomplete without each other, and

Design for the Manufacturer becomes indis-

pensable.

The increase of our population causes a greater

competition for employment, rendering it every

man's business to consider by what means addi-

tional trade can be obtained, and any increase of

importance will much depend on the originality

and constant improvement of Designs either for

Arts or Manufactures. We possess mechanical

workmen' of the highest order, but, without the

aid of an artist, where can we discover a workman

who has sufficient knowledge to produce more

than the hacknied forms of bygone days ? Wliy

could not we, instead of importing goods of

foreign design and manufacture, make our own of

equal pretensions ? Theirs tend to elevate the

whole people in mental enjoyment, ours simply

aim at an increase of wealth. They invent and

spread a redundancy of elegant feeling over the

most simple object, ours are generally of a cold

hard nature.

However, we consider that brighter prospects

are dawning ; the successful cultivation of Design,

in connection with Manufactures, by our Conti-

nental neighbours, will tend to place us in our

proper position. We, for our own sakes, ought

not to be considered inferior to them, although

"a nation of shopkeepers." We hope to see a

taste spring up among our merchant princes that

shall demand a renewal of the sumptuons decora'

tions of the old Italian trader. What a cheering

hope to think of the day when our companies,

sparing a little wealth from gross feasting for

the purpose of decorating their halls, encourage

Art, and do honour to themselves. Judicious

culture, aided by experience, will pro'duce a

purity of taste, a power of adjusting and adapting

the separate principles with sound judgment, so

as to create the highest excellencies. At the

present time we are bolstering up a sort of appear-

ance by employing foreign artists as our designers
;

this is unnatural, and not likely to be permanent.

A German cannot think English, nor a Prussian

,

or a Frenchman, it is true ; the unchangeable

principles of Art are alike to all countries, yet each

has its distinguishing character in the great social

circle of the world, and so it has in Art. It is to

our native Designers and Draftsmen we must look

for establishing an Art hitherto but partially used

and it is to those we are desirous of communicating

the knowledge we possess and the opinions we

collect. Should the workman derive the benefit

we are ambitious to bestow, our aim will be

gained, and encouraged to renewed exertions,

which, in the end, we hope will be profitabit: to

both.

In conclusion, we beg permission to say that

private recommendation serves largely to increase

our list of subscribers, and, consequently, our

ability to collect choice and valuable Drawings and

Designs for the service of our supporters.
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N attentivelj' considering the Progress of

the Arts in England, we cannot fail to notice

the many adverse circumstances of their past

career. From the Conquest to the Reformation,

Art -was andvanced by the Roman Catholic

church, -which sought here, as in all countries

inheriting her ritual, to confirm the doctrines

of religion by the influence of the imagination.

At the Reformation this ceased. Court patron-

age was limited—national encouragement there

was none. Former sovereigns had protected

the court painter ; Elizabeth did no more ; she

valued Art as it flattered her vanity, and the

people as they ministered to her power. Had

her Government even been disposed to encou-

rage what fanaticism was so anxious to des-

troy, the time was not favourable, for the

nation was brutalised by civil wars, distracted

by religious faction, or devoted solely to mari-

time enterprise. There was a contest for

public rights, a reformed church, and national

independence ; and in such days the Arts could

hardly flourish. They had done so in other

lands under circumstances more depressing, or

not greatly dissimilar: but public opinion had

there united the church, the government, and

the people for their advance, and it is only by
these means that High Art can be promoted.

In Italy and France, Art was the charmed

ground which swayed the most adverse pas-

sions by its spell. It might be supposed at

later periods, in days of comparative tranquility,

that Painting and Sculpture would have been

evoked to record the actions of the past, and

that dynasties would not have decayed, have

been trodden down by the crushing foot of

Time, or generation after generation be swept

silently away without a monument, a sign of

their respect for noble actions or great men.

But it was so. The truth is, the invariable

policy of the Government was to encourage

our individuality, which we love intensely, and

never to interfere in matters extra- parochial or

purely intellectual^ in relation to National

Education or National Art. The church, too,

never swerved from her first resolution, and al-

ways held a whitewashed wall as far more or-

thodox than any ever decorated by Masancio,

Raphael, or Correggio. Thus, pictures in

churches being proscribed lest they should se-

duce the mind to idolatry. Government having

no desire to do what a Joint Stock Company or

individuals could effect as well ; and our na-

tional irritability being apt to betake itself to

" Public Meetings," and the great examples

of "Hampden and of Sydney," for support,

at the mere mention of the words " the active

interference" of Government, the Fine Arts in

England, from the days of Elizabeth to those

of Victoria, have been forced to beg their bread

at the hands of private patronage. Charles the

First and George the Third sought, indeed,

their more active promotion; the first from

taste, the latter from principle; and it is from

the days of Sir Joshua Reynolds we must date

the advancement we now witness.

The church has now ceased to deliver over
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pictures to the civil power as hereticss, he was
bound to proscribe and to commit them, as

Savonarola did, with pious madness^ to the

flames. Government, at length, having recog-

nised its duty, will fully justify us in our con-

fidence in the future.

pJ^aBtttarfeet.

The Haymarket Theatre, which opened for

the season on Saturday night, has long re-

quired re-decoration ; and with Mr. Webster's
usual enterprise, he appears to have determined

to do it efFectually, for which purpose he availed

himself of the skill of Mr. Sang, while the

general alterations were placed under the su-

perintendance of Mr. C. Manby.
The columns which formerly encumbered the

proscenium, and circumscribed the space on

the stage, have been removed, and are replaced

by pilasters, decorated with a running pattern

of the Indian cane, with its leaves entwined

with bright flowers.

The lobbies are all of a cool green colour,

with crimson lines round the doors. Backs

have been added to all the seats in the circle.

The unsightly square columns which formerly

impeded the view from the corner boxes, are

replaced by the former palm-tree stems of

white and gold. Increased ventilation has been

provided. The general tone of the house is

cream-colour and gold. In the ceiling and

proscenium, alone, some artistic decoration is

attempted. The pervading tint of the ceiling

is an aerial blue, intermingled with gold, and

ornamental and figurative painting. In the

spandrels of the four corners are depicted the

Seasons," and there is a group of " Tragedy"

and " Comedy," in the centre of the prosce-

nium.

A new drop has been painted by Mr. P,

Phillips. The centre represents the church at

Stratford, forming the centre of the screen, of

the period of the Renaissance architecture,

surmounted by a bust of Shakspere, and

flanked on either hand by two groups of Tra-

gedy and Comedy.

A BRASS coin of the reign of Domitian was re-

cently dug up on the north side Primrose-hill.

Among the best modern works of continental

Art, the new pulpit just erected by M. Geerts

of Louvain, in the cathedral of Namur, de-

serves honourable mention. It was this same

eminent professor who designed the new stalls

in the cathedral at Antwerp, so skilfully carved

by M. Durlet. That in these designs an al-

lowable purpose of conforming to the antique

traditions has led to a certain meagreness of

contour and conventional stiffness of outline,

some connoisseurs object. But no such com-

plaint can be laid against the Chaire in the

rich Falladian church of St. Aubyn, at Namur.

There, M. Geerts has felt himself free ; and the

general design of his pulpit is rich, ornate, and

florid, without poverty, or petty and frittered

affectation. The new work is on a grand

scale: the figures are of life size, cut in oak.

Beneath the pulpit is a group of three persons.

These are the Virgin arresting the Demon of

Pestilence when about to strike the City of

Namur, the last being allegorically presented

Not even in the ateliers of Munich, Paris, or

London could be found a triad more graceful,

more expressive, and freer from grimace or

academical commonplace than these. The

two staircases are rich in happily-fancied ara-

besque: the parapet is adorned with a combi-

nation of figures, arabesques, and medallions

and the sounding-board is upborne by two

flying angels eminent for their aerial lightness

Indeed, it might by hypercritics be objected

that they are too delicate to support the gor-

geous canopy above, but they are beautiful in

the ease of their attitude, and the lightness of

their robings. As a whole, we have seen no

masterpiece, even by Verbruggen, the famous

elder Belgian carver, more masterly in work-

manship than this pulpit by a modern one,

or so truly pure in style. The finish, too. is

good, without a distracting minuteness or

finical smoothness.

Effects of Chartism.—During the agita-

tion caused by the Chartist meetings, hundreds

of cabinet-makers were out of employment; but

since quiet has been restored, all are in full work,

or at least those conneeted with the trade society.

It could scarcely be expected that any one should

order new furniture to he at the mercy of amob.
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Niches are recesses formed in walls, in order

to contain some ornament, as a statue, or an ele-

gant vase. They are also adapted to receive figures

bearing lights in halls, galleries, and staircases.

Sometimes niches are made in thick walls to save

materials.

Niches for the interior parts of buildings are ge-

nerally constructed of ribs of timber, and lathed

and coated over with plaster, which forms the ap -

parent surface.

The plan or base of a niche is always some sym-
metrical figure ; as a rectangle, a segment of a

circle, or of an ellii^sis.

All the sections of a niche, parallel to the base,

are similar figures ; and all the sections parallel to

the base, to a certain height are equal. Niches

sometimes terminate upwards in a plain surface,

and sometimes in a spheroidal surface ; but most
frequently in the portion of a spherical surface ; so

that, as the fares of walls are generally perpendi-

cular to the horizon, the aperture in the face is

either a rectangle, or a rectangle terminating in the

segmeut of a circle, or in the segment of an ellipsis.

Two of the sides of the rectangular part being
perpendicular to the horizon.

Niches are always constructed in a symmetric al

form ; vix., if a vertical plane be supposed to pass

through the middle of the point of the breadth,

perpendicular to the surface of the wall, it will

divide the niche into two equal and similar jJarts

;

or, if any two points be taken in the breadth, equi-

distant from the sides of the niche, and if two
vertical planes be supposed to pass through these

points, perpendicular to the surface of the wall,

the sections of the niche will be equal and similar.

Niches are placed either equi-distantly, in a
straight wall, or round a cylindrical wall, dividing

the circumference into equal parts: sometimes
they are placed in an elliptic wall. In the latter

case, however, they ought not to divide the circum-
ference into equal parts, but to be at an equal dis-

tance from each extremity of the principal axis of

the ellipsis. Niches are frequently constructed in

polygonal rooms, a niche being placed in the mid-
dle of each side of the prismatic cavity. The op-
posite sides of such rooms are always equal and
similar rectangles. The plans are either hexagonal
or octagonal; but most frequently of the latter

form.
The principles of forming the ribs, for the heads

of spherical niches, are drawn from the following

considerations

:

All the sections of a sphere, made by a plane,
are circles ; therefore the edges of the ribs to be
lathed ought to be portions of circles.

The ribs of niches may be placed either in ver-
tical planes, or in horizontal planes ; and, indeed,
in any manner, so as to form the spherical surface

as required : it will be most convenient, however,
to dispose the ribs either in vertical planes, or in

planes parallel to the horizon, as the case may re-

quire.

One of the most easy considerations for the ribs

of a niche, when they are placed in vertical planes,

is to suppose them to pass through a common line

of intersection; and, if this line passes through
the axis of the sphere, the ribs wUl be all equal

portions of the circumference of a great circle of

the sphere, and will, in consequence, be very easily

executed. In this case, the square edges of the

ribs will range, or form the surface of the niche

This position of the ribs is therefore very conve-
nient for forming them, as not only less time, but
much less wood will be required to execute them

There is another position of vertical ribs which
is frequently convenient ; that is by placing the
ribs in equi-distant planes, perpendicular to the
wall; and consequently when the surface of the
wall is a plane, the planes of the ribs will be all

parallel.

Vaxni^Um ^mniiuxt.

There are several species of furniture which are
varnished ; such as works in white wood, boxes,
and other small articles much used, and carved
work, which is difficult to polish. Lately, varnish
has also been nsed for tables, side-boards, and
chairs. The best method of proceeding is to pur-
chase the varnish ready made for use, as the pro-
cess of making is tedious and expensive.

Copal varnish is of an extremely durable kind

;

it is transparent, and forms one of the most beauti-
ful and perfect varnishes for coloured wood, where
a slight tinge of brown is not objectionable. It is

difficult to make, but may be procured of japan-
manufacturers or coach-makers. It may be used
for various articles, and is the only species which
succeeds for dining-tables. The coats should be
laid on as thinly as possible, and allowed to become
well dry between each.

For light coloured woods, hard white varnish is

used. Various receipts are given for this purpose,
in all of which particular attention must be given
to choosing colourless gums.
A fine colourless varnish may be made by dis-

solving four parts of gum-Sandrach, and one part
of Venice turpentine, in sixteen parts of spirit of
wine by a gentle heat. A more compound varnish
is used by the French artists : it consists of

Spirit of wine, 32 parts

;

Gum-Sandarach, 5 parts;

Mastich, 2 parts;

Gum-elemi, 1 part;

Oil of lavender, 1 part.

•The whole being dissolved in a vessel placed in a
water-bath, kept at such a temperature that the
spirit does not boil. After the solution is cold, it

is to be filtered for use.

From four to six coats of either of these var^

nishes are laid on the work, taking care to let each
coat become perfectly dry before another be added

;

and when the last coat is dry, the work must be
polished with tripoli and water, by means of a
compact rubber of drugget or list, and the surface

being next washed with water, it is finally rubbed
off with a clean fine linen rag and bran.

The Art Journal states that Mr. T. S. Cooper,

A.R.A., has sold his large picture of the " Battle

of Waterloo," which was exhibited at Westminster

Hall, to a gentleman in Lancashire, for £1000.
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Brahjing antr fainting.—IBrap^rg*

In the art of clothing your figures, or casting
the drapery upon them with elegance and propri-
ety, many things are to be observed ; however, this

art consists chiefly in three points, viz.—The order
of the folds, or plaits, the different quality of the
stuffs, and the variety of their colours. As to the
folds, they ought to be so managed as that you may
easily perceive what it is they cover, and distin-

guish it from anything else; as for instance, that
you see it is an arm that is under the drapery, and
not a leg, or a leg, and not an arm, &c. Again,
the folds ought to be large, and a contrast should
be observed between them ; otherwise, in the first

place, they break and divide the sight too much,
and in the next place, the drapery will be too stiff.

The quality of the stuffs should be well con-
sidered ; some folds being abrupt and harsh, while
others flow more soft and easy. Again, the surface
of some have a lustre, while others are flat and
dead ; and some are fine and transparent, while
others are firm and solid. The variety of colours,
when well managed, makes the greatest beauty in
painting: some are not equally agreeable with
respect to each other; and some are never to be
placed near certain others.

The drapery must never be made to adhere or
stick too close to the parts of the body, but it must
seem to flow round, and, as it were, embrace them

;

yet in such a manner as that the figure may be
easy, and have a free motion. A great lightness
and motion of the drapery are only proper in fi-

gures in much agitation, or exposed to the wind.
The nudities of the figure should always be design-
ed before you proceed to draw the draperies. Draw
the outlines of the garments lightly; then draw
the great folds first, and stroke these into lesser

;

taking care that they do not cross each other. The
draperies which cover those parts which are ex-
posed to great light must not be so deeply shaded
as to seem to pierce them ; nor should those mem-
bers be crossed by folds that are too strong, lest by
the too great darkness of their shades the members
look as if they were broken. Folds in general
should be large, and as few as possible : however,
they must be greater or less according to the quan-
tity and quality of the stuffs of which the drapery
is supposed to be made. Suit the garments to the
body, and make them bend with the body accord-
ing as it stands in or out, straight or crooked, or as
it bends one way or other ; and the closer the gar-
ment sits to the body, the narrower and smaller
must be the folds.

The quality of the person is also to be considered
in the drapery; for instance, if they are magis-
trates their draperies ought to be large, fine, and
flowing; if country clowns they ought to be coarse

and short, and if ladies and nymphs, light and
soft, &c. Folds well imagined give much spirit to
any kind of action, because their motion implies
the like in the acting member, which seems to
draw them forcibly, and make them more or less

violent. An artful complication of folds in a cir-

cular manner greatly helps the effect of fore-

shortenings. All folds consist of two shades and
no more, which you may turn with the garment at
pleasure, shadowing the inner side more deeply.

The shades in silks and fine linen are very thick
and small, requiring little folds and a light shadow,
Observe the motion of the air or wind in order to

draw the loose apparel all flying one way, and
draw that part of the garment which adheres
closest to the body before you draw the looser part
that flies off from it, lest by drawing the part first

you should mistake the position of your figure and
place it awry.

Kich ornaments, when j udiciously and sparingly
used, may sometimes contribute to the beauty of

draperies. But such ornaments are far below the
dignity of angels or heavenly figures, the grandeur
of whose draperies ought rather to consist in the

boldness and nobleness of the folds, than in the
quality of the stuff, or the glitter of ornaments.
Light and fiying draperies are proper only to

figures in great motion, or in the wind; but when
in a calm place and free from violent action, their

draperies should be large and flowing, that by their

contrast and the fall of the folds, they may appear
with ease, grace and dignity.

pj^tstorg of Sculpture.

The origin of this art may be sought in vain
even in the most remote times to which we have
any means of throwing a retrospective glance.

There can be no doubt that the system of hiero-

glyphics or picture writing, as it has been termed,
first employed the chisel of the sculptor, who
traced rudely on stone, on wood, or the bark of

trees, those shapes by which he meant to express

his wishes or designs. It is probable, also, that

idolatrous feeling was a great deal mixed up with
the matter, as it was doubtless found necessary to

place before uneducated people images of their

gods, in order to keep steadily burning within
their souls the flames of devotion.

The pursuit arising from this necessity, indeed,

contributed to carry the art to that degree of per-
fection which it afterwards attained among some
of the nations of antiquity. It is worthy of ob
servation that even in the dark or " middle ages,'

the ritual of the church of Rome, particularly that

portion which instilled veneration for her martyrs
and saints, sufiiced to preserve among the Italians

some vestiges of the art of sculpture; and it is

fair to conclude hence (since human nature is al-

ways much the same), that a similar veneration for

heroes and demigods would, among the ancient

nations, have a corresponding effect. In this view
of the case the Chaldeans may be supposed to have
been among the very earliest practisers of the art

of sculpture, they having unquestionably been the

first idolaters, and accordingly we find their skill

in this way borne witness to by sundry ancient

writers, including Apollodorus and Pliny.

In turning to the Old Testament (possibly the

most ancient record in existence), the first intima-

tion that we find of the art of sculpture is the in^

formation that when Jacob, by divine command,
was returning to Canaan, Rachel, his wife, carried

with her the teraphim,or idols of her father. These

must have been small, since she contrived to con-

ceal them effectually, notwithstanding her father's

search. We know not of what substance these

images were wrought, or in what manner. The
first person particularized as an artist (if we except
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the eastern tradition of Abraham's father having

been a statuary), is Bezaleel, who formed the che-

rubim covering the mercy seat.

The Egyptian, without doubt, cultivated the art

of sculpture—but there were certain circum-

stances operating among them to obstruct its de-

velopment. In the first place, the persons of the

Egyptians were deficient in grace and symmetry,
and they had consequently no perfect standard

whereby to model their taste. In the next place,

being restricted by law to the principles and prac-

tices of their forefathers, any vicious mannerwhich
had once got introduced into their system of art

was sure to be perpetuated. Thus their statues

were always constructed in the same stiff attitude,

with the arms hanging like those of a wooden doll,

perpendicularly at their sides. All the large figures

in Egyptian sculpture were executed in calcareous

stone, in basalt, granite, or alabaster. No instances

appear of their having resorted to the use of

bronze. Many of these are colossal. The smaller

statues, however, are not so limited in point of ma-
terial—bronze, gold, wood, marble, terra cotta,&c.

enter by turns into the composition of them. The
eye was frequently of different material from the

rest of the statue, and in many instances composed
of a precious stone or metal. The valuable dia-

mond of the late Empress of Russia (the largest

and most splendid hitherto known), is confidently

affirmed to have formed one of the eyes of the

famous statue of Scheringham, in the temple of

Brama. Several of these statues which still re-

main, are made of wood or baked earth—those of

the latter substance being covered with a green

enamel.
(To be Continued.)

(Continued from page 207, Vol. 3.)

THE SCALES.

We consider it necessary previous to illustrating

the principles of perspective, to explain the nature
of the scales we shall have occasion to use. There
are various scales, divided to suit the convenience
of the artist, workman, &c. On the common two
feet rule an inch is divided into eight parts, and
here if one inch represent a foot, two eighths will

represent one fourth of a foot, or three inches

;

four eighths half a foot, or six inches; six eighths

three fourths of a foot, or nine inches.

Again, if one inch be divided into twelve equal
parts, every small division will represent one inch.

In the like manner, if one quarter, one half, or
three quarters of an inch be divided [into twelve
parts, every large division will respectively repre-
sent one foot, and every small division will be an
inch.

But the scales we shall have occasion to use are
those in which the inch, half inch, and quarter
inch are respectively divided into ten equal parts.

In this case every large division is called a foot,

and the small divisions tenths of a foot. Besides
the convenience of these divisions for decimal ope-
rations, we may also easily ascertain certain divi-
sions corresponding nearly to any number ofinches,

thus, for five feet we take five large divisions,

whether one inch, half inch, or quarter inch.
Again, for five feet three inches we take five large

divisions and two tenths, and one half the next
tenth.

For five feet six inches, we take five inches five
tenths.

For five feet nine inches, we take five feet seven
tenths, and one half another tenth.
From these remarks, with a little attention, we

may determine the divisions for 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and
11 inches. (See scale, page 125, Vol. 2.)
The above scales, by employing the diagonal di

visions, may be employed for three numbers, or for
hundreds—but the above will suffice for our pur-
pose. The most proper form for a scale of equal
parts, is that where the divisions are marked on
the very edge, and are generally made thin for the
purpose of pricking off divisions on the paper,
without the help of the compasses.
The line of chords is also laid down on the plane

scale. It begins on the left, with the word
chords, ch., or c. The word chord comes from the
Greek chorde, and means the intestine of an ani-
mal of which musical strings used to be made,
aud as the chord of any arc or angle is always
a straight line, it represents a musical string in the
act of tension, or being stretched out.

The line of chords consists of nine primary di

visions, numbered 10, 20, &:c. up to 90. The spaces
between the primary divisions are again divided
into ten parts, making in all, from the beginning
to 90, 90 divisions—and on large scales the degrees
are again subdivided.

The radius of any circle is always equal to the
chord of 60 deg. of that circle; and whenever we
have an angle to measure, or an angle to make,
and to contain a certain proposed number of de
grees, we must always take the chord of 60 deg.
in the compasses.

Required to measure the Angle A. o x.

Here the radius o A is too short for the line of

chords on the plane scale, wherefore we produce o

A toward h, and ox toward n; then open the

compasses so that one foot may fall on the begin-

ning of the line of chords, and the other foot on
60 deg. ; then with this radius and centre o, des-

cribe the arc hn : we then take the arc hn in the
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compasses, and apply it from the beginning on the

line of chords, and it determines the measure of

the angle to be 28 de. 30 min.

Again, required to lay off" the angle of 28d. 30m.

Draw any, line as o h, then with the chord of 60,

taken from the line of cliords in the compasses,

with one foot in o, describe- the arc h x; tat^e from
the line of chords the chord of 28 deg. 99 min.,

and lay off that extent from h n, draw Qn, and
honis the,angle required, containing 28 <1. 30 m.

If th6 req^uired angle contain more than 90 deg.

take any two chords successively, the sum of which
will be equal to the required number, and the

angle may be laid off.

Suppose the required angle to contain 140 deg.

first from the angular point determined, describe

an arc with the chord of 60, and then take the
chord of 70 deg., and lay it on the arc twice.

Through this last point draw a line, as in the fore-?

going operatipns, and the angle is laid off as

required.

Sanitory Reform.—At this period of stern

opposition on the part of the City Authorities to

the Sanitory measures proposed by those who
wish good to their fellow beings, we cannot do less

than notice^Jommendingly the conduct of the trus-
tees of a Baptist chapel in Romney-street, West-
minster, who have abolished their burial-ground
as a mere act of philanthrophy, in order to add
their mitej to the Sahjtory measures now being
carried out in the metropolis. Lesser benefactions
have often gained immortality.
We learn that no less than ninety tons weight

of superb furniture lately arrived at Dunrobin
Castle from London, and among other things, two
carpets, each of which cost £500. These prepa-
rations are convincing proofs that her Majesty and
Prince Albert purpose visiting Dunrobin next
season. '

Railway-Station Architegture.—A cor-
respondent of the Athanceum, writing from Hil-
desheini, in Germany, says,—" I do not- know
who is to be credited with the good taste of the
railway-station at which we alight from Hanover.
Here has been carried out an emulation of the old
brick-and-wood architecture of Hildesheim. The
building is rich, extensive, and fanciful—perhaps
a little overdone (but this is hardly to be quarreled
with)—attractive in in its play of lines and va-
riety of forms ; so different from either the grand
station at Hanover (a sumptuous edifice in the
Munich style), or, again, from Herr Eisenlohr's
beautiful creation at Heidelberg, as to illustrate

anew a pet crotchet of mine and of yours, that the
very element which- has been used reproachfully to
symbolize all that is most anti-poetical and prac-
tical, bids fair, in revenge, to revive with a new
life one of the most picturesque of the Fine Arts.

Assuredly the examples that I have accidentally
named, in novelty, spirit and fancy, beat any of
the new churches which I have seen—whether it

be Canova's mistake at Possagno, or the Basilica
and the Ludwig's Kirche at Munich, or Herr
Zwirner's attempt on the AppoUinarisberg, close to
Kemagen."

_
It is said that the new churches in the metropo-

lis alone will, when finished, afford accommodation
to nearly 100,000 persons.

^0 ©orrespoittrents, ^c.

Writ6 legibly and sensibly, so tliat both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

pered by. the recipient of thy communication.

." W. IG," Reading.—We are compelled in this

instance, to increase the price to Two-pence, (see

the leading article, in No. 75, page 241, and also

the Postscript to Vol. III.) but the Numbers in

Vols, 1, 2, and 3; as also the Parts, will re-

main at the same Price they were Published at.

Parts of this Vol. in future, will be charged
Ten-pence each.

G. J. Rhodes is thanJced. All the bach nos.

icill be re-printed. To the second part of your
letter, it has been done, but, as yet failed j we
xoill, however, try it again.

QUERY.

Can any of our Readers describe the mode of
Anastic Printing, as applied to Lithography
and the peculiar acid used in the process.

Communications, BooJcs for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, S^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holyioell-

street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times
be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics^
Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price Is. 3d, each; or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2^. edch, if gilt, or
marbled, 6d. extra.

*^^Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Paft 19 is now ready, Price Id.

In Paris, three Exhibitions have been opened at

the School of the Fine Arts. The first, in the
church of the convent of the Petits Augustins, is

of designs for the statue representing the French
Republic, of which there are nineteen. The sebond,

at the Palais des Beaux Arts, is composed of the
works sent by the pensioners at the French Aca-
demy at Rome. The third, in the upper galleries,

comprises all the works that have gained the grand
prizes in historical painting, sculptural design, en-
graving, and cuttings for medals or gems.
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M MmttRttti (©lossarg of Cecjitical

^erms u^tti in architectural mti

IFnterior decoration, ^c.

(Continued from page 251, Vol. 5.)

Foil. An ornament used in gothic architecture.

Tlie accompanying diagrams sliow the methods of

striking them. Fig. 1 , Trefoil,—2, Quartrefoil,

—

Foliage. (In Ajchitecture and Sculpture.)

An assemblage of leaves of plants and flowers, ar-

3, Cinquefoil,—4, Sixfoil,—5, Huitfoil.

ranged systematically, so as to form architectural

and sculptural ornaments; as in the capital of the

Corinthian order, friezes, panels, &c.
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Fust, (In Architecture.) The shaft of a co-i

lumn, so named from being originally one single

trunk or limb of a tree^ like a post or large cudgel.

The wordfust 'gerierally applies wliere the sTjaft is

of a single stone or solides, and distinguished from
the structiles, or such columns whose shafts were
constructed of many pieces.

Fasces. (In Ancient Costume.) Bundles of
rods carried before the magistrates of Rome by the
lictors, with an axe bound up in the middle of

them. The rods and axe were to intimate that

some offendeas for lesser crimes were to be chastised

with rods, and others, when there was no remedy,
were to be cut off from the people by the axe. The

dignity of the magistrate was expressed by the
number of lictors bearing fasces before him. A dic-
tator had twenty-four ; a consul twelve, and a praer
tor ubanus, or mayor of a city, two. ' The word is
also applied to the oflBce or dignity itself. Accord-
ing to most Roman historians, Tarquinius Priscus
brought the custom of bearing the fasces as an
erisigli of office, with those of wearing rings, the
curule chairs of ivory, purple habits and other
regal symbols from the Etruscans. Upon the areh
of Titus, and other monuments of Roman art, the
fasces are represented as decorated with a crown of
laurel.

{To he continued.)

An- ANTiQuiTr.—Mr. Joseph Edge has disco-
vered on his lands the remains of an ancient wooden
house. The building, which is a piece of true
primeval architecture, is eight feet square, and in
its structure neither saw nor augur were used j the
adze and chisel were alone employed.
From Manchester we learn that the principle of

popular admission to the Exhibition of Paintings
at the Royal Institution in that town, by the re-
duction of price (which was tried with success last

year, has been again adopted. The working-classes
hare been admitted during a limited time at the
charge of two-pence.

CUPID,—FROM AN ETCHING AFTER LUCAS CAMBIASO.
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C^e mixmotm^t

Me. Lbadbeater of Aldersgate-street, has

been the successful competitor for the eight large

wrought iron fireproof safes for Her Majesty's Ord-

nance department. The great oak in Hoxne

wood (at which King Edmund the Martyr, accord-

ing to tradition, was shot with arrows, lately fell

to the ground, at the depth of a foot within

the bark,) Mr. Smythe, Agent to Sir Edward

Kerrison, Bart, the proprietor, is said to have

found an iron point, having the appearance of an

arrow head.- At a quarterly meeting of the

Iron Trade, they have openly declared for a still

further reduction of the previous nominal prices,

-Another Suspension Bridge over the Niagra,

is about being built "says the Halifax Sun," op-

posite Queenston, the span being about 600 feet
;

between the towers which are be stone, the dis-

tance is about 800 feet, the estimated cost is 40,000

dollars. ^The London and North-Western Rail-

way Company have, it is said, resolved on erecting

a marble statue, from the chisel of Mr. Gibson, to

the memory of Mr. George Stephenson, the late

entinent civil engineer, as the author of the impro-

ved locomotive, and promoter of the great railway

system twenty years ago. The long expected

marbles from Nimroud, embarked on board the

Jumna, and which were reported to have been lost

at sea, have, we are happy to say, at length arri-

ved, and are safely deposited in the British Mu-

seum. The packages, fifty in number, were per-

mitted by the authorities at Sheerness, to be at

once sent up to London under seals, to undergo,

the Custom-house examination in presence of the

authorities of the Museum, with the view to avoid-

ing 'the necessary risks attendant on the distur-

bance of articles of their valuable character and

fragile nature. The West Norfolk Archaeological

Society met on Wednesday week, when the Rev. C.

Bousell, of Downham, read a paper on Norfolk

brasses, and a window of stained glass, the work

of the Rev. Arthur Moore of Walpole, was exhi-

bited.—r-The Scarborough Society, lately pro-

ceeded to open a tumulous at Peasholm, supposed

to contain many valuable relics. At Aldborough

the Roman Isu Brigantium, a tessellated pavement

12 feet square, and in perfect condition, has been

found in a garden, near another uncovered in 1832.

—The remains of Stukeley's celebrated "Temple

Umbra," at the Borough-field, Chesterford, have

turned out, it is said, to be " decidedly those of a

dwelling-house rather than a temple :" they are

still however held to be of Roman origin. ^At

Gonalston Church, near Nottingham, three ancient

brasses of historical interest hBve been found thrust

carelessly into a bole covered with rubish. On

Thursday week thp second tube was floated on pon-

toons to the pii^s: Its entire length is 424, the

actual span over the Conway being 400 feet : its

greatest inside width is 14 feet throughout : its

height twenty-two and half feet at each end, but

rising to 25 feet in the middle, the additional 3

feet being to lessen the deflection of the bases.

The total weight of each tube is 1,300 tons, so that

the superimposed weight now that the two tubes

are at rest over the Conway, is 2,600 tons burthen

from bank to bank. The fabric may be said to

form a series of iron plates riveted together, like

armour-work. It has taken twelve months to

complete. Each tube has cost about £60,000.

At Jesus College Chapel, Cambridge, the restora-

tions are at length nearly completed. [In the

course of repairs a number of arches have been

found concealed behind clumsy masses of brick-

work and plaster. The original fabric is now

again developed. The window at the east end is

new in material though not in design. This and

the other windows are to be filled with stained

glass, and the square panels of the lofty roof decO'

rated with rose and crown. Unfortunately a por

tion of the nave, adjoining the master's lodge, was

converted into students rooms—a fact recently as

certained. Towards the east, however, the chapel

has been enlarged ; and a new aisle erected on the

original foundation of that part of the building.

—

A painted window the gift of Mr.Serjeant Talfourd

M. P., and his wife, has been erected in St. Law-

rence's Church, Reading. St. Osmund's Roman

Catholic Church, at Salisbury, opened on the 6th,

instant, is in the early decorated style, with nave,

chancel, south aisle, chapel at east, and tower at

west end. The organ gallery is over the sacristy,

at south side of the chancel. The altars, pulpit,

and font are of stone, carved, the two former re-

lieved by painting and gilding. The windows in

chancel and Lady Chapel are filled with stained

glass, by Hardman of Birmingham. Chancel and

chapel are seperated from nave and aisle by oak

screens. The chancel roof is panelled, painted and

gilt. The body of the church is filled with low

open benches. The exterior is of flint, with stone

quoins. Mr. Pugin was the Architect. The accom

modation is for 300 : estimated cost between

£2,000 and £3,000. The contractors of the

Newport, Monmouth, and Hereford Railway, have

received orders to cease from their labours for two

years. The Monmouth contract has been closed for

some time, and the works at Newport and Caerlon

only have been proceeded with.
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Jmprobentenfs in tfit Btocllinfls of

BY FRANCIS CROSS, SURVEYOR.

" The poor want Dwelling-places; whilst we are

exhausting our ingenuity to supply our Villas with

every possible convenience, we are leaving our

Working Classes to the enjoyment of every pos-

sible inconvenience, in wretched stalls to which men

of substance would not consign their beasts of bur-

den."

—

Morning Herald.

UCH as the

public attention, of late years, has been occu-

pied in talking of the " Improvements in the

Dwellings of the Industrious Classes," and in

increasing their enjoyments, whether this is

all to end in talk, still remains a question,

inasmuch as all that has hitherto been done

can only he considered as little. Certain it is,

however, that during the last few months a

progressive movement in advance has been

made. What with the Society for the Erection

of Model Lodging Houses, Societies for the

promotion of Health in Towns, Baths and

Wash-houses, Public Gardens, and, finally, a

Sanatory Act, all these tend to show strongly

that the cause has public sympathy.
The importance of a well-arranged, substan-

tial, and comfortable dwelling can never be

over-estimated ; for watch the progress of a

young couple of sober and industrious habits,

renting a house (at least, what is so called),

perhaps with damp on the surface of the walls,

badly ventilated, and defective drainage. At
first, every exertion is patiently used to check

these evils by constant cleansings, but repeated

efforts, without apparent good in return, tire

out the most patient and industrious; so the

house begins to be neglected, and decay allowed

to proceed its own way. The housewife, that

before was tidy and cleanly, becomes a dirty

and miserable object. Neither she nor her

husband find enjoyment in that which ought

to be their pride

—

"their home."

At the present moment, houses for the in-

dustrious classes are wanted in every direction.

Now, therefore, is the time to raise an agi-

tation that will show the imperative necessity

of a grasping landlord's improving the small

dwellings of his tenants, and to convert his

present miserable houses into well ventilated,

cheerful, substantial and healthy cottages.

Let a landlord adopt such a course, and he will

receive the blessings of his tenants. Let every

man who by trade or other means has saved a

small sum of money, no longer join the stags

in Capel-court

;

—rather let him build; for it

always surprises me to see a plodding, indus-

trious man, who, year after year, immersed in

his business until the bag begins to feel heavy, 1

is yet so very easily induced to risk that

which it has taken years to accumulate, in!

some wild and visionary scheme.

In the late railway mania, the wholesale

dealer and retail trader were applying for hun-

dreds of shares in, perhaps, a direct line to the

North Pole, instead of making an investment

that would stand a Joinville attack, a Smith

O'Brien revolution, or a Chartist row. It must

be a matter of sad regret to those persons who
in the height of excitement, converted their all

into cash to turn gamblers—to get, in return,

endless anxiety. A man with thousands em-

barked in such undertakings, cannot well be
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onsidered a rich man, for we know not the

day that on taking up the paper may not show

100 per cent, discount; while the same, or a

much lesser amount, invested ?in house and

land property, produces often, not only a larger

return for the capital invested, but at the same

time a name that inspires respect. In the lat-

ter case he will also have the gratification

of knowing that without injuring himself, he

has it in his power to contribute largely to the

welfare and comfort of a large class of his

fellow creatures; while, in the former, to gra-

tify a selfish, greedy desire of suddenly ac-

quiring wealth, he seldom gets a greater return,

and is more often overreached.

How much better would it have been to have

invested the surplus earnings in bricks and

mortar, and to become thereby the absolute

owners and masters of property (however small),

which, after a fair allowance for repairs and

losses, will, year after yeao yield a safe return

for capital sunk; while in railways, mines,

&c., he is at the mercy of a large body, who
can adopt any policy, as in leasing lines, and

forming unprofitable branches, without any

one shareholder being able to prevent a course

which he feels persuaded is injurious. An in-

stance ofthis came undermy notice a short time

ago. An iron mine that had for years yielded

a large per centage, and was regarded as a

most safe investment, suddenly hecvme insolvent

through the operations being extended too far.

It would be folly in the extreme to deny that

in the purchase or erection of house property,

it is treading on dangerous ground; or that

at times, an unfortunate investment is made

;

but it seldom, if ever, entails entire loss. If

property depreciates, it is still, and always will

be, worth mo n e y

In the mind of man, rightly constituted,

there exists an eternal progress—an inward

desire of increasing wealth and comfort, lead-

ing to a constant struggle to excel each other.

This prevents nearly all from, being content

with funded property, wlieil, apparently, there

are several means equally safe, lor realizing a

larger return; nor would we, ourselves; yet

this forms no argument why persons should

join schemes requiring an exorbitant capital, to

raise which, dependance does not rest on indi-

vidual promises and engagements being kept,

but on a large body. The strength, success.

and safe working of the scheme, rest on all

acting in unison with each other ; and if but

a few fail, the bad effect is felt immediately by
the whole.

There is a large class, however, who do buy,

if not build, most of whom are patrons of spe-

culative builders,—the purchasers of crack

houses,—men who revere quantity, without due

consideration of quality. It is no uncommon
thing to hear of these men employing survey-

ors to value these ready-built tenements, and

consider that they ought thereby to be answer-

able for all defects that may afterwards appear,

though, perhaps, the surveyor reported that

the house was built as most houses of its

class generally are. A man may, if he choose,

consider this a favourable opinion, but we
would rather hear

—

better than they are gene-

rally built.

A fine feast for an enquiring mind that may
be fond of prowling into different localities, is,

to watch the different skeletons that have been

put upon their legs of late years, as in Cam-
den Town, Chelsea, Dalston, Islington, Pen-

tonville, &c. A whole nest, well worthy of

notice, exists in Pentonville, which have stood

some years in statu quo, waiting for stucco

and whitewash to conceal the rotten bricks.

1 do not doubt that, one of these days, I shall

yet see these very houses will have their case

put on,—then let,—and finally be sold. How
easy is it to present a fair appearanceto the eye,

for a short time, even to the most frail fabric
;

stucco the brickwork, and draw the joints in

iinitation of very curious blocks of stone, and co

lour any tint but nature
;
grain the woodwork

mahogany or oak, and the eye must be critical,

indeed, to detect disease behind so fair an exte-

rior. This system ought to receive a most de-

cided check, or else it will be no easy task to

prevail on enterprising men to embark in a le-

gitimate encouragement of Trade, profitable to

all parties concerned; whereas, if the capitalist!

were used with fairness, and the builder con

tent with a fair profit, that desirable end would
be accomplished.

(To be continued.)

Ctjriotjs Watch.—A few years since, a person
at Cork had a watch which had belonged to Louis
XVI. It was the usual size of a French watch, but
full of mechanism, and comprised besides the orni-
nary works of a time-pieco, an almanack, a diary
of the weather, and various other singular things.
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Mt. WBom\m*s ^cctuxcs on (Bx^

nanuntal Ert.

On Friday evening, the 20th ult., Mr. Wornum
delivered a Lecture on the Art, of Ancient Egypt

:

—being the first of his course on the History,

Principles, and Practice of Ornamental Art, to

which liis lecture on the 5th inst., noticed in No.

76, was introductory. Mr. Wornum first showed

the early social developement of Egypt and the

great antiquity of Egyptian Art ; inferring from

various data the eighteenth century before our era

to be the earliest period to which any Egyptian

monument can be safely attributed, though many
may be much older. At the same time, he as-

sumed that their art had attained its maturity at

that period : observing that from Joseph until the

establishment of Christianity in Egypt, 2,000 years

afterwards, the Egyptian artist plodded on in his

beaten path, uninterrupted by a single innovation

even in practice ;—a state of affairs to be attribu-

ted to the absolute domination of the priesthood

and the system of hereditary proiFessions. On this

account, said Mr. Wornum, the Egyptian artist

was solely an ornamentist ; Art, as Fine Art—that

is for its own sake alone—being never developed in

Egypt, [though its application to ornamental de-

sign was thoroughly appreciated.

Having established the antiquity of Egyptian
Art, the lecturer next gave a rapid topographical
review of all the vast monumental remains still ex-
isting on the banks of the Nile, from Chendy, the

ancient Meroc, to Alexandria, on the shores of the

Mediterranean, a space of 1,2000 miles; showing
as he proceeded, the characteristic peculiarities of

each. This was followed by a comprehensive view
of the details of Fgyptian decoration and orna-
mental design, with reference not merely to archi-

tecture, but to every species of manufacture, and
the most ordinary articles of domestic utility.

Among other details, the zigzag vvfas pointed out
as peculiarly an Egyptian ornament, owing to its

typical signification of water, and thence of the

Nile; its ancient signification is still preserved in

the sign of Aquarius. This ornament was esta-

blished by the Saracens in Sicily, and was hence
introduced by the Normans into the north of Eu-
rope. The so-often-occuring winged globe and
other symbolic forms of the Egyptians were ex-

plained ;—the very great diversity of the designs

of the capitals of their columns were numerous
examples.

The Lotus, or Water-lily of the Nile, was par-
ticularly noticed as the natural type in Egyptian
ornament, from its reference to the inundation of
the river to which Egypt almost exclusively owes
its fertility.

The Egyptians carried the art of glass-making
to great perfection, even to the imitation of the
most brilliant precious stones ;—and Memphis and
Alexandria were very celebrated in the time of the

Emperors for the manufacture of bottles and vases,

in glass, porcelain, and alabaster, in which they
carried on an important trade with the Romans.
They were celebrated also for their embroidered
linens ; and even for their printed cloths,—which

from a remarkable passage in Pliny, appear to have

been printed much after the modern chemical pro-

cess of dyeing. They were evidently acquainted

with the use of chemical inardonts.

After noticing the ornamehtation of their ship,

Mr. Wornum concluded with the remark that

those who may be wavering as to whether they

should admire or deprecate the artistic productions

of this extraordinary people, may be assured that

the omission of any reference or allusion to Egyp-
tian Art by the arbiters of taste during the last

two or three centuries has arisen purely from igno-

rance of its existence. Before the publication of

the researches of Norden the Dane, Europe pos-

sessed scarcely any idea of Egyptian Art; and it

is only within the last fifty years, since the French
Expedition to Egypt, that we may be said to have
possessed any adequate knowledge of its vast re-

sources and unparalleled grandeur.

The lecture was abundantly illustrated by colour-

ed drav/ings.

Anecdote of Thorwaldsen.—An illustrious

friend of mine calling on Thorwaldsen some years

ago, found him, as he said to me, in a glow, almost

in a trance—of creative power. On his inquiring

what had happened, " My friend, my dear friend,"

said the sculptor, " I have an idea ; I have a work
in my head which will be worthy to live.' I was
walking out yesterday, when I saw a boy sitting on
a stone in an attitude that struck me very much
' What a beautiful statue that would make !' I said

to myself. ' But what would it do for 1 It would
do—it would do—it would do exactly for Mercury,
drawing his sword just after he had played Argus
asleep.' I came home immediately. I began mo-
delling—I worked all the evening, till, at my usual

hour, Iwent to bed. But my idea would not let

me rest: I was forced to get up again. I struck a

light and worked at my model for three or four

hours, after which I again went to bed. But
again I could not rest ; again I was forced to get

up, and have been working ever since. Oh, my
friend, if I can but execute my idea, it will be a

glorious statue !" And a noble statue it is, although

Thorwaldsen himself did not think that the exe-

cution came up to the idea. I have heard of a

remarkable speech of his, made some years after

to another friend, who found him one day some-
what out of spirits. Being asked whether any-
thing had occurred to distress him, he answered,

"My genius is decaying." " What do you mean?"
said the visiter. " Why, here is my statue of

Christ ; it is the first of my works that I have ever

felt satisfied with. Till now, my idea has always

been so far beyond what I could execute, but it is

no longer so;—I shall never have a great idea

again."

—

Hare.

A Georgian Prince.—Nothing could be more
primative than the architecture of his house : the

principal room was scarcely 12 feet square, and fur

nished only with a bench and table. The walls

were made of trunks of trees, cemented with mor
tar, and were not proof against the rain, which fell

in torrents. Though in name a prince, the occupier

was scarcely above the labouring class in station or

intelligence. He was the owner of a vineyard, by
the produce of which he lived, and in which he

himself worked, together with his servants.
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C^cin0 tiselJ in Architectural an^

Xntcttor Bccotatiott, ^c.

(Continued from page 251, Vol. 3J

Fold. (la Painting and Sculpture.) A double,

complication, one part lapped over another in dra-

pery.

Figure. (Rules for Drawing the) To ascertain

the proportions of the several parts of the human
body, a perpendicular line should be first drawn
through that part intended for the middle of the

figure, which should be divided into several equal

parts, and from such mensuration a scale may be
formed to regulate the proportions of every part

of the body. Some divide the length of the hu-
man body into eight heads or parts, and others di-

vide it into ten.

When the human body is divided into eight

heads, the length of the head, which is the first

division of the figure, will extend from the crown
or top of the head to the bottom of the chin. The
second division will terminate in a line drawn
through the paps of the breasts. The third division

will fall a little below the navel. The fourth,

across the privities, which is exactly the middle of

the figure. The fifth crosses the middle of the thigh.

The sixth is just below the bend of the knee. The
seventh falls a little below the calf of the leg, and
the eighth extends to the bottom of the heel. Ob-
serve that the full extent from the end of the mid-
dle finger of the right hand to that of the left,

when the arms are extended at full length in a di-

rect line, is just the length of the whole figure, and
from the middle of the collar-bone to the end of

the middle finger is just four heads, or half the

length of the figure, viz :—The first head extends

to the bend of the shoulder; the second from
thence to the elbow ; the third to the wrist, and
the fourth to the end of the middle finger. Thus,
from shoulder to shoulder, in a man of common
size, measures exactly two heads. There is no pre-
cise standard for the breadth of the limbs, for they
vary according to the bulk of the person.
When the human body is divided into ten heads,

(see engraving, p. 245, vol. 3.) the first division

extends from the crown of the head to the under

iip ; the second, alittle below the collar bone,which
is just even with the middle of the shoulder; the
third will fall just below the paps of the breast;
the fourth will reach just below the navel ; the fifth

being the middle of the figure, will pass across the

privities ; the sixth will pass over the middle of

the thighs; the seventh crosses the bend of the

knee ; the eighth passes directly through the calves

of the legs ; the ninth extends half way from the

calf to the bottom of the heel, where the last divi-

sion terminates.

Great attention should be paid to retaining these

proportions in the memory. It is also better to

have some knowledge of anatomy, as it will enable
the student to judge of the proportion and dispro-

portion of the human figure.

FiNESTELLA. A bason used in Catholic church-
es for holding the holy water.

Frithstone. a sort of chair, formed of stone

and used in porches.

Gable. (In Architecture.) The pedimental end

of a building, formed by walling up the end of the

roof. In ancient domestic architecture the gable

was a very ornamental part of the house, being

finished in steps, embrasures, mouldings, some

times with a niche, and at others with an elegant

window or aperture to give air to the roof.i

(To be Continued.)
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GROUPS IN CARTON PIERRE IN THE LYCEUM THEATRE.
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decorations of ti)t 3l8ceum C^ealre.

This theatre exhibits a refined class of artistic

results very superior to those of any other theatre

in this country; and that they will most probably

exercise an imporoant influence in fostering a de-

mand for that highest range in Ornamental Art

which consists in representing animated nature in

relievo. The embellishments are chiefly from the

atelier of the artist, modeller, or sculptor, and with

the exception of the fronts to the uppermost tier of

boxes, Pictorial Art is only sparingly applied.

—

Nevertheless, this exposed a remarkable contrast

between the energy of the respective efforts of chi-

sel and pencil, when directed to the purpose of

embellishing spacious places. The group of well

modelled boy figures, being placed amidst cluster-

ing foliage and branches which stretch forth to

support the two rows of chandeliers now ranged

around the theatre, have a purpose and business-

like air. The upper engraving shovt's the figures

which are seated on the entablature : and the lower

represents one of the groups encrusting the main

columns, on a level with the front of the first tier

of boxes, above the dress-circle. The foliated scroll-

work, supporting birds of paradise, &c., are exqui-

sitely modelled in alto-relievo, and the arrangement

on the front of the dress-circle was pronounced

highly artistic in design. This front is formed by

a bold ogee-shaped groundwork, on which a con-

tinuous foliated scroll in bass-relievo is placed,

suitably ornamented with wild cats and serpents

in alto-relievo. The whole of these embellishments

were manufactured by Messrs. Jackson and Sons,

in a durable material (carton pierre), coloured and

varnished to appear like china, etch gilt. We are

indebted to the exquisite skill of Gibbons in repre-

senting birds, &c., in alto-relievo, for applied de-

corations ; he contributed greatly to rendering this

superior class of Art popular in this country down

to the end of the 18th century, evidences of which

may be practically gleaned from the cherubs, &.C.,

on the tombstones of nearly every village church-,

yard in England.

(Continued from page 6.)

OF PLANES.

A plane is a level extended surface, as a floor, or

a flat ceiling, and having no depth or thickness.

Every plane has a surface, but every surface is

not a plane, for a hill or a globe has a surface, but
that surface is not a plane, because it is not level,

and consequently cannot correspond to the defi-

nition of a plane. Strictly speaking, there is but
one^lane, which may assume three different posi-

tions J viz., horizontal, vertical, and inclined.

An horizontal plane is the level ground, or floor'

and all planes parallel to the same are called hori-
zontal planes.

A vertical or upright plane is perpendicular to
the ground, as the surfaces of the walls of houses.
An inclined plane inclines to the horizon, or to

the level ground, in an angle always less than 90
deg. The roofs of most houses are inclined planes,
the upper parts of writing desks, &c.

Note.—A plane may incline or be perpendicular
to planes, in many positions, as well as to vertical

or horizontal planes.

Construction of Planes.

Required the construction of an horozontal plane
6 feet long by 4 feet wide, a quarter of an inch to

a foot.

Draw A Bjfig. 1, indefinitely, make A d perpen-
dicular to A B, lay off 6 feet from a to b, and 3
feet from A to d ; with the radius a b, and centre

tf^M:

D, describe an arc at c; with the radius A d, and
centre b, cross the former arc in c ;

join c D and
c E, the figure A e c D is the plane required.

In this plane all the angles are right angles ; but

we cannot represent planes intersecting each other,

nor exemplify the construction of solids by planes

in this or in similar positions. Now, imagine

hinges, or swivels, fixed at the four corners of Jig.
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1, then if this figure be pressed at the comer D, it

can be made to assume the form oifig. 2 ; and

this form fe the most convenient for our present

purpose., ,

Here Trenray consider all the angles right angles,

although Ka\f apparently so.

Draw A B^gf. 2, make ky perpendicular to A b,

draw AD so as nearly to bisect the angle y A b :

make A B equal 6 feet, and A d equal 3 feet, as in

fig. 1.

Draw D c parallel and equal to A B, draw b c

paralel and equal to A D, and fig. 1 is put in an

oblique position.

(To he continued.)

Cfie €]^ronot8Ptst

Through the liberality of Mr. Coningham, the

National Collection is enriched by two pictures,

the production of Taddeo Gaddi, a Florentine ar-

tist, whose works have hitherto been but little

known in this country. Experience has shewn

how restricted are the means at the disposal of the

Trustees of the Gallery for the acquisition of pic-

tures—and their indisposition, when opportunities

occur, to purchase such as would illustrate to the

English student the growth of Italian Art. The

two composing the acquisition mark a time when

gramatical systems of Art had not yet obtained,

—

when the imitative powers of the painter were

uncontrolled and undirected by the aids of struc-

tural knowledge and scientific enquiry,—when pic-

torial enthusiasm was stimulated by pure devo-

tional feeling ; and it is this strong and impassioned

sentiment, undisturbed by mere conventions of

beauty and unalloyed by the dogmas of pictoria]

treatment, which by rivetting the attention and

arousing the sympathies compensates for a hard

and dry method of rendering. These pictures are

in all probability the doors and wings of some
altar-piece, the centre of which is not known to

exist. The subjects are groups of saints kneeling

in the act of adoration ; the various personages

being characterized by emblems known in the ca-

lender of beatified. Their style is severe and
grand. Of the school of Giotto, these two pictures

may be considered most important examples. Lit-

tle more is known of the recent history of these

pictures, than that one was purchased at Cardinal

Fesch's sale,—and the other, which was for some
time known at Florence, was sent by its owner, as

a speculation, to the English banker at Rome from

whom it was purchased.—Arrangements are com-

pleted for the erection within the boroughs of

Lambeth and Southwark, of several new churches,

to some of which ecclesiastical districts have been

convientually assigned under Sir Robert Peel's Act

—Preparations have commenced within Ine inclo-

sure, in Leicester-square, to convert that hitherto

useless spot of ground into an Exchai^e Bazaar, to

to be called the Royal Victoria Exchange Bazaar.

There will be four distinct entrances—one at each

angle of the square—the arcade being in the form

of a cross,, the statute of King George the First

forming its centre, round which will be constructed

a circular promenade, open to the air. Within

each angle an ornamental fountain will be con-

structed, to be supplied with water from the Ar-

tesian wells that furnish those in Trafalgar-square

This ground was originally leased to Miss Linwood

by the Crown, together with the opposite building

known as Saville Palace, with an express covenant

that it was not to be built over. In consideration

of the highly-ornamental character of the propo

sed construction, and the vast improvement made

to the neighbourhood, the Commissioners of Woods

and Forests are undertsoodto have consented to the

erection.—The resignation of Mr. Reinagle as a

member of the Royal Academy creates a vacancy

for an Academician ; which we understand will be

filled up in the month of February next. Two va-

cancies in the list of Associates will, we are in-

formed, be filled up early in next month.—At the

Blackburn agricultm-al meeting last week, a silver

medal was awarded to Sir Robert Peel, for his es-

tates in Oswaldthistle, as the owner, not being the

occupier, who has laid down the greatest number

of rods of stone or tile drains, in the best manner.

—The Statue to the late Sir William Follett, which

is to be place in Westminster Abbey, and was sub-

scribed for by the admirers of the learned gentle-

man, is now completed and may be seen in the

studio of the artist, Mr. Behnes, in Osnaburgh

street. It is of heroic size, and represents the ori-

ginal in an academic gown, and in the usual cos-

tume of modern times. The portraiture and cha-

racter of the original are admirably preserved.

The countenance is full of intelligence, and the

whole figure is animated, and as near to life as

sculpture can arrive at. It will be placed, it is

understood, somewhere near the statue of Horner,

in the northern transcept of the Abbey.

Consecration of a New Church.—A beau

tiful church, recently erected at Skirbeck, near

Boston, Lincolnshire, at the expense of Dr. Roy,

the Rector of the parish, was consecrated by the

Bishop of Lincoln, on Tuesday, September 34th.
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abccirf

ALPHABET OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

Co Olorwspottti^nls, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

pered by the recipient of thy communication.

" J. Sates." Northampton.— Yes, all the nos.
will be re-printed, as early as we possibly can.

" Toots's Query."—We will oblige you with
the Foliage you require.

" H. Snell."—No. We do not require the other
Fountains. ThanTtsfor the design sent.

"James Broohs."—The whole of the Article
must be sent, before it can be inserted.

QUERY.
Can any of our Readers describe the mode of

Anastatic Printing, as applied to Lithography,
and the peculiar acid used in the process.

Comrmmications, Boohs for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, §*c., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holyzoell-

street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such^ of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^e.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now readye
price Is. Zd. each-, or the Publisher will under-
take to get them bound for 2s, each, if gilt, or,

murbled, 6d. extra.

*^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 19 is now ready. Price Id.
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dFlcton: fainting.

ftfB tat of panitiDg flowers is one of the most
interesting and beaotifal in the department of imi-

tafire art. A knowledge of hotany in all its

taanches, a correct eye, a practised and light hand,

a consmaamate knowledge of colonis, a delicate

pencil, high finish, taste, and a tact for ananfe-
ment, are but among the requisites for a painter of

flowers. "Van Buystun, Tarelst, and seTeral others

dJerated this art above the mere botanical copyist,

one of its practitioners obtained the flattering

of the Michel Angiolo dafiori.

Among the ancients, according to Pliny, flowers

^reiB used as symbolical of Spring, and upon many
medab wiiirfi' r^resent the seasons of the year

\bj four cfaOdren or genii, that of Spring" always

cames a basket filled with flowers. Hope is also

figored by the ancient artists and poets holding- a

flower in one hand. "Venus is sometimes so repre-

sented, or crowned with a garland of flowers.

—

Pssons conTeying good news crowned themselves

abo with flowers to indicate the happy tidings of

wWch they were the bearers. They cast flowers in

the paths of those whom they would honour, as is

stm the custom on coronations and important mar-
riages. Lovers ornamented with fetoons and gar-

lands the houses of their mistresses. They were
also carried in the Floralia, as is our custom still

on May &y. They also crowned with flowers the

victims which were led to sacrifice, virgins ^iien

going to be married; and they also decorated the

tomte of their beloved and honoured kindred with

flowers, which they renewed on the anniversary of

their departure from this world, as is still the cus-

tom in Roman Catholic, and in some of our coun-

try village burial grounds.
The selection of the flowers, and the manner of

arranging them into garlands, constituted an art

among the ancients, which had its rules and regn-
latioas, in which the females particularly excelled

in eomwinn icating their sentiments by a garland,

as tiie oriental nations of the present day have in

commxmieating a love letter in a bouquet, as Lord
Byron emphatically expresses it in his address to

a young Greek:

" By all those tokens, ^^oirer^, that tell

What words can never speak so well,

By love's alternate joy and woe," &c.

Many epigrams in the Anthology make us ac-
quainted with the name of the flowers which they
mostly used in forming these crowns and garlands,
and the signification of many of them. It was
not only the colours, but also the odour of each
flower, that governed this symbolical language. In
the Book of Dreanos of Artemidorus are many ex-
planations of the symbolical meaning of a list of
flowers that go to the formation of a chaplet or
garland.

Flowers also among the ancients contributed to
the festivities and joyousness of the banquet. The
revellers wore chaplets or crowns of flowers upon
their heads and round their necks, the perfumes of
which were not only agreeable, but reckoned an-
tidotes against intoxication. They also crowned
their goblets with wreaths of aromatic flowers.!

Many physicians of antiquity, particularly Slnesi-
thcus and Callimaehns, wrote treatises on the me-'
dical virtues of chaplets of flowers worn about the'
head.

\

Flowers hare been used in all times asoma-:
ments and perflimes in houses, preserved ia vasesi
or goblets with water. Upon many ancient medal^
particular the Byzantine, flowers are displayed
as used in the present inelegantly formed vases.
Among the early Christians.' flowers were re-

garded symbolically as representing gifts of tte
Holy Spirit. On this accoimt it was that at die
feast of Pentecost or Whitsuntide, the priests «

flowers from the upper ambulatories of their
churches upon the congregaticm of the faithful as-
sembled in the nave below j a custom wfaidi is stilL
continued in Catholic comitries, -with the deco-
ration of the churches with flowers aecordins: to
the season, both at Christmas and at "Whitsuntide
which is observed also in many Tngligh Protestant
churches. Flowers were also held by Catholics as
symbolical of the delights of Panu&e. and were
accordingly figured upon the glasses of the early
Christians, many representations of which are en-,
graved in the works of BnonarottL '

To represent these beautiful and de%htful worics
of nature in painting requires that delicacy, flhish,

lightness and taste which is so peculiarly adapted,
to females, and many of that sex have consequently
succeeded in their execution. Our present school
is rich in female talent in this beautiial art.

The C05SEETAT0EY AT ChATSWOEIH.—
This immense structure is composed of glass panes
manufactured expressly for ir, placed in iron frame-
work of the lightest apparent kind, but as subse-
quent trials have proved, of the most firm and
substantial description. The length of the erec-j
tion is nearly 300 feet, its height above 70, and its
width 1.50. It covers nearly" an acre of ground,!
through the centre of which is the carriage road,!
and the tubes for the hot water, which regulate
the required temperature measure six miles. Aj
light and beautiful gallery erected at the base (rfj

the dome, and which traverses the entire buflding,;
enables the spectator to review the whole of the!
interior from several points. Access to the gal-
lery is by steps placed with admirable taste in°the,
midst of rock work, in the fissures of which are
are plants, apparently natural prodnctions. A tun-
nel surrounds the whole edifice, by which access is

obtained to the stoves and pipes, and raUs are laid,
down to convey the coals per train, and supply the!
necessary heat. The interior contains a vast num-t
ber of trees and plants, many of them of gigantic!
proportions, and the rarest of tropical growth.
Birds of varied and exquisite beauty, whose deli-
cate structure could not endure the rigours of our
climate, are seen flying about ; and pools of water,
in which plants suited to the required purpose
have been encouraged to grow, contain gold, sUver,'
and other fish. In this structure may be seen the
largest crystal yet found in the world,and also one*
of much smaller dimensions, which has been pro-l
notmced the most beautiful.

It appears to be resolved on by the authorities

to convert a certain number of the iron steam fri-'

gates into sailing ships. The cost of the machinery'
thus dispensed with was £70,000.

j
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^ff$ pencil Biamonlr.

The pencil diamond used by glaziers to cut glass

with, is a small fractured piece of diamond. The
part of the diamond used for cutting is of a tape-

zoidal shape, weighing about

the sixtieth part of a carat, and
is set in a wooden handle, which
consists of a rounded piece of

rose-wood, flattened at the two
sides to fit between the sides of

the fore and middle fingers.

Two pencil diamonds are now
used, the old, and the new or

patent pencil. The old dia-

mond is merely set fast in a

conical shoulder. A difficulty

is always experienced in cut-

ting glass with this sort of pen-

cil, owing to the uncertainty of

placing it at once at the proper

angle with the glass, so as to

make it cut and not scratch.

The patent diamond of recent

invention, overcomes this diffi-

culty. The form is repre-

sented in the annexed figure.

The peculiarity consists in the

diamond being set in a paral-

lelopiped shoulder, b b, the

right angle of the lower end of

which is cut off, and forms the

correct angle at wliich the dia-

mond when set will cut the

glass. The upper end of the

shoulder swivels at h, but it is

stopped from going too far by

the screw a. The object of

this is to prevent the necessity of shifting the

handle in the hand when placed against the ruler

laid on the glass. The lower end of the shoul-

der, showing the diamond, is represented at c. A
large diamond is not so fit for the purpose of cut-

ting glass as a small one. The diamond is usually

about the size of an ordinary pin's head, and is

set in a nipple of brass or copper. It is an error

to suppose that diamonds will not wear out. In

the shops of wholesale glaziers, where the diamond

is in constant requisition, one of these instruments

is worn down in a month or six weeks, so as to re-

quire resetting, after which, with the same wear it

lasts another month, and then becomes useless. It

may be presumed that they travel over some miles

of glass before they are worn out. In cutting the

glass, care is taken not to press too heavily on the

diamond, which is apt to scratch instead of cutting

the glass ; such heavy pressure also spoils the dia-

mond.

0^ G

Precious Stones.—The recent disturbances in

the French capital in particular, and several other

portions of Europe, by driving away many of the

more opulent and dignified classes, have had the

effect of causing, amongst other valuable jewels, so

large an influx of diamonds into this country that

they have now become, comparatively speaking,

a drug in the market, Bud but very little demand
is found for them.

dFrealts cf ^rc^ttfcts.

Architects, says the Daily News, may be
surprised to find themselves classed with the fe-

rocious tribes, but undeniably their greatest enjoy-
ment is in preying one upon another. Mr. Cock-
erell delights in adding a second story to Sir John
Soane's Bank of England, Mr. Barry in new facing
Sir John Soane's Treasury Buildings, Mr. Blore in

new fronting and concealing Mr. Nash's Bucking-
ham Palace, Mr. Sydney Smirke in throwing into

the shade his brother's club house in Pall-mall,

and now the whole body of British architects are

competing for the merit of rebuilding the National
Gallery of their ingenious and, while living, very
able friend, . Mr. Wilkins. What one architect

erects, another is anxious to efface, and it is now
thought to have been a piece of romantic folly in

an architect like Lord Burlington, to have rebuilt

Inigo Jones's Covent -garden church exaetly on
Inigo's plan. We can fancy a young student at

the Institute of Architects, beholding Messrs.

Barry, Blore, Smirke, Cockerell, and Co., with a
look of tranquil delight, and fancying the time
when he might add an attic story to the Bank of

England of the one—a new facade to the Bucking
ham Palace of the other—a new set of tea urns
and windows to the Treasury-buildings of the

third—and a different elevation to the fourth's

porphyry club house in Pall-mall. What was said

of Soane's Treasury-buildings, that they were
making a curtsey to Inigo Jones's Whitehall, is

the reverse of true of Mr. Barry's new front—his

tall bully of a building will lead the uneducated to

believe that Inigo's Banquetting House is curtsey-

ing to Mr. Barry's Treasury.

It is easy to see (as matters now go) that where
an architect is called in to superintend an alteration,

he will only loolc to himself. We do not wish, it is

true, to see any part of Buckingham Palace pre-

served—or any part of the National Gallery—and
our only motive in alluding to the recent course

pursued by architects is with reference to certain

alterations (so they are called, modestly enough),

which Mr. Blore has recently made in one of the

noblest of English edifices—Westminster Abbey.
Ignorance has destroyed almost as much as acci-

dent or time, and Mr. Blore is, to our thinking, a

remarkable illustration of what a mere architect

may irrecoverably destroy.

There is no place in the three kingdoms which

a pilgrim hurries sooner to see than Westminster

Abbey. It is, has long been, and should continue

to be, the most popular of our permanent London
exhibitions. And why? Not for its ragged wax-
work figures—they are no longer shown. Not for

the idle stories which the vergers told there, and
country visitors delighted to hear about the lady

who died from the prick of a needle—stories of

this kind have ceased to be told. Why then is it

visited 1 Is it fot its architecture? Certainly not,

for beautiful as it is, Lincoln, York, Canterbury,

and Salisbury, are finer examples of the Same kind,

and the choir of St. Saviour's, Southwark, which
very few care to see or have seen, is equally fine.

Westminster Abbey is visited for its monuments
and its associations dear to every Briton, every

American.
{To be continued.) •
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Improbm^nts in tf^t iBlDdlinss of

if^t Intimtxious (illassfs,

BY FRANCIS CROSS, SURVEYOR.

{Continuedfrom page 12.)

IRST in offering any

suggestion, I feel that there are two things

that must be considered ; namely, the profit

to be realized; and the welfare and comfort

of the tenants. The question whether to build

large houses, subdivided for the accommodation

of several distinct families be advisable or not,

I do not mean to broach, beyond, perhaps, to

admit it may prove very good economy, but

would rather commence with an improvement

in the present small street houses, which, singu-

lar to relate, are, year after year, formed with-

out any modern improvement being effected,

though much might be done at a very trifling

expense. In these erections, no competent

'person is employed, or advice sought, but

["that which was before, shall be now," proving

that persons may become so used to anything

as to become careless of a chavge.

These houses are generally built by a class

who are interested in employing the smallest

amount of materials and labour in their con-

struction; and yet these houses generally, in

their sale, realize a sura as large as if a person

had, under competent assistance, seen the house

built. This question should become quite a

study to every one, inasmuch as our pockets

and health demand it; and so that the pur-

chaser may not find out that it is necessary to

reside in a house to find out its defects.

The plan of the houses {Fig. 1,) shows that

each dwelling will comprise a living room,

with closet for general purposes, under the

stairs,—scullery and covered way to coal- cel-

lar, water-closet, and dust-bin.

The upper plan {Fig. 2,) comprises two bed

rooms. In the front one there is a portion for

an additional bed.

The external aspect is shown in Figs. 3 and

4. They should be simple, and yet in stj'le so

ornate as to relieve them of any appearance of

being erected from charity. Most landlords, in

letting building ground, make a stipulation

preventing houses of a small class being

erected, or with any less than six rooms.

This difficulty has been met by making one

opening serve for two houses ; therefore each

two houses present the appearance of but one

structure.

I shall reserve a description of the work,

and all fittings, for a future number, in order

to show that a plan somewhat similar may be

adopted by any large or small capitalist with

advantage.

These houses might be erected at the rate of

150Z. per house, in a sound and substantial

manner, with all proper landlord's fixtures.

Take the rental at 5s. 6d. per week, or 14/. 6s.

per annum, which must be admitted to be very

moderate, and the ground rental at 1/. Ids.

each house. Thus :

By Rent .. .. .. £14 6

Deduct for Ground-rent, £1 10

For repairs, insurance, &c. 2 6

3 16

Income per house,—net .. £10 10

or nearly seven and a half per cent upon the

capital invested ,— surely sufficient for every

moderate minded person. Or, take the case of

a large capitalist taking a plot of ground, as

shown in Fig. 5, being 204 feet by 206 feet,

r r which he is to pay 50/. a year. Without
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any difficulty he is enabled to distribute that

rent over fifty-one houses^ leaving the

ground-rent only 1^. per house. Suppose him

further capable of erecting the whole of the

fifty-one houses shown in Fig. 5, a deduction

of at least seven per cent, might safely be

made in the cost of erection. Thus:

£. . d.

Capital requisite to erect 51 houses, at)

£14. per annum per house, 5

By losses, repair, insu- T

ranee, &c. I ^-^^^

By ground-rent .

.

51

714

153

Net income on 51 houses .. £.561

or about eight per cent, for the capital thus

invested.

Let us suppose this capitalist to be a man
who, while benefitting himself, has no objec-

tion to serve others, if it cost him nothing.

We will therefore show that we can benefit

him by making the rents paid by the tenants a

means of purchasing their houses.

Each tenant shall have an agreement at the

coinmencement of his tenancy that if he pays

in the manner shown below for a certain pe-

riod, at its expiration the house shall become

his own at a ground rent, with a clause giving

him power to assign or sell his interest at any

time. Thus:—Supposing the tenant agi-ees to

pay a rent of 14/. 6s. per annum, with an ad-

ditional 4/. per annum, or about Is. 6d. per

week, on an agreement that at the expiration

of fifteen years, the landlord shall grant a

lease of the house for the residue of the term,

(say seventy years), at a ground rent of 21. per

house per annum. The result would be that

the capitalist in the first year would have re-

turned to him one fifteenth of the principal,

with 41. for interest on 150/. In the second

year he gets another fifteenth back, and still

41. interest on 1251.—so if in the first year the

capitalist receive but bare 3 per cent interest,

yet, as each year progresses, so does his capi-

tal flow back ready to be applied elsewhere.

With the same income, therefore, in the fif-

teenth year, when fourteen fiifteenths of the

capital have been returned, still would he re-

ceive the 4^. interest.

In addition to this, we have assumed him to

have taken a plot of ground {Fig 5.) at 50l. a

year (no difficult case), on which he builds

fifty- one houses, therefore, leaving him still

charged at the rate of 1/; pet house. And we
have further supposed that at the expiration of

the fifteen years, when he has received not

only his capital back, but a very fair interest

during the whole time, he promises to grant a

lease at 2l. per annum ground rent per house

He, therefore, in addition> likewise secures to

himself for 70 years- or- more (the unexpired

term of the lease), a net income or improved

ground rent of -521. per annum, clear of all

deductions.

The benefit to both parties is surely suffi-

ciently apparent to leave no doubt that thou-

sands of our poorer brethren would hail it as

a boon. Neither can the interest be considered

as large when we consider the mode of pay-

ment, and the advantages offered to parties,

who on payment-, of nearly the same amount

in rent under ordinary circumstances, at the

end of the same term of fifteen years, would

be as far off being the owners of the houses in

which they reside, as they were at the first

hour of their tenancy.

A home is as necessary to man's existence as

clothing to protect him from the changes of

the seasons. He can be supplied with clothing

by the tally-man, who will take iveeklt/ pay-

ments to cease at a given time. Apply the scale

of clothing not to one, but to a whole family.

See the pride, the care that would be taken of

dwellings that would, by their industry and

foresight, eventually become their own. Con-

sider the indticement for prompt payments—in

fact, holding out the hand of Hope.

There are but few, however small their earn-

ings may be, to whom this scheme is closed.

Hold out reward to industry, and there are

none who will not avail themselves of the

means of securing in their old age comfort and

happiness :

—

"Health in the breeze, and shelter in the storm."

[For illustrations, see pages 24 and 30.]

Examples of Ancient Pidpits.—Mr. Dollman's

-work on this subject is announced for publication

in December. The completion of the series has

baen delayed till the best subjects that could be se-

lected were obtained. Tlie illustrations -will in-

clude examples from Chester, Shrewsbury, Wolver-

hampton, and several interesting specimens from

the counties of Gloucester, Somerset, and Devon
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^Treats of ^xtf)Hui^.

{Continuea from page 20.)

To our own people from our far and many colo-

nies, for the tomhs and monuments of the illus-

trious Englishmen who are buried within its walls.

It is visited for the chapels of Edward the Confes-

sor and Henry "VII.—for its Poets' Corner, and
those associations, written and traditional, which

abbeys and cathedrals of the same period of archi-

tecture and still finer, architecturally considered,

possess but partially, or are almost entirely with-

out.

It is with pain then, for our own sakes and for

others, that we have seen, and must condemn many
of the recent alterations made in "Westminster

Abbey under the superintendance of Mr. Blore.

For the sake of an uniformity of paving worthy of

a district surveyor, he has taken up the identical

square stone with "O rare Ben Jonson" upon it,

which marked the grave of the great author of

" The Alchemist" and "The Fox." He has given

us another, it is true, but it is only a copy in place

of an original—a Wardour -street canvas instead of

an Orleans picture—a Birmingham counterfeit for

a real Toledo. He has sent away for the same pa-

vior's reason the blue flagstone which covered the

grave, and protected the body of Abraham Cowley.

He has reduced Dryden's monument by at least

one half, and injured by so doing the effect of one

of the best busts in the Abbey. He has packed
Sir Godfrey Kneller's monument near to the cle-

restory, where the bust cannot be seen, and Pope's

famous epitaph cannot be read, and placed where
it stood Sir Richard "Westmacott's quarry of a mo-
nument to Mr. Fox, which is without an epitaph.

jSTor would it be difficult to add to the catalogue of

Mr. Blore's enormities in this way, or hard to con-

ceive to what a ruinous extent such alterations may
run if not checked in time by public exposure and
public condemnation.

"VVe are, perhaps, to attribute these serious of-

fences as much to the foolish spread of the Ecclesi -

ological and Cambridge Camden mania as to igno-

rance and want of interest on the part of Mr.
Blore. It is the fashion with a large body of well-

meaning young men to view every addition made
since the Reformation to a Norman, early English,

decorated, or perpendicular church, unless in

keeping with the architecture and spirit of the

period as an excrescence to be removed. They
would turn out Shakspeare's monument from the

chancel of the church at Stratford (the glory of

the place), because it was out of harmony with the

surrounding architecture, and would destroy Lord
Bacon's statue with its " sic sedebat," in the little

church of St. Michael's, to discover a choked-up
piscina, or the remains of a sedilia. That Mr.
Blore participates in this feeling is quite clear from
his Abbey alterations; and his recommendation to

the Dean and Chapter of "Westminster not to re-

store Chaucer's tomb in the Abbey, because it was
not a monument of Chaucer's age, and was subse-

quent to the Reformation. Strip the south tran-

sept of Westminster Abbey of its Poet's Corner,

and its poets' monuments, and what has it left but

its bare pier arches? Strip Stratford Church of

Shakspeare's monument, and only an ecclesiologist

will visit it ; and strip St. Michael's church of Lord

Bacon's statue and what is then left to see there

but an us;ly little poking church, with walls ante-

rior to theReformation ? Surely Mr. Blore should

be made to desist—surely the Dean and Chapter

of "Westminster require a great deal of looking

after. Not but what we admire a certain unifor-

mity of style, and look upon many of the monu-
ments in the Abbey as eye-sores at the best, and,

perhaps to be removed ; but it is clear that a more

incompetent person than Mr. Blore for such a work

could hardly be found. The man who destroyed

Dryden's monument and Ben Jonson's grave-stone

is destitute of an association. Poets' Corner—the

whole Abbey, indeed, beyond the stone and mortar

of its walls—is not for him. Everything in the

building subsequent to the Reformation, he wants

only the opportunity to destroy. Let us retain

"V^estminster Abbey such as it is, nor add to its dis-

figurements by fresh monuments. "VMien the Jews

looked upon the second temple " they thought of

the first, and wept."

The Electric Light.—On Monday, October

30th, some very interesting and important experi-

ments were exhibited in the great room of the Ha-

nover-square Rooins, to prove the power and the

efficacy of the patented electric light, of which

Mr. W. E. Staite is the inventor. The results were

as favourable as could be wished by the inventor,

and certainly surpassed the expectations of most

of those who were assembled to witness them. The

light resembles a spark of the most brilliant and

vivid fire, about the size, or rather less than the

burner of a common argand lamp. It is not a

flame, but is an incandescent light. There is no

combustion, nor will it produce combustion by

coming in contact with combustible substances.

The power is immense, resembling day, or sun

light, and obscuring the light of candles in the

manner that rays of the daylight obscure them.

The light is generated or produced by a battery of

44 pla'tes, of the dimensions of one and a quarter

square yards. It is understood to be self-regulating,

add to be so cheap that a.riy person can afi'ord to

pay for it. It is the intention of the inventor to

give a series of lectures at the Hanover-square

rooms on the subject of his discovery.

Anglo-Saxon Antiquities.— Mr. Thomas

Bateman of Yonlgrave, recently opened a tumulus

at Bentley Grange, in Derbyshire. In the centre

had been deposited a human body, of which but

little remained, save the hair of the head, but m
the situation where the head rested were portions

of silver binding and ornaments from a leather cup

which had been decorated by four wheel-shaped

pieces, and two small crosses in silver. There were

also two enamels upon copper in silver frames ;
and

towards the foot of the grave, the remains of a

helmet, formed of ribs of iron radiating from the

crown, and covered with narrow plates of horn.

Upon the top was a brass plate, and surmounted

upon this, the figure of a wild boar or hog, in iron

with bronze eyes ; there were also portions of whas

appeared to be iron mail armour. The remains

were considered to be of the sixth century.
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Fig. 1.

—

(See Article, j^age 21

J

A. Yard.

B. Scullery, 9 ft. 9 in. by 8 ft.

C. Living Room, 10 ft. G in, by 12 ft

D. Porch.

REFERENCE TO GROUND PLAN.

E. Itust Hole.

F. Coal Cellar, 5 ft. by 2 ft. 9 in.

G. Water Closet, breadth 2 ft. 9 in.

H. Closet under Stairs.

Fig. 2.
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UPPER PLAN.

A. Bed.

B. Child's.

C. Cistern.

D. Enclosed.
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^n lUustcateH (SlossatB at Ktt'^nml

Cftms u&tti in ^rcfiitfctural antj

Initxiox decoration, ^c.

(Continued from page 14.)

Gaegoyle. a kind of water-spout used in

gothic architecture.

Grecian Ornament. An ornament used by

the Greeks. It is the most pure of all the styles

used in decoration. The beauty of Grecian orna-

ment consists in its equality of foliage, stalks,

starting points, and ground-work. The accom-

panying illustrations are used as starting points.

Gallery. (In Architecture.) An apartment

of considerable length in comparison with its

width; sometimes used for a connecting passage

with which various rooms communicate, and in

others for a spacious room, aJso of great compara-

tive length, set apart for the reception of pictures

and statues. In modern palaces and extensive

mansions and residences, the gallery has taken the

place of the ancient portico, for the reception of

pictures and sculptures. The gallery is an essential

part of a magnificent residence, and is appropri-

ate to a museum of natural or artificial curiosities.

A gallery is sometimes decorated with the pencil of

a single painter on its walls and ceilings, with sub-

jects of an historical or allegorical nature, like

that of the Luxemberg at Paris, and others of a

similar description.

Gate. (In architecture.) The door of a city,

castle, palace, or large building. The gate or por-

tal of a building should be considered by the ar-

chitect as a necessary appendage to his design, and

at the same time should accord with it in every

thing, should appear to belong to it, and be at the

same time an embellishment. Gates should be

proportionate to their purpose, and bear suitable

ornaments.

Gem. (In sculpture.) A jewel, a precious

stone of any kind. The word Gemvia is found in

Pliny and other ancient writers to mean pearls and

precious stones. The classification of gems be-

longs to a work on mineralogy or crystallography,

and is therefore omitted. The harder kinds of

gems, as the diamond, emerald, &c. were seldom

engraved upon by the ancients from their difficulty,

but the substances most frequently sculptured by

engravers, both ancient and modern, are rock crys-

tal of different colours, jasper, calcedony, corne-

lian, onyx, and blood stone. Rock crystal is not

of sufficient hardness; cornelian and calcedony are

of the same family, though of varied tints.

(To be Continued.)
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'Ei)c Naticnal #aUerg.

The National Gallery, which has been closed

shice the 7th of September, was re-opened to the

public on Monday last. The Vernon Collection

has for the present found a resting-place within its

walls. The basement story is the depository of one

hundred and fifty-two pictures—two more than

the present descriptive catalogue contains—and

six pieces of sculpture. That the arrangement can

be regarded as other than temporary is not to be

for a moment supposed ; but with the limited space

at command, and in the imperfectly lighted con-

dition of the apartments, it is matter of surprise

that the authorities have been able to make a dis-

position so satisfactory as even the present. It

would be idle to cavil at the proximity of the pic-

tures ta each other when the difficulties of the situ-

ation are considered—or to point out that the par-

ticular places are not reconciled to the perspective

requirements of indvidual pictures. The result,

however, is often lamentable. Of pictures by Hil-

ton, Turner, Egg, Maclise, Danby, and Pickersgill

only small portions are illumined—and that im-
perfectly; while the admirable water-colour draw-
ing by Louis Haghe is completely hidden—and the

two pictures by Sidney Cooper and Goodall not

described in the catalogue are but partially seen.

These artists for the most part being respectively

represented by other and more important works

in the collection, they will no doubt reconcile them-
selves to the present arrangement considered in re-

ference to all its embarrassing circumstances; and
the day, we trust, is not far distant when more ex-

tensive and better lighted apartments will be pro-

vidfed. The two pictures, "Peace'" and "War,"
by Edwin Landseer, are absent—it is said owing to

some previous engagement for their being en-

graved.

A new feature in the Gallery is the appointment
of a small room to Gibson's group of " Hylas sur-

prised by the Naiads," Baily's busts of Canning
after Nollekens, Sir Isaac Newton after Roubiliac,

and the Duke of Wellington from his own design,

Chantrey's of Sir Walter Scott, and Bacon's of the

Marquis of Wellesley.

Rough loorli is no reason for rude manners.—
Never did there traverse the globe a presence so

pure, and a fascination so divine, as moved about

in the person of " tlie carpenter's son." So gentle

in his dignity—so awful in his meekness— so win-

some in his lovinguess—so dexterous in diffusing

h4ppiness—so delicate in healing inward hurts—so

gracious in forestalling wishes ! No rules of eti-

quette, no polish of society can ever yield anew the

same majestic suavity. Amid the daily drudgery,

his soul was often swelling with its wondrous pur-

pose ; and Whilst shaping for the boors of Galilee

their implements of husbandry, his spirit was com-
muning with the sky. They are not little occu-

pations, but little thoughts and little notions which

make the little man ; and the grandeur of mien,

and the engaging manners which emerged from

that Nazarene workshop, are a lesson to those who
handle the hammer, the spade, or the shuttle.

—

The Happy Home.

Cf)c ^xiii%'^ i^ii0cum»

The public are still expecting some account of

their proceedings from the Royal Commissioners of

Inquiry into the state of the British Museum; and
it seems they may continue to wait. There has

been much investigation, and much evidence taken

—surely enough to depict the actual state of things,

if not enough to suggest the necessary remedies.

After all that was expected froni this commission,

this delay is most vexatious to the literary public,

and very unjust to the parties whom the public

press has brought under discussion. Mr. Panizzi,

for example, has naturally enough been the subject

of much severe remark ; and prevented as he is by

his official character from originating any pro-

ceedings in his own case, it would be only fair to

him, and very desirable, that his accusers and his

ultimate judges should have the opportunity of

hearing what he has to say, before every part of

the details of accusation is forgotten. It ought to

be remembered by the Commissioners that the

royal seal is in their case really affixed by the con-

tinued demand for inquiry—not by the " mere
motion" of the Crown. Their original determi

nation—a very unwise one, we think—not to pub
lish their proceedings at very short intervals, ought

to have been accompanied by the resolution to do

it at least session by session. The end of it will

probably be that, with the exception of the officers

of the Museum, no one will think it worth his

while to offer them information ; and that their

Teport, if they ever get the length of drawing up
one, will receive little or no attention. For our-

selves, vv'e should decidedly object to give evidence

in a literary matter—^evidence here being statement

of opinion—while all the other evidence was con

cealed from ns. We should consider that the rest

of the evidence might have the effect of makiu
us say what we did not mean. Who does not know
that during a discussion words and phrases take

meaning pro vice 1 We should feel that we ought

to know the sense and intention which the previous

investigation had made the examiners give to their

questions—and that without such knowledge we
should not be sure of answering with a full com^

prehension of the querist's meaning. In questions

of pure fact, and as a guard against collusion on

the spot, it is well to order all the witnesses out of

court ; but when the matter is one of opinion, and

collusion is unsuspected, no man but tlie witness

himself can set his opinion against that of others

in his own way. The conflict of opinions is debate,

though it be called evidence; and if the Commis
sioners should summon men of letters or science

before their secret tribunal,, and the summons
should be attended to, the proceeding will be much
as if each member of the Commons were to whis

per into the Speaker's ear, and leave him to sum-

mon up an opponent by his own statement of the

argument.

—

A thenceum.

It has been computed that at the present time

there are not less than eighty thousand artisans and

mechanics entirely out of work, and nearly half

as many in but partial employment in the metro-

polis alone. In addition to these, upwards of six-

teen thousand labourers are in the same position.
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The Geometrical Mosaic of the Mid-
dle Ages, by Mathew Digby Wyatt, Architect,

London.—Mr. M. D. Wyatt has aheady shown by

papers read at the Institute of Architects and else-

where, and the exhibition of his drawings, that he

had paid particular attention during his travels, to

mosaic decorations. He has taken for his specialty

geometrical mosaic decorations, made drawings of

all he could find, and has produced a book of

great beauty, and which will be found very useful,

not merely in aiding to revive this art, and im-
prove our pavements, but to ornamentalists gene-

rally, and to all to whom nice combinations either

of lines or colours are valuable. The work pub-
lished for him by Day and Son, Lincoln's-inn-

fields, consists of twenty-one plates, of large folio

size, each containing a number of examples, co-

loured and gilt as the originals, preceded by a brief

historical notice of the art. The latter shews a
very considerable extent of attainments on the

part of the author, and is clearly and nicely writ-

ten throughout.
Mr. Wyatt justly remarks that,—"In examining

the nature of the subjects selected for represen-

tation in pictorial or imitative mosaic, the student
cannot but be struck by the wide range embraced,
and the evidence of intellect or of popular edu-
cation—sometimes both—manifested in the selec-

tion or appropriation of the various themes. Gods,
centaurs, men, animals, landscapes, flowers, orna-
ments, foliage, are depicted with almost equal

ability ; and we must remember that it is to the

durability of the materials of which these almost

imperishable relics are composed, we are indebted

for the preservation of many of the lovely fancies

of the great artists of antiquity, whose creations

might otherwise have altogether passed away.
Bearing in mind, too, the constant practice of re-

production and repetition prevalent among artists

and artisans of old, we must not refuse to ascribe

the invention, composition, and artistic treatment
of any popular legend to a master mind, merely
because we meet with its representation in frag-

ments of coarse and perhaps ill-drawn mosaic, or

in a mural painting indifferently executed."

Great skill was shewn as well in the choice of

subjects to suit the character of the apartment
wherein the mosaic was placed, as in the adaptation

of the lines to produce the best effect under varying
circumstances. "The minute and frequently recur-

ring patterns met with at Pompeii, in the cubicula,

and in the smaller chambers, were adapted to give

scale to the rooms ; and, from their strictly regular

and geometrical character to cause the eye to dwell
with increased pleasure on the flowing and playful
forms of the paintings executed upon the walls

;
—

in much the same way the rectilinear lines of the
pavement of the Pantheon enhance the beauty of
the graceful curves and its laeunarice."

Mr. Wyatt remarks that the most ancient mosaic
that has been discovered displaying Christian
workmanship, is probably the one found in this

country at Horkstow, in Lincolnshire, where, in

jcorij unction with the usual Roman frets and orna-
ments, are to be seen one of the monograms in use
among the early Christians, and a repetition of the

Ichthus, or fish, one of their earliest and most

sacred symbols. This mosaic is supposed to be

earlier than the time of Constantine the Great,

and possesses the greatest interest.

" The two earliest glass mosaics of the Christian

era, which either exist, or of whose existence we
have certain evidence," says our author, " possess

an extraordinary interest in connection with the

study of iconography. The most ancient—which

was traditionally related to have been given to

Prudentius, a Roman patrician by St. Peter, and

which is referred to by Church writers of the fourth

century, was stated by M. Frelet, at the seance

held in 1841, at Lyons, by the French Society "for

the preservation of monuments," to be worthy of

regard, as probably the primary type for the ap-

pearance of our Saviour; and he further observed,

that the pious duty of imitating this mosaic in after

examples was one of the great causes of the general

resemblance of physiognomy in many of the por-

traits executed from that period until the ninth

century.''

One of the illustrations exhibits a fragment of

the pavement which adorned the church of Sa7i

Marco at Rome, composed solely of porphyry, ser-

pentine, and white marble, the two former being

embedded in grooves cut in slabs of the latter.

A compartment of the well-known pavement in

Santa Maria Maggiore,is given, and that of the

nave of San Lorenzo fuori le Mura. The latter

is probably of the eighth century. Also examples

of glass tesselation from San Lorenzo, San Gio-

vanni Laterano, &c. A specimen from the Sara-

cenic palace, " La Ziza," at Palermo, shews how a

white line was employed by the orientals to de-

velope the geometrical base of the pattern, and at

the same time weave the other colours round and

about, as a beautiful accompaniment, harmonizing

with, but not overpowering the predominant idea.

He illustrates two of the columns from the clois-

ters of San Giovanni Laterano, to give an idea of

the effect produced by glass tessalation in con-

junction with architectural forms; one of the

marble pulpits remaining in the church of Santa

Maria in Aracoili, at Rome, and some exquisite

specimens of glass mosaie, from the cathedral at

Monreale, Palermo and St. Mark's, Venice, with

illuminations of the Byzantine copy of the Acts of

the Apostles, preserved in the library of the Va-

tican. These " serve to develope, by contrast with

the preceding specimens of glass mosaic, the gene-

ral coherence of design existing between the orna-

ments on vellum and those incrusted on the walls

of the stateliest churches, and demonstrate to the

fullest extent, the Greek affection for gold grounds

and dazzling yet harmonious colouring."

For the manner in which this work lias been

produced (with colours and gilding), Messrs. Day
and Son are entitled to unqualified praise.

The late Mr. George Step7ienson.—At the quar-

terly meeting of the Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, held in Birmingham on Wednesday last, the

following resolution was unanimously adopted.

—

" That the members of this institution desire to

express their deep regret at the decease of their

late President, George Stephenson, esq., whose

early support of this institution has greatly contri-

buted to bring it to its present state of success."
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(Continued from page 17

J

OF PLANES.

To Tfiake one Plane perpendicular to another
Plane.

Draw a b, fig. 3, equal to 6 feet, draw a d
obliquely, as in the figure, and equal 3 feet; draw
D c parallel and equal to A b; draw b c parallel
and equal to A d; find e the middle of A b, draw
E F parallel to A d or b c ; make e h perpendicu-
lar to A B, and equal 3 feet and a half, that is, from a
quarter scale, divided into ten equal parts, it will
be 3 feet and five tenths, or three feet 6 inches

;

draw F G parallel and equal to B H, join h g, and
E F G H is a vertical plane, perpendicular to the
horizontal plane A b c d.

To construct three Planes, one Horizontal, one
Vertical, and one Plane inclined to both.

Draw A E, Jig. 4, equal 6 feet, as before, A D
equal 3 feet, d c parallel and equal to A b ; and
B c parallel and equal to A d. From e the middle

Fig. 4.

of A E, draw e h perpendicular to A b, and equal 3

feet 6 inches ; draw fg parallel and equal to eh;
join hg, and efg h is the vertical plane.

The section or bottom edge b c of the inclined

plane B c g h might have various positions in the

plane a B c d, as well as in b c
;
join b h and c g,

and s c g h is the inclined plane, making an angle

with the horizontal plane a b c d, equal 48 deg.,

and with the vertical plane efgh, equal 42 deg.,

the complement of 48 deg.—the angle hen being

90 deg. or a right angle : hence the sum of the

three angles is 180 deg.

Note :—It is of little consequence in the con-
struction, whether the top of the inclined plane be
above or below the top of the vertical plane.

To construct three Planes, namely, one Horizon-
tal, and two Vertical Planes, at right Angles
to each other.

Construct the horizontal plane ab c B,fig. 5,

as before; from i, the half of a b, raise i /c per-
pendicular and equal 3 feet 6 inches ; draw i h pa-
rallel to A D or B c, make h m parallel and equal
to i k; join km; find the half of B c and A D ;

draw e g, cutting ihinf, dr&vrfl, g o, and e n, all

Fig. 5.
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Wsioxn t>^ Sctiljpture.

(Continued f1 0771 page 5.)

The Phoenicians, the Persians, the Etruscans,

or ancient Tuscans, all most probably preceded the

Greeks in a successful cultivation of the art of

sculpture, though by no means to an equal extent.

The statuaries of Etruria, indeed, seem to have

presented high claims to favourable notice. Among
their chief productions two several styles have been

I'tracedout: the first straight lines, stiff attitudes,

'an absence of ideal beauty about the head, and, in

jshort, other defects incidental to an art in its state

[of infancy. But, in the second style, appearances

j become wholly changed, aud ancient Etruscan

sculpture may be said to bear some resemblance to

:the grand and somewhat overcharged manner of

jthe great modern Etruscan artist, Michel Angiolo :

the joints being strongly marked, the muscles

raised, the bones distinguishable, and great know-
ledge displayed of the science of anatomy. Millin

adds a third period to the history of Etruscan art,

which is said to have commenced at the conquest

of Greece by the Romans, an epoch at which the

Greek artists flocking to Rome and other parts of

Italy, the Etruscans became their imitators, arid,

at length, their rivals. It is probably of this period

that Horace speaks, when he praises (in the 1st

satire of the 10th book) the Italian artists, most
likely with particular reference to those of Etruria,

as superior to the boasted artists of Greece.

According to ancient history, the Greeks did not
emerge from a savage state until a long time after

'the Egyptians, the Chaldeans, and Indians had
obtained a considerable degree of civilisation. The
originally rude inhabitants of Greece were civilised

iby colonies which arrived among them, at different

times, from Egypt aud Phoenicia. These intro-

jduced, by degrees, the religion, the arts and letters

of their parent states. The original statues of the

gods, however, were extremely rude. The earliest

objects of idolatrous worship have in all instances

;been the heavenly bodies ; and it was not until

ihero-worship was engrafted on the planetary that

jthe sculptor thought of giving to the sacred statue

any part of the human form. About the era of
ithis revolution in idolatry, the art of sculpture

.appears to have been introduced among the

Greeks. The first representations of their gods
jwere round stones placed upon cubes or pillars;

and these stones were afterwards so shaped as to

give them somewhat the appearance of a head.
Pausanias describes a Jupiter of this kind, at

Tegeum, iu Arcadia. These representations were
denominated hermes ; not, according to some,
because they represented Mercury, but from the
word herma, which signified a rough stone.
The art, having passed the periods of its infaucy

and childhood, proceeded with rapid steps ; par-
ticularly at Athens and Sicyon, its two most cele-
brated seats. Climate, no doubt, did much for the
ancient Greeks, and would, of course, be equally
advantageous for the modern ones, did not ages of
subservience and luxury appear to have thoroughly
vitiated their national character. Probably no
country under the face of the sun is blessed with a
serener air, or possesses in a greater proportion
that equable and genial warmth so well calculated

to develope, in the human body, the principles of
muscular strength and activity, as well as the
winning delicacies of female loveliness; and never
was there any people more gifted with a profound
sense of beauty, or more desirous to improve it,

than its 'old inhabitants. Of the four wishes of
Simonides, the second was to have a handsome
figure

; and among the Lacedsemonian women so
great was the abstract love of beauty, that they are
said to have kept statues of Narcissus, of Hyacinth,
&c. in their chambers, in the hope (no doubt often'
realised) that by constant co©templation thereon,'
they might produce beautiful children.

(To be continued.)

^f)c (Ketone tgptst.

At a meeting of the Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, held at Birmingham on Wednesday last,

Mr. Robert Stephenson, M. P. was elected Presi-

dent in the room of his deceased father. Sir R.

Peel has, we learn, just purchased from Mr. Far-

rer, the portrait ofAlexander Pope, to be placed asj

a pendant to that of Dr. Johnson, which is so con-

spicuous a feature in his collection in Privy-gar-

dens. The picture was painted by the elder Ri-

chardson. The portrait of William Pitt, Earl of

Chatham, painted by Prince Hoare, has also been

purchased of Mr. Farrer by the same distinguished

collector, to occupy a position in his gallery ofi

celebrated characters at Tamworth. Both these

pictures were recently in the possession of the Duke
of Buckingham at Stowe. It is the intention of!

the Commissioners of Woods and Forests to erect

immediately a new Colonial Office, more extensive,

and better adapted to the wants of that depart-;

ment of the Government than the buildings now
used for the purpose in Downing-street. The new
offices will be ereeted in Whitehall, on the site

now occupied by Lady Dover's mansion, and will

adjoin the Board of Trade, and extend as far as the

Cauteen at the Horse-guards. The style of archi

tecture will be Italian, and the design will be in-

trusted to Mr, Barry, the architect of the New
Palace at Westminster. We are glad to know

that the Sheffield School of Design has been so

successful that the committee has been enabled to

remove it into much larger and more commodious

premises. The new building was opened in the

middle of October, and the school is now in full

work. The average attendance is one himdred

pupils, and this number is on the increase.

An apparatus has lately been patented, invented

by Mr. Salter, of Birkenhead, the object of which

is to flash sewers, to carry off filth of every des-

cription and also purify the house and other drains.
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ELEVATION.—FIG. 2.

[The External Aspect and Ground Plot will be given in our next.]

Eo ®i3m0ponl3en!s, S^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both' thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

pered by the recipient 0/ thy communication.

Notice.—In fulure we will not ansieer any

Correspondent wJiO does not prefix either an ini-

Uial or name to his letter. V/e have six letters

from correspondents this lueeJi, with the luords,

1"^ Subscriber," or "A Constant Siibscriber,"

\S;c., in ivhich they complain of not being able to

discover the answer to their questions. To them

[we say,—icrite once more, and affix some dis-

\tinctive mark,' -for i7istance,Y. Z. or M. U., or

adopt a word—the answer will be readily found.

i

]
"A Subscriber," {Newcastle.)—0,

—

Nyou can-

\ not use it to paint with.

I
" W. M. P." You cannot have received the last

• number of this paper, (No. 78), or you would

1
have seen it at p. 13.

" Brutus." We are much obliged for the sTietch

sent.

"Perseverance." Business, at the present time,

is not very brisk in the Metropolis. Hundreds of

^journeymen are out of employment. If you will

foricard us the remainder of the alphabet we will

use it.

" AUred."—Certainly not.

G. S. B.

—

Try once more, and omit the acid

as at first.

« Charles."—Jw Italy.

QUERY.

Can any of our Readers favour us loith the

receipt to make the putty corn-position, used in

the decoration of picture-frames and also in en-

tablatures.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, S^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell

street, Strand, London."— We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as ivill favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now readyc

price Is. 3cf. each; or the Publisher luill under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or,

marbled, Qd. extra.

^tjf'^Any of our Eeaders having complet

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.
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dFrtscofg in tf^t Keb) ?^ons(s of

E have

on many occasions recorded our conviction that

for the purpose of securing the harmonious re-

sult required in a number of spaces prescribed

by architectonic considerations in a single

room, the presidency of one mind is essential.

Further experience but confirms it. We have

lately visited the Houses of Parliament to ob-

serve what has been done in the Upper Wait-

ing Room, in which eight compartments are to

be filled with subjects from our leading British

Poets. It convinces us that if such a series of

subjects as this, at any rate, be not under the

government of a single artist, they should at

least have common conditions prescribed of

incident, character, scale, and perspective

Without this, a room of the kind when com-
pleted, will be but an assemblage of casual and
varied treatment, like that which meets the

eye in an exhibition room.

In the selection of the subjects for these

compartments, care should be taken that they

are such as are likely to secure on the part of

the various artists consent of feeling and con-

geniality of treatment. Whether they deal

with religion, history, or morals, the pictures

should harmonize with each other, and with

the locality which they are intended to adorn.

Such embellishments are intended to make the

finish—to carry out the architect's design; and

it would be as much a divergence from the

original intention to produce discrepancies in

the pictorial decorations, as it would be were

the architect himself to adopt a variety of

styles of distinct dates and characters in the

several details with which he purposed to give

lightness or enrichment to its various parts.

Correspondence in scale is another element

especially to be complied with. No disparity

in this can be admitted without destruction to

the symmetry and harmony of the whole. If

it be objected that such considerations control

talent too absolutely, we answer that the really

great and independently-minded artist will find

no restraint in having the shape of his picture

or the scale of its principal parts prescribed.

The greatest minds have submitted to such

dictation. The Vatican attests that a Raffaelle

and a Michael Angelo were only incited by

such conditions to the production of the finest

and most sublime results. Even in the lower

schools, where facility betrayed artists into

inconsiderateness, attention was always given

to such correspondence of quantities, character,

and scale as should insure architectural sym-

metry. To carry out this system effectually,

it will be lurther obvious that a general con-

dition of perspective in regard to the altitude

of horizon and point of sight must be imposed!

and directed more immediately in regard to

that presumed position of the spectator which

gives the greatest amount of truth and illusion

in the most natural or agreeable way. These

are considerations which can no more be ne-

glected in a scheme for a number of pictures

than they can in the disposition of the several

parts of an individual one.

Of the eight spaces in this Waiting Roopa,

two have been filled ; one by Mr. Cope, with

an illustration of "The patience of Griselda,"

from Chauser's "Clerke's Tale." He has

shown his knowledge of the range of hues of

the peculiar palette prescribed by the limited

nature of its means in the production of chiar-

oscuro. His resources are as ingenious as
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they are legitimate. While there is sufficient

evidence of reference to the practice of the

best examples of Florentine art, there is a

manly independence of style that reminds us

of no one especial master. The other by Mf'

Horsley, illustrates the following lines in the

fourth book of " Paradise Lost."

—

^teSortts^ire Btffml of Bnm*

"Ithuriel and ^ephon, with wing'd speed

Search through this garden, leave unsearched no

nook."

Its excellence consists more in the manipu-

lative quality than in the mental faculty. Mr.

Horsley has essayed a subject vfhich brings

him into trying comparison with Fuseli's com-

position of " Our First Parents," in the same

scen6, engraved by Anker Smith for Du Ro-

veray's edition of Milton. If Mr. Horsley has

not fully succeeded, it may be remembered that

his subject tasked a talent -which comprehended

grasp of mind, power of invention, knowledge

of human form, and facility of expressing it.

These are powers peculiar to the very highest

schools of Art—and which but few of our

own time are equal to. We consider this sub-

ject too lofty for the abilities of this painter,

although possessed of great acknowledged

talent. There is al-so a greater disparity of

scale; the parts being much larger in Mr.

Horsley's fresco than in the others.

For Mr. Herbert's fresco —"Lear disinhe-

riting Cordelia,"—we wait. Of the cartoon

we will say nothing—but that of the three

artists, Mr. Herbert appears to have best

adapted his design to the architectural require-

ments of the place which it is to occupy. His

selection of horizon, general perspective ar-

rangement, adaptation of its own light and

shade to the natural light of the window near

it—so as to produce illusion and reality of

look—all mark the forethought of the artist,

and serve as excellent hints to those who are

to fill in the remaining spaces.

Half the workmen who were engaged on the new
Houses of Parliament were discharged a fortnight
since. Where there were about 1,000 employed,
there will not now be more than 600. What makes
it worse is, that many of those dismissed are picked
men, and will not easily be replaced hereafter.
City Improvements.—The commissioners are

taking measures to widen the thoroughfare of Can-
non-street, and form a new street from the end of
Walbrook into Queen-street.

At the Staifordshire School of Design (the

" Potteries") a class , for modelling has been

commenced, underthe superintendence of M.
Emile J eannest, sculptor, of Paris. At the

meeting for the distribution of prizes, held last

month. Lord Granville, who is a member of

the Board of Tra,de, to which board the

schools of design are confided, took the chair,

and made some pertinent remarks. His lord-

ship said it was a singular fact, that in some

countries almost all their exports consisted of

manufactures which owed their chief value to

the taste displayed in ornamenting them. This

was attributable in no small degree to the en-

couragement which schools of design received

in the chief towns of those countries. In

.Paris, for instance 1,800 pupils attended the

schools of design ; and in Antwerp there were

,600 ; thus shewing that efficient instruction

had only to be provided, and the artisans

would avail themselves of it; and showing

also, that we must not flag in the use of simi-

lar means of improvement.

It had been asserted, but he did not admit it,

that there was something in our northern clime

which incapacitated us for works of the high-

order of art. A southern atmosphere might

give advantage in the study of colour, and the"

constant enjoyment of the open air might ali-

most insensibly train the mihd to appreciate

beauty of form and colour. It must be allowed

we had not' these advantages; but then We

possessed a northern energy available for all

purposes, and an innate confidence that what-

ever had been done elsewhere, our artisans

were capable of equalling. This feeling had

caused the establishment of Schools of Design

amongst us, that artists might be trained whose

designs should equal those of our continental

rivals, and workmen" whose hands and eyes

should be sufficiently practiced to Carry their

designs into execution. Since the first esta

blishment of the schools, alterations had taken

place in the mode of management, into which

he need not enter. Suffice it to say, the schools

had done great good. They had not only pro-

duced increased skill, but removed prejudices.

One prejudice was that it was inconsistent with
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the dignity of high art to employ talents in

that sphere; but the examples of Rafaelle,

Giulio Romano, Rubens, and Flaxman, not to

mention modern artists of celebrity, must, he

thought, put argument on the subject quite out

of the question, and the prejudice was fast

disappearing. Another difficulty the schools

had to encoi^nter, was the indifference of ma-

nufacturers themselves. Much might be said

on this subject, but it could not be necessary

in a district like the Potteries, where it was so

apparent that the continued pre-eminence of

their manufactures depended upon producing

superior designs in form and decoration. The

schools, he repeated, had done much, but he

thought thev might be made productive of

greater practical results. He thought they

might become the means of a more extensive

application of the principles of art to the pur-

poses of manufactures. And he did not appre-

hend that the standard of instruction would be

lowered by making it thus practical,—not al-

lowing the mechanical to destroy the poetical, but

presenting a combination of both—a union which

these schools should try hard to achieve. In this

we quite agree wi:>h his lordship, and shall be glad

to see evidence of a desire at Somerset House to

effect what is found to be necessarv.

Mahogany v. Oak.— Mahogany has lately

been introduced with great success into churches,

the entire fittings having been constructed with it,

the roof being the only part where fir timber has
been used. The effect which has thus been pro-
duced is most striking, as the benches, altar rails,

screen, and pulpit are made entirely of mahogany.
Where decoration has been used it harmonizes most
happily with the painting, and gives a richness and
warmth to the interior of the building which no
other wood could impart. It is not going too far

to assert that, before long, our churches will be as

universally fitted up with mahogany as our dwel-
ling-houses are, now furnished with that material;
and had it been known to our ancestors, and been
as accessible to them as it is at the present time,

there can be little doubt that it would have been
generally used for the carved works and fittings of

our old cathedrals and churches, because it would
have been found to have harmonised with the rich
colours with which the churches were then deco*
rated, and it would also have been preferrable to
oak on account of its being nearly imperishable,
and much more easily worked, and of larger sizes

;

and now that it can be obtained at the same price
as that wood, it cannot fail to be extensively used
in all sacred edifices.

The disciples of Young England, says the Dis-
patch, -pull to pieces; but nowhere do they recon-
struct, except, it may be, May-poles, mediaeval ar-
chitecture, cricket, and church festivals.

i^oman ®rns»

In digging, last week, for gravel, and preparing

the ground for planting at West Lodge, opposite

St. Mary's-terrace, Lexden-road, Essex, upwards

of twenty cinerary urns have been exhumed, nearly

all of which were filled with incinerated bones and

earth. With one exception they are of dark baked

earth, and of various sizes, from the capacity of a

quart to that of two gallons. Some of them were

broken so much as to render all attempts to restore

them ineffectual ; others are only partially injured

and six or seven are perfect. The solitary exception

in colour among the urns is one of peculiar shape

also with handles, of a light red ware. Over one

of the black urns was a flat cover of light red ware,

and the bones thus protected were perfectly dry

and clean. Another urn was covered with a shal-

low vessel of the same material. Close by one

small urn were found two bottles of different size,

shape, and colour. The contents of several of the

urns have been examined, but eight or ten remain

as found. In addition to these, a small tomb, con-

sisting of four large tiles or bricks set on edge, was

found ; its contents were bone-ashes and some
fragments of thick glass. Near this was a flue of

one brick, the exterior ornamented with scroll-

work ; also a small drinking cup,—and at another

part of the ground, the remains of a leaden lamp-

stand. The v/hole are intended for the Colchester

Museum, and will form "an interesting addition to

its local antiquities.

Gilded Silk.—The discovery of a chemical
method of gilding silk, is a striking proof of the
good effect producible by the judicious distribution

of the prizes of scientific societies. For many years!

back, the Prussian Industrial Association has regu-!

larly announced its intention to award a prize of

1000 thalers (£150), in addition to the large gold
medal of the society, for the discovery of such a
process, on condition that the silk should undergo!
no alteration in other respects. A very few imper-
fect specimens were produced by this liberal offer,

and the society found it iiecessary to extend the;

term appointed for receiving communication on the

subject, from time to time, when Dr. Kroning, of

Stolberg, in the Hartz mountains, having acciden-

tally heard of the proposition, applied himself to

the task, and after several failures succeeded in

gilding silk to the highest perfection. The process

is equally applicable to the woven and unwoven
material. When soiled, a washing in soap and
water, and light pressure, restores its beauty. The
variety of applications of which the silk is capable

is immense, for by its combination with other co-

lours, magnificent designs for ribbons, dresses, &c.

may be produced. Its adoption will effect a com-
plete change in the manufacture of gold lace, &c.
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improbnnent in tl)e IBbjellings of tfit intfusfrious OTlasseg.

[For Article, see page 11, No. 78.]

Fiff. 5.

< 3 6-f£ ••< 30 >. X— -30-

ELEVATION, C D.

Width of Frontage next Street, 204 ft.

A. Elevation.—(See engraving, page 30, No. 79.)

Elevation, c d.
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an Sllustratfti (JHossarj) of ^af^nital

Cmn0 usc^ in arcfjitectural an^
Interior Becoration, ^c.

(Continued from page '25.)

Geometrical Elevation. (In architecture

and the arts in general.) The science of extension,

quantity, or magnitude, abstractedly considered;

demanding the greatest attention from the scien-

tific artist. Two geometers, Bryson and Antiphon,

appear to have lived about the time of Hippo-

crates, and a little before Aristotle. These are only

known by some animadversions of this last philo-

sopher on their attempts to square the circle. It

appears that before this time geometers were aware

that the area of a circle was equal to a triangle,

whose base was equal to the radius.

Gothic. (In architecture.) A style of build-

ing named after the Goths, its supposed inventors,

but called also the Pointed, the English, and some-

times the German style of architecture. It may
be divided into the Saxon, or early British, the

Norman or English, and the florid.

Graces. (The) The Graces are represented

by the ancieut artists and poets like three beau

tiful sisters, naked, unconscious of shame, and

linked together.

Gradation. (In painting.) That regular pro

gress from one degree of colour or shade to another

that gives effect, rotundity, and verisimilitude to

painting. It can only be obtained by an attentive

study of nature, particularly in her effects of light

and shade.

Griffin. A fabulous animal, said to be gene-

rated between the lion and the eagle, and to have

the head and paws of the lion, the ears of a horse,

the wings of the eagle, and a crest formed like the

dorsal fins of a fish. According to iElian, in the

fourth book of his History of Animals, this crea-

ture derived its origin from India; its back was

covered with "black feathers, its breast with red,

and its wings white. Ctesias, Herodotus, and

other credulous writers also give similar descrip-

tions of the griffin. According to a tradition of

the Bactarians, the gold mines of the country were

guarded by griffins. The griffin is also one of the

attributes of Apollo; and, according to Philostra-

tus, in his Life of Apollonius, the Indians figured

the sun in a quadriga drawn by griffins. Repre-

sentations of griffins are to be found on many an

tique bassi relievi, and in Buonarotti, Medaglioni-

antichi.

Groin. (In architecture.) A species of arch,

formed by one vault or continued arch intersecting

another.

GuTT^ae. (In architecture.) Drops, ornaments

used in the Doric frieze and mutules.

Geometrical Elevation. (In architecture.)

A design for the front or side of a building, drawn

according to the rules of geometry ; as opposed to

the perspective or natural elevation. <

Gilding. The art of laying gold on any sur-

face or body by way of ornament. The art of gild

ing is of great antiquity. In the earliest of the

Egyptian monuments of art which are in existence

many signs of silvering and gilding are to he found.

The ancient Persians also were adepts in this art,

and many vestiges of*it are to be found in the

ruins of Persepolis, The Greeks and Romans also

practised it to a very great extent, the farmer even

gilding the horns and hoofs of the beasts they of-

fered to the gods.

(To ie Continued.)
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Mx* W^oxnum's Uttinxt^ on (Bx-

namcntal ^rt.

On Friday eveninaf last Mr. Wornum delivered

a lecture on Asiatic Art—the third of his course on
the History, Principles, and Practice of Orna-
mental Art. Confining himself to those countries

more especially connected with European history,

he commenced with the Israelite Exodus from
Egypt ; and having given an account of the

Tabernacle in the wilderness and the Temple of

Solomon, he passed on to Babylon—where the

Birs Nimroud, the reputed remains of the Tower of

Babel, and of the more recent Temple of Bel, built

by Nebuchadnezzar, was made a principal object

of notice. He then proceeded to describe the inte-

resting remains of Persepolis, and the remarkable
tombs of the Persian kings. He concluded with a
brief review of the arts of the Hindoos—referring

more particularly to the excavated Temples of
Elora and the characteristic decorations of their

pagodas. The lecture was illustrated by numerous
drawings prepared for the purpose.

I« M.xi antr MtliQim.

In the course of a lecture on the Eelation of

jLiterature and Art to Religion, delivered by Mr.
|G. Dawson, last week, at the V/hittington Club
(Strand), the lecturer said he would not give much
ifor any painting that did not express much more
jthan was exhibited on the canvas, nor for the artist

iwho did not aim at the accomplishment of so valu-.

table an achievement. He wished that oiir artists

[would, like the immortal Michael Angelo, aim to

achieve what was comely and beautiful , rather than
what was simply useful. Nature, which in a wise
man was a method, was to him everything. He
!was not a "bread" artist—he did not paint, as

jsome of our artists (from necessity) paint, for the
'marke't; he was an artist of the soul, and painted

I

from and true to nature. The lecturer then proi
Iceeded to show that art, as exhibited in painting
and music, had been torn, in a manner, from reli-

igion, between which and it there was a divine
jassociation, and said they wished to know now
Iwhether it was possible so to re-unite them as to

'make them auxiliary to each other. To effect this,

Iwhat were they to do? In these Protestant days
they were rather out of tune with art. ' True, they
jhad several new churches in course of building

;

but their great error was trying to invoke tlie

antique spirit of church architecture. He wished
Ithey would, throw more soul into them. They were
! unable to go on, or to appreciate art without a

j" guide," and if modern art did not go a little more
forward, it would sink iifto a state of rheumatic
jfrigidity. They should go forward then with spirit,

and not attempt to warm up old art. He needs
not dress in Cato's toga in order to have Cato's
soul. Let thera, he should say, be bold men of to-
day, and if they agreed to have a saint, let it be a
saint of to-day.

Ci^e Valm anK m^n of mt

We admire true art, on account of its ennobling
tendency. It has its origin in principles which,
founded in the constitution of our nature, are the
foundation of excellence. It would not be a diffi-

cult, though a very interesting task, from the
varied and honoured labours of the artist, to show
that success demands, on his part, the exercise of
the highest mental faculties. Real art proclaims,
with eloquence, its intrinsic dignity. How often,

for instance, do the stately monuments which her
genius have reai'ed force themselves on our regard,
rivetting our attention, and commanding our
admiration, even when men are intently occupied
in the bustling transactions and exciting pursuits

of life ! When the appeals of art are so powerful,
it would be idle to say anything in vindication of

its character, were it not that there are creatures

upon whose minds they seem to make no impres-
sion, and who rudely pass them by, or only cast

upon them a look of cold indifference. To write,

however, on subjects of art, is to eulogise them,
and is, at the same time, to give a history of the
good they have effected ; but this has been from
time immemorial felt and acknowledged by all

persons who have a claim upon us from their keen
sensibility to beauty, and their lofty elevation of

intellect. To the poet tliey have ever afforded a
congenial and favourite theme,—to .

the wealthy,
an opportunity of gratifying their own taste in

encouraging talent ; nor has posterity ever for-

gotten those artists whose services and beautiful

emanations have thrown such a glory over their

vocation, but have recorded their names on the

roll of fame, as benefactors to their race.

There is no reader of that remarkable poem, the

"Iliad," but must remember the frequent allu-

sions which Homer makes to the works of the

skilled Sidonian artists and cunning artificers
5

with what v/arm sympathy, but, at the same time,

with what propriety, he introduces descriptions of

various instruments of war—royal and sacredotal

vestments, curiously woven—the shield of the hero
Achilles; with works of larger construction—

^

architectural fabrics, such as in after ages were
conceived by a Palladio or by a Sir Christopher

Wren. He considers all these as growing under
the superintending eye and inspiration of per-

sonified divinity—be it Minerva or Pallas ;—their

beauty and contrivance, and the transcendaney of

their invention being referred to a superior Power,
who strengthened the artists' energies. Moreover,

he reminds us how the workmanship added im-
measurably to the value of the material, by the

superiority of mind over matter. In objects of

fictile manufacture, where the finer and more deli-

cate skill of the hands was visible, the splendid

vase is praised, not because its material is costly,

but because it is " figur'd with art that dignified

the gold," and reflected " the image of a master-

mind." We witness, in all this, a most consum-
mate taste and judgment. The bard of the
" Iliad" was a wise man, and he must have acted

from precepts delivered to him by Minerva. Thus

—

:

"The work
'Twas a wise artist fram'd, his wisdom taught

By precepts from Minerva."
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C]^wr|) oi (^uxh(&^

A cuiivE is aline thsLthasaciiJ'vature. Though
the second of these terms he derived from the first,

j-et it is the notion explained as preliminary to the

general term, curve. Let a point move with a

perfectly gradual change of direction, and it des-

cribes a curve.

Curves are said to he of tfte same species in

which the motion of the describing point Ts regu-

lated by the same mathematical law. Thus the

general law of the circle is, that all his points are

equidistant from a given point. This law is the

characteristic of the species; one circle is distin-

guished from another by the length of the constant

distance supposed in the law of formation.

And in like manner as 0, or nothing, is classed

under the general name of number or quantity, so

the straight; line itself (or the line without curva-

ture) is, in • algebra, spoken of under the general

term, curvq. Or, in the last-mentioned science,

the word m^ant any line which is described by a

point moving under one and the same law through

Sines, Tangents, f ^-c. Curves of.—19, Expo-
nential or Logarithmic Curve.—20, Spiral of Ar-

chimedes.—21, Logarithmic Spiral, or Equian-
gular Spiral.—22, Reciprocal Spiral,—23, Lituus.

24, Quadraitrix of Dinostratus.—25, Q^adratrix of

Tchirnhausen.—26, Catenary.—27, Tractory.

—

28, Syntractory.— 29, Tractrix.—30, Ovals of

Gassini.—31, Watts's Parallel motion curve.

The general characteristics of curves are ex-

tremely varied, and very few of them have received

names. We subjoin a diagram, which will show
all the varieties of figure most commonly consi-

dered in works on the Differential Calculus, pre-

mising, however, that we do not actually know any
curve which contains them all. It would appear

as if our figure contained several curves, but it

must be remembered that in the algebraical sense,

many curves exist vi^ith branches completely un-

connected, but all described under one law.

The several parts of the preceding are of conti-

nual occurrence ; the following are the names and
references :

—

1. Points of inflection or contrary flexure.

2. Multiple points, double; triple, (fee, accord-

ing to the number of times the curve passes

through them.

3. Cusps; the terms are hardly sufficiently

every part of space which is consistent with the

law.

The connexion of algebra .with the doctrine of

curves depends upon the method of co-ordinates,

by means of which every algebraical function

whatsoever is connected with the properties of a

cnrve. This is the point of greatest utility in the

theory, namely, the power which it gives of repre-

senting to the eye all the varieties of magnitude

which an algebraical function undergoes, while one

of its letters passes through; every state of nume-
rical magnitude. .

The number of curves which have received dis-

tinct names, out of the infinite number which may
be drawn, is very small. " We subjoin the names of

those which axe of most usual occurrence.

1, Circle.—2, Ellipse.—3, Hyperbola:—4, Pa-
rabola.—5, Semi-cubical Parabola.—6, Cissoid of

Diodes.—7, Conchoid of Nicomedes.—8, Trisec-

trix.—9, Lemniscata.—10, Cycloid.—II, Com-
panion to the Cycloid.—12, Harmonic curve.

—

13, Trochoid.—14, Epicycloid and Cardioide.

—

15, Hypocycloid.—16, Epitrochoid.—17, Hypo-
trochoid.*—18.. Curves of sines, cosines, tan-

gents, &c.

* From 13 to 17 inclusive, are Trochoidal curves.

well settled to enable us to say whether the 3** is to

be considered a double point, a triple point, or not

a multiple point at all.

4. It is customary to call any part of the curve

which encloses space an oval, though, according to

the common meaning of the term, there is no oval

in our diagram, except 4t. Of 4* we hardly know
whether it would be called an oval or not.

5. Conjugate points; when of a general law of

description which gives ovals, a particular case is

taken in which an oval disappears, it generally

leaves behind it, so to speak, a single point which

is included under the equation to the curve, but

has no contiguous points. These are called evmi

escent ovals.

The collection of pictures formed by Dr. Campa,
of Nuremberg, under the adviee of Herr Heideloff,

is about to be conveyed to London for sale by auc-

tion next spring. In it are some first-class pro-

ductions of the early German school, by L. Cra-

nach, Albert Durer, J. Mabuse, M. Wohlgemuth,
and Israel Von Mecheln, which have been des-

cribed and authenticated in the writings of Passa-

vant and Kiigler. Two fine pictures have been

bought by Lord Robert Grosvenor.
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(Continued from page 28.)

OP PLANES.

2b construct tioo Horizontal Planes, three Ver-

tical Planes, and two Inclined Planes, parallel

to each other, and making Angles of 26 deg.

30 min. with the Horizon.

Draw a b c yy,fig. 7, as before, making ei per-
pendicular to A B, and equal 6 feet, and e h equal
3 feet; draw e/ parallel to A d or B c, draw/A
equal and parallel to e i, mskefg equal e h, join
hg ; draw B m and c I each equal and parallel to

e h. Join m h and I g ; make the angle m i equal
26 deg. 30 min.: draw mi and Ik: make the

Fig. 7.

angle oe A equal m i, or, which is the same in

effect, draw o e parallel to i m ; also draw f n
parallel to o e, join o n : here e o is equal m i : join

n D and o A ; ahd all the proposed planes are con-
structed.

The constructions and intersection of planes are

found essentially useful in the study of perspective.

dF SOLIDS.

Solid, from the Latin solidum, means a whole,

probably because in a solid are contained points,

lines, planes, or curved surfaces.

Solids may consist of planes, curved surfaces, or

of planes and curves.

At present we will speak of solids consisting of

planes.

The principal right-lined solids are the cube, the

prism, pyramid, &c.
The cube, from the Greek cubos, means a figure

bounded by squares ; for the cube has six faces, or

six equal squares.

Prism, from the Greek prisma, may mean a
cutting of, or giving a peculiar form to any sub-
stance : a prism may have many sides, according
to the form of its base, which may consist of a tri-

angle, a square, or any polygon, regular or
irregular.

Pyramid, from the Greek puramis, means a fire

in a state of blazing, in which case, the flame
seems to contract upwards to a point, appearing
to diminish as it ascends from the base, or the
place of the fuel.

A pyramid may have a triangle, a square, or any
polygon, for its base ; its sides are all triangles, the
least angle of every side meeting at the top, which
is called the vertex of the pyramid.

To construct a Cube, as seen on the Left.

Let the given side of the cube be 3 feet, from a

quarter-inch scale.

Draw A B, Jig. 1 , equal 3 feet, raise A g perpen-
dicular to A B, and equal to a b ; draw b h parallel

and equal to Ag; join </ fe, draw b c in any oblique

Fig. 1.

X
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(©fiserbations on ^rc^itfcture atitr

COMPILED PEOM THE CELEBRATED WORK OF

LEON BAPTISTA ALBERT^. i /

Ottr ancestors have left us many and various

arts tending to the pleasure and conveni'ency of

life acquired with the greatest industry and dili-

gence ; which arts, though all pretend, with a kind

of emulation, to have in view the great end of

being serviceable to mankind, yet we know that

each of them in particular has something in it that

seems to promise a distinct and separate fruit;

some arts we follow for necessity, and seme we es-

teem because they lead us to the knowledge of

things that are delightful.

"What these arts are it is not necessary to enu-

merate, for they are obvious. But if you take a

view of the whole circle of arts, you will hardly

find one but what, despising all others, regards

and seeks only its particular ends ; or if you do
meet with any of such a nature that you can in

no wise do without, and which yet brings along

with it profit, at the same time conjoined with

pleasure and honor, you will, I believe, be convin-

ced that architecture is not to be excluded from
that number. For it is certain, if you examine
the matter carefully, it is inexpressibly delightful

and of the greatest convenience to mankind in all

respects, both public and private, and in dignity

not inferior to the most excellent. But before pro-

ceeding further it will not be improper to explain

what he is that may be considered an architect : for

it is not a carpenter or a joiner that I thus rank
with the greatest masters in other sciences, the

manual operator being no more than an instrument

to the archictect. Him I call an architect who by a

sure and wonderful art and method is able, both
with thought and invention, to devise, and with
execution to complete all those works which, by
means of the movement of great weights and the

conjunction and amassment of bodies, can, with
the greatest beauty, be adapted to the uses of
mankind, and to be able to do this he must have
a thorough insight into the noblest and most cu-

rious sciences

—

such must be the architect. But
to return. Some have been of opinion that water

or tire were the principal occasions of bringing

men together into societies, but to us, who consider

the usefulness and necessity of coverings and walls,

it seems evident that they were the chief causes of

assembling men together. . But the only obligation

we have to the architect is, not for providing us
with safe and pleasant places where we may shelter

ourselves from the heat of the sun, from cold and
tempest, but from having besides contrived many
other things both of a private and public nature of

the highest use and convenience to the life of man.
How many noble families, reduced by the cala-

mities of tlie times, had been lost, had not their

paternal habitations preserved them and cherished

them as it were in the bosom of their forefathers.

Dcedalus, in his time, was greatly esteemed for

having made a vault, which gathered so warm and
kindly a vapour as provoked a plentiful sweat

and thereby cured distempers with great ease and
pleasure. Why need mention be made of others

who have contrived many things of the like sort

conducive to health—as places of exercise, baths,

and the like. Why should we insist on great

plenty of water brought from remote and hidden
places, and employed to so many useful purposes—
upon trophies, tabernacles, sacred edifices, church-
es, and the like ; or lastly, why should we mention
rocks cut, mountains bored, lakes confined, marsh-
es discharged into the sea, ships built, rivers

turned, bridges laid over them, harbours formed

—

not only serving men's conveniences, but also open
ing a way to all parts of the world,—whereby
men have been able mutually to furnish one ano
ther with provisions, and to communicate their

knowledge, and whatever else is healthful and
pleasurable. Add to these engines of war, and the

like inventions, necessary inventions to defending

the liberty of our country, maintaining the honour
and increasing the greatness of a city, and to the

acquisition and establishment of an empire. If

we were to inquire of all the cities within the me-
mory of man which have fallen by siege into the

power of new masters^—who was it overcame
them ? they would tell you the architect. And
that though strong enough to have despised an
armed enemy, that they could not withstand the

shocks of the engines with which the architect

distressed, demolished, and ruined them. Let this

sufiice as to the utility of this art.

But how much the study and subject of build

ing delights—how firmly it is rooted in the mind
of man, for you will find nobody who has the

means but what has an inclination to be building

something, and when we see other men's houses,

we immediately set about a careful examination of

all the different proportions, and to the best of our

ability consider what might be added, retrenched,

or altered, to be more complete and beautiful. And
if a building be well laid out, who is he that does

not view it with extreme pleasure and delight
" Who that has erected any edifice does not think

himself honoured by it ?" Men approve it, and
rejoice as you raise a fine wall or noble portico

columns, knowing thereby that you have served

not only yourself, but them too ; having by this

generous use of wealth, gained an addition of great

honour to yourself, your family, your descendants,

and your city.

The conclusion is, that for the service, security

honour, and ornament of the public, we are ex-

ceedingly obliged to the architect ; to whom in the

time of leisure for tranquility, pleasure and health

—in time of business for assistance and profit, and
in both for security and dignity.

{To be continued.)

The Dodo.—Mr. A. D. Bartlett, the celebrated

naturalist, has just completed a perfect model of

that curious bird the dodo, which has been seen by

Professor Owen, the Messrs. Gray, of the British

Museum, &c. The opinion expressed by all who
have seen it is that it exhibits with great accuracy

the size, form, and colour of that remarkable bird,

and that it is, in fact, a very perfect restoration of

the creature. The model was exhibited at the

evening meeting of the Zoological Society in

Hanover-square on Tuesday last.
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if.; ^fft i^ogal acaJjemg.

At a general meeting of the members of the

I Royal Academy on Monday week last, Messrs. R.

jThorburn and A. L. Egg were elected to the vacant

Associateships.
^
As a miniature painter Mr. Thor-

jburn has gained a reputation for depth of colour

land force of light and shade; and Mr. Egg's sub-

jects from ' Gil Bias' and Moliere, together with his

jlast exhibited work, 'Queen Elizabeth discovering

iby consulting her glass that she has grown old,'

were deemed sufficient qualifications for this pro-

motion. There is no doubt, says the Athenceum,

that either of these artists was deserving of the dig-

nity; but it caunot be unobserved that older claims

are habitually overlooked in these contests, and

that certain important branches of Art appear just

now to be at a discount in the Academy. Figure

'Art has the absolute rule there, and we believe it is

the fact that the Academicians have elected no

landscape painter for the last seven years. It is a

general effect of the agency predominating—that

what is technically termed the Eye of the Exhi-

bition, has undergone no change in that time ; and

a particular effect that grievous disappointments

are inflicted in the name of a system, which must

be borne as an impeachment of individual merits.

At the last monthly meeting of ^he Archteolo-

gical Institute, held Nov. 3rd, Lord Northampton

recommended to the society to encourage a more

active interest in the preservation of ancient re-

mains, and suggested that much might be effected

through the influence of members resident in va-

rious remote parts. He called attention to the fre-

quent discoveries of mural paintings during resto-

ration of churches, and to their interests as exam-

ples of Art. The valuable decorations j ust disco-

vered at Wells, of which Mr. Ferrey had promised

drawings for the next meeting,—the curious design,'

lately found by Mr. Blore in restoring the Church

jof Caistor, Northamptonshire,—and the designs

exhibited by Mr. Giles on the occasion, from the

Church of Wellington, Somersetshire, the finest

example of painted sculpture, perhaps yet disco-

vered. Works of this nature could rarely be fully

preserved, and it became desirable to obtain care-

ful drawings of them.——Mr. R. Fox at the same

meeting, produced a remarkable tore-bracelet of

gold, found in ploughing near Wendover, Bucks.

It is supposed to have been deposited at the time

of the battle between the Romans and the sons of

the British king, Cunobelin.

^0 (Kotr^sponti^nis^^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-
phered by the recipient of thy communication.

"Patrick Keenan."—With a piece of cotton

wadding dipped in spirits of wine, wash off tfie

varnish, then with another piece dipped in Flo

rence oil, rub over the "part cleaned with the spi

rit ; the object of useing the oil, is to prevent the

spiritfrom eating into the painting. If the pain

ting is old and the Varnish brittle, it can be rub-

bed off by the finger, but the process is very

tedious. v;.-. I " >'
'

"James Ainsioorth."<-->-They are all in print,

and ice can supply you upon the usual Trade

terms, for cash only.

"JR. A."—We do riot Tinow of anything better

for the piirpose, than American potash.

ANSWER TO QUERY in No. 79.

The composition usually used for decorating fur

niture, looking-glasses, and picture frames, is made
by dissolving glue in water, in the sama manner as

carpenters use it, but the solution is not required to

be so strong. After it is thoroughly dissolved, add
a little brown sugar or treacle, and as much whiting

as will make it into a thin paste ; it is then fit for

use. The mould must be well oiled or greased

before the composition is poured into it. It is

necessary that it should dry gradually. The use

of the sugar is to prevent the composition from

cracking while getting hard. F. F.

*^* Other Correspondents next toeeh.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, §*c., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, \1 Holyioelt-

street. Strand, London."—We shall at all timbs

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information

connected lolth lectures delivered at Mechanics^

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price \s. 3d. each ; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*.^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, loill greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 19 is now ready. Price Id.
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UR first

notions of beauty are, tliat it is a fixed pro-

perty of certain bodies, of which it is the

function of the taste to take cognizance,—^just

as it is the function of the eye to take cogni-

zance of colours, and of the ear to take cog-

nizance of sounds.

A moment's reflection, however, must show

that this theory is not tenable; for it at once

erects the power of perceiving beauty into a

separate sense, and makes beauty a physical pro-

perty, which is quite as measureable as gravity

or temperature. If this were so, all men

would see the same amount of beauty in the

same objects, and could no more disagree as

to what was beautiful, and whatnot, than they

could now pretend that gold was not a heavy

body, or fire was not a hot one. There might,

indeed, be supposed to be some men without

the required sense for perceiving beauty, and

their opinions, it might be argued, would differ

from the common standard ; but such persons

would only be unable to arrive at any conclu-

sion at all; just as a man blind from his birth

can have no conception of colours, or a be-

numbed limb may be destitute of sensation. It

is inconceivable, therefore, that if beauty were

a fixed property, which it was the function of

a distinct sense to perceive, men could differ

materially in their judgments respectmg it.

much less that the same individual should fail

to discern any beauty in the object by which,

a few days previously, he was enchanted—the

spell having in the mean time been broken by

some new association. Every one feels, more-

over, that the colours, forms, and proportions

which are beautiful in one set of objects are

by no means beautiful in all. The azure of the

sky, the golden tints of the clouds at sunset,

and the variegated vesture of the rainbow

—

these are all beautiful in their respective situ-

ations ; but would any such assortment of co-

lours be beautiful on the brow of a female ?—

Would the colour of the grass be beautiful on

the cheek of youth, or the proportions of a

tree or a mountain be beautiful in a statue or

a column ? The fact is, objects agree in being

beautiful Vvrhich possess no other quality in

common : and when we consider the multitude

of things to which this quality applies—to

things useless as well as physical—we shall at

once see how hopeless must be the task of re-

ducing all our emotions of beauty to such sim-

ple elements as variety, fitness, or fragility,

and how vain must be the supposition that

beauty can consist in the physical property at

all. The theory of beauty which we profess

ourselves to be adherents to, and of which we

now intend to lay some account before our

readers, is, that there are no objects possessed

of any absolute and intrinsic quality by which

the sense of beauty is excited; but that the

emotions of beauty or sublimity, which cer-

tain objects call up, are due altogether to their

power of suggesting other objects to the ima-

gination which are indelibly pleasing, simply

because they are the natural representatives of

love, joy, fear, pity, or some other social or

selfish affection of our nature. This theory at

once resolves all those perplexities relative to

diversity of taste to which we have already ad-

verted. According to it, those characteristics

of objects which we distinguish by the term

beautiful, are the mere symbols or mementoes

of certain elementary feelings with which they

have become associated in the mind of the

spectator ; and to say that the same object is

not beautiful in all eyes, is merely to say that

a certain assortment of symbols is not signifi-

cant to all minds of the same emotions. We
may thus see why the fair skin and blooming

complexion, which are beautiful in our eyes

because indicative of vouth, and health, and
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vivacity, may excite very diiferent emotions in

the mind of the African, to whom they will be

the signs only of suiFering and disease ; or why

the scenes of our childhood, or the music of

our native land, may have a beauty to us^

which is invisible, because inexistent, to every

other observer. Thus, too, we may discover

the secret of the extraordinary taste which it is

the tendency of particular occupations to pro-

duce. The medical student, for example, will

think an anatomical preparation beautiful,

which will only be thought a most loathsome

object by every body else; and the reason ma-

nifestly is, that in his mind it calls up trains

of agreeable thought, whilst to other persons

it is simply a symbol of pain and mortality.

—

We thus seem to be incapable of separating

the sensation due to the simple perception of

an object from those more complex feelings

which are consequent on its combination with

the images pre-existing in his mind; and, by a

natural though fallacious deduction, we set

down the resultant of this complicated combi-

nation as due altogether to the object by which

the movement was begun.

The process of association, indeed, is so ra-

pid, that we overlook all its intermediate stages

—^just as, in grasping any object, we overlook

the operation of judgment involved in the esti-

mate of its distance : we see merely the be-

ginning and the end of the process, and, as a

necessary consequence, hang the resulting emo-

tion on the object that originally called it up.

One of the chief sources of misconception

which has existed on this intefesting subject,

is the notion that beauty is itself a definite and

immutable quality, and that objects which are

admitted to be beautiful must affect all minds

in precisely the same manner. This, however,

it is notorious, is not the fact; and if the emo-

tion of beauty be merely the reflection of cer-

tain inward affections, it must, we think, be

obvious that there must be as many varieties of

beauty as there are of those affections. This

doctrine experience fully confirms. Thus there

are some sorts of beauty which are simple and

unpretending,—some animating and magnifi-

cent, and others august, commanding, and ma-
jestic. Some kinds of beauty appear to spring

out ot emotions of pity or affection, and some
out of ideas of convenience, grandeur, or en-

joyment, or out of awe, humility, or admi-

ration; and the kind of beauty of which any

object will be significant will depend altogether

upon the nature of the elementary feeling with

which it may happen to be associated in the

mind of the beholder.

Should these illustrations appear to have any

force, they will serve, perhaps, to aid our con-

ceptions of one of the most difficult and em-

barrassing cases of beauty, namelj', that of the

human countenance. We are apt to imagine

that the face of a beautiful female enchants us

merely by virtue of certain forms and colours,

the combinations of which gives us the emotion

of beauty. But a little closer consideration

will convince us that these forms and colours

are delightful merely because they are signifi-

cant to us of certain internal qualities, which

are primary objects of love and admiration.

Our emotions of beauty, it should ever be

remembered, arise not so much out of the real

existence of excellence, as out of the appear-

ance of it; and therefore, to sa}^ that beauty

may exist without amiability, is merely to say

that excellence may appear to be where it really

is not. Of this excellence certain outward

forms become significant, because, in by far

the greater number of cases, they are its real

concomitants; and this relation having become

established in the mind, the sign will produce

its accustomed impression even when affixed

to an opposite perception.

The attributes of youth and health are uni-

versally pleasing, and the other characteristics

are attractive simply because they are the ordi-

nary signs of innocence and amiability, and

retain their power of suggesting the emotions

to which they are for the most part united.

The absence of beauty where innocence and

amiability are present, may be explained on

the same principle. Where not due to the

absence of youth or health, there will usually

be found some blemish or deformity which

carries the idea of physical suffering or imper-

fection, and which may either weaken the

primary feeling, or obliterate it by another of

an opposite description. We think, indeed,

that there is a beauty of colours which is in-

dependent of association, and a harmony of

colours arising out of such a balance of the diffe-

rent tints that none of them can be said to predo-

minate. But the human countenance, we think,

derives very little of its b eauty from colour at all,

except in so far as it is indicative of other qualities,

but owes its enchantment chiefly to the circum-

stance, that it is a reflection of the soul.
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On taking down the dilapidated Norman church
of Fangfoss (about four miles from Pocklington,
in Yorkshire), the plan of the ancient church has

been made clear, and many fragments have been
discovered, belonging not only to the lately-exist-

ing building, but to the more ancient structure.

—

The east and west end walls and small tower had
been rebuilt within the last half century; and
in those walls many of the arch stones, corbels,

and fragments of ancient crosses had been walled

in with other old stones, mixed with brick, and a
brick porch had been added. With the exception

of the porch and two modern square windows, the

south side retained its original form, and the north

wall of the chancel also, to a height of ten feet

:

the north wall of the nave had been almost wholly
rebuilt ; the chancel pillars had been covered over
with wood scantlings, concealed by lath and plas-

ter, and the arch over them also by a flat ceiling
;

and round the nave was a very elaborate dentilled

and modillioned cornice, which, by excluding the
air from the oak roof, had caused a premature de-
cay. We are indebted to Mr. R. D. Chantrell, the

architect, for the following particulars.

During the last fortnight in September the old

building was removed, and trenches ordered to be
made for extending the walls, both eastward and
westward ; and on the 2Ist the return of the chan-
cel plinth appeared,—also about 8 feet of plinth

to the west. On the 22nd and 23rd, Mr. Chan-
trell traced the rubble foundation of an apse at the

east end, also the i)linths of three buttresses,

nearly equidistant from each other on the north
side.

All the stone found is the oolite, which is ob-
tained a few miles north of the village, and con-
tains fossil shells, which are observable in that of

many churches on the Yorkshire wolds. The
dressing is cross drafting, and the stones are nearly

square. The rubble foundation was composed of

large and small stones, well mixed with sand and
gravel, which runs immediately beneath the soil,

and is taken from the vicinity. This rubble, or con-
crete, was bedded regularly upon the stratum of

gravel wherever the excavation has been made con-
tiguous to it.

Besides the three sets of arch stones of the en-
trance to the chancel, ten others have been found
within the aslilar, firmly embedded in the bonding.
Under what has been the tower staircase, two frag-

ments of pillar shafts, one seven, the other eight
inches long, were placed vertically. The bed of
the tower plinth was one inch below that of the
body, which may be attributed to the greater
weight of the tower, asin other respects the plinths
correspond. The arch stones under the east end of
the chancel had two courses of herring-bone work
beneath them. The bed stones of the ancient por-
tal having been exposed, shew that the entrance
door has three pillars on each side, giving five sets

of arch stones.

The interior shows that at some period the build-
ing had been destroyed by fire, the face of the

whole inside, the pillars and arches entering the

chancel indicating intense heat, and the chancel
arch stones are so greatly injured thereby as to be
unfit for rebuilding. At the west end, on the ge-
neral level of the floor, the ashlar stone internally

was burned, and also the flag-stone floor, and a

black line, varying from half an inch to an inch
and a half, with small fragments of charcoal, prove
the fact. This must have taken place since the
erection of the latter church, as the older arch
stones are not discoloured like those of the chancel
arch. The walls had been whitewashed, and no
indication of Are appeai'ed before the building was
taken down. Some fragments of stone which
could not have been reached by the fire, were
burnt, and became the same colour, to prove that
nothing but intense heat could have so discoloured
and shattered the surface of the internal stone
work. On some of the stones which had been
coloured, are two-inch letters, of scriptural sen-
tences, not earlier than the end of the sixteenth
century. Some peculiar ancient crosses were used
as fillings-in in the walls; some were covers of

graves, and others erect, being carved on two
sides. The corbel table on the south side was of
coupled arches rudely carved, the corbels of the
general Norman character. On one is the warrior
on horseback, with a spear and the nasal helmet
(used, according to Merrick, by the Danes, and till

the end of Stephen's reign); on another, a large

horse's head, and a soldier with nasal helmet on
each side holding by a bridle across the nose. The
corbel table on the north was in the form of a
rude M, and this corresponding with the Norman
e« , may have alluded to the saint's name to whom
the church, was, probably dedicated ; as, if orien-
tation is to be depended on, Saint Mariin's day is

thereby indicated.

It is greatly to be regretted that there are no
hopes of raising more than £600 for the rebuilding
of this church, which, if restored, would cost

double that sum. Could adequate funds be ob-
tained, there are sufficient data for a restoration,

and a beautiful and interesting specimen of early

work might be rescued from oblivion,

—

Builder.

The Great Tubular Bridges.— The final

operation of lowering the second tubular bridse at
Conway, for the return line to London on the Ches-
ter and Holyhead railway, and the placing it on its

permanent bed, was accomplished on Wednesday
the loth inst. The ponderous mass of 1,300 tons
was suspended on chains, hanging and swinging
two feet above its permanent bed, over an area of
estuary of 400 feet, and 20 feet above the straits

for a period of ten days, during which the engi-

neers and pilots were engaged in adjusting the bed
plates and rollers, and masonry for its support.

—

The tube was likewise lengthened twelve feet by
the addition of six feet of similar tube to each end
of the mass so raised, this additional length alone

weighing upwards of 60 tons. Under the direction

of Messr. R. Stephenson, E. Clarke, and Captain
Claxton, the whole bridge with its permanent way
for the passage of the trains complete and ready
for use, was then gradually lowered by means of

the hydraulic presses which raised it on to a bed of

red and white lead spread over the creosoted timber,

which equalized the weight on the bed plates and
rollers. It is now in use for the transit of trains.
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Iniexiox Becoration, &c.

(Continued from page 35.)

Grotesque. A singular and fantastic style of

ornament, found in ancient buildings. (See Ara-

jbesque,/>. 65, vol. 1.)

Glass. A transparent substance, made by

ifusing various salts and metallic oxides with sili-

|Cious earths. The manufacture of glass was well

iknown in Aristotle's time, about 350 yeurs before

'Christ, and Pliny gives the following account of

.its discovery. A merchant vessel, laden with nitre

or fossil alkali, being driven on the coast of Pales-

tine, near the river Belus, the crew accidentally

supported the kettles on which they dried their

jprovisions on pieces of the fossil alkali. The sand

I
about it was vitrified by its union with the alkali,

and produced glass. The hint thus accidentally

obtained was improved upon. The glass of Egyp-

tian manufacture was long preferred to all other.

It was often stained of various colours, [n the time

of Augustus it was used by the Roman architects

in mosaic work, several specimens of which have

been found in the villa of Tiberius, in the island of

Capri, consisting of red, green, and blue. It ap-

pears that about the end of the third century glass

was used for windows, but from the glass plates

found at Herculaneum, we have reason to suppose

that this practice was introduced much earlier. Ar-

tificers skilled in making glass, according to Bede,

were brought into England in 674. Glass windows

were not generally used in England till 1180, and

for a considerable time they were esteemed marks

of great magnificence.

GosioMETRiCAL LiNEs. Llncs of sines, tan-

gents, secants, or any other used in measurement

of angles.

GoRGUGNEiA. Kcy-stones carved in the shape

of Gorgons' heads.

Girder. A large beam, to shorten the joists of

a floor, and thus lessen their bearing. It is also

termed the girding beam.

Girdle. (In architecture.) The circular band

round a column.

Glyph. An ornamental cavity or incision.

Graticulation. The dividing a design or

draft into squares, for the purpose of reducing it

to smaller dimensions.

Ground Plot. The ground on which a build-

ing is placed. (See p. 34, vol. A.)

Ground Plan. An ichnographical outline or

drawing of the foundation of a building. (See p.

24, vol. 4.)

Greek Cross. (See p. 21, vol. 2.)

GuiLLOCHi. Ornaments in the form of a series

of spiral strings. The following diagram shows

the method of striking the guillochis.

Groined Ceiling. A surface formed by thre^

or more curved surfaces, so that every two may
form a groin, all the groins terminating at one ex-

tremity in a common point. The curved surface

between every two adjacent groins, is called a sec-

troid ; the point where the groins terminate is the

apex or summit. The reverse mould of a sectroid

is a convex surface, which exactly coincides with it;

equal sectroids have the same reverse moulds. The

chord of a groin is a line supposed to be drawn

fron^ the summit to the other unconnected extre-

mity. A regular groined ceiling has all the sec-

troids equal, and the extremities in a plane.

{To be continued.)
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SKETCHES FROM NATURE—No. III.

Fis. T. Fis. 2

Fig. 3 Fiiy. 4.

Fig. 1,—Ivy Leaf. Fig. 2,—Oak Leaf. Fig. 3,—Fuchsia Leaf. Fig. 4,—Geranium Leaf.
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COMPILED FROM THE CELEBRATED WORK OF

LEON BAPTISTA ALBERTA.

{Continuedfrom page 39.)

Of Design and Structure.—Being about to

treat of building, we shall collect and transcribe all

the most curious and useful observations left us by
the ancients, and which they gathered in the exe-
cution of their works, and to these we shall join

whatever we ourselves have discovered by study,

application, and labor, that seems likely to be of
use. But as we desire in the handling of this

difficult, knotty, and commonly obscure subject,

to be as clear and intelligible as possible, we shall

according to our custom explain what the nature of

your subject is, which will shew the origin of the
important matters that we are to write of at their

very fountain-head, and enable us to express the
things that follow, in a more easy style.

We therefore lay down that the whole cost of
building consists in " Design and Structure. "

The whole force and rule of design consists in a
right, judicious, and exactjoining together the lines

and angles that compose and form the face of the
building. It is the property and business of de-
sign to appoint to the edifice all its parts and the
proper places ; determine proportion , so that the
whole form of the structure be pleasing. If we
would enquire what a building is in its own nature
together with its structure, it may be as well to

consider from what beginnings the Hahltations of
men took their rise, and then to trace the progress
of their improvement.

Antiquity of Building.—In the beginning men
looked out for settlements in some secure country
and having found a convenient spot suitable to

their wants there, they made a habitatioti so con-
trived that private and public matters might not
be confouiicled in the same place, but that they
might have one part for sleep, another for their

kitchen, and others for their necessary uses. They
then began to think of a covering to defend them
from sun and rain, and in order thereto, they erec-

ted tvulls to place this covering upon ; by this

means they knew they should be comjjletely shel-

tered from piercing colds and winds ; lastly in the
sides of the walls they opeued passages and win-
dows for going in or out, and lettingf in light and
air. and tor the conveniency of discharging any
gross vapours that might chance to get into the
house.

The first beginingof building was such, but use
and art have since improved them to such a pitch
as to become almost infinite ; some are public

—

some private—some sacred—some profane—some
serve for use and necessity—but nobody will deny
that all are derived from the principles before

mentioned. The whole art of building consists in
six things, which we define as follows ; Region is

the open space on which we are going to build, and
of which the seat or platform shall be a spot selec-

ted as the site ; the compartition is that which di-

vides the platform of the house into small divisions

so that the whole edifice thus formed and constitu-

ted seems to be full of lesser edifices : by loalling

we understand all that structure which is carried

from the ground to top, to support the roof, and
such also as is raised on the inside to separate the
apartments. Covering we shall call not only that
part which is laid over the top of the edifice to re-

ceive the rain, but to any part to which is extended
in length and breadth over the heads of those

within, which includes ceilings, vaults, and the
like. Apei^tures are those outlets which are in any
part of a building for the convenience of ingress

and egress, and the passage of things necessary for

the inmates ; of these therefore we shall treat, as

we find they are things by no means to be neglected,

as each of them are adapted to some certain con-
veniency, and above all that they be firm, solid, du-
rable, and in a manner eternal as to stability ; and
as to gracefulness and beauty, delicately and justly

adorned and set oif in all their parts.

The ancients used the utmost caution in fixing

upon a region in it nothing that was noxious, and
that was furnished with all conveniences ; and es-

pecially they took care that the air was not un-
wholesome—in which they showed great prudence,
for they knew that if the earth and water had any
defect in them, art and industry might correct it

;

but they afiirmed that neither contrivance nor
multitude of hands loas able sufficiently to amend
the air. And it must be allowed that as what we
breathe is so conducive to the nourishment and
support of life, the purer it is, the the more it must
preserve and maintain our health. Besides, how
great an influence the air has in generation, pro-
duction, and preservation of things. It is even
observed that they who inhale a pure air, have bet-

ter understandings than those who bi'eathe a hea-
vy moist one. We know that the air, according to

the different situations and position of places,

affects sometimes in one manner, and and some-
tim.es in another. Some of the causes of this va-
riety, we imagine we understand ; others by the

obscurity of their natures, are altogether hidden
and unknown to us. That air is the most healthy,

which is the most purified, and which may be most
easily pierced by the sight, the clearest and the

lightest, and the lest subject to variations. That
air is tlie most pestiferous where there is a collec-

tion of thick clouds and stinky vapour, and which
hang like a great weight upon the eyes and obstruct

the sight. The occasion of this wide difi'erence is

various ; but chiefly from the sun and the winds.

But without entering into enquiries how the va-

pours, by the power of the sun, are raised from the

most profound and hidden parts of the earth, and
drawn up to the sky, where, gathering up them-|

selves into vast bodies in the immense spaces of the

air, either by their own huge weight, or by recei-

ving the rays of the sun upon their rarefied parts,

they fail and thereby press upon the air and occa-

sion winds ; and being afterwards carried to the

oeean by their drought, they plunge, and having

bathed and impregnated themselves with the mois

ture of the sea, they once more ascend through the

air, where, being pressed by the wind, and, as it

were, squeezed like a sponge, discharge their bur-

then of water in rains, which again cause new va-

pours. Whether these conjectures be true or iiot,

or that it be, as we may call it, the breath of the



air, or nothing but the air itself put into agitation

by the motion of the world, or by the course and
radiation of the stars, or by the generative spirit of

all things in its own nature active, or something
else not of a separate existence, but consisting of

the air itself acted upon and influenced by the heat

of a higher air, or whatever other way of account-
ing for these things, we shall pass it over ; but
from what has been said, we can conceive why
some countries in the world enjoy a pleasant cheer-

ful air, while those close adjoining to them, and, as

it were, laid by nature in the same lap, are stupi-

fied and afflicted with a heavy and dismal climate.

The region therefore to be chosen should be that

which is most free from the power of clouds, and
heavy thick vapour. It has been remarked that

the rays and heat of the sun act with more violence

upon close dense bodies, than upon those of a looser

texture, for which reason they say the air is most
gross in those places that are most subject to great

heats. Choose soft breezes before winds, but even

winds, though violent and blustering, before a

calm, motionless, and consequently a heavy air.

Wate7' corrupts, if stagnant. And it is certain

that air is wonderfully exhilirated by motion ; for

thereby the vapours that rise from the earth are

dissipated. But then these winds sliould be broken
by the opposition of hills and woods. Gare should

be taken likewise that they do not bring any ill

qualities with them, gathered from the places

ihey have passed through. And for this reason we
should be careful to avoid all neighbourhoods from
which any noxious particles may be brought,—as

ill smells, exhalations from marshes, stagnant
ponds and ditches, for no Avater is so pernicious as

that which rots and putrifies for want of motion ;

and (he contagion from such a neighbourhood will

be still more mischievous, according as it is more
or less exposed to tmwholesome winds.

{To he continued.')

Anastatic Printing.—The Eev. H. E. Strick-
land of Cambridge, has been instituting some in-

quiries as to the capability of the anastatic system,
for more general application than it has hitherto
received. In the course of his experiments, he has
succeeded in effecting excellent transfers of litho-

graphic chalk drawings. The so called metallic

paper, as prepared for writing upon with metallic

pencils, is found to be the best material upon which
to execute chalk drawing to be printed. Impres-
sions from the zinc anastatic plate, the drawings of
which have been originally made on this paper,
have an appearance very closely approaching to

that of a good lithograph. Fine drawing paper,
smooth, but not glossy, is the next best material.
Mr. Strickland terms his productions papyro-
graplis. The advantages of the new process are
not artistic, but practical; it is not intended
that the draughtsman will be enabled to produce
results at all superior to what he accomplishes by
the existing arrangement, but it presents facilities

for the execution of drawings, which lithography
cannot possess. No weighty stones are required,
and the the artist may have his sketches printed
offimmediately, without copying or revising. The
process is also a rapid one, insomuch that, some
plates may be published within half an hour after

the time they are finished by the draughtsmen.

Bfcoration of tf)c ©ricntal ®luli

The decoration of the drawing-room and two
libraries of the Oriental Club has just been com-
pleted under the able superintendance of Mr, Leo-
nard Collmann. The club intending to spend only

a limited sum of money on the repainting and
embellishing of these rooms, a style of decoration

has been adopted, in which, by simple means, and
without the aid of superior artistic talent in the

execution, considerable effect can be produced;
moreover it is one very suitable for public buildings,

and more particularly so in this instance, the ar-

chitecture being in style Greekish, if not Greek.

That is, the ornament is all painted perfectly fiat

and mosaic-like. The effect produced solely rely-

ing on the merits of the general design, and on
the arrangement of colour, the execution requires

no more than great nicety in the workmen. The
general design and the ornamental details, are of a

strictly architectural nature, and the only painting

in light and shade introduced, is in two figures,

Europe and Asia, in the niches of the drawing-
room. Strong colours were chosen for the walls,

in order to add to the rooms a degree of comfort
and richness v>'hich lighter colours could not have
produced, and which was the more desirable, as

curtains to the windows are entirely dispensed with.

The general tone of the drawing-room is red, and
that of the libraries green. Some full-length por-
traits, formerly in large and clumsy gilt frames,

projecting nearly a foot, have been fixed to the

walls, and enclosed with suitable gold panel mould-
ings, so that they now form, as it were, a part of

the room, and do not obtrude by any overpowering
quantity of gold. The door and window archi-

traves, as also the dados, are painted in imitation

of marbles (and exceedingly well done), and the

doors and shutters in imitation of woods, suiting

the arrangement of colour in the various rooms.—

,

The result of the whole is very satisfactory.
|

Library of Queen's College, London.—This col-

lege for female education, so named by her ma-
jesty's permission, and now guarded by a royal

charter, is pursuing its course with great success.

Upwards of forty lectures are given every week to

full classes, and Broadwood and Stoddart have
each contributed a grand piano to the instrumental

music department. The professsors are now endea-
vouring to form a library of standard works, and
also a library of music. They have set apart a

room for the purpose, and the same lady who gave
£100 towards the college apparatus has given a'

large set of books as a commencement. I

The Queen of England has made the purchase

of the splendid piano of ivory, which excited so'

much admiration in Paris. This instrument is

completely vei'eered over with ivory, in sheets of

from fourteen to seventeen feet in length, and
thirty inches and upwards in width, from a single

elephant's tusk, by a spiral process. It is also in-!

crusted and ornamented with the rarest woods,
forming original designs. i
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(Continued from page 38J

OF SOLIDS.

To construct a Cube as seen cornenoise.

Draw any line as x y, Jig. 3, from any point in

X y, as A, raise A e perpendicular to x y, and equal
3 feet : bisect the angle e K x, and also the angle c

A y ; through each point of bisection draw A d
and A B, make A d and a. b each equal A e, draw

Fig. 3.

e h and ef equal and parallel respectively to A d
and A E ; draw D c and hg each equal and parallel

j

to e/, or A b; draw b o and/</ parallel to e A or

AD; join h B,g c, and f b, and the cube is con-
structed as proposed.

To eonstrxict a Prism having a square Base.

Draw A B, jig. 4, equal 2 feet, from a quarter
scale ; raise A g perpandicular to a b, make A g
equal 7 feet, draw b li parallel and equal to A y :

join g h, draw e c in an oblique direction toward
Fig. 4.

V;
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3H.tpo0ttiott of iHanufacturcs at

^itmtns^am.

We are happy to learn that the proposed plan

for an exposition of manufactures, to be held at

Birmingham during the visit of the British Asso-

ciation to that town next year, is favourably pro-

gressing. The importance of expositions of this

character can scarcely be overrated ; the great suc-

cess with which they have met, and the benefit of

which they have been productive in Belgium,

France, America, and in our own country, in the

case of Manchester, and th? usual Exhibitions of

the Society foi' promoting the Industrial Arts, af-

ford ample proofs of their (Extensive usefulness in

producing and fostering a correct taste in Art.

To England, indeed, these manufacturing re-

unions are of more importance tiian to any other

country, inasmuch as we have here too few stimu-

lants to artistic exertion, and therefore especially

need some regular Expositions of Manufactures,

in order to test the progressive development of our

powers of design. As tests of mechanical excel-

lence, they are also extremely valuable ; and, in-

deed, in every point are, to say the least, highly

desirable efforts to improve Art as connected with

Manufactures. The Birmingham Exposition will,

we learn from good authority, assume a character

of extraordinary interest, as well from the great

variety of the manufactures of that important

town, as from the high point of excellence which

those manufactures have attained. The iron and

brass work of Birmingham is famous over the

whole world. Its silver manufacture has long been

eminent for the productions of the solid and other

forms of standard character; and its glass-painting

and casting have lately made astonishing progress.

In proof of this statement we need only refer to

Ihe windows lately produced by Mr. Hardman,

and the magnificent glass work of Messrs. Osier.

I

The papier mache department of the Exposition

will be rich in contributions from Messrs. Jennens

jand Bettridge, Mr. A. Turley (who is employed in

fitting up some magnificent works purposely for

that occasion), and Mr. Lane. A most important

manufacture, exclusively confined to Birmingham,

jlhat of metallic bedsteads, will form a very impor-

tant feature. The position of Messrs. Peyton and

j Harlow, and Mr. Winfield, as manufacturers of

ithese articles, is well known. These eminent firms

j

will, no doubt, supply some very splendid speci-

|mens, the articles produced by the former being

! especially marked by correct taste, beautiful form,

and judicious application of colour. We cannot

too strongly urge upon the manufacturers of Bir-

mingham the importance of the proposed Expo-

sition ; and we sincerely trust that the visit of the

British Association will be signalised by the appear-

ance of some of the greatest triumphs of Art, as

applied to manufactures, that England, or indeed,

the world, has ever witnessed.

The Holland Monument. — The Holland
j

Monument, after a brief lying in state in the;

sculptor's gallery, has at length been inferred in

the Abbey. A monument, it is true, by its very
nature suggests the ideas of obscurity and;

oblivion :—but then it does so by the attempt to

defeat the one and rescue all that the art of

mortality can from the other. To make it share

in the burial which it records neutralises the

record. It brings the immortality of Art to

proclaim the mortality of Love—but must have
an audience, or its mora,ls are unrendered. To
hide away a monument is like putting a dial in

the shade :—in each case the oracles are dumb
and the structure is a waste. The Dean of

Westminster is a great geologist,—but has no|

idea of the value of some stones. Now, had t h
j

been a fossil, the present process would have had
a chance of being reversed. Digging out would
have been the order,—not stowing away. The
mark of past centuries on the one the Dean
could have read—the promise of centuries of

eloquence to come which is written on the other

is written in vain for him. The stone wrought
by ages is dragged by his science to the light of

day—the marble wrought/or ages is consigned by
his authority to the Abbey's most hidden nook.

Such is the fate of the Holland monument : in tha

first freshness of its creation—with the characters

of its immortality yet young upon it—deliberately

put away, like so much lumber, to abide its

archEeologic time. This is the doom of the modern
sculptor in England :—the lowest den in the Aca-
demy and the darkest corner in the Abbey ! Dean
Buckland, it is true, looks to his church generally

rather than to any work of art in particular : but

pride in the first might have suggested some better

provision for one of the noblest monuments that

ever entered his cathedral ; and surely the trustees

—who are persons having that kind of interest

which knocks at abbey doors and is opened to

—

have yielded more in this matter than became the

due execution of their trust. To the memory which

they sought to honour, to the subscribers by whom
they were delegated, and to Mr. Baily who had so

greatly fulfilled their intentions, they owed it to

have secured some better arrangement if the nar-

rowing spaces of the Abbey left it in any way
practicable.—However, views of the monument are

to be had by those who will look for them ; and it

is in order that our readers who are not antiqua-

rians may have their share reserved in an enjoy-

ment which the Dean has handed over to pos-

terity, that we thus call attention to a concealed

treasure. They will enter the Abbey without seeing

the Holland monument :—but it is well they should

know that they need not leave without having

found it.

—

Athenceum.
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Wf^t or^ronotspist.

It is mentioned in Galignani, that there has been,

hi Paris, a sale of autographs belonging to the late

M. Antoine Vandyck,—last year consecrated Bishop

of Adras, in partibus. Amongst a vast quantity

of historical papers, was found an autograph of

Mandrin, the famous robber of the last century

:

—which was knocked down for 250 f. (\0l.) to M.

Greppo. One solid block of Anglesea stone,

weighing before dressing, twenty-seven tons, has

j ust been placed in work as part of the coping of

the arcli over the western entrance of the tunnel,

by the Bangor station of the Chester and Holyhead

Railway. The arch is extremely massive, and must

have cost an immensity of money. The services

of Mr. "VYilson—formerly director of the Head

School of Design at Somerset House, and subse-

quently Inspector of the Provincial Branch Schools,

—have been transferred to the office of Head

blaster of the Branch School in Glasgow ; in the

place of Mr..ajto.cmanu^, who has been removed.

It is understood that no successor to Mr. Wilson

as director is'deemed necessary. A Munich

correpondent in the Allgemeine Zeitung reports

on an Exhibition of drawings by M. Herman,

—

the subjects of which are taken from the history

of ©erman people. These drawings, consisting of

fifteen leaves, comprise the time from the period of

the old Germans under their northern deities down

to that of the French dominion in Germany. The

artist's intention was to represent the great drama

of the foundation, growth, power, and fall of the

German empire and the struggle of the Germanic

minds in modern times. The whole v/ork is to be

engraved and published by subscription. Ac-

cording to the Roman correspondent of a morning

contempory, the King of Naples in the very midst

of these stormy times has found leisure to do what

probably never struck him in the calm. From his

boat which is tossing in presence of the great sea-

serpent, he has put forth an edict erecting an In-

stitute of Fine Arts in Rome for the use of Neapo-

litan aspirants in painting, architecture, and

sculpture. There are seven students, who are to

have eacli 25 ducats (3#. Qd.) a month,—a director

with 750 ducats annual pay^-:r-a beadle and porter

with 140 each,—and "an ecclesiastical inspector"

with 240.—The writer in question concludes his

notice of the Neapolitan institution by prophecyin g

—or suggesting :
" Sweden, Russia, Prussia, and

France," he says, "have already foundations of this

nature :—and a graceful adj unct to the new

British embassy is probably in Palmerstonian con-

templation. M. Jules Rossignon has lately sub

mitted to the Academy of Sciences a specimen of

vegetable wax, extracted from the berries of a

common laurel grown on the mountains of Vera-

Paz, in the Republic of Guatimala. The analysis

of this wax gave—carbon, 76'29 ; hydrogen, 15'08

;

oxygen, 8"63. It is of a green colour, and exhales

a slightly aromatic odour when rubbed or melted.

The candles which have been made with this wax
give a beautifully clear light, and diffuse a pleasant

aromatic odour. The laurel whose berries furnish

this was, has the character and leafage of Laurus

nobllis ; it forms numerous thick forests in the

mountains of ¥era-Paz, that is, throughout the

whole of that part of the Guatimalian territory

which commences at Rio Polochis, and spreads to

the limits of Yuctan. .

^0 ©om.6pontifnl0, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

phered by the recipient of thy communication.

QUERY.
Can any Co7'respondeht inform us where we can

purchase mouldsfor casting pictureframes, ^-c.

''A Young Mechanic." If i/ou have a know-
ledge of drawing you had better apply to the

School of Design, Someiset House ; the terms are

very moderate.

"A. F." They proved too expensive for the

limited demand for them to remunerate us.

*^* Other Correspondents next week.

Communications, Books for Revieto, Specimens

of Inventions, S^c., to be addressed to "the JEJditor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as icill favor us with local information

connected toith lectures delivered at Mechanics^

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are noio ready,

price \s.^d. each; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bouiid for 2s. each, if gilt, or

marbled, Qd. extra.

^'u*Any of our Headers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-,

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

bli lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 19 is noio ready. Price Id.
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representation of the Beautiful is called Art,

says Professor Thiersch, in his Academical

Lectures. If so—and we of course cannot

gainsay the definition—how happy a lot, as it

would seem, must theirs be who are privileged

to become its followers ; how proud the posi-

tion they incontestably must hold among their

fellow men. And truly the artist's were a

calling of the highest honour, and one that

might, with justice, presuppose much happiness

in the pursuit, if, in the course of age, that re-

verence for Art which once was felt had not

gradually diminished ; until at last such feeling

was looked upon as pertaining almost to the

mythology of those days when music, poetry,

and oratory were deemed especially worthy of

a free-born man, and hence were denominated.

as proof of their especial excellence, the Li

beral Arts. But " it is not now as it hath been

of yore;" and of this reverence, and of the

protecting aid which it was implicitly believed

was accorded the artist by some higher power,

we, in these days, think and feel as we do

when reading of the awe with which, of old,

men crossed the threshold of their temples, or

of the veneration with which they stood before

the marvellous work of Phidias in the Parthe-

non. The truth is, Art is no longer looked

upon as a cultus; its followers no longer are

bent to as the high priests who alone might

approach the altar and prepare the oiFerings

Wherever Art, be the department what it

may, is no longer looked up to in the belief

that it is destined for some ulterior higher end

than the mere gratification of the senses, it

will there fail to exercise such influence as we
have alluded to above. Moreover, in that land

Art will degenerate; for, as in social life, the

knowledge that our friends estimate our cha-

racters most highly, even beyond—far beyond,

our deserts, is of itself an incitement, if not

really to reach the almost ideal excellence

which their partiality makes them see in us;

yet, at all events, to guard against the commis-

sion of any act which might lessen us in their

estimation; so the absence of high appreci-

ation will be felt by the artist^ and cause him

to relax his efforts, and by not desiring to rise

so very high above the common earth, he will

at first soar midway, but approach eventually

nearer and nearer to the ground ; and that

this should be the case, must be a matter of

regret.

It is the peculiar province of Art to give to

life, and to spread over its bare necessities and

arrangements, the charm of grace. Now the

effects of this are incalculable, inasmuch as it

is beyond our power to trace the thousand hid-

den ways by which it arrives at exercising an

influence over our natures to determine the

measure of that influence, or even, may be, to

tell when or in what it has shown itself. We
receive impressions as we imbibe certain prin-

ciples : they steal upon us unconsciously; yet,

gently as they come, they leave their mark be-

hind. That harmony of tone is not without

its effect on the mind, we are willing to allow
;

and yet, perhaps, those same persons might be

little inclined to concede a like power to har-
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mony when displayed in the forms of things.

And this only because its influence, in the

latter case, is less apparent from its being less

direct. But we question whether, though not

30 immediate, it be not more durable in its

consequences. We, at least for our own parts,

would rather rely upon it for working a change

in men's mindS;, and making them susceptible

of the grand or beautiful ; for " softening their

manners, and preventing them from being

brutal." Beauty of form seems, most mar-

vellously, to have a plastic power over the

mind ; but, like all things which are moulded

into shape, the change is a gradual one.

To render Art, genuine high Art, accessible

to the people, to make its contemplation a

matter of rare occurrence, is therefore to be

looked on as a subject of positive importance

by those in authority. They will not, it is

true, for the reasons we have given above, be

able to balance the debtor account of outlay or

of trouble by an exact creditor for so much
" improvement in taste and manners ;" yet

they may be assured that the venture, if they

look upon it as such, will not be a losing one.

Let those, therefore, by whom the produc-

tions of the Art-Manufactures are put in cir-

culation, have a thought as to the price at

which they are to be obtained. To be of use

they must be widely disseminated. They must

be accessible to those whose means are not

ample, but who yet are willing to expend some-

what more than the mere common jug would

have cost, for the pleasure of possessing some-

thing that gives elegance to the table or the

shelf, and affords satisfaction as often as it is

looked upon. It is already something gained

when they feel they are the possessors of a

work of Art;" they begin to take an interest

in what the artist produces, as for them, even

for them, his genius has been employed.

Bccoretions of ti)t ^titl^U ^iimixt.

The interior of the Adelphi theatre has been

reconstructed from the designs of Mr. Digby

Wyatt, a clever architect, who has distin-

guished himself by a beautiful work he has

recently published on the geometrical designs

of the middle ages. Independent of re-ar-

ranging the internal form, it may at once be

seen that an artist has presided ; and although

Mr. Sang is here also the executant, it is not

difficult to see that a master hand has governed,

and that artistic skill has guided the brush of

the ornamentist

The ceiling is domed; small Imes diverging

from ]the chandalier in the centre, divide the

concavity into parts, which resemble the

glazed roofs of botanical erections ; and as

the sky is seen between, it gives the theatre a

semblance of some lofty floral conservatory.

The decoration of this part is effected by swing-

ing genii, flirting birds, and pendant festoons,

in all the gay colours of Nature's vivid hues.

The design on the fronts of the boxes is a

slight combination of thin curved lines, with

batches of bright colour detailed with ideal

images. The new drop-scene is a continuation

of the architectural interior, with similar or-

namentation formed into arcaded openings,

through which a garden vista of old French

style is seen ; and immediately in front of this

arrangement some lively figures are painted in

the fantastic costume of Watteau's bah chain-

petite. The harmony of tint on this splendid

drop-scene, rich with air and life, forms a con-

trast with th? hard mechanical painting of the

ornaments of the interior; and it is not a little

interfered with, or spoiled rather, by the gaudy

chintz curtains of the private boxes, and the

unclean yellow hue of a stinted fringe sus-

pended over them. If ^this upholstery were

removed, the effect of the house would be ma-

terially improved.

In theatrical undertakings it too frequently

occurs, '^that ever^ thing must be done with

precipitation, and time is not allowed for con-

sideration to create unity of design. To deco-

rate the interior of a theatre is not a light

undertaking, if Art is to be accomplished. Un-

fortunatel)^ an artist is seldom consulted, and

the decorator is selected, whose staff of sub-

ordinates is strong enough in numbers to per-

form quickly their evolutions over the space

that is to be covered. However, we must be

content with any display of intention which

minutely indicates a desire of progressing;

and so far we are willing to laud the smallest

particle of good that gleams among much that

is indifferent.
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pjga Citations for tp Mi'n^U anb

W^oxUnQ ©lasses.

Within the last few years much has heen ac-

complished to remedy the sanatory condition of

this metropolis and our large towns, both by local

and other authorities. Yet much more ramains

to be done, and one of the principal considerations,

next to a proper drainage, is the habitations of the

middle and working classes of society. Govern-

ment by enactments and other measures of course

can compel local boards to remedy the former, but

not so the latter, which is quite a matter of private

speculation and enterprise. England, above all

|nations, is proverbial for her industrious and specu-

lative spirit, not to mention her advance in other

respects ; and when we come to consider her vast

wealth, and the numerous ways in which it is in-

vested in all parts of the globe, we cannot forbear

exclaiming, — " This is, indeed, a wonderful

people !"

But in the midst of all this propagating indus-

try, why is it that our monied men have hitherto

never thought of investing a portion of their

wealth in the erection of habitations for working

men. Surely this would be as safe a field for their

capital as the Pennsylvanian funds, or the erection

of splendid mansions and fancy dwellings which

have sprung into existence within the last five

years, in this mighty cityj and which at this mo-
ment, I am sorry to say, are partially inhabited.

Many are still in^the same condition as left by the

workmen, either more or less incomplete. There

they stand, monuments of industry, as far as re-

gards rapidity of erection goes,—but on the other

hand, sad spectacles of man's cupidity, want of

foresight, and folly.

There can be no doubt if the capital now lying

dormant in empty houses had been applied in the

erection of model dwellings for the middle and

working classes, that the capitalist would be real-

izing at this day a good per centage for his outlay,

not to mention the unspeakable benefits he would

be conferring on his less fortunate brethren.

It may appear tedious to be so harping on the

man of money, but it is to this individual class

that we must look for bettering the homes of

the working classes. With them it rests to increase

or decrease our weekly Bills of Mortality.—T7ie

Guilder.

Nearly twenty thousand houses, many of them
of the first class, and the majority comprising six

and eight-roomed dwellings, are now standing in
an unfinished state in the metropolis. , •

Mebteb).

Collectanea Antiqua, by Mr. Chas. Roach

Smith ;
published by J. R. Smith, Old Compton-

street, London.

Mr. C. R. Smith has just completed the first

volume of his " Collectanea Antiqua, Etchings of

Ancient Remains, illustrative of the Habits, Cus-

toms, and History of Past Ages." It presents in

an unpretending form, an interesting record of

facts, very copiously illustrated, and will supply

materials to many future writers. We quote the

following observations from the preface :

—

" Unhappily, the Government has not yet been

awakened to a sense of the importance of our na-

tional antiquities. It neither origir'ates any scheme

for their preservation, nor encourages the exertions

of societies or individuals. It even defends its

pertinacious apathy by asserting that the chartered

Society of Antiquaries of London should, and may,

do all that is required. If this argument had ever

any reason or justice, it would be the more forcible

and conclusive, since the establishment of the As-

sociation has brought- forward so many institutions

having similar objects in view. But it was ever a

poor excuse for indifi'erence, and is now manifestly

absurd. The income of these societies is exceed-

ingly trifling in comparison with the claims upon

it, and this income is becoming more and more in-

adequate as the exertions of the members increase,

and as materials are collected and accumulated.

And it must ever be borne in mind, that the sci-

ence which these collections promote is one of the

highest consideration that it might be made of

great public utility, and without which every sys

tem of education must be incomplete.

" The Government of Great Britain, with re-

sources beyond those of any other state in Europe

is behind all in the appreciation of its valuable

national monuments, and in the encouragement of

inquiries which have a direct tendency to advance

the intellectual and moral condition of the people

Ever boasting of its institutions, and inculcating

reverence and attachment to them, it neglects the

preservation of those memorials the knowledge of

which can alone give sound notions of the origin,

progress, and value of national institutions, and

beget, in the people at large, a capacity to appre-

ciate the great social regulations and the political

organizations under which they live, and which

they are daily expected to cherish and defend."

Our space is this week too much pre-occupied to

do adequate justice to this subject. It will "be re-

sumed in our next.
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AN ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A GARDEN SEAT AND FOTTNTAIH, TO TERMINATE A STRAIGHT WALK,

(by S. H. D.)
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Few persons can have visited our ancient

churches without having their attention attracted

by the monumental brasses, a number of which
remain upon their floors; although the hand of

spoliation has deprived us of many that would
throw much light on the tastes and manners of the

past. They generally consist of figures and in-

scriptions, let into cavities cut in the stone slabs to

receive them ; but some of a more modern date,

are entirely executed on a square plate of metal

the size of the gravestone. In all instances they

now serve as a most valuable series of truthful il-

lustrations of the costumes, civil and military,

worn in England at the various periods when they

were executed. All the details of armour are

faithfully and minutely given; all the varieties of

fashion dwelt upon and scrupulously delineated ;

—

all ecclesiastical vestments, legal and magisterial

robes, clearly defined. They must furnish us with

authority for costume from the time of their earliest

use in the fourteenth century, until their disuse in

the seventeenth ; and no country in the world can

show so large and perfect a series as Great Britain.

To the archseologist their value is inestimable, nor

can th(3y fail to interest every observant mind. In

their own day they formed an important part in

church decoration, and the beauty of their effect

when laid side by side in a chancel, may still be

judged by a visit to Cobham Church, Kent, a short

distance from Gravesend, where is a series of fine

brasses to the Cobham family, second in beauty,

number, and interest to none in the kingdom.
The church decorators of the olden time did all

in their power to destroy the coldness and mono-
tony of blank walls. Hence fresco, or more pro-

perly, distemper painting, was a common internal

decoration, and the walls were covered with pic-

tures of the lives of the Saints, or the history of

the Saviour, the Last Judgment, &c. Many of

these have been laid bare when the process of new
plastering church walls has destroyed the white-

wash with which they have been covered ; and so

long a list might be given of churches which have

been thus decorated, that it would go far to prove

this practice universal.

Where the pictures did not exist, a pattern in

diaper work was stencilled, and the pillars and
arches thus decorated, or the flutings painted in

various tints. The windows, in the same way, ex-

hibited in glowing tints the fathers, martyrs, or

saints, their acts and legends. The ceilings were

frequently painted, and the floors brilliantly glow-
ing with coloured tiles, and thickly interspersed

with monumental brasses.

Simple recumbent effigies and monumental
brasses seem to have gone out of fashion early in

the seventeenth century ; and semi-classic monu-
mental piles to have usurped their place, ending in

the absurdities which disfigure our churches and
cathedrals, and give them the look of a stone-

mason's pattern-room or workshop. Allegorical

figures, difficult to comprehend, pagan emblems to-

tally unfit for the Christian church, groups of

pyramids, pilasters, and perching angels ; contra-

dictions in costume, full-bottomed marble wigs

flowing abundantly over Roman armour, the latter

worn by modern Englishmen who scarcely ever

saw a battle,—are some few of the absurdities of

the last two centui-ies. Heavily dressed heroes in

jack boots, ascending amidst headless cherubs, and
hard angular glories, chiselled from harsh stone,

give a ludicrous and unpleasant air to the sacred

edifices in which they are enshrined ; and when we
see, as in Westminster Abbey, the most exquisite

tracery and beautiful sculpture cut ruthlessly away
to make room for such disfigurements, we can but

sigh over the want of taste which was too prevalent

half a century ago, even among educated church-

men.
We have been led into these remarks owing to

the resucitation of the ancient style of mortuary
commemoration, by placing an engraved plate over

the grave, as in the middle ages. But as our walls

are generally blanks, such modern monumental
brasses have been inserted in the walls, as the fune

real tablets generally are. The rich effect produced
by this means far exceeds that afforded by any
stone memorial, particularly as the brass is suscep

tible of the reception of enamel in its most bril

liant forms. We have seen several instances of

these modern monumental brasses, and have been
exceedingly struck with the happy manner in

which the artist has got over the difficulty of re

presenting modern costume, by adapting the frock

coat or cloak to the figure, until all incongruities

vanish, and the style and ornament of the middle
ages incorporate therewith with happy effect.

The artist whose works in this way merit parti-

cular attention, is Mr. J. W. Archer (46, Claren-

don-street, Euston-square), who may be said to

have revived this almost forgotten Art. He has

been followed by Messrs. Pugin, Waller, and others,

who have manufactured many such memorials.

His first work was the monument of Dr. Davy, in

the chapel of Caius College, Cambridge, which
has been succeeded by upwards of twenty others,

designed and executed by him in all that variety,

simplicity, and elaboration, of which mementos in

this style are susceptible. One of his works, to the

memory of Captain W. Ingram of the Enniskillen

Dragoons, was honoured by the notice of Prince

Albert; another, of Captain White of the same
regiment covers a space of nine feet in the wall of

Wargrove church, near Henley on Thames.
By assiduity, Mr. Archer has been enabled to

overcome a difficulty in the ornamentation of his

brasses with colouring matter; such colours in an-

cient brasses were introduced by a medium of soft

mastic, which being perishable, has left but few

traces behind. To remedy this, Mr. Archer has

obtained a colouring material from silica, Chinese

porcelain, and other hard substances incorporated

with sandarac, and gums of similar quality, which
material seems scarcely inferior in probable dura-
bility to enamel, a substance that cannot be em-
ployed in mixed metals. For heraldic decorations,

diaper work, or the interstices of Gothic enrich-

ment, such colouring has the most brilliant effect.

We hail the revival of this ancient Art with
pleasure, and we recommend it as a much more
elegant and fitting memorial than the stone tablet,

or other monumental structures generally affixed

to church walls. These frequently disfigure the

sacred edifice, and are seldom analogous to the

architectural style or enrichment of such build-

ings. But brasses properly designed and tastefully
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executed, embellished as they may be with he-
raldic and coloured decoration, really ornament
the building whose walls receive them, and make
the hand of affection subservient to church deco-
ration.—F. W. Fairholt, in the Art Union.

©iscrbations on '^xt^iittiyxxz antr

aSuiltiiitfl.

COMPILED PROM THE CELEBRATED WORK OF

LEON baptista alberta.

(
Continuedfrom page 46.)

In choosing region it will be proper to have it

such that the inhabitants may find it convenient

in all respects, both as to its natural properties,

and as to the neighbourhood and its correspon-

dence with the rest of mankind. For certainly we
would not build a city upon a steep, and hardly

accessible cliff, unless obliged by the utmost extre-

mity, nor In a solitary desert ; neithet should we be

pleased to live upon eggs of birds, or upon acorns.

On the contrary, it should be a region where, if

possible, nothing should be wanting that could be

of use to life. Choose a region that has many
different ways of access for the easy conveyance of

all manner of necessaries, both by land-carriage

and water-carriage. The region should likewise not

be too moist, through a great abundance of water,

nor too much parched by drought, but be temper-
ate ; and if we cannot find one likely in all res-

pects to confirm as we would wish it, let us

chooseait somewhat cold and dry, rather than
moist nd warm. For our houses, clothes, fires,

and exercises, will easily overcome cold. Nor has

a dry soil anything in it that is noxious, either to

the bodies or minds, only that the dryness tends to

harden men's bodies ; while for certain it is known
that all bodies corrupt by humidity.^and are relaxed

by heat. And, further, we find that men, either

in cold weather, or that live in cold climates, are

more healthy, and less subject to distemper. It is

said that men in warm climates have livelier wit, as

they have better constitutions in cold. That re-

gion will be best which is just moderately warm
and moist, because it will produce lusty,handsome
men, and who are not subject to melancholy ; and
that region is most eligible which, being placed
among countries liable to snow, enjoys more snn
than its neighbours, and among countries burned
by the sun, that which has most humidity and
shade.

But no building can be placed more unsightly
and inconveniently than in a valley between two
hills ; because, not to insist on more manifest rea-
sons, an edifice so placed loses all dignity,—lying
quite hid, and its prospect being interrupted, it

can have neither pleasure nor beauty. But what
is this to the greater misfortunes likely to happen
where the house, overwhelmed by floods, and filled

by waters that pour in from the adjoining hills,

and imbibing continual wet, rots and decays and
exhales vapour extremely noxious to the health of
the inhabitants? In such a place the understanding
can never be clear, the spirits being damped and

stupified, nor will any kind of bodies endure long.

The hooks will grow mouldy and rot, the cases will

rust, nothing in the store-house will keep ; in

short, the excess of moisture will spoil and destroy

every thing. If the sun shines you will be scorched

by the reflection of his rays, which beat back you
from every side, and if it does not, you will be dried
and withered by continual shade. Add to this,

—

if the wind gets in, being confined as it were in a
channel, it will rage there with greater fury than
in other places ; and if it never enters, the air, for
want af motion, will grow thick and muddy,—such
a valley becomes a paddle or bog of air. The
form of the place to be selected for building,
should be graceful and pleaasnt, not mean or low
as if it were buried below the rest of the earth

;

but lofty, giving a clear prospect, and the air con-
stantly refreshed on every side by delightful

brezees. Besides these, let there be a plenty of
everything necessary to either the pleasure or con-
veniency of life—as water, fire, and provisions,

care being taken there is nothing iu these prejudi-
cial to health. The springs should be opened and
tasted to see there are in them no qualites injurious

to the constitution of the inhabitants, for some wa-
ter breeds wens, in the throat, and gives the stone

and gravel, and physicians state that they who
drink water that is not well purged, but heavy and
ill-tasted, grew cholicky and have large swelled
bellies, v.'hile the rest of their members, as the
arms, shoulders, and faces, become thin and ema-
ciated. Add to this, that through the fault of
spleen ill digesting with the blood, they fall into

several kinds of distempers, some even pestilential.

In summer, fluxes of the belly, by the stirring of

the choler and the dissolving of the humors, waste
all their strength—and all the year round they are
continually liable to heavy and tedious infirmities,

such as dropsy, asthma, and pluerisy.

(To be continued.)

Houses for the Poor.—A writer in the

Edinburgh Courant points out the eligibility as a
money investment of providing houses for the poor.

Invitatis invitandis, his remarks are as applicable

to the English as the Scottish capital. " Having
occasion (he says) to call upon a poor widow in an
inferior street, [ had the curiosity to enquire what
rent she paid for the single room she occupied ; she

informed me that is was 40s., I measured its di-

mensi(ms, and found them to be 10 feet long by 9
high, and 7 feet wide. On my return to my own
house, a flat, I found that it stood on an area of

1,778 square feet. The height of ceiling of the

vasious flats in the stair, three in number, I found

to be 13^ feet, by 12 feet, and 10:^ feet—respective-

ly giving an average of 12 feet. The rents again

are £34, £27, and £20, giving an average of £27.

The cubic dimensions of the poor woman's house

you will find to be 630 feet. The average cubic!

dimensions of one of the better houses alluded to,

are 21,336 ft., would produce a rental of £67 lOs.

or deducting for the increased number of partition

walls necessary in small houses, say £QiQ instead of

£27, the present rental. Nor is this all—my land-

lord, at my taking possession, spent the first year's

rent on painting, papering, &c., a little whitewash

is all that is necessary in the humble dwellings of

the poor." You may draw your own conclusion.
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{Continued from page 44.)

Galloway Dyke. It is built the same as a

dry stone wall, with a broad base, tapering gradu-

ally upwards, as at A. It is then levelled with a

course of flat stones as at b, in such a manner as

to Irt them project two or three inches on each

side, resembling a coping, as shewn by the dotted

^M
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Upwards of £1400 has been collected in Mac-

clesfield, towards the establishment of Baths and

Wash-houses for the people. It is reported that

a lump of gold, weighing 3,032 dwts., was lately

found in a mine, belonging to Major Heiss, in Vir-

ginia. A remarkable tunnel on the Waterford

and Dublin Railway at Bray, has advanced so far

towards completion, that there is a communication

I

throughout. The works run through Kilkenny point

and for its whole distance, it passes through the

(hardest granite. It is said that this is the first tun-

nel in the United Kingdom entirely, through such

difficult material. Ludwig von Schwantater, the

classic sculptor of Munich, died on the 14th ult.,

in his forty-seventh year. In the great level or

audit, now in course of construction to drain the

water from the Eyam-edge mines, Derbyshire, was

recently found a beautiful fossil planulite, a species

of ammonite. It consists of three or four "whorls''

and is considered the most perfect fossil of the kind

ever found in Derbyshire. Above £100 in sub-

scriptions, has already been received by the Society

for the Nottingham monument to Lord George

Bentinck, for the purpose of erecting a monument

to perpetuate his memory. The sixth annual

soiree of the Manchester Athenaeum was held in

the Town Hall on Thursday in last week, under the

presidency of Lord Mahon, and although, from a

great variety of causes, the pressure of the times

in particular, the number of the persons present

i (700) was less than on former occasions, it may be

called one of the most successful meetings which

[they have had. The speeches delivered were for

the most part admirable. On Monday the 20th

I

ult., the institute of British Artists held their ordi-

nary general meeting of the sessions. The presi-

'dent, Earl de Grey, was in the chair, and the

rooms were crowded. More than 200 persons were

I

present, including the greater number of the lead-

,ing members of the profession. The Builder

announces that the Architectural Publication So-

Iciety is making satisfactory progress. There are

now 305 subscribers ; and local secretaries have

been appointed in various places,—including two

in Arabia and one in Jamaica. Carpenters and

joiners are less needed in the United States than

almost any other workers in wood, with the excep-

tion, perhaps, of cabinet makers ; all of which

trades are not very promising at the present time,

owing to an over supply of workmen. The wages

of these classes are low, and the pay not very
|

prompt. The Secretaryship of the National So

ciety for Education, has become vacant, by the re

signationof the Rev. W.J. Kennedy, M.A., who

has been appointed one of the Government Inspec-

tors of Schools. The church of St. Martin'8,

Leicester, was re-opened during the past week

The repairs of this ancient edifice were commenced

in 184G, when the roof of the side aisle was renew-

ed in oak, according to the original design. In the

following year, the walls, windows, and roof of the

chancel were completely restored. In the present

year the whole of the pillars and arches on the

side of the nave have been re-constructed substan

tially from the ground; the clerestory windows

restored, the decayed roof of the north aisle re-

constructed in oak, and the north aisle, and half

the nave filled with new seats. A costly east win-

dow of stained glass has been presented by R
Luck, esq., a parishioner.

We have seen a prospectus issued by a very

deserving artist, Mr. E. V. Rippingille, for the

disposal of forty-two of his works, in shares

of one guinea each—the works being valued

at 1,235 guineas. The prizes are to be twelve

in number, and some extra advantages are

offered to those who subscribe larger sums.
The distribution to take place vsrhen the list is

filled. A committee is appointed, and Messrs,

Colnaghi receive subscriptions.

The Electric Light.—An experiment to

test the power of a new electric light was made on
the Great Western Railway, on the night of Satur-
day, the 17th ult. The light was produced by an
apparatus, the invention of M. Le Mott, a French
gentleman, who has been for several years employed
in electrical experiments in Russia. At half-past

six, a truck containing a square wooden box, about
the size, though not the shape of a sentry box, and
having a galvanic battery of some sixty or seventy

small cells disposed around it, was attached to the

last carriage of the train about to proceed from
Paddington. The light was produced inside the

box, and the rays, condensed and heightened by a
powerful reflector, were emitted by an aperture

contrived for the purpose. When the apparatus

was put in action, a dazzling blaze of light filled

the spacious station. The train started, and as it

went down the line it was foUbwed by a train of

light more than a mile in length, and so bright

that no engine could possibly approach it from the

rear by mistake. The cone of light, as seen from
the carriage, was exceedingly beautiful ; the bor-

ders of it being decomposed by refraction into a

prismatic circle of rainbow tints, which rested on
the steam clouds left by the engine. It is stated

that bridges were visible at a distance of two miles

by the light.

New Churches. — Arrangements have for

some time been completed for the erection within

the boroughs of Lambeth and Southwark, of seve-

ral new churches, to some of which ecclesiastical

districts have been conventionally assigned under

Sir R. Peel's Act.
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(Continued from page i8,)

OP SOLIDS.

To construct a Prism, and to place a Pyramid
1 on its upper Surface or Plane.

Draw A B equal to 4 feet, raise A e and e/ per-
pendicular to A B, and equal 1 foot, join e f, draw
B c in any oblique direction toward the rio'ht,
make b c equal A b, draw / g, e h, and a D°ali
parallel and equal to d c

;
join hg,hD, d c, and

\g c, and the prism is constructed. Next find k and
i, the half of/gr, and the half of ef; the base of
the pyramid is to be 2 feet. Lay off 1 foot from A
to -^, and from k to g, also from i to w, and from i

land
; the remote end of this road, we say, is at an

infinite distance.

At the near end of this road, imagine a plane of
glass of infinite extent, placed perpendicularly on
the road, so that the sides of the road may be per-
pendicular to the plane of the glass. Now ima-
gine a spectator placed at the distance of 20 feet
from the glass, and in the centre of the road, and
let the height of the spectator's eye be 5 feet.

If tlie spectator then looli through the glass
toward the remote end of the road, this end ap-
pears contracted to a point, and seems to rise up to
the level of his eye ; hence the whole road assumes
a triangular form, the base of which is the inter-
section of the glass with the road ; and the vertex
of this triangle vanishes or disappears at the remote
end to the spectator's view.

{To be continued.)

to 0, draw^ s, q m, and q r, all parallel to g h, or

/ e, draw lines in like manner from o, i, and n, all

parallel to e^, or /gr; these lines crossing on the

prism, form the square vto t y, the base of the py-
ramid, and determine also its centre x ; draw x z

parallel to A e, or to d /; lay off 8 feet from x to z,

join zv,z 20, z I, and z y, and the proposed figure

is constructed.

There are two very important terms used in the

study of perspective, and these are, a vanishing

line and a vanishing point.

As the whole art of perspective depends on clearly

understanding these terms, we will attempt an ex-

planation, which, we trust, may prove satisfactory

to our readers.

VANISHING LINE.

Let ua imagine a perfectly level horizon : let us

also imagine a road twenty feet wide, and one end
of it produced to where the sky seems to meet the

"J. W. G."— Thanks for your good wishes.

We will shortly give some Gothic illustrations,

hut your strictures on the Perspective article are

decidedly torong. If you refer to page 38, No.
80, you willfind an introduction to the diagrams

now in course of treatment. They are not Per
spective views, but solids consisting of planes»

and will bejolloived by a perspective view of each.

We do not consider it a false system ; it is a plan

adopted by one of the most popular ivriters on

Perspective, and in use at the London University.

"J. S. D."

—

Heat the horn over a wood fire ;

you can then press it into any shape you require.

" H. S."—Accepted with thanks,

(Newcastle.) We will give an article on
Magnetism shortly.

ANSWER TO QUERY IN^ No. 79.

Composition for Picture-frames, Sfc. — Two
pounds of the best whiting, one pound of glue, and
halfapound of linseed oil are heated together, the

composition being continually stirred until the dif-

ferent substances are incorporated. Let it cool,

and then lay it on « stone covered with powdered

whiting, and beat it well until it becomes a tough

andfirm substance. It may then be put by for
use covered with tvet cloths to keep it fresh . Wh
used to be cut into pieces adapted to the size of the

mould, into which it isforced by a screro press.

The ornament or cornice is fixed to the frame or

wall with glue or white lead.

QUERY.
Can any correspondent inform us the best method

of making distemper colouri7}g that will stand the

weather, on a compo wall f

*^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly, oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 20 is now ready. Price \0d.

*^* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at lOrf. each.
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<Bi\ Bomrstic Bfcorati'on.

PORCELAIN SLABS FOR FIRE-PLACES.

OMESTIC
Decoration must ever be an object of impor-

jtance to all who take an interest in the ad-

advancement of Art, because taste is insensibly

moulded and formed by the effect of familiar

j

objects in daily use. We should hope for little

artistic judgment from persons whose lives

jwere spent in rooms where the principles of

j

correct taste were violated in every article of

I

furniture.

i

In domestic economy utility must always

j

hold a higher place of estimation than mere

beauty; but there is an advance when the De-

corative Art is made applicable to objects and

I

purposes that were previously regarded as

merely useful, and were on that account tole-

rated in spite of their unsightliness and defor-

mity. Our stove-grates and fire-places have

long been objects which the genial influence of

a comfortable fire could alone render tolerable

;

the beauty of the marble chimney-piece could

not atone for the heavy mass of metal it en-

closed: the effect was that of a magnificent

frame surrounding a detestable picture ; and

the mass was almost eqally bad, whether it

assumed the form of polished steel, or shone in

all the honours of black lead. The Dutch tiles

in which our ancestors rejoiced, and which

may still be seen in a few old houses, were

better than the new walls which now guard

and disfigure our hearths; coarse as they were,

and wretched as were the figures with which

they w^ere adorned, they were still suggestive>

and the family circle assembled round the so-

cial hearth could often derive amusement and

instruction from their contemplation. The

great objection to these tiles, independent of

the coarseness of their execution, was the small

size, which gave to their use the effect of a

pavement set up perpendicularly. The expe-

riment long remained untried of producing

slabs of earthenware ; and, still more, slabs of

porcelain, that would resist the action of fire

as perfectly as any metal, and would at the

same time be susceptible of decoration derived

from the highest works of Art.

It is only within the last few years that the

slabs of porcelain have been made of sufficient

size to render them applicable to the interior

decoration of the fire-place, and the very rich

effect was attained which they now produce.

The flowers in the several designs are all

painted in their natural colours; and these co-

lours having been vitrified in the process of

manufacture, are, of course, indestructible;
j

We believe that at most of the manufactories

in Staffordshire, and also at the porcelain ma-j

nufactor^ in Worcester, these slabs are now

produced; and that the manufacturers gene-

rally aie giving to the article very great atten-

tion—considering it a staple of their trade, one

upon which taste can be largely exercised.

We have often noticed the almost instinctive

anxiety of persons to associate flowers with the

means of warmth. Even the poorest persons

love to have posies displayed on the mantel-,

piece, and wreaths of flowers are among the,

most common decorations of our metal stoves.

The manufacturers of porcelain slabs have fol-

lowed this apparently natural taste, and be-

stowed a large share of their attention on

floral decoration ; indeed, some of those panels
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are among the most beautiful specimens of

flower-painting we have seen for many a long

day.

We have seen several slabs with Saracenic

decorations in the style of Owen Jones's great

work on the Alhambra, and their effect is par-

ticularly gorgeous and magnificent. Porcelain

panels are susceptible of ornament in high re-

lief, as well as pictorial decoration, and we
have seen both combined with the happiest

effect at tne Exposition in Paris and at several

show-rooms in London. We have dwelt chiefly

on the application of these panels to fire-places,

because this is likely to be one of the most

popular forms in which they can be used, not

merely on account of their beauty, but also on

account of their convenience, a wet sponge

being sufficient to clean them in a minute, and

their radiation of heat greatly contributing to

the warmth of an apartment. The latter qua-

lity was the chiefrecommendation of the Dutch
tiles to our ancestors, and we have heard old

people lament their disappearance, declaring

that when they v>rere used fires gave out double

their present heat. But these porcelain slabs

are applicable to many other purposes. They
are beautiful tops for toilet- tables, being much
lighter than marble, susceptible of much
greater decoration, not more fragile, and quite

as easily kept clean. They might be intro-

duced into the decoration of conservatories

with the most excellent effect; and we have

seen panelled surbases, which to the merits of

cheapness and cleanliness superadded a very

pleasing picturesque effect.

In short, in winter, they add largely to the

comfort and elegance of an apartment; and in

summer they render unnecessary the usual

mode of hiding a fire-place—by classing it

among the most agreeable attractions of the

room.

Mtttov^litm 3Improbements»

During the past week a number of houses

situate in Tower-street and Lumber-court,

Seven-dials, were pulled down for the proposed

improvement in that neighbourhood. On
Thursday next, the widening of Cannon

street from Dowgate-hill to King William-

street, London-bridge, commences. All the

houses on the east side thereof are to be pulled

down and rebuilt back twenty feet; as also

the formation of the new thoroughfare from

the south end of Walbrook to Southwark

bridge. A new street is also about to be formed

from the junction of St. Martin's-lane and

Long-acre, through Rose-street and New-street,

into Covent-garden and the Strand. The

Duke of Bedford contributes £3,000 towards

this improvement. New streets are to be

opened from Little to Great Tower-hill, and

from thence to Fenchurch-street. Bell-alley,

Lombard-street; is to be pulled down and

widened. The last remaining portion of the

notorious St, Giles's Pvookery, called Church-

lane, is to be demolished forthwith, and a new

street, to be called Nugee-street, opened from

opposite St. Giles's Church to New Oxford-

street. A thoroughfare is to be opened from

the south end of Charing-cross Suspension

bridge, passing through Belvidere-road, across

Manners-street, to the York-road station of

the South Western Railway.

GuTTA Percha.—This article continues to be

imported in very large quantities, in order to meet

the numerous and extensive demands which are

made for it to be appropriated to the very many
purposes to which it is now found to be applicable.

A vessel just arrived in the Docks from Singapore,

has hrought what we believe to be the largest im-

portation wliieh has been made at one time, con-

sisting of 3,294 packages, 710 lumps, and 10,441

blocks of the article.

Mosaic Pavement.—A splendid specimen

of Mosaic Pavement was on Wednesday, the

29th ult, placed in the National Collection, at

the British Museum, in the passage leading to

the gallery of Xanthian Antiquities. The spe-

cimen is about eight feet square, and was found

in the ruins of Carthage, on the spot assigned

as the site of the temple of Neptune, and was

purchased by the trustees of the Museum.

On reaching this country it was found to be

broken into innumerable pieces, but under

the skilful hand of Sir R. Westmacott, it has

been restored. It represents the head of a

sea-god, with a long flowing beard, and feet

of the sea-horse.
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Collectanea Antiqua, by Mr. Chas. Eoach

Smith ; published by J. E. Smith, Old Compton-

street, London. (Second Notice.)

According to our promise, we continue our ex-

tract from the preface, wishing the Author all the

success that his laudable efforts merit.

" It has been the custom to ascribe to the igno-

rance of past ages the chief share in the destruction

of our national works of ancient art, as if the pre -

sent generation were the sole representative of all

that is enlightened and conservative. This is an

error both vulgar and common. If there be not

at the present day the same amount of ignorance

as in past times, there is an increased spirit of sel-

fishness—a proneness to test the value of every

thing by the scale of the trader—a dogged utili-

tarianism, to which has been sacrificed perhaps in

the last fifty years more of our national ancient

remains than in previous centuries not so distin-

guished for the progress of science and general

knowledge. Public and private enterprise and

speculation have within the last few years dissected

the kingdom from one end to the other 3 and, in

consequence (from the supineness of the Govern-

ment), many a record of the olden times has been

swept away, and the desecrated church, the ruined

monastery, the baron's castle, as well as the less

and more exposed, but not less valuable, monu-

ments of earlier times, have been hurried to their

doom of oblivion. Even the zeal of the archaeo-

logical explorer has, in numerous instances, con-

tributed to increase the amount of destruction;

for it often happens he is obliged to abandon his

researches at the very moment of their being

crowned with success, forego his reward, and stop

short in his discoveries for the want of pecuniary

resources. The Roman theatre at Yerulam afibrds

a case in point. It was one of the most interesting

objects brought to light within the memory of man,

and in this country was without parallel. It was

in good preservation ; and at a comparatively in-

significant cost might have been preserved to the

country. But the people of the county cared not

about it ; the Government, petitioned through

Lord John Eussell, would hearken to no supplica-

tions on its behalf; the excavations were discon-

tinued, and the remains of the theatre were des-

troyed. Had such a discovery been made in

France, a difierent fate would have awaited a mo-
nument so curious and valuable. The disastrous

result of the researches at Verulam shew that it

would have been better had they not been under-

taken, for at some future day they might have

been prosecuted under circumstances more auspi-

cious, either by the aid of liberal private patronage,

or by the support of Parliament.

The establishment of archaeological and an-

tiquarian societies in almost every county, is, then,

an additional reason for the expediency of some

extensive parliamentary measure which would ef-

fectually embrace the various classes of our ancient

national monuments, and secure their preservation.

These societies, although frequently exhibiting a

long array of names, are so poorly supported by

subscriptions that only a very few are able to pub-

lish their proceedings, and thus prove themselves

to be in a state of healthy vitality. For the most

part they are clogged and shackled with persons

who yield neither pecuniary nor literary aid, but

are pressed to consent to swell the list of names,

from a prevalent but ridiculous notion that num-

bers alone can ensure permanent success, and sup-

ply that intelligence and earnestness of purpose

which belong only to the few. In England, more-

over, there is a strong tendency in literary and

scientific societies to encumber the executive de-

partments with persons selected solely for their

eminent rank or position, but whose tastes and

habits do not usually incline them to take the

slightest interest in the objects of the institutions

they ostensibly patronise and superintend. Where

rank is allied with ability or with generous feelings,

it will naturally, in all well-regulated bodies, take

proper precedence ; but where it represents nothing

whatever beyond mere rank and station, it is be-

neath the dignity of men of science to waive their

own honourable rights and privileges, and invest

M'ith the credit of the labours of others, persons

who have no sympathies in common with them,

and who must in their hearts, if they reflect, deS'

pise the adulation which, under the disguise of

courtesy, prostitutes intellect to worldly power.

Nothing, in fact, short of a parliamentary com-

mission, can do j ustice to our national antiquities

It must be a commission responsible to Parliament

and the public, and composcd]of men of character

above suspicion, who will constitute a board to

see that the funds granted by Parliament are pro

perly expended ; to call to their assistance persons

of ability ; and as a first step, to obtain the statis

tics of the national antiquities yet remaining, and

then to devise measures to place them beyond the

reach of danger. It is not necessary that all the

members of the commission should be antiquaries

;

but they should have practical knowledge, integ-

rity, and judgment, able to select instruments to

work with, and guard against abuse of the funds."
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COMPILEB FROM THE CELEBRATED WORK OF

LEON BAPTISTA ALBERT^.

{Continuedfrom page 57.)

The youns: lose their senses by bile—the old are

burnt up by inflamation of the humour—the
women with difficulty conceive : in a word, every
age and every sex, will fall by early and untimely
deaths, destroyed and worn away by disease—nor
will they enjoy a single day while they live without
being tormented by melancholy—and fretted with
spleen and vapor, so that their heads are never free

from vexation aud uneasiness. Many other things
might be said of water, as to its nourishment to

plants, seeds, and every other thing that has
vegetable life, and to those fruits by which men are

refreshed and supported.

Enough, however, has been said to show how
important it is to see what veins of water the
country is furnished with. Now we conceive the
best water to be the best tasted that has no taste,

and that is the best colored that has no color at all.

It being agreed then that the best water is clear,

transparent and light, and when poured upon a
white cloth leaves no stain, and upon boiling has
no sediment. We should be careful to note
whether the region engenders anything pestiferous

or venomous—that the inhabitants may be in no
danger of vipers, insects, &c. In selecting or
choosing of the region, we must weigh every
circumstance, and consider all occult tokens. Thus
it will be a good sign of excellent air if the
country produces plenty of good water, or plenty of
good fruits—or if it fosters a number of men of a
'good old age.

A house at the foot of a hill, and looking towards
jthe setting sun is unhealthy, asit feels suddenly the

j

chilling breezes of the night. The wliole of our

j

design in making these remarks, is to show it is

the part of a wise man to consider everything, that
jthe trouble and expense in the erection of a house
:may not be made without recompense; for there
{you have to apply to study—there are your children
born,— there you pass the hours of labour and
{rest,—so nothing can be more deserving of care
[and application than to fix on a good, convenient
habitation for yourself and family.

SEAT OR PLATFORM.

In selecting the site, we ought to observe the
same rules as laid down about the region ; for as
region is but a part of an entire country, so the
platform or site is but a certain selected part of the
region, and on which the building is to be erected:

therefore anything that may annoy or be of service
to the region, will do likewise the same to the site.

The seat must be either upon the plain, or on the
side or top of a hill. If it is on a plain, it becomes
necessary to raise the earth and make something of
an eminence, because it not only adds dignity,
but prevents often great inconveniencies from

overflowing of rivers, heavy rains, &c., leaving
mud upon level ground, which by degrees raises

the earth higher and higher, until, in a manner,,
the building becomes buried with filth and rubbish.
It is certain every situation should be strong, either
by nature or art. And therefore, first the goodness^;

of the earth should be tried by digging in several

parts, and at some distance from one another, to
observe whether it be firm, loose, or soft, fit or
unfit to bear the weight of a house.

|

For if it stands upon a descent, we must see that;

the upper part does not lie too heavy, and break

'

down the tower; or that the lower part, if by
accident it slipped, does not pull the upper part
with it. This part of the building, from the basis

of the entire edifice, therefore should be particularly

strong, and tightly bound together in all its parts.

If the building be placed on the top of a hill, the
site shonld be raised to a level, or pared away,
and the sides enlarged and added to.

COMPAUTITION.

The whole force of our invention, all our skill

and knovs^ledge in the art of building, is required
in the compartition, because the parts of the
whole building ordered for convenience, pleasure,
and beanty, are disposed and measured out by
the compartition.

Anciest philosophers have compared a city to
a great house ; and, further, a bouse to a little

city. Why, therefore, should not the members
of houses be considered as so many little houses
—as the courtyard, the hall, the parlour, the
portico—and if anything in these be omitted by
negligence, will it not greatly detract from the
beauty of the whole building ?

Great care should be used iu well considering
those things which concern and affect the whole
building ; and all should be so arranged that the
most trivial parts are in conformity with the
rules of contrivance. To every room shoixld be
allotted its fit place and proper situation—not
less than dignity demands, or convenience
requires—not in an impertinent or indecent
place, but in a situation so proper in itself that
it could be set nowhere else more fitly.

Proportion and situation should be considered
likewise with reference to the season of the

y ear ; for if rooms are large and spacious in

summer, those for winter should be more
compact. Again, a summer room should be
shaded and open to the air; while the winter
ones should open to the sun. Let the building

in all its parts be moderately proportioned, and
necessary for your uses, for all buildings, if you.

consider it well, owe their birth to necessity, ar&
nursed by convenience , and embellished by use.

Pleasure was the last thing consulted. Let the
building be such that it may want nothing which
it has not ; and those which it has, observe that
they do not in any respect deserve to bej

condemned. Variety is, without dispute, a very
[

great beauty in everything when it brings
j

together in regular manner things different, but
in proportion one with another, and it becomes
shocking if they are unsuitable and incoherent.

Lastly, all things should be executed as use or
convenience requires.

(To he continued.)
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The manufacture of Berlin Iron has now ex-

tended into the more delicate articles, for v^hich,

until within a comparatively recent period, the ma-
terial was considered utterly unsuited. The state-

ments we refer to occur in the "Notes of a Tra-
veller," who visited one of the late Expositions in

the Prussian capital.

" The art of casting iron has been brought to

great perfection in Germany. The chemical skill

of the founders enables them, by simple processes,

to produce specimens of wonderfully delicate

workmanship, not only in ornaments and figures,

but especially in plates, which are cast with great

accuracy of a large size. The price for cast iron

stands in a remarkable contrast with that of bar
iron, although the quality of both is superior to

that produced in England. In one article the su-

periority of the German iron is so remarkable, that

it becomes almost a matter of humanity to call

attention to it. In stoves it is free from that dis-

agreeable smell which has rendered the general
adoption of stoves in England almost impossible.

In this respect the stoves produced in Austria, in

Kassau, and on the Rhine, are deserving of pe-
culiar notice ; and it is sincerely to be lamented
that the trading relations of the two countries do
not favour an exchange which would allow the

poorer classes in England the enjoyment of all the

advantages M'hich Dr. Arnott's and other inventors'

skill has long been unable to procure for them for

want of a fit material.
" Besides cast-iron stoves, the native steel, which

has long been prepared in Stiria and on the Rhine,
especially in the district of Siegen, is well adapted
to form an object of commerce, and, if produced
on a larger scale, assisted by the cheapness which
would result from the admission of our ordinary
iron at a low duty, would greatly contribute to en-
rich both countries. I shall be too happy if these

remarks induce any persons interested in the iron

trade to make experiments with the German cast

iron, for which I venture to predict a larger market
in England as soon as it has been fairly tried.

' A round table of a beautiful open arabesque
pattern, in cast iron, and with ornamental claw-
foot, from the foundry of Count Stolberg, was
marked at 20 dollars (£3). It was three ieet and
a half in diameter, and weighed 501bs. Garden
chairs to match were marked at 5 dollars (15s.)

each.
" Pumps of various kinds, forcing-pumps, fire

and garden engines, were exhibited, of good ma-
nufacture and at reasonable prices. Tlie castings
for architectural purposes were both tasteful and
well executed, and showed to v^hat extent iron can
be used in building with great advantage. For the
designs required for ornamental casting, the Ger-
man founder has an advantage, in the ease with
which he commands the aid of artists. Other me-
tals were also exhibited as applied to the same
use. Figures and arabesque designs in zinc, as
well as capitals of pillars, rivalled with similar pro-
ductions in terra cotta. Both have contributed to

the embellishment of Berlin, and have assisted the
execution of some of the tasteful designs of the
celebrated architect, Schinkel.

" I was told that the capitals of the pillars and
pilasters of the Opera House (which is rebuilding)
are of zinc. The small figures and ornaments that
go by the name of Berlin iron-work are well
known. The principal seat of this manufacture is

in the principality of Sayn, near the Rliine.

" The manufacture of tools has made consider-
able progress of late years in Germany, and many
large establishments on the English plan may fur-
nish a considerable supply. The abundance of the
native steel is of advantage for this branch of ma-
nufacture ; but the difficulty of a factory organ-
ization, and the great demand for the raw material,
keep the prices high. This is still more the case
with agricultural implements, which were sparingly
exhibited. So great is the demand for iron of all

kinds in Germany, that I remember having been
shown rails at Vienna that were made of the Stirian
native steel, and which might have been cut up
into knife blades.

"The new fabrication from nickel, called Ger-
man silver, is extensively carried on at Berlin. A
method is now adopted of combining the nickel
with native arsenic, by which the use of the poi-
sonous arsenic oxide is avoided, and the mixture
is rendered harmless."

LoNDOK Akchitectfee.—Until recently, Lon-
don Architecture seemed reducible to the art of,

drawing straight lines in brick and plaster, aud
when any ornament was attempted various odd
looking imitations of beasts and flowers were stuck
on without the slightest indication of anything
that could be called artistic design. Bears' noses,'

dogs' tails, wreaths, looking like strings of sausages

v.'ere festooned from plaster pilasters in most admi-
red disorder, and with the assistainee of gallipots

and statues made up what may be called the
George IVth school of building. There are now
decided symptoms of improvement; for, bad as

are the disorders of architecture which the leading
building-makers of our day expect will hand their

names down to immortality, or, what is more pro-
fitable, write them on the muster rolls of the rich

'of the present generation, it is impossible to walk
about London without seeing many new buildings

in which something like an idea in difficulties may
be discerned, which is much better than no idea.

The imitations or variations of the Byzantine
school of which the new churches in New Blooms-
bury Street and London Wall, with some houses in

New Oxford Street and other places, may be taken
as specimens, are evidently steps in a good direction

London does not possess that unity of idea or feel-

ing which renders uniformity of style, at all praC'

ticable. We must have something of all sorts, and
if great abominations can be prevented, the variety

will conduce to picturesque effect. In many new
streets, such as Coventry Street, Leicester Square,

are houses of a very handsome and effective if not

correct style, but they exhibit one serious fault, they

are top-heavy, the superstructure looks uneasy on
the basement, and violates all notions of mecha-
nical propriety in this particular. They may be

classed as belonging to the Bottomless or Cherubic
Disorder of Architecture, and we recommend their

contrivers to provide them with something to sit

upon as quick as possible.
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A new street is shortly to be made commencing

at the east end of Oxford St., where it is joined by

Tottenham-court-road, and terminating at the east

of Hemmlng's Row, near St. Martin's Church.

Another New Street and Road is to be made from

the north side of tlie East India Dock-rd.^ at Lime-

house, in a nortn west direction, to York Place, in

the Mile-end Road, by which the approaches to the

Victoria Park will be opened from Limehouse,

Bethnal Green, and Cambridge Heath Turnpike.

Lady Hall, of Llanover, has presented a site

for the Welsh Llandovery Institution, founded by

the Cambrian Patriot, Mr. Phillips. It was not

known until lately who the donor was, as the land

was purchased privately, and presented, through a

friend, as the gift of a friend to the institution.

At a meeting of the Society of Antiquarians, held

the 23rd, ult. R. Fox, Esq., exhibited a gold tor-

que, or armlet, ploughed up on his estate near

Wendover, and weighing more than four ounces.

The workmanship is beautiful and peculiar ; and

Mr. Way, in an accompanying letter, gave it as his

opinion that it is of Celtic manufacture. The pe-

culiarity of the workmanship is that, besides the

three gold strands of vv'hich the torque is composed?

there is a fourth, and a finer, twisted strand, which

followed the involutions of the others, just as our

sailors at this day wind in a smaller cord to fill up

the intei-stices of the larger. Wo other specimen

of the kind seems known ; and we are glad that it

is on its way to the British Museum, where it will

form one of a series of antiquities relating to the

earliest inhabitants of our land. J. Allies, Esq.,

sent an ancient arrow-head, found in the very cen-

tre of a huge mahogany tree, in Honduras : and

the Secretary communicated a bronze fibula and

tweezers, of Saxon workmanship ; and read a pa-

per on the discovery of a seal belonging to one of

the VerviJles, in the reign of Henry IV. A
paper on Monumental Architecture, by Mr. Sed-

dons, for which we shall endeavour to find room,

was read at a meeting of the architectural society,

on the 17th ult. A meeting of the society was

held on Friday evening, December 1st, at Lyon's

Inn Hall, Strand. On Thursday a collection of

chalk drawings and sketches by the late R. B.

Haydon were put up to auction by Mr. Robins, the

proceeds to be devoted to the aid of his family.

They will we are sorry to say, contribute but little

to that object—haviug realized in all no more than

£53. The Bombay papers mention the esta-

blishment of a School of Design in the Elphiustone

College in that city. A contest has run high in

the Royal Society as to the appointment of asecre-

tary in the place of Dr. Roget, who resigned.—The

council named Mr. Grove ; the physiologists and

naturalists complained of having no representative

amongst the officers, and named Professor Thomas

Bell in opposition. At the anniversary meeting on

Thursday last the ballot was taken, and Mr. Bell

was elected by a majoi-ity of 30. At a meeting

of the British Archa2ological Association held Nov.

24th, Mr. C. R. Smith gave a description of an ex-

tensive Roman villa, recently excavated in a field,

near Hartlip, Kent, at the expense ^and under the

superintendence of Mr. W. Bland, one of the

members of the association. Nearly thirty rooms

have been opened. Some of the rooms vrere heated

by means of furnaces, the flues of which

opened underneath the pavements, which wore sup-

ported by hollow tiles filled with earth. Adjoinin

are two baths, the leaden pipes for drawing off the

water from which still remain. Among the many

objects found in and about the rooms is some win

dows glass, which appears to have been cast in i

mould. A paper on Domestic Architecture, as

illustrated by a curious wooden house, at Pitchford,

Salop, by Mr. T. F. Dukes, was also read. The

Marquis of Northampton, has resigned the office of

President of the Royal Society. The Earl of

Rosse has been elected to succeed him.—The Duke

of Buccleitch, has consented to the erection of a

free church, at Wanlockhead. Mr. Macaulay has

accepted the Rectorship of Glasgow University.

During the last 12 months, 2,000 houses havo been

levelled in Kilrush, Ireland. On the 14th

September, the-workmen .employed in the King's

Mines, which is one of the Kongsberg silver mines^

in Norway, found a lump of pure native silver,

weighing 2681 bs., and on the 6th of October,

another lump of native silver, equally pure in

quality, of no less weight than 4361bs. was dug up.

At the meeting of the Anti-Enclosure Association)

on Monday, at Clark's Rooms, Edgware Road, Mr-

George Newton in the chair, the stoppage of the

footway on which Delarue was murdered by

Hocker, and which is along the south side of

Belsize Park, Hampstead, was again brought

forward, and legal advice given on the subject.

Notice of motion was given for the restoration of

all the invaded thoroughfares through the Regent's

and Primrose Hill Parks.

The earliest instances of monumental brasses in

this country, occur about the year 1388, though it

is said that both Normandy and Brabant can boast

of some fine specimens of a much earlier date.

On the 17th of February, 1564, died Michael

Angelo, .one of the finest painters and sculptors

that Europe ever produced.
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(Continued from page 58.)

i GioCONDO. An architect of Verona in the six-

teenth century, who visited France, built two

bridges over the Seine, and obtained the title of

architect-royal to the French king. He was first a

: teacher of languages. He was employed with Ra-

phael aud San Gallo, in superintending the erection

of St. Peter's. He edited Pliny's Epistles, and

Vitruvius, and published several architectural

dissertations.

GoEGONS. (In fabulous history.) They are re_

presented as three sisters, the daughters of Phorcu

and Ceta. They were named Medusa, Euryole

and Stheirio, and are represented as having snakes

Instead of hair, brazen hands, and golden wings.

The head, delineated as above, is in frequent use to

ornament the key-stones of arches, the centre of

the heads of arched doorways, windows, dec.

Glacis. An easy slope or declivity. In forti-

fication, a sloping bank, more particularly that

which ranges from the parapet of the covered way
to the level on the side of the field.

Ground. The first stratum of paint upon
which the figures, &c. are afterwards painted. The
fundamental substance—that by which the addi-

tional or accidental parts are supported. The back
of a basso relievo. The face of the country or sce-

nery that ails up round and behind a building

The study of back-grounds is one of the most es

sential branches of the art. So much so, that

when a great painter was offered a youth as a pupil,

who he was told could paint well enough to put in

his back-grounds, he said, " then he requires no
instruction." An observation of nature, studying

what colours and forms best set off others, is the

best school for back-grounds. The student may,

however, be assisted by reading the 137th chapter

of Leonardo da Vinci's Treatise on Painting ;

—

the fourth and eighth chapters of the fourth book

of Le grand Livre des Peintures de Lairesse, and

Reynolds's Discourses on Painting, «fec.

Guttus. A species of small vase with one

handle, used by the Romans, according to Pliny,

in their sacrifices.

{To be continued.)

^nspectibc.

A PROBLEM.

The following diagram shows an easy rule for

for dividing the vanishing lines in perspective, the

work of ivhich should alivays lie tvithin the area

of the incture, and whicli should be free from the

trouble of finding vanishing points, points of sight,

base lines, horizon lines, and such like.

Let AB CD be the perspective representations ofi

two iDarallels, no matter in what plane. It is re-

quired to divide the given portion ab of one of

them so that its parts shall be the perspective repre-i

sentation of equal portions of the real line (or in

any other assigned ratio). Draw be parallel to cdj

and equal to ab,—and divide it into the required
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number of equal parts, or of parts in the desired

proportion, beginning at E. Join Ae, and produce

it to meet cd in f. From p draw lines to each of

tlie points of division, p, q, r, s, of the line ae
and they will cut ab in the required points of sub-

division p, q, r, s.—Athenoeum.

ttamj^ntal ^xt

On Friday evening last, Mr. Wornum continued

the above series of lectures at the Government

School of Design, Somerset House, the portion for

the evening's illustration being on the Doric Age of

Greek Art. The learned gentleman began by

tracing ihe connection between the earliest efforts

of Greek art and the works of the Egyptian artists
;

and in support of his views, he referred to many

liistoricai and poetical authorities to show that

although the early Greek writers claimed for them-

selves the merit of originating the arts of painting

and sculpture, however they might have brought

tliem to perfection, they were essentially indebted

10 that remarkable people, and the colonists from

I hat remarkable country, for their first notions of

I he sublime and beautiful in both arts. After

giving a sketch of the progress of Art in Asia ge-

nerally, as derived frorn the Egyptians, Mr. W.
proceeded to the more immediate object of his

proposed subject, the history and detail of what

he designated as the Doric period of Greek Art,

>pecifying many instarces of the same, and refer-

ring to the various drawings which hung behind

him illustrative of his topic, as he went along. He
showed how the characteristics of Egyptian Art,

under the influence of the hierarchy, were simpli-

city and grandeur in accordance with the climate,

and as chiefly displayed in sepulchral monuments

and temples; and then adverted to the evidences

of Greek improvement as manifested in the manu-
facture of armour and warlike weapons. He also

alluded to the architectural additions which the

Greeks had made in the construction of their

buildings. He dilated at some length on several

excellent specimens of high Art manifested in the

composition and manufacture of ancient drapery

;

and concluded by announcing his intention of

devoting his next lecture to the subject of deco-

rative art as portrayed on the ancient vases that

were relics of the era to which he directed the
attention, of his hearers.

There was a very large and respectable attendance
of visitors of both sexes present on the occasion.

W^t mttixit ilifi^t

The first experiment with this light out of
doors, was made on Tuesday week, the -SSth inst.,

I

between the hours of eight and nine, in front ofj

the National Gallery. The apparatus, of which!
the most conspicuous part was the concave reflector^

behind the light, was so placed as to illumine the'

whole of Trafalgar-square, the rays reaching as far'

as Northumberland House. So brilliant was the!
light that it was impossible to look at it for a length!
of time without a dazzling effect upon the eye, and
the ''gas lamps appeared dim and insignificant in
comparison. The rays were continually moved,
and as they swept through the somewhat foggy
atmosphere, they produced the same sort of illu-

mination as the sunlight through atoms of dust.

The objects upon which they fell were most bril-

liantly lighted,—the Nelson column was selected

as the principal point, being frequently as con-
spicuous as at noonday. If the illumination can
be sustained, there is no other means of lighting

the streets that can at all be compared with the
Electric light.

Exhibition of Mechanical Inventions.
—The report of the council of the Society of Arts,

Adelphi, read at the opening meeting, contained
the following passage:—"It is proper that the
council should direct special attention to a new
feature in the exhibitions of the present session.

It has been complained, perhaps justly, that for a
couple of years the society has directed attention

too exclusively to the fine arts, to the neglect of
the mechanical arts and manufactures. This may,
perha])S, be in part true, but in reforming the
operations of the society it was necessary to begin
with one thing, and to do one thing at a time.— '

The council have postponed the mechanics—not'
lost sight of them—and have availed themselves of!

the past vacation to prepare the large room on the I

ground floor for the reception at Christmas of an!

exhibition of models of new and important inven-!

tions of recent date, and of a mechanical nature.
|

This, they hope, will afford to inventors the oppor-'

tunity they so much want, of bringing valuable'

inventions under the notice of the public, and also!

afford to the public the gratification of having laid

systematically before them all that is most impor-
tant in the records of modern invention."

M. Pape, of Paris, was the manufacturer of the
splendid ivory piano-forte recently purchased for

Her Majesty.
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WBiUaW^ ImpvobelJ Ol'amera^

This camera on an improved principle, for

taking photographic portraits and views, has been

invented by Mr. Willatts, of Cheapside. The old

camera is a wooden box {seepage 160, vol. I.), fit-

ted in front with a brass tube, in which is a move-

able achromatic lens; but in the improved camera,

the lens, instead of moving in a brass tube, is fixed

in the front of the apparatus, whereby an increase

of light is obtained, the admission of which is re-

gulated by a diaphragm. The back of the instru-

ment slides to the front, being moved forwards or

backwards by a handle at the back, and secured in

the necessary adjustment by a screw.

We present a cut of this appar§.tus, which is con-

structed with two grooves, a and b, that admit of

the use of two lenses of different powers, adapted

to either portraiture or landscape. The operator is

aided in determining the focus by the exclusion of

the light, which is effected by the moveable sides

of the frame with the ground glass. The plates,

which may be placed vertically or horizontally, are

held by a frame which has a sliding door that, when

raised, lies over the toji of the camera, the dimen-

sions of which are eight inches broad by si'C inches

and a half high, receiving a plate four inches by

three. We have examined both figure and land-

scape pictures which have been taken by this

apparatus, all of which are very perfect in their

minutest details. The researches of those scienti-

fic men who have devoted a share of their attention

to photography, have been mostly instituted with a

viev/ of rendering the plates as sensitive as possible.

At a meeting of the British Association, held in

September, 1844, it was suggested by Sir John

Herschell,and adopted, that it should henceforward

be termed Activo-Chemistry, the effect being pro-

duced by the solar rays. The process is extremely

simple, but the manipulation demands the utmost

nicety ; however, with the instructions which are

supplied with this camera, success cannot fail.

s:o ©orrfsjjonljfnls, ^f.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

phered by the recipient of thy communication.

{^Errata—in a few impressions of our last.—
Page 59, first column, line 21 from top, for '£100,'

read '£1,000.' Second column, line 12—13, for

'on the side,' read ' on the north side.']

" Blueher."—Many thanks for your good

wishes. With regard to the case for binding, we
shall have more cases ready in the course of the

loeeTi; and if proper instructions are given to the

London Agent you loill be able to obtain one. We
intendfollowing up Architecture ; the Ionic capi-

tal is in the hands of our engraver. We have not

for some time received any names from youfor

the Glossary;—if you have sent any, they have

not come to hand. The remaining portion of your

letter may he answered by the adage,—" Rome
teas not built in a day."

"J. G."—{Neiocastle.)—No: the piolish cannot

be used in the manner you describe. We will

answer your other question in our next.

" A. B. G."— You will find a receipt to malce

gold size at page 127, vol. 1.

"Ned Rub," on Monumental Brasses, shall

appear next iveek.

Communications, Books for Revieio, Specbnens

of Inventions, Sfc, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-',

street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times,

he extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as ivill favor us with local information,

connected tcith lectures delivered at Mechanics

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price \s.Zd. each; or the Publisher lolll under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or

marbled, Qd. extra.

'~\*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of thein.

Part 20 is noio ready. Price \<)d.

*^,* Part I, is also re -printed, and will in future be

charged at \0d. each.
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Casfe in Mxti)\Uttuxt.

ASTE is

subject not only to wholesale revolutions, but

to strange fluctuations and relapses. One day

we are disposed to think that taste has taken a

better direction than before, and is likely to

advance in it if allowed to have its free course

;

when, the very next, perhaps, we are startled

and shocked, puzzled and perplexed, by some

architectural monstrosity which runs quite

counter to, and upsets our calculations. Al-

though such is the fact, it seems hardly credible

that two structures which are almost within

sight of each other, and erected in the very

same year, should exhibit such diametrically

opposite tastes as do Bridgewater-house and

Mr. Hope's new mansion in Piccadilly. The

latter is a compound of uncouthness and de-

formity. The design is said to be by some

foreign architect,—which is the only thing to

console us
;
yet, let whoever may be responsible

for the design itself, the discredit of adopting

it falls upon no other than Mr. Hope himself.

Mr. Hope has the reputation—the hereditary

reputation at least, of being an authority in

matters of art and taste, wherefore he is almost

the very last person from whom so public a

display of bad taste was to be apprehended.

Besides marvelling much, there is also room
for fearing that, through the influence of his

name, his example may become contagious,

and encourage others to perpetuate similar ar-

chitectural enormities. One comfort is) the

building seems to be universally disliked and

condemned
; while the evil else to be appre-

hended from such example will now be greatly

counteracted by the very opposite one of

Bridgewater-house, Cleveland-row.

Bridgewater-house puts its neighbour

—

" Sutherland," quite out of countenance. The
two buildings contrast very strikingly with

each other, and afford a very good lesson, and

make manifest that decided improvement upon
the whole has taken place within the last five-

and-twenty years.

Ordinary rules have, no doubt, their service-

ableness in architectural design, but it is of a

negative sort; the observance of them will

prevent faults, but will not ensure positive

beauties, or other merits than those which par-

take of mere routine, and are therefore equally

at every one's command—of the novice as well

as of the master Rules are indispensable,

since they constitute the very grammar of the

art; but from its grammar to its poetry the

distance is prodigious—at least, so great that

ninety-nine out of a hundred never advanca

beyond the former, so as to reach the latter.

What is done by mere rules and routine, can

be accomplished by one man just as well as by

another. Rules teach much, but they do not

teach all, and the observance of precedent will

suffice for mere mechanical copying, but if

architecture need not, or cannot now advance

beyond that, it ought to forfeit all pretension

to the character and title of Fine Art.

Many, perhaps, would be really glad, were

the idea of architecture being a Fine Art to be

altogether renounced, since art does not seem

to be at all their element. They are safer on

dry land—on the honest teri^afirma of practical

routine. Art is a treacherous element to those

unprepared for and inexperienced in it. If,

according to the opinion which, though not
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formally expressed, is to be gathered from the

remarks of certain writers, we have no further

occasion for artistic invention, or any actually

operating and creative principle in architecture,

but may get all the art that is required for it

at second hand, and would therefore do well

to confine ourselves exclusively to traditional

forms and ideas,— if such be the case, and Ave

can now dispense with art itself, \ye can surely

dispense with the name of it. Or, if we must

call" it art, let us call architecture the art of

making new buildings by copying or hashing

up old ones. But to aiiect to consider and

style it a Fine Art, when we make it in prac-

tice just the reverse, partakes too much of

quackery.

Architects are nov/ such a numerous class

that it would be strange if there were not

some among them who might fairly aspire to

the honourable name of artists; ^but the ma-

jority have very questionable claim to it, and

some none at all; nor even so much as any

genuine relish for their "'art:" and the v-^ant

of earnest affection for it, is of itself a proof

of the want of the talent requisite for it.

Those who admire one style of architecture,

are apt to be not merely indifferent to, but in-

tolerant of every other. The lover of pure

Greek architecture sees only the corruption of

it in the Roman style; and of this latter, the

degradation in the Italian. His standard of

excellence is the Parthenon; and by the stan-

dard he tries everything else, no matter how

different may be the principles upon which it

is constituted. Ue would have Greek-Doric

temples spring up everywhere throughout the

length and breadth of Europe, and of America

also. He is willing to extend some degree of

favour to Ionic, that being at all events Grecian;

but Corinthian is Roman, and shows a sad

falling-off from the manly simplicity of the

earlier style. On the other hand, the lover of

Roman and Italian design is equally strong

both in his liking and his antipathy, holding

Greek architecture to be frigidly severe and

monotonous, exceedingly home, withal; and

Gothic, together with all other mediaeval styles,

to exhibit only the barbarous conceits of the

dark ages,—to be utterly devoid of "propor-

tions," lawless, extravagant, and irreducible

to " rules." Such, at least, used to be the

case, for at the present daVj such sweeping

condemnation and insolent contempt of me-

diaeval architecture cannot be expressed with

impunity. Gothic may be said ta have now
the ascendancy, and its admirers and devotees

repay with compound interest the insults and

indignities which it formerly received from the

Italian school and its followers. Opposite as

they are in their tastes, all these parties are

alike in one respect, they being all alike one-

sided, prejudiced, and intolerant in their anti-

pathies, and cheating themselves out of much
varied, enjoyment by limiting the sphere of it

to the compass of a single style of the art

;

instead of sympathising with the beautiful and

intrinsically Eesthetic in architecture, whatever

may be the particular form under which it

presents itself, or the name to which it an-

swers.

)n x\)t Stiitig of Brstgn, from

^amtings, ^c, in ?tamptoii=

®ourt palace.

At a meeting of the Decorative Art Society

on the 8th instant, Mr. Bulnois in the chair,

a paper, " On the Study of Design from Tapes-

tries, Paintings, &c., at Hampton-Court Pa-

lace," was read by Mr. Dwyer. The subject

was prefaced by remarks upon the ordinarj'

disregard of those things within our reach at

all times, whilst a fondness prevails very gene-

rally for speaking of foreign arts in caves,

temples, cathedrals, &c. as " very fine," by

those who often are dwelling in shameless ig-

norance of the genius which illumines a West-

minster Abbey, St. Paul's, or St. Stephen's,

Walbrook.

It was remarked, that we pass along the

highways and byeways, and that things com-

mon and uncommon are familiarized by con-

stant association till we observe them not

We are only impressed, as the case may be, by

matter of a very new or of a very ancient cha-

racter. It is, however, necessary to awaken

reason, and to render our senses susceptible, by

thoughtful investigations, to a truer apprecia-

tion of those qualities which ought to challenge

ouf respect, and which ought to serve as our

guides or our monitors. It was contended

that we may thus be taught, and most forcibly
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too, that there are vast fields for thought be-

yond the boundary of our own imaginings,

—

regions wherein the various tastes and feelings

of past ages have beeii well-begotten, matured-

and then neglected. In comparing our deeds

with those of bygone times, it was suggested

that it should be our aim to discover wherein

we now excel or are deficient—to trace results

from causes, and to contemplate the issues in

a free unprejudiced manner Moreover, the ar-

chitect or painter who speaks of time-honoured

Athens, of the wondrous structures of Egypt

and India, to those who have not seen them,

speaks at a disadvantage^ for while the intellect

can grasp at once the actual features of art as

seen by the eye, things which are but dimly

pictured upon the mind by associations imbibed

from relics in a museum, can never be more

than partly estimated or understood ; and al-

though the mind may theorize upon and ex-

tend an idea, it does not frequently attain to a

true or just embodiment of a fact described.

After considerations such as these, Mr.

Dwyer said, he had devoted a few days in the

autumn at Hampton-Court; and he hoped that

in his aim to evoke some of the practical and

useful information that the palace affords, it

would be remembered that there are convenient

opportunities for \/itnessing these things, to

which he would draw attention, and also of

testing the value and accuracy of his remarks.

Visits, with a spirit of searching inquiry, were

recommended to the architect, painter, sculptor,

and every lover of the artso The vague and

redundant iiapressions, usual on a first visit,

arise from the mind being unable to embrace

so much variety as is there presented under

circumstances of entire novelty; the crowding

of historical recollections and associations — the

numerous rooms—the vast quantity of pictures

—

the state beds and old crockery—pretty walks and

stately avenues—gold fish and vionstre vine—im-

mense faijades, quaint court-yards, and other archi-

tectural features, each embodying and displaying

intact those several characteristics which so well

define the progressive changes in the prevalent

tastes, during two of the most important centuries

in English art-history.

The architecture, he considered, admitted of

much profitable study, from its representing two

distinct styles, the works of two great masters in

the constructive arts. Cardinal Wolsey and Sir

Christopher Wren. A comparison between the

widely different means employed in the production

of palatial magnificence was made, and it was sug-

gested, how differently had beauty heen estimated

how strikingly liad the phases of the two opposite

styles been developed in the Tudor and the Italian,

in the contrast of material and the ^ ariety of con

tour. The respective advantages and disadvantages

supply much to reflect upon, much to learn, and

much to profit by. A description of the old palace

built by the Cardinal was then given. The well

designed and well-executed chimney shafts, their

sharply moulded caps, forming picturesque clusters

around the fine court-yard, the noble gateways, all

constructed in admirably ornamented brickwork,

with its glowing richness of colour contrasting

beautifully against our prevalent cool grey sky,

were each respectively alluded to, and the use of

artificial cements, now so generally applied to our

buildings, was comparatively disapproved of. He
advocated the more frequent use of terra cotta ; it

is very durable, possesses a rich colour, and in

many places, such as window and door dressings

and architraves, might permit the introduction of

forms of greater importance than the convention-

alized bracket : and it has especial advantage in

not requiring paint to keep it clean, or to preserve

it from the influence of the weather.

The next court-yard built by Wren is surrounded

by an Italian colonnade, after the manner of the

Gothic ambulatories, ard presents an imposing

appearance. Several beautifully sculptured stone

wreaths of flowers, executed under the superin

tendence of Grinling Gibbons, are admirably

arranged within semicircular arches, and are as

sharp as if just from the chisel.

A wish was expressed for casts of these, which

by the use of gelatine moulds might be readily ob

tained and distributed to our schools of design at a

trifling cost. This would greatly facilitate the

studies of the modeller, the importance of whose

skill is beginning to be better recognized. A series

of lunettes is arranged between the principal and

attic story over the colonnade ; and on one side of

the court, these arc painted with frescoes repre-

senting the labours of Hercules. The framework is

boldly conceived and well executed in stone, de-

signed from a lion's hide, with head, paws, &c., the

shadows being well defined. The pedestals placed

in this court, it was said, are finely formed, although

deprived of their purpose—an iron bar that pro-

jects from the top of each shewing that they once

secured some figure (by Farelli), which has been

removed.

{To be continued.)
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-F/fif. 1. Fie. 2.

Fis.S.

'^P^
\ X.

Fig. 1. Elevation of Niche, South Transept.

Fig. 2. Elevation of Piscina, South Transept.

Fig. 3. Plan of Piscina.

FROM THE CHUKCH OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, BISHOPSTONE, WILTSHIRR.
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.^n IllustratcXi iilossatg cf Cedjutcal

Cerms uMti in Architectural antf

Interior Bccoration, ^c.

{Continued from page 68.)

Habit. (In painting and sculpture.) Dress,

accoutrements.

Hand. The extremity of the arm, consibting

of the palm and fingers, with their radial and ul-

nar muscles. The hand is one of the most diffi-

cult and important of the extremities to represent

well, either in drawing, painting, or sculpture, and

requires the greatest attention from the artist.

Hand-rail. The rail used in stair-cases. It

is formed straight, circular, or elliptical, to suit the

construction of the staircase. It is frequently en-

riched by elaborate carving, and composed of

costly materials. Marked a.

Hasta. a spear or pike used by the ancient Ro-
mans. The hasta reversed was used as an emblem
of peace, and Cirero uses the words hastam dbjicere

in the meaning of to give up the cause; ad hastam

locare, to make open sale. The hasta pura was

,the pike stafi" divested of its iron head or point,

which was sometimes ornamented with flowers or

fruit, like that of Bacchus by a pine cone, called

the thyrsis.

Hatched Moulding. A moulding chiefly

used in Saxon architecture.

Head Moulding. Another moulding used in

Saxon architecture.

Heart Moulding. A moulding also used as

the above.

Hip Nob. The terminal of a gable end.

Hand-iron. A kind of stand used in old fire-

places to rest the burning logs of wood upon.
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Hip-roof, "When a roof of a building is

formed by equally inclined planes rising from each

side, it is called a hipped roof, and the ridges

r^
4 f r

rising from the angles of the wall are called hips.

Hall. The first large room or apartment in a

house; the public room of a corporate body; a

court of justice ; a manor house, so called because

courts for the admission of tenants and other ma-

norial business are held in them. There are also

other apartments in a mansion called halls, be-

sides the hall of entrance, as the servants' hall, &c.

Hip or Corner Tiles. These are used at

the hips of roofs. They are ten inches long, and

of a convenient breadth and thickness ; they are

bent on a mould before, burning, and have a some-

what triangular shape, with a hole for a nail at the

narrow end, which is laid uppermost.

Hecatompolis. The name of the Isle of

Crete, so called from its hundred cities which it had

in the time of its ancient king, Minos.

Heighten. (In painting.) To improve, to

meliorate, to make more prominent by touches of

light colours, in imitation of the brightness of the

lights in nature, contrasted with shadow, common-
ly called to heighten the lights.

{To be continued.)

Ancient Relics.—During the past week
some workmen, in digging a drain in the yard of

some premises occupied by a Mr. Parkinson, in

Northgate Street, Chester, discovered an Ancient

Urn, and other relics, supposed to be of Roman
manufacture. They were found at the depth of

eight feet belov/ the surface. The Urn, which is in

the possession of Mr. Parkinson, is in a remarkable

good state of preservation, and will no doubt be

prized as a most interesting antique vase. As

the fragments of a bracelet were within the urn, it

probably contained the ashes of a Roman Lady,

A drawing of it has been made by Mr. W. Ayrton,

I

and forwarded to the Archaeological Society.—In

constructing a large sewer in the Eastgate, a large

quantity of gunpowder and other amnmnition was

discovered, probably placed for use during the

Siege of Chester, in the days of the great rebellion.

Some coins have also been found, in excavating

r a sewer near St. Peter's, Chester.

l£?biebii»

On Ornamental Art, AprriED to Ancient

AND Modern Bookbinding. By Joseph Cun-

dall. Cundall.]

Mr. Cundall, the publisher, has here printed a

paper read by him at the Society of Arts on the

subject of the Bookbinder's skill. Though of ne

cessity short, it presents a concise and compreben

sive glance at the history of an art which was at

its zenith at the time when the higher arts were

most flourishing. A little historic sketch brings

us to the time of the celebrated Grolier, some of

whose specimens exist in our national museum,

where we have lately admired them.

As in all the other arts, re-production of the

past is shown here to be the spirit of the day. This

Mr. Cundall, very properly, deplores. " Since the

beginning of the eighteenth century," he observes,

" we have arrived at the greatest possible pitch of

mechanical skill ; and although we are unable at

the present time to exhibit any very high standard

of excellence in ornament, yet the improvements

which have lately been made, and the attention

which is now generally directed to ornamental art

augur that it will not be long before we shall join

artistic merit to our perfect execution. It will be

said, that books are much better bound now than

they were formerly. Granted. The mechanical

execution is better—the books open more freely,

are more truly folded, have the squares more even,

the head-bands much handsomer, and the sides and

back are richly enough gilt ; but where is the Or-

namental Art of the fifteenth century ? Now and

then we have good copies of the old designs re-

produced, and occasionally a good original design*

but we have no style whatever that is worth perpe-

tuating."

After questioning the propriety of adapting Gro-

lier patterns of the sixteenth century to modern

guide-books, &c., he observes that " One of the

principles which he would seek to establish in Or-

namental Art in Bookbinding is, that every book

should be decorated as far as possible in accordance

with its contents."

Twenty-four plates of coloured lithographic spe-

cimens of various styles of binding illustrate this

little memoir,—a large portion of which are from

specimens preserved at the British Museum. There

is much common sense and good taste in Mr. Cun-

dall's observations. Altogether it is a highly use-

ful production, and calculated to further the im-

provements he so strenuously advocates. We cau

confidently recommend its perusal to the trade.
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This edifice presents a very curious admixture
of all the styles of architecture which have pre-

vailed in England, since the coming of the Nor^
mans, and earlier, if the believers in the Saxon
origin of the crypt, which we are not, should hap-
pen to he right. The whole history of architecture

may he illustrated there, and the characteristics of

each style pointed out. The crypt ; a very curious

large semi-circular arch in the east wall of the

south transept, with rudely sculptured capitals

;

and the lower part of the chapter-house, with its

arcade of semi-circular intersecting arches, will

serve to make evident some of the chief features of

the Norman period. In the two westernmost bays

of the nave, where the pointed arch is mixed up
with the semi-circular arch and zig-zag adorn-

ments, we see the evidence of transition to the first

pointed style, of which, in its perfect state, the

ehoir and the easternmost transepts present such
beautiful specimens, wherein some of its most pro-

minent characteristics,—the acutely-pointed arch,

crisp, sharp, twisting foliage in the capitals and
corbels, the dog-tooth moulding, &c., are obvious.

The nave shows tho change to the decorated style,

and many of the window-openings throughout the

cathedral, are filled in with tracery of the perpen-
dicular period, easily distinguishable even by the

least initiated, by the tendency of the mullions to

continue perpendicularly up from the cill to the

arch. Prince Arthur's monumental chapel, be-
tween the chancel and its aisle, at the junction of

the south transept, afibrds us an example of the

last period of that style, when panelling and
sculptured ornament covered every foot of surface,

and debasement was coming on. The cloisters of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, with their

lavatories, perforated piers between the windows,
and the buildings attached, have many points of

interest.

The Electric Light.—During the past week
out door experiments have been made of the two
different Electric Lights. That of Mr. Staite, was
shewn on Tuesday, the 5th inst., in Trafalgar

square, and was very successful, rendering all the

surrounding objects as clearly distinguishable as at

noon day. The Chevalier Le Molk's took place on
Thursday, the 7th inst. on the gallery at the summit
of the Duke of York's column, on which the ap-
paratus was placed, and notwithstanding the very

unfavorable state of weather at the time, the efiect

produced was certainly most striking. The light

wherever it chanced to fall, made every part of the
surrounding buildings perfectly visible. The most
distant object on which it was thrown, was the
County Fire Office, at the top of the Quadrant,
which appeared as though it was illuminated.
Many thousands of persons assembled to witness
the experiment.

By an excavation made at Baden-Baden, the

Baths of Caracalla have been discovered in a state

of great preservation. They are under the market
place, between the inn at the Rose and the church.

^ex^pttiiht.

(Continuedfrom page 60.)

vanishing line.

Now, as the distant extremity of the road va-

nishes in a point where the sky seems to meet the

land, we may properly call this remote extremity

of the horizon the vanishing line in nature. But
as the spectator means to represent this road in

perspective on the glass, he must also have a per-

spective vanishing line, and this is obtained in the

following manner

:

Imagine a plane of infinite length, placed hori-

zontally with one edge at the spectator's eye, and
this edge parallel to the plane of the glass ; in this

position this horizontal plane will be five feet high.

Imagine this plane to move in a horizontal direc-

tion, cutting the glass, and produced to the remote
extremity of the road, where it will seem to coin-

cide with the vanishing line in nature.

In the progress of this horizontal plane, it cut

tne glass at the height of five feet, and produced
the required perspective vanishing line, which,

being parallel to the horizon, we call the horizontal

vanishing line on the glass or picture.

From this theory we may conclude that the per-

spective vanishing line in nature, and if produced
or moved parallel to itself, they would both coin-

cide at an infinite distance.

vanishing point.

All things remaining as before, imagine a line

drawn from the centre of the intersection of the

glass with the road, and this line produced along

the middle of the road to the vanishing line in na-

ture, its extreme end will vanish in that point in

which the remote extremity of the road vanished.

Now this line, as well as each side of the road, is

supposed to be perpendicular to the glass or picture,

and all vanish in one point in the vanishing line in

nature, which point is opposite the spectator's eye.

To find a corresponding perpective vanishing

point on the glass or picture, imagine a line drawn
from the eye of the spectator parallel to the line

drawn along the middle of the road, and the for-

mer will vanish in the same vanishing point in na-

ture as the latter : but the former line drawn from

the eye, in its progress cut the glass or picture in a

point, and this point is the perspective vanishing

point on the picture for all lines perpendicular to

the picture or glass. i

A line drawn from the spectator's eye perpendi-

cular to the plane of the glass or picture, is called

the centre of the picture ; but the line drawn from

the spectator's eye parallel to the line drawn along

the middle of the road, is perpendicular to the

plane of the picture, and the point in which it cut

the picture is the centre of the picture : hence the

centre of the picture is the vanishing point for all

lines perpendicular to the plane of the picture.
j

Having now the vanishing line of the road, and

the vanishing point for the sides of the road, its

perspective representation is easily found, thus :

—

From each extremity of the line or section made
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by the glass and the road, draw a line to the centre

of the pietnre, and these two lines form a triangle,

the base of which is the section of the picture with

the road ; and the vertex in the centre of the pic-

ture and this triangle we -call the perspective re-

presentation of the road. We have spoken of the

horizontal vanishing line in nature as being at an
infinite distance from the spectator. Now, if we
suppose a plane perpendicular to the horizon to

pass throuyh tlie vanishing line in nature, and this

plane to be infinitely extended, we may call this

plane the plane of infinite distance ; and in this let

us suppose all original planes, however opposed to

the picture, to vanish.

To exemplify this hypothesis, let us suppose the

common roof of a house, as placed before the glass

or picture, so that the ridge or top may be parallel

to the plane of the picture. Here each side of the

roof is inclined to the picture, and also to the hori-

zon. Wow, if we imagine the side of the roof

next the picture to be produced upward toward
the sky, it will cut the plane of infinite distance,

and determine a vanishing line in nature.

1 And if we imagine a plane to pass from the eye

of the spectator parallel to the same side of the

roof, and produced, it will seem to coincide with

Ithe vanishing line in nature, and, in its progress,

jwill cut the picture, and determine the perspective

ivanishing line for the near side of the roof.

It frequently happens that original planes are so

opposed to the picture and the horizon, as to re-

•quire vanishing lines intersecting other vanishina;

llines in various angles of inclination, all which
jtend to prove the invariable analogy between the

[plane of the picture, and the imaginary plane of

infinite distance.

A transparent substance or body is that through

j which we can distinctly see objects on the opposite

iside : water, glass, &c. are transparent.

I

An opaque body is that through which we can-

inot see, as iron, wood in general, &c.

j

If, at the distance of 12 or 18 inches, we look

|through a pane of glass, at a window in a house

opposite, and keeping the head steady, we make on

the glass, with a little brush of dark colour, the

four corners of the window, just as they appear to

the eye; then join the points on the glass—this

squarelike form will be the perspective represen-

tation of the opposite window.
In the above example, the eye being fixed, and

lines imagined to be drawn from the four corners

|0f the window to the eye, these imaginary lines,

and the window opposite form a pyramid, the win-

[dow being the base, and the vertex of the pyramid
in the eye. The pane of glass through which we
look is a plane cutting this imaginary pyramid,
and the squarelike form on the glass represents its

original; the window opposite.

OF THE ANGLE OF VISION.

The principal parts of the eye for our purpose

are the pupil and the retina. Pupil, from the La-
tin pwpilla, probably means a diminutive figure of

a person, as the representation of a little human
figure may often be seen in the pupil of the eye.

—

Retina, from the Latin, means a net, or any thing

like network, because this part of the eye has the

appearance of network. If we look at a point, a

ray of light comes from that point, and passes

through the pupil of the eye, and is transmitted

directly to the retina, and thence to the brain.

The retina is of a limited round magnitude, so

that a ray may enter the pupil, but that ray may
not fall on the retina; for it may pass above it, be-

low it, or on one side, and in such cases there can

be no perfect vision ; hence it has been ascertained

that one or many objects should be viewed under a

certain angle.

The progress of rays of light in straight lines is

made manifest by admitting the light of the sun

into a dark room through a small aperture or nar-

row slit; if there be dust- or smoke in the room,
the straightness of the rays of light \?ill be made
apparent. Also, if we look through a continuous

tube considerably bent, we cannot see any object

placed near the end of the tube; if we straighten

the tube, we are then enabled to see the object

which before was invisible. From these conside-

rations we deduce the following proposition, name-
ly:—Objects are seen by means of rays of light

that proceed in straight lines, in every direction,

from every point of the visible surfaces. Of these

innumerable rays of light, some meet at the eye of

each spectator, and there form the images of the

objects.

ANALYSIS OF THE DIEECTION OF RATS OF LIGHT

PROCEEDING TO THE EYE.

We will now trace the directions of the rays of

light, and ascertain their relative positions in order

that having learned how the image of an object is

conveyed to the eye, we may be enabled to repro-

duce that image by a drawing. It will be simpler

to separate, as it were, the straight lines which form

tile outline, or determine its shape, and to consider

the course and progress of the rays of light pro

ceeding from a single straight line, which may be

afterwards combined with others to reproduce the

accompanying or similar forms. We will examine

the course of the rays of light, as they would pro-

ceed from this straight line to the eye of any indi-

vidual. Now, the rays of light conveying to the

eye the image of a straight line, proceed from every

point of it, and may be said to be innumerable.—

We can, however, simplify the illustration by omit

ting all the threads except those which proceed from

the ends of the line.

(To be continued.)
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Our first page this week presents a correct view

of the above old English mansion, recently brought

into painful notoriety by the horrible tragedy per-

petrated within its walls.

The mansion, which early received the name of

Stanfield Hall, is situated in the Hundred of Laun-

ditch, and at the Conquest it fell into the hands

of the Earl of Warren. It is partly the remains

of the house inhabited by the Flowerdews, in the

reign of Elizabeth; and the Rev. George Preston,

the owner, in 1820, preserved the peculiar charac-

ter of the former period in his additions. The

porch at the entrance exhibited (1820,) the arms of

the family; the large windows, divided by mul-

lions, and the clustered chimneys, with the spiral

ornaments to the gabels, give a correct represen-

tation of the architecture of that period. Our en-

graving represents an E. S. E. view of the build-

ing. The interior contains vai'ious specimens of

architecture, from the plain groined to the florid

style, the whole of which is executed in imita-

tion of stone, and was the work of Mr. Wilkins, of

Norwich. The house is surrounded by a moat, and

stands in the midst of a cheerful and well sheltered

lawn. The situation is considered the highest in

the county of Norfolk.

Society of Antiquaries.—On Thursday
Evening last, the Chevalier Bunsen and M. Guizot

were admitted Honary Fellows, on the introduc-

tion of Sir George Staunton. The President (Vis-

count Mahon) addressed the illustrious foreigners,

referring to the excellent labours of both in the

field of antiquities, and especially to the Chevalier

Bunsen's late learned work on Egyptian History.

M. Guizot, returned thanks with great energy of

manner, promising to attend the Meetings of the

Society frequently, and the Cbevalier Bunsen ex-

pressed hov/ happy he should be at all times to

contribute, to the progress and prosperity of the

Society.

Galvanised Wire anb Hemp Ropes.—An
experiment was lately tried in Woolwich Dock-
yard, to ascertain the comparative strength of wire

and hempen ropes. A wire rope, 3 inches round,

and a hemp rope of three strands, hawser laid, com-
mon make, 7 inches round, were spliced together,

and placed in the testing machine, and on the hy-

draulic pressure being applied, the hemp rope

broke in the middle on the strain reaching eleven

tons and three quarters, the wire rope remaining
apparently as strong as when the experiment com-
menced. A wire rope, three inches and a half

round, was then spliced with an eight inch hemp
shroud rope, and on the power being applied, the

hemp rope broke in the middle, with a strain of

10 tons and a half, the wire continuing uninjured

lagnf's iaon=®i3m6ustt6le SMcotf,

During the past week experiments have been
made in the presence of a number of agriculturists

and other influential parties, to test the capabilities

of the process by which wood is rendered incom-

bustible or uninflammable. Two model houses,

one constructed of wood prepared according to the

patent, and the other of unprepared wood, were
tried. In tlie one of unprepared wood, four pounds
weight of shavings vi'ere placed, and being- set fire

to, speedily communicated the flames to the house,

which was partly consumed, when the flames were
extinguished by some of the solution used by the

patentees in the process. In the house of prepared

woodj 12 lbs., of shavings were ignited, and blazed

away furiously, but the house was only slightly

charred, and never in flames. The cylinder for

carrying on the process is very large, made of iron,

like a steam boiler ; the air is exhausted by the

forcing into it of steam, which expels the air. It is

then closed, and the steam condensing, a vacuum
is created. Thetimber is conveyed into this cylin-

der, and being exhausted of air, and the cavities

empty, the solution is applied, and becomes in a

manner fossilized, or rendered metallic, without

however, losing its elasticity. The most common
and comparatively worthless woods, by this process

are rendered impervious to damp or rot, resist fire,

and will not be invaded by insects, worms, &c.

I'Iew Steam Carriage.—On Friday, the 8th

inst., an Experimental trip took place on the Great

Western Railway, with a new Patented Steam Car-

riage, constructed with a view to the more econo-

mical management of branch and other lines,

where the passenger traffic is light. The Patentee

is Mr. Adam's of Fairfield Works, who has con-

tracted with the Bristol and Exeter Railway ; for

whom this machine has been constructed, to pro-

pel it with ten pounds of coke per mile. The En-
gine and Carriage are joined in one frame work,

so that they form one machine. The total length

is 39 feet, and the carriage, which has a first and
second class compartment is constructed to carry

48 passengers. Tne following however will give a

more accurate idea of the nature of the invention.

The driving wheels are 4 feet 6 inches, made of

solid wrought iron, the training wheels 3 feet 6 in-

ches, of wood and running independently on their

axles as well as their journals, the middle wheel

having a lateral traverse of 6 inches. The boiler

is tubular and vertical, 3 feet in diameter, and 6

feet high. The fire box 2 feet high, and 2 feet 6

inches in diameter. The cylinder is 8 inches dia-

meter, with 12 inches stroke. The boiler is placed

behind the driving axle; the tank, holding 220

gallons of water, in front of it, and the coke box,

is attached to the front of the carriaaje, behind the

driver. The first class carriage is in the form of

a saloon, and accommodates 16 passengers, the se-

cond class, 32. The entire weight of the machine

is about 10 tons, when occupied by 48 passengers,

it will amount to 12^ tons It ran from Slough to

Paddington in thirty minutes.
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The New Roman Catholic Church Liverpool,

was opened last week, it has been upwards of 3

years in course of erection, and is the first in

Liverpool in connection with the order of Jesuits,

The building which is an exceedingly large one,

will cost, when completed, upwards of £30,000.

—The Marquis of Westminster, has granted the

handsome sum, of £5,000 towards the erection of

the new Church of St. Gabriel, Pimlico ; in addi-

tion to which Mr. Cubitt, his Lordship's leesee, has

given up his interest in the land, valued, for build-

ing purposes at £2,000. The Eastern Counties

Company, have constructed a Railway upon the

Southend Pier, which they have purchased, and

which extends about a mile and a quarter into the

Thames, for the conveyance of passengers to and

from the Steam Boats. The Lords Commis-

sioners of the Admiralty have given permission to

Mr, Charles Blunt, Civil Engineer, to effect a

communication by laying down his submarine

electric telegraph between Holyhead and Dublin.

The telegraphic wires will be connected with the

lines of Railway radiating from Dublin, and with

the Chester and Holyhead Railway, and conveni-

ent positions at both the termini, have been chosen

and marked out, where the wires will terminate.

—The Seven district churches, now in progress

of erection at Plymouth and Devonport, are ex-

pected to be completed, consecrated, and ready for

use, within five years from the present time. At

the Parish meeting last week at Aylesbury, it was

resolved from the dilapidated state of the parish

Church to close it, and obtain a temporary place of

worship. A new and magnificent Church, dedi-

cated to St. Peter, has just been completed at

Cheltenham, It will be consecrated immediately

after Christmas, by the Lord Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol. There is a rumour very generally

circulated that the annual grant of £10,000 for

additions to the Library of the British Museum is

about to be suspended for a while—if not entirely

withdrawn. A conviction of the impossibility of

continuing to lay out so large a sum annually in

the increase of such a library as that which now

rests within the walls of the Museum has probably

had as much to do with this determination as the

present state of the exchequer. We ai'e glad

to find that the commissioners of Woods and

Forests have at length decided finally on having

the Serpentine River drained and cleaned.

Among the emigration schemes now before the

public, that of the potters demands attention from

its novelty and interest. The potters, it seems,

have had many quarrels with their enployers re-

garding the question of wages; and in these the

artizans, it is stated, have always been worsted.

Recently a machine has been invented which will

do the work of a great number of hands—and if

the men all remain in the labour market, will re-

duce wages it is believed, still farther. On this,

they have agreed to emigrate ; and clubbing their

means together they raised £5,000, out of which

they have bought an estate at Wisconsin, United

States,—where they have already located a con-

siderable number of persons. The plan is said to

be successful; and the society is now about to

make known its principles, and invite the general

public to avail themselves of its advantages. Each

shareholder pays down, or in instalments, £1 Is,

6d. ; when he becomes entitled to ballot for

the allotments as they are cleared and prepared for

occupation. The remainder of the price of the

land—the smallest divisions of which are twenty

acres—is to be paid at convenient intervals.

Co (C:orrfsponticnfs, $i^t.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

phered by the recipient of thy communication.

"J. G." (Newcastle.)—We have made severa

enquiries respecting mottle painting, but cannot
understand tohat spirit you allude to. You say
that when you dash the Spirit on, it runs down
when placed in a perpendicular position. It ought
to be varnished in the usual manner, with the best

Copal varnish and a soft brush, which will pre-

vent thefossils being destroyed.

" Brutus and Cassius."—Since you appear so

anxious to assume the toga, tve would advise you
to apply to Mr. Nathan, Beriolclt-street, Soho.

"D.K."— We do not communicateper post ; an
answer loill appear in our next.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, S^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street, Strand, London."— We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as loill favor us with local information

connected ivith lectures delivered at Mechanics
Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price Is. 3d. each ; or the Publisher toill under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or

marbled, 6d. extra.

Part 20 is now ready, Price lOd.

*^* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.
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T may be

observed—and with unquestionable truth—that

our artists are better acquainted with the as-

sembled treasures of foreign collections than

with those equally valuable in a general com-

parison, and not less accessible, which invite

their attention at home. We hear never-ending

rhapsodies of the inestimable bequests made to

Art by Albert Diirer, Marc Antonio, Martin

Schon, Cellini, and all the painters, etchers,

arsentieri and niellatori who have lived between

the Categat and the Mediterranean—between

the thirteenth century and the present time.

We hear incessant praise bestowed on the col-

lections at Rome, Dresden, Florence, Nurem-
berg, &c.—but seldom any mention of the

Print Room in Great Russell-street, the con-

tents of which may be fairly estimated at the

value of a hundred thousand pounds. Our
painters bear the character on the Continent of

being the most persevering sketchers on record

;

yet after, we may say, a long life of sketching.

how many of them are there who " die and
make no sign!" In what nook soever of Eu
rope there may exist an association with i

great name, be it authentic or apocryphal, it is

coloured a green spot in the charts of our voy-
aging Anacharses, and a shrine is established

to the hallowed memory; all this before the

STORES AT HOME are even looked into.

In the folios of the Print Room the works
of the greatest artists who have ever lived may
be studied, before they are contemplated at

large in the temples of Italy, or in the cabinets

of more northern Europe; and with how
much advantage does the student, or one who
may have passed the chrysalis state of student

ship, survey the vast and sublime compositions

at Rome, Parma, or wheresoever any like won
ders of Art may exist—for everything that has

been published has a place here. It is at pre

sent only our purpose to call the attention of

our readers to the Print Room : we can here

do no more than allude to its contents ; in a

future paper we purpose to devote some space

to a particular examination of its shelves.

This room is little known to the public, and

less to artists, by few of whom it is ever

visited, notwithstanding the extent of the va-

luable and curious collection described in the

catalogue. The form of obtaining admission

is similar to that employed in soliciting per

mission to visit the Reading-room : a written

application is addressed to Sir Henry Ellis,

the principal librarian, supported by the re-

commendation of some person of known
respectability.

Every facility is afforded to visitors and stu-

dents for copying prints and engravings with

the single reservation, that they are not al-

lowed to execute fac-similes—that is, some

difference of dimension is insisted on—with

the view of preventing the substitution of a

copy for an original, either by accident or de-

sign. General visitors are at all times cour-

teously received, and their wishes consulted in

every respect, in as far as they may be consis-

tent with the regulations of the establishment.

The works are classed, as first—original

drawings by masters of the different schools,

principally arranged in the Sloane, Fawkener,

Cracherode, and Knight collections; drawings

after Italian pictures; monuments of the in-

vention of engraving, and prints after the
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works of eminent painters and designers of all

schools, including also the works of emieent

engravers, commencing with the Florentine

school; engravings after L. da Vinci, FraBar-

tolommeo, Andrea del Sarto, Michel Angiolo,

also after those of members of the other

schools of Italy, as Peruzzi, Beccafumi, Raf-

faelle, Guido, Romani, &c. ; foreign and Bri-

tish topography; costumes, processions, cere-

monies, animals, antiquities, Indian and

Chinese drawings, &c.

The admirable order and classification of the

contents of the Print Room are beyond all

praise. The visitor is not only met with cour-

teous attention, but his wishes are at once

gratified ; this, indeed, is not less the case in

the reading department, a fact which we may
contrast with the arrangement of the Biblio-

theque r^oyale at Paris, where, for certain

MSS., although known to be in the library,

we may ask in vain: they are not classed, and

cannot be found; many are known to have

been stolen ; and, in short, it would require a

labour of years to place this establishment on

the footing of order which prevails in the Li-

brary of the British Museum.

The visitors' book in the Print Room is a

curious record of the class of persons to whom
these valuable drawings and engravings may be

supposed to be interesting. We cannot help

expressing astonishment at the list of names,

which we may examine, page after page, with-

out discovering one of those associated with

the patronage of Art—we run even through a

course of years uncheered by the sight of a

single star of this magnitude—even the names

of known artists are but a thin sprinkling:

these average, according to the book, about ten

per month ! We may, indeed, visit this sanc-

tum, day after day, and often find no more

than half-a-dozen persons, one half copying,

and the remainder turning over the leaves of

the volumes placed before them; hence it is

clear that the resources of the Print Room,

and the facilities of access to them, are but

little known, and, even where known, insuffi-

ciently appreciated. It is our object, therefore,

merely to call attention to it at present; in a

future notice we propose to describe jts con-

tents more in detail. In the meantime we

trust that it will be acceptable to our readers to

point out the means of access to a collection^of

works of Art, from the study of vvhich incal

culable advantage is derivable.

UBgal ihitgiihtfion of ^xt%iXztU,

At a meeting held on the 4th inst., Mr. Bil-

ling gave a lecture on the Infinity of Geomet-

ric Design, as 'regards Tracery. Mr. Billings

commenced his observations with some remarks

on the present practice and position of archi-

tecture. :He objected to the unwise use of

gaudy colourings, and condemned the mode in

which the Temple Ghurch had been disfigured.

In its original state it was the artificial infinite

realised ; now the whole was [contracted and

brought down on the head of the beholder

There were other buildings to which the re-

mark would apply. ^Look to the House of

but no; he was one of those who would rather

run a mile than fight a minute, and he would

not provoke a controversy. Only a short time

ago the idea of geometric principles in Gothic

architecture was laughed at; but now the fact

was well understood and generally admitted

Why should modern architects be content with

simply copying ?—why stand still and exhibit

no invention ? The use of glass and iron alone

ought to have led to an entirely new style

The fact was, they succumbed to lay and cle-

rical masters, who positively would not let

them design. Why was this permitted? Ar-

chitects too readily gave way to amateur pre-

tenders. When he first introduced the system

of squares for tracery, he had been laughed at,

but these squares, like the British squares at

Waterloo, had never been broken. Pursuing

the same train of thought, he had been striving

to discover the means by which the Gothic

architects achieved such infinite variety of de-

sign, and he had succeeded, he believed, to a

great extent. On one fixed design, namely, a

circle divided into eight compartments^ with

four smaller circles within it, placed around

the circumference, and each one-third the size

of the enclosing circle, he had constructed 100

diiterent panels of tracery, not one of which

could be called vulgar Gothic. They were all

purely geometric ; no rule of thumb in them,

and any one could draw them, when he knew
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hoAV. Geometric forms, he thought, the most

graceful of all forms. An entirely new field

was opening to the designer, and would doubt-

less would be well worked.

The lecturer then explained the construction

of a large number of these panels, which dis-

played extraordinary variety and beauty; the

variety was caused simply by varying the po-

sition of the connecting curves. He said he

was most anxious that others should get on the

same scent, with a view to other branches of

design. These designs, forming a book, would

be published at a low price, and he looked for

general support. '

©fisetbattons on t|e ^olscl^tomatic

But a few years have elapsed since the theo-

ries by which Polychromy was first announced

to the world, were regarded by the gi-eat ma-

jority of persons interested in the arts with

doubt or apprehension. It was anything but

an agreeable association to the admirers of

classic genius to be told that the exquisite

finish of Grecian chiselling was concealed be-

neath a coat of '-'villainous ochre," or that

the sculptor and architect selected the most

costly materials only to daub them with colour,

or cover them with stucco ; and they resolutely

refused to believe that Grecian taste could ap-

prove so much coarseness and exaggeration, or

that Ictinus and Callimachus, to say nothing

M Phidias or Praxiteles, practised those atro-

cities.

'^"^^^It was difficult for them to suppose that the

same nation which displayed such exquisite

skill in architecture and sculpture -was guilty of a

"barbarous taste in painting; nor could they re-

concile themselves to a custom so foreign to all

their preconceived ideas of art. Yet within these

few years, so great a change has been wrought in

public opinion, that suggestions bold in that day,

seem timid in ours. The advocates of Polychromy

have never been led astray by an extravagant ima-

gination. Inferences were drawn only from the

facts that every succeeding day brought to light

;

and research, prosecuted simultaneously in diiFerent

countries, and among the monuments of widely

varying ages and people, has led to results unanti-

cipated by the first propounders of the new doc-

trine, and what is of greater object to a practical

eye, as substantial as they are new.

The architect or antiquary is no longer content

with ascertaining the date of a building, and des-

cribing it by tlie combination of its parts, the form

of its mouldings, and the character of its plastic

decorations ; but in the unnoticed teints that time

and change yet permit to remain upon its walls

and ornaments, he reads a language long silent and

unknown, but now eloquent with beautiful mean-
ing and glorious conceptions.

Before the discovery of this practice there was
much in " classic" arcliitecture that seemed inef-

fective or incomprehensible, and much that when
copied -in our public edifices, only served to disgust

the public, and blind them to the merits of the

style
; yet, although we were familiar not only with

the existence, but also acknowledged the beauties

of Polychromy as applied to the tombs and

temples of India and Egypt ; although some such

usages seemed connected with the sacred architec-

ture of all nations ; and although with every style

that has flourished among any people, Polychromy

was born and grew together with it, forming, as it

were, the very soul of the material fabric, yet with

strange perversity we refused to reason from the

analogy, or apply to those forms of architecture

that were received among ourselves the same con-

clusions that were obvious as regards the rest.

It is only now that we can present to the mind
all the glories of Grecian art, or realize the picture

of an ancient temple, perfect inthesimijlicity of its

conception, grand in the combination of its parts,

bold in its continuous lines and unbroken shadows,

and harmonious in its brilliant and contrasting

colours.

We acknowledge the very highest grade of art in

the Chrysolophantine statues, that ranked among
the ancients themselves as the finest productions of

the sculptor ; and a consummate judgment in that

application of colour, that at once displayed in

their sculpture a forcible representation of the ac-

tual, and impressed them the more powerfully with

the characteristics of the ideal.

{7o be continued.)

Glass Signboards—One of the most beautiful
specimens of glass labelling in Liverpool, was
placed last week, over the door of Mr. Smith, a

Chemist, in Scotland Road, Liverpool. The pre-

sent operation consists in applying gold or silver

leaf to the back part of plate or sheet glass, with a

glutinous substance, whicli does not afi'ect the bril-

liancy of the gold ; and after the gold is burnished
by the application of heat, the writing or etching

is then secured by a varnish, and the surplus gold

removed ; the ground is then laid, as on wood, or

any other surface, and the work is finished.
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{Continued from page 76.)

Handle. Used for the purpose of opening

drawers, doors, &c. The accompanying engraving

represents one from an old eabinet.

Hinge, The iron or brass ligaments affixed to

doors, shutters, and other parts of buildings, re-

volving on an axis. The most ancient hinges of

open either inwardly or outwardly. There are va
rious descriptions of hinges adapted to suit all

purposes to which they are applied.

Herring-bone Ashlar. This is one of the nu-

merous kinds of ashlar used for building purposes.

Egypt were of wood, rolling in a stone box. The
hinges of the Greeks and Romans were pins of

wood or metal fixed in the top and bottom of the

door, or in the threshold, so that the door might

It is chiefly used in the country; also the herring-

tooled ashlar. {See Ashlar, page 89, Vol. 1.)

Heart-bond. (In Masonry.) Where two stones,

forming the breadth of the wall, have one stone of

the same breadth placed over them.
j

Hearth. Among the Anglo-Saxons it was a

heap of ashes or earth, heated by fire, used for

baking cakes, and other purposes. The Norman

hearth was in the middle of the house, but when

chimneys were introduced in the fourteenth or fif-

teenth centuries, it was under the fire-place, for

which the chi»nney was constructed.

Hanging-stile. The portion of the door to

which the hinges are fixed.

i

Hand-spike. A lever for the purpose of carry-

ing a heavy beam, or other burden requiring t^e,

strength of two or more men. When pieces of

timber are used for this purpose, they are called

pudlais.

Hassack. The provincial name for Kentish rag-

stone.

Hawke. The board with a handle on its under

side, used by the plasterer to hold his plaster.

Hermes. This is one of the names of Mercury,

a personage very celebrated amongst the mytho

logical deities of the ancients. Those peculiar

little figures we now and then encounter in sculp-

ture, and which resemble a stone placed upright,

increasing in width towards the top, and termi-

nating in a head or bust, are termed Hermes.

(To le continued)
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ORNAMENT ON PIIiASTER FROM THE DnCAL PALACE, MANTUA.
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ARCHITECTURE.

[EXTKACTS,—BY JOHN GALT, ESQ.]

The Fine Arts are the deliglit and study of all

polished nations. They disarm the spirit of man

of its natural ferocity, and they elevate the mind

while they soften the heart. Ignorance is hut

another name for barbarity, and the want of know-

ledge sharpens the appetite of violence.

It was, indeed, a paradox of Rousseau, to main-

tain that mankind were happier when they re-

sembled wild beasts, than with all the enjoyment

of civilized life ; and that the cultivation of their

intellectual faculties has tended to degrade their

virtues. There can be no virtue but , what is

founded on a comprehensive estimate of the effects

ofhuman actions, and an animal under the guidance

cf instinct cannot form v'lny such estimate.

The chief object of science is the discovery of

truth, and of Art the developement of beauty. In

the former we trust to reason, and in the latter, to

imagination. But judgment and fancy are of

mutual assistance in both studies ; science clears

the obstructions which impede the progress of Art

and art adorns and smooths the path of science,

No discovery is made without some previous con-

jectural eiFort of the mind,—some exertion of the

imagination; nor is beauty unfolded where there

has not been some pre-consideration of i^robable

effects,—some exertion of the reasoning faculties.

As the human mind is pleased with the contem-

plation of what is true, and deliglited M'ith the

appearance of what is beautiful, it inay be assumed

that the cultivation of science, and the improve-

ment of Art, originate in our love of science.

We commonly divide the object of the two pur-

suits into distinct classes, and we think when we

call scientific studies useful, and the productions of

Art only ornamental, that there is something intrin-

sically different in their respective natures. But if

we examine our feelings, and judge of science by

its influence on ourselves, we shall be obliged to

confess that although less obviously, it is, in fact,

as much recommended to us by the pleasure which

it ministers, as those arts that we regard—as en-

tirely devoted to the ejccitement of agreeable

emotions.

Of all the Arts, the art of building is that which

prominently attracts attention. Invented in the

country, and brought to perfection in the town, it

owes its origin, like eveiy other human contrivance,

to necessity, Man, naked at his birth, thrown

upon the earth, exposed to the cold, the wet and

the heat, and to the concussion of other bodies, was

constrained to seek artificial means of protection.

The rain obliged him to fly for shelter to the trees

and caverns, the only habitations with which Na-
ture has provided her favorite; for in the improve-

able faculties bestowed on his mind, she has fur-'

nished him with the means of constructing abodes

suitable to himself and the growth of his wants as

they increase by the improvements of his condition.

The same instinct which led him to take refuge

from the shower, taught fhim to prefer those trees

of which the branches were most thickly inter^

woveUj and when they were iiisufiicient, to draw

the boughs closer over his head. The process of

reasoning from this experience to the considerations

which led him to form pei'manent bowers, requires

no illustration.

Every hypothesis framed to account for the

various styles of architecture, ascribes them to the

form of the structures first raised by the inhabi-

tants of the countries in which they respectively

originated. The aisles of the Gothic cathedrals,

and the rich foliage of carving with which its vaults

are embowered, cannot be seen without immediately

suggesting the idea of a grove ; and in the struc-

ture of the Grecian temple we may trace the cha-

racteristics of an edifice originally formed of trees,

hewed and pruned for the convenience of trans-

portation; for Greece was not a woody country,

like the northern regions wliich gave birth to Go-

thic architecture. In Egypt, where trees are still

more rare than in Greecr, where, indeed, there is

nothing that can be properly compared to our idea

of a tree, we find the character of the architecture

partaking of the features of what must have been

the early habitations of a people necessitated by

their inarborous climate to make their permanent

retreats, and the sanctuaries of their gods, in the

hollows and caverns of the earth.

The architecture which would arise from such a

people, we would expect to be dark, massive, and

stupendous ; and accordingly we find in Egypt

and the countries which resemble it in local cir

cumstances, temples and labyrinths that rival in

extent and intricacy the grottoes of nature, and

pyramids that emulate the everlasting hills in mag

nitude and durability. In the more oriental na

tions, we find the same general principle, and in

their permanent structures a similar resemblance

to the features of what were probably the primeval

habitations of the natives. In the light and pavi-

lion-like appearance of the Chinese buildings we

may see the hereditary indications of the people

that formerly resided in tents,;and such temporary

abodes as were likely to be constructed by the in-
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habitants of a country abounding in extensive

plains, and of a climate unfavourable to the growth

of trees, and yet not so hot as to oblige the natives

to seek shelter in natural or artificial excavations.

The first savage, who, in the construction of his

hut united a degree of symetry with solidity, must

be regarded as the inventor of architecture. Mul-

tiplying improvements upon the first result of a

combined plan of reason and imagination, after a

series of accidents and errors, a code of rules came

to be established, by which the art of building has

since continued to be regulated. The study of these

rules furnishes a knowledge of the science of archi-

tecture.

Although necessity was the mother of architec-

ture, climate dictated the choice of the materials

employed in the construction of the buildings, and

chance directed the fancy of individuals in the se-

lection of ornaments. History in recording that

Callimachus of Corinth was led to think of forming

the Corinthian capital by observing the beautiful

effect produced by a vase accidentally placed in

the midst of a bunch of celery, has furnished us

with a fact,—although a natural law governs man
in choosing styles of architecture, and climate pre-

j 'scribes to him the materials, that the peculiarities

of individual genius, and not the effect of any ge-

jjneral principle of taste, developes the beauties of

ornament.

Taste is formed by the contemplation of works

of art, and the perfection of art consists in exhi-

biting the greatest degree of beauty, with the ut-

most possible resemblance .to the natural models.

Taste, therefore, does not instruct us to prefer for

any general reason any one particular style of ar-

chitecture to another, but only to observe and dis-

approve of deviations from what is natural.

Every pleasure, after enjoyment, occasions a new
want. The shelter and protection obtained from

architecture, i^jcited man to seek enjoyment in the

improvement of the art of building. When his

corporeal necessities are supplied, the restlessness

of his mind leads him to seek additional pleasures

by new modifications of the means which supplied

his corporeal necessities.

In the Greek colonies of Asia Minor, architecture

is supposed to have first attained excellence. At

least, the best authors on the history of the arts,

agree in stating that the Doric and Ionic order

were first perfectly constructed there, and it may
be questioned if in the lapse of more than twenty

centuries any improvement has been added to the

august simplicity of the Doric, or to the unaffected

elegance of the Ionic. The Corinthian of later

invention, though more elaborately ornamented

than the other two, is by many of approved taste.

considered inferior to them as an order. It retains

less of the resemblance of the original natural mo
del—it has more about it that may be regarded as

superfluous, and the foliage of the capital is ob-vi

ously a redundancy placed there for no other pur

pose than for the display of skill.

The Corinthian capitals of the porticoes of Saint

Paul's, in London, are esteemed very fine specimens

of the order ; but their appearance is far less im

pressive than that of tke Doric columns which still

remain among the ruins of the Temple of Minerva,

at Athens. More than two thousand years have

elapsed, and the remnants of Grecian architecture

still afi^ord models, which, never having been

equalled, seem incapable of being further improved

It may, indeed, be said that the geniws of ancient

Greece has furnished eternal models of art, as well

as of literature to Europe.

About the time that the Doric was raised to per

fection in Ionia, the Etruscans invented the Tuscan

a similar order, but of a grosser style ; and the

Eomans, after the simple and dignified manners of

their republic had passed away, demonstrated by

their invention of the composite, and their prefe^

rence for that gaudy order, how much the corrup

tion of their morals had infected their taste.

The Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, Tuscan and Com
posite, constitute what are properly called the

classes of architecture. They are arranged with

distinct, appropriate, and peculiar ornaments, and

their proportions are regulated by rules which can-

not be violated without impairing their beauty.

This is not the case with any other kind of archi-

tecture, and hence all other modifications of the

art of building are called styles, in contradistinction

to orders.

It is true that in England the Society of Anti-

quaries, and several private amateurs, have of late

endeavoured to classify and illustrate the different

styles of architecture in the ancient baronial and

ecclesiastical edifices of Great Britain; and it has

been ascertained that the Saxon, Norman, and

Gothic, or as the latter is properly called, the

English order, have characteristics as distinct as

those of the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian, and

codes of rules peculiar to each.

The human mind has an innate disposition to

admire order, and seek pleasure by the classification

of objects. Hence, architecture is considered as

consisting of three distinct species,—civil, military,

and naval. A fourth may be added—ecclesiastical,

for it is impossible to visit any part of Europe

without being convinced that the buildings conse-

crated to religious rites could not be applied to

any other use without radical alterations.

CTo be continued.)
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Ancient Font.—The Font in St. James's
Church, Taunton , which has been for some time
more than half hidden in a recess of the wall of

the S. W. corner of the Church, has just been re-

moved, and its beauties again made visible. It is

of an Octagon form, each compartment has cano-
pied niches filled with statuary. Three of the
compartments are so mutilated as not to be decy-
phered, but these are to be carefully restored, after

the pattern of the other five, which are in very fair

preservation. The massive pedestal that supports
the font is also octagonal, and is decorated with
boldly sculptured quarterfoils, and in the centre of
each is a hoss.^ The rim of the basin (above the
figures) is ornamented with a row of quartrefoils.

The base or steps no longer remain, but new ones
will be added. The font is evidently of the same
age as the church, which was built in the thirteenth
century. Two of the figures on the font corres-

pond with the remaining two in the niches of the
tower, which are supposed to be St. Peter, and St.

Paul. A very accurate drawing of the font and
its ornaments has been made, by Mr. A. A. Clarke,
of Taunton.

The Norman Tower, Bury St. Edmund's,
Suffolk.—This fine structure, on the restoration of
which so much labor has been bestowed ; was last

week, simultaneously opened to the public as a
thoroughfare, and to its use as a Bell Tower to St.

James's Church. Great admiration was expressed
at the beauty of the Tower, and at the tone of the
Bells, hung by Mr. Hurry, of Norwich. The
Tower is Eighty feet high, of a quadrangular
figure, and is deemed one of the noblest specimens

in the kingdom. The Church of St. James, is an
interesting Gothic structure, the roof of the nave
of which is so much admired for its lightness and
elegance. It was built in 1500, on the site of the

original structure, erected in the year 1200.

The Liverpool Architectural and Ar-
CH^OLOGicAL SOCIETY.—On Wednesday even-

ing last week, a numerous meeting of the recently

formed but properous Liverpool Architectural and
Archaeological Society was held at the Royal Insti-

tution, in Colquitt Street, in that town, the Rev,

David James, F.S.A. of Kirkdale, in the chair.

A letter was read from the respected antiquary,

John Britton, expressive of his good wishes, and
presenting to the society several works, including

a copy of his recent publication, "The authorship

of the Letters of Junius Elucidated." A cordial

vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Britton, and it

was unanimouslj' resolved that to mark their sense

of the value of Mr, Britton's long devotion to ar-

chitectural antiquarian pursuits, the treasurer be
instructed forthwith to send a contribution in

the name of the Britton testimonial. After the

transaction of miscellaneous business, Mr. J. A.
Pic ton read an interesting historical compilation,

entitled " Ancient Liverpool in its Buildings and
Architecture."

The Scotsinan states that the scheme of erect-

ing a memorial over the graves of the slain at

Culloden, which was proposed in the year 1846,
has been revived—and that a subscription has

been commenced for the purpose of carrying it

into execution.

GROUND PLAN OF STANFIELD HALL.— (See NO. 84.)

5 TABLE YARD.

Entrance Porch.—B. Entrance Hall.—C. Staircase Hall.—D. Dining Room.—E. Draw-
ing Room.—F. Small Inner Passage.—G. Corner of Passage.—H. Footman's Pantry
Door.—I. Passage leading to Servants' Offices.—K. Servants' Offices.—L. Small Sit-

ting Room.—M. Servants' Entrance.—N. Store Room—O. Servants' Hall.—P. Pantry.

Q. Servants' Staircase.—R. Study.—S. Passage.

PLAN OF PISCINA,

—

{page 7 4:.)

\ny
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COMPILED FROM THE CELEBRATEB WORK OF
LEON EAPTISTA ALBERTA,

(Concluded from page 64J

THE COVERING.

As far as usefulness is concerned, exceeds every
other part of the building. It not only secures
the health of the inhabitants, by defending in the
night from rain, but it also preserves the whole of
the edifice. Take away the covering^ the materials
rot, the wall moulders and splits,—in short, the
whole structure falls to ruin. The very foundations
themselves are secured by the protection of the
covering. It is certain that the covering is the
defensive arm of the building against storms and
tempests. Of coverings, some are open, others
not, the open are those which are not for walking
upon, but only for receiving the rain. Those that

are open to the air are the roofs (floors) that are

between the covering and foundations—so that one
house seems to stand upon another. By these

means, the same which is the covering to the

apartments below is the area to those above. Of
these coverings those above our heads we will call

roofs, or ceilings, and those which we tread upon
with our feet, the area. Whether the uppermost
covering, which lies open to the air, is to be reck-
oned as an area or pavement we shall not stop to

consider; but whether plain superficies or not, it

ought to be even with respect to the area which it

covers below, but should always incline on one
side to throw off the rain. Whatever form of roof
we determine on, it is absolutely necessary that all

coverings should he so constructed as to throw off

all water, defending the whole edifice upon which
it is placed as a covering; for rain is always pre-
pared to do mischief, and wherever there is the

least crack it never fails to get in and do some da-
mage or other. By its subtility it penetrates and
makes its way—by its humidity, rots and destroys,

—by its continuance loosens and nnknits all the

nerves of the building, and in the end, ruins and
lays waste the whole structure to the very foun-

dation.

For this reason prudent men always take care

that the rain should have a free slope to run off,

and that the water should never be stopped in any
part; they have therefore advisecj that in situations

subject to snow, the coverings should have a very
steep slope, rising to an acute angle, that the snow
might never accumulate, but fall off easily. But
in warmer climates, the coverings may be laid less

obliquely. Lastly, if possible, the whole structure

should be laid, with one equal covering, in a man-
ner all of one piece, and with such a projection

that the water falling from the gutters may not wet
and soak into the walls; and all coverings should

be so disposed, where there are more than one^

that one may not spout .upon another.

{To be continued.)

kx^pttmt.

{Co7itinuedfrom page 78.)

For if the ends or extreme points of a straight
lire be fixed in position ; if their distance asunder
as well as relative position and elevation be known
the line itself, that is, its length and direction, are'
known. To find, therefore, the way in which the
image of this straight line is formed at the eye, it

will be sufficient to consider the rays of light thalt

proceed from its extremities to the eye.

OP THE TISTJAL ANGLE.

The angle formed by two rays of light meeting
at the eye, is called the angle of sight, or visual
angle. All other things being the same, the size

of the visual angle (represented by the meeting of.

the lines in our illustration,) varies nearly accord-
ing to the size of the object, or the length of the
line from which the rays proceed, increasing or di-

minishing according as the object is larger or
smaller. In this example, if we shorten the line'

half, we diminish the visual angle one half.
j

The length, or apparent length of a line is esti-

mated by the actual size of the visual angle whicli

it forms at the eye>

OF FORESHORTENING.

Independently of the length of a line, its direc-

tion with reference to the position of the eye, con-
tributes to modify the size of the visual angle, and
consequently the apparent length of the line.

If the straight line is held square opposite the
eye, that is, with the eye equally distant from its

extremities, the visual angle which it forms at the
eye is greater than when it is planed sideways or|

obliquely towards the eye, that is, with the eye un-
equally distant from the extremities of the line.'

And the more the line. A, is inclined, the smaller|

does the visual angle become, until at last the line

may be so placed, with the eye in the direction at
the line produced or continued, that the two rays

of light proceeding from the extremities of the

line to the eye would meet, and the visual anglel

become nothing, as at b. The length of a line is'

estimated by the size of the visual angle, and the

line wonld, when the two rays are brought to coin-

cide, necessarily appear as a point, although its

actual—its real length would remain unaltered.

{To be continued.)
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On Friday evening, at the Government School

of Design, Somerset -house, Mr. R. N. Wornum
delivered a lecture in continuation of a previous

one, on the Doric Age of Greek Art, Terra Cotta

Vases, &c. The lecturer began by alluding to the

celebrity which Samos acquired from its pillars and

its ornamental designs. After a few remarks on

the decorative art of that age, and in reference to

the painted friezes found in the tombs of Etruria,

the lecturer proceeded to describe very minutely

the various forms and styles of ornamental colour-

ing aniong the Greeks, their pictorial methods of

decoration, and their three modes of encaustic

painting. The style of their designs, or the forms

in -which they appear, were then treated of, and

led to a description of the Terra Cotta Vases, and

their decorations, which were illustrated by several

well executed diagrams, to which the lecturer fre-

quently referred.

Ki)t ©^rmtolapt^t.

The annual distribution of premiums took

place on Saturday, the 9th inst., the eightieth an-

niversary of the foundation of the Royal Academy,

at a general assembly of the Academicians in Tra-

falgar Square.—The Earl of Amherst has resigned

the office of Vice President of the National Society

of Education.—The Admiralty have at length de-

termined to complete the Steam Guard Frigates,

to be propelled by the screw.—In the circular issu-

ed by the directors of the British Institution, to

Artists intending to become exhibitors at the forth-

coming exhibition, the regulation, made three or

four" years since, which rejected any picture that

had been before exhibited, has been modified.

The fifth regulation of the circular now stands

thus;—" No picture or other work of art will be

received which has already been exhibited, unless

by special order."—It has been finally arranged

that the magnificent library at Stowe, shall be sold

during the ensuing month, by Messrs. Sotheby,

of Wellington Street, Strand. A new Telegraph

Company has been established in Scotland, called

" The Scottish Electric Telegraph Company," for

supplying the chief towns and cities of the north.

A Government School of Design was formally

opened at Paisley on the 4th inst. Provost Murray

read a discourse on General Art, and Mr. Stewart,

the Head Master of the Institution, delivered an

explanatory Lecture on its particular objects.

Co dJorrespotttienfs, ^c*

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy
words and their meaning may be readily decy-
phered by the recipient of thy communication.

" D. K."—The Third Volume can be obtained

through any Bookseller.

" Edward."—Next loeek.

" A . Z."—The grained or ring-like appearance

in your barrels is produced in the manufacture.

If you loere to purchase JVos. 30, 32, 35, 39,

§-c. of the Sportsman's Magazine, you would find

the lohole process of manufacturing gun-barrels,

locks, §"C.

QUERIES.

Hoio to produce coloured letters in plain and

ground glass as usedfor gaS'lawps, S^c.

The method of embossing glass for. ornamental

wlndoivs.

Communications, Books for Revieio, Specimens

of Inventions, Sfc, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holyioell-

street. Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such' of our provincial

readers as toill favor us ivith local information

connected ^oUh lectures delivered at Mechanics

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

• Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price Is. 2d. each; or the Publisher ioUl under-

take to get them bound for 2s, each, if gilt, or

marbled, 6d. extra.

^'^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 20 is noio ready. Price lOd,

**^* Part I, is also re -printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.
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FIG. 1.—GOTHIC PINHACLE ON SCREEN, FROM THE CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTISTj

BISHOPSTONE, WILTSHIRE.

FIG. 2.—DECOPvAT^D GOTHIC FINlAL, LAVENHAM CHURCH, SUSSEX.

No. 86.—Vol. IV.] [Two-pence.
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€$c ;:^m Erts in .Australia.

O much as I

had been delighted, on my arrival in Port Jack-

son, with the varied beauty of the harbour,

and the situation and unexpected extent of

the city of Sydney, I must confess my surprise

was [increased, when observing how consider-

able a taste for the elegancies of life was mani-

fested in the fittings and furniture of the bet-

ter class of residences ; the walls of many of

which were hung with paintings, varying in

merit, but, on the whole, just such as one

would be likely to meet with in similar esta-

blishments in England. Of course this, in

many instances, was attributable to the circum-

stance of persons emigrating to the colony

having brought their " household gods" with

them.

In the houses of a lower class, the love of

ornament was equally preceptible ; but here, as

indeed might be expected, the taste was ca-

pable of considerable improvement. This class

of persons would have to depend on the supply

afforded by the colonial market, the importation

to which consisted principally of vulgarly-co-

loured scriptural prints, sporting subjects, un-
wieldy oxen, &c.

1 remember being told, at the time of my
arrival, that the most popular prints which
had been received for some time past, had been
those well-known engravings after Parker,—
"Looking Out/' and "Looking In". These,
with their abundance of colour and gold, had
proved very attractive, and occasionally had
been sold for fifteen guineas the pair. On in-

quiring why a better class of engravings was
not ordered from England, I was told that the

tastes of the people must be consulted.

Now considering of what the population of

New South Wales in a great measure consisted,

I could not come to this conclusion ; on the

contrary, I was of opinion that the introduc-

tion of a better class of prints would, after a

while, not only answer the ends of trade as

well as those they had been in the habit of cir-

culating, but that they would be the means of

improving the taste of the people, and thus be

doing a great benefit to the community at

large.

For the purpose of more generally expressing

my views on this and other matters connected

with Art, I agreed to the request of the Com-
mittee of the Mechanics' Institution, to give

some lectures on the subject. This I did, in

two series, consisting of six lectures in each;

and I had the gratification of finding that by
treating the subject in a popular manner, and

illustrating it with drawings, as well as practi-

cally, the interest of my audience increased to

that extent, that, although the theatre of the

institution afi'orded accommodation for nearly

five hundred persons, numbers were frequently

unable to gain admittance. This state of feel-

ing was favourable to my wishes, and I thought

the time had arrived when an exhibition of

pictures would be supported, and would be

likely to advance the object I had in view.

For 'this purpose I called together those who
were practising any branch of the Art as their

profession, and proposed that we should select

and borrow pictures from persons residing in

the colony, which, together with the produc-

tions of artists living in Sydney, would form

a sufficient number of works for an exhibition,

and be the means of doing all parties a ser-

vice.
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My scheme was honoured with the approval

of His Excellency the Governor, the late Sir

George Gipps, and arrangements were made
for carrying it into effect; but unfortunately

the result of previous mercantile imprudence
and over- speculation was then beginning to be

felt in the colony, and a state of universal dis-

tress ensued, which continued during the fol-

lowing three or four years.

Of course these were no times in which the

Arts could be expected to flourish, and I was
obliged to abandon my project. In the year

1844, I left Sydney for the neighbouring colony

of Van Dieman's Land. At Hobart Town I

again proceeded with ray plan of giving lectures

on Art, and taking means for getting up Exhi-

bitions of Paintings. I found here, as in New
South Wales, considerable interest in the sub-

ject was awakened, and I was most fortunate

in meeting with the hearty co-operation of the

Bishop of Tasmania, the Colonial Secretary,

the Treasurer, the Architect, &c., and the re-

sult was, that in January, 1845, the first exhi-

bition of paintings in the Australian colonies

was opened in the legislative council chamber,

granted for that purpose by his Excellency, the

Lieut.-Governor, It was well attended, and
afforded great gratification to every one. Since

that time an Exhibition-room has been built in

Hobart Town by Mr. R. V. Hood, in connexion

with his picture-frame manufactory. In this

room we had a second exhibition in 1846, and
a third exhibition took place in Launceston,

the north side of the island, in the beginning

of the present year.

I have been gratified in finding that, (altho'

during my residence in T^ew South Wales the

circumstances of the colony compelled me to

give up my idea of establishing exhibitions of

paintings there,) the old feeling has been re-

vived, and that during the past year a most ex-

cellent collection of pictures was brought to-

gether in Sydney. Subscribers to the amount
of six hundred were found who took season

tickets at a guinea each, which has left funds

in the hands of the committee to proceed with

during the next year.

And now as to the effect of these exhibitions

and other exertions, on the community. Any
one acquainted with the colonies now, and who
knew what they were seven or eight years

since, cannot fail to have perceived, that altho"'

a great number of trashy prints are still sent

out from England, and meet with purchasers,

and for years to come no doubt will do so; yet

that engravings from Wilkie, Landseer, and

Turner, are much more frequently to be seen

than they were, and that the lithographic works

of Haghe, Frederick Tayler, Harding, Nash,

&c., are taking their places on the drawing-

room tables of the colonists.

Perhaps another proof of the diffusion of

taste for the Fine Arts, might be found in

comparing both the quantity and quality of

drawing materials now in demand, with those

of former years. Then, the shops had their

scanty supplies from inferior manufacturers
;

and articles which would not be used in Eng-

land, were sent out there, because they could

be supplied at a cheaper rate, and thus enable

the colonial vendors to increase their customary

exorbitant profits. At the present time, scarcely

any but the best materials are saleable, and I

know of orders being sent from Hobart Town
to one house in the artists' colour trade, in the

course of twelve months, to the amount of

about two hundred pounds. These circum-

stances, as well as many others that might be

namedj will, I think, at once show that a feel-

ing for Art is rapidly increasing in the Aus-

tralian colonies ; and when we consider their

importance to Great Britain, and the character

of the people by whom this distant land was

first colonised, and who still form a large por-

tion of its population, the fact of its being so

must be a matter of high gratification to all

who would raise the tone of its society, and

who cannot but feel how powerfully influential

a taste for the Fine Arts must be in effecting

that most desirable object*

J. S. Prout.

ARCHITECTURE.

[extracts,—BT JOHN GALT, ESQ.]

(Continued from page 87.)

The cathedral with its vast aisles, its solemn

vaults and adjoining cloisters, is as obviously

constructed for an especial purpose as the for-

tress, the ship, or the mansion.
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Philones of Byzantium about three hundred

years before the Christian era, composed a

treatise on the engines of war and military ar-

chitecture. He is, therefore, justly regarded

as the father of engineers, and the principles

which he is supposed to have elucidated con-

tinued to be acted upon till the invention of

gunpowder. History ascribes by a kind of

courtesy, the honour of inventions and dis-

coveries to the persons who first make them

public, or bring them to use. It is thus that

in naval architecture, Usoo, a Phoenician, is

considered as the father of the art, because he

is the first on record that navigated a canoe

;

but in this, the courtesy of history goes too

far, for Noah has certainly a superior claim.

Although the Greeks excelled all the world

for the beauty of their works of art, they did

not furnish any treatise on the theory of archi-

tecture till after they had constructed their

finest buildings. This was natural. The rule

that instructs us to produce beauties in any

kind of art, must be derived from the practice

of those who have previously by the instinct

of genius produced excellent works. The rules

for composing a 'perfect Epic poem were de-

rived from the practice of Homer, as it ap-

peared in the Iliad. In like manner, the prin-

ciples of architecture, as a science, are founded

on the result—not of rules previously delivered,

but of experiments ; hence we are assured that by

an adherence to the rules we shall produce the

same beautiful effects as the result of the expe-

riments from which the rules were deduced. Ve-

truvius was the first author who established the

principles of ancient architecture ; but he did not

write until the finest specimens of Art had long

been completed. He mentions, indeed, the names

of many architects, but they were practical men

—

men of genius who had erected models, and there-

by furnished the means of giving rules for the

guidance of others.

It is surprising that although the work of Vetru-

vius is admitted by all students to be deficient, ob-

scure, and ill-arranged
;
yet it was still the best of

the kind, especially in what relates to proper and

appropriate use of the different orders. A work

embracing the Saxon, Norman, and Gothic styles,

in addition to the classic orders, and discriminating

the uses to which they are respectively adapted, is

a desideratum in the literature of Europe. In

England, a work of this kind is particularly re-

quired, for the English are, perhaps, less than any

other people of Europe, sensible, or even acquaint-

ed with the proprieties of architecture. In Saint

Paul's, of London, one of the very finest works of

the moderns, and admired by the English equal to

its merit, the architect |^has employed' the gayest

orders,and in the most ornamental style. The sub-

lime magnitude of the building diminishes at the

first view, the effect of its preposterous gaudiness.

It is not till after contemplating it with relation to

its uses that we perceive how much the style of

architecture is at variance with the purpose of the

fabric. Surely the flaunting luxuriance of the

Corinthian and Composite orders are ill-placed on

a temple dedicated to the service of God, and ap-

pointed to receive the ashes of the great and illus-

trious men. The decorum of architecture has been

equally disregarded in the construction of the the-

ati'e at Covenf-garden. The portico is undoubtedly

a beautiful specimen of the Grecian Doric, and as

such, would not have disgraced Athens itself, but

the august simplicity of the Doric is as much out

of place at the entrance of a playhouse, as the gau-

dier elegance of the Corinthian or Composite is in

the church. Perhaps, if the theatre were entirely

devoted to the exhibition of tragedies, the grave

majesty of the portico would not be objectionable.

Still,, however, both the theatre and cathedral are

fine monuments of skill of their respective archi-

tects ; but they are curious examples of the want

of that taste for propriety which is as requisite in

the art of building as in the composition of the

muse. It has been said of the English, that they

build their hospitals like palaces, and their palaces

like hospitals ; it may be added, they ornament

their churches like theatres, and their theatres like

churches.

Of all the fine arts, architecture is not only that

which is most easily traced to its origin in the wants

and luxuries of mankind, but that on which all

others are dependant. All the others, when com-

pared with architecture, are only representative,

and contribute only to the gratification of ihose

wants which arise from the experience of pleasure.

But this primeval art is in its rudimental state,

almost as necessary to man as food.

Gold in Cajiada.—^The Nero York Express
states that Professor B. Silliman, who has recently

explored the gold region of Canada, gives an ac-

count of his examinations of masses of gold found
in the valley of the Chaudiere. They are firmly

embedded in what appears to be slate, but which
is probably a concrete of dei'itus, cemented by ox-

yde of iron. The presence of mineralogical fea-

tures similar to those observed in other gold regions,

affords grounds for hope that this may become a

rich auriferous region. A few tons of gravel have
been washed in a rude way with the Berks rocker,

and yielded about four dollars to the ton.
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A METHOD FOR SIRIKING THE VOLtTTE OP THE GKECIA.N IONIC CAPITAL.
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DESIGNS FOR RIBBONS.—(GOTHIC.)
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{Conelucledfrom page 12.)

The reader censured the taste which could leave

these pedestals standing with such palpable evi-

dences of despoliation, and also he condemned the

presiding taste which continued to denominate this

the fountain court, when it had been stripped of

the device which adorned the water, and had left

standing instead some three feet of small gas pipe.

He hoped that the name would be altered, or a

person be permitted to receive subscriptions of

pence in a box labelled "Assist the poor fountain,"

and in a few months it would be no longer neces-

sary to think of changing the name.

The chapel was the next place referred to. It

offered an important study in what to avoid. He
described it as a victim to perverted extremes in

proportion, form, and colour, and to the utmost

force coneeivable of contrasting oppositions result-

ing in an impressive jumble to warn us against

abandonment with pretty wantonness. That which

Walpole said of Verrio, would apply equally v/ell

in this instance to Sir Christopher Wren, and to

' the modern decorator."—" They appear to have

spoiled it on principle." VYren spoiled that which

Wolsey had left at least "passing good," and the

doings of our own timfes had spoiled in turn the

work of Wren.

The open timber roof of this chapel was an

elaborate and ingenious construction, somewhat

debased in the design of its principal divisions and
proportion, as is' often noticeable in specimens of

late Gothic; the ribs of the arches and the inter-

spaced tracery, broad and massive spandrils, pen-

dants of a singular kind, and other details, which

are remarkable for a want of conformity and ex-

aggerated contour. The ribs are ornamented with

the egg-and-tongue moulding; the pendants re-

joice with ecstatic boys springing out from a basket,

and corbel brackets present evidences of burly

Italian, ill according with the Gothic character of

the roof. All this, however, and even more, it was

contended, of strange combination might pass

with less censure had it remained simply in oak, as

Wren intended; but the incongruities had been

rendered more distinct by the power of misapplied

colour, and tlie effulgence of misplaced gold. Re-

pose, light, and shade, may be impressive under

certain conditions; but in this instance, all tended

to a "coloured dazzle." The ribs are gilt, the

pendants and bosses are gilt, the eggs are golden.,

the groundwork of the whole ultramine, spangled

with stars of gold, some dashes of vermilion laid

in the deepest quirks, to give spirit, and displace

shadows. Ey such treatment, as explained and

shewn by coloured sketches, he considered the pro-

portions had been again changed in a wrong direc"

tion, and the roof had been, in effect brought

nearer to the eye. In its previous condition, as

left by Wren, the roof of oak, ribs, &c., in quiet

and retiring guise of self colour, must have been

more in abeyance, more retiring from the eye, and

invested with the gloomy repose of deep shadows.

Another line of argument was then advanced in

support of these commendatory opinions. A com-

parison was suggested between the gaudy roof and

the other features of the interior,^the quiet altar?

with its Corinthian columns, elliptic pediment'

and crimson velvet hangings, the somewhat petite

character or ornamental paintings by Verrio on

the piers and windows, the plain wainscotting

around the pews, and the pews themselves. It

was maintained that, in a perverse spirit, rea-

son had been trifled with, and the laws of harmo-

nious decoration set at defiance ; that we have

here an instance of the incongruity in combining

Italian with Gothic, literally dep :1 In strong

colours. Attention v.'as directed to the well con-

ceived and finely-executed pendantive pilasters,

arranged on each side of the picture over the com-j

munion table. They were carved by Gibbons, and,

few of his works are so happily treated in the de-;

tails as well as in the general outline. Other car-

vings below the cornice of the wainscotting display,

much of his style in pleasing variety: a combi-

nation of the flowing palm with the acanthus was

alluded to as admirable for its simplicity, and being

" easily read," as well as illustrating the picturesque,

manner in which the round fullness of one class of

botanical forms may be contrasted with the angu-

larities of others. It was remarked that a large

window of similar construction to the beautiful one

at the west end of the Great Hall, had been acci-

dentally discovered a few years ago, in excellent

preservation, and still remains concealed behind

the altar, as left by Wren.

High Art v. Upholstert/.-^We have money

enough to spend on cumbrous furniture, which

another generation will throw into the garret as

antiquated and absurd ; but we cannot afford to

adorn our walls with the productions of genius,

which delineate the unchanging beauties of nature

or the grandeur of man, and to which the lapse of

time will impart only new value.

—

Charming.
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A VIEW was afforded on Tuesday, the 19th inst.,

to a number of scientific persons, and others inter-

ested in the consumption of gas, at Messrs. Glover's

;
Iron-foundry, in Drury-lane, London, of the im-

mense meter constructed and cast under the super-

jintendence of Mr. Defries, of 67, St. Martin's-

jlane, the inventor and patentee. This machine,

I

which is to be placed in the New Palace at West-

minster, is an almost stupendous piece of mechan-

Jsm, being above ten feet in height, and twenty

feet in circumference. It is in form a hexagon,

.the designs are in the style, and in exact keeping

with the interior of the New Houses of Parliament,
j

'

so that it is an ornamental as well as an useful ad-

dition to them, and ought to be placed so as to be

^
seen by the public. The machine weighs four tons,

and is of sufficient capacity to pass ten thousand

I

feet of gas per hour, and of supplying two thou-

sand lights with, according to calculation, the loss

of only half a tenth of pressure; at which pres-

sure it will work with the greatest ease.

The principle and the action of the machine are

very simple, and yet very accurate. There are two

I

chambers, the lower containing three diaphragms

;

^as the gas, in its passage through the valve, acts

upon these diaphragms, they move the machinery

I

in the upper chamber, and by these means the

quantity of gas consumed is registered. The in-

dex consists of six small dials, almost similar to

those of watches, and on these the consumption

can be calculated with very minute accuracy. The

I iron has been bronzed, and has a fine surface, the

|castings being remarkably sharp and clean. This

meter far exceeds in dimensions anything of the

sort ever before attempted.

Tlie Mhieral Discoveries in South Australia.—
The mineral discoveries in South Australia have

given quite a new feature to the colony. The ex-

tent of these discoveries, and the singular richness

of some copper ores, have led to very large pur-

chases of land, which in their turn have amply

replenished the Emigration fund, and secured for

the colonists a supply of labour ; and for many
a toil worn, poverty stricken families and indivi-

duals, free passages to a country where industry

and sobriety are sure of obtaining not only the

necessaries, but many of the comforts of life. The

impetus given to the internal trade of the colony,

by the discovery of the mines is very great.

©Jiscrbations' on tp ^olgc^romatic

(Continued from page 83.

J

In all the arts tbat minister to society, in the

varied hues that meet us at every turn, amid the

ruins of Pompeii, in the brilliant paintings that

adorn the walls of each apartment, in the profusion

of ornament that was lavished on the buildings

dedicated to pleasure, in the costly elegance that

marked those devoted to the service of religion, in

the means of luxury brought within the reach of the

humblest, and in the graceful piety that conse-.

crated the choicest offerings to the gods,—we re-

cognise the joyous character of ancient civilization,

and the universal and systematic appreciation of,

art. It was as though, through Polychromy, the

ancients gave expression to the brighter and more

etherial impulses of the mind ; Polychromy was

the link connecting the forms of matter with the

airy fancies in which classic genius was so rife. It

clothed the massive outlines of Egyptian architec-

ture with a life and grace only subordinate to that

deep soul of thought which lives in every stone

and lurks in every figure ; while the eye of the

artist is no less delighted with the exquisite ma-

nagement of colour that can unite the heavy

masses of its architecture with the burning soil and

shadowless sky of that glowing clime. Nor would

there be anything inconsistent in associating simi-

lar ideas with our national architecture, adding to

the solemnity of our ecclesiastical edifices a win-

ning beauty that should ever be present in the

temples of a religion that allures as much as it

commands to the observance of its duties, and the

participation of its hopes.

Decorative painting has again assumed its place

among the Fine Arts; every new fragment that|

turns up only adds to the mass of evidence that

has convinced those who refused to believe in

Grecian Polychromy, and every instance of church

restoration proves to those admirers of pointed ar-

chitecture, who were equally zealous in their detes-

tation of whitewash, and love of native stone, that

even in the palmy days before the Reformation,

walls and stone-work were not only whited or yel-

low washed, but that the surface of the walls, and

even the very shrines and tombs, were diversified

with positive and contrasting colours.

Public favour has been gained for Polychromy

by that most powerful of all arguments, an appeal

to public sympathy ; and the practice of it, at first

regarded as an experiment, is rapidly spreading as

a fashion.

{To be continued.)
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Cetms itgetr in Ercfiitfctiiral an"ti

( Continuedfrom page 84.)

Head-work. A name given to ornaaients on

the key-stones of arches, frequently representing

heads of animals, especially a stag's head over

park-gates ; in market-places, a bullock's or a

sheep's; and over stables, the head of ahorse.

Height of an Arch, A line draM^n from

the middle of the chord, or spanning-line, to the

intrados.

Heliopolis. a city of Earypt, and one of the

most ancient in the world. It was chiefly cele-

brated for its temple dedicated to the sun, part of

which was consecrated to the breeding of the sa-

cred ox, worshipped there under the name of

Mneuis. It was also celebrated for its four obelisks,

erected by Solchis, two of which were carried to

Rome, one destroyed by the Arabs, and the other

still remains. This obelisk is described as one en-

tire mass of reddish granite, about sixty-eight feet

high, and six and a half feet wide.

Helix, or Helyx. A small volute or twist,

representing the twisted tops of the acanthus stalk.

placed under the floor in the abacus of the Corin-

thian capital.

Hecatompedon. Any temple of a hundred

feet in length, particularly applied to that of Mi-

nerva Parthenon, at Athens.

Heptaptlos. ' A name of the city of Thebes,

in Boetia, so called from its seven gates, whereas

that of Thebes, in Egypt had a hundred gates.

{To he continued.)

^erspectibc.

{Continued from page 89.)

The diminution in the apparent length of a line,

caused by its obliquity with reference to the eye,

is expressed by saying that the line is foreshortened.

Of the effect of Distance on the Size of the

Visual Angle.

Independently of the length and the direction of

a line, its distance from the eye contributes toward

determining the size of the visual angle, and con-

sequently modifies tfie apparent length of the line-

The line being held upright, and at a certain dis-

tance from the supposed eye, forms a visual angle

of a certain size ; if the line is removed to a greater

distance from the eye, keeping it in the same ver-

tical position, it forms a visual angle of a smaller

size. In the second position it would therefore

appear smaller than in the first.

That this is exactly the effect produced by dis

tance, is made manifest when we look at a row of

trees or columns, or a long line of street, road or

railway , of which every part throughout the en-

tire length is equally broad ; the breadth, never-

theless, appears to diminish as the distance is in-

creased.

For the same reason, if we look at a long row of

columns, houses, or lamps, or of any objects which

are in reality all equally high, we find that the

heights likewise appear to diminish as the distances

are increased.
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111 the same manner, if we look up a circular

shaft, or down a circular well, every part of which
is, throughout the whole height or depth, of the

same width and sire, we find tliat the opening of

the shaft at top, or the circular appearance of the

well at bottom, appears considerably less than their

circular openings near the eye, although we know
that no difference really exists. This effect is uni-

versal ; innumerable instances might, therefore, be
cited as examples ; but the above, with the illus-

tration will suffice to establish the following rule,

namely:—As the distance of a line or object from
the eye is increased, so is its apparent lengtli or

size diminished.

It follows directly from this rule, that the dis-

tance of a line or object may be conceived to be so

great that its apparent size would diminish or

lanish into a point. Striking examples of this

effect are presented by very long and straight lines

of railways or canals, the sides of which appear at

tlie extreme distance to meet in a point; at that

extreme distance, therefore, the width appears as

nothing. The reason of this effect is, that the

visual angle formed by the width of the railway or

canal at that very great distance is so small as to

be inappreciable, or incapable- of being estimated
by the eye.

(To he continued.)

©fisetbations on '^xtlyitttiwcz antJ

tsuiltiins.

COMPILED FROM THE CELEBRATED WORK OF
LEON BAPTISTA ALBERTA.

(Concluded frcmi page 89.^

APERTURES

Are of two sorts— the one for the admission of

light and air, and the other for the entrance and
passage of the inhabitants. Those for light are

known as windows—those for passage are doors.

No room ought to be without a window, by which
the foul air may be let out and fresh admitted ;

and they ought to be so accommodated to conveni-
ence and the thickness of the wall, as not to admit
more or less light, nor stand nearer or more remote
than use or necessity requires. We should notice
what winds the window opens to, becauso those
which open to a healthy air may be large every
way, and it may not be amiss to open them in such
a manner that the air may go clear round the bo-
dies of the inhabitants, which may easily be con-
trived, if the windows are made so low that you
may both see and be seen from the inside into the
street. But such windows as are exposed to winds
not altogether healthy, ought to be proportioned to

admit what light is requisite but not larger than is

necessary for that purpose ; and they should like-

wise be set high, that the wall may break the wind
before reaching us. We should also observe what
sun the house stands to, and accordingly make the

windows larger or smaller. In the summer rooms,
if the windows are north, they should be made
large every; but if they face a sun, south, it will

be proper to make them low and small, such being
best adapted for the reception of the sun's rays ;

and there is no danger of such a place ever want-
ing light when the sun lies continually upon it, so
that shade and not light, is what is to be consulted
there; but quite the contrary for winter, the win-
dows should be contrived for admitting the sua.
Lastly from whatever side we take in light, we
ought to make such an opening for it as will al-

ways ensure the people within a free view of the
sky, and the top of the window should never be too
low, as we are to see the light with our eyes and
not with our heels ; besides if one man gets be-
tween another the light from the window is inter-
cepted—the rest of the room is darkened, which
never happens when the light comes from above.
Doors should imitate windows—that is, be larger
or smaller, more or less in number, according as
use and necessity may require. We ought so to
proportion doors as not to make very little ones in
great walls—nor too large in small walls. In these
sorts of apertures various rules have been pro-
posed, but all must admit that let them be of what-
ever shape they will, that they should be accomo-
dated to the size and form of the building. It is

also convenient to place the doors in such a man-|
ner that they may lead to as many parts of the'

edifice as possible, and in order to give beauty to'

such apertures, care must be taken that those of,

like dimensions correspond with each other, bothi
right and left. It was usual to leave the windows!
and doors in odd numbers, but so for the side ones|
to correspond with each other, while that in the!

middle to be somewhat larger than the others.

|

Particular regard was always had to the strength'
of the building, for which reason they contrived
that their openings should be clear of the corners
and all the weakest parts of the building.

STAIRCASES.

The placing of the stairs is a work of such
nicety, that without mature and deliberate con-
sideration you can never place them well. Let|
him that is desirous to have the stairs not to hinder
him, take care not to hinder the stairs, but allow it

a fair and just portion of the plan, in order to give
it a free course quite up to the topmost covering ;

and no one should repine that so much space
should be occupied by the stairs, for it furnishes us
with many conveniencies, and is no inconvenience
to the other parts of the building. The ancients
used to make the slope as easy and as little steep as
possible. They likewise recommended the treads
to be in odd numbers, especially in their temples,!
because they said by these means they set their
right foot upon the temple first. The best houses
seldom have more than seven to nine treads in one
flight, without making a plain (landing) that such
as were weak or tired with the fatigue of the
ascent, might rest themselves. And that, if by
chance they stumbled, there might be a place to

break their fall. Staircases should be well lighted,
and of ample and spacious dimensions, though the
fewer stairs and the less room they take up in a
house, the more they are esteemed.

END OF FIRST PART.
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^f)t Qtf)xmoim^nt.

The Torquay Extension of the South Devon

Railway, was opened for general traffic on the 18th

By the last Mail, Accounts from upper Egypt

and Cairo, state that an extensive mine of good coal

had been positivel)' found in the vicinity of the

town of Esneh, on the Nile. At a coucil of the

Royal Academy, held on the 16th, Eight gentle-

men were admitted Students in Architecture.

A Church with chalk columns, pillars, &c. not even

seasonsed, has of late been in course of erection at

Prestwoods, Bucks, according to the local Chronicle

and got on swimmingly till the frost began to ope-

rate on the moisture (in that celebrated "absor-

bent," when the columns, pillars, &c., split of

course, and crumbled into pieces ; and besides a

damage to the amount of at least £100, it is said,

on this, ' cheap material,' will occasion the additio-

nal expense of a replacement in stone, making good

the old proverb,—penny wise, pound foolish.

The new Savings Bank at Cambridge has been

opened. It is in the Italian style, with two fronts,

and contains a hall 18 feet square, bank room, and

actuary's residence. The architect was Mr. John

Smith, of Cambridge. Mr. Burford, assited by

Mr. Selous, has completed a panorama of Pompeii

and the surrounding country which will be exhi-

bited next week at his building in Leicester-square.

A recent fire in Little Portland-street, Regent-

street, is supposed to have been occasioned by

some unsiacked lime on the premises get ting wet_

—The Paris papers announce the death, at the

age of 61, of M. Latronne, Keeper of the French

Archives, Member of the Academy of Relies Let-

tres, Professor of Archaeology, and Administrator

of the College of France. The Minister of the

Interior, on his waybaek from the funeral cere-

monial, called at the house of M. Durel, the sculp-

tor, to commission him for a marble bust of the

deceased, to be placed in one of the Holls of the

Archives.——^The church of St. Mary-at-hill, is

being restored internally, under the direction of

Mr. Savage. Mr, Rogers is executing the carvings.

The pulpit is new, of oak, and profusely enriched

with carved fruit and flowers. A new organ and

gallery front has music trophies, branches of palm,

oak, and garlands of flowers ; the principal pews

have wreathed and perforated panels. Works in

this style for a church are a very great novelty,

now-a-days.

The recent discovery of gold in Australia is not
expected to return large profits for some years.

Co ffiorrespotttifnfs, $^t*

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thY
words and their meaning may be readily decy-
phered by the recipient of thy communication.

" W. T. JS."—The terms are very moderate,

and may he ascertained on applying to the secre-

tary, at Somerset House.

"A. WJ'—Try the e^ect of nitric acid. It

has often beenfound effective.

" E. n:'—Next loeek.

QUERIES.

Hoio to produce coloured letters in plain and
ground glass as usedfor gas-la?nps, S^c.

The method of embossing glass for ornamental

windows.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, ^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell

street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such[ of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information

connected ivith lectures delivered at Mechanics

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price \s.M. each; or the Publisher icUl under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or

marbled, Qd. extra.

*.:^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an orname7ital description, suit

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 21 is now ready. Price \0d.

^* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at \0d. each.

L
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HE question.

What will be the probable future condition of

British Art—which possesses so much general

interest, and which by association, awakens a

feeling almost personal in its most favourable

solution—cannot, perhaps, be with more pro-

priety considered than at the commencement

of a New Year. It is the period when in every

varied condition of life we review the past;

when our impressions of the space traversed

are the most vivid ; when reason, disenthralled

from momentary passions, is less partial ; and

we trace the results of action, even as they who
recal the memory of the dead, with feelings of

pride chastened by regret, and of regret miti-

gated by hope. Now, the law which governs

men in their individual character is applicable

also to their social : we examine our own ca-

reer, we scrutinize national progress for the

same end—the means may be diflferent, but the

purpose is identical—moral good. In one case

observation is exercised towards the formation
of character; in the other it is directed towards
the general condition of mental pursuit; in

both the design is to ensure advancement. So
great is the tendency of the mind, however, to

individualize its action, that in extensive views
of human life the process of inquiry becomes
inducted upon principles strictly analogous to

persons. Hence it is, that narrow, limited

zeal is engendered, which writes the history of

civilization with the spirit of party; and that

events are commented upon, not as the results

of general causes, but as particular incidents.

Apart, however, from these considerations, the

knowledge of our comparative national condi-

tion, as regards intellectual qualities, com-
peting power, commercial greatness, social

advantage or disparity, is, of all destined to

the public service, the most important. No
great state can exist without it: even China
has felt its influence, and we doubt not it has

power at Timbuctoo. But not to any nation

is this knowledge of so much importance as

our own. An insular people are apt too de-

voutly to worship that wisdom which never

goes abroad. Their government, their schools,

their arts, their modes of sale and barter, may
be all good, they are inclined too fondly to re-

vere them as the best. If wealthy, they pur-

chase the excellence they want; if poor, they

despise it; if trading, they estimate it not ac-

cording to its intrinsic qualities, but their mar-
ket. Now, the evil consequences of this sys-

tem we have felt. Relying upon the excellence

of our institutions, we neglected education ;
—

treating the productions ot Art as simple

articles of commerce, we have left them like

hay, straw, bricks, and cotton, to find a mar-

ket where they could ; and, proud of raecha

nical power, we have used it like a brute force,

separated from invention, unconnected with

design. Thus, like Frankenstein, we have

been punished by the demon of our own cre-

ation. To place this subject more clearly

before our readers, we have in former numbers

sketched the progress of British Art, and shall

now consider its present condition, and possi-

ble future state.

The progress of Art upon the continent, and

in England, is the result of verj* diflferent

causes. Christian Art arose in Italy from the
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religion which placed that favoured land at the

head of modern civilisation. As that religion

spread, Art was honoured, kings were its pa-

trons, mightj'' -princes its protectors. With

the people it became a religious feeling. Not

dissimilar was its condition in Germany and

France. But in England, Art, at least "for

the million," was ever an alien. Religion

withdrew its support, the State never gave it;

and from the Heptarchy to George IV., only

three kings owned its influence. For centuries

it was but the pride and the property of the

court and the nobility. To what cause, then,

are we to ascribe its recent importance ? Not

as some would induce us to believe, to the in-

crease of luxury, but the extension of edu-

cation. Art is a property now inherited by

the richj and worked for by the poor ;
appre-

ciated as a source of recreation, and acknow-

ledged as a power of commercial prosperity.

Still we cannot regard its present condition

with unmixed satisfaction. It bears the fruit

of rapid and peculiar culture, and shows the

consequence of its neglect by religion and the

State. Let us consider it under two great

divisions—iEsthetic, or the Fine Arts; and Art

Decorative and Ornamental- And, first, as to

History and Portraits.

Historical Painting in England is a me-

lancholy subject to consider. One would na-

turally suppose that, among an educated and

refined class, the higher branches of Art would

be cherished. Yet it is not so. Whether this

may [be ascribed to the increasing energy of

theological discussion, to the keen excitement

of politics, or the all-absorbing worship of

Fashion, we know not ; but this much is evi-

dent—the public are too much occupied to

spare one moment for the more serious and

important branches of Art. Were it other-

wise, there can exist no doubt but that talent

could be found to meet the demand. The

Exhibition of last year proves this. The pic-

tures of " Rienzi Haranguing," and "Luther

Listening to one of his Hymns," with others,

might be cited to refute opinions uttered not

from knowledge, but hazarded to put a gloss

upon neglect. But how, after the efforts un-

successfully made to produce and establish

historic painting, can we expect their continu-

ance whilst Memory recalls Hilton perishing

from disappointment, and when we can now see

five pictures by a living artist rescued from the

neglect of England by the zeal of the, Scottish

Academy—pictures which would do honour to

any age, and which now grace the walls of

the Edinburgh Royal Institution?

Portrait Painting, once so pre-eminent,

is now failing in its importance. Rising

artists too often paint portraits, but not pic-

tures, since no portrait can be considered as a

valuable tribute to Art, unless, without any

reference to resemblance, it is in itself a fine

transcript of human nature. Since the days

of Sir Joshua, England has been unapproached

in pictures of this description, combining that

which is endeared unto friends, and most valu-

able to- every mind to which the Fine Arts are

a feeling. Few things, indeed, can be more

important in Art than the development of men-

tal expression; and still fewer are those ob-

jects upon which the mind so willingly lingers

as upon those breathing representations of men

whose attainments have improved, gratified, or

enriched mankind. Yet, if regression be mani

fest here, is the artist only to be blamed? We
think not. He is, like all other men, subject

to the humour of the times ; and now, as every

one will have a likeness, and one to order, and

at as cheap a rate as possible, and with the

least possible delay, can it be matter of sur

prise that, thus cabbined and cribbed and left

without a choice, the painter should be slight,

rapid, and dexterous ? I

Landscape Painting, in oil and water, has

been long eminent in England, both for its

truth and poetic merit ; and there are examples

of the latter which probably are equal to any

ever produced at any period of Art. Nor is

theirs a limited expression; the sublime, the

terrific, the enchanting aspect of nature, the

solitude of waste, and each domestic rural

scene, are all reproduced with a refined success.

Their technical treatment is equal to their con-

ceptive feeling; their chiaro'scuro is unrivalled
;|

for these works require only to be seen, thro'j

the medium of engravings taken from them, to

prove how perfect they are by thus rendering

the effect in black and white. We refer parti-

cularly to Turner, whose greater works have

connected the English school with the storied,

honours of the past,—evincing as these do the,

fidelity which recalls, the poetic spirit which

enhances, local scenery, combined with that
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historic and natural interest which gives a pic-

ture a place at once in refined enjoyments and

in human life. Whatever, however, the ability

of the artist, it must, more or less, be aifected

by the condition of public taste. Actuated by

this, if not derived, painting should give a sti-

mulus to moral, [religious^ and political im-

provement, and tend to promote the virtues by

consecrating the great examples of mankind.

{To be continued.)

iBtobfl (STontribance for ^rcbaitiitg i^t

Mr. Maurice Johnson, engineer of the Fire-

brand steam vessel, vifho recommended the appli-

cation of Kingston's valves to the bottoms of

vessels, to aid in extinguishing fires arising from

spontaneous combustion or other causes, has, in

obedience to the Lords Commissioners of the Ad-

miralty, forwarded drawings of the plan he has

suggested for their lordships' inspection. The plan

he proposes is a ery simple, being merely to admit

the water through one of Kingston's valves, which

can be regulated with the greatest nicety to any

quantity, and conducted round both sides of the

vessel in pipes, perforated on the upper side, and

running parallel a short distance below the water

line. On the valve being opened on an emergency,

the water would escape from the perforated pipes,

and run down [the sides of the vessel to keep the

timbers cool, and extinguish fire below the water

line. The water can afterwards be easily pumped

I

out in the same manner as bilge water, on the valve

being shut. As a proof of the advantage of ad-

mitting water into vessels by Kingston's valves, for

the purpose of rendering them healthy, it may be

mentioned that Mr. Johnson
,
previous to leaving

England as engineer in the Blazer, then under

orders for the West Indian station, admitted about

two tons of water at a time, pumping it out as it

mixed with the bilge water, until it was pumped
out nearly pure.J j

The Delhi Gazette says that the famous 'dia-

mond, the Koh-i-noor (the largest and most pre-

cious in the world), forfeited by the treachery of

the Sovereign at Lahore, and now under the secu-

rity of British bayonets, at the fortress of Go-

vindghur, is likely, ere long to be brought to Eng-

land, and added to the Crown jewels.

ancient iTOonumental iSvasses.

To the Editor of the " Decorator's Assistant."

Sir,—In No. 82 of your very useful work, ap-

peared a talented article from the pen of Mr. F. W.
Fairholt, on the propriety of reviving the ancient

custom of dedicating engraved brasses to the me-
mory of the dead, and giving a description of a

new process for their decorative enrichment lately

discovered or improved upon by Mr. Archer.

Many of those who have seen the fine old brasses

so profusely dispersed among our cathedrals, min-
sters, and older churches, more especially those of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, will readily

join in his praises of their beauty and effect, and,

prefer them to the efforts of a Canova, a Flaxman
or a Chantry. Still there is something to my ideas

more appropriate to such purposes in the " storied

urn—the animated bust," than in the quaint,

clever, but easily tarnished contrivance of our an-

cestors. I must also beg; to differ from Mr. Fair-

holt in his opinion that the armour, clerical and

other vestments, &c. were strictly indicative of the

customs or habits in use at the time of sepulture,

as instances have beeii known of knights, dying at

from eighty to ninety years of age, being repre-

sented in the armour worn by them on first win-

ning their spurs ; they from circumstances, such as

a long peace, retirement into private life, severe

wounds, loss of limbs, &c., not having further

opportunities for its use, but in accordance with the

usage of the times, were pourtrayed as wearing it

on their monumental brasses ; and when we consi-

der how frequent were the improvements—or, at

least alterations—made in armour in the course of

half a century, we must admitthat many anachron-

isms might creep in. Besides, there is much reason

to believe that " ye workyre in brasse" was very

frequently left to indulge his own fancy, or resort

to his individual ideas on the subject of costume,

which is clearly evinced by the varied style of dress

adopted in brasses of the same period in the adorn-

ment of persons of similar rank and age.

If properly regulated, however, with a strict ob-

servance of chronology and costume,'there is no

doubt that these memorials would form a valuable

historical record, often more valuable for reference

than the party statements and wilful perversions

of some of our best historians, and I therefore con-

sider that as an adjunct to the noble art of sculp-

ture, brasses would be most valuable as a monu-
mental decorative record ; but that standing alone

in that capacity, they would present too much
sameness and flatness in appearance, and without

much trouble and attention in the cleansing would

soon appear more sombre and meaningless than

even the desecrating and eye-grieviug whitewash.

Used as an entablature, however, in conjunction

with those admirable efforts of the chisel the eye is

now so highly gratified with, I must subscribe to

their usefulness and effect, and hope to see them
generally adopted,- -but not in a manner to exclude

the beautiful and soul-inspiring eiforts of those

eminent sculptors of whom our ceuntry has such

just reason to be proud. Sir, yours obedtly.,

jSTed Rub
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CANDELABEA, NOW IN THE MUSEUM OF NAPLES, AND PBKVIOUSLT IN THE FARNESK

COLLECTION.
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P^tStOCg Of SClllpfWfc'

{Continued from page 29.)

A variety of circumstances combined to ren-

der the models of beauty subservient to the culti-

vation of the fine arts. There were no absurd

prescriptions, as in Egypt, to encumber the free

spirit of the artist. He had the finest opportunities

for study in the public places, where the Grecian

youth, requiring no other veil than innocence and

purity of manners, went through their various

exercises, gymnastic or otherwise, naked. The
Greeks preferring generally natural accomplish-

ments to artificial ones, the first honours and re-

wards were often decreed to such as excelled in

corporeal agility and strength. Statues were some-

times raised to wrestlers, and the statuary was

stimulated to excellence, since the work of his

hands was considered as the highest token of honor

which merit could aspire to. The number of sta-

tues erected on various occasions was consequently

prodigious; and, of course, the number of artists

must have been great, their emulation ardent, and
their progress rapid.

It was under the government of Pericles that

Grecian art may be said to have reached altogether

its highest point of perfection. At this epoch
flourished the illustrious sculptor, Phidias. From
the matchless works of this artist has arisen the

phrase signum Phidioe, to denote any piece of

sculpture of a decidedly high order. He employed
his transcendent talent principally to illustrate

ideal beauty, and, above all, to represent grand
and heroic subjects, or figures of gods and god-
desses. His two colossal statues of Jupiter at

Olympus, and Minerva at the Parthenon, were
above all praise.

In contemplating the Elgin marbles, the ama-
teur or student may feel confident that he has

before him a variety of those iuestimable perform-
ances which, having been directed and imagined by
Phidias (indeed, partly executed by his chisel), were

I

jfor upwards of seven centuries the wonder of the

ancients
J having been, according to Plutarch, who

wrote in the reign of Trajan, considered inimitable

for beauty, dignity, and grace. Plutarch's testi-

mony, in fact, puts it beyond question that the

sculptures adorning the Parthenon were the actual

productions of this ," mighty master," who had
been engaged by the munificent Pericles in the

execution of these majestic works, and under

whom several other of the most eminent artists

i|were employed.

Winckelmann, in his " History of Art," observes

that the fine style in statuary was introduced by
Praxiteles amd Lysippus, and that the manner of

managing draperies in sculpture, previously, was

extremely simple. This opinion is, however, to be

received with great caution. If the art of sculp-

ture received from Praxiteles the germ of any no-

vel fascinations, they probably resided rather in

the refinements of the graceful than in that which

is properly called the fine or beautiful style. He
may have given to the heads of his figures (espe

cially those of his women) an air of greater deli-

cacy or voluptuousness ; but we suspect it must be

admitted, from a candid and thoughtful exami

nation of the Elgin marbles, that the art of the

statuary had attained the limits of its pefection in

the age of Pericles and Phidias. " Nothing is

more perfect," observes Cicero, " than the statues

of Phidias, (Orat. sec. 2.). A connoisseur, used

to examining the masterpieces of antiquity, will

readily discover, in the detached sculptures of the

Parthenon (and more especially in the parts of

those statues which have sufi'ered least injury from

time), the grand and learned style of the Laocoon,

the Torso, and the Gladiator j the same skill in the

expression of the skin, the same life inspired, as it

were, into the senseless stone, the same harmony

of proportion, the same general perfectness. In

the statues of females, again, the dignity and grace

of posture, and the richness of drapery, whose

folds are adjusted with such singular adroitness, if

they do not surpass, certainly do not fall beneath

the most complete works of the kind, the preser-

vation of which enables us to form a comparison.

In the modern practice of the art of sculpture,

the greatest name is, perhaps, that of Michel An;

giolo. " Michel Angiolo," says his English bio

graper, Mr. Duppa, " considered sculpture as h

profession, and his studies throughout his who

life were more particularly directed to it, than

painting or to architecture. His first work of eel

lebrity was a group of a Madonna with a de

Christ, called in Italian la Pieta. The subjecti

its nature is impressive, and the composition is t

with appropriate simplicity ; and of all his wtfj

it is that which seems to have cost him the ^t

laborious attention.

" With Michel Angiolo expression and char-er

were a primary consideration ; and although set

the antique sculpture before him as an exPle

and a guide, this marked distinction is to be,^^^

between his view of the subject, and that t^ie

ancients. He made ideal beauty and form^ser-

vient to expression ; they, on the contrar;^3'<^e

expression and animation subservient to fo

(To be continued.)
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B(aflram»

METHOD OF STRIKING THE GRECIAN VOLUTE,

PAGE 94j NO. 86.

First describe a circle, then divide into six

equal parts, forming tbe hexagon ; divide each side

of the top and bottom angles into four equal parts ;

afterwards draw the diagonal lines from 1 to 3,

and from 2 to 4. Place the leg of the compasses

on the point marked 1, and strike the outer arc,

stopping it at the longest dotted line (shown in

volute), then from the point 2, extend the compass
to the point touching the dotted line, and strike

the second arc ; then from 3 to the next dotted

line, and so on, working round till the volute is

complete.

(©fisctbations on t^c ^o!gc|)tomat(c

Bfcotation of t^e illititil? Eges.

(Continued from page 97.^

The art of Polychromy, or practice of painting

in xjositive colours, either on flat surfaces or sculp-

tured forms, has been referred for its origin to

other than sesthetic motives ; certain existing co-

incidences in the application of colour, have led to

the inference, that teints when applied to sacred

subjects, acquired a peculiar expression; hence
the theory of symbolism of colours. Of the few
facts on which this system is based, there can be
no dispute; but it is very questionable whether
any such principles were kept in view in later ages,

and under the more perfect forms of the decorative

art, and highly improbable that the same symbols
could, otherwise than by the most casual accident,

be expressive of similar ideas at different times,

and under religious systems capable of being re-

ferred to no common origin.

The object of Polychromy is to heighten the ef-

fect of architectural decorations, either by causing

a more just subordination of the various parts than

can be obtained by mere chiar'oscuro, or in sup-

plying deficiencies that could not be so well filled

up by any other means.

When the details of enrichment are minute, or

greatly removed from the eye, the use of strongly

contrasting colours is necessary to mark the various

details and sub-divisions which would otherwise be

lost, or to connect more elaborate with plainer por-

tions of the same work. It is often also used to

attract the eye to the more important portions of a

building; and the beautiful effect of the brilliant

lines, gilded prominences, and rich surfaces, har-

moniously toned with diaper, is known to every

admirer of mediieval architecture.

It is probable that in the practice of classic an-

tiquity the ornamented colouring on walls and

ceilings, and perhaps, in general, even the detail of

arabesques, was left to the skill and fancy of the

workmen. The style of execution in such in

stances as remain to us, exhibits great facility of

production, accompanied by characteristics that

distinguished them in a marked manner from the

work of an artist. Yet, in most cases, there exists

a certain concordance of parts, and unity of effect,

that uneducated taste would be unable to attain.

Perhaps we should be correct in viewing the vari

ous specimens as diversified reproductions of a few

types in fashion at the time, with which the work-

men would necessarily be familiar, and capable of

applying without further assistance than the gene

ral direction of the superior artist by whom the

higher class of subjects were executed.

The same observations may be understood in a

limited sense, of Gothic Polychromy. The scien

tific architects of the middle ages appear to have

employed not only the hand, but the genius of the

craftsman, in the diversified modes of ornament

that so peculiarly distinguish Gothic architecture

In the structure, furniture and enrichments of a

great church, we see the aggregate of varying taste

and genius. Its decorative paintings, its heraldries,

its stained glass, its metal work, and even the dif-

ferent carvings, exhibit, each in its own depart-

ment, and in some cases in almost every article, the

impress of a distinct mind
;
yet all bent to one

harmonious result by the influence of their subject,

and the fashion of the time.

At the revival of the arts, decorative painting

both pictorial, and as consisting in the application

of positive colour to objects whose projections and
outlines were previously defined by the carver, was
found universally subsisting throughout Europe

It does not appear, however, that Polychromy and
figure painting were anywhere cultivated as dis-

tinct branches of the art. While Polychromic de

corations required for their execution an artizan of

superior skill, the general treatment of pictorial

representations, the colours employed, the mode of

their application, and the very intimate relation

found to exist in works of both branches, induce

us to believe them to be the work of craftsmen of

the same class, and, when found in juxta-position,

of the same hand. Every degree of merit is found

in the works of the middle ages, from the bad
copyist of an imperfect school, to the most refined

taste in decoration, and intense feeling and truth-

fulness, if not easy treatment, in pictorial repre-

sentations.
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{Continued from -page 99.)

Actual and Apparent Directions of Lines not

always the same.

Pursuing our inquiries with reference to the

course of the rays of light as they proceed to the

eye, we next find that the actual and the apparent

direction of lines are not always the same.

If an observer stand in the middle of a long,

straight, and level street, and look down the middle

of the street, the upper lines of the houses will

appear, as their distance from the eye increases, to

tend downwards towards a point on the level of

the eye. The lines of the houses on each side will

appear, as their distance from the eye increases, to

tend imvards towards the same point. Lastly, the

street itself, or roadway, will appear, as the distance

from the eye increases, to tend upwards towards

the same spot.

In the same manner, if an observer stand at one

extreme end of a vast edifice, a cathedral, for ex-

ample, and look down the middle of its spacious

nave he will noiice that the higher lines of the

edifice seem to tend downwards as their distance

from the eye increases ; that the side aisles seem to

tend inwards as their distance from the eye in-

creases ; and lastly, that the fioor seems to tend

vpwords as the distance from the eye increases.

These appearances are so striking on a large scale,

that all who have their attention directed to the

fact, cannot fail to observe them : the same causes

however, produce similar results with shorter lines,

and we shall investigate the causes by considering

as before, a simple straight line.

If a straight line is fixed in a vertical position,

the lower extremity of the line appears below its

higher extremity, and vice versa. This is self-

evident ; there cannot be with any one a shadow

of a doubt on this head : but as other positions

may be given to the line, in which the relative

apparent elevation of its extremities is not so self-

evident at the first glance, let us examine why the

lower extremity of this upright or vertical line ap-

pears below its higher extremity.

By referring to the illustration of the course of

the rays of light, we see that the ray of light

which conveys to the eye the image of the lower

extremity is lower in its course towards the eye

than the ray of light which conveys the image to

the higher extremity ; and as it is only by means

of the rays of light that the eye receives the image

of the line, the lower extremity of the line ap-

pears lower than its higher extremity.

If the position of the line be now changed,

placing it at a higher elevation than the eye, with

its extremities on the same level, but unequally

distant from the eye, we find that the ray of light

which conveys to the eye the image of the distant

extremity is lower in its course towards the eye,

than the ray of light which conveys the image of

the near extremity ; the distant extremity appears

therefore lower than the near extremity : or, as it

may be expressed in other words, the line as it re-

cedes from the eye appears to tend downwards from

the nearest point.

Comparing'this effect with that of the apparent

downwards tendency, as the distance is increased,

of the upper lines of the houses, in the example

before referred to, we perceive that the same reason

accounts for the appearance observed, namely,

that the rays of light proceeding from the distant

points towards the eye are lower in their course

than the rays of light passing from the nearer

points.

Next placing the line at a lower elevation than

the eye, and with its extremities on the same level

and unequally distant from the eye, we shall find

that the ray of light which conveys to the eye the

image of the distant extremity is higher in its

course towards the eye, than the ray of light which
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conveys the image of its near extremity; the dis-

tant extremity appears, therefore, higher than the

near extremity, or, as it may be expressed in other

words, the line as it recedes from the eye appears

to tend upwards from the nearest point. Com-

paring this effect with that of the apparent upward

tendency, as the distance is increased, nf the street

on which the spectator is supposed to stand in the

example before referred to, we perceive that the

same reason accounts for the appearance observed,

namely, that the rays of light proceeding from the

distant points towards the eye are higher in their

course than the rays of light proceeding from the

nearer points.

(7o lie continwd,)

Last week we had a private view of the music
hall which has just been fitted up in some of the

apartments of the Collosseum in the Begent's-park

—for the new exhibition called The Cyclorama.
The hall is handsomely arranged in the style of a

small theatre :—The Cyclorama is an exhibition of

Moveable Paintings. Amongst the decorations of

the rooms—executed in excellent taste by Mr.
Horner— are copies from three of the pictures in

the Stanze of the Vatican-—'The Parnassus,' ' The
School of Athens,' and 'The Inaugaration of Con-
stantine.' The present subject selected for the

Cyclorama—a series of views descriptive of the

City of Lisbon before and after the Earthquake of

1755—is well adapted to show the resources both
of the scene-painter and the machinist. In the

former department, Mr. Danson and his son have

here added to their reputation. Buildings, land-

scape, water, and vessels are all admirably delinea-

ted. The Grand Square, however, with its fine

'perspective delineation must be particularly noticed

as one of the most complete realizations met with
in our experience. It is bold and novel. The
eifects of the storm with the obscured sky and the

tossing water are pourtrayed with great effect.

The painter has been powerfully aided by the
knowledge and mechanical skill of Mr. W. Brad-'

well ; M'ho has here effected one of the most dra-

matic exhibitions of scenery in a moving series

that we know of. The present subject, doubtless,

opens better opportunities for the display of variety

of effect than the Eidophusikon, in which Louther-

bourg, is said to have been almost the first to make
the attempt at heightening the charms of land
scape transcription by accompaying imitation of

the changes and other plienomena of the elements
—This exhibition is sure to prove attractive at a
season of holiday sight-seers : and they who have
read Mr. Smith's aecount of the Marquis de Pom-
bal will be enabled, by means of this series of
movable pictures^ to form an idea of some of the
services he rendered to his country in the re-con-
struction of so much of the city into the condition
in which we now behold it. A visit to Mr. Bur-
ford's new Panorama in Leicester Square, repre
senting the ruins of Pompeii will afford more than
the ordinary gratification derivable from such ex-
hibitions. All the principal points of this most
interesting of cities—of which it has been said
Vesuvius was rather the jireserver than the des-
troyer—are given with a fidelity, yet masterly
feeling, that surpasses all this artist's former efforts

—We looked for the baker's shop into which we
had ourselves wandered some seven years ago

—

and found it, with its neighbouring fountain, as

perfect a representation as if the painter had had
to give it on the scale of a cabinet picture. All
the other favoured localities—the Poet's House, the
Forum, the Basilica, are equally true. The pre.sent

panorama presents some point of view which re

cent discovery only has revealed—new streets and
additional edifices ; and the picture has gained in

interest from the artist being enabled to give a good
prospect of the situation of Stabia, where the elder

Pliny perished. The course which he followed
from Misenum, when he saw indications of the ap-
proaching eruption, may be readily traced in the
extended view of the Bay which this picture exhi
bits. The groups of figures judiciously introduced
by Mr. Selous—buoyant in attitudes, and gay in
costume—aid the picture g^reatly by their contrast

with the still, sepulchral-looking forms of the
building. The scenery painted by Mr. Beverly,
at the Lyceum Theatre, for Mr. Planche's Christ-

mas extravaganza is of the most splendid descrip-

tion. The Chateau de la Beaute is remarkable for

its atmoshperic effect. The last scene as a produc-
tion of beautiful combinations of form and colour

has never been surpassed. Mr. Phillips has also

exhibited his usual ability in the scenery of the
new Christmas piece at the Haymarket Theatre.

Cljc (E|)ronotj)ptst.

A SPECIMEN of glass labelling in Liverpool was
placed last week over a shop front in Scotland-road

The present operation consists in applying gold or

silver leaf to the back part of plate or sheet glass

with a glutinous substance, which does not affect

the brilliancy of the gold; and after the gold is

burnished by the application of heat, the writing

or etching is then secured by a varnish, and the

surplus gold removed; the ground is then laid as

on wood, or any other surface, and the work is,

finished. ^A new Justice-room at the Mansion-
house, London, is to be built forthwith. A pre-

mium of 501. is offered for the approved design of

an ornamental building to be erected at Dundee
Harbour, in commemoration of the landing of her
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Majesty there in 1844. From the calculations

of the persons appointed, 11,819 persons are known
to have visited the British Museum on Tuesday
and Wednesday; upwards of 2,000 umbrellas
passed through the hands of the officers during the
first day. The National Gallery had 6,910 visitors.

The United Service Museum, Whitehall-yard, 2100.

^ttm& itset m ^rcijitectural anti

Initxiox Bttoxatm, $cc.

{Continued from page 98.)

Hatch. A slight erection of boards and slips

of wood, for corn and other agricultural produce

;

also a hollow trap to catch weasels and other ani-

mals; or, a hatch is app.'opriated to feeding of

animals. In ships, hatches are a kind of trap-

doors between the mainmast and foremast, leading

from one deck to another, and the place they occu-

py is called the hatchway. Flood-gates in rivers

and canals are sometimes called hatches.

Heptagon. See Geometry.

Helical Line of Hand-rail. The line, or

spiralline, twisting round the cylinder, representing

the form of tlie hand-rail before it is moulded.

Heliotropium, The name given by the Greeks

to their dials or solar quadrants, which were also

termed gnomons.

Hem. See Volute, page 94, No, 86.

Heel o» a Eaftbe. The end or foot that rests

upon the wall-plate.

Headers. (In Masonry.) Stones extending

over the thickness of a wall; and in bricklaying,

the bricks are called headers, which are laid length-

way across the thickness of the wall.

Heading Courses. (In bricklaying.) Those

courses in which the length of the brick is across

the thickness of the wall, are called heading-

courses.

Head-way. The clear distance measured from

a given landing-place or stair to the ceiling, allew-

ing for the thickness of the steps.

Hexagon. See Geometry.

Heather-roof. a covering to wooden buildings

used in Scotland, especially in Argyleshire; recom-

mended as superior to straw-thatch.

Hoarding. The timber enclosure about a build-

ing when erecting or repairing.

(7o be continued.)

Co arorresjjontiettts, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

phered by the recipient of thy communication.

" An Old Brass Hunter.'—The church at Har-
roio-on-the-Hlll^ is the depository of many fine

specimens of thefourteenth andfifteenth centuries.

" G. Telbyn."—Foribkrd the Essay to our pub.

lishing office. Part I. is re-printed.

" Alpha."—Forwarded as desired.

" V. H:'—Next iveek.

QUERIES.

How to produce coloured letters in plain and

ground glass as usedfor gas-lamps, S^c.

The method of embossing glass for ornamental

windows.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, S^c, to he addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street. Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as loill favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science^ Sfc.

Cases for Vols. I. II. and III. are now ready,

price Is. 3d. each; or the Publisher will under-

take to get them bound for 2s. each, if gilt, or

marbled, 6d. extra.

*^Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 21 is now ready. Price lOd.

*^* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at 10^. each.
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<©i)serbations on tfie ^t^s^ni mti

dFuturc Cl^Otttrition of 53ri=

{Continued from page 103.)

UT is this its

destiny? Has it been so? Do we not too

often find a well-painted cabinet, a piece of

china, or a chair, call forth more admiration

than subjects important to social welfare? It

is not that this class of Art is bad : on the

contrary, it has great merit; and if perfect

execution be carried throughout a work, with

fine [colour, expression, and true perspective,

the result must be valuable. Here, however,

the failure unfortunately generally is, that

everything is painted better than the figures

and the flesh, so that the manual often com-

pletely supersedes the intellectual. Light pic-

tures are also too much esteemed for their

mere quality of whiteness, without any consi-

deration of tone, colour, or general eiFect; for.

if the objects be presented to the eye but

in a tolerably faithful degree, the spectator

rarely inquires further. High distinction is

attainable in this style, although it never can

be the first; and even that must be purchased

by effort pushed to the utmost and a great out

lay of time. And will the public, as it thinks

now, repay the artist for such long and labo

rious exertion ; In the saddest spirit of truth

we reply, we believe not. Nevertheless, that

Art at the present time is degenerating, we de

ny ; its tendency is to a familiar, lowering

style, in which the dexterity lor painting me
chanical objects is held of more value than the

precious results obtained by highly-cultivated

mental intelligence. This we think may be

received as a just view of the present condition

of Art in its higher branches ; the possible

future advance we shall consider hereafter, and

now proceed to examine its state and prospects

as applied to Decorative and Ornamental
purposes.

One would naturally suppose that a people

so devoutly commercial as the English would

seek not alone its extension, would desire not

only to create a market in every spot inhabited

by man, but to hold the command of that

market by every means within their power.

This gratifying fact, however, is disproved by

every document. Our commerce, indeed, seems

to ebb from civilization, and to flow with

greater force the more it streams towards sa-

vage life. In European countries it declines
;

with the swarth African, the Chinese, and

Hindoo, it increases. This applies chiefly to

articles of clothing. For notwithstanding our

resources, the enormous capital employed, our

great power in machinery, the enterprise of

our merchants, the skill and unceasing indus-

try of our artisans, it was urgently asserted

that our manufactures were excluded from the

Continent by their inferiority in the arts of

design, and overborne by the pressure of fo-

reign goods, introduced into the United King-

dom solely from that cause. This created

alarm, the Board of Trade became excited,

even Downing-street was moved. A committee

of the House of Commons was appointed in

1836, which amply justified whatever a frigh-

tened interest expressed. Mr. Martin, the

celebrated painter, complained of the want of

correct design in the china trade; Mr. Pap
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worth, of its absence in the interior decorative

architecture of houses, and in furniture; and

Mr. Cockerell, of the adoption of bad styles of

architecture arising from a similar want of

educated information. Nor was this all. It

was shown that all ideas of originality were

abandoned bji- our manufacturers ; that, what-

ever the article of trade, its design was either

a direct piracy, or to be pirated at the shortest

notice; that to blend, imitate, or distort the

productions of others, was a prevailing rule.

It was their bread, of Avhich they buttered both

sides. Nor can it be said they were entirely

to blame. Whateverthe manufacture, however

liberal the manufacturer's expenditure for de-

signs from the best artists (of which, excepting

in the higher branches of trade, as goldsmiths,

&c., there were but few), they had no protec-

tion for capital thus employed. If Rundell

and Bridge engaged Flaxman, Baily, Howard,

or Stothard, at an outlay of £lOOO per annum,

within one month the design was copied, with

but slight alterations, by the meanest competi-

tor. In decorative iron work ; in all branches

of the silk trade ; calico-printing, paper-hang-

ing, the practice was the same. Thus no man
felt disposed to secure talent the profit upon

which he could never call his own. And such

was the state of the law then— that it recog-

nised no property in design! This was, per-

haps, natural, the State never having consi-

dered the Arts of Design worth a statesman's

notice. But it was not less ruinous. There

were also other reasons. Except in cases where

the first artists were employed, none existed

who could supply the manufacturers with ori-

ginal patterns. Such as were produced were

generally those of men employed on the pre-

mises, or half-raw boys, the sons of some fore-

man engaged, unacquainted with all but the

merest elements of drawing, devoid of all edu-

cated taste, uninstructed by any examples but

those common in the trade ; ignorant of pro-

portion, perspective, form, and continuity of

outline, beauty of colour, and unblessed with

any, even the slightest knowledge of it as a

question of science. At the best, the. designer

was left to grope on unassisted, and his work
was the mere result of talent unguided by

knowledge.

With respect to [the state of trade, nothing

could be worse. One artist of great eminence

showed that chasing was at quite as low an ebb

as it was some twenty years ago ; another stated

upon complaining that a design by Stothard

was spoiled by the artisan, he was answered,

—

"Sir, in this country we can never get beyond

a tea-pot!" while in the case of drawings

from such Avorks as the Elgin marbles, to be

afterwards executed as a frieze on paper, Mr.

Crabb, a decorator, excellently explained the

difficulties in his way, and proved the great su-

periority of the French in all details of this

business, and his requisite reliance upon them.

It signified very little who was examined, the

evidence was throughout the same. We could

manufacture, but we could not design. The

east and west of London. Spitalfields, Coventry,

Manchester, Birmingham, all w^ere represented,

and this truth was manifest, that although we
might compete, and did, with the French in

material, in particular colours, and other details,

yet that our goods, particularly silk, and fancy

articles of commerce, were either universally-

copied from the French, or were otherwise

avowedly inferior.

Thus the spectacle was exhibited of a nation

enabled to produce a better article as regards

material, yet unable to compete, and even ex-

cluded from competition, with the foreign

artist, and that upon their own land, by a want

of knowledge in design! Nay, more: it was

the patron of that artist, to the acknowledged

detriment of its own trade. Indeed, the whole

afi^air was a scramble
;
patterns imported from

France were manufactured off hand ; the sole

desire was to get possession of the market,

even for one day, and to sell at the cheapest

rate, at the lowest expenditure. Every one

admitted the evil ; all, even to the humblest

workman, felt its deplorable effects. Now,
what was the cause?—The want of a School

OF Design. We were as men endowed with

every attribute of physical power, yet unen^

dowed with reason to give that power effect':—

like the barbaric chiefs of old, in whose do

mains the precious metals abounded, but who
suffered them to pass into the possession of

every trader, from inability to use them pro-

perly themselves. This evil was so clearly es-

tablished, not only by the Report of the Com-

mittee of Arts and Manufactures, by one

subsequently made to the Board of Trade by

Mr. Dyce, and the concurrent testimony of the
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best informed men, that the Government re-

solved upon the foundation of a permanent

school for the education of men, principally for

the application of Art to manufactures and the

higher branches of trade and professions.

The importance of the connexion between

Manufactures and Arts has always been ad-

mitted. In Greece great artists arose from the

manufacturing districts ; it is apparent from all

their works that those artists who had failed in

the higher branches applied themselves to the

lower; and we have admirable works of a

minute and minor kind, which were executed

by men who had been employed upon a much
larger scale, and attempted higher things.

—

Schools of Design were first introduced into

France by Colbert, under the auspices of Louis

XIV. ; and from that period have been widely

diffused. In Germany and Bavaria similar

establishments have been foritted, the efficacy

of which has been greatly increased by their

several "Industrial Associations." Yet for us

—a peculiarly manufacturing nation, to whom
the connexion between Art and Manufactures

is most important, and whom it behoves, were

it only from motives of mercantile interest to

encourage Art for the protection and the pro

-

motion of commercial industry—no such insti-

tution had existed.

{To be continued.)

5oct^tg Of ^nti(jtiaries.

At a meeting held December I4th, the Treasurer

in the chair, a number of interesting relics, sent

by members and by strangers interested in anti-

quities, were exhibited, including a curious fibula

found, we believe, near Silchester,—and an orna-

ment bearing the appearance of an eagle, picked

up in a ploughed field in the same vicinity. The
first was supposed to be of Saxon, and the last of

Roman manufacture. We confess our doubts as to

the eagle ; but the fibula was remarkable, and por-

tions of the ancient enamel were visible,—Mr.

Arthur Taylor's paper on Roman London was then

continued ; but a want was felt and generally ex-

pressed that the dissertation was not accompanied

by any map or plan to illustrate the several new
positions on this important question taken up by
the author. One of these (and it seemed very

startling) was that no part of London, in the time

of the Romans, was on the south side of the

Thames,—and that the ground on which the bo-

rough of Southwark stands was then little better

than a morass. This point seems hardly tenable if

we call to mind, as many present did, the Roman
remains from time to time found even so far south

as St. George's Church. However, we do not feel

well qualified to dispute what Mr. Taylor advanced

and supported with so much learning.—The second

great position was, that no part of London was

west of Walbrook ; and he adduced in confirmation

the fact, that the burial-place was unquestionably

between "Walbrook and St. Paul's, and that the

Romans never interred their dead within the boun-

daries of their cities. Sir Christopher Wren, it is

true, was of a contrary opinion,—and there can be

no doubt that after the fire of London he had good

means of information 5 but antiquarian research

and science since his time have made such rapid

and important advances, as to overturn some of

the best founded theories upon this and other sub-

jects. In the explanation and enforcement of this

part of the question Mr. Taylor evinced great

knowledge and acuteness ; and though they mili'

tate against the notion that St. Paul's in the time

of the Romans was a Pagan temple, we much
doubt whether his views can be satisfactorily con

troverted. After the paper had been concluded a

discussion arose upon an incidental question—the

word Cole or Cold-harbour ; some contending that

it meant a deposit for coal,—others that it was so

called on account of its coldness and sterility, not

a few poor, barren lands bearing the denomination

of ColdharboHr,-^while a third, but less numerous

body, maintained that the word in its first syllable

had the same etymology as Colewort, and that

Cole or Kale had been once grown in large quan

titles on the Coldharbour lands. One gentleman

adduced a decisive passage from Pepys's 'Diary'

to show that it sometimes, in the reign of Charles

II., meant only a coal-cellar. The truth, no doubt,

is, that this word, like some others, has two or

three etymologies and applications ; one of them,

perhaps, being the Latin coluber,—which might

carry back Coleharbour to a period even antece-

dent to the occupation of England by the Romans.

Spar.—In England ornamental masonry appears
to have been carried on longest in Derbyshire,which
is singularly rich in minerals. The objects origi-

nally made of spar were urns, vases, columns, and
obelisks ; but generally they were solid lumps of

stone, and from their great weight most inconve-
nient to move. But later works, besides being
copies of the most approved forms of the antique,

are manufactured very thin and light, so that a
taper placed within displays the most extraordinary

and richest colours in the mineral world.
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BT FRANCIS CROSS.

The great increase of dwellings and fashionable

residences that have been erected in or about Lon-

don of late years, has not a little astonished and

frightened those who had regarded the purchase of

house property as a desirable investment j and it

affords not a little astonishment to our " country

cousins," on their occasional visits to notice the

great alterations, termed " improvements," that a

few months produce in our great metropolis. The
" green lanes" have disappeared ; even those spots

known as the public fields and commons for

years, have been suddenly enclosed, and changed

to Mwcommon good property. Fields ! where are

they? What will or has become of the Britannia

fields, London fields, and others—the resort of the

industrious on a holiday, enclosed for brick-making

and when the brick-earth becomes exhausted, the

ground

" Soon covered 't will be with streets, crescents,

and squares.

Though the houses a breathdown could shake 'em;

Just see ! how the builders on earth run up theirs,

And yet gulls they find plenty to take 'em."

Who are they who have done this ? A class of

speculative men calling themselves builders, whose

stock in trade is ready-made houses. They can

give you almost as great and varied a choice of

.their goods as the linendraper; all, however, ac-

' cording to the length of your purse, from the small

! fourth-rate tenement, to the fashionable and de-

sirable isnaily residence ; but is the home or dwel-

ling a thing to be used only while in favour or

fashion with its wearer ? No ! it is a necessary and

'indispensable appendage to the comfort of life; the

more, therefore, is it necessary that these homes

should in all respects be sound, durable, and con-

venient. But in the present economical times,

cheapness is the ruling genius, and every one is

!
anxious to get as much as possible to look at for

his money. The call for new houses and new
I neighbourhoods has produced dishonest builders,'

j

who are the perpetrators of vile productions of

;

condemned bricks and unseasoned timber.

" Of building they'll never tire.

Each end of town's run wild,

And the rents like the houses groio higher,

Which are mortgaged before they are tiled.

But though they get tenants for all,

The knowing ones wink their eye,

For they fancy the rents must fall

With the houses themselves bye and iye."

In building for immediate sale, what need these

builders care about construction ?—they erect for

the present, not for the future. Let but one-half

of the population that are so ready to become

tenants watch the manufacture of these London

houses, and they would feel some hesitation before

they trusted their signature to an agreement to

" uphold, sustain, and maintain" for seven years,

and leave in good and tenantable repair the

property,—however neat and clean an appearance

it carried to the eye,—and would pause before they

became the purchasers or tenants of crazy and

faulty tenements that are only kept upright by one

supporting another. Let every one consider this

subject in order that he may not find out that it is

necessary to reside in a house before its faults or

beauties can be known. The present system of

building ought to receive a decided check : let the

public be no longer content to encourage the ereC'

tion of shattered brick walls and miserably be^

daubed compo coverings, rather let them build,

—

let them consider what is requisite for the conve-

nience of their families, and that every department

be in its proper situation, and suitable to their

wants, and that the building should want nothing

which it has not, in order that the home may pro

duce " health and pleasure to you and yours, and

surely nothing can be more deserving of your care

than a good, substantial habitation for yourself and

family." An able writer in the New Monthly,

some time ago, when speaking of the "Modern
Town Houses," gave a clever sketch of the miseries

he endured by becoming the tenant of a crack

house. He says,

—

" The housfe in question was one in a row, build-

ing or built, whitened outside in imitation of stone.

It was jVo. 2,- -No 1 was not quite finished, for the

windows were still stained with whitewash and co-

louring. No. 2, the one in question, was complete,

and the builder asserted was ready for immediate
occupation. No 3 was not advanced so far as the

others—they were but carcases. ' Why,' said I,

' we shall be smothered by the dust-lime and lime

for the next two years.' ' Don't be alarmed,' said

the builder, ' every house will be finished this wia
ter.' 'Is the entrance handsome?' observed my
wife, ' and neat and clean V To this-I had no reply

to make, as it certainly looked neat and clean.

We went over the house, examined the rooms,
which were all allotted by my wife, and of which
the builder took good note; finally, we looked at

the kitchen, which was admired, as also the coal

cellar, pantry, scullery, and dust-hole,—all was
declared so compact and nice. ' Don't you think

it charming?' said my wife. ' It seems to do very

well, but requires consideration,' I observed. ' I
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can't give yoa long,' observed the builder, 'two

other parties are after it.' ' Take it,' said my wife,

so "chimed in my daughters. ' What is the rent,

then?' ' Two hundred guineas a year.' 'And the

taxes?' * A mere trifle.' ' What term do you let

for?' ' Seven, fourteen, or twenty-one years, at the

option of either party,' the builder answered. ' I

will take it for three j'ears,' I said, and the builder

seeing he would not be able to make me take it for

a longer term, assented. We commenced moving,

and shortly afterwards I noticed sundry indications

that betokened that my wife thought of giving a

house-warming, or as she called it, ' a little dance.'

Well, the evening came, the ball commenced,—the

house warming ended in house breaking ! When
the four-and -twenty couple were going the grand

ronnd, a great noise took place below. ' What is

the matter?' said my wife. 'Ma'am,' said Mr.

Gunter's man, ' the ceiling of the dining-room has

fallen down and spoilt the supper table.' Here was

a catastrophe,—we went down stairs, and sure

enough, as he said, the mortar had bi-oken the

jellies, paties, cold meats, creams, trifle, all into

one mass of ruin, mixed with lime and hair. It

presented all the appearance of a Swiss avalanche

in miniature. 'These new houses won't bear

dancing in,' said Mr. Gunter's man.' The next

day I sent for the builder, and showed him what
had taken place. ' Dear me ! I am very sorry, but

you had too many people overhead, that's very

clear.' 'Very clear !—why, we had a ball,' I said.

No wonder, then,' observed the builder. ' What,
then, are we to give no balls? I asked.' ' Why, sir,

you see, we don't build private houses, now-a-days,

as ball-rooms;—we could not, sir—the price of

timber is so ruinous, and the additional strength

would never pay us.' Mr. Builder, I expeet you
to make the ceiling good.' ' Much obliged for the

preference; I will do it as reasonable as any one,'

replied he, bowing ; ' I will^ send in the men di-

rectly.'

' At the end of a month I had to pay a bill—

^

more than the ball and supper cost. Shortly after-

wards I thought I would have paintings hung, so I

sent for the carpenter. I pointed out a place to

the man on the steps, ' But' answered he, tapping
with his hammer, " can't find wood, sir. No, there

is nothing to nail to, sir ; but there never is wood
in these new houses.' Confound your new houses,

thought I. ' What's the house built of, then ?' said

I. ' Lath and plaster,' said the man, tapping
right and left. The next annoyance was bad smell

from the drains. The bricklayer was sent for ; he
came, and pronounced them choked, and added,
' they make the drains in these new houses so small,

sir.' Well, the whole of the basement was taken
upj^and 40Z, expense incurred before the nuisance
was abated. I hoped now all was right, for I heard
a conversation between my wife and eldest daugh-
ter which gave me some satisfaction. ' It is really

very aukward, one don't kuow where to put any-
thing ; there is not a cupboard or stow-hole in tlie

whole house.' Well, then came some gales of wind
and heavy showers of rain; slates blew off, and
rattled up and down all night, complaints came
from the attics. One had the bed wetted quite

through from the water dripping through the ceil-

ing;—another had put a bason to catch the leak

—

all declared the roof a sieve. I sent again for the

builder, who told me I must expect the slates would
move a little after such heavy gales, as they were

so light, and the wind got under them. 'You
know, sir,' continued the builder, ' we can't put a

heavy roof on brick~and-a-half walls.' ' Brick-

and-a-half walls!' said I, 'why, that is not

surely safe, sir?' 'Not quite, sir, if this was a

single house; but then in a row, one supports

the other.' Thank Heaven ! I took it but for three

years,—and six months are gone. I thought of

my old house I had left to meet the fashionable

wishes of my wife, and sighed to become its inmate
once more."

{To he continued.)

JHttptr of ^atnting Sapan^toorft.

Ik No. 61, page 103,' vol. Ill, we gave a desr

cription of the colours used in painting Japan-

work. We now give the method of laying the

colours on. Japan-work ought properly to be

painted with colours in varnish; though for the

greater dispa,tch and in some very small works, for

.

the freer use of the pencil, the colours are some- 1

times tempered in oil, which should previously

have a fourth part of its weight of gum animi dis-

solved in it ; or, in default of that, gum sandarach !

or gum mastich. When the oil is thus used, it

should be well diluted with oil of turpentine, that

the colours may lay more evenly and thin, by which

means fewer of the polishing or upper coats of

varnishing will be necessary. In some instances,

water colours are laid on grounds of gold, in the

manner of other paintings, and are best when so

used in their proper appearance, without any var-

nish over them; and they are also sometimes

so managed as to have the effect of embossed

work. The colours employed in this way, for^

painting, are best prepared by means of isinglass

size, corrected by honey or sugar candy. The
j

body of which the embossed work is raised, need;

not, however, be tinged with the exterior colour,'

but may be best formed of very strong gum water,

thickened to a proper consistence by bole armenian

and whiting in. equal parts, which being laid on'

the proper figure, and repaired when dry, may be^

then painted the proper colours, tempered with the

,

isinglass size, or in the usual manner, with shell-lac

varnish.

Roman Pavement.—The remains of a pavement
considered to be Roman, were a few days ago disr

covered a little below the surface of the ground, at

Eastbourne, by the workmen employed in con--

structing the sea-wall, between the Wash and tbe^j

Sea-houses. The spot appears to have been paved
in small squares, and at one part the work has been!

damaged, probably by the operation of the plough
It has been visited by a great number of persons. •,
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(^Continued from page 109.)

The annexed illustration shows the eifect of the

sides of the street appearing, as the distance is

increased, to tend inwards when the spectator

stands in the middle of the street.

In this illustration, the rays of light proceeding

from the remote extremities are inside of the rays

proceeding from the near extremities ; the lines

as their distance increases would therefore seem to

tend inwards to an eye placed in the position of the

fixed point. This is an effect precisely similar to
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that ohserved by a spectator standing in the

middle of the street, and to whom the sides of the

street appear to tend inwards as the distance is

increased.

If the observer change his position, and,

standing in the middle of the footway on the

right of the cut, look down the footway, he will

find that, for example, the row of lamps on each

side of the street will, in this new position, both

seem to tend towards the right as the distance

increases ; and were he then to change to a similar

position on the left of the cut, they would then

seem to him to tend towards the left, as the dis-

tance increased.

(To be continued.)

an illustratf^ (glossary of C«f)nical

Cerms uBtH in ^rcfiitectural anti

Interior Btmxatim, ^r.

(Continued from page 110.)

Hieroglyphics. (In archseology.) The ap-

pellation given to those sacred characters with

which the Egyptians decorated the greater part of

their monuments, forming a species of writing

understood only by the priests. In the Egyptian

paintings, the soul is represented as a bird, with

human head and arms.

Hydraulos. a pneumatic engine, mentioned

by Vitruvius and other ancient authors, the use

and form of which are not well known.

Hyperbolic Cylindroid. A solid formed

by the revolution of ^the hyperbola about its con-

jugate axis.

Hypeethyrum. In ancient buildings, the

ornament which extends over the aperture of the

doorway.

Hypomochlion, the fulcrum or prop of a

lever, which, when heavy bodies are raised by

that instrument, bears all the incumbent weight
;

it is applied also to the roller placed under pieces

of timber or stones, to facilitate their removal.

Hypopodium.

baths, &c.

A footstool used in the ancient

Hyposcenitjm. a term applied by Pollux to

the wall before the scene which faced the or-

chestra.

Hypotrachelium. a term given by Vitru-

vius to the slenderest part of the shaft of a column

where it joins the capital. It signifies the part

under the neck.

(To be continued.)
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iSanbat'b's (f^ecataiJ^ical panorama

of ti)^ Mmmmi an^ Mis-
nouxi 3£Cibns.

The interest that this gigantic and extraordinary

.work is exciting is a sufficient guarantee of the

'estimation in which its performance is held by the

Ipublic, On the occasion of our visit last week the

Iroom devoted to the purpose of its exhibition

,was very much crowded. This may truly be
termed an extraordinary work, and one that only

an enthusiastie lover of his subject could ever have
jfound patience and energy to accomplish, being,

according to the painter, the largest picture in the

world ; and we can readily imagine it to be so, as

it extends over three miles of canvas, and embraces
in its details no less than three thousand miles of

the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. The panorama
is exhibited as a moving panorama, turning upon
large cylinders, and displaying to the spectator the

extent of a very large-sized picture, a sort of pro-

scenium being before it ; it thus extends its vast

length, and the eye takes in the whole range of

the rivers, from their sources to their terminations.

In so comprehensive a picture, which took the

artist four hundred days to make the preliminary

sketches, it can scarcely be imagined the painter

aims at artistic effect. To use his own words, " he
does not exhibit it as a work of art, but as a correct

representation of the country it portrays ; its high
reputation is based upon its accuracy." It is one
of those peculiar exhibitions that a single visit

scarcely suffices to make us acquainted with its

various points of interest ; there are several bits of

scenery that, in their vast sweep of wood and dale,

are truly beautiful, their deep solitude seeming to

render them like regions where only the Indian has

yet wandered, and recals forcibly to the mind the

history and legends of the Indians in their original

state. The legend of the White Fawn, which
Banvard has thrown into creditable verse, and
delivers with much feeling, enhances the interest

of the bluffs he illustrates ; whilst the various

points of civilised scenery are given with graphic
effect. There are some peculiar features about the

Rivers that are wildly picturesque—the extra-

ordinary Domes, that seem as if fashioned by the

most skilful architect, and which we can scarcely

imagine to be only formed by the wind and rain

—

the brilliant colouring of the Brick Kilns, looking
like vast antiquated towers frowning over a wilder-
ness of solitude—the Prairie, one of nature's most
extraordinary sights, and the glowing of the fire

raging in the distance over its vast extent. The
panorama commences at a place called the Yellow
Stone Bluffs, and then pursues its course through
the Indian encampments, the Plains, with the
Sioux in their wild state; passing Rush Island,

Herculaneum, Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis, the
mouth of the Ohio, Cairo, the Indian Mounds,
Plumb Point, Vicksburg, Natchez, Baton Rouge,
New Orleans, &c. &c. The scenery embraces the
most grand and beautiful of any of the American
rivers, and several of the views, are remarkably
beautiful, giving au idea of scenery and customs

with which the spectator in this country is not
familiar; and not the least curious amongst the
accessories are the American steam-boats, that
seem like large floating cities, rather than mere
vessels of passage. Mr. Banvard himself explains
with much spirit the principal topics of interest

connected with the various remarkable scenes and
places; in addition to which, a small volume is

given by him to the spectator, and really constitutes

by no means the least interesting feature of the
exhibition. The whole is replete with information,
and during the two hours the panorama is passing
before us, we learn more of America, its resources
and customs, than we should gain in the perusal of
a dozen volumes of travels. To those of our
readers who have not already visited the exhibition

at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, we earnestly
entreat them to do so, feeling assured that they
will be intellectually gratified at the result.

Among the many curious and interesting appli
cations of science which constantly greet us, the
application of the destructive gun-cotton to the
alleviation of suffering humanity is not the least

interesting, Gun-cotton dissolved in ether has for

some time been very successfully employed as an
application to incised wounds. When washed over
the surface, the ether rapidly evaporating leaves

behind a film which is impervious to air ; and thus
the wound, protected from atmospheric infliiences,

heals by the first intention. But uow we find this

curious compound employed successfully in the
cure of the tooth-ache. The cavity of the tooth
being cleaned out, a little asbestos saturated with
collodion, as it is called, to which a little morphia
is added, is placed in it. All soon becomes solid

and thus an excellent stopping and a,,powerful
anodyne are applied at the same time.

A process of much mechanical ingenuity for the
purpose of preventing the forgery ofbank notes has
lately been attracting great attention in Paris. It

is now brought forward by M. Seguier as a
novelty; but from the communication made to the
Academy of Sciences, it appears to us to be but a
slightly modified form of compound plate-printing

patented many years since by Mr. Whiting,
Beaufort House, Strand.

Portrait Painting in Portugal.—We may
mention that as regards portrait painting (which
generally flourishes even in countries where the
Fine Arts have taken no deep root), there is no
artist who appears capable of painting a head.
Somp adventurer of the lowest order came from
Madrid a short time since, and painted the whole
of those who wished to perpetuate their likenesses,

at about £2 lOs. per head. The drawing-master
of the Orphans' Hospital at Belem painted a por-
trait of the present Queen, her father, and his

second wife : we do not think even the Vicar of
Wakefield would have patronised such a painter.

If, as must be the case in every civilised country
at some time or another, the Arts should flourish

here, this work will be preserved in one of the
finest buildings, as a curious specimen of what was
the state of native art patronised by royalty in
Portugal in the nineteenth century.
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C^e ^f)ronotj)pist.

The Baths and Wash-houses in St. Martin's in

the Fields were opened a few days since, under the

presidency of Sir H. Duldnfield, late Vicar.

The Durham papers state that the excavation of

the interesting caverns at Kepshead will shortly

take place. The investigation cannot fail to be

most important to the science of geology.——Mr.

Burnard, a Devonshire Artist has been authorised

to execute a statue of Mr. Richard Lander, the en-

terprising traveller in Africa, who was a native of

Truro. The figure will be placed on the Lander

column, in Lemon Street, Truro ; its height will be

about 8 feet, and its material will be stone, either

Portland or Magnesian limestone. The design will

be as simple and effective as possible. Llandillo

Bridge, Carmarthenshire, a noble structure, is just

cornpleted. It is nearly 1 50 feet span, and built,

principally of black marble, at an expense of about

£18,000. The building of the new Colleges in

Galway, Cork, Belfast and Maynooth, is proceed-

ing towards completion. That at Belfast, is the

most forward. The sites for each is about 10 acres,

and the style of architecture Gothic; the Cork

College occupies three sides of a quadrangle. The

extent of the north or entrance front, is 290 feet,

9 inches; east front, 282 feet; and west front, 191

feet. The library is 56 feet by 28 feet. The main

quadrangle is 215 feet, 9 inches, by 161 feet.

The £600 a year, to be given by Messrs. Longman's

for ten years to Mr, Macaulay, for ten years' copy-

right of the first two volumes of his ' History of

England,' is perhaps the largest sum ever given for

a work, in two volumes.—The largest sums here-

tofore known to have been paid, are—4,000 guineas

to Washington Irving for his ' Life of Columbus,'

in four volumes, octavo,—2,000 guineas to Moore

for his ' Life of Byron,' in two volumes, quarto,

—

and £4,500 for ten years to the present Bishop of

Oxford and his brother for the "Life ofWllber-

force," in five volumes, octavo. Mr. Roberts is

said to have received 3,000 guineas from his " Life

of Hannah More," in five volumes, octavo ; Mr.

Twiss 2,000 guineas from his "Life of Lord

Eldon;" and Mr. Stanley something like 1,500

guineas from his " Life of Dr. Arnold :" but these

were receipts upon the sale, not specific sums

given by way of speculation, like the payments to

Moore, Irving, Wilberforce, and Macaulay. The

largest sum ever realised by any one work whilst it

continued to be called a new publication, was

£18,000, the proceeds of Sir Walter Scott's " Life

of Napoleon,'' the work of twelve months, and

published in nine volumes, octavo, in 1827.—

The Dean and Chapter of Canterbury Cathedral

have thankfully accepted the offer of various

subscribers to provide a stained glass window for

the cathedral. ^The pinnacle of Pelynt Church

spire, says an Exeter paper, was lately struck by

lightning, which scattered its granite masses in

every direction, and ran through the building,

doing some other damage, and boring a hole

through a wall like a bullet hole.

Co (Eorwgj)t)ntr?nl0, ^c.

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

phered by the recipient of thy communication.

" J. R. J."—The article is placed in a groove

cut in a piece of charcoal, and the breath forced

through theflame by means of a blow-pipe,forms

a hot-blast which melts the solder. Varnishes of

all descriptions are difficult, expensive, and even

dangerous to manufacture on a small scale. You

had much better procure it of the manufacturer

Live and let live.

" J5. S."—There were some very fine specimens

of the kind at Hatfield House, Herts.

Other Correspondents next week

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, §-c., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell

street. Strand, London."—We shall at all times

le extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

*^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 21 is now ready, Price lOd.

t* Part I, is also re -printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.
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mfi art.

{Continued from page 113.)

HE School of

Design at Soraerset-house was consequently

opened; 'and, considering its great importance,

we shall now detail the objects it has in view.

First, it proceeds upon a principle well estab-

lished in relation to every direction of the mind

—that to elicit genius, or make it the power it

may become, you must educate it. The rule

applicable to law, to medical science, from the

commonest to the lowest pursuits, is still as

stringently applicable to Art. Every great

artist of the past went through a rigid course

of study ; every book upon the subject proves

this ; every aberration from the system attests

its necessity. Who designed in the middle

ages? Raffaelle. From whom sprung even

the debased system called the style of Louis

XIV.—more correctly that of his successor?

From the examples of Ornamental Art, exe-

cuted by the Grecians, Romans, and Italians,

long accredited as the offspring of high and

cultivated taste, as practised by Michel Angiolo

and Cellini, as designed by Le Pautre, and

given in valuable documents by Piranesi, The

style of Louis the Fourteenth was the Roman

style^ with a more sumptuous expression.

It was by such men, then, that of old the

ornaments of palaces, the works to be produced

in the loom, in silver, bronze, iron, and wood,

were designed. It is to raise up men, if pos-

sible such men— at all events men trained in

the discipline of such examples—that the Di-

rectors of these Schools labour. A rigid course

of instruction is adopted; the pupils are taught

to draw ornament and the figure; the best

works, and the purest models, are supplied

;

the classic style is adopted as the best ; only

the most beautiful forms are placed before

them ; the power of light and shade, the use of

chalk, the laws of chiaroscuro, and of colour

in all its details, are made a daily study, and

the most assiduous practice. The education of

all is essentially the same, but as they acquire

a knowledge of drawing they have copies

placed before them, and their attention is di-

rected to the class of ornament and its appli-

cation most likely to be conducive to their

several future occupations. "What that occu-

pation may be, is not, however, incumbent on

the School to decide. Their mission is the

cultivation of taste, the communication of

knowledge, the training of the mind by the

discipline of great examples. It is the genius

of the pupil, and the wants of the manufac

turer, that must determine the employment of

the knowledge here obtained. This is well

known; and not to derive the advantages

this School affords to the capitalist, because it

does not supply the practised workman, is not

only in the way of all improvement, but of all

sane reasoning.

In France, where many artists are employed,!

it happens, particularly with reference to the

loom, that they also are generally the metteurs

en carte, but this has never been the case here;

and whatever advantage may be derived from

this practice, time doubtless will secure. Still

less can it be expected that artists can at once

be reared ; but this School can, nay, does rear
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excellent workmen as ornamentists, and num-

bers of practical designers have -derived great

advantage from their study of Art v\rithin its

walls. The Queen's summer-house has been

already partly painted by one pupil in a style

far exceeding the work of any foreign artist

employed in this country; others are engaged

rapidly as ornamentists, or as teachers in local

schools, where the head masters are always,

where it is possible, artists of the higher class.

Of the silent, gradual influence of this system

upon the formation of public taste there can

be no doubt. Fashion may counteract its effi-

cacy, and will; but "a breath can make this,

as a breath has made." The generation for

whose dresses Kent designed the five orders of

architecture, we have not the least doubt, has

been succeeded by another whose silks and cot-

tons may be made far more attractive by de-

signs from Somerset-housCj of a more becoming

—more artistic, and less ambitious character.

Let not, therefore, those who make, or those

who sell, lay the flattering unction to their

souls, that the public has no taste, and that

there is no wisdom in the manufacture of any

article of design, and that the old pattern, the

time-worn system—^is the best.

Such opinions may suit the warehouse or

the counter,—are in accordance with the limited

capacity of those to whom the present gain is

the be-all and the end-all here; but, eppure si

muove, opinion advances; and such men will

be found, in the dim and dusty waste of their

own silent, desolate premises, the becoming

memorials of a system they had not the genius

to break through, and hardly the cunning to

make profitable to their own ends.

Turn we now to the Future of British Art.

Like every human prospect, it is one of mingled

hopes and fears. Yet assuredly it has more of

hope. The gloom that has hung over and ac-

companied the course of British Art, like mists

which gather round the sun, and which seldom

fail as it advances to make more palpable the

beauty of that luminary whose glory they can-

not wholly hide, is now far spent. Religion

has become more tolerant of her productions,

the state more anxious to promote and to pro-

tect them, the people more impressed by their

humanising influence, more anxious to extend

it, to make Art a companion of their pleasure,

the enlivener of their homes, and an additional

po^yer for the furtherance of honourable am-

bition. Our artists have proved they are equal

to national undertakings, and anxious to re-

deem the past. The schools of France and

England seem to evince more original talent

than other countries, more novelty in style and

conception, although not always equal in exe-

cution. The schools in the other parts of Eu-

rope fluctuate between Albert Durer and Raf-

faelle, without the originality of the one, or

the beauty and completeness of the other. The
evil consequent upon the present state of opi-

nion, the Future of British Art will assuredly

correct. The demand for works of small value,

and at a very low price, the besetting public

sin of the present day, will become exhausted

from the higher calls for monumental works

which we think await the artist ; for, as ripple

expands into ripple, so from circle to circle

does the influence of example, and from the

throne to the cottage we are convinced there is

now a higher conception and a more generous

appreciation of the object and purposes of Art

than have ever heretofore existed. Of the ad-

vantage of combining industry with education

in the Mechanical Arts, as now so ably con

ducted at the School of Design, none can

doubt : it must produce refinements the most

liberal; nor can one be carried to perfection

without being accompanied in a great degree

by the other. The spirit of the age, says Beat-

tie, affects all the Arts; and the minds of men
being once roused from their lethargy, and put

into a fermentation, turn themselves on all

sides, and carry improvements throughout all

branches of mental pursuit.. The more the

Arts advance, the more sociable do men become

As they extend, the political condition of a

people becomes more assured, factions are less

inveterate, controversy less hateful, revolutions

less tragical, authoritp less severe, and sedi-

tions less frequent.

"A taste for the Fine Arts," says Lord

Kames, "goes hand in hand with the moral

sense, to which, indeed, it is nearly allied r

both of them discover what is right, and what

is wrong ; fashion, temper, and education may
vitiate both, or preserve them pure and un-

tainted ; neither of them are arbitrary or local,

being rooted in human nature, and common to

all men," A diligent study of the classics

might teach us that Rome was vitiated by her
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Arts, and not by her Asiatic luxuries ; but a

diligent study of human nature will assure us

the Arts, created by the intellect, will advance

with the intellectual destiny of man. That

destiny is progress. The material world is

governed by fixed laws : the spiritual is an

effusion of light from perfection to perfection.

The mighty orbs of heaven still roll in the

vastness of space, in the sphere designed by

the Eternal Wisdom, at whose word they arose;

worlds themselves, to give light, and be a theme

of wonder and of praise to others. Beauty the

most exquisite—in outline the most varied; of

every hue and combination of colour; of form

the most diverse, clothed with every attribute

of gracefulness and strength—invests the earth.

In equal wisdom, with an unerring adaptation

of nature unto clime, every class of the animal

creation attests its Maker. But to these a

fixed law of life, an immutable destiny is given.

It is not so with man: endowed with the

highest powers, taught to aspire to the noblest

ends, his mind is free; he is a law unto him-

self; his destiny is the work of his own will.

To him the past is time, the future is eternit}'',

his moral state of being is created coequal with

his progressive condition, and the soul, con-

scious of this law, bursts from the frame of

clay,

" Wrapt round its struggling powers."

No age can transmit to its successors the he-

ritage of the human mind, in the condition it

was received. Thought, which creates opinion,

refines as it progresses; bcomes more enlarged

in its conceptions, better founded, and more

diffused, From the social union of men, from

their daily habitual intercourse, a gradual pro-

gression of manners and opinions originates,

which nothing can retard. In the general his-

tory of civilization it will be found that it is

the silent, gradual succession of causes, rather

than the fear of powerful influences, which has

largely affected the condition of a people. If we
review the past, who can doubt society has ad-

vanced ?—if we consider our own powers, who can

doubt we must continue to advance ? We have

hope, we have confidence in the times to be : in

tlae future of social condition, of government, lite-

rature, science, and the Future of British
Art.

J$li^tf)OiJ Of Famishing 0apan=borlt»

The finishing of japan-work lies in the laying

on, and poUshing the outer coats of varnish that

are necessary, which is generally done with the

best common seed-lac varnish, whicli is thus

applied :—The work to be varnished should be

placed near a fire, and made perfectly dry ; then

the varnish rubbed over, beginning in the middle

and passing to one end, again from the middle

passing to the other, avoiding to go twice over the

same place in forming one coat ; when one coat is

dry, lay on another, till you have a sufficient

thickness to bear the polish, which must be done

by rubbing it with a rag dipped in tripoli, or

rotten-stone, finely powdered; but towards the

end of the rubbing, a little oil of any kind should

be used along with the powder ; and when the

work appears sufficiently bright and glossy, it

should be well rubbed with the oil alone to clear it

from the powder, and give it a still brighter lustre.

In case of white grounds, fine putty or whiting

must be used.

' The British Museum is now open to the public.
The last vestige of Montagu-house is gone.

Submarine Telegraph. —On Wednesday
the 10th, successful experiments were made at
Folkstone Harbour, under the direction of Mr
Walker, the superintendent of the South-Eastern
Company's telegraphic system, preparatory to the
attempt to complete the telegraphic communica
tion across the Straits of Dover. Upwards of two
miles of wire covered with vulcanised gutta percha
were carried out in a small boat and submerged in
the sea along the mouth of the harbour, and at the
sides of the pier. One end of the wire was con-
nected with a telegraphic instrument on the deck
of the Princess Mary steamer, and the other end
with the telegraph wire communicating with
London. A continued correspondence was then
kept up between the steamer and the stations of
London, Ashford, and Tunbridge, for three or four
hours with the most perfect success.

Gold in Britain.—While the newspapers of!

Europe and America proclaim the wonders of the
new gold region of California, which appears to

realize the dreams of poets,—it is not uninteresting

to know that some mineral lodes of this country
contain the precious metal. It is well known that

the Romans worked the mines of Cardiganshire

and Merionethshire for gold ; and we learn that

East Cvvmhesian Mine in the latter county has,

from a lead lode, recently yielded six or seven
pounds of gold, and that two hundred ounces are

now on the surface of the mine.

Co AX/.—This invaluable substance has recently

been found in the Straits of Magellan, samples of
which have been transmitted to the Admiralty, and
by that Board referred to scientific examination,
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St Bof)n t^e iSbangelist

(after thorwalsden.)
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AN ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A PENDANT LAMP.— (GOTHIC.)

Br J. B. ROBINSON.
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In point of fact, decorative painting was
naturally subject to the same influence of the

ame external cause that affected Art generally,

aud in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries had
evolved for itself a style essentially distiuct both
from the classic and revived manner. In Italy,

the style thus formed not only appears from the

first to have had a looser hold, but was earlier

abandoned for a style in imitation of the antique;
all the productions of that country subsequent to

the revival are conceived in a distinct spirit, and
executed in a manner rapidly deviating from the

practice of Northern Europe ; decorative painting,

in the hands of the Italian school, gradually ceased
to be Polychromy, and assumed a form subject to

all the laws of pictorial composition.

It would be a matter of great difficulty to reduce
the practice of Polychromatic decoration to any
precise rules: observations and comparison of
remaining examples, will, however, be sufficieni:

for the architect to understand the spirit, and will
serve alike as a guide for the restoration of old, or
the designing for new works.

In Gothic Polychromy, as in Gothic archi-
tecture, notwithstanding the fertility of detail that

prevailed, there will be found, during the epoch of
any particular style, a vast number of instances in
which the ancient architects have imitated them-
selves; continual repetition of the same idea will

frequently be observable in particular- districts, or,

if differing at all, only in the degree tlmt circum-
stances or individual taste may have moiiified the
original standard. The skill of the designers was
exhibitedpn the reproduction of certain set forms,
aud in suiting them to particular localities or re-
quirements, rather than the thirst for novelties,

which characterise the present day. Copies of a
few ceilings, strings, shafts, and canopies, with;
their mouldings and enrichments, and a few exam-
ples of diaper, would form an alphabet of Poly-
chromy which would supply the knowledge of
ancient colour an antiquary could require. In
churches of almost the eariiest date, traces of
colour may be found, generally applied in a very
1-ude manner, and frequently consisting of nothing
more than yellow wash and red or black bands.
This observation holds true of almost all the deco-
rative painting that is supposed to have been exer-

cised during the prevalence of the Saxon and
Norman styles. Where any pattern has been

attempted, it may be immediately recognised by
the resemblance it bears to the sculptured enrich-

ments of the period.

In the north transcept of Winchester Cathedral,

there exists a singular relic of early painting. The

arches of early Norman date have their massive

masonry concealed beneath a coat of plaster, which

retains indications of colour. On the side of one

of the arches that face eastwards, are a series of

radiating lines that are drawn to represent the

arch-stones, in a blood-red colour, in each of which

are intersecting bands, forming a kind of cross

saltire, which bands are dotted with spots of a

deeper red. The opposite side of the arch is orna-

mented with a different design, but of the same

colour ; and a scroll pattern is also existing run-

ning round parallel to the arch. A nearer approach

to the manner of a later age, is shown in Bishop

Gundulph's work in the nave of Rochester Cathe-

dral, where the sculptured enrichments that fill

the spandril spaces between the double arches of

the triforia, and the large single arch within which

they are embraced, are picked out in different

colours. In some of these cases, the enrichments

resemble the fiattened-tooth ornament, with which

the walls of Westminster Abbey are covered. The

whole of the Norman work in Rochester Cathedral

has been covered with colour. The stones of the

shaft and arches were painted alternately red,

green, and yellow, the whole face of the stone

being filled by the same colour, not distinguishing

the mouldings. In the south transept, the date of

which is early in the thirteenth century, a similar

system has been adopted, where the stones, and not

the mouldings, are distinguished. The labels only

are treated as distinct features. The tier of

windows at the south end have each stone of the

labels- marked in a contrasting colour to those of

the arches. Thus, if an arch-stone be green, that

portionvof the label in contact with it will be red or

yellow, 2.11^ vice versa. During the former part of

what: is commonly called the early English period,

that is, from 1189 to 1216, decorative painting

made but little progress ; and the extant specimens

exhibit a similar mode to that formerly in use

Colours were used in masses, without distinction of

detail. A screen of about this date, against the

north and south walls of the Lady Chapel, at

Winchester, has the centre columns of its tripled

shafts painted alternately red and black, the

columns on either side of the centre being painted

in the contrasting colour. In this case, the colour

on the columns extends to the adjacent hollows

without any other reliefs than a double band of
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black encircling those columns that are red, at

about every foot in height. When painting was

only partially incroduced, as was the case in

simple works, sueh as churches in rural districts^

red was the favourite tint used in the capitals and

bases of the columns
;

[Two foliated capitals, of

early English workmanship, supposed to be part of

a former chureh, were recently discovered at West

Wickham Church, Kent, built up in a part of the

wall erected in the fourteenth century. They were

covered entirely with red ochre.] and often appear-

ing as a margin to the internal window-jamb, if

the jamb was without mouldings, of the breadth of

two or three inches, sometimes with a narrow black

line running beside it on its outer edge. [A similar

mode of decorating window-jambs prevailed to a

very late date.]

(To he continued.)

Motinn Colon l^ousfs.

BY FRANCIS CROSS.

{Continued from page 117.)

When the difference is considered between
houses built from sixty to one hundred years ago,

in " modern town houses," we cannot help

thinking had the cry of the magician in "Aladdin"
been "new houses," instead of "new lamps for

old ones," it would not have appeared so very

absurd.

CHAPTER II.

" We should be careful to undertake nothing above
our abilities, nor strive against nature. We
ought both to consider what we can do, and
what it is fit we should do, and in what place

it is that we are to build."

In examining the model among the many points

to be considered, care must be taken that none of

the following are forgotten :

—

Not to undertake a thing which is above the
power of man to do, and not to strive against the

nature of things—for nature, if forced, or wrested
out of her way, whatever strength you may do it

with, will yet in the end overcome and make
through all opposition and hindrance; and the
most obstinate violence will at last be forced to

yield to her continual perseverance, assisted by
length of time. How many of the mightiest works
of men do we hear of, that have been destroyed by
no other cause than that they contended against
nature ? What think you will happen to a build-
ing built in any place, where you pretend to oppose
or repel the violence of the water, or enormous
weights of rocks tumbling on you in ruins ? This
being considered, we ought never to undertake
anything that is not exactly agreeable to nature

;

and, moreover, we should take care not to enter

upon a work which may be so much wanting to

ourselves as to be forced to have it imperfect.

Besides, it is not amiss to consider not only what
you are able, but also what it is decent you should
do ; for no one can command a courtezan for

building herself a sepulchre at a large expense,

though she may by her calling have acquired the

riches of a queen
,
yet she is by no means worthy of

a royal sepulchre. But, on the other hand, she is

not to be blamed who builds a large and stately

mausoleum to a beloved consort, though in all

things relating to such matters modesty is best.

CHAPTER III.

" After giving great consideration to the disposi-

tion of the building in all the parts of the

model, we ought to take advice from prudent

men, and before we begin the work it will be

as well to know how we mean to raise the

money it will cost, and alsa to provide all

materials requisite for completing such an
undertaking."

Having weighed and considered these things,

you must proceed to the examination of the rest,

whether each of them be perfectly contrived and
conveniently disposed in its proper place,—and to

do this effectively it will be necessary for you to

bear in mind that it will be a disgrace to you if,

through want of proper consideration, you suffer

any other building erected at the same expense, or

with the same advantages, to gain more praise and
approbation than j'Dur own ; nor should any one

be content to have the building unnoticed, but

rather that it should be highly commended and
then imitated. Therefore, be diligent, and subject

each particular point to severe scrutiny, so that

everything is excellent and elegant, and all things

mutually concur to render the whole handsome and
beautiful, insomuch that whatever you attempt to

add, retrench, or alter, should be for the worse, and
make a defect, and seek advice from prudent coun-

sellorr, whose approbation is founded on know-
ledge and sincerity, because by their skill and
direction you are most likely to attain perfection

;

and besides, the praise of good judges affords the

highest satisfaction. In fact, the opinion of no
one should be despised, for you may find advantage
in hearkening to everybody ; for it sometimes
happens that persons of no skill make observations

by no means to be despised. When therefore you
have well weighed, reviewed, and examined the

model in all its parts, so that there is not the least

particular anywhere but that you have well con-

sidered aud reflected upon, and that you have
resolved to build in that manner, in every respect,

and can raise the money conveniently to bear the

expense, then prepare all things necessary for the

execution of your work, so that when you have
begun nothing shall be wanting to prevent the

structure being finished with all proper expe-

dition.

(To be continued.)

Excellence.—The true way to excel in any
work is to propose the brightest and most perfect]

example for our imitation. We must improve by;

the attempt, even though we fall short of the full,

share of perfection.

—

Tillotson,
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Hercules. (In the mythology of art.) One

of the most illustrious heroes of antiquity^ and the

first of the Dii Minorum Gentium, or demigods.

He was descended from the kings of Argos; but in

the Pagan mythology, he is said to have been the

son of Jupiter by Alcmena, the -wife of Amphi-

tryon, King of Thebes. The period of his birth is

uncertain. Herodotus places it about the year

1282, before the commencement of the Christian

era ; and in Blair's " Chronological Tables," his

death is placed in the year 1222, B.C. Hercules

was peculiarly honoured among the Greeks by

the epithet of Musagetes, the conductor of the
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Muses ; and among the Romans by that of

Hercules Mjisarum. In reference to these titles,

he is represented, on medals, with a lyre in his

hand ; and the reverse is marked with the figures

of the nine Muses, with their appropriate symbok.

The chief attribute of this deity, however, or the

distinguishing character of his figure, is incom-

parable strength. Amongst the others are a lion's

skin, a club, and a bow. The lion's skin is some-

times so put on, that the head and jaws of the

beast appear over the head of the hero. The

accompanying illustration is taken from the

Hercules in the Farnese Palace.

Hydra. (In archaiology) A celebrated mon-

ster which infested the neighbourhood of the lake

Lerna in Peloponessus. It was the fruit of

Echidna's union with Typhon. It had a hundred

heads, according to Diodorus ; but accounts vary

much on this point, and no wonder, since, as soon

as" one of these heads was cut off, two immediately

grew up, unless the wound was stopped by fire. It

was one of the labours of Hercules to destroy this

monster, which he easily efi'ected with the assist

ance of lolas, who applied burning iron to the

wounds as soon as each head was cut off. The

ancient artists differ in their representations of

the hydra. Sometimes it is a serpent branched

out into several others; and sometimes has a

human head, with serpents upon it instead of hair,

and descending less and less in serpentine folds.

Hydroscope. An instrument anciently used

for the mensuration of time. The hydroscope was

a kind of water-clock, consisting of a cylindrical

tube, conical at the bottom : the cylinder was

graduated, or marked with divisions; and as the

surface of the water, which trickled out at the

point of the cone, successively sank to those

several divisions, it pointed out the hour.

Hyperbola. (In architecture.) A term for

one of the sections of a cone.

V

Hypocaustum. (In architecture.) An arched

chamljer in which a fire is kindled for the purpose

of giving heat to the rooms above it. The heat is

conducted from the hypocaustum by means of

tubes, which are carried through every chamber,

thus affording a pleasant and equalised warmth.

This method was first adopted in baths, and after-

wards became used in private houses. It does not

appear to have been known among the Romans

until, at least, the time of the Emperors.

Hypog^um. a terra applied among the

ancients to those parts of a building which were

below the level of the ground, and more par-

ticularly to the vaults where they deposited the

remains of the dead. The hypogcea in later times

were often richly ornamented.

{To be continued.)
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The old butter-cross at Doncaster is being care-

fully taken down, to be re-erected elsewhere. The

bell-turret came down with a crash while letting it

through the roof with ropes. In Ely Cathedral

the introduction of stained glass windows is rapidly

going on. The large north-east window under the

lantern—" the especial glory of the church "—has

just been fitted by Wailes, as far as the funds

raised by the undergraduates of Cambridge would

allow. The principal figures represent King

Edward, who was educated at Ely, and his Queen.

[n addition to the five stained windows provided

by the munificence of the Rev. E. B. Sparke, four

others, it is said, are in hand, to be presented by

the Dean of Ely and others. ^The Fine-Art

Committee of the Society of Arts have, it is saidj

not been daunted by the partial success attendant

on their experiment in the case of the Mulready

Exhibition. They have made arrangements that

their rooms shall be re-opened during the ensuing

summer with an exhibition of the works of the

chief of modern colourists, Mr. Etty. The large

pictures by this artist which are so important a

feature in the Princes-street Institution, in Edin-

burgh, will, themselves alone, if secured, be worth

a visit. Each day's experience inculcates the

lesson that political commotion is an influence un-

I propitious to Art. Intelligence has just reached us

I
that one of the most celebrated galleries in Europe

iison the eve of being dispersed. Venice is about

Ito lose one of iier greatest glories. To supply

be merged into the one at Bristol. The second

tube at Conway was finally tested on the 5th

instant, prior to its being opened for traffic.

Mr. John Major, formerly an eminent publisher in

Fleet-street, died on the 9th instant at his apart

ment in the Charterhouse, aged 67. He was well

known as the editor of a splendid edition of

Walton 's " Angler," and of Ireland's " Hogarth,"

with notes. A few days since, a quern, or

ancient corn-mill, in excellent preservation, was
dug up near Blandford, Dorset, by some labourers,

in cultivating a portion of a large Roman encamp-

ment. The contract for the Birkenhead Docks

is now complete, and before the end of the month
they will be in full operation. The Earl of|

Aberdeen has given orders for a first-rate baro-

meter, to be placed in a solid block of granite, and

fixed in a conspicuous and accessible place on the

coast, near Aberdeen, for the sole use of the fisher-

men of that neighbourhood. ^The first anniver-

sary ball in aid of the funds of the Builders'

Benevolent Institution took place in the hall of the

Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen-street, on the

evening of the 9th instant, and was numerously

attended.

means for their struggle against Austrian rule, her

inhabitants are about, it is said, to dispose of the

great national collection in the rooms of the

Accademia delle Belle Arte—anciently the Con-

vento,^della Carita. At the opening meeting of

the Institution of Civil Engineers, on January 9th,

Mr. Joshua Field, president, in the chair, the

paper read was " A Description of the Improved

Forms of Water-wheels," by Mr. William Fair-

bairn. ^The Wicklow gold mines, formerly

worked by the Government, are now in the pos-

session of an independent company, and are likely

to be worked with advantage to those engaged.

Four companies are already formed in London

for sharing in the riches discovered to lie in

abundance in California. The Dundee Courier

states that a Mr. J. B. Lindsay has preferred a

claim to priority of discovery of the electric light.

The new Cattle Market at Islington was

opened on Tuesday, the 9th iustant. The

Branch Bank of England at Gloucester is about to

In this church was enshrined the body of Ed
mund the Martyr. According to the paper read

by Mr. Burliitt, at a meeting of the British Archaeo-

logical Association, Mr. Letheuillier, in 1728, drew
up an account of this wooden church, which was
published in the Vetusta Monumenta, at which
time there existed nearly entire the series of split

trees which formed the four walls of the nave,

since which a considerable portion of the old edi-

fice has been removed. The east end opening into

the chancel was pulled down to connect the two
parts, as well as a large portion of the west end,

connecting it with the tower, which is used as the

vestry ; the south side has also been broken into,

to form the modern entrance, leaving the north

side the only fair specimen of the original building.

The entire length of the shrine was twenty-nine

feet nine inches, the breadth fourteen feet. The
sill rested on a low wall of brick, which formed
the groundwork; tlie upper part of the frame con-

sisted of rough-hewn timber, with a groove cut in

the under part, and the uprights forming the walls

being cut in the form of a wedge at the top, by
being inserted into the groove, were made fast by
wooden pins. The outer timbers were segments of

the tree, with a board about two inches thick, taken
from the middle, these boards probably serving for

the interior lining of the shrine. Neglect has been

the cause of decay from the ravages of the Ptinus
Peetinicoinis, the well-known enemy of timber and

i

books. Solutions should have been used.
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^^rspecttbe.

(Continued from page 11 8.

J

The following engravings show the observer

standing on the right and left sides of the street.

We have already described their appearance.

Want of space prevented their insertion in our last

number. {See No. 88, page 118.)

The first anniversary of the Whittington Club

was celebrated on Wednesday night, the 10th

instant. Fully 1 ,500 persons were present.

iEo ©orcfspon^enfg, $tt:

Write legibly and sensibly, so that both thy

words and their meaning may be readily decy-

phered by the recipient of thy communication.

" 6?. B. S."—The article on " Sculpture" will

be resumed next iveek. I

" H. Anderson."—The nunibers are procurable

hitoxen and country. Your bookseller must have

laboured under a mistake, or wilfully deceived

you.
I

"/. C n."—Address a letter to Sir Henry,

Ellis, the Librarian of the British Museum, loho, :

we doubt not, loill grant you a card of admission

to the reading-room of that Institution. I

" W. 31."—The numbers you enquire for are
^

in print, and obtainable through any bookseller, or

.

at our office.
j

" S. M."— Your communication has unfor-\

tu7iately been mislaid: ive shall feel greatly

obliged by your loriting again.

'^Andrew Simpson," {Leeds.)—Try a weak

solution of nitric acid.

Other Correspondents next week.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, ^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holytoell

street. Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extreinely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as 2oill favor us toith local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

*^*A7}.y of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 21 is now ready. Price \0d.

Part I, is also re -printed, and will in future be

charged at lOrf. each.
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<©n Jmifatton»

E say that a man
imitates when either his ideas or actions are

not properly of his own origin, but are reflected

from those of any other individual; and this

may take place in a variety of ways : the child

imitates those around him in manner, and lan-

guage, and way of thinking. His imitation,

in fact, reduces itself to mimicry, for he has

no power of reasoning on the strength or

weakness of the motives which lead to what he

sees done : no faculty of judgment by which

he may be enabled to discriminate between pro-

per, and improper modes of expression ; no ex-

perience to teach him the danger of indulging

such or such modes of thought. He feels him-

self subjected to certain wants and desires, and

he is urged by these to acquire the method of

expressing them, in order that they may be

administered to; besides which, the strong
principle of emulation and thirst for knowledge
impel him almost blindly onward in the course
we have adverted to.

But as the child casts off his puerility, and
advances towards manhood—as his intellect

expands, and he acquires the faculty not only
of observation, but also of comparing and
analyzing that which he observes, the headlong
principle of imitation is thrown aside as un-
worthy of a thinking creature; and such things
only are adopted as appear to be so by the
weighing and reflecting power of reason.

" Thus of the child a boy, the boy a man,
Eager to run the race his fathers ran."

It is, therefore, sufficiently obvious, that a ser-

vile copy of the actions or opinions of another
man—whether adopted blindly and without
being impressed with a sense of the wisdom,
virtue, and talent of the person copied; or, on
the other hand, whether the choice of a model
has proceeded from reflection, and a deep con-
viction of the worthiness of such individual,

but without having regard to difference of cir-

cumstance requiring various modifications—is

alike degrading to the judgment and ability of
the copyist.

There is, however, a species of imitation

which is praiseworthy and honourable—it is

that which is usually expressed by the word
free. In this case, the copyist selects and
adopts his model, but sets himself seriously to

discover in what points his own work deviates

from the nature* of that he has placed before

him; he exercises the same judgment, by aid

of which he had formed his selection, in dis-

carding such particulars as do not seem to har-

monise with the whole • if he is endeavouring

to imitate the benignity and virtue of some
good man, he weighs well his own means, to-

gether with the shades of difference, whether

constitutional or habitual, that discriminate

their characters : if he is following in the

course of some eminent artist, he is careful not

to be seduced into errors by the brilliancy of a

great name, nor to forfeit his own inherent

right of opinion and imagination. Thus a

work conducted on similar principles to any
preceding one, may deserve a far better repu

tation than that of mere imitation. It may,
indeed, by a thoughtful and intelligent execu-
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tion of its diiFerent parts, almost merit the

praise of originality- It was thus that Plautus

and Terence imitated the Greek comedy.

Having made these general observations on

;

the principles of imitation, we will in a few

words apply what has been said more espe-

cially to the fine arts. According to some cri-

tics, all is here imitation. The imitation of

nature consists in their very essence, and they

please or oiFend but as this is true or untrue.

In this opinion, there is much truth and some

error.

It is true, that the works of the painter or

sculptor give pleasure by their lively resem-

blance to what is natural and real ; but, as we
have observed before, it is true in a modified

sense. Were this otherwise, the performances

of Gerard Dow, of Teniers, and other masters

of the Dutch school, would be far more excel-

lent and admirable than those of Raffaelle, of

Michel Angiolo, and the other great names

that throw lustre over the history of Italian

art : but, in point of fact, it is the splendour

of imagination, the creative, and not the mere

imitative power, that has affixed to these im-

mortal works the surpassing fame which they

have, and will still continue to possess.

If the painter or the sculptor should employ

himself only in making close copies of the dif-

ferent objects of a pleasing kind which sur-

round him in nature, and if his success were

to be estimated simply in proportion as these

resemblances were exact, he would be degraded

into the character of a mere draftsman. There

are a multiplicity of objects agreeable in nature

which are not at all calculated for introduction

into a work of art, in the same way as many
colloquial phrases, quite proper, and even hap-

py in conversation, are unfitted to the graceful-

ness of poetry, or dignity of eloquence. It is

the selection—the combination—the fancy dis-

played; it is these things, added to a just eye

for verisimilitude, that constitute the artist's

greatest success, and characterises his highest

achievements.

Let not the young artist hesitate to mould

his style on that of some eminent predecessor;

or rather let him strive to collect from the

works of each of the great masters in art, the

peculiar charm by which he was rendered con-

spicuous, and blend them, so far as may be

consistent and harmonious, in his own compo I

sition. Let him remember that this kind of

imitation has been recommended and adopted

;

by the most illustrious names ; and that even

Raffaelle himself was indebted, for the main
design of his two majestic figures of St. Paul,

—namely, the one preaching at Athens, and
the other punishing Elymas, the magician, to

Massaccio, a preceding painter.

%ttX\xxt on |^eralt<rj)»

Mr. W. Partridge has recently delivered

some lectures on heraldry at various institu-

tions, with the view, chiefly, of shewing that a

knowledge of armorial ensigns is not solely

the province of the antiquary or archaeologist,

but is important as a -branch of general know-
ledge, and has a direct bearing on accuracy of

taste in many of the arts and manufactures.

After noticing the discordant opinions re

specting the origin of heraldry, some seeing

the origin of it in the Phonetic alphabets of

ancient India, others in the old Mexican sculp-

tures, or in the double shields of Egypt, while

others allow it to be not older than the Cru-

sades, he traced it to the necessity for modes of

distinction in the early stages of society, for

the sake of order and discipline. He then

took the two prominent features of heraldry,

viz., shields and banners; the shield from its

first and simplest construction among the early

Greeks, its various shapes, sizes, and materials,

from the fabulous, but magnificent shield of

Achilles, by Homer,

" The immense and solid shield,

Rich, various artifice emblazed the field,"

down through the historic periods of Greece

and Rome to the middle ages, showing the sub-

ject to be closely blended with the state of the

arts and mauufactures in all these ages and

countries, "^and alluding to the superb shield

made recently as a present from the King of

Prussia to the Prince of Wales.

The banners of various ages. Pagan and

Christian, the several abbeys, the crusades,

rival roses, tournaments, chivalry, and the im-

portant uses of heraldry in war, in property,

as a key to architecture, history, and poetry

are intimately mixed up with the progress of
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every age, shewing the importance of accuracy

;in all works, and the want of such knowledge

in some glaring instances in architectui'e" and

painting. In some of the latter, the period of

Ihistory intended was falsified, and ih the for-

mer the effect of the edifice often injured by

the heraldic devices being both ill designed and

incorrect in themselves ; making the importance

of the subject even to practical men apparent.

mxn 5Sutial,

An interesting group, consisting of a large

cinerary urn of hard red earth, a bronze lamp,

open earthenware lamp, and two earthen bot-

tles, have been recently dug up in a garden in

Lexden-road, Essex. They were about three

feet from the surface ; the bottles were broken,

but the other vessels were perfectly whole.

—

Since our former notice of Urns, &c., found

in the grounds at West Lodge, (No. 80, page

33,) a large number of urns, earthen bottles,

lamps, lacrymatories, patellas, &c., have been

found, generally about eighteen inches from

the surface, resting on the gravelly subsoil.

Many of these have been broken by the spade,

or too much injured by the dampness and va-

riations of the soil, during the many centuries^

they have lain there, to be restored. About

seventy vessels are nearly ready for the Col-

chester Museum. Last week a group of five

Vessels were discovered. It consisted of two sepul-

chral urns, a bottle of brown earth, and two pa-

tellae, one of black, and one of plain Samian ware

:

the two last named perfect. Also an urn more

than half filled with incinerated bones, the mouth

of which was oecupied by a bottle of red earth.

—

tn an urn recently discovered, mingled with bones

and earth, its contents, were the fragments of a

mirror of polished metal, with the exception of

tome slight corrosion, retaining its original polish

almost unimpaired. The greater part of a bronze

fibula was found in the same urn.

Olfimese faints.

;
The peculiar beauty of Chinese drawings is

owing, not to the particular nature of the colouring

substances, but merely to their being mixed with

glue or size, instead of gum-water, as is the com-

mon practice in Europe. In regard to the pre-

paration, two things must be observed ; first, that

the beauty depends in a very great measure, upon

(the fineness of its particles, the finest being always

the most beautiful. A Chinese painter employs a

man for three or four days to grind a small quan-

tity of vermilion in a porcelain mortar, and it is

from this they derive their fine reds. Secondly, it

must be considered, that most mineral colours are

prepared with acids, alkalies, or other salts, and

that a small superabundance oJ those saline sub

stances generally remains with them, which, after

a longer or shorter time, produces considerable

alteration in their brilliancy,, and often entirely

changes their colour; In order to obviate 'this

inconvenience, the paint, after having been levi'

gated, must be repeatedly wa&hed in clean water

distilled water is the fittest. In order to effect this

properly, put half an ounce of the paint in a half

pint glass phial, and fill the rest of the phial

almost entirely with water ; shake it well : then let

it stand for a while, and the coloured powder

will soon fall to the bottom ; then pour off the

water, by inclining the phial gently, so as not to

disturb the sediment, and fill it again with clean

water, and so on for five or six times ; after which,

the colour being gently dried, must be ground a

little longer, and then it is fit for use. The glue or

size to be mixed with the paints is extracted from

parchment in the following manner :—Take about

four ounces of clean parchment, cut it into bits?

and put it to soak in a quart of clean water for

about twelve hours j then boil the whole on a

gentle fire, and in the beginning take off the scum

with a spoon. The vessel must remain always

uncovered, and the liquor must be stirred occa

sionally. After boiling about an hour, take off the

pot from the fire, and strain the liquor while hot

through a coarse sieve. The liquor must be again

put over the fire in a clean pot, and gently boiled

till half is evaporated: the remainder is then

spread very thinly upon panes of glass, which

being kept in a warm place for a day or two, the

size will dry, and become very hard. When it is

wanted for use, put a small quantity of it in a cup

of lukewarm water, and dip the hair'peneil in it

The properties of this glue, which render it much

superior to gum-water, are the following :—It does

not deaden, nor otherwise alter the colours with

which it is mixed : it does not crack like gum

;

and it becomes so soon hard, as not only to defend

the colours from being affected by smoke and other

vapours, but even to bear the surface of the draw

ing being cleaned by means of a wet sponge.

In New York there are about forty-five miles of

sewers, either completed, or in progress.
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SKETCHES FROM NATURE.—No. IV.

VEGETABLE MAEKOW LEAF.
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Interior Becoratiom

SIMPSON'S DIVAN IN THE STRAND.

The improvement which has taken place in

interior decoration within a comparatively recent

period we view with much satisfaction. We have
lately visited the principal room at Simpson's
Divan, opposite Exeter Hall, Strand, the general

arrangement of which shows considerable talent in

invention, together with great beauty of effect.

The room has windows at one side and end, aud a

bar at the end of the opposite side near the

entrance. It is entered through a passage, taste-

fully, though somewhat gaudily, decorated, from
the street^and by glazed doors from the passage,

aud from Ries's Cigar Divan.
The ceiling of the room. is intersected by five

beamsy three being grouped together, across the

middle. The beams are, it is to be regretted,

somewhat unsatisfactory in appearance, as some
of them are supported over voids, which however
we remark without knowing what maybe their

structural office. There is a fireplace at each end
of the room ; tables are arranged along one side,

and the other is divided into boxes. A sideboard

occupies the centre, and there is a round table at

each end. Long pier-glasses and console-tables

are placed between the windows. The general

tone of colour is light, and of a warm buff hue,
relieved by red colour, and by ornaments in

various tints. The soffits of the beams are painted
with guilloche ornaments, and the coves by which
the beams are united to the ceiling have the honey-
suckle OTnament, red colour—without attempt to

give the eA;ct of relief—being employed with
good effect: The spaces of the ceiling are painted
with ornaments, of rather a poor character
in regard to design and. drawing, and relieved by
shading, Tljis ornament is arranged in geo-
metrical compartments, similar in design in each
division of the ceiling, which gives some of them
rather a cramped appearance, from the widths of

each division not being the same. There is also a
greater mixture of style in the ornament than
would have been desirable : but this is a common
error. The dark colour introduced in some of the

circular ornaments seems to us to be too dark,
giving rather a patchy appearance. The walls are

divided by pilasters, and are panelled in light

green colour, with a pattern of lighter tint, the

whole painted in- imitation of morocco leather. In
the centres of these panels are bas-reliefs, much
resembling in design and material those in the

Lyceum Theatre. These subjects are in orna-
mental gilt frames, oblong and circular, and are

relieved by pink grounds. The panels are defined

by gilt mouldings. The pilaster panels are painted

with a pattern in brick red colour, to which some
of our remarks upon the ceiling would apply. The
furniture is of a novel character,—the round tables

being particularly good. Each of them supports a

large gilt candelabrum of five lights, with figures

grouped round the stem, and having female
figures, coloured white, branching out at the top,

for the support of the lights. The general lighting

is by sconces of two lights, each supported by a

figure similar to those of the candelabra,—ranged
along the walls. The chimney-pieces are black,

with imitation of inlaid ornament. Beneath the

sconces are seeu serpents twisting from the wall

:

these, the use of which we should have long been
in doubt about, the visitors have turned into hat-

pegs. We take this opportunity of urging that in

every design the purpose should be apparent, and
that the design should be subservient to that

purpose ; but the true principle, in several exten-

sively-circulated designs^ seems to be wholly un
considered. In the present case, the thing wanted
was, simply and perspicuously, a hat-peg, not

something which might be turned to that office.

The design js creditable to the architect, Mr.
Friend, and to the decorator, Mr. Blackburn, of

Grosvenor-street, Eaton-square.

We must not omit to notice the design of the

street lamps in front of the building. They are

improvements upon the tasteless forms which are

seen elsewhere, reminding us how wasteful we are

of opportunities of contributing to the pleasure

which rs derived froih looking at beautiful works

®n't!je 5tu"t(g of IBesign from

VtQtial #roiMlS.

DECOKATrVE ART SOCIETY.

At a late meeting of this society a paper was
read by Mr. Laugher, -" On the Study of Design
from Vegetal Growth," illustrated by large sketches

recently made in the Royal Botanic Gardens at

Kew, by members of the society.

This paper ofiginated from a visit to Kew by
some members of the society, who were influenced

by a desire to trace the relation which form and
colour, as applied in the decorative arts, bear to

prototypes of vegetal growth,, and also by a wish

to render practically evident a mode by which sim-

ple and beautiful designs rhay readily be derived

for the purposes of the industrial arts. The writer

stated that an effort of this kind conveyed an as-

surance that the members were fearlessly seeking

an acquaintance with the beautiful in nature, being

self-dependent, without any other guides than their

own reasoning faculties to enlighten their path.

—

We may read often, and it was genjsrallyadmitted,

it was said, that whatever is excellent in art, is,

simply so from its harmonizing with natural results,

more or less common to human experience. Tho
conceptions and expressions of grand works in

painting, sculpture, aud the other arts, it was ob-

served, derive their value froni, such an embodi-

ment of scene, or action, or object, as shall have
the harmonising probability of a natural aspect

rationally sustained throughout. It would be found:

that it is this kind of probability which at once;

excites our sympathy, and induces those associative'

suggestions which are most impressive on the mind,'

whilst the reflective faculty, comparison—guided

as it always is, and always must be, by human ex-|

perience—constitutes the test-tube, in which re-'

finement in art can properly be estimated.

It was said that, in an endeavour to recognise,

and develope the beautiful in sketches from vege-

tal leaves and stems, it is accordingly necessary to
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receive and set forth, in the first place, a general

probability of resemblance, and that comparison
would afterwards enable ns, individually, to trace

j

the limits of application and value of purpose in

each sketch. Under such restrictions and consi-

derations, it was contended, that a broad and free

translation of effect upon the sketch, rather than
the actual minuti£E of microscopic imitation,

should'be attempted, for-as-much-as poetic ideality

can only be developed under the boldest and sim-
plest aspects of probability, so thereby art becomes
more congenial with, more readily suited to, and
more self-sufficient for, the grasp of the human

j

intellect.

I

A reference was made to the improbabilities in

art, as evinced in the romantic phantasies, the

exubefant caprices, of Raffaelle's grotesques, on
the one hand ; and in the inane and meaningless

incongruities, so unredeemingly applied, in our
day, as decorations for manufactures, on the other.

It was asked,—How much of probability can be

discovered in the myriads of acanthusian nonenti-

ties in thefe7noral scroll, or " thigh-bone nausea "

of the French school, with which every description

of manufacture has of late years been infested?

None, it was said ; and that such should therefore

be laid aside, as of degraded class of conventionali-

ties, being without sympathetic ajipeal to, or

influence on, the mind,—in short, as being with-

out art.

After these remarks, the writer observed that it

becomes necessary to divest the mind of the

spurious elaborations with wJiich the patterns of

our manufactures abound, so as to prepare the

intellect for detecting and tracing the ever-varying

lines of beautiful form, and the endless gradations,

contrasts, and harmonies of colour, which pervade
all productions of vegetal growth. He said, it was
also to be borne in mind that, in thus looking for

the beautiful, no two persons are competent to

discern it with equal readiness and intensity

;

practice, and educational training, being necessary

to an expert and keen discrimination in such a

matter, and more especially so when it becomes the

business of life to translate it for the reading of

others,—when, as in literature, it would be found
that the poetic rendering proves more pre-

possessing and interesting, as art, to the million,

than all the matter-of-fact, dry, and prosy details

of merely exact imitation.

To Preserve Fresco Paintings. — Frequent
attempts have been made to separate fresco

paintings from the walls on which they are exe^^

cuted, in order to rescue them from the destructive

effects of time and weather, but all have been
unsuccessful. Steffano Barezzi, a native of Milan,
has the honour of having been the first to render
an essential service to the arts, in transferring to
panels, by a most simple, expeditious, and safe

process, fresco paintings, of whatsoever size, from
the wall, whether level or not, without doing the
least damage to the original design. His method
consists in laying a piece of prepared linen against
the wall, \Vhich extracts the painting in such a
manner, that the artist, with a sure and uniform
motion, can draw off the linen in a perfect state

with the painting, so that the wall itself remains
quite white.

BT FRANCIS CROSS.

{Continued from page 127.)

CHAPTER IV.

Materials.—The things to be prepared are

these,—lime, timber, sand, stone, as also brass,!

lead, glass, and the like. But the thing of greater
|

consequence is to choose skilful workmen whom]

you may trust with the care and management of

the edifice, and fixing upon these, it will be of use

to you to Idc somewhat guided by the consideration

of other works already fiinished in your neigbour-'

hood, and by the information you receive from

them, to determine what to do in your own case.;

For by observing the faults and beauties in them,!

you will consider that the same may happen to

yours. We Intend, then, in treating of the mate-

rials for building, to repeat those things which

have been left us by the ancients, because they|

were learnt more from long observation than from

quickness of genius, so that they are best gathered

from those who have gathered them with the,

greatest diligence. We shall, therefore go ontOj

collect those rules which the most approved an^'

cients have left us, and we shall add whatever we
f

ourselves have deduced from antique writers, or

from the instructions of experienced artificers ; and

I believe it will be for you to follow nature itself

—

to begin with those things which were first of use

among men in building, which, if we mistake not,

were timber trees felled in woods, though some

authors assert differently, stating that men first

dwelt in caves, and that they and their cattle w^re

sheltered under the same roof, and they therefore

state he was the first builder who in imitation of

nature erected a house built of mud. But to re-

turn to our subject,—the ancients laid down certain

rules for the felling of timber. They inform us

that most trees, especially fir or pine, ought to be

cut immediately they begin to put forth their!

young shoots when, through their abundance of

leaves, you can most easily pare off the bark. But

then, there are some trees,- as the elm, ash, and

others, that should not be cut till the autumn. The,

oak, if cut in summer, has been found to breed

worms, but if cut in winter it will keep sound and

not split ; and they further inform us that wood

cut in winter, during a north wind, though it be

green, will burn extremely well, and in a manner

without smoke, which plainly shows that the

juices are not crude, but well digested.

(To be continued.)
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^11 IllmUam (glossary of Cw^nical

^ums ustti in mthiUttuml antr

InUxiot Bttoxution, ^c.

(Continued from page 128.)

Horn. The horns of animals, literally speaking,
formed the most ancient drinking cups. Pindar,
^schylus, and Xenophon make mention of them'
as being appropriated to this purpose. Philip of
Macedon is said to have made use of one. It is

from this ancient usage that the general name of
horns has been given to a species of drinking cup,
as, after the actual employment of the animal
substance had been discontinued, the shape
remained in use. The horns of victims sacrificed
to the gods were gilt, and suspended in the
temples—more especially in those of Apollo and
Diana.

Horn of Plenty. AmaltJisea, daughter of
Melissus, king of Crete, fed Jupiter with goat's
milk : hence some authors have called her a goat
and have maintained that Jupiter, to reward her
kindnesses, placed her in heaven as a constellation?

and gave one of her horns to the nymphs who had

taken care of his infant years. This horn wag
called the horn of plenty, or cornucopia, and from
it issued fruits and flowers, and, in short, all the
riches of art and nature. The cornucopia is found
on an infinite number of antiques, and is thp
characteristic attribute of the goddess styled Abun-
dantia by the Romans.

Horse. (In painting and sculpture.) This
animal, of so vast utility to man, has been made
great use of by artists, both ancient and modern.
The horse was consecrated to Mars, and still more
especially to Neptune, to whom, indeed, has been
attributed the origin of this noble quadruped.
Many princes and chieftains have been celebrated
for their attachment to their horses.

Houses, Distinction op. (Used in heraldry.)

The following engraving shows the heraldic signs

for representing them.

FIRST house.

.^^ Hj^ ^t .<ii^ ^s^ ^P

*
Honour. (In the mythology of the arts.) A

virtue worshipped at Rome. Her first temple

was erected by Scipio Africanus, and another

afterwards was built by Claudius Marcellus. We
find a personification of this quality on several

medals of Galba and of Vitellius. She is repre-

sented half naked, holding in one hand a spear,

and in the other a cornucopia : upon others, a long

rope envelopes the figure, and the spear is ex-

changed for an olive branch.

Hero. (In mythological painting and sculp-

ture). A beautiful maid of Sestos (a town upon

the European shore of the Hellespont), the priestess

of Venus, whom Leander, who lived on the other

side, falling in love with, was wont to come to at

nights, swimming over the streights. He atlas*

being drowned in one of his attempts. Hero threw

herself off her turret into the sea to him.

{To be continued.)
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Cf)c (S-i)Xon<iim^t.

The Messrs. Me. Adam of Soho Foundry, Bel-:

fast, have recently completed a number of orna-

mental windows for the Pacha of Egypt : they are

of cast-iron, and of very large dimensions, being

20 feet high and 8 feet wide—each window weigh-

in g 5 tons. They are to be bronzed and gilt after

b eing erected. The same firm have also erected on

the banks of the Nile, for the Egyptian Govern-

ment, a number of very large steam pumping en-

gines, to raise the water of the river for the purpose

of irrigation. These facts are interesting. The

V essel Apprentice, which has arrived in the St.

Katherine's Docks from Bussorah, has brought 17

cases of stone, and one figure, consigned to the

British Museum. We are not cognisant of thg

contents of the cases alluded to further than we

have mentioned, but they are doubtless of an an"

cient and valuable character, and the notice of

their arrival for the purpose of being deposited in

the national establishment will be read with in-

terest. On January the 8th, at the institute of

British Architects, S. Smirke, Esq. in the chair.

—

A paper was read 'On the various qualities of Caen

Stone, ' read by Mr. C. H. Smith. At the

Society of Arts, January l7th, W. Tooke Esq. in

the Chair.—A. Waterhouse, G. H. Drew, W. Stan-

didge, and J. Gosnell, Esqs. were elected members.

—Mr. E. Highton read the first part of a paper

' On mprovements in Electric Telegraphs and new

plans for Printing by Electricity. Lord Pal-

m erston has, we understand, appointed Mr. Ken-

net Loftus, naturalist and geologist to the commis-

sion which is now employed, under the direction of

Lieut-Col. Williams, in surveying the boundary

line between Turkey and Prussia. Mr. J. R.

Gliddon relates in his lectures on Egyptian Ar-

chseology, reported in the Archoelogxcal Journal

of the past and present month, that " an Arab

discovered the northern air-channel o"f the Great

Pyramid to be open from top to bottom, by placing

a cat at the outer orifice, and her kittens at the

other, shutting them in with stones. The mother

I

soon found her way down, through the pyramid, to

her little family ; thus proving that this hitherto

mysterious passage communicated with the out-

side. Previous to the clearing of these passages,

j

the air in the pyramid was quite suffocating."

j

The books at the Stowe sale are realising heavy

prices. There is little, however, to record beyond

I

the ordinary occurrences of common sales. A fine

copy of Claude's "Liber Veritatis" brought

'£40 10s. ; and an excellent copy, free from stains.

of Gough's " Sepulchral Monuments," £61 10s,

The Houbraken Heads—fine early impressions,

quite matchless, indeed, in that respect, but un-

happily cropped and mounted—brought £91.

On the 17th, the experiments undertaken by Mr.

Brunei, at the instance of the Admiralty, for

carrying the Cornwall Railway Bridge across the

Saltash, were brought to a successful close. For

the purpose, two old gun brigs were moored over

the spot, and a wrought iron cylinder, five-eighths

of an inch boiler plates, strongly rivetted together,

85 feet long, and 6 feet diameter, and of 28 tons

weight, was sunk in 2}rofundis. The necessary

apparatus for pumping out the water was then

applied, and the experimenters, who afterwards

descended to the bottom of the cylinder, had the

satisfaction of finding that at eleven or twelve feet

below the mud, there was a foundation of solid

rock for the piers. The bridge will be of large

dimensions, having a clear width of 300 feet

between the piers, and a clear height of 180 feet

above high water-mark. Over it will pass the

entire passenger traffic from Plymouth to the

Land's End. The Hampstead Waterworks were

burnt down on the 13th. The whole of the

houses between Pye-street, Pear-street, and the

Broadway, and Artillery-row, Strutton-ground,

Westminster, will be pulled down forthwith for the

format-on of the new opening to Pimlico, to be

called Victoria-street. The removal of the

cofl^er -dam at Westminster Palace was begun on
the 18th. It is stated that Mr. Robert Stephen-

son, the celebrated engineer, is now in Egypt, at

the instance of the British government, to survey

and report upon the practicability of making a

railway across the Isthmus of Suez. Messrs.

Sotheby and Wilkinson, of Wellington-street,

Strand, have received instructions to sell, during

the season, the extensive and valuable collection of

engravings at Stowe, including the very rare and
interesting series of British portraits, well known as

one of the most extensive and valuable ever

formed. Also the extraordinary, well known,
important, and valuable manuscripts known as the
" Stowe Collection." A beautifully-executed

obituary window of stained glass has just been put
in the south aisle of the choir of Chester

Cathedral, to the memory of three of the children

of the Dean of Chester. The new church of

St. Mark, Bredbury, near Stockport, was con-

secrated by the Bishop of Chester on the 1 7th.——^The New York Mirror states that a discovery

has been made of a method of producing butter

instantly by forcing air through cream. That
part of the South Stafibrdshire Railway, extending

from Lichfield to Walsall is now ready for

opening.
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?^isforB at Sculpture.

(Continued from page 106

J

" The Laocoon and his two sons have more

expression in their countenance than all the other

antique statues united; yet Sir Joshua Reynolds

has observed, that even in this instance, there is

only the general expression of pain, and that the

pain is still more strongly expressed by the

writhing and contortion of the body, than by the

features. In consulting all the examples which

are left of ancient sculpture, it would seem, they

established it as a general principle, that to pre-

serve the most perfect beauty, in its most perfect

state, the passions were not to be expressed ; all

of which may be supposed, in some degree to

produce distortion and deformity in the features of

the face. The group of the Boxers is a remarkable

instance in favour of this opinion; they are

engaged in the most animated action with the

greatest serenity of countenance; and, without

attributes, it would be difficult to discriminate

between the Juno or the Minerva, the Bacchus or

the Meleager ; nevertheless, in the Apollo Pythius

there is a graceful, negligent, and animated air,

'and in the Diseobulus a vulgar eagerness of

expression, which deserves to be remarked, to show

the nice discrimination of character which the

ancients were capable of making, when the ex-

pression was not incompatible with what they

considered as a higher excellence.

"The Bacchus of Michel Angiolo is an attempt

to unite a degree of drunkenness with his cha-

racter ; but, inasmuch as that effect is produced,

both the sculpture and the deity are degraded :

of this character there are several examples in

antique gems, but however skilful the representa-

tion may be in so small a size as a gem, it is

certainly not a fit subject for a statue of the

proportion of life. The two female figures com-

posing part of the present monument of Julius II.

are simple and elegant ; and those of Morning and

Night, in the Lorenzo Chapel, are composed with

great grandeur of design.

" The works of Michel Angiolo have always a

strong and marked character of their own, his

thoughts are elevated, and his figures are conceived

with dignity; and if he wants the purity and

correctness of the antique (which he certainly

does, in an eminent degree) his faults never

degrade him into feebleness ; when he is not sub-

lime he is not insipid; the sentiment of aggran-

dising his subject ever prevails, and however he

may fail in the execution, his works are still

entitled to the first rank among modern pro-

ductions in sculpture. Barry has truly observed,

when speaking of his statue of Moses, that al-

though that figure may be considered as rather

extravagant, yet it contains such proofs of know-

ledge and capacity as will ever make his name

sacred among artists ; and this criticism may be

extended with equal propriety to his other works,

whatever may be their faults.

(To be continued.)

Co €orcespottt!cn(s, ^c»

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

MoN.—Geographical, halLpast 8, p.m.—British

Architects, 8. I

Tubs.—Zoological, 9—Dr. Melville "On the Ideal'

Vertebra," Part II.—Royal Institution, 3|

—W. B. Carpenter "On Palaeontology."!

Wed.—Microscopical, 8.— Ethnological, 8.

Thur.—Numismatic, 7.—Antiquaries, 8.—Royal
Society of Literature, 4.—Royal, half-

past 8—Royal Institution, 3—Mr. Gull
"On Physiology of Digestion."—Royal
Academy, 8—Architecture.

Fri.—Philological, 8.—Royal Institution, half-

past 8.

Sat.—Royal Institution, 3—Prof. Brande "On
Chemical Philosophy."

" W. Wilkinson,'" (Witney.)—Your request is

complied with. I

" W. C."—Interiors were first decorated in the

way you mention early in the fifteenth century, I

" D. W." {Caernarvon^—We are much obliged

for the copy of the Alphabet sent, and loill use it.

^

Please to write and inform us of the date and
description of the MS. In future it will save

trouble ifyou place the date, ^c. under the alpha-
bet.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, ^c, to be addressed to 'Hhe Editor\

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-
street, Strand, London."— We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as loill favor us with local information
connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'
Institutions, the fine arts, science, Sfc.

Part 22 is noiv ready, Price lOd.

Part I, is also re -printed, and will in future be
charged at lOd. each.
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EING greatly in

terested in the fu

ture condition of

British Art, we con-

sider that we can-

not devote our space

to a more profitable

purpose than to advocate the establishment of

Museums of Art in all the principal towns

throughout the country, the importance of

which will justify our considering the objects

an 'the probable result. The plan was intro-

duced into the House of Commons some years

since by Mr. Ewart, and to use his own ex-

pression, " they were to be for the instruction

and amusement of the inhabitants. We will

endeavour to explain the objects, the first and

snost important of which is instruction. It is

very generally confessed that English manu-

factures, however superior to those of conti-

nental nations, are inferior to those of France

in taste and design. The day has, we trust

gone by when Englishmen were believed to

have a natural incapacity for beauty and ele-

gance of conception ; if we look back for only

a century, we shall find the Fine Arts utterly

disregarded in England, and a taste for them
condemned as childish^ if not stigmatised as

something idolatrous. . So soon, however, as

greater refinement in education led to a larger

development of correct taste, —sd'^>soon as

public appreciation was ready to w^elcome

artistic production,— the arts of statuary and
painting sprang into active life, the demand for

beauty produced the supply.

Genius is the gift of Heaven, but the spark

of etherial fire can only be kindled into flame

by the breath of encouragement and applause.

We cannot give real artistic inspiration, but

we can draw forth the latent energies which
Nature has given; God gives the seed, but to

man is committed the charge of its growth

and increase. Educate the public to estimate

Art, and artists will educate themselves. A
thens educated her citizens by her monuments,
open to public gaze, free to untaxed admiration,

fenced round with no beadles to demand fees,

and no laqueys to look for gratuities. Italy

educated her people by throwing wide her gal

leries to all, opening'her cathedrals to the poor

as well as to the wealthy, and by refusing to

lay a tax on intellectual development, or levy

a penalty on the exercise of sympathy with all

that is excellent and noble.

A century ago our taste in the Fine Arts was
perfectly barbarous, and hence, our artists were

jiist what our taste made them. Our designers

for manufactures are very little beyond what

our artists were then, and for the very same

reason, because our taste in design is just as

little advanced as was that of our great grand-

fathers in the Fine Arts. The painter or sculp-

tor requires only the appreciation of the few;

he may even be satisfied if the judicious pa-

trons of Art to whom he appeals are not more

in number than the five righteous men who
would have redeemed Sodom. But a design,

in order to succeed, must be appreciated by

hundreds and by thousands; let us, then, in

the name of common sense, educate up to ap-

preciation those hundreds and those thou-

sands.

Instruction in the perception of beauty is

wanting, because where it is absent there is

going on a counter-sj'stem of instruction in

perversity. There is no such thing as non-

education in.the perception either of physical
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or moral beauty ; where there is not a good

taste there must be a bad one ; it is a natural

appetite, and, if not trained to seek wholesome

food, it will glut itself on garbage. The Es-

quimaux prefers traiii oil to claret, for the same

reason that the country girl takes a glai-ing

pattern in preference to a chaste and elegant

design ; the tastes of both have been educated

in perversity from childhood. If all of us had

the same taste for train oil it would be a waste

of time and money to bring up a race of wine

merchants ; and if we leave our eyes to under-

go the same process as the palate of the Es-

quimaux, the sooner we shut up our Academies

of Painting and Schools of Design the better

will it be for all the parties. It would be pre-

posterous to open a market where there would

be abundance of sellers and no buyrs.

Instruction is particularly wanting in towns

where the beauties, harmonies, and sublimities

of Nature are hidden from the view of the

operative in his factory, and the artizan in his

workshop. We have rejoiced to see the pro-

gress made in providing parks and public pro-

menades for the use of the working classes

;

we should still more rejoice if we saw the pos-

sessors of ornamental villas, and private plea-

sure-grounds substituting open railings for un-

sightly walls and wooden palings. Why
should the wealthy grudge to their poorer

brethren the sight of natural beauty? Their

flowers will not be injured by being gazed upon

and admired ; no loss will be sustained if the

perfume now wasted on the desert air should

gratify the scent of the casual passenger, es-

caping from the smoke of the town to the open

suburb. We have far too much of this dog-in-

manger policy in England. Would that we
uoderstood that this exclusive system is in its

way a very effective education . |it educates the

envy of class, the discontent of station, and

the alienation of the grades of society, already

too widely dissevered.

Museums are necessary adjuncts to the pub-

lic parks, they give the comments to the texts

of Nature; and they are available under all

vicissitudes of season,— a matter of some im-

portance in such a climate as ours. But we
must guard against the supposition that we
should wish for Museums consistiug simply of

decorations, curiosities, and objects associated

with the higher branches of the Fine Arts.

We have ever insinuated that the useful Arts

should never be dissevered from the ornamen-

tal, and that such Museums should have suffi-

cient ground attached to contain models of

mines, tunnels, embankments, canals, drains,

aqueducts, railroads, and the like.

These Museums are particularly necessary

as conservative Institutions, to preserve from

Vandalism precious relics of antiquity which

are every day perishing from the land. We
are glad to find that the attention of the coun-

try is at length roused, and desires that pro-

vision should be made for the preservation of

historical memorials.

We have little doubt that Museums once es-

tablished, would be largely enriched by do-

nations and bequests ; a splendid work of Art

in the Museum of a man's native town would

be as permanent, and a more honourable mo-

nument than " storied urn or animated bust"

erected in the church or the graveyard.

la Bd)ml of IBfsign for ILtitmUx,

An influential and respectable meeting lately

took place at Leicester, to memorialise Govern-

ment for aid in their endeavours to establish a

School of Design there. The maj^or presided,

and a series of addresses followed. Mr. A.

Burgess impressed on the attention of the as-

sembly the importance of an idea of our own,

that the j'Oung should be taught to express or

describe their ideas by drawing, or in forms,

just as they are taught to express them by

writing, ' or in words ; and the allusions of

others to the same idea, as well as the res-

ponses of the meeting itself, were evidence

that it was appreciated. Mr. Hollings re

marked that the pursuit of the Fine Arts might

be shewn to be necessary to society at large, as

materially involving the diversion of labour

into various channels. Want of a greater va^

riety of employment was one of the great

causes of existing distress. Let it not be said,

either, that the advantages of the Fine Arts

were to be seen merely in the production of

luxuries. What was the luxury of one age,

became a necessary in the next. How much
occupation was now afforded even there by the

employments of carving, gilding, painting, in-
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designing of furniture, marbling, engraving on

copper and wood, &c. Yet how serious would

be the effect, if those engaged in their produc-

tion were suddenly withdrawn from this

field of labour, and thrown into that of the

staple manufacture of the town! Moreover,

the Fine Arts were so essentially connected,

that the study and practice of one almost inva-

riably called forth or involved that of others

;

and then, too, how much indirect advantage

they further afforded, as involving numerous

othes occupations in themselves not purely

artistic. Take, for instance, the manufacture

of an ordinary porcelain vase, to be found on

the mantelpiece of most of the middle classes

in the town. How many branches of indus-

try were connected with if, with which the

designer has nothing- to do. There was the

collection and preparation of the crude mate-

rial by the various processes of breaking,.sift-

ing, and working—the manufacture of the

metallic oxydes to be used by the artist—the

subsequent processes of glazing and firing ; all

distinct branches these, to be carried on both

before and after the impression of the design

upon the ornament—the only process upon which

art was directly though essentially concerned. In

short, the more we multiplied the influence and

operations of Art iu connection with the produc-

tion of luxuries, the more we should multiply pro-

fitable occupation and employment for the people.

For, in this case, the usual maxim of political eco-

nomy was reversed ; instead of the demand cre-

ating the supply, the supply created the demand.

As an illustration, just let them look at the im-

provement in the form and material of common
earthenware within the last hundred years,—

a

change entirely owing to the residence of a few

cheap Italian modellers in England. It was for the

above and similar i-easons that he should like to

see a School of Design established in Leicester.

—

The importance of design and variety of pattern

and style, even in the staple manufacture of em-

broidered gloves, fancy hosiery, &c., themselves,

was afterwards also pointed out by others ere the

meeting closed.

Testimonial to Mr. Vernon.—The propo
sal to raise by subscription sufficient funds to pay
for the preparation 0? dies, and to present annually
a gold medal, to be called the Vernon medal, for

the encouragement of painting and sculpture, and
in commemoration of Mr. Vernon's gift to the na-
tion, appears to have found favour with all parties.

A committee has been formed, containing many
excellent names, and will shortly put the plan be-

fore the public.

^ixttt ^xtf^iUctnxt,

It is very rare that street architecture is treated

of as a subject coming under the particular cogni-

zance of professional writers, it being apparently

taken for granted, provided streets are but straight

and spacious, and so far perfectly commodious for

the i)ublic, the elevations of the houses may be left

either to the taste of the builders or that of their

employers. This appears sensible enough, and

where no pretension is made to architectural cha-

racter may be sufficient. Yet if the latter should

be attempted in any way, it surely becomes worth

while to study it carefully, especially as opportu-

nities for accomplishing anything of the kind on

an extensive scale are comparatively few, it becomes

necessary that when such do occur they should be

turned to the best account. As a specimen, Moor-

gate-street could be taken, though not of a supe-

rior class, there being too much pomp affected by

means of columns and pilasters, those ever ready

and convenient expletives, which are had recourse

to on every occasion to fill up a front, and thereby

conceal an errantjejuneness of design and poverty

of ideas. Besides that, a palatial aspect cannot by

any possibility be kept up in the exterior of houses

of the kind ;—it would of itself be quite out of

character so long as the ground floor must be oc-

cupied by shops, which at once betrays the quality

of the houses. Shops are decidedly stumbling

blocks to architectural design, not on account of

their being infra, dig. as marking the habitations

of tradesmen, but because they are fatal to archi

tectural expression.

Can all the splendour of plate-glass, and other

showy trappings atone for such radical defect ?

—

no other appearace of support to the fronts of the

houses being allowed to show itself than what is

produced by the ends of party walls. Still, a re-

medy there is, and one equally simple and effica-

cious, by merely setting each shop front within an

arcade. Due architectural expression would thus

be restored, and a satisfactory appearance of sub-

stantiality given. This is now made evident

enough by an instance of the kind in the lower

part of the Royal Exchange. If that example was

followed out in a degree, it would not matter were

the whole space within the arch filled in with glass,

as probably would be done in some instances ; and

as each front would be completely framed in by

the arch and piers, it would not interfere with, or

cut up the general design, and might, therefore, be

allowed to be treated as an independent compo
sition, according to the fancy of the occupier. It

would likewise be a marked novelty in the cliarac-

ter of our trading streets, and therefore deserves to

be tried in one, at least, of the proposed new tho-

roughfares, George John Rhodes.
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Bttoxation of tf}t Mi^tiU Eps.

(Continued from page 106

J

Few traces of colouring of much greater interest

will be found prior to the accession of Henry III.

The paintings in churches of an early character

were often executed at a later period; and this

jHiay generally be suspected when the decorations

are of an elaborate kind, and when no letters or

costumes are represented to determine the precise

date : such decorations as we have alluded to,

with a few figures on the plaster of the chancel
walls, under the east window and on the chancel
arch, painted in red or black outline, a few sen-

tences, and a ruder cross or two, are all that the art

of the former part of the thirteenth century
appears to have been capable of producing.
Henry III. was an active patron of the arts, and

found time amidst all the troubles of his reign to

commemorate his taste in works of architecture,

sculpture, and painting.

A free and bold style in arabesque prevailed

from the time of Henry III., until the close of the
reign of Edward III. Bright and lively colours

were applied in masses, the grounds covered with
compositions of foliage and birds, animals, and
human figures, sometimes in one tint, sometimes
in varied colours. The most beautiful design in

use was a pattern of vine leaves, frequently drawn
with remarkable freedom and elegance, in which
the leaves, the tendrils, and the fruit are here

represented in red and green tints, with various

coloured .birds nestling among the leaves ; this is

found repeated in groinings of this date ; beautiful

instances exist at Rochester Cathedral, in the
groining of the crypt, and in a piece of wall
painting in St. William's chapel in the same
cathedral, and under the canopy of the monument
of Aveline, Countess of Lancaster, in the choir of

Westminster Abbey. Various figures and devices

are found incorporated with foliage, in designs of

this description; at sometimes free and in com-
position with the foliage, at other times displaying,

within coloured medallions, the faces of men and
angels, full-length figures and emblems. The
groined ceiling of Adam de Orlton's chantry in

Winchester Cathedral exhibits on a straw-coloured
ground, among gr'?en foliage, with flowers, green
and blue medallions, in which are painted the
heads of angels surrounded by a nimbus : the
groining ribs have their mouldings marked in

various colours, and a running enrichment in a

chevron pattern is painted in red and black on the

centre moulding. The coloured mouldings of this

date are often powdered with rosettes, or similar

ornaments in red, black, or gold ; and it was not
unfrequent to cover with a sculptured diaper even
those mouldings that were intended to be painted.

Even at this period, however, when the tout
ensemble of Gothic edifices was perhaps more
gorgeously magnificent than at any other time,
the antiquarian will perceive a want Of that nicety

that distinguishes the work of a succeeding age.

To the fifteenth century may be ascribed the

perfection of a system of Polychromatic decora-
tion, which, if wanting somewhat in the striking

and original character of earlier work, exhibits art

acting under the influence of settled laws with
greater certainty of effect, a vast improvement in

technical skill, and more elaborate variety in the
designs. [The difference in the modes of painting
that prevailed during the decorated and perpen-
dicular periods, shows itself particularly in the
forms of the diapers, which, at the later date, are

more set, with a frequent uje of geometrical
patterns and greater minuteness in the colouring.]

We have as yet no modern restoration that ex-
hibits the full effect of coloured decoration as

applied in the fifteenth century.

It often happened that throughout the whole
interior of a church the materials were no where
discernible, [In Rochester Cathedral, even so far

back as in the work of the thirteenth century, the

Petworth marble columns have been entirely hid

with colour.] the walls were painted over with
historical subjects, arabesques, or inscriptions; the

ceiling one mass of colour and gilding ; the floor

paved throughout with encaustic tiles ; every

window' filled with stained glass ; the strings, the

cornices, with their enrichments, and the capitals

of the columns, brought out in red, green, and
gold ; the very form of the mouldings more clearly

marked by their enrichments ; and all the tints

that were diffused throughout the building concen-
trated in greater intensity and delicacy on the

screens and monuments, only to be surpassed in

gorgeousness by the precious ornaments of the
altar, rich in drapery, gold, and jewels.

Two methods ofenrichment appear to have been
used, in one of which colour was sparingly applied,

the fair stone of the groinings, wrought in many an
intricate pattern, or the mellow tint of the oak-
boarded ceilings, is merely heightened in effect by
gilded bosses on a vermillion ground, the various

mouldings picked out in colour, and the walls

adorned with monograms, or black and red letter

sentences; but in the more common practice of

the day, it was usual, where decorative painting

was introduced, to cover completely with colour,

and to the total concealment of the material, those

portions of a building that were thus adorned.

When the roofs were of wood, their ribs were
usually picked out in .various colours, plain or

relieved, and in early work the same member was
often painted in alternate colours, the corbels on
which they rested were sometimes, if moulded,

decorated as the ribs themselves ; if carved in

foliage, they were gilded ; and if in forms of

animal life, bearing shields, they were illuminated

in various colours, and the escutcheon charged

with the heraldic devices of the founders. The
bosses at the intersection of the ribs, when they are

not charged with arms, gilded, and commonly on

a red ground. The panels of the ceiling were
generally blue, variegated with gilt estoiles, or

sometimes having one large radiating star painted

therein, filling the whole compartment. [The
soffit of the canopy over Richard the Second's

tomb, in the Confessor's Chapel, in Westminster

Abbey, exhibits a gold ground diapered with

quatrefoils, &c., each compartment charged with a

pictorial subject. In that at the east end were

depicted two angels, supporting a shield bearing

the arms of Richard II. and his wife, Anne of

Bohemia. The two succeeding compartments are
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embellished with scriptural representations, and

tho fourth is similar to the first. All the figures,

though now much faded, have been painted in

bright colours ; the ribs between the several com-
partments are red and gold, and diapered.] In

late work, the boarding is sometimes without ribs,

painted in imitation of clouds ; in the case of

groined ceilings, the ribs and bosses follow the

same rule, but the spandrils are frequently dia-

pered.

Wall surfaces were generally of a hlue or red

tint; blue when forming a ground for pictorial

compositions, and more commonly red, when
unbroken large surfaces of any colour were in-

variably diapered, and generally in a deeper shade

of the same colour ; but the diapering is some-
times omitted when figures are introduced. [So

attached were the middle-age artists to the use of

diaper, that even works in metal, especially

effigies, are engraved all over in similar forms to

those on coloured surfaces. Nothing exhibits

their abhorrence of unbroken tints more forcibly

than the minute delicacy of their works in mosaic

and enamel.] All enriched work was painted in

contrasting colours, the surfaces red or green,

[Upon the monuments on the north side of the

choir of VYestminster Abbey, a sort of bistre colour

is made use of, as a counterchange for I'ed, in tha

panels round the tomb, in the cornices, and in the

series of quatrefoils for the display of arms on
Valence and Crouchback's -monuments. On Lord
Bouchiere's monument, beneath the screen of St.

Paul's Chapel, green appears in corresponding

situations.] with blue introduced for relief in

hollows, where the object sought was to give depth.

Small column shafts or beads were often painted in

a spiral curve, or barber's pole fashion, white and
black, white and red, red and black, or red and
blue ; small fillets were often white ; and all

bosses, crockets, finials, and prominent edges, gilt

;

and the whole powdered over with star-like flowers

or sprigs, gold or black if on a red ground, and
generally gold over all other eolours. [In King
Sebert's monument the faces of the pyramidal
canopies are more plainly coloured, and the faces

of the intervening pinnacles have their pilaster

faces gilt, relieved by green in the panels. _] The
octagonal bases of shafts often had their alternate

faces painted of different colours, and the various

cap and base mouldings picked out and gilded.

Strings usually had their plain surfaces and hollows

red or green, the bead often gilt, but the concave
parts of cornices, when enriched, were often blue.

[The very fine effect produced by the use of a very
iew colours may be judged by the screen in Edward
the Confessor's Chapel. The faces here have a red
ground, the soffits blue ; and over these universal

tints the gilded lacework of the tracery must have
shown to great advantage.] The favourite arrange-
ment seems to have been red, green, and gold ; but
when the series of mouldings, requiring to be dis-

tinguished by alternate colours, were deep, it was
often customary to give greater variety by using
different shades of the same colours, and which
were often placed adjacent to each other. The
same means was resorted to, when the very lim'.ted

number of positive colours, occasionally in the
intricacy of Gothic tracery, brought the faces of
two members, having the same colour, into contact
with each other.

(To be continued.)

MmUil Receipts.

To Remove Stainsfrom Floors.—For removing
spots of grease from boards, take equal parts of

fullers' earth and pearlash, a quarter of a pound of

each, and boil in a quart of soft water, and, while

hot, lay it on the greased parts, allowing it to

remain on them, for ten or twelve hours, after

which it may be scoured off with sand and water.

A floor much spotted with grease should be com-
pletely washed over with this mixture the day
before it is scoured. Fullers' earth and ox-gall

boiled together form a very powerful cleansing

mixture for floors or carpets. Spirits of turpen-
tine, rubbed for a short time forcibly on grease

spots, dissolve the grease in the floor, and make it

readily unite with pearlash or soap, with either of

which the parts should be afterwards washed.
Drops of tallow may be scraped off. Stains of ink,

dried in on floors, are difficult to eradicate.

Strong vinegar, or salts of lemon, will remove
them. Red wine stains on boards may be removed
by laying on them a strong solution of soda. If

this be not sufficient, tlie chloride of lime or

bleaching liquid, sold by chemists in half-pint

bottles, will remove them.

To Make Lithographic Crayons.—Pure wax
(first quality), four parts ; dry white tallow-soap,

two ; white tallow, two ; gum lac, two ; lamp
black, enough to make a dark tint, one; occa-

sionally copal varnish, one. The wax is to be

melted over a gentle fire, and the lac, broken to

bits, is then to be added by degrees, stirring all

the while with a spatula ; the soap is next intro-

duced in fine shavings ; and when the mixture of

these substances is very intimately accomplished,

the copal varnish, incorporated with the lamp
black, is poured in. The heat and agitation are

continued till the paste has acquired a suitable

consistence, which may be recognised by taking

out a little of it, letting it cool on a plate, and
trying its quality with a penknife. This composi-

tion, on being cut, should afford brittle slices

When ready, it is to be poured into a brass mould,
made of two semi-cylinders joined together by
clasps or rings, forming between them a cylindric

tube of the crayon size. The mould should be

previously smeared with a greasy cloth.

To Make Lithographic Ink.—Lithographic ink

is made as follows :—Take mastic in tears, 8 oz.,

shellac, 12 oz., Venice turpentine, 1 oi. Melt

these together, and add wax, 1 lb., tallow, 6 oz.

W^hen dissolved, add hard tallow-soap in shaving*,

6 oz. When the whole it combined, add lamp
black, 4 oz. Mix these ingredients well ; let the

mixture cool a little, and then pour it into moulds,

or on a slab, and when quite cold cut it into square

pieces for use.

It is confidently reported that Mr. Hudson will

shortly resign the chair of the Eastern Counties

Railway, and Mr. Waddington will take his place,

Mr. Peto being called in to take the deputy

chairmanship.
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The annual course of lectures on architecture at

the Royal Academy commenced on Thursday, the

4th ult. The Professor said that the object of

these lectures was to place before the students

those essential theoretical points whicli do not

present themselves prominently in professional

practice. At the outset, the student flattered him-

self that his time was to be spent in the study of

design, and the cultivation of the attractive graces

of the art ; but in the urgency of his office duties,

he soon found that little time was left for these

delights. Technical details demanded his atten-

tion, and what ought to be first became last. He
became appalled at the extent of the demands
upon his powers. He soon came to I'egard the

fine art as a thing secondarj' in importance, whilst

he learnt the truth that the urgency of office busi-

ness is indeed the urgency of daily bread, finding,

too, after all, his noble aspirations regarded by the

vulgar as vain enthusiasm.

Another contingency which would befal the stu-

dent, was the special preference which the master

under whom he studied might have for a particular

style. This the student followed, and to all else

became a bigot. Were the style mediisval, he felt

no excellence but in copying; if Greek, all else

was barbarism. He found, too, that he was sub-

ject to fashions iu architecture, which he must fol-

low, as he might those of dress, and unhesitatingly,

almost enthusiastically. The adoption of the

Egyptian style, and of the Greek M'ere such in-

stances. In the case of the latter, the taste was

signalised by complete misappropriation, and

every house was built to make-believe a hexastyle

Doric temple. The art had long wanted some

learned champion, %vho should take up the

cudgels of sound criticism, and battle for the

right.

Upon such rocks as these, then, the Professor

said, the student might sufier shipwreck, and

therefore what should be his means of safety?

How should we emancipate ourselves? It was

plain that if fashion were to be the arbiter, a doubt

would arise in the student's mind as to the true

dignity of his art. He might ask,—Is taste but a

fashion ?—How should he aspire, then, to think,

originally ? The answer should be found in these

and similar institutions.

The Professor then referred to the increased

advantages now within the reach of the student,

the difi^erent lectures and classes affording the

means of acquiring every branch of knowledge

;

and although, as he showed, they were not so

fortunate in this respect as the students in France,

yet as these were advantages which our prede-

cessors never had, present time ought to spare

something for the art. He also adverted to other

requisite qualifications, saying that the architect

should be a good workman, and distinguished by

dexterity of hand as well as of mind, and cited

Anaxagoras, who attributed the supremacy of man
as much to the powers of the hand as of the head.

He also related an anecdote of Rennie, who, having

repaired the wheel of a stage coach, in which he

and an aristocratic fellow-traveller had previously

been on colloquial terms, found himself, as a

workman, treated with great reserve and hauteur,

and described the amusing discomfiture of the

same traveller on finding next day that the most

honoured guest of the noble lord with whom he

had to dine, was his companion, the workman,
who now treated him with corresponding dis-

tance.

(To be continuodj)

ImU for Bcatoins tfje Ionic Folute*

{For Illustrations, seepage 144.)

Divide the height of the intended volute into

seven equal parts ; draw a line from the third divi

sion, and on it describe a circle for the eye of the

volute, whose diameter will be equal to one of the

parts ; draw the lozenge square, and in that draw

another, whose angles must touch the sides of the

lozenge square in the middle (see engraving). In

order to make the construction of the centre ap-

pear plain, we have shown it on a larger scale,

the clearness of which does not, we consider, re

quire a written description. The position of the

lower angle will, of course, depend whether the

volute is to be drawn from the right or left side

;

the engraving represents the left side ; if on the

right the position of the letter A must be reversed

to the right side of the centre dotted line, and

completed as given ; then place the leg of the

compass ot Pig. 1 and stretch the pencil to the

seventh division ; strike the quadrant A B, stopping

at the dotted line ; then from Fig. 2 strike the

quadrant B c ; from Fig. 3 strike the quadrant c d
;

from Fig 4, D K, and so on till the circle is touched

at tr, the volute will then be complete.
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Cj^e <E|)i:oiio!t>ptst.

The extension of the North British Railway

from Edinburgh to the St. Boswell's station is

expected to be opened on the lOtli proximo.

The monument erected at Carmarthen to the

memory of Picton is just completed. A ffrant of

£200, from the fund for " special service," has

been lately made to Mr. Edward William j^Lane,

the well-known author of the " Modern Egyptians,"

and of a vbry accurate translation of the "Arabian

Nights." It is said that a lady of the family of

a literary French ex-minister now in England is

translating " Jane Eyre " into French. There is

another importation of Assyrian sculptures now

unpacking in the British Museum. It consists

chiefly of bassi-rilievi, some pieces of which join

on to the slabs already deposited, and are con-

tinuations of the subjects already described—some

fine gigantic figures of the king and his cnpbearer,

admirably preserved, retaining! all the minute

ornaments on the embroidered robes—and another

large figure of the vulture-headed divinity, in

excellent condition. So beautiful are these speci-

mens, that they really ought to be protected by

glass. We may probably give a detailed account

whenjthey are unpacked.——Monday the 9th and

Tuesday the 10th of April are, we understand, the

days appointed by the Council ' of the Royal

Academy for the reception of pictures and other

works of Art intended for the Exhibition. Sir

Richard Westmacott, the Professor of Sculpture)

will commence his course of lectures to the stu-

dents of the Royal Academy on Monday, February

the 12th, and continue them on the five following

Mondays. The Professor of Painting, Mr. Leslie,

will deliver his course on Thursday, February the

15th, and the five following Thursdays. France

having at length succeeded in instituting a de facto

republic, is to have, after all, it seems, a symbolical

figure of the same. From a number of candidates

sent in, the Art-constituency have finally elected

one—granting honourable mention to two others.

Following the course adopted with regard to the

real republic, a variety of amendments and altera-

tions were suggested in the symbolical one. The

immortality of either the one or the other it were

dangerous to predicate. The French people are by

turns idolators and iconoclasts. At the Louvre

the Spanish Museum has been opened, under the

new arrangement which classes the works of Art

according to their schools and nations. A cor-

respondent of the Athenceum writes as follows :

—

"There is at Fir Grove, Weybridge, the residence

of Sir John Easthope, a fine copy of the celebrated

portrait of Jane of Arragon, by Rafael, the history

of which is curious. It belonged to the present

President of the French Republic, who asked Sir

John £5,000 for it,—assigning as a reason for this

enormous demand that ii was the original. H
affirmed that his uncle, the Emperor, had had it

copied—had hung the copy on the walls of the

Louvre—and had given the original to Queen

Hortense, his (the President's) mother, from whom
he inherited it. Sir John Easthope afterwards

bought the picture at the sale of Louis Napoleon's

effects, just before the celebrated debareation at

Boulogne. This is a remarkable specimen of Les

Idees 'Napoleoniennes' with regard to honesty

Did the prince really expect to turn his uncle's

fraud into hard cash ? Did he believe the story,

and think it a clever thing, and his own title as

against the French nation a good one?" A new
Educational Hospital, making the ninth in the

city, is about to be erected in Queensferry-road,

Edinburgh, Mr. Daniel Stewart having left

£90,000 for the purpose. A new and beautiful

edition of the works of Beethoven has just appeared

at Vienna; it consists of fifty-six volumes and

4,500 pages of music. The Hampton Court

branch of the London and South-Western Railway

will be opened for passengers on the 1st of Feb
ruary. It is expected to prove a very lucrative

line, as, according to the Government return,

about 500,000 persons visit Hampton Court

annually. There will be five trains run each way
daily.——The railway commissioners have ap

proved of the proposal of Mr. W. Harding,

Secretary to the London and South-Western Rail-

way, consisting of a scries of footboards and hold-

fasts along the extent of the train, by means of

which, in the event of accident, the guards may
communicate with either engine drivers or passen

gers. The Nottingham Mercury states that an

important invention in the manufacture of lace is

just about to be introduced there, by which colours

can be thrown into the fabric, and all the small

beams dispensed with, now applied to the ma-
chines, as well as the pieces being extended to

three or four times their present length. Mr.

Robert Cadell, of Edinburgii, who, for the last

thirty years, held a very prominent situation as

bookseller and publisher, but chiefly in connection

with the works of Sir Walter Scott, died on the

20th instant, at his seat, near Edinburgh. rThe

Society of Antiquaries met on the 11th of January,

H. Hallam, Esq., V.P,, in the chair. Mr. A. Taylor

sent a map for exhibition, showing the boundaries

which he assigned in his paper, read before the

holidays, to Roman London.
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^^rms wtti in fitcfjitcctural antr

3tnlerior Becoratton, $^t.

(Continued from page 138.^

ICEHOtrsB. A subterraneous apartment for

preserving ice during the summer. The best

situation for an iceliouse is in a chalky or a loose

gravelly soil, on a declivity, where a cavity is dug

in the form of an inverted cone, and, when the

nature of the soil requires it, accompanied with a

drain, which may conduct the waste water into a

well,

ICHNOGRAPHY. The transverse section of a

building, which represents the circumference of

the whole edifice, the different rooms and apart-

ments, with the thickness of the walls ; the dimen-

sions and situation of the doors, windows, chim-

neys, the projection of columns, and everything

that could be seen in such a section, if really made

in a building.

IcosHA'DERON. A regular body, consisting of

twenty triangular pyramids of equal height and

bases, their vertexes meeting in the centre of a

isphere, which is supposed to circumscribe it.

Incrusted Moulding. A moulding used in

Saxon architecture.

Impetus.. The span of a building, arch,

roof, &c.

I Impluvium. The central part of the court,

'amongst the Romans, which was uncovered, and

jthe breadth of which was never less than a quarter,

or more than a third, of that of the Atrium.

I

Impost. The layer of stone which crowns a

door-post or pier, and which supports an arcade,

&c. It generally projects, and is ornamented

with mouldings.

Inbond Jambstonb.
joint of an aperture.

A bondstone laid in the

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

Tubs.—Royal Institution, 3, p.m.—Mr. Carpen-
ter " On Palseontology."

Wed.—Geological, half-past 8.—Society of Arts,

8, P.M.

Thurs.—Antiquaries, 8.—Royal, half-past 8.—
Zoological, 3—General Business.—Royal
Institution, 3—Dr. Gull " On Physiology
of Digestion."—Royal Academy, 8—Ar-
chitecture.

Fri.—Archaeological Institute, 4.—Royal Institu-

tion, half-past 8— Prof. Brande "On the
Theory and Practice of the Production of
Light."—Botanical, 8.

Sat.—Asiatic, 2.—Royal Institution, 3—Prof,

Brande " On Chemical Philosophy."

(To be continued.)

^0 QtoxxmvontimU, ^c,

NOTICE.

On Thursday, Feb. 1st, will be published,

Part I of

Ef^t ^oot Qi (BmamtnM aiiti iSarlg

iBnglisf) .aip^atids,

A Iso emiracing Corners and Initial Letters.

To be printed in -colours, and stitched in a neat

wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly.

Office, 17, Holywell street, Strand.

" Constant Reader" {Glasgozo.)—We refer you
to No. 85, page 83.

" Blucher" (Oxford.)—Accepted with thanJcs.

We shall also he obliged to you for your other of-

fer. Vol. IV. will be completed in twenty-six

numbers, fourteen of which are now out.

" W. Q."— Use its own numerals.

"J. Qreet," {Leamington.)—We shall use the

Article sent, and also that on " Porcelaine as

applied to Inscriptive Art."

" Quiz," {Brighton.)— Wait a little longer—
the cause of complaint will soon cease to exist.—
The alphabet shall be used at an early opportunity.

"S. H. D.," {Hertford.)—Your letter shall

receive due attention.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, §-c., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holyioell-

street. Strand, London."— We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us toith local information

connected loith lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Part 22 is now ready, Price lOd.

*^* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.
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Mnmmn in iSnglisf)

OES it not appeaj-

remarkable that in the year 1849, "we should

be entirely wi'thout a gallery, museum, or pub-

lic collection of any kind of our own national

antiquities, containing specimens not only of

all the successive styles of Gothic architecture

in this country, but also of contemporary pro-

ductions in other [branches of Art. Several

hints have been throvpn out of late in regard

to such [desideratum
; yet, obvious as are its

advantages, there is little or no prospect of its

being supplied. Nay, it is both disheartening

and mortifying to find that the idea of forming

such a collection has been rejected in a quarter

where it might have been taken with the great-

est facility and at the same time with the

greates t prcfrietylt appears that aboutjsix

years ago Mr. Lamb, the architect, addressed a

letter to the trustees of the British Museum,

earnestly but respectfully urging how highly

desirable it was that specimens of Anglo- Go-

thic antiquities should be introduced into their

building, and how eminently instructive, as

well as interesting, such studies would prove,

both to professional men and the public. This

however, produced no more than a brief and

formal official reply from the secretary, pur-

porting that the trustees were not prepared to

recommend her Majesty's Government to pro-

vide in the Museum for any additional collec

tion of the kind suggested. This, of course,

quite shut—and not only shut, but bolted—the

door against anything further on the subject,

Whether it received anything like due consi-

dei-ation at ail is exceedingly doubtful, the se-

cretary's reply being dated only ten daysaft er

the letter addressed to the trustees,—a very

brief interval, not, indeed, for an answer, but

for a final one in a matter calling for deliberate

consultation upon it. No doubt it was un

lucky that the author of the scheme 'did not

bethink him of obtaining the signatures of

some of his professional colleagues, and other

individuals known to the pubhc by what they

have done for promoting the study of Gothic

architecture and its history. A score of such

names, including among them some of the

principal members of the Institute, could

hardly have failed to command a degree of at-

tention not likely to be given to what proceeded

from a single individual. In matters of the

kind it requires that a good hearty push should

be made in order to overcome the vis inerice that

will not yield to the gentle "tap-taps" of mere

hints and suggestions. In all probability the

trustees themselves are perfectly indifferent

towards a class of antiquities for which no

provision is made in the Museum, and which,

having been so long unrepresented there, they

mayg think ought to be neither looked for nor

desired.

Nevertheless, their own indifierence might

have given way to other considerations, had

they had sufficient reason to suppose there

existed a general demand for a collection of the

kind suggested being added to those already

formed in the Museum. They would probably

then have thought fit to express their readines^
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to recommend the matter to her Majesty's Go-

vernment, leaving this last to take upon itself

the ungraciousness of refusal. It may be said

that the public have no occasion for examining

models and casts when they can behold the

buildings themselves: the reply to -which is

(that ^the information and habit of observation

acquired from such representations qualify

theni for taking greater interest in, and bestow-

ing more earnest attention upon, actual pro-

ductions of architecture. Besides which, a

collection of the kind would possess the great

advantage of aifording direct comparison |of

edifices situated widely apart from each other;

of becoming acquainted with many that are

not to be seen without distant travelling, and

by travellers perhaps only once in their lives.

prcffsscr ®Mktull*& %tct\ixm on

^xcUttttiixt,

(Continued from page 148J

The professor then made observations of a

similar tendency to some in a previous course,

on the influence which was to be attributed to

painters^ condemning, in the words of Phili-

bert de I'Orme, the " pretty drawings" in

which Eerial effects, [and efforts 'foreign to the

art of architecture, were discernible. He said

that the picturesque had been a characteristic

of all the arts of "the revival;" but in all

cases, whichever art was prominent, the others

were drawn towards it. For example, Greek

art was sculpturesque, Egyptian art architec-

tonic. This we should do well to bear in

mind; and the greatest conceptions of our art

had unquestionably been when architectonic

art was paramount, and of opposite character,

when following the treatment of painting and

sculpture. In speaking of drawing, [the pro

fessor conveyed the impression, that he did not

esteem it of the engrossing importance some

times claimed for it. Wren spoke of perspec

tive, but it did not appear that he was a great

draughtsman ;"^but on his works might be in-

scribed, numero, pondere, mensura. Amongst
the French architects, who had devoted much
time by delineation, and amongst them great

^skiU was to be found, the higher qualities of

design is believed were impaired, whilst he

had noticed that the architect of the Hotel de

Ville was inferior as a draughtsman In ttie

present day, we found the great number of our

resources was being continually augmented,

and calling for fresh adaptation of means to an

end; but the Ejjt in its principles was ever un-

changeable

Finally, in words which we must give verba-

tim, the professor said,— I congratulate you on

the choice of a°"profession so entirely that of a

gentleman; for as my German friends truly

say " no man can be a thorough gentleman

unless he has something of the artist in him;

and no man can be a thorough artist unless he

is (in mind asd eharacter at least) a thorough

gentleman."'

I congratulate you because in this art and

science are comprehended all the supremacy and

all the faculties of our nature, and all the pri-

vileges of the lord of the creation ; for all in-

tellectual rank and authority are accorded to

him, and all the conquests of the artificer man
are his enjoyments,—the whole field of science,

exact and natural, are open to his investigation,

and explained and tested by him. As a thinker

and as a workman, he finds the fullest enjoy,

ment, and an ever fresh pursuit,—he is inca

pable of tedium, languor, or ennui. His asso.

ciations are amongst the gifted, the virtuous,

and the diligent ; with them and from them he

is ever learning " wisdom and understanding

and knowledge," like Bezaleel or Hiram. He
stands before princes, as their counsellor and

confidential friend, and holds their purse

strings ; and he takes by the hand the humblest

artificer. 'As entrusted and endowed with so

many talents and privileges, he is their ap

pointed arbiter, and establishes' justice and

judgment and equity between the little and

great; and thus discharging them with fidelity

and modesty and skill, he becomes the key

stone of the social arch, and binds all the spe

culative and industrial classes together in* a

mutual support.

Curious Invention.—Mr. Coupland, of Skel-

lingthorpe, near Lincoln, has just produced a very

curious invention for the purpose of preventing

the strong glare of the sun's light being thrown

upon windows which front the south. It is both

ingenious and useful. . ; . ,
•
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<©fis(t;battons on t|ic ^olgcijromatic

ISecoratton c( tf)t MOiW ^s^s.

(Continued from page 147.)

Diapers were of several kinds; that most

commonly met with extends itself over large

surfaces, in a running pattern often executed in

a deeper shade of the ground colour. [There

is a variety of this kind of diaper that may,

perhaps, with more propriety, be termed ara-

besque. Such is shown in the groined canopy

over the tomb of Aveline, Countess of Lan-

caster : there we see an entwining pattern of

vine leaves and fruit; the fruit and sprigs red,

and the leaves green. The ground shews a

straw colour, perhaps originally gilded.] A
second form, perhaps better understood by the

word, powdering, scatters over the ground a

profusion of small sprigs or flowers, generally

black or gold. The diaper of a wall sometimes

consists of nothing more than the '.founder's

initials, the monogram I. H. C, or like de-

vices in red, geometrically arranged upon an unco-

loured ground, that is, a ground which has no

other colour but tlie prevailing tint of the building.

[Tbe forms of diapered euricbment are as varied as

the fancy of the artists, and not always beautiful.'

Greater variety than can be found on architectural

members are met witli in many of the painted

effigies, and of great beauty.]

The plain faces of buttresses and pinnacles, and

small running bands, are often ornamented with a

pattern in two colours; sometimes simple, and ex-

tending itself over the whole surface. The pre-

vailing tint for this ornament is white and black,

or white with the prevaiiling ground. It seems to

have been the Aim of the Gothic artists to avoid as

much as possible creating spaces of a^ingle colour;

ifor the smallest mouldings are generally powdered

with red, black, or gold sprigs.

The use of diaper is to supply the place of mid-

dle tints, the introduction of which destroys the

brilliancy, and interferes with the keeping of Po-

lychromatic painting. A mass of colour, of what-

iever weight, may be enriched by a judicious use of

diaper. A great deal of the beauty and freshness

of the ancient mode of painting is referrable to the

pigments that they made use of, and the way in

iwhich they were mixed and applied. The colours

used in Polychromy were few and simple, but of a

Substantial and permanent character ; the ochres,

red lead and vermilion, azure or cobalt, two or

three shades of green, with black and white, com-

prise nearly the whole of their chromatic scale. In

pictorial compositions a wider range was allowed,

and compound and neutral tints will frequently be

met with.

As far as can be ascertained, very similar men-
strua were used to liquify the pigments employed,

both in the classic and middle ages. Painting on

plaster was practised at both periods ; but it is ex-

ceedingly doubtful whether fresco, properly so

called, was used to any extent in Europe prior to

its recorded introduction in Italy. Wax , with the

volatile oils, and resin appear io have been the ge-

neral media; and perhaps the paintings executed

in wax may so far be called encaustic, as that term

applies to bringing out the wax by means of heat,

after the paintsng is done.

A very considerable proportion of the remains of

mediaeval colouring appear to have been executed

with turpentine and resin, more particularly those

that exhibit, after the lapse of ages, much of their

ancient brilliancy, and adhere with tolerable tena^

nacity to the surface jiainted on. Wax dissolved in

gum water may also have been employed, as gum
was much used for a similar purpose in the middle

ages. Ancient paintings executed with honey and

wax, possess a high degree of durability; and this

method was much in favour among the Grecian

artists ; but its use in the middle ages, is only con-

jectural.

Many discussions have taken place as.to the date

of the tESe of oil in wall painting, many people

contending that it was not known until introduced

in the fifteenth century, by John ab Eyck ; but it

is evident this opinion is incorrect, and that it was

known as early as 1239. But it does not appear

to have been generally used until the fifteenth cen-

tury. It might have been considered an experi-

ment, which the mediaeval artists were cautious of

trying, knowing, by experience, the completeness

of their old system.

(To be continued.)

Mediaeval Remains.—The original floor of the

ancient refectory at Durham has been discovered

About a foot and a half below the joists was an

uniform surface of rubbish, on removing a portion

of which, to the depth of about three feet, the

-workmen struck upon the floor of the ancient

refectory. It is composed of plain red encaustic

tiles, about ten inches square, and of much
rougher composition than is now deemed re-

quisite.
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GOTHIC FINIAL ON DOORWAY AT THE INTERIOa ENTRANCE OF CLEEVE COURT.
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ALPHABET OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY.
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We are indebted to the Art Journal for tTie

following extracts from a lecture delivered by Mr.

Townsend to the pupils of the School of Design at

Somerset House, "On the Structure and Ex-

pression of the Human Head."

" Principles deduced from the structure of man,

and the comparative anatomy of animals, lay a

foundation for studying the influence of the mind

on the body." Such is the correct remark of Sir

Charles Bell. Anatomical knowledge, then, is to

be followed up by the reflective application of the

facts it conveys. If, however, artists rest content

with the names and uses of the superficial muscles,

and (what is still more noticeable) with a super-

ficial examination of the bones, there will be indeed

but a trifling result. Yet such is the end chiefly

proposed in most of the treatises addressed, spe-

cially, to the students of Art ! In the every-day

occupations of many who now hear me, there are

j

numbers whose professional employment often

jCO^sists in making carved or painted, heraldic or

limitative, representations of the animal creation ;

and he who has never seen a portion of the interna]

(Structure, has to puzzle himself over the delinea-

tion, or the modelling of the beaks, muzzles,

joints, or claws of ariimals^ whereas, the knowledge

of the leading featufes of organisation would have

j

instantly guided to a grasp of their true charac-

jteristics. Let me, therefore, hope that you will

enter, with zeal, on the cultivation of researches

that will guide the hand, without imposing fetters

upon its liberty. Rememljer the mae jaaxim of

the poet;:

—

"iG!6Baus,^gain correct with science sage!"

Study with care those minutest varieties of inter-

nal structure which in so many parts, directly or

indirectly, influence the external conformation of

the human body ; question your minds as to the

relations between mental emotions and the phy-

sical manifestations that attend them ; and if fon
find your information deficient, many are the

authorities and aids which the Library and Mu-
seum of Casts place within your reach, lu the

latter I may remind you that you have not alone

an extensive collection of anatomical plates, but
the skeleton and numerous casts of dissected

muscles of the human structure and of the inferior

animals. Still more would I advise you, wherever

it may be in your power, to follow the means
resorted to by some of the wisest of our prede-

cessors, and to imitate their zeal in making even

dissections of animals. Let it be a great point to

institute a careful distinction'^of tendon from the

muscular fibrcSj-siarking the direction of the latter

in the state ftf repose or death, arid alsp expe-

rimenting on the course of their contractions in

the living subject. Moreover., it taay be borne in

mind that :m.uch living interpretation of the

mysteries disclosed by anatomy can be sought suc-,

cessfully in the physiognomic expressions of

grimace, or even of disease ; that the mind of the

truly observant artist exercises the knowledge he

has acquired even when at a distance from the

precincts of his studio ; and that, in all his ram-

bles, the passengers in the streets and the beasts in

the field are ever undergoing the all-bat-uncon-

scious yet treasuring " speculation" of his eye.

And if, with the- consideration of man'% pecu-

liarities, we connect all those hints to be derived

from the careful investigation of the habits and

structure of inferior animals, how much greater

the range of mental vision over the domains of

Expression, and how ricli the treasure to be

gathered thence for the true philosophy of Art

!

And, lest it should be supposed that I am forget-

ful of the main purposes of this institution, I

would argue that in Anatomy,—thereby gaining

some insight into the organisation of all animals,

—

students of Ornamental Design are even more.

interested than many " artists.'' Of this, when I

have hereafter placed certain facts before you,

there will appear many convincing proofs.

There is at hand an appropriate diagram, which

prompts me to ofier at once a single instance. We
will regard, then, for:^ moment, this diagram. [A

view of the cartilages of the larynx, tihe muscles of

the neck, &c., which, vrath numerous other dia^

frams, mere exhibited at the lecture.] Sei'e the

head is thrown back so as to display the base of the

jaw, and the full front &-tructure of the machinery

of the neck. Now, let us consider Shis in

relation to Ornamental Sculpture. "Low relief"

is accomplished by very insensible gradations of

light and shade, caused by the most trifling

variation of surface; combining, however, among

its simple projections the highest lights, half tints,

reflections, and shadows. Hence, the slightest

scraping of the tool, the merest indentation of the

surface, may be pregnant with meaning. This can

all be reudered, it is true, by the power of un-

assisted observatiQii ; but who will say that such

observation would not be guided to more instanta-

neous and accurate perceptions by a knowledge of

the exact anatomic causea influencing such minute

varieties of surface? Let us suppose that such

work of Art emhodies a figure of small size, and
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that this flat relief is in the hands of a silver

chaser, who has to render, with exact understand-

ing, the most evanescent touches resulting from

the sculptor's feeling in the original model. Before

reaching his hands the work will already have been

cast in the precious metal ; and it just depends on

the previous knowledge of the ehaser ; whether his

further translation of the original shall be simply

a peu 2}i'6S, a "sufficiently fair" transcript, or a

most faithful copy. Think, then, of his having to

work out the expression of such complicated

machinery as this ! Here we have the succession

of parts composing the Larynx, or windpipe ; the

depression marking the position of the Os Hyoides;

this projection, the Pomum Adami,Viii\\. its V~like

marking on the upper surface ; and again we see

.on each side the various muscles by which this

j

respiratory tube is elevated or depressed in the

j multitudinous eiForts connected with respiration

and deglutition, and those which move the head in

jits various actions. Depend on it, that although

few but a practical anatomist could fully appre-

ciate, when executed, the exactitude with which

!the imitation resembled nature, yet that anatomic

truth rendered with artistic skill is never wasted

even on the least learned eye

!

{To he continwd.)

To take Impressions of Medals.—This may be

of use to those who wish to preserve good speci-

mens of fine draughts of curious medals, especially

as it is easily executed, and with but a trifling

expense. One way is as follows :—Take isinglass,

and breaking it in pieces, dissolve as much of it as

is necessary over the fire in a quantity of water

sufficient only to cover it, taking care to keep it

stirring till the whole is dissolved. This done,

with a hair- brush, stroke some of the glue over

the medals the impressions of which you would

take, after placing them as horizontally as you can,

and when you have covered them perfectly all over,

let them lie till the glue is hardened; and after-

wards, with the point of a pin, or needle, raise the

edge of the glue from each medal, and the whole

impression of the medal in glue will fly off as hard

as a horn, with all the fine sharpness of the medal

as it was struck. This glue may be made of any

tint by mixing the colour in the water the glue is

boiled in. Th6 impression must be dried imme-

diately, but very regularly, and not in a hot sun.

nor in any damp place. If isinglass is used,

without any colour mixed with the water, as soon

as the impression from the medals is taken, breathe

gently on the concave side of them, and then lay

them upon the thickest sort of leafgold, which will

stick to them ; and by shining through the isin-

glass will appear like a gold medal : but to imitate

a copper medal, carmine should be mixed with the

water in which the isinglass is dissolved. Al-

though water may do very well for dissolving the

isinglass in for this purpose, yet brandy or spirit of

wine will give the glue a much greater strength, so

as not to be subject to soften in a damp air.

To take the Impression of large Medals.—First

rub the medals gently over with "a tuft of fine

cotton moistened or greased with sweet oil ; then

having some melted brimstone, enough to cover

the medal half an inch thick, put a hoop of card-

paper round the edge of it, and pour the melted

brimstone on it, but not too hot ; as soon as it is

fixed and . hardened. take„off the hoop of paper,

and the impression on the brimstone will come

clean from the medal, which shall serve for a

sharp and correct mould, wherein you may cast

another with plaster of Paris. But brimstone

should not^ be used on silver medals, because it

will effectually change their colour. Therefore, to

take silver medals off, bind them round, after

oiling them, with a hoop of some stiff paper, as

before, and mixing a little plaster of Paris with

water, fill the hoop with' it; then immediately fill

the case in a sprinkling manner with the same

plaster, till| it hardens ; and when it turns dry,

take it off from the medals. But from those

moulds cast in brimstone that are concave, you

must again cast such medals in plaster of Paris,

and they will be convex, oiling the mould and

using the plaster of Paris as before. By this

method any medal or fine bas-relielmay be taken

with great exactness, even so as to form medals

jfrom them in any sort of metal.

A Method of MaMng Meglyp.—To each pint of

cold drawn linseed oil purified by exposure to sun

light for a few months, add one ounce of powdered

sugar of lead
;
place the jar in a sand bath, and

boil over a clear fire, stirring until the sugar of

lead is dissolved. Two parts of this boiled oil to

three of mastic varnish, produces a meglyp that

works well and does not separate, although it will

not dry quite so rapidly as some that is prepared

by the colour makers, yet quite sufficiently so for

the safety of any work. It is a great improvement

to put it into collapsible tubes as soon as made.
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Cftms u^e'a in Architectural anti

Interior Bcccra tion, ^c.

( Continued from page 150J

Inch. The twelfth part of a foot.

Incertum. a term by which Vitruvius de-
signates a mode of building-, which consisted of

Ismail rough stones and mortar. Chandler is mis-
taken in giving the name of incertum to walls

constructed of hexagonal and pentagonal stones

without mortar.

Inclination. The mutual approach of a line

to a plane, or of two planes to each other.

Inclined Plane. The inclined plane is one
of the mechanical powers, and is not only used to

assist in raising ponderous bodies of immense
magnitude, to elevations to which thsy could

scarcely be raised by any other way ; but also the

natural declivities of hills are frequently made to

serve the purpose of the quick conveyance of coals,

timber, or other articles, to a considerable dis-

tance, without the aid of horses. The most re-

markable work of this kind is the Slide, or

inclined plane, of Alpnach, in TJnderwalden, in

Switzerland.

Incrustation. Inlaying. Anything, such
as mosaic, scagliola, &c. applied with mortar, or
with mastic, or with cramps, to incisions that have
jbeen made for its reception. The lining or coating

I

of a wall, either with glossy stones, rustics, marble,
potter^', or stucco work ; and that either equally or
in panels and compartments.

Indefinite. A line, &c. which has but one
extreme, which may be produced infinitely in a
direction opposite to this extreme.

Indented. Toothed together.

Indian Rubber. A substance produced from
a tree in Cayenne and South America, called the
syringa tree. It is most abundant in rainy weather,
when it oozes in a milky form from incisions made
in the tree, and acquires the consistence, which it

has when we get it, merely by exposure to the air.

The colour is given to it by exposing it to the

smoke of burning vegetables.

Ikourati ng. Any thing which hardens ano-
ther.

Ionic Order. The Ionic, next to the Doric,

was the oldest order amongst the Greeks. It

originated amongst the Ionic colonies of the Lesser

Asia, and is more delicate and graceful than the

Doric, and yet has more majesty than the Co-
rinthian. The column is fluted with twenty-four

channels. The abacus of its capital is scooped on
the side, and the chief ornament of the capital is

its two spiral volutes. It is supported by the

echinus moulding, sculptured with the egg-and-

tongue, and borrowed above and below by a

headed astragal. The base consists of a torus and

two scotise, separated by astragals, and resting ou

a square plinth. But the most favourite base used

with this order, both by the ancients and moderns,

was the attic. The cornice is in general much
divided by moulding and dental bands. In most

of the Asiatic remains the frieze is found wanting.

A longer description will be found in our archi-

tectural series, with copious illustratious.

Insulae Column.
itself.

A column standing by

Intaglio.

on it.

Anything with figures in relief

Intercepted Axis. A term in conic sections

;

it is that part of the diameter of a curve line com-
prehended between the vertex and the ordinate ;

it is also called absicssa and apscis, or apsis, and

forms an arch of a peculiar kind, appropriated to

the canopy of a kingly or an ecclesiastical throne,

and to vaults in churches.

(I'o be continued.)
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S^e ^rijwnoigiJist

At TJpleatham Hali, one of the Earl of Zetland's

seats in Yorkshire, there have been laid down 900

feet of glass wgter pipes, forming the longest line

of glass tubes in England.——A curious match is

about to take place, at Blackburn, for a sum of

money, to test the relative excellence of two

patented improvements in power looms. A number

of looms of each kind are to be worked side by

side, and the quantity and quality of the cloth

produced will decide the wager. The King of

Prussia has conferred on M. Guizot, member of

the French Academy, the Order of Merit for the

Arts and Sciences. The Rhenish Democrat

states that a gigantic project, the construction of a

canal between Kiel and the mouth of the Elbe,

connecting the Baltic with the North Sea, is

seriously contemplated. A bronze statue of the

late Lord Chief Justice Tindalis about to be placed

in the open space in front of the Shire Hall at

Chelmsford, Essex, of which town his lordship was

a native. The vessel Charles Brownioell, from

Valparaiso, arrived at Liverpool last week, and

has brought gold bars to the value of £15,000

from California. The inauguration of Mr.

Macaulay, as Lord ,;Rector of Glasgow University,

has been postponed by the authorities till April.

—Mr. Andrew Kinloch, the first man who ever

weaved at a power loom, died in Manchester a few

days since, having reached his ninetieth year.

The curious and interesting process, but seldom

resorted to, of drawing sloping walls . back to the

perpendicular by means of iron rods heated and

thus lengthened, and then screwed up to the outer

Side of the wall, cooled again, and thus shortened,

pullingi^the declining wall back to the perpen-

dicular, has just been carried out on the walls of

Barrow Church, which were more than a foot out

of the perpendicular. They were also underpinned

with what was regarded as a firm foundation.

Other restorations and improvements have here

been efiected, both externally and internally,

including a Aew open timber chancel roof of high

pitch, with grey tiles, and new gables, above, and

a solid body of concrete thrown in around the

building below. Carved stalls, encaustic tiles,

painted window glass, and other ornamental work

have also iDeeh partially made use of in the

restorations, which do not yet include the nave

and other parts of this edifice. The Paris papers

report the death., in that capital, of M. Tastu, the

well-known librarian of Siainte Genevieve.

Captain Huish has proposed a plan for making the

railway stations circulating libraries and the car-

riages reading rooms. Mr. Huish's scheme is a

graft upon the [undertaking of the Mesrs. Smith.

These several circulating libraries are to be the

integral parts of one great establishment ; and the

passisnger is to have the power of selecting a book
at any stall, paying the price thereof, and after

travelling any distance on the railway (where his

journey terminates), delivering it at the station,

and receiving back the value less a trifle for a

perusal. Captain Huish is the direotor general of

the London and North- Western Railway—and his

plan contemplates that particular line. It will

soon, however, be imitated ou the others of its

machinery be found to work successfully. The
monument erected at Carmarthen to the memory
Picton is at last completed. According to the

Cambrian, which terms it a monument of bad
management, it is a clumsy disprOportioned

pyramid, manifesting by the rapid tapering of the

shaft that the cash of the managers was exhausted,

or that the builder was tired of his job. At the

base run out four promontories, from each of

which a large cannon, with feeble carriage, frowns

on passengers as they approach what they may
mistake for the chimney of a manufactory.

The project of a Vernon Testimonial, to which we
have already alluded, is about to be carried into

substantial efioct. A meeting of the committee

appointed for the purpose—in which we see the

names of Lords Northampton and Colborne, Sir R.

Peel, Vice-Chancellor Wigram, Sir George Staun-

ton, Sir John Swinburne, the Dean of Westminster,

and thirteen Royal Academicians—took place

last week at Messrs. Colnaghi's house. From
Edinburgh, we are informed of the death of one

of Scotland's most eminent amateur artists—Sir

James Stuart of Alanbank. He was well known in

the artistic world by his spirited and characteristic

sketches and etchings—more particularly of ca-

valry skirmishes. Himself originally a savalry

officer, to his professional acquaintance with the

subjects on vi'hich he treated were owing the truth

and beauty with which the action of the horse or

the military manoeuvre were rendered by his

pencil. A cylinder, 95 inches in diameter and

10 feet stroke, has been cast at the Novelty Works.

No less than 25,000 lbs. of molten iron were used

for the casting, which, when finished, will be

about 20,000 lbs. This is, probably, the largest

and heaviest casting of the kind ever made ; and

is for the first of CoUins's line of sea steamers.

In Paris, a commission has been appointed for the

purpose of taking measures for appropriating the

Palais National for the next exhibition of paintings

and sculpture by living artists.
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Cj^e Houbre.

The Minister of Public Works, M. Vivien, has

prepared an elaborate report of the present con-

dition of the Louvre, for necessary repairs and

embellishments, as well as opening other saloons.

The sum required for the present year is 200,000

francs, ond 1,800,000 for the following oue. The

report is at considerable, length; the principal fea-

tures being—1st, The entire reconstruction of the

roof of the grand gallery, to admit the light from

the top, and to close the side windows. Secondly

to re-decorate and alter the disposition of the

Grand Salon, and the Salon des Sept Cheminees.

Thirdly, the entire reparation of the Gallery of

Apollo. In the budget for the present year, the

first item is calculated to cause an expenditure of

160,000 Irancs. The re-decoration of the Grand

Salon is estimated at 600.000 francs; the Salon

des Sept Cheminees is set down at 400,000 francs ;

and finally, the expenses calculated to restore the

Gallery of Apollo at a million of francs. In con-

sequence of this report, a commission was nomi-

nated to consider the proposition, and on its meet-

ing, in the Hall of the Institute, most of the dis-

tingushed artists of Paris were present. The plan

given by M. Dubau, the architect, was the subject

of a very learned discussion. The style of orna-

mentation especially vi'as investigated. M. Ingres

proposed a red ground, with very rich decorative

details; his opinion was strongly enforced by

Messrs. Drolling and Horace Vernet. M. Dela-

croix suggested a more sober colour as the ground,

with very slight ornament.

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

MoN.—British Architects, 8, p.m.—Pathological,
8.—Chemical, 8.—Royal Institution,2—
Monthly Meeting.

Tubs.—Royal Institution, 3,—p.m.—Mr. Carpen-

ter, 'On Palseontology.'—Linean, 8.

—

Institution of Civil Engineers, 8.—R. B.

Grantham, , M. Inst. C.E. On thij Abat-

toirs of Paris.,

WED.Society of Arts, 8.—Mr. Highton 'Onim-
provements;inElec.tric Telegraphs and new

plans for Printing by Electricity.'

Thuks.—Antiquaries, 8.—Royal Society of Lite-

rature, 4.—Royal, half- past 8.—Royal In-

stitution, 3.—Dr. Gull ' On Physiology of

Digestion.'—Royal Academy, 8.—Archi-

tecture.

Fei.—Astronomical, 3.—Philological, 8.—Royal
Institution, half- past 8.—Prof. Owen 'On

the Nature of Limbs.

Sat.—Royal Institution, 3.—Frof. Brande 'On
Chemical Philosophy.

Co dOTusjpontrents, ^t*

On April the 1st, will be published. Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing how to hold the Pencil, and general rules

for Drawing Ornamental Foliage, with

a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.

NOTICE.

On Thursday, Feb. 1st, was published,

Part I OP

€$e 5i3oolt Of (©rnamfittal sntJ 3Baxl^

A Iso embracing Corners and Initial Letters.

To be printed in colours, and stitched in a neat

wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly.

Office, 17, Holywell- street, Strand.

" Felix," (Leamington.)—Indian ink is the

medium by which it is effected.

"J. Thompson," {Liverpool.)—Place the mus-

lin in a strong .solution of double size ; then wring

it out and strain it on theframe.

Other Corresjjondents next week.

*^^Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes , will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Communications, Books for Revieio, Specimens

of Inventions, §-c., to be addressed to "the ^Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street, Strand, London.''—We shall at all times

he extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics,

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

Part 22 is now ready. Price lOd.

t* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.
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©n %\Q% 55atr(^, mti Clj^iarosciito.

LTHOUGH the

distinction between "light and shade" and

" light and dark" may at first sight appear a

slight one, it is, notwithstanding, a real and

useful one ; light and dark being the two ab-

stract terms, the one active and positive,—the

other passive and negative; but neither of

which, at their abstract maximum, are inciden-

tal to our system; our light and shade being

offsets and modifications only of their abstract

principles, which though they exist, never

reach us in their primitive force. Thus one

colour—say blue,—is darker than another—say

red; and darker still than yellow: but it would

be improper to say that blue is shadier than

yellow, or black more shady than white, though

both one and the other are darker.

Now, though—for want of a secondary term

for light, to answer the same purpose that shade

does for dark—we cannot say that one part of

a picture may be light without being light;

yet another part of a picture may be readily

understood to be dark, without being shade.

This light and shade, in which is involved

the whole of drawing and form, added to that

light and dark, which is thus latent in colour

—constitutes the whole range of material for

producing expression, from the simple to the

terrible, that is discoverable by the visual or-

gan throughout nature, or indeed that visible

nature can convey to our perceptions.

The first of these ^ light and shade) is coin-

cident, and it may be said, coeval with form

;

and, pictorially speaking, cannot be separated

from it ; the only difference being, that in na-

ture light and shade is the result of, and un-

controlled by, form; and in Art form is the

result of, and is controlled by, light and shade.

This part of the art is as much a matter of

easy mechanism as drawing : that is, that part

of drawing which is the merely correctly cir-

cumscribing a certain form from a given dis-

tance with a line; all higher drawing than

this being invention, as is light and dark, as

contradistinct from light and shade; and the

properties of each of which may be carried so

far, and arrive at so high a pitch of excellence,

as to only find appropriate admission to the

sublimest heights of Fine Art.

For the sake of a more easy distinction,

the term, chiaroscuro, may be used in the sense

of light and dark, and not light and shade. A
lecturer and writer upon Art, of great popu

larity, says, "Colour, and light and shadow,

can do little but express a mysterious senti

ment."

If by this it be meant to deny to two

powers out of but three, their intrinsic and

just importance, it is an extraordinary mis

take, to say the least. If it be intended to

induce amongst the rising painters a disregard

of them as separate subjects of study, it is

mischievous, and dangerous to all who may be

inclined to hinge their faith and practice rather

upon one alone than a number of masters.

The acknowledgment that to light and shade

belongs a "mysterious sentiment," is some

thing; but it is intended to challenge for them

something beyond mere mystery; and it is

hoped that their claims to a definite character

may be made apparent, to some degree at least,

even within the circumscribed limits of an

essay. That mystery and doubt belong to

darkness by itself, must be acknowledged ; but

that mind must of itself be darkness, mystery,

and doubt, if it may not be added error,

I
which can attribute to light the same charac
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ter which, distinguishes its sombre antagonist,

or limit to "light and shadow," m combi-

nation, the power only of expressing little

more than a mysterious sentiment.

Leaving colour out of the question, light and

shadow, and chiaroscuro, are capable of ex-

pressing, and really do express, all that exter-

nal nature is capable of conveying to the

painter, or the painter can convey to the spec-

tator.

If Nature could " do little but express a

mysterious sentiment," then would it not be

contended that "light and shadow and colour"

could do more. Nature, on the contrary, does

express infinitely more than can ever by possi-

bility be imitated by the painter; yet all that

can be achieved in such an imitation falls

within the province of " light and shadow and

colour," to express. Drawing being nothing

more (in an accomplished work, or in nature)

than an imaginary boundary to form, already

consummated by light and shade; and in the

hands of an accomplished painter, nothing

more than a technical means to an end, in the

carrying out of which should be involved its'

entire suppression.

5i-ulpture [in Mdatton to Jilotrern

At a Conversazione held in the Royal Insti-

tution, Manchester, the week before last, Mr.

George Wallis delivered an address on the sub-

ject, and urged that our artists should use Eng-

lish instead of Greek eyes. He thought the

artist should go to nature, but if so, it was es-

sential he should read nature for himself ;

—

that he should not do it without availing him-

self of the tests and aids which those who had

preceded him were able to give him was true,

but to bind himself down to the forms of ex-

presion produced before him was wrong. If

he did so, he thought in a groove which he

could not, get out of, for he found himself

pressed on by the standard set up for him, and

he could not give vent to his genius for the

realisation of the works he proposed to accom-

plish. He must look to the productions of

antiquity «s the standard by which he was to

work in the spirit 6f his own time. Hence it

was that the artist should seek objects from

his own times, from his own religion, and for

his own timesj and endeavour to realize them

;

he said this of painting as of sculpture. We
heard an outcry for originality in art, but they

who joined in it forgot that when a new work
was produced, it was criticised and judged of

by an antique standard, for which we went
back to the past.

Speaking of modern architecture he said,

—

Beauty had not been considered to any extent,

and where originality had been studied it had
run into absurdity'' rather than beauty. One
great cause of this'want of'beatity was that

we were trammelled by fiscal; restrictions, and

until we could mould bricks into forms and

shapes, with which we could produce beauty

in a building, we must be content to go on

with square bricks made according to an ex-

ciseman's notion. In speaking of sculpture

he was not alluding to mere marble statuary,

but to all works in any material capable of

carrj'ing fixity of shape. Within the last cen-

tury the mechanical arts had progressed to an

extraordinary degree ; new materials had been

discovered, in which works of art could be pro-

duced, and of which the ancients had never

dreamt. We had means of production which,

fifty years ago, would not have been conceived,

and, with them, means of adapting forms of

beauty to objects of utility. By getting our

sculptors to pay more attention to the general-!

ization of their art, and the diffusion of that

beauty which they had been too apt to consi-

der as merely applicable to one department of

it, we should produce such an effect on the

public taste, as would educate the people to

appreciate its higher developments. But to

suppose that no man was a sculptor unless he

was a carver of marble, was to use the term

in a confined sense.

In the course of a discussion which ensued,

Mr. Wallis, remarking that we could not ex

pect the public to reward unless their minds

were educated, said,— Our institutions were

not fulfilling the purposes for which they were

established ; our schools of design were only

drawing schools, and far from inculcating ori-

ginality of conception or thought in the stu-

dent, simply taught the mechanics of the art

and nothing' more.
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©n Wi^aUX'tolouxs for Illuminating

Colours are to be distinguished as follows :

—

the first is the white colour ; next the yellow
;

next the orange ; then the red ; after that, the

purple ; afterwards the blue ; and lastly, the black-

It is to be observed, that white and black are the

extremes of colour: yellow is the less point of

colour towards the white j the next to that is the

green ; and after it the blue.

With regard to the colouring of prints, if the

paper be pure white, use no colour on it, unless in

the shaded parts ; and then in painting of flowers,

if they tend towards a reddish colour, use a faint

colour of carmine with gum-water, upon the

shades only; if blueish, use a little faint indigo in

gum-water slightly passed over the shades, easily

touching upon the lights. Where there is a yellow

tinge, either use a faint tincture of gamboge, or of

French berries, which will be described among the

yellows : or if the whites have a purpleish cast,

use a thin lake on the shady side, sulfering the

colour only to shine a little into the light, which

will give a lustre to the whites ; and if a greenish

cast should be there, use a very faint colour of the

sap-green ; or in proportion, ofthe sap-green mixed

with the verdigris^green.

All these colours, mentioned for; shading the

whites, may be found in the following directions.

Whites usedfor PamiinffinrMiniature^

The best white sold for painting in water-colours

is flake-white : this is better than white lead

ground, and, if it be pure, far exceeds it in beauty
;

because the white lead is apt to turn blackish,

especially if it be used with a hard water.

But some recommend a white made of pearl and
oyster-shells, reduced into an impalpable powder,
so soft as to feel like grounds of starch, or hair-

powder : this is by some called pearl-white, and
will mix well with any colour. But if you use

white lead, first rectify it with white-wine vinegar,

which causing a fermentation, the white will soon
settle ; after which pour off the vinegar, and wash
the white with common water. The method of

washing it is thus : Put the powder into a glass of

water ; stir it about, and presently pour ofi' the
water, while it is white, into some other clean

glass, or vessel ; then letting it settle, pour off the
water from it, and you shall have an excellent

white, to which, when it is settled, .you are to put
as much gum-water as is necessary to give it a
glaze.

It is observable that white lead will turn black
if mixed with water that comes from iron or clay

;

that is, in the space of a month or two, you may

perceive those places where it lies thickest tinged

with black ; and if it be mixed with any otlier

colour, it will soon change or alter it.

Some recommend the powder of egg-shells of

the brightest colour, and well cleaned and washed,
as very good to be ground with gum-water ; or

you may put a twentieth part of clean white sugar-

candy to grind with it in water : it must be ground
as fine as possible ; that is, to the state of an im
palpable powder ; and then use it. Some say it is

better, if rectified spirit of wine be poured on it,

which will clear it from any dross that may be in

it: this, it is probable, must be poured off, when
the spirit of wine has done its work ; and then the

parts left behind must be mixed with gum-water
again.

But it has been found by experience, that egg'

shell powder is of very great service as a white, in

water-colours, and that itself and the oyster-shell

powders, well rectified and mixed with the white
of ^n egg well beaten, will make an extraordinary

mixture in other colours, and will correct them
from changing or altering their qualities.

As to a white for illuminating of prints, the clear

white ofthe paper is to be left uncoloured, and if it

happens that the paper is apt to sink, or to spread

any water-colour that is laid upon it more than is

necessary, then the way to correct it is as follows :

Fix the paper in such a station as that it may only

receive the colour yon lay on to glaze, just as far

as you designed it ; then take some starch boiled

and prepared in water, of a middle strength, and
with a large painting^brush, stroke it over the

black of the print ; and after it has been well dried

in the air, or sun, put the print in a book with the

weight upon it, to take out the crumplings which
it may receive by wetting of it ; and thus will any
print be rendered fit to receive water-colours^

which will be prevented from running farther than
one would have them.

A fine white for water-colours is made by dis-^

solving filings of fine silver or silver-leaf in aqua-

fortis ; then evaporating the aqua-fortis till it looks

like crystals in the bottom of the glass : decant the

other part of the aqua-fortis, and wash the silver

five or six times in common water, till it is freed

from the aqua-fortis, which may be known by
tasting it ; then dry it for use. It must be
used with gum-water, aud a little water of sugar-

candy.

An incomparable fine white-lead colour is made
by grinding choice white lead well upon a por-
>phyry with vinegar, so that it turns blackish

;

then take a pot full of water, and washing the
white lead iu it very well, let it settle ; and
pouring off the water, grind it again with vinegar

:

repeat this once or twice more, and an excellent

white both for water-colours and painting in oil

will be produced.

Leamington Church Clock.—A clock has been
placed in the tower of the parish church : the
dials, seven feet diameter, of masonry coated with
mastic, are painted purple, and have the. surface
" smaltfcd," as it is termed, that is, strewn with
pulverised or fragmentary glass. The figures,

fifteen inches in height, are gilt.
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AN ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A BELL LEVEB.

BY J. B. ROBINSON.
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©fisftbationg on tl)t sjolgcj^wmetir

Bttoxation H t^e iMititsle ^ps.

(Concluded from page 153J

In the fifteenth century, however, oil seems to

have predominated [There are instances of the use

of oil in the late part of the fourteenth century
3

and most of the monuments in the choir of West-

minster Abhey are painted entirely in oil. In

those cases, however, where it is Bossible to ascerr

tain the original tints, they appear inferior in bril-

liancy, and certainly in surface, to the other work

of the same date. Oil was also used for the pic-

torial decoration of St. Stephen's Chapel, West-

minster, of which we read that Hugh de St. Albans

and John Eston were employed as principal

painters, on wages of one shilling per day], and

about this time came into general estimation

among artists. Although scarcely capable of the

same fixity of tints as the older compositions, oil

has been found to possess many qualities that ren-

der it superior in handling, combining more rea-

dily with the various pigments, and flowing freely.

The modes of preparing oil for colouring, however,

appear to have been different to those now in use :

few ancient specimens will be found that have

received more than a single coat of paint; whereas,

on the modern system, the work must be painted

over several times before an even surface or an

equal intensity of tint can be produced. These re-

peated coats are destructive of all nicety and

finish.

When any extent of wall surface was proposed

to be painted, it vvas usual to cover the stone-work

with a thin coat of plaster or whiting, for the pur-

pose of concealing the joints and affording a better

ground. [No variation appears to have been made
in this practice, even when, oil Was intended to. be

used. The oil paintings on what is termed King

Sebert's monument, in Westminster Abbey, may
be mentioned as executed on a thin coat of plaster,

although both the assigned antiquity of these sub-

jects, and the probability of their being the pro-

duction of a native artist, may be doubted,] The
ground thus gained was, in works of impprtattce,

very carefully prepared with si?e, of thin glue or

gum arable dissolved in water,,with the addition of

a little dry white lead or sheep-skin size, to pre-

vent the too great absorption of colour. [Sterimee

gives various recipes, of a more modern date, for

the preparing grounds for wall painting. He
appears to recommend saturating the cement and

the ceruse with drying oil and wax in preference to

boiled oil.] For gilding, sizes similar to those now,

or lately in use were adopted, and laid as a second

coat over the previous ground. The gilding of

middle-age works will generally be found to have

been performed in a superior manner, and to have

stood well. In appearance, these paintings most

nearly resemble flatted work varnished : the

colours have in general more force than is usually

attained by modern oil—glossy, yet free from

glaze, and possessing considerable body. They are

not absorbed by wood or stone, nor do they adhere

very tenaciously. Though easily separable from

the ground, they are not liable to crack.

Distemper paintings are very common, and do

not differ materially from the appearance of such

work in the present day. In buildings of small

importance, simple earths,, dissolved in water,

were often the only colouring, media applied, and

continued to be used in;UHTi'viUage churches down;

to a very recent date.

,

It will be observed, in the course of these inves-

tigations, that decorative painting is in no case:

applied with the object of concealing inferior

materials or workmanship; the most elaborate

care has been bestowed on the details which are

painted, perhaps, to a greater degree than in other

parts of the same building^ which may not be

ornamented with colour. The : materials are oak,

and the.finest stone, such as we should expect to

find in the richest part of an Important building.

Yet, in modern structures, it seems by no means;

incumbent on us, in such caseSj to make use of the

costly material our ancestors employed : without

departing from the spirit of antiquity, the architect

may adopt, for works intended to be painted, any

substantial material capable, of being readily

wrought or moulded. We ougjht to bear in mind

that the colouring of ancient carved work was very

frequently an afterthought, and sometimes dis-

tinctly of a later date than the work itself; and, in

addition to this explanation, we may take into

consideration the circumstance that our prede-

cessors, in the selection: of their materials, chose

such as were^Jfamiliar to them, leaving us a hint to

do the same by such as are commonly employed

among ourselves, and reserve the more costly

kinds to situations that display their peculiar

qualities.

An examination of the colouring of ancient

edifices will lead to the following conclusions :

—

First, That differences exist in point of style and
materials in the work of distinct periods. Se-

condly, That these distinctions exhibit themselves

in a marked manner, at periods corresponding to

our usually received architectural chronology.

Thirdly, That the decorative art attained its

greatest perfection subsequently to the middle of

the fifteenth century, following in its development

the advances of architectural taste.
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50(iet|) at Et:f0.

On the 31st of January (Mr. W. Tooke, F.R.S.,

in the chair), a paper by Mr. A. Claudet was read,

"On the Fhotographometer, for measuring the

intensity of the chemical action of the rays of light

on all photographic preparations, and for affording

a means of comparing the sensitiveness of the

fame; The art of photography, observed the

author, is founded on the property with which

jlight is endowed, namely, that of producing a

: photographic effect when it strikes upon certain

chemical compounds. The effect being in pro-

j

portion to the intensity of the light during a given

space of time, it is necessary, for the success of the

operation, to be able to ascertain the exact power

of the light at any particular moment; and the

only means of so doing hitherto possessed by the

photographer is the effect it produces on the eye.

A few only of the raj's which emanate from the sun

are capable of producing on the chemically-pre-

pared surface an effect which is the cause of the

photographic picture ; and if it were possible to

admit into a room only the rays which are endowed

with the power of affecting the photogenic pre-

paration, the objects in the room would not be

visible to the eye, as the room would appear to be

plunged in darkness, while the objects in it would

reflect some invisible rays which are capable of

producing the photographic image. The property

of absorption possessed by red, orange, yellow, and

green glass being known to photographers, and the

power of admitting through blue glass nearly all

the photogenic rays which are not luminous, com-

bined with the improvements which have taken

place since the discovery of the art by Daguerre,

enable the photographist of the present time to

employ a very soft light, and to place the sitter in

the shade. As the result of the photographic ope-

ration depends on the intensity of the actinic rays,

and also upon the degree of the sensitiveness of the

chemical preparation, Mr. Claudet has constructed

an apparatus which is not only capable of mea-

suring the photogenic light, but of testing the sen-

sitiveness of the chemical preparation of the Da-

guerreotype plate. This instrument is constructed

so that a plate being placed upon an inclined plane

will always fall with the same rapidity for each

operation. The plate has seven vertical slits or

openings cut dn it ; these are placed parallel to

each other,—the first being 1 millometre wide, the

second 2 milIom.etres, the third 4, the fourth 8,

the fifth 16, the sixth 32, and the seventh 64

millometres. The photographic surface is placed

at nearly the bottom of the inclined plane, under

a metallic jjlate pierced with seven circular holes

corresponding with the openings of the moveable

plate containing the proportionate apertures.

When the moveable plate passes before the photo-

genic surface covered with the seven circular holes,

the light strikes upon the spaces left open by the

circular holes in various intensities. The space

lighted by the opening of 64 millometres will be

affected by an intensity double that which is

lighted by 32 millometres, quadruple that of the

next under the opening of 16, and so on until the

last opening, which, being only 1 millometre, will

have received 64 times less light than the first; so

that after the operation, seven round figures, or

less, according to the intensity of light, are repre-

sented on the photographic plate. The photo-

grapher is thus enabled to ascertain how long it

will be necessary to submit the plate to the action

of the light on the camera, by the length of time

required to develop the seven round figures.

Antique Jars.—Last week, as some labourers

employed upon the Stour Valley Eailway were

deepening a ditch upon land purchased by the

Company of Mr. Pettit, of Mount Bures, Essex,

they discovered, about three feet from the original

surface, three amphorae — vessels used ' by the

ancients for holding wine, oil, honey, &c. They
are about three feet in height, with a small neck,

and handle on each side of the neck ; and the vessel

terminates at the bottom with a point, which was

let into a stand or stuck in the ground, so that the

vessel stood upright. Those found are made of

clay, which appears to have been imperfectly

burnt. One of them was taken out perfect, the

second was deprived of one handle and its pointed

foot, the third was broken in pieces in the removal

An iron instrument with three prongs, two of

which had knobs of brass on their points, was
found at the same time.

The Ploating Railway.—The launch of

this vessel for ferrying the trains over the Frith of

Forth, took place on the Gth instant at Messrs. R.

Napier's ship-building yard near Glasgow. The
operation excited considerable interest. The vessel

is 170 feet long on deck, 34 feet wide between the

paddles, and 10 feet deep, and is strongly framed

and plated to sustain the great weight of a train of

loaded trucks. Her engine is 56-inch cylinder,

and 3 feet 6 inch stroke, working each paddle. A
chimney on each side allows a clear space in the

centre for three trucks loaded abreast, and the

captain stands above them between the paddles.

The vessel is of iron, ribbed; the plates on the

bottom being half an inch thick.

Assertion is like an arrow, shot from a long bow'
the force with which it strikes depends on the

strength of the arm that draws it. But argi^ment

is like an arrow from a cross-bow^ which has equal

force, whether shot by a boy or a giant.

—

B4cmt.
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Cftms nMti in ^rcfiitfctural antr

intftior Bfwration, ^'^c.

CContinued from page 158J

Iron. A metal common to all parts of the

world ; and though recorded to have been ex-

tremely scarce among the Greeks at the time of

the siege of Troy, it is now everywhere the most

abundant and the most useful of all metals.

Though the lightest of all metals except tin, yet it

is the hardest, and, when pure, is naturally malle-

able. Most of the metals become more brittle as

they acquire heat, but iron, on the contrary, is the

more malleable as it approaches to fus'.on. Its

specific gravity is to water as 7,632 to 1,000. It is

the only known substance attracted by the load-

stone.

Iron Chains. Under the roofs of circular

buildings, are found of great utility in preventing

the pressure of the incumbent weight from pushing

out the -walls, especially in domes of great magni-

tude. The dome of St. Paul's, in London, has

two massive chains for its support, which are sunk

into the substance of a circular course of Portland

stone.

Iron Work. The accompanying illustration is

an example of cast-iron railing used in the church

of La Villette, Paris.

Iron. King Posts and Queen Posts, are gene-

rally to be preferred to those of wood, and, where

bolts and straps are used, are as cheap.

IjTBiA Ink. a preparation manufactured in

China and other parts of Asia, and there used in

writing. In Europe, this ink is employed in sha-

dowing drawings. By appropriate experiments

Dr. Lewis, has shown that this substance is com-

posed of fine lampblack and animal glue.

Inscription. This word denotes a brief and

comprehensive sentence by which any particular

or memorable event is recorded upon some monu-

ment raised for the purpose, and it also frequently

serves to hand down the name of the author or

proprietor of any work of art, together with the

object for which it may have been designed. The

inscription which, on pillars, or other monumental

edifices, are destined to transmit to posterity the

memory of some interesting event are generally

engraved upon marble or bronze. In very remote

times, however, they contented themselves with

merely setting up a rude stone, or heap of stones,

to commemorate the act or circumstance which

they were desirous of recording.

Ivory. The substance of the tnsk of the ele-

phant. Ivory is esteemed for its beautiful cream

colour, the fineness of its grain, and the high po

lish it is capable of receiving. That of India is

apt to lose its colour, and turn yellow ; but the ivory

of Achem and Ceylon is not chargeable with this

defect. Ivory is used as a material for toys, and a»

panels for miniature-paintings ; to prepare it f^r

which latter purpose, it is to be washed with the

juice of garlic, or some other absorbent composition

to remove its oily particles. The shavings of ivory

may be reduced into a jelly, of a nature similar to

that of hartshorn ; or, by burning into a crucible,

they may be converted into a black powder, which

is used in painting, under the name of ivory

black.

Iktrados.

of a vault.

Is the concavity or interior surface

Incertain Wall. A wall formed of stones, of;

which one direction of the joints are horizontal,

and the other vertical : but the vertical courses are!

not always arranged in the straight line all that

need be regarded is to make them brake joint.

This manner of walling was used by the Komans

antecedent to the time of Vitruvius.

Incidence. (In Mechanics.) Expresses the

direction which one body strikes on another;!

otherwise called inclination. In the incursions of

two moving bodies, their incidence is said to be

perpendicular or oblique, as their directions or

lines of motion make a straight line or an oblique

angle at the point of contact.

{To be continued.)
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The Ancient stone bridge at Inverness, has been

destroyed by floods. A Water Company in

Sunderland, supplies 400 poor families, gratis, with

service pipes and water taps, and with an unlimi-

ted supply of water, at the rate of one penny per

week. Measures are being taken to establish

at Lancaster an Athteneum, on the model of the

one at Manchester. 'A vessel, arrived from Co-

penhagen, has brought 21,000, bricks as a portion

of her cargo, the production of Denmark.——The

School of Design had a meeting on the 7th, at the

Office of the board of Trade, A 50 gun frigate

^o be named tbe San Fiorenzo, is ordered to be

Duiltat Woolwich Dockyard, from a design by

Messrs. Read, Chatfield, and Creuze, Members of

the School of Naval Architecture, and her kee^

will shortly be laid in the spacious new slip , No. 4.

Obc of the improved patent Express Engines)

manufactured by Messrs. Robert Stephenson, and

Co., at Newcastle, was placed last week, upon the

York, Newcastle and Berwick Railway. It is of a

new and peculiar construction, combining great

power with speed, and is considered one of the

most complete and finished pieces of machinery,

ever seen. The diameter of the driving wheels, is

6 feet^ 6 inches, the single stroke of which wiP

cover a space of nearly 7 yards; and the running

wheels, 3 feet, 9 inches. On being tried, it pro-

ceeded at a speed closely approximating to the

rate of a mile a minute.——Report does not speak

very highly of the forth-coming Exhibition at the

British Institution—^which will open to the public

on Monday next. It has been characterised as a

landscape exhibiton in the main, with the amount

of mediocrity usual to its walls for some years past.

Very few members of the Royal Academy have

contributed—one Academician only, we believe,

and three associates. In the figure department

the collection is said to be more than usually weak.

The teims of the grant to Mr. Lane, now en-

gaged at Cairo in compiling a lexicon of the Arabic

language, seem to be the object of some uncertain

ty or confusion ;—one authority stating that the

minister has conferred on him an annuity of £200
a year—another limiting the Government aid to a

single sum of £200 from the fund for special ser-

vice. We repeat our understanding of the matter

to be that Government has granted £200 a-year

for two years in furtherance of the work on which

Mr. Lane is employed—and wo presume the term

is elastic according, to circumstances which may

arise for extending it. ^At the Society of Arts

on February the 7th, Dr. Roget in the chair.—W.

Atkinson, W. S. Hale, and T. Ivory, Esqs. were

elected members.—W. E. Hightonread the second

part of a paper ' On improvements in Electric Tele-

graphs and new plans for Printing oy Electricity.'

Various experiments were made by the author : the

paper was illustrated by diagrams ; and a series of

new electric telegraphs were exhibited at work

A correspondent complains under the signa-

ture of " A Student," that the students in the Na-

tional Gallery, are prevented from making studies

from any picture in the Vernon Collection. "If

this be only a temporary regulation," says the wri-

ter, "it would be unreasonable to complain; but it

appears to be generally believed that the prohibi-

tion will be permanent, and if so it is not unrea-

sonable to inquire the cause." These pictures

being as regards the national property in them in

the same category with the others up stairs, our

correspondent argues' that there should be some in-

telligible reason why they are deprived of one va-

luable incident which attaches to the rest, making

admitted excellence the guide to excellence in

others.—We have, ourselves no doubt that the pro-

hibition is but the accident of the present position

of the collection,—and one of the many express-

ions of the extent to which niggardly and unreined

government have contrived to ignore the munifi-

cence of the giver and neutralize the benefits of

the gift. That the pictures cannot be copied seems

a reasonable enough corollary to the proposition

that they cannot be seen. -The Enfield and Ed-

monton Railway is now completed, and will be

opened for traffic in a few days. A Railway Li-

brary is to be opened on the 15th, at the great

Western Terminus,|at Paddington, with upwards of

1,000 volumes of modern works, chiefly of fiction

and amusement. Every Passenger wiir have free

access and use of the Library, while waiting fori

the trains, for the charge of one penny. At ai

meeting of the Institute of Architects, held on thej

oth inst., Mr. Poynter in the chair, a donation of

great^interest and value from Mr. Henry Garlingj

Fellow, was announced, namely, 20 folio volumes'

including an early edition of Palladio, (1750)

;

Hamilton's Vases ; Original Designs, by Lewis

;

Chamber's Civil Architecture, 3rd edition, with

autograph of the author; W. Addam's designs (of

Edinburgh) ; Gibb's works ; and Rondelet's

Traite Theorique et Pratique de V Art Bdtir.

Ths chairman very properly commented on the ex-

cellence of the quality as well as the number ofj

the works thus liberally presented by Mr. Garling.j

The library of the institute is now becoming very

extensive and excellent, and will, it is to be hoped.
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be made good use of by the students. Mr. John

Edward Gregan, of Manchester, was elected a

Fellow. The eight report of the Commission on

the Fine Arts, which has just been published, in-

forms ns, that the commission is ready to enter in-

to an agreement with Mr. W. Dyce, R.A. for the

decoration of Her Majesty's Robing-room in the

Palace of Westminster, with fresco illustrations of

the legend of King Arthur. Mr. ' Dyee undertakes

to complete certain stipulated works, within a pe-

riod of 6 years, for which he is to be remunerated

(as proposed) at the rate of £800 a-year.

Preservation of Timbers.—A contemporary

says,—that in taking down, a few years ago, in

France, some portion of the ancient chateau of

the Roque d'Ondres, it was found that the ex-

tremities of the oak girders, lodged in the walls,

were perfectly preserved, although these timbers

-were supposed to have been in their places for

•upwards of six hundred years. The whole of

these extremities buried in the walls were com-

pletely wrapped round with plates of cork . When
demolishing an ancient Benedictine church at

Bayonne, it was lound that the whole of the fir

girders were entirely worm-eaten and rotten, with

the exception, however, of the bearings, which, as

in the case above mentioned, were also completely

wrapped round with plates of cork. These facts

deserve to be inquired into.

Wise men are instructed by reason, men of less

understanding by experience, the most ignorant by

necessity, and beasts by nature.— Cicer-o.

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

MoN.—Geographical, half-past 8, p.m.—Royal

Academy, 8—Sculpture.

Tubs.—Zoological, 9—Scientific Business.—Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, 8—Mr. J.

Richardson, M. Inst. C.E ,
" On the Coal

Field of South Wales ;" and " An Ac-

count of an Explosion of Fire-Damp, at

the Eaglebush Colliery, Neath."—Royal

Institution, 3, P.M.—Mr. Carpenter " On
Palaeontology."

Wed.—Literary Fund, 3.—Microscopical, 7—
Anniversary.—London Institution, 7

—

Dr. Ward " On the Varieties of the

Human Race."

Thues.—Antiquaries, 8.—Royal, half-past 8.—

Royal Institution, 3—Dr. Gull " On
Physiology of Digestion."—Royal Aca-

demy, 8—Painting.

Fei.—Geological, 1—Anniversary.--Royal Insti-

tution, half-past 8—W. R. Grove, Esq.,

« On Voltaic Ignition."—College of Phy-

sicians, 4—Gulstonian.

Sat.—Royal Institution, 3—Prof. Brande " On

Chemical Phlosophy."—Asiatic, 2.

On April the 1st, will be published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing how to hold the Pencil, and general rules

for Drawing Ornamental Foliage, with

a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.

NOTICE.

On Thursday, Feb. 1st, was published,

Paet I OF

Ci^e ^oo& oi ©rnamenfal amt» iSarlB

A Iso embracing Corners and Initial Letters.

To be printed in colours, and stitched in a neat

wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly

Office, 17, Holywell- street. Strand.

" Blucher," Oxford.—Thanks for the design

sent; it shall be used at an early opportunity.

" W. W."—This is the seventeenth number of

Vol. IV.

" S. Allen," (Portsea.)—You vnll readily ob-

tain them through Mrs. Bonney, Hanover-street.

*^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige tis

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Communications, Books for Review, Specimens

of Inventions, SfC.,to be addressed to "the JEditor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street. Strand, London."—We shall at all times

be extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as ivill favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics,

Institutions, the fine arts, science, Sfc.

Part 22 is now ready, Price lOd.

*^* Part I, is also re-printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.
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®n %iQfitf S^^3,tstt m'h (Ei^iarosciiro.

(Continued from page 161

J

IGHT and shade in an

ordinary sense attaching

to form, have, besides,

another, entirely arbitra-

ry, and m the hands of

the painter,—and that is

chiaroscuro. It is in this

department that are found

the great errors, and the

great beauties and proprieties. Thus, in

taking one subject for illustration. Da Vinci

has chosen to give the head of his ' Salvator

Mundi' a sombre and grand tone; Carravag-

gio, one of earth. Rubens has occasionally

given to the same head a countenance of brass,

highly illumined, with royally gorgeous sha-

dows, and has painted it up to a high and

trumpet-like pitch of tone. Indeed, this un-

approachable subject has been treated by dif-

ferent men, up to an almost unapproachable

lightness, down to the opposite degree of

dark.

Now, these treatments, as regards chiaros-

curo alone, cannot be all right; it were more

easy to imagine them all wrong: and easier

still that one of them may be nearer right than

any other. If light have its character of

cheerfulness, gaiety, and even hilarity, and

shade that of gloom, grandeur, and even hor-

ror,—which we think they have, quite inde-

pendently of association,— it substantiates a

necessity, while working up to high impres-

sion, for the closest discrimination, in adapting

any particular shade of light or dark to any

particular subject; and quite separate from,

though in associateship with, what is termed

natural light and shade.

To this close and appropriate adaptafion of

the arbitrary chiaroscuro, and the negligence

of it, may, to a great extent, be attributed the

extraordinary success of some inferior subjects,

and the loss of all impression to some very

fine ones. The following may be considered

as illustrative of the last position.

Reynolds prided himself upon the possession

of a ' Moonlight,' by Rubens, which could

not be easily distinguished from a sunset ; and

in lauding the genius of Rubens in adopting

such a treatment for such a subject, said some-

thing to this effect,—that Rubens knew the

value of light too well to relinquish it even in

night.

It may be safe in practice to err rather on

the side of light than dark; but such an egre-

gious instance as this, of the perversion of the

chief characteristic of night, calls for some

censure, though the delinquent even a Rubens.

And the misapplied eulogy in the case in ques-;

tion savours more of the interested expressions

of a picture -dealer than the acumen of a first-

rate painter.

It would be not more than generous to hold

by the pleasant conviction, that the public as a

mass, is lighthearted ; and hardly ungenerous

to say that it is equally lightheaded, and likely

to bow with even too mnch deference to the

dicta of so respected an authority as Reynolds

Along with the public would go a large portion

of the profession as well; thus for a time

giving to the opinions and practice of Art a

stronger bias towards error than might be con-

sistent with a healthy movement through its

infancy in this country. It must not be con-

sidered as underrating the present state of Art

here, to describe it as infantine; and under

such an impression, it is but commonly just

—

should a strong opinion be entertained upon a

vital point—to place it naked before the public

and the profession, where it will of a certainty

be sifted and buffeted about quite sufficiently
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to shake away from it everything that may be

light, erroneous, and valueless. Error, on the

contrary, strongly supported by high authority

and interest, is not unlikely to beget error, and

should be instantaneously confronted, come

from what quarter it may, by all who have the

Art at heart.

It required in Rubens a certain amount of

that equivocality and variously defined a,nd

ambiguously understood quality, genius, to

produce this Moonlight alias Sunset; but he

should have had at the same time modesty

enough to inscribe under it, "This is a moon-

light," in the same manner as a sign-painter,

who, not being able to paint anything but a

blue bell, and receiving orders to paint a white

horse, placed on the board his own blue bell,

and wrote under it,
—"This is the White

Horse."

There are numberless incongruities of this

description to be met with in the older and de-

ceased painters, and hundreds are annually

produced by ourselves. Too great difficulties

attacked cause a great number, and mental im

becility the others ; but they are all admired

by some one or another. The why and the

wherefore being, that Art is not understood

;

Of, being the same thing, though upon a higher

scale, they would share the same ridicule with

the blue bell and white horse. Thus, in ad-

dressing Art to those who may not be able to

wholly understand it, an absurdity may be

painted ; as in addressing mechanism to a pei--

son of no, or imperfect mechanical perceptions,

you may advocate perpetual motion ;—they

both, as amateurs instead of connoisseurs,

swallow Ihe incongruities : the one suspends

the picture on his walls, and the other hangs

up in his unfinished mind the mechanical chi-

mera,

{To be continued.)

Durham College Library and Museum.—For

architectural and other remains, a room nearly 200

feet long, and of suitable breadth and height, is to

be added to the library of the Dean and Chapter,

by the appropriation of some of the old conven-

tual apartments adjoining, vacant by the death of

Dr. Wellesley, one of the prebends. [" Sermons

in stones, and gpod in everything."]

i^cnum^nt0 m ®l)mtScs.

On entering our churches and cemeteries,

especially in and around the metropolis, the

cultured eye is at once struck with the crude

and inharmonious black and grey marble back-

grounds, against generally white walls, of the

various mural monuments which disfigure, in

too many instances, rather than adorn our

houses of prayer, increased by the deplorable

neglect, after once fixing, that these matters

experience, the fee being only for the permis-

sion to fix, and does not, as it ought, include

the proper care and cleansing afterwards.

—

Among the various reasons for these strong, or

cold and inharmonious contrasts being so ge-

nerally used, is no doubt the association these

colours have with mourning, their being most

easily obtainable in marbles, and that such

works have been too much practised as a mere

trade, or directed or dictated by tasteless com-

mittees, or individuals.

In the time of black patches, such contrasts

might have been admired, but now that taste

in art is advancing, these are not only ej^e-sores,

but loudly cry for remedy ; and we are called

upon, without violating the rules of mourning,

to produce unobjectionable contrasts and in-

harmonious blendings. To effect this, we must

first consider that our statuary marble is of a

cold tone (not like the fair one's cheek that re-

ceived the black patches), and can only be suc-

cessfully relieved by bringing a warm colour to

its aid, which exists not in the black or cold

grey marble. No one can but acknowledge

the beauty and brilliancy of marbles or plaster

casts against a red papered wall, and red baize

is commonly used when such works are exhi-

biting. Again, how enhanced is a statue re-

lieved by a sunny painting, and not more so

than the painting, if good, and not too near the

statue. A few carefully arranged marbles and

casts in the picture-rooms of the Royal Aca-

demj', to rest the eye upon, would relieve many

a sickened brain and confused mind from the

glare of colour that meet, without relief, at

every point, the wearied spectator.

Nature gives us the lesson ; and of her we
learn that cold colour should ever be relieved

by warm, and warm colours by cool tints. In
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monumental works, therefore, if a back-ground

be required (for where there is a warm stone

ground it is not), and a warm medium cannnot

be got in marble, we would recommend the use

of fresco or encaustic, or other endurabble ma-

terial, by which appliances a vast field is opened

to the man of taste and discernment. For

with these, without violating, as we have before

said, the rules of mourning, warm greys, of

every variety of tint, might be substituted for

the one miserable, cold dove-colour; and in

some instances more positive tints might mis-

place the melancholy black. And not only

would the artist's work be rendered infinitely

more pleasing by this substitute, but the

church would, at the same time, receive an

equal benefit. That monumental tablets are

altogether incorrect, of whatever order, with the

sacred walls, we believe : but being introduced, our

aim is to render them Christian in character, re-

poseful, cheerful, and harmonious. Tliose who

merely know our churches as tliey are, witli their

cold, washed walls, the colder marbles, and their

colder grounds, will wonder at these bold sugges-

tions; but those v/ho know and find ^ by daily ex-

perience the great care taken by our ancestors,

and the chaste and elegant decorations they intro-

duced into these same v/hitewashed buildings, as

the first fruits of art and labour oifered to the great

Being whose houses they are, will, I am sure, ex-

cuse my earnestness for wishing to substitute taste-

ful art for tasteless statuarv.

^inis m ^kt\m=tlemmQ,

If there may be holes or fissures from accident

or other causes, on the surface of either the panel

or canvas on vi'hich tlie pictures have been painted,

before proceeding to any rectification of colour it

is necessary to fill up, or, in the language of the

craft, to stop all such damages. This is usually

done by working in firmly with a palette-knife a

paste made of whiting and parchment size of about

the consistency of putty ; or, instead of parchment

size, good stiff glue may be used with the whiting

If the picture has been painted on an oil ground,

it may be very carefully filled in with white lead,

made into a stiff consistence with linseed oil. In

the first case, when the paste is quite hard and dry,

the superfluous portion must be rubbedoff by the

gentle use of a piece of fine grained cork, damped
with a little water. The picture then should be

thoroughly cleansed on its surface by a rag dipped

in turpentine, to take off all greasy matter ; or it

may be wiped over by a rag dipped in oxgall,

merely damped, and not wetted.

Should the picture have become very much ob-

scured from its original colour through having

been Icept for a great length of time in a very

feeble light, if circumstances permitted, it would

now be much benefited by being placed opposite to

a window, where it might have a strong sun-light

on it for two or three months. Many pictures

which were nearly obscured from the preceding

cause, have been restored to a great lustre and

brilliancy by such an exposure alone. This is

particularly the case with the early j)ictures of our

English school, which have been so constantly

placed in dark porti'ons of apartments, or in ill-

lighted halls and staircases.

Before any repair of the paintings takes place, a

very thin coat of mastic varnish, diluted and pre-

pared as before described, must be laid on ; , this is

necessary to see the colours in their proper tone.

—

The few instructions now about to be given are so

rigidly important for the success and durability of

the work, that it is necessary to call the attention

of all artists to them, if they desire their produc-

tions to retain the purity of colour and durability

of tints for after ages. First, it is absolutely ne-

cessary to make use of those colours or pigments

only vvhich are permanent. Secondly, in mixing

the tints to match the parts to be re-painted, none

but very clear and pure tints may be used, by which

is meant tints formed of as few colours as possible.

It is a certain fact, justified by experience, and the

study of the manner of manipulation by tlie old

masters, that a tint compounded of two colours or

pigments only, is more permanent than one com-

pounded of three; and equally so is a tint com

pounded of three colours, in preference to one

compounded of four. Therefore, all tints used in

repairing must be mixed from pure colours, and

not made up, as modern painters too frequently do,

from a scumbling together of all the contents of

the palette. Such tints are dirty and impure, and

certain to become discoloured The next precaution

is to mix all colours composing tints thoroughly, to

work them well together with the palette-knife :

—

any neglect or avoidance of this important labour

will cause the tints to darken unexpectedly, or to

change their apparent hue ; and the use of an ivory

or horn palette-knife is desirable, as the abrazion

of the steel knife has a sensitive effect on all co-

lours prepared from lead, mercury, antimony, &c.

The colour must be used as thick and pasty as pos-

sible to work with.

(7o be'continwd^
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THE METHOD OF DRAWING AN A^GtJLAR VOLUTE.

RULE FOE DRA-WING THE ANGTOAB VOLUTE.

Divide the perpendicular height into eight equal parts, marked 1—8 in the engraving.

Take one division and place the leg of the compass at the point H, and strike the circle

forming the eye of the volute. Divide the circle into four equal parts, and draw the diagonal
line, (The line must be drawn either to the right or left hand, to suit the position of the
volute : the engraving roprcsents the left side.) Divide the line running through the circle

into six equal parts; then place the leg of the compass on the point marked 1, and strike the
semicircle A b, stopping at either end on the diagonal line ; then place the compass at 2, and
strike the semicircle B c ; from 3 strike c d ; 4, d e ; 5, e p ; G,F g; the volute will then be
complete.
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GROTESQUE HE^DS, SKETCHED PROM THE TEMPLE CHURCH.-THEY DECORATE POUR OF THE
SPANDRIL8 OF THE ARCHES FORMING THE ARCADE AGAINST THE WALL

OP THE CIKCUIAR PORTION,
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mmiit Moulds,

At the Sheffield School of Design, Mr. Young

Mitchell, the master, gave a lecture, illustrated by

experiments, on the art of making elastic moulds.

It has great advantages over the old plan. The

moulds may be made at small cost, and with great

rapidity. That which would occupy five or six

days in the modelling may be furnished by this

process in half that number of hours. By the fa-

cility thus afforded, beautiful forms may be multi-

plied so cheaply as to be brought within the reach

of all. The principal material used for the elastic

moulds is glue or gelatine. The best fish glue will

answer as well as gelatine; and is much cheaper.

The material is dissolved, like glue, in a vessel

placed over the fire in a pot of hot water, stirring-

it during the process. To each pound of gelatine

it is necessary to add three quarters of a pint of

water, and half an ounce of bees' wax. It is

ready for use when about the thickness of syrup.

The model must be oiled carefully with sweet oil—

•

and the composition must be poured upon it while

warm, but not boiling. Having set, it may be

taken oif the model. When the model is small, it

should be placed in a shoe or case, which gives fa-

cility for shaking the mould well when the plaster

is poured, so as to drive it well into the crevices.

—

The plaster should be fine, and in order that it may
harden and set quickly, about half an ounce -of

alum should be added to each pint of water used

in mixing it. Before using the mould it should be

carefully oiled. Great care is required in mixing

the plaster, and watching it when in the mould,

for when it is allowed to remain long enough to

heat, the mould is destroyed. Mr. Mitchell exhi-

bited moulds, and casts were taken from them in

the presence of the audience. Mr. Mitchell also

exhibited a specimen of stearine, and explained

how casts may be iBade with a shining and wax-

like appearance.

Earthemcare Piping.—Mr. Murray, in the

Mining Journal, in answer to a correspondent,

considers an internal glaze for the earthenware

pipes altogether unnecessary. Earthenware pipes

for the conveyance of water should be so deeply

laid in the earth as to be unaffected by the agency
of frost, lest the water absorbed by the porous

earthenware in the act of e.'cpansiou by freezing

should rend the pipe. The application of gas tar

to the pipes, when embedded, as an external coat-

ing, would act as an insulator in reference to exter-

nal temperature, and operate as a defence against

the influence of frost.

Gold Mines in Wales.—The Mining Journal
gives an account of two mines which have been
opened in the Cvvm-heisian Valley, called the East
and West Cwm-heisian Mines respectviely. The
vVesi Cwm-heisian Mine is pitched upon a group
of five lodes, one only of which has been explored
to the depth of 40 yards. Two rich courses of lead

ore have been found therein, and continue in depth.
The lead ores are accompanied by blende and sul-

phur ores, which, as well as the lead ores, contain a

sufficient quantity of gold to pay the cost of ex:-

traction, About 900 yards north-east of the West
Cwm-heisian, is the East Cwm-heisian . Mine,
situate on a group of 14 large and i)owerfal lodes,

or veins, having many different bearings—the pre-

vailing one being north-west and south-east, which
intersect each other.

Cast Iron Pipes Enamelled would be a very
valuable acquisition in obtaining pure v/ater. A.
correspondent inquires whether pipes liave been so'

prepared : an answer from any of ouv readers will'

prove acceptable.
|

Zinc Paint.—Some experiments were recently

made at the Veille Montague Zinc Company's
Offices, on zinc and wliite-lead paint, by sub-

mitting them to a stream of sulphuretted-hydrogen'

gas, when the white-zinc paint remained unchanged
and the v/hite-lead paint was turned quite black.

Some specimens of external painting were also

shewn of both zinc and lead, which had been pain-

ted some months : the zinc paint still retained its

whiteness, whilst that of the lead had very much
changed.

The Walls of Etrurla.—Nothing, says Mr.
Dennis, (in his work "The Cities and Cemeteries

of Etruria,") gives a more exalted idea of the

power and grandeur of this ancient people than

the walls of their cities. These enormous piles of

masonry, uncemented, yet so solid as to have with

stood for three thousand years the destroying hand
of man, the tempest, the earthquakes, the invisible

yet more destructive power of atmospheric action,

seems destined to endui'e to the end of time, yet:

often shev/ a beauty, a perfection of workmanship-
that has never been surpassed. The style of ma-,
sonry differs in the two great divisions of the land, i

and is determined in part by the nature of the lo-

cal materials. In the northern district the walls:

are cciiposed of hus;e blocks, rectangular in gene-[

ral, but of various sizes and irregular arrangement,

according as tlie masses of rock were hewn or split

i'rom the quarry; and in some instances small

pieces are inserted in the interstices of the larger

blocks. There are, also, a few instances of irregu-1

lar, polygonal style,—as in the Cyclopean cities of

central Italy. In the southern district the mason-
ry is less massive and very regular.

The appearance of old oak may be obtained by
exposing any article of new oak to the vapours of

ammonia for a certain period. Every vari-

ety of tint may be obtained according to the du-

ration and temperature of the volatile compounds.

A nev/ oak carved arm-chair exposed to the vapour

of ammonia, will in about tv/elve hours have all

the appearance 6f its being made 200 years since
;

and any other wood similarly exposed, will obtain

the appearance of oak.
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ilrcturfs on Ei1,

BY MR E. V. RIPPINGILLE.

On the evening of Thursday, the 4th ult., Mr.

Rippingille delivered at the London Institution the

first of a series of Six Lectures on the Arts of De-

sign. The introduction dwelt upon the advantages

of the study of Art, pretension to taste, &c. After

la few observations on the philosophy of intellectual

culture, the lecturer with much tact divided his

view of human acquirement into knowledge and

taste, and proceeded to say that the field of the

former [has been cultivated with infinite research

and assiduity, while the province of the latter has

been neglected, and left to produce its own wild

and sjiontaueous fruits. Science in all its branches

has been pushed forward with energy and success.

All the mechanical Arts, all that is the direct result

of manual skill and industry, exists among us al-

most in a state of perfection. There are colleges

and public schools of learning, philosophical and

mechanics' institutions, societies for the diffusion

of useful knowledge, lectures, libraries, reading-

rooms, with books and periodicals on every subject

;

but what has been done for the cultivation of pub-

lic taste ?—literally nothing.

The existence of taste is on all hands admitted,

but who has sought for its principles, or jirofessed

to teach them, or even- admitted the necessity of

tjjeir being taught? All we know of taste is that

it is some kind of faculty about v/hieh men are

agreed to differ. Mr. Rippingille continued to ob-

serve that no productions of human ingenuity have

been honoured with a larger share of the appro-

bation and esteem of liberal and enlightened men
of all ages, than tlie Arts of Painting and Sculp-

ture, but while these Arts have been the theme of

praise, and their results the objects of admiration,

less has been done to facilitate the study of them

than of other branches of refined or useful aequire-

ment, so that in their higher attributes, in their

nature and influence, these Arts are less generally

understood than any other subjects of interest

and importance. To those who would know some-

thing of Art practically, it was remarked that a

perfect system of instruction should embrace not

only the practical details, but those elements and

principles which constitute a pure taste in Art,

and promote an acquaintance with every order of

its productions, with a just estimate of its value,

and its claims as a useful and a liberal pursuit.

The lecturer spoke of the errors and defects of

the ordinary co.urse of Art-education, and dwelt on

the advantages and enjoyments of that kind of in-

struction in Art which enables men to judge for

themselves apart from the inane absurdities of pro-

fessed connoisseurship. The opinions of Reynolds

and others were quoted in favour of criticism

emanating from natural impression, as that kind of

j udgment whereby the artist is to a certain extent

benefited. Hogarth, on this subject observes that

those who are "inquisitive after a knowledge of

pictures," have their eyes less qualified for judg-

ment than others ; and those others must be the

less assuming class who judge from natural impres-

sion. In closing his lecture, Mr, Rippingille ad-

verted to the custom of speaking of Art rather as

an elegant refinement and an amusing resource,

than as a means of civilisation. Differences of

opinion may exist as to the best means of supplying

the required kind and degree of information, but

it is an axiom of the wisdom and experience of all

who have considered the subject, that the triumph

of Art rests upon the exaltation of the public taste.

The subjects of the other lectures are Perspective,

Analysis of Form, Machinery of Art, Beauty and

Beau-ideal, Attributes and Qualities of Art, &c

all of which subjects, in the hands of a lecturer

and artist of the skill and experience of Mr. Rip

pingille, will undoubtedly be amply illustrated.

Old Chinese Art and Industry.—According to

the late researches of Mr. Stanislas Julien, of the

F, I., the making of iron or other metal ships h

not a discovery of the present century. The cele

brated Chinese philosopher, Hoai-Havt'-Tse, speaki

of vessels made entirely of Iron 156 years before

Christ. Moreover, the historians of the provine

of Kiao-teheou state, that in the district of JN'ang-

ting is yet to be seen the copper craft of Kin

Keon-tsien, who reigned 765 years before Christ.

This vessel, buried in the sand of the sea shore, was

visible at lov/ water mark. Ie is, in fine, recorded

in the work called " Chi-i-ki," that when King

Yen-Kien (about 265 or 419 B.C.) sent his tribute

to Peking, his ambassador embarked on board of

a vessel entirely composed of copper sheets, in

which he reached the capital.

Ammonia Destructive to Leather—Ammoniacal
emanations from manure in stables are most per-

nicious to leather, it being rendered quite brittle

and useless in a very short period j consequently,

harness ought never to be allowed to hang up in

stables.

To Soften Putty.—In order to remove the glass

from frames without breaking it ; employ a sti'ong

solution of caustic potash, or caustic soda, to bej

applied by laying on the putty an old rag dipped'

in the solution. i
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An arch of only the thickness of

C^rms wsetr in Architectural antr

Irntcrior Bccoratttin, ^c.

CContinued from paffe 168J

Incdrvation. The act of bendiu;^ any body,
from its natural shape.

Indented. Indentee,in Heraldry, is when the

outline of a bordure, ordinary, &c., is notched in

form of the teeth of a saw.

Indian Wood. Called also Jamaica and Cam-
peachy Wood, is taken out of the heart of a large

tree growing: plentifdlly in Jamaica and Cam-
peachy, and is used as a red dye.

Intertie. a horizontal piece of timber, framed
between two posts in order to tie them together.

Jack Arch
one brick.

Jack Plane. A plane about eighteen inches

long, to prepare for the trying plane.

Jack Rafters. The jack timbers which are

fastened to the high rafters, and the wall-plates.

Jack Ribs. The jack-timbers, or parts of

curved ribs, which are fastened to the angle ribs,

and rest upon the wall-plates, in groined or domed
ceilings.

Jack Timber. A short timber, fastened at

the ends to two timbers which actually meet in a

point, as to the wall-plate and hip-rafter of a roof,

the wall-plate and hip of a groin, &c.

Jambs. Door-posts, or upright posts at the

ends of window-frames, also the upright sides of a

fire-place, from the hearth to the mantel-piece.

Jmb Lining. The side work of door-ways.

Jamb Posts. Uprights on the sides of door-

ways, on which the jamb-linings are fixed.

Jerkin-head. Is a peculiar feature in roofs, in

which the gable is carried higher than the side

walls.

Joggle Post. A strut-post for fixing the

lower ends of the struts.

Joists. For, floors of the simplest construction,

these are placed with their edges uppermost, ex-
tended from wall to wall, aud are generally broad
and thin ; these floors are called single-jointed, ex-

epting large timbers, called beams ; all the cross

pieces supporting the boards of a floor are called

joists ; and if cross pieces are fixed to the beams

underneath, to sustain the lath and plaster, these

are called ceiling joists. Bridging joists are those

to which the boards are nailed. The binding joists

are those into which the bridging joists are mor
ised .

Jet d'Eau. Water thrown into the air from a

pipe or tube placed in the middle of a basin, and

falling again into the basin below.

Japanese Houses. According to the state-

ment of a late traveller, these houses are the anti-

podes of those of the ancient Egyptians, and the

inhabitants of the Hauran, While the latter,

always aiming at massiveness, constructed their

houses of huge stones, and roofed them with the

same materials, you here see, upon the green

knolls that skirt the road, little delicate habita-

tions of fine wood, or even of paper. But their

light and graceful structure, and their gilded orna-

ments, glittering in the sun, give them the air of

fairy dwellings, which the very breath of heaven

might dissolve.

(To he continued.)

Free Exhibition of Modern Art.—This associa-

tion is steadily progressing, the number of exhibi-

tors having increased to nearly fifty above that of

last season, some of them being men from whom
much may be expected. The prospects ot the Ex-

hibition are fully equal to the most sanguine hopea

of its most active promoters.
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Wi)t (E||TCito1|)p(st.

The vessel Belliaven, arrived from Singa pore,

has brought the large quantity of 10,792 blocks

'and 39 packages of gutta percha. It has been

'ascertained that Chelmorton Church, in the Peak

of Derbyshire, which was built in the year 1111, is

'the highest in England, not from the surface, but

jabove the level of the sea. It is erected on a site

Inearly two thousand feet above the level of the

1 ocean. Nev/ York, it is said, is about to be

'supplied witli tlie Saratoga water by a company

with a capital of 300,000 dollars, who mean to

'carry it from the springs to the city, as the Courier

^md Inquirer informs us, through a series of glass

pipes passing under ground through grooved

bricks, the space between the grooves and the

bricks to be filled with cement. The expense is

lestimated at 1,000 dollars per mile, or 180,000

dollars for the entire distance.——Lady Franklin,

an evening paper states, is at present engaged in a

pilgrimage to the ports whence the whale ships are

likely to proceed to Davis's Straits, " with a view to

plead her anxieties and distresses, and to animate

the commanders of these ships in her cause." It is

true that Lady Franklin—who is living under that

most harassing of all dispensations, the sense of

mystery and uncertainty shrouding the fate of

what she lo\es—has been down to Hull for the

purpose in question ; and has met from all con-

nected with the whale ships the sympathy which

her sorrow commands, and the promise of active

co-operation that she sought.——The total pro-

duce of the Stowe Library was £10,355 7s. 6d.

Mr. Ewart has given notice of his intention to

move for a Select Committee upon the public

libraries of Great Britain and Ireland,—with the

view of securing means for their improvement and

extension. The formation of libraries at railway

stations, according to the project of Capt. Huish,

which we mentioned a fortnight since, is coming

fast into execution. One was to be opened on

Thursday last at the Great Western Terminus at

Paddington. The library table will be sup-

plied with all the London papers, periodicals, and

other publications for sale. The contract has been

taken by, and the management of this department

confided to, Messrs. Marshall and Sons. It is

said that an English company have bought a rich

mine in the dominions of Spain. It at one time

yielded so much silver ore that the government

dues alone sufficed to pay for the building of the

far famed royal palace of the Escurial. Among

the sanitary improvements in the Citj', we have toj

mention that interments in the burial-ground ofi

St. Bride's Church have been ordered to be dis-

continued. The question of enforcing e.ttra-murai!

burials, though not suffered to lapse entirely, doeS:

not progress with that rapidity which every one

:

acquainted with the results of the old practice

must desire. The City Board of Health has issued

a recommendation to the authorities to proiiibit

the slaughter of cattle in cellars, vaults, or other

places below the level of the ground after a certain

day to be fixed—say three months from date of

notice. The ballot on Monday at the Royal

Academy for an Academician as successor to Mr.

Reinagle resulted in the election of Mr. Wesmacott

the sculptor. The tables at the meeting of the

Graphic Society on Wednesday last were so laden

with interesting objects that particularisation

would be beyond our means without too great a

sacrifice of space. It was one of the strongest

evenings in the way of contributions that we have
|

j

seen. The exhibition of architectural works I

determined on by the Architectural Association i®
!

fixed to take place in March next at the Gallery

of the New Society of Painters in Water Colours;! i

in Pall Mall. The committee, says the Bicilder,\

will bo prepared to receive, during the latter partji

of the present month, drawings of works contem- t

plated or in progress,—designs submitted in com-- '.

j

petition during the year,—studies aud delineations
j

of existing buildings and antiquities,—and arclii-
\

tectural models. The drawings should be either in
|

frames or upon strainers. Considering the eleva-
|

tion of their art, by the diffusion of tastj among'
the public, to be no less an object than the direct

advantage of the profession, the Society have
determined to constitute tlie Exhibition/ree on all|

days but Saturdays. This is a feature in their

scheme well deserving to have attention called to

it. ^The annual oration in honour of the late Dr.

Hunter was delivered last week at the Royal:

College of Surgeons, in Lincoln's-inn-fields, by!

Mr. Ctesar Hawkins, in the presence of His Royal;

Highness Prince Albert and a vast number of:

members of the medical profession and of other

visitors. Mr. Hawkins stated, in the coarse of his,

oration, that the Museum of the institution is at;

present complete in all its departments, and the!

Library contains 23,000 volumes, On Tuesday!

week the second annual meeting of the Euston-

square Baths and Washhouses Association was held;

in the board-room in George-street, when a report

of the year's proceedings was submitted. Every

week adds fresh evidence of the usefulness of these

new institutions—and furnishes its reasons for a

yet further development of the plans already

carried into execution. ^ Some of our readers
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may thank us for mentioning that the Lord Cham-

berlain has given notice that the House of Lords

will be open to the public on Wednesdays, between

the hours of eleven and four. Tickets are to be

obtained at the Lord Chamberlain's office. In

the course of a paper by Mr. Highton, on Improve-

ments in Electric Telegraphs, read at the Society

of Arts on the 7th iustant, the writer alluded to

the rapid oxidation of the iron railings in the

squares of London, and showed, as noted by others

also, that the effect was due to a galvanisation

arising from the use of lead for connecting the iron

with the stone walls. Mr. Branwhite and Mr.

Jenkins were elected members of the Old Water-

Colour Society last week. Mr. Richard West-

macott has been elected a Royal Academician.

In Edinburgh, Mr. Saml. Halkett has obtained the

appointment of Keeper of the Advocates' Library,

against a large list of competitors.

The New Prince's Theatre, Glasgoio.—The

decorations of this theatre are in carton-pierre,

and were furnished by ]Messrs. Jackson, of Rath-

bone-place ; they are in high relief, and comprise

festoons of fruit and flowers, medallions, and

panels, containing groups of children ; a mimic
orchestra of these are perched in the box -front, on

brackets in the line of the pillars ; while over them,

in the gallery-front, are termini, with brackets

bearing crystal gas-lustres. The enrichments are

white, picked out in gold, with pale blue back-

grounds in panels, and the fronts of the tiers rose-

colour.

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

Mow.—Statistical, 8—J. T. Danson, Esq. " On
the Commercial Progress of the Colonial

Dependencies of the United Kingdom
during the Twenty Years, 1826-46."

—

British Architects, 8.—Pathological , half-

past 7—Council.—Chemical, 8.—Royal

Academy, 8—Sculpture.

Tubs.—Linnean, 8.—Institution of Civil En-
gineers, 8—" An Account of the Explo-

sion of Fir^ Damp, at the Eaglebush Col-

liery, Neatp," by Mr. Joshua Richardson.

—Royal Institution, 3—W. B. Carpenter
" On Palseontology."—Horticultural, 2.

Wed.—-Geological, half-past 8.—College of Phy-

sicians, 4— Gulstonian.

Thur.—Numismatic, 7.—Antiquaries, 8.—Eoyal
Society of Literature, 4.—Royal, half

past 8.—Royal Institution, 3—Dr. Gull

"On Physiology of Digestion."—Royal

Academy, 8—Painting.

Fri.—Philological, 8.—Royal Institution, half-

past 8.—Rev. J. Barlow " On Mr. Phil-

lips's Fire Annihilator,"—College of Phy-

sicians, 4—Gulstonian.

Sat.—Royal Institution, 3—Prof. Brande "On
Chemical Philosophy."

On April the 1st, will be published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The
SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing how to hold the Pencil, and general rules

for Drawing Ornamental Foliage, with
a letter-press description.

To le continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.

Contents of Part 2 of

Ci^e ^aot of (©rnainental antr iSarlg

To be published on Thursday, March 1st.

Alphabet of Flourished Cyphers, commencing from
A. A. to A. Z. (This Alphabet will be continued

monthly, till the whole is completed, down
to Z. Z.

Two Alphabets of the Fifteenth Century.

Initial Letters, A. and U. Also an Ornamental
Border-piece, Fifteenth Century.

To be printed in colours, and stitched in a neat

wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly.

Office, 17, Holywell- street, Strand.

"Ben Burslem."—We are much oiliged for
your good wishes. It is our intention to give

designs suitablefor ornamental tablets, Sfc. We
are not acquainted with any toork of the descrip-

tion you name. Should you require an original

design at any time, we shall be happy to forward
you one on very moderate terms.

" A Subscriber" (Durham).—We are glad that

you approve of our Gothic illustrations. We will

shortly give some designs for the department you
require.

"Busby."—The second part will contain more
variety, and also originality. {See Advertise-

ment.) We will entertain the idea of printing the

alphabets, §-c. in colours, but wefear they will be

too expensive. We are desirous that the present

publication should get into the hands ofmechanics.

"C.J. W."—It does not depend upon the name
or position of the party . Should there not be a

crest or arms to the name, an application must be

made to the Herald's College.

" Joseph Hyde."—Change your BooTtseller; he

does not actfairly towards thepublication. They

are all in print up to the present time, and pub-
lished with regularity every iveek.

" X. P."—Thanksfor your sketch, we loillfind

room for it.

" M. W."— Your complaint will he remedied in

future. Owing to the great demandfor the bach

numbers of the first volume, thefirst edition has

been sold out, but we have now reprinted them,

and can supply any numbers that you require.

You can have a single number.

QUERY.

—

Can any ofour readers inform us of

the best method of polishing porphyry marble ?
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F any value, is to

be attached to the impressions derived from

the most impressive or characteristic works in

painting—the most correctly passionate and

descriptive music—amongst the most success-

ful instances of which may perhaps be reckoned

the best oratorios, and some other sacred mu-
sic—and the opinions imbibed from a search

after expression and passion in visible nature,

it is safe to conclude/ that there is no grandeur,

far less sublimity, without a preponderance of

dark ; that there is no beauty, far less sim-

plicity, without a preponderance of light.

If this be the case, there should be no hesi-

tation, as there can be no difficulty in assigning

to any given subject—coupled by its desired

expression or character—its appropriate, and

consequently most expressive scale of light or

dark. Not to feel this and practise it is to

subject chiaroscuro, as an art, to the same

varying [and uncertain opinions as have in-

volved the subject of colour.

Colour had been by a few illustrious men,

carried to an extraordinary pitch of beauty.

Ideal form had been, by a few other men, car-

ried to as extraordinary a pitch of grandeur or

sublimity. There then appear a few very wise

men, who propose to unite the beautiful colour

to the sublime conception, and, the failure

was a matter of course. Would not common
sense, or a sense of the proper, have deprecated

so absurd an attempt? But then the unionists

were men of genius.

Is genius, then, second to common sense ?

or does a sense of the proper, transcend ge

nius ? Perhaps a sense of the proper, propelled

by high power, and controlled by high knoW'

ledge and experience, is genius, and the union,

ists were not men of genius.

Now, chiaroscuro as an art, may be, if it be

not already, carried to an extraordinary pitch

of beauty by our own school ; and as beauty

in any shape seems more than any other qua^

lity, and that very naturally, to tickle the

senses of us proud islanders, a century or so

may be lost in an equally absurd attempt to

unite it with grandeur and sublimity as regards

chiaroscuro and form, unless it be defined, and

then distinctly felt, in what circumstances it

may be congruous, and in what incongruous.

The dicta of the early writers goes to assert,

indeed, that the object of Art is beauty alone,

and that all that precludes its admission is

spurious; and this opinion was held even down

to the time of Reynolds, who in his writings

supports it.

But what may appear singular is, that from

the time of the promulgation of such opinion^

down to our own time, the aim of the painters

themselves has been divided between simplicity,

beauty, and sublimity; and the last style has

been at times the favourite, to produce which

the most repulsive and sanguinary incidents

have been, and perhaps injudiciously, selected.

And alongside with Reynolds's advocacy of

beauty occur his ravings about the terrible, and

Michael Angelo.
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Erc^^olosical institutf.

Amcngst the antiquities communicated at

the meeting on the 2nd ult., a fine collection

of ornaments found at Largo, in Fifeshire,

attracted especial attention. They were found

in a tumulus on the estates of the late Col.

Durham, and were exhibited by Mr. Dundas,

of Arniston, who gave an account of the dis-

covery. It supplies a remarkable instance of

the value of popular tradition; the common
belief having always been that some great

chieftain lay there interred with a great amount

of treasure. There is every reason to suppose

that an enormous quantity of precious metal

was found : the onerous nature of the Scottish

law regarding treasure trove is a fatal hin-

drance to the preservation of any objects of

intrinsic value there discovered .Mr. Dundas

stated that for a long time portions' of this de-

posit had been brought to the silversmiths and

melted. The few ornaments which Col. Dur-
ham had succeeded in preserving are of the

most curious character, and bear devices hither-

to known almost exclusively in illuminations

of the ninth century. Mr. Dundas produced

also, some beautiful gold bracelets, found on

the coast of Fifeshire ; and a discussion ensued

on the expediency of so le more lenient en-

actment in North Britain, and the example

which had been set by the Government of Den-

mark in modifying the rights of treasure trove,

a wise policy, which doubtless had greatly

facilitated the formation of the invaluable col-

lection of national antiquities in that country.

Mr. Hawkins complaind of the loss of a large

collection of silver coins recently found under

Glasgow Cathedral, and which would have

furnished a valuable addition to our knowledge

0/ the Scottish coinage.

Mr. Talbot read a memoir on the discovery

of a large collection of weapons, implements,

and ornaments at Lagore, Co. Meath, one of

the most remarkable deposits of ancient Irish

antiquities hitherto disinterred. A selection

from these remains was exhibited; and some

chased and enamelled objects, found with

bronze swords aud weapons sometimes consi

dered to be of the primeval age, attracted

much notice. Mr. Talbot stated that thev

were found in a tumulus surrounded by a frame

of oak, forming a sort of stockade or paling

around the place of deposit, which was divi-

ded into several compartments or chambers in

a very s^gular manner, and within these was
found a great quantity of remains of animals,

chiefly oxen, with the bones of deer; goats,

large greyhounds, and foxes. Each species,

however, was generally found placed in a se-

parate compartment. The heads of the oxen

were broken on the forehead, as if by some

blunt sacrificial instrument. No Christian

emblem appeared on any of the ornaments;

—

amongst which it was stated that a crown had

been found.

The Dean of Westminster brought several

Roman urns, found in railway cuttings at Old

Ford, Bow. Mr. Wyatt gave a report of the

state of the ancient wooden church at Green-

stead, Essex, now undergoing restoration under

his care, aud which had been erroneously re-

ported to have suiFered by injudicious reno-

vation. This singular building, formed entirely

of logs of wood supposed to be chesnut, will

be preserved with the utmost care. The timber

was still in a state of extraordinary preser-

vation, having suffered only where it had been

constantly exposed to moisture.

Mr. Kemble presented several striking draw-

ings of sculptured remains in the north 01

England, inscribed with Runes. Various other

communications were read, relating to recent

discoveries, architectural and other antiquities

of interest; and a large assemblage of speci-

mens of ancient art, drawings, and fac-similies

of inscriptions were exhibited.

Some curious particulars concerning the

estate of Abbotsford at the present time are

contained in Mr- Lockhart's new " Life of Siti

Walter Scott." It appears that at the death of

the last of Scott's children, in February, 1847*,

it was found that, notwithstanding the very ex-

tensive demand for his father's writings, there

still remained a considerable debt to Mr. Cadeil,

and also the greater part of the old debt, se-

cured on the lands. Since then, an arrange-

ment has been effected by which the estate as

well as the house and appendages are at last!

unfettered ; Mr. Cadeil, in May, 1847', taking!

the whole debt upon himself on the transfer toi

him by the family of their remaining claim
over Sir Walter's writings.
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Kfit (EfjronolBpist

The Hall of Commerce in Threadneedle Street,

built a few years ago, by Mr. Moxhay, the biscuit

baker, has been closed, after remaining open to

the public for six years, the undertaking having

turned out a hopeless failure. A most important

sale took place last week, at Messrs. Sotheby and

Wilkinson's in Wellington Street, Strand, consist-

ing of a portion of the rare Manuscripts and Books

from the Library of M. Libri, one of the most

eminent Book Collectors of Paris. Many of them

formerly belonged to Francis the First, Diane de

Poictiers, Thuames, the Prince d'Esling,*&c. It

is stated that George Hudson, Esq., M, P. has just

become the purchaser of the Jarrow Alkali Works,

for the sum of Thirty Thousand Pounds.-^—One

of the Norman Windows of the south aisle of the

nave of Southwell Collegiate Church, Notts, has

recently been filled with painted glass, of a rich and

brilliant colour. -The work of restoring the fine

old parish church of Thornbury, in Gloucestershire,

is rapidly progressing. The east window a five feet

decorated one, is to be filled with stained glass.

—St. Nicolas Church, Ipswich, has lately under-

gone considerable enlargement and alteration^

During the course of the work, several discoveries

were made tending to throw light upon the former

structure of the church ; amongst the most curious

relics are some figures of the Apostles, carved in

bas-relief of a very early date, and generally ad-

mitted to be of Saxon origin. They have been in-

serted in the north wall to insure preservation.

At Somerset House an association ,
of the students

has just been formed, for the purpose of mutual

improvement the first meeting of which was held

on Saturday, the 10th ult, in the large room at

Somerset House, the use of which has been grant-

ed by the council. An introductory paper was

read by Mr. D. W. Raimbach, the substance of

which we shall give.——Now that the Commission-

ers have instructions to improve the arrangements

of the Museum, it will be well for them to bear in

mind the necessity of providing greater convenien-

cies for those who frequent the library. A lavatory

is rather a necessity, if only for the protection of

valuable works from being soiled, than a luxury.

The present arrangement of the conveniences for

the gentlemen is very unsatisfactory, and in any
alteration the ladies ought to be consulted,

The committee have reported to the subscribers

that the restoration of the Norman Tower, Bury

St. Edmunds, is completed. £3,100 have been

disbursed, and about £300 remain to be paid.

According to the Chemical Times, the best means

of preventing the corrosion of metals is to dip the

articles into very dilute nitric acid, to immerse

them afterwards in linseed oil, and to allow the ex-

cess of oil to drain ofi". By this process metals are

effectively preserved from rust or oxidation.

It is thought, with reason, that a free exposition of

patented and registered inventions would be an

advantage to the public, and at the same time, fa-

cilitate the object they have in view, viz., making

their inventions generally known, and it is intended

to open an exposition of the kind at the Baker

Street, Bazaar. A manager and assistants will be

appointed, for the purpose of explaining the use

and advantage of each invention, and to effect

sales.

TTie New Kremlin at Moscow.—The Moscow
Gazette says :

—" The new Kremlin will shortly be
finished. The gilded cupola sparkles already in

the sun, and recalls to mind the palaces with their

golden summits of the ancient Grand Dukes of

Russia. In the St. George's Hall, that saint is to

be seen on horseback, fighting the winged dragon.

Eighteen statues, representing the submission of

as many provinces now belonging to Russia, are

scathed in complete armour, with shields which
bear the date of the period. The Andrew's Hall, or

the Throne Room, is ornamented with magnificent

golden relief; the Alexander Hall is of red marble,

and astonishes the beholder by its beautiful archi-

tectural ornaments. It is difficult to describe, so

as to give a correct idea, the extraordinary

grandeur of these halls, and the exquisite style of

the workmanship."

Patentsfor Invention.—The number of patents
sealed at Westminster during the year 1847
amounted to 498, and the amount of fees to

jg9,387 ; in Scotland, durina the same period, to

168, fees, £2,935; and in Ireland to 76, fees,

£583.

Absorption of Moisture in Buildings.—In this

humid climate the absorption of moisture is a most
important consideration, for all who erect habita-

tions with a view of combining comfort with the

order of architecture. Too often is it to be seen

that the former, not to say yields to, but is totally

neglected for the sake oi the latter. One of the

great exciting causes of rheumatism, that most
common disease, is, I believe, most generally pro-

duced by the ill-constructed order of our habita-

tions. Were air visible, we should wonder at wit-

nessing the cascade (if I may be allowed to use this

term) that is maintained between the windows and
doors towards the fire-place, in the midst of which
we are compelled to exist, and when experiencing

this we draw towards the very part of the room
where the current is strongest—to that imaginary
circle which encompasses the fire ; here the evil is

increased.

Much of the supposed Californian Gold dust
turns out to be a mere oxide of iron, which eva-
porates on exposure to heat.
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ORNAMENTAL CAPITALS, FROM THE ARCADE IN THE AISLE OF THE CIRCULAE PORTION 6F

THE TEMPLE CHURCH.
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ALPHABET, TAKEN PROM A OHANCEKY MS.—15tH CENTURY.
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(Continued from page 140J

."Michel Angiolo was of the middle stature, bony

in his make, and rather spare, although broad over

his shoulders. He had a good complexion ; his

forehead was square, and somewhat projecting ;

his eyes rather small of an hazel colour, and on his

brows but little hair : his nose was flat, being dis-

figured by a blow he received from Torrigiano, a

contemporary student with Michel Angiolo, and a

sculptor of great merit, but a proud, inconsiderate,

and ungovernable character. Benevetto Cellini, in

his own life, has recorded this affair with Michel

Angiolo, as it was related to him by Torrigiano

himself. 'His conversation one day happened to

turn upon Michel Angiolo Buonarroti, on seeing a

drawing of mine made from the celebrated cartoon

of the Battle of Pisa. " This Buonarrotti and I

(said Torrigiano), when we were young men, went

to study in the church of the Carmelites, in the

chapel of Masaccio ; faud it was customary with

Buonarrotti to rally those who were learning to draw

there. One day, amongst others, a sarcasm of his

having stung me to the [quick, I was extremely

irritated, and, clutching my fist, gave him such a

violent blow upon his nose, that I felt the cartilage

yield as if it had been made of paste, and the mark

I then gave him he will carry to his grave."

" B. Cellini's account of Torrigiano is,
—'That he

was a handsome man, but of consummate assu-

rance, having rather the air of a bravo, than of a

sculptor: above all, his strange gestures and his

sonorous voice, witha manner of knitting his brows

enough to frighten every man who saw him, gave

him a most tremendous appearance, and he was

continually talking of his great feats amongst those

bears of Englishmen whose country he had but re-

cently left.'

" We are indebted to Torrigiano for the monu-

ment of Henry VII. in Westminster Abbey, finish-

ed, according to Stow, in 1519, and for which the

sculptor received a thousand pounds. His un-

governable and restless habits often precipitated

him into great difficulties, and the circumstances

of his deatli furnish a melancholy instance of the

vicissitudes of life, and the baneful effects of inqui-

sitorial j urisprudence,

" Upon leaving England he visited Spain, and

after distinguishing himself by many jexcellent

works, was employed by the Duke D'Argus to

execute in marble a Madonna and infant Christ, of

the size of nature, with high promises to be re-

warded in proportion to his merit. As the Duke
was a grandee of the first^rank, Torrigiano flattered

himself with a proportionate expectation. After

much study and application he completed his work

to his own "satisfaction ; and his performance was

with delight and reverence. Impatient to possess

this treasure, the Duke immediately sent for it

;

and that his generosity might be displayed to the

greatest advantage, he loaded two lacqueys with the

money to defray the purchase. The bulk was pro-

mising ; but when the bags were found to contain

but brass maravedi, which amounted only to the

small sum of thirty ducats, vexation and dis-

appointment roitsed Torrigiano's resentment, who

considering this present rather as an insult than a

reward for his merit, on a sudden snatched up his

mallet, and, without regard to the perfection of his

workmanship or the sacred character of the image,

he broke it into pieces, and dismissed the lacqueys

with their load of farthings to tell the tale. The

grandee, with every passion alive to this merited

disgrace, and perhaps, impressed with horror at the

sacrilegious nature of the act, presented him before

the, court of Inquisition, and impeached him for his

conduct as an infidel and a heretic. Torrigiano

urged the right of an author over his own creation :!

Reason pleaded on his side, but Superstition sat ini

j udgment,, and he was condemned to lose his life

with torture ; but the holy office lost its victim

—

Torrigiano starved himself to death in prison

(1522), to avoid his torments and the horror of the

execution ! He was about fifty years of age."

Canova and Thorwaldsen, together with our own

Chantrey, occupy the topmost rank among sculp-

tors of the present day, or rather did so until death

snatched away all these eminent artists. Still we

are inclined to think that the performances of Ca-

nova have been somewhat overated. Many of

them have a studied and theatrical air quite incon-

sistent with good taste as well as with the higher

productions of Grecian art, which this sculptor

always professed to copy. Mr. Mathews, in his

" Diary of an Invalid," speaking of Canova's Venus,

one of his most vaunted figures, says:—"The

boudoir of the Pitti Palace, in the centre of which

stands Canova's Venus, brilliantly illuminated, and

lined with mirrors, reflected the beauties of her

figure in all directions, and exhibited the statue to

the highest advantage. This is the statue which

occupied the pedestal of the Medicean Venus

during her flight to Paris, but I can find nothing

divine about Canova's Venus.

(To be continued.)
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In an article in the " Archaeological Journal

"

for June, 1845, on the " Decorative Processes in

use during the Middle Ages," by Mr. Albert Way,

whose exquisite taste and skill as an "amateur

artist, and unwearied zeal in investigating every

department of knowledge connected with me-

diaeval antiquities, have enabled him to add so

many valuable contributions to our store of in-

formation on the subject of archaeology, will be

found a most interesting description of the various

kinds of enamel in use at different periods. He

states that " the term enamel properly designates

vitreous pastes, to which various colours are given

by means of metallic oxides : they are either

opaque or transparent, and are capable of being

applied superficially to several substances, earthy

or metallic, forming a decorative covering, or re~

vetement, as it is termed by French writers, of

admirable brilliancy and durability. The rich blue

and green colours which are seen on the little

figures of deities, and on various ornaments dis-

covered in Egypt, appear to be enamels : porce-

lain, pottery, and glass have served as the ground-

work, to which enamel has been applied with the

most attractive eifect."

[

" The metals capable of being employed as

[groundwork for enamel, are gold, silver, and

'copper, brass being of too fusible a quality. No
course of experiments has hitherto made known

I

the substances of which ancient enamels were com-

i

posed, or the proportions in which they were

! employed ; a few ancient recipes for compounding

enamel have been discovered. It may here suffice

I

generally to state, that the colouring paste, which

I

forms the base, consists of oxides of lead and tin

1
fused with silex, in certain quantities, the opaque

qualities being given by the oxide of tin, whilst

various colours are produced by the addition of the

metallic oxides; thus from copper green is ob-

tained, red from gold or iron, and blue from

cobalt. The use of this last mineral, and the

exquisite colour produced from it, seemed to pre-

dominate to a remarkable extent in the earlier

enamels ; the field of which is almost invariably

enriched with the brilliant hue of the substance

called smalt."

The recipe above referred to is from a Sloane

MS. in the British Museum, and is the most

ancient one yet noticed for the composition of

enamel. It appears to have been written in Eng-

and in the earlier part of the fourteenth century.

It deserves observation, as indicating that English'

artificers were not unskilled in the art of ena-,

melling—that in the roll of the inhabitants of

Paris, A.D. 1292, the names of goldworkers appear,

designated as Englishmen, or of London ; and

that of five enamellers then settled in Paris,

one entered as " Richardin I'esmailleur, de Lon-

dres."

" To make Enamel. Enamel is thus made :

—

Take lead and melt it, occasionally taking off the

pellicle which floats on the surface, until the whole

of the lead is wasted away, of which take one part,

and of the powder hereafter mentioned, as much ;

and this is the said powder : take small white

pebbles which are found in streams, and pound

them into most subtle powder, and if you wish to

have yellow enamel, add oil of filberts and stir

with a hazle rod ; for green, add filings of copper

or verdigris ; for red, add filings of latin with

calamine ; for blue, good azure or saffre, of which

glaziers make blue glass." The mention of

" saffre," if by that term may be understood zaffre

or cobalt, deserves especial notice ; but some

writers suppose that the sapphire of the ancients

was our lapis-lazuli

Neto Coin.—We have recently inspected a new
example of Mr. Wyon's skill, which must be con-

sidered as a pattern coin for England; the work-
manship being probably too delicate, and the

name too foreign, for it to be generally adopted. It

is called a florin ; and has on the obverse the

Queen's bust, crowned and robed in the same ela-

borate style as upon the beautiful pattern crown
by the same artist ; around it is inscribed " Vic-

toria Regina, 1848." Tiie obverse has the shields

of England, Ireland, and Scotland arranged cross-

wise ; the spaces between being filled by the rose,

shamrock, and thistle ; the inscription being " one

florin, one-tenth of a pound." The intention is to

produce a decimal coinage, easily multiplied and
comprehended by foreigners. So far it is good,!

but the name is not so happy ; it is un-Eoglish

and strange to the multitude. Tliere is one other

thing which strikes us might be altered : when the

shields are arranged crosswise, as on this coin, the

arms of England occur twice over ; why not,

instead of this, place the arms of Wales as one ? It

would be but a just and honourable tribute to an
ancient and loyal principality, which never seems
to have its fair meed of notice.

At a meeting" of |the Society of Antiquaries,!

Feb. 8, Mr. Windus sent two specimens of carving

by Cellini,—one representing the Annunciation,'

the other a profane subject; accompanied by a!

letter on Mr. Ouvry's exhibition, at the last meet-|

ing, of a carving on silver imputed to Cellini. Mr.
Windus showed that it was of considerably later

date, and that it was by the famous French artist

Tbelot ; and added his opinion that the subject was
Joshua causing the sun to stand still on Gibeon.
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JuFFERS. An antiquated term for pieces of
wood four or five inches square.

Jumper. A name given by masons and miners
to a long iron chisel used in boring shot-holes for

blasting large masses of stone, by which they may
be split into smaller ones.

Jasper.' A genus of stones of the siliceous

class. It includes the blood-stone, so called from
its being supposed efficacious in stopping blood, a

quality probably imputed on account of the

crimson spots which diversify its green -coloured

substance.

Kang, or Chinese Stove. Is heated by a fur-

nace, which casts all its heat into it. The furnace

is proportioned and fitted to the stove, and may be

placed either in the room, or on the outside of the

house.

Keep. Sometimes styled emphatically the

tower, the strongest part of the old English

castles, forming the citadel of the fortress. It was
generally near the centre of the fortified works, but

in some instances, as at Portohester, Goodrich,

Castleton, and other very ancient castles, it is

found placed in a line with the exterior walls. Its

massive walls and narrow loopholes were calcu-

lated to afford defence in the last extremities of a

siege.

Kerf. The slit or cut in a piece of timber, or

in a stone, by a saw.

Kkrkis. a name which in the theatres of the

ancients designated the stairs which crossed the

ranges of seats like radii of a circle, and which were

carried from the orchestra to the outermost circum-

ference of the seats.

Keyed Da o. So named on account of its

being secured from warping by bars grooved into

it, on the inside.

Keys. In naked flooring, are pieces of timber
fixed in between the joists by mortise and tenon.

When these are fastened with their ends projecting

against the sides of the joists, they are called

strutting pieces.

Key. In the earliest times, the locks and keys

were very simple, the former being but a bar of

woodj and the key a hook by which it was raised

or drawn back. By degrees they became more
complicated. The keys of the ancients were gene-

rally of bronze ; they had an infinite variety of

forms, and they were sometimes so large and

heavy, as to require to be carried on the shoulder.

The accompanying engraving represents the key

held by St. Peter on the tomb of St. Sebald, at

Nuremberg.

Key of a Floor. The board last laid down.

Key-Stone. The stone placed in the centre

of the top of an arch or vault. The character of

the key-stone varies in the dififerent orders. In

the Tuscan and Doric it is only a simple stone pro-

jecting beyond the rest : in the Ionic, it is adorned

with mouldings in the manner of a console ; in the

Corinthian and Composite, it is a rich sculptured

console. The degree of ornament on the key-

stone is usually regulated by the general character

of the building. The ancients have left us several

fine models of ornamented key-stones of arcades

and arches, which generally represented some

ornament or figure that related to the building.

Those of the arcades of the amphitheatre of the

ancient Capua are adorned with heads, in high

relief, of the divinities to which it appears to have

been consecrated. The key-stones of triumphal

arches were ornamented with allegorical symbols

and figures allusive to the subject. That of the

arch of Titus is the finest known.

Knuckle. The joint, of a cylindrical form,

with a pin, as an axis, by which the straps of a

hinge are fastened together.

Krade. a machine in the ancient theatres by

which the gods and heroes were represented tra-

versing the air, by means of a chair and ropes.

{To he continued.)
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To form any estimate of the capabilities of

British Art from its displays on these walls during

the last three or four years would be very unjust

:

this year more unjust than ever. A fatality attends

the show in these rooms ; and contributors who

give their wine to other Exhibitions seem here only

to chronicle their " small beer." The honourable

exceptions are few.

Amongst those in the present Exhibition is Mr.

Danby's Mountain Chieftain's Funeral in Olden

Times (No. 52). It is a masterly conception

—

breathing in every touch the spirit of its author.

Mr. Martin's large picture, Joshua commanding

t!he Sun to stand still (129),. contains passages of

great beauty ; but the general character of the

work is, however, detracted from by the inky tone

that pervades the whole.

Mr. Creswick has three contributions. His

English Landscape (144) affords us the pleasure

which similar scenes in his hands always convey.

His Welsh Hill (20) is a fact not to be denied.

The Stepping Stones {299) has the usual refine-

ments of this artist's style.

Messrs. Lee and Sydney Cooper have again

combined their powers in English Meadows (47)

and Summer Breezes (199), and again with suc-

cess. Mr. Lee's Mountain Stream (276) is

choice work.

Mr. Linton's' Scene in Epping Forest (37) is a

worthy representative of his powers : and the

Watering Place (41 7) is one of the very best of

his cabinet-size works. It is full of beauty and of

truth.

The Scene in North Wales (257) and Crossing

the Ford (445) are additional evidences of Mr. T

Danby's talents. A constant recurrence, however,

to subjects comprehending the same elements and

time of day may finally lead him into mannerism

—a sin against which this young painter has to be

on his guard. The same remark may be made in

reference to the two landscapes by Mr. George

Stanfield

—

Mapledurkam Mill, on the Thames (5),

and At Pangbourne, on the Thames (392).

A Misty Morning on the Sands of the River

Exe (446), by Mr. F. Danby. It exhibits some-

what more of reference to the father's style : but is

a picture of great promise—the effect being admi-

rably realised.

Mr. Edward Cooke's most ambitious effort, and

the one most to our taste—is Dutch Boats on the

\

Y, off Amsterdam (8); the details done with hisj

accustomed precision. Italian Fishing Craft off^

the Torre del Marzocco, Leghorn (139), is one ofi

his best Mediterranpan views. The Dutch Coasti

n eaScheveling (365) is a work of great ability. i

Conspicuous among the figure studies are two of

children by Mrs. W. Carpenter. It is a matter ofi

difficulty to determine whether we like most

Summer Amusement (112) or Winter Amusement

(314). In each Mrs. Carpenter shows her power

in the delineation of juvenile form at once scientific

and tasteful.

Mr. Stone has contributed two small portrait

studies. One is entitled A Girl of Brittany (2),

the other Alice (8). Both are good in their cha-

!

racters of female beauty : the piquancy of the first
|

being heightened by the attractions of a very pic-

1

turesque costume. Of a similar class are the two

portrait studies by Mr. H. O'Wi&l—St. Cecilia (211)

and St. Catherine (213). The last saint is the

most spiritualised in aspect. Both pictures are

advances on Mr. O'Neil's works of the kind last

year.

Mr. Ansdell's works show enterprise and indus-

try- The composition of The Successful Deer-\

stalkers (17) is of his best, Bringing a Stagfrom
the Hill-top (404) proves, in addition, his capacity!

for laying out a combination of forms on a large

surface ; and it has both vigour and boldness of

execution.
j

Mr. F. Goodall's representation of Paris, 1848

(33) is an acceptable representation of French

quidnuncs in all the excitement of political freney.
j

The Old Market at Rouen, Normandy (4), by hiSj

brother, Mr. E. A. Goodall, has some excellent

points of a technical character.

Mr. Joy has contributed a picture

—

TJie Cele-

brated Interview between Charles James Fox and
Napoleon, 1801— TJie Peace of Amiens (181). The

painter would do well to leave this walk to those

better qualified.

There is so much excellent colour in Mr. Hol-

land's view of The Rialto (122), and such a play of

fancy in the making up of the picture, as make it

a matter of regret that the architectural details

should not have been given with greater precision.

Study of a Head (155), by Mr. J. W. Phillips,

is a smart sketchy transcript of a physiognomy

that recalls strongly the Kemble family.

A Sketch in the British Institution (24), by

Mr. C. W. Stanley, though showing but the back

of a fair student engaged in copying a Rembrandt

portrait, is executed with frankness of style and

perception of tone.
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Mr. A. C. Hayter's picture of Prayer before the

Mid-day Alms (66) is a well-chosea incident. It

displays the active benevolence of the Franciscan

monks of the Ara Coeli—administering relief at

their convent door to the poor. The merit of the

picture lies in the unconventional and probable

look of the scene. The figures are obviously stu-

dies of facts; and the whole testifies to great vigi-

lance and observation.

Mr. R. W. Buss's Parson Adams lost in a pro-

found Study of a Passage in JEschylus (70)

resembles in character a series of pictures of wrapt

enthusiasts began by the late Theodore Lane, and

which Mr. Buss delights to continue. We cannot

say that we admire it.

A little unpretending picture of an elderly

woman entitled The Pauper (216), by Mr. C.

Wilson, is remarkable for great truth, and a certain

correspondence with the style of Wilkic at the time

wlaen he painted " The Blind Fiddler."

A striking example of human patience is Mr. J.

D. Wingfield's Intei-ior of the Picture Gallery,

Stafford House (232). All that relates to the

mere imitative qualities of his art Mr. Wingfield

may be said to have here carried further than in

any of his preceding efforts ; but having had on

former occasions pleasure in the graceful composi-

tions with which he has peopled the palaces or

scenery of English story, we confess to want of

interest in the present work.

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

MON.—Geographical, half-past 8, p.m.—Royal
Academy, 8—Sculpture.—Royal Institu-

tion, half- past 8—Mr. Brodie "On Che-
mical Philosophy."

TuES.—Zoological, 9—Scientific Business.—Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, 8—" On Fire-

proof Buildings," by Mr. J. Braidwood,
Assoc. Inst. C.E.—Royal Institution, 3

—

W. B. Carpenter " On Palaeontology."

Wed.—Ethnological, 8—" Obituary Notice of Dr.
J. C. Prichard," by Dr. Hodgkin. " Re-
marks on some Specimens of Skulls of
the Naloo Africans," by G. Whitfield,

Esq.—College of Physicians, 4—Croo-
nian.—Royal Institution, 3—Mr. Brodie
" On Chemical Philosophy."

Thur.—Antiquaries, 8.—Royal, half-past 8.

—

Zoological, 3—General Business.—Royal
Institution, 3—Dr. Gull " On Physiology
of Digestion. — Royal Academy, 8

—

Painting.

Fri.—Archaeological Institute, 4.—Royal Institu-

tion, 3—Prof. E. Forbes " On the Ques-
tion, Have New Species of Organised
Beings appeared since the Creation of

Man?"—Botanical, 8.—College of Phy-
sicians, 4—Croonian.

Sat.—Royal Institution, 3—Prof. Brande "On
Chemical Philosophy."—Asiatic, 2.

On April the 1st, will be published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing how to hold the Pencil, and general rules

for Drawing Ornamental Foliage, with
a letter-press description.

To he continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.

Contents of Part 2 of

Ci^e 5i?oolt: of ©rnamental antt iSarlj)

Published on Thursday last, March 1st.

Alphabet of Flourished Cyphers, commencing from
A. A. to A. Z. (This Alphabet will be continued
monthly, till the whole is completed, down
to Z. Z.

Two Alphabets of the Fifteenth Century.

Initial Letters, A. and U. Also an Ornamental
Border-piece, Fifteenth Century.

To be printed in colours, and stitched in a neat
wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly.

Office, 17, Holywell- street, Strand.

"J, G."—Accept our thanks for the Book of

Alphabets sent.

" Busby."— Your hint will be acted upon

.

Send the Sketches, and, if of sufficient merit,

they shall appear.

" B. B. W."

—

Tiefer to a booksellefs cata-

QUERY.

—

Can any ofour readers inform us of

the best method ofpolishing ijorphyry marble ?

Communications, Books for Revieio, Specimens

of Inventions, ^c, to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street, Strand, London."—We shall at all times

he extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science, S^c.

*i^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit

ablefor decorative purposes, loill greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

*4f* Part I, is also re -printed, and will in future be

charged at lOd. each.

Part 23 is now ready, Price lOd.
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#n ©omjjosition.

OMPOSITION is

the arrangement of various component pai'ts

to form a whole, whether of figures, trees, ves-

sels, &c. in a painting or piece of sculpture,

or of doors, windows, piers^ columns, pilasters,

cornices, &c. in a building. To compose well

is one of the first qualities necessary for an

artist, after he has acquired the elements of

his art, and commenced an original work.

—

Composition, in many instances, vies with, and

in fact is, invention ; and in others takes up

only arrangement and disposition, as in the

composition of a group of portraits in one case,

and of an historical picture in the other.

To be excellent, composition, should be sub-

servient to nature. A study of nature will as-

sist composition, for nature mostly composes

and groups well. It may even be said to enter

in the arrangement of a single figure. Raffaelle's

Cardinal Sforza, Titian's Cardinal Bentivoglio,

Reynolds's Mrs. Siddons, as the Tragic Muse,

the same great master's General Heathfiield,

holding the key as Governor of Gibraltar,

Flaxman's Lord Mansfield, in Westminster

Abbey, and Chantrey's James Watt, are beau-

tiful instances of a happy composition of the

parts of a single figure.

General or ideal beauty carried to a system

will never aid composition. The beauty of the

Faun is of one kind, that of Apollo of another;

the beauty of the Venus difi'ers from that of

the Diana, yet they are all beautiful. Charac-

ter is another essential quality in composition,

particularly in architecture, for buildings should

carry distinctive marks of their qualities and

use upon their fronts. The composition of

theatrical edifices should difi^er from municipal

buildings. Churches again from assembly

rooms, and dwelling houses from the ancient

temples. Yet how often are these essential

qualities in art neglected.

A composition in painting and sculpture may
be rich in figures, and m architecture abundant

in parts, and yet be poor in ideas. A compo-

sition should be learned, not pedantic. The

composition is generally settled in the sketch,

and where that is not from the first moment

determined upon and good, the work, however

|

good, will never be excellent. Though compo-

sition may be considered as the general order

or arrangement of a design, yet disposition is

the particular order ; it embraces every part

belonging to the design, whether of a painting

or a building. It is a quality in Art that de-

mands the greatest attention. If the objects

are placed too closely they appear a jumble,

leaving no repose for the eye ; and if carried

too wide will occasion the work to become

scattered or dispersed instead of agreeable and

diversified.

Vtmtim (glass ^aper W^tiQtii^,

The curious and interesting specimens of

the art of enclosing ornamental coloured glass

within a shell of colourless transparent glass,

which have lately been made familiar to us in

the forms of paper-weights, door-knobs, tazzi,

&c., is a revival of an art practised by the Ve-

netians five or six centuries since. For at

least four centuries we have no indications of

any such manufacture; and, indeed, until very

lately, it may be regarded as having been lost.

The interior patterns are first formed by taking
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soft glass, coloured with metallic oxides, which
is drawn into small tubes. These tubes are

combined to form a pattern, and are fused to-

gether lengthways, mating one variegated elon-

gated mass of any required diameter. One of

these compound tubes is taken, slices of the

thickness of a lozenge are cut off, either at

right angles to the length, or obliquely. These
transverse sections are all of identically the

same pattern if cut from the same tube. In
this way any required pattern can be formed,

and any variety of colours produced. The pat-

tern being thus made by combining sections of

this soft coloured glass, it becomes necessary

to secure the whole, and give beauty to the

design by covering it in front with a white and
perfectly transparent glass, and at the back by
a white opaque variety. This is done as in the

ordinary process, by putting different layers of

glass one upon the other. Sometimes the co-

loured mass, or section of the tubes, is dipped

partially into the opaque glass in a state of

fusion first, and then the whole is covered with

pure flint glass, or sometimes the opaque glass

is applied in the melted state to the back after

the flint glass has covered the face. The in-

terior coloured tubes being more fusible than

the outer transparent glass, soften when the

melted flint glass is applied, and in this soft

state it admits of any of those operations of

the workman necessary to give elegance of

form to the finished article ; and thus also the

two varieties of glass become united into one

consistent mass. These articles are sold as of

foreign manufacture, but we are assured upon
the best authority that very large quantities of

them are made in England—indeed, in the me-
tropolis—are sent to France and Germany, and

bought in those countries to supply our own
markets. This is not the only instance within

our knowledge in which our manufactures find

their way to the public at a greatly increased

price, by re-importation as the productions of

foreign industry. Surely it is time that all

such ridiculous prejudices should cease.

We hear with pleasure that the Literary and
Scientific Institution established only in December
last for Rotherhithe and Bermondsey is giving pro-
mise of a healthy existence. The district for which
it provides has been, we believe, previously to the
formation of this institution wholly without such
means of inf-ellectual enjoyment,—though compri-
sing within its circuit fifty thousand inhabitants.

C^f Comfi of i^ajjoleon.

A French paper gives the following details

relating to the works at the tomb of the Ex-

Emperor Napoleon.—"An immense circular

crypt has been dug beneath the dome ; within

which, on three shafts of green marble, the

sarcophagus containing the emperor's coffin

will repose. The block of porphyry which the

curious are now flocking to see on the Quai

d'Orsay is destined to cover the sarcophagus.

A lower gallery, paved in mosaics and lined

with marble bas-reliefs representing the princi-

pal events in the Emperor's life, will admit the

public to circulate about the sarcopliagus.

Twelve colossal statues in white marble—of

which six are already placed—will sustain an

upper gallery whence it may be looked down

on and its details examined from above. These

allegorical statues, from the chisel of Pradier,

represent the principal branches of human ac-

tivity— Science, Legislation, War, Arts, &c.,

A magnificent altar of black marble veined

with white rises in front of the tomb. Four

large and beautiful columns, also of black and

white marble, support the canopy of carved

and gilt wood. Ten broad steps, each cut

from a single block of Carrara marble, lead up

to the funeral altar. Beneath this altar is the

passage to the lower gallerj^ above spoken of

;

whose entrance is guarded on either side by the

tombs, in black marble, of Bertrand and Duroc

—dead marshals keeping wait at the door of

the imperial dead. The marbles employed in

in the construction of this tomb cost not less

than a million and a half (60,000/.) in the

rough :—the sculptures and bas-reliefs execu-

ted by Simart cost six hundred thousand francs

(24,000/.) The block oi porphyry for the co-

vering of the sarcophagus weighs 45,000 kilo-

grammes :—its extraction and carriage to Paris

cost one hundred and forty thousand francs

(5,600Z.) It comes from the shore of Lake

Onega.—Between the tombs of Bertrand and

Duroc, a shrine will be erected to receive the

sword of Austerlitz, the Imperial Crown, and

eighty standards captured under the Empire.

Mr. Charles Fox, the eminent line engraver and
water-colour draughtsman, died at Leyton, Essex,

on Thursday week last of a disease of the heart.
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Kstorg oi Btut^tnu,

{Continued from page 186.)

" She is not worthy to officiate as cliambermaid

to the goddess of the Tribune. It is simply the

representation of a modest woman, who seems to

shrink from exposure in such a dishabille ; while

her Grecian prototype, in native innocence and

simplicity, scarcely conscious of nakedness, seems

to belong to an order of beings to whom the senti-

ment of shame was as yet unknown. The attitude

of Canova's is constrained and perhaps even awk-

ward. This may arise from the manner in which

she compresses that scanty drapery, which the

sculptor has given her,—intended, I suppose, to

' double every charm it seeks to hide.' The syme-

try, too, is by no means perfect. The head is

manifestly too large. Is is perhaps unfair to attri-

bute to the sculptor the faults of the marble ; but

it is impossible not to remark, that e^en if the

work had been more perfect than it is, the un-

fortunate flaws, just in those places where they

are most mal d-propos, must still have detracted

much from its beauty. Many of the copies of this

istatue seem to me quite equal, if not superior, to

the original ; an infallible proof, if the remark be

correct, of its mediocrity of merit."

The same intelligent traveller thus speaks of the

talents of Thorwalsden, a Danish sculptor prajc-

tising at Rome ;
—" There is a freshness and origi-

nality in his designs, guided by the purest taste.

What can be ihore elegant and beautiful than his

basso-relievo of Night 1 His Venus victrix ap-

proaches nearer than any modern statue to the

Venus di Medicis. There is a shepherd, too, which

IS a delightful specimen of simplicity and nature

;

—and the charms of these statues is, that while

they emulate they have not borrowed any thing

from the works of the ancients."

On the works of our own Chantrey, we are dis-

posed to enlarge with all the spirit of nationality
;

but a recollection of our confined limits, together

with that sense of delicacy which restreuns us from

discussing minutely the merits of any artist, with-

hold us. Mr. Chantrey's principal productions

were busts; but the fvork which first fixed his high

reputation, and is still regarded by many as his

chef-d'osuvre, is a group of sleeping infants, to be

seen in the Cathedral at Lichfield.

To the productions of ancient art, however, we

must after all return, if we are desirous of con-

templating the sublimest as well as the most beau-

tiful specimens of sculpture. We shall, therefore.

now proceed to give a particular account of the

ideas entertained by the Greeks respecting the

standard of beauty in the different parts of the

human body. With regard to the head, the profile

chiefly admired by them consists in a line almost

straight, or marked. by inflexions so gentle as

scarcely to be recognised as such. The forehead

and nose, indeed, in female or youthful figures,

form a line which approaches to the perpendicular.

It has been often held, as a principle of ancient

beauty, that the forehead was extremely high.

This opinion, however, is subject to dispute ; for

many ancient writers, and artists also, assure us

that the Greeks considered a small or low forehead

essential to beauty. Thus the Circassians suffered

their hair to shade the forehead almost to the eye-

brows. Indeed, it will be evident that, to give an

oval form (the most esteemed) to the countenance,

it is requisite that the hair should cover the fore-

head, and make a curve above the temples ; or else

the face, which terminates in an oval form in the

inferior part, will be angular in the higher part,

and the portion consequently destroyed. This

rounding of the forehead may be seen in all hand-

some persons, in all the heads of ideal beauty, in

ancient statues, and especially those of youth.

Large eyes are generally considered beautiful

;

their size, however, is of less importance in sculp-

ture than the form and manner in which they are

most used. The eye has often been made a charac-

teristic feature in the heads of different deities.

Apollo, Jupiter, and Juno have the eye large and

full. In the statues of Palla« they are also large,

but by lowering the eyelids the virgin air and ex-

pression of modesty are delicately marked. The

celebrated Venus de Medeci, however, affords suffi-

cing proof that large eyes are by no means essential

to beauty. Hers are small, and the gentle ele-

vation of the lower eyelid imparts to them a lan-

guishing look and an enchanting sweetness.

{To be continued.)

At a recent meeting of the Society of Antiqua^

ries of Scotland, Mr, Turnbull, one of the Secre^

taries, exhibited the original MS. of the note-book

of cases reported by Dr. John Hall, of Stratford-

on-Avon, who married Susannah, the eldest daugh-

ter of Shakspeare. This MS., seen and partially

used by Malone, is regretfully referred to as lost by
the Rev. Mr. Hunter in his ' New Illustrations of

the Life and Works of Shakespeare.' The MS.
now belongs to a medical gentleman of Edin-

burgh; who lent it for the inspection of the So-

ciety. Mr. Turnbull mentioned that a translation

of the MS. had been published by James Cooke at

London in 1657, and afterwards in 1683, with a
portrait of White. Several amusing extracts were
read to the meeting.
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\y^

METHOD OF DRAWING IHH EliLIPTICAL VOLUTE.

DIAGRAM DRAWN TO AN ENLARGED SCALE.

—

\^For description of drawing Volute, See p.lQ^.I
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

LKCTIirEB; I.

In comparing Art with Nature we are as apt to

underrate it, as in considering it by itself we are

sometimes disposed to elevate it unduly ; and both

errors, stand in the way of our improvement.

—

Though, in a high sense, it be true that " all Na-
ture is but Art," and "all chance direction," and

though it be of great importance to the student to

keep this truth constantly in mind, yet that human
Art cannot rival the beauties of Nature is not to

be considered a defect, for it can only be defectivre

where it fails to do what is possible; and that the

painter is able to do something else—and something

which Nature herself refuses to do— apart from

his power of recalling the lineaments of the absent,

or bringing the scenery of other countries into his

own, I hope to show.

The axiom that the most perfect Art is that in

which the Art is most concealed is directed, I ap-

prehend, against an ostentatious display of the

means by which the end is accomplished, and does

not imply that we are to be cheated into a belief

of the artist having effected his purpose by a hap-

py chance, or by such extraordinary gifts as have

rendered study and pains unnecessary. On the

contrary, we always appreciate, and therefore en-

joy, a picture the more in proportion as we dis-

cover ourselves, or are shown by others, the why
and the wherefore of his excellencies; and much
of the pleasure it gives us depends on the intellec-

tual employment it affords. Nor does the con-

cealment of Art mean concealment of imitation,

or that what it gives is to pass on us for a reality,

for we should then immediately want what we

never miss in a fine picture* motion and sound,

—

Both of these it is a great triumph of the painter

to suggest* Rubens was pre-eminently successful

in giving action to his figures; and Hogarth's

" Enraged Musician," as Fielding says, "is deaf-

ening to look at." But imagine the eye deceived,

and from that moment the figures of Rubens stand

still and the din of Hogarth's groups ceases :—and

indeed, such Art would be unnatural, because, un-

less in the representation of still life, it would

have the motionless and speechless appearance of

wax-work—the most lifelike, in externals, of all

the modes of imitating Nature, and for that very

reason the most lifeless.

These remarks are so obvious that they may ap-

pear to be superfluous. I may be told that decep-

tion is not attempted, and is, indeed, generally

impossible, from the circumstanc<?s of pictures

being bounded by their frames and the diminutive

scale on which natural objects are most often re-

presented. Still, as- this lowest kind of truth is

sometimes the aim of the painter, though it has

never been the aim of a true artist, and as I have

often heard it highly applauded when successful,

and even by painters, it seems to me of importance

that we should clearly understand that the illusion

of Art is quite another thing from deception of the

eye, and that such deception would, in fact, destroy

illusion.

Children and childish minds are most attracted

by wonders. I remember when I was a boy seeing

a picture that was placed flat against the wall at

the end of a long room, representing an open door

through which a flight of stairs receded, with the

figure of a man of the size of life painted as if

walking up them. At the base of the canvas a

real step projected on, the floor of the room, and at

a certain distance it was impossible to distinguish

between the pamted stairs and the wooden one :

—

indeed, so complete was the deception, that on first

seeing it my only- wonder was at the man's re

mainiflg stationary. This picture seemed to me
perfection, and at that time I should probably havej

looked on the finest Titian with comparative in-

difference. It was, however, the work of a very;

ordinary painter, and I have since learned that de-

ception, to the degree in which it was here with

the assistance of a little ingenious management,

attained, depends merely upon copying some of

the most obvious appearances of Nature, and that

her most charming qualities—all that the greatest

artists have courted in her throughout their lives

with success infinitely short of their hopes—may

be omitted without rendering the representation

less a deception.

I would ask whether others have not felt what

has always occurred to me in looking at a Pano-

rama, that exactly in the degree in which the eye

is deceived, the stillness of the figures and the si-

lence of the place produce a strange and somewhat

unpleasant effect ; and the more so if the subjeci

places us in a city. We then want the hum of

population, and the din of carriages, and the few

voices heard among the company in the room have

an unnatural sound, as not harmoniring with the

scene. Even in the Diorama, where the light and

shade is varied by movement, and the water is

made to ripple, there are sf^ill many wants to be

supplied, and these wants are indeed suggested the

more in proportion to the attainment of deception.
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I have no wish to disparage the ingenuity of these

contrivances
;
—the Panorama is an admirably de-

vised mode of conveying much information which

by no other means can so well be given. My ob-

ject is merely to ascertain how it is that there is

always something unsatisfactory—to speak from

my own feelings, I should say unpleasant—in all

Art, of every kind, of which deception is an object.

We do not like to be cheated even in a harmless

way : the wonder excited by the tricks of a juggler

is not without a mixture of humiliation; the

powers of our minds, instead of being exercised

are, for the time, suspended, and even our en ses

cease to serve us—while the Art of a great actor

delights us, not only as an imitation of Nature,

but because our imaginations are excited, our

understandings appealed tOj and we have a secret

gratification in the consciousness of the feelings he

arouses within us, and these are also among the

many sources of pleasure we derive from the works

of a great painter. " I feel." said Eeynolds,

speaking of Michel Angelo, " a self-congratulation

in knowing myself capable of such sensations as

he intended to excite." But neither at the theatre

nor before a picture should we feel in this way were

we, for a moment, to mistake what we see for

reality.

{To be continued.)

iSirmmgljam ISrasg Wi^ox'k.

In connection with the projected exposition of

manufactures at that place, the Birmingham Jour-

nal has commenced a series of articles on its im-

portance, wherein the various manufactures of the

town are reviewed. We take from one of them the

following remarks on brass-work :—The history and

progress of brassfounding in Birmingham has yet

to be written, and we trust it will he done in brass

on the stalls of the Exposition. In no town in all

England has the art been followed to greater ad-

vantage, as far as regards extensive production;

—

how far successful as regards elegance and purity of

design, we will not pretend to say—let the speci-

mens sent for inspection show. The inapplicability

of the various styles of ornament so long in use for

their different purposes, was only equalled by the

inferior mechanism or tame execution of the articles

adorned ; the substitution of the bell lever for the

meagre-looking cord, and the curtain band for the

pailpwas an era : it became necessary that a superior

style of ornament should be introduced, and give

an impetus to the trade generally. Minute and

rifling as many of the details are which make up

a cabinet brassfounder's trade, there are none,

saving those embracing the precious metals, in

which greater taste may be shown, or more mecha-

nical ingenuity applied. He who calls to mind the

purchases made by the School of Design from the

Parisian Exposition, will remember the richly foli-

ated ornaments which covered not a few of the

bronze articles containing each a lesson in them-

selves. But these days of false economy have

wrought foul wrong to the trade whose progress we

are attempting to describe: the stamp has been

exchanged for the casting box,—as a consequence,

tinselly and gaudy ornament has taken the place

of the quiet and rich leafage, which looked so sub-

stantial and natural when finished. That this is

not confined to our own country, is most true.—

.

Our market has been deluged with the multitudi-

nous drapery adornments of " Marsaux." Com-

pelled in self-defence to fight against such fearful

odds, it is not to be wondered at that we have to a

certain extent been obliged to follow or compete-

how unsuccessfully will best be shown by the men-

tion of the disadvantages we labour under : first,

that in the knowledge of design we are yet much

behind. With us, until of late years, it was im-

possible to acquire this important branch of edu-

cation. And secondly, most people are aware that

the French mechanic can subsist on a pittance on

which our own countrymen would starve. We,

however, are of opinion that the evil already men^

tioned will soon work its own cure, and that a bet-

ter and more substantial class of articles must

speedily take place of the flimsy productions of the

day ; such are in truth the .
butterflies of a craft

which the first touch of the winter of a severer

taste, and the acknowledgment that all is not really

substantial which seems so, will speedily dissipate

:

we trust our Exposition specimens will help to

prove this in a satisfactory manner. It may not be

improper to remark, that these observations have

been made in consequence of the deteriorating in-

fluence which the production of brass goods from

plates of sheet metal and by pressure, exert upon

the progress of legitimate ornament. The process

of stamping effectually precludes the possibility of

the shelving or undercutting being introduced,

which gives relief to the prominent parts, and is

the foundation of all effect and true artistic beauty.

It must not, however, be supposed that we are re-

trograding ; far from it, there is a sensible improve-

ment ; there seems to be a better understanding

abroad as to what is right or wrong, and the orna-

mentation is more applicable to the purposes or

use of the object so ornamented : this recognition

is in advance, and indicates a step in the right di-

rection.
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Kttms u&tti m ^xtl)iUttuxal ana

InUxiox Betoxatiant $^c.

Knee, A part of the back of a hand-railing

of a convex form, the reverse of a ramp, which is

a back of a hand-rail, and is concave. The name

of Knee is also given to any small piece of timber,

of a bent or angular form.
Kiln. A building lor the accumulation and

retention of heat, in order to dry or burn certain

materials deposited within them.

King Post. The middle post of a roof.

Kitchen. That part of the ofl'iccs of a house

where the business of cooking is carried on.

Keramos. Earth which is tenacious and mal-

leable when moist, but hardens on exposure to the

sun or fire. It is used in the construction of vases,

bassi relievi, cornices, &c. as well as that of bricks

and tiles, and indeed all works the substance of

which is commonly distinguished by the term of

terra cotta.

Keraunoscopeian. a machine used in the

theatre of the ancients, by means of which they

imitated the hurling of a thunderbolt, a thing par-

ticularly necessary in their dramatic representa-

tions, which frequently ran on mythological ex-

ploits and appearances of the heathen divinities.

They had also another machine, consisting of small

stones rolled upon pieces of bronze, the sound of

which resembled thunder. These were placed at

the back part of the scene.

Kalos. This word is very often found inscribed

on Greek vases, &c. probably to indicate their sup-

posed perfection. In many cases, however, it is

oined to a proper name, giving rise to a specula-

tion that the vase was dedicated to some particular

individual.

Knotting. A process to prevent the knots

appearing, by laving on a size composed of red

lead, white lead and oil, or a coat of gold size,

which last is always effectual, as the preliminary

process of painting.

Larmier. The same as the corona, the upper

member of a cornice. In Gothic architecture it is

a kind of plinth, the upper surface of which is in-

clined, and the inferior part hollowed in a round

canal, to throw the water from the wall.

Lath. A long narrow slip of wood, nailed on I

the rafters of a roof, for receiving the plaster.

Laths are of three kinds ; heart of oak laths, sap

laths, and deal laths. The first sort, as the most

durable, are used for tiling ; the two last, only, for

ceiling and partitioning. Laths are cut in lengths

of three, four, and five feet
;
yet the statue only

allows of five and three feet lengths, each of which

are to be an inch and half in breadth, and half an

inch in thickness.

Landing. The terminating of a stairs or

broad step where the entrance to a room occurs in

the course of a staircase, or stairs.

Latca. The simplest kind of fastening to a

door.

itiilfs for Braifling an 5Sllij)tical

Fclute.

Divide the perpendicular height into eight equal

parts, marked I— 8 in the engraving. Take one

division for the height of the eye, and divide it into

two parts : place the leg of the compass on the

point o, and strike the circle in which the eye of the

volute will fall ; divide the circle into four equal

parts [shown by the crosses] and draw the diagonal

line [this line must be drawn either to the right

or left hand, to suit the position of the volute ;

the engraving represents the left side of the

capital.] Form two squares and draw the diagonal

line, from Fig. 2 to Fig. 4, divide it into six equal

parts ; the lines being drawn from each division,

will give the points at which the arcs forming the

volute, must be stopped, for instance, the points

c D ; then on the points of the intersecting lines,

place the leg of the compass commencing at Fig.

I , and strike the arc A b j from point 2, strike the

arc B c; from 3, c D ; 4, D E ; 5, E F ; 6, F G j 7,

gh; 8,Hi; 9, IK; 10, kl; 11, lm; 12, mn;
the volute will then be complete. It is necessary

to be very accurate with each measurement, or the

exact shape will not be produced.—For Illustra -

tion, See page 194.
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^xiti^i) In&titutim.

CContinued from page 189.J

Mr. Lance here maintains his reputation by five

pictures j four on the class of subjects for which he

tands unrivalled. The best, to our taste, is a Quiet

Couple (No. 212). It represents a pair of dead

ducks, painted to perfection. The whole tone of

the picture is deliciously cool and clear. Study of

Light Colour (205) is an assemblage of fruit, &c.

in all the obviousness of chromatic arrangement.

Winter (230) and Summer (101) are capital spe-

cimens of this painter's art. The Biron Conspi-

racy (43), a scene from the ' History of Henry IV.

of France,' is one of Mr. Lance's figure illustrations.

The still life and accessories, painted with his ac-

customed truth, reflect disadvantageously on the

representation of thehuman forms and expressions.

The picture is of great power in colour and effect.

Mr. G. E. Hering's principal work is a Scene on

the Gulf of Spezzia (1). It is firmly painted,and

in bright deep tone. Med Hill, Surrey (9) and

JVear Reigate, in Surrey (185) are two capital

studies of evening effects. The Lake of Orta (88j

and the Temple of Vesta at Tivoli (98) are con-

tributions from the artist's wanderings in Italy.

Jenny's Lament (51), by Mr, F. Newenham, is

an excellently executed whole-length seated figure,

which has undergone the baptismal ceremony, to

relieve it from the prohibition to which portraiture

is here subject.

The Meadow Scene with Cattle (56) by Mr. J.

Dearman, is the work of one who has studied Na-

ture [and the Dutch masters. Two clever figures

are Una (82) by M. H. Le Jeune, and A Girl

reading the News (105) by Mr. C. Wilson. Of all

Mr. T. S. Robins's works in oil, Fishermen pre-
paring to startfrom Gillingham Creek—the Med-
way in the Distance (84) may be considered the
best. Of Mr. A. Clint's two sea-skips, the Coast
Scene, Sunset, (497) is the best. Mr. Redgrave's
Strawberry Gatherers in Norbury Woods (151),
and Domestic Duchs, after Nature (154), by Mr.
J. F. Herring, deserve especial attention.

In Mr. J. Gilbert's designs there is always much
suggestive of poetic power. In the Murder of
Thomas a Beckett (161) remorse seems to have
seized the barons while gazing on the bleeding body
of their victim. The Disgrace of Cardinal Wol-
sey (464) is happier in its representation of the
haughty monarch than the stricken prelate. The
group of gratified and triumphing courtiers is well
imagined. A small picture by Miss J. Macleod, the
Interior of the Fisher's Cottage (206) is well com-
posed. The Death of the Banished Lord (214) is

outrageous to the sense of those who delight in har-
monies of form' and colour. In Mr. R. S. Lauder's

Burns and Capt. Grose (223) there is some excel-
lent imitation—in the still life especially. Mr. J,

E. Lauder exhibits his version of the Mu^ic Lesson
in the ' Taming of the Shrew' (273). Lucentio is

happily expressed both in physiognomy and gesture.
.—Mr. A. J. Woolmer's My Pretty Page look out
afar (238) is the best of his three contributions.—
A' Bit of Effect {^^1) in a. caricature without wit
to redeem it.—Mr. R. Evans's Monk in his Cell

(85) is one of the best things of its class here.

—

A nocturnal subject by Mr. Phillips, is one of the
few pictures expressing sentiment, imagination,
or taste in the exhibition.

—

Admonition (318), by
Mr. E. v. Rippingille is very successful in its

form of presentment.—Mr. Maguire's study of a
Lavender Girl (329) is exceedingly good.— Mr.
Frost's little study of a Naiad (359j is a very
graceful production.—An excellent little picture is

the Road-side Barn (336)by Mr. J. Middleton.

Mr. A. T. Derby's Agnes with the Picture Paper
(373) is a capital portrait study.—Mr. R. M'Innes
has a clear and well-executed exposition of En-
forcing the Sanitary Laws (383)—children being
washed at a pump. Full of expression,— Mr. A.
Eraser has represented the village artist in A
Painter of Still Life (386). Working on a sign,
to the inexpressible delight of a gaping multitude,
he stands on the steps in the full consciousness of
superiority—and puts in his finishing touches with
all the extravagant action of conceit. The Little
Fife-player (394) is a clever study by Mr. C. W.
Hart.

—

Heloise Musing (395),- by Mr. F. Williams,
claims attention by the truthfulness of its efiect.

Moonlight on the Thaines, near Pangbourne (406)
by Mr. E. Williams, sen., is one of that artist's best
works ; and Mr. H. Havell's Pilgrim returning to
the Valley of Biz Castle (410) has one of the at-
mospheric effects in which he excels.—There is

smartness of handling in Mr. Jutsum's Rabbit
Warren (439), but much monotony of colour,
A View on the French Coast, near Havre (458),
by Mr. J. Wilson, is, with all its fidelity, injured
by the severity with which the lights are loaded

—

more especially in the sky,—iow in Humble Life
(459) is an advance on Mr, Rankley's former efforts.

Gymon and Iphigenia (480) is illustrated anew by
Mr. E. Morris, an indefatigable student.—Mr, E.
Williams's Coast Scene, 490, and Mr, Dawson's
Trent Lock, on the Grantham Canal, near Not-
tingham, 492, are the last landscape views that we
have to commend for their truth.—A study of Zo-
raida, by Mr. Carpenter, jun. is a remarkably well
painted figure—showing a decided improvement
on that artist's previous efforts.—Of the pair of
pictures by Mr, Shayer, the Scene on the Moors,
Devonshire, 444, is the best.— By a Florentine ar-
tist, the Chevalier Bezzuoli, there is here a picture
of the old story, Giotto on the eve of his Departure
from his Parents to accompany Cimabue to Flo-
rence, there to Study as an Artist. It has merit.

Of the Sculpture at this Exhibition, there is, as
usual, little to be said. Mr. Foley's beautiful re-
cumbent group of Jno and the Infant Bacchus,
executed in marble for the Earl of Ellesmere, and
engraved in the Sculpture Companion to the Ver-
non Gallery, is here ; and there is a marble statue
of A Satyr, a work of great excellence, by Mr.
Marshall, Twelve other pieces, of no particular
mark, complete the sculptors' contributions to this
colJectiori.
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C^e dfironoljjjjist.

A most appropriate application of the money
subscribed for a memorial to the late Mrs. Fry, has

been determined on at a meeting of the committee

for its management. The sum raised is to be ap-

propriated to the opening of an assylum for dis-

charged female criminals, to be called the " Eliza-

beth Fry Refuge,"—and to be situated within two

miles of the Royal Exchange. An additional

ten mile of the Whitehaven and Furness Railway,

from Mirehouse to the River Calder, was opened

on the 28th, ult. The line is a dead level with easy

curves, and is furnished with nnmerous coal depots.

——Between February, 1848, and the same month

1849, there have been 35 new Journals started in

England, 19 stamped and 16 unstamped, of these,

13 have now ceased to appear, viz.,—8 stamped,

and 5 unstamped. Upwards of £l ,200 has been

already subscribed for the numerous families be-

reaved by the explosion of the Darley Main Col-

liery. The Admiralty have resolved on another

Arctic Expedition, in search of the missing one

under Sir John Franklin. The ' North Star,' a

" donkey frigate" in ordinary at Sheerness is fitting

out, and will start for Baffin's Bay, very shortly.

A portion of the Leicester and Swammington
Branch of the Midland Railway, extending from

the West Bridge Station, Leicester, to Burton on

Trent, was opened for passengers on the 1st inst.

A French paper states that an autograph Me-
moir by Fenelon. hitherto unknown, has been dis-

covered amid a heap of old papers deposited in the

Museum of Douas, by the librarian of that insti-

tution, M. Duthillceul,—who has caused it to be

printed.——The prior's tomb, in the chancel of the

church of St. Nicholas, Yarmouth, was opened on

Monday week, and found to contain, in a white

Purbeck marble coffin, a skeleton in good preser-

vation, but evidently disturbed during a previous

opening, it is supposed in 1650. No challice, pas-

toral staff, &c,, were found, though other traces of

high ecclesiastical rank are said to have been noted.

|——St. John's Church, Hurst, was consecrated on

jMonday week. It is in the early English style of

jthe 13th century. Internally it is about 69 feet

ilongj by about 43 feet wide, and divided into a

jnave and side aisles. The proprietors of tlie

\^Slieffield Times have offered a prize of £10 for the

best essay on the present condition and future pros-

pects of the staple trades of Sheffield. Final

arrangements have been made for the removal of

the screen in front of the British Museum. During

the week, the materials have been brought to the

hammer—and, in the preliminary sense, " knocked
down." In a few days, the pile behind will be-

come visible to the passer-by. At the Institute

of British Architects, February 5th, some remarks

were made by Mr. Fergusson, in support of his

published theory that the Mosque of Omar, with

its pointed arches, was the Church of the Holy Se-

pulchre built by Constantine ; which gave rise to

some discussion, the author of the paper expressing

his opinion that pointed arches were not to be

found in buildings erected by that Emperor.

Co (EorcesiJOtttienls, ^c.

On April the 1st, will be published. Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the

primary ornamental curves, &c., and general
rules for Drawing Ornamenta 1 Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To he continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.
Office, 17, Holywell-street. Strand.

Contents of Part 2 of

Ci^e 1S00& ot #tnamnital mti iSatlj)

ISitfiltsf) aipj^aficjs,

Published on Thursday last, jVtarch 1st.

Alphabet of Flourished Cyphers, commencing from
A. A. to A. Z. (This Alphabet will be continued
monthly, till the whole is completed, down
to Z. Z.

Two Alphabets of the Fifteenth Century.

Initial Letters, A. and U. Also an Ornamental
Border-piece, Fifteenth Century.

To be printed in colours, and stitched in a neat

wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly.

OfHce, 17, Holywell street. Strand.

" S. S." (Leeds.)—Perhaps you put too much
on,—if so, you cannot expect anything else ; how-
ever, thefolloioing method will certainly answer.

Grind the best lamp black up wilh copal varnish,

and use it rather stiff. If it does not then dry

suffieiently quick, add a little gold size.

"J. Bell," (Belper.)—Accept our thanks for
the sketches sent. They will be of great value to

tis, and we shall be happy to receive the others

mentioned at your earliest convenience.

" A. B."—You will find the impostures of the

metropolitan lazzaroni fully exposed in a well-

written serial—" The Mendicants of London."

Part 23 is noio ready. Price 10d.

*^* Parts I & 2, are re -printed, and will in [future

be charged at \0d. each.
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?^(ito is art to fit S^tutiuti,

E have on several

occasions expressed our conviction, that to be-

come adequate judges of the perfection or de-

fects of ancient painters and sculptors, the

student must forsake the dead to seek the

living,—not only the living artists, but all per-

vading life . nature is alone the standard by

which Art can be judged, a long and diligent

study of her laws will alone enable him to ar-

bitrate. Every artist has doubtless in his ex-

perience felt humiliated in the presence of this

monitor, after having done all in his power to

rival her, and may have observed, the more

attentive he has been to her instructions the

more sensible he has become of falling short of

excellence ; he may recollect, too, after having

neglected the study of nature for any consider-

able time, in again contemplating his per-

formance, which before disgusted him, while

in the habit of referring to his arche-types,

that he found his acuteness of perception

blunted : the odious comparison forgotten,

he wondered at his own power. To the

thoughtful, this self-satisfied condition is a

strong symptom of decay, and a powerful in-

citement to future diligence. If we find the

artist's power of discrimination falls off when

the study of nature is neglected, how shall we
estimate the authority and judgment of those

who never receive the impetus to observe with

the constant and minute attention of the prac-

tical man ? It may be suggested that art may
be understood in theory without the power of

practice ; we do not believe it possible. Sha-

dowy nothings may, perhaps, be possessed
;

but such a theory never rises to that power of

perception which appears to be an extension

of sensibility, in the direction in which sense

is continually exercised by the practical man.

How often is wonder expressed at his subtle-

ness of discrimination ; his detection of flaws

and imperfections quite imperceptible to the

ordinary observer?—many consider it to be

only an ill-natured disposition to find fault.

On the other hand, the practical man regards

the want of discriminating power as blindness

in those who cannot detect the subtle merits

and defects which he does. A man must cer-

tainly have some sort of theory before he ad-

dresses himself to practice, to preside over

action ; he must have a pre-notion of the

means to attain the end proposed, which may

be right or wrong, as results will reveal to him.

In his first efforts, his theories are constantly

meeting with contradictions,—thus in theo-

rizing, practising, failing, practice and theory

mutually act and re-act on each other, till,

" dangerous" being marked on every side, he

discovers a safe path between. Practical men

may record, and by this means critics, perhaps,

pick up a species of theoretical experience

;

but it is knowledge at " second-hand." Books

can never give all the ramifications nor vitality

of real experience, for, says the proverb, " ex-

perience taught is never equal to experience

bought." It is amusing to hear how men of

parrot information lecture those from whom
they have imperfectly derived it. Theory and

practice are soul and body; separate them,

practice is dead—theory soars into impracti-

cability.

We advocate a national collection of pictures

and sculptures arranged chronologically, but

not an extravagant outlay to obtain the origi-

nals of past epochs. Let good copies be com-

missioned of those pictures and sculptures

considered the chefs-d'auvre of each period of

development, to teach men that art, like other

emanations of life, is progressively developed.

The Glypthothek at Munich is a model for

arrangement. Commencing with Egyptian,

the rubble on which the superstructure of

Greek art was raised, the visitor passes on to

view remains of Greek sculpture, which bear

on them more or less the types of the gods

imported by the Asiatic and Egyptian colo

nists ;
passing on to the marbles of Egina,

thence to the Hall of Apollo, containing the
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remains of productions which more immedi-

ately preceded the age of Phidias, and in

which the rigidity of former periods relaxes
;

and thus leading him on to the climax of

Greek art, and, afterwards, to witness its de-

cline. The contemplation of these sculptures,

or those of our own British Museum—of the

works of painters, from Giotto to Raffaelle,

and the decadence of Italian art—do they not

all inform us of an ancient and foreign influ

ence first cast aside, then of a servile and rigid

adherence to particular forms in sculpture, in

painting, hair, wrinkles, and every minute in-

dividuality, and that as experience increased,

handed down from master to pupil. Art ob-

tained the power of discriminating and se-

lecting? It may be observed that Art has

always advanced steadily on the inductive

principle—rising from particulars to generals,

—a system that has always been attended with

good practical results. In all branches of

knowledge, the final effort being to systematize

the accumulation of experience into order and

unity, the perfect understanding of the whole

involves the knowledge of its component parts.

When the study of Art was substituted for the

greater authority of nature, and principles for

guidance were attempted to be deduced from

it. Art fell. Let it always be remembered that

nature was the antique of antiquity.

The slow though certain progress of induc-

tive attainment is opposed to the selfish and

mistaken ambition of the present day, which

is, too often, we fear, content with the sem-

blance of a front of strength which must be

conscious of a frightful hollowness within

;

failing the strong skeleton and vitality of truth,

the fear of being crushed is ever present To
avoid this, let every raan walk obedient in the

path of duty for truth's sake, always with

hopeful delight, reflecting that whatever his

attainments may be, the next age will surpass

him; recollect there is always [to learn—man
at his highest is but scholar, never master.

Geometrical Proportion.—At the conversational

meeting of the York Philosophical Society, on the

25th ult., Mr. F. Jones read a paper on the geomet-

rical proportion of Gothic architecture, as intro-

duced by Mr. Griffith in his work on that subject;

and showed by examples that there was no doubt
of the application of the system in the plan of

York Minster, Selby, Skelton, and other churches.

In our rambles through some of the avenues,

streets, and thoroughfares lined with villas, cres-

cents, terraces, detached and semi-detached

houses with which the suburbs of our great

metropolis abound, we fell to meditating on our

changeable seasons that give us a taste of the

climates of every country. The day which
commenced with an intense frost, with a glim-

mering of sunshine, turned to rain, giving an

appearance of gloominess to everything, which

was considerably increased by our passing a

crescent with balconies and verandahs to the

first-floor windows, and, in addition, a plan-

tation of trees in front. We shrugged our

shoulders, and thought how dreary must be

that sitting room that excluded the slightest

natural warmth of the sun. We are no enemies

to verandahs, as in summer they are agreeable
;

but for that very reason in winter they are very

disagreeable. Again, the window itself comes

down to the floor, and opens on to the balcony

—vastly agreeable in those months when we
may lounge outside and peruse a book, but as

disagreeable on a winter's evening, as its many
draughts prevent the room getting thoroughly

heated by the largest fire. " What, then ! are

we to have our windows plain enough for a

M'orkhouse?"—some one might exclaim. No
;

for a summer room should be shaded and open

to the air, while a winter room should be open

to the sun. Verandahs should be used only in

the summer months, and removed on the near

approach of winter. We are in favour of bal-

conies, especially when graced by a few flower-

ing or creeping plants, and would suggest that

in small houses, instead of the common cill to

windows, a stone shelf should project about a

foot, with light iron work round it. This would

enable all who had a taste for flowers to place]

their pots without endangering the heads of

those below. We are no friends to creepers

against brickwork, knowing their destructive

powers
;
yet we confess that Albert and Victoria

villas become almost pleasing when covered by

verdure. Who does not recollect the old Ivy

House-, in the Upper-street, Islington? The

destruction of that house did more to bring Is-

lington into London, than all the plastered

houses built before its demolition.
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2Morlts Qf ^xt in laris.

In Paris, the Exhibiton of the works of living

artists is fixed to ^pen in the Palais National on the

15th of May. Here, as in so many other direc-

tions, the republicanism of a year ago has under-

gone a serious modification. That calenture of the

national brain to which all impossible things seem-

ed easy, has cooled down before the lessons of an

instant experience. " Every man an artist, and to

every man the first place in Art," being found not

to work, as a principal, to the glory of French Art,

has been formally ignored. A year ago Parnassus

was open ground—like Icarie: now sentinels are

again established on the pathways leading to im-

mortality, to examine the credentials of candidates.

Works of Art, are once more admitted to exhibi-

tion on the verdict of the jury .—but the artists

themselves are constituency by whom that jury are

directly elected. The new regulations prescribe a

special jury for each annual exhibition. Every ar-

tist on sending in his work may deposit in an urn

the names of the j urors of his choice. The urns

will be three in number : one for Painters, Engra-

vers, and lithographers—one for Sculptors and En-

gravers of medals—and one for Architects.—Every

artist in the first of these categories may write fif-

teen names on his bulletin—in the second, nine

—

in the third, five. The urns will be opened by the

Director of the Fine Arts in the presence of the

President of the Academy of Fine Arts, the Presi-

dent of the Commission of Fine Arts, and the

Director of the Museums. Out of their contents

three special juries will be formed: the first con

sisting of twelve painters or amateurs, the two en-

gravers, and the one lithographer, who shall have

the relative majority in that section—the second, oi

the seven sculptors or amateurs and the two medal

engravers similarly indicated—the third, of the

five architects or amateurs. Each jury will be

thejudge in its own section ; determining by the

majority, and an equality of votes being a decision

in favour of admission. Certain works are ex-

empted from this ordeal—but the cases are those

only whicli denote "foregone conclusions" of the

highest kind. The privileges are those of recogni-

sed genius—such as members of the Institute, the

grand prize-men of Rome, artists who have been

decorated for their works, and medalists of the

first and second classes. These are titles of art-

nobilty ; and the works of such are to pass un-

questioned on the strength of the old testimonial.

The " hanging" (as well as the judging) is to be

done by the jury—under the presidency of the Di-

rector of the Fine Arts. After the close of the Ex-

hibition, all exhibitors will be summoned to an

annual sitting, at which rewards of various degrees

will be conferred, ^The organization is ingenious

—

and as republican as is compatible with the effect-

ing of its objects.

M^nufuiutt^ ant» decorations at ti)e

Society ot arts.

A LARGE number of persons assembled in the

Society's rooms on Wednesday evening at the

opening of the third annual exhibition, of speci-

mens of recent British manufacture and decorative

art. Sir John Boileau took the chair, in the ab-

sence of the Duke of Buecleugh , who was expected,

while the energetic secretary of the society, Mr,

Scott Russell, read a report, congratulating the

members on the important character of the pre

sent collection, and the progress of the society

(it now numbers 569 subscribers), and entering

into some particulars as to the award of prizes.

The exhibition is particularly rich in works in

gold and silver, to which her Majesty, amongst

others, has contributed.

At the suggestion of Prince Albert, prizes were

offered for wood-carvings, executed by artizans

who were not professional wood carvers, with the

view of encouraging a home occupation. The re-

sult appears satisfactory as a commencement : the

first prize was awarded to G. Cook, son of the

gate-keeper, at Hyde-park-corner.

A Bowling Saloon, on the American principle,

has been recently got iip at Liverpool, in a very

showy style, it appears; and with five bowling

alleys, and, of course, ' a commodious bar,' and

suitable lounges and refreshment-rooms, &c. " "The

entrance," says a Liverpool paper, " consists of a

vestibule, enriched with windows of stained glass,

and profusely decorated with ornaments in white

and gold, and communicates with the interior by

handsome folding-doors. The internal appearance

on entering is extremely handsome and striking,

the walls being divided into compartments, in each

of which is a landscape, drawn in a masterly style

by an artist of celebrity, and ornaments of papier

mdche and gutta percha gilded are introduced in

abundance, and with great skill and effect. The

bowling-alleys have circular projections at the ends

surmounted by statues. The saloon is fitted up in

the richest style of splendour." The whole con-

cern was designed and executed by Messrs. Furneas

and Kilpin.
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^xt'^ifsttuu.

The Professor delivered another lecture at the

Royal Academy, on Thursday, the 25th ult., on

the two cardinal principles in design, namely, first,

precedent or authority, and second, invention exer-

cised by new elements. With regard to the first,

he said that it was the great duty of institutions

like the academy to direct attention to the'models

of antiquity, and to indicate the authors who were

to be consulted. It was its office to stand, in the

full conservative spirit, in opposition to all depre

elation of tried experience. On a proper under

standing of these models depends the true value of

the precedent. The love of it must not, however,

be allowed to hold entire possession of the archi-

tect, or it would easily degenerate into superstition.

Two states of the mind, therefore were necessary,

the one retrospective, the other prospective, and

[we were to dispense with neither one or the other:

each had claims—each defects.

We might reflect that the intellectual man fwas

compounded of knowledge, stored up in his early

days. The appetite was suited to the age. The

time came when he repented of every idle hour,

and when he had to employ the knowledge he

might possess. He would become deeply sensible

of the value of information, and would be impres-

sed with a wholesome reverence for precedent, but

feeling these, he must guard against the danger of

superstition and pedantry, which might tend to the

dogmatic belief in no other model than the parti-

cular one he set up for himself, or no other master

than the one from whom he gained his assumed

precepts. Some in the love of novelty might de-

preciate former things ; but it was hardly possible

for an artist of sensibility to contemplate, without

emotion, the monuments of former art, such as so

powerfully impressed the mind of Brunelleschi in

the grand monuments of ancient Rome.

We'must enter into the considerations of struc-

ture in our buildings, and turn peculiar require-

ments into peculiar advantages.

We must impress our works with a character pe-

culiarly their own, and not afford the opportunity

of a contrast, such as that between the old tr uth

and beauty of the portraits of the old masters, and
the portraits of our grandfathers.

On the other hand, the professor continued, we
had to deal with the innovators in art, and these

were of two kinds. We had those] who professed

have discovered some entirely new principle, or

made some new invention, and who argued with a
certain shew of reason. . Such theories might, or

might not, be correct, but we were not able to get

ourselves to understand and assent to them. The
injustice to the authors of such theories could not
be avoided, and they must be content, if able, to
rank themselves with Socrates, and others who
were before their age, and whose opinions sooner or

later might prevail. Others there were who la-

boured to shew the defects in the present practice

of the art, and what ought to have been avoided

in this work or the other. But these gave us no-

thing in the place of what they condemned,—no
stable principles,—but confessed that they must be

left to time to unfold. It must of course be recol-

lected that there were two parties to all inventions,

namely those who originated, arid those who re-

ceived the invention, that was to say, the public.

The elements of our art, indeed, were few, but were

capable of a multitude of combinations.

The professor then, to illustrate the subject fur-

ther, glanced at the progress of invention, as seen

in some of the most important examples of archi-

tecture. Commencing with the trabeated, or post-

and-beam system, he showed that this, whether

amongst the Egyptians, the Greeks, the Druids, o^

other nations, continued for a long period to hold

possession of the art. Variations of character;

were effected by variations of size, or by other

means, as for example, sculptured decoration, and
|

the arch known to the early Egyptians, and used

'

at an early period by the Romans in works of utility,

did not for centuries create any change in the deco-}

rative character of buildings. Instances of thei

importance of the arch in Roman architecture,!

were shewn in one of the sections of the temples

at Baalbee, and in that of Venus at Rome. In the

latter, the vault which formed the ceiling was 70

feet in span. Before alluding to the use of the arch

in the Roman thermae, he described the correspon-

ing buildings of Greece, or gymnasia. He said,

we must still hope for further enlightenment on the

arrangement of these buildings, which, existing at

such places as Hierapolis, and Alexandria Troas, it

would be extremely interesting to find contempo-

rary with Alexander. He gave a striking instance

of the importance attached to gymnasia, and of

their magnitnde, in shewing that the gymnasium

at Ephesus was one of three which existed in that

city, and, by one of his clever comparative plans,

that the building would cover a square space ex-

tending from the back of the Horse Guards up to

the enclosure of the park. He also showed how

Mr, Wilkins, who was the first to clear up the diffi-

culties of the other commentators of Vitruvius,

developed the plan of the building in accordance
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with the description of the author. Passing on to

the thermce, he showed the vast extent of the baths

of Caracella, which would cover a space equal to

that enclosed by Pall Mall, St. James's-street,

Piccadilly, and Regent-street. He pointed out the

beautiful forms, aud the variety in the plans of the

different apartments, and the effective introduction

of apsidal and circular forms, and showed the im-

mense size of the cella Solaris, the dome of which

was second only to that of the Pantheon. He also

spoke of the ingenuity in providing the necessary

abutments for those vast vaults, by disposition of

the walls of the different apartments.

lii^otogettic UralBtng.

The idea of photogenic drawing appears to have

been originally suggested by the celebrated Wedge-

wood, who conceived the possibility of devising

some mode of rendering the singular property

—

which has been long known to chemists—possessed

by nitrate of silver of discolouring, or darkening,

when exposed to the violet rays of light, subser-

vient to the retention of the beautiful shadowy fi-

gures formed by means of the camera obscura.

—

Mr. Wedgwood communicated his conjectures in

this respect to Sir Humphry Davy, and the two

then engaged in a series of experiments (recorded

in the Journal of the Royal Institution for 1802),

which, however, terminated in failure from the in-

ability they laboured under to restrain the further

action of the light after the reflection had been

produced, or, in other terms, so to arrest a conti-

nuous action as to prevent the same natural process

which had formed the picture from also destroying

it, by blackening the rest of the paper. M. Niepce,

a French chemist, about the year 1814, next de-

voted some attention to this 9ubject,and, after pro-

secuting his researohes for several years alone, he

formed the acquaintance of M. Daguerre, whose

studies, it so happened, were directed to the same

object. These two gentlemen then continued their

experiments in concert, and philosophical acumen

and perseverance were ultimately rewarded by

their being enabled, in 1839, to announce the com-

pleted discovery of the Daguerreotype, and effec-

tually to remove the chief cause of the unfavour-

able result of the previous efforts made by Mr.

Wedgewood and Sir H. Davy.

The secret of the Daguerreotype process was

kept until the month of July in the same year,

when the French chamber of Deputies granted an

annual pension of 6,000 francs to M. Daguerre,

and one of 4,000 francs to the son of M. Niepce,

with a reversion of half the respective amounts to

their wives, in consideration of their making pub-

lic the details of so important an addition to the

powers of science.

But, as it has been subsequently proved, the con-

joint discoveries made by the Frenchmen, M.'Da-

guerre and M. Niepce, were only contemporaneous

with those of a countryman of our own, Mr. Fox

Talbot. Thus by one of those singular coinci-

dences which sometimes produce the association of

the same leading idea at the same time in different

minds, it now appears that the three gentlemen

above named were each pursuing, unconsciously to

each other, a course of experiments almost iden-

tical, and, yet more surprising, that their respective

researches were simultaneously rewarded by similar

results. One obvious difference, however, between

the thus contemporaneously-discovered process of

MM. Daguerre and Niepce, and that of Mr. Talbot,

was that the former had metal plates on which to

receive impressions, whereas the latter used pre-

pared paper.

A review of these circumstances demonstrates

the fact that it was known that an image or picture

might be produced by the action of light on ni-

trate of silver more than a quarter of a century

since by Wedgewood and Davy, but that the prime

difficulty was to fix the image, and in this consists

the value of the discovery made by Daguerre,

Niepce, and Talbot.

To this mere outline of the history of photogra-

phy we shall only add that it has been much in-

debted to the subsequent researches of Sir J. Her-

schel,Fyfe, Hunt, Penton, Donne, Draper, Bac-

querell, Redman, &c., and proceed at once to make

our readers acquainted with the principal modes of

practising' the science itself, according to the diffe-

rent processes recommended by Talbot and Da-

guerre. We shall best satisfy the curiosity of such

of our readers who may hitherto have merely had

their attention excited in this respect by availing

ourselves of the opportunity of abridging, and ex-

tracting from, the directions contained in an admi-

rable little manual now before us.

We will, next 'week, first describe the Talbot

"art and mystery" of photogenic drawing on pa-

per (the simplest form of photography); then the

Daguerreotype process of obtaining pictures on

metal plates ; and, lastly, the beautiful process of

the calotype.

At the weekly meeting of the Society of Anti'

quaries on Thursday last, an announcement was;

made from the chair that will give general satisfac-
j

tion. It was stated that Viscount Mahon had re-i

solved on giving an annual summary of incidents, i

and an obituary notice of distinguished fellows.
\
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^n Illustrate ©lossarg of C^cj^nical

Cerms umti in Architectural antr

3Entcrtor Bccoration, ^c.

(Continued from page 198.)

Label. In architecture, the drip or hood-

moulding of an arch, when it is returned square.

Labyrinth. A building full of numerous and

intricate passages. The most celebrated labyrinth

of antiquity was that of Egypt, which was situated

above Lake Mceris, near Crocodilopolis, or Arsinoe,

in the district now called Fium. The builder of it,

or the use to which it was applied are unknown.

Labyrinth Fret. A very ancient ornament,

in form of a labyrinth, with numerous turnings

and involutions.

Lacunar. Panels or coffers in ceilings or in the

soffits of cornices ; the flat roof of a room ; a roof

when laulted was termed camera.

Laconicxjm. One of the apartments of the

ancient baths, so called from its having been first

used in Laconia.

Lady Chapel. The name given to a small

chapel generally found in ancient cathedrals, be-

hind the screen of the high altar. It is usually de-

dicated to the Virgin Mary, called by the Catholics

Our Lady.

Lantern. In Gothic architecture, a turret,

placed above a building, and pierced with windows.

Beautiful specimens of the ornamented open lan-

tern are preserved in the cathedrals of Peterboro',

and Ely. Lanterns of open stone-work, erected on

lofty church towers, of a more recent date than the

Anglo-Norman era, are supposed by some writers

to have been intended to hold lights in aid of the

traveller. The lantern of the steeple of Boston

church, Lincolnshire, Mr. Britton says, was no

doubt, intended to be lighted at night for a sea-

mark. The chuich of All Saints, at York, has a

lantern much resembling it, and tradition tells us

that anciently a large lamp hung in it, which was

lighted in the night-time as a mark for travellers

to aim at in their passage over the immense forest

of Galtres to this city. The name of lantern is

also given to a square cage of carpentry placed over

the ridge of a corridor or gallery, between two

rows of shops, to give light.

Lararium. a kind of domestic chapel in the

Roman houses, dedicated to the worship of th«ir

household gods.

Lath Bricks. A particular sort of brick,

made in some parts of England, of twenty-two

inches in length, and six inches broad. They are

used for drying malt, for which they are well adap-

ted, and retain heat a long time.

Lattice. A reticulated window, made of laths

or slips of iron, separated by glass panes, and only

used where air, rather than light is to be admitted,

as in cellars and dairies.

Laura. A collection of little cells, or monkish

habitations contiguous to each other, in which in

ancient times hermits lived together in a wilderness.

Of the most celebrated Lauras of antiquity were

that of St. Euthymius, four or five leagues from

Jerusalem ; the Laura of St. Saba, near the brook

Cedron; and that of the Towers, near Jordan.

Later. A stratum or row, one laid upon ano-

ther : applied to stones or bricks, and synonymous

with courses.

Lazaretto. A hospital for the reception of

persons sick of contagious diseases, the wards of

which are quite isolated.

Lean-to. The name given to a small building

whose side-walls and roof project from the wall of

a larger building.

Ledgbrs . The horizontal pieces fastened to the

standard poles or timbers of scaffolding raised

round buildings during their erection ; those which

rest upon the ledgers are called putlogs, and on

these the boards for working upon are laid.

Legs (of an Hyperbola). The two parts on each

side the vertex.

{To he continued.)
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i^fhjartig (or Ert=iHanufactures.

We insert the following remarks which were ad-

dressed to the Builder, as a proof of the system

which is too often adopted, of rewarding wealthy

manufacturers for their productions, instead of the

talented workmen employed in their invention and

execution. At the exhibition of recent British

;manufactures and decorative art, at the house of

the Society of Arts, there is a copy of the famous

shield modelled by Pitts, and the catalogue states

that a prize has been awarded to Messrs. Hunt and

Roskill for the exhibition of this shield of iEneas-

It would be interesting to the public to know on

what ground this prize is awarded ; is it for the

excellence of the electro-type deposit, or simply

for the exhibition of the work of another ? I pre-

sume the latter,—as numerous wealthy manufactu-

rers and dealers figure prominently in the list as

exhibitors, while little is said or known of the ar-

tists whose works they parade. The wording of

the catalogue with regard to this shield is so ambi-

guous that many persons may suppose Pitts never

completed the same ; and it is desirable that the

public should know that he did so. Pitts after

modelling this shield, executed a cast, finely finish-

ed, in plaster of Paris, an.d this cast was seen by
many of the Royal Academicians, and most mem-
bers of the Graphic Society,—and, if my memory
do not fail me, it was exhibited at Somerset House.

After the completion of the plaster shield, he com-

menced the execution of a copy in silver, after the

old manner of working silver—viz., by taking a

cast, in pitch and resin, of one of the compart-

ments of the shield, and laying over it a sheet of

silver, and by continual hard pressure and ham-

mering bringing the silver to the form of the pitchy

model. The work was then finished by the punch

and graver, and such tools as are employed in sil-

ver-chasing. He had completed several of these

plates, when, in a fit of bodily and mental anguish

and despair, aggravated by poverty staring him in

the face, he terminated his existence. He left be-

hind him, besides this shield, another, called by

jhim the shield of Hercules 3 and it would be curi-

ous to know what sum his poor widow and children

received for these models ; also what went with his

I

beautiful group—the Pleiades adorning Night

—

jand some other of his works. The shield of ^neas
' is the finest composition in the present exhibition :

and it is melancholy to think that wealthy exhibi-

jtors are receiving a testimonial for the work, while

I

the poor artist, whose poetical genius entered into

I

the spirit of Virgil, and gave form to this grand

.work, lies forgotten in his grave.

etc ©l^ronofjjpist.

Plans are required for the erection of a corn

exchange and other buildings in the town oJ North-

ampton, at an outlay not exceeding 8,000Z. St.

Mary EedcliiFe church, Bristol, is now kept open

for visitors the whole day, free of any fee. A
i
proposition has been laid before the Senate of the

United States to construct a telegraphic commU'

nication through the Atlantic Ocean, from the

coast of Newfoundland to the nearest cape of Ire

land. A correspondent, writing from Naples

under date of the 1st ull., says—"Within the last

month Versuvius has been singularly active, and

two large streams of lava issued forth, taking the

direction of Boscotrecase and Ottaiajano. After

causing much fear and injury, the mouths whence

these issued, closed again. Within a day or two,

however, the mountain has become particularly

active, and a large stream of lava is coming down

the east side, in the direction of the villa of Prince

Ottaiajano, which it threatens to destroy, having

already entered the grounds." At a recent

meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Prof.

Smyth gave a short account of an electrical clock

fitted with a new apparatus, which may enable an

observer to divide a second into a hundred parts in

taking the transit of a star. It is the invention of

an officer in the American navy, and consists of a

dial plate (attached to the clock), with a scale in

which a minute of time occupies a space of nearly

an inch. On this scale the moment of transit is

marked instantaneously by touching a key. When
two towns, however distant, are connected by the

wires of the telegraph, their difierence of longi-

tude may be found with the aid of this invention,

by two observers taking transits of the same stars

at the two places, and with great accuracy. Prof.

Smyth thinks that the apparatus promises to be

very useful, though it may not probably realize all

the advantages anticipated by the inventor.

We have to announce the death of Mr, David

Robinson, at Wickham, Hants—whither he had

gone for the benefit of his health. Though little

known by name, Mr. Robinson was for many years

a contributor to the leading magazines : his wri-

tings in which often displayed great power and ex-

cited much attention. Mr. Robinson was however,

one of those victims with which the bye places of

literature abound,—for want of 'some institution

within the republic of letters itself on which the

sick and the destitute might have a citizen's claim.

After years of hardly requited toil, his latter days
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were tortured by an amouut of distress and des'

titution such as seldom falls to the lot even of the

suffering class to which he belonged.—lie has left a

wife and aged mother to an inheritance of his suf-

ferings aggravated by the memory of his loss,—

-

There is a great scheme on foot for an extensive

excavation of the ancient remains of Assyria, at

Babylon as well as at Nineveh, in concert with the

Sultan, who is himself forming a National Mu-
seum. After having acquired for our country at a

nearly nominal expenditure a collection of such

rare treasures as the Nineveh Marbles, valued at a

price varying from 40,000?., to 50,000Z., our Go-

vernment has granted the insignificant sum of

1,5000Z. ! for further researches. This is not in

the spirit with which Mr. Layard's book has been

received by the public: for a second edition of

2,000 copies has besn sold to the trade before they

were ready for issue.

Institute of British Architects.—On March the

5th, T. Bellamy, V.P. in t!ie chair.—K. L. Sibley,

Esq. was elected an Associate.—A paper was read
' On the probable Form and DesiQ;n of the Temple
of Solomon at Jerusalem,' by E. I'Anson, Jun.

Mr. I'Anson alluded to the numerous and unsatis-

factory coucliisions of the various authors who have

written on this subject or attempted to make de-

signs for the restoration of the building in question

;

and also the circumstance of its still occupying the

attention of the curious, has no less than eighteen

works on the subject have been recently advertised

in a German catalogue. He describes his restora-

tion as partaking more of a Tyro-Egyptian style of

architecture than that of Greece,—as been sugges-

ted by the late Mr. Wilkins, in his Preface to 'The
Antiquities of Magna Grsecia.' In the discussion

which ensued it was suggested that the discoveries

at Nineveh might eventually throw much light on

the subject.

SOCIETY MEETINGS FOR THE PRESENT
WEEK.

MoN.—Geographical, half past 8, P.M.—Royal
Academy, 8.—Sculpture.

TUES.—Zoological, 9—Mr. Huxley, R.N., ' On the

Animals of Trigonia.'—Mr. G. R. Gray
' On a New Species of Glareola.'—Mr. A.

White ' On the Species of Fish known to

Ancients,' &c.—Institution of Civil En-
gineers, 8—Royal Institution, half-past

8—Dr. Carpenter ' On Palseontology.'

Weds.—Literary Fund, 8—College of Physcians,

4—Lumleian.

Thxjrs.—Antiquaries, 8—Royal, half-past 8—Sta-

tistical, 3—General Anniversary.- -Royal

Institution, half past 8—Dr. Gull 'On
Physiology of Digestion.'—Royal Aca-

demy, 8—Painting.

Fri.—Royal Instittuion, half-past 8—Prof. Cow-
per ' On the Mechanism of Telescopes.'

—

College of Physcians, 4—Lumleian.

Sat.—Royal Institntion, half-past 8—Prof. Brande
' On Chemical Philosophy.'—Asiatic, 2.

On April the 1st, will be published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the

primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta 1 Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.
Office, 17, Holywell-street. Strand.

Contents of Part 2 of

C^e 5Sciolt Of (Ornamental antt iSarlg

3Bnslisi^ Elp^afiels,

Published on Thursday last, March 1st.

Alphabet of Flourished Cyphers, commencing from
A. A. to A. Z. (This Alphabet will be continued
monthly, till the whole is completed, down
to Z. Z.

Two Alphabets of the Fifteenth Century.

Initial Letters, A. and U. Also an Ornamental
Border-piece, Fifteenth Century.

To be printed in colours, and stitched in a neat

wrapper, price 6d. To be continued monthly.

Office, 17, Holywellstreet, Strand.

" Samuel Burnett."—Accept our thanksfor the

sketch sent.

" J. Karhy,^'—Address to No. 145, Praed-st.

Paddington.

QUERY.
Can any ofour readers inform us how Stearine

is applied to produce a shining appearance on

plaster casts'!

Communications, Books for Revieio, Specimens

of Inventions, 8^c., to be addressed to "the Editor

of the Decorator's Assistant, 17 Holywell-

street, Strand, London.^'—We shall at all times

he extremely obliged to such of our provincial

readers as will favor us with local information

connected with lectures delivered at Mechanics'

Institutions, the fine arts, science, Sfc.

*^*Any of our Headers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

*^*Part9 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.
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ON THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

LTIIOUGH royal com-

missioners have been appointed, and premiums

offered and awarded for the most perfect de-

signs for decorating the interior of the new

Houses of Parliament, it seems strange, "pas-

sing strange," that the heraldic adornments of

the exterior should have been left to those who

were evidently incompetent to the undertaking ;

and, although many of the inaccuracies have

been pointed out in the proper quarter, no at-

tempt has been made to correct them, even as

far as it were possible to do so ; and how these

egregious errors have been explained away

and suffered to remain, is a complete mystery.

It seems that the royal commissioners had no

control over the decorations of the exterior,

and have, perhaps, no power to correct its

errors.

Every gentleman is not a herald ; and if

those intrusted with the selection of the he-

raldic decorations of the exterior were not suf-

ficiently acquainted with the science of heraldry

to judge accurately of the correctness of these

designs, the College of Arms was certainly the

legitimate source to obtain the information

;

and the heralds would have furnished the ne-

cessary designs with scientific accuracy and

proper arrangement, instead of the sad jumble

of hieroglyphical, nondescript, ill-formed de-

vices with which many of the shields, sur-

mounted with royal diadems (or what are

meant to represent such), are charged, and

which would even disgrace the leaden dump of

a school-boy, rudely designed from a still ruder

imagination.

Architecture, History, and Heraldry are so

nearly allied, and so closely connected, that it

is as necessary to preserve the accuracy of the

one as the other ; for want of this systematic

arrangement the two latter might easily con

tradict each otherj—and, if the strange devices

upon the exterior of the new Houses of Par-

liament be called heraldry, it would be equally

correct to jumble the different orders of archi-

tecture together, with other whimsical fancies

that could not be traced to any of them, and

call the heterogeneous mass an architectural

building . and it certainly would have been

more consistent to have selected known de-

vices, however ridiculous—placing them on

shields, calling it heraldry—than the nondes-

cript charges which appear on many of them.

Writers who have attempted to prove the

very great antiquity of heraldry, have failed in

the attempt; and, although Holy Writ has

been quoted in support of it, the standards

mentioned in the Book of Numbers, whichj

the Rabbis ventured to describe, seem merely!

to have been taken from the allegorical des-

cription by which Jacob, on his deathbed,

characterised the families of his children

;

giving to Judah a lion—Issachar an ass-

Benjamin a wolf—and the like. It has also

been asserted that Noah gave arms to his sons;

other writers have assigned the origin of arms

to the Egyptians ; but, amid these conflicting

opinions, one thing is certain, that much of

our heraldry came in with the Conquest, and

was not generally borne, or systematically or-

ganized, till the first Crusade in the time of

our first Richard, in the twelfth century; and,

though heraldry may be said to have originated

in the earliest feudal times, it only gradually

arose into a complete system, under the ma-

nagement of officers of arras, about the time

of Henry I. ; and the heralds did not act in a

collegiate capacity till the reign of Edward VI.

nearly four centuries after the first Cru-

sade.

In England the honourable and gentlemanly

science of heraldry never has attained to the

rank it held in other countries. The days of

chivalry are past—the wager of battle, single

combat, the joust or tournament, and other
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martial exercises of arms, have long since been

laid aside, and knight errantry forgotten, or

remembered only in romance or ancient le-

gends ; but, although this has been the case,

will it be said that heraldry is no longer to be

of any consideration in this country—a mere

bauble only with which triflers can alone be

pleased; and that it is now unnecessary to

hand down to posterity the heroic deeds of a

'Celson or a Wellington, upon their shields of

arms, to stimulate others to future acts of bra-

very, recording such acts in history only, and

to be borne no longer upon the shield as the

proud emblem of heroism to after ages? But

if heraldry is thus to be set at nought by mo-

dern architects, and any kind of hieroglyphic

or ridiculous device is to be placed on shields

merely for the sake of ornament, rather than

the proud trophies of heroic actions, there will

very soon be nothing left to record to the eye

what may soon be forgotten by the heart, and

kings, princes, nobles, and the heroes who
have fought our battles by sea and land, and

bled in defence of their country, will have no

exterior trophy left to show their merit, and

define their dignities above the level of ordi-

nary men who can boast neither the one nor

the other—a kind of levelling system which the

destruction of heraldry would go far—very far

indeed—to accomplish

Having said thus much upon the science of

heraldry, and the contempt it is likely to be

brought into by its subserviency to, or rather

degradation in, modern architecture, we will

next proceed to the more immediate object of

this address, by pointing out the many errors

and inaccuracies which presented themselves

upon a mere cursory view of the exterior of

the building, and which it is feared would have

been much more numerous and extensive had

better opportunities been afforded for obser-

vation.

Smpomnce of ti^t Siutrg of Bmm-
FREEMASONS OF THE. CHURCH.

At a meeting of this institution held on the

13th of February, at 49, Great Marlborough-
street, the Rev. G. Pocock, L.L.B., V.P., in

the chair, a vuluable paper was read by Mr.

W. Smith Williams, " On the importance of a

knowledge and observance of the principles of

Art by Designers," a subject of the highest

importance to a civilized community, but pecu-

liarly interesting to our readers. The lecturer

in accordance with the scientific tendency of

the body he was addressing, commenced by an

examination of those principles upon which

depends the success of architectural endeavours,

and gradually descended to a review of the

sister arts in their intricate ramifications at the

present day, observing that an accurate imi-

tation of style is often mistaken for observance

of the principles of Art; but style is only a

special part of a general comprehensive whole.

By studying the principles of Greek or Chris-

tian architecture and ornament, we may imi-

tate these styles to admiration ; but something

more is required in order to invent. It then

becomes necessary to investigate, understand,

and act upon those broad fundamental princi-

ples which form the basis of all Art, and

apply equally to every style, past, present, or

to come; for without a due observance of

principles, ingenuity becomes perverted, in-

vention runs wild, and then the types of past

ages must be the moulds in which alone the

ever active mind of genius can pour forth its

ideas with the certainty of their assuming

shapes of beauty and dignity.

Two distinct movements in opposite direc

tions are now observed in the world of Art :

—

the one is retrograde, the other progressive

Upon both these movements Mr. Williams of-

fered some lucid observations which we should

like to give entire, but we must content our-

selves with following him to a portion of his

subject which it is indispensable for us to lay

before our readers in a condensed form.

We will then pass to the department of Or
namental Art, in which there is most need of

principles to guide inventive talent and adap-

tive ingenuity. "The value of ornament con-

sists in its being used to add beauty to common
things, and to relieve the blankness of bare

walls, floors, and ceilings. Since the Puritans

banished colours from English churches until

the present time Decorative Art has performed

perpetual penance in a sheet of whitewash,

and our national ecclesiastical architecture has

been mutilated and deformed, not only by

tasteless churchwardens, but by accomplished
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arcMtects, who, in respect of English architecture,

were as ignorant as their employers. But let us

not forget what we owe to Wren ; nor that to his

discerning encouragement we owe the develop-

ment of the genius of the greatest ornamentist this

country has seen, Grinling Gibbons, whose wood-

carvings have been so well appreciated and emu-

lated in our own day by Mr. W. G. Rogers.

" In entering upon the wide field of ornament,

it becomes necessary to draw a distinct line of de-

marcation between the several branches of orna

mental design ; namely, the ornamentation of ar-

chitecture, of vessels, utensils, and implements,

and of textile fabrics. Each of these is governed

by different principles, but in all the practice of

illusory imitation is alike objectionable. True Art

repudiates shams. The great blank space of raw

white plaster that shocks the sense as well as the

taste in almost every room we enter, from the poor

man's garret to the gilded saloons of the wealthy,

is a relic of puritanical aversion to colour, and the

drab hues that make dreary our parlours and

dining-rooms are only a Quakerish compromise."

{To be continued.)

K^t Boofe of ©rnamrntal anti iSarlj)

We consider it necessary to make a few remarks

to some of our subscribers who have written to us,

complaining of the use of the Alphabets in the

above work, which had appeared previously in the

"Decorator's Assistant." We were induced

to publish the Alphabets in the form above men-

tioned by numerous applications from subscribers,

who were desirous of having them in a separate

form, so that they could be easily carried about

from place to place, as their professional pursuits

might require. The numbers of the Decorator's

Assistant, when bound in volumes, were found

to be too cumberous for that purpose, and inj ury

often occurred to those portions containing the al-

phabets required. Another class were also anxious

to possess themselves of the Alphabets, who did

not care about the general information contained

in the work. However, in future, all difficulty as

to the originality of the work will cease ; and we
may say that it will be henceforth of an original

character, principally through the kindness of a

gentleman placing at our disposal some four or

five hundred alphabets, initial letters, notarial

marks, water marks, autographs, &c., principally

of the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries,

which have been collected from public and private

manuscripts, and not having been previously pub-

lished, it will form one of the most unique works

of the present day, and its utility undeniable.

—

The book is published monthly in a cheap form, so

as to bring it within the reach of the class whom
we have the honour to address, and the sincere de-

sire to serve—the workman. We refer the reader

to an advertisment in our last column.

®tt SSHatet^wlours Ux Ilhiminating

To make a good Whitefor the Ground,for Water

or Oil- Colours, proper in Miniature.

Take a pound of glovers' clippings, put them

to steep in water, and then boiling them in a kettle

with twelve quarts of water till it sinks to two,

strain it through a linen cloth into a new earthen

pan. This is called glove-glue, or size; and to

know whether it be strong enough, it is only ne-

cessary when cold to try whether it be strong

and firm under the hand.

The glue being made, take white chalk, and re-

ducing it to powder, and melting the glue, while

it is hot, put such a quantity of white in it as to

make it as thick as pap ; then leave it to steep for

a quarter of an hour, and then stir it with a bristle

brush. Then take some of this white, put more

glue to it in order to make it brighter, for the first

or second layer : this must be applied by beating

with the end of a brush. Mind you let every

layer dry well before you put on another. If it is

wood you work on, you must put on a dozen ; but

if it is thick paper, six or seven are sufficient.

—

This done, take water, and dipping a soft brush in

it, and draining it with your fingers, rub the work

with it, in order to render it the smoother. When
your brush is full of white, you must wash it

again, and also change the water when it is too

white. You may likewise sometimes make use of

a wet linen rag instead of a brush. Your work

being very even, let it dry, and when it is so, rub

it with shave grass, or a bit of new linen cloth, to

make it soft and free.

GrocJcford's Club-house, St. Jameses -street, is

being scraped down externally, and is about to be
decorated internally, for (as we are told) a Militia

Club. A correspondent remarks on the improve-
ment to the front of this building, which has seve-
ral good qualities, that might be made by the ad-
dition of a portico or porch. The suggestion is

well worth the consideration of those concerned
in the building.
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GROTESQUE HEADS, SKETCHED FROM THE TEMPLE CUVRCH.—(^Continuedfrotu page 175).
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rtl>t
^ /

ALPHABET FROM A CHANCERY MS.

—

(For Capitals See iVo. 95, page 185.)
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

LECTURE I.

(Continued from page 197J

"Imitation," says Coleridge " is the mesothesis

of Likeness and Difference. The difference is as

essential to it as the likeness; for without the

difference it would be copy or fac-simile. But, to

borrow a term from astronomy it is a liberating

mesothesis : for it may verge to likeness as in pain-

ting, or more to diffence as in sculpture."

It is of the utmost importance, however, that we
should come to something like a clear understand-

ing of this differance between the Painting and

Nature, as from mistakes on this point have pro-

ceeded all the varieties of mannerism that have in

every age sprung up like weeds in the fair domain
of Art, and not seldom with their rank luxuriance

overrun its whole extent. Every fault arising from

indolence, from inability, or from conceit, may be

sheltered, as it has been sheltered, under the prin-

ciple that the object of Painting is not to deceive-

Defective colouring, mannered forms, impudent,

and tasteless bravura of execution, as well as ser-

vile imitation of that which is the easiest to copy,

the immaturity of early Art.

Perhaps the best safeguard against mistake on

this subject will lie in onr perception that the Art

of Painting is in no respect, except in what relates

to its mechanical instruments, a human invention?

but the result solely of the discovery and applica-

tion of those laws by which Nature addresses her-

self to the mind and heart through the eye, and

that there is nothing really excellent in Art that is

not strictly the result of the artist's obedience to

the laws of Nature, and not because he has willed

it to be excellent
; j ust as in morals perfection con-

sists in obedience to laws which no man ever had

the power to make.

Now deception, excepting with extraneous as-

sistance, or but for a moment, is impossible. One
instant's close examination of a wax figure which

we have j ust before believed to be alive shows us

to what an infinite distance it is removed from Na.

ture. And yet, such is the effect of its approach

to life, that even after we know what is, we feel as

much as ever its want of the power to move, and

which we never miss in a fine statue. In all I have

said, therefore, of deception of the eye, I have only

meant the deception of a moment or at a distance,

for nature allows of no copies that will bear conti-

nued or close inspection: And yet while she has

placed this beyond the reach of human hands, she

has intrusted Art with a peculiar mission—the

power, as I have said, of doing something for the

world which she herself refuses to do. How many
of her most exquisite forms, graces and movements

—how many of her most beautiful combinations of

colours, of lights, and shadows that are

"—instant seen and instant gone

—

"

does she not get the painter to transfix for the de

light of ages ! And indeed he is honoured with

another, and often an higher task, that of leading

us to a perception of many of her latent beauties,

and of many of her appearances which the unas-

sisted eye might not recognize as beauties but for

the direction of the pencil. These considerations,

alone, are enough to show that Art has a place as-

signed to it in the great scheme of beneficence by

by which man is allowed to be the instrument of

adding to his sources of innocent enjoyment.

"Painting and Sculpture," says Richardson, " are

not necessary to our being ; brutes and savage

men subsist without them ; but to our happiness as

rational creatures they are absolutely so."

The reasoning of Lessing against the fituess of

momentary expressions for Art, seems based on the

inference that pictures should deceive. "AH ap-

pearances," he tells us, "of Nature which, iii their

actual state, are but of an instant's duration—all

such appearances, be they agreeable or otherwise*

acqnire through the prolonged existence conferred
|

on them by Art, a character so contrary to Nature,

that at every successive view we take of them, their!

expression becomes weaker, till at length we turn

from the contemplation in weariness and disgust.

La Mettrie, who had his portrait painted and en-

graved in the character of Democritus, laughs only

on the first view. Look at him again, and the

philosopher is converted into a buffoon, and his

laugh into a grimace. Thus it is likewise with the

expression of pain. The agony which is so great

as to extort a shriek either soon abates in violence

or it must destroy the unhappy sufferer. Where

torture so far overcomes the enduring fortitude of

a man's nature as to make him scream, it is

never for any continued space of time ; and thus?

the apparent perpetuity expressed in the represen-

tation of Art would only serve to give to his

screams the effect of womanish weakness or childish

impatience."

Lessing argues in this way to show why the

sculptor of the Laocoon has not chosen to make the

victim bellow with pain, as in the description of

his sufferings by Virgil. The attitudes of the en

tire group, however, are those but of an instant's
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duration ; and therefore, on the principle urged by

the critic against a stronger expression, as inad-

missible as if the sculptor had made the victim ap-

pear to shriek with extreme agony. The unpleasing

effect of a laughing portrait, to which Lessing al-

ludes, may be otherwise accounted for. We all feel

how disagreeable an unmeaning laugh is in Nature

,

and in a portrait unconnected with story or inci-

dent, a laugh is for this reason unpleasant ; and the

more so, if as probably in this instance, the face

look at us. It is clear that Lessing alludes was in-

sensible, or blinded by his theory, to the privilege

which Art, when it does not pretend to be Nature,

possesing of perpetuating motion,—a power as un-

deniable as it is most evidently inexplicable.

At the bidding of Michel Angeolo life bursts from

the grave, and its tenant rise, fall, or struggle with

the fiends who drag them down ; and on the can-

vases of Wilson or Gaspar Poussin clouds open,

lightnings flash, and the limbs of ' trees are shi-

vered,—and we recur again and again to the con-

templation of images of terror and grandeur that

impressed, as they do us, past generations and shall

still impress those to come; and so far from

I
"their expression becoming weaker at every suc-

cessive view," it grows, in reality, stronger and

stronger; for It is among the most remarkable

qualities of every work of genius that it gains on

!us with time, while that which is merely specious

strikes most at first, and never again with the same

effect.

, (lo be Continued.)

^^otogenic IBraiotng.

{Continued from page 207.)

Wb now redeem our promise of laying before

our readers the art and mystery of photogenic

drawing, as practised by Daguerre and Talbot, as

also a clear elucidation of the beautiful calotype

process, in the hope that a study of the same may

not only tend to amuse, but by possibility to de-

'velope still farther the wonders and capabilities of

the art.

1 Preparatory Apjjaratusfor Photogenic Draw-
ing.—A few frames of wood, (similar to those used

for the common slates), rather smaller than the

sheets of paper on which the drawings are to be

made, two or three soft camel-hair brushes, some

sheets of white blotting paper, glasses for holding

the photogenic solutions, and a glass stirring-rod.

Photogenic Solutions or Washes.—BisaoUe a

quarter of an ounce of chrystallized nitrate of sil-

ver in two ounces of water, and forty grains of

common salt, or muriate of ammonia, also in two

ounces of water.

Selection of the Paper.—The best paper for

photogenic drawing is that termed blue-wove, care-

fully selecting those sheets which are free from

spots and uneven texture, such defects being easily

ascertained by examining the sheets before a lamp

or other strong light.

Preparation of the Paper.—First, slightly damp

the paper by placing it, for a short time, between

the previously wetted blotting-paper ; then care-

fully paste a sheet on one of the wooden frames,

and set it aside until the paper is perfectly dried,

when, with the camel's-hair brush, it is to be wash-

ed over with the solution of nitrate of silver, ob-

serving, however, to pass the brush in an uniform

direction over the sheet, removing it as seldom as

possible, and avoiding the outward edge of the pa-

per Cwhich should not be moistened)pasted to the

frame ; set the paper aside as before in a dark place,

until it is once more dry, and then use the solution

of muriate of soda, or ammonia, in the same man-

ner as the first applied solution of silver. After

this, cut the paper, when dry, out of the frame, and

it may be preseved, in a condition suitable for use,

a considerable time if kept as much as possible'

from the light and the consequent action of the]

atmosphere.
|

Photogenic Braioing Apparatus.—These con-;

sist simply of two pieces of plate-glass, the size or

somewhat larger than that of the intended drawing,

either separate or fixed in a hinged frame, so con-

trived that the two plates can be compressed to-

gether by a screw or weight, and a thin deal board

covered with two or three thin folds of flannel.

Objects to be drawn,—The smallest objects,

either natural or artificial—such as plants, leaves,

flowers, mosses, wings of insects, prints, drawings,

lace, &c.—can be easily copied on to photogenic

paper, provided they can be flattened without re-

ceiving any injury.

Mode of Drawing.—Place a sheet of the paper

on one of the pieces of plate-glass, the prepared

side (easily to be known by a previously afiixed

mark) being upwards. Next place the object

to be drawn on the paper so as to face it, and then

compress the two together by means of the other

piece of plate-glass. This done^ expose the whole

to the light, the object of which you desire an im-

pression being upwards.
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Time Occupied in Producing a Copy.—This

mainly depends upon the texture of the paper and

the state of the weather ; but ten minutes in bright

sunshine, and half an hour in a clear day generally

suffice. By gently sliding the upper glass partially

off, without disturbing the position of the drawing,

and adroitly raising the part uncovered by the glass,

you can ascertain whether a complete impression

has been made; if the copy is not sufficiently dis-

tinct, replace the glass, and expose it some time

longer to the action of the light.

Fixing the Photogenic Draicing.—Directly an

impression has been obtained, wash it in clear wa-
ter, and then partially dry it between two folds of

blotting paper. Next pour into a flat dish, suffici-

ently large to contain the drawing, a previously

prepared solution, composed of one ounce of soda
dissolved in a pint of water. Soak the drawing in

this solution for three or four minutes, and after-

wards well wash it in separate portions of water

till the water running from it is tasteless. This

done, the picture is fixed, and, having been dried,

may be exposed to the light without sustaining any

injury.

To Copy Raised Objects.—A correct impres-

sion of objects that are not fiat, such as leaves,

butterflies, and so on, may be obtained by the pro-

cess above described, interposing a buard covered

with flannel between the lower glass and the pre-

pared paper (slightly damped), by which means
the object will be gently imbedded in the sensitive

paper.

Negative and Positive Photographs,—The first

impression of an object, a print for example, will

have contrary " lights and shades" to its original,

because the solar rays pass more readily through

the light part of the object, and thus produce

shades on the paper, than through the thick or

opaque parts, which consequently transfer little or

no impression. These reverse shaded impressions

are termed negative ones, in contradistinction to

those which have similar lights and shades as the

original, and are, therfore, called positive pho-

tographs.

By substituting, however, the negative copy for

the original, and then submitting it to the same

process as was used in its production, any number

of positive copies may be obtained from that one

negative impression, because as will be readily

perceived, the shades are again reversed, and a

fac simile of the original thus obtained.

.^n IllustratftJ Ologgari.) of ^^ci^nical

^ftms iisetr in ^rcfjitectural an^

interior iBecoration, ^c.

(
Continued from page 208.)

LiGHT-HOTJSE. A high building, on the top of

which lights are placed to guide ships at sea. These

erections were called by the Saxons becns or bea-

cons, originally signifying signals, and serving

either to prevent shipwrecks, or to give notice of

invasions. For the latter purpose, the green flame

and the fire cross were peculiarly adapted. The

light-house is generally erected upon a cape or

promontory on the sea-coast, or upon a rock in the

We learn with pleasure that Lord John Russell
has appointed a son of the late unfortunate artist,

Mr. Haydon, to a clerkship in the treasury.

sea. Lamp-lights are on many accounts preferable

to coal-fires or candles ; and the effect of these

may be increased by placing them either behind

glass hemispheres, or before properly disposed

glass or metal reflectors ; which last method is

now generally adopted. The accompanying en-

graving represents the Bell Rock Light-house.

Labyrinth Moulding. A monlding used in

Norman and Saxon Architecture.

Liburn^. a species of Roman swift ship,

with two sets of rowers.

Like Arcs. Segments of circles which are

contained by equal angles.

Like Figures. Such as have their angles equal,

and the sides about those angles proportional.
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Legs of a Triangle. When one side of a tri-

angle is taken for the base, the other two are called

the legs.

Length. Both length and breadth are under-

stood as applied to the ground, or the floors, or the

horizontal plane which the building occupies : the

dimensions of an ascending vertical line is called

height; and the same line measured downwards,

gives what is called the depth of an apartment, or

a building.

Lesche. Amongst the Greeks, the name of a

building or hall, used for public resort.

Level. A surface which inclines to neither

side. There are several instruments used to take

levels ; as the air level, water level, pendulum le-

vel, reflecting level, mason's level, carpenters' or

bricklayers level, spirit level, &c.

Levelling. The art of discovering a line pa-

rallel to the horison at several places, to determine

heights or depths.

Library. An apartment fitted to contain

books, prints, &c.

j

Like Solids. Such as are contained under

Jike planes.

Line. That figure which has only length. {See

Geometry.)

Limb Kiln. Cato has given us a description of

an ancient lime-kiln. Its form was that of a cone

;

its height commonly twenty feet, its breadth at the

base ten, at the top three. The greater half of the

base consisted of a ditch dug in the ground ; the

part above the earth was constructed of bricks or

stone, plastered with mould. At the summit was a

large opening to let out the smoke. In the kiln a

vault of limestone was formed over the fire, and

afterwards all the superior part was filled with

limestone. Under the emperors certain criminals

.were condemned to work at the lime-kilns-

I

Lining. Covering for the interior, as casing is

covering the exterior surface of a building.

Lining {of a Wall). A timber boarding whose

edges are either rebated, or grooved and tongued.

I

Lining-out. The marking lines where timbers

are to be cut.

j

Lintels. The horizontal piece which covers

the opening of a door or window.

List, or Listel. A little square moulding,

serving to crown or accompany a larger, also

termed a fillet.

{To he continued.)

^^)^ ®fjronotj)j)ist.

A Capital little piece by Mr. Planch^, has

been produced at the Lyceum Theatre, called

" A Romantic Idea," in which Mr. Charles Mat-!

thews, Mr. Hall, Mr. Roxby, Miss Fitzwilliam'

and others play admirably, has given Mr. W. Be-
verly an occasion for two architectural paintings of

considerable excellence. The first is the ruins of

a roofless hall in a German castle, with the tower;

at the back, and the whole bathed in the mild;

moon beams, a beautiful piece of effect, and in no!

way ofi'ending an architectural eye in the detailsJ

The second shews the hall restored ; and remem-
bering the " villanous compounds" which Gothic
interiors some j'ears ago usually presented on our

stage, claims for Mr. Beverley great praise for con-

gruous design as well as good painting. The sud-

den re-transformation to the ruin is very striking

and effective. A correspondent informs us a

testimonial has just been completed to the Rev. Dr.

Duncan, the founder of Savings Banks in Scotland,

by the erection of a new house for the Parish bank
in the town of Dumfries—to which has been given

the title of "The Duncan Monument." A full

length statue of the Doctor, as clothed in the

ofiicial costume of a Moderator of the General As-

sembly of the National Church of Scotland, fills a
niche in the second story of a chastely ornamented

fagade. The Art Journal, says, that a superb

eolosal statue of Sesostris, in red granite entirely

covered with hieroglyphics, has just been received

at the Egyptian Museum, recently constructed on
the ground floor of the Colonnade of the Louvre.
——Government consented on Thursday last to the

appointment of a select committee of inquiry into

the best means of extending the establishment of

libraries freely open to the public. This is an im-

portant commission, and its proceedings will be
watched with interest. The British Museum Li-

brary contains, it is stated, 52,000 duplicates.-

An American printer of the name of Moreton, the

French papers say, has recently died at Paris,—be-

queathmg £40,000 for a premium to any one who
shall construct a machine capable of striking off

10,000 copies of a newspaper in an hour. It is

truly a subject of congratulation to find the Coun-

cil of the Society of Arts, folding out hopes of

power to induce Her Majesty's Ministers to consent

to the first of a series of grand national quinquen-

nial Industrial Exhibitions being held in 1851. If

the Society of Arts attain this object, and had it

already gained no other, it would be sufiiciently

entitled to our admiration and our gratitude.
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[The first part of the Stowe sale of engraved British

'portraits terminated on Wednesday last. The

prices were good to the last. Mr. Peto the mem-

ber for Norwich has, we understand, just given

two commissions of five hundred guineas each to

Mr. John Cross the pa:inter of the celebrated pic-

tures of Richard Coeur de Lion—for two pictures

of large dimensions, the subjects to be derived

from English history. Mr. Peto has, we learn, also

commissioned Mr. Maclise to paint him a large

and chivalric composition from English history.

This speaks well for the taste and discrimination of

the parties. The new Adelphi drama, by Mr.

Buckstone and an Adelphi drama is a thing j^er se,

and has been so for as many years as we can re-

member, consisting of exciting mystery, injudici-

ous love, streaks of broad fun, dreadful murder,

and O. Smith, contains three well painted scenes ;

—the Hall of Raynham Castle, with columns and

entablatures ; the Hop grounds ; and a night-scene

in the open country; "The Cross Roads." The

disappearance of the castle on the hill, in the back-

ground of the latter, in the increasing darkness,

and their re-appearance, illuminated by the moon,

is a striking point, and shows coasideration. The

wheel-tracks in the road give much completeness

to the scene. Mr. Pitts is the chief artist here.

Five pounds are offered for a plan (to be ap-

proved of by a committee) for the erection of a

school-room at Deptford We have to record

the death, of Mr: Anthony White, the late eminent

surgeon, on the 19th ult. His professional abilities,

which placed him on many occasions in the Presi-

dentship of the College of Surgeons, would alone

justify such a notice at our hands ; but Mr. White

possessed a higher claim to our regret in that ac-

tive benevolence which led him at all times to place

his skill at the service of men busied in the pursuit

of science, literature, and the arts. " To them,"—

to use the words of a contemporary, " not unfre-

quently his purse was as open as his hand in the

hour of their distress." The National Printing

Office of France has just published a work entitled

' Chronology of the Kings of Ecrypt,' by Lesueur.

This is the first book in which the new hieroglyphic

types of that establishment have been used at any

great length. They are said to be extremely deli-

jcate and beautiful—very superior to anything put

forth by the English or German presses. The

work is also the first bearing the new formula used

under the Republic to distinguish a book printed at

the cost of the Government.

Co aiort;cs})on^ents, ^c.

On April the 1st, will be published. Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the

primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta I Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat icrapper.

Office, 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

Contents of Part 3 of

Efit ISoolt Of (Ornamental mtf SSarlg

SSnglis^ a^lpfiafiets,

To be Published on Monday, April 2nd.

Two Grotesque Initial Letters of the Twelfth cen-
tury, C. and I.

Marks used in stamping paper in the reign of Eli-

zabeth.

Alphabet of Cyphers.

Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.)

German Alphabet, (Eleventh century.)

To be continued monthly, price 6d..— Office, 17,

Holywell-street, Strand.

(*I]^eap Secontr = ^anlj ^oofes.

®)llii]?
G. HEARL'S

Is just published, and may be had, gratis and
postage free, by application to his Warelionse, No.

17 A., HOLYWELL STREET, STRAND,
LONDON.

It contains a Collection of Works on Architec-

ture and General Literature, at prices unusually

low for Cash.

The commission entrusted with the restoration

of Rubens's pictures at Antwerp, was duly installed

a few days since by the governor of that province.

"jy. J." (Wolverhampton,)— In A^o. 95 we
gave some illustrations of Early English Capitals

from the Temple church ; toe intend illustrating

the tohole of them. The parts 3 afid 5 can he

obtained through your bookseller. Ah the num-
bers and parts are on sale. Please to foncard

us a sketch of the description of Boss you require:

we will endeavour to assist you. No. 97 contains

an original designfor a Gothic Boss.

"J. Butler." (Brampton.)—We do intend to

report Professor Leslie's excellent lectures in ex-

tenso. The History of Sculpture loill be con-

tinued, with illustrations of the tools used by

sculptors. Thanksfor your recommendation. A71

increased sale would place us in a position to be-

stow a greater benefit on our subscribers.

"Alpha."— Tioo parts of ths Alphabets have

appeared. They will contain some choice sped

mens of early English Alphabets, Initial Letters,

^c. presented to us by a gentleman for publication

"J. J." (Manchester.)— Your bookseller has de-

ceived you—ATji> the numbers are in print.
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N Saturdajf, March the

31st, it is our intention to publish a Drawing

Book under the above title, and to give our

Subscribers an idea of the plan which has

been adopted in its production, we will quote

the words of the preface.

" The increasing desire manifested for the

proper education of the workman in ornamen-

tal design, and the very small provision that

has hitherto been made for that purpose, would

furnish an ample apology, if any were needed,

for the production of the present work, it

having this especial end in view. The Orna-

mental Drawing Book will be published for

the purpose of imparting a knowledge of the

correct principles of drawing ornament, also to

introduce examples of the greatest merit of

every description of ornament used in Deco-

ration, either for the Arts or Manufactures.

Outline examples will first be given for draw-

ing the primary curves, &c., with the neces-

sary directions for holding the pencil and

placing the hand, to be followed by more ad-

vanced drawings, in which those curves will be

clothed with beautiful and appropriate foliage.

A due distinction will also be drawn between

the various styles and periods of ornament,

and the uses to which they have been, or may

be, applied ; for by instructing the workman
in the various periods of Art, much of the

confusion of styles which designs of the pre-

sent day exhibit, will be avoided.

The pages will be arranged with the view of

affording immediate instruction to three classes

of students ; two pages will be devoted to those

desirous of learning; two to those who possess

a slight knowledge of drawing, but require

practice; and, lastly, an example of one of the

prevailing styles. The Ornamental Drawing
Book (which is to be continued monthly), will

also contain specimens of Fruit, Flowers, &c.,

not omitting the Human Figure, as in some

cases it is indispensibly mixed with ornamental

foliage. In fact, the Ornamental Drawing

Book will be made fully to bear out its charac-

ter of " Self- Instructing," and to those

engaged in Industrial Art, it will be found one

of the most useful publications of the present

day."
•• Office, 17, Holywell-street. Strand,

"April 2nd, 1849."

We intended to have carried out a similar

plan in the columns of the Decorator's As-

sistant, but upon putting it into practical

effect we found that our space would not admit

of it. We have therefore determined on the

present publication, and we offer it to our Sub-

scribers with sanguine expectations of its use-

fulness, and the correctness of the principles on

which we intend to establish it, and that it will

assist in conferring a great benefit on all who
are desirous of possessing a knowledge of Or-

namental Design.

Empottance of ti)e Stu^S ft' Bm^n.

freemasons OF THE CHURCH.

(Continued from page 213.J

Here followed some just, but too lengthy

to be here introduced, observations on painted

ceilings in general; whether of historical or

decorative character, and the lecturer conti-

nued :
—"In painted decoration, and in the

patterns of paper-hangings^ curtains or carpets,

form ought to be regarded chiefly, if not

wholly, as a vehicle of colour. How tiresome

and tantalizing is the reiteration of patterns in
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a paper-hanging, especially is'heri great blotches

of red or some other powerful colour are scat-

tered over it, or cutting lines of positive blue

divide the walls into strips. Intense colours

ought to be used sparingly and distributed

skilfully, so as to enliven the mass of secon-

dary tints; for a room is made to seem smaller

by strong contrasts of colour or harsh outlines,

as ceilings are apparently lowered by deep

mouldings or powerful hues. Indeed, vivid

colours are not essential either to the elegance

or cheerful aspect of a room ; the walls should

form a chaste but not dull background to the

furniture,, pictures, and occupants. Gaudy

carpets of large patterns are therefore objec

tionable; if positive colours are used, these

should be subdivided by the intricacies of a

small and undefinable pattern, like the Persian

and Turkey carpets which have never yet been

equalled for richness and sobriety combined.

" In designing patterns for textile fabrics the

uses to which the drapery is to be applied re-

quires to be more considered than is commonly

the case. Obviously, the pattern for a dress

should not be so large as that for a curtain^

yet one sees silks and satins in the mercers'

windows, the wearers of which would certainly

appear as if robed in window-curtains or wall-

hangings. The elaborate imitation of flowers

in dresses is wrong upon principle, because the

effect is to direct attention from the ensemble

presented by the dress and the wearer; the

nondescript patterns of India shawls in which

the effect is seen in the mass, are still superior

to modern designs. A great nosegay of flowers

on a shawl, or a dress sprinkled with bouquets,

is only a degree less absurd than the horns

and trumpets which decorate the dressing-

gown of Signor Lablache in ' 11 Fanatico per

la Musica.' The effect of harmonious combi-

nations of colour is what the pattern designer

should rely upon ; and of these the variety is

endless. Form is the medium for displaying

colour; in draperies that hang in heavy folds,

like curtains, it is evident that the shape of the

pattern is not seen truly ; its effect as shown

in the play of colour is infinitely varied by the

folds, and therefore a large bold pattern, as in

damask, is preferable. In dresses where the

folds are smaller, and especially in scarfs, an-

gular patterns are not only admissible, but

pleasing, because the multitude of cross folds

not only destroys the formality of pattern, but

gives rise to sn infinity of piquant combi-

nations."

Nothing could be more just than Mr. Wil-

liams' suggestions with regard to designs for

hard- ware, in which, he observed. —"Form
and proportion are paramount; no ornamen-

tation, however rich or fanciful, can redeem

bad proportion or ungraceful form, while a

beautiful form unadorned is itself ornament of

the most refined and pleasing description.

Neither should ornament be so prominent as to

overlay or prevent the full develop iient of

form ; while neither form nor ornament ought

to interfere with utility. The shape of Greek

and Etruscan vases, beautiful as they are, are

not more adapted to modem pottery or hard-

ware than is the decoration of the fictile wares

We do not want toxonvert lachrymatories into

scent-bottles, funeral urns into tea pots, vases

into flower-pots ; nor are the forms of am
phorse suitable for decanters, or of paterae for

caudle-cups. The material and uses of the

vessel should determine its form ; tea-pots that

will not draw, jugs that can never be washed

clean, glasses and cups that one cannot drink

out of comfortably, however elegant their

form, are essentially defective. And the adap

tation of the thing to its purpose, so far from

producing ugliness, tends to beauty, and it also,

induces new forms. The problem to be solved]

is simply this,
—

' Given the use and material of

the article, to find a beautiful shape.' In the

commonest, rudest, and oldest implements ofi

husbandry—the plough, the scythe the sickle,;

—we have examples of simple yet beautiful

curves. The most elementary and simple forms,

if well-proportioned and of graceful contour,

are the most pleasing."

The lecturer, then, after entering into vari

ous points of design connected with the taste-

ful manufacture of porcelain, and deprecating

many practices which are only tolerated from

habit, remarked in conclusion; —"There are

other points that need to be touched upon, and-

those that have been adverted to need fuller in-

vestigation, but enough has been saidi I trust,

to prove the importance of a knowledge and

observance of the principles of Art by de-

signers ; and perhaps to show also that these

principles are easily ascertainable by studious

attention and rational reflection."
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{Continued from page 207.)

As Briinelleschi—when questioned by the pope

as to his celebrated boast, replied, " Yes, give me
a fulcrum and I can move the worM j" so, in the

next step in the progress of the arch, the architect

of the church of Sta. Sophia might have said,

—

" Give me an abutment, and I can suspend a dome

in the air." The professor gave a clear explanation

of the manner in which this was effected, by means

of " pendentives ;" he then alluded lo the night of

darkness in which Europe existed subsequently,

and the use ofthe Byzantine style, and showed how

the pointed arch—the next step—might have ori-

ginated by omitting the crown of the lofty vault of

the hall of the baths, and prolong the lines of the

haunches, which would then meet in a point. He
also showed how naturally the column placed

against a pier, in the same apartment, and sup-

porting the portion of the vaulting here concen-

trated upon it, might have led to the clustered co-

lumns and shaft supporting the groining in Gothic

buildings. So, said the professor, here we saw in-

stances how, from one link to another, the gradual

chain of architectural progress was carried for-

ward.

After describing the plan of Ely Cathedral, he

passed to the condition of the art in Italy. In the

earlier period of Italian architecture, we found that

each house was a kind of fortress, and whatever

decoration was practised was reserved for the in-

ternal courts. But when, with the revival of learn-

ing in Italy, a state of comparative quiet accom-

panied it, then a new field was open for the inven-

tions of architects. Bramante, for instance,

adopted a double order ; and this, perhaps sug-

gested by previous works, was certainly not found

in the antique. Vignola employed cantilevers in

an entablature, as afterwards practised by Sir Chris-

topher Wren. Vignola might have gained some

idea of this method from ancient paintings, but

certainly not from the temple at Baalbec, where a

similar method is fonnd. for Vignola had never

heard of that place. Another feature, the win-

dow, •underwent important modifications. Pre-

viously small, and shuttered below ;—in the palace

at Florence, it was ornamented with a pediment,

and other decorations. At first, so great an inno-

vation seemed as if it would occasion nothing but

ridicule, but this method of treating the window

had endured ever since. These features, therefore,

and others like these, had never previously been

seen in architecture : this, then, was truly inven-

tion, and this the only description of novelty which

could be successful.

These instances, the professor concluded, he had

cited to show that, by attention to points arising

out of structure, in our buildings, we might best

attain excellence ; but we must, at the same time,

impress the character of the nineteenth century

upon our works, and whilst recognising the value

of precedent and authority, not shut our eyes to

every other important consideration.

In delivering the next lecture, the professor be-

gan by expressing a hope that, im speculating on

the subject of classical art, he had not disseminated

an idea that no other school was worthy of our re-

gard. Each system had its proper application.

—

He believed that the supremacy of classical art was

as incontrovertible as was our superiority in mental

and moral philosophy, and every discovery tended

to the establishment of this fact. The Greeks ever

would be our masters in art, and those who fol

lowed them, as the Romans and the artists of the

revival, had their proportionate measurt of our

regard.

The progress of investigation, from time to

time demanded fresh examination of all subjects.

In the history of Greece and Rome, all early his-

tories were now as waste paper; in mediaeval ar-

chitecture, the statements of the early writers,

since the labours of Professor Willis, would have

to be re-cast. It was to the abuse, and not the

use, of classical architecture that certain of his

strictures had been directed.

On the subject of proportion, the professor re-

marked that each master had a theory of his own.

In some measure we all judged by a natural in-

stinct, and we flattered ourselves that we had an

eye for proportion. But whilst, as Vitruvius said,

other men than the artist could discover the good

and the bad, the difference between the artist and

the workman was, that one could foresee, and the

other could not. He urged the importance of the

study of proportion, in order to avoid those la-

mentable failures of which there were such frequent

instances. The architect of a building often found

too late, that with more modesty, and with good

advice, and repeated study in drawing, and above

all by models, he might have better attained the

effect which he sought to impress upon the child

of his hopes.

{To he continued^
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Sfcielj) oC ^rts iSxj^itiitiOtt.

i^'JS'. 1.

Fig. 2. i'V^. 3.

Tig. 1.—A Silver Equivehant Chabibeu Candlestick.—The Silver Equivehant Chamber
Candlestick, manufactured and exliibited at the Society of Arts by Messrs. J. H. and
R. Ferryman. It is termed Equivehant from its carrying itself even, or upright, in what-
ever position the Candlestick may turn, thus ensuring additional safety in cases of acciden-
tal fall.

Fig. 2.

—

Venetian Wine Glass.—Manufactured by Messrs. Richardson, Stourbridge.
Fig. 3.

—

Wine Glass—Manufactured by Messrs. Pellatt & Co.
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#n ^mqumnq.

Lacquering is the laying either the coloured

or transparent varnishes on metals, in order to

produce the appearance of a different colour in

the metal, or to preserve 'it from rust and the inju-

ries of the weather.

Lacquering is therefore.mauch of the same nature

with japanning, both with regard to the principles

and practice, except that no opaque colours, but

transparent tinges alone are to be employed.

The occasion on which lacquering is now in

general use are three ; where brass is to be made
to have the appearance of being gilt; where tint is

wanted to have resemblance of yellow metals, and

where brass or copper locks, nails, or other such

matters, are to be defended from the corrosion of

the air or moisture. There was, indeed, formerly

another very frequent application of lacquering,

which was colouring frames of pictures, &c. previ-

jously silvered, in order to give them the effect of

.gilding, but this is now mostly disused. These va-

rious intentions of lacquering require different

j

compositions for the effectuating each kind ; and,

as there is a multiplicity of ingredients, which may

I

be conducive to each purpose, a proportional num-
Jber of recipes have been devised and introduced

jinto practice, the more especially for the lacquer-

ing brass work to imitate gilding, which is a con-

siderable object in this kind of art, and has been

{improved to the greatest degree of perfection.

We shall, however,.only give one or two recipes for

each, as they are all which are necessary ; the

others being made too complex by ingredients not

essential to the intention, or too costly by the use

of such as are expensive, or inferior in goodness

I

from the improper choice or proportion of the com-
ponent substancss.

The principal body or matter of all good lac-

quers used at present is seed-lac ; but, for coarser

uses, resin, or turpentine is added, in order to

make the lacquer cheaper than if the seed-lac,

which is a much dearer article, be used alone. Spi-

rits of wine is also consequently the fluid or men-
strum of which lacquers are formed ; as the ethe-

jreal oils will not dissolve the seed~lac, and it is

(proper that the spirit should be highly rectified for

this purpose. As it is seldom practicable, never-

theless, to procure such spirits from the shops, it

will be found very advantageous to use the method
above given for dephlegmating it by alkaline salts

;

but the use of the allum, directed in that process,

must not be forgotten on this occasion, as the effect

o* the alkaline salts would otherwise be the turn

ing the metal of a purplish, instead of a golden

colour, by laying on the lacquer.

The following are excellent compositions for

brass work which is to resemble gilding;

" Take of turmeric ground, as it may be had) at

the drysalter's, one ounce, and of saffron and Spa-
nish annatto, each two drams. Put them into a

proper bottle, with a pint of highly rectified spirit

of wine, and place them in a moderate heat, if con

venient, often shaking them for several days. A
very strong yellow tincture will then be obtained,

which must be strained off from the dregs through

a coarse linen cloth ; and then, being put back into

the bottle, three ounces of good seed-lac, powdered

grossly, must be added, and the mixture placed

again in a moderate heat, and shaken till the seed-

lac be dissolved ; or at least such part of it as may
The lacquer must then be strained as before, and

will be fit for use ; but must be kept in a bottle

carefully stopped."

Where it is desired to have the lacquer warmer
or redder than this composition may prove, the

porportion of the annatto must be increased ; and

where it is wanted cooler, or nearer aatrue yellow,

it must be diminished.

The above, properly managed, is an exceeamgly

good lacquer, and of a moderate price ; but the

following which is cheaper, and may be made where

the Spanish annatto cannot be procured good, and

is not greatly inferior to it:

"Take of turmeric root ground,"one ounce; of

the best dragon's blood half a dram. Put them to

a pint of spirits of wine, and proceed as with the

above."

By diminishing the proportion of the dragon's

blood, the varnish may be rendered of a redder, or

truer yellow cast.

Saffron is sometimes used to form the body of

colour in this kind of lacquer, instead of the tur

meric ; but though it makes a warmer yellow, yet

the dearness of it, and the advantage which turme

ric has in forming a much stronger tinge of spirit

of wine, not only than the saffron, but than any

other vegetable matter hitherto known, gives it the

preference ; though being a true yellow, and con-

sequently not sufficiently warm to overcome the

greenish cast of brass, it requires the addition of

some orange-colored tinge to make a perfect lac-

quer for this purpose. Aloes and gamboge are

also sometimfss used in making lacquers, for brass;

but the aloes is not necessary where turmeric or

saffron is used ; and the gamboge, though a very

strong milky yellow in water, affords only a very

weak tinge in spirit of wine.

(To he continued.)
'
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3r$e process of fainting on Ncto

As the knots in wood (particularly deal) are a

great annoyance in painting, great care should be

taken to kill them, as the painters term it. The

following methods have by experience been found

to have the desired effect. Upon those knots that

retain the turpentine, it is necessary to lay with a

stopping knife a thick substance of lime, immedi-

ately after its being slacked, for the purpose of

burning or drying up the turpentine. After the

lime has remained on about twenty-four hours it

should be scraped off, and washed over with size

netting, which is made of red and white lead,

ground very fine with water on a stone, and mixed

with strong double size in a liquid state, which is

done by holding it over a fire for a few minutes
;

it must be applied to the knots while warm.

—

Another method is to grind white and lead in the

same proportions in turpentine, to the consistency

of dough, and then reduce it with japan gold size

till it becomes like thin paint. Lay it smoothly on

the knots, observing to cover it entirely, otherwise

a defect will be visible. Another plan sometimes

adopted is to apply japan gold size to the knot,

and previous to its drying apply a piece of gold or

silver leaf upon it. There is a patent knotting now

being advertised, wliich has not been found to fail.

It is necessary that the knots should be rubbed

on with fine sand paper every time they are covered

to prevent their appearing above the surface.

—

When the netting is thoroughly dry, the priming

colour must be laid on, which is made by breaking

up (technically speaking) the white lead in linseed

oil, the following being the proportions of the mix-

ture. To every lOlbs. of white lead add a quarter

of a pound of dryers and a quarter of a pound of

red lead; then lay it all over the work required to

be painted.

After the priming is thoroughly dry, use a bit of

sand paper and rub it gently over the work, so that

no lumps or skin may adhere to it. Then apply

the second coat, which is mixed in the following

manner :—Break up the same quantity as before,

with half a pound of dryers in two parts of linseed

oil to one of turpentine. After rubbing it down as

before directed, when thoroughly dried, the third

coat is applied, to be mixed as follows :—Break up

the same quantity as before in half linseed oil, and

half turpentine; proceed as before. If a fourth

coat be given, break up the same quantities, and

use two parts linseed oil to one of turpentine. If

the work is required to be flatted, the load must be

thinned entirely with turpentine. In painting

stucco it is necessary to give one coat more than

wood. The more the colours are mixed with oil,

and the less with turpentine, the better, as turpen-

tine is more adherent to water than the oil, and

consequently not so well adapted for preserving out-

side work. For inside work, the above proportions

are correct, and in general use.

AMONG^the many beautiful objects exhibited at

the Society of Arts, to^dwell on which particularly

would occupy too much of our limited space—we
noticed with great pleasure the bronzes of Mr.
Hatfield, the exquisitely dyed and woven silks of

Messrs. Walters, the admirable racing plate made
by Messrs. Hunt, Roskill, and Garrard, the carpets

of Messrs. Watson and Bell, the glass of Messrs.!

Oster, Richardson, and Pellatt, and the greatly im-

proved castings of the Colebrook-dale Iron Com-i

pany. Among the designs submitted in compe-

tition to the Society are many of considerable beau-

ty, and the prepara'.ion of which must have invol-i

ved great sacrifice of time and labour. We have'

heard much complaint touching the adjudication,!

non-adjudication, and reduction of these premiums.]

Would it not be more considerate towards the!

younger members of the community if the Society

were to diminish their promise and increase their,

performance ?

The Murillo at present on view at Mr. Walton's;

studio in Bond-street, will, we apprehend, fail to'

satisfy those acquainted with good examples of the

master. Once, itjis said, an ornament of the Alca-

zar, this picture has been confided for sale to some]

Spanish merchants in London by the Senor Don

,

Jose de Loyzaga, of Madrid. That it has been sub-!

mitted to the English eye without the intervention

of the mpairer we cannot bring ourselves to be-l

lieve ; missing in it those diaphanous and sweet-

1

coloured tones which reconcile those acquainted

with Italian treatments to the peasant-like pre-!

sentments of the artist. A careful investigation of
j

the contours leads to the belief that the hardness I

observable, more especially in the heads of the Vir-'

gin and of the cherubs by whom she is surrounded,!

is the result of restorations effected by a hand!

which had little knowledge of, or sympathy with!

what Mr. Stirling has so aptly designated as the'

vapoury peculiarities of the prince of Sevillian'

painters.

The daily papers report the death of Mr. Poyn-

der, whose name has been long familiar to the

public for the exertions made by him in the Court

of the India House and elsewhere, to procure the

abolition of human sacrifices and other cruelties i

attending the worship of Juggernaut. \
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an Jllugtratfti dslossatj) of Kecf^nml

Cecmgf ustti in .trc^ttectural antt

InUmx Betotatim, ^c.

(Continued from page 218.)

Listing. The cutting the sapwood out, from
both edges of a board.

Lithostraton. a Greek term for a species of
mosaic, consisting of pieces of marble of a certain

size.

Lobby. An open space, surrounding a range of

chambers, or seats in a theatre ; a small hall, or
waiting room.

Lock. An instrument for fastening doors.

Lock Weir. A deep basin or reservoir, in a

canal, closed at eacii end by gates, which, suc-

cessively opening and shutting, allow the water to

rise or fall, in order to afford the means of raising

boats as they pass up the course of a canal, or

lowering them as they pass down.

Lodge. A small house in a park or forest.

LoGEUM. The pulpitum, or wooden stage of a

theatre, placed upon the proscenium, or perma-
nent stage.

LoGHousE. Temporary habitations, made of

branches of trees, or logs of wood.

Logistic Spikal, or Proportional Spiral A
spiral whose radii are in continued proportion,

where the radii are at equal angles.

Longimetry. The art of measuring lengths,

accessible and inaccessible.

Loop. A small narrow window.

LoRiMER. The name given to a square mem-
ber, under, or forming part of, a cornice, which

projects, and has a groove in its under side.

LosANGE. A figure of four sides, with two acute

and two obtuse angles.

Lotus. A plant of great celebrity amongst the

ancients, the leaves and blossoms of which gene-

rally form the capitals of Egyptian columns.

LuPFER Boarding. Boards nailed on the

sides of buildings or lanterns, or across apertures,

arranged and fixed so as to admit air, but to

exclude rain.

Lcnette. Cylindric, cylindroidic, or spherical

apertures in ceilings, of the same form as the upper

lights in the nave of St. Paul's Cathedral, in

London.

Lying Panels. Those which are cut out with
the grain of the wood, not, as is usual, with the

grain in a vertical, but a horizontal direction.

Lantern. A stand used to place books upon

zM_..

Lysis. A kind of plinth, or step, above the cor-

nice of the podium of ancient temples, which sur-

rounds or embraces the stylobate, as may be

observed in the temple of Fortuna Virilis.

Lion. (In antique painting and sculpture.)

The strongest and most magnanimous of four-

footed beasts. The lion was consecrated to Cybele,

and we find it sculptured upon many monuments

erected to that mysterious deity. Sometimes she

is borne upon a lion, at others they draw her car,

and occasionally are found standing by the throne

on which she is seated.

LisTEL. A small square moulding, which serves

to crown or accompany a larger, and to separate

the flutings in columns.

LusTEE. A kind of chandelier suspended by a

cord or chain from the ceiling, which was the

fashion in which the Romans used their lamps.

This elegant piece of furniture is often introduced

in public places, such as churches, theatres, &c.

and is sometimes made of bronze, sometimes of

gilt metal, and sometimes (its most beautiful mate-

rial) of crystal.

Lysicrates. The choragic monument of, com-

monly called the Lantern of, Demosthenes.

Legend. The motto or words engraved, in a

circular manner, round the head of a personage

or other representation upon a medal or coin. The

meaning of this term is similar to that of an in-

scription, but the latter relates chiefly to the wri-

ting placed in the middle of the coin, while the

legend, as we have just observed, surrounds it.

(To be Continued.)
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5ctentift'c Mntim^,

Society of Antiquaries, March 1.—H.

Hallam, Esq., V.P., in the chair. A letter was

read from Mr. Bruce on the singular hrass not

long since given to the Society by H, W, Dimond,

Esq., representing a man in armour with a crown

on his left shoulder. BIr. Bruce contended that it

was the figure of a yeoman of the crown ; and he

mentioned several other instances of brasses or

paintings with a similar distinction. It is to be

observed, however, that one or two of these were

not what is heraldically termed yeomen of the

crown, but servants of the king.—Mr. B. Nightin-

gale sent a drawing of a spiral bronze, once the

ornament of the staff of an early ecclesiastic

;

which Mr. J. Y. Akerman, in a paper on the sub-

ject, stated to be of date as early as the seventh or

eighth century.—A letter by Mr. T. Crofton Croker

to the President was read,—the main object of

which was to establish that the ancient superstition

regarding mermaids was derived from the custom

;0f the northern seamen, in very remote times,

making their way to Ireland and Scotland in small

hide- boats, in the middle of which they sat and

paddled themselves through the waters. This

custom, it was urged, accounted for the appearance

of a human form and a fish's tail. The notion did

I

not seem to meet with much countenance in the

room ; and one gentleman asserted it was not new,

and offered to produce at the next meeting the

volume in which it was first broached. Mr. Croker

entered a good deal into Irish antiquities ; and

strove to support the belief that the relics of combs,

&c. found at Kilmainham had some connection

with mermaids. There seemed more of fancy than

of reason in his positions, and his paper produced

a corresponding impression.—The Society at their

meeting on Thursday evening received a con-

vincing proof of their President's desire to promote

its welfare. Lord Mahon having announced that

Mr. Stapleton's continued indisposition compelled

him to vacate his office of Vice-President, nomi-

nated as his successor in the vice-president's chair

Mr. J. Payne Collier, a gentleman who, as our

readers well know, has pursued the study of one

important branch of our national antiquities—that

of our early poetry and drama—with a success that

has procured for him a wide and well-merited

reputation.

AECH^oLoGicAii Institttte, March 2.—Sir

J. P. Boileau, Bart., V.P., in the chair.—Amongst

objects exhibited not the least interesting were

some full-size tracings of the remarkable mural

paintings recently laid bare in Broughton Church,!

near Newport Pagnell. These frescoes, which

appear to have been originally executed about the

reign of Henry the Sixth, probably have reference

to some monkish legend ; for in no other way can

the extraordinary and heretical design represented

by one of them be accounted for.—Mr. Hawkins;

exhibited a curiously formed bell, one of a set]

which is used in the parish of Congleton, in

Cheshire, in ringing what are called the " chains "

on ttie eve of the day of the annual wake or fair.

This custom is stated to be connected with a dedi-

cation similar to that of " St, Peter in Vinculis "

in Rome; but the local tradition is somewhat

vague.

Electro-Telegraphic Progress. — Mr.
Brotherton, of Preston, has recently patented an
invention for prevention of accidents on railways.

It consists of an electric apparatus fixed beneath
the rails, on which the wheels of the train act as

they pass over it. A wire connects this apparatus
with any station or junction which the train may
be approaching, and at which an electric alarm is

fixed. By this invention the attendants at any
station or junction may, it is said, be apprised of

the approach of a train any number of miles off,

and in case any obstruction exists, a signal can be
immediately forwarded to the train.—The pro-

jectors of the great submarine line across the

Atlantic propose to construct it between the coast

of Newfoundland and the nearest cape of Ireland.

They state that there is every reason to believe that

a submarine bank e.vtends from Newfoundland to

the British Isles, to which they propose to anchor
the wires, supported in cork tubes, at intervals of

ten miles. They have appealed to Congress to aid

them in the enterprise, by appropriating a public

vessel for their use, to ascertain the truth con^
cerning the nature of the bottom. Should they
not find soundings, they state they could still

manage to anchor the buoys by means of buckets^

&c. They exhort Congress "not to allow the
British Government to anticipate the United States

in this sublime project."

A Block of Gold.—An extraordinary report,

emanating from a highly respectable source,—and,
possibly, the information about svhich the New
York Herald expressed itself incredulous— is, that

the United States Government has received

formation of a single block of gold, worth £12,000,
having been obtained in its new Pacific territory

;

the weight being 2501b., whereas 201b. to 301bi

is, we believe, the heaviest ever discovered in any
other part of the world.

The following receipt for restoring old oak to its

original whiteness, has been used with success—'

viz., two ounces of oxalic acid dissolved by frictioil

in one quart of cold water. If the oak has been
varnished, it must be scraped clean before using
the acid.

Among other artists who are to be employed on
subjects from English history, by Mr. Peto, we
have heard that Mr. Horsley has received a com^
mission.
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Kfit (Efixonoi^pi^t

In the Rolls Court, a decision has just been

come to, which if not reversed in a higher tribunal,

will confirm in favour of the Institution of Civil

Engineers a variety of shares iu public companies,

&c., bequeathed by Mr. Thomas Telford undef his

will, but resisted by his heir-at-law under the

statute of mortmain. A French paper states

—

we hope too confidently and broadly—that the

friends of Art are profoundly grieved by the pillage

and devastation directed by the Romans against

the monuments, pictures, and statues which are

the glory of the Eternal City. According to Le

Pays, the republicans raise money by the sal3 to

English and Russian merchants of the great

masterpieces of the human mind that have made

Rome the seat of a wider worship and more exten-

ded pilgrimage than her religious throne. A
company, managed by a board in London, is being

formed, with a capital of £600,000, in 300,000

shares of £20 each, with £2 per share deposit, to

supply Amsterdam with water from the Rhine.

The privilege has been conceded in perpetuity to

this company, who are to be entitled to a maxi-

mum charge of twice the amount believed to be

capable of yielding a return of 24 per cent. The

responsibility is limited, it is said, to the amount

subscribed. We commend to the notice of our

readers a house in Holborn, between Great Turn-

stile and Chancery-lane, whose entire front has

been daubed over with a blue that is anything but

cerulean in its tint. It is a pity that among its

numerous clauses, the Building Act does not con-

tain one to prohibit public nuisances and offences

of this description, and to prevent our being over-

run with blue bores. The water-colour drawing

of the late Lord Auckland, by Mr. Lowes Dickin-

son, now on \:evr in Bond-street, is obviously made

up from a larger study ; and we think with no

great advantage, from the introduction of a figure

which has too quadrilateral and cramped an ap-

pearance—wanting more contrast in the position

of the arms. This would have given a more libe-

ral rendering of the physique of the original

Mr. Archibald M'Donald, of Aberdeen, some time

ago discovered a process for reducing Aberdeen

granite to a fine clay, which was moulded into

form at the Seaton Pottery, and presented an arti-

cle of the most beautiful and durable character.

Since then, Mr. McDonald has had an experiment

tried of working the calcined granite into water

pipes.

Co (Boxu^pontsmi^, ^c.

On April the 2nd, will be published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The
SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in descibing the
primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta 1 Foliage,
with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.
Office, 17, Holywell-street. Strand.

Contents of Part 3 op

€5e 5l300fe Of (©tnamental antr 3Sarlg

To be Published on Monday, April 2nd.

Two Grotesque Initial Letters of the Twelfth cen-
tury, C. and I.

Marks used in stamping paper In the reign of Eli-

zabeth.

Alphabet of Cyphers.

Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.) )

German Alphabet, (Eleventh century.

To be continued monthly, price 6d..— Office, 17,
Holywell- street. Strand.

"P.Thompson" Accept our thanhs.

" B. Bursleni."—We are much obliged for the

trouble you have taken in rtcommending our work, \

We made an attempt to imitate Wood and Stone,
I

byprinting in colours, but it turned out afailure,^

we therefore abandoned the idea. We do intend
\

giving designsfor the purpose you mention, but-

you must really have patience ; we will address] a\

letter to you in the course of a day or two, but
j

we must consult our artistfirst.

" W. James," (Chelsea.)—Banvard's Exhibi-
tion is still open at the Egyptian Hall, and con-

tinues to attract most eroiaded and fashionable
audiences.

QUERY,
Can any of our readers inform "An Antiqua-

rian," of the best method of transferring impres-

sions of Old Brasses to paper, the rubbings of
black-lead being very imperfect.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

*^*Any of our Readers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 24 is now ready, price lOd.
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^xt iStiucatton.

T may be said that of

late years, Art has been raore appreciated by

the English nation than formerly. Absorbed

in commerce and politics, her sons unconscious-

ly overlooked the enjoyment it supplied, or

forgot its many claims to their attention. Ge-

nerally speaking, painting and sculpture have

alone been regarded as productions of Art.

—

Many, to Avhom their ancestors have bequeathed

works from the easel or the chisel, not having

that knowledge of Art, or that natural and in-

born feeling for it, which would prompt them

to seek gratification from its resources, sup-

pose themselves indiiferent to, or unworthy of

its claims.

The most indifferent are influenced by it in

a degree greater than they themselves imagine.

For all material wants the estate need consist

of nothing bej'^ond what will supply sheep and

oxen, game, fruit and vegetables. The house,

with bare walls only, would yet shield from the

scorching or inclement seasons ; a deal table, a

stool, a wooden trencher, a horn drinking-cup,

would be sufficient adjuncts to the repasts which

sustain life. The nobles of bygone days had

little more. Now, however, who will be con-

tent with such a limited supply? Let those

answer who enjoy the luxurious contributions

of Art, and who are surrounded by its refine-

ments and its blandishments. Let such ima-

gine their halls, their apartments, and their

banquets suddenly bereft of allj which Art has

contributed to their adornment; let the elegant

and sumptuous—the elevating beauty be ex-

changed for bare and blank necessities—Would
they then feel as now they feel ? Could they
in their deserted halls feel as the same beings ?

Impossible ! These questions apply equally to

those who have the smallest share of Art, as

to those who have the most abundant ; the

same reply will be given. All are subject to

the pleasing impressions of Art, and all seek

it as a necessity in some shape or other, altho'

it be often acknowledged as a luxury only, or

its presence recognised but in pictures or

statues.

It is not necessary here to describe and de-

fine distinctly the manner in which Art affects

us, or its influence over us: sufficient that it is

daily, nay, hourly demanded, and that it is in-

dispensable to the comfort and pleasure of our

existence. Without it, nations would lose half

their sources of wealth and distinction ; wealth

its external manifestations, rank and refine-

ment their insignia. Imprinted on all things

surrounding us, and perpetually the subject of

our contemplation and conversation, it con-

stantly adds lustre to our mental faculties, ele-

vates and refines our emotions, and ameliorates

our social and moral nature.

The love of the beautiful in form would seem
to be connected with that polish and refinement

v.'hich education generally imparts to every fa-

culty and feeling, if "we may judge by the

Greeks, who have left a rich inheritance of the

purest form, universally admired. It may fairly

be deduced from this that the production of

beautiful form is superior to colour, since the

barbarian may arrange or even produce beauti-

ful colour, but never beautiful form.

Art has an universal influence, greater in

proportion to the degree of beauty it presents.

The constant presence of beauty increases our

love of it, and our power to distinguish the

most perfect, or to observe the least alloy of

deformity. There is no object so trifling but

may receive its impressions of grace and beau-

ty, and yield its measure of truly pleasurable
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sensation. That sturiy, therefore, cannot be

deemed unworthy -which aims to enhance the

beauty of the most humble.

All having the means to obtain Art, strive

in various ways to possess it, though not

equally discriminating in their choice. All

mankind is subject to its influence, more or

less; the civilized man and the savage. All de-

rive enjoyment from it, but not in alike amount

or degree. The full enjoyment of Art de-

pends, as in other cases whence mental enjoy-

ment is derived,—on Education.

iWotrern Edinn ?^ous?s.

BY FRANCIS CROSS,

{Continued from page 137.)

CHAPTER V.

An ancient author asserted that timber is

not sufficiently dry to be converted into planks

and joiners' work under three years. Of the

principal timber trees suitable for building

purposes, may be mentioned the elm, aH sorts

of oak, beech, poplar, willow, alder, ash, pine,

cypress, chesnut, larch, box, cedar, and ebony.

Each of these are, however, so various in their

nature that they can only be applied to vari •

ous uses, as some may be used with impunity

in external work, while others must be applied

only to internal finishings. Some harden by

exposure to the air; some will remain sound

for a lengthened period, even in damp under-

ground situations ; some are peculiarly fitted

for flooring, others for beams and the main

timbers ; some are well adapted to support ex-

ternal coverings, and the alder for piles in

making a foundation in swampy ground, as

that wood will stand the wet, but will soon

perish if exposed to the sun and air. On the

other hand, the beech will not stand against

wet at all. The elm in the open air hardens,

but in other situations splits and decays, The

pine underground will last a long time, but the

oak is a very hard and close wood, even to its

smallest pores, and it therefore absorbs but

very little moisture, making it excellent for

underground work, being capable of supporting

great weights. But though this wood, by its

e treme closeness of texture is admirably

adapted for general building purposes, yet it is

found when used above ground^ as in window-
cills, to warp and twist.

The beech and chesnut do not warp in water.

One ancient writer recommended the nut-tree

(Negropont), for beams and rafters, because

before it breaks it gives notice by a crack,

which would probably save the lives of a great

many persons, as they would have a sufficient

time to escape after the warning. But the fir

is the best adapted for general use, as the tree

grows to a large size. It is possessed of a

natural stiffness that will not easily yield to

any weight laid upon it, but stands firm, and

besides, possesses the rare quality of being

easily worked—in short, the eligibilty of this

wood is very great. The cypress, among the

ancients, was considered as most excellent, and

not inferior to ebony and oak, and attributed to

it the useful quality of resisting both the worm
and age. Mention may be made of the gates

of the Temple of Diana, at Ephesus, which

were of that wood. They lasted four hundred

years, and preserved their beauty to the last

in such a manner that they always seemed to

be new ; therefore though the fir was well

known and appreciated by our forefathers, yet

was the cypress preferred. The pine was also

well known and valued, as they considered it

to possess many of the properties of the fir

;

but there is this wide difference between them,

that the pine, owing to the sweetness of its

juices, is liable to be injured by worms. The

larch is durable, and was greatly employed in

ancient structures, and is said to possess the

united conveniences of the rest, being nervous,,

tenacious of its strength, immoveable by storm,

not troubled with insects, and further, in the

opinion of the ancients almost fire proof, its

only defect being that in sea water it is liable

to breed insects. For beams oak is considered

as improper, as by their own heaviness they

would give way if much extra weight were

laid upon them. It is mentioned that the palm

possesses the surprising property of rising, as

it were, against the weight laid upon it, and

strive to bend upwards in spite of resistance.

The chesnut is apt to split, but may be worked

with great advantage. Trees or woods with

sw^eet juice easily take fire, and are liable to

decay and insects, while in those trees whose

juices are bitter the worm never enters, and
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Stream that turns a Mill, are two nice landscapes

by F. W. Hulme, at present better known by his

excellent drawings on wood than by his pictures

No. 14, Morning Prayers, by Marshall Claxon, is

more to our fancy than some larger works by the

same hand. In Wo. 23, E. H. Corbould gives a

possible view of The Old Hostelrie, High Eoad,

Knightshridge^ 1497, (anciently called Kynge's

Brygg, or Kirig's-hridge, hut onore commonly

known as Stone-bridge. 55, Christ teaching Hu-
mility, a finished study for a large picture, by R
S. Lauder, R.S.A., is one of the finest works in the

gallery, and is calculated to raise the artist's repu

tation. It represents that incident in the life of

the Saviour, when, in reply to the question, " Who
is greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven 1" he ex

horted his disciples to become as little children.

—

Of the many works which have pretension in

poetry or history—and of the few which can boast

success—is No. 82, an illustration from the fourth

act of Lear, by Mr. F. M. Brown. It represents

the scene where Cordelia apostrophizes her father

when asleep.

Mr. J. E. Lauder exhibits two pictures, Yorick

and the Grisette—the Pulse, (103), and Columbus

(275), both of which are excellent. 146, Kilns at

Alfreton, Derbyshire, and 216, Bonsall Bale,

Derbyshire, are two of the best out of a number

of very powerful landscapes by Niemann. One of

the best landscapes in the room, is 106, Lowering

Weather—Cader Iris, hy A.W.Williams. This

was bought by Mr. Creswick, A.R.A. 295, Laug-

dale Pikes, Westmoreland, is by the same artist.

187 and 188 are two glittering views of the Eter-

nal City, by W. Oliver. 200, A Willow Bank,

well painted by A. Gilbert. Mrs. Criddle, in 221,

Juliet, has a head full of deep feeling. 253, an

excellent study of An Old Man, hy Mr. A. Fraser,

is entitled Old Mortality. Amongst the historical

works will be noticed 290, Claverhouse mortally

wounded at KilliecranMe, by W. B. Johnstone,

R.S.A. Moss Dale Fell, by W. K. Briags, is a

clever piece of mountain scenery. 341, Don
Quixote prepares for hisfirst A ehievement, by R
Buss, has much character, Mr. H. Parker's

Alarm—Signal—Sinugglers O^ ! (354) is one of

those stirring scenes which the painter has made

his own—and which his coasting residence has so

peculiarly fitted him to design. 260, The Ascen-

sion of the Just, is earnest and well-intentioned,

though defective in execution.

We must further mention J. D. Passmore, G.

Rossetti, W. and H. Barraud, Wingfield, Dukes,

Elen, Bullock, (whose Fruit is quite faultless, and

almost equals Lance), Desanges, J. T. Houlton, J

Peel, and others.

they certainly excludes all moisture. The fir is ex-

cellent in doors, timbers, and the like, because it is

by nature dry and tenacious of the glue. Beech is

brittle ; the chesnut, elm and ash are inclined to

split, and are therefore unfit for beams. Wood of

a very hard and close texture can never be fastened

securely with glue, neither can two woods of dif-

ferent naturesj as for instance, the ivy or laurel,

which grow in dry spotSj if joined to any that grow

in moisi places, would never hold long together.

—

The ancients were so convinced of the impropriety

of .joining together woods of different natures that

they would not so much as place them near to each

other. All writers agree that trees bearing no

fruit are by nature more strong and sound than

those which do, and that wild trees are harder than

those that are cultivated. Trees grown in an open

country, unprotected by hills, and shaken by

storms and winds, are stronger and thicker, though

perhaps shorter than those that may grow down in

a valley. Again, trees that grow in moist, shady,

damp places, must be softer than those that grow

in a dry open situation. The heavier the wood is,

the harder and closer is its grain; and the lighter

the wood the more brittle ; the parts nearest the

heart may be the hardest and the closest, but those

nearer the bark have more firmness, for a tree may
be compared to an animal—the bark is the skin,

the parts next the bark are flesh, and may be con-

sidered as a case enclosing the sap. Of all parts

this alburnum or juice that nourishes it is the

worst enemy to contend against, because it is apt

to breed worms. We shall next proceed to a con-

sideration of the different varieties of stone.

(To be continued.)

jpw iB.xSi1^ititin ot Mo^txn art

On Monday, the Association for Promoting the

Exhibition of Modern Art opened their gallery. It

contains 531 works of art,, of which fifteen only

have been exhibited before, and is far superior, as

a whole, to the collection in the same place last

year. At the private view on Saturday, the atten-

dance of visitors was very numerous, including

many distinguished names, and eighteen pictures

were purchased, being more, as we .understand,

than were sold there during the whole of last season,

leaving out the sales to the Art-Union of London.

The attendance of visitors since has been much

better than it was last year, and will doubtless in-

crease as the collection becomes known.

Kos. 6 and 7, On the Trent, and A Willowy
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

LECTURE I.

(Continued from page 217,

J

And now we come to a great and unceasing dif-

ficulty of the painter,—the difficulty of choosing

from among the qualities of Nature that are most

within his reach, which he shall strive to the utmost

to attain, and which may be left out with advan-

tage, or but slightly indicated. All the most agrees-

ahle traits of Nature as well as all the least, are so

variously modified by circumstances and by asso-

ciations, that to attempt to give anything like ge-

neral rules for the conduct of selection and rejec-

tion—that difficult task in which the painter is

engaged from the beginning to the end of his work,

and on which all that the mind has to do with Art

depends,—to attempt to give general rules for this

would only lead to mannerism. Hogarth, in his

* Battle to the Pictures,' has with infinite humour

opposed his Bacchanalian scene in the 'Rake's Pro-

gress' to a ' Feast of the Gods'; but, when we look

at these seriously, we see two subjects brought to-

gether in which, whatever they may have in com-

mon, the standard of form proper to each would

be wholly improper if exchanged.

Coleridge has well guarded the passage I have

quotod from him, by calling the difference from

Nature, which is essential to imitation a librating

difference. For example, Poussin's fine picture of

' The Plague at Ashdod' in the National Gallery,

you will observe, is more generalized in its execu-

tion throughout than most of his works. It seems

painted in haste, as if he dreaded to linger on the

scene, and though the style does not contradict

Nature, yet it is very far removed from matter of

fact, which would be intolerable in such a subject.

There cannot be a greater contrast to so general a

mode of treatment than that displayed in the cele-

brated picture of 'TheBull,'by Paul Potter, in the

Gallery of the Hague which approaches the nearest

lo deception of any really fine work of Art I have

seen. The Painter seems to have omitted nothing

that he saw in Nature which Art could represent,

and yet its reality is free from any still-life unplea-

santness. It is admired for its truth, but to a cul-

tivated eye it has that something more than mere

truth that is indispensable to a work of Art; ithas

great taste throughout,—displayed no less in the

general arrangement of the masses and forms, than

in the most minute particulars. The grandeur of

the sky and the beautiful treatment of the distant

meadow, show that the painter had the power of

seizing the finest characteristics of the large fea-

tures of Nature, while the exquisite manner in

which the beautiful forms of the leaves of a dock

and their colours compose with one of the legs of

the young bull display as fine an eye for her most

intricate beauties. Throughout the picture indeed

we see that the hand has been directed by the eye

of a consummate artist, and not that merely of a

skilful copyist.

Now, it is impossible for two modes of treatment

to be more opposite than .the styles of Poussin and

Paul Potter in these two pictures, and yet both are

right, while in the treatment of subjects pf horror

the general practice of the modern French school

is to aim at a style as literal as tliat of the last.

Wtth them,—

'• Nothing is slightly touched, much less forgot,

Nose, ears, and eyes, seem present on the spot."

This is either the result of a want of imagination,

or the neglect to exercise it by omitting anything

the artist sees in a model before him, or which he

knows belong to the subject in Nature, however

revolting. Reynolds, in his ' Death of Dido,' indi-

cates the wound in her side by a feint and slight

touch of red, while the French system of imitation

would draw our attention particularly to its size

and shape snd colour.'

Such a plodding and indiscriminate mode of

copying Nature it is which places Gerrard Dow, to

me, much below the best painters of the Dutch

school. Where he would render with a scrupulous

exactness, every wrinkle in the face of an old wo-

man, greater artists, as his master, Rembrandt, for

instance, would expres the character of flesh, and

make the head a means of displaying a beautiful

effect of chiar-oscuro, and where Dow would count

the threads of a carpet, Terburgh, Metzu, or Jan

Steen, would express the beauty of its surface or

the richness of its colour. His art is, therefore,

exactly that which may be accomplished by a cle-

ver, a patient, and a laborious man, without imagi-

nation, and with but ordinary taste. Perhaps he

stands at the head of a class of such painters, and

a very large class it is; while the art of Terburgh,

of Metzu, and of Jan Steen, and I need not say of

Rembrandt, like all sterling Art, is ideal,—Nature

not altered, but

" to advantage dressed."
.;

It is not to the high finish of Gerrard Dow that

I object, but to the tastefulness of his finish.

Where the imitation of minutiae is to stop it is not

easy to determine ; but it is clear that the finish

that belittles, or that suggests, at the first glance,
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the labour or time employed in it must be wrong.

I Here, however, I feel a difficulty which must

always attend an address to a body of students of

different degrees of advancement, namely the im-

possibility of accommodatina; anything I can ven-

iture to offer in the way of advice to the individual

[wants of all. In the practice of drawing or pain-

ting from Nature, there can be little doubt that,

jiintil correctness of eye and obedience of hand are

attained, the closest possible, the most minute imi-

tation, is the best. The aim at deception can do

no harm, until these power are matured ; for, as

'Fuseli remarks, " deception is the parent of imita-

jtion," and till the taste is well advanced it is, in a

|high degree, dangerous to attempt to generalize.

jWe should be able to put every thing we see in

Nature into a picture before we venture to leave

janything out. I have known young painters com-

mence with generalization, affecting a contempt

for the attention to minutiae of some of their con-

temporaries, the secret of which contempt lay in

their own indolence. But the result of this was

always, that a vague and uninformed style in the

end consigned their productions to oblivion. No
painter ever generalized with more taste and mean-

ing than Velasquez, but his early works are re-

markable for jirecision of imitation,—of which

'The Water Carrier,' belongine: to the Duke of

Wellington, is an admirable specimen. Indeed, it

may safely be assumed that no painter ever became

great who did not begin with scrupulous finish.

It may be useful to dwell a little on some of the

peculiar characteristics of the best painters of the

Dutch and Flemish schools of the 17th century.

Their great masters of this period, with the excep

tion of Rubens and Rembrandt, have not been

much noticed by writers, and for the reason given

by Reynolds, that thtir works " make but a poor

figure in description." They want indeed, what

language can best dilate on, importance of subject

;

and they are considered, therefore, as having no-

thing to do with what is called High Art. But we

find in their best productions Art more perfectly

carried out, with reference to its aim than we meet

with in the works of any other school whatever,

and this aim is often a much higher one than is

supposed by those who have given to them but

slight attention.

All who know anything of Art admit the tech-

nical perfection of the Dutch and Flemish painters,

but ihe dravebacks that are urged on such excel-

lence are, that it is often wasted on subjects offen-

sive to decency and on others that have little of

interest. In reply to the first objection, no excuse

can be offered ; but in considering the second, it is

clear that the very want of importance in the sub-

ject enforced the necessity of the greatest possible

refinement of treatment. It has been remarked

that " we derive the pleasure of surprise from the

works of the best Dutch and Flemish painters in

finding how much of interest in the Art, when

in perfection, can give to the most ordinary

subject. The great masters of these schools, in

their most palmy days, have, therefore, for all who

are not too much wrapt up in theories of the sub-

lime to take it their hands, gi-eatly enlarge the

boundaries of our innocent enjoyments.

{To be continued.)

{Continued from page 226.)

The Varnish for tin may be made as follows.

"Take of turmeric root, one ounce ; of drag ai's

blood, two drams; and of spirit of wine, one

pint. Proceed as in the former."

This may, like the former, have the red or yellow

rendered more prevalent, by the increasing or di-

minishing the proportion of the dragon's blood.

Where a coarser, or cheaper kind is wanted, the

quantity of seed-lac may be abated; and the defi-

ciency thence arising supplied by the same propor-.

tion of resin. The lacquer for locks, nails, &c.,i

where little or no colour is desired, may either be

seed-lac varnish alone, as prepared above, or with

a little dragon's blood ; or a compound varnish of

eqiial parts of seed-lac and resin, with or without

the dragon's blood.

The manner of laying on the lacquer is as follows.

First, let the pieces of work to be lacquered, be

made thoroughly clean ; which if they are new

founded, must be done by means of aqua-fortis.

Being ready, they must be heated by a small char-

coal fire, in a proper vessel, or any way that may

be most convenient ; the degree must not be

greater than will admit of their being taken hold

of without burning the hand. The laoquer must

then be laid on by a proper brush in the manner of

other varnishes ; and the pieces immediately set

again in the same warm situation. After the lac-

quer is thoroughly dry and firm, the same opera-

tion must be repeated again four or five times, or

till the work appear of the colour and brightness

intended. For very fine work, some use a less pro-

portion of seed lac, which occasions the lacquer to

lie more even on the metal ; but in this case, a

greater number of coats are required, which mul-j

ti plies the proportion of labour; though where the

price of the work will allow for such additional

trouble, it will be more perfect for it.

Ths lacquering tin may be performed in the same
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manner as is here directed for brass, but being for

coarser purposes, less nicety is observed; and fewer

coats (or perhaps one only) are made to suffice, as

the lacquer is compounded so very red, that the

tinge may have the stronger eifect.

Locks, nails, &c. where lacquer is only used in a

defensitive view, to keep them from corroding, and

not for the improvement of the colour, may be

treated in the same manner ; but one or two coats

are generally thought sufficient ; though, where

any regard is had to the wear, the coats of lacquer

and varnish should always be of a due thickness,

when they are to be exposed to the air ; otherwise,

the first moist weather makes them look chill, grey,

and misty, in such a manner, that they are rather in-

jurious than beneficial to the work they are laid on.

The lacquering picture frames, &c., where the

ground is leaf-silver, may be performed in the same
manner as gilding leather ; the circumstances being

nearly the same, except with relation to the texture

of the subject ; to suit which, the different manner
of treatment may be easily adapted ; but the lac-

quer, as was before observed, may be the same.

^mn^ xm'a in .trcfjttfctural mti

Initxm Buoxation, $^c.

Lysis, A kind of plynth, or step, afeove the

cornice of the podium of ancient temples, which
surrounds or embraces the stylobatCjas may be ob-

served in the temple of Fortuna Virilis.

Lyre. A stringed instrument used by the an_
cients, and represented in the hands of Terpsichorg

and other muses. It varied in shape, but the an.
nexed is the most general form in which it occurs.

M Roof. The junction of two common roofs;

with a vallum between. The letter A\. inverted

would alio con-ectly represent this kind of roof.

Madrier. a term applicable to flat beams of

wood, placed at the bottom of a moat, to support

a wall ; to a thick plank armed with plates of iron,

projected from a petard against the gate, or any

other part of a fortified place, to make a breach

;

a plank of wood covered with tin and earth, for a

defence against fire, is also called a madrier.

Maeniana. Seats in the upper porticoes of

the forum, whence the spectators beheld the per

formance of the gladiators.

Mantle Tree or Mantle Piece. The
name given to the beam of wood supporting the

breast work of a chimney. In modern buildings

its place is supplied by an iron bar, or by an arch

of brick or stone.

Mantlets. In fortification, a kind of move
able pent-houses, made of pieces of timber sawed

into planks about three inches thick, nailed over

one another to the height of six feet, cased with tin,

and set on wheels, to be driven before the pioneers

or miners in a siege, to conceal them from the ene-

mies' shot.

Machicolations. In old castles over gates,

are small projections, supported by brackets,

having open intervals at the bottoms, through

which melted lead and stones were thrown down

on the heads oi the assailants.

Mahogany. A wood sometimes used for doors

and window sashes, is seasoned by sawing out and

drying in the open air, after exposing to the wea-

ther during winter: it ought never to be exposed

to fire drying.

Maple. A very common tree in almost every

part of Great Britain. The timber of the com

mon maples is far superior to the beech for all the

uses of the turner; and when it abounds with

knots, as it frequently does, it is much esteemed by

joiners for inlaying.

Marble. A peculiar kind of stone, of a hard

and compact texture, and very fine grain. Its va

rieties are almost innumerable. It is formed in

beds or strata in most of the mountainous coun-

tries of Europe. In England it is most abundant

in Derbyshire. That of Italy is, however, the

most valuable of any, particularly the black and

milk-white marble found at Garara, in the Duchy

of Massa.

(7o fje coniinueil.)
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^fiotogenic Bcatoing.

(Continued from p. 217.)

Time occupied in Producing a Copy.— This

mainly depends upon the texture of the paper and

the state of the weather ; but ten minutes in a

bright sunshine, and half an hour in a clear day,

generally suffice. By gently sliding the upper

glass partially off, without disturbing the position

of the drawing, and adroitly raising the part un-

covered by the glass, you can ascertain whether a

complete impression has been made ; if the copy

is not sufficiently distinct, replace the glass, and

expose it some time longer to the action of the

light.

Fixing the Photogenic Drawing.—Directly an

impression has been obtained wash it in clear water,

and then partially dry it between folds of blotting

paper. Next pour into a flat dish, sufficiently

large to hold the drawing, a previously prepared

sslution, composed of one ounce of soda dissolved

in a pint of water. Soak the drawing in this so-

lution for three or four minutes, and afterwards

j

-well wash it in separate portions of water till the

! , water running from it is tasteless. This done, tbe
I

j

O 7

! picture is fixed, and having been dried may be ex-

posed to the light without sustaining any injury.

'
I To Copy Raised Objects.—A correct impression

I of objects that are not flat, such as leaves, butter-

I

flies, and so on, may be obtained by the process

above described, interposing a board covered with

I

flann.l between the lower glass and the prepared

j 'paper (slightly damped), by which means the ob-

j-ject will be gently embedded in the sensitive

j

paper.

Negative and Positive Photographs.—The first

i

impression of an object, a print for example, will

]

^have contrary lights and shades to the original, be-

i 'cause the solar rays pass more readily through the

light part of the object, and thus produce shades

on the paper, than through the thick or opaque

parts, which consequently transfer little or no im-

pression. These reversed shaded impressions are

termed negative ones, in contradistinction to those

which have similar lights and shades as the origi-

nal, and" are therefore called positive photographs.

Ey substituting the negative copy for the origi-

nal, and then submitting it to the same process as

was used in its production, any number of positive

.copies may be obtained from that one negative im-

pression, because, as will be readily perceived, the

shades are again reversed, and a fac-simile of the

original thus obtained.

Ei)z €:i^tonotj)jJt0t.

A Correspondent of the ' Leicester Mercury'

says that a subscription is on foot for erecting in

Westminster Abbey a monument with has relief

and bust, to the memory of the poet Cowper. It

is said, too, that measures are likely to be taken by

a committee at St. Ives to appeal to the country for

funds to erect a monument to the Protector. St

Ives was the place at which Cromwell resided at

the commencement of his public career, and his

signature still exists in the church books. Slepe

Hall (the site of his housej has just been pulled

down, and a portion of the inhabitants think that

upon that spot the monument should be erected.

The Electric Light is about to shine again

after a temporary darkness. Mr. Staite is an-

nounced to give two lectures on its commercial va-

lue at the tVestern Literary Institution, where it

was first exhibited to the public. Among the

great variety of sites which have been proposed for;

the marble arch removed from the front of Buck-

ingham Palace, a correspondent oF the Builder

now suggests the front of the British Museum.

The Edinburgh papers announce the death of Mr.

David Scott, an artist of reputation and promise

—

but very little known, even by name, south of the

Tweed. His last great work was a large picture of

;' Vasco de Gama ;'—but his best work was ' Para-

celsus in the Lecture Room.' His father was a

landscape engraver,—and he himself for some time

followed his father's profession. He wrote clearly

and cleverly about Art, and was an enthusiast in

his calling. His funeral was attended by the mem -

bers of the Royal Scottish Academy and by several

gentlemen connected with literature and art who

knew and understood his worth. He was in his

forty-second year.—-It ;s our task to record that

the pleasant Oriental novelist, Mr. James Morier,

died within the last fortnight, at Brighton. It will

be long, we fear, ere we have anything so racy, so

natnral, at once so Oriental and so sympathetic

with our tastes, as his ' Hajji Baba,' * Zorab,' and
' Aj'csha' :—and great in proportion is our regret

that the casket from whence these came is broken

for ever. The Commissioners of Woods and

Forests have accepted the tender of Mr. Robert

Hicks, of Stangate, for the masons', carpenters',

and joiners' work required in the repairs and ordi-

nary works to the royal palaces and public build-

of the metropolis. Most of our readers will be

glad to hear the Free Architectural Exhibition

has hitherto more than realised the anticipations of
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the projectors, the number of visitors having just

prior to the extremely cold weather reached to 560

and 670 in the day. His Royal Highness Prince

Albert has honoured the association with a visit;

and among other distinguished visitors have been

the Marquis of Northampton, Sir Robert Peel,

Lord Codrington and others. The second and

last part of the Stowe sale of engravings of British

[portraits terminated on Tuesday last. The proof

'prints after Sir Joshua sold at very high prices.

jThe ceremony of Mr. Macaulay's installation in the

'office of Lord Rector of the University of Glas-

'gow took place in the Common Hall of the College

'on "Wednesday in the week before last. If Mr.

! Macaulay's allusions to the close of his political

'life are to be accepted as a deliberte announcement

;he may be considered as won back to the fields of

literature on which his earliest laurels grew. It

has been urged, that while almost every house of

any respectability in the country, and nine-tenths

'of the corn ricks and homesteads are insured,

scarcely any of the churches have had the same

jprecaution used with regard to them. It is said

that a legal opinion of high ecclesiastical autho-

rity was given in respect of Portsmouth Church,

not many years past, to the efiect that " the church-

wardens would be censurabe, I had almost gone

the length of saying punishable, for omitting the

necessary precaution of insuring the parish church

'from fire." Churches erected under the Church

j

Commissioners are all insured, and generally to the

amount of two-thirds of their costs.

New Saw-Filing and Setting Machine.—The

Messrs. Norton and Cottle, of Holme's Hole; have

recently patented a machine for filing and setting

saws, enabling the operator to whet and set the

teeth of saws in such a manner that every tooth

will be equal in size and length, the proportion

being graduated by an index, and so adjusted as to

suit the teeth of sa wof every description. Saws

that have been used and become useless in conse.

quence of bad filing, can be re-cut. The set is

attached to the machine in such a manner, that

when the filing is completed, no alteration is re-

quired in the adjustment of the saw to complete

the setting. The inventors have found by expe-

rience, that the hardest saws can be set without

breaking or injuring the teeth. Saws considered in

a measure useless having passed through this ma-

chine are said to work perfectly easy, and perform

much faster than those filed in the usual manner ;

land the teeth being all of an equal length, will not

Irequire filing as frequently. These machines, if

not too expensive, we think, will come into exten-

sive use.

—

New York Mechanic,

Discoveries at Fountains Abbey,—In a thicket

of underwood, near the lady chapel, and where the

river Skell is arched over, some interesting remains

of the abbot's house have been discovered. In

repairing the arches, and on reaching a level jnst

above the perfect parts of the structure, the work-
men came to pavements of encaustic tiles, the bases

of two rows of clustered Early English columns,

and broken Netherdale marble shafts, similar to

those now to be seen in the choir and lady chapel.

Here, too, in what appears to have been the com-
mon ash-hole, were found some Ralley or Railage

coal, and a silver tea-spoon ! The remains seem to

be spread over an extent not much less than the

nave and choir of the Abbey Church, and, from

what has already been uncovered, it appears that

the whole ichnography of this important building

may yet be retrieved by a careful excavation.

Co (Eorwspontimts, ^c.

On April the 2nd, was published. Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the

primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta 1 Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.
Office, 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

Cfie ISoofe of (©rnamental antr iSarlg

26nglis]^ Elpi^aliets.

Contents op Part 3.

Published on Monday, April 2nd, 1849.

Two Grotesque Initial Letters of the Twelfth cen-

tury, C. and I.

Marks used in stamping paper in the reign of Eli-

zabeth.

Alphabet of Cyphers.

Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.)

German Alphabet, (Eleventh century.)

To be continued monthly, price 6d..— Office, 17,

Holywell-street, Strand.

*,)j,*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

*^*Any of our Headers having complete

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us

by lending, or sending copies of them.

Part 24 is now ready, price lOd.
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©n tfit Stu^S of iaatnral

T would seem needless

to impress on the Designer of Ornament the

necessity for a constant study of the natural

growth of plants, their blossoming and fruitage,

as the true source of new and ever-varying

ornament, if it were not but too apparent that

this path to excellence and variety is almost

entirely neglected for less original, if less labo •

rious modes of study. The way to excellence

is the same in all arts : and it will be found

that our labours give pleasure to others in pro-

portion as we take an original view of things,

and are able to impress this on other minds.

Such original view, it is very certain, how-

ever, can only be taken by a direct reference to

the object itself, and is hopelessly sought in the

conventionalised treatment which the passage

through other minds is sure to produce ; and

yet this latter method has been the usual course

of study of the ornamentist. He collects a

stock of examples in the Greek, Roman, Me-

diaeval, and other styles ; and turning over the

pages of his authorities, selects here a Greek

honeysuckle, and there an acanthus leaf,—

a

ram's head from the horns of one altar, a fes-

toon of flowers from another,—happy if his

taste is sufficiently discreet to save him from
mixing Greek with Roman, or both with the!

Revival
; introducing with ruthless indifference!

the ornaments of a sarcophagus into an epergne,j

or a wine cooler—not that he would intimate)

that there is death in the abuse of the juice ofj

the grape, but that it matters not to him, sol

that the forcos are agreeable, whether the vase

that inurned the ashes of the dead figures!

again as the cup of the Eucharist, or the altarj

of a Greek deity adorns his church as a me-
mory-stone to his friend. How hopeless of
producing anything new or original, such a
practice as this ! What should we think of an

artist who selected his figures or groups from

"The Last Supper" of Da Vinci, or the Car-

toons of RafFaelle
; yet on such practice has

the ornamentist hitherto but too often been;

allowed to rest his claim for talent. We have,!

however, cause to hope that a change is taking,

place for the better, and trusting that ere long]

Nature will be more constantly resorted to,

—

that in her endlessly varied forms of beauty,

and grace, vre may find the true source of ori-

ginal ornament.

It is with this view that we attempt to turn

attention to the study of the natural untrained

growth of plants and flowers—to the graceful

lines of Nature's handiworks—to the hints that

she is constantly holding before the ej'es of,

men—that they who have long " gone through

the world with their eyes shut" may be tempted

to open them upon wealth that may well shame

the niggard poverty of their former resources.

He that would be great as a designer of orna-

ment must be in the hedge-rows and fields at'

all times, sketching with patient diligence the

form and curvatures of leaves, fruits, flowers,

&c. their groupings and foreshortenings; study-

ing them as a whole, and in their minutest de-

tails, together with their growth and structure

;

not to repeat as a mere imitator, but to dis-

play them as ornament, to dispose them geo-

metrically, to arrange them to suit the various

fabrics or manufactures for which he may be

called on to design ; and to give them life and

words as it were, by using them as emblems of

some living thought or poetical allusion. And

this is, indeed, one of the most important parts
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of his study ; one that will require the talent

of the artist, the powers of an original mind.

It is this that lifts the ornamentist to his true

place, and elevates him from being a mere pat-

tern drawer, to take proper rank in the world

of art; for who would limit the art of the or-

na'nentist to the mere mechanism of drawing,

leaving out of the question the poetry of asso-

ciation which must be added to the skill re-

quired to adapt the forms and colours of Na-

ture to fabrics and textures, requiring a treat-

ment suitable to the powers of the manufac-

turer, or the qualities of the material.

BY FRANCIS CROSS.

{Conclued from page 233.)

CHAPTER V.

Stones.—An ancient authority advises that

the stone be dug in summer, and that it should

lie in the open air for two years, that it may
by degrees become hardened to the atmosphere,

and indifferent to changes of wind, rain, and

frost, all of which are unknown to it in its na-

tural bed. For if stone is used immediately

after it is quarried, it will, through being im-

pregnated with its native moisture and humidi-

ty, upon being exposed to severe winds and

sudden frosts, split and break to pieces, [t

should be kept in the open air in order to

prove the goodness of each particular stone,

and how far it maybe able to resist the attacks

that may befal it. The stone should not be

used until it has been subjected to this trial for

two years, in order that sufficient time may
elapse to show^ such as may be weak and unfit,

and at the same time such as are fit for build-

ing ; and this is most important when we re-

collect that there exists oftentimes a great dif-

Perence in one and the same kind of stone.

While some will harden upon being exposed to

the open air, others w'ill contract a kind of

rust or vegetation, and so moulder and decaj^

away. But the best instructions that can be

given relative to the goodness of any particular

sorts of stone, and its fitness for this or that

situation, are to be found from use and expe-

rience, and by strict examination into old build-

ings, rather than to deeply learned works. To
speak briefly however, of stones in general ; it

will be found that all white stone is softer than

red ; the clear is more easily wrought than the

cloudy, and the more like salt the block looks,

the harder it is to work. Stone |hat appears

as if covered with bright shining sand is harsh;

if little sparks are intermixed, it will be stub-

born; if it has little black points, it will be

hard to get out of the quarry. That which is

spotted with angular drops is harder than that

which has round ones, and the smaller these

drops are, the harder the stone will be ; and

the finer and clearer the colour, the longer

it will last. The Jstone with the fewest veins

will be the most entire ; the smaller the veins,

the more beautiful the stone ; the more wind

ing they run and knotty, the more inferior the

stone. A multitude of veins show the stone

to be deceitful and apt to crack. Upon break,

ing a stone the more fine and polished the frag'

ments appear, the closer bodied it is ; and that

which when broken is outside the least rugged,

will be more easily worked than those that are

rough. If you wish to make the experiment

of how long your stone will hold out against

time, soak a piece of the stone in water ; if it

increase much in weight you may be sure that

stone will rot if exposed to moisture, and that

which flies to pieces when exposed to fire,

will stand neither sun nor heat.

Bricks.—We find in buildings of the great

e£t antiquity, that bricks were used in lieu of

stone. The original purpose for which they

were invented is almost self-evident. The

scarcity of stone, or the great difficulty of

working the blocks led man first to supply their

place with bricks in their buildings, and finding

how easy they were in working—how strong

and durable they were, they proceeded to build

not only ordinary structures, but even palaces

of bricks. They are the best material that can

be used, provided they are made and baked in

a proper manner. Of soils, a whitish, chalky

earth has been much recommended, and reddish

earth is also much approved of. Sandy or

gravelly should be avoided, but anything like

a strong earth should be avoided more than all,

as in baking they are apt to warp and crack.

We should dig out the earth in autumn, a,nd

leave it to digest during the winter, and convert

it into bricks in the spring ; for in winter it is
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Certain the frost would crack it, while in sum-

mer the excessive heat would make it peel off

While drying. It has been noticed that the

ancients mixed sand with earth to make a

harder and stronger brick, and it is certain that

if bricks were well mixed together before

baking, like bread, until perfectly clear of any

particles of stone, after being burnt, they

will attain the hardness of flint.

Lime, Sakd, &c,—Stone from the quarry is

the best for making lime, espetially that dug

but of a shady moist quarry, rather than a dry

one. The lime considered best, is that which

loses a third of its weight in burning. Lime

day be soaked in lumps, but should be plenti-

fully saturated before it is used, so that if there

be any lumps not sufficiently bnrnt, they may

become dissolved by its laying in water; because

if it is used too soon there will be found to be

small stones which will throw out little pustules,

and so spoil the neatness of the work. There is

no occasion to flood the lime with water, but wet

little and little, sprinkling it several times over,

until the water has thoroughly impregnated every

part ; then put it in some shady place, moderately

moist, clear from all mixture, and covered over

with a little sand till it has thoroughly fermented,

for by this process it is conceived that the mortar

will acquire the greatest strength.

There are several kinds of sands, as black, red,

white, or gritty, known under three sorts . as pit-

sand, river-sand, and sea-sand. In the public

buildings in Eome, the red sand was chiefly used.

The gritty is useful, especially in foundations 3

—

the white is the worst, , The river-sand is much

esteemed, and in some countries sea sand is es-

teemed very little inferior to pit-sand. Of sea-

Sands the best is that dug from under the rocks,

and which has the coarsest grain. It takes long

to dry thoroughly, is continually moist, and is

apt to dissolve by reason of the salt. The river-

sand is somewhat moister than the pit-sand,

which is the most easy worked, and well adapted

for plastering, being tenacious. That sand is

best that is sharp and gritty in the hand—not
mealy. Sand that has been dug some time and
exposed to the sun or frost, becomes useless and
apt to rot.

'; We, have .now treated on timber, stone, lime,

aoid sand, but in some places these things ai-e not

td be found, especially with the qualifications we
have laid down ; but in diff'erent places there are

different conveniences ; therefore we should make
iipe of such as offer themselves, and out of them

it is our duty to select the best and the most

proper, and finally we should allot to each its

fit place and situation. It will not now be ne'

cessary to treat of iron, brass, lead, glass, &c.,

beyond saying—have them in readiness before

you begin building, so that the work shall not

stand still for the want of them. We should

consider the season of the year ; for buildings,

begun in winter are apt to be injured by frost

;

and if in summer are dried up. For these rea

sons we should begin according to the climate of

the country. Without referring to any of the

superstitions of the ancients, we should begin the

undertaking with a clean heart, that we may
have a prosperous and happy ending ; and with
good wishes to the future inhabitants we con

elude wishing them content of mind, increase

of fortune, and a successive continuation of good

things.

A Steam Stone-Drill.— Mr. Joseph J. Couch,

of Boston, has invented a steam- drill, which, it is

said, can be worked so as to apply the force at any

angle with the requisite rotary motion, and to' do

the work of seventy-five to eighty hands at once by

the aid of two. The "Atlas"' in describing it,

says—" The drill is attached to a shaft by means of

a socket. The shaft is made to play with great force

by simple mechanism, and as the drill approaches

the rock is detached as by throwing by hand, only

more shortly At every blow a rotary motion i^

effected by means of a small ratchet on the dril

shaft. In horizontal positions the power depends

on the momentum of the drill shaft ; in vertical

and inclined position the momentum is assisted by
gravity. At the trial, the machine was placed in a

horizontal position, and perforated a block of the

hardest granite with a 4-inch drill at an average

rate of 22 inches in the hour ; witK a 3--inch drill,

it executed from 'i5 to 30 inches m the hour. A
medium rate is 125 blows per minute. But by
heightening the speed, not only is the number, but

the force of the blows increased. The machine

can be seen at Mr. J. Fowle's, No. 16, East

Orange Street." A machine of a like nature, we
may here observe, but worked by hand or by horse,

with a crank and fly wheel, has been invented, or

improved rather, by Mr, E. Nicholson, of New-
castle. It appears, however, to be only capable of

drilling vertically. The drill is made to rotate

also, and to be detached in falling and griped in

lifting. With large drills, four men, or a horse,

will thus cut a4-ineh hole in hard stone, it is said,

at the rate of 2| to 3^ feet an hour, and ,two men,

vvith smaller machines, a 4-inch hole in free stone,

at the rate of 5 to 6 feet an hour.
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OIBCULAB COMPARTMENT FOUND UPON A PLATE FORMESLT IN THE CABINET OF M. EUGENE PIOT.

Suitablefor a Centre-piece.—CItalian Style.J
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

LECTURE I.

(Continued from fage 237 .J

Such painters as Ostade, Nicholas Maas, De

Hogge, the younger Teniers, Cuyp, and Ruysdael,

have shown us that, in the humblest spheres of life

and amid the homeliest scenery, the grandeur, the

beauty and the sublimity of Nature may be found?

for that she visits all these with the same splendid

phenomena of light and shade with which she looks

on the palace or on her own most favoured haunts.

It is well, too, for Art sometimes to draw our at-

tention to

—

" The short and simple annals of the poor."

And though it is to be regretted that Ostade in

doing this is often grossly repulsive ; and here he is

an instance of what we sometimes meet with,—

a

union of the best and worst taste,—a fault more

or less shared with him by mauy of the most na-

tural painters,—yet his best works have always

redeeming traits of domestic interest by which he

penetrates to the heart—to where the cold me-
chanism of Dow never yet reached. The hard

working, and therefore, prematurely old-look-

ing parents caressing their old-looking children

with that natural simplicity which this perfect mas-

ter of expression knew so well how to give, the re-

lish of their enjoyments increased by their fewness,

are, I confess, far more to my taste than the cottage

incidents of many other painters who' more ambi-

tious of story, aim to be sentimental ; and though

snch painters avoid all that is objectionable in

Ostade, and take care to give beauty enough, yet

like Greuze, for instance, the best of the class of

which I am speaking, they carry the mind more in-

to the theatre than into true rustic life. And
here I cannot but look back to a greater painter but

lately among us, whose exquisite pictures of the do-

mestic life of the peasantry of his own country are

wholly free from falsehood—need I mention the

honoured name of Wilkie !

Ostade's predilection for ugliness is, however, a

serious fault, though it places in a strong light ^his

redeeming power, transcendant excellence as a

paintei", and which, to me, has but one drawback

—namely, that whether or not from the use of the

convex mirror, his figures do not suggest the size of

life, like those of Jan Steen, of Maas, and of De
Hooge, but seem of Lilliputian dimensions—a fault

also of Dow, of Mieris, of Wouvermans and others,

who are not, for anyth ing else, to be named with

Ostade. This objection is not to be met by the

principle that Art is not to be mistaken for Nature
For there is nothing more constantly to be borne in,

mind, along with this principle, than the rule than

whatever in Art contradicts Nature is wrong: a'

rule applicable even to supernatural, which must
have a seeming truth to be tolerated.

Of all the Dutch painters of familiar life, Jan

Steen is acknowledged to be the greatest genius.'

The humour and whim in his compositions disclose

to us a mind quite distinct from the rest, and the

love of childhood displayed in the frequent and

inimitably natural incidents of it in his works show;

that with all his eccentricities there was something

good in his nature; and, indeed, unless that be the

case, I doubt the power of any painter, whatever-

may be his genius, to interest us deeply. You wil]

all remember the very fine picture by this admira~|

ble master belonging to the Duke of Wellington,'

which was exhibited last summer at the British In-'

gtitution, I mean ' The Wedding. Overflowing

with obstreperous mirth, its great charm to me is

that of its genial tone. Constable painted a vieW;

of a gentleman's house, which he called '^ A Picture

of a Summer Morning, including a Houee ;' and to

me, this magnificent work of Jan Steen is a picture

of a summer evening including a rustic wedding.
\

I know not that any other painter combines siich

a completion of finish at so apparently small an ex-

pense of labour as this master does in his best pic-

tures. But haste, perhaps occasioned by his neces-

sities, towards the close of his life, made him throw

off works which, though they might have made
the reputation of other men, are scarcely worthy

|

of him. !

All his pictures have, however, more than those
j

of most painters an apparent artlessness of contri-
\

vance,—the result not of ignorance, but of that J

originality which, disregarding common rules,
'

works out its purposes by methods of its own and !

yet faultlessly. Jan Steen seems, indeed, from the
|

unmistakeable evidences of rapidity of production

his works present, to have had the whole of his art,

not only always present in his mind, but at his !

fingers' ends. He seems to have painted as quickly

and as surely as Shakspeare is said to have written.

Others have no doubt equalled him in this, but who

with such results ? excepting only a still greater

genius, Rubens ; nor must I quit Jan Steen, with-

out remarking that there is more of personal beau-

ty in bis pictures than in those of any others of the

Dutch painters, with the exception only of Ter-j

burg and Metzu, though it is beauty, as it should

be, not elevated above the sphere of life from

which is subjects are mostly taken. I

{To be continued.)
\
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otVmom (Colours for Q^oXa or

The Ground Work of Enamels.—Take thirty

pounds of fine lead, thirty-three pounds of fine tin,

searse them when they are well calcined in a kiln,

boil this calx a little in clean water in earthen

vessels, and when you take it off decant the water

by inclination, and in it will be the finer part of

the calx ; put fresh water on the remainder, boil

and decant it as before, as long as the water carries

off any calx, and then recalcine what remains

gross, and draw off the most subtile part of it, as

before ; after that evaporate the water that carried

off the finer calx over a gentle fire, that the calx

may not fly out with it, but remain at the bottom

;

then take crystal frit made with tarso finely

ground, and of this calx, of each fifty pounds,

white salt of tartar eight ounces, powder, searse

and well mix them; put the composition into a

new earthen pot, giving it a fire for ten hours ]

then powder it, keeping it close covered in a dry

place. Of these materials all the ground of ena"

mels a re made, of what colour soever.

Materials or Utensilsfor this Worli.—First, let

the pot wherein the enamels are made be well

glazed with white glass, and that it bear the fire

well. Secondly, incorp rate, and mix well the

stuff and colour of the enamels. Thirdly, when it

comes to be refined, and the colour proves good

and all.well incorporated, take it off the fire with a

pair of tongs for the workman's use.

The Manner of TnaMng Enamel.—Powder,

searse, and grind well the colours, having mixed

them together as occasion requires ; then with the

stuff of the enamel, set them in pots in the

furnace ; being melted and incorporated, cast

them into water, and when dry set them again in

the furnace to melt, which will be soon, so make an

essay, and if the colour be too high take out some

of it, and add more of the stuff of the enamel ; if

too light, add more of the colour, till you bring it

to a due proportion.

WJiite Enamel.—Take six pounds of the stuff

for enamel, forty-eight grains of maganese, cast it

thrice into water ; being refined, melt it, and it

will produce a white enamel,

Ikirquoise- Coloured Enamel.—Take six pounds

of the stuff of enamel, melt, refine, and cast it into

water ; then again set it in the furnace, and when

it is melted, and well j-efined, put in three ounces

of calcined brass, at thrice, ninety-six grains of

prepared zaffer, and forty-eight- of maganese like-

wise prepared ; mix these well every time, and let

them incorporate ; make a proof with your eye as

to the colour, and when you find it right, take it

out and keep it for use.

Green Enamel.—Take four pounds of the stuff

for enamels, place it in the furnace, and in ten or

twelve hours it will be melted and refined, so cast

it into water, and place it again in the furnace in

its own pot, and being refined, put in two ounces of

brass thrice calcined, mixed with two ounces of

scales of iron well ground, put these in at three

times, mixing and incorporating them well every

time, and so work it up to a pure colour, and take

it from the fire, &c.

To make Violet-Coloured Enamel.—Take six

pounds of the finest enamel stuff, three ounces of
|

maganese well prepared, forty-eight grains of}

thrice calcined brass, mix the powders very well

together, and then do the like with the enamel

stuff ; put them into the furnace, cast them into

water, and being dry, put them again into the fur-

nace, and when the stuff is refined and well

coloured, make it up for use.

To make a Sky- Coloured Enamel.—Take ioav

pounds of enamel stuff, brass of sky colour and sea

green each two ounces, prepared zaffer forty-eight
J

grains, and mix them well ; then in other respects

use them as the former.

To make Purplish Enamel.—Take six pounds

of the stuff for enamels, two ounces of maganese

prepai'ed, of brass thrice calcined, six ounces ; mix

them very well together, set them in the furnace,

and in all things else use or order them as in the

other.

To make Gold Colour or Yellow Enamel.—To

make this, take six pounds of enamel stuff, three

ounces of tartar, seventy-two grains of maganese

prepared, grind and mix the powders well together,

and after that, with the stuff of the enamel, melt

and order them as other enamels, and it will be of

a fair golden yellow, proper to enamel on gold ; but

it will not show so well there, unless it be worked on

with other enamels, that may make a pleasing

variety of colours.

To make a Black Enamel.—Take four pounds

of the enamel stuff, maganese and zaffer prepared,

each two ounces, mix them well together, and then

incorporate them well with the stuff; put the pot

with these materials into the furnace ; let the pot

be large, and when they are melted and refined,

cast them into the water ; then put them into the

furnace again, and they will quickly refine, and

become of a curious velvet black.

Another Black Eiiamel.—Take four pounds of

the enamel stuff, of tartar four ounces, well pre-

pared maganese two ounces, mix and grind them

well, and mix them well with the enamel stuff.
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3n EUiistratct! ©lossarg of Cccljnical

Ccrms KsetJ tn Architectural ants

interior iBccoratton, ^c.

Masonry. The art of arranging and joining

stones together for tlie formation of walls, in the

construction of buildings. Vitruviusnientioiis se-

ven kinds, distinguished by the different modes of

arranging the stones : of these, three are of hewn
stones. The reticulated Masonry, consisting of

stones squared in their courses, forming a regular

appearance with the intersecting lines, parallel,

diagonally, and perpendicularly ; it is agreeable in

appearance, but the weaicest mode of masonry.

—

Bond masonry, is that wherein the stones of each

succeeding course are laid, not exactly over those

below, but projecting, as tiles of roofs are arranged

;

so that the joint that mounts and separates two
stones always falls directly over the middle of the

stone below. The appearance of this work is less

beautiful, but more durable than the net work
masonry.

Marquetry. Inlaid work of fine hard pieces

of wood of different colours fastened in thin leaves

on a ground ; called also inlaying.

Marmoratum, a plaster of pounded marble,

or mortar of lime and marble beaten togpther,

mentioned by Varro as employed in walls, ter-

races, &c.

Marble. The polishing of marble, was well

understood by the ancients, and performed differ-

ently in different countries. It is first brought to

even faee, by rubbing with free-stone; afterwards

with puinice stone ; and lastly emery, if of several

colours ; but white marble is finished with calcined

tin. The Italians polish with lead and emery.

Maltha. Originally a native bitumen, with

which the ancients plastered their walls. An arti-

ficial kind was made of pitch, wax, plaster, and

grease ; another sort was composed of lime slacked

with wine, and incorporated with melted pitch

^nd fresh figs,

Mausoleum. A building erected by his wife

to the memory of Mausokrs king of Caria, whence

,the term was afterwards applied to every sumptu-

ous sepulchral monument.

Medallion, Any circular tablet on which are

embossed figures or busts.

I

Medianos. The middle columns in a portico,

'where the intercolumniation is enlarged.

Medi.eval Architecture. The architecture

of England, France, Germany, &c.during the mid-

dle ages, including the Norman and early Gothic

styles.

Megalographia. a name [applied by Vitru-

vius to a kind of painting, representing the history

of the gods and heroes, which the ancients em-

ployed for the interior ornament of their houses.

Members. The different parts of a building;

the different parts of an entablature ; the different

mouldings of a cornice, &c.

Memel Timber. Imported from the town of

that name, in Prussia.

Memnonium. a grand building which encir

cled the celebrated statue of Memnon, in Egypt.

Mensuration. The science which teaches us

to estimate the magnitudes of bodies, superficies,

and lines. The most important parts of it will in

general be found under their different articles.

Meelon. In fortification, the part of a parapet

which terminates by two embrasures of a battery

:

its height and thickness is usually the same as the

parapet; its breadth about six feet on the outside,

and nine within ; it serves to cover those on the

battery from the enemy's attacks.

Menagerie. A building to keep rare and fo'

reign animals in. The ancient Romans had gene

rally private menageries, a kind of small parks, in

which they had all kinds of animals, attached to

their villas.

Meros. a tryglyph consists of six parts, two

and a half are on either side, and the meros is

in the centre, and constitutes oue part.

Mouldings. The small projecting ornaments
of columns, &c. The two annexed sections

are engraved (the full size) from a set of planes

comprising some twenty-six varieties of moul-
dings, manufactured by Messrs. Moseley and Son,

New Street, Covent Garden. We have lately had

an opportunity of examining them, and were much
pleased with their beautiful style of workmanship

and finish.
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professor ©ocltftflPs Eecturrs en

{^Continued from page 223.)

Yet the architect should not consult too much
his friend, nor too much his enemy, but rather

endeavour to avoid the prejudices of each. He
impressed upon his hearers the importance of

recollecting the wonderful power of proportion.

By it, not only character but magnitude was given

to a building ; it could make the small look large,

and the large look small. In illustration of the

former characteristicj he quoted a passage from an

author, descriptive of a small figure of Hercules,

which, though it might be held in the hand, as

you looked at it seemed to expand into a Colossus
;

and of the latter, he instanced the interior of St.

Peter's, at Rome, which was so ill devised that it

actually appeared smaller than it was, a great

error, and in expense extravagant in proportion to

the result. Why were these opposite effects ?

Proportion, he defined to be of three kinds :

—

1st. Proportion of elements, expressed in the

orders ; 2nd. Proportion of cubes and solids,

which would govern that of halls and apartments;

and 3rd. The proportion of areas, courts, and

squares. In the orders we found expressed, in the

most perfect manner, the charm of quantities. The

best masters had constantly devoted their atten-

tion to these features of architecture ; so much so,

that Wren complained that architects attended to

them as though they were the whole matter of the

art. In considering the question of magnitude, it

was to be remarked, how in the early Doric there

were larger capitals and rapidly diminishing shafts,

as compared with the late Doric, in which we

noticed a gradual tendency to the vertical and

pyramidal. Greek architecture was characterised

by a certain finality, and it resulted from that cha-

racteristic, that where applied as a lower story it

was had, as we saw it in Buckingham Palace. He
inferred that it was bad to diminish greatly the

Doric in street architecture, and that it was from

this application of it by the Romans that the

altered diminution resulted. He inferred, too, that

the large capital was found incompatible with the

altered position, and that it was intended to give

magnitude by being diminished.

The Grecian Doric order, when alone, would

never look large ; whilst the Roman columns, as

tliat of Trajan, showed the perfect consideration

for this object of proportion. In the Corinthian

order, varying the height of the capital altered the

appearance of leijgfh
, in the columns ; a lofty

capital made the column look short; whilst by

diminishing the capital, magnitude was attained.

Similar means were apparent in all three of the

orders. The system was found in the Parthenon

especially. He found from Vitruvius, that the

ancients recognised that the proportion should

alter with the magnitude. In the temple of the

Giants at Agrigentum, the columns of which had a

diameter of thirteen feet, we found base mouldings,!

—an entirely new feature in the Grecian Doric. At

Prestum, instead of the ordinary number, the

columns had each twenty-four flutes. But at

Sunium, where they were small, and where breadth:

of efiiect in the temple, viewed from the sea, was

desirable, they had sixteen flutes. lam not, said

the architect, raising a toy or a model, but a

building in which I must take into consideration

all circumstances of size and position. He thought,

therefore, that had he large columns to deal with

he should increase the number of the flutes, and

diminish the capitals, whilst in small columns he

might have sixteen or twelve flutes. As we found

in nature, the youthful face had smooth outlines

;

but with the new dignity of strength and manhood,
the features became more marked. The oak, as a

young sapling, diiFered in like manner from the

full-grown tree, with its arms set at right angles,!

and the corrugated surface of its bark. To give^

magnitude, therefore, multitude of parts was!

necessary. Comparing the front of St. Peter's atj

Rome with that of the Parthenon, how inferior waJ
the former. The four columns in the front were ofi

immense size, yet the fa(jade was one which would
have been better suited to a parish church than to

so vast a cathedral. It was to give magnitude that!

the new Parthenon had eight columns, instead of
six, the number in the former building.

{To he continued.)

The Boyal Cyclorama.—We spoke in terms of
commendation of the Cyclorama of Lisbon's
Destruction by Earthquake, at the Colosseum,
when it was first opened, but its effect upon us
then was less powerful than it was on a second visit
lately. Mr. Bradwell has the machinery more
under control now than at first, especially for the
management of the lights, on which much depends.
The sunrise in the opening view at the mouth of
the Tagus is beautifully managed, and the effect of
the storm is appalling. We were somewhat sur-

1

prised to hear that neither her Majesty the Queen
nor the Prince, has yet seen this work. A visit
from these illustrious personages, so well qualified
to judge of its merits, and usually willing to give
their countenance where it is deserved, would be a
gratifying reward to those who have carried out
this undertaking, and one which, considering the
elegance of the building raised for the exhibition,
the extent of the painting, and the costliness of the
experiment, they might not unreasonably hope for
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Ei)t (Efironotgptst.

Mk, Peto has presented a petition from Nor-

wich, praying for a reduction of duties on bricks

and windows. The financial disputes in Wal-

brook being at last settled, we understand that the

parish have now funds in hand to repair and adorn

the church. We trust that no time will be lost in

commencing this mnch-needed work, and that it

will be done under proper direction, and thorough,

ly. It is stated that a fine stratum of clay suit-

able for Terra Cotta has been laid open in the

grounds of the Queen's private residence at Os-

borne, and that some works are likely to be made
in it. We are glad to hear that the Society of

Arts have nominated a Special Committee to inves-

tigate the laws bearing on Arts and Manufactures.

It will be a most useful work if executed properly,

and in co-operation with manufacturers, who are

better qualified than lawyers to tell where the shoe

pinches—as the former wear it. It is reported

that the restoration of Wells Cathedral is about to

be suspended, owing to a deficiency in the funds to

carry out that purpose. A baptismal font has

just been added to the Holy Cross Church, Per-

shore. It was executed by Messrs. Gibbs and Son>

Oxford, and cost SOI. raised by the curate. On
Wednesday evening a meeting was held at the old

Crown and Anchor, in the Strand, to petition Par-

liament for the immediate closing of burial places

in cities and towns. Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart,

M.P., took the chair ; Mr. Mackinnon, M.P., Mr
G. A, Walker, Mr. Ivat Briscoe, and others spoke,

and there were from 800 to 1,000 persons present

It was the most important meeting on the subject

which has yet taken place, and shewed clearly the

hold the question is beginning to take on the pub-

lic mind. Mr. Walker spoke with the earnestness

of one who feels his subject deeply. We under-

tand that the importations at the present time of

window glass, especially from Belgium, are very

arge. One vessel, the Princess Victoria, has jnst

arrived in the river, from Antwerp, with 990 cases

of the article on board, consigned to a firm in the

metropolis. The Tron Steeple at Glasgow being I

out of repair, a smal part of the ashlar work gave

way, when some of the town council coolly pro-

posed to save all future trouble and expense by ra-

zing this characteristic old feature of the Trongate

to the ground. Bailie Orr indignantly expressed

his astonishment at such a proposal, and the Lord
Provost warmly concurred in the bailie's protest.

Tlie proposal itself accordingly fell to the ground,

pnd the steeple was forthwith ordered to be re-

aaired by the Finance Committee.

Eo ^oxxtspontimtB, $ct.

On April the 2nd, was published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the
primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta 1 Foliage,
with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat toraj)per,

Office, 17, Ilolywell-street, Strand.

Cj^e mtit £it (Ornamental antr iBarl?)

iSnglisf) Elp^afifJs.

Contents of Part 3.

Published on Monday, April 2nd, 1849.

Two Grotesque Initial Letters of the Twelfth cen-
tury, C. and I,

Marks used in stamping paper In the reign of Eli
zabeth.

Alphabet of Cyphers.
Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.)

German Alphabet, (Eleventh century.)

To be continued monthly, price 6d..— Office, 17,
Holywell- street. Strand.

H. J. (Wolverhampton.)

—

No. 100 also contains

some early English capitals. We cannot comply

with your request every week ; loe should intrude

upon the variety. You must consider that we
have others to please.

Roots' Query.

—

We have notforgotten you,—loe

are in search of a piece of the ornament you re-

quire.

S. Seddon.

—

Thanhs for your commendation of

the " Self-Instructing Ornamental Drawing Book."

We are determined to spare neither time, trouble

or expense In rendering it completely that which

its name implies.

Blucher. (Oxford,)— TFe are very happy to hear

from you again. You will perceive we have made

use of your information. Accept our thanks—
your design shall appear early in our next Vol,

Answer to Query in No. 99.

Heel-ball is preferable to black-lead/or rubbing

off impressions from old brasses. It can be had,

of any leather -seller. Another method in use is

,

common leather, loith blackiug rubbed on it.

*^Any of our Readers having complete]

Alphabets of an ornamental description, suit-]

ablefor decorative purposes, will greatly oblige us'

by lending, or sending copies of them.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at 1 Od. each.
j
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

{Continued from page 237.)

When, indeed, Anthony and Cleopatra are

his hero and heroine, they naturally become in

his hands a Dutch tavern-keeper and his wife.

Of Cuyp and Ruysdael and the younger Te-

niers, in his landscape compositions, it may be

remarked that what is striking in their art is

the grand impression they often produce by

combinations of the fewest possible and the

simplest materials. Their breath is, indeed,

not emptiness. Most of you are well ac-

quainted with the small ' Sunset' by Cuyp, in

the Dulwich Collection. It has not a tree, ex-

cept in the extreme distance, nor scarcely a

bush, but it has one of the finest skies ever

painted, and this is quite enough, for its glow

pervades the whole, giving the greatest value

to the exquisitely arranged colour of a near

group of cattle,—bathing the still water and

[flood in a mellow light, and turning into gold

ornaments a very few scattered weeds and

brarables that rise here and there from the

broadly shadowed foreground into the sunshine,

gaining great importance from their nearness

to the eye.

In the hands of Ruysdael a windmill and a

stunted tree or two are sufficient to enable him,

by the eflfects with which he envelopes them,

to display in an extraordinary degree the true

poetry of Art. Solemnity is the prevailing

charm of his pictures—and it charms because it

does not degenerate into melancholy. Though

I never saw a work of his hand that did not

command admiration, I confess I like him best

in the flat and open scenery of his 'own coun-

try or of the sea that washes it shores—where

he shows himself by far the greatest of all the

marine painters of his time.

Of David Teniers, whose landscape compo-

sitions are, as I think, incomparably his best

works, there are admirable specimens in Dul-

wich, and one very fine one in the collection of

the Marquis of Westminster; and I may ob-

serve that the power of giving importance to

who, as he said, "could pluck a flower in

every desert," is shared with that great genius

by those of whom I have been speaking ; while

the general character of their art, felt by all

true painters but little noticed by critics, is the

proof it gives that greatness of style, from

which, when we speak of them, we must omit

what relates to human form, is not dependant

on the square feet of the canvas. I know a fine

picture by Nicholas Maas, of a kitchen, of

which it was not ill said that, had Michael

Angelo painted such a subject, he would have

painted it so ; nor is the style of Emanuel De

Witt, the admirble painter of the interior of

churches, sometimes with a few figures and

sometimes with entire congregations, less

broad and grand.

In speaking of Rembrandt I cannot but no-

tice what appears to me a misconception of

his character by a modern writer, the author

of ' The Handbook of Painting for the German,

Flemish, and Dutch Schools,' who repeatedly

ascribes to him gloominess of mind : a mistake

arising from confounding an admiration of the

grandeur of shade or of the breadth of noctur

nal effects with metaphysical gloom. Instan.

ces might be cited of pictures exhibiting not

only gloom but wretchedness of mind in their

authors with very little shade in their treatment.

To me, the prevailing character of the art of

Rembrandt is sincerity, as clearly as that of

Raphael is urbanity, where the subject allows

him his natural disposition seems always to

have led him to tranquility,—serious, but as I

feel it, anything but gloomy. Gloom is rest-

less:— it is the character of Salvator Rosa's

art as it is that of the congenial school in

which he was reared. But Rembrandt, often

solemn in the highest degree, and often in the

highest degree pathetic, shows nothing of con

stitutional melancholy. He is the painter of

repose, as Rubens is the painter of action; and

you will observe that in his portraits, as in

those of Reynolds, the expression is most fre-

quently that of calm thoughtfnlness. What-

ever else, therefore, there may be in common

between the style of Rembrandt, and that of

Caravaggio or Spagnoletto, the gloomj^ the

melancholy, and the savage, are qualities that

it does not share with theirs. He delights in

the stillness of nighl, but not as one who hates

day ; while Caravaggio seems inspired by the

trifles which Fuseli ascribes to Rembrandt, |
wish to turn day to night.
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^l)t ^lironofgptst.

The sale of the Stowe Manuscripts by Messrs.

Sotheby will, it is now understood, take place in

June next. The anxiety so generally felt by all

who take an interest in our national history that

this collection should find a resting-place within

the walls of the British Museum—an anxiety

hitherto founded solely on the general reisutation

of the collection—will, we have no doubt, be

considerably increased when the importance and

variety of the manuscripts shall have been made

known by means of the sale catalogue. On

ground belonging to Mr. J. Taylor, of West

Lodge, near Colchester, about 250 funeral vessels,

and a great variety of other Roman remains,

have been found in such circumstances as lead to

the supposition that there are at least twelve

times as many urns in the same ground still un-

exhumed. Mr. R. Smith and some other mem-
bers of the Archseological Association have been

at Colchester inspecting these remains. A
subscription has been raised, or rather partly

raised, as we have announced, for the purpose of

erecting a monument in Westminster Abbey to

Cowper, the poet. If Westminster Abbey is to

be looked upon as a sort of Temple of Fame for

British worthies, the author of " The Task" cer-

tainly deserves a niche in Poets' Corner. His

marble monument should be placed beside the

marble monument to Thomson ; for " The Sea-

sons" and " The Task," though different in style,

have much in them that is like,—and that which

is like is of the best sort. Cowper, who was a

Westminster scholar, observes in one of his

charming letters that he knows all or most of the

monuments in Westminster Abbey " by heart."

Since this was said, the labour of recollection has

been made considerably greater—bad monu-
ments have increased more rapidly than the

good. But Cowper, we are glad to think, has

little chance of suffering like his biographer

Southey—for the monument to the poet of " The
Task" has been entrusted to Mr. W. C. Marshall,

A.R.A., whose works are seldom wanting in the

poetry of Art. The subterranean map of

Paris, commenced in 1844, is said to be nearly

completed, and will form an atlas of forty-five

sheets. It will exhibit, quarter by quarter, aU
the labyrinthine sinuosities of the ancient quar-

ries and catacombs over which Paris is built,

with the corresponding edifices, squares, and
streets above ground.

Co ©orwspontimtg, ^ c.

On April the 2nd, was published. Part 1,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the
primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta I Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.
Office, 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

Wf)t iSoofe of Ornamental anlr iSarlj)

iBnglisf) Elpl^aiieis.

Contents of Past 3.

Published on Monday, April 2nd, 1849.

Two Grotesque Initial Letters of the Twelfth cen-
tury, C. and I.

Marks used in stamping paper hi the reign of Eli-

zabeth.

Alphabet of Cyphers.

Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.)

German Alphabet, (Eleventh century,)

To be continued monthly, price 6d..— Office, 17,
Holywell- street. Strand.

W. Bennett (Camden Town).—We cannot give

you any more information at present than you
possess; tve have consulted severalpainters and
also hooTiS, and the result is the same. Do not
apply it so thick ; silk only requires a wash to

remove the glaze and sleekness. We cannot
undertake to ansivtr letters privately ; it would
take up too much time.

T. M. (Liverpoo]).

—

Accept our thanksfor the tzoo

designs for gravestones ; we tvill engrave them,
and shall be happy to receive anything suited to

the publication. Ths word you mention is a
misprint; it loas only printed so in a few
numbers.

W. C. (Gloucester) .— We presume your request will

hardly be complied icith by any of our corres-

pondents ; it is too much to ask, without offering

a remuneration for time,^c. Send us a deserip

tion of the style you require, enclosing a postage

stamp, and loe toill endeavour to assist you.

Original designs, if good, are expensive.

J. B.

—

The Ornamental Drawing Book is de-

signed, expressly, to teach without the aid of a
master.

B. Burslem.—We will endeavour to meet your
price tvith regard to the value of the design,

should you require one, aiid toill engage that it

shall be in a first-rate style. G. Ifearl's cata-
logue shall beforicarded.

Henry W. (Salford).

—

Yes, it can be done in the
manner you mention. The Drawing Book is

very much approved of by all parties who have
seen it, therefore ice have the more confidence in
recommending it. Buy Part I. and judge for
yourself.
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WBixt Bracing.

Wire Drawing is the art of drawing out long

bars of metal, by pulling it through holes in a

plate of steel, or other fit metallic compound.

In order that a wire may be drawn, it is re-

quisite that the metal should have considerable

tenacity. Gold, silver, iron, steel, copper, and

their compounds, are most commonly used in the

arts. The process is of considerable simplicity.

A number of holes, progressively smaller and

smaller, are made in a plate of steel, and the

pointed end of a bar of iron- being passed

through, one of them is forcibly drawn by strong

pinchers, so as to elongate it by the pressure

arising from the reaction of the greased hole:

this is the wire, and it is again passed in like

manner through another hole a little smaller

;

and, by continuing the process, the wire has its

length increased, and its diameter diminished, to

a very great degree. The largest wire may be

nearly an inch in diameter, and the smallest we
have seen was about one-fchousandth part of an

inch ; but we are assured, that silver wire has

been made one-fifteen-hundredth of an inch in

diameter. The size of these small wires may be

ascertained from the weight of a known measure

of length, and the specific gravity of the metal.

Or, less correctly, the wire may be wound round

a pin, and the number of turns counted, which

make a given length.

Wires are drawn square, and of other figures

in their sector. In particular they ai'e drawn

grooved, so that any small part will form the

pinion of a clock or watch work.

As the violent action of the di'awing plate

renders the wire hard and brittle, it is necessary

to anneal it several times during the course of

drawing. Very small holes are made by ham-

mering up the larger, and the point, in very thin

wire, is made by rolling or crushing the end by
a smooth burnishing tool upon a polished plate.

Gold and silver wire is made of cylindrical

ingots of silver, covered over with a skin of gold,

and thus drawn successively through a vast

number of holes, each smaller and smaller, till at

last it is brought to a fineness exceeding that of

a hair.

That admix-able ductility which makes one of

the distinguishing characters of gold, is nowhere
more conspicuous than in this gilt wire.

A cylinder of forty-eight ounces of silver,

covered with a coat of gold, only weighing one

ounce, as Dr. Halley informs us, is usually drawn

into a wire, two yards of which weigh no more

than one grain ; whence, ninety-eight yards of

the wire weigh no more than forty-nine grains,

and one single grain of gold covers the ninety-

eight yards ; so that the thousandth part of a

grain is above one-eighth of an inch long.

He also, computing the thickness of the skin of

gold, found it to be l~114,500th part of an inch.

Yet so perfectly does it cover the silver, that

even a microscope does not discover any appear-

ance of the silver underneath.

M. Rohault likewise observes, that a like

cylinder of silver, covered with gold two feet

eight inches long, and two inches nine lines in

circumference, is drawn into a wire 307,200

long— i. e., into 115,200 times its former

length.

Mr. Boyle relates, that eight grains of gold,

covering a cylinder of silver, are commonly

drawn into a wire 13,000 feet long.

Silver wire is the same with gold wire, except

that the latter is gilt, or covered with gold, and

the other is not.

There are also counterfeit gold and silver

wires ; the first made of a cylinder of copper,

silvered over, and then covered with gold ; and

the second of a like cylinder of copper, silvered
j

over, and drawn through the iron, after the;

same manner as gold and silver wire.
i

Brass wire is drawn after the same manner as
[

the former. Of this there are divers sizes, suited

to the different kinds of works. The finest is;

used for the strings of musical instruments, as

spinnets, harpsichords, manichords, &c.
[

The pin-makers likewise use vast quantities of

wire, to make their pins of.
'

Iron wire is drawn of various sizes, from half

an inch to one-tenth of an inch diameter.

The first iron that runs from the stone when

melting, being the softest and toughest, is pre-
j

served to make wire of.

Institute of British Architects, March 19.—A:
Poynter, V.P., in the chair.—Mr. S. Smirke,
V.P., gave some account of the contents of a
work by Sir Balthazar Gerbier, written in the
seventeenth century, and entitled " Counsel and
Advice to all Builders."—Mr. J. Taylor ex-
plained his patent mode of facing walls with
stone, by which he professes to avoid the dis-

advantage existing in the usual mode—viz., the
injurious weighting of the stone by the subsiding
of the mortar joints of the brickwork. By his

method he suspends the stone on to the brick-

work, and securely binds each by weighting it by
the superstructure ; the bed-joint, however,
being left open until after the subsidence of the
brickwork, when the stone may be pointed up
and become a part of the construction.
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Professor Leslie's Lectures.—In illustatioii of a

portion of the last of his recent lectures on pain-

ting, he exhibited a drawing—a eopy from a por-

tion of Michael Augelo's ' Last Judgment.' It

represents that group which Charon has under his

charge at the bottom of the fresco. By whom the

copy is executed we have been unable to ascertain
;

but it is a drawing of much consequence to artists

'as an example of the great school. Its author has
given in it so much of tlie style and feeling of the
original, which presents such examples of the deli-

neation of the nude, as to make it desirable that i;

should find a place in one of our public art insti-

tutions, where it might be hourly consulted by the
profession. Those who have not had the good for-

|tune to see the Sistine, might thus form some idea
jof the terribil viaas it has been called. In Paris

I

the government commissioned Mons. Sigalon ; who

j

was many years employed on the copy of the great

j

picture—Ecole des Beaux Arts—and had after-

I

wards a pension granted him in consequence. The
acquisition of the drawing in question—if it is for

sale, and could be purchased—though but a portion
of the picture, would be a worthy imitation of the
example set by the French government.

Art Union of Lo7idon.—We mention as news,
that the council of the Art Union proposes to elec-

jtrotypethe two rewarded bas-reliefs, and to issue

ja certain number of copies of them in bronze as

i

prizes. This is an e-Kcellent step. The illustrated

ful, the council determined on illustrating Gold
smith's " Traveller," and issuing it to all the sub

scribers. The Art Union of London has done good

service and will do more.

St. James's Church, ClerTtenimll. The trus

tees have given instructions to Mr. W. P. Griffith,

architect, to take the necessary steps] for the erec-

tion of a scaffolding to repair the steeple of this

church, which is to be done by public contract, of

which due notice will be given.

Method of Making Flint Glass.—Mr. Cooper,

in his communication to the Royal Scottish Society

of Arts, states as a known fact, that crown glass, a

manufacture peculiar to this country, answers very

well for optical purposes ; but hitherto there has

been great difficulty in obtaining suitable flint glass

of a uniform density, and free from striae, wreaths,

&c. ; and this may be attributed to the excise

restriction formerly altogether preventing, by hea^

vy penalties, the necessary trials being made to

produce a suitable glass, and hence we were driven

to France and Switzerland for a supply, where no

obstacles exist in the way of making it. The mix-

ture given by Mr. Cooper was stated to produce a

glass suitable for optical purposes; and the excise

restrictions being removed, and being possessed of

materials and every other facility for making it

equally good, it is expected that the manufacture

of optical glasses will be perfected in this country

edition of " L'Allegro," having been very success-

!

Priated and Published by W. Gibbss, 17, Holywell-street, Strand,where communications are to

be addressed. No. 102,—April 21, 1849,
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HE Proprietor of this

Publication has lately observed, with great

concern, the growing inattention of the public

to discussions connected with Designs and

Decorations in the Arts and Manufactures.

This is a matter in which the interests—nay,

the very existence of this periodical are obvi-

ously involved.

The Proprietor would, notwithstanding, have

the courage to persevere in his exertions, if he

thought that the time and abilities consumed

hitherto in this undertaking would meet with

a speedy recompense—a renewal and continu-

ance of the sturdy patronage hitherto awarded

to him. Of this he despairs. The little en

couragement he has, for some time past, met

with, convinces him of the utter futility of

perseverance.

But while making this confession, he con

ceives that this recent decrease of patronage is

a fault neither of the public nor himself, but the

result of adverse circumstances—the natural

eflfect of the general stagnation of trade.

Aware, then, of the present depressed state

of commerce, and convinced that even those

who are most willing to assist him, are com

pelled, by the pressure of the times, to with

hold their valuable patronage from him, he

stops at once, and abruptly—within but a few

numbers of the completion of the volume

—

like a sagacious general, who precipitately re-

treats from the field immediately he becomes

persuaded ot the inutility of rallying his forces,

and marshalling them in order of battle for

fresh encounters.

At the same time, the thought comes over

the mind of the Proprietor that io is at all

times, painful to part from old friends ; and,

above all, from such friends !—so kind and en-

couraging ;—so generous and indulgent;—firm

in their ] support, and lavish of their contri-

butions ! To all and each he acknowledges



his obligations, the more highly valuable, he

trusts, at this important and, to him. sad

crisis.

And now, one word more, before the axe is

laid to the root of the dear nurseling.

Though touched by the contagion of the

languid state under which all commercial spe-

culations are now labouring, the vital parts of

the "Decorator's Assistant," it is to be

hoped, are yet sound. And should brighter

days ever dawn upon the trade of this country,

—and dawn they assuredly will, and briefly

—

the " Decorator's Assistant" may, in all

likelihood, arise from its ashes, like a phoenix.

Then gathering strength from past experience,

and inspired by the recollection of its once

brilliant and successful career, it will, unques-

tionably commence a vigorous existence with

renewed regivenescence.

But whether this glad day should ever come

or not, the Proprietor respectfully bids, for

the present, all his friends, including subscri-

bers and contributors, with many deep and

bitter regrets for their sudden separation, a

warm, tender, and thankful farewell.

September 1st, 1849.
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m ®ur Mi'a^ers.

PON issuing the

first Number of the Fifth Volume, -we consi-

der it a favourable opportunity to again express

our desire to serve as effectively as possible the

advancement of Decorative Art, and the more

general diffusion of a correct taste. It appears

to us, that it may be accomplished by sug-

gesting to the practical man the application of

new facts, not only in the Arts, but in Science

as applied to the useful Arts. It rarely occurs

that the Artist or Art-Manufacturer becomes

acquainted with facts until a long period after

their discovery, unless some accidental circum-

stance proclaims them ; and even then, a pe-

culiar order of mind, or a train of thought in

a given direction, affords the only chance of,

their speedy and appropriate application. l

At the same time, vv?e shall devote our pages

to descriptions of the various appliances with

which the genius of past ages has enriched the

worlds of Art and Manufacture, it is our in-

tention to record those facts both by pen and

pencil, that come to our knovdedge, which

promise—though remotely—to be available to

the great purposes of utility and refinement.

We hope by so doing to render real assistance

to both Science and Art, by playing the part

of a collector of information and designs from

vvrhich selections may be made, as the advan-

cing necessities of the age may demand such

aid.

In speaking of the importance of Art to the

manufacturer, and the beneficial results which

may reasonably and surely be expected from

the formation of more intimate relations, and

a close alliance between the artist and the ma-

nufacturer, we do not forget that there is

another large and important class most deeply

interested in the issue ;—we mean the ope-

ratives. To them, we are persuaded, that every

enlargement of the sphere of artistic produc-

tion, and every consequent extension of artistic

influence, is fraught with greater and more de-
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cisive advantages than to any other class of

the .community.

I

Art affords the best antagonistic force to the

'demoralizing and dementalizing results which

are, to some extent, necessarily involved in the

excessive division of labour; but this, to a

great extent, may be remedied by establishing

;a connexion betvpeen occupation and intel-

lectuality of result. We have always urged

that the progress of Art in manufactures will

necessarily raise the wages of labour ;—skill

and training must always command their

(price in the market, and the greatest service

(that can be rendered to the operative is to show

hiixi how intelligence can most largely be com-

bined with industrial pursuits. Good Art,

cheaply rendered, will serve the high purpose

iof teaching the people, and improving their

powers of perceiving the beautiful as it exists

in nature, and as it is reflected in Art,

By supplying this want, a taste for works

stamped with genius, will be created, and a

large demand must be the result. With this view

we submit the first Number of our fifth Vo-
lume to our Readers, and trust that at the ex-

piration of the Volume our labours will have

the effect of advancing the peculiar Art it is

our province and pleasure to advocate.

MetRihlXQ^.

This science comprehends the whole art of

working metals, from the glebe or ore to the

utensil; in which sense assaying, smelting, re-

fining, parting, smithery, gilding, &c. are only

branches of metallurgy. Under the general

name of metal we class not only those properly

so called, but also the semi- metals, or all mat-

ters which have the essential metallic properties

which we shall here recount. Thus the word
metal and metallic substance will be sj'nonjr-

mous in this article.

Those metallic matters which when struck

by a hammer, or strongly compressed, are ex-

tended, lengthened, and flattened, without
being broken (which property is called ducti-

lity or malleability), and which also remain
fixed in the most violent and long-continued

fire without diminution of weight, or other

sensible alteration, are called perfect metals.
|

These perfect metals are three—gold, silver,

and platina.

The metallic matters whieh are ductile ajad

fixed in the fire, to a certain degree, but wfeicli

are destroyed by the continued action of fire

—

that is, changed into an earth deprived of al

the characteristic properties of metals, are

tailed imperfect metals. Of this kind are cop-

per, iron, tin, and lead.

The metallic substances, which, as well as

the imperfect metals, lose their metallic pro-

perties by exposure to fire, but which also have

no ductility or fixity, are distinguished from

the others b}'' the name of semi-metals. Ofi

this class there are seven—regulus of anti-

mony, bismuth, zinc, nickel, regulus of cobalt,!

regulus of arsenic, and of maganese.
i

Lastly, mercury, which has all the properties

of metals, makes a class separate from all the!

others ; because inpurity and gravity it is simi-

lar to the perfect metals, and in volatility to the
j

semi-metals. Its fusibility also so far sur-

passes that of any other metallic matter, that

it is sufficient to distinguish it from all, and to

give it a distinct class. We have enumerated

in all, fifteen metallic substances, four of which

were unknown to the ancients, namely, platina,

regulus of cobalt, of maganese, and nickel.

—

The order in which metals compared with each

other possess most eminently their principal!

qualities, is the same as that in which they are

enumerated, beginning always with that metal

in which the property is most considerable.

Specific Gravity.— Platina, gold, mercury,

'

lead, silver, copper, iron, and tin.

Opacity.—We cannot well compare metals

with each other in this respect, because it is so

considerable in all that it seems complete. If,

however, they differ in this respect, the same

order will serve for opacity as for density.

MetaU'ic Lustre. — The same observation

which was made concerning the last mentioned

property, is applicable to this also. We must,

however, observe, that as by polish bodies are

rendered brighter, and that as whiteness con-

tributes much to the reflection of light, thei

whitest and hardest metals therefore reflect

best. Hence, according to the best authorities,

platina ought^ to be placed first, and then iron,

or rather steel, silver, gold, copper, tin and

lead.

Hardness of metals may contribute much to
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the duration of their polish ; but certainly soft

metals, if their texture is equally compact, are

no less capable of receiving a polish than hard

metals.S om e hard metallic alloys have been

found to be less liable to tarnish than softer

compounds, and have for this reason also been

chiefly used for speculuras. The property of

these and other metals will be treated of more

fully in our next.

A GOTHIC WATER-SPOUT.

Enormo'us Application of the Electrotype Pro-
cess.—An enormous application of the electrotype,

or galvano-plastic process, has been made in the

sculpture of the Cathedral of St. Isaac, at St.

Petersburgh, by the architect. After having made
very important experiments, he was authorized to

adopt this mode in the execution of the metallic

sculptures and carvings for the following reasons:

1. The identical reproduction of the sculpture

without chisseling. 2, The lightness of the pieces,

which enabled the architect to introduce sculptures

of higher relief than any hitherto known, and to

fix the pieces suspended from the vaultings, with.

out fear of accident, or of their being detached.

,3. The great saving of expense between these and

,
castings in bronze. The gilding also was effected

by the same process, and presented equal advanta-

ges. The seven doors of the cathedral will be of

bronze electrotype, the frame work being of the
former, and the sculptural parts of the latter.

Three of these doors are 30 feet high, and 44 feet

wide, the four others 17 feet 8 inches wide. They
contain 51 bas-reliefs, 63 statues, and 84 alto-relievo

busts, of religious subjects and characters. The
quantity of metal employed in the dome is as fol-

lows: Ducat gold, 247 lb ; copper, 524 tons; hrass,

321^ tons ; wrought iron, 524^ tons ; cast iron,

1,068 tons. Total 1,966| tons,
'

panorama of l^e iTOtssigstpi l^Mx,

UtimiUx S^juare.

The gigantic scale on which Nature operates in

the regions of the Far West, no doubt, gave those

clever artists, Messrs. J. R. Smith, and Professor

Risley, the idea for the production of this Levia

than Moving Panorama of the Mississippi River,

And right worthy of its subject is this Picture,

covering, as it does, some four square miles of can-

vas. The views extend from the fall of St. Anthony

to the Gulph of Mexico, representing at least, four

thousand miles of American scenery, passing as it

does through nine states of the Union, (16 degrees

of latitude, from the wheat of the north to the

orange of the south), and introducing the numerous

towns which have, of late years been created, as if

by magic on the banks of the mighty river. We
can personally vouch for the extraordinary truth of

the pictorial representations of some of the pheno

mena which are, at times, to be seen ,in the course

of the vast river—sunlight, moonlight, firelight,

explosions, &c. The huge dimensions, too, of the

giant river, are admirably depicted, causing us, for

the moment, to suppose, that we were once more

on board one of the steam craft which navigate it.

The exhibition lasts nearly two hours. We cannot

conclude without returning thanks for the lively

anecdotes related by the exhibitor, relievingj,

they do, the somewhat monotonous (monotonous,

only from its great length) pictorial voyage.

Floating Church.—The English Churchman de-

scribes an ecclesiastical edifice of a novel kind. It

is a real church afloat—a new Gothic structure with

tower and spire, belfry and bell—capable of ac-

commodating 550 worshippers. Its seats are all

free. Built of wood, it is painted to represent

brown stone. Its dimensions are 86 feet by 34,

—

with II passage all round it. From the deck to the

ball on the spire is 80 feet in height. The whole
rests on two boats of 90 tons burden. It was con-

structed at New Jersey, for the Churchman's Mis-
sionary Association :—and it is to be moored at a

wharf in Philadelphia, for the use of the sailors

and boatmen.j

Invitations from the University of Edinburgh,
the corporation of the city, and its Royal Society,

have been addressed to the British Association, sug-

gesting that the meeting of that body for the year

1850 shall be held in the northern metropolis.

The Thames Tunnel.—It is said that the num
ber of passengers who passed through the tunnel
in the week ending March 31st, was 43,761.
Amount of money received, £182 6s. 9d.
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Ci^e ^tlM.mtt\ittinQ (©rnamental Bmbtng ^oo^fe.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

The numerous letters we are daily receivinsf, enquiriiis: relative to the plan of tlie Self-In-
STRUcriNG Drawing Book, has induced us to adopt the present mode of showinij and explaining to

our Subscribers and Friends the principle upon which we have acted in its production. The above
illustrations will at once convey the principle, the arrangement being so simple that anybody desirous

of acquiring a knowledge of Ornamental Drawing can do so without the aid of a Master. The
whole of the primary lines are illustrated in the same manner. The three illustrations are, Fig. 1,

Perpendicular line. Fig. 2. Diagonal line. Fig. 3. Curve line. The others, embracing the Hori-
zontal line, the Reverse Diagonal line, the Reverse Curve line. Double Curve line, or Ogee, and the

Reverse. A full letter-press description is given of each method of drawing the lines ; also five

examples for practice for those who possess a knowledge of drawing. The Work will be continued in

monthly parts, and will contain specimens of all the styles used in Decoration.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

{Continued from page 251, Vol. JF.)

How far the style x)£ Rembrandt grew out of

that of the Italian naturallsti, as they are called,

it grew at any rate into much greater importance,

and became for more interesting, and this was the

result not only of his superior taste in the imita-

tion of Nature, but also, as I think, of the placid

tone of his mind. I know no work of Rembrandt

that strikes me as more entirely after his own heart

than a night scene—an interior, in which a woman

is reading by a light which her person hides from

the spectator, to an older woman who has a cradle

at her feet, in which an infant is sleeping, and a

spinning-wheel by her side. In description all

this sounds very ordinary ; but the picture is one

of the most impressive that ever came from the

hand even of Rembrandt. The shutters of a win-

dow near the group are closed—the world is shut

out—and it requires no stretch of imagination to

suppose that the book with which both are en-

gaged relates to a higher world—a thought with

which the sleeping babe is in unison. But how-

ever we may read the picture, its effect is in the

highest degree tranquillzing and soothing, and akin

to that produced by Cowper's exquisite description

of evening, beginning with

" Let fall the curtains,"

A higher subject by the hand of this great

painter, and a much more solemn one, ' Our Sa-

viour and the two Disciples at Emmaus,' possesses

the same charm of the silence of night, broken by

a gentle voice which the painter makes almost

audible. In such Art I fancy I see the real tone of

Rembrandt's mind; serious and meditative, but

placid, and as far removed from gloom as the sub-

jects of these pictures; and of all the portraits he

has painted of himself this is the character ; in the

Head particularly, in Her Majesty's collection, a

mind at peace with itself and with all the world is

most charmingly expressed.

The treatment I have noticed in Dutch Art, and

in which Remembrandt led the way, of producing

a grand effect by the fewest and simplest materials,

is diametrically opposite to the principle of Rubens,

which is that of a magnificent profusion. Both are

however, equally founded in Nature, who delights

us at different times and under different circum-

stances by extreme simplicity, by few and small

things, as she does by luxuriant combinations and
varieties of splendour of which even a genius like

Rubens can convey but a faint impression. Still

there is one great end which both knew to be in-

dispensable, and which both equally attained

—

unity. Every picture of Rubens is as single in its

effect as the most simple subject of Rembrandt;
for there is not on its surface a touch of the pencil

that has not reference to the whole as strictly as it

has to the smallest part. Hence, however com-

plicated are his compositions, it gives us no trouble

to look at them, for the eye is never fatigued or be-

wildered in attempting to thread a maze through

the intricacies of which it is led by Rubens.

When the want of taste of this great master in

form, and the much greater similar defect of Rcm-
brandtis dwelt on, it must always be borne in mind

that human form alone is meant ; and that in this

it is want of choice only, and not any want of

knowledge of its structure with which they are

chargeable. Of the beauty, the grandeur, and the

harmony of abstract forms they had the truest

perception, whether of single objects or the result

of combination. Thus, the shapes of their masses

of light and of dark, however simple or however

complicated, are always impressive in the highest

degree, and their pictures attract our admiration

at a distance too great for us to distinguish the par-

ticulars of which they are made, and have in them

that which would rivet the eye even were they

placed upside down. This sense of abstract beauty

and grandeur which is to be felt, but neither des-

cribed nor analy ed, excepting very imperfectly, it

is true they but possess in common with every other

painter of a high order. The rounded outline of

the back of a boor, amounting to a deformity,

which we often see in the pictures of Ostade, is

always .nade to contribute to the general beauty of

the composition,—while the contour of an Apollo

may, if ill-combined with other forms, or inj ured

by a bad choice of light and shadow, affect the eye

disagreeably.

The capability of delineating forms of specific

beauty is one comparatively of very easy acquire-

ment ; an d there are probably few eyes that may

not, by cultivation attain to the power of avoiding

what is most offensive in accidental shapes ; but to

perceive at once and be able to transfer to canvas,

'in their perfection those beauties in which Nature

leaves us a choice, as in the wreathing of smoke,

or the undulations of a flag, is the real test of a

painter's taste. Such taste, I need not say, con-

stitutes a great charm in the art of Rubens. He is

the master who most united ornament with Nature ,

and thougli imitated with more or less success by
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the mechanists of later times, yet the life and truth

of his style will always keep him entirely distinct

from that large class of painters.

It is not difficult to copy the general effect of a

picture, the forms of its masses of light and shade,

or its arrangements of colours, at the same time

varying all the materials that contribute to these,

substituting, for instance, a light object for the

light of a window, or a dark-coloured object for a

shadow ; or we may farther disguise the theft of a

general effect by reversing or inverting it. We
may thus get credit for what is not our own ; but

this will not in the least help us to the power of

originating a fine general effect any more than the

copying incidents or expressions from pictures

merely, will enable us to invent stories, or to pour-

tray the passions. A sense of the one indispensable

thing in a picture to which all minor beauties that

would interfere with it are to be unhesitatingly

j

sacrificed, however captivating in themselves,

—

I

which all the parts co-operate to produce, and

I

without which, though it be a painting, it is not a

^workof Art,—such a sense the great masters no

doubt acquired by allowing their studies of Na-

ture and of pictures to go hand in hand ; for as an

.artist, who himself possessed in an eminent degree

the power of rendering every production of his

pencil impressive as a whole, said to me, "there

is such a thing as the Art, and Nature will no more

make a painter without it than the Art will without

Nature."

Style is a comprehensive term applying to every-

thing in painting—to composition, to form, to co-

lour, to chiar-oscuro, and to execution : of the

last, indeed, there are as many styles as painters,

and in all as many styles as schools. But there is

nothing analogous to these diversities of Art, in

Nature. Sun pictures might be made from every

variety of scenery in the world, and yet what we
may call their style would be but one. Style, how-

ever, rightly understood, is so far from objection-

able in painting that it forms one among its valu-

able prerogatives. The observation of Reynolds

that " peculiar marks are generally, if not always,

defects," is directed against manner—not style;

but as these are often confounded, It is well that

we should clearly understand the difference.

—

Style in form, in character, in expression, in colour,

and in light and shadow, is the result of the choice

of the best of these with reference to the subject.

It is, therefore, synonymous with the ideal, and
abstractedly considered, is Natural, but almost al-

ways above individual Nature, Manner is a de-

parture from Nature, sometimes resulting from a

dissatisfaction with her ordinary forms without the

ability of correcting them by comparison and se-

lection, but more often from the indolence that

adopts compendious modes of arrangement, ex-

pression, execution, &c. The styles of the greatest

painters are, perhaps, iu no instance perfectly free

from some alloy of manner, while the manner of a

great painter, as Fuseli has remarked, in many
instances becomes the style of lesser ones.

It by no means follows, however, that because

styles are different—1 take the word now in its

highest signification—that some are right and

others wrong. Apart from manner, the style ofi

every genuine painter is right : the difference con-

sisting in his giving some quality or qualities of

Nature in more perfection than they have been

given by any other; and if it be asked whether

Nature can supply every individual with something

which in the same degree is denied to the rest?—

I

would answer that if the principles on which Na-

ture works are simpler than we are apt fo imagine,

the combinations of effects resulting from these

principles are endless.

To enter now on any consideration of the con-

nexion between style and subject would lead me
beyond my limits ; and I will merely remark that

they are sometimes confounded with each other by

writers, and that in ordinary conversation, nothing

is more common than this mistake, the conse-

quences of which I trust I shall be able to point

out at another time.

In regarding early Italian Art, to which atten-

tion is now so strongly attracted, it is of great con-

sequence that we consider its distance from Na-

ture not as a departure from her, but as the nearest

approach the painters could make to her ; a dis-

tance they laboured to shorten, and which was

gradually shortened with a remarkable steadiness

of advance to its consummation in the hands of

Michael Angelo and Raphael. It seems to me a

great mistake to ascribe so much as is ascribed in

the peculiarities of the styles of the medieeval

painters to religious feeling. That they were gene-

rally influenced by sincere devotion to the degree

attributed to them, I do not for a moment doubt,'

but the general character of their imitation is thej

same as that of Chinese Art, and is evidently a

style, if such it may be called, which must chiefly

mark immaturity everywhere, and under all cir-

cumstances.
,

To Cast Steel.—Take about one pound of the

finest steel and break it into bits, put it into a

strong crucible, and anneal it to a bright red colour. '

Then add from sixteen to twenty-four ounces of

good common steel, and anneal it thoroughly, and
add ten ounces of arsenic glass ; give it a violent

fire, and it will melt and flux. With tliis compo-i

sition you may cast what you please.
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in Blmtmtfo ©lossac]) of Cccl)ntcal

InUxm Bmxatmf $^t.

Monstrance. Used in Catholic churches. It

is a representation of ' The Glory,' mounted on a

imitating the ends ofwooden rafters, these are pro
perly represented with a declination towards the
front of the corona.

MinsteR. a monastery ; an ecclesiastical fra-

ternity ; a cathedral church. This name is yet re

tained at York, Beverly, and Litchfield.

Mitre. In carpentry, is the name given to the

joint formed between two pieces of wood fixed to

each other by the formation of an indenture in each

to correspond to the other, so that the two surfaces

may coincide when brought together. This mode

is sometimes employed to hide a dovetail, and is

called lap-and-mitre joint. It is also an angle of

forty-five degrees, a half of a right angle.

MoDiLLiON. A projection under the corona of

the richer orders, resembling a bracket. The Gre-

cian Ionic has no modillions, and the Romau Ionic

but seldom. The modillions of the frontispiece of

ptand, it is carried by the Priest on particular occa-

sions, on ascending the altar.

Mui-WONS or.Munn:[ons, The frame-work of

11

a Gothic window.

MtJTXJiiE. A projecting ornament of the Doric

cornice, which occupies the place of the modillion

in the other order, and supposed to represent the

ends of rafters.—As mutules had their origin from

Nero at Rome, consist of two plain faces, separated

by a small cyma reversa, and crowned with an

ovolo and bead. In the frieze of the fourth order

of the Colosseum, the modillions are cut on the out

side in the form of a cyma reversa.

MiTRB Box.

mitres.

A block or frame for cutting

Module. The semi-diameter of the lower part

of the shaft of a column equal to 30 minutes.

Vignola divided the module into 12 parts in the

Tuscan or Doric, and 18 in the other orders.

Moat. Bitch, fosse, or vallum, terms used to

express a hollow space on the outside of the walls

or ramparts of ancient fortresses. When the moat

was dry, there were sometimes subterranean passa-

ges, through which the cavalry could sally.

MoiNEATi. In perfect fortification, a little flat

bastion raised before a courtin which is too long.

Mole. A pier of stone, to shelter ships from the

violence of the waves. Amongst the Romans, the
i

name was given to a kind of circular mausoleum,!

as that of the Emperor Adrian.

Modular proportions. Is a term applied to

building, in reference to the module, according to

which they have been erected.
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IMPORTANCE OP SYSTEM IN STYLE, AND OF

TASTE AND SUBORDINATION IN ORNAMENT.

In pursuance of his course of lectures on Deco-

rative Art, 'at the Government School of Design,

Somerset House, Mr. Wornum proceeded to follow

up his remarks on the Periclean age of Greek Art,

with some account of its progress, or decline ra-

ther, under Roman auspices.

In the last lecture, said he, we reached the cul-

minating point of Greek Decorative Art, illustrated

in the Parthenon, the Erectheium, and the Cho-

ragic monument to Lysicrates. We have now to

trace its decline, or point out that deterioration of

style which immediately followed the period of

Alexander, and which has caused this later age to

be termed the period of decline. The designation

appears to be just, though, as regards the mere

production of ornamental works, it exhibits not

I
only a more profuse expenditure, but even more

energetic enterprise in, perhaps, every species of

I

ornamental art, than any preceding age. The de-

' cline was in the art— in the manner in which the

i

decorations were applied —not in the ornaments

themselves. These were the same, and in most

cases, equally well executed; but that quality

which we term taste—that is, judicious selection

and arrangement—seems to have experienced a

total revolution. Quantity was apparently mis-

taken for quality; and the whole decorative art of

this period, viewed generally, well illustrates that

deficiency of power in the artistic mind which

'Apelles so aptly exposed. If the Roman works

are not beautiful, they are at least rich. When I

say Roman works, I by no means allude merely to

works executed at Rome, but to all efforts of this

period in any part of the ancient world to which

Roman influence extended. And from the time of

the conquest of Greece, about a century and a half

after Alexander, few great works were undertaken

which did not owe their origin immediately to

Rome, though perhaps in nearly all cases executed

by Greek artists. The Romans even collected and

exhibited works of Greek art at Rome within a

century after the death' of Alexander, as the works

brought by Marcellus from Syracuse, 214 b.c.

Under these circumstances we may, perhaps,

safely term this period of decline—that is, from

Marcellus to Constantine the Great—about five

centuries—the Roman period of Greek art. We

cannot call the art of these centuries Roman art

but it was strictly Greek art under Roman influ-

ence, and its chief monuments, even in the Ori

ental provinces, were raised by the orders of RO'

man Governors or Emperors—as at Petra, Pal

myra, Baalbec (Heliopolis), Athens, Pola, and

Spalatro.

The decline, then, which characterises this re

markable period is not one of poverty, but rather

of luxury ; it was an embarrassment of riches—an

injudicious application of ornament, from the want

of that proper discrimination which we term taste,

or rather, perhaps, that want combined with the

ostentatious rivalry of a luxurious age. And yet,

with all its enterprise and boundless expenditure,

this age has added but one single new form to thoss

which constituted the elementary types of the pre

ceding age. This new form is the shell, which

we find cut on the modillions of the arch of Titus,

at Rome. This species of net-work is not new.

—

Net-work of gold was introduced largely in the

funeral car of Alexander the Great. It appears to

be a mere imitation of basket-work, or what it

literally is—net-work. We have in this period,

also, vertical reeding, rare in Greek art, unless in

furniture.

Style and system may be looked upon as synony-

mous terms in ornamental art. Besides the orna

ments themselves, we must have some system of

applying them. And if the prominent and cha-

racteristic members of certain established styles

are promiscuously thrown together, the principal

features of one style applied as secondary to sub-

ordinate features of another, the value of all is

diminished or lost, and the general effect has but

its vagueness to characterize it. The same orna'

mental types may be used in the development of

new styles, distinction of style depending not so

much on the types themselves as on the mode of

using them. But in the development of any par-

ticular historic style of ornament we are strictly

limited to the elements belonging to that style ;

—

and in combining styles, the various members be-

longing to the same style should preserve their re

lative degree of importance.

The general decorations of the Roman period,

however, and especially those of Pompeii, exhibit

an utter disregard to these observances ; and thus

all distinctions of style and consequent peculiarity

of manner and character are lost. Systematic de^

signing exhibits the art of the ornamentist in a

highly intellectual light. Whatever style prevailed

in a particular period, it is one expression of the

spirit of that age ; and by thus attending to these

periodic or local developments of ornament, the

designer affords not only the complete delight and
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gratification arising from the contemplation of a

beautiful work of art, but at the same time pre-

sents an agreeable and instructive record of the

past, full of the most valuable suggestions.

{To he continued.)

€f)e (Ej^ronotgptst.

The chancel window of Crosscannonby Church,

near Maryport, has been filled with stained glass,

supplied by the parishioners. The window consists

of three lancet lights ; in the centre one of which

is represented the Crucifixion. In the left lancet

is St. Peter, and in the right, the saint to whom
the structure is dedicated. The remainder of the

window is fitted with flowered quartre-foils, enclo-

sed in circles. The designs were furnished and the

work executed by the Messrs. Scott, of Carlisle.

-The church at Heywood, Westbury, built at

the expense of Mr. H. G. G. Ludlow, of Heywood,

was consecrated on Thursday week. The building

is in the early English style, with open benches for

about 360 persons. The old parish cburch has

lately been restored at £2,000 cost.—.-Work-

men have been boring near the centre of Mansfield

Market-place, to ascertain the nature of the pro-

posed foundation of a structure for the Bentinck

Testimonial, which is to be erected from a design

by Mr. Hind, after an early English Market-cross.

The repairs of the rood tower of Lincoln Ca-

thedral are proceeding. The south and west sides

have been repaired, and the east side is in progress.

-The new chapel at Copston, near Monk's Kir-

by, Warwickshire, was consecrated on Tuesday

week. It is in the decorated style of architec-

ture, and capable of holding 200 persons. It has

been built at the expense of the Earl of Denbigh.

The cost was £1,000 exclusive of carriage of mate-

rials by the Earl's tenants, free. 'A hotel built

by Messrs. Grissell and Peto, near the Colchester

Railway station, at a cost of £12,000 to £15,000,

has been charitably converted by Mr. Peto into an

asylum for infant idiots. On Thursday week the

inscription scone of the Birmingham Free Indus-

trial Schools, in Gem-street, was laid with the

usual ceremonies. The cost of th^ erection will be

upwards of £2,000, and the accommodation suffi-

cient for 270 children of both sexes.—The founda-

tion of the Durham Mechanics' Institute was laid,

on the 30th ult., by the leader of a procession of

Freemasons. Some English portraits and other

pictures, the property of the late Mr. Watt, of As-

ton Hall, near Birmingham, were sold at the Hall

on Tuesday last by Messrs. Christie and Manson.
'

—

Aston Hall is a fine old Jacobean mansion, in the

spirit and style of Holland House, Kensington, and
Woolaton Hall, near Nottingham, and the por-

traits, chiefly of James the First, were in keeping

with the walls on which they were hung.

Co (Eorregfjjontrenisf, $ct.

On April the 2nd, was published, Part I,

Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the
primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamenta I Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.
Part 2 will be published on Tuesday, May the 1st.

Office, 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

W^z iSoolt Of (Ornamental antj iSarlg

3Bn3lisf) Elpi)afiet0.

Contents of Part 4.

To be Published on Tuesday, May 1st, 1849.

Two Initial Letters of the Twelfth century, C. and
I., from the Record Office.

Two Initials of the Thirteenth century, F, and H.
Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.)

A Centre-piece, and the Device of Richard Pynson,
supposed Assistant to Caxton, 1493—1531.

Alphabet, (Thirteenth century.)

To be continued monthly, price 6d..—Office, 17,

Holywell-street, Strand.

The Fourth Volume of

Ci^e Becorator^s Assistant,
Is now ready, price 6s.

J. C. M. (Old Ford.)

—

We loill endeavour to ascer-

tain whether there is a cheai? work on the sub-

ject you allude to, and give you an answer in our

next number. We are informed that the com-

position used by grainers is a professional secret;

therefore you must pay to get the information

Venice turpentine or rosin is used to dip the bit

into jchen soldering.

S. M., (Sheffield).— You should obtain the Laiosof

Cricket, with JExplanatory Remarks and Illus

trations, by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter

to Bell's Life. It 'Is published annually, early

in May, at 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

*.^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at 1 Od. each.

Part 25 is now ready, price lOd.
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5ccnftg of if)t Sitage.

ERHAPS there are no

buildings so fully destined to influence public

taste as the temples of the drama ; for therein

are nightly assembled a varying audience, who
come expressly to be pleased. When all that

can address the senses through the ear, impas-

sioned declamation, elegant language, and the

enchanting strains of music forming the staple

of the mental feast, it would be but an actually

abridged gratification if the eye were abandoned

to absolute vacuity. Hence the necessity of

magnificent costume, appropriate scenery, and

an ornamental interior to perfect the unity of

illusion.

But apart from the theatre being a dispenser

of innocent amusement, or a mere relaxation

from the severer duties of life, it controuls the

habits and ideas of an attentive audience, a

similar power being exercised upon the organs

of vision by the dresses and scenery. The pro-

priety of attire gives the pictorial history of

costume in all ages more completely elucidated

than the painter or graver can supply, or the

movements of the actor elicit, an unceasing

variety of combinations in form and fold. The

scenic adjuncts are not less influential in in-

struction. The architecture, interior and ex-

terior, of all ages and nations, becomes a rigid

necessity to develope the clime or epoch of the

action, and locality demands of landscape-art

that the mind should become harmonised by its

beauteous tones and natural representation. —
There can be no doubt, either, that an elegant-

ly decorated hall has a cultivating influence on

the manners and the bearing of the uninstruc-

ted classes of the community.

Advancing beyond the merely pleasing influ-

ences of the pictorial art, and surveying it with

higher aspirations, we cannot but regard some
of the scenic effects as of the highest interest

to all who desire by the magic influence of the

pencil to create new tastes and feelings, and

learn to survey the beautiful and grand with

souls open to receive the holy agencies which,

like an atmosphere, surround the earth, and

illumine all things with their radiations.

In theatrical undertakings it too frequently

occurs that every thing must be done with pre-

cipitation, and time is not allowed for consr

deration to create unity of design. To deco-

rate the interior of a theatre is not a light un-

dertaking, if Art is to be accomplished. It too

often happens that the decorator is selected

whose staff of subordinates is strong enough

in numbers to perform quickly their evolutions

over the space that has to be covered. How
ever, we must be content with any display of

intention which minutely indicates a desire of

progressing ; and so far we are willing to laud

the smallest particle of good that gleams among
much that is indifferent. As examples of im-

proved taste in scenic effects, we may direct our

Readers' attention to the Haymarket and Ly-

ceum theatres.

Beccratibe Ert

importance of system in style, and op

taste and subordination in ornament,

{Continued from p. 9.)

These remarks apply as much to furniture

as to decoration, and also, though in a less de-

gree, to designs for costume and ornamental

manufactures. For unless the designer for

cabinet work, papers, furniture damasks, and

stuffs generally, conforms as much as the de-

corator with the distinctions of style, these

manufactures cannot contribute anything to-

wards that complete development of ornamen
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tal art which it is the object of these schools

to foster. There is, perhaps, only one depart-

ment of manufactures in which this discrimi-

nation of the various styles of ornament can

be considered a matter of indifference,—that is

in the printed or woven fabrics for ladies'

dresses. Here it should rather be avoided, as

we do not wish to see our mothers, wives, and

daughters look like antiques, or even as middle

age ladies. For this class of fabrics, the most

appropriate design is such as shall be com-

pletely unobtrusive, and while ornamental, at

the same time strictly subordinate. To make

so conspicuous a design as to attract the atten-

tion from the lady herself to the pattern of her

dress is to commit a capital error : it then no

longer adorns, but rivals the person. This

elaboration of an accessary at the cost of the

principal object, is an error too often commit-

ted in works of art, of which even the Greeks

have afforded a sufficient number of examples;

as Androcydes, the contemporary of Zeuxis,

who painted a picture of the six-headed sea-

monster, Scylla, in which he gave so much

care to the fish he introduced in the compo-

sition, that the monster herself, really the pic-

ture, was comparatively unimportant, and

Androcydes was ever after ridiculed for having

forgotten his art for his appetite, for he was

known to have been very fond of fish. Proto-

genes, too, the rival of Apelles, in his cele-

brated picture of a "Reposing Faun," had

introduced a quail so admirably painted that

the first exclamation of the spectator was,

—

"What a beautiful quail!" This so annoyed

the great painter, that although the picture was

already dedicated, he solicited and obtained

leave to efface the offending bird.

Now it is quite as easy for the ornamental

designer to fall mto this error as for the painter.

His ornaments may become so prominent as

completely to obscure the intention or desti-

nation of the object he has ostensibly endea-

voured to adorn. Every addition by way of

ornament should tend only more completely

and elegantly to express the designer's purpose;

otherwise what is principal is sacrificed to what
is but secondary. It is the more or less strict

observance of this principle which constitutes

good or bad taste,—not the mere character of

the design itself; for what might make very

handsome carpets, oil cloths, or papers, would

in most cases appear quite ridiculous if used for

dresses-

Thus a deteriorated age may use all the ele-

ments of the most refined,—possess even the

same imitative or mechanical skill in execution,

—and yet by a want of discrimination in the

application of design, exhibit even a barbarous

character in comparison with the design of

that period, in which a due attention has been

paid to the propriety of application, whether

in quantity or quality. And thus a barbarous

style of design may, perhaps, more easily arise

out of too much ornament than too little.

This, then is the character of that period of

decline which supervened upon the great age

of art which attained its highest development

in the time of Alexander the Great, and gave

evidence of a decay even in the time of Alex-

ander himself, the description of whose funeral,

preserved by Diodorus, shows how completely

the taste of the Greeks had become oriental-

ized. Sumptuous splendour had taken the

place of taste. The dechne, however, was

very gradual, especially in sculpture. Some of

the most prized productions of ancient art are

maintained by many critics to belong to a much

later age than that of Alexander—as the Lao-

coon, the Torso of Apollonius, and the Apollo

Belvidere—all of them assigned to the time of

the Roman emperors. The school of Rhodes

viras the latest of the Greek schools that main

tained a great reputation. Painting seems to

have been much less enduring. Mere techni

cal excellencies of art became prominent, and

higher qualities were overlooked

—

form became

paramount over essence. Such was the decline

of Grecian art which rapidly supervened on

the close of the Alexandrian age. That it

never revived from this decline is not remark-

able. Greece not only became a Roman pro-

vince, and lost her artists, but almost every

important work that could be moved was

transported either to Egypt or Italy. The Ro-

mans were not contented with removing pictures

and statues, but the very walls were stripped

of their plastering, and the pieces transported

in wooden cases to Rome. The spoliations of

the Grecian kingdoms of Asia and of Sicily

continued uninterruptedly for about two cen-

turies, yet such was the inconceivable wealth

of Greece in works of art, that Rhodes alone

contained upwards of 3,000 statues, and there

were as many at Olympia and Delphi.
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(©n 5Matfr=colows for Ellummatins

Of Yellows.

Theee are some objects which have the appear-

ance of gold shining through the colours of green,

red, or blue ; such as some sort of flies and beetles,

and the cantharides. This golden transparency is

very well imitated by laying some gold-leaf on the

shaded part of the drawing, giving in a little to the

light side of the print. The way of laying on the

gold-leaf is by washing the part where the gold is

to be met with strong gum-water, and when it is

somewhat dry, by laying on the gold as smooth

and even as possible, pressing it down close with

cotton. But in doing this, care must be taken

that in laying on the gum-water, you do not ex-

ceed the limits you would have the gold appear to

shine. In this case the gold is to shine only

through the transparent colour which is to be

laid on.

It must be observed that the gold-leaf will not

receive the water-colours regularly, and for this

reason it must be stroked over with a little thin

liquor of ox-gall in a painting brush of camels-

hair, by which means it will receive any colour you

wish to paint upon it, and will hold it. The greens

may be, first, the verdigris-green, or sap-green

(which colours shall be described in their places)

;

the reds may be lake or carmine ; the purples,

lake and fine indigo, or carmine and indigo; and

for the blues, indigo on the dark side, and on the

light a little stroke of ultramarine blue, just to

shine into the light, which will have an admirable

effect.

There may be found upon rose-trees in June and

July, a kind of beetle of a gold and green colour,

which may serve for a direction in this kind of

painting. But if gold itself be used, it will be best

to polish it, which may be done in the following

manner :
—

^There may be seen in some manuscripts

fine golden letters which rise above the surface of

the vellum or paper. The composition which

raises them thus is said to be made up of vermilion

and the white of an egg beaten up to the consis-

tence of an oil, and worked together like a kind of

paste, and with a stamp fixed to the vellum or pa-

per with gum-arabic. On this figure of a letter

wash some strong gum-water with a camel-hair

pencil, observing that the gum does not reach more

than the outlines ; then lay on the gold-leaf close

with some cotton, and being dried, rub it with

Bome dry cotton, and then polish it with a dog's

tooth. This will make it appear as if it were really!

cast in gold.

There is, besides this, another way of working in

gold, and that is performed by shell-gold, but then

it must be pure gold, and not that brought from

Germany, which turns green in a few days. Before

you use this gold, cover the shady parts with ver-

milion ; and after your gold has been well recti-

fied with spirit of wine, lay it on with gum water,

which will readily mix with it ; and when it is dry

polish it with a dog's tooth. In laying on gold, it

will be best to leave the lights without it, because

it will make a much brighter appearance than if

the object was covered all over with it. But if, by

accident, or otherwise, the whole piece happen to

be covered with gold, there is no better way to set

it off than by tracing over the shady ^parts with

gall-stone, or the yellow of French berries ; but it

is the deepest that is to be used in this way. A
little minium heightens it very much, but observe

to polish the gold before you use it.

After this colour of the gold, the yellows shall be

treated of as they increase gradually in their

strength. The first yellow is a kind of straw co-

lour, and is made of flowers of brimstone, which

of itself is fine enough to mix with gum-water.

A common way of illuminating prints is, by

giving the tincture of gambouge for a yellow ; and

this may be of two or three sorts, either fainter or

stronger ; the last to be a shade to the first, and to

be shaded with the preparation of French berries,

Roots of barberries cut fine and put into a lixivium

made stong with water and pearl ashes, will pro-

duce a very fine yellow. A transparent yellow may
be made by boiling the root of a mulberry tree,

well washed from the earth, in a strong lixivium of

pearl ashes and water. This will afford a yellow

juice, from which may be extracted a tincture

much deeper than the former.

Yellow ochre will likewise make another good

pale yellow, but it is a colour rather too much body

for illuminating prints. The plant celandine will

afford another good yellow by infusing it in water

and pressing it gently, and then boiling the liquor

with a little alum. This yellow will incline some-

what to green.

A yellow which many prefer to the rest, and

may be used in several capacities of lights, is one

made of French berries, prepared as follows. Boll

two ounces of French berries in a quart of lixivium

made of pearl-ashes and water till the liquor gives

a fine tinge of yellow to a bit of paper dipped in

it, and then pour it off from the berries ; let the

liquor cool, and bottle it up for use. We shall re-

sume the subject in our next.
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A PIECE OF ITALIAN ORNAMENT.

—

(^For description See Part 2 of the " Orna-

mental JDraioinff Book")
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MtMluxQ^,

The property of reflecting light seems chiefly

to depend ou the closeness of the pai-ticJes or on
the density, on the smoothness of the surface, and
on the colour being most similar to the colour of

the light to be reflected. The white metals, silver,

mercury, tin, reflect light more abundantly than
others. Gold, being the densest metal next to pla-

tina, and perhaps because the colour of solar light
has a slightly yellowish tinge, does also reflect

light very copiously. Hence speculums made of
leaf-gold have been found to be very powerful.
Iron or steel reflects much less light than any of
the above-mentioned metals, although Mr. Mac-
quer has considered it as capable of a great reflec-

tive power. Platina is generally in so small grains,
that its reflective power cannot easily be deter-

mined. The precise degrees of that power which
ought to be assigned to each of the above-mentioned
metals, cannot without accurate experiments be
ascertained. Perhaps, however, their reflective

powers will be found to be more nearly in the fol-

lowing order, than in that above-mentioned from
Mr. Macquer. Silver, quicksilver, copper, tin,

gold, iron, and lead.

Ductility.—Gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, lead.
The ductility of mercury and that of platina, are
not yet determined.!

Hardness.—Iron, platina, copper, silver, gold,
tin, and lead.

Tenacity. By tenacity we understand the force

with which the integrant parts of metal resist their

separation. This force appears to be in a compound
ratio of their ductilty and hardness. The compa-
rative tenacity of metals is measured by the weight
which wires of the same diameter, made of the
several metals, can sustain without breaking. Gold
is the most tenacious ; then iron, copper, silver, tin

and lead. The tenacity of mercury is unknown :

that of platina is not yet determined, but is proba-
bly more considerable.

Fusibility.—Mercury, tin, lead, silver, gold, cop-'

per, iron, and lastly platina, which cannot be fused

by the greatest fire of our furnaces, but only by the

solar focus, or by a fire excited by dephlogisticated

air.

The substances found naturally combined with

metals in the earth, are, particularly sulphur and
arsenic, sometimes separately, but generally con-

jointly. Metals combined with these substances

are called metals mineralised by sulphur, or by ar-

senic, or by sulphur and arsenic; and these matters

are called mineralised substances.

Besides the sulphur and arsensic with which me"
tals are strictly combined in the mineral state, they
are also intimately combined with earthy substances
of different natures, and more or less divided.

The different matters united closely together
form masses which are compact, heavy, brittle, and
frequently possessed of much metallic lustre.

These substances are properly called ores, or the
matter of mines.

These ores are found in earths and stones of dif-

ferent kinds, as sands, flints, chrystals, slates, in-

durated clays, according to the ground in which
they are contained. But two kinds of stones in

particular seem to accompany ores; and have there-

fore been considered by several mineralogists as

matrixes in which metals are formed. One of these

is a kind of chrystal, generally white, milky, and
semi-opaque, striking fire with steel, and of the

class of vitrifiable earths. It is called quartz.

The other stone is less hard, which does not strike

fire with steel, and is sometimes milky like quartz;

sometimes transparent and of different colours,

consisting of rhomboidal chrystals, which are com-

posed of plates and faces. This stone becomes

more soft and friable by being exposed to fire. It

is called spar. Spar is more like gypseous stones

than to any other, but it differs from gypseous

stones in possessing a much greater density. Some
spars are so heavy, that they exceed in this respect

all other stones.

These earthy and stony substances form the ma
trix of the ore. Metals and metalliferous ores are

found in various places. Underwater; in beds

of rivers, lakes and seas, and chiefly at the flex

tures of these ; such are the auriferous and ferru'

gineous sands, grains of native gold, ochres, and

fragments of ores washed from mines. Dissolved

in water : such are the vitriolic waters contaning

iron, copper, or zinc.

Upon the surface of the earth. Such are many
ochres; metalliferous stones, sands, and clays, and

lumps of ores. In the northern part of Asia ores

are almost always found upon or near the surface

of the ground. Under the surface of the earth.

When the quantity of these collected in one place

is considerable, is is called a mine. Subterranean

metals and ores are differently disposed in different

places. Some are infixed in stones and earths,

forming nodules or spots diversely coloured.

Some are equably and uniformly diffused

through the substances of earth and stones, to

which they give colour, density, and other proper'

ties. Such are the greatest part of those earths,

stones, sands, clays, chrystals, flints, gems, and

floors, which are coloured. Some form strata in
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mountains. Such are the slates containing pyrites,

copper.ore, lead-ore, silver-ore, or blend. These

lie in the same direction as the strata of stones be-

twixt which they are placed ; but they differ from

the ordinary strata in this circumstance, that the

thickness of different parts of the same metalli-

ferous stratum is often very various ; whereas the

thickness of the stony strata is known to be gene-

rally very uniform

.

Fragments of ores are frequeutly found accu-

mulated in large subterranean cavities, in fissures

of mountains, or interposed betwixt the strata of

[the earth. These are loose, unconnected, fre-

quently involved in clay, and not accreted to the

'contiguous rocks or strata immediately, nor by

intervention of spar or quartz, as the ores found in

I

veins are. Tin and iron mines are frequently of

jthe land here described.

j

Large entire masses of ores are sometimes found

in the stony strata of mountains. These are

improperly called cumulated veins, because their

length, relatively to their breadth and depth, is

not considerable.

j

Some instances are mentioned of entire moun-

tains consisting of ore. Such is the mountain

Taberg in Smoland ; and such are the mountains

of Kerunavara and Luosavara in Lapland, the

former of which is 1,400 perches long and 100

perches broad. These mountains consist of iron-
1

ore.

Lastly, and chiefly, metals and ores are found in

oblong tracts, forming masses called veins, which

lie in the stony strata composing mountains.

Lord Rosse's Soiree.-^-The new President of the

Royal Society, the Earl of Rosse, gave his first

conversazione on Saturday evening last, which was
attended by a large number of persons. The Pre-
sident having no house in town, it was held in the

.suite of rooms occupied by the Royal Society and
the Society of Antiquaries, in Somerset House.
This change, from the private residence of the late

'President, Lord Northampton, is not by any
means an improvement: it gives the entertain-

ment the character simply of some special meeting
of the society itself, and takes away the charm of a
private reception. This feeling was increased by
the circumstance that Prince Albert, who was pre-
sent, came early, and being necessarily attended

;
round the rooms by the noble host, the latter could
not personally receive his guests, so that it became

I

simply a public assembly where a number of cele-

brities might be met. Amongst the many interest-

ing objects in the rooms were models of the Presi-

dent's colossal telescopes, a clever machine for

cutting ship-timber, Mr. Whishaw's telegraphic

arrangement for obtaining uniformity of time, a
number of the best Daguerreotypes we have yet

I

seen, and some of Mr. Rogers's most recent
i carvings. There was also an extraordinary and
beautiful tryptych, attributed to Lucas de Cranach.

New Photographic Process.—It was announ-

ced many months since that M. Edmond Becquerel

had discovered a process by which he was enabled

to make photographic copies of colored objects

with distinct impressions of the colours on the

body so copied. The Comptes Rendus contains the

report of M, M. Biot, Chevreul, and Regnault on
M. Becquerel's memoir. The ordinary silver

plate, well polished with English rouge or tripoli,

is connected with the positive pole of a Eunsen's

battery of two series, and then plunged into a large

vessel containing 610 cubic inches of muriatic acid

diluted with an equal quantity of water. In the

same fluid is placed a thin plate of platina, whichj

communicates with negative pole of the battery.

This plate is brought very rapidly a short distancei

from and parallel to the other. Under these coii-j

ditions the plate assumes sucessively the colours of

thin films : at first a grey, then a yellow and a vio-

let tint, which passes soon to a blue and to a green,

becomes afterwards alight grey, then rose coloured

then violet, and at last blue. The operation must
be stopped as soon as a lilac tint appears ; the plate!

withdrawn rapidly from the bath, plunged into dis-

tilled water, and being placed in an inclined posi-

tion, dried over a spirit lamp. The plates thus'

prepared may be preserved in the dark for a long

time ; and before they are usedit is recommended I

to rub the surface with a little cotton, which ren-

ders it more brilliant and the colours formed underj

the influence of the spectral rays more lively. In
diffused light the surface of chloride of silver thus

prepared becomes grey; but if we project upon it

a very concentrated prismatic spectrum it re-

ceives at different rates impressions from all the vi-

sible luminous rays below the red, and beyoud thej

violet. By warming the prepared plate some
curious changes are produced ; and if warmed on
a stove to about 212 deg. Fahr., M. Becquerel states

that the best condition for imprinting the spectral

colours is brought about. The photo-chromatic

images of M. Becquprel may be preserved for a

considerable time in the dark; but as yet no means
have been discovered by which they can be ren

dered permanent against the continued action of

light.

Society of Antiquaries, April 19.—H. Hallam,
Esq., V.P., in the chair. The Rev. W. H. Jones
was elected. The most remarkable of the exhi-

bitions were a gold necklace discovered in Etruria,

and some drawings of the Roman antiquities

recently dug up near Colchester, on the estate of

Mr. Taylor. The drawings were made by Mr,
Penrice, and gave a distinct and accurate notion of

the originals, being of the same dimensions. There
were about a dozen; and they were the more
satisfactory, inasmuch as they showed precisely

the situations in, and the accompaniments with,

which the originals were found. The drawings

were accompanied by an explanatory letter by Mr.
C. R. Smith, giving all the necessary information.

The reading of the evening was confined to the

conclusion of Mr. Bruce's historical paper " On the

Gowry Conspiracy;" which contains much new
information on that remarkable event.

We last week mentio ned a rumour that the Stowe
manuscripts were about to be disposed of to a
private purchaser. We are now informed that

they have been bought by Lord Ashburnham, for

the sum of £8,000.

—

Athenaeum.
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^erms tiseti m Architectural mti

Interior Bccoration, ^c.

Machicolations. Projections over the gates of

castles, so constructed as to admit of naelted lead,

stones, and other missiles being poured down on

the heads of the besiegers. They are supported by

brackets inserted in the masonry of the walls.

—

They were not always projecting works, but some-

times consisted of rows of square holes in the

vaultiug of portals for the same use. As castel-

lated edifices became more magnificent, these be-

came ornamental works over the principal gates.

Sculpture, however rude, was admitted at an early

period, either over the machicolation of the gates,

or in the grotesque figures used as water-spouts.

Metope. The space between the triglyphs of

the Doric frieze. They were sometimes adorned

with carved work, as the heads of oxen, vessels,

and other articles used in sacrifices.

M.iSTic. A resin produced by making incisions

in the Pistacia Lentiseus, a tree cultivated in the

Levant, and chiefly in the island of Chios. It

comes to us in yellow, brittle, transparent rounded

tears, which soften between the teeth, with a bit-

terish taste and aromatic smell. Its solution in

spirit of wine constitutes good varnish ; it dissolves

also in oil of turpentine.

Minaret. A circular turret rising by different

stages or divisions, each of which has a balcony.

They are very common in the east. The first mi-

naret was erected at Damascus, contiguous to the

church of St. John the Baptist.

Mezzanino. a low story between two floors.

Meta. The mark or goal in the Roman circus,

where the chariots run to.

Metoche. The intervals between two denticuli

in the Ionic entablature.

Milliare. The stone or column placed by the

Romans in their public roads, to mark the dis

tances from one mile to another, and also from

Rome. Hence we often find in Roman writers such

expressions as tertio ab urbe lapide, ad quartum

lapidem, Sec. to mark the distance of three or four

miles from Rome.

Minion. An ore of iron uSed in mortar ; with

lime and sand, it forms a water cement.

MoNOLiTHAt. Works constructed out of one

stone. M. Denon has given representations of se-

veral subterraneous stru<rtures worked in single

rocks, with sundry little monolithal temples.

Monopodium. a table with one leg.

Moor-stone. A kind of granite found in Corn

wall, and some other parts of England, and of

great value for the coarser parts of buildings. Its

colours are chiefly black and white, and it is very

coarse. It is found in some parts of Ireland.

Monkey. A name given to a block of iron with

a catch, used in gins for driving piles.

House- Painters' Brushes.'—-Mr. Nash, a manu-
facturer, has registered a supposed improvement in

paiuters' brushes : it consists in the use of a metal
binding, of a circular form, flattened into a aome-
what oval shape at the upper part of the brush near
the flags of the bristles, with a view to cause the

top of the brush to be flattened at the back and
front of the same, in order to afford better surfaces

for use. The asserted advantages of this arrange-

ment are, that by the substitution of the metallic

binding for strings jwouud round the flags of the

bristles—as now in common use—or of wire, the

brushes are not so liable to come to pieces or allow

loose hairs to come out. Whether or not the in-

creased strain on the workman's wrist, slight

though the extra weight may be, will be found
disadvantageous, remains to be seen.
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Soci^fg of 96citts|i artists, SuSolIt^

street.

It does seem to us more than passing strange,

that when the present Society, and the tottering

old Royal Academy, are beating about in every

quarter for a quotation to append to their cata-

logue, they never thought of the old one of " A rs

Tonga vita hrevis est" (they need not inflict the

original Greek of Hippocrates upon their visitors).

It would save a world of criticism, and put the

question in the right point of view, by reminding

us that we are always reaching excellence, and yet

life stops ere it is attained ; so it is, from year to

year, we find some artist fast approaching excel-

jlence, when suddenly he disappears, and the same

'course has to be run again. In the present Society,

! there is so much fresh blood infused into it, that

ithe aphorism applies less to it than to the Royal

;
Academy; for the British artists certainly do

advance, whilst it is but too palpable that the

Royal Academy has long been retrograding, and,

jlike other elderly gentlewomen, her fade airs and

graces only remind us of times bygone, when

there were men amongst them who somewhat

approached excellence. The number of pictures in

the present exhibition is 635, of which 497 are oil

paintings, and the remainder water-colour; and in

looking round the rooms we feel that the exhi-

bition is fully equal to those of previous years

;

there are several really excellent pictures, with a

vast many that are but mediocre, and savour of

the manufacture of the Art-Union standard, where

showy colouring, a catching subject, and but little

finish, are the chief characteristics, and which are

suited to the bulk of small prizes of the Art-

Unions. This may not advance art; but artists

must live ; and if the Art-Unions are their best

customers, it is but the old story, that " those who

live to please must please to live." Hurlstohe has

nine pictures, which run more than is customary

with him in portraiture , they, generally speaking,

evince his vigorous and efi"ective style, though the

first that attracts attention, No. 46, Children of

George Qibson, Esq., is not one of his best pro-

ductions : it has a muddy tone ; and, more than

that, the very canvas seems as if it were spotted

from some exposure to the weather.—No. 60,

Waitingfor a Contingent Reversion, is, however,

in the artist's best style; the boy gnawing the

bone, and the dog, with watchful attention, look-

ing for the reversion, are excellent.—Herring has

risen " like a giant refreshed," after his last year's

absence, and sends this time eight pictures, some

of which are amongst his best productions.—

23, Nanny, is a charming picture,—99, Winter, is

also a highly finished and clever painting.—148,

Market Gardeners, is a very large and elaborate

picture, and is finished with great care : the

horses in the foreground are full of life and

strongly marked character ; whilst the whole

working up, even to the vegetables lying on the

ground, and the whole of the scene, is most artistic.

—Pyne has some of his vivid and graphic land-

scape scenery, but scarcely so elaborate as usual.

—

47, Wreck Ashore, is an efilective picture, and

shows how much can be done with a few judicious

touches, and very little finish ; still it is a really

clever picture.—91, An Italian Pass, is so full of

atmosphere that we are almost lost in a chaos of

mountain heights.—233, Obericeisel, is, however, a

very charming picture, and quite in his best style.

—Clint has eight pictures; and 170, Sunset, is

clever, but of that wild character as to colouring

that evinces the peculiar feeling of artists for de-

picting hues such as nature does not reflect; vivid

and brilliant it certainly is, and striking as a

picture—but still it is not nature.—487, On the

Coast near Boulogne, is a picture of much merit,

and is painted with care. It is near the spot

where the Amphitrite was lost; and is one of the

artist's best pictures.

—

Burlington, on the Yorh
shire Coast, is also another clever painting.—

Allen has in his large picture, 207, The Borrow

dale Pass, one of the best works he has yet done

;

the sweep of valley is charmingly touched in, and

the mountain range, and all the accessories, are

artistic and highly effective.—Hassell, in 11, Stop-

ping to Bait, has a well-painted picture. The

atmospheric tone is excellent, and the whole pic-

ture is worked up with excellent effect—Tennant's

Scene in Jersey, 26, is an admirable landscape

—

the effect of the storm passing' away being very

good.—86, A View near St. Helen's, is also a

painting of much merit.—Anthony has several

pictures : 77, Thoughtful Hours, is a small pic-

ture, yet perhaps one of his most effective.— 185,

A Round Tower in Ireland, is a clever and

striking picture, and attracts much attention.

—

278, The Last Gleam ofDay, is one of those fan-

ciful pictures that may mean sunset or anything.

—Mountague has a charming picture, 137, A
Dutch Port, and it is surprising how much he has

made with very little apparent effort.—407 is also

another excellent picture of this artist's.—Woolmer
has several clever pictures.—Zeitter has some good

pictures, in which the Hungarian features are as

usual prominent, whether the subject be English

or not,—Boddington's 110 and 111, are certain,

from the quietude and beauty they display, to find

ready purchasers ; and Prentis, with his humorous
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pictures, especially 235, Second Thoughts—

a

widow bethinking herself of the fascination of a

second husband—is entitled to favourable notice.

We have also marked, as worthy attention, 67, A
Revel, by J. Hill.—94, First Love, by Clater, is a

good picture, so far as the woman is concerned ;

the man seems, however, but an insipid lover.

—

105, King John signing Magna Charta, by J. and

G. Foggo, is a good historical picture.—393, A
clever Cattle Piece, by Shayer.—464, Tlie Holy

Well of Brittany, by J. Jenkins, is one of the

best pictures in the room.—In the water-colour

room, 500 and 530, by J. Penley, are excellently

finished,—515, a humorous picture, by Mrs.

[Hurlstone, of a Child's First Use of the Easel;

I

and 587, Dead Game, by Mrs. Withers, are the

most prominent.—The sculpture portion may be

classed as nil.

M. O'Connor, of London. ^The restoration of

the west front of Gloucester Cathedral is about to

be resumed, it is said, with vigour. The new
dock at Gloucester was opened on the 18th ult.

The new basin nearly doubles the quayside accom-
modation, and there are two additional cranes, each

capable of lifting upwards of 20 tons. At present

the basin will be appropriated to the discharge of

cargoes sent by rail.

W^z fflfjtonotKpist.

Amongst the works now exhibiting at the Cos-

morama, in Regent-street, is a remarkably beauti-

ful model of Cologne Cathedral, with its spires

completed, and forest of 5,000 pinnacles. It is

the work of a German, Herr Charles Schropp, and

is formed in wood and iron coloured ; the niches

are filled with their statues, and the windows with

painted glass. It is 8 feet 8 inches in length, 4

feet wide, and 8 feet high, and was completed, the

modeller says, in eight years. It gives an admir-

lable idea of this wonderful structure, and deserves

a visit. It is stated that another new church is

'about to be built in Westminster, at the cost of the

Rev. W. H. E. Bentinck, one of the canons resi-

jdentiary of Westminster St. Jude's Church,

Bradford, is at present under repair and renewal.

The London and Brighton Railway Company

have made considerable reductions in the charge

for periodical tickets, with the view of encouraging

building, and extending facilities for suburban

residence in connection with the short stations

between London, Croydon, and Epsom. -The

daily papers report the death of Major Shadwell

Gierke—long the editor of the^ United Service

Journal :—and known amongst scientific men for

the active share which he took in the business of

the Geographical and Geological Societies, and in

that of the British Association. A return ob-

tained by Mr. Cocks, M.P., shows the duty paid on

bricks in the several excise collections of England

,in the year 1848 to have amounted to £448,310,

of which £10,386 were paid in the metropolis

alone, Another obituary window has been put

up in Chichester Cathedral. It is the work of Mr.

Co (illorresptintrenfs, ^c.

J. C.

—

We will procure you the Canterbury Arms.
T. J.

—

An oriel loindow is a projecting angular
xoindow, commonly of a triangular or penta-
gonalform, and divided by m.ullions and tran-
soms into bays and compartments. Thanksfor
the receipts sent,

J. C. M.—Not procurable.

Part 2, Price One Shilling, of The

SELF-INSTRUCTING ORNAMENTAL

WITH DIAGRAMS,
Was published on Tuesday, May the 1st.,—Part 1

contains several Diagrams,
Showing the position of the hand in describing the

primary ornamental curves, &c., and general

rules for Drawing Ornamental Foliage,

with a letter-press description.

To be continued monthly, in a neat wrapper.

Office, 17, Holywell-street, Strand.

Cl^e 5300^; of Ornamental anti 5Sarl8

3Snfllisf) .^Ipi^afifls.
Contents of Paet 4.

To be Published on Tuesday, May 1st, 1849.

Two Initial Letters of the Twelfth century, C. and
I., from the Record Office.

Two Initials of the Thirteenth century, F. and H.
Elizabethan Alphabet, (Capitals.)

A Centre-piece, and the Device of Richard Pynson,
supposed Assistant to Caxton, 1493—1531.

Alphabet, (Thirteenth century.)

To be continued monthly, price 6d..—Office, 17,

Holywell-street, Strand.

LAWS OF CEICKET,
,4* Revised by the Marylebone Club, 1849,

With Explanatory Remarks, by J. W. BurdeNj
Cricketing Reporter to " Bell's Life."

To which will be added

BY NED RUB.
Embellished with Four Engravings on Wood.

Published by Gibbs, 17, Holywell-st., Strand,and

to be had of all Booksellers and Dealers in Crick-

eting Materials in Town and Country, price Gd-

The Fourth Volume of

W^z Becorator'g assistant,
Is now ready^ price 6*.
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HERE is a difference of

opinion even amongst the friends of instruction,

as to the extent to which it is expedient to dis-

pense information ; but reason, as well as con-

stant experience teaches tliat no compromise

whatever should be made with ignorance ; the

unavoidable occupations of life, the negligence

of some, and the indocility of others, render it

quite "unnecessary to take any precautions for

preventing the mass of mankind from becoming

either too learned or too rational. All true

knowledge is good for all human beings; but

untrue or doubtful information, mstead of en-

lightening the mind, tends only to mystify it.

Knowledge is not only agreeable and beneficial

in itself to its possessor and those about him,

but it produces contingent advantages of in-

calculable magnitude. When men of only

ordinary education meet together, how many

bickerings and animosities arise from the mis-

information of individuals ! The same subject

which would be instantly dismissed with an

unanimous decision by an assembly of learned

men, would, amongst uninformed persons, cre-

ate as many conflicting opinions as the caprice

of unbridled fancy might happen to suggest.

Knowledge is the purest and greatest delight of

a rational being ; the surest bond of friendship,

and the firmest basis upon which the prosperity

of a nation can repose. Abundant and trium-

phant arguments might be adduced to prove

that great benefit must accrue to all classes of

society from an extensive system of practical

education in the art of ornamental designing.

Our opinion on the subject of instruction,

however'humble it may be, is unwavering and

uncompromising ; we desire to see the greatest

possible amount of information afforded to

every individual, without limit or condition.

If the master manufacturer depended upon

the workman for patterns, that circumstance

must necessarily increase the power as well as

the value of the journeyman; the highest de-

gree of instruction would not enable everyone

to excel where taste and invention are required,

but every man who chose to devote his spare

time to study, would have a fair chance of

raising himself above his less assiduous col-

leagues; and surely the education of our chil-

dren is not a consideration of so little im-

portance as to justify us in renouncing it upon

any slight grounds ?

If any one should doubt that the appropri-

ate education of children, according to their

destined vocations, assists them greatly in after

life, we point to the flourishing city of Geneva,

where the experiment has been long tried to

the full extent. Ample and various education

is there provided by the nation, and all classes

of citizens have an equal unalienable right to

participate in its benefit. Geneva is celebrated

for enamelllDg, chasing, engraving, and other

ornamental work ; and children who are in-

tended to be brought up to trades of this kind,

are accordingly instructed in the art of design
;

while others intended for trades connected with

mechanical science, are instructed in those

branches of the mathematics which are es-

sential to the proper understanding of the

action of machinery ; and every child is, as far

as can be foreseen, educated according to his

individual wants. It is to this system of good,

accessible, and almost unavoidable education,

that Geneva is chiefly indebted for the honour

of producing a greater number of distinguished

men than any other place containing the same

amount of population : very many of them

have sprung from the working classes, and all

(or nearly all) have been educated in the same

school with the children of magistrates, and

those of labourers. The infiuence of this sa-

lutary system of education upon trade and

labour, is equally notorious. Notwithstanding

the enormous duty imposed by our government

upon their produce, and its absolute prohi-
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bition in France, such has been (and is now
in some respects) the inimitable superiority of

their articles, that they have never ceased to

carry on a piosperous trade with both England

and France, in spite of the obstruction of the

one, and the veto of the other. The merchants

concerned in this trade, compelled by the in-

auspicious policy of France and England, or-

ganised an extensive and excellent system of

contraband trade, and raen of the highest re-

spectability in the commercial, as well as in

the ordinary meaning of the term, insured the

regular delivery of goods from one country to

the other for the charge of from five to six per

cent, upon the value which the merchant chose

to fix upon his goods. After twenty years'

experience of their inability to annihilate trade,

both France and England at last relaxed the

severity of their laws, and allowed the intro-

duction of merchandise into their respective

countries at a price which they thought would

entirely put down smuggling; they are, how-

ever, deceived, for experience has shown that

goods are safer in the hands of responsible

smugglers, than with irresponsible custom-

house officers, notwithstanding the occasional

depredations of the latter.

Wherever, there is a great demand for any

manufactured article, there must also be a

great demand for labour ; and when that is the

case, there must be some sad mismanagement

if labour is not adequately paid. The Geneva

workmen are, in general, so remunerated, that

they often make as good a figure in the world

as many little masters, and, possessing equal

education, they are of equal rank in public es-

timation, as well as in their private intercourse.

It would be a pleasing sight in London to see

masters and journeymen all indiscriminately

mingled, and co-operating for the general good

;

but, alas ! we are far, very far, from that de-

sirable state of things. Not only the journey-

men, but the masters also, are in want of in-

struction ; masters should be taught that they

form but one small link in the chain of com-

merce which connects the various deparments

of trade.

It is well for all men to treat each other with

becoming respect; but a rich man must be

infatuated indeed, if he thinks that the work-
man owes him any additional respect or gra-

titude [for his being rich. In conclusion we

hope our friends will make a step towards that

state of ample education, which not only en-

ables its possessor to obtain the material com-

forts of life, but promotes virtue and honour,

as certainly as ignorance and its frightful at-

tendant, poverty, engender misery, vice, and

imbecility.

^oltf mti 5ilber jFiUascce.

There is no manufacture in any part of the

world that has been more admired and cele-

brated than the line gold and silver fillagree of

Sumatra. What renders it a matter of great

curiosity is, the coarseness of the tools em
ployed in the workmanship, and which, in the

hands of an European would not be thought

sufficiently perfect for the most ordinary pur

poses. They are rudely and inartificially made

by the goldsmith (pandi) from any old iron he

can pickup. When you engage one of them

to execute a piece of work, his first request is

usually for a piece of iron hoop to make his

wire-drawing instrument. An old hammer-

head stuck in a block, serves as an anvil, and a

pair of compasses is often composed of two

old nails tied together at one end. The gold is

melted in a piece of earthen rice pot, or some-

times in a crucible of their own make of ordi-

nary clay. In general they use no bellows,

but blow the fire with their mouths through a

point of bamboo ; and if the quantity of metal

to be melted is considerable, three or four per-

sons sit round their furnace, which is an old

broken quallie or iron pot, and blow together.

At ;Padong alone, where the manufacture is

more considerable, they have adopted the Chinese

bellows. Their method of drawing the wire dif-

fers but little from that used by European work-

men. When drawn to a suffieient fineness, they

flatten it by beating it on their an^il, when flatten-

ed they give it a twist, like that in the whalebone

handle of a punch-ladle, by rubbing it on a block

of wood with a flat stick. After twisting, they

again beat it on the anvil, and by these means it

becomes flat wire with indented edges ; with a

pair of nippers they fold down the end of the wire

and thus form a leaf or element of a flower in their

work, which is cut off. The end is again folded

and cut off, till they have got a sufficient number

of leaves, which are laid on singly. Patterns of
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itlie flowers or foliage, in which there is not very

much variety, are prepared on paper of the size of

the gold plate on which the fillagree is to be laid.

According to this, they begin to dispose on the

plate the larger compartments of the foliage, for

which they use plain flat wire of a larger size, and

fill them up with the leaves before mentioned.

To fix the work, they employ a gelatinous sub-

stance, made of the red hot berry called bocca sa-

go, ground to a pulp on a rough stone. This pulp

they place on a young cocoa nut, about the size of

a walnut, the top and bottom being cut off. After

the leaves have been all placed in order, and stuck

on bit by bit, a solder is prepared of gold filings

and borax, moistened with water, which they strew

over the plate, and then putting in the fire for a

short time, the whole becomes united. This kind

of work on a gold plate they call corrong-papon.

When the work is open they call it corrong-troose.

In executing the latter the foliage is laid out on a

cord or soft kind of wood, and stuck on as before

described with the sago berry, and the finished

work being strev/ed over with their solder, is put

into the fire, when the cord or soft wood being

burnt away, the gold remains connected. If the

piece be large they solder it at several times. In

the manufacture of badjoo buttons they first make

the lower part flat, and having a mould formed of

a piece of buffalo horn indented to several sizes

each, like one half of a bullet mould, they lay

their work over one of these holes, and with a

punch, they press it into the form of a button.

After this they complete the upper part. When
the fillagree is finished they cleanse it by boiling it

in water with common salt and allum, or some-

times lime j uice, and in order to give it that fine

purple colour they call sapo, they boil it with water

and brimstone. The manner of making the little

balls with which their works are sometimes orna-

mented, is as follows:—They take a piece of char-

coal, and having cut it flat and smooth, they make

in it a small hole which they fill with gold dust,

and this melted in the fire, becomes a little ball.

They are very inexpert at finishing and polishing

the plain parts, hinges, screws, and the like, being

in this as much excelled by the European artists as

these fall short of them in the fineness and mi-

nuteness of the foliage.

The Chinese, also, make fillagree, mostly of sil-

ver, which looks elegant,|but wants the extraordi-

nary finish and pure delicacy of the Malay work,

and is also very inferior both in heauty and chaste-

ness of design, and general artistic conception.

—

In neither Malay or Chinese do we trace in even

the most elaborate of their works, a fitness in the

design to the purposes for which the article is in-

tended, now so desirable a point in our own Art-

manufactures, and to the advocacy of which we

have devoted a considerable portion of our space.

We can scarcely censure these semi-barbarians for

this defect, seeing that the same object has been so

long neglected by ourselves, who possess far more

means and appliances for the purpose than our

rude but ingenious competitors.

The price of the workmanship depends upon the

difficulty or uncommonness of the pattern ; in

some articles of usual demand, it does not exceed

one third the value of the gold; but in matters of

fancy, it is generally equal to it.

Monument to Mr. Peter Nicholson, Architect

at Carlisle.—In respect to the statue, or other

suitable and lasting memorial of this useful mem-
ber of our profession, which it is proposed to erect

in Carlisle, a correspondent, " Alpha," suggests

that the fact ought not to be lost sight of that he

died in very poor circumstances. It is to be hoped,

therefore, that while his talent is honoured his fa-

mily will not be neglected, otherwise a monument

to his memory would be but a sorry mockery of

the man.

The Tyne Glass Trade,—According to the Neio'

castle Guardian, is only now reaching the climax

of its decline. Out of the numerous firms for-

merly engaged ia the window glass trade, two only

remain, and these appear to be not only languid

but expiring also. Ridley and Co., a firm of a

century standing, have suspended their works, and

will probably not resume them again. Only two of

the flint-glass works remain. Various causes, none

of them our authority thinks sufficient, are alleged

for the depressure of this trade,

YorTtshire Architectural Society.—At the meet

ing of this Society, the Hon.andEev. P. Y. Savile,

rector of Methley, gave notice, that at the next

meeting he should ask for a grant of lOZ. for the

restoration of a fine oak roof, which he had dis-

covered during certain repairs in his church, con-

cealed above a fiat plaster ceiling, and he also par

ticularly invited the attention of the members to

the peculiar features of the building. It was ac-

cordingly resolved that a special meeting of the

society should be called at Methley early in May,

for the purpose of examining the church. A paper

was read by Mr. W. H. Dykes, architect of York,

"On the form and management of Churches,"

giving some account of the various types of

churches which had been common in different ages,

through the Christian world, and showing that,

nevertheless, they had all agreed in certain peculiar

features, and especially in their having had a dis-

tinct chancel, separated by screens from the body
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®n wmaUx^tQlmx^ for Sllummatmg

Of Yellows.

{Continued fro7n page 13.)

Put a pint of the same lixivium to the berries,

and boil them till the liquor is as deep-coloured as

gall-stone, and this will be fit for the shade of any
sort of yellows you can use. This may be boiled

till it produces a brown colour, and will, with a
little ox~gall, serve to shade any leaf-gold that is

laid on paper, and is much preferable to gall-stone

in imitating any gold colour; and it answers well

upon a tincture of gambouge, or any of the former
yellows.

Next to this may be reckoned the tincture of saf-

fron in common water only, which affords a bright
reddish yellow, such as would be required for an
orange -colour, in covering the shadowed parts of a
print

;
and when saffron is infused in rectified spirit

of wine, there is nothing higher; but then it will
fly, unless it be loaded with gum-arabic.

As for deep yellow, with a body, Dutch pink
comes the nearest of any to the forementioned
strong yellow made of French berries in point of

colour: but the English pink which is still made o^

French berries, is of a lighter yellow.

Also a good yellow colour for illuminating prints

may be extracted from the roots of ginger ; and

with transparent verdigris it makes a fine green.

It is to be observed, that the English and Dutch

yellow pinks are made with French berries ground

to a fine powder and boiled.

Op Orange Colour.

An orange-colour for washing prints is made by
laying on a teint of gambouge; and over that some

minium or red lead washed, and rendered fine and

fit for use : it not being fine enough to paint with,

as it is bought at the shops ; and besides, it will

change, or turn black in a few weeks, if it be not

refined ; but being well prepared, it will be very

lasting and beautiful. But this you must take no-

tice of, that an ounce will not produce above 20

grains of a good colour to stand the test.of painters.

This colour may be mixed with gambouge upon a

white Dutch tile, to render it of the teint you
would have it, either softer or stronger ; or else the

gambouge may be glazed over, and strengthened

with the tincture of saffron, which will make it

glare into a strong orange,

Of Minium the brightest Red Lead; the
Manner of preparing it.

The minium or red lead is as heavy and strong

a colour as most we have ; and prepared, is the

most beautiful one, when it is well washed and
cleansed of its more weighty parts, which causes it

to turn black.

Put four ounces of it into a quart of rain water;

then stirring it, pour off the water immediatly, and
let it settle to the bottom of every cup or glass you
pour it into ; then pouring off that water, in a days

time you will have colour dry, and as fine as can

be desired. Afterwards put a little gum-arabic in-

to each glass or cup, and as much water as will

moisten each of them.

Any of these may be afterwards used with gum-
arabic; but if the gum you put in it at first make
it strong enough to glaze it, then you need only to

add to it common water : and according as your

colour is more or less gummed, use more or 1

gum-water; for it is of itself a dead colour. When
you use this colour, touch it very gently on the

yellow above mentioned that is made of the yellow

berries, into the light side ; and if it wants a shade,

you may put a little vermillion upon it ; but ver-

million is too heavy to paint with, when you illu-

minate your prints, because it hides the shades of

the engraving, though sometimes they had better

be hidden than appear. Some generally shade

this minium with carmiue, which gives it a fine

effect, and renders it equal to the brightest red

flower that is to be seen ; leaving still the lights

uncoloured, only dashing a litte way into the lights

with the minium.

When the carmine has shaded the minium, it

may be shaded again with lake in the stronger

part, to bring it to a deeper red.

Op Other Reds.

Scarlet red may be represented on a plane with

minium a little mixed with vermillion ; but if you

have occasion to paint a £ower of a scarlet colour

on a print, let your lights as well as shades be co-

vered very thin with minium ; and the shaded parts

glazed with carmine, which will produce an admi-

rable scarlet, such as is seen in the flower scarlet

martagon.

Crimson red is represented with carmine ; but it

is necessary that the buyer be informed, that there

are several sorts of it , some darker, and some

much coarser than others : therefore it should never

be bought by candle-light, unless of such as a per-

son can confide in : for between the best and the

worst there is ten shillings an ounce difference

:

nay, indeed all the money that an ounce will cost,

because bad carmine will but spoil the work.
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{Continued from page 249, Vol, IV,)

ViTRUvius had given directions for observing

the different ' styles' or dispositions of columns, as

li diameters apart for the pycnostyle, and so on.

These directions were very important ; but there

was another practical point to be considered along

with this—viz., varieties of height, according to

the character of the building, whether tall or short.

Now, this had never been sufficiently well attended

to, for the commentators had drawn their illustra-

tions to all scales, or according ito the size of the

paper. To render this as clear as requisite, the dif-

ferent 'styles' should have been drawn to the same

scale- Taking the pycnostyle arseostyle as the two

extremes, it would then be apparent there were cer-

tain characters ; as in the latter instance, the low

and compressed, and in the former, the tall—the

other 'styles' ranging between these extremes.

Each of these distinct orders of disposition, no

doubt, had its appropriate application. Now, in-

stead of observing such a system as that here sha-

dowed forth, each of us had a type by which we

measured all things. One artist invariably made

his figures tall, another short—but this was not

natnre. An architect wanting a door, would go to

an example, or to Sir William Chambers, and,

without reflecting, would apply any proportion or

size of aperture indifferently to a broad or tall

disposition of columns. The professor shewed that

the arseostyle to the door should be large in pro-

portion to the order ; whilst in the pycnostyle, the

opposite method should be practised; and so, he

said, every aperture, and indeed stone, should have

a general harmony with the design and character

of the particular building. But, in opposition to

this, one master was for the broad, another for the

narrow guage.

The professor vindicated the authorty of Vitru-

vius from the aspersions cast upon it, through igno-

rance of its true value, as shewn in several in-

stances by modern writers, who were certainly not

artists. He quoted lines from the Iliad, in which

Helen describes the figures of Agamemnon,

Ulysses, and Ajax, and said that these were no

doubt designed by the poet to express what we

found in the works of Albert Durer, Titian, and

sometimes Raffaelle, viz., character. Each of the

characters we might affect had its own proper mo-

dulus or type, and by applying each in its place,

we obtained that contrast and beauty which was

the charm of architecture. He instanced the

guard house at Cologne, by Schinkel, as admirably

suited to its position. He also mentioned Notting-

ham Castle, said to be the work of Inigo Jones,

which contained some singularities, but had an ad-

mirable effect at a distance. Another building was

the Loggia of the merchants, at Venice, by Sanso-

vino. It was only 30 feet high, and in any case, to

give dignity to a building which was at the foot of

a tower 300 feet in height, was not easy. The pro-

fessor pointed ont how this was effected, and said

that the result was a compressed character, which

was in complete contrast with the tower above.

Other occasions, had shown howhe could feel like

an artist, when he had opposite circumstances to

deal with, when he adopted the tall character :
his

art was not that of a bigot 3 he suited the character

to the place. In giving examples of successful at-

tention to these principles, the church of St. Paul,

Covent Garden, could not be forgotten, as an in-

stance of the fine effect of the low broad character.

It would be recollected, the professor said, in

considering subjects of this kind with the aid of

books, that illustrations were not drawn to the same

scale. He said that considerations of this sort

were much neglected in buildings. Tor example,

we found the eustyle iu relief, which made all the

difference, and windows imprisoned as it were

between the columns. He instanced the front of

Lord Spencer's house, in the Green Park, as an

example of the successful treatment of au engaged

order with windows, the columns being there

placed diastyle, and consequently there was com

plete space for the windows, and all dressings. In

our copies of Greek temples on the contrary, we

had generally fallen into the error which the archi-

tect of that beautiful buiding had avoided. We

had, indeed, been Greek mad, but not from too

much learning, but from too little. We believed

that, some day, a type of proportion would be dis-

covered, applicable to every kind of building

Wren had an eye to this. The interior of St.

James's Church, Piccadilly, had a^ certain propor

tion of height, and magnitude was gained by that

proportion. He instanced Sir Robert Taylor's

garden-front of the Bank, as an instance of suc-

cessful proportion. Sanmichele was a great mas

ter in this; his gate in front of the Lido had a rus

ticated Doric order, managed with the hand of a

giant. In civic buildings he said, where frequent

piers could not be avoided, character might be given

by decorating the alternate windows.

The principle of a certain modulus of proportion,

applied to interiors. St. Peter's at Rome, ought to

have had the bridge-like expanse, rather than, with

a more vast dimension, the ordinary proportion of
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a church. In Mediaeval architecture; height was

governed by the point of an equilateral triangle,

and Wren, was so true a mason, that he followed

the same method. He concluded by remarking,
that although there were many things which could

hardly be taught, it behoves us still to reflect, and
acquire all the skill which we could possess, by
learning on every side, in preference to depending

upon the inspiration of genius.

Nebule. In Saxon and Norman architecture,
a zig-zag moulding without angles.

Nobbed Moulding. A moulding used in

Saxon architecture.

an Itlustratct! ©lossai-fi at ^tci^nml

Cecms u^tXi m MxcfjiUttuxal anti

interior Becoratton, ^c.

Nails. Small spikes of metal to fasten parts

together. Sir W. Gell has given figures of the

round-headed bronze-headed nails, which he found

in the treasury of Atreus, at Mycence, which were

made of copper and tin, in a proportion of 88 to

12. Bronze nails were used, according to Winkel-

mann, in the bronze doors at Herculaneum. The
heads of those in the doors of the Pantheon, are

five inches in diameter. The head of a bronze

nail in the cabinet of the Roman college has nearly

the figure of a parasol, or mushroom. The length

of the square tail of the nail is engraved with many
characters.

Naked. A terra applied in architecture either

to'a column or a wall, to denote the face or plain

surface from which the projections rise.

Nags. The enclosed apartment of an ancient

temple, before which stood the pronaos, and behind

it the posticum.

Natural Beds. The surfaces of a stone from

which the laminse were separated.

Nave, The middle part of a church. Naves cf

churches extend from the west end of the choir or

chancel. In great churches they contain numerous

small altars placed between or against the columns.

The top of the middle aisle, with windows above

the arches, is called the clere-story. Some have

compared the form of the Christian chnrches with

nave and aisles to the bypsethral temples of the

ancients, in the cella of which a row of columns

down each side separated the sides from the centre.

The Egyptian temples of Hermontss and Ybsambul

are separated by two rows of piers or pillars, into

three alleys. A similar disposition was observed

in ihe Roman Basilicse. In English churches the

nave belongs to the parishioners, whose business it

is to keep it in repair.

Nail-headed Moulding.

chitecture.

Used in Saxon ar-

O o O O O o

O O O O o

o o o o o o

Neck. The space between the cannelures and

annulets of the Doric capital, in Grecian examples ;

and in Roman, that between the astragal and the

annulet. It is seldom found in the Ionic, but it

occurs in the capitals of the temples of Erechtheus

and Minerva Polias, at Athens. (See page 125,—

Vol. 2.)

Neck-mould. In Gothic architecture, the

moulding which separates the capital from the

shaft, or that under the finial of a pinnacle or ca-

nopy. (See Finial, page 25, Vol. 3.)

Nekves. The mouldings of the ribs of Gothic

groins.

Nessotrophium. a place in the Roman vil-

las for breeding ducks.

Net, or Rete. The covering of a geometric

solid.

Net Measure. A term used when no allow-

ance is made for finishing, in buildings, or for

waste of materials.

Newel. The upright cylinder or pillar, around

which winding stairs turn, thence called newel

stairs.

Normal Line. A line which intersects anp.

ther at right angles.
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Bttotati^it art

IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEM IN STTLE, AND OF

TASTE AND SUBORDINATION IN ORNAMENT.

(Concluded from page 12

J

But all these were nothing compared with the

myriads of works, pictures, and statues which were

collected together in the public buildings of Kome.

Cassiodorus says that Rome was one vast wonder,

a statement we can well understand, if we are to

judge from the temporary theatre constructed by

Scaurus in honour of his sedileship, which he de-

corated with 3,000 bronze statues.

Considering this unparalleled wealth, then, in

works of fine art, it is quite consistent that the

Romans should endeavour to decorate their build

ings in a style of commensurate splendour and

profusion, and thus we find that the most fiorid ex-

amples of purely Greek ornament are plain when

compared with the Roman treatment of the same

forms, although it is very probable that Greek

artists were employed to execute their elaborate

^

designs.

By help of numerous illustrations the lecturer

then proceeded to contrasc the Greek and Roman
orders, and to trace their variations, enrichments,

transformations, complications, and confusions

during their 'decline and fall.' Examples of an-

cient ornamental art in the forms of armour, hel-

mets, shields, &c., and of sculpture, candelaba,

and other designs, were also referred to and des-

cribed, with various preposterous combinations and

fanciful decorations deprecated by Roman writers

themselves as illustrations of a beautiful system of

ornament run mad—a bed of flowers overrun with

weeds. The barbarous forms and colours of spe-

cimens of stucco-work and other decorative de-

tails from Pompeii were exhibited in justification

of such complaints. That even Pompeii, however,

a small provincial town, exhibited occasional traces

of a magnificent system of decoration, was freely

admitted.

Having passed in review every element of clas-

sical ornamental art, continued the lecturer, or at

least, every element of importance, we will now
briefly consider what is the exact object of this

historical investigation. This is the view with

which we study the history of art—to discriminate

and to individualise the styles of the various

epochs, and by thus developing distinct characters,

to multiply to an equal extent our means of view-

ing nature, and our powers consequently of repre-

,

sentation. The real object of historical knowledge

is not the mere copying what has been done before,'

.but the acquisition of a power which not only,

supersedes all copying, but which alone will en-

sure the production of that variety of ornamental

design which the simplest theory must make ma-

nifest, is the ostensible eiTort of every designer.

A knowledge of "the various styles not only gives

a very great comipand over the elements of orna-

mental art, bnt will enable you to view what comes

under your own observation in several distinct-

lights. For instance, take a walk in one of ouri

fields some summer's day, and 'make a series of;

different designs out ot what you find there—say

a blade of grass or a dock-leaf, butter-cups and

dasies, an ear of wheat and a poppy or any other

simple plant. First throw them together in your

own way, and as you would do if you had no

knowledge of ornamenfal design. Then, for ex-'

ample, consider how an Egyptian would have

treated these things, and arrange them into a frieze

ornament, such as we have manv examples of in

the temples of Egypt. Then make an attempt at

the Doric, and do not forget the anthemion ; from

that age pass to the Alexandrian, producing a more

expansive and rich arrangement, bearing in mind

the acanthus; and finally, try the Roman, in which

you may put all the gorgeous exuberance of dis-

play of which your materials are capable, not for-

getting the scroll, and that in both the Alexandrian

and Roman styles fabulous animals are admissible

This is only one of a thousand useful experiments

or exercises that your historical knowledge will

enable you to make in the arrangement of new
materials in established forms ; and it is a field of

enterprise that, without historical knowledge,

would be wholly closed to you. I may observe

that you will ensure a much greater variety by dis-

posing the same materials in different forms than

by arranging different materials in the same forms.

By following out this system with a thorough

knowledge of ornament, you cannot fail to produce

variety and beauty at once—the end of all these

studies, and the object of every ornamentist, what-

ever may be the ultimate destin§ition of his design.

New Royal Mausoleum.—Her Majesty the
Queen having purchased a large space of ground in
the Kensall-green Cemetery, has ordered to be
constructed, for the Royai Family, an elegant mau-
soleum, to which will be removed the remains of
her late Royal Highness the Princess Sophia, now
deposited in the Company's catacombs. The site

which was selected by His Royal Highness Prince
Albert, is in conspicuous part of the Cemetery, op-
posite the monument of his late Royal Highness
ths Duke of Sussex.
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<K-fit (Elironotgpist.

The National Assembly of France has deter-

mined that the annual exhibition of the modern

productions of art shall take place in the ci-devant

palace of the Tuileries, now named the 'Palais Na-

tional.' It will not open before the 15th of June.

The Exposition of Industrial Art will open June 1.

The wing of the Louvre called the gallery of

Appollois undergoing extensive repair, and a great

number of workmen are employed in it. The tim-

hers of the roof were found so much decayed that

entire reconstruction became necessary. Visitors

to Paris before the Revolution of February may
recollect the statue of the unfortunate son of

Louis Philipe, the Duke of Orleans, adorning the

centre of the Conrt of the Louvre. This has been

removed, as offensive to republican notions, and

preparations are making to transport the fountain

of the Marobe des Innocens' to replace the statue,

which is, for the pi'eseyit, condemned to oblivion.

-A special exhibition of machinery, frames,

looms, and implements of trade (of Belgian or fo-

reign make) employed in the manufacture of yarns

and tissues of all sorts, is to be opened at Ghent

(on the occasion of the exhibition of the produce of

Flanders) in the month of July. Special rewards,

consisting of commemorative medals, of gold,

silver, and bronze, will be awarded to such exhibi-

tors as shall appear to merit such a distinction.

^-^.c-r^Au interesting discovery is reported to have

been made in the Archives of the North by M. de

Laborde. He has found, it is said, in the registers

of the Dukes of Burgundy, very curious details

relating to the early efforts in Art of John Van

iEyck,—as well as to his works in general and to his

death.——We are glad to find Prince Albert

amongst the patrons of Dr, Bialloblotzky's adven-

turous Expedition in search of the sources of the

Nile. The Prince has subscribed a sum of lOZ. to-

wards the expenses of the undertaking.- A joint

meeting of the Northamptonshire Architectural

Society and the Bedfordshire Architectural Society

is appointed to take place at Higham Ferrers, on

Tuesday, the 8th. The Marquis of Northampton

will preside, and an excursion is proposed to some

neighbouring churches on the following day.

In the Iron trade the present prices of wrought and

pig-iron are pretty well sustained, though we fear

very little of the former has realised the nominal

price of 11. 10s. per ton. ^The Paris papers an-

nounce the death of M. de Genoude, the well known

editor in chief of the Gazette de France. The

American papers report the death at New York of

Mr. Daniel Appleton, one of the leading publishers

of that country—and the testimonies of respect

offered to his memory. A meeting of the principal

publishers and booksellers from various states of.

the Union have put on record their sense of his

character and of the services long rendered by him
to literature. The feeling of regret which is ex

pressed that the Stowe MSS. are not destined to

enrich the national collection in the British Mu
seum, is diminished by the consideration that since

they loere to become once more the property of an

individual. Lord Ashburnham has become their

owner. The character of that noble collector gives

assurance that highly as he may prize his newly

acquired treasures they will not be destined to re-

turn to the sort of jealous seclusion in which they

were kept at Stowe.

Co ©orrespontrmts, $^c.

J. L., From the first.

—

You can have the lohole oj

the numbers of the Decorator's Assistant, ex-

cept No. 9, ichich is reprinting. Your Book-
seller is deceiving you. If you think proper to

send us Postage stamps, together loith the

amount of postagefor the numiers you require,

they can beforioarded to you by return oJ- post.

There is no cheap work of the class you require.

W. J.

—

May crystallize glass icindoios with a
hot solution of Epsom salts, or still better with
sal ammoniac. Wet theglass lolth this solution,

and lay it on equally tcith a soft brush; the

moisture will almost instantly be evaporated,

and the salt loill be deposited on the glass in a
beautiful radiatedform.

H. B.

—

Tracing paper may he made by rubbing

common tissue paper with poppy oil or Canada
balsam; which, ichen dry, being laid over a
drawing, it ajjpears through the transparent

paper, consequently can be copied.

Enquirer, Leeds.

—

In order to render gold mal-

leable, it is alloyed in various proportions with
silver or copper, the amount varying loith the

object for lohich it is required, and also with

"practice of various artizans.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 2, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale.—The Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, VriceM. Parts 1, to 4, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Bui-den, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at 1 Od. each.

Part 25 is now ready, price \0d.
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©n tSe €ultibation of EmU in ti)e

T the present time we

consider that if a large infusion of industrial

and artistic education was added to our natural

system of education, it would have a great and

decided influence in securing the foundations

and strengthening the bonds of social order.

A man is necessarily dissatisfied when he finds

himself in possession of something which he

values very highly, but which he finds to be

undervalued by others. Now the value of lite-

rary instruction in a workman is not always

apparent, while skill and taste are ever sure to

command a superior price in the market. The

great requisite for producing the success of Art,

is that it should be appreciated. Appreciation

produces demand, and demand leads to sup-

ply. If the best designers were trained, their

labours would be vain so long as a perverted

public taste would content itself with inferior

patterns. It is necessary to make the develop-

ment of taste a part of a system of our na-

tional education, and to bring it especially

within the sphere of its influence on our arti-

zan and operative population. No man can

now doubt but that National Education must

proceed, especially in the decorative branches

;

and all that we can do is to assist in guiding

the movement. One valuable result of the

development of taste in the artizan would be,

that when applied to his productions, it would

have a very powerful effect in making him sa-

tisfied and contented with his condition and

his work. Carpenters have been as proud of

constructing a neat cart as statesmen of form-

ing a strong cabinet. This pride is not merely

harmless, but most useful ; it is an incentive

to production, and a motive for that satisfaction

which renders men anxious for the maintain-

ance of tranquility. Thus Taste has an Econo-

mic, a Moral, and a Social value, for it tends

to increase production— it produces healthy

feelings' of content, and it renders men disin

clined to disturb Law and Order.

Every one is aware of the necessity of taste

in the upholsterer, the painter, the paper-stainer

the carpet-manufacturer, and the cabinet-

maker, and even the housemaid who arranges

the furniture in our rooms. The results oi

their taste tell upon us and upon our children

:

the objects by which they are surrounded ex-

ercise a most powerful educational effect on

the mmds of the young, and thus, artizans

whom we have never seen in that capacity

before, become, in fact, teachers of the young.

When we elevate the taste of the working

classes, we render them agents in improving

the taste, and by consequence, in increasing

the patronage and consideration of the su-

perior orders ; for the intellectual character-

istics of the different classes of society act and

re-act on each other more rapidly and efficiently

than the physical and material.

The great defect of a national system of

education is that we give precisely the same

course of education to the labourer and the

artizan ; and to this we may add that the pre-

scribed course for both is not that best adapted

to the present or future condition of either.

—

We are the more anxious to impress the im-

portance of the cultivation of taste on the ar

tizan, because the condition of Europe offers

to this country the most favourable opportunity

for strengthening the elements of its wealth,

and increasing the resources of its manu

factures.

We can only plead, as an excuse for pressing

this subject so strongly upon our Readers,
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that it is the deiarest wish of our heart, and

has ever been, to combine the interests o^

British Art Avith those of British Taste and
Industry.

JJHattufacture of Capesftfi.

Tapestry is distinguished by two kinds-

high and low warp ; but the difference is more
in the manner of making, than in the work
itself, which is, in effect, the same in both,

only the looms, and consequently the warps,

are differently situated ; those of the low warp
being placed flat and parallel to the horizon,

and those of the high warp eredted perpendi-

cularly. Our own countrymen once excelled

all the world in the tapestry of the high warp,

and they still maintain their reputation, but

with some little change. These low warps are

still much admired—the high ones are quite

laid aside by the French.

Tapestry of the high warp is manufactured

as follows :—The loom on which it is wrought

is placed perpendicularly, and consists of four

principal pieces, two long plants, a cheek of

wood, and two thick rollers or beams. The
planks are set upright, and the beams across

them; one at the top, and the other at

the bottom, about a foot from the ground.

They have each their trunnions by which they

are suspended on the plank, and are turned

with bars. In each roller is a groove from one

end to the other, capable of containing a long

sound piece of wood fastened therein by hooks.

It is used to tie the ends of the warp to each

other. The warp, which is a kind of worsted,

or twisted woollen threads, is wound on the

upper roller, and the work, as fast as wove, is

wound on the lower, Withinside the planks,

which are seven or eight feet high, fourteen or

fifteen inches broad, and three or four feet

thick, are holes pierced from top to bottom,

in which are put thick pieces of iron, with

hooks at one end, serving to sustain the coat

stave. These pieces of iron have also holes

pierced, by putting a pin in by which the

stave is drawn nearer, or set farther off; and
thus the coats or threads are stretched or

loosened at pleasure. The coat stave is about
three inches in diameter, and runs the whole

length of the loom. On this are fixed the

coats or threads which make the threads of the

warp cross each other. It has much the effect

here that the spring stave and treddles have in

the common looms. The. coats are very little

threads fastened to each thread of the warp,

with a kind of sliding knot, which forms a

kind of mark or ring. They serve to keep the

warp open for the passage of broaches, wound

with silk woollens or other matters used in the

piece of tapestry. In the last place, there are

a number of little sticks of different lengths,

but all about an inch in diameter, which the

workman keeps by him in baskets to serve to

make the threads of the warp cross each other,

by passing them across; and that the threads

thus crossed may retain their proper situation,

a packthread is run among the thr^ids above

the stick.

The loom being thus formed and mounted

with its warp, the first thing the workman does,

is to draw on the threads of this warp the

principal Imes and strokes of the design to be

represented on the piece of tapestry, which is

done by applying cartoons made from the

painting he intends to copy, to the side that is

to be the wrong side of the piece, and then

with a black-lead pencil following strongly out

the cartoons thereof on the thread of the right

side, so that the strokes appear equally both

before and behind. As for the original design,

the work is to be finished by it ; it is hung up

behind the workmen, and wound on a long

staff, from which a piece is unrolled from time

to time, as the work proceeds. Besides the

loom, &c., here described, there are three otherj

principal instruments required for working the

silk or the wool within the threads of the warp.

These are a brooch, a reed, and an iron needle,

The brooch is made of a hard wood, seven or

eight inches in length, and two thirds of an

inch thick, ending in a point with a little

handle. This serves as a shuttle; the silks,

woollen, gold, or silver to be used in the work

being wound round it.

The reed or comb is also of wood, eight or

nine inches long, and an inch thick on the

back, whence it grows less and less to the ex-

tremity of the teeth,' which are more or less

apart according to the greater or less degree of

fineness of the intended work. Lastlj', the

needle is made in form of a common needle,

only bigger and longer. Its use is to press
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close the wool and silk when there is any line or

colour that does not fit well. All things being pre-

pared for the work, and the workman ready to be-

gin, he places himself on the wrong side of the

piece, with his back towards the design, so that he

works, as it were, blindfold, seeing nothing of what

he does, and being obliged to quit his post and go

to the other side of the loom whenever he would

view and examine the piece, to correct it wifh his

pressing-needle.

To pat silk, &c., ia the warp, he taras and looks

at the design^ then taking a brooch fall of the

proper colour, he places it among the threads of

the warp, which he brings across each other with

his fingers, by means of the coats or threads fas-

tened to the staff—this he repeats every time he is

to cTiange his colour. Having placed the silk or

wool, he beats it with his reed or comb, and when

he has thus wrought in several rows over each other,

he goes to see the effect they have, in orda* to re-

form the contour with Ms needle if there be occa-

sion. As tlie work advances, it is rolled upon the

lower beam, and they unroll as much warp from

the upper beam as suffices them to continue the

piece ;—they do the same with the design behind

them. When the pieces are wide, several work-

men are employed at one time. We shall next

week give a full description of the manufacture of

High Warp Tapestry,

Observation.—Porcelain is gilded by mixing

nitro-muriate of gold, gum-water, and pulverized

borax. The mixture is laid on by a brush, and the

porcelain is burnt in an oven. The gold is thus'

revived in great splendour. Porcelain and other

wares may be platinized, silvered, tinned, and.

bronzed in a similar manner. i

FROM THE NITRO-MURIATE ON SILK, SATIN,

IVORY, &C., BY HYDROGEN GAS.

Immerse a piece of white satin, sUk, or ivory

in a solution of nitro-muriate of gold, in the pro-

portion of one part of the nitro-muriate to three

of distilled water. While the substance to be gilt

is still wet, immerse it in a jar of hydrogen gas

;

it will soon be covered by a complete coat of gold.

The divisibility of gold by precipitation in this

manner, is astonishing j for the coating is hardly

the ten millionth of an inch thick. The foregoing

experiment may be prettily and advantageously

varied as follows. Paint flowers or other orna-

mente with a very fine camel-hair pencil, dipped in

the above solution of gold, on pieces of silk, satin,

&c., and hold them over a Florence flask, from

which hydrogen gas is evolved during the decom-

position of water by sulphuric acid and iron filings.

The painted flowers, &c. in a few minutes will

shine in all the splendour of the purest gold. A
coating of this kind will not tarnish on exposure

to the air or washing.

Areliltecitire at Oxford.— An Oxford paper

mentions Tarions architectural improvements with

which the liberality of the University, of parMcu-j

lar colleges, or of individuals, as well by the resto-:

ration of ancient biuldings as by the erection of

new ones, has lately adorned Alma Mater. One is

the restoration of St. Mary's the Virgin, under the

direction of Mr. Blore, at an expense which they

think cannot be short of £3,000. In the cathedral

church, from the nave two eumbrons jjews have

been ousted, and their places supplied by low and

massive benches, the carving on their standards

designed to harmonize with the very massive Ho

manesque architecture of that portion of the ca

thedral. The principal and fellows of " the King's

Hall and College of Brasenose" have caused no

small portion of the old walls, built originally of

the crumbling Headington-stone, to be renovated

and repaired, that they may hand down to poste-

rity their college buildings in a more perfect state

The new hall of Pembroke-college quadrangle is

third pointed, with a tower at the end, and is well

spoken of. There are new cemetery chapels, situ

ate respectively in Jericho, Osney, and Holywell.

The first of these is Romanesque, while the two

others are in the pointed styles,

Exhibition of Machinery at Ghent,—Tlie King

of the Belgians has issued a decree to the effect

that an Exhibition of machinery, frames, looms,

and implements of trade (of Belgian and foreign

make) employed in the manufacture of yam and

tissues of all sorts, shall be opened at Ghent, on

the occasion of the Exhibition of the produce of

the industry of Fknders, in the month of July. It

should be understood that the royal ordinance ex

pressly and exclusively refers to mechanical agents

properly so called, and not to motive or transmiS'

sive powers. Special revrards, consisting of com-

memorative medals of gold, silver, and bronze will

be awarded to such exhibitors as shall appear to

merit such a distinction. The Government reserves

to itself the right of making the acquisition—as

models, either for the immediate use of trade; or

for deposits in the State collections—of any ma-

chines or impliments presenting important im-

provements. Every facility of conveyance will be

afforded to foreign exhibitors, and no import duties

will be levied on machines unless imported for use;
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DESIGNS FOR GLAZIERS.
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Fiff.h Fig. 2.

Fig, 3. Fig. 4.

Figs. 1 and 4 are from the Church of St. Denis, St. Omer.—Fig. 2. From the Church of Aire,

Flanders.—Fig. 3. From the Church of St. Etienne, Beauvais.
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KET-SXONE SKETCHED FROM THE LOWER STORY WINDOW OF THE IMPERIAL ASSURANCE

OFFICE, ciir.
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The great window at the west end of the

church of St. Mary being in an unsafe condition, it

was resolved to have it restored. The cost of the^

restoration of the window, west front, doorway,

and turrets, was estimated at about 1,OOOZ., and
this the churchwardens hoped to effect by the funds
of the church in two years, at the rate of £500 a

year. To restore the window with common glass

would have cost £50 : but Mr, Pugin proposed to

put in a superior stained glass for £300, and fur-

nished a design, which was ajpproved of by the pa-

rishioners and also by the Architectural Society.

The necessary sum has been subscribed, and it is

expected that the windovv will be restored and the

painted glass put in during the present year. The
subject of the design is our Saviour and the twelve

apostles, with the patron saint of the cliurch, filling

the fourteen compartments of the window. —
One or more of the nav« windows, it is expected,

will be restored and decorated in a similar way.
The Church of St. Mary, Beverley, is well worth

the attention of every one who admires or appre-

ciates beautiful design and execution, and It is

lamentable, here as elsewhere, to observe how little

the decay of centuries has been arrested, and how
dilapidated the structure has become. Here how-
ever, there has been no daubing or defacing, and
although there is much to restore there is little to

pull down.

^England in an American's Eyes.—Mr. Ralph
Emerson, in a lectur on England, at Boston, after

his recent visit, referred to the elements of that

power which the English now bold, and have held

for centuries. After looking at her manufacturies,

scattered all over the land, her commerce, her agri-

culture, her arts, and witnessing the stupendous re-

sults which have been brought out, one is con-
vinced, said he, that if he would see the best de-

velopment of common sense (the standard sense),

he must go to England to witness it. The land, in

every part so like a garden, shews the triumph of

labour; the fields look as if finished with the pen-
cil, and not the plough. Every arable spot has

been cultivated, and every thing turned to the best

possible use. England, he continued, is a huge
mill, a grand hotel, where every thing is provided
to one's mind. On the railroads we ride twice as

fast, and with one-half the shaking, that we do
upon ourroads. All England is a machine—every
body moves on a railway—no Englishman ever

touches the ground. England has the best work-j

ing climate in the world ; it is never hot nor cold ;

their winter days are like our November days in!

the early part of the month. One of the few!

drawbacks which Mr. Emerson mentioned was the!

dark, dense smoke of many of the manufacturing

towns, pervading and completely enveloping at

times ev«ry surrounding object.
\

Religion and Art.—When, after the long period

of darkness which followed on the decline of the

Roman empire, the fine arts began to revive, the

first and, for several ages, the only impress they

received was that ©f the religious spirit of the

time. The first great object to which reviving art

was destined, was to render the Christian places of

worship a theatre of instruction and improvement

for the people ; to attract «md to interest them by

representations of scenes, events, and personages

already so fiimiliar as to require no explanation,

appealing at once to their intelligence and their

sympathies ; aobodying in beautiful shapes (beau

tiful at least ia their eyes) associations, feelings and

memories, deep rooted in the very hearts, and which

had influenced in no slight degree the progress of

civilization—the development of mind. But, if I!

have not muchi sympathy with modern imitation

of mediseval art, still less can I sympathize with

that narrow Puritanical jealousy which holds the,

monuments of a real and earnest faith in contempt

All that God has permitted once to exist in th^

past should be considered as the possession of the

present; sacred for example or warning, and held

as the foundation on which to build up what iii

better and purer.

—

Mrs. Jameson.

Ornament for Glass or Slate.—Spread on a

plate of glass a few drops of nitrate of silver, dis

solved in double its quantity of rain water ; place

at the bottom of it, and in contact with the fluid,

a zinc or copper wire, bent in any form you please,

and let the whole remain undisturbed in horizontal

position. In a few hours a beautiful crystalization

of metallic silver will arrange itself around the

wire, and continue to increase until the whole of

the fluid has been acted upon by the wire.

Three hundred specimens of the curious and

important find on Whaddon Chase, of ancient Bri-

tish gold coins are about to be brought to the ham-

mer. The sale will include examples of all the

varieties discovered. These varieties, we understand,

are merely modifications of two There is not, we'

believe, a single inscribed piece in the whole lot.

About one third are plain on one side, with a rude

figure of a horse on the other. The rest exhibit

a better executed horse oh one side, and a confused

copy of some well-known type on the other.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES
ON PAINTING.

{Continued from yage 7.)

In the infant Art of every country, the acciden-

tal appearances of Nature are omitted, not so much

fVom their being unperceived as from a notion that

they would interfere, and when imperfectly given

they do interfere, with beauty and expression • both

of which have always been the first objects of all

serious Art. The Chinese, for instance, though

much of their ornamental painting belongs to the

grotesque, yet in their representations of real life,

they aim to the utmost at beauty, grace, and ex-

pression. To those enthusiastic admirers of me-

diaeval Art who may think there is something al-

most sacrilegious in comparing anything done by

Chinese hands for an instant with it, I might men-

tion that Flaxman, than whom no man ever more

fully appreciated early Italian Art, and who indeed

was the first among the moderns to direct attention

to it, saw how much, apart from subject, Chinese

painting had in common with it , for I remember

seeing Chinese pictures hanging on the walls of

his parlour, which he admired as well for their

grace aud simplicity as for the peculiar beauty of

their colojjr.

The severity of critics on the sameness of the

works of one hand is not always j ust. Where it is

sameness of an excellence, we should be grateful

for it. The gentleness so utterly removed from

insipidity of Raphael, the sublimity of Michael

Angelo, the almost invariably golden tones of Ti-

tian, or the pervading silver of Paul Veronese, are

things of which true taste never tires. To demand

that every work of one master should be distinct

in all its characteristics is something which the

conditions of human nature refuse to grant. We
have sufficient variety in the varieties of the minds

of men ; and the endeavour of a painter to go out

of himself and into another, to give up what may
be called his birthright, is always to be lamented if

he have genius. A friend of Stothard, on being

told he had painted a picture very like Rubens,

said, with much good sense, " I would rather see

a picture by him very like Stothard." Gainsbo-

rough occasionally stands on the same level in por-

traiture with Reynolds, because he kept himself

distinct ; but had he attempted the same style he

must at once have fallen below his illustrious rival

there to remain.

These observations, however, would lead us to a

consideration of how far the mind of every painter

is reflected from his canvas, and which for the pre-

sent I must defer ; remarking only that the varie-

ties of Art, occasioned by such various manifesr

tations of mind, form much of its real value, and

that the criticism that would dethrone one genuine

painter on account of imperfections which, by the

conditions of humanity, are in some form connec-

ted with each, to elevate another in his place, is as

unjust as it is mischievous, for there is room enough

for all, and need enough— and I have remarked

that the taste that cannot tolerate the aberrations

of genius for the sake of its real merits, is mostly

disposed to elevate mediocrity ; for being in reality

blind to the highest qualities of Art, it does not

perceive the vast separation between a true per-

ception of Nature and that commonplace imitation

which passes with the multitude for that which is

natural.

END OF LECTURE II.

India-Rubier Rigging Springs.—Mr. Newall
wire rope manufacturer, has patented an elastic

support for rigging. It consists of a long box of

iron plates, at each side of the ship, containing

square blocks of india-rubber divided by thin plates

of sheet-iron. By a regulating screw the rigging

can be strained to any degree of tightness, and
whatever strain is afterwards produced by winds,

lurching of the vessel, or other cause, the spring,

by its reaction, pulls the rope back to its place

when the strain is removed.

St. David's Cathedral.—According to Archceo'

Ionia Cambrensis, the restoration of this venerable

structure has been going on since the subscription

for that purpose in 1846. The stone rood-screen has

been restored, and the unsightly wood-work which
surrounded it cleared away, and replaced, where
necessary, by parcloses of wrought-iron. A pro

jecting cornice of oak has been' substituted for the

balustrade which formerly disfigured the rood-loft.

The choir arch, before walled up, has been partially-

opened, and the large platform before the screen

and the passage into the choir, have been laid with

encaustic tiles.

The Nimrod Sculptures. — With reference to

the second portion of these sculptures, the Quar
terly Jieview remarks—' These articles, by the neg
ligence or unwarrantable curiosity (we are unwilling

to use stronger terms) of persons at Bombay, have

sufiered considerable damage. Some of the smaller

ones, particularly those of glass, had been care-

fully repacked, were found broken to atoms ; some
including the most valuable specimens (these are

Mr. Layard's words) were missing,—it is to be

hoped not purloined by some over-tempted collector

The novelty which attended the exhibitions of

the Electric light in the metropolis, by Mr. Staite

and M. Le Molt, has passed away, and the gas-

lights now shine in their original brightness, no
longer fearing the eclipse which threatened them
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NiCHBc A cavity or hollow in a wall, for the

reception of a statue, &c. They are found some-

times square in ancient buildings. Niches are sel-

dom found in pure Grecian buildings, except when

they have been made afterwards by the Romans.

Those in the Pantheon at Rome, are rectangular

recesses, dressed in the same manner as the aper-

tures of doors. The exedree or large niches on the

sides, have cylindrical backs, finishing at the top

with the soffit of an architrave ot the general

entablature.

Nidged Ashlar. Is brought to the square

by means of a cavil or hammer with a sharp point,

and is used in Aberdeen when the stone is so bad

as to resist the mallet and chisel.

NiLOMETER, An instrument used in Egypt to

measure the increase of the Nile.

NoDATED Hyperbola. A name given by Sir

Issac Newton to a hyperbola, which in turning

round decussates or crosses itself.

Nogs. 'A term used in Lancashire for wood

bricks.

Norman Architecture.—The style of archi-

tecture in Germany, termed by some writers By-

zantine and Romanesque, corresponds with the

style in England which we term Norman, though

in some respects they vary considerably. Thus we
never find in the German Churches the ponderous

cylindrical piers which occur in English buildings ;

the piers are not carved and channelled, except in

a very few instances, as the crypt of St. Gereon ;

the German buildings have not the deep rich suc-

cession of mouldings to which we are accustomed

in the door and pier arches, the latter being in Ger-

many quite plain. They have not there the

same extraordinary multiplicity and fantastical

variety of mouldings and ornaments which so dis-

tinguishes our Norman : the beak-bead, the em-
battled fret, &c. are scarcely known, but the zigzag

and the triple billet, are found in abundance.

NoGGiNG. A kind of brick-work carried up in

panels between quarters. The horizontal boards

which are nailed to the quarters to strengthen the

brick work, are termed Nogging-pieces.

NoNAGON. A figure of nine sides and nine

angles.

Normal Line. A line which interects another

at right angles.

Nosings. The parts ofthe tread-board of steps,

which project over the riser, and are generally

rounded.

Notch-Board. A board which is grooved or

notched for the reception and support of the ends

of steps in a staircase.

Notching. A hollow cut from one of the faces

of a piece of timber, generally of a rectangular

form,

Nubian Architecture. The antiquities of

Nubia are in reality but a continuation of those of

Egypt, their origin and style being decidedly the

same.

Nucleus. The middle part of the flooring of

the ancients, consisting of cement, which they put

between a lay or bed of pebbles, cemented with

mortar made of lime and sand.

NympHjEum. a name given by the ancients to

picturesque grottoes in rocky and woody places,

supposed to be dedicated to, and frequented by the

nymphs. The Romans often constructed Nym-
phsea in their gardens. One of the most celebrated

amongst these ancient grottoes, was the Corycian

cave on mount Parnassus, which was very extensive

and enclosed a spring of unusual size and clearness.

LiterjIturb has sustained a great loss—greater

than many would imagine—in the sudden death of

Mr. Thomas Rodd, the second-hand bookseller of

Newport-street. Mr. Rodd was seized with para-

lysis while transacting business with the officers of

the British Museum, and survived only three days.
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UmM iReceipts.

Sulpho-cyanic Acid \s most readily obtained by

the following process, contrived by Vogel:—Mix

equal weights of flowers of sulphur and powdered

ferroeyanate of potassa, and keep the mixture mel-

ted in a flask for half an hour ; when cold, reduce

the mass to powder, and digest it in water, filter

the solution, and add a sufficiency of liquid of po-

tassa to throw down the iron held in solution. The

liquid thus obtained is a solution of the sulpho-

cyanuret of potassium, from which liquid sulpho-

cyanic acid may be obtained by distillation with

phosphoric or sulphm-ic acid. Thus procured, it is

of a pinkish hue, with an acetic odour, and is cha-

racterised by the peculiar blood -red colour which

it produces when mixed with persulphate of iron.

It reddens litmus, and neutralizes the alkalies, and

forms a white insoluble salt with a protoxide of

copper. When concentrated, its specific gravity is

1,022. It boils at 27 lo, and at 15o, it crystaUizes,

Most of its salts are soluble in alcohol. Its combi-

nations are called sulpho-cyantes.

Sulpho-napthalic Acid.—It can be obtained

pure, by the following process :—Wapthaline, fused

with half its weight of sulphuric acid on cooling,

forms a red crystalline compound, soluble in wa-

ter ; carbonate of baryta, added to its solution

forms sulphate and sulpho-naptlialate of baryta,

the former insoluble, but the latter soluble ; its so-

lution is to be filtered ofi", and sulphuric acid to be

added to it in sufficient quantity to precipitate the

baryta. An aqueous solution of sulpho-napthalic

acid is thus obtained, of a bitter acid taste, and

powerful reddening litmus ,~ concentrated by evapo-

ration, it becomes brown, thick, and ultimately so-

lid, and very deliquescent. By renewed heat it

melts and chars, but does not inflame, and ulti-

mately gives sulphuric and sulphurous acid va-

pours, and leaves charcoal. Its salts are termed

sulpho-napihalafes.

colours.

The forty-fifth Exhibition of this Society shows

an addition of three hundred and sixty-five works

to the aggregate figure of the four Exhibitions of

pictures, in oil and water colours, which we have

this year already noticed. That the demand can

equal such a supply might be matter of doubt ;

—

yet the annual recurrence of that supply suggests

that there is a sufficient market. The fresh blood

infused by the presence of new competitors

both compensates for the secession of others, and

does something more by introducing novelty of

style, and imparting variety and freshness to the

whole. Messrs. Topham and Jenkins among the

painters of figures, and Messrs. Dodgson and Dun
can in Landscape, amply supply the place of those

who, aspiring to the honours of another society,

have quitted the ranks of this.

Mr. C. Fielding, the president, well justifies his

place. His View near the Read of Lock Toy, 23,

will satisfy his most ardent admirers of his undi-

minished power in a class which if not presenting

the charm of novelty, presents that of success. He
has rarely surpassed the beauty of the morning e£^

feet in 126, the Vietv oj Snoiodon, or the stormy

character of 130, Scarborough, Yorkshire. The

view of Seaford and the Cliffs, from near New-

haven, Sussex, 143, and the Head of Loch Fyne,

are admirable specimens of the master. If Mr.

Cattermole does not exhibit any work of a large

scale, The Chapel, 242, is an extremely picturesque

and solemn combination. In the Call at the Mo-

nastery, 253,—a burly priest stopping with all his

retainers to seek refreshment, we recognize a very

clever work.. Among many other of the same ar-

tist's works, we do not remember to have seen his

power as a colourist better asserted than in the

composition entitled The Goldsmith, 328. Mr.

Gastineau's Vieio of the Hospital with the Pass

of St. Gothard, Sioitzerland, 94, is that one of his

contributions which best claims consideration. The

!

Interior at Levens, Westmoreland—the Seat of,

the Hon. Mrs. Col. Howard, 32, by Mr. J. Fash,!

asserts his accustomed pre-eminence. In the same

^

class of subject Mr. L. Price figures in a picture of

The High Altar, Cathedral of Toledo, 82. It is

a gorgeous combination of architectural and human

forms. Mr. Jenkins is, as we have said, one of the

recent additions to the ranks of this Exhibition.

Shrimping—Coast of Irance, 95, and Devotion,

208, are little more than single figures, yet he has

imparted to them much sentiment—to the latter

more especially. A more pretending composition

is the two figures in a boat Going against the

Stream—Brittany, 125. A yet larger one. Jea-

lousy, 162, represents a French peasant gkl leaning

over a fragment of rock, and regarding with mixed

emotions the bridal procession of her former lover.

After a Romp, 31, is an excellent study j and On

the Way to England, 69, a very good group,—

a

couple of Italians with their primitive pipes. Our

hmited space precludes further notice till our next

week's publication.
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It is said, that the first tube of the Britannia

bridge over the Menai Straits, will be crossed and

placed at the latter end of this month, or early in

June. The tubes appear to be nearly all finished,

and all the mason's work, except that of the Bri-

tannia Pier is quite done. The first section of

the Shrewsbury and Birmingham Railway, from

Shrewsbury to Oakengates is completed, and nearly

ready for opening. A very handsome piece of

plate was presented a few days ago, to Dr. Forbes,

late Editor of the British and Foreign Medical Re-

view, by a number of admirers of that journal.

—The general opening of the Huddersfield and

Manchester Railway, will take place on the 18th

of June.——Moine the Sculptor, who had obtained

some celebrity, has lately committed suicide.

The first Soiree under the new Presidency of the

Royal Society was recently given by the Earl of

Rosse:—an extensive suite of rooms in Somerset

House being thrown open for the occasion. The

soiree was attended by Prince Albert and about five

hundred noblemen and gentlemen. Some inter-

esting models, &c. were on the tables ; but that

which attracted the greatest attention was a highly

finished working model of Lord Rosse's celebrated

sixty-foot reflecting telescope. The model was

made under his Lordship's personal superinten-

dance. It is constructed on the scale of half an

inch to a foot, and shews in minature all those beau-

tiful mechanical arrangements so efi'ectually carried

into operation in the large instrument.—Some Da-

guerrotypes on a remarkably large scale were exhi-

bited by Mr. Mavall.—»The Suspension Bridge at

Pesth, it is said, has been destroyed by the Austri-

ans, in order to cover their retreat before the

Hungarians; the bridge of boats is also said to

have been burnt for the same purpose. A con-

siderable number of iron houses and warehouses

have been lately shipped for California from Liver-

pool and other towns. One of these structures has

j ust been erected by Messrs. Edw. T. Bellhouse and

Co., of Manchester, for Messrs. Pim and Roberts,

who are proceeding to San Francisco. The total

length is 60 feet, the width 84 feet, the height to

the eaves 10 feet, and to the ridge 17 feet. ^The

valuable stock of Messrs. Town and Emmanuel,

was sold a few days since by Messrs. Christie and

Hanson's, and formed one of the most attractive

exhibitions of London during that time. Amid
much that was modern or made up, apd somewhat

dazzling to the eye, there were a few good things

which obtained high prices and good purchasers.

A petition has been presented to the House of

Commons from certain parties, stating that great

injury was done to the public morals in consequence

of the objectionable character of some of the pic

tures in the National Gallery, and praying that the

objectionable portions might be painted over or

expunged. A valuable picture has been disco

vered at (Leeds, according to the local Intelligen-

cer, in one long deemed valueless. It is said to be

one of Gerard Lairope's. The subject (the Abduc-
tion of Ariadne, by Bacchus), consists of twenty-

two figures, grouped and painted in the manner of

Nicholas Poussin. Last week a sale of Hondu
ras mahogany took place at Birkenhead. It was

well attended, and the spirit of competiton ran

high. One of the cargoes offered, and sold with-

out reserve, realized the high average value of 8^d.

per foot. Mr. Farrer has obtained a capital full

length portrait of the Countess of Castlemaine and

Duchess of Cleveland, from the pencil of Sir Peter

Lely in his best period. It is a duplicate—or ra

ther perhaps the original.

Co Olorresjjontrettts, ^c»

W. W.

—

Thefollowing receipts are given by the

celebrated Weiglebfor producing colored lights

:

White,—Gunpowder and Steelfilings.

—

Red.—
Gunpowder and Ironsand.

—

Pale White.—Gun-
powder and Camphor.

—

Greenish.—SalAmmo-
niac and Verdigris.

—

Lemon.—Raspings of Yel-

low Amber.

—

Russet.—Crude Antimony.

J. W. N.

—

The Minerva Hall is situated in the

Haymarlcet, and is open both day and evening,

for the Exhibition of the Poses Plastiques. A
young sculptor, or modeller would improve

himself by witnessing them. There is a change

of performance every week.

H. S., (Eochester.)—TAe Fourth Volume of the

Decorator's Assistant, has been complete this

three weeks, and can be procured by your giving

an order to any BooJsseller, The price is Six
Shillings, or you can have it sent direct froin

the Office by Post, upon payment of One Shil-

ling extrafor postage.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 2, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Booh, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale.—The Booh of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, FriceGd. Parts 1, to 4, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

BelVs Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 25 is now ready, price \0d.
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may attribute the favour -which this monarch

showed to builders and decorators. It is evi-

dent from the testamentary records of the

time, 'that the dwellings of the higher orders

were furnished with many costly and splendid

articles ; for Ave find in them continually be-

quests of embroidered beds of satin and gold,

tapestry hangings and magnificent plate ; the

greater portion of which must have been of

foreign make, and imported chiefly from Ve-

nice, Genoa and Florence. But whatever im-

provement he may have introduced, either

externally or internally, in the palaces of him-

self and his nobles, it had but little efiect be-

yond his immediate circle ; the general body

of the people were still little above a state of

barbarism in these matters ; for even at a later

date, we find Erasmus complaining of the im-

perfect construction of the dwellings of the

common people. In a letter written by him to

Wolsey's physician, he traces the cause of the

plague and sickness that so continually visited

England to the defective style of building, and

the dirty habits of the people. " In the first

place," he says, " they pay no regard to the

aspect of their doors and windows ; next, their

rooms are so constructed as to admit no tho-

rough draft ; then, many of the windows are

glazed to admit the light, but shut out the

wind; notwithstanding which, the air makes

its way through chinks in the wall, and when
it has once got in, not being able to get out

again, ripens into pestilence. The floors are

mostly of clay strewed with rushes ; fresh

rushes are periodically laid over them, but the

old ones remain as a foundation for, perhaps,

twenty years together ; and these successive

layers form a deposit of spitting, slops of beer,

fragments of nieat, and fish bones, and other

filth. On every change of weather a vapour

is inhaled which cannot be healthy.''

This want of ventilation rendered it neces-

sary to fumigate their rooms occasionally.

—

Shakspere makes one of his characters give

orders to

" Burn sweet wood to make the lodging sweet,"

and, in another passage speaks of " smoking a

musty room."

The general introduction of chimneys, which
took place about this time, was, therefore, a

material improvement for health as well as

convenience. Holinshed mentions in his Chro-

nicle, that within his own remembrance, there

were not above two or three chimneys, "if so

many, in most of the uplandish towns of the

realm, (the religious houses and manor places

of their lords always excepted, and peradven-

ture, some great personages,) but each man
made his fire against a rere-dosse in the hall,

where he dined and dressed his meat!" In

spite, however, of their mean dwellings, their

mode of living was not in a similar style,. for

we find continual expressions of surprise from

foreigners of the time at the abundant hospi-

talitj'^ exhibited by men who were content to

live in houses of " sticks and dirt."

The style of the interior decorations of this

period took its character, such as it had, from

the architecture of the exteriors; and as that

gave way before the new fashion introduced

from Italy, so the character of the interior fit-

tings-up was changed with it. The Tudor

style of architecture which prevailed in the

dwellings of the nobility and clergy, was an

elaborate alteration of the Gothic, the princi-

pal characteristics of which were numberless

gables, groups of bulbous turrets, and clusters

of chimneys.

'

Among: the works of Skelton, a poet of

Henry VIII.'s time, who wrote in a coarse,!

rambling vein, with occasional passages of great;

force and expression, is a satirical poem on the,

clergy, which drew on him the persecution of

Wolsey, and in it we find the following allusion

to their dwellings :

—

" Building royally

Their mansions, curiously,

With turrettes and with toures,

With halls and with boures

Stretching to the starres,

With glass windows and barres," &c.

The style of Wolsey's living at this time

exceeded even royalty in pomp. The author

just quoted observes ••

—

" The king's court

Should have the excellence.

But Hampton Court

Hath the pre-eminence.
'^^

{To he continued.)

The sale of Mr. Macaulay's History of England

has reached to the enormous number of 14,000.
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laniifecture of fapfstcg.

LOW WARP.

The high warp tapestry goes on much more

slowly than the low warp, and takes nearly thrice

the time and trouble ; but all the difference that

the eye can perceive between the two kinds con-

sists in this—that in the low warp there is a red

fillet of about the twelfth of an inch broad, run-

ning on each side from top to bottom, which is

wanting in the high warp.

In the m.anufacture of tapestry of the low

warp the loom or frame on which it is wrought,

is much like that of the weaver? the principle

thereof being two strong pieces of wood, forming

the side of the loom, and bearing, a beam or rol-

ler at each end* They are sustained at the bottom

by other strong pieces of wood in the manner of

truffles, and to keep them firm they are likewise

fastened to the floor with a kind of buttress

which prevents any shaking, though there are

four or five workmen leaning on the fore beam
at once. The rollers have each their trimmers by
which they are sustained, and they are turned by
large iron pins three feet long. Along each beam

I'uns a groove wherein is placed the wick—

a

piece of wood of about two inches in diameter,

and almost the length of the roller. This piece

fills the groove entirely, and is fastened thereon

from space to space by wooden pins. To the

niches are fastened the two extremities of the

warp which is wound on the farther roller, and

the work as it advances on the bearer.

Across the two sides, almost in the middle of

the loom passes a wooden bar which sustains little

pieces of wood, not unlike the beam of a balance.

To these pieces are fastened strings which bear

certain spring staves, wherewith the workman

by means of twotreddles under the- loom, where-

on he sets his feet, gives a motion to the coats,

and makes the threads of the warp rise and fall

alternately.

Each loom has more or less of these spring

staves, and each staff more or less coats, as the

tapestry consists of more or less threads. The

design or painting the tapestryman is to follow,

is placed underneath the warp, where it is sus-

tained from space to space by springs, by means

of which the design is brought nearer the warp.

The loom being mounted, there are two instru-

ments used in working it—viz. the reed and the

flute. The flute does the oflice of the weaver's

shuttle. It is made of a hard polished wood.

three or four lines thick at the ends, and some-

what more in the middle, and three or four inches

long. On it was bound the silks or other mat-

ters to be used, as the]!woof of the tapestry. The
comb or reed is of wood or ivory ; it has usually

teeth on both sides, and is about an inch, thick in

the middle, but diminishes each way to the ex-

tremity of the teeth. It seems to beat the threads

of the woof close together as fast as the workman
has passed and placed them with his flute amongst

the threads of the warp . The workman is seated

on a bench before the loom, with his breast on

the beam, only a cushion or pillow between them,

and in this posture separating with his fingers

the threads of the warp, that he may. see the de-

sign underneath; and taking a flute mounted
with a proper colour, he passes it amongst the

threads, after having raised or lowered them by
means of the treddles moving the spring staves

and coats.

Lastly , to press and close the threads of the

silk or yarn, &c. thus placed, ho strikes each

course—that is, what the flute leaves in its pas-

sing and coming back again—with the reed.

Mineral Wealth of Russia.—The metallic pro-

duce of the Eussian empire in 1848, was, accord-

ing to ofl3.cial documents as follows :—1,826 poods

of gold, a quarter of a pood of platinum, 1,192

poods of silver, 254,569 poods of copper, and

8,513,673 poods of wrought iron. The pood is

equivalent to a little more than 36 lbs. avoirdu-

pois. The gold from Eussia therefore represents

a value of £3,944,832, making due allowance for

English alloy. The silver at 5s. 6d. per ounce,

represents a value of £188,000.

At the sale of the Countess of Blessington's

effects at Gore-house, the articles averaged great

prices, amongst which we may mention the fol

lowing. A pair of old Bleu du Roi Sevres vases,

supporting'lily candelabra for five lights, formerly

in the possession of Marie Antoinette, realized 72

guineas. A portrait of Masaniello, painted by
his friend, Salvator Rosa, £57 15s. Portrait cf a

favorite dog, presented to the Countess by the

King of ISTaples, painted by Ed. Landseer, R.A.,

£157 105. The Countess of Blessington, by Sir

Thomas Lawrence, realized the extraordinary

sum of £336, and was bought by the Marquis of

Hertford. The Duke of Wellington, by Count

D'Orsay (the portrait so well known from the en-

graving), sold for 180 guineas to the Eail of

Normanton. The Emperor Napoleon in three

quarter length, by Count D'Orsay, £63. Model

of the Countess of Blessington's hands, in silver,

weighing 100 ounces, was sold for £34.
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BOSSES, FROM ALL SAINT'S CHURCH, MAIDSTONE.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES
ON PAINTING.

{Continued from page 37.)

LECTURE III.

TuENBULL, a writer on Painting of the last cen.

tury, considered Historical Painting as belonging

to Moral Pliilosophj', and Landscape Painting to

Natural Pliilosophy. But it would be more accu-

rate to view every class of Painting as connected

both with Natural and Moral Philosophy ; for

Landscape and even Still-life, as the interpreters of

those beauties of Nature which escape common ob-

jservation, tend to increase our admiration of the

works of the Creator, and have, therefore, not only

a moral but a religious tendency.

There is, however, a marked difference between

the progress of all the Fine Arts and that of Na-
tural Science, which, since the revival of learning,

has always been one of improvement. The know-
ledge of Nature acquired in one age has been re-

tained by the next, and fresh knowledge added to

the regularly increasing- stock. The chemist, the

geologist, the astronomer, the anatomist of to-day,-

correct the mistakes of their predecessors of yes-

terday, authenticate discoveries that may have been

doubted when made, and decypher new pages from

the book of Nature.

Now, though the advancement of Painting, from

the commencement of its restorations, was also one

of tolerably regular improvement up to the point

to which it arrived in that proud epoch in which

Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Eaphael, Ti-

tian and Correggio were, at the same time, produ-

cing works of such varied and transcendant excel-

lence, yet a rapid decline followed. Painting again

rose, at first with feebler powers, and afterwards in

her strength, in Italy, Spain and the low countries,

again sink into mediocrity,—again to be revived,

and by Englishmen.

But at every re-appearance we see her much
changed. She has lost some things and gained

others, the relative value of which will always vary

in the estimation of critics according to the varie-

ties of their minds and temperaments. One thing,

however we may gather from the history of Art—

a

great painter never seems destined to supersede the

great ones before him—he never takes possession of

.all that was known and keeps it in addition to his

jOwn discoveries, as is the case with the astronomer,

[the chemist, or the geologist. Rubens does not

eclipse Michael Angelo, nor Reynolds Titian ; and

the attempt in one age to repeat exactly what has

been done in another is a deception practised by

the artist on himself and on the world, which

though it may gain him immediate fame and profit,

invariably ends in shutting out his name from the

high places of fame. I am aware that I am here

but repeating what I have more than once said.

But it seems to me so important that the history of

Art, with which we have now ampler means than

ever of becoming acquainted, should be studied

to our profit, that I would rather incur censure for

saying too much, than lose any opportunity of

placing in the strongest light; what I may conceive

we learn from the past of the true principles ofi

Imitation.

How it is the discoveries of Art are not to be

held fast like those of Science may be accounted-

for by a combination of causes, among which I will

only mention the uncertainty of taste and caprices i

of fashion. These cannot interfere, or if they can

but very slightly, with the pursuits of science.

Fashion, which will patronize what is right if it be

new, is always as ready to adopt what is wrong, if;

it be specious, for the mere sake of novelty with

which it requires 'to be constantly fed. Reynolds,

in the height of his popularity, was deserted by

the fashionable world for Madame Lebrun, and in-

stances of the like inconsistency might be multi-

plied from every period of Art. Even the times of

Lorenzo de Medici and Leo the Tenth, which are

supposed to unite in a golden age of taste, are

marked by some unaccountable cap rices. There

is, I believe, no evidence of any notice having been'

taken by Lorenzo of his townsman, Da Vinci,

—

and the mighty powers of Michael Angelo, while

in their full prime, were allowed to be shamefully

wasted during the entire pontificate of Leo.

I will not, however, prolong this enquiry,—but

will proceed to the subjects to which I ask your

attention, this evening, Invention and Expression

in Painting.

Properly considered, they are both inseparable

from everything in Art. Without expression land-

scape is of no value , and even when strictly topo-

graphical, unless it be elevated by choice in all its

appearnces in which there is freedom of choice (the

basis of invention), it is not Art. I shall, however,

confine myself for the present to the consideration

of the invention of story, and the expression of

passion and sentiment.

Whatever there may be of difference among men

in the fertility of the inventive faculty, there can

be no doubt but that habits of observation are of

the greatest importance to its developement.

ilo be continued.)
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sastfitl Uttei'^is.

A Varnishf01' all sorts of Colours.—Take gum
anime, one ounce-^mastic and gum sandarae, of

each two ounces ; reduce them to fine powder and

put them in a glass vessel, pouring a pint of spirit

of wine over them. Hang it in the sun till the

ingredients are dissolved—then filter the liquor

;hrough a clean cloth, and keep it in a bottle well

corked. When you would use it, mix the dry

colour with some of it.

To make a Lacquer that looks like Gold.—lsike

of gum lac in grains 8 oz.— of clear gum sandrac

2 oz.— 1 oz. and a half of sago in blood— 1 oz. and

a half of black rosin ; beat them to a powder, and

put them in a glass vessel. Pour a quart of recti-

tified spirit of wine over them, and place the ves-

sel in a very gentle heat till they are dissolved, and

when it is cold strain it through a cloth. This is

to be laid on tin or picture frames, and they will

aippear to be gilt.

To make InJc to rut out at pleasure.—Burn flax

so that it may be mouldered rather than burned to

ashes—then grind it with a muller on a stone,

putting a little aqua^vita9 to it—then mix it with, a

little weak gum water, and what you write, though

it seem fair, may be rubbed or washed out.

To make Brass resemble Gbldifi colour.—'Smise

sal ammoniac in a brass mortar into fine powder
j

mingle it with fasting spittle till it becomes liquid,

or like an ointment, and with this composition

anoint your brass things. Hold them over a char-

coal fire till the brass becomes pretty hot, and then

rub it over with whiting and bran well dried, and

you will perceive it look like burnished gold, which

will astonish those not in the secret.

To Clean Silver or other fine Metals.—Take

whiting and burned alum, mix them with the ash

of burned wheaten straw, and when finely beaten,

rub the plate, &e. with a woollen cloth well dried

and heated at the fire, and your expectations will

be fully answered.

To restore thefaded Colour in Cloth.—Take of

wood ashes one part, quick lime two parts and put

them into a lye made pretty strong with wood ash

finely drawn off and cleared from the settlings.

—

(Then boil your cloth in a copper \ essel with them,

and rinse them out in warm vv'ater wherein a lump

of alum has been dissolved. Press it, and it will

ilook glossy and of a fine new colour.

To make Iron look as though Gilded with Gold.

—Burn an ounce of roch alum till it looks of a

reddish colour—then take of sal ammoniac an oz.

and of nitre half an ounce. Beat them to a fine

powder, and put them into strong boiling vinegar,

in a brass pan or other vessel, and when the liquor

is a third part consumed, strain it well, and rub

over smooth iron with it, and it will appear as if

it were gilt with gold.

A Varnishfor Wood or Metal, representing a

Gold Colour.—Take two ounces of sandarae, one

ounce of litharge of gold, and four ounces of clari.-

fied linseed oil. Boil them in a glazed earthen

vessel till they look of a transparent yellow, and

varnishing your materials with it according to art,

they will appear as gilded.

5ale U Soljn of ©aunt's lalace,

ilmcoln*

The old mansion called " John of Gaunt's Pa.

lace," has lately been sold, and the beautiful oriel,

or bay window, at the south end of the building,

was offered for sale separately. It has not yet been

taken down, nor has any part of the building been

pulled down or altered, and it is to be hoped that

the destruction may be prevented. There is a

view of this old mansion, done by Nathaniel Buck,,

in 1726, which gives a general idea of the whole

of the eastern front. A great part was taken down

soon afterwards, but the oriel and a window which

is engraved in Pugin's Specimens, from sketches by

Mr. E. J. Willson, of Lincoln, were left standing,

and yet remain. The former is blocked up, and a

modern chimney stands behind it.

Part of the eastern front remained standing till

the early part of the present century, and a draw-

ing of it is in the British Museum. This was made

by Mr. Grimm, an artist who was employed by Sir

Richard Kaye, Bart., when Dean of Lincoln. It

is to be feared that the beautiful oriel (to use a

common term, if not strictly a correct one,) will

tempt some amateur to a purchase, and then it may

be pulled down and stuck into a modern villa, and

thus be deprived of its real value. It has never

been thoroughly examined withinside, and, conse-

quently, the delineations that have been made are^

imperfect. It is unequalled for richness and ele-

gance. The other window is also very elegant ; it

has been adopted by the late Mr. Wilkins, at Cam^

bridge.

Crabs and lobsters, of species related to the re-

cent, have been discovered in the Clay of;Highgate,

and in the Isle of Sheppey.
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^n Jllusttatftj ©lossarj) of Knf^nml

^ttms uM^ in ^rc^itfctural antr

InUxiox decoration, ^c.

Oak. From its strength, hardness, and dura-

bility, this may be considered as the most useful of

all timbers. It is found in almost every climate of

the globe, and sometimes grows to an extraordi-

nary magnitude.

Obelisk. Lofty pillars of stone, of a rectan-

gular form, diminishing towards the top, and gene-

rally ornamented with inscriptions and hierogly-

phics ; amongst the Egyptians mostly placed in

the space before a temple. The period of their

first origin is unknown, but we often read in ancient

historians of their being erected by the Egyptian

kings, and the Arabs still term them " Pharaoh's

needles." The Romans moved many of them into

Italy, and erected them in the public places of

Rome, and several are now preserved at Constan-

tinople.

Oblique Angle. One quarter, or less than a

right angle.

Oblique Arches. Such as cross a river, ca-

nal, rail-road, &c., in an oblique direction.

Oblong, a rectangle of unequal dimensions.

Observatort. a building erected on an ele-

vated spot of ground, for making astronomical ob-

servations The Observatory at Greenwich was

erected in 1676, by order of Charles II., at the so-

licitation of Sir Jonas Moore and Sir Christopher,

Wren. The Observatory at Paris is one of the

finest in Europe, and was constructed between 1667

1

and 1672, from the drawings of M. Claude Per-

rault. The Observatory at Oxford was built after,

the designs of Sir James Wyatt, at an expense of

nearly £30,000 ; that at Cambridge has been built

at an expense of £60,000.

Obstructions. As applied to currents of wa-

ter, are produced by square ended piers, abrupt

projections, &c.

Obtuse Angles. One greater than an obtuscj

angle. {See Geometry.)

Obtuse Section of a Cone. A name given

by the old geometers to the hyperbola.

Octagon. A figure of eight sides and angles.

{See Geometry.)

Octahedron. One of the regular solids, con-

sisting of eight equal and equilateral triangles,

which may be conceived to consist of two quadri-

lateral pyramids, joined at the base, and conse-

quently its solidity may be found by multiplying

the quadrangular base (or the square of one of the

sides) by one third of the perpendicular height of,

one of the pyramids, and doubling the product.

OcTOSTTLE. A temple with eight columns on

its principal fagade.

Odeum or Odeon. A species of theatre among

the Greeks, in which the poets and musicians sub-

mitted their works to the approval of the public]

It resembled other theatres in form, but was of less'

extent. The Odeon of Athens, was probably the

first building of this kind erected in Greece.

Oecus. The banqueting-room of a Roman

house.

Office. In general, an apartment for the dis-

charge of any particular duty or employment.

Offsets. When the face of a wall is not one

entire or continued surface, or when it is formed

by two or more continued surfaces, each rising from

the horizontal base which forms the top part of the

wall below , the part thus connecting the two sur-

faces is called an off-set.

Ogee.

reversa.

A moulding the same as the cyma

Ogive. An arch or branch of a Gothic vaul t

whick, instead of being circular, passes; diagonally

from one angle to anotner, forming a cross with

the other arches.
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m MBuUx^tQlQux^ fox lllumintLiim

prints , ^c.

Op Other Reds.

'{Continued from page 26.)

Next after Grimson comes lake, which is of use

in shading and heightening carmine. But it must

he ohserved that in laying carmine upon a print,

you must touch your lights only with such a thin

tint of it as can scarcely be observed ; laying it on

strong just on that part of the light which enters

upon the shade, and afterwards laying some lake

on the stronger part of the shade. Lake is to be

had at most colour shops, ready prepared for use.

To make a fine lake, take half a pound of good

brazil, and boiling it in three pints of ley made

with the ashes of vine-twigs till half the ley is

evaporated, let it settle and then strain it ; which

done, boil it again with a quarter of a pound of

fresh brazil, two ounces of cochineal, and half an

ounce of turmeric, adding a pint of fair water.

—

Let this boil till it is half evaporated as before
;

then set it by to settle, and strain it. But when

you take it off the fire put in half an ounce of cal-

cined alum, reduced to an impalpable powder, and

'dissolve it by stirring it about with a stick, adding

a quarter of a drachm of arsenic.

To give it a body, reduce two cuttle-fish bones

jto a very fine powder, and throwing it in, let it dry

up at leisure. Then grind it with a good quantity

of fair water, in v.'hich leave it to steep, andafter-

iwards strain it through a cloth, and making it up

jinto a few tablets or cakes, set it to dry on some

jpasteboard. To make this lake redder, add lemon

juice ; or to make it deeper still, add oil of tartar.

1 Another lake may be made as follows:—Boil sha-

ivings or shearings of scarlet in the ley of the ashes

of burnt tartar. This ley having the property of

j separating the dye from the scarlet shreds. When
it has boiled enough take it oiF, and putting in co-

iChineal, powdered mastic and roch-alum, boil them

again, and while it is quite hot strain it through a

fine bag two or three times ; the first time the bag

I

must be squeezed with two sticks from the top to

the bottom—then the gross matter remaining being

taken out of the bag, wash it well. After this, pass

the liqnor you expressed with the sticks through

the bag again, and you will find a paste sticking to

the sides of the bag, which you may either spread

upon a pasteboard, or divide into small parcels on

paper, and set it aside to dry.

To make lake-columbine, steep half a pound of

the finest brazil-wood of Fernambuca rasped, in

three pints of the finest distilled vinegar for at least,

a month—the longer the better. Then seethe the

whole in balneo muriaa till it boils up three or four

times, letting it settle for a day or two. After this

prepare a fourth part of powdered alum, and put-,

ting in a clean earthen pan, strain the liquor uponj

the alum, and let it remain for a day. Afterwards

heat the whole again till the liquor simmers, and

let it settle twenty-four hours; then reduce two

cuttle-fish bones into powder, and having warmed

the liquor, pour it upon them and stir it with a

stick till cold, and leave it again for twenty-four

hours before you strain it. It must be strained

upon the alum before it is poured on the cuttle-fish

bones.

{To be Continued.)

Death of Antonin Moiner.—A death has re-

cently taken place in the world of French Art

which the journalists of that capital surround witli

a sort of sentimental mystery. Antonin Moine, a

painter and scluptor—but far more eminent in the

latter character, well known to English visitors by
his fonts in the Church of the Madeleine—has died

by his own hand. It is very difficult to arrive at

meaning—still more so at truth—through the

wearisome unrealities and aff'ectations of M. Jules

Janin's style; but this artist would seem to have

been the victim of a nervous shock communicated
by the suddenness and completenes of the Revo-
lution, and a morbid state of mmd fed by brooding

on its destructive infiuences in the world dear to

his own habits and imagination. According to the

fantastic writer above named, the sculptor could

not breathe in an atmosphere unspiritualized by
the coarse breath of insurrection. To vulgar minds
like M. Jules Janin's, Revolution seems always

—

as she is—a parvenu. The shape of the Phrygian

cap is distasteful in such eyes.—We do not class in

the same category poor Antonin Moine. A mind
inclined like his to dissase will find the morbid

ailment anywhere ; and the unfortunate artist

would probably have died a suicide even had the

Bourbon still reigned.—In the same capital the

Arts have sustained another loss by the death of

the landscape-painter, M. Edmond Joinville.

Caution to Artists.—Mr. A. F. West, a young
artist, died on the 23rd ult. ; and after a post mor-
tem examination, a jury returned a verdict, "That
the deceased died from the eiFects of Carbonate of

lead." It appeared that he was in the habit of

drawing his brushes through his lips.

Decorative A rt,—Miss Wallace, a lady of for-

tune, has discovered a mode of gilding and coloring

the interior of glass tubes, which, when so pre-

pared form a beading for the decoration of rooms-

Archceoloffical Discovery.—We learn from Win-
chester, that during the progress of the restoration

of the Church Stoke Charity, now in hand, a very

curious discovery was made, namely a sculpture

representing a bishop celebrating mass, lie holdin

the host in one hand and the chalice in the other,

above whom is a representation of the deity, at
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tended by anjjels. It was found concealed in a

niclie iu the chancel, which had been bricked up

for the probable purpose of concealing the sculp-

ture, which doubtlessly occupied in Catholic times

some other situation in the church, Mr. F. Bai-

gent of Winchester, has taken a sketch of it, which

he has forwarded to hte Archseological Association.

Stoke Charity is about seven miles' distance fiom

Winchester, the church is of rforraan structure,

and contains, in addition to the above, several cu-

rious mouments and sepulchral brasses.

The summons issued for the General Meeting of

the Society of Antiquaries on St. George's Day,
contains two announcements of interest to its mem-
bers. The first is that of Lord Mahon's intention

to deliver what has been long looked for—an an-

nual address : the next, the nomination in the

house list of Mr, Bruce as Treasurer. Mr. Bruce
is a contributor of many valuable historical papers

to the Arcliseologia.

^f)t (Ef)roncl|)pt0t.

The copyright of the Satirist Newspaper, was

put up to Auction on the 19th, at the Auction

Rooms of Mr. Page, 28^ Moorgate Street, City.

The first price bid was £800, and after an active

competition it was knocked down for £1,040.

The Hailsliam and Easibourne branches of the

London and Brighton Eailway were publicly

opened last week, thus opening a direct commu-

nication from London to the sea bathing places.

It is reported in accounts from Charleroi,

France, that two layers of coal of rich quality

has been discovered, and the produce is most

likely to prove abundant. The library of the

late Daniel O'Connell was announced to be sold

on tlie 22nd, being of no use to any members of

his family. It is very extensive and well selec-

ted, and contains a great variety of the modern

Iworks. Lotl,146, is the gem of the collection.

It consists o/ four MS. volumes of the cases from

1798 to 1806, in which Mr. O'Connell was em-

ployed as Counsel, with brief notices (some of

them sarcastic) of the various judges and bar-

risters. Along with them are his Cash Books of

Income and Expenditure down to 1831. It is

expected the Manchester, Buxton and Matlock

Railway, will be opened for passenger traflic to

Matlock and Eowsley, about the end of the pre-

sent month. Rowsley is about two miles from

Chatsworth. The Fine Art Exhibitions of the

past fortnight have not been confined to the se-

veral public galleries and the newly opened exhi-

bition at the Royal Academy. Messrs. Christie

and Manson have been inviting their friends and

the public generally to the private view of some

Dutch pictures, the property of the late Mr
Charles Brind; Mr. Grundy, of Regent-street,

has been exhibiting a picture called ' The Halt',

the joint compositions of Mr. Ansdell,the animal

painter, and Mr. Frith, A.R.A.; and Mr. Squire,

of Cockspur-street, has had private and public

view of an original picture of Jenny Lind from

the Daguerreotype of Mr. Kilbum, in the posses

sion of Her Majesty. A letter has been recei

ved in town from Lord Torrington, Governor of

Ceylon, announcing the sudden death from apo

plexy, of Dr. George Gardiner, Superintendant of

the Botanic Garden, Peradenia, Kandy, Ceylon.

This zealous naturalist was a pupil of Sir W. J.

Hooker when professor of Botany in the Univer-

sity of Glasgow. Steps, we are informed, have

been taken in Manchester to concentrate the

efforts of the City Council, and of the various

literary and philosophic societies in the town,

so as to make a successful application to the mem^

bers of the Meeting of the British Association at

Birmingham, to hold their meeting for 1851 in

the former city.

Co alcirresiDontfeitts, ^c»

Q. C. M., (London.)— pFe are informed that there

is no place in thii country lohere you can obtain

Italian alabaster loith certainty. You may
occasionally meet with a lot. Derbyshire spar
can be obtained at the piaster of Paris manu-
facturies.

A Silversmith.

—

There is no other loay of platen-

izing silver than by means of galvanism, as the

metal is required to adhere to the surface in

the form of a finely divided iJowder.

Pencil.

—

A thin aqeous solution of isinglass will

fix either blach-lead or hard black-lead chalk,

so as to prevent itfrom rubbing out. The same

effect will be obtained by the simple application

of shimmed milli ; in using the latter, lay the

drawing flat upon the surface of the milk, and
afterwards suspend it by one corner to drain

and dry. The milk must be perfectly freefrom
cream, otherwise it may soil the paper.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 26 is now ready, price \0d.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 2, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale.—The Book of Ornamental and Early
English Alphabets,'?nee QA. Parts 1, to 4, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.
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Burins \^t Hetgns of SSlt^afifti^

anir gant^s I. antr its EpjJltca^

iililg 10 JBlotiern littjsoses.

EXTRACT FROM A PAPER READ AT THE GENE-

RAL MEETING OF THE DECORATIVE ART

SOCIETY, FEB., 28TH, 1844, BY

George Fildes.

(Continued frotn page 42.)

N the biography of
Wolsey, by Cavendish, ^his private secretary,

we find an account of a sumptuous feast given
by'him at Hampton Court to the French am-
bassadors by command of the king. The fol-

lowing are extracts :

—

"The cookes [wrought both day and night

with suttleties, and many crafty devices, where

lacked neither gold nor sylver, nor other costly

thing meet for their purpose ; the yeomen and
groomes of the wardrobe were busied in hang
ing of the chambers, and furnishing the same
with beds of silk, and other furniture in every

degree."

"Then wrought the carpenters, joiners, ma-
sons, and all other artificers necessary to be
had to glorify this noble feast. There was
carriage and re-carriage of plate, stuff, and
and other rich implements, so that there was
nothing lacking that could be imagined or de-

vised for the purpose. There was also provised

two hundred and eighty beds, furnished with

all manner of furniture to them belonging, too

long particularly to be rehearsed."

"The chamber where they supped and ban-
quetted, was hanged with rich arras as all other

were, and furnished with tall yeomen to serve.

There were set tables round the chambers ban-

quet-wise covered ; a cupboard was there gar-

nished with white plate, having also in the

same chamber, to give the more light, four

great plates of sylver set with great lights, and
a great fire of wood and coales. The next

chamber being in the chamber of presence, was
hanged with very rich arras, and a sumptuous
cloth of estate furnished with many goodly

gentlemen to serve ihe tables, ordered in a

manner as the other chamber was, saving

that the high table was removed beneath the

cloth of estate towards the middest of the

chamber covered. Then there was a cupboard,

being as long as the chamber was in breadth,

with six desks of height garnyshed with guilt

plate, and the nethermost desk was garnyshed

all over with gold plate, having with lights one
paire of candlesticks of sylver and guilt, being

curiously wrought, which cost 300 markes, and
standing upon the same, two lights of waxe
burning as bigge as torches, to set it forth.

—

This cupboard was barred round about that no
man could nigh it, for there was none of all

this plate touched in this banquet, for there

was sufficient besides. The plates that did

hang on the walls to give light were of sylver

and guilt, having in them great torches of waxe
burning, a great fire burning in the chimney,

and all other things necessary for the furniture

of so noble a feast."

In spite, however, of all their unwieldy

pomp and external glitter, domestic comfort
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during the reigns of Henry VII. and VIII.

was a mere desideratum ; and though the lat-

ter monarch was so lavish in his expenditure

on dress and ornaments, the inventory of his

furniture was ridiculously scanty. We learn

from the Harleian MSS., that his bed chamber

contained nothing but a couple of joint cup-

boards, a joint-stool, two andirons, a fire-fork,

a pair of tongs, a fire-pan, and a steel mirror

covered with yellow velvet, (this, however,

must have been exclusive of the bed and bed-

ding,) and notwithstanding the princely style

of Wolsey's living, and the quantities of bro-

cade and plate employed in his palaces, the or-

dinary furniture Avas neither plentiful nor

costly, most of the tables being made of wains-

cot, and other domestic appliances being of a

corresponding character.

The Earl of Northumberland, in 1512, was
ordinarily served on wooden trenchers, and
plates of latten (or pewter) were used in his

family only on holidays. In the privy-purse

expenses of Henry VHI. there are also entries

regarding trenchers, as for example, in 1530;

" Item, paid to the S'geant of the pantrye for

certain trenchers for the king, 23s. Sd."

And even at a later date, in Shakspere and
other authors of the time, we find continual

allusions to men being each other's ''bed-fel-

ilows;" and though the word is sometimes
j used as equivalent with " bosom friend," still

jits very use shows the necessity which existed

jfortwo persons occupying one bed; and it is

ja tolerable proof that the furniture of the time
was remarkably scanty.

In fact, it is not till the reign of Elizabeth

was somewhat advanced, that we need look for

anything like an approach to the comforts and
conveniences of modern times; but by her

practice and example an impulse was given,

which spreading through the nobility and gen
try, reached at length to the middle classes;

for we are told by Harrison, that farmers, and
even mechanics were then able to "garnish
their cupboards with plate, their beds with ta-

pestry and silk hangings, and their tables with
fine napery." This appears somewhat incre-

dible, and should be taken with some grains of
allowance, although Harrison is generally con.,

sidered a most faithful and trustworthy writer.

It .cannot, however, be doubted that the house-

hold furniture and domestic comforts of the

middle classes were now greatly superior in

many respects to those of the nobility in the

preceding reigns.

But classical taste in architecture was re-

viving at this time in Italy, and, spreading as

from a centre among the other nations of Eu-

rope, was pervading the public mind. The

Gothic, however, being more firmly established

in those nations, still struggled tor supremacy,

and the dispute ended in a compromise between

the two styles, the Classic and the Gothic,

combining" in what we call in England, the Eli-

zabethan style.

This blending of the Classic with the na-

tional style was attended with better effect in

England than in France and Flanders ; our

buildings having escaped the disfigurement of

the high pointed roofs which form so striking

a feature in the architecture of their cities.

The introduction <rf this new style may be

attributed to the desire evinced by our Henry

VIII. to rival his contemporaries of the conti

nent. Being himself in some degree conversant

with architecture and the fine arts, with the

purpose of embellishing his court, and to im-

prove the taste of the time, he invited several

foreign artists of eminence, with whom were

liaftael and Titian. These celebrated men,

however, did not choose to exchange the lofty

consideration which they had attained at home
for the doubtful courtesies of so capricious a

monarch : but he obtained several from Italy

and Flanders ; Jerome de Trevisi, painter and

architect; Luca Penni, who had previously

decorated Fontainbleau for Francis I.; John o.

Padua, who was "Deviser of his Majesty's

Buildings" in 1544; and the celebrated Hans
Holbein, for whose talents, like the trunk or

the elephant, nothing was too high or too low

;

he was equally at home in designing a palace or

a button, some designs foi* the latter of which
are understood to be still extant. According to

Henry's household accounts, his salary was thirty

pounds a year; but this was exclusive of pay-
ment for the pictures he painted. Another cele-

brated name is that of Pietro Torregiano, a Flo-

rentine sculptor of superior talent, though un-

governable temper. He is mentioned lij Ben-

venuto Cellini, in his Memoirs, who introduces

him boasting of his exploits among " those brutes

the English." We shall conclude our extracts

from this interesting paper in our next.
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Isfful MratjJfs.

To make Porcelain,—Take the glaire of eggs,

and calcined egg shells finely powdered
; put these

beaten together into gum-arabic water , let them

stand a while over embers and thicken, so that they

may be made into pastils, and when you have

movlded them into proper forms for your purpose,

dry and harden them in the sun, and the work is

then finished.

To whiten Copper quite through the body of the

Metal.—Take such copper as kettles are usually

made of, tough and pliable,

—

lay the plates in a

crucible, and between every one of them a strewing

of white arsenic finely powdered, and being melted,

when the smoke is over, the copper will be as

white as tin.

To melt Amber.—Mix stroni? vinegar with the

juice of citrons, one part of the latter to two of the

former ; into this put the amber, and it being set

over a slow fire, you will find the amber melt or

grow soft, so that you may monld or turn it like

soft wax.

To lohiten Pearls.—If they turn yellow or

spotted, so that they become unsightly, losing their

native lustre, burn tartar to ashes and make a ley of

it with spring water wherein a little alum has been

dissolved, and putting in the pearls, let them stay

over a stove fire, and it will restore the pristine

whiteness as orient as ever, and render them more

durable and weighty, and consequently the better

for use.

To soften or dissolve Ham of any hind,—Burn

the pods of beans well dried to ashes, and make a

lye of them, drawing off the liquid part from the

dross, and put a third part of strong vinegar to it

;

add quick lime and tartar, and boil them over a

good fire, putting in your planchets or pieces of

horn, and it v/ill soon be soft to work or mould in

any fashion, and if long boiled, become a jellied

substance 5 but exposure to the cold air will soon

harden it again.

To Soften Ivory and Whiten it.—Distil strong

white-wine vinegar three times, and decoct red

sage leaves in it with a little quick lime ; the ivory

being put in when the liquor is boiling hot, will

soon become soft, and much whiter than it was ;

—

and this simple process will also take out yellow

stains from ivory, &c.

To restore the faded] Colour in Tapestry and
^urkey Carpets.—When you have beaten them,

and with a hard brush cleansed them well with

water in which bran has been been boiled, rub them

over with fullers' earth, and let it lie thinly on till

well dried in the sun, and do so twice or thrice ;

—

then being well cleansed from this by a thorough

beating, brush them well over with alum water,

and dry them in the shade, and the faded colour

will return almost as fresh as new.

MttdLlUt ^^Qxt anu Us ^xtiMic

At the Society of Arts, Mr D. Wyatt read a pa-

per on " Metal Work and its Artistic Design." He
commenced with some remarks on the absolute

necessity of the study of specific design, in order

to confine the errant imaginations of artists within

reasonable bounds, and in order fully to take ad-

vantage of all the natural properties, mechanical

capabilities, and recorded experiences, peculiarly

belonging to all materials, in the elaboration of

vi'hich it is requisite that an alliance between use

and beauty may be effected. The author main-

tained that all propriety and perfection in manu-
facturing design were derivable from the result of

such studies, and that the more clearly the objec-

tive individuality of every ingredient was preserved

and enunciated in the finished article, the more
satisfactory to both eye and mind would the cha-

racter of its ornamentation appear.

The specific design of metal work was, he said,

based on three great studies. The first was that of

the distinctive characteristics and appliances ofj

each metal ; the second, its form as modified by all

the mpchanical processes of manufacture ; and the

third, a thorough analytical and critical acquaint-

ance with all the best models in which reasonable

and good principles of art can be traced, and

through modifications of which pleasing associ-

ations of idea may be commanded at the will of

the designer. The author then described the pro-

cess by which almost all objects in metal must be

produced, dwelling on those best harmonising with

the character of each substance, and the accredited

con-i entuality of its use. Having disposed of the

structural processes, he rapidly analysed the deco-

rative or superficial, sketching out the leading pe-

culiarities of engraving, matting, niello, cooking,

burnishing, the six chief divisions of enamel, and

three or four varieties of damascening. He then

passed over the mediteval portion of the subject,

and concluded by calling attention to the examples

by which he was surrounded, and urging a syste-

matic recognition of first principles and practical

details in the study of beauty and fine art.
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^^rms uutu III ^rcfjttectural anlr

Interior Bicorattott, &c.

OpjE. The cubilia, or beds of the beams of a

roof, on which rest the Metopee.

Openings. Those parts of the walls of a build-

ing which are left unfilled up, for admitting light,

air, &c.

Opisthodomus. The same as the Roman pos-

ticum, a term applied to the hinder part of a tem-

ple, when there is a regular entrance, and a fagade

jof columns, as in front. It was a custom with the

lancieats to preserve their treasures, public records,

j&c. in this part of the temple, which was often ex-

; tensive, and situated immediately behind the cella.

Doubts have lately existed whether the treasury of

the state in the Parthenon was not a distinct build-

ing, separate from the opisthodomus, or treasury of

the temple.

Opposite Cones. Two similar cones, which

have the same common vertex, and the same axis.

Opposite Sections. Hyperbolas made by

cutting opposite cones by the same plane.

Orangery. A kind of hot-house for the

growth of orange trees.

Oratort. a closet for private devotion, near

a bed-chamber, in Soman Catholic families, with

altar, crucifix, &c.

Ohb. a knot of flowers or herbs placed at the

intersection of several ribs in a Gothic ceiling to

conceal the mitres of the adjoining ribs.

Orchestra. The placejn the ancient theatres

where the chorus used to dance : in modern thea-

tres the name is given to the place where the mu-
sicians sit.

Order. The five orders of architecture, as

transmitted to us from antiquity, are the Doric, the

Ionic, the Corinthian, and the Composite ; of the

peculiarities and origins of which an account will

be found under those heads.

Ordinates. In Conies, parallel lines, termi-

nating in a curve, and bisected by a diameter. The

Ordinate of an Ellipse, is a straight line drawn

perpendicularly to the axis major, from any point

in it to meet the curve.

Ordonance. The giving to all parts of any

building the just dimensions, &c., which they ought

to have according to the model.

Organical. a description of curves upon a

plane by means of instruments.

Oei.e, (In Naval Architecture.) Wherries,

or small boats.

Oriel Window. A projecting angular win-

dow, commonly of a triagonal or pentagonal form,

and divided by mullions and transoms, into dif-

ferent bays and compartments.

Overlapped Moulding. A moulding used

in Norman and Saxon architecture.

Orillon. a small rounding of earth, lined

with a wall, which is raised on the shoulder of

those bastions which have casements, to cover the

cannon in the retired flank, and to prevent their
j

being dismounted by the enemy.

Oele. a fillet or band under the Ovolo of the

capital. Palladio applies the term also to the

plinth of the base of a column.

Ornaments. The smaller and more detailed

parts of a work of art, which are not essential, but

only serve to enrich it. The ornaments of the

architecture of the most ancient people are con-

fined to the representations of nature,—flowers,

leaves and branches ; afterwards the figures of men

and animals were introduced.

Orthogonal. Rectangular.

Orthography. The elevation of a building at

any of its particular parts. In Geometry, it is ap-

plied to the art of delineating the foreright plan of

any object, and of expressing the heights or ele-

vations of each part. In perspective, orthogra-

phy is the fore-right side of any plane, that is, the

side or plane that lies parallel to a straight line,

which may be imagined to pass through the out-

ward covex points of the eyes, continued to a con-

venient length. Ib fortification, it is the profile

or representation of a fortress made after such a

manner that the length, breadth, and height of its

several parts may be represented.

Osculating Circle.

ture.

The circle of curva-
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)n WBaUt^mlmx^ for lllummating

Of Other Reds.

(Continued from page 49.)

Liquid colour not much inferior to carmine

itself may be made of the rasping of Brazil-

wood : this colour is in the tranparency of crim-

son, and is made as follows : hoil an ounce of the

raspings of Brazil-wood, sold at the dry-salters,

and at some colour-shops, in twelve ounces of pale

stale beer, and a little alum, till the colour of the

liquor is as strong as you please, which may be

discovered by dipping a slip of white paper into

it. When this colour is as you would have it,

pass it when cooled into a linen cloth, and bottle

it up for use.

And if you would bring this colour to a body,

take ox-blood, and dry it till it can be reduced

to a powder, which being done, mix it with the

I liquor, and it will communicate a colour to it little

j

inferior to a middling carmine : some say, that

the blood of an ox or cow dried will make a good

j

body for any colour.

I
For crimson, take the fruit of the berry-bearing

spinach, which being pressed, will yield a beau-

tiful red- colouredjuice : boil this, adding a fourth

part of alum to it ; then letting it cool, put it up
for use.

The red beet-root baked with a little strong

vinegar produces an elegant red colour equal to

a tincture of carmine : then pour it on alum,

and it is fit for use, where carmine should be

used in washing prints, for it is a fine transpa-

rent red.

Another crimson colour for washing prints, &c.

is prepared as follows:—Put thirty or forty

grains of bruised cochineal into a gallipot, with
as many drops of tartar-lye as will just wet it,

and make it give forth its colour ; then imme-
diately adding to this mixture half a spoonful of

water, or more, if the colour be still too deep,

you will have a delicate purple liquor or tincture.

Then taking a bit of alum, scrape very finely

with a knife a small quantity of it into the tinc-

ture, and this will take away the purple colour

and make it delicate tincture. Strain it through

a fine cloth into a clean gallipot, and use it as

jSoon as you can, because this is a colour that will

always look exquisitely fine, if it is soon made
use of ; but will decay if it stands too long.

iNext to these is the Indian red, which though
it is a colour of a body, yet it is very useful]

for a back ground for flowers at a distance, when

used with gum-water.

There is also an earth brought from the Isle of

Wight, which has been found to mix extremely

well with gum-water, though, being of a viscous

nature, it requires less gum than most other co-

lours ; and as it is naturally fit for use withou*

grinding, and is viscous, so it will no doubt mix

with oil as well as with water. There is one thing

very extraordinary in this earth, which is, that

if you rub a deal board with it, it will make the

board the exact colour of mahogany-wood, and

stain it so deep, and with so much strength, that

it is hard to get it out with washing.

Silvering Glass by aid of Gun Cotton.—M.

Vohl has recently discovered that a solution of

gun-cotton, in a caustic ley, possesses, in a high

degree, the property of precipitating silver from

its solutions in the metallic form. On pouring

into it a few drops of a solution of nitrate of sil-

ver, and adding ammonia until the oxide of silver

formed is re-dissolved (the mixture b«ing slowly

heated in a water bath), the liquor will, at a cer-

tain period, assume a deep brown colour, and

effervesce, the whole of the silver being ijrecipi-

tated on the sides of the vessel. The mirror thus

produced is much superior in brilliancy to those

produced by means of etherial oils or ammoniacal

aldehyde ; and the facility with which it is pro-

duced will doubtless vender it of practical im-

portance.

Fountains Abbey,—The excavations of the site

of the Abbot's house at Fountains Abbey are pro-

ceeding very satisfactorily. The arches on which

the house has been built, cover the river for nearly

300 feet ; but how far the building has extended

north and south it is at present impossible to say.

According to the Times, the most interesting a-
j

partment brought to light within the last week
]

or two is the private oratory of the Abbot, near,

the eastern portion of the remains. It has been

an elegant little chapel, of a style of architecture;

quite different from any hitherto noticed at

Fountains, viz., the dog toothed Early English,

and has been, no doubt, as Mr, Walbraia, of

Ripon, states, the work of an immediate successor

of the three Johns, sometime between 1245 and

1290.

Dublin School of Design.—Mr. M'Manus who
was so uncerimoniously bowled out at Glasgow,

as some of our readers will remember, has been
appointed head Master of the Government
School of Design in Dublin, with full power to

carry out the objects of the institution.
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ST. ANDREW.—SKETCHED FROM THE TOMB OF ST. SBEALD, AT NUREMBERG.

Military, ]!faval, and County Service Club-

house. The club-house at the Piccadilly end of

St. James's-street, formerly known as Crockford's,

has been taken by a club of military, naval, and

militia officers, and has been decorated and fur-

nished in a costly manner. The walls of the li-

brary are sage-green, with the mouldings gilt ; the

drawing-room cream-colour, mouldings very richly

gilt (the old ceilings, also heavily gilt, remain) ;

—

and the writing-room has a deep blue paper on

the walls, cream-coloured woodwork, and more
gold mouldings. On the staircase, too, with very

good marblings, it is gold—gold—gold ; so that it

might be thought, whether originally or now, that

the tradesman, rather than the artist, had been the

director of the works. The eifect, nevertheless, is

one of magnificence.

Art Exhibitions.—The aggregate number of

works of art exhibited in the six galleries open in

London at this time last year, was 4,023, and the

total number produced, calculating that at least

1,500 were returned to the artists, 5,523, without

counting those exhibiting only in the provinces.

—

In the present year the number exhibited is rat^er

less, namely, 3,796, and is thus made up, viz.—at

the British Institution, 518—the Society of Brl

tish Artists, 639—the Free Exhibition, 541—the

Water-colour Society, 365—the New Water-colour

Society, 402—and at the Royal Academy, 1,341

The number produced, however, was doubtless as

great, if not greater. From the Academy alone,

we understand, 1,300 pictures were sent back

—

many of them, as we can assert from our own

knowledge, very meritorious productions.

There are said to be 621,000 engravings depO'

sited in the British Museum.
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^f)c Erclii^ctwal Association.

Some spirited members of the Architectural As-

sociation, a few months baeli, successfully attempted

to start an Annual Exhibition, peculiarly architec-

tural. The very attempt itself was not only fraught

with pecuniary risk, hut there seemed something

bold and novel in the idea of the youthful mem-
bers of the profession making an appeal to an en-

lightened British public, while the Elders, even

with an " Institute," should be content with being

annually united with the sister art of painting at

the Eoyal Academy ;—but so it was. Not only was

the attempt made, but a really good Exhibition

was got up, numbering upwards of three hundred
" works of Art" from various architects in all parts

of the kingdom, open free to the public for six

jweeks, at the Gallery of the Society of Painters in

[Water Colours, honoured by the presence of Sir

iRohert Peel, Earl Grey, and several of the most

enlightened of our countrymen. The result was so

|far satisfactory that the mere sale of catalogues

j defrayed a considerable portion of the expenses.

With a view to entirely clear the committee of any

debt, a private dramatic performance took place at

Miss Kelly's theatre, on Wednesday evening. May
16th, when the "Prisoner at War," by Douglas

Jerrold, "The Critic," and " The Corporal's Wed-
ding" v/ere the pieces represented, the entire cast

of male characters being members of the Asso-

ciation. The whole of the dramatis person se ac-

quitted themselves in a creditable manner, and

afforded much pleasure to a crowded and fashion-

able audience. It would be hardly fair to particu-

larize the efforts of any one individual when all

jwere successful 5 still, we would wish to express

our estimation of the admirable acting of Mr. W.
,W. Deane, one of the Hon. Sees, to the Exhibition,

who, in assuming the old man, Captain Channel,

threw so much heartiness into the part as to re-

peatedly call forth applause, though scarcely, we
;imagine, has he reached one third of the three

score and ten, yet he looked and capitally acted the

old veteran. We are happy to add the result is

most satisfactory, a sufficient sum being realized to

discharge the whole of the expenses incurred by
the committee. So good a commencement augurs

Iwell for the next Exhibition.

Flemish literature has sustained a heavy loss by
the death of M. Van Eyswyck, a poet of consider-

able popularity, who died at the early age of 38.

Method of soldering Cast Iron loith Wrought

Iron.—The following process has been recommen-

ded for this purpose:—First melt filings of soft

cast-iron with calcined borax in a crucible; then

pulverize the black vitreous substance which is

thereby produced, and sprinkle it over the parts

which are intended to be united ; after which, heat

the pieces of cast and wrought-iron and weld them

together on an anvil, using only gentle Tblows

This method is peculiarly applicable for the manu-

facture of iron articles which are intended to be

made red hot, and are required to be impervious to

fluids or -liquids, as such a result cannot be ob-

tained by simple fastening.

Munich.—Tn its account of the late Exhibition

at Munich, the J^nutsblatt speaks at some length

of a series of interiors by Zauth, showing some of

the principal apartments in the royal villa of Wil

helma lately erected from his designs in the park of

Rosenstein, near Stuttgart. These are 'said to be

marvellous productions of the pencil ; and this we

can readily believe, having ourselves seen one Or

two interiors by that artist astonishing for the

witchei-y of their execution. The building itself is

said to be in the Arabo-Moorish, or Alhambra,

style :—that being the one prescribed by the archi-

tect. It appears, however, that Zauth has greatly

modified it in order to adapt it to the requirements

of a modern habitation and actual habits of living

With what success he has done this we cannot say

—and may not soon learn : for those who visit

Germany, architects included, seem studiously to

avoid bringing home, either in notes or in sketch

books, any information relative to what has been

there done in architecture of late years—though

this is certainly not a little. Mrs. Jameson is the

only exception we know of : at least the only one

who communicates such information to the public.

Amphitheatre at Aries.—The care expended by

the city of Aries on the preservation of its monu-

ments—the memorials of its palmy state when it

was the Rome of Gaul, as Ausonius calls it—is

highly creditable. Its exquisitely proportioned

little amphitheatre, a veritable miniature Coliseum

is still under the hands of the masons. Indeed, the

only fear seems to be lest the authorities should fall

into the fault so common to the French in such

matters, and push the indispensible work of pre-

servation too far towards an attempt at restoration

It has been at length thoroughly isolated from the

mean surrounding buildings, which well nigh suf-

focated it ; the interior has been well cleared out

;

and a light railing as a defence from wanton injury

has been erected around it. Evidently, the good

city has not spared cost in the matter.
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Cj^e Ol^i^tOttOtgpist

The admirers of the late Sir Francis Chantrey

and his works will be glad to know that a biogra-

phical notice of the eminent portrait-sculptor will

be given to the world at no distant day. The keep-

er of the Academy, Mr. George Jones—an intimate

friend and one of the executors of the deceased

artist, and who has had the best sources of infor-

mation accessible to him—has, we are informed,

just completed the manuscript of such a work.

jThe oil picture painted by Mr. A. Solomon from

jthe Daguerrotype of Jenny Lind, taken by Mr.

'jKilburn—and now exhibiting at Messrs. Squires's

in Cockspur Street—labours under just the disad-

vantages which the mechanical process presents.

I

Had the painter been allowed sittings immediately

from nature, the result, from his well-known ta-

lents, would have been a more certain likeness

—

and there would have been probably no reason to

lament a hardness and severity which are foreign

to the features of the original. The congress of

the British Archseologioal Association will be

opened at Chester on the 30th of July. An in-

fluential local committee has been formed. The

(Turkish Government, it is announced, is about to

execute a geological map of the Ottoman Empire
;

'and the Colonel of Engineers appointed to have

charge of the same has been sent to Paris to obtain

from the Government of the Republic the aid of

French Officers. The repair of Salisbury Ca-

'thedral spire has been resumed. A recent report

!of the boring at Northam, for the Southampton

[Artesian well states the depth arrived at to be 286

ifeet, and that the workmen could not bore any fur-

ther with safety till they had iron piping to the

depth of 290 feet, and the present depth of the

bore 296 feet in hard clay. Some further im-

provements are now being carried out at Southsea,

in the drainage and planting of 100 acres of ground

called Webb's marshes. A number of villas are to

be afterwards erected on the site. St. Margaret's

Church, Whalley Range, in the parish of Man-

chester, was consecrated on the 29th ult. It is

'geometrical in style (the transition from Early En-

Iglish to Decorated), has a tower and broach spire,

and was built from the designs of Mr. James P.

Harrison. The colossal statue of Dr.Jephson, by

P. HoUinp, is to be publicly inaugurated at Lea-

mington the 28th inst. Some alterations and

improvements are about to be made at the Salford

Town-hall from plans from Messrs. Travis and

Mangnall, at a cost of about £50 0, according to

estimates sent in.-—The whole work of restora-

tion at Scarborough Church is to be continuously

prosecuted, in place of being stopped and resumed,

as was intended. It is said that upwards of 40

boxes, containing sacred vases, marbles, statues,

and pictures, have been sequestered by the French

custom-office. These articles were purchased at

Rome, by an association of German Jews, formed

at Frankfort under the direction of M. Brucker.

The advantageous terms on which Mr, Francis

Warton had obtained the Virgin and Angels of

Benvenuto Cellini had excited the cupidity of all

the merchants of works of Art The catalogue of

articles sold by the Revolutionary Government of

Rome amounts, it is said to 2,500; they only pro-

duced 3,000,000f., although worth 10, 000,000f.

at least. Their restitution will not be easily effected

though the names and addresses of the buyers are

inscribed on the margin of the catalogue. The

Commissioners of Eailways have issued their re-

port, dated the 1st inst. Public attention

in Sunderland being generally directed to the esta-

blishment of public baths and wash-houses give

publicity to the following results of the institution

in Newcastle. During the two last months, 1,200

warm baths have been taken, showing (if the aver-

age be taken individually) that one in every 84 of

the entire population of Newcastle and Gateshead

has had a warm bath within the last two months.

The average weekly number of houses occupied by

those who got their clothes washed, dried, and

ironed, in a very few hours, during the same period,

amounts to 4,300. The receipts amounted to £28

15s. ; and if March and April could fairly be taken

as average months, the annual receipts in 'that case

would be £172 10s. It is confidently asserted that

the baths will be self-supporting this year, and

yield a profit afterwards.

Co Olotresjjontimisf, ^c.

J.

—

The sketch has beenreceived quite safe.

Edwards.—J« shall beforwarded to you.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 26 is noio ready, price lOd.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale.—The Booh of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 5, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.
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<Bn li^e SSt^U at jFurnilure in Usi

an^ Ufaiius $. antr its Epplica-

MUg to ;^otjfrn^ut}3os^s.

EXTRA CT FROM A PAPER READ AT THE GENE-

RAL MEETING OF THE DECORATIVE ART

sociETy, FEB., 28th, 1844j by

George Fildes.

{Continued from page 52.)

R. Hunt, in his work on

Tudor architecture, objects to these Italian

artists that being utterly unacquainted with

either our style or that of the ancients, they

used a mongrel style of their own : but it does

not toUow that they were devoid of classical

|taste and knowledge because they endeavoured

to meet the peculiar views of their employers,

and graft it upon the national style.

The predilection for foreign art and artists

which has ever been, and still continues, an

unpatriotic distinction of English society, was

at this time most prevalent; pressing like an

incubus upon native talent, and condemning it

to move in the servile track of imitation. The

inferiority of the English artists of the time

may, however, be doubtless attributed to the

nation's not having yet wholly recovered from

the desolation caused by the ruinous wars of

the Roses ; during which many skilful artisans

had perished, without leaving competent sue

cessors in their several branches ; hence the

importation of foreigners became in a great

degree unavoidable. We may easily believe,

likewise, that it was owing in some measure to

the absence of that patronage which the Church

of Rome had ever dispensed to art and artists,

and to which the Reformation necessarily put

an end. Another reason of the great employ

ment of foreigners appears to have been the

greediness and self-conceit of such English

workmen as remained, "the said foreigners,"

Harrison says, "being more reasonable in their

takings, and lesse wasters of time by a great

deale than our owne."

It is impossible, in treating the subject of

Interior Decoration, to avoid recurring fre-

quently to the architecture of the time, from

which it copied its peculiar character, both as

to solidity of structure and elaboration of or-

nament. A recent author observes, " the cha-

racteristic of the scroll ornaments which enter

so abundantly into the decoration of this period

has been well described as ' an intricacy of de-

sign which defies explanation ;' but the knobs

and the bosses, with the fanciful cut work

round them, peculiar to the Elizabethan style,

were evidently intended to represent jewels.

They are clearly alluded to by Laneham, in

his account of Kenilworth Castle, as 'great

diamans, rubys, and sapphyrs, pointed, tabled

rok and round, garnished with their gold, &c

a poor substitute, even with all the help of

blazonry, for the precious marbles and pietre

dure of Italy. In the sculptured decoration,

the taste of the age displays itself no less in

the subjects than the style ; and the staple

coramodities of armorial bearings and devices

are mixed up with figures and allusions, alle-

gorical, mythological, and classical. The

chimney-piece occupying the whole height of

the room, and forming part of the general

design when it possesses an architectural cha-

racter, is generally made a focus for the display

of decorations of the kind. These were often

executed in a grand and imposing style, but

more often deformed by extravagant allusions

and conceits. These conceits, however, far

from being considered deformities, were doubt-

less estimated by their devisers as their greatest

beauties. We may observe how the literature
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of the age was disfigured by this kind of false

ornament, from which no department was free.

Neither the pulpit, the bench, the senate, nor

the stage were exempt. The divine quibbled

in the pulpit, the judge condemned the crimi-

nal with ajeu de mot, and the greatest debates

in council were disfigured with far -fetched con-

ceits ; and as to the stage, those at all cover-

sant with the dramatic literature of the time,

need only recall to memory how often even in

the finest and most pathetic passages some

absurd allusion or palty quibble will occur,

marring their beauty, and sadly injuring their

effect on the mind of the reader. Even in

Shaksper.e himself (with reverence be it spoken),

this is too often the case.

These conceits, however objectionable in

literature, were still more so in architecture

;

and though so many magnificent edifices exist,

yet the details are often barbarous and involved,

and in the smaller buildings constitute some-

times their entire character. Even in the plans

of buildings, propriety was often sacrificed to

this prevailing folly. Many of the mansions

of the time were built with two projecting

wings and a porch in the centre, the ground

plan of which was similar in form to the letter

E, and is supposed to have been intended as a

compliment to Queen Elizabeth. Far-fetched

as this may appear, it is perfectly in accordance

with the taste of the age. Such absurd fancies

as these could not but be prejudicial to the art;

still, however, it flourished, although the en-

couragement it had received from Henry seems

to have been m some measure withdrawn by

Elizabeth, whose taste for the fine arts may be

reasonably doubted, as she appears to have pa-

tronised them chiefly when ministering to her

vanity, if we may judge from the multiplicity

of her portraits; which she forbade to be exe-

cuted by any but "special cunning painters," a

proclamation to which effect she issued in 1563.

The style continued to flourish during the

whole of the reign of Elizabeth, and seems to

have reached its^utmost point of perfection at

the commencement of James's reign, from
which time we may date its decline ; as the

artists of the;^ day, in their search for variety,

grafted upon it all manner of incongruous or-

naments, every'one thinking himself privileged

to introduce whatever ideas his wayward fancy

might suggest, thus inducing combinations

which Walpole, in after times, somewhat

harshly stigmatised with the name of " King

James's Gothic."

It is worthy of remark, that while the ar-

chitectural taste of the time was declining, the

domestic fittings-up of the interiors were in-

creasing in comfort and accommodation. It

continued in this progressive state till the ac

cession of Charles I., whose well educated

mind and refined taste led him to the adoption

of an entire change.

Having now arrived at the period when
Inigo Jones, by the revival of a classical spirit,

and the introduction of the architecture of the

Palladian school, had virtually put an end to

the Elizabethan, we may conclude this imper-

fect historical sketch of the progress of the

art, and pass on to the detail of the fittings-up

of Elizabethan interiors.

Before proceeding to describe the moveable

furniture of the time, it may be advisable first

to notice the flooring, ceilings, &c.

Previously to Elizabeth's reign, the floors

w.ere of difi^erent materials. From a yery early

date we find them described as sometimes

paved with tiles of various colours, and laid in

chequer-work:—the Hall at Hampton Court

was " floored with painted tyle ;"—they were

also of stone, and when boarded floors were

adopted, they were of coarse substantial work

manship—sometimes, instead of crossing, laid

parallel only with the joists, and not depending

on them for support.

The doors also were of a rude character,

being seldom framed, as they were usually

covered by the arras. But in Elizabeth's time,

doors of all kinds were pannelled, as well as

the ceilings and waincotting of the walls, and

often decorated with paintmgs and devices

The elaborate fretwork of some of the ceilings

of the time, ornamented with bosses and pen

dants, is admirable both in design and execu

tion ; and the framed roofs of the great halls

were so well put together, and of so ornamen-

tal a character as to form one of the principal

features in old houses. The roof of the Great

Hall, at Hampton Court, is an admirable spe-

cimen (though partaking more of the Gothic

than the Elizabethan), and has the advantage

of being easily accessible to an enquiring ob-

server.
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nstovi) of Sculpturf.

(Continuedfrom page 193, Vol. IV.)

In ideal beauty, the eyes are always deeper

than in nature, and, of course, the eyebrows have

more prominency. By deepening the cavity of

the eye, the statuary increases the light and

shade, thus imparting to the head more expres-

sion and reality. In ancient statues the eyebrows

are sometimes completely joined.

The mouth is, after the eyes, the greatest vehi-

cle of expression, and therefore demands to be

next considered. The Grecian ax'tists made the

lower lip fuller than the upper, in order to give

an elegant rounding to the chin. The lips are

generally closed in figures of mortals, and a little

open in figures of gods. Those of Venus are half

open. The teeth are seldom shown, except in

laughing satyrs.

It was not deemed consistent with the princi-

ples of ideal beauty to interrupt the rounding of

the chin by the introduction of a dimple . Hence,

it may fairly excite suspicion, when dimples are

found either upon the chin or cheek of an ancient

statue, that they are the innovations of a modern
hand.

Modern artists appear often to have overlooked

the ear, as a portion of the head undeserving of

careful attention ; but they should bear in mind
that the Grecian artists, whom they affect to ad-

mire and imitate, bestowed much consideration

and great pains on this to them unimportant fea-

ture ; and were particularly anxious, in taking

likenesses, to copy the precise shape of their

subject's ear.

The disposition of the hair pi-esents another

test by which the undoubted works of ancient

art may be recognised. On coarse, hard stones

the hair was short, and appeared as if it had been

combed with a wide comb , this kind of stone

being difficult to work, and requiring immense

labour ; but when the finer sorts of marble were

submitted to the chisel of the Grecian artist, the

obedient locks descended in thin and ample ring-

lets ; in the heads of women they were thrown

back, and tied behind in a waving manner, at

considerable intervals, thus affording an agree-

able variety of light and shade. This method was

adopted with the hair of the Amazons. On the

other hand Apollo and Bacchus have theirs

falling down their shoulders, which was the com-

mon habit of youth.

It is a curious fact that, with the Greek statu-

aries, it seemed to be a point to enlarge the na-

tural appearance of the breasts in men, and to

suppress ^it in women. The figures of their

deities, indeed, have mostly the breasts of a vir

gin, the beauty of which they evidently held to

consist in a gentle elevation, for so desirous were
their women to conform to this standard of taste,

that various arts were put in practice to restrain

exuberant prominency. The breasts of the

nymphs and goddesses were never represented

swelling, that appearance being peculiar to wo-
men who are suckling. The paps of Venus con-

tract and end in a point, which is considered an
indispensable characteristic of perfect beauty.

In the statues of men, the lower part of the

body was formed similar to the state of the li-

ving body after tranquil sleep and good digestion.

The navel was considerably sunk, especially in

female subjects.

In the figures of young men, the joints of the

knee are slightly expressed ; that member uniting

the leg to the thigh without making any remark-

able cavities or projections. Winckelmann ob-

serves, that " the most beautiful legs and best

turned knees are preserved in the Apollo Sauroc-

thanes, in the Villa BorgheSe; in the Apollo

which has a swan at his feet ; and in the Bacchus

of the Villa Medicis." The same able connois-

seur remarks, that it is rare to meet with beauti-

ful knees either in the elegant representations of

art or in the persons of young people themselves.

With respect to feet and hands there are sufficient

relics to prove how scrupulously attentive the

Grecian artists were to develope in these members

every possible perfection ; although, unfortu-

nately, the ravages committed by time or negli-

gence have sadly reduced the number ofinstances.

These extremities are, of course, most subject to

mutilation, and, accordingly, we find many sta-

tues wholly destitute of them. The hands of

young persons were moderately plump, with lit-

tle cavities or dimples at the joints of the fingers,

which tapered very gently from the root to the

point, the joints being scarcely perceptable. The

terminating joint was not bent, as it is so com-
monly found in modern statues.

It is scarcely necessary to 'observe that, as

beauty never appears in equal perfection in every

part of the same individual, perfect or ideal

beauty can only be produced by selecting the

most beautiful parts from different models. This

however musi be set about with delicacy and

judgment, in order that these detached beauties^

when united, may form the most exact symmetry.

The ancients, nevertheless, even in the most
flourishing age, occasionally confined themselves

to one individual.
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ETRUSCAN VASE.—Far description, see " The Ornamental Draioing Booh," Part ^.
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PORCH IN FRONT OF VECilTARlAN COTTAGE, DALSTON,
Executed in Bi-icktvork, and covered with Parker's Cement.—Draion to a quarter-in.

Front Elevation.

Architrave Moulding,—quarter full size.

Section through Entrance, shovring the

Screen Sides.

A. Stone Facings.

C. Earth.
B. Hall.
D. Footings.

Moulding of Cornice,^—quarter fail size. Profile of Moulding to Screen Side,

1 in. to a ft.
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®n ^porticoes.

{For Illustration see the preceding page.')

Every dwelling house should have its porch, or

portico of corresponding pretensions to the house,

for two reasons;—one being that it serves to keep

off the wind, and protects the entrance, and also

points out that particular part to strangers. Again,

how great an improvement in the external appear-

ance of the most humble abode may be effected at

a small cost ;—not that we advocate the employ-

ment to small houses of two or more Tuscan,

Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, or Composite columns of

miserable proportions, with green vegetation all

over their sham stone casing, resting on a flight of

steps lofty enough to serve for an ancient temple,

and further embellished by dead or sleeping lions,

dogs, or sphinxes. " Oh, it offends me to the soul

to look upon a range of Alpha or Omega Villas full

of cunning devices, abounding in sphinxes and

obelisks, and enormous porticoes and large brass

plates, dedicated to the Joneses, Browns, and

Smiths;"—they considering, no doubt, that the

great name even gave an addition of dignity to the

place. We commence our illustrations of this sub-

ject with the drawing of a porch erected in front of

a small cottage residence, the property of Mr. G.

Dombusch, in the Malvern-road, Dalston, It is

very effective, and the entire cost was £7. ;—truly

an improvement in the external appearance at a

small cost.

Hogal ^catiemg^

EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS.

Mr. Patten produces ths largest and most ambi-

tious work in the present Exhibition, the subject of

which is taken from An^lo-Saxon history. This

is No. 372, The Destruction of Idolatry in Eng-

land; Coifi, the High Priest, on his conversion to

Christianity, destroyiyig the Idols of his former

worship in the presence of Hdwin, the Saxon

King, A.d. 625. The pictures contributed by Mr.

Cooper, the Academician, show a larger amount of

variety than is usual with him. In the Wounded

Greek, 101, and the Oasis, 118, he has, in combi-

nations of human and animal forms, given evi-

dence of his ability to realize other incidents than

Highland scenes and subjects. Returning from

Deer^stalking— Urquhart Castle in the distance,

377, is the best of these latter themes. The sloping

surface of the ground and its inequalities have

helped him to the production of a very picturesque

composition ; we have never seen him more to ad-

vantage in this class of subject. Aliical, 143, is

the study of an Arab charger, the property of Sir

Harry G. W. Smith, Bart., ridden by him at the

Battles of Aliwal, &c.—and Surplice, 461, repre-

sents the winner of the Derby and St. Leger, 1848.

Both are capital portrait studies in a department

in which Mr. Cooper stands almost alone.

Mr. Egg well justifies his recent selection as As-

sociate. He appears here with improved means in

an affecting incident—that of Henrietta Maria in

distress, relieved by Cardinal Retz, 8. Launce's

Substitute for Proteases Dog, 478, is a pictorial

version of the well-known scene in Shakspere.

Though small in scale, and unambitious in ma
terial, Mr. Linton has never succeeded better than

in a picture of the Temple of Female Fortune,

with the Aqua Felice, 285. It is marked by an

originality of feeling which yet sacrifices no whit

of truth. Another example of the same treatment

is exhibited in the Scene near Villetri, 518. The

effect of this, while less serene, includes more rich

ness of colour. Though placed so high, the pic

ture which the same artist calls Retirement, 1098,

shows such soundness of principle in the manage^

ment of its effect as to bring it clear out from

among the mass of common-places by which it is

surrounded. As a poetical suggestion, it is one of

Mr. Linton's best thoughts.

In lieu of any composition of magnitude, Mr,

Frost exhibits this year the Syrens, 127, from the

line in Comus,

—

"And the songs of Syrens sweet."

It is an excellent example of the powers which

have gained him reputation.

There is as decided a contrast in the treatment of

two pictures by Mr. E. W. Cooke as in the sym

pathies suggested, or the elements recorded. A
Dutch Calm, 130, is a very excellent Van de Veld'

ish selection ; and we say this in the language of

compliment—without imputing plagiarism to Mr,

Cooke. In its pendant, a View of the Castle of

St, Angela, 153, Mr. Cooke has well secured the

general aspect of the climate. A Fern Cave, a

Scene in Mount's Bay, Cornwall, 436, presents

one of those geological formations which from

some great disruption of nature, or gradual en-

croachment of the sea, furnish speculation to the

naturalist, and imagery to the poet or the painter.

Mr. Elmore is prominent among those who are

advancing in the ranks of his art. The quality

and variety of his works testify alike to his fertility
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of resource and to his industry of purpose. A
Religious Controversy in the time of Louis Qua-
iorze, 13, has supplied the subject of his largest

and most important undertaking this year. The

same artist's Subjectfrom Tristram Shandy, 378^

shows Mr. Shandy leaning on his cane, reading to

the tailor at work on a pair of breeches " a lecture

on the latus clavis, and pointing to the precise

part of the waistband where he was determined to

have it sewed on. The subject is not well chosen,

but is cleverly treated.

[Want of space precludes a more extended notice

this week, but the subject will be resumed in our

next number.]

Sculpture.

A MECHANICAL proccss is saidfto have been in-

vented at Paris, by M. Collas, whereby accurate

copies can be taken to any size of even the most

elabortely executed pieces of sculpture. Copies of

Michel Angelo's Apotheosis of Augustus, seven

inches high, thus taken, are said to be wonderful

productions. Mr. James Gall, of Edinburgh, long

the indefatigable honorary secretary of the Royal

Physical Society there, is also said to have disco-

vered a method of taking a strictly accurate like-

ness in form of a bust, by means of a mask of so

peculiar a kind that sitters are able even to read at

ease while the mould is being taken, and which is

so light that not a feature is falsified by the pres-

sure or weight. We are not told what the precise

nature of the substance is, but we shall venture to

guess that his friend. Dr. Simpson's invention of

the Samaritan oil of gutta percha dissolved in

chloroform, for pouring into wounds, has something

to do with it. The chloroform evaporates in an

instant, leaving a skin of gutta percha, which re»

peated until thick and resistive enough, would form

a mask which at all events, we will venture to say,

Mr, Gall's will not excel in either lightness and

delicacy, or convenience and comfort. He, too, it

appears, has invented a mechanical process, or ma-

chine, for reducing a full-sized bust with mathe-

matical accuracy to a miniature size, and if so,

surely also sculpture, as in the case of M. Collas's

process. We recollect, by the way, a rumour many
years since, that a Parisian had invented a machine

for copying sculpture, or taking likeness-busts,

which consisted merely of a crop, as it were, of

needles or fine wires, so fitted into a frame, that on

pressure towards tlie face or other object to be

copied, they yielded to the form, and were then

screwed tight, or fixed in the form or mould so

taken, which served the purpose of a mask for the

reproduction of the bust or sculpture. There wa^

here no reduction of size, however, spoken of, but

that we should think was quite possible, too, with

a modification of such a machine.

Hyde Parh Gallery of Modern Art.—We are

much pleased to hear that the committee of the

" Hyde Park Exhibition," have granted free ad-

mission to their gallery to the students of the Go-

vernment School of Design, Somerset House. This

is an example we hope to find followed by other

exhibitions in this metropolis, as such a step is well

calculated to improve the taste of our designers.

Public Record Office.—Mr. Moncton Milnes has

given notice of a motion—That a humble address

be presented to her Majesty, praying that she will

be pleased to give directions for the immediate

commencement of a building suitable to contain

the public records and State papers, and relieve

them from that dangerous condition to which Mr.

Braidwood, superintendant of fire brigade, has

stated in evidence—" no merchant of ordinary

prudence would subject his book of account."

Astounding Liberality to Preserve Ancient

Works 0/ Art.—The Earl of Guilford has ordered

that the beautiful frescoes (.') which literally cover

the walls of the Church of St. Cross (Winchester),

shall next week receive an additional coat of

whitewash !

Bookbinding.—Some idea may be formed of the

extent of the London bookbinding trade from cal

culations which have been made, to the efiect, that

the weekly consumption of leaf gold, for enriching

the exterior of books, amounts to about 3,600,000

square inches; and that 350 tons of paper shavings

from books edges are sold annually by the London

binders.

The tile Trade.—We have learned with very

great pleasure that there are some very palpable

indications of an improvement in this branch of

trade at Sheffield.

Bichborough Castle.—Mr. Rolfe has been exca-

vating round the castrum at Richborough, and has

laid open some square towers, and two circular

ones at the angles.

A ctTKious encaustic tile, richly embossed, was

found a few days since in excavating for a new

sewer in Broad-street, city. It was presented by

Mr. Haywood, the surveyor, to the Commissioners

of Sewers. The design, we are told, represents an

empress wearing a crown, the hands being uplifted

as if in amazement.
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ST. CATHARINE.

From a Fresco painting on the Recess of Bishop Wotton's Tovib, All Saints, Maidstone.

WimiVil Mfc^ipt^.

To fix Drawings in Chalk and Crayons.—The
Marquis de Varrennes has discovered a method
which is equally simple and ingenious, of giving
to drawings in pencils and crayons the fixidity of

painting, and without injury. He succeeded in

[Obtaining this result by varnishing them on the

iback; that is, by spreading over the back an al-

coholic solution of white gumlac. This quickly

(penetrates the paper, and enters even into the fine

marks of the crayon on the other side. The al-

^-cohol rapidly evaporates, so that in an instant all

the light dust from the croyons and chalk, which
resembles that on the wings of a butterfly, adheres

so firmly to the paper that the drawing may be

rubbed and carried about without the least particle

being effaced. The following are the accurate pro-

portions of the solution :— 10 grammes of common
gum-lac are dissolved in 120 grammes of alcohol;

the liquid is afterwards bleached with animal char-

coal. For the sam« purpose may be used even the

ready made paint to be purchased at the colour

shops, containing a sixth of white-lac, and adding

two- thirds of rectified spirits of wine. After it

has been filtered', spread a layer of either of these

solutions at the' back of the di'awing, in order to

give them the solidity required. This plan has been

adopted with uniform success by many artists of

the first celebrity.
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Cftms xistti tn arcfjitectural ana

Interior Becoratton, ^c.

Ova. An ornament in form of an egg.

Oval. A geometrical figure, bounded by a

curve line returning to itself, including the ellipsis

or mathematical oval, and all figures resembling

it, though with different properties.

OvicuLUM. The diminitive of Ova, a little egg.

Outline- An exterior or bounding line.

Out of Windiis^g. Perfectly smooth and even,

or forming a true plane.

Odt to Out. To the extremities or utmost
bounds.

Outfall. A canal or drain to carry off waters.

OuT-woRKS. In fortification, all works raised

without the enclosure of a place, to cover it from

the enemy.

OxYGOK. An acute-angled triangle.

Olive Crown. This crown was awarded to

those who had signalized themselves by feats of

gymnasium in the different arenas. The olive

tree was originally a native of Asia, whence it was

transplanted into Egypt, and the sonth of Europe

,

the wood is heavy and of an agreeable odour ; the

fruit is of the form of a damson, with a soft oily

pulp, and hard nut in the centre. The olive was

consecrated to Minerva, by the Athenians, who re-

garded the culture and protection of the olive tree

as a religious duty. The oil of the olive is pre-

eminent among vegetable oils, and has not always

had an extensive use in culinary purposese, but

formed the menstruum, or vehicle, for the most

celebrated perfumes.

Oval Crown. The Romans had various

crowns which they distributed as rewards of mili-

tary achievements. The oval crown was composed
of myrtle, and was bestowed only on such generals

as had the honour of a triumph.

Oil. In painting. An unctuous inflammable
substance, drawn from various bodies, both animal
and vegetable. From the peculiar properties of

different oils, they are naturally divided into two
kinds, the fixed or fat oils, and the volatile or es-

sential oils : the former demand a high tempera-
ture to raise them to a state of vapour, but the

volatile oils are volatilized at a temperature of

boiling water, and even at a lower one. Both
the volatile and fixed oils may be obtained from
plants, and sometimes from the same plant, but

always from different parts of it. While the seeds'

yield the ^orer/ oil, the volatile is extracted from
the bark or wood.

j

Obverse. That side of a coin or medal which
bears the head of a chief or sovereign by whose
direction it was struck.

Ochre. A genus of earths, slightly coherent,

and composed of fine, soft, smooth, and argillace-

ous particles, rough to the touch, and easily diffu-,

sible in water. These earths are of various colours.

Yellow is the one most prevalent and best known :

but the varieties of ochres comprise also red, green,

blue and black.

Ocular. Antiquaries have appropriated this

term to certain stones whereon are found the name
engraven of some surgeon-oculist, together with
the remedies proper for the diseases of the eye.

Object. In general any thing which attracts

and fixes our regard. The word is also applied to

signify the end or purpose which a man proposes
to himself in any given pursuit. The object of the

fine arts, to speak in an enlarged sense, is to an-

swer the ends of utiliny and of mental accomplish-

ment in the most graceful and agreeable manner.

Obscurity. Certain modern artists have per-
sonified obscurity by a figure wrapped in a long
black veil. She extends over her head another
thick veil or canopy, by means of which the rays
of the sun are hindered from penetrating to the
spot on which she stands. An owl is perched upon
the head of the figure, and other nocturnal birds

fly around her.

Obryzum. According to a passage in Pliny,

this name was appropriated by the ancients to a
species of gold which had been several times puri-
fied with fire.
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CtP (Kilrcinctupist.

At a meetint^ of the Court of Common Council

held on the 17th ult., permission was given to

Messrs. Blunt, Civil Engineers, to lay down an

electric telegraph in the river Thames, to commu-

nicate with a coast line telegraph, The celebra-

ted Maria Edgeworth, the once popular novelist,

died after a few hours illness on the morning of the

21st ult., at Edgeworthstown, in the County of

Longford, Ireland. She was in her S3rd year.—The

opening of the new station of the London and

North Western railway at Eustoh-square, took

place on the 2nd of June. The building extends

220 feet in length, and 170 feet in depth, and was

designed by Mr. P. C. Hardwicke. It appears

that no expense has been spared to make it conve-

nient, spacious, and ornamental. The cost is said

to be about £150,000.—Mepal Church is about

to be restored at an estimated expense of about

£600. ^The example of Sir C. Anderson is about

to be followed in the erection of a stained glass

memorial window in Lincoln Cathedral. The

public baths at Hinckley are in an advanced state.

The building is in the Tudor style, and has been

erected by Mr. Harrold, builder, who is also to form

a swimming bath, 60 feet long, by 20 ft. wide.

The monument proposed to be erected to the me-

mory of the late Archbishop of Paris, has been re-

committed to competition, the first attempt having

failed to produce an acceptable design. A draw-

', and designing class has been formed at the

Literary and Mechanics' Institution, Chelmsford,

and the authorities at Somerset House have pre-

sented their elementary course for the use of the

students, twenty in number, and almost all ope-

ratives. Methley church has been extensively re-

paired, and was to be opened on Thursday last.

The oak ceiling has been restored. Messrs. llugall,

of Pontefract, were the architects employed.

Two painted windows have been put up in the

chancel of St. Mary de Lode Church, Gloucester,

at the expense of Miss Coglan, sister of the Vicar.

The artist was Mr. Rogers, of Worcester.

Ancient British Barrows.—^The circumference

of the smallest barrows is about 13 or 14 feet, that

of the largest 33 to 35 feet ; and they are generally

surrounded by a shallow trench. The cists in

which the bodies are deposited, usually vary in

depth from one to six feet. Douglas states that he

found some which exceeded ten feet. More recent

excavations on the downs beyond Canterbury, un-

der the direction of Lord Albert Conyngham, have

added a few new objects to those already discovered,

proving incontestably that these barrows are not

the burial places of the slain, but the sepulchres oi

a people in quiet possession of the country. "Their

situation," observes Douglas, •' near villages of

Saxon names, their numbers proportioned to a

small clan of people existing at a peculiar era, af-

ford the critical evidence of their owners. They

are scattered all over Britain, in places which the

Saxons occupied, and are not discovered in the

parts of Wales which they had not subdued. The

relics compared witli those discovered in the urns

found at Walsingham, in Norfolk, the subject of

the beautiful old treatise on urn-burial, by Dr.

Browne, shew the identity of people, and evince

the funeral customs of the Saxons, on their visiting

this country, to be that of burning, as well as in-

terring the dead." Those who have been engaged

in researches of this description, will testify to the

accuracy of these remarks ; but some will be dis-

posed to question the propriety of the inference

which the author draws, when he states his opinion

that the Saxons extirpated the Britons from the

parts vhich they then occupied. That the Roman-

ised Britons were entirely subdued by the Saxons is

evident, but the total annihilation of the people

formerly in possession of the country by their in-

vaders is not proved by these relics, some of which,

but more particnlarly the urns, which are occasion*

ally found in these graves, reminds us of the pot

tery of the Roman British period.

Co (ttorrespontients, ^c.

T. Y. K.

—

Your Design shall he used.

Blucher. (Oxford.)

—

It shall appear in an early

number. Patience is not only a great, but a

necessary virtue ; especially as regards a ivork

of so varied a nature as this. The Cases are

procurable as usual.

*j(,*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, iind will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 26 is now ready, price lOd.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

iheSelf Instructing Braioing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale.—The Book of Ornamental and Early
Bnglish Alphabets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 5, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.
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#n t5f Mature, ©rtfltn, anlr ^xo=
gress of Bestgn.

Feom a Paper read at the General Meet-
ing OP THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb,

HE term, Design,

admits of various explanations, according to

the nature of its intended purpose ; the most

concise and specific meaning is—delineation of

objects, through the acquired medium of Geo-

metry, Optics, and Colour. A knowledge of

these may be possessed, and the faculty of de-

lineation exist, without any creative power of

mind, and therefore the real and true meaning

of the word is discovered when to these capa-

bilities is added the genius of originating ; em-

bodying such combinations as have not been

previously known, and are capable of amalga-

mation under the admitted governing laws of

nature and taste. This power is found to re-

sult from a careful study of nature, and an

accumulation of the sound principles and ex-

cellencies of our great predecessors in Art ;

—

producing in combination new arrangements

and beauties, in proportion to the originality

of conception and power of invention of the

artist. Manufacturing Design requires difFe^

rent modes of treatment, that it may accord

with the nature of the material to receive em-
bellishment

; but the laws or great principles

are known to be unchangeable ; thus, a silk

damask or an iron railing may be designed

from the same given quantities of proportion.

A division under the heads of outline, light and
shade, and colour, will enable us to make a

classification for its distinctive application to

weaving, printing, wood, metals, and other

great branches of trade ; each requiring special

instruction to produce successful design. Fit

ness of purpose is another essential, and dou

bles the value of the art ; nowhere can we so

perfectly study this portion of design as

through the works of nature, where it is disco

vered in unity with embellished elegance of

form, and wisdom of application.

The human figure is a beautiful illustration

of the possibility of combining great mecha-

nical power with the most graceful contour

and action ; the general design affords exten-

sive varied power of motion,—the detail shows

the most profound skill in adapting the form

of each bone to its respective office, the pro-

vision of pro and antagonistic muscles, their

form, insertion, and beautiful mechanical ac-

tion discover a profound design, and the dis-

position of each part being considered with

relation to the production of a perfect whole,

we have the upright and commanding figure of

mankind, capable of showing the athletic mus-
cular massiveness of a Hercules, or the femi-

nine loveliness of a Venus. The animal cre-

ation is replete with graceful beauty, subject

to fitness of purpose. The horse and his nu-

merous varieties, present noble examples.

—

What majesty is exhibited in the lion!—pon-

derous limbs, breadth of shoulders, clothed

with a magnificent mane, thin flanks, and

enormous muscular strength. Opposed to this

king of the forests we find the lightly moulded

and elegant gazelle, whose pace is on the wind,

and

" Who glads one by its fond blue eye."

In the vegetable world no grace of form, no

colouring is wanting ; the most studied pro-

ductions of man are as nothing, compared

with the resulting efi'ects of a gorgeously varied

tropical vegetation : through all the striking

varieties of the stately palm and small-leaved

cedar, to bowers of citron and acacia, with
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colouring and contrasts frequently displaj'ed

upon a gigantic leafage, instructing, but defy-

ing the humble imitative art of man ; from the

most delicate hue of green, warm or cool, to

those of most intense depth, mingled with

bright scarlets, deep crimsons, and a profusion

of brilliant and secondary colouring, blending

into repose with, the tertiaries. Imagine, for

one moment, a woody scene under the efful-

gent tropical sun, with all its curious varieties

of shape in tree and foliage, the jungle half

choked by tall grass and knotted reeds; then

picture the gay and glittering plumage of the

birds, from pale amber to deep golden 5'ellows,

rich purples, russets, the finest reds and glisten-

ing blues ! what a study for the decorative co-

lourist! 'Tis thus nature teaches the principles

upon which her sister art should found the

theories of her charming imitations. Unpos-

sessed as we are of tropical advantages, let us

endeavour to appreciate the value of those we
enjoy. The horticulturist presents the choicest

flowers' of every clime, and the botanical gar-

den will give us some idea of the palm and

olive ; we have the acasia, the stately chesnut,

the mountain ash, with its peculiar leafage and

clustered bright berries : our fields, our hedge -

rows, and the varieties of trees so common
amongst us, aiford materials for studying por-

tions of design in a way that may be rendered

most profitable and most agreeable. Many a

common plant presents a diminishing elegance,

a graceful flow of line, colouring, and hints of

much value; the fine shaped leaves in this class

are replete with instruction ; exquisite tints are

frequently seen on the withering moss-rose

leaf; the whole science of colouring is there

exemplified
;

yellow, a priraarj^ continued

through the russets to the primary red, very

brilliant.

Who that has viewed the ricb hues of au-

tumnal colouring, but must feel the varied

tones to be a source of admiration ?—and how
much more so when he can deduce the whole

apparently endless variety from three simple

original colours ? But apart from other consi-

derations, there is scarcely any ornamental

production in which some object from the ve-

getable world is not introduced, and for cor-

rect delineation we ought therefore to be inti-

mate with its original source and habits. The

trees bursting into bloom will afford delightful

examples; render them, therefore, useful to

yourselves by making notes of your obser-

vations ; there will be the deep pink of the

almond, the delicate hue of the clustered apple

blossom, and the pyramidical flower of the

chesnut, a fine mellow white, of peculiar crisp-

like character, relieved and inspirited by a dash

of crimson.

Flowers offer to us a much more extensive

field for observation, from the humble prim-

rose, with its straw-tinted bloom and warm-
toned leaf^ to the magnificent japonica, whose
elegant heart-shaped glossy leaves—stiff, dark

blue green—display its superb flower to the

most advantage. So Irue is nature to her prin-

ciples, that you will not observe any flowering

plant, shrub, or fruit-bearing tree whose bloom

does not only harmonize in colour, but finely

contrast with its own foliage ; it is equally re

markable that the shape of the flower or the

arrangement of petals is such as to improve by

contrast the form of leaf. The ^tribe of fuch

sias is a remarkable exemplification ; of several

distinct sorts, the bloom bears the exact relative

proportion of colour and contrast to its leafage,

that a skilful colourist might use in matching

his tints to execute a work in stained glass.

—

This observation brings home to immediate ap-

plication for manufacturing purposes generally

the principle advocated ; and I am most

firmly of opinion that persons desirous of ac-

quiring the power of understanding grace in

form and beautiful tone and colour, will derive

the utmost advantage by following out an inti-

mate acquaintance with the productions of nature,

I would consequently present the vegetable world

as a truly instructive source from whence to de

rive beneficial studies ; outline and colouring

from flowers and leafage, and gracefulness from

the whole.

An enthusiastic admirer of nature, I take plea

sure in tracing the varied excellencies of art to

their original source. The most perfect produc

tions of the sculptor are but copies of nature,

placed in attitude and moulded into perfect form

by the resulting skill of long study and experi-

ence ; and assisted by the highest attributes of

genius, we find it eventually creating the match-

less .frieze of a Parthenon. Architectural pro-

portions are deducible from the same source, and

in those magnificent paintings bequeathed to our

admiration by the most profound colourists, we
discover their principles to have been those of

nature, and their compositions are more delight-

ful the nearer they approach to simple. natui'al
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dispositions. Eaffaelle was the poet of nature *

I am offering these desultory remarks to induce

you to examine the very source and origin of all

design ; not to remain satisfied with results drawn

from other mens' labours, but to go to the foun-

tain head at once.

{To be Continued.)

i^ogal '^catiemg.

EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS.

fSECOND NOTICE.]

Mk. Eedgrave's Sun and Shadoio, 169,—the

Stream at Rest, 174,—and the Solitary Pool, 392,

excellently illustrate that especial disposition to

details which the painter is sometimes led into

where their introduction is less useful and cha-

racteristic. The Awakened Conscience, 357, is a

figure subject—a pictorial moral on the sin of

drunkenness, based on some passages in the

Proverbs.

It is difficult, in speaMng of the pictures by

Mr. Sidney Cooper, to add anything in the way
of comment to what has been said in former

years. Atitumn, 312, we like better, nevertheless,

than the Clearing off at Sumet^ 37. It is more

refined—less commonplace- In Cattle returning

from the Meadows, 227, and in Mountain Scejiery

—North Wales, 455—two joint productions with

Mr. Lee—Mr. Cooper has introduced the animal

forms with his accustomed mastery-

By Mr. Uwins there is but one work : that an

illustration of Spenser :—Slr Guyon fighting for

the virtue of Temperance under the conduct of

his spiritual guide, destroys the enchantments that

have tempted his companions from their duty,

188. This is another of the moral allegories

which are the frequent form for the expression of

this artist's fancy. The poet or the painter who

deals with allegory must expect, in this age, to

meet with but limited sympathies.

Mr. F. Qoodall's Hunt the Slipper, 263, is not

calculated to confirm him in the reputation which

has been somewhat too hastily assigned.

There is a particular spot of wall in a par-

iicular room to which by some sort of arrange-

ment or admission Mr. John Martin seems to

enjoy a prescriptive right. This place on the

present occasion is conspicuously occupied by
Arthur and Ogle in the Happy Valley, 566. It

is a wild preternatural affair, in which the con

stellations shed down disastrous influence on the

unconscious lovers,—and they walk amid blue

lights which have no original on earth, and which

we do not remember in romance, to their doom.

An anecdote in the life of the late President

West has furnished the subject of a picture which

Mr. E.M.Ward has entitled Benjamin Wesfs

first Effort in Art, 303. In the late Mr. Allan

Cunningham's " Lives of the British Painters'

we read that " little Benjamin was placed with a

fly-flap in his hand to watch the sleeping infant

of his eldest sister, while his mother gathered

flowers in the garden. As he sat by the cradle,

the child smiled in sleep ; he was struck with its

beauty, and seeking some paper, drew its por

trait in red and black|ink." The incident has

proved in Mr. Wardj^s hands a good one for illus-

tration; and he has not lost sight of its great

point,—the young enthusiasm with which the

future artist sets himself to the work. The ges

tura and the action represent to the life the

entire absorption of juvenile attention ; and the

corresponding earnestness in the face gives good

presage of future success. A work of larger scale

and more important aim is, Daniel Defoe and

the Manuscrijit of Robinson Crusoe, 318. '^ The

manuscript of Robinson Crusoe passed through

the whole circle of the trade before it could find a

purchaser. When at length accepted, the sale

was so immediate and rapid that no less than

four editions were published in as many
months." H'azlitt is the authority on which Mi:.

Ward has founded his picture,—and it has the

true congenial and Hogarthian spirit. The hum-
ble author discussing the possible chances of his

work with the dandy clerk, presents a true and

eloquent picture of the indignities which patient

literary merit has too often had to endure from

the trader in the produce of the brain. The

author of one of the most popular romances in

the world is here writhing under the sting of

wounded pride and mortification and hope-

lessness—^in strong contrast with the fashionable

lady whose application finds entrance at once

into the bookseller's back parlour. Mr. Ward
has lost no point that might assist his moral in

forcible art-language. In technicals, Mr. Ward,
in both these pictures, has shown a marked im-

provement : his drawing is better than of old,

—

his colour clearer. The local tints are more

truthful; and in the general handling a more
refined style prevails.

East Anglian Architectural Society.—On
Monday last, a number of the members of the
East Anglian Architectural Society had an excur-
sion, upon which occasion they visited Ely Cathe-
dral, when the Rev. Mr. Boutell, of Downham
Market, delivered a lecture on the various styles
of architecture.
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ANTIQUE JUG.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

{Contm'mdjroin 2Mge ^Q.)

LECTtJEE III.

Thus Raphael has well been called an ^' examiner

of men."—The perception of what is false is, at

least a step towards the knowledge of what is true

;

and it will be found that the conventional and the

affected are the result of that species of mind that

will not let Nature have her own way ;—that has

formed, indeed, its notions of consistency indepen-

dently on observation. To explain what I mean,

I would say that had such a mind to deal with a

story of love, like that of Romeo and Juliet, it

would have deemed it a profanation of the passion

to make, as Shakespeare has done, Juliet the

successor of Rosaline in the heart of Romeo.

The ideal of such writers or painters is not an

ideal of selection but an ideal of their own, or more

properly, I believe, in most cases an ideal imitated

from other similarly constituted minds ; for in all

their productions there is a remarkable family like-

ness. Throughout their delineations of life there

is an absence of all that delicate discrimination of

the subtle lights and shades of character which a

thorough and unbiassed acquaintance with the men

and women that surround us can only teach. In-

stead of such representations in painting real life,

they give us faultless heroes and heroines opposed

to characters of motiveless atrocity ;—and when

their subjects are above the world, they mistake

the conventional so entirely for the ideal as to keep

themselves equally out of the spliere of our

sympathies.

Such minds remain in a state of perpetual child-

hood;—often they are highly amiable and as often

cold and unsympathizing. With the best inten-

tions, they can effect no good, but may very much

mislead,^for a writer or a painter can only serve

the cause of morality in the degree in which he is

true to Nature. In Shakespere we discover no

aim to enforce a moral, but he is the most moral of

all the delineators of life, because he is the truest.

It is a mistake to suppose that human nature

may not be studied within a confined limit. The

constant inhabitant of a village may learn far more

of mankind, if he be a close and fair observer, than

he whose life is spent in traversing the world if he

observes not carefully, and above all if he studies

not himself. Indeed, the opportunities of knowing

a few individuals long and intimately are more fa-

vourable to a knowledge of Nature than seeing

much of the surface of life, which is nearly all that

is seen in travelling. Few men ever travelled less

than Shakespeare, few less than Raphael, few less

than Hogarth.

In referiug to the assistance Painting may de-

rive from Science, I should omit a duty were I not

to call your attention to a most valuable contribu-

tion of knowledge and taste to Art,—Sir Charles

Bell's work on the ' Anatomy of Expression.' On
consulting such a book, the painter will find howi

little he can trust to his own unassisted observa-

tions of Nature, in many cases, and particularly in;

all with which disease, either of mind or body,—or!

death in its many forms, have to do. And so it is

with every thing in which scientific knowledge may
j

assist the eye.

In the study of Art we may take an hint from;

what Burns has recorded of his study of poetry.;

After enumerating the stock of books to which he:

had access, when about sixteen years of age, he

adds that a collection of English songs was his

vade mecum. " 1 poured over them," he tells us,

driving my cart or walking to labour, song by song,'

verse by verse ; carefully noting the true tender or i

sublime from the affectation and fustian; and I am;

fully convinced that I owe to this prac-i

tice, much of my critic craft, such as it is." We
here see how constantly the art that was to distin-,

guish Burns was in his thoughts. This spoiled him

for a farmer, but enabled him to leave an undying

name.

In the loose language in which the productions

of Art are spoken of we often hear of the creations

of the poet or the painter. But invention is com-

bination, not creation ; and in Painting whatever

may with any degree of correctness be called crea-

tion can only be the monstrous or the false. Man-

nered Art of every description is properly a crea-

tion of the pencil. It has graces, expressions,

styles of composition, lights, shades, and colours

all its own, and all mistaken, by the mannerist

himself and by his employers, for the ideal.

Selection and Combination are then the princi-

ples on which invention, like everything else in art,

must proceed ; and in recurring so frequently to

these, I would observe that I wish as much as pos-

sible to avoid splitting general principles into rules.,

as'I constantly find that wherever a rule is laid

down for practice in particular cases, instances will

be found in Art in which it has been " more ho-

nored in the breach than the observance." The

only mode therefore in which instruction can be

conveyed, after the general principles derived from

Nature are stated, is to draw attention, in detail,

to the varieties of practice, that have prevailed in
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differeht ages and schools; and ascertain how far

they are founded in truth,—not so much to recom-

mend their imitation as to form tastes for ourselves

that may serve for safe guides in new and untried

wa^'s.

Invention and Expression are the powers that

have always first displayed themselves in Art, mo-

dified, of course by the existing conditions of so-

ciety. In the dark ages. Religion was driven by

the ferocity of the times into the Monastery and

the Herttiitage, whither she was accompanied by

all that remained of Learning. Convents, there-

fore, became the nurseries of Art and of Science

as well as of Religion, and Painting, in the hands

of the mediaeval artists, was consequently employed

almost exclusively on contemplative and devotional

subjects. Giotto was I believe, the first dramatic

painter of much genius, and whether,, in the age of

Julius or Leo, he might have been what Raphael

was, is a question that it may be honourable to both

to ask, but which it is fair to both that it should be

Jeft without an attempt towards an answer. As it

is, the advantage, if it be but that of time, is on the

side of Raphael, and he stands forward pre-

eminently as the painter of Christianity, not con-

fined to the cloister, but entering into the world,

adapted to the world,—sympathizing with all that

is human, relieving the infirmities and satisfying

all the real wants of our nature, to purify and to

elevate it. And to be this it was necessary that

Raphael should be, as Fuseli calls him, *'the warm
master of our sympathies,"—as vrell as heir to all

the highest powers of the artists who preceeded

him.

{To be continued^

®n ^^Hater^colours for iUuminafins

prints, ^c.

Op Purple.

{Continued from page 57.)

A PINE transparent 'purple may be made either

redder, or nearer the blue, as you would have it, by
boiling four ounces of rasped Brazil-wood in a pint
of stale beer, with half an ounce of logwood, or

Campeachy-wood, till the liquor is heightened to

the colour you desire, which may be known by
dipping a piece of paper into it.

If you find it too red, add an ounce of logwood
to the Brazil-wood, which will make it much
nearer to the purple than the former; and by this

method you may humour it to any degree of pur-

ple, by putting in either more or less logwood to

the former composition, and fixing the colour with

alum. This will produce such a qlear purple as no

mixture of solid reds and blues will do, and the

receipt has been for a long time kept secret. It

said, that the best purple colour that can be made,

may be composed between the carmine and indigo,

to strengthen vehich, oil' the red side, you may add

lake between the lighter and darker part; and so

lake, when it is used in the same way, on the fore

going purple, or the liquid crimson, produces a

very fine e fleet.

The colour may be varied, and made either . red-

der, by putting more carmine, or bluer, by using

more indigo, which being mixed on a white Dutch

tile, will shew itself. A fine purple may be made
of the gross part of sediment of lake-columbine,

both for oil and water-colours as follows :—Take

the sediment of lake-columbine, which falls to the

bottom of the vial in which is the bone of the

cuttle-fish, let it dry, and grind it ; there will be

no lake so fine as this ; and if you mix it with lake

it will give it a better body, besides more strengtli

and vigour.

Of Blue.

The ultramarine blue is not only the first, but

the best sort of bright blue we have, as it gives a

spirit to all paintings where blue are used. This

colour is made from the lapis lazuli divested of its

gold, and ground into an impalpable powder,

which is done as follows :—Take half a pound of

lapis lazuli, and putting it upon red hot coals, let it

stay there till it is red-hot : then quenching it in

very strong vinegar, and grinding it on porphyry
or any such hard stone, with rectified brandy to an

impalpable powder, make a pastil, with, which the

lapis is to be incorporated : for the making of this

pastil, take bees-wax, turpentine, resin, and linseed

oil, of each a quarter of a pound ; aud melting

the whole together over a slow fire, when it begins

to boil, pour it into a glazed pot ; this is the paste

of ultramarine. Take of this paste an equal quan-

tity equal to that of the lapis, knead them together

upon the marble, and being well incorporated, let

them remain for one night ; after which, to bring

out the ultramarine that is in the paste, pour water'

upon it, and knead it with your hands as paste is^

kneaded, and the ultramarine will come out; for

the receiving of which, place a porringer or other

proper vessel under your hands, and lec it settle in

this water till you see the ultramarine at the

bottom of it.

The annual election of Fellows at the Royal So
ciety took place on Thursday last:—the Earl of

Rosse, President, being in the chair.
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Cftms tisetf tn Ercfjttectural anti

Jnietior B^coration, ^c.

Pace. A measure of five feet.

Pagetting. a name given to rough plastering,

especially to that used in the interior of chimney
flues.

Painting in Fresco. This is very common
in the remains of Egyptian buildings. It is also

traced in the architectural remains of India. In
the middle ages, the place of painting on the

vpalls was supplied by embroidery and tapestry.

This practice appears to have been brought from
the east, and probably originated from the costly

hangings of the palaces of the kings of Persia

and Phcenicia. Ceilings, stair-cases, and works
which require no great care and preparation, are

generally painted in common water colours, that

is, with earths infused in water and diluted in

size. All kinds of colours may be ground in wa-
ter only, when the tint is made ; and when they
have been infused in water, they must be mixed
up with size. If on new plaster, the colours re-

quire more size.

Pantograph. An instrument for copying and
enlarging or diminishing drawings It was in-

vented in the seventeenth century, and a descrip-

tion of it appeared at Eome, in 1631. The in-

ventor of this instrument is supposed to have
been Christopher Scheiner, a Suabian Jesuit. The
^gure of tlie penta§i-aph is here shown. It con-

sists of four brass or wooden rules, two of them

from 15 to 18 inches long, and the other two half

that length. On the exact fittings of the holes

and joints chiefly depends the perfection of this

instrument. Those in the middle of the long

rulers at e and d, are to be at the same distance

from those at the ends of the longer ones at b,

and those of the short ones at g, so that when
put together they may make a parallelogram.

—

The joint at b must have a little pillar, roimd at

the end, underneath for the instrument to slide

upon ; of the two parts of the long rulers which
extend beyond the parallelogram, one, c, should

have a piece of lead attached to it by a moveable

socket, so as to keep the instrument firm whilst

in use, and at e and A should be sockets for pen-

cils and points ; that at f being moveable. The

mode of using it is evident from the figure.

Pagoda. The name given to the temples of

India, China, &c.

Pendant. A hanging ornament in very rich

Gothic groined roofs,
*

Palace. The dwelling house of a king, prince,

or bishop. In China it is customary to build pa-

laces in honour of celebrated ancestors, and in

the year 1263, Hu-pi-lay, of the Mogul empire,

built one for his ancestors, after the example of

those of China.

Palestra. That part of the Grecian Gymna-

sium more particularly appropriated to wrestling

and other gymnastic exercises. The term was

sometimes applied to the whole building. The

palaestra contained also baths, which were thrown

open for the use of the public. Vitruvius asserts

positively that there never were any palaestra at

Rome.
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Intiusttial Unotolfbgc.

Extracted from the Voice of the People.

C. Knight, London,

We are sometimes told that education has very

little to do with manual industry; that the one

relates to the head and the heart, while the other

deals only with muscle and sinew. " Look," it is

said, " how many are there, who, having received

an efficient education, start in trade, and fail.

Look, again, how many succeed eminently in trade,

who have received no education worthy of the

name !" Yes : if education consist in making

Greek and Latin an end, instead of means to an

end—if a whole course of school instruction pass

without one lesson relating to the physical world

around us—then, indeed, may we well understand

how an educated man may fail in trade or manu-
facture. But if education consist in the right de-

velopement of all the faculties that God has given

us ; then is the man who steadily watches and stu-

dies the external world, and the power he has over

it, acquiring industrial knowledge at every step.

Nearly all industry consists in the transformation

and adaption, by human means, of materials abun-

dantly scattered around us ; and he who uses his

external senses and his " common sense " in study-

ing the properties of these varied materials, is ac-

quiring the elements of industrial knowledge,

which, even if he had not the advantage of that

more systematic education which expands the in-

tellect and warms the heart, will one day be fruitful

of good to him, though the mode and the moment
may be equally beyond his ken. " A young man,"

says Sir Robert Kane, " wanting to sell spectacles

in London, petitions the corporation to allow him
to open a little shop, without paying the fees of

freedom, and he is refused. He goes to Glasgow,

and the corporation refuse him there. He makes

acquaintance with some members of the Univer-

sity, who find him very intelligent, and permit him
to open his shop within their walls. He does not

sell spectacles and magic lanterns enough to occu-

py all his time; he occupies himself at intervals in

taking asunder and re-making all the machines he

can come at. He finds there are books on mecha-

nics written in foreign languages ; he borrows a

dictionary, and learns those languages to read those

books. The University people wonder at him, and

are fond of dropping into his little room, in the

evenings, to tell him what they are doing, and to

look at the queer instruments he constructs. A
machine in the tJniverslty collection wants repair-

ing, and he is employed. He makes it a new ma-

chine. The steam-engine is constructed ; and the

giant mind of Watt stands out before the world

—

the author of the industrial supremacy of his coun-

try, the herald of a new force of civilization. But

was Watt educated ? Where was he educated ?

At his own workshop, and in the best manner.

Watt learned Latin, when he wanted it for his

business. He learned French and German; but

these were tools not ends. He used them to pro-

mote his engineering plans, as he used lathes and

levers.

The Ascot Eace Cup.—The Royal Hunt Cup
which was run for last week at Ascot, is a cup of

novel design, and of a shape difierent from any

former ones which have been prizes of a race

course. It is a Tazza, supported on a foot, on|

which are represented in relief devices, emblama-l

tical of field sports. There are the heads of stags

and does, and the mark of buckhounds, and on

the summit of the cover of the cup, is a very spi-

rited group of dogs mastering a stag. The work-

manship is very elaborate and the design elegant.

The style partakes of the Italian and Elizabethan*

characteristic. It has been modelled at the esta-

blishment of Messrs. Hunt and Roskell, of Bond
Street, London, under the direction of Mr. Bailey!

of the Royal Academy, and is one of the best spe-l

cimens of this species of art hitherto produced.

Silkworms.— It appears from the statement ofj

a late writer, that it requires thirty thousand

worms to produce five pounds of silk. If we'

reckon that at the present time a million and a

half pounds are imported annually, it therefore

requires nine thousand millions of insects to sup-
ply the raw silk for British manufacture.

NAIL-M-4KING.—Mr. Moses Poole has obtained,

a patent for some improvements in machinery for

making naiis. The metal is passed between the

edges of a top and bottom roller, to split it into

rods of the requisite thickness, which are then
passed between the edge of a second top roller

and the other edge of the bottom roller, whereby
they are formed into a succession of rectangular

triangles. These triangular-shaped rods are then
forced between a pair of vertical or horizontal

matrices, to point them, and likewise a pair of
cutters to separate them, and subsequently

through a punching machine, by which the heads

are formed. Claim.—The mode of arranging

machinery for making nail-rods, by first splittino'

the metal and then shaping it. Making nails by
means of the matrices in combination with the

heading machine. The application of the machine
Isat described.
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Ef}e (EfifonotKpist

Preparations have commenced for the removal

of the celebrated marble arch from the east front

of Buckingham Palace. It will be re-erectad at

the principal entrance to the Home-park at Wind-

sor Castle. The first stone of the Printer's

Almshouses at Wood Green, near Tottenham, was

laid by Viscount Mahon, M.P., on the 11th inst.

—

—The Duke of Northumberland has presented

£100 to the fund which is being raised for com-

pleting the United Service Institution by the crea

tiou of a lecture theatre. Mr. Portal, of Christ

Church, Oxford, has been elected chairman of the

heraldic section of the Architectural Society of

Oxford. At the meeting on the 30th ult., Mr.

^^orris Deck read a paper on legendary coat

armour.- >—His Royal Highness Prince Albert

laid the foundation-stone of an addition to the

Licensed Victuallers' Asylum in the Old Kent-

road. This addition is to be called the " Ladies'

.Wing," and is to cost £4,000. It will contain

twenty-five dwellings. The Metal Trades Pen-

sion Society held a general meeting, on the 28th

ult., at the London Tavern, for the election of six

additional pensioners, and other business. There

are now twenty-fi^e annuitants on the roll of this

useful society, with pensions, as we understand, of

twenty guineas each per annum. More than 200

names of new subscribers or donors appear in an

appendix to the report, and 100 more are greatly

desired before the 1st of August, to enable six

more pensioners to be added to the list. We

learn from the tfeio York True Sun that what is

called soluble glass is now beginning to come into

use as a covering for wood, and other practical

'purposes. Some of our clever artisans may like to

'experiment upon it. It is composed of filteen

'parts of powdered quartz, ten of potash, and one of

charcoal. These are melted together, worked in

cold water, and then boiled with five parts of

water, in which it entirely dissolves. It is then

'applied to woodwork, or any other required sub-

stance. As it cools it gelatinizes, and dries up into

!a transparent colourless glass, on any surface to

[which it has been applied. It renders wood nearly

incombustible. The reduction of £1 per ton in

the price of iron has been generally adopted, and

it now appears that many of the masters never

sold at the advanced rate resolved upon at the

January quarterly meeting. Some dealers are of

opinion that it will be difficult to maintain even

the present price, and that a further reduction

may be expected at or before next quarter-day.—

—The Paris Exposition was opened on the 4th

instant, and comprises 4,500 exhibitors. The
building is 800 feet long and 350 feet wide, con-

taining three courts, one of which is filled with

metal work, chiefly cast-iron and zinc. The eree^

tion of the building alone is said to have cost

£36,000, but this seems scarcely credible.

An exceedingly interesting collection of sketches

and studies from nature by English painters, 239

in number, is now being exhibited by Mr.

Hogarth, at his gallery in the Haymarket.

We have to report the recent death at Rome of

Mr. Henry Timbrell, the sculptor. Mr. Timbrell

was a pnpil of Mr. Baily, the Academician,—and

in 1837 obtained the gold medal of the Royal

Academy, for his group of " Mezentius tying the

living to the dead." In 1843 he was elected tra-
j

veiling student,—the election being gained by his'

" Hercules throwing Lychas into the Sea." The
Art Journal reports that at the time of his death

Mr. Timbrell was engaged on two figures for the

new Houses of Parliament, to be cast in bronze,

W. S. S.

—

You can obtain this work ofany book-

seller in your neighbourhood. They will com-

municate with their London agents.

E. B.

—

Send the ground plan.

J. S. N.

—

You will find it in the Fourth Volume

All are in print.

F. B. T.

—

Try a strong solntion ofyellow soap

W. W.

—

We'do not think it procurable.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 26 is noio ready, price \Qd.

N ow Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Book, containin

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale, the Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, FnceGd. Parts 1, to 5, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Crick t, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.
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<©n ifft Nature, (©rigin, antJ ^xo=

gtess of Mmi^n,

From a Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF the Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

{Continuedfrom Page 46.)

AKE but a common
fierraled leaf and see with what mathematical

piecision it radiates from one centre, and how
perfectly each point is shaped. The elegant,

but casual disposition of the acanthus over a

basket originated the Corinthian capital. The

beautiful ornaments of foliage in Gothic archi-

tecture may be directly traced to nature ; they

are faithful copies, gracefully and skilfully ar-

ranged. Examples from various styles might

be usefully adduced, and each Avould be found

to contain some peculiarity and marked princi •

pie, deserving the designer's careful attention.

The most celebrated and successful artists in

the highest walks of Art have recommended

the study of nature, as originating their chief

beauties. To the manufacturing designer, who

has less opportunity for deep study, a con-

templation of the beautiful productions of the

meadow and woodland will at once afford ele-

gant recreation and valuable improvement.

I know not a word so completely misappro-

priated and misunderstood in England as de-

sign ; it being generally used to express draw-
ing, or a pattern, which is not its signification

in Art. The linen-draper aims to catch a stray

buyer of a mousseline de lalne by pinning to it

" new design ;" various trades are bitten by the

same mania, and we may anticipate the butcher

frizzing a sheep's head and ticketing it "new
desisn." It is of the utmost consequence that

design should be popularly known as an mpor-
tant art including much beyond mere drawing.

Design cannot receive its true appreciation un-

til this takes place ; therefore every opportunity

should be taken to remove an error by no means

confined to the lower classes. It is a word of

but recent use, forced into notice by our con

tinental neighbours' successful application of

educated art to their manufactures ;—occa

sioning a world of grumbling among our old

fashioned tradesmen, who were well disposed

to adhere to their fathers' notion of all fo-

reigners being hum-bugs, and as a consequence,

stuck to the perfection of their own taste ; but

some younger men, adopting those foreign no-

tions, sadly confused their trade. The ladies

naturally possess a more lively perception of

the beautiful than man, and will always be

found the first to appreciate the elegancies of

refinement. It was thus that, guided by their

natural taste, they chose dresses whose im

proved colouring had come from France, bought

French ribbons for similar reasons, and eagerly

sought the nicely-fitting French slipper and

French glove ; all this was declared prejudice,

protective duties were tried without success,

for he will be a clever tradesman to defeat a

woman when dress is concerned. Gustomers

of a quarter of a century's standing looked at

their neighbours, admired the taste or novelty,

and bought elsewhere ; it became high time for

both tradesmen and manufacturer to accom

raodate themselves to the growing change ; de-

ficiency of intelligence upon the origin of true

taste prevented enquiry into the causes which

produced the improved articles in France, and

they sought, and still seek, to meet the

difficulty by importing and copying patterns

Then came a parliamentary enquiry, and a

great mass of evidence was collected ; among

many others I contributed to state our defi
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cjencies. Subsequently a School of Design

was instituted, which has continued putting

forward excellent theories, but unsuited for

practical purposes, and a continued series of

failures has resulted from an unbusiness-like

management.

There are very many persons, who, without

much thought, and with a deficient capability

of comprehension, consider the art of Devising

or Design to be nothing more than mere draw-

ing, and as |easily learned as any mechanical

craft. By taking this deteriorating view of

the Art, it immediately ceases to be held in the

estimation to which, from the importance of

its varied and extensive application, it is

justly entitled.

A creditable designer requires to have natu-

rally a fine perception of the beautiful, a feeling

for the charming versatility of form and co-

louring, a lively imagination, facility in asso-

dating ideas and applying the materials col-

lected by study to produce invention, and an

extensive acquaintance with the sources of

ornament and principles in which the Arts of

Design originated among the nations of anti-

quity, and ultimately arrived at very great per-

fection. A peculiar knowledge separate from

artistic skill, is also requisite for the application

of design to manufactures. Judicious culture,

aided by experience, will produce a purity of

taste, a power of adjusting and adapting the

separate principles with sound judgment, so as

to create the highest excellencies.

A man thus endowed claims respect and at-

tention; and we find in all countries, and in

all times where the elegant arts have been ap-

preciated, the artist, in his several gradations,

placed in a conspicuous position, and supported

in honour and opulence. The nation that

would live in after ages, by acquiring dis-

tinction in the refinements of Art, must elevate

the artist, and however indisposed we may be

to admit the fact, it is unquestionable that in

England this has not been done. A want of

appreciation of the artist's labours for the ap-

plication of Fine Art, has caused secondary

design to be neglected, and the inordinate de-

sire to accumulate wealth has caused the

softening, elegant refinements of universal Art,

to be subverted by the British standard of man's

worth—moHCT/.

But brighter prospects are dawning ; the suc-

cessful cultivation of Design by. our conti-

nental neighbours will tend to place us in our

proper position. The most powerful and

wealthy kingdom must not continue to do less

for the encouragement of Art than such a state

as Bavaria. Although a nation of shopkeep-

ers, we may hope to see a taste spring up

among our merchant princes that shall demand

a revival of the sumptuous decorations of the

old Italian trader. What a cheering hope to

think of our City companies and corporate bo

dies all over the country, sparing a little wealth

from gross feasting, to decorate their halls, en-

courage Art and do honour to themselves!

The Egyptian Hall may yet present other than

its newly poverty-stricken attempt at decora-

tion : some Medici in embryo may spread one

dinner less, and cover its naked surface with

decorations suitable for the chief apartment of

the first (i.e. the richest) of corporations.

Once enable the public mind to understand

the real beneficial purposes of Art, and it

would be fostered : fewer discreditable public

edifices erected, and a desire for the universal

embellishment of interiors arise, with the ca-

pability of appreciating the ennobling and hu-

manizing qualities associated with a love of

the fine arts. Architecture, Painting, and

Sculpture are all equally incomplete without

each other ; and design for the manu-

facturer is indispensable. It is in the power

of each one of us to contribute towards the

better understanding and consequent apprecia-

tion of these social benefits, which are obtained

by cultivating the refinements of understading;

and it will be found a means of accelerating the

advancement to superior feeling for both Art

and artist, especially for its .appreciation when

applied to manufactures.

It is necessary we should constantly keep

before us the fact, that our own more humble

branches of art are inseparably associated with

the success of the higher branches. They cannot

be cultivated apart, and when speaking of one

I include both, A noble architectural mansion

requires the rich embellishments of historic

painting, decoration and gilding, sculpture in

its halls, elegant furniture and costly plate,

more or less in good taste, as the owner is in-

fluenced by liberality and fine feeling toward

art. Dress and ornaments partake of the

splendour, and thus we have a universal be-

nefit, creating and extending itself to a variety

of minor employments.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES
ON PAINTING.

{Continued from page 77.)

LECTURE III.

The Cartoons make me present at the scenes

they i-epresent more than the works of any other

painter who has treated such subjects ; and it is

only in the recollection of them that I can fancy

I have seen the Apostles. It may he unfair to

judge entirely of Leonardo's " Last Supper " from

our copy, fine as it is, or I should say that, with

the exception of that of the Saviour, all the heads

there, are less satisfactory than those of the same

personages in the Cartoons.

In their representations of humanity, the ear-

lier Italian painters, as far as T can judge, seem

to have given portraits of persons ahout them,

with little attention to propriety of character

;

in this respect resembling the naturallstt of the

latter part of the sixteenth century. They were

ideal only in their impersonations of the divine.

Where, however, their subjects were dramatic,

their inventions are often very fine, and the

engravings from the Campo Santo at Pisa will

show you from whence many of the materials of

Raphael and Michael Angelo were derived. But

whatever Raphael adopted, either from this

great treasure-house of mediaeval art or from

other sources, he adopted to improve, which

cannot perhaps be so strictly said of Michael

Angelo, whose " Last Judgment " might pro-

bably have been better planned, as unquestion-

ably the principal figure might have been more

finely conceived, had he never seen the " Last

Judgment" of Orcagno.

The great work of that early painter, " The

Triumph of Death," has, however, not been

imitated, to my knowledge, in its principal fea-

ture ; indeed, the conception is so fine as to pre-

clude amendment. Nothing could be added,

nothing taken from it without injury. Our asso-

ciations of the skeleton form with Death have, it

is true, to be got rid of at the first sight of the

beldame of Orcagna, an Atropos armed with a

scythe, with streaming hair, and the wings and
talons of a harpy. She disregards the solicitations

of a group of beggars, and hastens towards a

party of fair dames and gallant cavaliers who are

seated under the shade of orange trees listening

to minstrelsy, while Cupids are fluttering above

them. This group is separated from the beggars

by a heap of the dead and the dying, kings,

queens, churchmen, warriors, lords, and ladies,

many of them still grasping in their hands the

things of the world. No finer sermon was ever

painted ; and it has a passage which I cannot

but notice, because it does the highest honour to

the painter's feelings, when we consider the

spirit of the age in which he lived. Among the

poor and the miserable who are calling on Death
for relief, a wretched man extends towards the

phantom his arms, from which both hands have
been lopped by the barbarity of the law, which
is evident from the mutilation also of his fea-

tures. Now, though the obtrusion of objects of

horror is, in most cases, unjustifiable, yet here

the humanity of the motive, undoubtedly that of

interesting the better feelings of the rulers of his

time, and opening their eyes to the cruelty ot

their laws, places the painter among the bene-

factors of his species.

Thus it is that intentions and circumstances

was to entirely change the character of the

imagery of painting as to render it impossible

to lay down any mere rule to which an exception

may not prove an excellence of the highest order,

Hogarth, in his " Gin Lane," has accumulated

objects of horror far beyond this. An admirable

critic, speaking of the coarse etching of this sub-

ject, which was published by Hogarth at the

lowest possible price, that it might be accessible

to the poor classes for whose instruction it was

intended, says, " Everything in the print, to use

a vulgar expression, tells. Every part is full of

' strange images of death.' It is perfectly amazing

and astounding to look at. Not only the two

prominent figures—the woman and the half-dead

man, which are as terrible as anything which

Michael Angelo ever drew,—but everything else

in the print continues to bewilder and stupify
;

the very houses, as I heard a friend of mine

express it, tumbling about in various directions,

seem drunk—seem absolutely reeling from the

effect of that diabolical spirit of frenzy which

goes forth over the whole composition. To show

the poetical and almost prophetical conception

of the artist one little circumstance may serve.

Not content with the dead and dying figures

which he has strewed in profusion over the

proper scene of the action, he shows you what (of

a kindred nature) is passing beyond it. Close by

the shell, in which, by the direction of the parish

beadle, a man is depositing his wife, is an old

wall, [which, partaking of the general decay

around it, is tumbling to pieces. Through a gap

in this wall are seen three figures, which appear

to make a part in some funeral procession which

is passing by on the other side of the wall out of

the sphere of the composition.
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At a recent meeting of the Hereford Archseo-

logical Society, after otlier communications (re-

ported at length in the local papers), Mr. Beloe

read some remarks on wooden roofs.

Mr. Beloe observed that the timber roofs of the

ancient regal and baronial halls merited in an

eminent degree the attention of all to whom the

science of construction is an object of interest,

although he was unable to enter into it, then, at

the length which its importance demanded. He

could then only furnish a few observations, which

might prove not uninteresting. He remarked that

the artificers of the early Saxons appeared to have

been, for the most part, either monks or slaves.

They were, in fact, nothing more than mere neces-

sity made them ; and they lived and died poor,

unhonoured, and unimproved. Mr. Sharon

Turner, the historian, had remarked that " the

habits of life were too uniform, its luxuries too

few, its property too small, its wants too nume-

rous, and the spirit of the great mass too servile

and dull, to have that collection of ingenious,

respected, and inventive men, who make and cir-

culate our internal and external commerce, with

eager but not illiberal competition, or to have

those accomplished artificers and manufacturers,

whose taste in execution equals the most elegant

fancy of its invention." Mr. Beloe went on to

remark that the Anglo-Saxon carpenter was con-

sidered as part of what we are accustomed to call

the plant of an estate, transferable with the land.

He was called the Treow-icyrta (tree or wood

workman), and thafcAnglo- Saxon verb used in

speaking of building is getymbrian (to make of

wood). It was well known that churches were at

times constructed of wood, one of them—Green-

sted, Essex—still remaining.

The Norman period was touched upon by the

lecturer, who observed that it was marked by the

introduction of more durable materials, which

were used for several centuries before the construc-

tion of any wooden roof. This art the Norman

architects practised with such admirable skill and

effect, that their works have not unfrequently been

considered beyond the pale of modern imitation.

After alluding to various instances of this style, the

lecturer passed to the Semi-Norman (1154 to

1189), which, he remarked, possessed all the cha-

racteristics of the Norman, combined with the

pointed arch. Castle Acre Priory was selected as

an example. The Early EViglish or Lancet (1189

to 1272) was next explained, the illustration being

a doorway at Paul's Cray, Kent, and the lecturer

referred to the beautiful windows of this style in

our cathedral, as well as at York, Salisbury, &c.

The lecturer then proceeded to explain the form

and idea of the open-timbered roof, remarking

that the upright strut or queen-post, which rises

from the extremity of the hammer-beam, in most

of these roofs, suggested the idea of a pillar being

cut away at that point. The whole roof, therefore,

reminded one of two rows of pillars, dividing the

area into three aisles. He observed that the palace

of the Bishop of Hereford, and Westminster Hall,

as originally built by William Rufus, were built on

this plan, which indeed seemed to be the usual

mode of constructing halls of large dimensions

previous to the fourteenth century, when an im-

proved manner of constructing arched roofs of

timber superseded the necessity of columns.

The Decorated period, including the greater part

of the fourteenth century, was next referred to.

After explaining the architectural characteristics

of the style, the lecturer remarked at length upon

the timber roofs of Nursted Court, Kent ; Balsall

Temple, Worcestershire ; Coventry School ; Croy-

don Palace, &c. The roof of Crosby Hall, and

other buildings, though erected in that period, was

perfectly distinct in principle from those yet con

sidered, being based on the property of the tri'

angle to resist racking or change of form.

He then passed on to consider the Perpendicular

style (1377 to 1485), illustrating the architecture

from a sketch of a doorway in St. Mary's, Beverley,

and explaining its characteristics. In considering

the timber roofs of the period, he gave a detailed

description of that of Westminster Hall. That

edifice was rebuilt by Richard II., almost from the

foundation ; he said almost, because Mr. Pugin

says that some of the lower portions of the side

walls are the original works of the time of William

Rufus. As it now stands, the span of the roof is

nearly double the ordinary width of Gothic groined

roofs, which seldom exceeded 35 feet. Numerous

obstacles to the erection of a stone roof in that

case must have presented themselves, and the

builder was thrown upon the resources of his art.

The result was a novel as well as elegant applica-

tion of that great element of lightness and beauty

in the arch. The former ponderous and friable

material was exchanged for one equally sus-

ceptible, and greatly superior in both tenacity and

tractability. The lecturer went on to refer to the

roof of Romsey Abbey Church, and that of Elthara

Palace. The nearest example to the latter in this

locality was the roof of St. Martin's Church, in

this city ; but the idea was not carried out to its
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fullest extent of beauty, some parts being plastered

over. The lecturer then referred to the Guard-

room, Lambeth Palace.

At that period, he remarked, ceilings were

valued ornaments of palaces. They usually con-

tained representatious of memorable actions, but

our azure church ceiling with stars occurs in

ancient crypts; in other cases the ceiling is in

black, with painted and gilt lattice-work, and

grotesque heads, &c. ; and others were of wood,

painted or plastered in panels. After explaining

the construction of the roof of King's College

Chapel, Cambridge, the lecturer went on to allude

to the interesting specimen of the roof of the clois-

ters of Hereford Cathedral, at the same time ex-

pressing his acknowledgments to the Very Kev. the

Dean, for having drawn his attention to that

roof, and to the President, for a specimen of

carving.

In speaking of the Tudor period, the lecturer

referred at some length to Wolsey's Hall, Hampton

Court, perhaps the most elaborate specimen extant

of the style. As a scientific construction, it was

much inferior to the roof of Westminster Hall, al-

though it displayed much ingenuity. Reference

was then made to Westminster School, the Middle

Temple Hall, and other excellent specimens of the

period.

The lecturer proceeded to glance briefly at the

general heaviness and inelegance of the Debased

style (1547 to 1640). The illustration was from

St. Peter's-in-the-East Church, Oxford. An inte-

resting roof of this period exists in the chapel on

the estate of Mr. C. T. Bodenham, of Eother-

was.

He concluded by dividing Gothic roofs into four

classes :—first, those of simple arched ribs ;

second, those which have a grand arch spanning

the entire width; third, those that have the arch

supported on brackets ; fourth, such as are formed

of two intersecting triangular frames, in which the

lateral pressure is counteracted by the longitudinal

stress upon the connecting beams. After that

period it became very difficult to trace the princi-

ple of the style at all.

The sale of Mr. Hope's collection of bronzes, &c

took place last week at Messrs. Christie and Man-

son's, King-street, St. James's, and it consisted of

a very fine collection of Etruscan vases, bronzes,

enamels, &c. Some of the specimens were very

rare, and they all fetched good prices, as may be

seen by the following :—Lot 50, an amphora, of

elegant form, of fine Nolan ware, 50 guineas. Lot

62, an amphora, with the death of Achilles, 75

guineas. Lot 69, a rare two-handed cylix, 70

guineas. Lot 81, an amphora of Nolan ware, 88

guineas. Lot 82, a pelice and cover, 93 guineas.

Lot 85, a pelice, 55 guineas. Lot 97, a tall cir-

cular Etruscan vessel and cover of bronze, 105

guineas. Lot 98, an Apollo of Greek work, of

bronze, 400 guineas. The sale excited considerable

interest.

British Museum.—TUhe total amount expended

on the new buildings and fittings of the British

Museum, and for ornamental sculpture, from the

commencement of the rebuilding in 1823, up to

the 31st March, 1849, amounts, as shown by a

Parliamentary return, to £696,995. The total

amount of expenditure that will be required for

new buildings and fittings is estimated at

£56,500.

In a collection of drawings and sketches now on

view at the house of Mr. Hogarth, the printseller,

in the Haymarket, much valuable information may

be obtained on the nature and progress of a branch

of Fine Art in which the school of England may be

said to have taken the lead :—we allude to paint'

ing in water-colours. In this exhibition are some

of the earliest specimens of the art, when it con

sisted rather in tintings of Indian ink or of bistre

than of painting ; and the development of its

powers may be traced onwards until the examples

of the present time, when the full force of the

palette is employed with a power and brilliancy in

no degree inferior to those of the oil material.

Several of the chalk studies of the nude by Mul-

ready are fine; but there is a late drawing in pen

and ink. An Academical Study, 141, by him, that

is quite a marvel of intelligence. In the back view

of the form presented there is all to satisfy the

requirements of the physiologist ; for Mr. Mulready

has expressed in it his acquaintance with the struc-

ture of muscular development, and his observation

of the most subtle of its movements in complicated

action. The studies for the figures in the Game at

Whist, by Mr. Webster, Nos. 142-3-9 and 150,

are evidences of this painter's careful preparations.

There is an admirable study of A Lioness by the

veteran academician Ward, 145 ; and tbere is an

early study of a Docfs Head, 165, by Mr. Edwiu

Landseer, A portrait of the last-named artist at

the age of thirteen is 175, drawn by Mr. John

Hayter. There are some capital studies about

Hampstead Heath, by Mr, Stanfield ; views about

Seville, Granada, and the Alhambra, by Mr.

Roberts ; excellent little studies for oil pictures,

by Mr. Frost ; and scenes in the East from the

pencil of Mr. Dadd. There are also studies by
other artists too numerous for us to particu-

larise.
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Pale. A pointed stake, and piece of board,

used in making enclosures.

Palisades. Pales or stakes set up for an en-

closure. Or strong sharp pointed wooden stakes,

sometimes armed with iron spikes, fixed in the

ground, are used in fortification.

Paling for Trees. A sort of fencing for se-

parate trees, formed by three small posts, connec-

ted with cross bars.

Pallier. a French term, which signifies a

landing place in a staircase, which is broader than

the rest of the stairs, and serves as a resting place.

Pallipication or Piling. The act of piling

ground-work, or strengthening it with piles.

Pampre. An ornament composed of vine

leaves and bunches of grapes, with which the hol-

low of the circumvolutions of twisted columns are

sometimes decorated,

pAlfCAEPl. Garlands and festoons of fruit,

flowers , and leaves, adorning altars, doors, vesti-

bules, &c.

Pavement (Tessellated). A pavement of

mosaic work used by,the ancients, made of square

pieces of stone, &c. called tessera. The Romans

greatly delighted in this kind of ornamental floor,

which succeeded, Pliny tells us to the old painted

Party Walls. Partitions of brick between

buildings, in several occupations.

Pate. In fortification, a kind of platform in

shape of an horse-shoe, encompassed only with a

parapet, and, having nothing to plank it, usually

erected in marshy grounds to cover a gate of a

town.

Paternosters.

mouldings.

Rows of beads carved on

Pilaster. A kind of square column, which

has its proportions and ornaments, such as flu-

tino-s, &c. like those of the columns of the order

pavements which originated in Greece. Many spe-

cimens have been found in various parts of Eng-

land, as well as in every part of the continent

which was under the Roman dominion,

from which it is named. It is generally engaged

in the wall, having a projection of the third,

fourth, fifth, or even only the sixth of its breadth.

Panel. A thin board having all its edges in-

serted in the groove of a surrounding frame. A.

panelf in masonry, is one of the faces of a hewn

stone.

Parget. A name applied in a general sense to

the several kinds of gypsum, which, when slightly

calcined, forms plaster of Paris, but more particu-

larly applied to the gypsunis brought from Derby-

shire and Montmar tre.

Patera. A vessel used in the Roman sacrifi-

ces, in shape of a dish, sometimes introduced as

an ornament in friezes , &c.

Parvis, Formerly a room over the church

porch, where schools used to be held.
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Cleaning of Engravings.—Put the engraving

on a smooth board, cover it thinly veith common
salt finely powdered ; then squeeze some lemon

juice upon the salt so as to dissolve a considerable

portion of it ; elevate one end of the board, so that

it may form an angle of about 45 or 50 degrees

with the horizon. Pour on the engraving boiling

water from a tea-kettle until the salt and lemon

juice be all washed off; the engraving will then be

perfectly clean and free from stains. It must

be dried on a board, or some smooth surface, gra-

dually. If dried by the fire or the sun, it will be

tinged with a yellow colour. Any one may satisfy

himself of the perfect efiicacy of this method, by

trying it on an engraving of small value.—J. F.

To Dissolve Copal in Spirit of Turpentine

without the use of Camphor.—Reduce two ounces

of copal to small pieces, and put them into a glass

vessel capable of containing four times as much,

with height in proportion to its breadth; then mix

a pint of spirit of turpentine with one-eighth of

spirit of sal-ammoniac; shake them well together,

and put them to the copal ; cork the glass, and tie

it over with string or wire, and make a small hole

through the cork. Set the glass in a sand heat, so

regulated as to make the contents boil as quickly

as possible, but so gently that you may count the

bubbles as they rise from the bottom. The same

heat must be kept till the solution is complete.

It requires the most accurate attention to succeed

in this operation. After the spirits are mixed,

they should be put to the copal, and the necessary

degree of heat be given as soon as possible; it

should likewise be kept up with the utmost regu-

larity. If the heat abates, or if the spirits boil too

quick, the solution will immediately stop, and it

will be in vain to proceed with the same materials ;

but if properly managed, the spirit of sal-ammoniac

will be seen gradually to descend, and attack the

copal, which swells and dissolves. It is of great

consequence that the vessel should not be opened

till some time after it is perfectly cold, for if un-

corked, even when not warm enough to affect the

hand, the contents will most probably blow out

with considerable violence.

To Dissolve Copal in Alcohol.—Dissolve half an

ounce of camphor in a pint of alcohol, put it in a

glass vessel, and add four ounces of copal in small

pieces ; set it in a sand heac, so regulated that the

bubbles may be counted as they rise from the bot-

tom, and continue the same heat till the solution is

completed. Copal will dissolve in spirit of turpen

tine, by the addition of camphor, with the same

facility, but not in the same quantity, as in

alcohol.

(©n S2aater=«lottrs for illttminalinfi

prints, ^c.

{Continued from page 77.)

Of Blue.

If your colour seems to be clammy or nasty, you

may correct it thus ; add thereto tartar, dissolved

in water, as much as will drown it, and let it rest

for one day at least; then wash it in warm water,

and you will by this means have it correct and well

purified. Ultramarine must be chosen of a high

colour and well ground, which may be known by

putting it between the teeth ; for if it feels gritty,

it is a sign that it has not been well ground.

To know whether it be pure and unmixed, put a

little of it into a crucible, and heating it red-hot, if

the powder does not change its colour after trial, it

is certainly pure ; but, on the contrary, if there be

any change or black specks in it, then it has been

adulterated.

The Prussian blue is next to ultramarine in

beauty, if it be used in oil, though it is not agreed

on whether it will hold so well as the other, par-

ticularly as not having the body of the ultramarine.

The Prussian blue does not grind well in water,

because there is such an oily quality in it, that it

does not mix kindly with water, and at the best

will change, as it is now prepared in the common

way. Attempts have been made to make it a blue

ink, which indeed has held the colour for a mouth

or two, but then turned to a muddy yellow. And

when you put your pencil with gum-water into a

shell of this blue, you will find that where the water

spreads, the blue will turn yellowish, till the body

of the colour is well stirred up ; and after all that

can be done with this colour in water, it will only

serve to shade ultramarine with : but in oil it may

serve very well, for the present, to supply the place

of ultramarine.

Blue bice is a colour of good brightness, and the

next to the Prussian blue. It is also a colour of a

good body, and will flow pretty well in the pencil,

especially if it be well washed, as is directed to be

done of the whites and minium.
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€^e (Ei^ronotspist.

Mr. John Croall, the coachmaker of Edin-

burgh, is now manufacturino; an extensive series of

mail coaches for the Emperor of Russia. ^The

President of the -Royal Society, the Earl of Rosse,

held his last soiree for the season at Somerset

House on the 16th. Some interesting models of

recent invention and several scientific objects were

exhibited in the saloons. Amongst them were

Alman's patent Electric light, and a model of a

new description of a Harbour of Refuge, after a

design of Mr. W. H. Smith, and several specimens

of home grown fiax,^which attracted great atten-

tion. ^The sale of Mr, W. W. Hope's valuable

collection of pictures, concluded! on the 16th, at

the rooms of Messrs. Christie and Mason, King

Street, St. James's, and the lots, fifty-nine in num-

ber, fetched good sums. A return obtained by

Mr. Ewart, M.P., shews that in the new House of

Commons there will be seats 20 inches wide, for

462 members. There will not he any partitions or

elbows between the seats. There will not be any

shelves below the seats, as they would interfere

with the ventilation ; but presses, aifording a closet

under lock and key, for;;each member, are proposed

to be made in the private gallery between the re-

freshment room and the library. Each lobby will

afford accommodation, on divisions, for from 450 to

500 members. There will be seats for the public

in the " Strangers' Gallery," 18 inches wide, for 9G

persons, besides other accommodation for 54 per-

sons, either standing or seated, as may be deter-

mined. There will be seats 20 inches wide, in the

Speaker's and Peers' Gallery for 52 persons, and

seats for 28 official persons attending the House,

under the gallery, 18 inches wide. Lastly, there

will be°seats for 32 newspaper reporters in a gallery

at the back of the Speaker's chair.——The Society

of Arts has opened an exhibition of the works of

William Etty, R.A., at their rooms in John Street,

Adelphi. Amongst the collection, which is very

large, will be found some of the best paintings of

this popular artist. The northern portion of the

main line of the North Staffordshire Railway is revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

now completed, that is to say, the part between remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Congleton and the junction with tlie London a.iid\j}eirs Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

North-Western at [Macclesfield. The directors Holywell Street, Strand.

opened it for passenger traffic on the 18th. The

viaduct over the Dane Valley is a great work, and

on the opening of the line the Potteries will be

permanently placed on the shortest route between

Manchester and Birmingham, and both places and

London.

The Britannia Bridge.—The tubes forming this

bridge are eight in number, four of which, smaller
than the rest, are to be seen in the course of con-
struction, on scaffolding of great strength, occu-
pying the spaces between the land towers and the
inland abutments, which are 230 feet apart, at

either extremity of the bridge, two tubes being
placed parallel to each other, forming the roadway
to and fro. The four larger ones are placed toge-

ther on stages reaching into the river, and cover-

ing a long distace along the Carnarvonshire shore,

each measuring 472 feet in length, and weighing
1,800 tons. Three piers, of masonry of stupen-
dous dimensions, the highest of which rises on the
Britannia Rock in the middle of the straits some
230 feet, being about 70 feet higher than the arch

hollowed out for the reception of the tubes, stand

towering over the foaming waters. The traveller

is also attracted by the collossal sculpture of four

monster lions, which distinguish the entrance to the

tubes, two at each end, couclied on the summit of

lofty pedestals. They contain about 8,000 cubic

feet of limestone. Near to the stage on which the
tubes are erected are eight pontoons, two of iron,

and the others ot wood, ready for floating the first

tube to its resting-place between the pillars. This
has just been completed. The piles on which it

was built have just been removed, and it now rests

on two walls of masonry, erected at [either end, af-

fording sufficient room for placing the immense
pontoons beneath. Its strength has been tested

with satisfactory results.

G. Jones.

—

The First Steps to Geometry, ivill be

found in Volume I. of this work.

J. F.— You will fnd your article inserted in the

present number.

W. G.

—

Many thanks for your suggestions, we

loi'tl avail ourselves of them, and that, perhaps,

very shortly.

N ow Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing JBooA:, containin

lesson's in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale, the Booh of Ornamental and Early

English A Iphdbets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 5, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricliet, as

''Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 26 is noio ready, price lOrf.
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ORTRAITURE in its true and

complete intent and meaning, we take to be

that Art-presentment in which we read the

history of the original as much almost as his

immediate individuality. Not merely should

we have the forms and the distinct and peculiar

action characteristic of the individual as dis-

tinguished from all others, but the moral im-

press—the result, as it were, of the habitual

thought—that stamps the idiosynocrasy of the

subject. In this way it is that a portrait gal-

jlery would be an informer of the highest in-

terest, handing down to us the very presence,

as it were, of the men who are yet morally

with us by their influence on the condition of

things amid which we live. The history of

!Art accordingly shows us Portraiture early as-

sociated with the highest names, and with the

loftiest aim. In its first form this branch is

not seen narrowed to the exclusive practice of a

professor—but mingled with the general prac-

tice of the highest painters of imagination.

We need only recall the attention of our rea-

ders to the fact that from the hands of Giotto,

in his portrait of Dante, we obtain our most

authentic knowledge of the personality of the

Tuscan bard. By means of the art of Simone
Memmi we are made acquainted with Petrarch
and the host of his contemporaries—literary,
artistic, and political—in the adornments of

the far-famed chapel of the Spaniards. Both
these aim at individuality—have that intense

rendering of the intellectual speciality to which
we have alluded, with a beautiful simplicity of
the means employed in their artistic revelation.

Proceeding onwards, the evidences are conti-

nued of adherence to the same integrity of

views, with an impruvement in the Art-lan-

guage of the record,—in the Medicean family
and other distinguished characters in the Pisan
Campo Santo by Gossoli : and yet higher
forms of portrait expression meet us at a still

more advanced period in the frescoes by Ghir
landajo, occupying the space behind the altar

of Sta. Maria Novella, or in the chapel of the

Trinita. Here the more enlarged Art-intention

never induces the painter to lose sight of the

individual look and bearing. We may refer

also to the constant occurrence of the head or

figure of the donatore in votive pictures. The
same spirit which RafFaelle, inheriting this

practice, infused into many of these votive

pictures—as in the heads of the donatori of

the Madonnas del Foligno and St. Sisto—he
carried into these minor performances in which
the objective truth was unassociated with rel:

gious influences.

We are thus brought down to a period when
the art of portraiture was in the hands of the

" divine painter"—constituting quite a distinct

branch. In the early portraits of Angelo

Doni and of his wife,—in the "Leo between

the Cardinals"— in the warlike Julius—in the

Cardinal Bibbiena—are seen the same high

sincerity of purpose arriving at the true per-

ception of character; the powerful present-

ment of habitual expression being helped pro-

bably by the advantage which the painter en-

joyed in constant personal intercourse with his

originals. For it must be borne in mind that

in those days—as will be seen also in the

works of Holbein—it was not the habit of the

artist to " chronicle small beer." The time

and talents of the portrait painter were not

then dissipated in the record of insignificance

or deformity—and the art had not degenerated

to a trade. The sitters were a picked class,

and the painters were impressed with the im-
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pressed with the iraportance of rendering them

to posterity. That Holbein, with whose

works the English student may make such

intimate acquaintance, wrought with such mo-
tive is proved by the fact that his portraits are

corroborated by the estimate which must be

formed from our knowledge derived from other

sources of the lives and histories of his ori-

ginals. It was with sounder feeling and im-

proved art that the painter of " Cadore " so

wrought in the treatment of the magnificos of

Venice as to make a proverb of the " senatorial

dignity" which he imparted to them: and

Tintoretto, if he did not surpass his master, at

least degraded not the model of his stern and

simple grandeur. In Sebastian del Piombo the

same dignity of native character was preserved
;

and of Leonardo da Vinci, whose portraits are

not abundant, we may point as an example to

the celebrated portrait, in Vienna, of Francis

Sforza, Duke of Milan. All these artists fol-

lowed Plutarch's maxim, laid down in his

"Life of Alexander:"—"Therefore as pain-

ters in their portraits labour the likeness in the

face, and particularly about the eyes, in which

the peculiar turn ot mind most appears, and

run over the rest with a more careless hand
;

so we must be permitted to strike off the fea-

tures of the soul, in order to give a real

likeness of these great men, and leave to others

the circumstantial detail of their labours and

achievements." This remark is of importance

at a time when we give up so much time and

consideration to the elaboration of occasional

particulars, and lose sight of the noble qualities

of this department of Art. Of Titian it has

been observed that the sacrifice which he made
to the delineation of the human eye was great:

yet though unequalled in its imitation, and

with an execution that leaves us wondering as

to the manner of manipulation employed, all

things were with him subordinated to the more

noble and elevated^aira of conveying the habitual

expression and dignified look of the class who
sat to him. The attitudes are simple and

unaffected in all his portraits ; and no extrinsic

or unnecessary^ details were ever permitted to

interfere with the conception of character.

Before his time, form more than colour was
the element studied for such representations.

Holbein aimed at the reproduction of the object

before him by means of more force of mere

actual truth in form, and the result was more

of formality and rigidity than the truth of light

and shade and colour would have given him.

This was probably the result of national cha-

racter. The Venetian presented the more

picturesque and luxurious senatorial dignity of

his land ;' while the German brought with him

into England the more ascetic Teutonic tastes.

Titian gives more of the fluctuating emotion

;

Holbein more of the fixed and permanent aspect

of the general character ; Raffaelle the most

sublimated yet vital conception of the counte-

nance, in which we read the workings of the

inner soul developed in the absence of ali

Art pedantry and without any professional

efi^ort.

Oar limits compel us to this mere sketch,

and to pass on at once to later times, when

the dignity of portraiture was differently

expressed by Rembrandt. This great artist

obtained his results, with a congenial absence

of effort or affectation, by means of masses of

light and shade and colours, producing the'

largest amount of general breadth and truth.!

The "Dutch Burgomaster" survives in equal!

force of individuality with the "Venetian

Senator." The dashing and intrepid pencil of

Velasquez puts the hidalgo on the canvas in alli

the vitality of his grave deportment and with

the most consummate art
;

just insisting on

the main features, and the main features only,

of the character, in a language that fascinates-

as much from its wonderful truth as from its!

daring execution. In Rubens, the severity and

integrity of this art are already on the wane.

The principles of the Venetian School are in:

him seen diluted ; and the artist himself and

his palette divide the attention of the spectator.

Richness of colouring, vigour of light andj

shade, and the commencement of a taste forj

accessorial introduction are seen gaining'

ground. His canvasses are given up to com-

1

binations that sacrifice to the desire of engraft

ing the resources of historic art the separate

integrities of the abstract and the actual. Th
same influences are seen directing his scholar

Vandyke ; and in Jiis hands have resulted in

some of the most refined and varied specimens

of painting (technically viewed) that are now
extant,

(7o he continue'^.)
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iBulbjtc^ Sallctg.

At this season of the year, we achise all our

readers living in and near London, who can spare

an afternoon from their employments, to visit the

Dulwich Gallery of Paintings. It is a baautiful

collection, and the public are admitted without

having to pay anything either for admission, or to

the attendants at the gallery. The paintings were

bequeathed to Dulwich College by Sir Francis

Bourgeoise in 1811, on condition, we believe, that

the public should be admitted to view them gratu-

itously ; and the directions of the testator have

been acted upon in a liberal spirit, which it would

be well for the public if the trustees of other be-

quests for the benefit of the nation would imitate.

Dulwich Gallery is situated about five miles

from London Bridge. From April to November,

it is open from ten o'clock in the morning, till five

in the evening,. During the winter season, from

November to April, it is open from eleven till three.

It is closed on Fridays and Saturdays throughout

the year. In order to be admitted it is requisite to

procure a card, which must be presented to the

keeper of the gallery. It may be obtained from

any of the Printsellers in London, who, all give

tickets of admission on being applied to for them ;

and it is requisite that those who wish to view the

paintings should provide themselves with tickets

before leaving town, as they will experience great

difficulty in obtaining any at Dulwich. The door-

keeper will not admit any visitors without present-

ing a ticket j but one is sufficient to introduce a

party. On entering the visitors have to enter their

name in a book kept for the purpose ; and they

are then at once allowed to enter the gallery. It

consists of one long room, divided into compart-

ments, and contains between three and four hun-

dred paintings, which are nearly all in very good

condition. Some few want cleaning ; and some

—

one in particular—we think it would be adviseable

to remove altogether, although to the artist and

connoisseur such paintings as that which we allude

to, may not appear to overstep the modesty of na-

ture, we are inclined to believe that the majority of

the visitors of the gallery think otherwise. We
are no advocates for the modesty that would clothe

the AppoUo Belvidere in breeches, but a painting

that might not be improper in a private collection,

is sometimes unfitted for a public exhibition, and

we think this to be the case with the one alluded

to. We suppose however that the trustees, or go-

vernors of Dulwich College, to which the gallery

is attached, have good reasons for continuing the

painting in the collection, and also for removing

the veil, which we believe was once placed before

't. Among the paintings the visitor will find the

ce'ebrated portrait of Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic

Muse, by Sir Joshua Reynolds ; the Descent from

the Cross, by Vandyke ; the Martyrdom of Saint

Sebastian, by Guido ; and the Group of Cupids, by

Rubens. Besides these the gallery contains some

very excellent specimens of the Italian and Flemish

schools ; and the works of our English masters

will be found equally worthy of attention, xlrtists

wishing to copy any of the paintings, can obtain

permission to do so on making application by letter

to the Master of Dulwich College, and forwarding

their name and address,

The excellent state of preservation of the pie-

tures, and the entire absence of any of those

scratching and scrawlings by which many persons

like to make it known that they have visited and

disfigured any work of art, &c., aff'ords, we think

sufficient proof of the injustice of the charge that

the exhibition of works cannot be thrown open to

the public witliout leading to their mutilation and

disfigurement. It is true that the public being ad-

mitted to this gallery by tickets, there is some

slight check upon those who might otherwise be in-

clined to misconduct themselves ; and the atten-

dants also protect the paintings ; but when it is

borne in mind that many places to which admission

can only be obtained either by a douceur to the at-

tendants, or by paying a certain fee, have not es-

caped the " English propensity," we think there

is very good reason to conclude, that where the

visitors of an exhibition, being admitted free, feel

that an injury to the works exhibited, is an injury

to themselves, there is far less likelihood of their

permitting it to be effected, than where they feel

they are only viewing some person's property,

about the preservation of which they may feel but

little interest or concern.

Polishing Powder.—Certain of the French ma-

nufacturers of polishing powder use in their manu-

facture scraps of old iron, which they put in a tub

and cause to rust quickly by sprinkliug with wa-

ter. When a sufficient quantity of rust has thus

been formed, it is collected by washing, and after

allowing it to settle, it is dried and calcined in a

crucible. The longer the calcination is continued,

the more the oxide approaches to a violet hue, and

the harder its grain. At a very high temperature

the oxide is partly reduced, its colour becomes more

gray, and the grain is too hard for polishing. The

red oxide serves for polishing gold or silver, the

violet oxide is fit for polishing steel. When taken

out of the crucible it is first triturated, and then

levigated, in order to collect the finest parts.
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CURVKLINEAR FOLIAGE.

—

(aCANTHUS.)
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ITALIAN ORNAMENT.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

{Continued from page 83.)

LECTURE III.

This e tending of the interest beyond the

bounds of the subject could only have been con-

ceived by a great genius. Shakespeare in his de-

scription of the painting of the Trojan War in his

'Tarquinand Lucrece,' has introduced a similar

device where the painter made a part stand for

the whole :

—

" For much imaginary work was there,

Conceit deceitful, so compact, so kind,
That for Achilles' image stood his spear,

Griped in an armed hand ; himself behind
Was left unseen, save to the eye of mind
A hand, a foot, a face, a leg, a head.
Stood for the whole to be imagined."

This he well calls imaginary work, where the spec-

tator must meet the artist halfway ; and it is pe-
culiar to the confidence of high genius alone to

trust so much to spectators or readers. Lesser ar-

tists show every thing distinct and full, as they re-

quire an object to be made out to themselves before

they can comprehend it."

I was unwilling to abridge this'eulogium on Ho-
garth, which is as just as it is eloquent and instruc-

tive. It is from the pen of one of the most refined,

one of the purest-minded and warmest-hearted of

men—Charles Lamb ; and it is only to be regretted

that in Lis Essay on the great moral painter—the

best ever written—he has introduced a comparison

between him and Reynolds, disparaging to the lat-

ter, Hogarth neither needs nor can gain any ele-

vation in this way. Sir Joshua and he are as two

great luminaries in the Art of their country, nei-

ther of which is in the slightest degree dimmed by

the other.

Christian Art was checked in its earlier stages by

the dread of Idolatry ; and it seems from this fear

that the first Christian Artists refrained, or were

prohibited from any attempt to introduce represen-

tations of the real person of our Saviour into their

works. Another reason for this is supposed to

have resulted from a literal construction of the

passage in Isaiah in which it is said, " He hath no

form or comeliness ; and when we shall see Him,

there is no beauty that we should desire Him."
The figurative image of the Good Shepherd was,

therefore, adopted; at other times a lamb or a vine

where the types resorted to, and even Orpheus allu-

ding the beasts of the forests by the sound of his

lyre became, though lessfrequently, atype of Christ

teaching. This system of typical representation

accounts for .the frequent preference of subject

from the old Testament. Abraham in the act of

sacrificing Isaac, alluded to the one great sacrifice,

—the rock struck by Moses ''was the spiritual

Rock, the stream, the Well of salvation," and the

ascension of Elijah to Heaven the ascension of our

Lord

.

This system was adopted also by Michael Angelo

in the Sistine Chapel,— where Christ appears only

as the Judge of the World; and Raphael, in the

frescoes of the Vatican, complimented the Popes

Julius the Second and Leo the Tenth by typical

allusions to passages in their lives. The subjects

in which he has done this were no doubt suggested

to him, and not perhaps such as he would have

chosen ; but the skill with which he has managed

the unavoidable anachronisms cannot be too highlj'

praised.

When, however, near the close of his life, Ra-

phael was employed by Leo to furnish a series of

designs for tapestry, from the New Testament, to

adorn the Sistine Chapel, he was no longer fettered

by any other than the direct meaning of the story,

—and he produced the Cartoons, of which the se-

ven that (so fortunately for this country) belong to

the Royal collection, and which are the only ones

that exist, would alone have given him his trans-

cendant reputation, were they the only series of his

works known to us, containing, as they do, the

highest soarings of his genius.

In ' The Miraculous Draught of Fishes,' we see

the Redeemer selecting his friends and ministers

from the humblest class of men. In 'The Charge

to Peter' the choice is ratified in a still more solemn

manner. In 'The Death of Ananias' and 'The

Punishment of Elymas' the gospel purity is vindi-

cated, —at Lystra, and at the Beautiful Gate, its

beneficence is manifested,—while at Athens it op-

poses the pride of philosophy, and demands of the

sophists that they should become as little children.

It is true these subjects might have been selected,

as some of them have been, by other painters, but,

the peculiar feeling with which Raphael has treated

them belonged to himself alone,—and there is not

an instance in which any story of the series has

been repeated by another hand, however great

which is not comparatively a failure.

In ' The Sacrifice at Lystra' the centre group,

consisting of the kneeling priests and the man who
is about to strike tlie victim is taken from an an-

tique bas-relief. But this group, though occupying

the larger portion of the picture, is but accessory

*^o the story of the miracle.— have before noticed

the introduction of the two sweet children at the
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altar^-an exquisite emanation of Raphael's own
gentle mind. The charm is not in their being

there, but in their inattention to what is going on

about them ;— so natural and so unlike the Mode
in which children are represented by inferior pain-

ters with expressions beyond their years ;—and I

would here remark, in passing that Raphael as well

as Michael Ansrelo, in their ' Holy Families,' suf-

fered themselves (and very lightly) to be guided by

nature rather than by prescription. This, I think,

will generally be found in comparing such subjects

by them|with the treatment usual among Mediaeval

painters. In the beautiful unfinished marble by

Michael Angelo in our Library, you would parti-

cularly observe the preference of a natural to a

mystical treatment.

The happy invention by wliich the story of the

miracle at Lystra is told by Raphael has been so

often the theme of praise, that I need not dwell on

it. But if on this most admirable work, so filled

with the very highest quality of Art, I might ven-

ture any remark in the way of objection, it would

be on the action and expression of St. Paul, No-

thing can be more elegant than the lines of the

figure ; but (and this is rare indeed with Raphael)

the meaning is not clearly expressed., The left

hand does not hold the drapery so that it could be

torn, and the attitude altoa;ether seems to me want-

ing in that energy that so peculiar characterised

St. Paul,

How different is he from the earnest man, who

on the steps of the Areopagus, directs the group

of philosophers before him to the true God, you

cannot fail to perceive. We here see St. Paul him-

self,—the Paul whose fervid eloquence made Felix

tremble and almost persuaded Agrippa to become

a Christian as he stood in chains before them. In

the whole wide range of Raphael's compositions I

know not one, indeed, in which truth of expression

and discrimination of character are carried farther

than in this cartoon. The Stoic whose principles

of self-denial and indurance may in some degree

have prepared him for the reception of the new

doctrine, or at any rate do not demand its rejection,

stands with his head declined on his breast, his eyes

closed, and his mantle closely wrapped about him,

'' thinking from head to foot," as it has been hap-

pily observed. Next to him a Cynic, with a mind

as hard as the crutch on which he leans, listens not

without some interest to a doctrine so little pala-

table to the rich man, the luxurious. The Epicu-

rean (the next figure) is amused rather than inter-

ested ; and behind him an older man is solving in

his mind some doubt to which the arguments of

the apostle have given rise. The space between

these and the saint is)filled by the "eager disputants

of the Academy," while on the steps close behind

him sits a caviller by nature, who is craftily

watching for some contradiction— some illogi-

cal deduction in the chain of argument, and be-

yond him we see gross figure, the personification of

a sensuality that stands entirely between its victim

and the pure religion that is preached for the first

time in Athens.

(To be continued.)

Imtwl 2^c«iptg.

Receipt for making Blue Writing InJe.^—Take

of Prussian blue one drachm, oxalic acid two

drachms, powdered gum half a drachm, water four

ounces. Rub the Prussian blue and oxalic acid to-

gether in a mortar to a fine powder, then add the

water gradually, and lastly add the gum, which is

necessary, as without it this ink will sink deeply

into the paper, and consequently fade in colour.

Another 'Slue hikthat turns Blach.—Dissolve

indigo in sulphuric acid, by powdering the indigo

and boiling it in the acid 5 then add gradually

boiling water until the colour is sufficiently

diluted; it will then be a solution of sulphate of

indigo ; add chalk to neutralise the acid, and you

will then have a solution of indigo in water, while

the insoluble sulphate of lime will fall to the bot-

tom of the vessel ; add to a pint of this solution

one ounce of powdered galls, one ounce of log-

wood, and half au ounce of sulphate of iron.

To maTie Pink Inh.—Vmh ink may be made by

infusing, three or four days, Brazil wood, chopped

into small pieces, in vinegar; the infusion must

then be boiled for an hour, strained and thickened

slightly with gum Arabic and sugar, A little alum

improves the colour. About two ounces of Brazil

wood to a pint of vinegar is the proper quantity.

Preparation of Gold Powder for Gilding.—
Gold powder may be prepared different ways

—

viz,, put in an earthern mortar some gold-leaf with

a little honey or thick gum-water, and grind the

mixture till the gold is reduced to extremely

minute particles ; when this is done, a little warm

water will wash out the honey or gum, leaving the

gold in a pulverulent state.

Another Method.—Dissolve pure gold (or the

leaf) in nitro-muriatic acid, and then precipitate it

by a piece of copper, or a solution of sulphate of

iron. The precipitate,' if by copper, must be

digested in distilled vinegar, and then washed hy

pouring water over it repeatedly, and dried.
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Interior Beroratton, ^c.

Pediment. An ornament generally of alow
triangular form, which crowns the ordonnances,

finishes the fronts of buildings, and is used as a de-

coration of windows, doors, &c.

PoaCH. An arched vestibule at the entrance of

a church, or other building.

Piscina. Among the Romans was a fish pond
;

a shallow reservoir for persons to bathe in who did

not know how to swim; or a place for watering

horses and washing clothes. In ecclesiastical ar-

chitecture, the piscina was a bowl for water, gene-
rally in a niche in the wall of the church, in which
the preist laved his hands.

Pinning.

pegs.

Fastening tiles together with oak

Pinnacle. The top or roof of a house termi-

nating in a point, most frequently used in Gothic

arhitectiue. Amongst the ancients it was almost

entirely confined to temples. Pinnacles

vanes mark the fifteentli centurv.

with

Pedestal. The square support of a column,

statue, &c. and the base or lower part of an order

of columns.

Pectinatum Tectum. A kind of roof among
the Romans, which was shaped like a comb, and

threw off the water in two ways.

Pend. In Gothic architecture, a vaulted roof

without groining.

Pendant. A hanging ornament in very rich

Gothic groined roofs.

Pendent Bridge. A wooden bridge, with

hutments only at the ends, and supported by posts

and pillars.

Pendentive. The whole body of a vault,

suspended out of the perpendicular of the walls.

Pendentive Bracketing. Or cove bracket-

ing, springing from the rectangular walls of an

apartment upwards to the ceiling, and forming the

horizontal part of the ceiling into a circle or

ellipse.

Pendentive Cradling. The timber-work

for sustaining the lath and plaster in vaulted

ceilings.
;

!

Pentagon. In Geometry, a figure of fivej

sides and five angles.
i
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Allan Cunningham, in his " Lives of the most

eminent British Painters, SculiJtors, and Archi-

tects,"—a v/ork that we cordially recommend to

the notice of those who wish to learn something

of the history of the progress of art in this coun-

try,—gives a very happy description of the inti-

mate connection that exists betv/een the Fine

Arts—showing their relation to each other, and

the peculiarities by which each are disMngnished.

Poetry, painting, sculpture, and music are the

natural offspring of the heart of man. They are

found among barbarous nations ; they flourish

among the most civilised; and springing from

nature, and not from necessity or accident, they

can never be wholly lost in the most disastrous

changes. It may indeed be said that the tongue

of poetry is occasionally silent^ and the hand of

paintino: sometimes stayed ; but this seems not

to affect the ever-living principle, which may be

justly claimed as their characteristic ; they are

heard and seen again in their seasons, as the

birds and flowers are at the coming of spring

;

and assert their title to such immortality as the

things of earth may claim. It is true that the

poetry of barbarous nations is rude, and their

attempts at painting uncouth
; yet even in these

we may recognise the foreshadowings of future

excellence, and something of the peculiar cha-

racter, which, in happier days, the geniuses of

the same tribe is to stamp upon worthier produc-

tions. The future Scott, Lawrence, or Chantrey

may be indicated afar off in the barbarous bal-

lads, drawings, or carvings of an early nation.

Coarse nature and crude simplicity are the com-

mencement, as elevated natui'e and elegant sim-

plicity are the consummation of art. When the

Spaniards invaded the palaces of Chili and Peru,

they found them filled with works of art. Cook

found considerable beauty of drawing and skill

of workmanship in the ornamented weapons and

war canoes of the islanders of the South Sea ; and

in the interior recesses of India sculptures and

paintings, of no common merit, are found in

every village. In like manner, when Ccesar

landed among the barbarians of Britain, he found

them acquainted with arts and arms ; and his

savage successor?, the Saxons, added to unextin-

guishable ferocity a love of sjjlendour and a rode

sense of beauty, still visible in the churches that

they built, and the monuments which tliey

erected to their princes and leaders. All those

works are of that kind called ornamental : the

graces of true art, the truth of action, and the

dignity of sentiment are wanting, and they seem
to have been produced by a sort of mechanical

process, similar to that which creates figures in

arras. Art is indeed of slow and gradual growth :

like the oak, it is long of growing to maturity

and strength. Much knowledge of colour, much
skill of hand, much experience in human cha-

racter, and a deep sense of light and shade, have
to be acquired, to enable the pencil to embody
the conceptions of genivis. The artist has to^

seek for all this in the accumulated mass of pro-

fessional knowledge which time has gathered for

his instruction, and with his best wisdom, and
his happiest fortune, he can only add a little

more information to the common stock, for the
benefit of his successors. In no country haS
painting risen suddenly into eminence. While
poetry takes wing at once, free and unincum
bered, her sister is retarded in her ascent by the

very mechanism to which she must at last owe
half her glory. In Britain, painting was cen

turies in throwing off the fetters of mechanical

skill, and in rising into the region of genius.

The original spirit of England had appeared in

many a noble poem, while the two sister arts

were still servilely employed in preserving incre

dible legends, in taking the likeness of the last

saint whom credulitypiad added to the calendar,

and in confounding the acts of the Apostles in

the darkness of allegory.

Mines and Collieries.—A bill, prepared by Mr.

T. S. Duncombe, Mr. Hume, and Mr. Aglionby,

providing for the better ventilation of mines and
collieries, &c., is now under the consideration of

Parliament. Three Government inspectors are

to be appointed, with regular salaries, for the
supervision of mines and collieries, and the pro-
tection of the lives of the persons employed. |The
wages of colliers and workmen are to be paid
according to the weight of coal raised, and not to'

be paid at greater intervals than two weeks.'

V/ages are also to be paid by the owners of mines
to each workman severally. No gunpowder is to

be used in mines where it is unsafe to work with
naked lights, under a penalty of 5^20.

A New Oscillating Steam-Eiiglne.—A model
of an improved oscillating steam-engine has been
constructed by Mr. Hick, of the firm of Hick and
Son, Bolton, Lancashire. The whole strain is

taken off the trunnions upon which the cylinders

oscillate, by having two pistons in each cylinder,

the rods of which communicate their power direct

at ojjposite ends to the crank^shaft.
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The new church of Christ Church, Greenwich,

was consecrated by the Lord Bishop of London on

the 19th. It is of large dimensions, and capable

of containing nearly 1,400 persons. The church

of St. Stephen, in Kent-street, Borough, was also

consecrated on the 19th by the Lord Bishop of

Winchester. It is in the Early English style of

architecture, and is built of brick with Bath stone

dressings. It consists of a nave, north and south

transepts, and chancel, which are all of equal

length, owing to the ground on which the church

is built being a perfect square. The tower, which

is 95 feet high, occupies the angle formed by the

nave and north transept ; the vestry, which is of

an octagon form, occupying a similar position on

the south side. At Rugby School, the Queen's

gold medal for the best historical essay has been

awarded to G. Goschen. Lord Frederick Fitz-

clarence has given orders for two full-length

statues, one of Nelson and the other of the Duke of

Wellington. That of Nelson is to be placed on the

spot where he trod his native land for the last

time ; and that of Wellington upon the place where

he first stepped" again on British ground after his

last great triumph. It is reported that the Dean

and Chapter have it in contemplation to throw

Salisbury Cathedral open to the public. At a

meeting last week, at Leicester, it was resolved,

" That a bronze statue of the Duke of Rutland, on

a granite pedestal, be erected in the market-place

at Leicester, provided a site can be procured for

the same.—-The Archaeological Society of-Athens

held their annual general meeting on the Acropolis

on the 6th instant. The King was present, and

the attendance was very numerous. The Topic,

which has arrived at Liverpool from Valparaiso,

has brought gold from San Francisco to the amount

of between £40,000 and £50,000. On the 23rd

the ceremony of laying the first stone of the new

almshouses of the Fishmongers' Company, at

Wandsworth, took place. On Wednesday even-

ing, the 20th, the exploit of depositing the tube of

the Britannia Bridge, with one or two trifling mis-

adventures, was accomplished, after two hours of

the most anxious and critical toil, in its bed of

masonry at the base of the piers. The tube was

floated obliquely, and then gradually swung round,

with its face to the space between the piers.

Arrived here, the next step was of a most difficult

nature, seeing that if, from anything in the run of

the tide, or any giving way in the great network of

tackle, the tube overstepped then its line of desti-

nation parallel with the piers, the experiment must'
have failed, and the process of bringing it ba ck

!

would have been of great difficulty. Fortunately I

however, such were the nicety of the measure-

ments, and skill and quickness of the directing

power on the top of the tube, and the moment of

its march to the spot so geometrically measured,

that the success of the final step was unerringly

secured by the vigorous action of a giant vice

upon the Anglesea end of the tube, which, having

clenched its extremity, locked it in an unreleasable

embrace. The next operation, that of elevating

the tube to its permanent position, will be accom-

plished as soon as possible. This is to be done y
huge hydraulic presses, of a magnitude commer.

surate with the whole of the works, one cylinder

alone being large enough at the entrance to con-

tain a man standing, and of the prodigious weight

of forty tons. It is the most powerful machine

ever constructed.

^0 (Kowspon^enl^, ^c.

E. V. (Bayswater.)

—

Yes. The word mixed is

omitted.

T. Y. K. (Hertford.)

—

Accept our thanks for the

Design sent, it shall appear shortly.

G. G.—For fixing copper upon copper.— Use pow-

dered quick-lime and bullock's blood. To fix

the same upon zinc, we should say, either brass

or zinc solder.

T. James.

—

The Bude or Gurney Light is an oil

Argand lamp, icith a jet of oxygen thrown up

in the centre. The commonest oil may be used;

indeed the more smoky the oil burns in com-

mon, the better is the light. When the oxygen

is made to pass through the flame, the oxygen',

strikes the nascent carbon and vapour of the oil,\

and produces an intense light.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Book, containing!

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is stiUj

on sale, the Book of Ornamental and Early,

English Alphabets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 5, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Clu , with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^*Parts 1 and 2 are re-printed, and will in future]

be charged at lOd. each.
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latntmg on (glass.

T the time when vast

sums of money were expended by pious indi-

viduals in endowing churches and chapels, and

in repairing and building cathedrals, the art of

glass painting attained a very high state of per-

fection. From this state, however, it soon

declined when the patronage it had been used

to receive was no longer extended to it, until

at last it was so much neglected that it was

supposed to be a lost art. This, however, it

appears, is not the case. A knowledge of the

means by which the artists of the middle cen-

turies were enabled to produce such beautiful

specimens of stained glass still remains. A
correspondent of the " Philosophical Maga-

zine" communicates the following interesting

particulars.

It is a singular fact, that the art of glass-

painting, practised with such success during

former ages from one end of Europe to the

other, should gradually have fallen into such

disuse, that in the beginning of the last century

it came to be generally considered as a lost

art. In the course of the eighteenth century,

however, the art again began to attract atten-

tion, and many attempts were made to revive

it. It was soon found by modern artists, that

by employing the processes always in use

among enamel painters, the works of the old

painters on glass might in most respects be

successfully imitated ; but they were totally

unable to produce any imitation whatever of

that glowing red which shed such incom-

parable brilliancy over the ancient windows
that still adorn so many of our churches.

For this splendid colour they possessed no

substitute, until a property, peculiar to silver

alone among all the metals, was [discovered,

which will presently be described. The art of

enamelling on glass differs little from the well-

known art of enamelling on other substances.

The colouring materials (which are exclusively

metallic) are prepared by being ground up

with a.flux, that is, a very fusible glass, com-

posed of silex, flint-glass, lead, and borax : the

colour with its flux is then mixed with volatile

oil, and laid on with the brush. The pane of

glass thus enamelled is then exposed to a dull

red heat, just sufficient to soften and unite

together the particles of the flux, by which

means the colour is perfectly fixed on the

glass. Treated in this way, gold yields a

purple, gold and silver mixed a rose colour,

iron a brick-red, cobalt a blue ; mixtures of

iron, copper, and manganese, brown and

black. Copper, which yields the green in

common enamel-painting, is not found to pro-

duce fine colour when applied in the same way
to glass, and viewed by transmitted light ; for

a green, therefore, recourse is often had to

glass coloured blue on the one side and red on

the other. To obtain a j-ellow, silver is em-

ployed, which, either in the metallic or in any

other form, possesses the singular property of

imparting a transparent stain, when exposed to

alow red heat in contact with glass. This stain

is either yellow, orange, or red, according to

circumstances. For this purpose a flux is used :

the prepared silver is merely ground up with

ochre or clay, and applied in a thick layer

upon the glass. When removed from the fur-

nace, the silver is found not at all adhering

to the glass ; it is easily scraped off', leaving a

transparent stain, which penetrates to a cer-

tain depth. If a large proportion of ochre has

been employed, the stain is yellow ; if a small

proportion, it is orange -coloured ; and by re-

peated exposure to the fire, without any addi-

tional colouring matter, the orange may be

converted into red. This conversion of orange

into red is, I believe, a matter of much nicety,

in which experience only can ensure success*
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Till within a few years this was the only

bright red in use among modern glass-

painters ; and though the best specimens cer-

tainly produce a fine effect, yet it will seldom

bear comparison with the red employed in

such profusion by the old artists.

Besides the enamels and stains above de-

scribed, artists, whenever the subject will al-

low of it, make use of panes coloured through-

out their substance in the glass-house melting-

pot, because the perfect transparency of such

glass gives brilliancy of effect, which enamel-

colouring, always more or less opaque, cannot

equal. It was to a glass of this kind that the

old glass- painters owed their splendid red.

This in fact is the only point in which the

modern and ancient processes differ, and this is

the only part of the art which was ever really

lost. Instead of blowing plates of solid red,

the old glass-makers used to flash a thin layer

of lead over a substratum of plain glass. Their

process must have been to melt side by side in

the glass-house a pot of plain and a pot of red

glass : then the workman, by clipping his rod

first into the plain and then into the red glass

pot, obtained a lump of plain glass covered

with a coating of red, which, by dexterous

management in blowing and whirling, he ex-

tended into a plate, exhibiting on its surface a

very thin stratum of the desired colour. That

such was the method in use, an attentive exa-

mination of old specimens affords sufficient

evidence. One piece in the possession of the

Editor of the " Philosophical Magazine " exhi-

bits large bubbles in the midst of the red

stratum ; another consists of a stratum of red

inclosed between two colourless strata : both

circumstances plainly point out the only means

by which such an arrangement could be pro-

duced. In this state the glass came into the

hands of the glass-painter, and answered most

of his purposes, except when the subject

required the representation of white or other

colours on a red ground ; in this case it

became necessary to employ a machine like a

lapidary's wheel, partially to grind away the

coloured surface till the white substratum

appeared.

The material employed by the old glass-

makers to tinge their glass red was the pro-

toxide of copper, but on the discontinuance of

the art of glass-painting the dependent manu-
tacture of red glass of course ceased, and all

knowledge of the art became so entirely extinct,

that the notion generally prevailed that the

colour in qi;iestion was derived from gold. In

1793 the French government actually collected

a quantity of old red glass, with the view of

extracting the gold by which it was supposed

to be coloured ! Le Vieil was himself a glass-

painter employed in the repair of ancient

windows, and the descendant of glass-painters,

yet so little was he aware of the true nature of

the glass, that he even fancied he could detect

the marks of the brush with which he ima-

gined the led stratum had been laid on! It is

not a little remarkable that the knowledge of

the copper-red should have been so entirely

lost, though printed receipts have always ex-

isted detailing the whole process. Battista

Porta (born about 1540) gives a receipt in his

Magia Naturalis, noticing at the same time the

difficulty of success. Several receipts are

found in the compilations of Neri, Merret, and

Kunckel, from whence they have been copied

into our Encyclopaedias. None of these re-

ceipts, however, state to what purposes the red

glass was applied, nor do they make any men-

tion of the flashing. The difficulty of the art

consists in the proneness of the copper to pass

from the state of protoxide into that of peroxide,

in which latter state it tinges glass green. In

order to preserve it in the state of protoxide,

these receipts prescribe various doxygenating

substances to be stirred into the melted glass,

such as smith's clinkers, tartar, soot, rotten

woad and cinnebar.

One curious circumstance well deserves to be

noticed, which is, that glass containing copper

when removed from the melting-pot sometimes

only exhibits a faint geeenish tinge, yet in this

state nothing more than simple exposure to a

gentle heat is requisite to throw out a brilliant

red. This change of colour is very remarkable,

as it is obvious that no change of oxygenation

can possibly take place during the recuisson.

The art of tinging glass by protoxide of cop

per flashing it on crown glass, has of late years

been revived ij the Tyne Company in England,

at Choisy in France, and in Suabia in Germany

and in 1827 the Academy of Arts at Berlin gave

a premium for an imperfect receipt. To what

extent modern glass painters make use of these

new glasses I am ignorant ; the specimens I have

seen were so strongly coloured as to be in parts

almost opaque, but this is a defect which might,

no doubt, be easily remedied.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

{Continued from page 97.)

LECTURE III.

How striking is the contrast presented to all

these by the two nearest figures of the composition,

—Dionysius, the Areopagite, and Damaris. Their

hearts are penetrated, they regard what they hear

not as a system of philosophy, but as divine truth,

and they advance with a modest and earnest re-

verence to the Apostle, expressed as Raphael alone

could express it.

If the head of the Saviour even as it appears in

the copy which we possess of Leonardo's great

work be, as it seems to me, the best image of a

countenance of which no representation can ever

satisfy us—the heads in " The Miraculous Draught

of Fishes " and " The Charge to Peter," are per-

haps the next in value. The expression " divine "

is often applied to human works by an hyperbole

of language which custom has sanctioned, but

where is the power that is to give the divine in ex-

pression, or where the authority by which the at-

tainment is to be confirmed? With a lofty con-

ception of humanity we must be content. In

Leonardo's work such a conception shows us the

Man of Sorrows," in " The Miraculous Draught

of Fishes," the gentlest of masters, but in " The

Charge to Peter," where we expect so much more,

Art could go no higher.

Are, then, such subjects as this or " The Transfi-

guration," or "The Last Judgment," not to be

painted ? Whatever may be the answer to this

question, an objection that rests on the inadequacy

of human powers would exclude a great deal from

Art that we should be sorry to lose. It would ex-

clude, for instance, Claude's representations of the

sun, or those of the matchless pencil of a great

living master ; and if Art may attempt nothing

but with the hope of entire success it would be

limited indeed. In all that relates to the imitation

of material nature this question is settled by the

principle I have endeavoured to illustrate, that de-

ception is in no case the end ofArt; and in what

relates to higher things it is a question that had

better perhaps be left open. At any rate, I will

not presume to settle it.

In speaking last season of that often-repeated

subject, " The Sacrifice of the Innocents," I

omitted to notice the only instance within my
knowledge with which it has been touched, as I

think, with true taste—an instance among the

works of a painter of whom I know nothing, but

from two or three very coarsely-executed engrav-

ings in the volume published at Brussels of the col-

lection of prints from the gallery of which Teniers

had the care. It is a very small engraving from

Domenic Feti, an Italian painter who lived in the

early part of the seventeenth century. He has

made the subject subsidiary to " The Flight into

Egypt." Joseph, as usual, leads an ass, on which

Mary sits holding the Babe ; and as they cross a

narrow causeway, they cannot avoid passing close

to the bodies of two infants. The Virgin Mother

lifts her veil with one hand as she looks down on

them, and presses her child, with the other, closer

to her bosom ; while far ofi", among distant hills, a

single mother flies with her child in her arms pur-

sued by two horsemen, from whom the Holy

Family are screened by some trees. In this way

the two subjects are made to assist each other, and

enough, and not too much, is indicated of the mas

sacre. I am not aware of any similar treatment of

the story, nor can I learn anything of Feti except

ing from these small engravings, in none of which

is the treatment of subject comparable to the one

I have described.

Though Titian stands secondary to Raphael in

dramatic power, as Raphael does to Titian in

colour, yet instances may be selected from his

works in which neither the expression nor the

story could be carried further. His " Entombment

of Christ," in the Louvre, is a picture of the deep-

est and truest pathos, and would be so even were it

unaided by its solemn evening effect. Nothing

was ever conceived finer than the Mother in

this picture, bowed down by sorrows but sup

ported by the Magdalen, and contrasted by her

difierent though equally poignant expression of

grief.

[To he continued.)

London University.—After the delivery of Mr.
Donaldson's concluding lecture on the 19th ult.,

to the students in the classes of architecture for

this session, the senior student of the classes

made a gratifying address to the professor, and
offered to him, in the name of the class, a pa^

rallel ruler, with silver mountings, as an earnest

of their appreciation of his exertions and uni-

form kindness.

Public Museum and Library at Salford—The
town-council have resolved to provide and keep
up the requisite accommodation and attendance
for donations, &c., in a mansion-house in Peel's

Park, to which the public will have free access

at all reasonable times. A rate of one halfpenny

in the pound may afterwards be granted.
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CURVILINEAR FOLIAGE— (aCANTHUS).
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an illusttatcXi ©lossarg of ^ecf)nical

€ems n^fa in Architectural anti

Jntcrtor ©ccoratton, ^c.

Patkra. An ornament something like a rose,

used to conceal small openings.

Phcenix. a bird famous in antiquity, but ge-

nerally considered by the moderns as being fabu-

lous. Tiie ancients speak of this bird as unique,

and their artists represent it as of the size of an

Plume. Plumes of feathers were often used by

the ancient artists to decorate the heads of their

divinities and other personages, both male and fe-

eagle, its head finely crested with a beautiful plu-

mage, its neck covered with feathers of a golden

colour, and the rest of it purple, with the exception

of the tail, which is white. The eyes are extremely

sparkling like stars.

Ptbamid. a building of a pyramidal form.

The most ancient people raised pyramidal struc-

-ZX

tures to serve for monuments. The most famous

pyramids of antiquity are those of Egypt.

male. The nine Muses are frequently to be met
with thus adorned.

Profile. A portrait, or bust, is said to be in

profile when they are presented in a side view ;

^s, when in a portrait, there is but one side of the

face shown, and nothing of the other. On almost

all medals, this is the manner in which the head is

represented.

Pulpit. An elevated place for public speeches

;

the place in a church whence the sermon is pro-

nounced. Some of them, particularly in Roman
Catholic churches, are richly ornamented.
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Projecture. The prominence of the mould-

ings and members beyond the naked surface of a

column, wall, &c.

Pallett. a small oval table used by painters,

to plan the se%-eral colours upon. It is held on the

left hand, with the thumb placed through the hole.

Pentastyle. Having five columns in front.

Periphery. The circumference of a circle,

ellipsis, parabola, or other regular curvilinear

figure.

Perforated Scroll. Used in Elizabethan

architecture.

Pentapastos. a machine mentioned by Vi-

trivius, which was used to raise great weights, such

as stones, to a certain height in building.

Peristyle. A range of columns within a court

or building, as the internal colonnade of an hypge-

thral temple. One of the courts of the Roman
villas, which was defended from the rays of the sun

bv a colonnade, which was called a peristlye.

Pile Engine. Or Pile driver, a machine in-

vented by M. Vauloue, to drive in the piles for the

foundations of Westmmster Bridge, A great im-

provement has since been made byMr, S.Bunce.

Pilaster Masses. In Gothic architecture,

rectangular pillars or portions of wall, with impost

mouldings.

Pilaster Demi.

supporting an arch.

Or Membrettoj a pilaster

PhalanGjE. a name given by Vitruvius, to a

kind of wooden rollers, which were used to trans-

port heavy burdens from one place to another.

Pheasantry. a building for rearing phea-

sants in.

Perpendicular Line. {See Geometry.)

Perspective. (See articles on Perspective,

commencing page 126, Vol. 3.

Pile Planks. Have their ends sharpened to

drive in the ground, and form a dam in a canal, &c-

Pillar. An irregular, and rude column. The

supporters in Saxon, Norman, and Gothic architec-

ture are pillars not columns. The form and di-

mensions of pillars are guided by no rules : they

have generally a kind of foot or base, and a sort of

cornice above ; but are sometimes without either.

Pitch. The vertical angle of a roof; the pro-

portion between the height and span. When the

length of the rafters is equal to the breadth of the

building, it is denominated a Gothic pitch.

Pitching Piece. A horizontal timber with

one of its ends wedged into the wall, at the top of

a flight of steps, to support the upper end of the

rough strings.

Plain Tiles. Or Plane Tiles, tiles that have

their surfaceplanes.

Pix. In the architecture of the middle ages, a

box or shrine, sometimes called a tabernacle, and
intended to contain the host, or consecrated wafer,

suspended under the cibarium, or canopy of the

altar.

Plan. The draught of a building, taken on

the ground floor, shewing the distribution, form,

and extent, of its several rooms, passages, &c.

Plane. In Geometry, a surface which coin-

cides every where with a right line, which is every

where perfectly true and level.

Planimetry. The part of geometry which

treats only of Hues and surfaces.

Pillage. A word used sometimes for a square

pillar, with a round base and capital standing be-

hind a column, to bear up the arches. <
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^Puiilic !^mugtment0.

CREMORNE G4-RDENS.

On previous occasions it has been our pleasing

duty to speak in terms of unqualified praise of

this delis;htful place of public resort, but the pre-

sent notice affords us a greater opportunity in con-

sequence of the numerous additions made—not

only to the gardens, but also to the increased at-

traction in the scenic efiects. The storming and

capture of Mooltan, aided by ingenious scenic,

mechanical, and pyrotechnic effects, is the great

feature in the entertainments at these agreeable

suburban gardens. The storming incidents ofthat

memorable military enterprise have been so com-

pletely and beautifully realized that the spectator

has some difficulty of divesting himself of the feel-

ing that he is actually witnessing the terrible scene

presented to him with such extraordinary skill.

The power of attraction is unprecedented in our

experience of public amusements. In ]?fo. 66,

vol. 3, we gave an illustration of one of the beauti-

ful panels in the Banqueting-hall ; but it requires

to be seen to be fully appreciated. No expense

seems to have been spared by the proprietors in

keeping up an excitement for the pleasure-seeking

public. From three o'clock every afternoon a

never-ceasing round of entertainment is in motion.

Among the attractions we may enumerate the

archery and rifle-shooting, California, and the

Emigrant's Hut, statues, and the Nelson tableaux.

The present delightful weather is most favourable

for the enjoyment of the gardens and grounds of

Cremorne, which Mr. Ellis has spared no pains or

expense to render attractive to the public.

3^ebiiJbj.

Designs for Gothic Monuments, Gravestones,

&c., by J. B. Robinson, Architectural Sculptor.

Published by Weale, High Holborn.

This is anew work by Mr. Robinson, and we feel

assured, that any of our readers requiring designs

of this class, will hail it with delight, as it has long

been wanted, and to which, the author has devoted

much time and study, producing a work useful to

the Architect, Sculptor, and Mason. The designs

are drawn to a scale of one inch to one foot, with

details quarter size, sufficiently plain, that any

workman of moderate abilities may execute them,

The Gothic ornament introduced is very chaste, Mr.

Robinson having taken Nature as his guide, has

produced it without that stiff and formal apperance,

peculiar to Gothic carving. We trust that his

exertions may be rewarded by an extensive sale,

as the work is produced at a lov? price, and execu-

ted in the first style of lithography. In conclu-

sion, we cordially recommend it to our readers as

the best work of its class, published.

Fossil Memains in SoutJiwarTi,—A singular cii'-

cumstance, alike interesting to the geologist and

natural philsosopher has occurred within the last

wedc or two—we allude to the finding of a large

quantity of' bones of the megatherium, the mylo

don &c. uot far from one of the railways in the

borough of Southwark. The number of bones in

many instances in perfect condition is considerable,

and the melange of mediseval and Roman debris,

with which they are mixed up ' in most admired

disorder,' seems at first to baffle all conjecture as

as to the time of the deposit ; they seem however,

to lie mostly superimposed upon a soft muddy

clay. The discovery is due to Mr. Gwilt, of

Southwark.

The Glazier's Diamond.—The art of using the

diamond for cutting glass has undergone within a

few years a very important improvement. A gla-

zier's apprentice, when using a diamond set in a

conical ferrule, as was always the practice about

thirty years since, found great difficulty in ac-

quiring the art of using it with certainty ; and, at

the end of seven years' apprenticeship, many were

found but indifferently skilled in its employment.

This arose from the difficulty of finding the precise

angle at wlrfch the diamond cuts, and of guiding it

along the glass at the proper inclination when the

angle is found. Almost the whole of the time con-

sumed and of the glass destroyed in acquiring the

art of cutting glass, may now be saved by the use of

an improved tool. The gem is set in a small piece

of squared brass, with its edge nearly parallel to

one side of the square. A person skilled in its use

now files away the brass on one side until, by trial,

he finds that the diamond will make a clean cut,

when guided by keeping this edge pressed against

a ruler. The diamond and its mounting are now

attached to a stick like a pencil by means of a

swivel allowing a small angular motion. Thus,

even the beginner at once applies the cutting edge

at the proper angle, by pressing the side of the

brass against the ruler.
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Intiian Mttf^o^s of m^oxtinu Iton

On the Damascus Gun Barrels—The gun- bar-

rels made at Bombay, in imitation of Damascus, so

much valued by the Orientals for the beauty of

their twist, are manufactured of iron hoops,, ob-

tained from European casks, mostly British. The
more these hoops are corroded with rust, they are

proportionably acceptable to the workmen : should

there be any deficiency of this necessary oxidation,

they are regularly exposed to moisture, until they
are sufficiently prepared for welding. Being cut

into lengths of about twelve inches, they are formed
into a pile, an inch or an inch and half high, laying

the edges straight, so as not to overlap each other

:

along piece is then so fitted as to return over each

end, and hold the whole together in the fire. This
pile is then heated to a welding heat, and drawn
out into a bar of about one inch wide, and one
third of an inch thick ; it is then doubled up in

three or more lengths, and again welded and drawn
out as before ; and this operation is repeated gene-

rally to the third or fourth time, according to the

degree of fineness of twist required. The bar

is then to be heated about a third of its length at a

time, and being struck on the edge is flattened the

contrary way to the stratification. This part of the

operation brings the wire or vein outwards upon

the strap. The barrel is then forged in the usual

way, but much more jumping, or upsetting end-

ways, by striking the barrel against the side of the

anvil while it is of a welding heat, than in the

English method, in order to render the twist finer_

The most careful wormen always make it a prac-

tice of covering the parts exposed to the fire with

a lute, composed of mud, clay, and the dung of

cows or horses in order to guard against any unne-

cessary oxydation of the metal. When the barrel

is completed, the twist is raised by laying the barre

from four to five days, either in vinegar, or a solution

of the sulphate of iron, until the twist is raised ;

this process is called the wire twist.

To produce the curl, the bars or straps are drawn
into bars about three quart ers of an inch square,

and twisted, some to the right and others to the left

hand; one of each sort is then welded together,

doubledj up and then drawn out, as before de-

scribed ; and according to the skill and experience

of the workman, any intricacy of twist is produced,

by thus drawing out, doubling and twisting.

Sometimes, to save trouble, and economise the

iron thus prepared, the artist will rough file an

English barrel, weld a strap of Damascus iron spi-

rally round it, or several straps are laid longitudi-

nally along it, and welded on. A native artist

never works with pit coal, under any consideration

:

charcoal from light wood forms his only fuel.

On the Damascus Sword Blades.—In making
the swo rd blades, there are several methods used

'•

some workmen make a pile of alternate layers of

softer and harder cast-steel, with powdered cast-

iron mixed with borax, sprinkled between each
layer. These are drawn out to one-third more than

the length of the intended blade, doubled and
heated, twisted, and re-forged several times ; the

twist is brought out in the same way as that in the

gun barrels, namely, by the use of vinegar, or a

solution of sulphate of iron.

Some sword-blades are forged out of broad plates

of steel thus prepared, with a narrow plate of good
iron welded between them, toward the back, and
thus leaving solid steel for the edge, to a consider

able depth. Others prefer to make them of one

plate of steel, with a lamina of;^ iron on each

side of it, to give them strength and tough-

ness.

The Hardening Composition.—The blade is co-

vered with a paste, formed of equal parts of barilla,

powdered egg-shells, borax, common salt, and

crude soda, heated to a moderate red heat; and

just as the red is changing to black heat, quenched

in spring water.

From the information of the workman, it appears

that Damascus obtains all its steel from the upper

part of the Deccan, where it is called fontone hend,

or Indian steel, of which there are great quantities,

and but little or no demand for it. The Damasaque

(or joar) is natural to this steel ; and the veins in it

are raised by immersing the blades in acid solutions

The Birmingham School of Design.—On Friday

week the annual exhibition and distribution of the

prizes took place at the Society of Arts, New
Street, and was very numerously attended. The

Bishop congratulated the donors and the subscribers

on the progress made since last year. The number

of students, as well as their proficiency, had much

increased. In the female school the classes are full.

Announcement was made of the increase of the

Government grant, and the appointment of Mr
Kidd, a modeller, as second master, and of a pupil

of last year, Mr. W. O. Williams, as third mas-

ter. The drawings, models, &c., have since been

publicly exhibited.
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(©n tj^f Nature, ©rigin, antr lro=

gw0s of Besign.

From a Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Ceabb.

(^Continuedfrom page 82.)

Design, or creation of form and enrichment,

being as essential to manufacturers among the an-

cient nations as at present, we may consider the

arts to have then originated, and to have been sys-

tematically encouraged ; and, although the existing

sources for obtaining certain information are limi-

ted, we can arrive at highly interesting general

conclusions respecting the actual formation of Art,

and the embellishment of their manufactures.

Scripture informs us before the deluge, when the

habitations were in tents, God had discovered to his

people the arts of spinning wool and flax, and the

weaving it into stuffs and linen,—and also of po-

lishing brass, iron, &c. The metals being thus ren-

dered subservient to the uses of man, of course re-

ceived shape for their several purposes. Soon after

the deluge, human industry made several disco-

veries conducive to the improved beauty of their

fabrics: among others, the art of spinning gold

thread and interweaving it, if not the actual em-

broidery of a pattern upon stuffs. The extreme

ductility of gold was also known, as we find it

beaten into thin leaves, and applied to the surface

of wood and metals,—and the secret of casting

metals, brass, silver, and gold. They were used to

produce figures in imitation of nature, and even

statues, vessels for use and ornament, and warlike

weapons. Carving upon wood, stone, and marble

was in use— and the imitation of natural objects

by colour {i.e. painting). They became exceedingly

celebrated for dying their stuffs and silks, giving to

theni the most exquisite variety of beautiful co-

lours. To all these several discoveries, the art and

practice of design must have been an essential ad-

dition in their progress to perfection. The East

was the cradle of the arts and sciences, and it is suf-

ficient purpose to mention the Eastern empires,

which, through their long duration and immense

extent of power became associated with other na-

tions of note, as the Egyptians and the Greeks.

Egypt was contemporaneous with the Assyrian

empire, which made way for the Babylon, Median,

Persian, Macedonian and Roman. In discovering

and tracing the invention, cultivation, and im-

provement of the Arts and Sciences, their origin

and progress, we perceive the nearer we approach

those countries once inhabited by the sons of Noah,

the more perfect is the knowledge of those arts ; so

that in after times, when men desire to revive the

forgotten arts, they found advantage in going back
to their original source. The people of Asia were

of a warlike cast, varying according to the nature

of the country they inhabited; thus the arts of

manufacture would be early applied to offensive

weapons and armour. They had helmets and cnir"

asses of brass, which, it is recorded, fitted so well

to the bjdy as not to intercept motion and agility of

limb. Greaves covered the legs and thighs of the

horsemen ; their brazen shields of great length

were very celebrated, and their horses were usually

armed, the faces, chests, and flanks, being covered

in brass. Now we read that this armour was dis-

tinguished for its elaborate workmanship, its rich-

ness and costliness ; design must therefore have

largely entered into its original construction and

subsequent embellishment. Their chariots, body

and wheels, were elegant, and of great strength,

the pole, axletrees, &c., armed with scythes. In

later ages, luxury and extravagance rose to-excess:

it became the custom of the court aud wealthy

men to make the most profuse display of magnifi-

cence and pompous splendour, calculated to dazzle

the eyes of a people. In war they went to the field

accompanied by their wives and concubines, each

in proportion to his ability. The equipage of such

a troop must have been immense, and the most ex-

quisite dainties were to be procured wherever this

host might be encamped. They had their jewels,

and vessels of gold or silver; their garments were

richly shining with gold,—the dresses of the wo-

men, of the nobles, of the king, were equally nu-

merous and magnificent. A people thus disposed

to luxurious enjoyment would naturally seek to

enrich and embellish with the refinement of art

every manufacture that could promise the creation

of new ideas or new pleasures. Design would be

lavished upon their robes, their armour, weapons,

and plate, and upon all the artificial wants of a

vast voluptious nation.

Their cities in time became of wonderful magni

ficence. Nineveh was one of the most extensive

and celebrated. A description of Babylon may
probably give us the most perfect idea of the gi

gantic grandeur of their undertakings. Babylon

was situated upon the banks of the river Euphra-

tes, in an immense plain of fat rich soil, intersected

by long straight canals, bordered by lofty poplars

or lime trees.

(To be continued.)
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Kf)t (Kfironotfipist.

The new church at Cranoe, near Market Har-

borough, in Leicestershire, was opened on Friday,

the 20th ult. The style is of the commencement

of the perpendicnlar period of architecture. It is

fifty-four in length, twenty-three feet in width,

and the height to the crown of the roof twenty-

seven feet. In the centre light of the east window

'is a medallion, representing the taking down from

the Cross, after Rubens. In the tracery imme-

.diately above the centre light, angels are repre-

Isented bearing appropriate texts of Scripture. The

seats are open, with carved hobbyheads ; the pulpit

is of wood, with carded panels and a stone base;

the reading desk is of beautifully carved open

work.- There is a subscription ou foot for the

purpose of erecting a small column, with an appro-

priate inscription, to the memory offJames Thom-

son, the poet of " The Seasons," in some part of

Richmond. The first electric telegraph erected

in Ireland has just been constructed on the Great

Southern and Western Railway, for two miles, be-

tween the company's works at Inchicore and the

terminus at Kingsbridge. A "crow's nest,"

very similar in structure to that which was on the

top of St. Paul's Cathedral, has just been completed

on the tower of Gloucester Cathedral, for the pur-

pose of taking observations for the survey offthe

river Severn. The new Fishmongers' Alms-

houses at Wandsworth are to be built in tbe Eliza-

bethan style. They are forty-two in number, and

will form three sides of a quadrangle, each about

320 feet long, and one of which will, with the

chapel and school in the centre, look upon the

river Thames. The edifice is expected to be com-

pleted about Midsummer next. On Mon-

day, the 25th ult., when the mould from Mr.

Carew's noble design of the " Death of Nelson ''

was perfected, the molten metal was successfully

transferred through the great feeding apertures of

the bas-relief, and in a few minutes the most im-

portant figures of the composition were faithfully

secured in enduring bronze. The cannon which

furnished the chief material were sent from Wool-

vvioh—spoils of war taken by the hero himself from

his country's enemies. Two new churches are

to be erected at Lambeth. We observe that

Messrs. Southgate and Barrett are about to sell by

auction the library of the Rev. H. F. Lyte. The

sale commences on the 4th of July, and will con-

tinue for sixteen days ; and we draw the attention

of those who may propose being present to the fact

that it is to take place in the evening of each day

atsix o'clock. Rods of zinc rolled for bolts being

considered chargeable with duty as being in a

partly manufactured state, importers recently

urged the authorities for their decision. Directions

have accordingly been given for the free admission

of zinc rods. The first stone of the Pawnbroker's

Almhouses was laid, at Forest Gate, Essex, on the

22nd, by the Lord Mayor. The architect, in the

newspaper accounts, is said to be Mr. Francis.

Co €orrespott"tiients, ^c.

H. W. (Chelsea, j

—

Brass must be dressed in aqua

fortis, to make the pale yellow. After dipping

it must he rinsed in some water, and irushed

dry in saw-dust. You may bronze brass with

borax and spelter. Mix your spelter and borax

in a little water, and lay it on enough for your

toorJc ; if it do not run to your wish, throw a

little dry borax on the spelter when hot. You

must heat work over a forge, or you can do it

with the bloiopipe if the work be small.

T. T. (Leeds.)

—

The best plan is to procure card-

hoard of the colour required, such as stone, slate,

or lead colour, and shade it with warm sepia.

In all cases where brick colour is required, co-

lour the cardboard with Indian red, and

shaded as above.

F. G.

—

The " Theatrical Programme" is published

loeeMy, and contains the bills of the perform-

ances of all the principal places of amusement-

It also contains a list of the Hackney Coach

and Cab Fares, with other useful and inte-

resting matter. It may be procured of any

bookseller.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Draioing JBoo^,containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale, the Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, Vnee Qd. Parts I, to 6, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

BelVs Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is noio ready, price lOd.
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{Continuedfrom page 102.)

HOUGH it is difficult

to produce the copper glass uniformly coloured,

it is easy to obtain streaks and patches of a

fine transparent red. For this purpose it is

sufficient to fuse together 100 parts of crown

glass with one oxide of copper, putting a lump

of tin into the bottom of the crucible. Me-
tallic iron employed in the same way as the

tin throws out a bright scarlet, but perfectly

opaque. We shall now conclude these obser-

vations by a few notices respecting glass tinged

by fusion with gold, which, though never

brought into general use among glass-painters,

has, I know, been employed in one or two in-

stances, flashed both on cr6wn and flint glass.

Not long after the time when the art of making

the copper-red glass was lost, Kunckel appears

to have discovered that gold melted with flint

glass was capable of imparting to it a beautiful

ruby colour.

Ashe derived much profit from the invention,

he kept his invention secret, and his successors

have done the satne to the present day. The

art, however, has been practiced ever since for

the purpose of imitating precious stones, &c.,

and the glass used to be sold at Birmingham

for a high price under the name of Jew's glass.

The rose-coloured scent bottles now commonly

made, are composed of plain glass flashed or

coated with a very thin layer of the glass in

question. We have made numerous experi-

ments on this subject, and have been com-

pletelj', and at last uniformly successful in pro-

ducing glass of a fine crimson colour. One

cause why so many persons have failed in the

same attempt, I suspect is that they have used

too large a portion of gold ; for it is a fact that

an additional dust of gold, beyond a certain

point, far from deepening the colour, actually

destroys it altogether. Dr. Lewis states that

he once produced a potfuU of glass of beautiful

colour, yet was never able to succeed a second

time, though he took infinite pains, and tried

a multitude of experiments with that view.

—

We find that a degree of heat sufficient to melt

cast-iron, is not strong enough to injure the

colour. It would appear, that in order to re-

ceive the colour it is necessary that the glass

should contain a proportion either of lead or

of some other metallic glass. We have found

bismuth, zinc and antimony to answer the pur-

pose, but have in vain attempted to impart any

tinge of this colour to crown-glass alone.

Glass containing gold exhibits the singular

change of colour on being exposed to a gentle

heat, as has been already noticed with respect

to glass containing copper. The former when

taken from the crucible is generally of a pale

rose colour, but sometimes colourless as water,

and does not assume its ruby colour till it has

been exposed to a low red-heat, either under

a muffle or in the lamp. Great care must be

taken in the operation, for a slight excess of

fire destroys the colour, leaving the glass of a

tingy brown, but with a blue transparency,

like that of gold leaf. These changes of colour

have been vaguely attributed to change of oxy-

genation in the gold; but it is obviously impos-

sible that mere exposure to a gentle heat can

effect any chemical change in the interior of a

solid mass of glass, which has already under-

gone a heat far more intense. In fact, we

have found the metallic gold gives the red co-

lour as well as the oxide, and it appears to ad-

mit of scarcely any doubt that in a metal so

easily reduced, the whole of the oxygen must

be expelled long before the glass has reached

its melting point. It has long been known

that silver yields its colour to glass while in the

metallic state, everything leads one to suppose

that the case is the same as gold.
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There are still some other substances by

means of which we find it is possible to give a

red colour to glass, and that is a compound of

tin, chromic acid, and lime ; but our trials do

not lead us to suppose that glass so coloured

will ever be brought into use.

From a Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

(Continuedfrom page 109 ,J

Its area was about sixty miles, and an exact

square, enclosed by walls every way prodigious,

350 feet in height, and 87 feet in thickness,

built of brick, cemented by bitumen_, a gluti-

nous slime arising out of the earth, binding far

stronger than lime, and even growing harder

than bricks or stone. Exterior, and lined, was

a vast ditch, and the earth -dug in forming it

composed the bricks. On every side of this

square were 25 gates, 100 in all, of solid brass,

with towers ten feet above the wall. From
each gate in this great square went 25 streets

in straight lines, being 50 streets, each 13 miles

long, and 150 feet broad, crossing from gate

to gate at right angles, cutting the city into

6/6 squares; around these squares were tuilt

the houses, detached, and three or four stories

high—their tronts richly decorated. The hol-

low of the square was as gardens, or open

space, not building; thus, half the area of the

city formed pleasure grounds; the river ran

through the city, bordered by quays and a

wall, havmg brazen gates to each street, and

steps to the water ; and a kind of tunnelling

covered the river for three miles. The plan of

erecting this singular structure is on record,

and deserves our attention. The snow melting

on the mountains of Armenia, caused, in sum-
mer, the Euphrates to overflow the country,

much as the Nile does Egypt. To preserve

the city an immense lake was dug, and canals

connecting it with the Tigris ; when this was
ready the course of the river was turned into

it, and subsequently the lake remained as a

reservoir to supply the canals, which, inter

secting the immense plains, fertilized the coun

try all the year. The bottom of the river was

sand}^ and to secure for the arches a firm foun-

dation, Uarge stones were bound together by

chains and melted lead; the immense struc-

ture was then erected, and the channel through

the city lined with brick. At either end of

this bridge was a palace, connected by a tun-

nel, built under the bed of the river. Near

the old palace stood the Temple of Belus, and

to the nevv' one was attached the hanging gar-

dens. The latter surrounded by three concentric

walls, seven miles in circumference; consider

able space existed between each wall, and they

were adorned by an infinite variety of sculp

ture and fine ornament,—one I'epresented Se

miramis on horseback, throwing her javelin at

a leopard, and her husband, Ninus, piercing a

lion. These works of art must have been in

relievo, and a knowledge of their existence is

highly interesting.

The hanging gardens of all these mighty

structui-es became the most celebrated; they

containad a square of 400 feet each way, and

were carried up in a succession of decreasing

arched terraces to a level with the city walls ;

—

stairs ten feet wide led from the terrace, stones

were laid upon the arches, then rushes floated in

bitumen, and two rows of brick, covered by

thick sheets of lead, upon which lay the mould

of the garden, so deep that the greatest tree

might take root. Groves, plants, and flowers

adorned the gardens, and an engine was con-

trived to I'aise water for its use; in the spaces

between the supporting arches were spacious

apartments commanding magnificent prospects.

The Temple of Belus was a prodigious tower,

used for worship and for astronomical purposes,

for which the people*were famed. The riclies of

the temple are described as immense, consisting,

of statues, tables, censers, cups, and various sa

cred vessels, mostly of pure gold, and richly

wrought.

Of the extent and magnificence of these cities

there can be no doubt, and it is equally certain

that a people so pov/erful and luxurious would

as far as possible embellish their manufactures

with elaborate workmanship ; slight traces re-

main to guide our enquiries, but from the un-

varying habits of the Eastern nations, we may
presume the many beautiful fabrics of India to

have descended from them. Rich carpets and

woven shawls of elaborate design remain a staple

commodity of Persia.
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

(Continued from page 103.)

liECTUBE III.

In a small jilcture by Titian, belonging to Mr.

Rogers, of the apparition of our Lord in the gar-

den to Mary, the treatment is scarcely below the

subject even in the princpal figure,—but the con-

ception of the Magdalen is beyond all praise. She

seems to run forward towards her Master on her

knees,—^lier streaming hair and drapery denoting

utmost rapidity of action, while her hand extending

to touch him, is suddenly checked by his words.

It is to me by far the most expressive conception

of the subject with -wliich I am acquainted, not ex

cepting its treatment by Raphael himself.

The Venetian painters dealt much in allegory
;
—

but in some instances their meaning is obscure
;

and of one of the finest pictures of this class by

Titian the key seems to be entirely lost. I allude

to that of which the Academy possesses a copy by

the late Mr. Geddes, from the original in the Bor-

ghese Palace at Rome, It is called, for want as

I think of the true name, ' Sacred and Profane

Love ;' and is a striking proof of what I have in-

sisted on—that the Poetry of Art is something

wholly independent on subject; for this splendid

work is of the most poetic order. Not but that

the want of its meaning is very tantalizing—and

it is evidently full of meaning.

Had Titian intended the, picture for what it is

called, I am confident that he would have felt no

difficulty in characterizing the personifications more

clearly. But I have fancied that I could entirely

read the meaning of a lesser work, " The Ages of

Human Life," in the possession of the Earl of

Ellesmere.—On the right of this picture two

children are asleep close to a road (the road of Life).

One has been gathering flowers by the way-side,

which are dropping from his hands, while a third

child, who is the only one winged, is climbing the

stem of a tree which is withered, signifying, pos-

sibly, the worthlessness of human pursuits. In

the middle distance an old man sits on the ground

in deep meditation, with a skull in each baud.

Age has brought convictions that are unthought of

by a young shepherd and shepherdess in the fore-

ground. She is but little more than a child, and

the youth seems for the first time to regard her

with love,—while she, wholly unconscious of this,

looks innocently in his face. Nothing can be more

charming than the expression of this pair, though

they might certainly have had more of personal

beauty, and I remember, when I first saw the pic-

ture I felt this as a drawback, which has long

ceased to be one with me, tor it is with pictures as

in real life,—we cease to regret the absence of

beauty in those with whom we have become inte-

rested by long acquaintance.

In looking at such pictures the allegory is apt to

be forgotten in the actors. You will.lemember the

fine Paul Veronese, belonging to Mr. Hope, which

was exhibited last summer at the British 'Gallery,

I mean that in which the painter has represented

himself between Virtue and Vice, and choosing

Virtue. Yet he looks back, and no wonder, for

Vice is the more beautiful to the eye, and the almost

invisible talons that he has placed at tlie ends of

her fingers do not interfere with the exact sym -

metry of her hands and arms. Many other in-

stances might be mentioned of allegoric invention

in which the moral intention, to say the least, is

rendered nugatory by the mode of treatment.

The truth is, that such subjects have probably

been more often chosen with a view to the pic-

turesque than with any other serious aim by Paul

Veronese and by Rubens. The picturesque was

indeed always uppermost in the mind of the latter,

when the choice of his subject was left to him. In

the autograph letter, preserved at Cologne, he

gives as a reason for selecting the " Crucifixion of

St. Peter" as a subject to present to the church in

which he was christened, that the circumstance of

the head of the saint being downward made a novel

and fine incident for a picture. This is the ruling

principle also of his magnificent history of Mary

de Medicis, a series of subjects which he was for-

tunately allowed to treat entirely in his own way ;

—

for, however our individual tastes may object to

this or that mode of treatment, it is best always

that the painter should do that which he can best

do. When Reynolds expressed great admiration

of a style of Art entirely distinct from his own,

Northcote asked him why he did not attempt

something like it,—and the reply was " A painter

cannot always do what he may wish,—^fee must

content himself with doing what he can."

I must bere notice the difierence between alle-

gory, so lightly treated, in the hands of Paul

Veronese and of Rubens, by wbat may be called

subjective Art, that where Art is nearly everything,

and the noble use to which it may be applied, as in

the example I have taken from Orcagua's " Triumph

of Death,' in which the allegory is paramount and

so simply as to be intelligible to every mind. To

Orcagna the Art of Painting was unknown, and an

objective treatment was the only one possible to him.
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DESIGNS FOR TESSELLATED PAVEMENTS.
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Interior B^coratton, -§j;c.

Plinth. The lower member of a base. Every

body placed in an upright position, ought to have

its base or foot, and the part inferior to this is the

plinth, by which the place of the former is often

J \
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W^moxVi Of Sculpture,

(Continued from page 63,)

Theodortjs, who was visited by Socrates and

his disciples, served as a model for the artists of

his day. Phryne also seems to have been a model

both for painters and sculptors. On the other

hand, Zeuxis, when about to paint Helen, united

in his picture the various charms of the most

handsome women of Crotona.

Having thus exercised the most patient attention

and care on the several portions of the human

body itself, the Grecian sculptors proceeded with

equal scrupulosity to invest them with becoming

drapery. The vestment of the Grecian women
usually consisted of linen cloth, or some other

light stuff, in latter times, either of silk or occa-

sionally of woollen cloth. In the works of sculp-

ture, the linen may be distinguished by its trans-

parency and small udited folds. The principal

garments worn by the Greeks were the tunic, the

robe, and the mantle. The tun'.c, or that part

of the dress next the body, may be seen in sleeping

figures, or in' those in dishabille ; as, for instance,

the Flora Farnese, and the statute of the Amazons

in the Capitol. Tbe robes of women commonly

consisted of two long pieces of woollen cloth, des-

titute of any particular form, attached to the

shoulders by a great many buttons, and sometimes

by a clasp. They had straight sleeves, which

came down to the wrists. The young girls, as

well as the women, fastened their robe to their

side by a cincture, as is still done in many parts of

Greece. The cincture formed in the side a knot of

ribbons somewhat resembling a rose in shape, as

has been particularly remarked in the two beautiful

daughters of Niobe. The mantle was round

rather than square, and when the ancients speak of

square mantles, they allude to the addition of four

tassels, which were fixed to them, two visible and

two concealed under the mantle.

Women seldom wore any other head-dress than

hair : using the corner of their mantle when they

wished for further covering. Sometimes, how.-

ever, we meet with veils of a fine transparent tex-

ture. The covering for the feet consisted of shoes

or sandals, the latter generally up an inch thick,

and composed of sundry soles of cork.

The colour of vestments peculiar to eastern sta-

tues is curious, and must not be omitted. To begin

with those of the gods :—the drapery of Jupiter

was red, that of Neptune according to Winckel-

mann, sea-green, which colour belonged likewise

to the Nereids and Nymphs. The mantle of

Apollo was blue or violet. Bacchus was clothed

in white. Martianus Capella assigns green to Cy-

belej while Juno's vestments were sky-blue, with

the occasional addition of a white veil. Pallas

was robed in flame colour, and Venus (in a pain-

ting at Herculaneum) is in flowing drapery of a

golden yellow. Kings were arrayed in purplej

priests in white ; and conquerors sometimes in sea-^

green.

Of the different Modes of Process in Sculp-

ture.—Works of sculpture are performed, either

by hollowing or excavating, as in metals, agates,

and other precious stones, and in marbles of every

description ; or by working in relief, as in bassi-

relievi in the materials just mentioned, or in sta-

tues of metal, clay, wood, wax, marble, or stone.

The excavation of precious stones forms a parti

cular branch of art called intaglio, which, together

with the working them in rilievo, when the term

camayeu is applied to them, belongs to the art of

seal-engraving.

The excavation of metals constitutes the art of

engraving, in its various branches, on metal of any

kind ; and its relief comprises enchasing, castin

in bronze, &c-

The i^rocess of hollowing hard stone or marble

will need no particular description ; especially as

it is now wholly in disuse, except for the forming

of letters in monumental or other inscriptions.

In working in relievo the process is necessarily

different, according to the materials in which the

Vifork is performed.

As not only the beginning of sculpture was in

clay, for the purpose of forming statues, but as

models are still made in clay or wax, for every

work undertaken by the sculptor; we shall first

consider the method of modelling figures in clay

or wax.

Few tools are necessary for modelling in clay

The clay being placed on a stand or a sculptor^s

easel, the artist begins the work with his liands^

and puts the whole into form by the same means.

The most expert practitioners of this art seldom

use any other tool than their fingers, except in such

small or sharp pans of their work as their fingers

cannot reach.

If clay could be made to preserve its original

moisture it would undoubtedly be the fittest sub-

stance for the models of the sculptor ; but when it

is placed either in the fire, or left to dry imper-

ceptibly in the air, its solid parts grow more com-

pact, and the work shrinks, or loses a part of its

dimensions. This diminution in size would be of

no consequence, if it affecteel the whole work

equally, so as to preserve its proportions. But this
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is not always the case : for the smaller parts of the

figure drying sooner than the larger ; and thus

losing more of their dimensions in the same space

of time, than the latter do; the symmetry and pro-

portions of the work inevitably suffer.

This inconvenience is obviated by forming the

model first in clay, and moulding it in plaster of

Paris before it begins to dry, and the taking a plas-

ter cast from that mould, and the repairing it care-

fully from the original work ; by which means you

have the exact counterpart of the mode in its most

perfect state; and you have, besides, your clay at

liberty for any other work.

In modelling in wax, the artist sometimes uses

his fingers, and sometimes tools of the same sort as

those alluded to for modelling in clay. It is at

first more diflicult to model in wax than in clay,

but practice will render it familiar and easy.

Of the Use of the Model.—Whatever consider-

able work is undertaken by the sculptor, whether

basso relievo, or statue, &c. it is always requisite

to form a previous model, of the same size as the

intended work; and the model being perfected,

according to the method before described, wliether

it is in clay, or in wa.v, or a cast in plaster of Paris,

becomes the rule whereby the artist guides himself

in the conduct of his work, and the standard from

which he takes all its measurements.

Of Sculpture in Wood.—A sculptor in wood
should first take care to choose wood of the first

quality, and the most proper for the work which

he intends to execute. If he undertakes a large

work, requiring strength and solidity, he ought to

choose the hardest wood, and that which keeps

best, as oak and chestnut ; but for works of mode-

rate size, pear or apple tree serves very well. As

even these latter woods are still of considerable

hardness, if the work consists only of delicate or-

naments, the artist will find it preferable to take

some more tender wood, provided it is at the same

time firm and close ; as, for instance, the Indian

tree, which is excellent for this purpose, as the

chisel cnts it more neatly and easily than any other

wood.

The ancients made statues out of almost every

different kind of wood. At Sicyon was a statue of

Apollo made out of box ; the statue of Diana at

Ephesus was of cedar. As these two sorts of wood

are extremly hard and undecaying ; and as cedar,

in particular, is of such a nature as, according to

Pliny, to be nearly indestructible, the ancients pre-

ferred them for the images of their divinities. In

the temple built on mount Cylletie in honour of

Mercury, Pausauias relates that there was a statue

of that god made of citron-wood, eight feet in

height. This wood was also much esteemed. The

Cyprus likewise, being a wood not apt to spoil, nor

to be damaged fay worms, was also used for statues ;

as were the palm tree, olive, and ebony, of which

latter, according to Pliny's account, there was

another statue of Diana at Ephesus.

Several other kinds of wood were equally em.-

ployed for this purpose, even the vine, of which the

same author says there were statutes of Jupiter,

Juno, and Diana.

{To he Continued.)

mmM Mcceiptsf.

The method of Quicksilvering Glass Globes,

like Looking- Glasses.—Take of quicksilver two

ounces, of bismuth one ounce, lead and block-tin,

of each haif an ounce ; melt the lead and tin to-

gether, and then put in the bismuth, and when that

is melted, let it stand till the mixture is almost

cold ; then pour in the quicksilver. Take care

that the inside of the globe be clean, and with

paper funnel pour in the mixture very gently, and

then move it about, that the mixture may touch

every part; if it does not lay on equally, warm it

over the fire, and then it will freely flow. If the

amalgam, or mixture, be too thin, put a little more

lead, tin, and bismuth. The finer and clearer the

globe, the better the looking-glass will be.

To Prepare Red-Lead,— This is prepared byl

calcining lead upon a reverberatory hearth witli a;

slow fire, and frequent renewal of the surface with

a rake, till it becomes an oxide, taking care not tO|

fuse it. The calcined mass triturated into a finei

powder in a paint-mill, where it is elutriated with^

a stream of water, to carry ofi" the finely-levigated

particles, and to deposit them afterwards in tanks.l

The powder, thus obtained, being dried, is called

massicot ; it is then put into trays, and piled up on

the reverberatory hearth, where it absorbs more

oxygen, and it becomes partially red lead. This,

after being stirred about, and subjected to a similar

low calcined heat again, will be red lead.

J'o remove Fruit and Wine Stains.—Put abont

a table spoonful of muriatic acid into a teacup and

add about a teaspoonful of powdered manganese,

then set the cup in large one filled with hot water,

moisten the stain with water, and expose it to the

fnmes that rise from the teacup. If the exposure'

be continued a sufficient length of time the stains

will disappear. This solution can only be applied,

with safety to white goods, as it discharges all prin-

ted and dyed colours.

To make Black Sealing TTaa;.—Half a pound

of gum-lac, or shell-lac, and one ounce and three

quarters of ivory black.
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€5e progress oi arutlerg ^anu=

English steel makers, it may not be generally

known, give much higher prices for the Swedish

Danemora (or Oregrund) iron than for English

iron, and the sales have been to such an' extent as

to give a monopoly to the sale of the produce of

such mines to England : hence it has been worth

the attention of Sheffield cutlers to perfect most

elaborately articles manufactured from Danemora
iron. The cause of the superiority of this iron

over English for the fine articles of cutlery, has

never been explained ; but whether it be the pre-

sence of manganese, or silica, or the nature of the

peeuliar process^ employed, the first character

razors can be made from no other iron. The pa-

tentees (C. Stewart and Co.) of the new razor

—

which invention we noticed on its introduction as

a great improvement, the razor having a simple

moveable guard adjusted to it with such precision

and nicety, that a complete protection to the skin

is secured, even if the razor were used in a railway

carriage, and the beard is removed with the most

perfect freedom and accuracy—have exhibited, at

tlieir establishment, 22, Charing-cross, some spe-

cimens of this Swedish iron, and the razor forged

from it. The specimens show the progressive

stages of the manufacture of steel for the razor,

from the iron in a crude state, or pig, to the rough

or blistered steel, the latter in a refined state, the

ingot broken to show the fineness of the grain in

comparison with the blistered steel; refined steel

drawn out in bars preparatory to being forged into

razor blades, and the latter in their several states

of forging, hardening, grinding, and fitting on the

guards, to the completely finished and highly po-

lished razor. The simple arrangement of these

[specimens, each of which is described, is highly

interesting, and gives a good general idea of the

manipulation of iron and steel, and the various

changes it undergoes in the course of manufacture.

The processes of tempering razors, pen-knives, and

table-knives are different. A temperature of 430

to 450 deg. Fab. being required for razors; for

pen-knives, 470 to 490 deg. Ear. ; while table

knives require 510 to 550 deg. Fah. The tempering

of a razor is not less important than the grinding,

since the fineness and durability of the edge depend

greatly upon both. Each cutler uses such a heat,

and tests it by such signs as seem best to accord

with the result of his own experience.

Many razors are made of iron, without being

converted into steel ; and thousands are sold at a

cheap price, made of English iron, which, if sub-

mitted to the tfest the Swedish iron can alone un-

dergo, 'would fritter away in the subsequent pro-

cesses, or become honeycombed and porous. Eazors

are often made from sixpence to several guineas

per pair, and it is, consequently, folly to attempt to

persuade practical men that a shilling razor, which

at the price can only be made of English bar-iron,

from which the commonest character of hardware

is manufactured—for instance, fire-irons, &c.—has

the same fine enduring edge as the razor made from

the Swedish iron converted into steel. It gives us

pleasure to draw attention to the exquisite superi

ority and finish of Stewart's patent razors, which
must ultimately restore this beautiful class of Bri

tish manufactures ; for, as we have before stated,

they make all their razors from the Swedish Dane-
mora iron, applying the best workmanship to its

conversion into steel, and the tempering and finish

when the razor is forged ; and it is gratifying to

think that the result sho'.vs that we were not wrong
in our conclusion, that this patent razor, with its

guard, would soon become an established favourite,

and ultimately supersede the ordinary make of

razors.

€iitta letdja Cufitng.

A SEKIES of interesting experiments ,has just

been concluded at the Birmingham Water-works,

relative to the strength of Gutta-percha Tubing,

with a view to its applicability for the conveyance

of water. The experiments were made under the

direction of Mr. H. Rolfe, engineer, upon tubes

of three quarters of an inch diameter and one

eighth thick of gutta-percha. These were at

tached to the iron main, and subjected for two

months to a pressure of 200 feet head of water

without being in the slightest degree deteriorated.

In order to ascertain,, if possible, the maximum
strength of the tubes, they were connected with

the water company's hydraulic proonng pump, the

regular load of which is 250 pounds to the square

inch. At this point they were unafiected, and the

pump was worked up to 337 pounds, the tubes

still remainifig perfect. It was then proposed to

work the pump up to 500, but it was found that

the lever of the valve would bear no more weight.

The utmost power of the hydraulic pump could

not burst the tubes. The gutta percha being

slightly elastic allowed the tubes to become a little

expanded by the extraordinary pressure which 'was

applied, but on its withdrawal, they resumed their

former size.
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C^e €f)rono<|)})tst

Both ends of the Reading, Guildford, and Rei-

i

gate railway, namely, from Reigate, on the South

Eastern railway, to Dorking—eight miles,—and

from Reading, on the Great Western railway, to

Farnborough, on the South Western railway,— six-

teen miles,—were opened on the 4th inst. That

portion of the Norwich Extension of the Eastern

Union railway to Diss and Burton, within 17 miles

of Norwich, was opened on the 2nd inst. The

Colchester and Stour Valley railway was publicly

opened on the 2nd inst.——The Commissioners of

Woods and Forests have allotted two pieces of

ground in Holyrood-park, each between three and

four acres in extent, to be used as public washing

and bleaching grounds. ^The ' Contemporaneo'

of Rome, states that a cannon ball has struck the

celebrated ' Aurora' of Guido Reni, a fresco paint-

ing, and on the same day a 36-pounder broke a

piece off the cornice of the Temple of Fortune Vi-

rilis. The Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's have

given a site for a new church at Wood-end, in the

parish of Ardeley, Hertfordshire, and the Rev. W.

M. Malet, the Vicar, has liberally contributed to

the cost of erection. As the daily papers an-

nounced that the Diorama was about to be dis-

posed of by public auction, it may be well to in-

form the 'public, and especially visitors from the

country, that it was not sold, and therefore con-

tinues open as usual. It is said that tlie choice

to be made of an artist for the restoration of the

Rubens Masterpieces in Antwerp Cathedral is be-

coming a matter of competition ; many men of

note looking out for the appointment with no ordi-

nary ambition. At Malines there have been,

this week, a series of fetes on occasion of the in-

auguration of the statue of Margaret of Austria.

The King and his children were to be present.

A new monument is now about to be erected to re-

place the stope pillar, on the spot where General

Wolfe fell, on the memorable 13th of September,

1759. It is from a design by Sir James Alex-

jander, forming a very neat column of about 40

feet in height—and is visible from the St. Lewis

'road. The column is surmounted by a bronze

1
helmet and sword, the former being encircled by a

wreath of laurel. A farmer of Ny, near Marche,

has discovered a jar full of silver coins, nearly

2,000 in number. They are of the same model

and, nearly the same weight as a quarter of a franc

piece. They comprise 28 varieties of coins of the

princes of Liege, from Albert de Cuik down to

Robert de Langers (1194 to 1258), and some of

them of the Empire of the same period. Samples

have been forwarded to the governor of the pro-

vince. The village of Ny was in the neighbour-

hood of some of the villages of the Liege country,

the money of which had currency in Luxembourg.

The steeple of Saint Martin's chureh, Bir-

mingham, is said by an architect to be in a dan-

gerous state. On examination, he finds its depar-

ture from the perpendicular to be far greater than

it was, and its vibration during bell-ringing to be

rather alarming. The whole edifice is thought to

require restoration or rebuilding, which there are

surely people in Birmingham quite rich enough

and ready enough to do. At a preliminary

meeting of iron masters, on Saturday week, a fur-

ther reduction of lOs. per ton was resolved on, and

it is considered to be very doubtful whether even

the prices that now remain after the deduction of

the recent nominal or admitted reductions of SOs.

can be maintained. A notice of further reductions

in wages has also been given.

E. N.

—

Send the design you mention, and if suit

able it shall be used.

P. L.

—

Try flour of sulphur.

I. F. K.— You can procure this work either in

numbers, parts, or volumes, of any respectable

bookseller.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale, the Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, Trice 6d. Parts 1, to 6, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is now ready, price lOd.
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®n Erc^itfctiiral (©rnamcnt.

IINAMENT, observes Mr.

Foggo, in his lecture on Architectural Orna-

ment, is the source of much beauty and plea-

sure when judiciously applied in subordination

to the principles of architecture as a science,

and in character with the building and its pur-

pose, but becomes ridiculous when it presumes

to supplant the main principles of utility and

construction, as in many Christian churches,

where the emblems of heathenish sacrifice pro-

fane the temple of mercy.

In looking back to past ages, we find the

history of architecture written in characters

too plain to be misunderstood ; from the sim-

ple forms of the pyramid and other Egyptian

edifices, which all partake of the simple out-

line of the tent, to the Doric temple, of which

that of Solomon is an early and important

example ot Phoenician construction, and in

the description whereof in holy Scripture, every

ornament is defined with accurate detail. From
the heavy Doric examples still to be found in

Sicily, near Corinth, and at other places of an-

tiquity, down to the more elegant specimens

of the time of Pericles, and onward to its cor-

ruption, first in Italy, and thence degraded, as

knowledge failed into the clumsy Saxon, we
see a course of progressive improvement in pro-

portion to the state of general civilisation, and

a proportionate decline under circumstances

inimical to the cultivation of the human intel-

lect.

After a period of unusual degradation, when
science began once more to dawn on the pur-

suits of man, architecture again assumed more
elegant proportions, more variety of forms and
of ornaments, and gradually a style, both new
and characteristic, was produced to astonish

future ages. Roman edifices are corrupted
from the Grecian, but the Gothic is in most
respects quite different from either, and for its

main purpose, far superior to both.

Asa public mart and treasury, as a place for

the exhibition of merchandize without, and
noble works of art within, as an arsenal for

the preservation of warlike stores, and at the

same time, an edifice consecrated to a divinity,

whose name added to the other terrors, by
which it was prohibited from the outrage of

surrounding barbarians, the Doric temple was
at once beautiful and efiicient ; and under other

circumstances, the vast cathedral, along whose
pavement lengthened processions marched in

solemn array, and amidst the dim splendour of

a thousand torches, raised the swelling anthem
to the lofty vaultings, shot up into majestic

groves and varied imagery, subordinate to

science. Two styles more opposite can be

scarcely imagined; the one exhibits the per-

fection of simplicity and symmetry; the other

effects a gorgeous display of fanciful caprice.

The one, from its horizontal and square form,

seems to hold fast to the earth, and well suited

to bridges and other constructions of one

story ; the other, in its upward growth points

heavenward, and that way leads our imagi-

nation
; but in both, ornament is subservient

to the main principle, and presumes not to

usurp the privilege of useful science. In

Grecian architecture, ornaments are light in

character, and superficially applied to the con-

struction, not embedded in its substance, as we
find in the works of the Romans, who lost

sight of their propriety in their thirst for su-

perfluous beauty, often placing an egg shell, or

a delicate flower, as a support to a mass of in-

cumbent stone, cutting away the solid cup

around which the acanthus entwines so ele

gantly in a Corinthian column. The same

good sense is observable in the best Gothic

edifices, as in the Grecian ornament, being

added to, or made to disguise science, but not

to supplant it.

Having explained the different principles of
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construction in Grecian and in Gothic archi-

tecture, the only two styles which he consi-

dered worthy to be compared, or great, pe-

culiar, and distinct, Mr. Foggo observed, that

however distinct in appearance, the peculiar

circumstances in which they flourished were
nearly similar, and highly interesting. Whilst
slavery was the lot of most men, and they
were fixed to the soil, and doomed to ignorance
and oppression, a small part of mankind, de-
voted to science, and subservient to the religion

of their time, were blessed with freedom, ho-
noured and esteemed. When one place of

worship was completed, they travelled in per-

fect safety into other states, where the cause
of religion claimed their ingenuity. Slaves

were abundantly supplied to assist in the

heavy drudgery; but in all cases they were
bound to live in community by themselves,

apart from the ignorant multitude. The chief

or grand master architect was their chief or

judge, and if any wanderer claimed protection

or employment, his claim was decided ac-

cording to the mathematical knowledge he
evinced in the examination he was subjected

to, and his rank as a free mason or architect,

was determined.. Hence in the eyes of the

ignorant the appearance of mysticism in those

societies which flourished wherever slavery and
privilege necessitated a monopoly of practical

knowledge, which societies became merely

mystical when their talent was suffered to de-

cline, and the desire for preserving the advan-

tage of exclusive privilege outlived the object

of their institution. The great shock to Gothic

freemasonry in Europe, was given by Edward
the First employing some of the architects as

military engineers. That monarch, by first

introducing mathematical talent into his army,

rendered warfare a highly cultivated science,

and opened a wider field for the educated than

even the hierarchy could afford. Deprived of

its supremacy of talent, real freemasonry

dwindled, and in place of the sciences mystical

forms alone were clung to by the ignorant suc-

cessors of the architects of Gloucester, York,

Lincoln, and of Salisbury cathedrals. Then
ornament supplanted construction, without re-

ference to judgniient.

That the florid and unmeaning beauties of

Henry the Seventh's Chapel should be more
admired than the stern merits of Westminster

Abbey, or the elegant cloisters and chapel of

St. Stephen's (erected by Henry HI. and Ed-
ward), can only be accounted for from the cir-

cumstance that the period which followed its

creation up to our own time, was one of per-

fect ignorance of the principles of Gothic ar-

chitecture. Even Sir Christopher Wren, by

much the most scientific of our architects of

those days, has, in his restorations of the Ab-
bey, especially in the towers added by him,

amply proved his total want of that knowledge

During the whole of that period the French

court led the fashion and taste of Europe.

—

Louis the Fourteenth was esteemed supreme in

art, and the gorgeous, heterogeneous style in

troduced to please him, endured undisturbed,

until the genius of Wedgwood and Flaxman,

of Hamilton, Hope, and others of our country

men, revived a purer taste for nature and the

antique.

The style of Louis the Fourteenth and Louis

the Fifteenth was, in reality, borrowed from

the Italian of the fifteenth century. It was

eminent for the quantity, size, and prominence

of its ornament, and the abundance of gilding

usually introduced into it ; for the admixture

of birds, fishes, animals, or vegetables, with

out order or propriety, often distorted in form,

and regardless of proportion, but with an effect

of bold relief, and therefore of light and shade,

adapted to make it appear' solid and weighty;

and, therefore highly prized in works to be

executed in valuable metals, either gold or

silver, wherein the effect of money value so often

supersedes pure form. There are many excuses

for the adoption of this barbarous style in these

substances. The difficulty of finding a modeller

a caster, a silversmith, a chaser, and a burnisher

of adequate talent, and all equally bent on the

production of a specimen of combined taste, is

hopeless, in respect to elegant forms and simple

elegance ; but in the incongruous display of he

terogeneous splendour, the facility and economy

of the gaudy performance is a strong temptation

—besides, its coarser merits are conspicuous to

most persons ; the other can only be appreciated

by a few of refined taste. That period is most

to be envied, when good taste is most diffused

;

for it is secure of most happiness, most moral

worth, and most real wealth and comfort.

Mr. Baert, the architect to the new Houses

of Parliament, has applied to the Commissioners

for an increase of the stipulated remuneration.
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OTolours iox IPaintinfl on F^lbet

Dissolve three or four pieces of gum dragon

in a teapcupful of hot water } in two days it will

be fit for use. A little of this must be mixed with

the colours when you lighten them for a first coat

or ground work, otherwise the colours will run on

the velvet. Rose, carmine, and golden-yellow, are

excepted. Neither of these colours will mix

with water.

Orange.—Pour an ounce of white wine vinegar

on a little bay saffron—when the colour is extracted

pour it off clear, and add gum water when used.

—

This colour does not keep brilliant more than ten

days in its liquid state, therefore make only a little

at a time.

Scarlet.—Pour a few drops of orange colour on

a pink saucer ; stir up as much of the pink as may
be necessary to produce a rich scarlet.

Rose.—This may be made to any shade, by ad-

ding more or less of the lemon juice with the pink

saucer.

Crimson.—Lay a coat of pink saucer very deep

on your intended crimson flowers, and afterwards

a coat of carmine.

Lilac.—Same as purple, but made much lighter

with gum water.

Green.-—Vary the tints of green by adding dark

blue, or leaf-yellow, as required.

ieo/'-yeZZoio.—French berries three ounces, wa-

ter half a pint—to be boiled gently till reduced to

a quarter of a pint. A few moments before you

take it from the fire add a quarter of an ounce of

finely-powdered allum. When cold, strain and

bottle it for use.

Brown.—Vary the tints by adding black, car-

mine, orange, or leaf-yellow.

Blaclt. India ink, with light gum water.

Stone.'^Mix very little black, and very little

leaf yellow in a quantity of gum water.

Slate.—Mix very little black and dark blue in a

quantity of gum water. The two last colours are

for shading white roses and other white flowers.

Dark Purple.—Liquid archill one ounce ; a tea-

spoonful of strong solution of potash, and as much

fine powdered alum as will cover a sixpence. Shake

it well in a bottle.

Golden-yellow,—Turmeric root, two ounces,

—

gambouge a quarter of an ounce, put into a bottle

with three ounces of the very best rectified spirit

of wine ; in three days strain it off, and it will be

fit for use.

Carmine.—This colour must be mixed with

spirits of hartshorn.

It is necessary to have three brushes and a scrub

for each colour.

SEseM ^mi^X^,

To make Green Paint.—Add to a hot solution of

blue vitriol a little solution of carbonate of soda;

a beautiful powder, known by the name of French

green, will be precipitated. The powder is sub-

carbonate of copper.

H'o make Green Ink.—Mix the solution of sul-

phate of indigo with a decoction of French berries

or fustic wood, and then dissolve gum arable in

the mixture.

To make Pearl-powder.—Dissolve bismuth in

nitro-muriatic acid, and gradually add to the so-

lution cold distilled water, upon which a beautiful

white powder, which is an oxide of bismuth, will

be precipitated.

To make Balls to remove Spots from Linen,

Silk, or Woollen.—Take one ounce of fuller's earth

and break it in a stone mortar, adding twenty drops

of spirit of turpentine, and twenty drops of spirit

of wine among it. Rub them together, and make

a ball. Some use pipemakers' clay instead of the

fullers' earth.

To make Strops for Setting Razors.—Take a

long piece of leather, about two inches broad, and

smooth and clear at the flesh side. Glue it it to a

piece of thin board the same size, and when it is

dry smear it over witli a tallow candle, and hold it

over the fire till the grease is soaked into the lea^

ther. Repeat this three times, and then strew on

some tripoli, clean washed, and work it into the

leather till the grease becomes warm, and repeat

the operation three or iour times, and then the lea-

ther will be fit for use. Likewise glue some leather

and tallow on the other side, and work in some

fine powdered emery with a bit of smooth ivory,

or a burnisher. This strop is extremely useful to

give a razor a fine edge. Emery and tripoli can be

bought at Id. per ounce.

Drawings of two ancient reredos, discovered
in the church of St. Cuthbert, Wells, were presen-
ted by Mr. Ferrey to the Archselogical Institute.
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ALPHABET FROM TOMBS AT NAPLES. (13tH CENTURY.)
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PROFESSOR LESLIE'S LECTURES

ON PAINTING.

LECTURE III.

{Concluded from page 113.)

It may seem presumptuous in one who has ne-

ver been in Italy to speak of the Sistine Chapel.

—

But I have done so on former occasions, and with-

out as good an excuse as I can now offer, the op-

portunity of showing: you some drawings from

Michel Angelo, and among them a very fine copy

of the full size of the head of his Delphic Sibyl,

made by the distinguished artist who preceded

Mr. Howard in this place. On comparing it with

the best existing engraving, you will see how im-

possible it is to form anythhig like an estimate of

the character and expression of the heads in the

heads in the Sistine Chapel by the transcripts we
possess, and how invaluable would be a series of

copies of the bize and excellence of this. Of the

inventions and compositions only of Michael An-

gelo can we judge from the prints.

The Cartoon of Pisa is, as you know, a work of

entire invention ; and varied and admirable as are

its incidents, one of the finest consists in itself of

nothing more than the tearing of a stocking. Con-

nected, however, with the story, and expressive of

the eagerness of the veteran who forces his drip-

ping foot through it in his haste to obey the sum-

mons of the trumpet, it becomes heroic. Nicolo

Poussin has almost exactly copied this finely-con-

ceived figure in his ' Sacrament of Baptism,' but

there the action wants the motive that animates

the old soldier of Michel Angelo ; the garment is

not torn, and the translation of the figure, bereft of

so much of its meaning, cannot well be justified.

Apart from Rembrandt's want of choice in cha-

racter, his powers as a dramatic painter are of the

highest order. His etchings, I believe, are in no

instance' from his pictures, but form a large and

distinct class of his works. Though it is not my
purpose, at present, to speak of chiar-oscuro, yet I

cannot but notice one instance among these of a

truly original conception resulting from light and
shade. You are all acquainted with his little pic-

ture, at Dulwieh, of Jacob's Dream, so poetic, and
so entirely unlike the treatment of the same sub-

ject by any other painter.

Among his etchings there is another version of

the Dream, equally original, and quite distinct

'rom this. Jacob sleeps on a platform of ground,

midway in the composition, before which and him
a ladder of light descends to the base of the pic-

ture, his figure being seen through the steps ; a

single angel ascends above, and others hover over

him. We must call them angels, but they are the

strange little animals that always appear as such in

the works of Rembrandt, and however unwillingly,

we must be content so to receive them. Still it is

impossible not to regret that this beautiful concep-

tion, so truly dream-like, had not occurred to a

painter whose notions of angelic beings accorded

better with the received ones.

Another of these etchings, the Reception of the

Prodigal Son by his Father, is a very fine and na-

tural conception of the story. The poor penitent

has sunk on his knees on the threshold of his early

home, and with his hands clasped, and not dariu

to look up, seeks to hide himself in the arms and

ample robes that are extended in forgiveness over

him. The expression of the father is equally true

nor can the common objection to Rembrandt's

characters be made to the parent, though in the

prodigal, one of his ugliest figures, there is some

excuse for the emaciated limbs and shaggy head,

as indicating the extreme wretchedness to which

his follies had reduced him.

But among the etchings of Rembrandt, from

which I prefer to take examples rather than from

his pictures, as they are more accessible, the most

admirable conception is, perhaps, that from the

history of Abraham, in which the Patriarch and

his son are alone in the mountain. The youth

stands before his father, his hands resting on the

bundle of wood. Behind Abraham is a pan of

fire, and Isaac has just asked,—"Where is the

lamb for a burnt offering?" The unconscious

manner of the boy, who does not even look at his

father while asking a question that pierces through

his heart, is finely contrasted with that of Abra-

ham, who draws near his son, looks him steadily

in the face, and with one hand on his breast, as if

to keep down the pangs he feels, points to Heaven

with the other, while he yet avoids a direct reply.

We see in his expression all we may suppose him

to feel. It is supposed that but one feeling can

fill the breast at one moment; yet may we not

imagine that one feeling a bitter compound of

many thoughts? I believe so,—and though it is

\ery true that it is not in the power of Art, in

every case, to explain by itself the nature of a

strong emotion, yet it has to the utmost fulfilled

its office when the expression, as in this instance,

entirely corresponds with. our previous knowledge

of the subject.
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®n tfit Nature, #ttsin, ants lro=

gwgis of BmQn,

Fbom a Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

(Continuedfrom page 112J

Their silver and arms are skilfully worked,

and elaborately inlaid in intricate and often ex-

tremely elegant patterns. The existing architec-

tural edifices and interior decorations of India

are full of peculiar beauty, and deserve our at-

tentive consideration ; tbe design is made to

produce effects not known elsev?liere, and we
must regret the deficiency of popular acquaint-

ance with their detail and ornamental dispo-

sition.

With Egypt and Egyptian Art we are better

acquainted ; its prodigious edifices stand at this

[day, attesting the truth of what might otherwise

jbe considered fabulous,—the pyramids, labyrinth

and mighty temples. Egypt was an extraordi-

nary country j two narrow strait lines of vivid

green bordered the river ; mountains on one side,

.desert on the other, with a cloudless canopy of

of deep blue sky. The popular habits and archi-

tecture partook of the stern, unchangeable, co-

lossal character of the coimtry. All art was im-

jbued with the feeling ; their statues received an

iideal god-like expression ; every head alike and

the same in sentiment, whatever the action of

the body. This remarkable trait was adopted

and preserved by the Greeks. The trunk was
moulded perfect, yet but one unvarying expres-

sion of feature marked the embodying of poeti-

cal symbols in stone. The head of the Memuon
in the British Museum is full of beauty, and is

one of the finest known. Their Temple of Kar-

nac covered forty acres ; ten acres occupied with

buildings, and its approaching avenue of colos-

sal sphinxes one mile in length. It is considered

that these vast spaces were not solely devoted to

the priesthood: the Phar.oah himself probably

residing there, upon the broad terraces which

such vast buildings afforded, raised in the air,

removed from vermin, inundations and annoy-

ances, to which the inhabitants were peculiarly

subject ; the Arab villages are built upon them

at the present day. This temple palace was ap-

proached by an avenue of sphinxes, and the

Pylau were seen from afar raising a vast front of

uniform surface ; upon one was engraved in

square sunk lines, the Pharoah's warlike attri-

butes, battles and sieges ; upon the other his

peaceful attributes and sacred duties. The first

court was of immense extent. There, under a

colonade, the king sat in judgment, the sculp-

ture and paintings of the ceiling being appro-

priately designed to symbolize the passage of the

soul through human vicissitudes to final judg-

ments. The columnar grove came next, 325 by

266 feet, being a luxurious cool waiting-hall for

the whole court. Above was a paved surface,

upon which buildings of wood were erected, and

concealed by the external face of the temple

walls. They were very extensive, and called the

ivory palaces, habitations of cedar and sandal

wood, where the Pharoah might be glad, and

exempt from inconveniences of the nether world.

Design must have entered largely into the con-

struction, embellishments and ordinary service of

the Egyptians. We know the son was bound to

follow the trade of his father—that manufac-

turing Arts were fostered, and the higher Arts

diligently though peculiarly cultivated. The de-

sign and execution of single colossal figures, also,

the Sphinxes, are full of fine artistic feeling ;
—

usually, they emblematically represented kings.

The two lions in red granite, given by Lord

Prudhoe to our Museum, were sculptured 3,000

years ago, and are remarkable for their treat

ment being fully equal to the best efforts of

Grecian art. The working of so hard and un-

kind a material displays a knowledge of anatomy

and other great principles of sculpture truly sur-

prising : they must also have required excellent

tools.

Basso relievos were frequent, and Art appears

to have been in its highest excellence about 800

B. c. ; after which, the great principles of design

were lost amid exuberance of ornament, which,

as in Greece and Italy, at all subsequent times,

accompanied a decline of the Arts.

In the description of their festivals, with the

vessels and ornaments used, we arrive at some

little notion of the ordinary applications of Art

to manufacture. Take the inauguration of

Ptolomy, 300, B.C., when Bgyj)t was at an ex-

traordinary height of grandeur and power. It

is one of the most celebrated solemnities in an-

cient history, and is fully described in RoUins's

' Alexander's Successors ;' we find separate pro-

cessions and decorations, emblematical of each

god
;

priests, troops, and multitudes of persons

clothed in robes of purple, deep red, and saffron,

brocaded habits and rich embroideries of gold
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thread ; elaborately -wrought and sculptured

plate, to an immense extent; cups set with
jewels, and profusion of rich manufactures. The
ambition of the king upon such occasions was to

display the greatest possible amount of treasure.

During the games which succeeded, forty-three

crowns of gold were given to the victors.

Just glancing at Tyre, the abode of those

haughty and voluptuous merchants, kings of the
sea, whose riches accumulated by dealing in all

the fabrics of the East, and whose bales would
discover the embroidered Tyrian wool, we pass

to the most celebrated and illustrious nation of

the world—Greece ; the favoured of climate and
geographical position. Wars and admixture with
the great contemporaneous nations, especially the

Persians and Egyptians, may in a great measure
be considered to have introduced the Arts to her
in considerable advance. Her laws, institutions,

chariot races, games of gymnasium, and all others

of which they were passionately fond, were di-

rected to exalt the mind and refine the under-
standing.—rendering it capable of appreciating,

and desirous of obtaining the highest perfections

in fine Art. Civilization had just arrived at that

state when the manners of men became polished,

without ceasing to be natural, and consequently

their attitudes and gestures expressive^ and em-
phatical, without degenerating into coarseness or

violence. The Greeks were idolaters, and their

love of beauty was a principle of their religion.

The more beautiful a face or form could be ren-

dered, the greater chance of the artist receiving

the present blessing and immortal honours of the

gods. Beauty was so much prized an.oug this

acute and highly gifted people, that all those

possessing it were ambitious of making it known
through great artists to the world ; statues were
erected to the most beautiful children, and the

Lacedemonian women kept in their bed-rooms

models of the finest forms.

The philosophers recommended to all classes

the study of Art, and the government seconded

those recommendations. The priests found the

religious feeling rendered more acute by painting

and sculpture; and the authorities discovered

that, by commemorating great national events in

temples and public halls, they gave an additional

impulse to the ardent emotion of patriotism.

—

Add to these, the natural inherent genius of the

people, and we find in result those miracles of

perfection of Art upon which the world conti-

nues to gaze with almost incredulous wonder.

an 5llustrate"D (glossarp oi tlLtti^nital

Cetms usetr in Architectural mti

Interior decoration, ^c.

Prostyle. Having pillars or columns in front

only : according to Vitruvius, the second order of

temples.

Prostyride. A name given by Vignola to the

key of an arcade, formed by a bunch of foliage be-

tween two listels and fillets, and crowned by a
Doric cymatium.

Pycnostyle. The method of intercoluraniation

which has but a diameter and a half between each

column. The pycnostyle intercoluraniation occurs

in the ruins of Palmyra.

PuRFLED. Ornamented with carving, resem-

bling embroidery, lace-work, fringes, or flowers. It

is also applied to the inlaid lines running round

the edges of the better class of violins, and other

stringed instruments.

Putlogs, or Putlocks. Pieces of timber about

seven feet long, used in building scaffolds.

Putty. A kind of paste, made of whiting, a

little white lead, and linseed oil well beat to-

gether.

Peopylon. a vestibule.

Pugging. A coarse kind of mdrtar laid on

the boarding between joists

PuGPiLiNG. See Pile.

PuNceioN. A common name given to all the

iron tools used by stone-cutters, &c. for cutting

or chipping. Also, a piece of timber placed up-

right between two posts which have too much
bearing. A piece of timber which is raised up-

right under the ridge of a building, and in which

are jointed the small timbers, &c

Quarry, a pane of glass cut iu a diamond or

lozenge form.

Quarter-round. The same as the Ovolo. {See

L

Carbonic acid was discovered by the late Dr.
Black, of Edinburgh, in 1757, under the name of
fixed air, which is still a familiar name. Moulding.
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Quarters. Slender pieces of timber placed

between the puncheons and the posts to nail the

laths to in partitions. They are four inches square,

and called double quarters,—or single when four

inches broad and two thick. It is an established

rule to place exactly fourteen inches of space

between thenJi

Quay. A bank of masonry on the side of a

sea or river, for the purpose of lading or unlading

goods conveniently.

Quirk. A piece taken out of any regular flat,

ground, or floor.

}' QciRK Mouldings. The concave part of

Grecian mouldings, when they recede at the top,

marked A. in the engraving) forming a re-enticent

angle with the surface which covers the moulding.

Quoins. Stones, or other materials, put in the

corners of buildings to strengthen them.

j

Raddlings. An old term, applied to the

cooping or bowing-in of walls.

Radial Curves. In Geometry, curves of the

spiral kind, whose ordinates all terminate in the

centre of the including circle, and appear like so

many radi of that circle.

Radius. The semi-diameter of a circle, or a

right line drawn from the centre to the circum-

ference. In mechanics, the spoke of a wheel.

Rapiers, The secondary timbers of a house,

which are let into the great beam.

Rails. In framing, the pieces that lie hori-

zontal are called rails, and those that are perpen-

jdicular are termed stiles. Two rails and two stiles

enclose a panel. The upper and lower part of the

banister of a stair-case is called the hand-rail and

the foot-rail. Pieces of timber which lie horizon-

tally from post to post in fences are likewise called

rails.

but they have since been carried to a wonderful

degree of perfection, mononopolizing nearly three

fourths of the goods and passenger traffic of this

country.

Raiser. The upright board on the foreside of

the steps of a flight of stairs.

Raising Pieces. Pieces which lie under the

beams, over the ports or puncheons, by the side of

the house.

Raking. A term applied to mouldings whose

arrises are inclined to the horizon.

Railing.

and rails.

A fence entirely composed of posts

Railway, or Tram-road. A track of iron,

stone, &c. intended by diminishing friction, to fa-

cilitate the conveyance of heavy goods. At first

they were made only of wood, and employed only

to carry coals from the pits to the warehouses, &c.,

Raking Temple.

square of a pedestal.

A member hollowed in the

Ramp. A concavity on the upper side of hand

railings, formed over risers, or over a half or

quarter space, made by a sudden rise of the steps

above.

Rampant. A term applied to an arch whose

abutments spring from an inclined plane.

Rampart. A massy bank or elevation of earth,

&c. raised for the purpose of covering a place from

the direct fire of the enemy. It is made of suf-

ficient thickness eifectually to resist the impression

of the cannon balls, and is formed into bastions,

curtains, &c. The term, rampart, is also applied

to the space left void between the walls of a city

and the houses next to it.

Ramps. In fortification, gentle slopes made for

the cannon to be drawn up and down by, and to

facilitate communication, raised either on the side

of an elevated work, or against a salient angle on

each side of an entering angle.

Range. A term applied to the edge of a num-

ber of bodies which run straight tn the same sur-

face or line.

Rasant Line of Defence. That part of the

courtin or flank whence the shot exploded glances

or razes along the face of the opposite bastion.

Ravelin. A flat bastion, anciently placed in

the middle of a curtain. The term is now applied

to a detached work which is formed by two faces

making a salient angle, and raised before the cur-

tain of the counterscarp of a place, to cover it and
the adjoining flanks from the direct fire of the

euemy.

Ray. The perpendicular distance between the

edge and the vertical point of a table.

Rabbet. (See Rebate.)
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C^c (Kfitonoigpist.

The first stone of the new church at Birch was

laid on the 26th ult. It is to be in the Middle

Pointed style, and to consist of nave and aisles,

chancel, tower, and spire. Material— flint with

Caen stone quoins—accommodation for 500 ; cost

|£3,000. Mr. S. Teulon is the architect, and the

!
Messrs, Baldiston and Son, of Ipswich, are the

builders.--—The rebuilding of Cranoe Church in

the Ealy Pointed style, with nave, chancel, and

porch has been completed, and the edifice opened

for service. It is roofed with red and black New-

castle tiles, with crested ridge. The old tower has

been retained. The chancel windows have been

filled with stained glass by Messrs. Powell & Co.

——The foundation stone of a new town hall and

market house was laid at Brentford, by Rord R.

Grosvenor, on Thursday the week before last.

The restoration of Salisbury cathedral spire is far

advanced towards completion. The vane has been

replaced. The General Hospital burial-ground

opposite the Commercial-rooms, Bath, has been co-

vered with concrete 5 inches thick, The Chester

Baths and Washhouses were opened on Monday

week before last, and during the first three days

2,406 persons availed themselves of the baths,

2,184 being admitted at the charge of one penny.

Thenaveroof of HattonBonville Church, near

Northallerton, for some time in a precarious state,

fell, lately, and broke the pews and seats to pieces ;

a boy was much hurt, but the workmen employed

in making a new roof were fortunately absent.

The foundation stone of a new congregational

church was laid at Cockermouth on 27th ult. It is

to be of white stone iu the Pointed style, from a

design by Mr. Eaglesfield, of Maryport. Length

7 2 feet 6, breadth 45 feet G, height 60 feet. There

will be seats for 550 adults and 200 children. Cost

1,700^., of which 700Z. is yet to be subscribed.

The foundation stone of a new parish church was

lain at Drigg, according to the "Carlisle Journal,"

on Friday week. The Lord Provost and magis-

trates of Edinburgh are determined to use every

exertion to have the Wellington monument, de-

signed by Mr. Steele, and destined for the front of

the Register House, placed in preference on the

grand terrace to be laid out with statues, &c., along

the Princes-street Gardens, at the Scott monument,

certainly a very eligible site for such a monument.

At a meeting of the Geographical Society, held

on the 25th ult., Capt. Smyth, R.N., in the chair,

a proposal for the construction of maps upon the

walls of the corridors and committee-rooms of the

new houses of Parliament, by Mr. Saxe Bannister,

was read, with remarks upon the subject by Mr.

G. B. Greenough. Mr. Bannister proposes the

construction of maps on a large scale as useful de-

corations to the new palace at Westminster; such

as that constructed by Sebastian Cabot, suspended

in the gallery at the palace of M''hitehall, and as are|

in the Gallery of Geography of the Vatican. The;

idea is capable of very extensive amplification.

Birmingham WorJchouse Competition,—Forty-

three sets of plans have been received in competi-!

tion, and Mr. John Shaw, London, Mr. Edge, Bir-

mingham, and Mr. Stevens, Derby, have been re

quested to act as selecting architects.

Granite.—A block of granite was lately blown

out at the Dartmoor works, the length of which

was 30 feet, breadth 23 feet, height 24 feet ; cubical

contents, 16,500 feet; it weighed no less thau 1,330

tons. It is intended for the Government works at

Morice Town.

J. S. S.—Too late.

W. W.— You can obtain them all at our office.

J. L.— Your request shall be complied'with next

iceek.

Amateur.

—

It shall be used.

N ow Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Dratoing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale. The Book of Ornamental and Early

English.AlphabetSjVnceM. Parts 1, to 6, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is noto ready, price \0d.
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t$e Vmons ^ualitif^ of ©am
Stone.

N ALL well-regulated

concerns of an extensive kind, a judicious di-

vision of labour is indispensible : an architect

would require his life and faculties to be pro-

longed to the extent of the patriarchs of old

were he to attempt, by his own personal ob-

servations to gain a thorough knowledge of

the numerous materials employed in an exten-

sive edifice. It is a duty incumbent on every

member of society to use his best endeavours,

however insignificant, to facilitate the advance-

ment of knowledge, and to make his fellow-

creatures around him and as much wiser

and as much better informed as lies in his

power.

The stone in most general use for ornamen-

tal architecture, in the south of England, is

obtained chiefly from that extensive tract of

country usually denominated the "Oolitic dis-

trict," which passes from Yorkshire through

the various counties until it reaches the coast

of Dorsetshire. The same kind of stone again

appears in Normandy, and its characteristic

features prevail in the celebrated quarries near

the city of Caen. Diverging into several

branches or ranges of hills, it traverses France,

forms the great mass of the Jura mountains,

and constitutes part of the chain of the Alps

The Oolitic rocks of Normandy present a

close analogy in their general, and even in

some of their minor divisions, to those of

southern England. Commencing in the vici-

nity of Havre de Grace, and extending our ob-

servations to the neighbourhood of Caen and

Falaise, we find a series of beds corresponding

with those of the Oolite in our own country.

It would thus appear that throughout a consi-

derable portion of France and England, the

causes which produced the Oolitic rocks did

not differ materially ; shewing that at the time

of their production, similar general causes were

in action over a particular portion of the two

countries, probably long before the sinking of

the land which produced the English Channel

The entire country from the sea to some dis-

tance beyond Falaise, and from Bayeux to a

considerable distance east of Caen, is com
posed of the same mineralogical description of

strata ; remarkably horizontal, and in all pro-

bability continuous, or without interruptions

The comparative insignificance of elevations or

depressions, merely of a few yards, up or

down, is unimportant when considered on the

principle of a general level. It rarely hap-

pens that a district of 30 or 40 miles in area,

presents so tame and unpicturesque a scene, so

apparently undisturbed by any geological phe-

nomena, as is to be found in the neighbour-

hood of Caen.

All these various beds of Oolitic limestone

are of marine origin—consequently they must

have been deposited at the bottom of an an-

cient sea, and then upheaved to their present

position, where they appear to have remained

undisturbed since since the period of their

consolidation, affording a striking example of

long continued tranquility; and remarkably

contrasting with the violent distortions, de-

pressions, fractures, and denudations so con-

spicuous on the opposite coast, from the Isle

of Wight to the extremity of Dorsetshire.

On approaching the coast of Normandy-

from the English Channel, and for some dis
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tance up the river Orne, on the eastern bank,

rocky masses of a hard calcareous nature are

abundantly sprinkled near the coast, and

scarcely to be seen above water, which renders

the navigation so far dangerous that all ves-

sels are compelled to take a pilot to enter the

Orne. This same stratum of limestone being

very nearly level, continues also inland to the

eastward, where there are quarries at Cagny

and Bonneville ; but the most extensive quar-

ries of this material are situated at Ranville,

close to the eastern bank of the Orne, about

half way between the sea and the city of Caen.

iThis stone is composed almost entirely of

fbroken shells, occasionally rather oolitic, and

j occasionally otherwise, and containing frag-

[ments of very small fossil corals ; the whole

slightly and irregularly laminated, is united in

!a mass with a strong calcareous and highly

crystalline cement. In "'geological position

this limestone rests upon the Caen freestone.

—

It resembles in general structure and compo-

sition several varieties of similar material to

be found in our own country, such as the

Hamhill stone, near Yeovil, the Taynton, near

Burford, that of Weldon-in-the-Wood, Noth-

amptonshire, and a few more, all of which

are well known to be extremely durable, altho'

they are usually rather too coarse grained to

be used for minute ornaments, but no doubt

admirably adapted for bold architectural or en-

gineering works.

Before particularising the stone of any pre-

cise spot, it may be as well to state that the

city of Caen, together with its entire environs,

rest immediately upon the rocks of freestone.

The bare strata may be observed on the sur-

face of the ground, all round the foundations

of some of the principal buildings of the city

and villages in the neighbourhood. Although

the beds in general appear to be perfectly level,

nevertheless, upon a more attentive e;s;amina-

tion, through a distance of ten or twelve miles,

an {evident depression may be observed from

inland towards the sea, of probably about ICO

feet, or an angle of something like 1 in height

to 500 in length ; for this reason the beds of

Caen freestone are not to be found on the

coast, where, if they are continuous, they are

buried beneath the RanVille rocks, and pro-

bably form the bed of the sea.

From the general flatness of the country

it is rather difficult to distinguish the precise

localities where older rocks have risen from

beneath to the surface through the freestone

beds ; and in the immediate neighbourhood of

Caen such features appear to be of rare oc-

currence. It is pretty certain that the same

calcareous substance may be traced in conti-

nuity round the city as far as St. Croix and

Tourville on the west ; and on the road from

Caen to Falaise, with one or two slight inter-

ruptions, similar stone may be fonnd through-

out nearly the whole distance of 20 miles, for

I am disposed to consider the quarries of St.

Pierre and Aubigny merely'' as modifications of

the same rock.

There are many places in the neighbourhood

from whence building stone is at this time pro-

cured ; and there are others where the name

and inequality of surface would lead us to sup

pose that, in by-gone times, quarrying ope

rations had been practiced to a considerable

extent, although long since discontinued.

Even close to the walls of the citadel, and mid-

way between two of the largest buildings in

the city, namely, the churches of St. Stephen

and the Holy Trinit)'^, there are places still re^

taining the names of the " Old Quarries," the

" New Quarries," and the '-Little Quarries

The principal quarries from whence Caen stone

is procured, which for their number and eX'

tent, we may infer 'have been in work during

several centuries, are situated from one and a

half to two miles distance, on the south-west

side of the city, near to the village of Haute

Allemagne. The surface of the country, espe-

cially that part over the quarries, is nearly

level, having a very slight inclination towards

the northeast so as to drain into the river which

divides the high from the low land. The river

above the city is very narrow and shallow,-

little more than a brook, and has never been

used for the conveyance of stone, although it

runs close by the entrance of the principal

quarries. The quarries to the number of 30

or 40, are all subterranean, and are entered

from a road along the side of the hill^ or es-

carpment. The shaft quarries are at a consi'

derable distance from those which are entered

from the side of the hill, and have therefore no

connection from one to the other. In one or

two cases these have been deserted on account

of the water getting in from the surface.
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Wstox^ ot Scwlpturc.

(Continued from page 118.)

Felibien speaks of a Erencli artist at Florence,

of the name of Janni, who executed several statues

in wood, in a style of finishing equal to marble,

and particularly one of St. Eoque, which Vasari

considered as a marvellous production.

The beauty of sculpture in wood consists in the

tender manner of cutting the wood, free from all

appearance ofhardness or dryness.

Of Sculpture in Stone and Marble. — For

sculpture [in marble and other stone, the artist

must make use of tools made of good steel, well

tempered, and of strength proportioned to the

hardness of the material.

The first thing to be done is, to saw out from a

larger block of marble, a block proportioned to the

size of the work which is undertaken. After this,

the sculptor shapes the gross masses of fhe forms

he designs to represent, by knocking ofi" itie super-

fluous parts ®tf marble witli a, stroi^ analyst oa-

beele, and a strong steel tool called anoint. Wlhen

the block is thus hewn out agreeably to the mea-

sures previously taken for the performance of the

work, the sculptor brings it nearer to the intended

form by means of a finer point ; and sometimes of a

tool called a dog's tooth, having two points, but

less sharp than the single one. After this he uses

the gradine, which is a flat cutting tool, with three

teeth, but is not so strong as the point. Having

advanced his work with the gradine, he uses the

chisel to take off the ridges left by the former

tools ; and by the dexterous and delicate use of this

instrument, he gives softness and tenderness to the

figure, till at length, by takirig a rasp, wMch is a

sort of a file, he brings Ms worli into a proper

state for being poEsbed.

Easps are of several kinds, some straight, some

curved, and some harder or softer iimn the otliers.

When the sculptor has thus far finished Ms
work with the best tools lie can procure, where?ver

certain parts or particular works require polishing,

he uses pumice-stone to make all the parts smooth

and even. He tlien goes over them with tripoli,

and when lie would give a still higher gloss, be

rubs them with leather and straw ashes.

Besides the tools already mentioned, sculptors

use also the pick, which is a small hammer pointed

at one end, and at the other formed with teeth

made of good steel and squared, to render them

the stronger. This serves to break the marble,

and is used in all places where the two hands

cannot be employed to manage the mallet and

chisel.

The bouchard, which is a piece of iron, well

steeled at the bottom, and formed into several

strong and short points like a diamond, is used for

making a hole of equal dimensions, which cannot

be done with cutting tools. The bouchard is dri-

ven with the mallet or beetle, and its points bruise

the marble and reduce it to powder. Water is

thrown into the hole from time to time, in propor-

tion to the depth that is made, to bring out the dust

of the marble, and to prevent the tool from heating,

which would destroy its temper 3 for the freestone

dust on which tools are edged is only moistened

•with water to prevent the iron from heating and

taking off the temper of the tool by being rubbed

dry ; and the trepans are wetted for the same
reason.

The sculptor uses the bouchard to bore or pierce

such parts of his work as the chisel cannot reach

without danger of spoiling or breaking them. In

using it he passes it through a piece of leather,

which leather covers the hole made by the bou-

chard, and prevents th« water .ifis&m spirting up in

Ms face.

31»e tools necessairy for scnijttEBE^on marble or

stone are the roundel, which is a sort of rounded

chisel ; the houguet, which is a chisel squared and
pointed ; and various compasses to take the requi-

site measures.

The process of sculpture in stone is the same as

in marble, excepting that the material being less

hard than marble, the tools used are not so strong,

and some of them are of a different form, as the

rasp, the handsaw, the ripe, the straight chisel with

three teeth, the roundel, and the grater.

If the work Ls executed in freestone, tools are

employed which are made on purpose, as the free-

stone is apt to scale, and -does mot work like hard

stone or marble.

Sculptors in stone have commonly a bowl in

which they keep a powder composed of plaster of

Paris, mixed with the same stone in which their

work is executed. With this composition they fill

up the small holes, and repair fheiflefects which
they meet with in the stone itself.

Te 338fl& Gmgr/eve Matches.—-Tiake one part

phosphorus, one nitre, one chlorate of potash, one

sulphuret of antimony, three gum-water of the

consistency of cream. Place them in a cup, and

set the cup in hot water. As the phosphorus

melts, stir the ingredients together till thoroughly

evaporated. Dip sulphured matches into the

mixture.
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DESIGNS FOR GLAZIERS.
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Architecture.

IONIC CAPITAL.

The Ionic, next to the Doric, was the oldest

order amongst the Greeks. It originated among
the Ionic colonies of the Lesser Asia, and is more

delicate and graceful than the Doric, and yet has

more majesty than the Corinthian. The column is

fluted with twenty-four channels. The abacus of

its capital is scooped on the side, and the chief or-

nament of the capital is its two spiral volutes. It

is supported by the echinus moulding, sculptured

with the egg-and tongue, and bordered above and

below by a headed astragal. The base consists of

a torus and two scottee, separated bv astragals, and

resting on a square plinth. But the most favorite

base used with this order, both by the ancients and

moderns, was the attic. The cornice is in general

much divided by moulding and dental bands. In
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most of the Asiatic remains the frieze is found to

be wanting. In the temple of Erechtheus, the

the column is terminated by a fillet and astragal,

and in that of Minerva Polias by a single fillet, a

little below the lower edge of the volutes. In the

capitals of the Ionic buildings at Athens, and of

the temple of Minerva Polias at Priene, the lower

edge of the canal between the volutes is formed

into a graceful curve, bending downward in the

middle, and revolving round the spirals. In the

temple of Bacchus at Teos, in the great temple at

Laodicea, and in all the Roman examples of the

Ionic, the channel which connects the two volutes

is not formed with the border on the lower edge,

but is terminated with a horizontal line, which falls

a tangent to the curve of the spiral at the com-

mencement of the second revolution of each vo-

lute. The proportions of this order are—the

whole column 8 modules, of which the base oc-

cupies 30 lines, and the capital 20 lines, the aba-

cus being six and a half, the echinus the same, the

intervening channel 7, the whole depth of the

volutes is 27 lines, depending considerably lower

than the echinus ; the shaft, seven and one sixth

modules, tapering 10 lines from the lower diameter

to the neck. The entablature 1 module 38 lines,

the architrave being 31 lines, the frieze 27, and the

cornice 34. The finest specimens we have of the

Ionic order, are the temples of Minerva Polias, at

Prtene, of Erechtheus, and Minerva Polias at

Athens.

The Oriental Diamond.—We find by Ritter,

that it is found over a large extent of the borders

of the table land of the Decean, from the four-

teenth to the twenty-fifth degree of latitude. It is

there seen in a loose, conglomerated sandstone, of

but a few feet, and more or less deep beneath the

surface. Gold is also found there occasionally

The conglommerate consists of quartz, iron-stone,

jasper, chalcedony, cornelian, and also brown iron

ore.

INITIAL (C.) PROM A MS. IN THE RECORD OFFICE.-(12tH CENTURY.)
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gtess of Bmqn,

From a Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

(Continuedfrom page 128J

In Pericles, unbounded magnificence, and a

spirit of sublimity was united with equal taste and

judgment
J
he determined that a temple should be

erected to Minerva, excelling in every refinement,

beauty, and costliness, which the advanced state of

the Arts could supply. In this spirit the Parthe-

non was built, and enriched with the most perfect

specimens of sculpture that Art ever produced;

exhibiting a display of constructive knowledge of

the human figure, skill in execution, and effect of

design, unparalleled. (The drawings upon the

walls are after the equestrian frieze.) The Greeks

did not alone confine themselves to stone or bronze

for sculpture ; the Olympian Jupiter, at Elis, was

of gold and ivory, 60 feet high, the eyes of precious

stones ; and the Minerva of the Parthenon, 40 feet

high, made of ivory, and the ornaments of gold,

both of exquisite workmanship. When this tem-

ple was built, 500 B.C., Art was at its zenith, and

the most celebrated sculptors contended for the

honour of its embellishment. The Greeks were

consummate masters of effect, and by a wall, pre-

vented a clear view of their temples being obtained

until the spectator came within a certain range,

and then the temple was approached upon its

angle, displaying the architecture and embellish-

ments in the finest point of view.

The Greek mind became enlarged and enriched

by science and literature, and versed in all the arts

of civilised life and elegant accomplishments. The

reatest men of mighty nations listened to Athe-

nian philosophers, and long after her subjugation

to Rome did she support this superiority. Her

coins, intaglios, and medals, for ages, were remark-

able for their beanty and intelligence j and her

bronzes are the finest in existence. A constant

demand existed for sculptors, by cities and war-

riors desirous of propitiating their gods, by erect-

ing temples, or bestowing statues : this occasioned

Art to be equally profitable and ennobling.

This refined people paid great attention to orna-

mental design for domestic use ; the exquisite

variety and beauty of their drawing would appear

to be inimitable, for after all our attempts, we

return and acknowledge their supremacy. These

fine designs were used upon their architecture,

their gold and silver vessels, and embroidered on

their dresses, and gave form to the ordinary

familiar household vessels. Grecian history shows

the greatest solicitude to have existed upon the

important connexion between arts and manufac-

tures: they had laws for protection, and for

restraining the emigration of artists. A stranger

exhibiting a new manufacture in Athens, obtained

the rights of a citizen, and some of the most illus-

trious men were sons of manufacturers. Athens

and ^gina were the great manufactories of Greece

in all works connected with the Fine Arts, and had

more commissions than any other nation; their

bronzes, vases, and candelabras being especially

celebrated. This progress to a perfect state of art

was gradual, but always well directed ; their admi-

rable works of a minute or minor kind upon

armour, vases, medals, and general bronzes, were

unquestionably executed by men of high talent,

who might have failed, or quitted the higher

branches of art, for the service of the manu-

facturer^

Rome acquired her art through conquest ; she

imitated the buildings of countries subjected by

her arms, and "transported statues, pictures, and

works of gold and silver, to adorn her capital. The

produce of Athens, Delphi, and Elis filled Rome
with the rarest productions of the Fine Arts. The

increasing power, when Julius Csesar and Augustus

held supreme sway, was auspicious to the general

interests of Fine Art; the emperors made great

efforts to increase the splendour and magnificence

of Rome, and their policy extended a similar

course throughout the empire, considering that it

tended to fix authority, give general security, and

contribute to the happiness of the people. This

example was universally followed by their subjects,

who had spirit to conceive and wealth to accom-

plish the noblest undertakings. The opulent

senators of Rome and the provinces esteemed it an

honour, and almost an obligation, to adorn the

splendour of their age and counti'y ; the influence

of fashion very frequently supplying the want of

taste or generosity. It was within a period of 300

years that the luxurious adornment of Rome took

place. The sculptors were universally Greeks, and

though wealth and honour drew men of talent to

Rome, and somewhat revived Grecian excellence,

the creative spirit, the spark of vitality, infusing

life and soul, originality and thought into their

productions, could not be recalled. In the best

age of Roman art the demand was chiefly for

statues of personal representation, in which a

vitiated taste often required the embellishment of
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colour, by the admixture of coloured marbles or

bronze. The same departure from simplicity per-

vaded their architecture. The most extensive and

magnificent structures were erected, but in heavier

proportions than the elegant Greek. Every mem-
ber in the cornice of temple or public edifice be-

came encumbered with a profusion of ornament,

and an imposing heaviness of enrichment was the

result. The interior of their buildings was deco-

rated by sculpture and painting, and manu-
facturing design entered freely into their general

domestic service. You have Sir W. Cell's fine

work on Pompeii, and Sir H. Englefield's Etruscan

Vases ; several villa facades, the magnificent deco-
rations of Titus' baths, and some fine specimens of

colouring and modern adaptation before you.

{To be continued.)

an' Jllusttateti (Slossarg of Cccfinical

Cerms useti m Ircfiitectural antr

interior decoration, ^c.

Rebate. A hard free-stone, whicli is used in

constructing pavements. A piece of wood hafted

into the top of a long stick, for the purpose of

heating out the mortar. An iron tool sharpened

something like a chisel, and employed in dressing

and polishing wood.

Rebating.

nels, &c.

Planing or cutting grooves, chan-

Kelievo; or relief, the projecture of an archi-

tectural ornament.

Recess. A depth of some inches in the thick-

ness of a wall, as a niche, &c.

Rectangle. A figure in geometry, whose

angles are all right angles.

Redans. Projections constructed at intervals.

in a wall built on uneven ground, for the pur"

pose of preserving the same height through its

whole length.

Reduct. a quirk, or little piece taken out of

a larger, to make it more uniform and regular.

Reglet. a flat narrow moulding, used to

separate from each other the parts or members

of compartments and panels, and to form knots,

frets, &c.

Return. The continuation of a moulding,

projection, &c. in an opposite direction ; a side

or part which falls away from the front of a

straight work. (Marked a in the engraving.)

Regrating. a term given by masons to the

process of taking off the outer surtace of an old

hewn stone, for the purpose of whitening it, and

making it look fresh again.

Rose, or jRosefte, an ornament sculptured in

the centre of each face of the abacus of the Co-

rinthian capital.

Rose Moulding. Used in Saxon archi-

tecture.

Regula. a band below the taenia of the

Doric epistylium.

Rejointing. The filling up the joints of

stones in old buildings, when the mortar has
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been crumTbled out by the effect, of time and

weather,

Replum. The panel of the impages of a

framed door.

Reredos, or Reredosse. A screen or division

wall, placed behind an altar, rood-loft, &c. in old

churches.

Return Bead. One that appears both on

the face and edge of a work.

Revels. The two vertical sides of an aper-

ture between the front of the wall and the win-

dow or door frame.

Ehomboid. a quadrilateral figure, of which

the opposite sides and opposite angles are respec-

tively equal.

Rhombus. A quadrilateral figure whose sides

are all equal, and whose opposite angles are

respectively equal, two being obtuse and two

acute.

Ridge. The topj^ of the roof, which rises to

an acute angle.

Right Angle.. An angle of ninety degrees.

Right Line. A line perfectly straight.

Rolls. In Gothic architecture, mouldings

representing bent cylinders.

RooD-LoFT. A gallery between the nave and

choir in churches, in front of which, towards the

nave, stood the rood or cross, and images of

[saints. The rood-lofts of English cathedrals

have often been occupied in later times by
organs.

Rose Window. A circular window, with

compartments of muUions or tracery, branching

from a centre; it is sometimes also called a

catherine-wheel, or marigold window.

Rule. An instrument for measuring, &c., of

which there are several kinds ; stone-cutter's

rules, mason's rules, carpenter's rules, sliding

rules, parallel rules, &e.

Rustic. A mode of building in imitation of

nature.

Rustic Work. Frosted Hustic Work has the

margins of the stones reduced to a plane parallel

to the plane of the wall, the intermediate parts

having an irregular surface. — Vermiculated

Rustic Work has these intermediate parts so

worked as to have the appearance of being eaten

by worms.

—

Rustic Chamfered Work, in^ which

the face of the stones being smoothed, and made
parallel to the surface of the wall, and the angles

bevelled to an angle of 135 degrees with the face

of the stone, when they come together on the

wallj the bevelling will form an internal right

angle.

Rustic Coins. Stones at the interior angles of

buildings, which project from the surface of the

wall, the edges being bevelled, or recesses left at

the joints. At present they are not much used.

Rustic Order. That kind of building

where the face of the stones are hatched or picked

with ths point of a hammer.

Sabliere. a piece of timber as long as a

beam, but not so thick. An old term.

Sacristy. A strong room attached to a church

in which sacred vestments and utensils are depo-

sited.

Sagging. The bending of a body in the mid-

dle by its own weight, when suspended horizon-

tally by each end.

Sagitta. This term is sometimes applied to

the key-piece of an arch. Some geometers u.ge it

to signify the abscissa of a curve. In trigone

metry it is the versed sine of an are, which
stands on the chord like a dart.

Sally. A projecture; the end of a piece of

timber, when cut across the fibres with an inte-

rior angle, formed by two planes.

S SH. The wooden frame which holds the

glass in windows.

ScABELLUM. A kind of pedestal, anciently

used to support bustos or relievos, very high and
slender, generally ending in a kind of ^sheath, or

in the way of a baluster.

ScAPFOLD. A frame of wood fixed to walls,

for masons, plasterers, &c. to stand on while

working the parts of a building which they

could not otherwise reach,

SCAGLIOLA. The name of a species of plaster

or stucco, invented in the town of Carpi, in

Modena, in 1584, by Guido del Conte, composed

of selenites calcined to a fine powder, and mixed

with a sufficient quantity of water to make a

paste, which must be well kneaded. It is used

in the formation of columns and ornamental

works in imitation of marble ; which is per-

formed with astonishing effect.

Scalene. A triangle whose sides are all

unequal.
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2asf(ul Umi^t^.

To make a Stone thai will produce lire when

wetted.—Take quicklime, saltpetre, Alexandrian

putty, and the herb called catamint, of each equal

quantities ; sulphur vivum and camphor, of each

twice as much as one of the rest
;
powder them,

and pass thera through a fine sieve ; put them into

a bit of fine new linen, and tie them close up
; put

them into a crucible, and place another thereon

mouth to mouth ; lute them well together, and set

them in the sun to dry, and when the powder is

dry enough it will look yellow ; then put the cru-

cible into a potter's furnace, and it will turn into a

kind of brick ; when you are desirous of lighting a

candle with it, wet it with your spittle, and it will

instantly flame. When you have used ft, blow it

out again.

To make Shining ihS.—Take of gum Arabic

and Roman vitriol, of each an ounce, of galls,

well bruised, one pound ; put them into six quarts

of sour small beer ; set them in a warm place, and

shake them often ;
pour off the clear, then add half

an ounce of ivory btack in fine powder, and a

fourth of a pint of fine stale beer.

Permanent Ink for Marking Linen.—Dis-

solve a drachm ot lunar caustic (fused nitrate of

silver) in thrice its weight of distilled or rain water,

and add about half a drachm of gum Arabic. This

forms the ink, with which you must write or rather

paint, with a clean pen upon the linen prepared as

follows :—dissolve half an ounce of subcarbonate of

sodia in an ounce of distilled water, and add

twenty grains of gum Arabic, this forms the mor-

dant. Well moisten with the mordant the part of

the linen that is to be written on ; dry it by a gentle

heat, and then apply the ink in the manner above

directed to the place that has been moistened.

The writing when exposed to the sun becomes

black.

To Pulvevise Glass.—Lay a piece of glass

between two metallic points, so thaf these two

points touch the sides, not the flat surface of the

glass directly opposite to each other, so that, in

fact, the glass may form part of the electric

circuit. Under these circumstances, if a strong

electrical shock is transmitted through the

metals, the glass will be shattered into pow-

der.

To make Fulminating Powder.—Three parts

of saltpetre, two of salt of tartar, and one of brim-

stone mix them together, and reduce them to a

fine powder. Take two drachms of this mixture,

and put it in an iron spoon, and hold it over the

candle, and it will explode with a report like a

cannon.

€o (Botxt^pontitntSf $ct»

G. R.

—

We will engrave the designfor a Tazza

sent. Accept our thanks,

F. H.

—

For a bright scarlet for painting on vel-

vet, see No. 115.

G. F. {Hull.)—Change your Bookseller.

C. C.

—

It is a dangerous error to suppose that

carbonic gas will not remain suspended in the

atmosphere. It is found on the highest moun-

tains, and death isfrequently occasioned by the

air being overcharged with it in close rooms.

An American.

—

We contend thai it was ourcoun-

tryman, Lymington, and not Fulton the Ameri-

can, who invented the Steam-boat. Mr. Ly-

mington's son is now living in London, we be-

lieve, and has documents to prove it.

B. B.

—

The museum of the late Mr. Soane is left

to the country.

G. S.

—

Try again.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing JBooAr, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale. The Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, 'PtIc&M. Parts 1, to 6, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^* Parts 1 and 3 are reprinted, and will in future

be chrged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is now ready, price lOd.
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OME of our Readers

being desirous of obtaining information with

regard to the method of preparing marbled

paper, we have collected the following facts,

which we think can be relied on. The princi-

pal difference in the various kinds of marbled

paper, consists in the forms in which the co-

lours are laid on the ground, some being dis-

posed in circumvolutions, and some in jagged

lengths, and others in spots of an oval or

roundish figure.

The general manner of managing each kind

is, however, the same—being the dipping of

the paper in a solution of gum-dragon, over

which the colours previously prepared with

ox-gall and spirits of wine, are first spread.

The solution of gum-dragon must be made by

putting a sufficient portion of the gum, which

should be quite white and clear, into clean

water, and letting it remain there a day or

two—frequently breaking the lumps, and stir-

ring it till the whole appear dissolved and

equally mixed with the water. The consis-

tence of the solution should be nearly that of

strong gum-water. It must be passed through

a linen cloth, and being put into the trough,

will be ready to receive the colours.

The colours employed for red, are—carmine,

rose pink, lake, and vermillion. For yellow

Dutch pink and yellow ochre. For Prussian

blue—verditter. For green, verdigris] and a

mixture of Dutch pink with Prussian blue in

various proportions. For orange, orange lake.

For purple, rose pink mixed with Prussian blue.

These several colours should be ground with

spirits of wine till they are of sufficient thick-

ness, and then at the time of using, a little

fish-gall should be added by grinding them

over again with it. The proportion of gall

must be just as much as will suffer the spots

of colour when sprinkled on the solution to

form together without intermixing, or running

into each other. When everything is thus

prepared, the solution of gum-dragon must be

poured into a trough, and the colours being in

separate pots, with a pencil appropriated to

each, must be sprinkled on the surface of the

solution, by shaking the pencil, charged with

its proper colour, over it ; and this must be

done with the several kinds of colour desired,

till the surface be wholly covered. When the

marbling is proposed to be in spots of a simple

form, nothing more is necessary ; but where

the whirls or snail-shell figures are wanted,

they must be made by means of a quill, which

must be put among the spots to turn them

about till the effect is produced. The jagged

lengths must be made by means of a comb five

inches in length, made of wood, with brass

teeth two inches long, placed about a quarter

of an inch from each other. But if they are

desired to be pointed both ways, the comb
must be again passed through the trough in a

contrary direction.

The paper should be previously prepared for

receiving the colours by dipping it overnight in

water, and laying the sheets on each other

with a weight over them. The whole being

then readj^ the paper must be held by two

corners, and laid in the most gentle and even

manner on the solution covered with the co-

lours, and softly pressed with the hand that it

may bear everywhere on the solution.

After this it must be raised and taken oft

with the same care, and then hung to dry

across a proper cord suspended near at hand

for that purpose, and in that state it must con-

tinue till perfectly dry. The paper must then

be polished, for which it is first rubbed with a

little soap, and then thoroughly smoothed by

glass polishers, called calendar glasses. After

this it must be again rubbed by a burnisher or

glass ground to the highest pitch, for on the
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perfect polish of the paper depend its beauty

and value.

Gold or silver powders may be used if de-

sired, along with the colours, and require only

the same treatment, except that they must be

first tempered with gum water.

ration.

M. Geiss, of Berlin, has been exhibiting

specimens of zinc used for architectural and

decorative purposes in a mode not hitherto em-

ployed amongst us, namely

—

cast. It appears

jthat for seventeen years zinc has thus been

used in Berlin for architectural purposes, viz.,

for all exterior as well as interior ornamental

iParts of buildings, which, by casting, can be

produced in the sharpest forms, and are said

|to be at the same time capable of resisting all

Influence of the weather. Columns, capitals,

^consoles, acroteria, cornices, dressings for doors

and windows, balconies, vases, statues, &c.

can be formed of it.

The late distinguished architect, Schinkel,

thus writes on the subject :

—

" The cast metal offers particular advantages

from its greater strength in comparison with

irolled zinc, from its being less subject to the in-

fluence of temperature, and from its capability

of receiving the finest impressions by casting,

for which reasons it seems most adapted for

all plastic works of art.

" We see, therefore, already, large statues,

copies of antiques, in the atelier of M. Geiss,

at Berlin, executed in the most elaborate style,

to which statues, by a precipitate of copper,

an excellent imitation of copper can be given.

All ornaments of carved work and projecting

members forming perforations, and crowning

members, are capable of being executed of

this metal in the easiest way. At the same
time the more important parts of buildings can

be made very cheap and durable. We have

recently finished a large restoration of our

university, in which about 1,600 feet of cor-

nice, with modillions, have been cast in zinc,

which was fastened to an iron framework, and
which instead of sixteen dollars per foot if in

stone, cost in zinc only nine dollars, including

^he iron frauework.

" The many advantages which zinc offers for

the construction of furniture, as vases, cande-

labra, basins, &c. &c., which in the open air

are less exposed to damage than stone, and for

the clothing of rough iron supports, with the

elegant forms of columns and consoles, dres-

sings for doors, and richly ornamented archi-

tectural members, show clearly the extent of

its extreme usefulness, and will render it in

future indispensable for architecture, contri-

buting at the same time more and more to the

extension of architecture itself."

With reference to a remark recently made in

our pages as to the effect of sea air and coal

smoke on the ordinary rolled zinc, the agent of

the Vieille Montague Zinc Company has ad

dressed a communication to us, wherein he

says :
—" 1 would refute the erroneous and

generally received idea in this countrjs thatzinc

(pure zinc at least), corrodes when exposed to

the sea air or spray on coasts, or in countries

where coal is the predominant fuel. Wood
yields such gases no less abundantly than coal,

and yet zinc is admitted to stand well in the

inland districts of France, where wood is used

as fuel.

" As regards the borders of the sea, if it does

not stand equally well there, how does it hap-

pen that the zinc roofs of the large sheds at

Amsterdam and Rotterdam, for building men
of war, have stood the test of such exposure

for at least twenty years ?

"Witness, too, the large shed of the. great ar-

senal at Flushing, thelarge prison at Cherbourg,

the barracks and railway stations at Boulogne

sur-Mer and at Havre, and other buildings in

various other sea ports."

It is asserted, and our manufacturers should

look to this, that British zinc is less pure than

that used abroad.

—

Builder.

The Sheffield and Lincolnshire Junction

Railway was opened on Tuesday week from

Sheffield to Gainsborough, completing the

communication between Liverpool on the

west and Grimsby and Hull on the east.

Captain Winn has inspected the whole of the

operations.
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Fkom a Paper head at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decoeatite Art Societt,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

(Continuedfrom page 138J

The splendid and colossal edifices which adorn-

ed their cities—temples, palaces, and baths—were

crowded with works of art. Trajan's Basilica was

most magnificent. Its forum, temple, and ap-

proaches crowded twelve acres—the hall, 540 by

168 feet, would have contained our St. Pauls, and

its column was enriched by sculpture descriptive

of the Roman victories over the Dacians. The

Theatre of Marcellus was arranged in three tiers of

columns, the lower of marble, the next of vitrified

glass, and the upper of gilded wood. It contained

three thousand statues in bronze. The palace of

Diocletian at Spatro was very celebrated. His

baths accommodated 18,000 persons at one time.

Those of Caracalla covered thirteen acres. These

baths were a kind of vast club, in which every ex-

ercise of body or mind might be taken— every de-

light of the senses indulged, and the whole people

met there. Gardens were raised about thirty feet

above the general level, adorned with pavilions, and

a great central building having an immense hall,

obelisks and fountains, fragrant shrubs, flowers,

and the finest statues. During the first 300 years

of the Christian era seven of these baths were

erected, well calculated to indulge that love of

luxury which rapidly corrupted the Roman man-

ners under the emperors, gratifying the constant

love of excitement in novelty and splendour, which

then gave popularity to the government. The

number and beauty of their villas were amazing;

built on the model of the Persian palaces, their

interior decorations were full of choice design,

chiefly executed in fresco, and by artists of emi-

nence. The luxurious description given of the

furnishing of these villas, their richly wrought

plate, &c. convey certain intimation of the encou-

ragement given to manufacturing design. Hadri-

an's villa, at Tivoli, enclosed by a wall ten miles in

circuit, contained the most magnificent embellish-

ments. Pliny's villa, and that of Lucullus were

very celebrated} each had gardens of very great

splendour.

We must not overlook Palmyra, built by Dio-

nysius, whose magnificent ruins, replete with ele-

gant design, attract the traveller's attention. Bal-

bec, not less celebrated, boasts of the well-known

Temple of the Sun—

•

" Whose lonely columns stand sublime.

Flinging their shadows from on high

—

Like dials which the wizard Time

Had raised to count his ages by."

Byzantine art arose through the impatience of

Constantino, and the inefficiency of his architects

employed to erect the first Christian city. It pre-

sents a rich admixture of the plunder from the

other styles—several parts of Europe adopted it

—

Moscow, and the south of Russia, and also along

the Mediterranean coast.

The Arabian, or Moresque, took its rise among
a people whose extraordinary conquests and quick

perception of the beautiful enabled them to graft

new combinations upon ancient Eastern architec

ture. At the time when other nations were again

sinking into barbarism, they became a medium for

preserving that knowledge which has descended to

us. Their ornament was elaborate and geometrical

and distinguished by delicacy of execution ; and

the principle of their colouring gorgeous as that of

the eastern nations. I need only mention Mr. O.

Jones's magnificent publication upon the Alhambra

Palace, in illustration.

Early in the fifteenth century, immense efforts

were made to restore classical architecture and or-

namental embellishments, and consequently all

the extensive ramifications of manufacturing de-

sign. Art quickly became the idol of the people,

and there appeared some of the greatest names

that ever graced the annals of art; powerful

princes were patrons, and the utmost encourage-

ment was afforded by the illustrious merchant fa-

mily of Medici, the Popes Leo X., Julius II., and

Clement VII. Architecture, painting, and gene-

ral decorative art, pressed forward with amazing

success. All the minor discoveries had been gra-

dually developed, and art reached its most distin-

guished eminence before the close of the fifteenth

century. The splendid talents of Leonardo da

Vinci distanced all former excellence. Naturally

possessing the very highest attributes of genius,

and favoured by education and circumstances, he

became as great in sculpture as in painting, The

musician, poet, and man of science, his genius

kept unceasingly creating, but his pei'severance

failed before comple'tion. The Battle of the Stan

dard, a cartoon for decorating the great council

chamber at Florence, is one of the noblest inven

tions in art, full of felicity and picturesque energy,

it displays each attitude of body, and active pas-

sion of mind, with profound skill.
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an JllustratcU ^lossai's cf €ccfj!ttral

Cenng useti m fifc^itfctural ant

interior Beccration, ^c.

Spakdrel Bracketing. Brackets which are

placed between curves , each of which are in a

SouxcHEON. A shield for armorial bearings.

In a contiact for building Fotheringhay church,

vertical plane, and in the circumference of a

:
circle, which is in a horizontal plane.

Shield. Anancient weapon of defence, borne

on the arm, to send off lances, darts, &c., often

used in architecture as a part of ornamental de-

corations. The shield was the most ornamental

part of the ancient armour, being adorned with

figures, and in the ages of chivalry bearing-always

painted on it the arms of its possessor. The ac-

companying engraving represents a Norman
shield from the Bayeux tapestry.

Spiral. A curve line of a circular kind, which

in its progress recedes from its centre.

Scarfing. The jointing and bolting of two

pieces of timber together transversely, so that

the two appear but one.

ScENOGRAPHTf. The representation of solids

in perspective.

the term appears to be applied to signify a com-

partment of the exterior tower.

Staetiag Point.—A cup or stalk use in or-

namental drawing to commence a running scroll,

Steps. The degrees in ascending a staircase,

which are composed of two parts, thetread or

horizontal part, and the riser or vertical part—

A

the riser ; b the tread.

Shake. The fissure occasioned in timber by its

being dried too suddenly, or exposed to too great

heat. Any timber when naturally full of slits or

cleft?, is said to be shaky.
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Swallow-tail. (In fortification.) A single

tenaille, narrower towards the fortified place

than towards the country.

Scotia. The hollow moulding in the bases of

Ionic columns ; also the groove or channel cut in

the projecting angle of the Doric corona.

Scape. A term sometimes given to the shaft

of a column, more commonly to the place where
it rises from the base.

SciAGRAPHV. Another name for the section of

a building.

Springing Course. The horizontal course of

stones whence an arch rises.

Shingles. Small oaken boards, used like

slates to cover a building, from eight to twelve

inches long, and about four broad, thicker at one

side than the other. This kind of roof is not

frec^uently used.

Shank. The space between the channels of the

Doric triglyph, which is sometimes the leg of the

tryglyph.

Shaft. {See Architecture!)

Shaft. (In a chimney.) The stone or brick

turreff above the roof. The shaft of a king-post is

the part between the joggles.

Setting-out Rod. A rod in use among joiner

for setting-out frames, as of windows, doors,

&c.

Soffit. The under part or ceiling of a cor-

nice ; any timber ceiling formed of cross beams

of flying cornices, the square compartments or

panels of which are enriched with sculptui'e or

painting, as in the Italian palaces.

Semi. A Latin word which is used in com-

position with other words to signify half, as semi-

circle, half a circle, semi-ellipse,—a half oval.

Scale. A line divided into a certain number

of equal parts, an instrument for measuring or

plotting by.

ScAMiLLUS. A small plinth below the bases of

the Ionic and Corinthian columns.

ScAMozzi's Rule. A two foot joint rule for

the use of builders, so called from its inventor,

the architect Scamozzi.

Scantling. The dimensions of a piece of

timber both in breadth and thickness.

—

Also the name of a piece of timber, as quartering

for a partition when under five inches square, or

the rafter, purlin, or pole plate of a roof. In

masonry, scantling is the dimensions of stone in

length, breadth, and thickness.

Section. In architectural drawings, a view

of an edifice, as cut down the middle, showing

the disposition of the interior. It is also called

sciagraphy.
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ScANDXiL^. Flat pieces of wood used by the

ancient Romans in the place of tiles to cover

their houses. The people who made them were

named scandularii, and were exempt from all

public services.

Scratch-work. A kind of fresco with a black

ground, covered with a coat of white, which is

afterwards scratched with a bodkin, or some

pointed instrument, so that the black appears

through the scratches.

ScEEEN. Partitions, generally wrought with

rich tracery, placed before small chapels and

tombs, or behind the high altar. In old parish

churches, oaken screens, richly carved, often

divide the nave from the chancel. We some-

times, as at Exeter, find them at the side of

choirs. A screen is also an instrument, consist-

ing also of three wooden ledges, joined in a rect-

angular frame at the bottom, the upper part ot

which is filled with wire work ; its use is to sift

sand or lime in making mortar.

Scribing. Fitting the edge of a board to any

surface, as of the skirting of a room to the floor.

In joinery, it is the fitting one piece of wood to

another, so that their fibres maybe perpendicular

i

to each other, the two edges being cut to an angle

jio join.

Sealing. Fixing apiece of wood or iron (for

hinges to a wall, with cement, lead, &c.

Seraglio. The palace of an eastern prince,

more particularly that which contains the apart-

ments of the females. •

Sesspool, or cesspool. A well sunk under the

mouth of a drain, to receive the sediments which

might choke its passage.

Set-off. A sloijing face of masonry, marking

the divisions of a buttress.

Setting, in masonry, fixing stones in walls or

vaults.

Single Frame and Naked. A term which is

applied to a floor with only one tier of joists. A
single joist floor is one that has no binding joists.

Single Httitg. When only one sash of a win-

dow is moveable in ths same vertical plane, the

sashes are said to be single hung.

Side-posts. A kind of truss posts placed in

pairs, each disposed at the same distance from the

mdidle of the truss, for the purpose of supporting

the principal rafters, braces, crown or camber

beams , as well as for hanging the tiebeam below.

Shoe. The part at the bottom of a leaden pipe,

or water trunk, which -as intended to turn the

course of the water.

Shogting. Planing the edge ofa board straight,

and out of winding.

Shoulder. The plane transverse to the length

of a piece of timber from which a tenon projects.

@talcwlaria.

For Illustration, see page 1^4:.

Many species of the Calceolaria are now in

bloom, two of which we have engraved. Fig. 1.

The Cypripedium ealceolus grows wild in the

mountain woods of France and Switzerland,

where It bears the [name of "Sabot des Alpes "

and "Sabot de Venus," from the resemblance of

the blossom to the wooden shoe worn by the

peasantry. Fig. 2. The CypripediuTti fiaveseens

is a native of North America, and was brought to

Europe by the indefatigable traveller Andre

Michaux- Redouts gives it the name of" Sabot

afleur jaune."

Moving Panorama of the Nile.—The movin

panoramic picture of the Nile, the preparation of

which was lately announced, was exhibited to

friends on Saturday week, and was opened to the

public on Monday. Messrs. Warren, Bonomi, and

Fahey, assisted by Messrs. Martin, Corbould.

Weigall, and Howse, have conspired to produce an

exceedingly intere sting and very beautiful work of

art. The spectator, starting from Cairo, is made

to see first one bank of the Nile, as far as the se-

cond cataract, in Nubia, and then returning, the

other side is brought before him.

Pin Mating.—A pin-making machine has been

set up at Stroud, which makes pins with solid

heads, from the wire to the polishing, without
the interference of the hand. A water wheel of

forty horse power works one hundred several

machines, which produce four thousand five hun-

dred pounds of pins per week, or nineteen

millions of pins.

Absorption of Metals by Plants.~M.et3ls are

absorbed or secreted by plants. Quinine and
coffee contain copper ; oak, iron ; and vines,

pines, and figs, manganese.

A dredging machine raises in its buckets, in

four hours of each tide, 960 tons of gravel per

day ; or, on a clay bottom, about half that

astonishing quantity.
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The Cheaper Metals that have important uses in

the Arts.

MANGANESE.

Manganese is a hard, brittle, greyish-white

metal, resembling cast-iron, is soon tarnished when

exposed to the air, and is not found in an uncom-

bined state. The compounds which contain it are

chiefly the native or black oxide, which is a pe-

roxide.

Peroxide of manganese is a black, hard, and

somewhat brittle compound, containing one atom

of the metal 28., and two of oxygen 16, making its

equivalent 44.

By heat it gives up part of its oxygen, hence it

is used for procuring this gas. When muiiatic acid

is poured upon this oxide, chlorine is evolved from

the decomposition of the acid ; hence large quanti-

ties of this oxid are used in the preparation of chlo-

rine, for the purposes of bleaching and preparing

the chloride of lime. It is used in small quanti-

ties in glass-making, to remove the green or yel-

lowish colour ; but in larger proportions it com-
municates a purple colour. The specimens of

purple glass, such as the hyacinth glasses, are co-

loured by this oxide. The black glazing on earth-

enware, sometimes called black earthenware, is

coloured by the same material.

Iron is the most useful and most abundant of all

the metals; indeed there are few minerals in which

its presence cannot be detected. It is the hardest

and toughest of all the useful metals ; hence its in-

dispensable use in making agricultural and cutting

instruments. Should the art of working iron be

lost, there is no metal that could supply its place,

especially for implements of cutlery. Its hardness

may be very ranch increased by being heated and
suddenly cooled. By heating it to redness, it is re-

markably soft and pliable, and may be intimately

incorporated or welded with another piece of red-

hot iron by hammering, a property possessed by no
other metals, except sodium and platinum. Iron

has the specific gravity of 7.7, and when pure it is

•nearly infusible
; but, when combined with carbon,

it melts at a bright red heat. It is attracted by the

magnet, and may be rendered permanently mag-
netic; a property of the highest importance to

man, which is possessed by no other metals except

cobalt and nickel.

The ores of iron that are wrought for obtaining

the metal, are the oxides, which are exposed to a

high heat in a furnace, mixed with charcoal and

lime. The charcoal takes away the oxygen, and a

small portion of it unites with the metals rendering

it fusible. Tlie lime at the same time uniting with

the impurities of the ore, forming a fusible com-

pound called slag, which floats on the surface of

the melted metal, and prevents it from being oxi-

dised by exposure to the atmosphere. The par-

ticles of metal at the same time, as fast as reduced,

run down into the lower part of the furnace, where

it is drawn off through a smBll aperture previously

closed with a plug of clay.

The iron thus obtained, is the common cast-iron,

of which iron pots, kettles, stoves, &c., are made.

It consists of about five per cent, of carbon, and

contains many impurities, such as earthy sub-

stances ; by heating repeatedly and hammering it,

the carbon and impurities are separated, the metal

is drawn out into bars, and is called wrought iron.

Steel is formed by placing in a kind of oven,

alternate layers of bars of iron and charcoal in fine

powder, and keeping- the whole at a red heat for

about a fortniijXht; the charcoal unites directly with

the iron, of tehicli it forms about one and a half

per cent. At a bright red heat it melts, is poured

into moulds, and is then called cast-steel. It is

used for the finest instruments.

Iron has a strong affinity for oxygen. In dry

air it suffers no change, but when moisture is pre-

sent, it is rapidly oxidized or rusted; but when

heated to redness in the open air, it is converted

into black scales, called the black oxide of iron :

and in pure oxygen it burns with vivid scintilla-

tions.

OXIDES OP IRON.

Iron combines with oxygen in two proportions,

forming the protoxide, which is dark, or nearly

black ; and the peroxide, which is red, and more

commonly called iron rust. The latter is con-

siderably used in the arts. It is used by the sil-

versmiths for polishing their metals, under the

name of rouge.

There is a golden yellow mineral that is taken

by the uninformed for gold ; it is a sulphuret of

iron, often called pyrites ; it is very hard, and may

be made to strike fire with steel. This mineral is

used in preparing copperas, which is the sulphate

of iron.
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Zinc, or spelter, as it is sometimes called by the

workmen, is obtained from an ore called calamine,

which is a native carbonate, or from the native sul~

phuret called zinc blonde. The metal is procured

by heating the ores with charcoal.

Zinc is a blueish-white metal, of a strong metal-

lic lustre. It is a hard and brittle metal, and has

the specific gravity of about 7. Though at com-

mon, and at high temperatures, it is brittle, be-

tween 212 and 300 degs,, it is both malleable and

ductile, and is rolled out into thin sheets, which

are considerably used for covering the roofs an

floors of buildings.

Zinc is used for making the zinc plates of gal

vanic batteries. But by tar the largest quantities

are used for melting with copper to form brass.

Zinc undergoes little change by exposure to the

air and moisture; but when heated to redness in

the open air, it takes fire and burns with a bright

white flame, forming an exceedingly light oxide

which readily floats about in the atmosphere. This

oxide was formerly called, from its lightness, white

nothing, philosopher's wool, &c. It is now called

oxide, or flowers of zinc.

Tin is a very ancient metal ; it was known to

Moses, and mentioned in the Book of Numbers. It

was used by the Phoenicians, who obtained their

ores from the mines of Spain and Britain. It was

also known to the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans.

It is a very white and brilliant metal ; hence it was

called Jupiter by the ancients, from its brilliancy,

being supposed to resemble that of the planet.

It is not oxidized by exposure to air. It is quite

malleable, and is rolled out into thin leaves, called

tin-foil, which is extensively used in the arts. It

is used by dentists in plugging decayed teeth.

Tin may be distinguished from other metals, by

giving a peculiar crackling sound when bent. It

melts at the temperature of 442 degs., and, when

heated to^^whiteness in the open air^ takes fire and

burns with a'; splendid white flame, producing an

oxide of this metal.

Tin is most extensively used in the arts, in com-

bination with other metals. United with lead, it

forms~solder, used by the tin-plate workers in sol-

dering their vessels. Common tin ware is made of

plates of sheet-iron covered with a thin coating of

metallic tin, 'prepared by dipping the sheets of

iron, previously cleansed, into melted tin. Vessels

made of this material, are sometimes called block-

tin ware. Copper tea-kettles, and other vessels of
the same metal used for domestic purposes, are

covered on the inner surface with a coating of tin,

prepared by first cleansing the surface of the cop
per, and then melting the tin in the vessel, a thin

coating of which will adhere to the copper, and the

rest, in a melted state, is poured off".

:Exp.—Take a piece of sheet copper, and place

on it a small bit of tin and a little powdered rosin,

and hold it over a spirit lamp, the flame of which
melts the tin, and causes it to unite with the cop

per, and its surface becomes covered with metallic

tin.

Block-tin vessels, such as tea^'pots, cofTee-urns,

&c., are tin, containing about flveorsixper cent,

of brass, and a small quantity of metallic antimony
The articles are cast in copper moulds, generally in

pieces, and afterwards soldered together and po
lished.

Britannia ware is made of the same materials as

the block tin ware, except that, for the brass used

in the block-tin, copper is here substituted. The
articles are formed by first casting the metals into

thin sheets, and then beating them up into the

desired forms by hammers and other instruments

There are two oxides of tin, the protoxide, and
the peroxide. The latter is a pale yellowish

powder, and is used in the arts, under the name of

putty of tin, for polishing metals, and, when melted

with red lead, it forms -white enamel, of which
watch and clock dials are made.

Tliere are two combinations of tin and sulphur,

called protosulpburet and bisulphuret; the latter

has been known from the earliest ages, and has been

used in the arts, under the name of Mosaic gold, to

give a golden colour to bronzed and japanned
work. The bronzed iron railings] are frequently

prepared by mixing this 'article with the paint

when it is laid on. Sometimes they are painted

and then various bronzes are laid "on afterwards.

College of Civil Engineers, Putney.—ki the
annual meeting of this establishment, held on the

20th instant, the Duke of Cambridge presided.

It appeared from the^ report read by the princi-

pal, the Rev. Morgan Cowie, that the council

have founded three exhibitions of 30^. per annum
each;

,

A II Saints Church, Knightsiridge,. was conse-

crated on Saturday^morning week. It is situated

in the new estate known as Ennismore gardens
and was built from the|designsirof Mr. Lewis Vul-
liamj, in the Italian style.
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Cf)e <Ei^r£inolr>pist.

A great many men are at work on the large

tunnel between Aberdare and Merthyr—Messrs.

Hunt and Edwards, contractors. Messrs. Ritson

and Co., are also actively engaged on the same line

between Hirwain and Pontwalby. Some alleged

improvements on Messrs, Clarke and Varley's re-

silient atmospheric tube are being patented by Mr.

C. H.Greenhow, patentee of the geometrical rail-

way. The piston is to be guided internally by

wheels and a rod, and a vacuum is to be obtained,

on the barometrical system, by causing water to

fall to its barometrical level from an air-tight vessel

connected with the atmospheric tubes. Active

measures are in progress for the collection of a

sufficient sum, by subscription, for the proposed

monument to Cromwell at St. Ives. ^-Tbe British

Archgeological Association will open their congress

at Chester on Monday. -The famous " Aurora "

fresco of Guido, at Rome, has been battered to

pieces by the missiles of the enlightened and art-

loving French. The rector of Moulton, Suffolk,

has commenced, at his own cost, a school for one

hundred children, with master's house attached.

It is in the Tudor style, with three light transomed

gable windows and side lights, roof open, coping

gablets, and finials of stone, ridging trefoliated

crest tiles. Mr. J. F. Clark is the architect.

The foundation stone of Portland Breakwater was

to be laid on the 25th inst., by Prince Albert.

On Monday week the chief stone of the church of

St.John, at Galley, Wolverhampton, was laid by

the Countess of Cavan. The edifice is to be built

in the early English style, and of stone from the

Penkridge quarries. The site and a donation

were presented by Lord Hatherton. The architect

is Mr. Robinson, jun.— -The southern portion of

the Great Northern Railway is progressing ra-

pidly—the several tunnels at Tottenham, Whet-

stone, Enfield, and South Mims, are in active pre-

paration. The whole of the brickwork is being

laid in mortar made of Lias lime. The crescent

was the symbol of the city of Byzantium, and was

adopted by the Turks. This device is of very an-

cient order, as appears from several medals, and i-

said to have taken its rise from an event thus re-

lated by^a native of Byzantium :—" Piiilip, father

of Alexander the Great, meeting with great diffi-

culties in carrying on the siege of this city, set the

workmen one night to undermine the walls.

Luckily for the besieged, a young man suddenly

appeariug, discovered the design, which accord

ingly miscarried ; in acknowledgment whereof the

Byzantines erected a statue to Diana, and the

rescent became the symbol of their state."

A special court was held on Monday last, for the

purpose of taking into consideration the plan of,

M r. Phillips, the surveyor, for the drainage of the

whole metropolitan district, by means of a tunnel

sewer, extending from Twickenham to Plumstead

marshes, a distance of nineteen miles and a half.

Ko ffiorr^spcnljcnts, ^c»

G. G.

—

To fix Photogenic Drawings, wash them

toith a very tveak solution of iodine of potas-

sium.

L. M. (Derby).—The simplest method of magne-

tizing a tar of steel, is by placing it on a table

as nearly as possible in the magnet ic meridian,

that is, nearly north and south—and holding

over it, perpendicularly, a strong bar magnet

rubbing it throughout its whole lerigth, beginning

at one end and passing it along to the other,

pressing it somewhat during its passage. After

reaching the end of the steel bar, the magnet

must be lifted up, and applied again to the other

end, and so on for several tbnes, the friction

being always made in the same direction.

Roots Query.— Your letter bears all the marks of

having been icritten after dinner, and is in some

respects quite incomprehensible. " In vino Veri-

tas," saith the proverb, but there is no proof of

it in this instance

N ow Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 3, of

the Self Instructing Drawing JB. o^, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale. The Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 6, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of CricTtet, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

BM's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

* * Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and vyill in future

be chrged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is now ready, price lOd.
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iFlotoet^jpattetn ^aptv^f^aminss.

E QUOTE the following

remarks from a work on Botany considered in

Reference to the Arts of Design, from the pen

of Dr. Harvey.

" I would speak of the importance of a

knowledge of botany to the inventors of

flower patterns, whether for muslin, for da-

mask, or for wall papers. It is most certain

that true taste will prefer the pattern which

most nearly represents the natural flowers,

with all ^heir peculiarities of fortj, and in

their true colours. The stems in nature may
be stiff and angular. If they be so, it is vain

to attempt in the pattern to give them graceful

bends, and to hope by so doing to please the

eye. To represent branches of hawthorn

flowers on the twining stems of a convolvulus

would be monstrously absurd. And yet faults

as glaring are frequently committed by igno-

rant draughtsmen when they attempt the com-

position of floral patterns. Of course, I am
not now speaking of the combinations of

fancy flowers—blossoms that exist only in the

brain of the calico-printer or the paper-stainer

these may be as fantastical as you please.

—

But I speak of the unnatural distortion of real

flowers, resulting from ignorance of the pro
per proportion and number of their parts
Why is it that floral patterns on wall-papers
are out of fashion ?-or are driven up to the
bed-rooms on the third landing, or to the back
parlour of the country inn ? It is not, surely,
that flowers are out of fashion ; or that the
taste for them is less general than it was for-
merly. But it is that the taste of the public is

not properly ministered to—it has outrun that
of the manufacturer. In a rude state of edu
cation, bright colours and gracefully bended
branches on the walls will please the eye that
does not stop to question their propriety. But
as refinement increases, truth in form will be
preferred to brilliancy in cJour, and the
twining of branches that is not natural will be
no longer thought graceful.

It will be no longer regarded as a twining,
but a twisting—perverting nature for a false!

effect. This is the true reason why floral pat-'

terns in wall papers are now so much out of|

favour, and why, when selecting the paper fori

a room, one is forced (I speak from experi-
ence), after turning over books of patterns till

you are weary, to take refuge in some ara-|

besque design—some combination of graceful

curves of no meaning, as an escape from the!

fiightful compositions that are called flower
patterns. It is surely high time that our ma-
nufacturers should seek to correct this evil.—

These are not days in which any one can af-

ford to ^be left a step behind the rest of the

world. He that once loses his place in the

foremost rank, is pushed aside and lost in the

crowd that is eagerly pressing forward, and|

almost treading on his heels. Already Frenchj

wall-papers are rapidly coming into use

They have brought down the prices of the

home- manufacture considerably, and they will

undoubtedly drive home-made papers out or

the market altogether if the manufacturers do
not exert themselves to produce more artistic

patterns than they commonly originate at

present.

Street Orderlies.-The united parishes

of Saint Giles-in-the Fields and St. George,

Bloomsbury, have come to the resolution of

employing street orderlies for the purpose of

cleansing the public streets. We commend them
for this, and hope to see the example followed.
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g^all, liccatsillg.

We advise all those who seek for instruc-

tion combined with amusement, to visit this

interesting exhibition, to which we briefly re-

ferred in our last number. A valuable lesson

of an hour and a half is obtained at small

I

cost in History, Theology, Geographj', and se-

veral other branches of useful knowledge.

—

That ancient river, the Nile, is pourtrayed

with no less fidelity than true pictorial effect.

Egypt, ancient and modern, is made to pass

^before us—its people, its towns, its temples, its

pyramids—and so truly are the antiquities of

this land of wonders pictured, that the archae-

ologist may actually read the hieroglyphic in-

scriptions on their walls.
j

We start from Cairo, the capital of Egypt,

—

|bristling with minarets, and see the far pyra-

mids across the Nile, in the Lybian desert.

;We see the cangia of the Pasha, and hear the

song of the boatmen, the peculiar melody

;being played by an instrument unseen, as also

lis the Muezzin's cry to prayer. We are per-

mitted a peep into a Kiosk, where is a Turkish

lady unveiled. We pass many a town and

many a temple—sand banks with their croco-

diles, the date tree and the doum tree, and ap-

proach Thebes with all its wonders—its tem-

ples, its statues, and its grottoes of the dead.

We see the sun set over the Birket Haboo, the

Stygian lake of the ancients^—and morning

break upon Esne, with her dancing girls. The
great temple of Edfou next faces us, and the

Nile narrows whe.e the ornamented quarries

of Silsilck tell of the ancient chisel. The

Tabred Islands of Elephantura and Philoe suc-

ceed ; and having passed the first cataract, we
find ourselves in a new land. The antiquities

of Nubia now crowd thick upon us, and we
pause at the rock-hewn wonders of Abos Sim-

bel, where we may hear the roar of water at

the second cataract. Here ends our upward
course,—and facing about, we commence our

return with the eastern bank in view at the

capital, Deir. Then we are introduced to the

Abaddi and other Arabs, and are shown the

houses and villages of the Nubians, their man-

ners and customs. The dog-star rises—har

binger of plenty in the Nile's overflow '. We
see Luxor and Karnac, and cross the Desert

among the Bedouins, in sunlight and sand

storm, to where the great Pyramids and the

Sphinx terminate our journey. The whole,

as a work ot art, is deserving of the highest

praise, and the minutest details are admirably

carried out.

Cfie dFine ^rfis-

In a collection of pictures, the property of

a Spanish gentleman, now on view in John

street, Portiand-road, there are three or four of

very great merit. The 'Baptism of Christ' is

undoubtedly from the hands of Spagnoletto,

and is one of the few resembling in certain

points the ' Pieta' in the Certosa at Naples, or

one of the stories from the life of St. Bruno,

which the Trustees of our National Gallery

allowed Mr. Farrer to part with to the King of

Holland. A curious legend attaches to the

picture. It is said tha: the painter, having a

daughter who was in love with a person to

whom her father showed no favour—desiring

to marry her to the son of the then Viceroy of

Naples, Don Fernando, the Duke of Ossuna,

—introduced the portrait of the latter in the

head of the Christ. The picture was formerly

well known as an ornament in the church of

St. Pasqual, at the Promenade of Recoletos

;

and is, we believe, the subject of a notice by

Palomino. It is marked by the character of

the painter and his school. There are also an

excellent sketch of the ' Shepherds worship-

ping the Infant Jesus,' by 'El Greco (Dominic

Theotocopuly'), with certain parts of it re-

sembling Paola Veronese,—an interesting view

of St. Peter's and the Vatican seen from the

avenue of trees at the foot of the Monte Mario,

ascribed to Canaletto,—a good bold gallery

picture, by Caravaggio, of ' St. Peter's Denial

of Christ,'—an admirable study of a Magda-

lene, by Andrew Vaccaro, finely coloured, with

excellent execution, and much resembling Cor-

reggio—two landscapes attributed to Salvator,

Rosa,—and several others of minor import and

less certain authorship. The Spagnoletto is,

however, .the chief picture.—although it has

been too much cleaned for our taste.
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The Cheaper Metals that have important uses in

the Arts,

{Continued from page 149.)

liBAB.

Lead is rarely, if ever, met with in the native

state ; hut in comhination, and especially with

sulphur, is an abundant natural product, called by

mineralogists, galena ; but mostly lead ore,

as it is the only ore from which the metal is ob-

tained.

The process for reducing the ore is exceedingly

simple. The ore and common wood fuel are

packed in alternate layers, in a furnace, and the

wood set on fire, and by the combustion of it the

sulphur is expelled, and the lead, in a melted

state, runs into the bottom ot the furnace, whence

it is drawn off into moulds, where it cools, form'

ing bars, which are called pigs of lead.

Lead has a bluish colour, and strong metallic

lustre ; but soon tarnishes by exposure to the air.

Its specific gravity is 11.38. It is malleable and

ductile, and is so soft, that it may be scratched

with a finger nail. Its malleability fits it for

many purposes in the arts, in the form of sheet-

lead. It melts at 6 12 dg. and boils at a red

heat.

Lead is extensively used in the arts ; with an-

timony, it forms the alloy of which types are

made ; with tin it forms pewter ; with a small

quantity of metallic arsenic, it is used to make
shot. The sheet-lead that lines the tsa-chests is

made by pouring the melted metal on cold plates

of iron or stone, in an inclined position, by which

process a thin coating of metal is formed on the

flat surface, and the remainder runs off, and is

collected for another operation.

Lead is rapidly oxidized by exposure to heat

and air : a yellow crust first [appears on its sur-

face, which, in common language, is called dross,

but by the workmen and in commerce, massicot

;

it is the protoxide of lead, and, when pure, is of

a lemon yellow colour—it combines with acids,

forming salts. The sugar of lead consists of this

oxide, combined with acetic acid.

Litharge is also an oxide of lead, prepared by
heating massicot exposed to the air, from which

it takes up an additional portion of oxygen. It

consists of a mixture of the protoxide and deu-

toxide.

Common red lead is the deutoxide of lead, and
and is sometimes called minium. This compound,

like the preceding ones, is prepared by heating

the metal, or litharge, in contact with air—but

requires a longer time for its formation. It con-

sists of one atom of lead and one-and-a-half of

oxygen, or it may be considered as composed of

two atoms of lead and three of oxygen.

COPPER.

Copper has been known from the earliest ages.

An alloy of this metal with tin, formed the cut-

ting instruments of the ancients. Their arms,

and many of their domestic utensils, were made
of this alloy. Copper, it is supposed, was dis •

covered in the island of Cyprus, hence the word
cuprum, which is the Latin name for copper.

This metal is frequently found native, and it is,

doubtless, owing to this circumstance, that it was
so early known and employed in the arts.

Obs. A mass of native copper was found in

the vicinity of Lake Superior, weighing 2,200

pounds. It is frequently found in masses of

several pounds' weight.

Copper is readily distinguished from all other
metals, except titanium, by its red colour. It

receives a high metallic lustre by polishing. Its

specific gravity, when fused, is 8.66, and may be
increased by hammering. It is both malleable

and ductile. It melts at a white heat, and, if

freely exposed to air or oxygen, it burns with a

brilliant green flame. In dry air, copper under-
goes little change, but moist air soon oxides it,

forming a green crust upon its surface.

Copper is extensively used in the arts, both in

a state of purity and in combination with other

metals.

Obs. 1.—Pure copper is extended between iron

rollers into thin sheets, which are used for cover-

ing the bottoms of vessels, and for making uten-

sils of almost every description.

2. From its ductility it is drawn into wire,

which is considerably used in the arts, and the

strength of which is only inferior to' that of

iron.

3. Brass is an alloy composed of about three

parts of copper and one of zinc, and is formed by
melting the two metals together in a crucible.

4. Bell -metal, of which church bells are made,
consists of an alloy composed of about four parts

of copper and one of tin.

5. Common pins are made of brass wire,

covered with a thin coating of metallic tin.

{To be continued.)
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iContinuedfrom page 136.—For description, see page 157.)

Corinthian Order. Composite Order.
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an JllustrateiJ (glossary of €fclinical

C^rms ttseti in ^tcSitectural anti

^nitxiox decoration, ^c.

Span Roof. A name sometimes given to the

Skylight. Frames with one or two inclined

planes of glass, placed in a roof to give light to

the looms or passages below, and looking to the

sky.

Spire. Among the ancients, this was the base

of a column, and sometimes the astragal or torus.

most common species of roofing, which is formed

by two inclined planes.

Stais-oasb, An ascent of stairs, enclosed be-

tween walls or balustrades, with landing-place,

&c.

Steeple, (steopel, stypel, Sax.) An appendage

generally erected at the west end of churches, to

contain the bells, and rising either in form of a

tower or of a spire.

Skirting. The narrow boards which form a

plinth round the margin of a floor.

Slit Deal. Inch-and-quarter deal cut into

two boards.

but among the moderns it designates a steeple

which diminishes as it ascends either pyramidally

or conically.

Sphinx. A figure of a monster with the head

and breasts of a woman, the wings of a bird, the

claws of a lion, and the rest of the body like a dog

:

we find it most frequently occurring amongst the

ornaments of the Egyptian temples, from whom it

was borrowed by the Romans, who placed it also

very often in the porches of their temples.
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Slating: Covering roofs with slates. The slates

used in London are brought chieily from Bangor,

in Caernarvonshire: But the most esteemed is a

pale blue- green slate, brought from Kendal, in

Westmoreland, and called Westmoreland slates.

Sleepers. Timbers laid upon dwarf walls, for

supporting the ground joists of floors; cross tim-

bers for fixing the planking, where it is necessary

to pile under, in order to make a secure foun-

dation. ,

Slyph. In old architecture, a passage between

two walls.

Soffits ok Canopies. The inner part, some-

times with groined tracery, forming a vaulted arch

with a pendant.

Spars. The common rafters of a roof for sup-

porting the tilting or slating.

Spherical Bracketing. Brackets of such a

form, that the surface of the lath-and-plaster work

which they support, will form a spherical surface.

Stairs. Steps to ascend from the lower part of

the building to the upper.

Stalk. A kind of ornament in the Corinthian

capital, which is sometimes fluted, and resembles

a stalk, and from which spring the volutes and

helixes.

Stakcheon. a prop, or support, the perpen-

dicular muUions or upright bars of a window or

open screan. Also, a puncheon.

Standards. The upright pieces of plate rack,

used above a dresser; the upright poles in scaf-

folding.

Stock. A tool for boring wood, with a crank,

so contrived as to rest with one end against the

breast of the workman, while with one hand he

holds the boring end steady, and with the other

turns the crank. The steel borers are called bits,

and the whole instrument is commonly called a

stock and bit.

Stone. The substance which is employed in

the erection of all magnificent edifices, which are

intended at the same time to possess durability.

Various kinds are employed, which receive their

different names either from the sub-application of

this principle may be seen in all cases where

brackets and trussed beams are employed, though

it has been seldom, perhaps, carried to the extent

which it obviously admits of.

S ystyle. That kind of intercolumniation which

had two diameters between the columns.

Tabbi, A mortar composed of lime and earth,

which forms the substance of the walls of most of

the houses of Morocco, and many other Arabian

cities. We learn from Livy, that the walls of Sa-

guntum were constructed of earth.

Tabernacle. The temporary edifice used by

the Israelites for the performance of public wor-

ship until the erection of the temple at Jerusalem.

Table, or Tablet. A flat surface, generally rect-

angular, charged with an ornamental figure. A
table which projects from the naked face of the

wall is termed a raised or projecting table. When
it is not perpendicular to the horizon, it is called a

raking table ; and when the surface is rough, or

frosted, or vermiculated, it is named a rustic table.

Tablet. A term used to denote projecting

mouldings or strings, among which is included the

cornice and drip-stone. The shelves in libraries on

which the books are ranged, were 'called by the

Komans pegmata.

Tabling. A term used by Scotch builders to

designate the coping of the walls of very common

houses.

Tablinum. An apartment in the houses of

the Romans which vras situated in the narrow

part of the atrium, fronting the entrance.

Tabulatum. A term applied by the Romans

not only to the floors, wainscotting, ceiling,, &c.

of their[liouses, which were constructed of wood,

but also to the balconies, and pother projecting

parts.

T^nia. The fillet^separating the|Doric frieze

from the architrave.

Tail-in. To fasten anything by one of its] ends

into a wall.

Tail Trimmer, a trimmer next to the wall,

into which the ends of joists are fastened to avoid

flues.

Tailing. The part of a projecting brick, stone,

&c., which is inserted in the wall.

Tambour. The naked of a Corinthian or Com-

posite capital ; the wall of a circular temple which

is surrouded with columns ; a place enclosed with

folding doors, at the entrance of churches, kci,

for the purpose of breaking the current of air

from without.

Talus. A term chiefly restricted to fortification,

signifying the slope of a wall whicii is thicker at

bottom than at top.
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(Concluded from page 136.)

The Corinthian possesses more delicacy and or-

nament than any other order. The beauty and

richness of the capital, with the slenderness of the

pillar, render it very properly adapted where mag-

nificent elegance is required. It is frequently used

for internal decoration to entrance halls, and to

spacious or state rooms ; the appearance is that of

virginal delicacy and gay attire. This order, in the

opinion of Vitruvius, " differs from the Ionic only

in its capital; the Ionic capital having no more

than one-third of the diameter of the column for

its height ; but the Corinthian capital is allowed

one entire diameter, which gives to the column a

noble but delicate grandeur. The other members

placed on the Corinthian pillar are common to the

Doric and Ionic orders, for it has no particular

species of ornament peculiar to its cornice : some-

times it has the Doric mutules and tryglyphs in the

architrave; sometimes an Ionic frieze, with den teles

in the cornice : in a manner, it is no more than a

third order, sprung out of the former two, which

has nothing peculiar to itself except the capital."

Vitruvius, however, in the foregoing account, for-

gets the peculiarities of the Corinthian cornice, or?

the entablature to this order was not in his day

practised we find remaining among ancient build-

ings ; for to this cornice the modillion is ever an

attendant. But exactly according to this descrip-

tion of Vitruvius is the cornice of the portico at

Athens, as represented by Stuart. The splendour

and elegance of this order have rendered it very

famous, and the numerous examples existing among

the fragments of antiquity suflBeiently evince the

great esteem with which it was regarded.

Tlie Corinthian column, as executed by the

moderns, is, according to Chambers, twenty mo-
dules in height ; the entablature five modules ; the

base one module, and which may be either Attic or

Corinthian ; the capital has seventy minutes in

height ; the proportion of the members of the en-

tablature is the same as in the Tuscan and Ionic

order?. If the entablature is enriched, the shaft

of the column may be fluted, and the-flutings may-

be filled to one-third part of their height with

cabling, which \vill strengthen the lower part of

the column, and make it less liable to injury. In

very rich interior decorations, the cabling may be

composed of reeds, ribands, husks, flowers, &c.

The capital is enriched with olive leaves, at least

almost all the Roman antique specimens of this

this order are so : the acanthus is more peculiarly

employed in the Composite order. The entabla

ture to the Corinthian may be reduced to two-

ninths, or one-fifth of the height of the column,

in which case it may be best to use the Ionic en-

tablature, or reduce the denteles of the cornice.

The Composite or Roman order owes its origin

to that constant solicitude after novelty which ever

renders the mind of man restless in enlightened

and highly cultivated ages. The desire of variety

and novelty, either of invention or combination,

stimulated the Roman architects to unite with the

proportions and enrichments of the Corinthian

order the angular volute of the Ionic, and by this

union to compose a new order.

Its proportions are as follows:—The height of

the column is twenty modules, and that of the

entablature five modules. The capital has seventy

minutes in height; the base measures the same as

in the Doric and Ionic orders ; and as the module

is less, all its parts will of course be more delicate,

The shaft may be enriched with flutings to the

number of twenty or twenty-four, as in the Ionic

order ; there is no reason why they should be aug-

mented. The principal members of the entabla-

ture may have the same proportions as the two

former orders, viz. being divided into ten equal

parts, three are for the height of the architrave,

three for the frieze, and four for the cornice.

There have been various speculations and efforts

made, at different periods, in order to construct a

new order of architecture : but in the first place,

this appears to be hopeless—in the second need

less. An attempt of this kind was made in France

by Philibert De Lorme, who proposed to make his

column represent a tree, whose branches should

be twisted underneath in order to form the enta

blature. Louis XVI. offered a prize to the archi-

tect who could succeed in the invention of a sixth

order. In Italy, Piranese built a church at Rome
after a nevy order, the capital of which is sym-

bolical. In our own country two artists, Evelyn

and De La Roche, each designed a new order.

In Germany, L. Sturm pretended to have founded

one, which he styled the German Order, and the

chief variety of which consisted in the capital of

the column having only a single range of leaves,

with sixteen volutes. Perhaps it was with great

reason and good judgment that a certain Italian

architect declared he never would even read any

work which contained one of these propositions.

(For Illustrations see page 154.

J
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Fkom a Paper read at the General Meet-

ING OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, bv Mr. Ceabb.

(Continuedfrom page 138

J

The horses are treated with surpassing vigour;

and it stood alone iu art, until Rubens imagined

from this text his magnificent equestrian groups of

the Battles of the Amazons. Contemporaneous

was Michel Angela, the Prince of Art,—one of

those mighty geniuses who but at distant intervals

are found on earth. He sublimely conceived, at-

tempted and succeeded in uniting magnificence of

plan with wonderful execution and endless variety.

His style was broad—his line uniformly grand ;

—

whatever he touched received the impress of his

genius, and he rendered character and beauty sub-

servient to the highest attributes of design. His

sculpture appears to have a vitality about it, and

his powers as an architect were exhibited in the

skilful adjustment of the vast number of jarring

parts in St. Peter's, and combining them in one

magnificent whole.

Haffaelie was the mild and delightful painter of

nature. His works in the Vatican, &c., prove him

to have entertained the same thoughts as M. An-

gelo, upon applying the highest quality of art to

decorative purposes. Their ornamental portions,

arabesques, borders, and numerous addenda, will

be found, however beautiful in themselves, to be

subservient to the great principles of design—har-

mony and repose being essential to the ultimate

effect of the whole work.

In the magnificent folio work, published by Mr.

Gruner, upon the Fresco Arabesques and Painted

Decorations of the Churches and Palaces of Italy,

we shall have opportunities of enjoying and study-

ing the brightest gems of decorative art. The ex-

amples of this extraordinary work of labour, 46 in

number, are coloured by hand, with a value and

effect unprecedented. It expresses the mode of

using the enrichments ot painting and gilding, in

unity with the architecture and with the sculpture,

causing the entire to be viewed as one, neither

perfect without the other. This work is exactly

what we most required, reflecting the highest ho-

nour upon Mr. Gruner, and is likely to create a

complete revolution in British decorative design.

—

Design resulting from the full appreciation of fine

art, was lavishly used during the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries upon every kind of manufacture.

The terra cotta of Faenza, of exquisite design and

great variety. The Limoges enamels upon copper,

forming cups, plates, tazzas, and various ornaments,

were often painted by artists like Parmegiano.

—

Richly coloured marbles were freely used in unity

with beautiful mosaics, for interior embellishment.

The dress of the period was rich in the extreme,

in fashion, colours and material.

The missals and psalters of the church were il-

luminated ;—medalling carefully practised; en-

graving on steel, chrystal, and precious stone, in

intaglio and relievo, »and inlaying with gold and

silver, upon the sumptuous designs for armour and

offensive weapons, cups, vases, chalices, and sculp,

tured plate, were eagerly sought. The superb set

ting of jewels, intermixed with enamelling, became

a passion, and the liberality and demand for large

and small goldsmith's works, produced a great

body of the finest manufacturing artists, medallers,

and engravers, celebrated in an age rich in every

species of excellence depending on the arts. Ben-

venuto Cellini was of most distinguished emi-

nence, of elegant person, great vivacity—bold and

full of intelligence, he lived amongst the most

noble princes and dignitaries of that turbulent

age ; sometimes soldier, musician, engraver, sculp-

tor, or medallist. He produced coins for the mint,

both at Rome and Florence, so fine as to be pre

served as medals,

Louis the XlV.'was a magnificent patron of the

arts, and also first instituted an academy in France

for the purpose of teaching art upon systematic

principles, subdividing the (instruction under the

heads of drawing after [the antique and after the

living model, anatomy, painting, perspective, the

laws of taste, coloring, and composition. The

plan of education previously pursued was that of

apprenticeship, where the youth gradually learned

the craft, assisted his master, and set up for him-

self; and in this manner the noblest artists had

been produced. Notwithstanding the advantages

which an academy presents in providing able

teachers, and collecting the great examples of art,

without the study of which the strongest intel-

lect may be deviously employed. Academies

have never succeeded in sustaining a period of

declining art : few are taught to much purbose,

unless in a great measure their own teachers, and

we find that art sunk rapidly after the time of

Francis I.

It continued thus depreciated for nearly two

centuries; and although many of the castle

palaces of Germany were erected during that
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time, and command attention from their massive

and often impressive grandeur, there is not that

purity of style which will stand the test of time.

Contemporaneous in England, the Elizabethan

was paramount, and in the next age, a debased

use of the style of Louis XIV. was the favorite.

Beauties may be found in both ; each is extremely

picturesque, and when chosen with due regard to

fitness of purpose, may be tolerated by the lover

of fine art, and most assuredly will please the

painter. The Italians, naturally a refined people,

and accustomed to fine sculpture and painting in

their churches, first returned to the right path ;

France and Germany have followed, and England

has now the opportunity.

Throughout these remarks, as previously ob-

served, I have purposely avoided noticing any

definite characteristics of particular styles of

embellishment: each requires to be considered

separately, with its applicable value, leading

features, and distinct principles of design.

I will now take a brief view of the means by

which foreigners have rendered science and fine

art so popular among their own people as to

cause a constantly increasing demand for the

application of beautiful form and rich embellish-

ment to their manufactures, giving them the most

decided superiority over the English in taste.

Speaking of the continent generally, during

the last century, universal attention has been

paid to the subject, and in some kingdoms, as

France, Prussia, and Bavaria, most extraordinary

care has been taken to teach the true principles

of design.

In each town of any importance, a hall, with

a collection of casts from the antique and most

beautiful specimens of modern sculpture, was

opened,—a museum of general and natural his-

tory,—and, wherever it was possible, a small col-

lection of paintings. This plan was found to

have the happiest effect upon the people—they

came in from the market place, or their ordinary

occupations; saw the most beautiful or instinictive

objects of art and natur», and ir sensibly formed

to themselves a taste for fine art.

Drawing was taught as a part of the national

education, and botanical information commu-

nicated sometimes through the means of grouping

and common flowers. Dr. Ure mentions this to

be a usual practise among the children of the

silk weavers in the South of France. With so

intimate an acquaintance with nature, can we be

surprised at the excellence of their after-works ?

Does it not present an extraordinary contrast to

our own silk-weaving families ?

In chief towns or cities, principal or central in-

stitutions, upon a larger and more comprehensive

scale, were opened ; instraction being there given

upon the application of fine art to every descrip-

tion of manufacture, and by practical men. The

leading feature was varied according to the chief

production of the neighbourhood. Thu9, in a min-

ing district the museum would be rich in geological

specimens, and the scholars or workmen received

special instruction upon science and art, connected

with the metals. Calico printing, weaving, lace

work, and others, received similar attention.

Libraries upon art were opened to the scholars,

and often also to the public. Works, containing

the finest examples of outline, form, and beautiful

ornament, have been published for the use of these

institutions. The people, generally, enjoy immense

advantages over us by the free and constant exhi-

bition of the finest efforts of Design, of painting

and sculpture in their public places, churches, &c.

The leisure of the artizan, in most cities, especially

in France, is passed in the palaces and gardens of

the king, where they have before their eyes beautiful

applications of design in architecture, painting,

sculpture, and the general interior and exterior

arrangements of a refined taste. Paternal and

enlightened governments, and a magnificent mo-
narch, 300 years since, provided these elegant

recreations, in which tlie people should pass their

holidays ; in England the artizan was left to seek

the pothouse. Louis XIV. after erecting the sump-
tuous palace of Versailles, directed his minister to

bui-n the accounts, observing, that the enormous

outlay was an investment for the refinement of his

people. The truth and nobleness of that senti

ment we now perceive expressed in a universal

admission of the superior appreciation in Franc

jj£
fine art—the taste and politeness of the nation.

The wealthy man can indulge the elegancies of

his taste by rendering his mansion the abode of

art,—but the school for the people must be the

streets and squares of their cities; adorn these with

statutes, fountains, and opportunities for elegant

recreation of mind, and the result vvith us will be

an equal love of art with the great cities of Rome,
Naples, Venice, Florence, Milan, Munich and Paris,

which are thus adorned, and thus foster art.

St Mary's, West Brompton.—The first stone of

this church was laid on the 2nd inst., by Arch-

deacon Sinclair, assisted by a large body of the

local clergy and the inhabitants of the neighbour-

hood. Robert Gunter, Esq., the donor of the

land, afterwards entertained a number of the prin-

cipal visitors at his residence.
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Two stained glass windows have lately been

placed in Hove Church, near Brighton. One in

the north and the other in the south end. They

are placed there by N. Basevi, Esq., as memorials

of two deceased members of his family, one of

whom was the architect of the church. One of the

windows contains a representation of the " Raising

of Lazarus," the other, " The Raising of Jairus's

Daughter." The first stone of anew church, in

the perpendicular style, has just been laid at Wick-

ham Bishops, Essex. A new font, the gift of

Mr. Thomas Combe, of Oxford, but formerly of

Leicester, has just been placed in St. Martin's

Church, Leicester. The style is that of the four-

teenth century. The eastern window in the

chancel of St. Paul's church, Brighton, has just

been filled with painted glass. The window con-

sists of seven lights, surmounted by a circle, filled

with triangular devices of great beauty. The

first section of the Cork and Bandon railway, from

Bandon to Ballinhassig, a distance of nine miles

and three quarters, was opened for traffic on

the 1st inst. From returns just made by the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue, it appears that

the total number of Omnibuses now plying for hire

in the metropolis is 3,000, paying duty, including

mileage, averaging dl. permonth each, or 324,000Z.

per annnm. The number of conductors and drivers

is about 7,000, who pay annually 1,7501. for their

licences. The fresco pictures in progress in the

House of Lords are, we understand, to be resumed

now that the business of the session is closed.

Report speaks highly of the design which Mr.

Maclise has just finished for a fresco in one of the

vacant spaces. The subject, " The Spirit of Jus-

tice,"—a pendant to " The Spirit of Chivalry" by

the same artist—is said to be as well in its general

design as in its particular details a great advance

on all his previous efforts. Enlargement of style

and simplification of parts are among the leading

improvements in this example of the painter's

practice. We are glad to learn that Mr. William

Sturgeon, so well known for his eminent scientific

researches, especially in electricity and magnetism,

has been placed on the Civil List by Lord John

Kussell, for the pension or 501. per annum. To

Mr. Sturgeon belongs the undoubted merit of dis-

covering the soft iron magnet, so essential to the

working of the electric telegraph, as well as many

other valuable discoveries. The inhabitants of

Brighton have determined on purchasing the Pa-

vilion at the price named by the Woods and Forests,

53,000Z. Recent advices from Singapo re an-

nounce that the supply of gutta perchais on the

increase. Some imports of it had been latterly

received from a new source, at a place called

Coti. We are glad to find that the arrangements

for the reception of the Association for the Advance-

ment of Science are nearly completed, and that

they are worthy of the distinguished body for

whose accommodation they are intended.

Co ©orregjpotttrents, ^c.

G. A. S.

—

They are all procurable at the pub-

lishing office.

F. C.

—

It shall be illustrated and used at an

early opportunity.

A Bat.— Fowr queries should be submitted to a

sportingjournal. " Burden's Illustrated Laws

of Cricket" tcill afford you the information you

require.

Q. Q,.

—

Zaie and indigo will produce the purple

you mention.

A. B. C.

—

You will be communicated with in a

feio days.

J. F. A.

—

It is an oxide.

G

.

G.

—

Some of Pugin's are of questionable au-

thenticity. They are, nevertheless, ingenious,

and very useful to ornamental writers.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 5, of

the Self Instructing Draicing J3ooA, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale. The Book of Ornamental and Early

English A Iphabets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 7, are

now ready.—The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*,* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be chrged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is now ready, price IQd.
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C^e Influence of OTolours on

(©tiouts.

HE attention of Dr. Stark

was first directed to the subject of odours, as

connected with colour, during his attendance

at the anatomical roonas, in the winter session,

from the following circumstance:

—

Happening one day to attend the rooms in

black clothes, he was not a little struck by the

almost intolerable smell they had acquired—it

was so strong as to be remarked by the family,

and was recognised on the same dress for seve-

ral days ; but no odour to the same extent had

been remarked in the lighter-coloured clothes.

Slight exposure to the air alone was nesessary

to deprive them of the odour which they had

thus contracted. This circumstance induced

him to begin a series of experiments, to ascer-

tain, if possible, why different clothes of near

the same texture, but not of the same colour,

should attract odours in proportions so diffe-

rent. The result was, as he conjectured, that

the colour of bodies, independent of the na-

ture of the substances, modifies in a striking

manner the capability of surfaces for imbibing

and giving out odours. He then enclosed six

different coloured wools, an equal weight of

each, viz , black, blue, green, red yellow, and

white, with assafoetida. They were ranged cir-

cularly round the odorous body, without

touching it or one another, and were then

covered over and excluded from the light. At

the end of twenty-four hours they were ex-

amined. The black was found to have much
the strongest smell of assafcetida; the blue

the next, after that the red, and then the green,

the yellow had but little smell, and the white

scarcely any.

A similar experiment, using camphor instead

of assafoetida, afforded precisely the same re-

sults. Various coloured cottons were treated

in the same manner. In all these the smell

was invariably found to be of corresponding

intensity, according to the colour, as in the

wools. Silks of different colours gave the

same results.

" It is proper to mention," says Dr. Stark,

" that in most of these experiments I did not

trust to my own olfactory organs alone. All

the members of the family, and several of my
friends, have lent their aid to distinguish be-

tween the different intensities of the odour

which each substance had attracted ; and al-

though only a few experiments are here de-

tailed, similar ones have been many times per-

formed with various other odorous substances.

The whole cf these in their geneal results seem

to establish the fact, that the colour of sub-

stances exerted a peculiar influence over the

absorption of colours.— [Query.—May not the

sickly disagreeable effluvium which is known

to proceed from the skins of the negroes, be in

some way connected with this theory ?]

" In all these experiments, however, reliance

had to be placed upon one sense alone, viz.,

that of smell, as none of the substances em-

ployed had gained any appreciable weight. I

was therefore desirous that, if possible, at least

one experiment should be devised which would

show, by the evidence of actual ifacrease of

weight, that one colour invariably attracted

more of an odorous substance than another

;

and upon considering the various odorous sub"

stances which could be easily volatilized with-

out change, and whose odour was inseparable

from the substance, I fixed upon camphor as

the one best suited to my purpose. In an ex-

periment of this nature it was necessary that
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the camphor should be volatilized, or converted

into vapour, and that the coloured substances

should be so placed as to come into contact

with the camphor while in that state. It was

therefore of the first importance to prevent

currents of air within the vessel in which the

experiment was conducted ; and with this

view I used a funnel-shaped vessel ot tin plate

open at the top and bottom. This rested on a

plate of sheet iron, in the centre of which the

camphor to be volatilized was placed. The

coloured substances, after being accuratelj^

weighed, were supported on a bent wire, and

introduced through the upper aperture. This

was then covered over with a plate of glass.—

Heat was now applied gently to volatilize the

camphor ; and when the heat was withdrawn

and the apparaf-us cool, the coloured substances

were again accurately weighed, and the diffe-

rence in weight noted down,

,

" Proceeding on this plan, I arrived at the

'most satisfactory and conclusive results. The
deposition of the camphor in various propor-

tions on the coloured substances submitted to

experiment, offered evidence of the particular

attraction of colours for odours, resting on

ocular demonstration; and when to this is ad-

ded the evidence arising from a positive increase

of weight, as ascertained by the balance, the

conclusion previously drawn from the sense of

smell are confirmed in a singular and very sa

tisfactory manner."

Dr. Stark proceeds to show, as the result of

successive experiments, that " animal sub-

stances have a greater attraction for odours

than vegetable matters, and that all these have

their power much increased by their greater

darkness or intensity of colour."—Also " that

the whole of the substances lose their sensible

odour in nearly the same time, though the

oderous particles given out by the black, were

of course much greater in quantity than the

others."

Last week, the Nineveh Gallery of Sculp-

ture Antiquities in the new building at the

British Museum was opened to the public. The
last portion of the building remaining unfi-

nished, the Townley Galleiy, is rapidly ap-

proaching to completion, and will soon be

thrown open.

arcj^ttectural Association.

COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE.

At a meeting of the above Association, in

Lyon's Inn Hall, last May twelvemonth, a

paper was read by Mr. W. Wood Deane, on

the "Application of Colour to Architecture."

The author commenced by pointing out the

universal presence of colour in the works of

nature, and its great effect in the production of

their beauty, observing that as all man's ideas

of beauty are derived from nature's works, to

delight man the artist must endeavour to work

like nature, and avail himself of the means

which she employs to produce pleasurable sen-

sations.

The first essential of beauty in architecture

is form, but nature is not content with form

alone, and indicates colour also as a legitimate

means of producing additional beauty. The

application of Polychromatic painting to ex-

ternal architecture has received much attention

abroad, and led to several bold attempts in

Germany and France. In a country like ours,

where surface decoration appears in continual

danger of destruction by the weather, external

painted decoration was thought to be inadmis-

sible. But our various building materials

afford opportunities of producing much agree-

able variety of colour. Interior decoration has

for years received undeserved neglect at the

hands of the architects of England, but it is a

subject which has happily begun to engage the

attention of the artist and connoisseur. Poly-

chromatic painting affords a means of display-

ing the liveliest fancy and most elegant design,

and even in essentially cheap architecture, a

few well-disposed lines of harmonious colour

may give a pleasing character to an apartment

at a very small outlay, but not without the

exercise of considerable judgment. Paint-

ed glass may be used with propriety in classic

as well as pointed architecture ;, although the

practice of imitating oil paintings in this ma
terial, in vogue during the last century, is, un-

doubtedly, a misapplication. It was contended

that this application of colour was in accord-

ance with the practice of the ancients, and to

be a mode of obtaining beauty taught and

practised by nature.
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lorfeaitiire.

{Concludedfrom page 92.^

The residence of the painter at the court of

the unfortunate Charles enriched, the collection of

our nobility with many a costly example ; but the

style of Vandyke—already broken loose from the

safer moorings—was, after him, deteriorated in the

hands of the Dohsons and Eileys and Jamesons.

They mistook the letter of his practice for its es-

sence- The sense of the picturesque and the variety

which Vandyke possessed they exchanged into

mere attitudinizing. The picture-making mania

which descended to, and was managed with a cer-

tain skill and taste by, Lely, gradually degenerated

into the worst species of affectation. The inor-

dinate conceit of Kneller p^gsed into the imbecility

of Richardson ; and the art was only rescued by

Sir Joshua Reynolds from the utter extinction

into which it threatened to subside with Master

Hudson.

To Reynolds, then, is due the resuscitation of

this branch of art ; but while he has the credit of

having founded a school, the peculiar nature of his

practice has been mistaken. His pictures have

been erroneously read ; and his brilliant example,

instead of a beacon, has proved an ignis fatuus.

We cannot here go into a minute investigation of

his merits and defects. His expansive and liberal

mind entertained no prejudice. He sought good

from every source ; and the philosophic spirit which

his writings display directed the means that he had

amassed into a channel of developement which

was a compromise with himself. The disadvan-

tages of a defective education under which he

laboured he had thepoble honesty to avow. Noble

and just, we say, the avowal was—for it pointed

out to the student his apprehensions lest his errors

might be mistaken for merits. With an originality

of genius that sought peculiarity, and boldness of

style where he had not the power to be correct, he

made a combination of the colour of Titian, the

grace of Corregio, the concentrated effects of Rem-

brandt, and the moral dignity of Titian, Raffaelle,

and Holbein—while he lost none of the picturesque-

uess derived from the study of Vandyke. Two of

the highest examples of portraiture in the world

are his " Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse," and
" Lord Heathfield as the Governor of Gibraltar."

His women and children are for grace, purity, and

simplicity, unsurpassed by Correggio. His figure

of " The Infant Hercules" is a convincing proof

that he felt like Buonarotti. His colour is often as

Titian's,—and his effects as Rembrandt's. The

wide range which he thus took justly placed his

reputation as a portrait-painter on the firmest basis,

and imitators thinking themselves rivals sprang

up every season. The school of which he was the

founder—that of the Romneys, the Hoppners, &c.

—was extensive, and included much of excellence.

Of those who had tlie stamina to resist contagion

the worthiest «as Opie, who suffered not his Rem
brandt-like disposition and Carravagiesque treat-

ment to be interfered with by the example of the

Master. Gainsborough by an elegant and graceful

style preserved the like independence. At no one

time could any country have shown so great a mass

of excellence in this peculiar branch of Art as at

this period of the school in question. That, how-

ever, which began in originality was gradually

lowered by plagiarism. Mere facility of handicraft

betrayed into mannerism tliose who mistook it for

the ready expression of genius. Lawrence sought

to redeem it from the conventions into which it

was falling by introducing more care into the draw

ing of his forms and into the local truth of his

colour :—but his taste was not of high caste. His

portraits are considered, in some respects, next in

merit to Reynolds. Of the present school it is

almost needless to occupy space and time in making

remarks, as the vast opportunities afforded will

enable our readers to judge and compare the

various styles of portraiture for themselves.

Portland Breahwater.—The foundation stone

of this national work was laid by Prince Albert

on Wednesday week. The stone was a block

weighing- fourteen tons ; it was suspended by an

iron chain, and being let slip after a bottle contain-

ing a plan of the breakwater, specimens of the

coinage, &c., had been deposited, fell to the bottom

of the sea, in the midst of a drenching shower of

spray and a noise like thunder.

Door-knob Composition.—Mr. John Harrison'

Stilwater, Saratoga county, New York, has patented

an improvemeut consisting in the compounding of

the following materials, calcined, pulverized, and

ground, viz. :—bone 10 parts, black flints, 4 parts,

crystal felspar, 10 parts, granite, 10 parts/ Vermont

white sand, 10 parts, China clay, 15 parts, chro

mate of potash, 1 part, litharge, 1 part, antimony,

1 part, chrome green, 1 part, oxide of iron, 3 parts,

ox'.de of tin, 1 part, oxide of zinc, 1 part, oxide of

manganese, 4 parts. The articles are ground in

water, and constitute the body and everything ne

cessary for the manufacture.
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an SllustratftJ csiosgatj) of ^tt^nital

Kttms xisetj in .trc^itfctural mti

Interior Becoration, ^c.

Tailloir. a French name for the Abacus.

Talon. A French term for the same moulding

which we call the ogee.

Tazza. A cup or rase, used principally in

'garden decorations.

Tesselated Pavement. A pavement of mo-

saic work used by the ancients, made of square

pieces of stone, &c., called teserse. The Romans

delighted in this kind of ornamental floor, which

succeeded, as Pliny tells us, to the old painted

pavements which originated in Greeee. Many
specimens have been found in various parts of

England, as well as in every part of the continent

whicli was under the Roman dominion.

Theodolite. An instrument used in survey-

ing, for taking angles in vertical or horizontal

planes.

Trigltph. An ornament of the Doric frieze,

consisting of three parallel nicks, and supposed to

represent the ends of beavns. Spaces between the

trjglyphs on the frieze are called metopes, and, in

modern examples, are made perfectly square, and

generally enriched with sculptures. These sculp-

tures are in modern works generally a bull's scull

and a patera alternately. In ancient works they

were either generally historical or mythological

desigjis.

Trefoil. In Gothic architecture, an ornament

consisting of three cusps in a circle.

Tassel. An ornamental bunch of worsted, silk,

metallic or other substance, appended to robes,

curtains, bell-ropes, &c.
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TAPESTEr- A kind of woven hangings, of

wool or silk, ornamented with figures, and used
formerly to cover and adorn the walls of rooms.

This species of work is said to have been first

invented by the Pergameniaus. From the earliest

period of antiquity, tapestry, more or less rich,

has been fabricated in different parts of the east.

The most grotesque compositions of men, planets,

and animals, were painted or embroidered on
these Oriental tapestries, and were carried into

Greece at an early period. In modern times this

kind of embroidery has been executed with great

success, and though the works of Europeans,

must be confessed to be inferior to the tapestries

of the East in brilliancy of colouring, tliey far

exceed them in design and composition. The
Anglo-Saxon wall-hangings were generally silken,

and many had figures of golden birds in needle-

work, others v/oven, and some plain. Anderson

asserts, that what we generally understand by

the term tapestry, was invented in Flanders about

1410. In the reign of Elizabeth, men in fantas-

tical postvires, like morris- dancers, were common
patterns. Arras received its name from the prin-

cipal manufactory of it at Artois. The old coun

oil-house at Coventry exhibited, till 1S02, a very

perfect specimen of the old painted cloth hang-

ings. Tlie x'oof was of oak, ornamented with

carved figures of no mean workmanship, benches

with wainscoting surrounded the room to a con-

venient height, and the space between the wain-

scoting and a rich cornice of gilt vine-leaves, was
covered with painted cloth.

Tectokium Opus. A name given by the Romans
to a kind of plaster with which they covered the

ceilings and walls in the interior of their apart-

ments.

Telamones, The name given to the figures of

men which are used as supporters, in the same

manner as the caryatides or figures of women.

Tempered; This term is applied to bricks

which may be cut with ease, and reduced to any

required shape.

Templa. Timbers in the roofs of Roman tem-

ples, which were placed upon the canterii, or

principal rafters, and correspond in situation and

use with our purlins.

Templet. A mould used by bricklayers and

masons for cutting or setting the work ; a short

piece of timber sometimes laid under a girder.

Tension'. The degree in which a piece of

timber is strained by drawing it in the direction

of its length.

Teem, or Terminus, a sort of pillar in form of

a reversed pjramid, crowned with the bust of a
man or woman as a capital.

Teera-cotta. Baked earth. Earth or clay

was the first material used by artists, both in

building and modelling. In the time of Pau-
sanias, there were in many temples statues of

the deities made of this substance, as at Trit^a,

in Achaia. Bas-reliefs of terra-cotta were fre-

quently eniployed to adorn the friezes of tem-
ples. They served also for models to the artists,

Many tombs found in the Via Appia, and in

Campagna of Rome, as well as the small temple

of Honour and Virtue, have ornaments of this

substance. The ruins of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii are full of bass-reliefs and other terra-cotta

ornaments, and they are to be seen in the cabinet

of almost every antiquary.

Testudo. a name given among the ancients

to a kind of light surbased vault, with which
they covered the grand halls in the baths and

mansions. They were often formed of iron, or

of wood, and covered with mortar or stucco.

These kinds of vaults have been discovered at

Herculaneum and Prfmpeii, but from their

want of solidity, they have not been able to

resist the catastrophe which overthrew these two

cities.

Teteadoeon. a kind of bricks, four palms in

length, which were commonly used by the Greeks

in building their private dwelling houses.

Tetrepastus. a machine with four pulleys.

Tetrastyle. a portico consisting of four

columns.

Thatch. A roof of straw or reeds, used in

cottages, barns, and such like buildings. The

antiquity of tbatching is mentioned by Servius,

and Herodotus describes the houses of Sardis as

thatched with reeds.

Theatre. A place appropriated for the repre-

sentation of dramatic spectacles. Next to the

temples, among the Greeks and Romans, the

theatres were the most important public edifices.

The Greeks attributed their invention to Bacchus,

and generally consecrated them to that god. In

the earliest times, the theatre was often raised

within the enclosures of his temples.

Thieoma. The doors of a temple or hougfe.

Tierce Point. The vertex of an equilateral

triangle.
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We quote the following remarks from the foreign

correspondent of the Athenaeum:—The superin-

tendent of the tea makers managed the colouring

part of the business himself. In the first place, he

procured a portion of indigo which he threw into

a porcelain bowl, not unlike a chemist's mortar,

and crushed it into a fine powder.. He then burned

a quantity of gypsum in the charcoal fires which

were roasting the tea. The object of this was to

soften the gypsum in order that it might easily be

pounded into a fine powder in the same manner as

the indigo had been. When taken from the fire it

readily crumbled down and was reduced to powder

in the mortar. These two substances having been

thus prepared were then mixed up in the proportion

of four parts gypsum to three of indigo, and to-

gether formed a light blue powder which in this

state was ready for use. This colouring matter was

applied to the tea during the last process of roast-

ing. The Chinese manufacturer having no watch

to guide him, uses a joss stick to regulate his

movements with regard to time. He knows exactly

how long the joss stick burns, and it of course

answers the purpose of a watch. About five

minutes before the tea was taken out of the pans,

the superintendent took a small porcelain spoon

and lifted out a portion of the colouring matter

from the bason and scattered it over the tea in the

first pan ; he did the same to the whole, and the

workmen turned the leaves rapidly round with

their hands in order that the colour might be well

diffused.

During this part of the operation the hands of

the men at the pans were quite blue. I could not

help thinking that if any drinker of green tea had

been present during this part of the process his

taste would have been corrected—and, I hope I

may be allowed to add, improved. It seemed per-

fectly ridiculous that a civilized people should

prefer these dyed teas to those of a natural green.

No wonder that the Chinese consider the nations

of the West as " barbarians." One day, Mr.

Shaw, a merchant in Shanghae, asked the Whey-

chou Chinamen their reason for dyeing their teas :

they quietly replied that as foreigners always paid

a higher price for such teas they of course preferred

them,—and that such being the ease the Chinese

manufacturer could have no objection to supply

them !

Christ Church, Battersea.—This new church

was consecrated, on the 27th ult., by the Bishop of

Winchester, attended by a large number of the

clergy of the surrounding parishes. The church is

of the Decorated or Middle Pointed style, with a

tower and spire ; the plan is cruciform, with nave

aisles, and chancel, also a children's chapel on the

north side of the chancel, opening thereto and to

the north transept by pvtinted archways, which are

to be filled with oak open carved screens. The

principal entrance is by a doorway, surmounted by

a crocketed gablet, in the tower, which is attached

to the west end of the nave on the north side.

The organ-loft is in the tower. At the east and

west euds are large five light windows with tra-

ceried heads. The east window is filled with

painted glass, by Mr. Ballantine, of Edinburgh,

who has introduced prisms of coloured glass (an

invention of his own) at the intersctions of the

pattern, to throw the prismatic rays. In the chil

dren's chapel there is a painted glass window, pre-

sented by the architect, Mr. Charles Lee. The

reading-desk, pulpit, seats in the chancel, and com

munion railing, are of oak, enriched with carving,

by Mr. Ollett, of Norwich. The centre of the

pavement of the chancel, as also the risers of the

steps, are inlaid with Minton's encaustic tiles

The church will aecoramodale 950 persons, half

being in free seats, and the entire cost is stated to

be a little more than 6,OO0Z. We have not yet

seen the building.

Importation of Foreign Glass.—Areturn,moved
j

for by Mr. Richard Spooner, M.P., shows that

the total imports ot foreign glass Jg the year

1848 were as follow, viz. :—31,037 cwt. of white

or stoned window glass, of one colour only;'

60,442 square feet of silver and polished glass ;
|

1,95 feet of painted ov otherwise ornamented!

glass; 38,086 lb. of white flint glass bottles, not,

cut or engraved ; 154,343 lb. of wine glasses I

tumblers, and all other white flint glass goods,

not cut or otherwise ornamented ; 639,9671b . ofi

all flint cut glass, flint coloured glass, and fancy i

ornamental glass ; and 370 cwt. of glass manu-

factures not otherwise described. The quantities^

of British glass exported from this country in

the year 1848 were as follows, viz. :—15,296 cwt.j

of flint glass, 19,708 cwt. of window glass,

49,227 feet of plate glass, 194,755 cwt. of com-

mon glass bottles, and 6,9651. worth of looking-

glasses and mirrors.

The Select Committee appointed to inquire

into the constitution and management of the'

Government School of Design have at length

made their Report.
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®n t^e Nafiite, ©rtgtn, anti Iro-

srcss of Besign.

FrvOM A Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

{Continued from page 159.)

When I am called upon to decorate and furnish

—say an entrance vestibule, dining room, and

drawing room, observe the information upon de-

sign requisite:—The general plan has first to be

determined; it may be a modern built London

house, capable of receiving the Greek, Roman,
Italian, French, <ir even Elizabethan styles—an in-

timate knowledge of each style, its leading charac-

teristics and treatment, the ornaments and furniture

of the respective period is perfectly essential, other-

wise I cannot successfully direct my customer's

choice; and when determined, there remains the

practical acquaintance with home and foreign ma-
nufactures, my immediate province being to point

out superior products of either. The floor of the

hall may be laid in plain or patterned marbles,

with tiles or tesserte, plain oak or inlaid woods.

The walls and ceiling are to receive due and respec-

tive embellishment, and though little lurniture is

required, it varies from the Roman eagle and slab

to the bracket. The dining room, even if plain,

can have a distinctive character marked in its

frieze, cornice and ceiling, its chimney grate, and

leading pieces of furniture, the carpet, and the

mode of fitting up the windows, in which the wide

diversity of materials for curtains, resulting from

the efibrts of many manufacturers, present me with

every quality of design. The drawing room usually

demands the chief attention, its decorations admit-

ting of greater variety ; walls, ceilings, and chim-

ney pieces being determined, there remains the

form, and ornaments of furniture : consoles, cabi-

nets, and glasses, carpets and curtains, all may be

British or Foreign, and all come under my direc-

tion and notice ; but now observe, if skill and edu-

cation in the application of colour is not matured,

there is certain failure in producing ultimate unity

and harmony of effect ; the key note, as my friend

Mr. D. R, Hay would express it, will be wanting.

Thus, the designer in a large establishment is a

person of importance, in connection with this sub-

ject, he submits, recommends, or influences a vast

amount ofmoney to be expended upon English or

Foreign manufactured design : he passes all his

time in connection with it, and in the mansions of

the nobility he has opportunities to observe the

finest works of great masters in design. I have

often had occasion to thank the liberality of gen-^

tlemen in displaying to me choice specimens or

books, and to regret that circumstances and oppor-

tunities did not permit my giving to the public the

results of experience in applied design, so much re-

quired by manufacturers. I have referred to my
own particular business, because from that source,

aided by observation and peculiar facilities, is de-

rived whatever information I possess, and because

I consider the School of Design may there find the

most valuable practical intelligence, not to be ob-

tained elsewhere, and with which, to judge by their

practice, they appear wholly unacquainted.

Design is perfectly simple, and its principles

easy of communication by proper persons ; let it

be divested of the mystery at present allowed to

surround it, and teaching the great principles of

dpsign will be found more than sufficient to occupy

the attention of our school; those are what the

manufacturers require to be cultivated, not fresco

painting or wood engraving, which may be safely

left to their own circle of clever artists. In conse-

quence of an absence of practical information,

copying is made the fundamental practice, as also

drawing from the human figure ; this instruction

chiefly tends to prepare pupils for the Royal Aca-

demy, and not to produce manufacturing designers.

Copies after Raffaelle's works make the school look

pretty, and assist the decorative painter; but they

may mislead the uninformed and confuse the ma-

nufacturer.

I should prefer their place being occupied by

geometrical principles of design, examples of form

and the theory of colouring, executed by the mas-

ters themselves ; by them frequently explained as

the source of Raffaelle's excellencies, and with de-

tailed principles of application to manufacturing

design. Teaching drawing forms but one link in

the chain of teaching for manufacturing design,

and it is difficult to make the uninitiated compre-

hend the full extent of the mischief, in rendering

fine art the principal aim of the school, when it

ought to be industrial art. I admire fine art, and

advocate its indissoluble connexion with manufac-l

turing design; but let us have practical utility

first,—the necessities of ths manufacturer require

it. Fine art will assuredly follow, and with in-

creased success ; but it is practical men can alone

achieve this successful issue, and the school does

not possess them.
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Cf)f ftrc^ojclosical Institute at

The members of the Archceological Institute

have gathered together in good array around the

cathedral of Salisbury, and are proceeding with

the business of the congress. On the 24th, the

ntroductory meeting was held, and various objects

in or near the town were visited, of which we hope

to say something in our next number. At the

the dinner meeting, on Tuesday, in the council-

room, at least 300 ladies and gentlemen sat down

to a plenteous display of the good things of life,

which the mayor and corporation had liberally pro-

vided. On the following morning several hundreds

of the poorer inhabitants of the city were presented

with the remains of the feast in food and liquors,

and thus were comforted and made happy.

At the morning meeting, the Marquis of Nor-

thampton, on taking the chair, had addressed an

assembly of at least two hundred, in his accus-

tomed kind and affable manner, by saying how

much he rejoiced in seeing so many congregated

from various parts of the country to compliment

archaeology and the singular locality in which they

met His lordship introduced the Right Honour-

able Sidney Herbert as the president for the ensu-

ing year. This accomplished and learned gentle-

man manifested much taste and tact in addressing

the company, by pointing out and characterizing

the prominent objects of archceological and his-

toric interest which belong to Old and New Sarum,

to the castramentations and barrows of the plains,

Stonehenge, Wilton House, &c., and dwelt par-

ticularly on the merits of some of the Wiltshire

worthies, who had been born or dwelt at Salisbury

or in the county. The bishops of Salisbury and

Oxford followed in the same strain, in proposing

certain resolutions. Two papers were next read

by Mr. Matcham and the Rev, Joseph Hunter,

the latter on the topographical gatherings at

Stourhead, and the archseological lore and re-

searches of the late Sir Richard Colt Hoare. The

President announced that Sir Hugh Hoare would

be happy to show the antiquities of Stourhead to

a select party of the institute, on Monday next.

The meeting then broke up, and proceeded in par-

ties to visit the museum opened at the King's

House, in the Close, the cathedral, and other ob-

jects of archaeological interest in the city.

In the evening, Professor Willis in the chair,

a paper was read by Mr. Tucker, written by the

Rev. E. Duke, on Stonehenge, endeavouring to

show that it indicated a part or member of a

vast planetary orrery of the universe.

The Dean of Hereford gave some explanations

and details of the operations now going on at

Silbury-hill, and^ the contents of certain of the

baiTows near Amesbury. The dean found the

cutting at Silbury-hill advanced about thirty-two

yards on Wednesday week. He advised the

workmen to stop at about two yards from the

centre of the hill, in order that the members

might bs present at its exploration. The speaker

next alluded to the contents of some barrows he

had opened while in the neighbourhood. An
animated conversation followed, in which Mr.;

Britton, Mr. Bates, and other gentlemen, took:

part.
j

On Wednesday morning, large parties visited

Amesbury, Old Sarum, Stonehenge, &c. : and in

the evening Mr. Markland and Mr. Britton read

two papers to a large assembly at the council-

house. Of these and future proceedings we shall

notice hereafter.

Stained W.indoia St. Peter's Church, Derby.—
The east window of St. Peter's Church, Derby,

was completed on Thursday last. Five lights

compose the lower part, and eighteen (in the

tracery) the upper ; the former has been des-

cribed. The subjects of the latter are the Resur-

rection, the Ascension, the Annunciation, the

Four Evangelists, with their respective emblems,

and the apostles St. Paul, St. Mathias, St. Thomas,

St. James, St. Barnabas, and St. Philip ; the re-

maining four contain the figures of St. George,

St. Patrick, St. David, and St. Andrew, the

patron saints of the United Kingdom. Besides

these are four small squares which are filled with

the arms of the donor, Mr. Simpson, and with

angels bearing scrolls. Each of the five large

figures in the lower compartment is surrounded

with a gorgeous canopy, exact copies from those

in the window of the choir of York Minster.

Messrs. Barker and Son, of York, are the artists.

The execution of the window is good

,

The Huddersfield and Manchester tunnel is

said to be more than three miles in length, and

to pass at a depth of 652 feet below the ridge of

the hill, which it pierces so straight that on a

clear day one can see through from either end.

West -bridge station, on the North Midland,

has been burnt to the ground by. spontaneous

combustion of " waste"—grease, oil, &c.
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C^e OI^ronolBjjist

The bust of Waller—a composition bust by Rys-

bracb from the known portraits of the poet—was

sold about a fortnight ago at a sale at Hall Burns,

near Beaconsfield, to Sir Robert Peel, for fifty

guineas. Hall Barns was the family seat of the

poet of the Panegyric upon Cromwell ; but few or

no traces remain there coeval with the poets's time:

jThe house, of dull red brick, pleasantly seated in a

park full of the charaeteristics of Buckingham-

shire scenery,—was built, we believe, by the poet's

son. The library, rich in books of Waller's period,

was sold about fifteen years ago by a country auc-

tioneer, at country prices. Burke's fine house in

the same neighbourhood has long been levelled

: with the ground. "—The expense of the " increased

Isupply of water" to the castle is estimated at

10,OOOZ., which the Lord Chamberlain considers to

be " urgently required" for the frequent cleansing

'of the drains, and more especially for the safety of

the castle in case of fire, the present supply being

very uncertain and deficient in quantity. This

" special service" will require the superintendance

of an engineer, and Mr. James Simpson has been

selected for the purpose. Mr. Simpson will charge

I

a commission of 5 per cent, on the outlay, not ex-

ceeding the amount of his estimate—10,000Z.

The professorship of.Modern History at Cambridge,

ivacated by the death of Professor Smyth, has been

Ifilled up by the appointment of Sir James Stephen.

I

The Professorships in the three new Irish

'colleges are in progress of being filled up. We

ican report two appointments to the literary chairs

of those institutions—the Rev. Charles F. Darley

lis to fill that of Cork, and Mr. Craik has been

I selected for that of Belfast. We may add the

I name of Mrs. Austen, so well known as a trans-

llator from the German, to the list of those whom

'the Queen has recently placed on the Pension List.

iMrs. Austen has a grant of lOOZ. The beautiful

I design for a clock-case made by Holbein for Sir

Anthony Denny has just been added to the valuable

collection of drawings by old masters placed under

Mr. Carpenter's care at the British Museum. The

drawing was one of the treasures of the Strawberry

Hall sale,—and is a fine and undoubted specimen

of the master.—We have just seen an able paper

from the hands of Mr. Linton, the well-known

landscape-painter, giving a comprehensive state-

ment of the origin, bases, and combinations in a

chemical sense of the various colours which form

the constituents of the painter's art. At a glance

the student may here obtain such general infor-

mation as may tend to impress on him the neces-

sity of further investigation. On no subject con-

nected with his art perhaps is he so little informed

as on this. Ignorant of affinities or antipathies,

he is apt to make combinations which the action

of light or the absence of it and other circum-

stances soon render abortive:—and his time and

talents are thus thrown away. It is not desirable

to see the artist weaken his pictorial power by dif-

fuse and superficial dabbling as a chemist ; but it

is a common-sense proceeding to make himself ac-

quainted with the nature of the substances with

which he has to deal.

Mining in Scotland.—We understand that

the Marquis of Bredalbane is about to commence

working the deposits of lead and copper on his

estates in Pertshire. A German gentleman of

scientific attainments has been engaged to report

on their capabilities, and make assays, with a view

to their ulterior development.

Co aiorrespontientg, ^c.

Satya, (Stockport.)

—

The process is dangerous.

You had better obtain the small quantity you

are likely to want at the manufacturers.

S. B.

—

Not in timefor the present number.

Alfred.

—

Sulphate of zinc will answer the purpose,

J. s. s.

—

Enquire at a music publishers.

Now Publishing, Price One Shilling, Part 5, of

the Self Instructing Draiving JSooA:, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 is still

on sale. The Booli of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, Price 6d. Parts 1, to 7, are

now ready.—^The Illustrated Laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be chrged at lOd. each.

Part 27 is now ready, price lOd.
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AVING completed his review

of ancient art, Mr. Wornura proceeded, on

Friday week, at the School of Design, Somer-

set-house, to lecture on art in the middle ages

—the " dark ages"—so called, said the lec-

turer, because we are well in the dark con-

cerning them. This period he comprised in

the interval between the establishment of Chris-

tianity and the renaissance or revival of art,

—

a period of about 900 years, from the fourth

to the thirteenth century. He proposed, there-

fore, to devote to this period three lectures, in-

cluding the consideration of the various styles of

Gothic ornament, comprising, of course, archi-

tecture. Ancient art, he proceeded, might be

said to have ceased when Rome ceased to be

the capital of the world. The establishment

of Christianity, the division of the empire, and

the incursions of barbarians, were the chiet

causes of the important revolution experienced

by the imitative arts, and the serious check

they received ; and the foundation of Constan-

tinople, and the Exarchate, were equally fatal

to the magnificence of Rome.

Byzantium, the Rome of the East, became

more rich in works of arf- than Rome herself:

Europe and Asia were despoiled to enrich the

new city of Constantine : its great thorough-

fares were adorned with colossal figures

bronze: and before the church of St. Sophia

alone were disposed many hundred statues, the

masterpieces of ancient art.

But nearly all these works, and many more
in the various capitals of Europe, Asia, and
Africa, became a prey to religious fanaticism,

or were carried away for the value of the metal

by the many hordes of Huns, Goths, and Van-
dals, by whom nearly every trace of ancient

grandeur was swept from the earth. The vol-

cano, even, was a protection compared with

the destructive fury .of those middle-age fana^

tics, the iconoclasts, whether Christian or Ma-
hommedan. So effective was their system of

destruction, that but for the fortunate preser

vation of Pompeii, by Vesuvius, we should

have had to glean our knowledge of ancient

manners and customs almost entirely from

books. In the third century, however, as the

church became more general, and accordingly

more firmly established, the antipathy and

dread of images proportionately declined.

During the first and second centuries. Chris-

tian works of art were limited to symbols, and

were then never applied as decorations, but as

exhortation to faith and piety ; such, we find,

for instance, on their tombstones. The first of

all symbols was the monogram of Christ. It

was sometimes combined with the figure of

the cross, with the letters alpha and omega on

the sides. Another very common symbol was

the fish ; it is what is called an acrostic sym-

bol. Other symbols employed in early deco-

ration were then adverted to by the lecturer,

together with the pictorial and plastic repre-

sentations mixed up with them in and after the

third century. The most ancient figure of the

Saviour depicted in the catacombs at Rome and

copied by RafFaelle, and others of a subsequent

date, with the nimbus, or glory, introduced in

the fourth century were then described ; and

the mosaics of the old Christian churches or

basilicas in Rome, Ravenna, and other parts of

Italy, pointed out as our principal monuments

of early Christian painting. As works of art,

he remarked, these latter were of but little

value, but their interest is great as historical

and ecclesiastical monuments.

The basilicas, which mean literally, houses
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of the king, spiritual or temporal, were origi-

nally used as halls of justice; and the upper

end is called the tribune or tribunal, from the

seats of the judges and magistrates, the tri-

bunes, who hald their official sittings in that

part. The tribune is frequently built in the

form of a large semicircular recess, surmounted

by a semi-dome. The altar was somtimes in

the recess, and sometimes before it. The whole

upper concave surface, called the apsis, was

gilded and adorned with figures of Christ and

the apostles, variously arranged, though gene-

rally similar in the essentials, and very nearly

always executed in Mosaic work.

In the large basilicas in which a transept is

introduced, before the tribune, the ground plan

thus forming a Latin cross, the transept was

divided from the nave by a large arch, called

the arch of triumph ; and in this case subjects

from the Apocalypse are frequently represented

on the arch. Other subjects from the various

religious cj'cles were introduced in other parts

of the church. These mosaics, mostly executed

from the fifth to the ninth centuries, are simi-

lar in character to the illuminations of the MSS.
especially those of the Byzantine school.

As regards pavements, less change, perhaps,

took place than in any other class of ornamen-

tal designs ; that is, the purely geometrical

patterns, which, even though heathen works,

could present nothing ofi^ensive to the most

scrupulous Christian. We accordingly find, in

many churches of the middle ages, mosaic

pavements nearly identical in pattern with

those lately discovered in Pompeii.

Some interesting remarks on embroideries,

representations of the Divine Trinity, &c., then

followed, and reference made to the " Guide to

Painting," by 'the monk, Dionysius, recently

translated and published at Paris as a manual
Christian iconography. In the extraordinary

peninsula of Mount Athos—the 'holy moun-
tain,' as it is called, there are no less than 935

churches or chapels, every one of which is

either covered on the interior with frescoes,

or ornamented with pictures on panel, and

occasionally with mosaic, and many of these

works date from the early period of which we
are speaking. The monasteries of Mount
Athos also possesses many ancient relics of the

jeweller's art, as the magnificent triptic of St.

Laura, presented to that monastery by Nice-

phorus Phccas, in the tenth century. It is set

externally with emeralds, pearls, and rubies, as

large as sixpences, and a double row of dia-

monds. The most singular peculiarity of this

remarkable peninsular is, that no woman is

allowed to enter it—no female has ever trod in

one of its 935 chapels, and yet these chapels

are decorated with the figures of female saints,

by painters who, perhaps, never saw a woman
from the time of their infancy. This is, how-

ever, of little consequence, as the images of the

saints are strictly traditional. Such, continued

the lecturer, is the nursery of the Byzantine

school, until lately without a rival where the

Greek Church prevails, and formerly of almost

equal influence in the west.

The memorable image controversy between

the emperors in the east and the popes in the

west, which ultimately separated the eastern

and western churches, and indeed "convulsed

the whole of Christendom for a century and a

half, commenced shortly after the Council of

Constantinople, in the eighth century, depre-

cating symbols—as the Council of lUiberio,

nearly four centuries earlier, had prohibited

the decoration of churches with iuages. Into

the particulars of this controversy the lecturer

entered pretty fully, and afterwards proceeded,

with the help of illustrations, to examine more

in detail the character of the ornaments, or

symbols, rather, of the whole of this period of

art, apart altogether from its architectural ar-

rangements. The forms of the cross and dome

or circle, pervade almost every ornamental de-

sign of the middle ages, especially the earlier

periods ; and they are still further developed

by a host of secondary symbols, some of them

already explained.

The symbolism of middle-age art gives its

ornaments no beauty ; their efi"ect in most

cases is to be attributed to the richness of their

colouring and materials. But we shall find as

we proceed, that in one subject at least—in

geometrical design—the artists of the middle

age are yet unapproached ; and it is not to be

overlooked that the whole range of mediaeval

monuments ofi^er a vast source of suggestions

to the decorator and designer, which he can-

not too frequently consult, not for imitation,

but for hints.
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<©n t^e Nature, ©risin, antr ^Mo=

From a Paper read at the General Meet-

ing OF THE Decorative Art Society,

March, 1844, by Mr. Crabb.

{Concludedfrom page 1G8J

If a physician were appointed operating surgeon

to an hospital, his failure would escite no surprise,

though both are doctors; so between the artist,

painter, sculptor, and designer, there is even a

wider difference of acquirement and purpose. Five

years since, I recommended to the Council, that

existing designers should be induced to attend the

school for a more complete instruction, by which,

important benefits would be exchanged ; but a

theoretical course of their own was preferred—let

usjudge of Its success by their recent appointment

of masters to schools at Birmingham, Newcastle,

and other places. The one sent to Birmingham,

described as an intelligent pupil of the school—

a

leading manufacturer tells me they are exceedingly

dissatisfied, and very likely, for I have long known

Mm to be a person without pretension, and he

acknowledges himself to be unacquainted with

manufacturing design. A worthy man, a wood
engraver, has been sent to Newcastle, he neither

pretends to, nor possesses the slightest manufac-

turing knowledge. There must be some serious

misapprehension among the council to suppose that

men ot such acquirements can teach what they

know not—manufacturing design. I do assure

them, they are extending an evil that will provoke

the contempt of the manufacturers ; if men of abi-

lity were sent, manufacturers would soon see their

interests in subscribing handsomely for their sup-

port, and incalculable benefits must arise, in three

years, or less, they might have designers and model-

lers trained to their own peculiar requirements on

the spot.

Freely admitting the foreign designers' supe-

riority, I insist upon the Englishman's capability

of equalling him, (with similar advantages) and

thus hold it to be a matter of high moment, that

the gentlemen of the Council be made sensible of

the insufficiency of their present arrangements;

certainly, the school in London should not be suf-

fered to remain a perversion of its title, a mere

cheap drawing school, made to look inviting by

some extra attention paid to a few scholars, in-

tended as decorative painters ; there is every oppor-

tunity for rendering the most important service to

the arts of design by educating those who can

already draw well, and who would eagerly attend

the school, and pay a portion of its expenses also

provided practical men were there to direct the

studies and communicate that information which

no other artist, painter, sculptor, or architect can

possess. Let the subject be treated with energy

and liberality, and there is no difficulty in doing

this, nor iu widely diffusing a popular knowledge

of the nature and purposes of design to the public

at large. I do not speak theoretically, but with

ample knowledge of the difficulties, and with my

opinions sanctioned by gentlemen, whose names

are an honor to our country.

The manufacturers have the matter in their own

hands ; let them visit the schools as men of business,

and, as such, judge of the arrangements, of the

instruction given, and should it continue unsatis-

factory, let them, in any one district open a se-

parate school, subscribe sufficient to remunerate a

man of talent, and select him themselves, as they

would one for their private business ; no doubt the

object could be best attained through the govern-

ment school, but it can also be done by a few

spirited manufacturers.

I should be proud if our efforts aroused the at-

tention of a few gentlemen of the Council, Mr
Cockerell for instance, whose valuable and instruc

tive lectures at the Royal Academy, conducted

with the greatest liberality and listened to in ad-

miration by a crowded auditory, form a fitting pro-

totype for lectures that should originate with Pro-

fessor Dyce. The subject cannot rest where it is
;

let us widely circulate what might be quickly done

under proper management, and depend upon it the

manufacturers who are feeling the inconvenicncies

of a dearth of designers will come forward. Those

who love the results of elegant art, will avoid all

excess, for the beautiful must be cultivated in their

own minds ere it can be either enjoyed or imparted.

This consideration will be found to greatly extend

a people's happiness; it was the principle pre-

eminently valued in the best period of art, courted

at the revival, and now again fostered in Germany ;

there, in the real and true spirit, we find the

monarch diffusing the rich treasures of knowledge

to his people without distinction, creating a genuine

love of art, and an eager desire to apply elegant

design throughout their manufactures.

If we Englishmen desire similar results, we
must cultivate the same spirit and adopt similar

I means.
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interior Becotation, ^c.

Tomb. A funeral monument raised over the

remains of the dead. The earliest kind of tombs

appear to have been grottos and caverns. In the

plains of Etruria, many sepulcharal grottos have

been found, hollowed in a rock, which is not dif-

ficult to work. They are sometimes disposed in

Turkish Architecture. The architecture of

the Turkish empire in general bears a great assimi

lation to that of the Arabs or Saracens.

ToRTJS. A large semicircular moulding used in

C
1

the bases of columns,

graving.

Marked a. a. in the en^

form of a cross, or with three wings, almost like

our churches ; others are squared in different pro-

portions. Doors have been formed, to lead from
one grotto to another ; sometimes they are above

each other. These grottos are not very deep. The
interior is often adorned with paintings. The ac-

companying is a design for a Gothic tombstone.

TiMBEs. The species of timber chiefly used in

carpentry and joinery, are oak, the different species

of pine, mahogany, lime, poplar, ash, elm, beech,

&c.

ToREUMATA. That description of work, par-

ticularly vases, which was ornamented in bold re-

lief.

Torso, A name given by artists to all mutilated

statues, of which nothing remains but the trunk.

Trabeation.

ture.

Another term for an entabla-

Trabs. The Roman name for a wall-plate.

Transept. An open passage or way across the

body of the church in the direction of north and

south, either on the eastern or western side of the

nave ; in some churches, on both.

Tracert. In Gothic architecture, the inter-

section in various forms of the mullions in the

head of a window or screen.

Trigonometry. The science which teaches the Tbansepi Tower. That over the transept, to
|

mensuration of triangles.
| distinguish it from others.
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Transom. A beam across a double-lighted -win-

dow ; if the window have no transom, it is named

a clear-story window.

Transtra. The horizontal timbers in the roof

of Roman buildings.

Traverse. A gallery or loft of communication,

in a church or other large building.

Tread. The horizontal part of the step of a

stair.

Treasury: " A building for the reception of

money or other precious things.

Trellice. Lattice work of metal or wood in

screens or doors.

Triangle. A plane rectilinear figure of three

sides, and consequently three angles.

Trichoron.

stories.

A building with three longings or

Triforium. The space between the aisles of a

church and the clerestory, after containing a stair-

case.

Tryglyph. An ornament of the Doric frieze,

consisting of three parallel nicks, and supposed by

some to represent the ends of beams. There is

observed in the large hollow crown moulding of

the temple of Dendera, a decoration very similar

to the Doric triglyph, the extreme parts of which

are placed at the angle as in Grecian Doric.

Trigon. Another name for a triangle.

Tringle. a small member fixed exactly upon

every triglyph, under the plat-band of the archi-

trave, from whence hangs the guttse in the Doric

order, called also a riglet or listel.

Trochoid. A figure which is described by a

circle that rolls in a straight line, with a pointer

pin in the circumference, on a fixed plane, parallel

to or iu the plane of the moving circle.

Tuf. a kind of sandy calcarious stone, porous,

light, soft, without being fragile, ductile, and well

calculated for the construction of vaults. Its

colour and consistence varies according to the

predominance of its several component parts.

TuMULua. A small conical hill of earth, raised

as a memorial over the remains of the dead, by

the early uations of antiquity. In the Troad, and

along the shores of .the Hellespont, many of these

tumuli are found for a description of which, among

among other works, the reader may consult that of

M. Lechevalier, sur la Troade.

Vane, Fane, or Phane, a plate of metal, shaped

like a banner, fixed on the summit of a tower or

steeple, to show the direction of the wind.

Vase. A name given to the bell, or naked form,

of the Corinthian capital, on which the leaves are

disposed.

Vase. The Grecian vases, which have been

from time to time dug up in various parts of Italy

and Greece, have long attracted attention, by the

^M^^n&^MmM,

elegance of their form and decorations. Large

collections have at various periods been made, and

several collections of drawings from them have

been published.

Window. An opening in the wall of a build-

ing, for the admission of light into the interior.

Products of the American Sea.—The products

of the whale, cod, mackerel, and herring fisheries,

exported mostly from the northern coast, amount

to 1,693,980 dollars.
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Cj^e dCampantle oi motto at

JFlountc.

I REMEMBER Well how, when a boy, I used to

despise that Campanile, and think it meanly smooth

and finished. But I have since lived beside it

many a day, and looked out upon it from my win-

dows^by sunlight and moonlight, and I shall not

soon forget how profouud and gloomy appeared to

me the savageness of the Northern Gothic, when I

afterwards stood, for the first time, beneath the

front of Salisbury. The contrast is indeed strange,

if it could be quickly felt, between the rising of

those grey walls out of their quiet swarded space,

like dark and barren rocks out of a green lake,

with their rude, mouWerIng, rough-grained shafts,

and triple lights, without tracery or other, orna-

ment than the martin's nest in the height of them,

and that bright, smooth, sunny surface of glowing
jaspar, those spiral shafts and fairy traceries, so

white, so faint, so crystalline, that their slight shapes

are hardly traced in darkness on the pallor of the

eastern sky, that serene height of mountain ala-

baster, coloured like a morning cloud and chased
like a sea-shell. And if this be, as I believe it, the

model and mirror of perfect architecture, is there

not something to be learned by looking back to

the early life of him who raised it ? I said that

the power of human mind had its growth in the

wilderness; much more must the love and the

conception of that beauty, whose every line and
hue we have seen to be, at the best, a faded image
of God's daily work, and an arrested ray of some
great star of creation, be given chiefly in the

places which He has gladdened by planting there

the fir-tree and the pine.

—

Rushin.

Scent oj Plants.— The. scent of some plants is

not perceptible until after they are cut down and

exposed to the influence of either the sun or arti-

ficial heat. Grass, while growing, possesses no

particular smell, but when made into hay, it

scents the country around. The wood ef the asb

tree, when burned in a grean state, will emit a

fragrance like that which proceeds from the violet

and mezerion, and' this it will difi"use to a very

considerable distance. The glands of the fraxi-

nella, from which it exhales its scent, are large

enough to be seen by the naked eye, and the va-^

pour is so combustible, that it will burn when a

light is placed within its influence. The garden

nightshade has the property of causing sleep to

overpower those who may inhale its odour, and
the upas tree possesses an uncommonly deleterious

quality of vapour. Some flowers emit their odours

only at certain periods. Those having an am-
brosial smell exhale only after sunset, and the

appearance of some plants correspond with the

nature of their scent. Musk-scented flowers are

always of a yellowish and purple colour, and a dull

appearance is indicative of the deleterious nature

of their perfume. The odour of plants and flowers,

which seems thus to inherit the property of creat-

ing such a diversity of feelings in the human frame,

is considered by naturalists to be an excretory

secretion, forming a gas or vapour, which in some

is supposed to proceed from the petals transmitted

from the plant by the claws at its base, and escap-

ing through orifices on their surface, at others from

the nectaries, or various parts which compose their

blossoms.

Corrugated Iron Houses.—A house constructed

of corrugated iron, by Mr. John Walker, of Old

street-road, has been sent to San Francisco. The

structure measures 75 feet long, 40 feet wide, and

20 feet high, and is composed of pjates of iron,

each 8 feet long : its cost was 600Z. Mr, Walker

has likewise in course of construction eight other

corrugated iron houses for California, each having

three dwelling-rooms and one store-room. Corru.

gated iron has considereble strength, with little

weight, and seems to have advantages for portable

dwellings and store-houses.

Corrosion of Iron Railings.—-Where they are

united to their sockets by lead, it may be lessened

in the following manner:—The cause of the cor

rosion, as is well known, is the gaWanic action

which goes on between the two metals, through the

medium of the water collected at the angle of

juncture by capillary attraction. If, then, the lead

instead of being flush with the stone into which

the iron is fixed, were to be levelled from the iron

to the stone at an angle of about 60 degrees, all

the watei' would drain off, and, consequently, the

galvanic action would be stopped.

Neio Yorli as it is to be.—We know nothing

more frightful (says the Daily News) than to look

at a plan of New York, and fancy what it will be

when the whole island is built upon. Let the

reader imagine a dozen of Harley-streets, Baker-

streets, and Edgeware-roads, all parallel to each

other, and extending in a straight line from six to

ten miles in length, without a Hyde-park, a Re-

gent's-park, or a Hampstead intervening, and in-

tersected rectangularly at unvarying intervals by a

couple of hundred cross-streets, all alike, and he

will have some notion of what New York is to be.
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Uthit\xi,

rhe Philosophy ofPainting. By Henry Twining,

Esq. Longman & Co.

The practical portion of Mr. Twining's work
lontarins many useful passages :—but we think in

jarts it is unnecessarily prolix. The notices on

ight and shade are very good :—the chapter on

jontrast is one of the hest in the book. The

jreat charm of all Mr. Twining's remarks is the

ivident delight in Nature, and in the study of

Art as her handmaid, which enters into all his

descriptions. Thus gracefully does he recognize

the delicacy of her'arrangement :

—

" Harmony and softness'are secured by nature,

and contrast itself diminished, where, if too

powerful, harshness wonld result. Thus, the cir-

cumstance that the eye loses the exact delineation

of slender objects hich are surrounded by a

luminous atmosphere, becomes a means by which
lightness and delicacy are infused into those parts

of a landscape where they are required, whilst,

at the same time, the whole effect ot contrast is

maintained, where the bulk and opacity of the

objects demand it. But, in cases of contrast, it

is difficult to say when the effectrrequires to be
superadded in the imitation, and when the simi-

larity of the conditions of the drawing with
those of nature is of itself sufficient. It may be
easy, when the local colour of an object is known
to be decidedly lighter or darker than one behind
it, or when the exposure'to the light is unques-

tionably greater or less, to determine whether it

shall be made to come out in light, or in dark ;

but when the tint of an object'appears modified

by the unequal influence of neighbouring con-

trasts, it cannot easily be determined what allow-

ances are to be made, with regard to positive

colour, for those apparent changes which depend
on relative effect. For instance, a slender pillar

in the aisle of a church, although its tone be

uniform throughout, or nearly so, becomes dark

where it crosses a window, and light again where
it traverses the <iark recesses of the vaults or

groining. In nature; these transitions in the

appearance of the column, are owing entirely to

effects neighbouring or co -relative. The colour

and lightning of the column itself, may be per-

fectly uniform. But in the painting, will these

accompanying circumstances, if correctly intro-

duced, with mere pigment for light, and without

any contrivance or artifice, produce a correspond-

ing result ? Or will it be necessary to modify the

tone of the column itself, in its different parts.

in order to give the character of truth to appear-

ances which, in nature, are superinduced, and

not real?"

The chapter on Chromatics is somewhat de-

ficient : the Goethe theory is aj)parently not at

all apprehended,—and the statements of the

results of M. Chevreuil's speculations, and of

Mr. Field's noble discoveries are by no means

clear. The chapters on perspective, reflection,

&c., consist of a multitude of minute rules and

records of observation, which should be matters

of A B C to professional artists, but which may
prove a valuable assistance to amateurs.

^oxm^

The following nai'rative is taken from a paper

printed for William Budden, 1685, and preserved

in the Bodleian library.

" In a piece of ground within two miles of

Cirencester, in the county of Gloucester; com-

monly known by the name of Colton's field, a&

two labourers were digging a gravel field at the

foot of a hill, which they had sunk four yards

deep, they observed the ground on that side next

the hill to be loose, and presently discovered an

entrance into the belly of the hill, which appear

ing very strange to them, and rather the work

of art than nature, one of them ventured a little

way in, and by the light of the hole discovered

a large cavity. Whereupon they got a lantern

and candle to make a further search into it, and

by the advantage of this feeble light the first

plac3 they entered appeared to have been a hall,

which was large, and in it two long tables with

benches on each side, which they no sooner

touched to feel their substance, but they crumbled

into dust.

" From thence they saw a passage into another

room, which by the furniture had been a kitchen,

several utensils proper to it, as pots, kettles, &e.

being of brass or iron, continued somewhat firm,

but eaten through with rust and canker. Beyond

the hall they went into a parlour furnished ac-

cording to the fashion of those times, with car-

pets richly wrought, and other furniture agree-

able ; these also fell to pieces on touching them.

At one corner of the room there appeared to have

been a pair of stairs, but the earth had fallen in

and stopped the ascent. Going back into the hall

they observed another opening which led them

into a square room ornamented with carved

work in several parts, supposed to have been ai
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place of worship and devotion, by images in the

wall, and at the upper end of it they found seve-

ral urns, some of which had only ashes in them,

others were filled with coins and medals of gold,

silver, and brass, with latin inscriptions and

heads of several Roman emperors.

As they went searching about this room, they

spied a door which had been strongly patched

with iron, but the wood being rotton, with a

little force fell to pieces, and looking in, to their

great astonishment they saw the image of a man
in full proportion, with a truncheon in his hand,

and a light in a glass, like a lamp, burning before

him. This very much affrighted them at first,

imagining it to be the devil in that shape, or a

guardian spirit set there to defend some hidden

treasure, the hopes whereof so encouraged them
at last, that one of them ventured to step in, but

upon his first descent the image seemed to strike

at him, upon which they were both so terrified

that they durst not proceed further, but went
back, taking many of the medals and coins with

them out of the urns, at night acquainted a gen-

tleman who is a famous antiquary, with the dis-

covery they had made, what they had seen, and

the money they had found, showing him several

pieces, upon which he ordered them to keep the

matter private, promising to go with them the

next morning, which he accordingly did.

After he had viewed the other rooms with

wonder and delight, they conducted him to the

place where the image was, which he supposed

might by some great artist be made to strike at

certain times; therefore, without any appre-

hension of danger, went in ; and, as before, upon
his first step ths image made an offer to strike

;

so at the second, but with greater force ; at the

third step it struck a violent blow on the glass

where the light was, which broke it to pieces,

and quite extinguished it (the light), that had

they not been furnished with a lantern and can-

dle, their condition would have been desperate.

The image appeared to have been the effigy of

some Roman general, by those ensigns of martial

honour which lay at his feet. On the left hand
lay two heads embalmed,—the flesh was shrivel-

led up, and looked like parchment scorched, of a

dark complexion. They had long hair on the

chin ; one seemed to be^ed, the other black.

Upon further search they found several other

passages leading to other bouses, or different

rooms in the same house ; but a hollow voice,

like a deep |sigh or groan, prevented any other

discovery. Our adventurers hastily quitted those

dark apartments, which they had no sooner done

than the hill sunk down, and buried all the

rarities, except those medals and coins taken out

the night before, which are now shown for the sa-

tisfaction of the curious and ingenious, who in

great numbers flocked to see them ; and purchased

them at great prices, as most valuable relics of an-

tiquity.

The Goodwood racing cups for this year have

been manufactured by Messrs. Hunt and Roskell

of Bond-street, and the Messrs. Garrard of the

Haymarket. The two which are productions of

Messrs. Hunt and Roskell, are after the models of

Mr. A. Brown, made under the superintendence

of Mr. Baily, the Acadamician. One is a tazza of

the Elizabethan period, enriched with figures and

devices representative of the ancient sports of

England, and leading the imagination back from

the hunting-ground to the merry greenwood. The

other is more directly representative of the time

and occasion in which it originates. On its base

are the figures of a stallion, a mare, and a foal,

—

and a group of fighting horses make its crown.

The handles of the cup are formed by Victories,

—

and medallions descriptive of horse-racing are

among its ornaments. The cap of Messrs. Gar-

rard's manufacture is from^the design and model

of Mr. Cotterill. On its base a group of Indians

are hunting the bison. All these subjects are suf-

ficently appropriate to the spirit of the theme

which they are intended to illustrate.

A Word in Season.—Never be cast down by

trifles. If a spider break his thread twenty times,

twenty times will he mend it again. Make up

your hands to do a thing in compass, and you will

do it. Fear not if troubles come upon you ; keep

up your spirits, though the day be a dark one.

Fight hard against a hasty temper. If anger come,

resist it stoutly. A spark may set a house on

fire. A fit of passion may give you cause to mourn

all the days of your life. Whatever you do, do it

willingly. A boy that is whipped to school never

learns his lesson well. A man that is compelled to

work, cares not how badly it is performed. He
that pulls off his coat cheerfully, strips up his

sleeves in earnest, and sings while he works, is the

man for us.

A cheerful spirit gets on quick

;

A grumbler in the;[mud will^stick.

Salisbury Cathedral.—li is reported in the

neighbourhood, that the dean and chapter have

it in contemplation to throw this Cathedral open

to the public. We sincerely hope that the [report

in question is founded in truth.
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93is5opp*s Btsc QSnQim,

Paying a visit the other morning to the Times

Printing-office, we saw the new Disc Engine that

has been put np there to drive Applegarth's two

rotary printing machines, by which the 36,000

copies, or thereabouts, matutinally required, are

whiffled off at the rate of about 5,000 complete

copies per hour. In this engine, the advantages

of which have been long known, the objections

alone kept it out of general use, appear to have

beeu successfully overcome. It is a 16-horse power

engine, on the high-pressure and condensing prin-

ciple : it is, however, equally suitable to be worked

as a simple low-pressure condensing engine.

It stands in the machine-room close to a wall,

and occupies a singularly small space. The shaft-

ing for driving the printing machines is carried by

brackets ; fixed to the wall over the engine, and is

driven by two bands : the drum on the engine-

shaft is 30 inches diameter; and the two pulleys

overhead 4 feet diameter.

Our impressions in favour of the engine were

confirmed by inquiry. It seems that, before being

erected at the Times office, it was tested, during a

month, by Mr, Penn, of Greenwich, and Mr,

Farey (both good authorites), in a corn-mill be-

longing to the former. The comparison was made
with a beam-engine of the best construction ; and,

under similar circumstances, there was an impor-

tant diflferehce in favour of the disc engine, the

engines driving alternately the same machinery, at

an equal speed, from the same boiler.

Several disc engines have been fixed in various

parts of the kingdom during the last eight years,

but the arrangements lately patented by Mr.

G. D. Blshopp have so much improved it, as to

open to it a much larger sphere of action. This at

the Times office was manufactured by Messrs.

Joseph Whitworth and Co., of Manchester,

The peculiarity of the disc engine is, that it gives

motion to a crank on the engine-shaft, and exerts

a perfectly uniform force on it thronghout the re-

volution. There are, therefore, no " dead points;"

and when driving by gearing, without a fly-wheel,

there is no back-lash in the wheels. Moreover,

the steam can be cut off at a very early part of

the stroke, without materially affecting the regu-

larity of the driving force.

The wood pavement is fast disappearing from

many of our thoroughfares.

WiMUl Hcfcipts.

To Eemove Ink Stainsfrom Boolts, Linen, g-e.

—Apply to the spot, muriatic acid diluted with five

or six times its weight of water, and after a miuute
or two, wash it off: repeating the application as

often as may be found necessary. Strong solutions

of oxalic, citric, and tartric acids, also effect the

purpose, and being less likely than the muriatic

acid to injure the fabric they are applied to, are

preferable.

To Form Carmine,—Take three pints of water

that has been boiled in a pewter vessel, into this

put one ounce of finely-powdered cochineal, and
keep the water boiling for about ten minutes ; add
then half a dram each of alum and supertartrate

of potass (cream of tartar) and keep the mixture

on the fire for a minute or two longer. When the

gross powder has subsided the decoction is to be

removed to a tall cylindrical vessel, which must be

covered over, and left free from disturbance. The
carmine will then settle at the bottom of the vessel

The liquor must then be gently poured off and the

powder gradually dried. An inferior carmine may
then be obtained from the coloured liquor poured

off from the first carmine, by the addition of a so-

lution of muriate of tin.

To Form LaTie.—'RoW chips of fine Brazil wood
in water aud strain the decoction, and then add to

it a solution of tin in muriatic acid (muriate of tin)

which may be purchased of the drysalters. The
mixture affords a fine red precipitate, which is the

article required.

By precipitating by alum instead of muriate of

tin, another kind of lake is obtained.

Various coloured lakes may be obtained by
digesting fine Brazil wood in acids, filtering the

solution, and precipitating with alum and Ammo-
nia, or alum and potass. Ammonia, however, gives

the finest lakes.

Cement for the Joints of Cast Iron.—Take
20 lbs, cast-iron borings ; 2 oz flour of sulphur ;

1 oz. muriate ot ammonia. The materials must
be ultimately mixed in tbe dry state, when a suf-

ficient quantity of warm water must be added to

render the whole quite wet; the mass is then

pressed together in a lump, aud allowed to remain

till such time, when the combined action of the

materials renders it quite hot, in which state it

must be hammered with proper tools into the

joints.



The Hindoostan Lapidaries Wheel.—This wheel
is extremely useful for cutting patterns on glass,

engraving on crystal, filing metals, sharpening in-

struments, and many other purposes besides the

work of a lapidary. It is composed of two parts

of fine emery powder, and one part of gum-lac.
The emery is put into a crucible, and when hot
enough to melt the lac, throw in some pieces one
by one, stir the whole well, and make the mixture
as complete as possible, and then ponr it on a
smooth marble slab ; and after beating it well with
a pestle, roll it on a stick and beat it again, &c.
When the mixture is perfect, you pour it on the
marble slab, (pounced with emeryV in a hoop of
iron or wood forming a mould, flatten and press

in the paste with an iron roller, and smoothen the
surface with a piece of iron and emery, heat the
iron mandril and pass it through the centre, when
cold it is applied to the lath and fit for use. The
composition of the wheel is not only durable and
simple, but may be less costly if applied as a ring
on to the circumference of any other wheel, al-

though generally made solid by the Hindoostan.

Stings of Bees, Wasps, and other Insects.-^
These are seldom fatal ; but the pain which they
excite is almost insupportable in some habits. Let
the affected parts be bathed with tepid spirits of

Mindererus.

Eo (Korrespontfenls, ^t.

B. B.

—

Not at present.

H. F.

—

Try it again.

J. A.—K.

—

Not connected with decorative art in

any way.

S. B.

—

To be completed in Jive volumes.

W. W.

—

Certainly.

G. G. A.

—

Answered three weeJis since.

S. A. M.—No.

Now Published Complete, Price Five Shillings,

the Self Instructing Draiving Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 to 5

on sale. The Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, Frice Qd. Parts 1, to 7, are

now ready.—The Illustrated laws of Cricket, as

revised by the Marylehone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

Bell's Life in London, Price 6d. OflSce, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

^* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be chrged iat lOd. each.

Part 27 is now ready, price lOd.
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JHffljotiS Of Staininfl S^ooljis.

The following are tbe best processes for staining

common woods, in imitation of the finer sorts.

Artificial Ebony, is made by boiling smooth clean

box in oil, till it becomes perfectly black; or by

washingjpear-tree wood with aqaufortis and drying

it in a shady place in the open air; after which,

common writing ink should be repeatedly passed

over it, and the wood dried in a similar manner,

till it acquires a deep black colour. It may then

be polished with wai^c and a woollen cloth, which

will give it a fine Ivistre. A very fine black is also

produced by a solution of copper in aquafortis, and

afterwards brushed over with a decoction of log-

wood.

Rosewood, may be admirably produced by

brushing over the wood repeatedly a strong decoc-

tion of logwood, and, after it is dry, applying with

a piece of cane bruised very coarsely, to be used

as a brush, a solution of copperas, or, which is

better, of iron filings in vinegar, in such a manner

as to imitate the grain of the wood.

Mahogany. An excellent imitation of mahogany

may be obtained by heating over a fire some

dragon's blood dissolved in oil of turpentine, in

which is immersed some plane-tree wood. This

mode is practiced in Germanj', and produces a

beautiful colour ; but, as some danger is incurred

from the liability of the oil of turpentine to take

fire, it has been recommended to boil the wood

well in simple water, and then to take it out, and,

wl^le hot, to brush it over repeatedly, with the

solution of dragon's blood in oil of turpentine.

Anothei method, which answers well, particularly

with elm, maple, and sycamore, is, to dissolve two

drachms of dragon's blood, one drachm of alkanet

root, and half a drachm of aloe, in half a pint ot

rectified spirits of wine: the wood should be first

moistened with aquafortis, and two or three layers

of the mixture applied, each being allowed to dry

before the next is applied.

A light red-brown Mahogany colour may also be

given to wood, by means of a decoction of madder

and fustic wood, ground in water, in the proportion

of half a pound of madder, and a quarter of a

pound, of fustic, to a gallon ; or, instead of the

fustic, an ounce of French berries may be used.

The wood must be brushed oyer with this solution,

while boiling hot, till the proper colour be obtained

By substituting, for the fustic, two ounces of log-

wood, a dark mahogany colour will be obtained.

When the wood has been brushed over several

times, and is dry, brush it over with water in

which pearl-ashes have been dissolved, in the pro-

portion of a quarter of an ounce to a quart. The

wood, in the better kind of work, should be after-

wards varnished with three or four coats of seedlac

varnish.

To dye wood a fine yellow, dissolve gamboge in

spirit of turpentine, and wash it over the wood

:

the addition of dragon's blood will produce an

orange tint. Turmeric dissolved in spirits of wine

also answers well.

Wood may also be stained yellow by brushing it

over several times with the tincture of turmeric

root, made by putting an ounce of the pow-

dered root to a pint of spirit, and, after it has

stood some days, straining ofi" the tincture. To

this also a little dragon's blood may be added, to

give it a redder cast. A cheaper and less bright

yellow may be given by rubbing the wood over

with the tincture of French berries made boiling

hot, and, when the wood is dry, brushing it over

with weak alum-water used cold.

For a deep black, the wood may be brushed

over four or five times with a warm decoction ofj

logwood, made in the proportion of one pound ofi

logwood to a gallon of water, and boiled for anj

hour or more. Afterwards black it over as often
\

with a riecoctivin of galls, allowing it to dry

thoroughly between each application of the liquor.

Thus prepared, it receives a fine deep colour, from

being washed over with a solution of vitriol, in the

proportion of two ounces to a quart; in the room

of which, some use a solution of iron in vinegar,

keeping the vinegar for this purpose upon a quan-

tity of '.ron filings, and pouring off a little as it is

wanted. A pretty good black is also obtained by

brushing over the wood first with the logwood

liquor, and afterwards with common ink, A very

fine black may be produced by brushing over the

wood several times with a solution of copper in

aquafortis, and afterwards with the decoction of

logwood, repeated till the colour be of suflicient

force, and the greenness produced by the copper

overcome.

To dye wood a fine blue put two drachms of the

best indigo in powder in a glass, with two ounces

of oil of vitriol, and stir them with a new clay

pipe. When it has stood for ten or twelve hours

in a temperate place, pour it into a large glass or

earthen vessel, and add as much clear water as is

requisite to produce the tint required. Another

method is to dissolve verdigris in distilled vinegar,

and making a separate solution of two ounces of

pure peal ashes in a pint of water, first applying

the former to the wood several times, till it be of a

sufficiently deep green, and then applying the

latter with a soft painter's brush, till it becomes of

the blue tint required. If a green stain is wished
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for, the dissolved verdigris may be used alone. To

dye wood purple, boil a quart of water, two oz. of

Brazil wood, and one oz. of logwood till one half is

evaporated; strain it off, and apply it with a

painter's brush. Afierwai'ds apply a weak solution

of pearlash.

To dye wood red, take two ounces of Brazil

wood and two drams of purified potash; mix them

in a quart of water, and infuse for two or three

days, then strain it, -and make it boiling hot, and

brush the wood over with it until it is highly co-

loured, when while wet, it must be brushed over

with a solution of alum, in the proportion of two

ounces to the quart.

To dye wood pink or rose-red, add to this infu-

sion of Brazil wood a quarter of an ounce of pearl

ash, and use it as before, applying the alum-water

several times.

To increase the brilliancy of any of the fore-

going stains, use a varnish of seed or shell lac.

—

For coarser work, a varnish of resin and lac may
be used, or drying oil ; or even a little bees'-wax

only.

5)tam$ti (glass in ^tttis.

In Leeds parish church, are two lights at the

east end, each consisting of three long openings,

and filled with stained glass executed by Mr. W.
Wilmshurst. These occur on each side of the

centre window, which is filled almost entirely with

ancient glass. The light on the north side contains

some of the principal ^events in the life of our

Saviour, each composition being under a canopy.

The subjects are—' The Offering of the Wise Men,'
—

' Christ disputing with the Doctors,'—' Christ

Blessing Little Children,— ' The Tribute Money,'

&c. The south light exhibits some of the princi-

pal events in the life of St. Peter, in whose name
the church is dedicated,—as ' The Deliverance

from Prison,'—'The Charge,'—' The Draught of

Fishes,' &c, in all, nine subjects. The tracery of

the windows is filled with the representations of

angels, scrolls, &c. There are also six panels, one

at the bottom of each opening. Those at the four

sides contain emblems, and in each of the central

panels is an inscribed scroll, intimating that the

A Guide to Benefit Societies, Illustrative of

their Origin, Progress, Constitution, and Ob

Jects ; lolth a Practical Adaptation of Life

Assurance to the Requirements of their Mem
hers, hy J. H. James, Consulting Actuary.

—

London, Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

The work before us is one of that rare but use-

ful class calculated to direct and assist the indus-

trial classes in their efforts to invest the product ofi

their economy in the most advantageous manner,

not only to their own advantage, but to that of

those who, in the common course of nature, they

must expect to leave behind them in this " vale of

tears." It is written in the most perspicuous style

and though embracing subjects of no ordinary dif-

ficulty, renders them clear and tangible as the sun

at noon- day. There are annexed several Tables of

Life Assurance, applicable to the requirements of

persons connected with Building Societies. To all

such individuals, and those who intend investing

their capital in a similar manner, this work cannot

fail in being of the greatest service. We regret

that our limited space precludes our giving an ex-

tract from its lucid pages.

jwindows are the gift of Mr. Blayds, and sacred to

jthe memory of his two elder sons, who respectively

jdied in the years 1842 and 1845. The colours, es-

ipecially the blue, red, and ruby, are truly very

brilliant. The execution of the work throughout
is of the most artistic description, and reflects

equal credit on the talent of the artist, and the li-

berality of the donor.

Baths and Wash-houses.— Timely Advice. —
A foreign visitor to some of our public baths, the

Baron de Suarce, while honouring the English of

all classes for the establishment of such noble in

stitutions, advises the exercise of great and even

scientific care in the cleansing of towels and flan

nels, particularly in such a season as the present,

and above all, in the Metropolis, "whither crowd

strangers from every quarter of the globe, many of

them deplorably unhealthy, and where disease has

an increased malignity." It is not sufficient, as

the Baron urges, that the towels be boiled in alka-

line water—the ordinary mode of cleansing—for

thus " the corrupt humours of the diseased may be

enfixed m them. That is what your medical men,

agreeing with me, will tell you ; and particularly

manufacturers of wool and cotton. At Leeds and

in the west of England, tlie operation of cleansing

the wool is known to require a wash possessing

certain precise amount and no more of alkali

and heat, as the slightest deviation irremoveably

fixes the oil in the texture, instead of separating

the two.—[This is, indeed, a well-timed caution,

and deserves prompt attention.}

The gold coins of this country are composed of

I eleven parts of gold and one of copper.
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Cetms iisetJ in ^tcSitectural antr

Interior Bfcoration, ^c.

Wainscot. The wooden linings of walls, gene-

rally in panels. The wood originally used in this

work was a foreign oak, known by this name, and

hence the name by degrees became applied to the

work itself.

Wall. A body of masonry of a certain thick-

ness, formed of stone or bricks. The early Greeks

constructed their walls, particularly those which

surrounded their cities, of rough stones of an im-

mense size:—such were those of Mycense and

and Tiryus. The interstices that were left between

these shapeless blocks were filled up with small

stones. According to the report of travellers, there

still exist in the isles of Gozzo and Malta circular

edifices of this construction. When the ancients

first cut the stones, they did not cut them rectan-

gular, but gave them an irregular figure of three,

four, or six sides, and fitted them together, so that,

when in their places, they left no interstices be-

tween them.

Wall-plates. Pieces of timber which are

placed so as to form the supports to the roof of a

building.

Warping. See Lasting.

Weather-boaeding. Boards lapped over each

other to prevent rain, &c, from passing through.

Weather-tiling. Covering a wall or vertical

surface with tiles.

Weepers. Small sepulchral statues in old mo-

uuments.

Well. The hollow space withim a spiral or

square staircase, extending from the basement to

the roof.

Wheel-window. A circular window in the

form of a wheel.

Whispering-gallery. Their form must be

that of a concave hemisphere. In that of the

dome of St. Pauls, the ticking of a watch may be

heard from side to side, and a very low whisper be

sent all round the dome.

WiTHS. The partitions of chimney flues.

Wreathed Columns. Columns twisted in the

form of a screw.

Xysthus. This word is applied by the Greeks

to a spacious portico in wlaich the athletse exercise

themselves in winter.

XENODorHiuM. The name given by the an-

cients to a hospital or an inn, for the reception of

strangers;

Zeta. a small withdrawing chamber—a stove

room—a parlour. In churches the zeta was a

room in which the church-keeper or sexton lived.

Formerly this room was built over the porch-way

and entrance into the church. The sexton here

kept his books, and gave his returns as custom en-

forced, and in the zeta all parochial business was

settled.

ZooLE. A term given to a low, square member,

used instead of a pedestal, to support a column.

When a zocle runs round a building, it is termed a

continued zocle. A zocle difi'ers from a pedestal

in being without base or cornice.

ENB OP GLOSSARY.

New Silver Mines in Chili.—The discovery of

the richest bed of silver, near Copiapo, at a place

called Tres Puntas, is not unlike the Californian

gold finding. A common miner, tired of drudging,

took his mule and travelled in search of treasure,

resting at night in the open country, among hill or

deserts. On one occasion, finding his location

somewhat uneasy, he shifted occasionally a few feet

during the night. Fot being able to sleep, before

starting in the morning, and wondering what could

be the cause of his uneasiness, he cleared away

some of tlie sand where he had lain, and to his

surprise and delight discovered a complete bed of

silver on the surface, very rugged and pointed, but

at all events sufficiently so to have made him rest-

less during the night. As the discoverer he claimed

the right of possession, which he now holds. An
offer was made to him of 100,000Z. cash, before the

mine or bed was disturbed, which he refused.

—

Other mines have been discovered in the same dis-

trict. Tliis may appear fabulous, but it is strictly

true, nevertheless.

Breioing.-.^The art of brewing, or preparing a

vinous fermented liquor from the farinaceous seeds,

is of very high antiquity. The ancient Egyptians

from the soil and climate of their country not being

favourable to the culture of the vine, were induced

to seek a substitute in barley, from which, in all

probability, by the process of malting, they knew

how to prepare a fermented liquor. How far the

moderns have improved or degenerated in the art

is now incapable of proof.
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)n mkt iWoultJings.

A CORRESPONDENT ill the Buri/ Herald

says :

—

'' In a country like ours, where there are no

quarries, and so many clay pits, and where con-

sequently stone is so dear and scarce, and bricks

—both red and white—so common, I rather won-

der that brick is not more used for the finer

mouldings in the place of stone. In former

times— and it might be equally so now—mould-

ings of all kinds were highly ornamented, frames

to windows, porches, chimneys, &c. were made oi

brick. Besides being much cheaper, and quite

as durable as stone, they had this advantage,—

that the most intricate patterns could be^made

nearly as cheap as the plainest; and also that'any

' colour;;;might be used, if not in the brick itself,

'yet on the outside and burnt in. White brick

round the windows, or at the corners of houses,

'proves a good foil to shaped flints ; red brick to

white, and vice versa.

I

" I shall mention one or two instances of the

'use of moulded bricks. Westhorpe Hall, one of

the first buildings of this class, was erected by

Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, about the year 1500,

who resided there with his wife, a king's sister

and widow. Though hardly a remnant even of

the ruins remains, yet fragments turn up which

show the beauty of the brick mouldings. They

are of a very hard and compact white brick,

!which retains its original sharpness,—and some

'of them having the duke's crest in relief upon

them, still ornament a bridge of the same date as

the hall. The other example is West Stow Hall,

built by the same duke, the gate-house of which
is a noble specimen of brick building. As an
example of the great use of brick mouldings in

churches, I may name Ixworth Thorp, a door^

way of which church has its mouldings and cir-

cular (Saxon ?) arch, formed of red brick."

The duty on bricks, levied as it now is, pre

vents any attempt at improvement, or experi-

mental endeavours.

Blucher, (Oxford.)

—

Thanks for the excellent ar-

ticle sent, tchich we regret not being able to

avail ourselves of, owing to the present number

completing the ivoi-h. It shall be enclosed to

any address you may forward.

Now Published Complete, Price Five Shillings,

the Self Instructing Draioing Book, containing

lessons in every style of Ornament. Part 1 to 5

on sale. The Book of Ornamental and Early

English Alphabets, 'Price &6.. Parts 1, to 7, are

now ready.—The Illustrated J aivs of Crichet, as

revised by the Marylebone Club, with explanatory

remarks by J. W. Burden, Cricketing Reporter to

BelVs Life in London, Price 6d. Office, 17,

Holywell Street, Strand.

*^j* Parts 1 and 2 are reprinted, and will in future

be charged at lOd. each.

Printed and Published by W. Gibbs, 17, Holywell-street. Strand, where Commumcations are

to be addressed. No. 121.—September 1st, 1849.
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